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PROCEEDINGS OF THE TWENTY-NINTH INDIAN
• SCIENCE CONGRESS.

1. OFFICERS OF THE TWENTY-NINTH CONGRESS.

PATRON

:

His Hioiinp:s8 Maharaja Sib Pbatapsingh Gaekwad, Senakhaskhel,
Samsher Bahadur, G.O.I.E., LL.D., Farzande-Khas-E-Dauuate-

Engeishia.

PRESIDENT

:

D. N. Wadia, Esq., M.A., B.So., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

PRESIDENTS OF SECTIONS:

Mathematics and Statistics.— P. C. MahalaiiobiH, O.B.E., M.A.,
B.Sc., F.N.I. , I.E.S., Professor of Physics, Statistical Laboratory,
Prosideucy 0>llege, ('alcutta.

Physics.

-

B. B. Ray, D.Sc,, F.N.I., Khaira Professor of Pliysics,

•lTiiiv(>rsity College of Science and Teclmology, 92, Upper Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Cticmistry

.

—Dr, M. Qurt^shi, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.N.I., Head of the Department
of Ctiemistry, Osiriania University College, ilyd(»rabad-Deccan.

(Jtoloyy.—Dr. Raj Nath, M.Sc., D.I.C,, Ph.jS. (London), Head of the
Department of Geology, Benares Hindu University, Benares.

(Jcugraphy and Geodesy.—George Kuriyan, Esq., B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.),

Head of the D(?partnient of Geography, Univta-sity of Madras, Tripli-

cant', Madras.
Botany .--Dr. N. L. Bor, M.A., D.Sc., F.L.S., I.F.S., Ft)r(‘st Botanist,

Forest Research Institute, P.O. New Forest, Dobra Dun.
Zoology.—Dr. H. Srinivasa Rao, M.A., D.S(\, F.A.Sc.. F.N.I,, Assistant

Superintendent, Zoological Survey of India, Indian MuHOuni, Calcutta.

Entomology.—D. Mukerji, Esep. M.Sc,, Zoological Laboratory, Univorsity
College of Science and Technology, 35, Ballygimge Circular Roa(l,

Cal('utta.

Anthropology.—Prof. M. H. Krishna, M.A. D.Litt. (Lend.), Professor
of History, University of Mysore, and Director of Archaeology, Mysoi e

State, Majarajah’s College, Mysore.
Medical and Veterinary Research.—Dr

.

(’. G. Pandit, JM.B.B.S., Ph.D,,
D.P.IL, D.T.M., F.N.I,, Assistant Director, King Institute. Guindy,
P.O. Saidapet, Madras.

Agrlcult/urc.- Dr. Nbizir Ahmad, O.B.E., Ph.D., F.Inst.lb. J.P., F.N.I.,

Director, Cotton Technological l..aboratory\ Matiinga, Bombay.
Physiology. - Prof, B. T. Krisliiian, B.A., M.B.B.S., M.Sc., Professoi-

and Head of the Department of Physiology, Madras Medical College,

Madras.
Psychology and PJd/acational Science.—Dr. Goposwar Pal, D.Sc., LecturoT-,

Department of PHyehology, Univorsity ('ollege of Science and Techno-
logy, 92, Upper (circular Road, Calcutta.

Engineering.—Dr. A. H. I\indya, Sc.D. (Eng.), A.M.yVm.Soc.C.E.,
A.M.l . Struct.E.. A.M.I.E., A.M.Inst.W., Principal, Bengal Engineering
College, T\0. Botanic Garden, Howrah.

RECORDERS OF SECTIONS

:

Mathematics and Statistics.— Dr. Rain Behari, M.A., Ph.D., Reader in

Mathematics, St. Stephen’s College, Delhi University, Delhi.
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Physics.—Prof. G. K. Paranjpe, M.Sc., A.i.I.Sc., F.N.I., I.E.S.,

Professor of Physics and Principal, Royal Institute of Science,

Mayo Hoad, Bombay.
Chemistry.—Prof. S. S. Joshi, M.Sc., D.Sc. (Bond.), University Professor

and Head of the Department of Chemistry, Benare§ Hindu University,

Benares.
Geology. -V. P. Sondhi, Esq., M.B.E., M.Sc., E.G.S., Geological Survey

of India, 27, Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Geography and Geodesy.—Prof. Nafis Ahmed, M.A. (B.E.S.), Professor

of Geography, Islamia College, Calcutta.

Botany.—Dr. S. N. Das-Gupta, Ph.D. (Loud.), D.I.C., M.Sc., Header in

Botany, University of Lucknow, Lucknow.
Zoology.— Dr. B. H. Seshachar, D.Sc., Assistant Professor of Zoology,

Central College, Bangalore.
Entomology.—P>r. K. B. Lai, M.Sc., (Alld.), Ph.D. (Edin.), E.H.E.S.,

Entomologist to Government, U.P., Cawnpore.
Anthropology.—J. K. Bose, Esq., M.A., B.L., Lecturer, Anthropology

Department, University College of Science an<l Technology, 35,

Ballygunge (’ircailar Hoad, Calcutta.

Medical and Veterinary Research.-—Dr. G. f). Bhalerao, D.Sc., Ph.D.

(Lond.), E.Z.S., F.H.M.S., F.A.Sc., llehniiithologist, Imperial

Veterinary Kescarch Institute, Izatnagar.
Agriculture.— L. Dutt, Esq., M.Sc., Imperial Sugaivane Station,

Lawley K(nid, (.'oimbatore, S. India. •

Physiology. Dr. K. P. Basu, D.Sc., Ph.D., Biochemical Laboratory,
University t>f Dacca, P.O. Ranina, Dacca.

Psychology and Educational Science.—Prof. B. L. Atreya, M.A., D.Idtt.,

Professor of ]^hiioso[)hy and Psychology, Benares Hindu Unixersity,
Benares.

Engineering

.

N. W Modak, Esq., B.E., M.l.C’.E., IM.l.F. (India), iVI.I.M.

& Cy.E.. F.R.San.l., J.P., etc.. City Engineer, Bombay' Municipalit

;

‘ U(iyam\ Near Shivaji Park, Bombay No. 2S.

SEC riONAL CORRESPONDENTS ;

Mathematics and Statistics. Sisirendu Gupta, Es(p, M.Sc., Leetui»‘r,

Departnuait of A})plied Mathematics, University ('olk'ge of Seiei»<‘e

and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, C'alcutta,

Physics.— Df-, S. U. Sirkar, D.Sc., Physics De])artnH‘nt, University ( '<»llege

of Sciencf' and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Ualcutta.
/'y. - S. N. Mnkherjre. Plsq., M.Sc., Leetun'r in ( 'heinistry .

1 'niver-

sity College of Seicmcc and Technolog;v, 92, Up{>er Circ'ular Hoad,
Calcutta.

Geology . V>i'. A. G. Jhiiigran, M.Sc., Ph.D. (Durham), Geologist, (Jeo-
logical Surv('y of India, 27, Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Geography and Geodesy. -Prof. (Miss) A. Baker, B.Se., Professor of
Geography, Lady Brabourne fJollege; IOOa, Park Stntet, Calcutta.

Botany.—R. L. Badhwar, E.sq., M.Sc., Chief Botanist, ( alcutta School
of Tropical Mediciia*. Chittaranjan Avenue, C'alcutta.

Zoology.—Mukundamurari Chakravarty, E.sq., M.Sc., Leetiuer in Zoology,
University College of Science ami Technology, 35, Ballygunge (.'ircular

Road, Calcutta.
Entomology.—Dr. D. P, Raichoudhury, Ph.D. (Lond.), D.I.C., PMLPkS.,

University Lecturer in Zoology, University Coll(>g(‘ of Science and
Technology, 35, Ballygunge Circular Road, Cakrutta.

Anthropology.— Prof. D. Sen, M.Sc., Professor of Geogra})hy, \'idyasagar
College; 154, Ku.ssa Road, Calcutta.

Medical and Veterinary Research.—Dr. D. N. Barierjee, M.B. ((kl.),
M.D. (Berlin), Gflicor -in-charge. Cholera Kidney Enquiry, Indian
ReseareV) Fund Association, Carmichael Medical (V)llege, Shyamba/ar •

60, Chowringhee Road, Calcutta.
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Agriculture.—Dr. R. P. Mitra, D.Sc., Senior Awsistant Soil Chemist under
the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, University College of
Science arlvVTechnology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Caleutta,

Physiology.-— Chatterji, Esq., M.Sc., M.B., Medical Prac-
titioner and Lecturer in Physiology, Calcutta University; 82, South
Road, P.O. Entally, Calcutta.

Psychology and Educational Science.—Suhrid Chandra Sinha, Esq., M.Sc.,
Department of Psychology, University of Calcutta; 15/1, Ramkanto
Bose Street, P.O. Baghbazar, Calcutta.

Engineering.—Prof. S. K. Roy, M.E.E. (Harvard), M.A.I.E.E., Pro-
fessor of Electricial Engineering, College of Engineering and Techno-
logy, P.O. Jadavpur College, 24-Pargana8.

LOCAL SECTIONAL SECRETARIES:

M<Oh(‘fnat 'n\s and Stali.'itics.- • A. C. Mukherji, Esq., M.A., Stat isti(‘ian

Diploma (Paris), F.S.S. (Loud.), Director of Statistics. Baroda
State, Baroda.

Physics. Prof. 1). \\ Cogato, M.vSc., Ph.D. (Lon<i.), Profess()r of IdiNkics,

Baroda (Udlege, Baroda.
Chemistry, i^rof. M. D. Avasare, B.A., M.vSc., IMi.D. (Lend.), Professor

of ( 'iKMiiistry. Banala College; 2, Pratapganj, Baroda Rcpidency,
’Baroda.

Geology. Dr. C. ('. vShah, M.vSc., Ph.D. (Lend.). A.I.C., Agricult^iral

Ciitauisi, Baroda vState, Kothi Pole, Baroda.
Geography and Geodesy.- Prof. D. H. Limaye, M.A., B.C’oin., Professor

of Ueograpby, Baroda College, Baroda.
Botany. Di, V. 0, Pliatak, M.Sc., D.Sc., Lecturer in Biology, Baroda

(!ollcgv', Baroda.
Zoology.- Dr. S. "f. Mosit‘8, M.A., D.Sc., F.Z.vS., F.R.A.I., Director of

Fisheries, Baiotlu State, Baroda,
hhitomology. Dr. V. Likliite. B.Sc., D.Sc. (France), Deputy Din^ctor

.Agriculture, Northern Division, Mehsiina, N. G\»jarat.

Anthro})(>logy. Dr. B. Bhattacharyya, Director. Oriental Institute,

Baroda >StaU\ Baroda.
Medic(d and Veterinary Research.— P. M. Nanavati, Esq., L.M. & 8.,

D.T.M. A H. (Cniitai)), Deputy Chief Medical OHicer, S.G. Hospital,
Baroda.

Agrieultnrc. S. S. Bhat, Es(p. M.Ag., Horticulturist to Government,
Baroda State, Baroda.

Physiology. Dr. K. N, Kul.shrestha, M.D. (Bom.), F.R.C.S. (Edin.),

Physician to H.H. tla' Maharaja Saheb, Sayaji-ganj, Baroda.
Psychology and Educational Science .— T. K. N. Menon, Usq., B.A., T.D.,

M.A. (Leeds), Princi]ail. Secondary Teachers’ Training (Vdlege,

vSaya ji-ganj, Baroda.
Engineering. A. C. vSahgal, Esq., B.Sc.Tech. (Manch.). A.M.I.E.E.

(Loud.). Principal, Kala Bhavan Technical Institute, Baroda: PL
Alkapurl. Banxla.

HONORARY GENERAL SECRETARIES:

Prof. iS. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I., University- College of S<'ience

and Tivhiiology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.
Prof. T*. Parija, M.A., F.N.I., I.E.S., Principal, Ravenshaw (^ollege,

Cuttack.

HONORARY TREASURER

:

Prof. J. N. Muklicrjoe, D.vSe., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., University
College of Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta .



2. OFFICERS OF THE INDIAN SCIENCE^ CONGRESS
ASSOCIATION FOR 1941-42.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Kt., I.C.S. (Retd.) . .

D. N. Wadia, Esq., M.A., B.Sc., F.G.8., ')

F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I. .
. j

Prof. S. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I. 1

Prof. P. Parija, M.A., F.N.I., I.E.S. .
. J

Prof. *J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S.,]
F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I. . . .

. J
Prof. S. P. Agharkar, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S.,\
F.N.I.

President,

President-elect .

General Secretaries,

Treasurer.

Prof. B. C. Guha, Ph.D., D.Sc.
Prof, P. C. Mitter, M.A., Ph.D., F.N.I.
Prof. G. R. Paranjpe, M.Sc., F.N.I.,
I E S J P

Dr! J. N. Ray, D.Sc., F.N.I*
Prof. M. R. Siddiqi, M.A., Ph.D., F N.I.
Sir T. S. Venkatraman, Kt., C.I.E., B.A.,
I.A.S., F.N.I. . .

Dr. K. G. Naik, M.A. (Bom.), D.Sc.'
(Lond.), F.I.C., F.N.I.

R. B. Chandrachud, Esq., F.R.C.S. (Eng.)

Elected by the General
Committee.

Local Secretaries

{co-opted).

COUNCIL

:

1-14. (a) Members of the Executive Committee. Ex-officio.

(b) Past Presidents who are Ordinary or Honorary Members.

15. Sir P. C. Ray, Kt,, C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.
16. Sir M. Visvesvaraya, K.C.I.E. , M.Inst.C.E., D.Sc.
17. Dr. J. L. Simonson, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.
18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.
19. Sir L. L. Fermor, Kt., O.B.E., D.Sc., F.G.S., A.R.S.M., M.Inst.M.M.,

F.N.I., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B.
20. Prof. M. N. Saha, D.Sc., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

21. Dr. J. H. Hutton, C.I.E., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.
22. Sir U. N. Brahmachari, Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B., F.S.M.F.,

F.N.I.
12. Sir T. S. Venkatraman, Kt., C.I.E., B.A,, I.A.S., F.N.I.
23. Sir James H. Jeans, Kt., D.Sc., Sc.D., LL.D., F.I.C., F.R.S.
24. Dr. J, C. Ghosh, D.Sc., F.N.I.

26.

Prof. B. Sahni, M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.

(c) Past General Secretaries who are Ordinary or Honorary Members.

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.
18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.
6. Prof. 8. P. Agharkar, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S., F.N.I.

26. Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff, M.A., Sc.D., F.I.C., F.N.I., I.E.S.

. 6. Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.
27. W. D. West, Esq., M.A., F.N.I.

(d) Past Managing Secretaries who are Ordinary or Honorary Members.

28. Johan van Manen, Esq., C.I.E., F.R.A.S.B.
22. Sir U. N. Brahmachari, Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B,, F.8.M.F.

F.N.I.
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(<?) Past Treasurers who are Ordinary or Honorary Members,

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.

29. Dr. B, Prashki, D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

30. Rai Bahadur Dr. S. L. Hora, D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S,, F.R.S.E.,

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

31-44. ( f) Sectional Presidents.

(g) Elected by the General Committee.

45. Prof. Y. Bharadwaja, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S. ,
F.N.I.

46. Prof. F. R. Bharucha, B.A., D.Sc,, F.N.I.

47. Prof. H. K. Mookerjee, M.Sc., D.I.C., D.Sc.

48. Prof. B. Narayana, M.Sc., M.B., Ph.D., F.R.S.E.

49. Prof. B. Sanjiva Rao, M.A., Ph.D.
60. A. a. Ukil, Esq., M.B., M.S.P.E., F.S.M.F.B., F.N.I.

61. Prof. K. Veukataraman, M.A., M.Sc.Tech., Ph.D., D.Sc., F.T.C.

SECTIONAL COMMITTEES. 1941-42,

1 . Mathematics and .Statistics—

Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis
Dr. Ram Behari . .

Mr. Sisirendu Gupta
Mr. A. C. Mukhorji
Dr. B. N. Prasad
Dr. B. R. Seth . .

Prof. N. R. Sen . .

Prof. A, C. Banerji

Prof. M. R. Siddiqi

Prof. N. R. Son . .

Prof. D.N. Son ..

Prof. M, R. Siddiqi

Prof, S. C. Dhar .

.

2. Physic®-

Prof. B. B. Ray .

.

Prof. G. R, Paranjpo
Dr. S. C. Sirkar ..

Prof. D. V. Gogato
Dr. P. C. Mahanti
Dr. N. R. Tawdo. .

Sir 0. V. Raman
Mr. T. P. Bhaskara Shastri

Dr. S. K. Banerji

Prof. M. N. Saha . .

Prof. D. M. Boho
Prof. S. N. Bose .

.

Prof. B. Venkatesachar
Dr. 0. W. B. Normand
Prof. 8. K. Mitra

Prof. S. Datta
Dr. K. R. Ramanathan
Prof. K. S. Krishnan
Prof. P. N. Ghosh
Prof. G. R. Paranjpo
Prof. H. Paramesvvaran
Prof. B. B. Ray .

.

Prof. S. Datta
Prof, D. S. Kothari
Prof. Kamta Prosad
Prof. R. K. Aaundi

Convener,

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectwnal Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener.

Recorder.

Section al Corresponden t

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

^Elected Members.

Past Prendents who are

I Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

' Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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3, Cbemlstry-

Dr. M. Qure^hi . .

Prof. S. S. Joshi . .

Mr. S. N. Mukherjee
Prof. M. D. Avasare
Dr. A. C. Chatterji
Prof. D. D. Karve
Dr. J. L. Sirnonsen
Sir P. G. Ray
Dr. G. J. Fowler
Prof. B. K. 8ingh
Prof. B. B. Doy , .

Dr. J. G. Ghoah . .

Dr. H. K. Sen . .

Sir S. S. Bhatnagar
Prof. J. N. Mukherjee
Prof. P. C, Mitter
Dr. K. G. Naik . .

Prof. P. R. Ray . .

Prof. P. Neogi
Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff
Prof. A. C. Sircar
Prof. P. G. Gnha
Prof. J. N. Ray .

.

Dr. P. B. Sarkar
Dr. S. Krishna
Prof. Mata Prasad
Prof. P. 0. Guha
Prof. R. C. Ray . .

Prof. Mata Pra.sad

Prof. M. Qnreshi
Prof. J. N. Ray . .

Dr, P. B. Sarkar
Dr. H, Hasan
Prof. S. S. Joshi . .

Dr, M. Qnreshi

4. Geology-

Dr. Raj Nath
Mr. V. P. Sondhi. .

Dr. A. G. Jhingran
Dr. C. 0. Shah . .

Dr. G. W. Chiplonker
Dr. K. P. Rode . .

Mr. E. S. Pinfold
Sir L. L. Fermor
Mr. D. N. Wadia. .

Prof. B. Sahni
Dr. C. S. Fox
Mr. P. Evans
Dr. M. S. Krishnan
Mr. B. Rama Rao
Mr. W. D. West . .

Mr. N. P. Gandhi
Prof. S. K. Roy , .

Prof. L. Rama Rao
Dr. M. R. Sahni .

.

Dr. M. S. Krishnan
Mr. N, N. Cliatterjee

Prof. S.K. Roy ..

Corwener.
Recorder^**

Section Ii Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

\
Past Presidents who are

j
Ordinary or Honorary

/ Members.

I Past Recorders who are *

\ Ordinary or Honorary

[ Members.

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectiona I Correspomle nt .

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members,
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Prof. L. Rama Kao
Dr, C. Mahadevan
Dr. A. S. Igalapesi

Geography and D«odesy—

Mr. George Kiiriyan
Prof. Nafis Ahmed
Prof. (Miss.) L. A. Baker
Prof. D. H. Limaye
Sahibzada Muhammad Yusuf Khan
Mr. B. B. Mukherjee
Mr. N. Siibrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chattorjee . .

Dr. S. M. Tahir Rizvi
Mr. N. Siibrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chatterjee . .

Mr. George Kuriyan
Prof. Maneek B. Pithawalla . .

Mr. A. K. Banerjee

Botany

—

Dr. N. L. Bor . .

Dr. S, N. Dh,s-

G

upta
Mr. R. L. Badhwar
Dr. V. G. Pliatak
Dr. A. C. Joslii

Dr, S. M. Siroar , .

Prof. B. Salmi
Prof. 8, P, Agharkar
Prof. M. O. P. Iyengar
Prof. K. C. Mehta
Prof. P. Pari j

a

Dr. T. Ekarnbaram
Dr. H. Chaudhuri
Dr. S. L. Ghoso . .

Prof. R. H. Dastur
Prof. S. R. Bose . .

Dr. Krishnadas Bagohee
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja
Dr, Shri Ranjan , .

Prof. S. L. Ajrekar
Prof. 8. K. Bose . .

Dr. Krishnadas Bagchee
Prof. G. P. Majumdar
Prof. M. Sayeed-ud-Din
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja
Prof. F. R. Bharucha
Dr. P. Anand
Mr. N. K. Tiwary

Zoology

—

Dr. H. Srinivasa Rao
Dr. B. R. Seshachar
Mr. Mukundamurari Chakravarty
Dr. S. T, Moses . .

Prof. A. B. Misra
Dr. D. P. Raichoudhury
Mr. G. Matthai . .

Dr. H. R. Mehra
Dr. F. H. Gravely
Prof. K. N. Bahl

1 Past Recorders who are
> Ordinary or Honorary
) Members.

\

i

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary,

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

^Elected Members.

\
Past Presidents who are

, Ordinary or Honorary
I

Members.

Past Recorders who are

(

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Comwner.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary^

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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Dr. B. Prashad .

.

Dr. B. Sundara Raj
Dr. S. L. Hora .

.

Dr. B. L. Bhatia
Prof. D. R. Bhattacharya
Prof. R. Gopala Aiyar
Prof. P. R, Awati
Prof. H. K. Mookerjee
Dr. G. S. Thapar.

.

Prof. C. R. Narayan Rao
Prof. B.K. Das ..

Prof. A. Subba Rau
Dr. H. S. Rao
Prof. H. K. Mookerjee
Dr. H. N. Ray . .

Dr. G. S. Thapar. .

Dr. H. S. Prutlii

Mr. D. Mukerji . .

Prof. S. G. M. Ramanujam .

.

Mr. G. K. Chakravarty
Mr. Beni Charan Mahendra .

.

Mr. J. L. Bhaduri

8. Entomology

—

Mr. D. Mukerji
Dr. K. B. Lai .

.

Dr. D. P. Raichoudhurv
Dr. V. N. Likhite

Dr. B, C. Basil

Mohamad Afzal Husain
Dr. H. S. Pruthi

Rao Bahadur Y. Ramchandra Rao

Mr. D. Mukerji
Dr. P. Sen

9. Anthropolojiy—

Prof. M. H. Krishna
Mr. J. K. Bose . .

Prof. D. Sen
Dr. B. Bhattacharyya
Dr. P. C, Biswas
Mrs. I. Karve
Rai Bahadur S. C. Roy
Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis
Dr. J. H. Hutton
Dr. B, S. Guha
Prof. K. P, Chattopadhyay .

.

Dr. G. S. Ghuryo
Mr. H. C. Chakladar
Dr. D. N. Majumdar
Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit

Mr. T. C. Das
Di. G. M. Kiirulkar

Mr.T. C. Das ..

Mr. H. C. Chakladar
. Dr. D. N. Majumdar

Mr. T C. Royohaudhuri
Capt. R. N. Basu
Dr. A. Aiyappan

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener,

Recorder,

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Member.
'\Past Presidents who are t »

[ Ordinary or Honorary

i Members.
1 Past Recorders who are

S Ordiruiry or Honorary

J Members.

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

^Elected Members.

>

Past PreMdents wh.o are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders vjho are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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10. *Medical and Veterinary Research

—

Dr. C. G. Pandit
Dr. G. D. B^^^lerao

Dr. D. N. Banerjee
Mr. P. M. Nanavati
Mr. M. R. Mahajan
Dr. B. Mukerji . .

Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokhey
Lt.-Col. K. R. K. Iyengar
Bt.-Ool. Sir R. N. Chopra
Sir U. N. Brahmachari
Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti
Mr. J. R. Haddow
Mr. A. C. IJkil . .

Dr. M. B. Soparkar
Mr. A. C. Ukil . .

Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti
Prof. S. W. Hardikar
Capt. S. Datta
Mr. Phaniudranatli Brahmachari
Dr. C. G. Pandit
Prof. S. Ramakrishnan

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

I
Past Presidents who are

S

' Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

1 1 . Agriculture-

Dr. Nazir Ahmad
Mr. N. L. Dutt
Dr. R. P. Mitra . .

Mr. S. S. Bhat . .

Dr. B. P. Pal
Dr. J. S. Patel
Rao Bahadur M. R. Raniaawami Sivan
Sir T. S. Venkatraman
Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya .

.

Rao Bahadur G. N. Rangaswami
Ayyangar

Mr. M. Afzal Husain
Mr. A. K. Y. Narayan Aiyer
Rao Bahadur B. Viswanath . .

Rao Sahib T. V. Rarnakrishna Ayyar
Rai Sahib Jai Chand Luthra
Mr. K. Raniiah
Mr. N. V. Joslii . .

Rao Baimdiir B. Viswanath . .

Dr. S. V. Desai
Dr. A. N. Puri
Dr, 0. N- Aoharya

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectio nal Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

'^Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honxyroflry

Members.

) Past Presidents who are

r Ordinary or Honorary
y Members.

i Past Recorders who are

) Ordinary or Honorary

\ Members.

12. Physiology -

Prof. B. T. Krishnan
Dr. K.P. Basil ..

Mr. Banbiliari Chatterji

Dr. K. N. Kulshrestha
Mr. 8. Banerjee , .

Dr. S. N. Ray
Prof. W. Burridge
Lt.-Col. S. L. Bhatia
Bt.-Col. Sir R. N. Cliopra
Prof. N. M. Basil

Dr. W. R. Aykrovd
Dr. B. B. Dikshit

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectiona I Correspondent .

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members

.
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Prof. N. M. Basil
Dr. S. N. Mathur
Prof. B. Narayana
Dr. B. B. Dikshit
Dr. B. Milkerji

13. Psychology and Educational Science

—

Dr. Gopeswar PaJ
Prof. B. L. Atreya
Mr. Suhrid Chandra Sinha
Mr. T. K. N. Meuon
Mr. Kali Prasad . .

Dr. Indra Sen
Dr. N. N. Sen-Gupta
Mr. N. S. N. Sastry
Dr, G. Bose
Mr. M. N. Bauerji

Dr. S. C. Mitra
Mr. J. M. Sen
Mr. K. C. Miikherji
Mr. Haripada Maiti
Dr. I. Latif
Mr. N. S. N. Sastry
Mr. M. N. Banerji
Mr. D. Ganguly
Dr. I. Latif
Dr. Gopeswar PaJ

14. Engineering

—

Dr. Anant H. Pandya
Mr. N. V. Modak
Prof. S. K. Roy . .

Mr. A. C. Sahgal
Mr. S. P. Chakravarti
Mr. N. S. Josh) . .

Mr. C. C. Iiiglis

Dr. Anant H. Pandya

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary'
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

IPrt-sr/ Presidents who are
' Ordinary or Honorary

Members.

.

)past Recorders u?hh are

/ Ordinary or Honorary
\ Members.

Convener

.

Recorder.
Sectiona I Corresponden

t

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

^ Past PrcMdent who is an
r Ordinary or Honorary
) Member.

I
Past Recorder who is an

r Ordinary or Honorary
) Member.



3. LOCAL RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

PATRON

:

His Highness Maharaja Sir Pratapsingh Gaekwad, Senakhaskhel

,

Samsher Bahadur, G.C.T.E., LL.D., Farzandc-Khas-E-Daulate-
Englishia.

VICE-PATRONS :

H.E. Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar, K.CM.E., Dewan Saheb, Baroda State,

Baroda.
Shrimant Bhadrasinhrao Anaiidrao Gaekwad, B.A., LL.B. ‘(Cantab),

Bar-at-Law, Naib Dewan, Baroda.
M.R.R. Motilal Chhotalal Dosai, B.A., LL.B,, Naib Dewan, Baroda,
M.R.R. Satya Vrata Mukerjea, B.A. (Oxon), Naib Dewan, Baroda.
Sheth Purushottamdas Harjivandaa, Mafatlal Fine Mills, Navsari.
Sheth Navinchandra Mafatlal, Mafatlal Fine Mills, Navsari.
Sheth Jaykrishna Harivallabhdas, Jagdish Mills, Baroda.
Raj Mitra B. D. Amin, Alembic Chemical Works, Baroda.
Datar Sheth Chandiilal Keshavlal Parikh, Petlad.
Raj MTtra Datar Sheth Ramanlal Keshavlal, Petlad.
Datar Sheth Bulakhidas Narandas, Petlad.
lehwarbhai V. Patel, Esq., Baroda.
Sir Hoini Mehta, Navsari Cotton <& Silk Mills, Navsari.
Russa Mehta, Esq., c/o Sir Homi Mehta, Gaekwar Mills, Billimora.
Sheth Motilal Kashandas, Petlad.
Sheth Shantilal Mangaldas, Ahmedabad.
^eth M. C. Ghia, Bombay.
^eth Maganbhai Bhikhabhai Patel, Baroda.
Sheth Anandilal Hiralal, Baroda.
Sheth Todermal Chimanlal Shamalbechar, Baroda.
Sheth Dahyabhai Chimanlal Shamalbechar, Baroda.
Sheth Maganlal Prabhuda.'^. Sidhpur.
Sheth Ishwarbliai Chimanlal, Baroda (Jhaverehand Laxmichaiul & Co.).

Raj Ratna Girdharlal D. }*arikh, AdvocaUN Baroda.
Sheth V'adilal Lalliibhai, Baroda,
Datar Sheth Hasmukhlal .Tadia, Baroda.

CHAIRMAN :

H E. Sir V. T. Ki ishnamachariar, K.C.I.E., Dewan Saheb, Baroda State,

Baroda,

HONORARY LOCAL SECRETARIES:

Dr. K. (L Naik, M.A. (Bom.), D.Sc, (Lond.), F.I.C., F.N.I., Principal,

Baroda College, Baroda, and Dean of the Faculty of Technology,
University of Bombay.

Mr. R. B. Chandrachud, F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Chief Medical Officer, Baroda
State, Baroda.

HONORARY LOCAL TREASURER:

B. N. Mehta, Esq., B.Sc., A.H.B.T.I., Chief Chemist, Public Health
Laboratory, Baroda State, Baroda.

DONORS

;

The Hon’ble Mr. Justice V. N. Patkar, Baroda.
The Hon’ble Mr. Justice S. A. Sudhalkar, Baroda.

( 13 )
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Shoth Manibhai B. Amin, Alembic Chemical Works, Baroda.
Sheth Chhotabhai B. Patel, Baroda.
Sbeth Punjabhai Tulsibhai Bakorbhai Amin, Baroda.
Sheth Pasliabhai Chhotabhai Patel, Baroda.

M. R. R. Manibhai R. Patel, Chief Engineer, Baroda.
Raj Ratna J. M. Pavri, Advocate, Baroda.
Raj Ratna Manibhai V. Desai, Advocate, Baroda.
R. G. Allan, Esq., Commissioner of Agriculture, Baroda,

MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL RECEPTION COMMITTEE:

Dr. J. M. Mehta, M.A., Pli.D., Commissioner of Education, Baroda.

Raj Ratna Col. S. M. Pagar, Private Secretary to His Highness, Baroda.

Dr. N. V. Pandit, Sanitary Commissioner, Baroda.

Mr. K. R.JDotiwala, Director of Commerce, Baroda.
Sheth Hiralal Chhaganlal, Baroda Chemical Works, Baroda.
Mr. Dahyabhai K. Naik, B.A., LL.B., Retired High Court Judge, Baroda.
Navinchandra C. Parikh, Esq., B.Sc. Tech. (Manch.), Petlad.

B. Maitra, Esq., M.Sc., Calcutta Chemical Works, Panditia Road, Calcutta.

Dr. V. N. Likhite, Deputy Director of Agriculture, Baroda.
Sheth Ramanbhai B. Amin, Alembic Chemical \V\>rks, Baroda.
B. N, Patkar, Esq., Advocate, Baroda.
Raj Ratna G. M. Tambe, Advocate, Baroda.

A. S. Pradhan, Esq,, Advocate, Baroda.
Dr. Dhirubhai M. Shah, Baroda.
Dr. Vonilal N. Mody, Baroda.
Desai, Shah & Co., Baroda,
(Mr. Haribhai R. Desai and Mr. Natwarlal Shall.)

R. B. Dev, Esq., B.A., LL.B., Baroda.
R. H. Anjaria, Esq., B.A., LL.B., Baroda.

G. R. Shethji, Esq., B.A., LL.B., Baroda.

D. M. Parikh, Esq., B.A., LL.B., Baroda,

Tlie Shree Sayaji Vijaya Press (Raj Ratna Maneklal Ambaram Doctor
and Mr. Laxmilal Maneklal Doctor), Baroda.

Dr, RarnanUil V. Patel. Baroda.



4. GENERAL.

The Twenty-ninth Meeting of the Indian Science Congress
Association was held at Baroda from January 2nd to January
6th, 1942.

The inaugural meeting was held on Friday, January 2nd,

1942, at 9 A.M. in the Central Hall, Baroda College, Baroda,
in the presence of the Patron, His Highness Maharaja Sir Pratap-
singh Gaekwad, Senakhaskhel, Samsher Bahadur, 'G.C.I.E.,

LL.D., Farzande-Khas-E-Daulate-Englishia. Sir V. T. Krishna-
ioaehariar, K.C.I.E., Dowan Saheb, Baroda State, Baroda,
Chairman of the Reception Committee, welcomed the delegates

in a speech and requested His Highness the Maharaja Saheb
of Baroda to open the Session of the CV)ngre88. His Highness
opened the Ccmgress with a speech and then the President of the

Congress, Mr. D. N. Wadia, M.A., B.Se., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.,
F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., delivered his address.

The Sectional Presidential Addresses were delivered as

follows:

—

iT"
'

Saturday, January 3rd : 9-3() a.m., Engineering
;
11-30 A.M.,

Anthropology; 12 noon, Agriculture.

Sunday, January 4th : 9 a.m., Chemistry
; 10 a.m.. Botany

;

11 A.M., Physics; 12 noon, Mathematics and Statistics;

12-30 P.M., Physiology.

Monday, January 5th: 9 a.m., Psychology and Edu-
cational Science; 9-30 a.m., Gl^ology

;
10-30 a.m., Medical

and Veterinary Research 11-30 A.M., Geography and
Geodesy; 12 noon. Zoology,

Tuesday, January 6th : 9-39 a.m., Entomology

* The meeting was tu have been heki at Dacca under the auspices
of the Centenary (Celebrations of the Did Dacca College, but the authorities
of the University of Dacca, who extended the invitation abandoned the
idea of holding the session of the Congress tliere in view' of the unfortu-
nate situation prevailing in the city. See resolution No. 7 of the Execu-
tive Committee on p. 37 of this part of the Proceedings.

Owing to uncertainties of the general situation of the country
due to war, the Executive Committee decided to close the session on
January 6th instead of on January 8th.

f As the elected President of the Section was unable to attend the

session, Dr. G. D, Bhalerao, who w^as chairman of the meeting, read out

the Address.
*

J As tlio elected President of the Section was unable to attend the

session, Dr. T. V. Ramkrishna Ayyar, who was chairman of the meeting,

read out the Address.

( 15 )
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Symposia and Joint Meetings of Sections were held as

follows:

—

Saturday, January 3rd

:

Discussions on Held in

1 1-30 A.M. to 1 P.M.

(1) 'Co-education’ .. The Se(*tion of Psychology
and Edu<‘ational Science.

(2) ‘Necessity of a collection The Section of Entomology,

of Insects of India. ’ *

(3) ‘Chromatographic Ana- The Sc'ction oF Chemistry,

lysis.’

2 P.M. to 4 P.M.

(4)
‘ The Use of factorial and The Joint Mta‘.ting of the

incomplete block designs in Sections of Agriculture,

Agriculture. ’ Matluunatics and Stat istics.

(5) ‘The sequence of pn^- The Joint Meeting r)f the

historic cidtures in India. ’ Sectif>ns of Otology and
Anthropology.

Sunday, January 4th

:

1 1-30 A.M. i(> 1 P..M.

(6) ‘Mineral policy for India’ The »Joint Me(‘.ting oF the

Sections of (teology and
(Geography aiul Geod(‘sy.

(7)
‘ Industrial plastics’ . . The Se<*tion of Chiunistry.

(8) ‘Improvement in agri- The Joint Meeting of the

cultural implements and Sections of Agriculture and
machinery. ’ Engiiujering.

2 P.M. to 4 P,.M.

(9)
‘ Essential oils’ .. The Section of Chemistry,

in co-o|xu'ation with the

Indian Pharmaceutical Con-
tenmce.

(10) ‘India’s })osition with The Joint Meeting of the

regard to her sulphur Sections of Clumiistry and
sources. ’ Geology,

* No materials of tliis discussion wore received for inclusion in

Part IV of the Proceedings.
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• Discussions on

(11) ‘The Racial classification

of India.
’

(12) ‘Psychological approach
t o aesthetics,

’

Held in

The Section of Anthrop^^logy.

The Section of Psychology
and Educational Science.

Monday, January 5th

:

1 1-30 A.iiil. to 1 p.M.

(13) ‘ Vocal iona
I
guidance' . . The Section of Psychology

and Educational Science.

(14) ‘The Anthro]>ological The Section of Anthropology.
approa(‘h to the Indian So-

ciology.

(15) 'Physical and (4ieniical The Section of ('hemistry.

properties of (‘lays and ben-

tontt es.
’

(Ifi) ‘ Sc.x llormon(‘s, their

(‘heinistry, physiology, phar-

macology and th(a'a])y.’

(17) 'Manufaclun* of syn-

t het ic drugs in I ndia
.

'

(IS) ‘ Factor analysis’

(19)

' Cont rol of w (xhIs
'

(20)

‘ Manufacture of scientific

instruments in India.

'

(21

)

‘ The Ut ilization of results

of agricultural research for

increas(^d monetary return

to the cultivators.

'

p.M.

The Joint Meeting of the
Sections of Chemistry,

Physiology and M(3di<‘al

and W-terinary Res<‘arch.

The 8(adion of Chemist ry.

Th(i Joint Meeting of the

Sections of Psy(‘hology and
Educational Sci(‘n(*e, and
Matluunatics and vStatistics.

Th(‘. Joint Meeting of the

Sections of Botany, Agri-

culture and Entomology.

The Joint Meeting of the

Sections of Chemistry,

Physi(‘s and Medical and
\'eterinary Research.

Th(‘ Section of Agriculture.

Tuesday, January 6th

:

9-30 A.M. to 11-30 A.M.
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Popular Lectures were delivered as follows:—
Friday, January 2nd, 1942 : 6 p.m.

‘Lahul: its people and flora,’ by Dr. N. L. Bor, M.A.,

D.Sc., F.L.S., I.E.S., Forest Botanist, Forest Research
Institute, P.O. New Forest, Dehra Dun.

Saturday, January 3rd, 1942 : 6 p.m.

‘The Human Brain,’ by Mr. Brij Mohan Lai, M.B.B.S.,
M.So. (Lond.), Principal, Osmania Medical College,

Hyderabad.

Monday, January 5th, 1942 : 6 p.m,

‘The Mica Industry,’ by Dr. J. A. Dunn, D.Sc., D.I.C.,

F.G.S., F.N.I., Superintending Geologist, Geological

Survey of India, 27, Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Tuesday, January 6th, 1942 : 6 p.m.

‘ Science and the National Reconstruction in India,
’

by Dr. Kewal Motwani, A.M., Ph.D., Theosophical
Society, Adyar, Madras.

The following Functions and Entertainments were held in

honour of the Members of the Indian Science Congress:

—

Saturday, January 3rd: 4-15 p.m., Tea Party at the
Alembic Chemical Works; 8-30 p.m. Variety Entertain-
ment in the Central Hall, Baroda College.

Sunday, January 4th: 7 p.m., Rtweption Committee
Dinner in the Science Institute Gardens; 8-30 p.m..

Variety Entertainment in the Central Hall, Baroda
College.

Monday, January 5th: 4-30 p.m., Garden Party by His
Highness Maharaja Sir Pratapsingh Gaekwad, Sena-
khaskhel, Samsher Bahadur, G.C.I.E., Farzande-Khas-
E-Daulate-Englishia in the Public Park Gardens

;
8-30 p.m.,

Variety Entertainment in the Central Hall, Baroda
College.

Tuesday, January 6th: 8-30 p.m., Variety Entertainment
in the Central Hall, Baroda College.

The following Visits and Excursions were arranged for

Members of the Indian Science Congress

:

—
Saturday, January 3rd; 2-30 p.m., Visit to the Alembic
Chemical Works.

Sunday, January 4th ; 2-30 p.m., Visit to the Kala-
Bhavan Technical Institute.
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. Monday, January 5th : 2*30 p.m., Visit to Baroda State

Library, Museum and Art Gallery.

Tuesday,* January 6th: 2-30 p.m., Visit to Agriculture
Farm and Palaces.

The following Meetings were held during the Session of the

Indian Science Congress:

—

The Sectional Committees met at (1) 2 p.m. on Friday,
January 2nd; (2) 9 a.m. on Saturday, January 3rd; (3) 9 a.m.

on Sunday, January 4th
; (4) 9 a.m. on Monday, January 5th

;

(5) 9 A.M. on Tuesday, January 0th, 1942.

The Council met at 3-30 p.m. on Friday, January 2nd, 1942.

The Executive Committee met at (1) 2 p.m. on Thursday,
January 1st; (2) 3 p.m. on Sunday, January 4th, 1942.

The General Committee met at 2 p.m. on Monday, January
otfh, 1942.

The Sub-Committee on ‘Science and its Social Relations’ met
at 2 P.M. on Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

The following Scientific Societies held their Meetings during

•the Twenty- ninth Session of th(^ Indian Science Congress:

—

1. The Annual Meeting of the National Institute of
Scienees of India was held at 3 p.m. on Thursday, January
1st, 1942.

2. The Annual Meeting of the Physiological Society of

India was held at 2 p.m. on Friday, January 2nd, 1942.

3. The Annual Meeting of the Institutf^ of Chemistry of

Great Britain and Ireland (Indian Section) was held at 2 P.M. on
Friday, January 2nd, 1942.

4. The Annual Session of the Indian Statistical Conferenc;e

was opened at 9-30 a.m. on Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

5. The Annual Me^eting of the Indian Physical Society

was held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

6. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Psychological

Association was held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

7. The Annual Me(‘ting of the Phitomological Society of

India was held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, January 3i'd, 1942.

8. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Botanical Society

was held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

9. The Annual Meeting of the Society of Biological Chemists,

India, was held at 2 p.m. on Sunday, January 4th, 1942.
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10. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Society of^ Soil
^

Science was held at 2 p.m. on Monday, January 5th, 1942.

11. The Annual Meeting of the Society orf Genetics and
^

Plant Breeding was held at 2 p.m. on Monday, January 5th, 1942.

12. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Chemical Society

was held at 3 p.m. on Monday, January 5th, 1942.

13. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Pharmaceutical
Association was held at 2-30 p.m. on Tuesday, January 6th, 1942.

14. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Ecological Society

was held at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, January 6th, 1942.



5. OPENING PROCEEDINGS.

The Twenty-ninth Meeting of the Indian 8eienee Congress
was opened on Friday, January 2nd, 1942, at 9 a.m., ])y His
Highness Maharaja Sir Pratapsingh Gaekwad, Sonakhaskel,
Samsher Bahadur, G.C.I.E., LL.D., Farzande-Khas-E-l)aiilate-
Engiishia, in the Central Hall, Baroda College, Baroda, in the
presence of Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar, K.C.I.E., Dewan Salieb

of the Baroda State, Baroda, and a large gathering of delegates,

members and visitors. Seats were specially reserved for the
President, Past Presidents, Sectional Presidents, the Local
Secretaries, the Local Treasurer, the General Secretaries, the

Treasurer, the Chairman of the Local Reception Committet?,
and special delegates from foreign Scientific Bodies, and Univei -

sities. Learned Societies, Colleges, States and Government
Departments in India. Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar, Dewan
Saheb of the Baroda State and Chairman of the Local Reception
Committee, welcomed the delegates and visitors in a speech
avS follows :

—

It is my privilege to accord a warm welcome to Mr. Wadia
and the delegates to the Science Congress. We feel greath'

honoured that the Congress is holding its annual session i]i

our City.

2. It is with considerable hesitation that I venture to

speak a few words to-day. I have no pretension to a knowledge
of science nor have I anything original to say. But in these

critical times a layman like inyself may be forgiven for giving

expression to his thoughts, howi^ver crude.

3. Writing in 1934, the great historian, the late Mr. H. A. L.

Fisher, concluded his survey of Europe through the centuries

with a note of pessimism. He said: ‘ Europe has now reached
a point at whic^h, it would seem, as never so clearly in past

history, that two alternative and contrasted destinies await

her. She may travel down the road to a new war, or over-

coming passion, prejudice and hysteria work for a permanent
organization of peace. In either case, th(^ human spirit is

armed with material power. The developing miracle of science

is at our disposal to use or abuse, to make or to mar. With
science we may lay civilization in ruins or enter into a period

of plenty and well-being the like of which has never been

experienced by mankind’. The world’s worst fears have

alas ! been realized. The insensate ambition and ruthless

aggression of the Dictators have involved the world in a war
in which all the resources of science^ are being employed in an

orgy of destruction of men in the fighting line and of men,

women and children among the civil ])opulation :of vast quantities

( 21 )
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of matf^ial of all kinds: of industrial and rosidcntial areas: pf

great works of public utility and of inoniim(uits and works

of art—the ]ik(^ of which has not been witnessed jii the worst

p(aiods of barbarism. The war budgets aloru^ of countries

run into astronornictal figures; eacli one of them is sufficient

to guarant(M) to the masses a permanent increase in w(*ll-being

which is the best guarantee of world p(^ace. Nor is this all.

There is a more tragic side of the pictur(‘. For many years, persis-

t(uit propaganda is being (‘arric^d on in th(^ dicdntor countries

to attai^k all accepted values in science, morals and religion,

with tiie resiilt that millions art' prepajaal to lay down their

lives for falsti ideals. Seienct' bc'gan to attain its best develop-

ment—-arifl real civilizatitju t'omnienct^d—only when its truths

could 1)0 proclaimeal and taught witliout incuriing persecution.

For this right, marty staentisls have suffeiM^d martyrdom in

past ages. At prestmt, howevtn-, over a large part of the world,

'rrut ii (*annot bo published or taught if it runs counter to political

or other thtH)ritvs. This gives us a measure of th(^ relapse into

the dark ages that has ocxairred under totalitarian regimes.

When the war is won, the right of Truth to the first place in

the lives of men will hav(‘ to fought for and vindicated in

thest*! countries and millions of men and wa)men redeemed from
an intolerable bondage of mind and soul,

4. Every one will agree that tlu^ scaojitist cannot be

blamed foi' the apy)lic-ation of the discoveries of sciemee to war.

But th(‘ world must Ix' savenl from this danger. The question

of how this is to be done is agitating (tamest minds: and thinkers,

af)pro<u4iing it fVom difh'rent standpoints, liavc arrived at

mor(' or less indentical (conclusions. [ shall give a few exam])les.

In 1937, three young scientists (calling tlu^mselves ‘ prcjfessional

psychologists ' editc^d a book ‘ Human Affairs ' in whicdi the

issues are statcxl thus: ‘They (scaontists) begin to see that

the splendid scdentific' acetivity which characterizes our age,

the mastoi’y of elorntmtal and natural powers to which we have
attained is balding us to a cataclysm whose horror wo can only
conjecture After classifying sciences into two groups

—

yuirely physical sciences like chemistry, mechanies, and the

human scicmces like sociology, psychology, biology, which
strive to understand all the process(\s involved in life, they add,
‘ A short time ago, every intelligent citizen was loudly singing

the praises of the yrhysical sciences whost^ remaikable growth
prodiK cxi such wonders in matto's of material production, trans-

port, communication, and human comfort. To-day he bitterly

complains that physical science has radically altered social life,

revolutionized our outlook, called our old loyalties into question

without ohering any solution for the manifoM social and pei sonal

problems which it> generated \ The authors then refer to the
‘ peculiar disahiliti('s ’ of the scientist, chief among them being
‘ the microscopic vision which comes of peering into narrowly
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restricted fields of work In tlieii’ view the solution is not
to call a halt to all scientific advance. ‘ Rather must we ]>orKl

all our forces in a steadfast attempt to make equivalent progrc's^^

in human affairs—look to human sciences for the solution of

our social problems.’ A political thinker, Mr. Lionel Curtis,

dealing with the same issues from a diff(U‘ent angh^ says: ‘In

the course of a few generations human beings have learmal

to control physical forces without acquiring a like measur(‘ of

control over themselves and their relations to one anoth('r

He pleads therefore for* social research, for the study of human
l elations which ‘ must go beyond the frontiers of knowh^dge
and enter the realms of wisdom * and which ‘ misses its final

purpose when it fails in tl)e effort to think of life as a wiiole

Hir Radhakrivshnan expresses the same sentiments wluni h(^ says

that the aim should be ‘ to insist on the high mission of scitnn e

and relate it organically to the central purpose of human life

and society, to reconcile religious wisdom with sc ientific acliieve-

nient Acting on views like these, the British Association

for* Advancement of Science has taken the stc}) of founding a

division for the Social and International reflations of Science

—

to deal ‘with the effect of sciences on tiie well-being of thif

community and reciprocally the effects of social conditions uj)on

advances in science This example may ])erhaps bt^ us(ffully

followed in India.

5 . The (wil thus calls for not less scitmee but more s(‘ienc*e

—

science in the broadest sense of the world, embracing the social

sciences, those dealing with human relations—and also philo-

sophy—all working with a common aim and a sense of unity

and viewing life as a whole. Only thus (*an civilization lx*

reshay)ed so as to enable human personality to reach tin* fullest

development of which it is capable.

6. I now come to our own country. India is foitunat(f

in that it possesses bands of devoted scientists, who ar(f 7naking

an outstanding (‘ontiibution to the well-being of its p(‘0]jle,

often und(>r enormously difficidt conditions and at considerabie

self-sacrifice. The most serious probk^m fadng us is that of

mass poverty. Many millions of th(^ people are living among
us at the lowest level of (economic efficiency in the world (fxc(‘pting

possibly in China. 1 shall not attempt to give you figures of

per capita inc^ome in India. You all know the estimates. I’ake

an elementary need—food. Dr. Aykroyd lias recently sliown

that a well-balanced diet for the vast majority of the peo])le is

possible only if twice as much can be spi^nt on food as at present.

Then there is clothing. Here again enquiries lead to the 8ann>

result—that at least twice the amount now spent shoidd b^^

expended to provide tlu^ minimum needs. The raising of tln^

standard of living among this large population and the instilling

into it of a desire to live better is a problem of the first magnitudes

It calls for many lines of attack. Important among tliese is
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agrietiltural rosoarch. In this field, valuahle work is beirfg

done under the auspices of the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Rosenrcli. But the finances of tliis body are exiguohs and limit

the scopes of its usefulness. There can be no doubt that its

spher(‘ of work should be expandtxl by a much more generous

allotmtmt of funds. Tliere is then the allied question of agri-

cultural finances to which th(^ Reserve Bank of India is devoting

attention. too there is mwl for more detailed research.

Ther(^ again are th(> hosts of social ])robloms connected with

the subject (sach one of which needs study, the results of which
will b(‘ usfdiil to those whose task is to administer the ov(t widen-

ing social s*(uwice activiti(\s organized in Provinces and States.

7. 'I'he war has given a stimulus to industri(‘S and His
Exc(^lk‘ncy Lord Linlithgow has given us an imprf\ssive acenunt

of the efforts made in India to replace foreign im])orts. Here
again tlu^ Gov(‘rmnent of India have organized research on a

very brnad basis and this will be of the greaL^st service to the

country <wen after tlu^ war is over. Scientists all over the

country aj‘e giving invaluable assistance in this development
and India has every rc^ason to be gratedul to tlaun.

8. We have in India a sociedy constituting over a sixth

of the human race and possessing ancient civilizations and
inherited traditions and ways of life often embedded in religious

beliefs wliich is attempting the great task of evolving a new
ordea’ under th(^ impaed of modeun ideas, preserving at the
same time the* best (‘lements in its culture. This adjustment
is giving rise, as is inevitabl(% to sociological and other problems
of great comy)lexity. These, however, intractable they may
at fiist sight ay)})ear, will yield to objective studies conducted
in a spirit of detacdiment. There is here a vast field of research

specially for the student of social sciences—the sciences that
deal with humanity—and I trust a carefully planned organic

zation will be brought into existence for this purpose.
9. I have spoken at greater length than I originally intended

and once again ask for your forbearance.

10. This is the first time the Science Congress meets in

a city of the size of Baroda and we request you to excuse short-

comings in the arrang(^ments wt^ have been able to make for

your stay here.

1 1 . L(d me conclude with our best wishes for a successful

s(\ssion of the Congress and to each one of the delegates a New
Y(nir fidl of increased opportunities of service.

His Highness the Maharaja 8aheb of Baroda then addressed
the meeting as follows:

—

Mr, President, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my y)l(^asant duty to extend to the President and
members of the Indian Sciencf^ Congress a most cordial welcom(^
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to this City, This is the first time that the Indian Science
Congress is meeting in Baroda, and I trust you will find your
stay here pleasant and profitable.

As compared to Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, we have?

not so many institutions carrying on scientific research in Baroda.
But we hav(^ our Sciemco Institute with its technological labo-

ratories, thefSayaji General Hospital with its research laboratories,

the Kalabhavan and chemical laboratories attached to the

Alembic Chemical Works. We have been doing our best to

promote the cause of scientific research, and I feel certain that

this ( onference of eminent scientists here will stimulate our
efforts.

I am afraid I should understand but little of your delibera-

tions. I, however, fully realize the importance and value
of scientific research. The great mechanical inventions of the
last hundred years liave revolutionized the world. They have
annihilated space and time and shrunk the size of the world.

Thc^y have considerably increased the material prosperity of

the wArld by increasing th<^ volume of produ(‘tion and relieved

human labour of drudgery.

Roctent biological researches have also had a great influence

on the destinies of the human race. Pasteur’s pioneer work
with reference to the study of microbes and subsequent researches

have brought about a great progress in Medical science. The
"nf^t result of all those researches is that the average duration

of man’s life is considerably higher than some decades ago.

Applied biology has considerably improved our agriculture just

as applied chemistry helps industries.

Though wo have in the past neglected Science, we take

pride in the fact that in recent years we have produced great

scientists like Sir C. V. Raman, Prof. Meghnad Saha, the late

Sir Jagadish Bose and the late Mr. Ramanujam.
One of the most vital questions affecting this country is

the application of work done by scientists in laboratories to

the daily practical problems which confront us. For this, the

Governments concerned and organized industries vshould evolve

suitable machinery.

We have here representatives of all branches of Science.

These branches are all interdependent, and the discoveries of

one reacit upon the others. A Congress of this type can bring

about greater co-ordination of the work carried on in different

branches. ‘ Society, science and the individual are one indivisible

whole.’ All your efforts are directenl towards one end, and
it is, as Bacon says, ‘ the relief of man’s estate It is our

earnest hope that Science will bo an instrument in our hands

for bettering the lot of humanity.

I again extend you a cordial welcome in Baroda, and wish

you success in your deliberations.
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At the end of His Hij:^lineHS the Maharaja Sahel) \s speech, the

President Mr. D. N. Wadia delivered his Addre^ss,'*'

The me(ding terminated with votes of thanks to His Highness,

the Maharaja Saheb of Baroda proposed by Dr. K. G. Naik,

Local Secretary, and to the Local Reception (dmmittee proposed

by Professor P. Pari] a, General Secretary.

* Published in Part II of the Proceedings.
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A. DELEGATES FROM OUTSIDE INDIA.

British Association for the

Advancement of Science.

Dr. A. M, Horon.

American Association for the

Advancement of Science.

Prof. B. N. Singh.

3. DELEGATES FROM UNIVERSITIES, LEARNED SOCIETIES. GOVE
MENT DEPARTMENTS IN INDIA AND CEYLON. *

Agra University

.

Prof. Ekaiiath Baticrji,

Prof. 0. R. Chaturvodi.
Mr, Athar Ali Khan,
Prof. S. K. Mnkorji.
Prof. K. U. Paiulyy.

Pfof. H. L. Kohatgi.
Prof. Bisham bluir Dayal

Saksona.
Prof. Tota Ram Sharma.
Prof. M. F, Sooiiawala.

Jniversity cf Allahabad.

Dr. B. N. Prasad.
Dr. S. Ranjan.
Dr. B. K. Singh.
Dr. G. R. Toshniwal.

Aligarh Mnslim University,

Dr. S. M. Pahir Rizvi.

Dr. M. Zaki-Uddiii.

Andhra Un ivers ity

.

Dr. K, V. Giri.

Mr, M. L. Khorana.
Dr. N. S. Nagondra Nath.
Mr. C. J. Dasa Rao.
Dr. O. Gopala Rao.
Mr. P. Suryaprakasa Rao.
Mr. C. Vonkata Rao.
Prof. K. P. Rode.

Jniversity of Bombay.

Prof. P. R. Awati.
Dr. B. B. Dikshit.

Mr. N. V. Modak,
Prof. H. J. Taylor.

Dr. K. Venkataramau.

Jniversity of Dacca.

Dr. K, Banerjeo.
Dr. K. P. Basu.

Dr. M. O. Ghaoi.
Dr. P. Mahoswari.
Mr. K. C. Mukherjee.
Dr. T. Vijayaragh avail.

University of Delhi.

Dr. Rain Bohari.
Mr. A. C. Chowdi'i.
Dr. D. S. Kotliari.

Dr. Indra Sen.

U niversify of Madras.

Sri R. Gopala Aiyar.
Sri M. Damodarari.
Mr. Georgo Knriyau.
Sri N, Sufidarararnu Sast-ri.

University of Mysore.

Dr. Y. Appaji.
Mr. K. B. Madhava.
Mr. P. R. Jagapathi Naidu.
Mr. H. Kuppusw aniy Naidn.
Dr. C. S. Piehamuthu.
Mr. M. I'iama Rao.
Dr. B. Sarijiva Rao.
Dr. K. Snbha Rao.
Dr. B. R. Soshachar.
Mr. M. Shailaksharaswamy.
Mr. S, Siddappa.
Mrs. R. Sree.

Osmanm U /Jvers ily

.

Prof. B. K. Das.
Dr. Brij Molian Lai.

Dr. M, Qun%shi.

Dr. Syed Abdur Rahman.
Mr. AVidns Salam.
Mr. M. R Saxon a.

Prof. M. Sayeed-i]<l-Din.

Dr. Raziuddia Siddiqi.

Mr. Satyamirayan Singh.
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UnivtrsUy of the Panjab.

Mr. Nazir Ahrnad.
Dr. H. (’haudhiiri.

Dr. P. L. Kapur.
Mr. P. SarnuelR Lall.

Vniversity of Travancore.

Dr. H. Subraiuoriia T3W.
Mr. S. JoiK'K.

Mr. A. O. Mathai.
Dr. U. Sivararnan Nair.

Mr. K. Gopiuatlia Pillai.

Dr. P. P. Pillai,

Mr. K. Sreedharari Nair.

Indian Research Fund Asso-

ciation.

Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokhey.

Indian Society of Agricultural

Economics

.

Khan Bahadur Mian Afzal
HuHsain.

8ir T. Vijnyaraghavacharya.

National Jnstitnte of Sciences of
India.

Prof. 8. P. Agharkar.
Prof. J. N. Mukherjoo.

Dr. B. Prashad.

Mr, W. D. West.

Royal Asiatic Society, Colombo.

Dr. A. Nell.

Mr. K. Vaithianathan.

Oovernment of Bihar and Patna
University.

Mr. Nityananda Ohatterji.

Maulavi Miihannnad Qamrud
Doja.

Mr. K. Mitra.

Dr. Blirigvinath Narayan
Singh.

Government of India, Commerce
Department.

Sir 8. S. Bliatnagar.

Government of the Punjab.

Mr. Muhammad Afzal.

Hai Sahib Jai Chaiid Luthra.
Khan A. Kahmari.
Mr. M. Raja Ram.
Mr. 8. Amrik Singh.
Mr. 8. Sardar Singh.

Minister of Education, Colombo.

Mr. P. Deraniyagala.
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O, FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE TWENTY-NINTH SESSION.

TiiE Lo( AL Rpx’eptton Committee.

The Local Reception (yominitteo made all local arrangemcntH
necesHary for the transaction of the scientific work of the meeting and
all local arrangements regarding social functions and accommodation of

the members of the Congress and the delegates.

The total sum raised by the Local Reception Committee amounteil
to Rs. 1 7,925-8-1 1 {'oirlf a statement of account pu})lished on }mge 52).

The total expenditure amounted to Rs.10,519'3-1 1

.
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l). MEETINGS OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE, THE COUNCIL AND THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE INDIAN SCIENCE

CONGRESS ASSOCIATION.

1 . Meeting of the General Committee,

A inciting of the Geiioral Commitloo of the Indian vScienco Cougrosts

AHHociatif)n was held at 2 r.M. on Monday, January oth, 1042, at Baroda
College, Baroda, with Mr. D. N. Wadia, tho Prasidont, in the chair. The
following items of business were transacted:—

1. The minutes (a) of tho last meeting of tfie General C'oinmittef)

hold at J-30 p.m, on January (ith, 1941, in the Institute of Agrieultural
Research, Benares; and (b) of tlio Special Meeting of tlie General Committee
hold at 9 I’.M. on January 3rd, 1941, in the Institute of Agricultural
Research, Benares, to consider tho question of Regrouping of Subjects
into Sections, werti read and contirmed.

2. The President announced the names of the seven Ordinary or
Honorary Members elected to the Kxociitive Committee under Rule 14,

and of the seven Ordinary or Honorary Members elected to the*C'oimcil
under Ride 18, for the ytair 1942-43:

Executive Conunittee .

1. Prof. iS. P. Agharkar, Calcutta. I.

2. Prof. P. N. Giiosh, Calcutta. 2.

3. Prof. P. C. M ittor, (/alcutta. 3.

4. Dr. K. G. Naik, Baroda. 4.

5. Dr. Baini Prashad, Calcutta. 5.

(), Prof. B. Sahni, Lucknow. 6.

7. Mr, W. D. West, Calcutta. 7.

Council.

Dr. M. I). Avasare, Baroda.
Prof. B. C. Guha, Calcutta,.

Prof. H. K. Mookerjee, CalcutU'w"
Dr. C. G. Pandit, Madras.
Dr. A. H. Pandya, Sibpur.
Prof. G. H. Paranjpo, Bombay.
Prof. B. N. 8ingh, Benares.

3. The President announced at the meeting that the Executive
Committee had nominated Pandit Jawaharlol Nehru, the Chairman of
tho National Planning Committee, as Congress President for the year 1943
and that the nomination was being placed before tho General Committei^
for conlirmation.

Resolved that tho nomination of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru as General
President for tho Session 1943 be confirmed,

4. (fi) The President announced that the Thirtieth Meeting of the
Indian Science Congress would be held at Lucknow under the auspices
of the Uni\'ersity of Lucknow.

(6) The President annouced the names of tho 8ectional Presidents
and Recorders of the Thirtieth Meeting as follows:

Section, President. Recorder.

1. Mathematics
and Statistics.

2. Ph l/sics

.3. Chemistry
. .

Dr. 8. C. Dhar, Pro-
fessor of Matlu'.matics,

Nagpur University,
Nagpur.

Dr. H. J. Bhabha, In-

dian Institute of
Science, Bangalore.

Dr. 8. 8. Joshi, Benares
Hindu University, Be-
nares.

Dr. B. N. Prasad, Alla-
habad University, Alla-
habad.

Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Bose
Research Institute, Cal-
cutta.

Dr. D. D. Karve, Fergusson
College, Poona.
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Section .

4. 0cotOffy and
* (reo(jraph[f

.

,

r>. Botany

t>. Zoolof/y and
Entomoloffy

.

7 . .4 nthropoloyy
and A rcJiaeoloyy .

8. Medical and
Veterinary Sci -

ences.

9. Agricultural
Scien^ccs.

10. Physiology

11. Psychology
and Educational
Science.

12. Engineering
and Metallurgy.

President.

Lt.-Col. E. A. Glennie,
Survey of India, Dfdira

Dun.
‘

Dr. K. BiRwas, Eoyal
Botanic Ganlen, Sil)-

pur.

Dr. B. N. Chojira, Zoo-
lo^ieal Survey of India,
( ,7ileutta.

Dr. N. Cliakravarti, Dc-

p 1

1

ty Director-General
of Archaeology in India.,

Now Delhi.

Dr. F. C. Minett, Direc-
tor, Imperial Veteri-

nary Research Insti-

tute, Izatnagar.

Rao Bahadur Y. Rarn-
chandra Ra.o, Imperial
Council of Agricultural
Research, Now Delhi.

Dr. B. Narayana, P.W.
Medical College,

Patna.

Dr. B. L. Atroya,
BonarcH Hindu Uni-
versity, Benares.

Prof. K. Aston, Profes-

sor of Rloctro-tcchno-
logy, Indian Institute

of S<donco, Bangalore.

Recorder.

Dr. (\ Piehamiithu, Cen-
tral College, Bangalore.

Dr. J. C. Sen-Gupta, Presi-

dency ( Villcge. Calcutta.

Dr, A. B. Misra, Benares
Hindu University, Be-
nares.

Dr. A. Aiyappaii, Superin-
tendent, Government Mu-
.senm, Madras.

Mr. G. Panja, School of
Tropical Medicine', Cal-

cutta.

Dr. J. K. Basu, 8ugarcane
Research Scheme, Bombay.

Mr. K. Mitra, Olficor-in-

Charge, Nutrition Re-
search, Patna.

Mr. S. K. Bose, Psychology
Department, Calcutta Uni-
versity , Calcutta

.

Dr. H. L. Floy, College of
Engineering and Techno-
logy, Jadavpur.

T). The following were elected jiieinbers of the ^Sectional Coininittce
for the year 1 942-4.

S:'

1. Maihematics and
Statistics.

2. Physics

3. Chemistry

4 . Geology and
Geography,

6. Botany

1 . Dr. A. N. Singh, l^ectnrer in Mathematics,
Liieknow University, Lucknow.

2. Prof. V. V. Narlikar, Head of tlie Depart

-

inoiit of .AIat))Oinatics, Benares Hindu
University, Benares.

1. Dr. N. R. Tawde, Lecturer in Physics,
Royal Institute of Science, Bombay.

2. Prof. D. V. Gogato, Professor of Physics,
Baroda College, Baroda.

1 . Dr. M . D. Avasare, Professor of Chemistry,
Baroda (\dlege, Baroda.

2. Prof. R. C. Sliah, Professor of Organic
Chemistry, Royal Fjistitute of Science,

BoinFmy.

1. Mr. P. R. .1. Naidu, Department of
Geology, (Yntral College, Bangalore.

2. Dr. C. C. Shah, Agricultural Chemist,
Baroda State, Baroda.

J. Dr. A. C. Joshi, Department of Botany,
Benares Hiinlu University, Benares.
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6. Zoology and
Entomology,

7. Anthropology and
Archaeology,

8. Medical and Veteri-

nary /Sciences.

9. Agricultural
Sciences.

10. Physiology

1 1. Psychology and
Educational Science.

12. Engineering and
Metallurgy

.

2. Dr. V. G. Phatak, Lecturer in Bi^plogy,

Baroda College, Baroda. '

1. Dr. S. T. Moses, Director of Fisheries,

Baroda State, Baroda.
2. Mr. M. Rahimullah. Department of

Fisheries, H.E.H. the Nizam’s Govern-
ment, Hyderabad.

1. Dr. (Mrs.) I. Karvo, Reader in Sociology,

Deccan College, Poona 0.

2. Dr. B. Bhattacharyya, Director, Oriental
Institute, Barocla.

1. Mr. M. R. Mahajan, Animal Husbandry
Officer, Ajmer Marwara.

2. Mr. P. M. Naiiavati, Deputy Chief Medical
Officer, S. G. Hospital, Baroda.

1. Dr. V. K. Badami, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Orissa, Cuttack.

2. Dr. V. N. Likhite, Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Northern Division, Meh-
sana, N. Gujarat.

1. Mr. S. Banerjee, Honorary Lecturer,
Department of Applied Chemistry,
University College of Science, (Calcutta.

2. Dr. R. P. Patel, Superinteudent, Re-
search and Control Laboratories, Alem-
bic Chemical Works C/O., Ltd., Baroda.

1. Mr. T. K. N. Menon, Principal, Secondary
Teachers’ Training College, Baroda.

2. Dr. G. S. Ghurye, Head of the Depart-
ment of Sociology, University
Bombay, Bombay.

1. Prof. G. C. Mukerjee, Professor of
Flectrical Engineering, Engineering
College, Benares Hindu Liniversity,

Benares.
2. Mr. A. C. Sahgal, Principal, Kala Bhavan

Technical Institute, Baroda.

Professor B. N. Singh of the Benares Hindu University raised a point
of order on the question of validity of votes for election of members to
tho Sectional Committees as there was no definite chock to ensure that
only Ordinary and Honorary Members were present in the meeting of
the General Committee.

The President permitted tho iriatter to bo discussed and as a result
the following resolution was unanimously carried

:

‘Resolved that at future meetings of the General Committee it

insisted that tho members present their membership cards at the entrance
before entering the meeting place and sign their names in a book kept for
the purpose.’

f). The audited accounts for the year ending November 30tli,

1941, wore approved.
7. The Budget Estimates for the year let December, 1941 to 30th

November, 1942, wore accepted.
Tho General Secretary reported that the Executive Committee had

decided to place Rs.lOO at the disposal of the Sub-Committee on ‘Science
and its Social Relations’ for carrying on routine correspondence and
R8.125 at the disposal of Dr. Kewal Motwani for tho purpose of printing
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sufficient number of his address for distribution to the members of the
ctftrent Session.

8. Considered the following resolution adopted by the Executive
Committee in rfjomiection with election of General President of the Asso-
ciation and reported it for information of the General Committee {vide

Rule 15):

‘(a) The General Secretary shall invite nominations for the office

of General President of the Association, two years in advance, by a circular

letter to the members of the Council, not later than the 15th of October.
Such circular shall include a list of the General Presidents of the past

15 years, and the branches of science in which they had specialized.

Nominations shall reach the General Secretary not later than the
15th of November.

(6) The General Secretary shall circulate the nominations received
to the members of the Executive Committee for expression of opinion
on or before the 30th November. Such opinions shall reach the General
Secretary not later than the 15th of December.

(c) The nominations, together with the views of members thereon,
shall be placed for decision before a meeting of the Executive Committee
to be held on the day previous to the commencement of the Session of the
Congress.’

Resolved that the Regulation adopted by the Executive Committee
be confirmed.

9. Considered the following Rules as modified by the Executive
Committee and atioptod by tlio Council for placing before the General
Committee for their consideration:

(a) Rule 4:

The annual subscription of Ordinary Members shall bo Rs.lO. There
shall bo an entrance fee of Ks.lO payable at the time of joining.

Ordinary Mc^mbers of the 29th Session (1941-42) shall not pay any
entrance fee so long as they continue to be Ordinary Members without
interruption.

Ordinary Members whose membenship is interrupted shall either pay
arrears or pay a fresh entrance fee.

The subscription shall become duo on the Ist February of each year-.

Ordinary Members paying their dues after the 15th July in any year shall

not have the right of voting for that year. Studi members shall coast'

to be Ordinary Members if they fail to [>ay their subscription by the end
of January following.

Instead of—
The annual subscription of Ordinary Members shall be Rs.lO. The

subscription shall become due on the 1st February of each year and shall

only be effective as a payment for Ordinary Momberslrip subscription
if received before the 15th July of the year. (Existing Rule.)

(6) Rule 7.

Tliore shall be three classes of Session Members :

—

() Full Session Members—subscription Rs.l2 per Sevssiou.

() Associate Session Members—subscription Rs.6 per Session.

(c) Student Session Members—subscription Rb. 3 per Session. A
Student Member shall not get abstract of papers for more
than two Sections which should be indicated while applying
for membership.
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JftMead of—
There shall be three classes of Session Members:—

(a) Full Session Members—subscription Ks.lO per S^ssio__.

(b) Associate Session Members—subscription H.s.5 per Session,

(c) Student Sos.^ion Members—subscription Ks.2 per Session.

Dr. K. C. Paudya moved that the consideration of the changes of

tht' Rules be postpowMl till after the war.
Professor B. N. Singh moved an amendment that the consideration

of the modifies tions be postponed ftine die.

The amendment of Professor B. N. Singh and the original proposal

of Dr. Pandya w<;re put to the vote and the resolution of Dr. Pandya was
carried by majority.

ddie President, therefore, announced that the consideration of the

modifications in connection with memborslnp was postponed till after

the war.

(6) ftule 14:

The Rxt'cutive (Committee shall consist of tb(» President, President
of the fu-evious Session, Prosideut-olect, the two General Secretaries, the

dVeasurca and ten Ordinary or Flonorarv Members, (ilected by the General
Committee for a period of two years, one member from (vich zone retiring

annually. Two meml)ca’s shall be elected from each of the (ivo zon<»8;

—

( 1) Headiiua.rtors ((laJcutta and 2b miles .surrounding it), (2) Kastern
zone (Bengal, Biliar, Orissa and Assam), (3) Southern zone (Madras
Presidency with allied States, Mysore, Hyderabad (Dn.), Travancore
arifl Cochin), (4) Western zone (Bombay Presidency and allied States,

Sind, Rajputana, Centra,! Provinces and Borar, Central India States,

Kathiawar), (f)) Northern zone (United Provinces, Punjab, Dolfii, N.W.
Frontier Province, Kashmir and States included in the area). T’errnanent

place of business, office or residence shall be the criterion for election from
the zone. One mornbor shall be elected annually from each zone. For
the purpose of this election any Ordinary or Honorary Member may
propo.so the name of an Ordinary or an Honorary Memirer for election
to the Executive Committee. Such proposal must bo sofionded by another
Ordinary or Honorary Member' and must roach the General Secretary
before the li5th September. The Executive Committee shall circulate
these names, together with such other names, not exceeding throe, as it

may suggest, to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for election by
ballot. The ballot papers will be scrutinized by the President or bis
nominee and the Genr'ral Secretaries, and the result of the ballot will be
arinoimced at the meeting of the General Committee.

Jmtead of—
The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, the President-

elect for the following year, the two General Secretaries, the Treasurer
and seven Members, Ordinary or Honorary, elected by the General Com-
mittee. For the purpose of this election any Ordinary or Honorary
Member may propose tht> name of an Ordinary or an Honorary Member
for election to the Executive Committee. Such proposal must bo seconded
by another Ordinary or Honorary Member and must reach the General
Secretary before the 1 5th September. The Executive Committee shall
circulate these names, together with such other names, not exceeding
three, as it may suggest, to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for
election by ballot. The ballot papers will l3e scrutinized by the President
and the General Secretaries, and the results of the ballot will be announced
at the meeting of tlie General Committee. (Existing Rule.)

The geographical division as suggested by the Executive Committee
was strongly objected to by the members present. The President, there-
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fore •took the sense of the house which was definitely against geographical
division. But in view of giving a fuller consideration to the modifications
suggested by th© Executive Committee, Dr. K. C. Pandya suggested that
instead of dropping the modifications all at once hero, they bo circulated
to the members for their opinion an<l consideration at the next meeting
of the General Committee.

The house unanimously adopted the suggestion of Dr. Pandya.
(c) The General Secretary, Professor P. Parija, pointed out that the

following addition of words ‘or his nominee’ after the word ‘President’
and before the words ‘and the General Secretaries’ in tlie last sentence
of Riile 14 and Rule 18 might be considered at this meeting and decision
might be taken.

After discussion it was resolved that the addition of the words ‘or

his nominee’ be approved in the Rules 14 and 18.

lb. 'Phe following votes of thanks were imanimously adopted:

(a) A vote of thanks proposed by the President to His Highness
Sir Pratapsingh Gaekwad Senakhaskhel, Samsher Bahadur,
G.C.T.E., LL.D., Farzande-Khas-E-Daulate-Englishia, Ma-
liaraja Sahob of Baroda State, for consenting to be the
Patrori of tlie Association for 1942 and for opening the
Baroda Session.

(h) A vote of thanks to the Baroda College and its Principal

• proposed by the President.

(c) A vote of thanks to the Government of Baroda proposed by
Professor P. Parija, General Secretary.

(d) A vote of thanks to the Chairman and Members of the Local
Reception Committee proposed by Professor P. Parija.

(c) A vote of thanks to the Local Secretaries and the Volunteers
proposed by Professor P. Parija.

i f) A vote of thanks to the Treasurer of the Local Reception
Committee proposed by Professor P. Parija,

(g) A vote of thanks to the President proposed by Professor
B. N. Singh.

{h) A vote of tijanks to the General Secretaries proposed by
Professor S. P. Agharkar.

{/) A vote of thanks to the Treasurer jn oposod by Dr. H. Chaudhuri.

2. of the Council.

A meeting of the Council of the Indian Science Congress Association
was held at 3-80 p.m. on Friday, January 2nd, 1942, at Baroda College,

Baroda, with Mr. D. N. Wadia, the President, in the chair. The following
items of business were transacted:

1. The minutes of the meeting of the t’ouncil hold on January 2nd,
1941, wore read and confirmed.

2, Considered the modifications of Rules finally proposed by the
Executive Committee for placing before the General Committee.

Resolved that the recommendations of tlie Executive Committee
be approved with the addition of the follow ing at the end of Rule 4

:

‘Such members shall cease to he Ordinary Members if they fail to

pay their subscriptions by the end of January following.’

Regarding the Regulation in connection wdth the election of General
President, Dr. Nazir Ahmad suggested that instead of inviting nominations
from the members of the Council and subsequently voted on by the

members of the Executive Committee, the Executive Committee should
nominate three names and these names should be voted on by the Council.

As this involved a change in Rules Dr. Nazir Alimad’s suggestion

could not be taken up at the meeting, but the house expressed the opinion

that the Executive (’ornmittee should consider Dr. Nazir Ahmad’s
suggestion.
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In view of the above, tlie Council by a majority of votes accepted*the
Regulation as adopted by tiie Executive Committee.

3. Dr. A. H. Pandya suggested that full papers sliould be printed*

before the Session.

Dr. Nazir Ahmad in modification of the suggestion of Dr. A. H.
Pandya proposed that the full papers bo cyclostylod and distributed at

the Section.

In view of the high cost and various difficulties involved in printing

or in oyclostyling the full papers the Council after discussion decided that
the authors, whose pajiers would be accepted by the President, be re-

quested to send 20 typed copies of tiieir papers, if possible, so that the
riiembers of the Section attending the Session may have the benefit of
reading the papers beforehand and taking effective parts in discussion

ol‘ the papers.
4. Mr. W. D. West brought to the notice of the Council and raised

the question of the difficulty created by the clash between the main
Session of the Indian Science Congress and the Annual Statistical Con-
ference, which is being held at the same time and place of the Indian
Science Congress.

After a long discussion tiie Council generally favoured the suggestion
of Dr. M. Quroshi that at tlie time of accepting invitations the Executive
Committee should ttonvey to the inviting l)ody that no other Conference
should be invited to hold its session at the same time as that of the J^'^ssion

(^f the Congress.

4. Mf.etijsok of thk Exkoutive Committee.

Eight mootings of tiie Executive Committee wore held during the
year 1941-42. The following were among tlie important items of business
transacted

:

1. Khan Bahadur Mian M. Afzai Husain and Professor S. K. Mitra
wore nominated as Adtlitioual Vice-President and as Additional Memlier
respectively of the Council of the National Institute of Sciences of India
for tlie year 1941.

2. professor S. P. Agharkar was uomiiintod member of tin' Fiuaiicf'

Committee for tlie Session ending January 3Jst, 19‘12.

3. The following resolution adopted by the Section of Anthropology
was duly forwarded to the Inter-University Board:

‘The Anthro])ology Section of tlie Indian Science Congress reiterates
the resolution passed at the suggestion of Jh'oft^ssor H. tJ. Fleure at the
Jubilee Session of the Indian Science Congress in 1938, and urges on such
Indian Universiti(‘s as have not yet considered the resolution to do so at
a-ii early date.

Professor Fleure’s rosolutiou ran thus This Confereuc<> is of opinion
that in view of the urgent necessity of intensive study of biological traits

and social institutions of primitive as well as advanced peoples and
cultures iu India, it is essential that the Universities and provincial
administrations should make adequate provisions for the teaching of
Autliropology.’

4. The following resolution adopted by the Section of Agriculture
at the 28th Session (Benares, 1941) was duly forwarded to the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research :

‘Resolved, (1) that early and efficient steps be taken through the
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and similar bodies as well as-

througli our Universities to collect together and describe in all aspects
the wild sj)ocios of plants related to the main agricultural crops of the
country, and (2) that a Committee consisting of Mr. K. Rarniah, Indor(%
Sir T. S. Verikatraman, Coimbatore, Dr. B. P. Pal, New Delhi, and two
members selected by tVie Indian Botanical Society be authorized to work
out details in this eonuection and give effect to the first resolution.’

3B
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5* Invitations were extended to the following Scientific Bodies
requesting to send their representative delegates to the :^th Session
of the Indian Science Congress held at Baroda :

• ( 1 )
British Association for the Advancement of Science, London.

(2) American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Washington.

(3) Australian Association for the Advancement of ScitHico, Sydney.
(4) South African Association for the Advancemcmt of Science.

(5) C.S.S.R. Academy of ScioncOvS, Moscow.
(6) Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm.

(7) Imperial Academy of Sciences, 4’okyo, Japan.

(8) Pacific vScience Association, California. U.vS.A.

(9) Cajiadian Association, Canada.

(10) Science Society of China, China.

(11) Society of Science, Netherlands Indies.

6. Reports of deaths of the following members of this Association
were received

:

(1) The llon’blo Sir Siiah Sulaimaii, M.A., LL.D., D.Sr,, F.N.L,
Drdinary Membt>r of tins Association.

(2) Mr. Guru Saday Butt, I.C'.S., Ordinary Member of tiiis Ahs(»-

ciation.

(
45

)
Dr. B. L. Bliatia, D.Sc., F.A.Sc., F.N.I., Ordinary Member (>1

this Association.

7. As the authorities of the Univ'ersity of Dacca, under whose au8[)ices

tla^ 29th Session of the Indian Science (V>ugress was to hav^o been held at

Dacca, had ahandonod tfie idea of liolding the Session there in view of

the unfortunate situation prevailing in the city, the invitation from Hi;'

lliglinoss the Maharaja Saheb of Baroda to hold the Session there wa>
'***7i^?(5epted.

8. His Highness Maharaja Sir Ihatapsingh Gaokwad, Sonakhaskhol,
Samsher Bahadur, G.C.l.E., LL.D., Farzande-Khas-E-Daulato-Enghshiu.
wa.s appointed Patron for tla^ 29th Session of the Indian Scienc(‘ Congress
at Baroda in 1942.

9. Dr. K. G. Naik, Acting Principal, Ihnoda (.-oilege, Baroda, ami
Mr. R. B. Chandracliud, Ciiief Mevlical Officer, Medical ami Health Dt^part-

ment, Baroda State, Baroda, wore appointed Local Secjotaries and co-

opted as members of the Executive Committee for the 29th Session of the
Indian Science (k)ngress hold at Baro<la in 1942.

10. At the invitation of the All-India Oriental Conierence, Jh’ofossor

B. K. Das, D.Sc. (London), I*rofes.s()r of Zoology, Osinania Universit,>

(/ollege, Hyderabad -De(‘caii. Dr, Muzaffaruddia Qureshi, M.Se., Pii.D.,

F.N.I., Hoad of the (Tiemistry Department, Osmania University College,

Hyderabad-Deecaii, and Mr. T. P. Bhaskara Shastri, M.A., FbR.A.vS.,

F.N.l., Director, Nizamiali Observatory, Hyderabad, wore nominated
delegate.s to represent this Association at the Eleventh Session of the
Conference hold at Hyderabad from the 20th to the 2^h‘d December,
1941.

11. It was decided that for keeping uniformity of procedure between
the election of members of the Sectional Committees (by the General
Committee) and the appointment of Sectional Presidents and Recorders

(by the Executive Committee), the General Committee need not insist,

at the time of election, on the members elected to the Sectional Com-
mittees being Ordinary Members.

12. A Sub-Committee consisting of Professor S. P. Agharkar,

Professor J. N. Mukliorjeo, and the General Secretaries was appointed to

consider with reference to the relevant portion of the note of Professor

B. Sahni regarding change of rules, if any change iu the rules is necessary

and, if so, to make suitable suggestions.
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13. Messrs . Ray & Ray were appointed auditors for auditing the

a(;counts of the Indian Science Congress Association for the year ondirjg

30th November, 1941.

14. The following Regulations were incorporated in the Regulations

under Section TV—Executive Committee :

Election of Oeneral President.

(a) The General Secretary shall invite nominations for the office of

General Thesident of tlie Association, two years in advance, by a circular

letter to the members of the Council, not later than the 15th of October.

Such circular shall include a list of the Goneral Presidents of the last 15

years, and the branches of science in which they had specialized.

Nominations shall reach the General Secretary not later than the

15th of November.
{})) The General Secretary shall circulate the nominations received

to the members of the Executive Committee for expression of opinion
on or before the 30th November. Such opinions shall reach the General
Secretary jiot later than the 15th of December.

(c) The nominations, together with the views of members thereon,

shall be placed for decision before a meeting of the Executive Committee
to be held on tlu’' day previous to the commencement of the Session of the
Congress. e

15. The following changes in the Rules were recommended by the
Executive Committco for consideration of the Council and the General
Committee

:

(a) That the last paragraph of Rule 4 be changed into that as follows:

‘The subscrij)tion shall become due on tlie 1st February of each year.

Ordinary Members paying their dues after the 1 5th July in any year
shall not have the right of voting for that year.’

(5) That the subscription of Student Session Members be retained'
at ris.2 per Session with the proviso that ‘Student Members shall not get
abstracts of papers for more than two Sections which should be indicated
while applying for membership’.

(c) That in the modiheation of Rule 14 (i) ‘Session’ be substituted
for ‘Year’; (ii) 'One member from each zone retiring annually’ be sub-
stituted for ‘One retiriiig annually’.

15, Tlie Executive Committee took the following decision in regard
to the Sub-(V)mmittee on ‘Science and its Social Relations’:

{a) That in recognition of the value of the work done by the Sub-
committee a sum of Rs.lOO per annum be placed at the disposal of the
Sub-Committee for meeting expenses on correspondence.

{h) That the Secretary of the Sub-Committee bo authorized to carry
on routine correspondence only on collection of information without
reference to the Executive Committee; but when any memorandum is

to be submitted or any commitment as regards policy and principle is

to be made, the previous approval of the Executive Committee must be
obtained.

(c) That in the programme of the future Sessions the names and the
personnel of the Sub-Committee be mentioned at the end of the list of the
Sectional Committees.

{d) That a grant of Rs.l25 be made to Dr. Kewal Motwani, Secretary
of the Sub-Committee on ‘Science and its Social Relations’ towards the
expenses ot printing of sufficient number of his address, which, when sent
to the Indian Science Congress Office, will be distributed, with the other
literature of tlie Congress for the present Session.

(e) That one evening during the future Sessions of the Science Congress
be sot apart for general meeting of the members and delegates for dis-
cussion of Science and its Social Relations.

17. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru was appointed President for the 1943
Session.
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• 5. StJn-COMMITTEK OK ‘ SCIKKCE AND ITS SoCTAL RELATIONS .

. The Annual Meeting of the Sub-Commitioo on Soionco an.(i its Social
Relations of the 'Indian Science Congress Association was held during
the Congress Session at Baroda on January 3, 1942 at 3 f.m. at tho Central
Hall of the Baroda College. Mr, O. N. Wadia occupied the chair.

1, Dr. Kewal Motwani, tho Honorary Secretaiy of the Sn!>-

(Jommittoe presented the annual roi>ort which was adepted.
2 , On Mr. Wodia’s suggestion it was agreed that the Suh-CommiHeo

should retain its present status as a Sub-Committee of the Association
rather than be converted into a Section.

3. General authority was given to tho Honorary Secretaiy to cai ry

out the objectives of the Snb-(>ominitteo in so far as his actions did not
commit the Indian Science Congress Association to any policy in advance.
It was resolved that in all important matters of policy, t}H‘ Exi'cutive
Committt30 of tho Indian Science G)ngress Association must be consulted
previously.

4. It was resolved to approach the Hxecutive Committee for a

financial grant for meeting expenses in connection with th(‘ work of tlie

Sub -Cornmi 11ee

.

6. It was resolved to request the Exetuitive Committee to mention
the Sub-Committee under the list of Sectional Committees in the pro-

gramme of the Session of tho Congress.
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E. RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY SECTIONS.

Sections of Chemistry, Physics, Medical and Veterinary Research.

MernberK of the Indian Science Congress Association belonging to the
Sections of Chemistry, Physics, Medical and Veterinary Research in
their joint meeting for the discussion on ‘The manufacture of scientific

iustrumentB in India’, resolved that,—

-

‘They were of the opinion that the formation of an Association
of tiio Indian nninufacturers of scientific instruments was desirable’.

Section of Anthropoloyy.

Resolved that the study of Anthro]jology by means of research and
teaching l>e encouraged by the Govn>rnment of liulia and the Governments
of Pr<jvin(!Os arul States, Universities of India and the cultured public by
{)rovi«hng le(durer.ships, scholarships an<l fellowships.

Section of Psychology and Educational Science.

Resolved that the Executive Committee of the Indian Science
Congress be nHiiiostc^d by tlie Sectional (’oinmittee of the Psychology and
Educational Science to take early measures to establish a Psychical
Ke.seareh Institute in India.

Section of Engineering.

Resolved t hat (u) Special roprescmtation be made for the Engineering
Sectii>u on the Executive Ctnnmittee for at least a period of five y(^ars as the
Engineering Section was still in its infancy and it was not therefore in a
position to secure election to the Executive Committee by open voting.

Unless this is done, the work of the Section will not be effective and
satisfactory. This may perhaps involve change in the constitution and
therefore it m suggested that provision may be made for increasing the
strength of the Executive Committee by tlie co-option of one member
from the Engineering Section.

(6) The Committee came to the conclusion that it was ab.solutely

netu>ssary to print the papers on Engineering in full and not in an abstract
form as done at present in other Sections as suggested by Rao Bahadur
N. S. Joshi. The abstracts do not give a correct idea of the nature of
th(^ sub ject discussetl in tin Engineering paper and consequently membergr
are not able to take part in discussion. It is by discussion and exchange
of ideas that the Science of Engineering has progressed and will continue to
progress. This suggestion will, no doubt, involve additional expenditure.
If, however, this suggestion is not approved on grounds of finance,

then it is suggested that the authors of these papers may be allowed to

get their papers printed by other institutions before they come for dis-

cussion before the Engim>ering Section of the Congress.
(c) It was also suggested to arrange for popular lectures on Engineering

subjects at the next Congress Session so that the scientists in other branches
and the public in general may understand and appreciate the popular side

of flngineering.
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F. RULES AND REGULATIONS, INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS
ASSOCIATION.

RULES.

1 . The name of the AHsoeiation. sViall be the Indian Scient'o Congn ss

Association, and its object shall be the advancement of Science in India
by the annual holding of a Congress and the doing of all sncli things as
are incidental or conducive to the above object, including

—

(a) the holding and management of funds and property;
(h) tlie acquisition of rights and privileges necessary or* convenient

for the object of the Association;
(c) the management, development, improvement, disposal, and

sale of all and any parts of tlie property of the Association.

2. The Association shall consist of Ordinary Members, Honorary
Members and Session Members.

3. Ordinary Meinlx^rs of the Association shall have the right to
contribute pa]*ers for reading at the Session of the Congress, to receive

free ^)f (‘hargo all publications issued by the Association, and to fill any
office in the Association on being duly idected thereto.

4. The annual subscription of Ordinary Members shall bo Rs.lO.
'fhe Rubsc-ription shall become due on the 1st February of each year and
sliall only be effective as a- payment for Ordinary membership subscription
if roceivtnl before the 15th July of the year.

5. Any Ordinary M(‘mber may etunj^ound for the payment of all

future annual subscriptions by the payment in a singles sum of Ks.l50.
fi. Honorary Members sliall have all tla^ rights and privileges of

Ordinary Members.
Honorary Members, the number of whom shall be limited to fifteen

at any one time, shall bo persons eminent for their contributions to Science
or persons who have rendered conspicuous services to the cause of Science
in India.

Honorary Members shall be unanimously nominated by the Executive
Committee subject to confirmation by the Council and the General
Committee at its annual meeting. Not more than one Honorary Member
shall bo elected in any year.

7. There shall bo three classes of Session Members:

—

() Full Session Members—subscription lis.lO per Session.

() Associate Session Members—subscription Rs.5 per Session.

(c) Student Session Members—subscription R8.2 per Session.

8. Full Session Members shall have the right to contribute papers
for reading at the Session of the Congress, and to receive free of charge
all publications issued by the Association relating to the Session of the
Congress of which they are Members.

Associate and Student Session Members shall have the right to submit
papers for reading at the Session of the Congress of which they are Members,
provided such papers be communicated through an Ordinary or an
Honorary Member of the Association.

A Student Member shall before admission be duly certified by the
head of his Institution to be a bona fide student.

Associate and Student Session Members shall receive free of cost
the Abstracts of Papers contributed for the Session of which they are
members.

9. The official year of the Association shall commence from the Ist

of February.
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10. There shall bo Officers of tho Association consisting of ^the

Members of tho Executive Committee and Presidents and Recorders of
Sections.

11. Only Ordinary and Honorary Members shall hc5ld office in tho
Association.

12. The term of office of all Officers of tho Association except tl»e

President shall commence from the beginning of tho official year and shall

extend until the assumption of office by their successors appointed in

accordance with tho provisions of those Rules. Tho President shall assmno
office on the opening day of the Annual Congress following the one at which
he is appointed, and shall continue to hold office until tlio assumption of
office by his successor.

13. There shall bo an Executive Committee which shall carry f>u

the administrative work of tho Association and submit such questions as

it thiziks dtjsirable to a General Coimnittee at its Annual Meeting during
the Session of tho Congress or at a Special Meeting of which duo notice
shall have been given.

14. Tho Executive Committee shall consist of the President, the
President-elect for the following year, the two General Secretaries, tlie

Treasurer and seven Members, Ordinary or Honorary, elected l)y the
General Committee. For the purpose of this election any Ordinary or

Honorary Member may propose the name of an Ordinary or an Honorary
Member for election to the Executive Committee. Such proposal must >)o

seconded by another Ordinary or Honorary Member and must roach the
General Secretary before tho ibth Septomber. The Executive Committee
shall circulate those names, togetlier with .such other names, not exceeding
throe, as it may suggest, to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for election

by ballot. The ballot papers will bo scrutinized by the President or hivS

nominee and the General Secretaries, and tho results of the ballot will be

announced at the meeting of tho General Committee.
The Executive Committee shall co-opt as Members at least one and

not more than two Local Secretaries for the ensuing Session of the

'

Congress.
15. The Executive Committee shall have full power to transact all

business in cases of emergency, notwithstanding any limitations lierein-

after laid down, and to deal with all matters not otherwise provided for in

these Rules, including tho making of .such Regulations as may appear
conducive to tho good administration of tho Association and the attain-

ment of its object; provided always that such Regulations be not incon-

sistent with anything contained in the.se Rufos, that they be reported for

the information of the next meeting of the General Committee, and that
they be .subject to recission or alteration by tho Executive Committee or

by any meeting of tho General Cormnittoe.
16 There shall be a General Committee which shall consist of all

Ordinary and Honorary Membens of the Association.
17. Tho General Committee shall meet at least once during ea<di

Session of tho Congre.ss, perferably, in the middle of tho Session.

18. There .shall be a Council which shall consist of all Members of

the Executive Committee, and all such Ordinary and Honorary Members
of the Association as have held office as President, General Secretary,
Treasurer, or Managing Secretary of the Association, the Sectional
Presidents for the ensuing Session, and in addition seven Members of the
Association, Ordinary or Honorary, elected by the General Committee.
For tho purpose of this election any Ordinary or Honorary Member may
propose the name of an Ordinary or an Honorary Member for election to

the Council. Such proposal must be seconded by another Ordinary or

Honorary Member and must roach the General Secretary before the I5tli

September. The Executive Committee shall circulate the.so names,
together with such other names, not exceeding three, as it may 8uggo.st,

to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for election by ballot. Tho ballot

papers will be scrutinized by the President or bis nominee and the Genera!
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8oor§taries» and the results of the ballot will be announced at the meeting
of the General Committee.
• 19. The function of the Council shall be to act as a body of advisers

^

to bo consulted lay the Executive Committee on important questions of
policy or scientific import.

20. There shall be a President who shall bo nominated by the
Executive Committee and whose nomination shall be submitted to the
General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the Session of the Congress
for confirmation.

21. P^here shall he twm General Secretaries (one of whom sliall be
resident in Calcutta) who shall be nominated by the Executive Committee
and whose nomination shall be submitted to the General Committee at its

Annual Meeting during the Session of the Congress for confirmation.
22. There shall be a Treasurer who shall be nominated by the

Executive Committee and whoso nomination shall be submitted for (?on-

firmation to the General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the
Session of the Congress.

23. The term of office of each General Secretary and of the Treasurer
shall be for a period of five years following the confirmation of the appoint-
ment of any one of them, and each of tliem shall be eligible for

reappointment.
24. In the event of a vacancy amongst the General Secretaries and

the Trttasurer occurring between two Sessions of the Congress the Executive
Committee shall have power to appoint a General Secretary or the Treasurer
for the period up to the termination of the next Session of the Congress.

25. There shall be a Local Secretary or Local Secretaries for each
Session of the Congress who sliall be appointed by the Executive
Committee.

2(5. There shall bo a Local Committee for each Session of the Congress
"Which shall be appointed by the Executive Committee.

27. The Local Secretary, or Secretaries, and the Local Committee
shall jointly, on behalf ofand in consultation with the Executive Committee
make all necessary arrangements for the holding of the Session of the
Congress.

28. For the purpose of scientific deliberation during the Session of
the Congress there shall be such Sections corresponding to different

branches of science as may from time to time be constituted by the General
(!^ominittoe on the recommendation of the Execut ive Committee. It shall

be competent for any Section after the first day’s meeting to hold its

scientific mootings in sub-sections for the purpose of dealing separately

with ditferont groujis of papers submitted to that Section. A separate
chairman may be appointed by the Sectional President in consultation with
the Sectional Committee to preside over eaidi sub-section.

29. There shall bo in each Section a President and a Rcscorder who
shall bo appointed by the Executive Committee. In addition there shall

be a Sectional Correspondent and a Local Sectional Secretary wlio shall be
appointed by the Executive Committee.

30. In each Secjtion there shall be Sectional Officers, namely, a

President, a Recorder, a Sectional Correspondent, and a Local Sectional

Secretary. The President and the Recorder shall bo the chief executive

officers of the Section. They shall have power to act on behalf of thf^

Sectional Committee in any matter of urgency whi(*.h cannot be brought
before the Sectional Committt^e for consideration, and they shall report

such action to the Sectional Committee at its next meeting
The work of each Section shall be conducted by a Sectional Committee

which shall be constituted as follows:

—

() Sectional Officers.

() All Ordinary and Honorary Members of the Association who
have been Presidents or Recorders of the Section.
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(c) Two Mombei’K of the Association, Ordinary or Honorary, elected

by the General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the

Session of the Congress.

The iSeetional Prosidorit shall preside over all meetings of the Section
'

and of the Sectional Committee. He shall Vie the convenor of tVie meeting
of the Sectional Committee. His ruling shall be final on all points of order

t hat may arise.

The Sectional Recorder shall act as the Secretary of tVio Sectional

Committee, and shall maintain a proper record of the proceedings of the

Sectional (Committee and of the Section in a book provided for tVie purpose.

He sliall be responsible' for tVie punctual transmission to the General

Secretary e>f tlie recommendations aelopted by the Sectional Committee,
and of resolutions adopted Voy the Section.

Th(^ ^Sectional Correspondent shall be resident at the head-quarters

of the Association, and shall Vie rosjionsible for preparing for tV’io press tlai

material relei ing to his Section, according to the instriietiona of the

Sectional T‘ resident

.

The Local Sectional Secretary shall V)o resident in tVie locality where
the Annual Session is held, and .shall be responsilile for all local arrange-
ments for the work ofhis Section, and for arranging tlu' Sectional excursions
in consultation with tlie Local S('crotaries.

,‘l] . The Se(?tifmal Committee shall moot on the opening day of each
Session of the (f ingress, and daily thereafter during the Session* l:)eforo

tlio meeting of the Section unless otherwise determined at a meeting of the
Sectional Committee.

In tVie absence of the Sectirmal Prosidejit from any of its meeiiTigs tlie

most senior member of the Sectional Committee present shall take the
chair,

In thfur meeting on the opening day they shall

{ti) nominate a Sectional President and a Sectional Recorder for tlwk*«<

ensuing year for tVie consideration of the Executive
Committee

;

{h) determine the detailed arrangements for the Sectional meeting:
(c) sfdect tlie papers to be road and discussed;

and in tVieir meetings during the Session they shall also

{d) nominate a Sf'ctional Correspondent and a Local Sectional
Secretary for tlie ensuing year for the consideration of tlie

Executive Committee;
(e) determine the eoutents of the Sectional records in the

Proceedings in accordance with Rule 32(fi);

i f) consider moans of improving the scientific work of the Section,
and make suggestions to the Executive Committee when-
ever considered necessary;

( 7 ) select topics for discussions at the next Session of the Congress
an<l make necessary arrangements (i) tVirough the President
of the Section concerned for discussions within a Section,
and (ii) through the Sectional President who has initiated
tVie proposal for a discussion in whit^h more tVian one Section
will participate.

32. {a) All papers snlimitted for reading at the next Session of the
Congress shall be forwarded to the General Secretary so as to reach him
not later than Septeinlier 1 5th of the calendar year preceding the Session
of the Congress at which the papers are intended to be read, provided
that this date may be eVianged by the Executive Committee for special
reasons.

{h) Any paper submitted for reading at the Session of the Congress
shall be accompanied by an abstract in triplicate.

(c) All papers submitted for reading at a Session of the Corxgress,
shall be chocked by the Sectional Correspondent concerned or by sufjh
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person or persons appointed by tho General Secretary. The papers
together with a copy each of the abstracts sliall then be sent to tho Sectional
President concerned for refereeing and acceptance. Decisions with regard
to acceptance or rejection of any paper shall be final and all reports
confidential.

{d) No paper published elsewhere shall bo accepted.
(e) Only abstracts of the paper received by the General Secretary

before September 15th in accordance witli Rule 32(a), {b) and (c) shall be
printed in Part TTI of tho Proceedings. In exceptional circum stances
abstracts of papers received aftei’ that date and read before the Section if

specially recommended by the Sectional Committee, may bo printcid in

Part IV.
33. Tho TVoceodings of the Indian Science Congress Association

shall be published in one volume in four separate parts, as follows:

—

T, TV) eojita.in the list of oflicers, the proceedings of' the opening
meeting (except the General Presidential Address) and all

ofiicia.l matters.
IT. To contain the Presidential Addresses. To be distributed to

tliose present at the meeting after the addresses have been
(hdivered. and to absent Ordinary, Honorary and Full
iSession M«>nibers by post after the meeting.

Til. To contain the abstracts of papers to. be road before the
Sections which ar(‘ roceiv(Hi before September 15th in

accordance with Rule 32(a). No abstracts shall bo included
in tins volume from authors who have not already enrolled

tliemselves as Members of the Association. To be distributed

in advance of tho Meeting to nil Members of the Association.
IV. To contain the dis<Missions, late abstracts accepted in accord-

ance witli Rule 32(c). tho list of members and tho index.

34. The following procedure shall he observed for the making of any
addition to or alteration in the Rules of the Association:

—

(i) Proposals for additions to and alterations in the existing
Rules may be place{l at any time before the General
Committee l)y tho Executive Committee.

(ii) (a) Proposals for atlditions to and alterations in the existing

Rules by any Ordinary or Honorary Member of the

Association shall be sent to one of the General Secretaries

so as to re?ach him two full months before the meeting
of the General Committee in which they are to 1)0 moved.

(b) One of the General Secretaries shall circulate such proposals
to all Ordinary and Honorary Members of tlie Association
at least one full month before tho meeting of the Gemernl
Committee.

(c) Any amendments to the proposals shall be sent by any
Ordinary or Honorary Member of the Association to one
of tho General Secretaries so as to roach him at least a

fortnight before the mooting of the General Committee,
(r/) The proposals together with any amendments shall be

brought up before the meeting of the General Committee
of its Annual Meeting during the Session of tho Congress

together with any remarks of the Executive Committee
and declared carried if accepted by a two-thirds majority
of the constituent Members present and voting at the

meeting.
(Adopted the 5th January, 1931. Revised the

5th January, 1035, the (ith January, 1930, the 5th

January, 1937, the 8th January, 1 939, tho 6th January,

1940 and the 5th January, 1942).
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REGULATIONS.

I. Skctional Officers.

(1) Tiic Pre.sidout delivers a Presidential Address of which ordiriari4

the cost of printing 26 pages of the Proceedings in its usual form shall be

borne by the Indian Science Congress Association. The time available for

delivery of the Presidential Address shall usually not exceed 45 minutes,

Tlie manuscript of the address, ready for the press, should be received by
the General Secretary before Ocitober 1 5th of the calendar year preceding

the Session of the Congress at. which tlie address will be delivered, provided

that this dat(^ may lie changed by the Executive Committee for special

reasons. It sliould be accomparii(vl by 12 copi(^s of a short popular
summary (about 500 words) for issue to the lay press. The time and date

of the delivery of tlie Prosidoni’s address will bo communicated before the

mooting of the Congress. No two Presidential addresses will be delivered

at. tlie same time,

(2) The President shall be entitled to recoiv'^e 30 cojiies of his address
without charge, and additional copies at the cost of reproduction.

(3) Railway fares, postag<% clerical, or other exjienses incurred by th<'

Sectional Presidents will not Ixi paid by the Association.

(4) The following procedure is adopted foi* the collection of papers for

the Sections:- ^

About the middle of April a number of copies of a jirinted circular

Will 1)0 forwarded to the President of each Section )vho may arrange to

send these to workers in that branch of sciom^e with which his Section is

concerned, requesting them to contribute papers for reading before tlie

next meeting of the (Vmgress.

The circular will contain a cliiuse invititig such workers as are not
yet Ordinary Members of the Association to join as such. Particular noto
should bo taken of the fact that ne new Ordinary Members are enrolled

after the 15th July of the year.

In the case of joint papers, each author must be a Member of some
category.

(5) The I’resident referees, either in person or b}^ proxy, the papers
received for reading before his Section in accerdance with Rule 32.

Abstracts should be limited, except in very special eases, to about
200 words. Long abstracts should b(> rcduce<l by the President.
Referenctvs to literature in abstracts should be avoided as far as j)ossible

and when given should conform to the system of abbreviations used by the
Association.

The conttnits of all abstracts should bo carefully checked by the
Sectional Correspondent concerned or by such pt?rson or persons appointee!
by the General Seci'etary, and the abstriicts shall then be sent to the
Sectional President for his final scrutiny Jind ai)proval.

Joint- discussions on related papers may bo held. Authors of papers
should bo informed of the time allotted by the President to tlu' reading of
their ])aj)ers. An author contributing mm'c than one paper should b<*

asked to specify which of tluim lic' woidd prefer to read at tire meeting.
((i) The President, in consultation with the Local Sectional Secretary,

shall make arrangements for s\i(‘h local Sectional excursions as seem
dosirahlo. Duo notice siuill be given to the General Secretaries of all su(;h
arrangements,

(7) The Presith'iit and Rocoivlor should, in eonsuliation with other
members of the Sectional Committee, make proposals to the Q-enoral
Secretary regarding the programme of the Section . Such proposals should
reach the General Secretary not later than, the 1st November, so as to enable
the necessary details to be entered in the prugramme. General discussions
on questions of im[)ortance, held either by a sinjzle Section or jointly by
two or more Sections, should be encouraged.
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• The Sectional Presidents concerned shall communicate to the General
Secretary before the end of July the titles of such discussions, the names
of the speakers and such further information as may be considered
necessary.

The Papers, together with three copies of abstracts, to be read by
the contributors at a discussion shall be sent to the General Secretary on
or before the 1 5th September of the preceding calendar year by the
Sectional President concerned.

The materials relating to a discussion, in a form ready for the press,
shall be communicated to the General Secretary within a month from the
date on wliich the discussion takes place; the material not received by the
General Secretary, within this period shall not bo published.

The President and the Recorder of the Section arranging a discussion
shall carry out the necessary correspondence throughout the year during
which they hold office.

(8) Early in November copies of a printed form will be issued to
Presidents of Sections for circulation to members of the Sectional
Committees requesting them to nominate a President and a Recorder for
the ensuing meeting for consideration by the Sectional Committee. Such
proposals shall be accompanied by a statement of qualifications of the
nominees for the office and their willingness to accept the same if elocte^d

thereto.

puring the first week of December, the President of each Section
shall circulate all such proposals received by him together wdth the state*
ments of qualifications, to the members of the Sectional Committee and
request them to nominate by ballot one member for each office from
amongst the list circulated, the ballot papers being received by him up to
the 20th December.

At the first meeting of the Sectional Committee held on the Opening
Day, the ballot papers shall be opened and scrutinized as the (Chairman
shall direct and the result communicated to the Executive Coimnittee for
consideration, together with a complete record of the Proceedings in this
connection.

(9) The duties of the Sectional Correspondent and of tlje Local
Sectional Secretary are given in Rules 30 and 32(c).

(10) All persons entitled to bo members of the Sectional Committee
should enrol themselves without delay as Ordinary Members if not already
so enrolled and should inform the General Secretary of the payment of tlioir

subscription when accepting the appointment.
(11) The General Secretary should be consulted whenever any question

arises not dealt with in these regulations.

II. Locau Arrangements.

In accordance with the Rules of the Association, tlio Local Secretaries

and the Local Committee shall jointly, on behalf of and in consultation
with the Executive Committee, make all necessary arrangements for the
holding of the Session of the Congress.

The following arrangements have to be made:

A. Accommodation for the Scientific Meetings,

(1) A large hall should be available for (a) the President’s address on
the opening day, and {g) for the evening lectures. Both (a) and (6) are

open to the public free of charge. A projection lantern with an operator

should be available in this room, and it is a great advantage if loud

speakers can be installeci.

(2) Rooms for the meetings of the difierent Sections of the Congress

should be provided and suitably furnished. An epidiascope with an
operator should be provided in each sectional room. All the rooms
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hKouIcI as far as possible be in close proximity. The following are the

Sections of the Congress:

—

MathomaticB and StatiHti(5s, Physics, Chemistry, ^ Geology and
Geography, Botany, Zoology and Entomology, Anthropology
and Archaeology, Medical and Veterinary Sciences, Agricultural
Sciences, Physiology, l^syciiology and Educational Science,

and Engineering and Metallurgy.

(3) A Ueception room should bo provided in wliich Members can get

information, write letters, etc. The Local Secretaries’ Office should be as
near as possibhi to this room. An arrangement should bo made with the
Postmaster-General to have a temporary Post Office in this room and for

all lott(»rH a<ldressed to members e/o The Indian Schenco Congress to be
delivered hero. The Indian Science Congress Post Office should be situated
as near as possible to tlio Hec(^f)t-ion room.

(4) A room near the Reception J'oom should bet sot apart for tlie

General S(Mn’etarios’ Office, which will be opoiiod therein from the 31st

D(>comber.

(5) Provision should be fnade for lunch in European and Indian
St \'los at moderate cthargcjs near the R(M!(>ption r(jom.

B. Aocomniodatlon for Visiting Members,

The Local Secretaries should send out, not later than the end of
Novomlxu’, a printed circular to all Mcnibers enrolled asking them if they
desire that ataiommodation shotild be arranged for them. It is desirable,
as far as possible, to providt^ private hospita-lity for the President, Sectional
Preisidents, and Ofticers of the Congress. In this (uretdar information
should bo given rcgardiiig the ty]>es of aecoinmodation availabh', with tin?

charges, and the nature of the cliiuat(' iliiring tlie Session. Tlie Local
Secretaries will recoLvo periodically from the General Secretary list of

M<nnbors enrolled at headquarters.

C. Programme of the Meeting,

(1) {a) The Sections of the CoTigross meet daily in the morning
generally from 9-30 a.m.

(6) Presidential Addresses of the Sections sliall commence from
9-30 A.M.

(c) Tliere should bo no afternoon Presidential Addresses of the
Seotioiis.

{d) Symposia or joint discussions will bo held either in the morning,
or from 2 p.m.

(2) Public lectures are arranged by tlie Executive committee, and
are given at 0 P.M. or 0-30 P.M.

(3) A printed guide with a map of the locality in whicOi the Congress
is hold should bo prepared for distribution to Members on the opening
day. Only Ordinary, Honorary and Pull Session Members are entitled to
the Guide Book free of cost. A small charge not exceeding Re. I (to bo
fixed by tlio Local Committee) may bo made to other Members desiring to
have a copy. The Guide Book should contain a summary of information
concerning the scientific and educational activities and a short history of
tVio locality, in addition to general information likely to be of use to visitors.

(4) Arrangements should be made for giving due publicity to the
activities of the Congress, botli before and during the mooting.

(5) A list of Members with their local addresses where Imown should
bo printed and distributed on the opening day. A supplementary list

shouhl bo typed and posted in tho Reception room and maintained up-
to-date. The Local Secretaries shall arrange for this.

(0) A provisional programme of social engagements should be drawn
up by the Local Secretaries and sent to the General Secretary by the 25th
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Nov(«nber. It is essential that this be sent in time, as it has to be printed
and distributed with the abstracts by th(3 first week in December.
* The Genor^ Secretary will make arrangements for printing the

programme drafted as above and distributing those to Members enrolled

at the time of the distribution of the abstracts.

The final programme shall be printed locally by the Local Committee
in time for the opening of the Session.

D. General.

( 1 )
Numbered badges for Members of the Congress will be sent by the

General Secretary to the Local Secretaries for distribution on the opening
day of the meeting. The badges should bear numbers correspoutling to

the enrolment numbers. There should be additional badges for *01110018.

(2) Members of the Local Keception Committee who have made
substantial contributions to the funds of the Local Committee may bo
giverx complimentary tickets to attend tlie meetings,

(8) An auditeti copy of the accounts of the Local C'ommittee should
b<i sent to the General Secretary not later than the 30th April, hdlowing
the Sevssion, for inclusion in the Proceedings of the Session. It is desirablt^

that the Local Committee should contribute any surplus to the reserve

fund of the Association.

Twelve (jopies of each of all local pniblicatioits conne(;tod with the

('ongross (guide book, final programme, notic.i^s, cards, etc.) shouki be
sent to the office of the Association for record at the caaiclusion ol th“

meeting.

(5) Applications for membershi]) will ordinarily be dealt with by the

General Secuntary at the office of the Association up to the 15th December.
After that, date a^pplicat ions for incinbershij) wall be forw arded to the Local

.^ocretarios, w^ho will open a separate account foi' tJie sale vif membershi])
tit^kets. The amount thus roali/.<Hl, together with unsold tickets, should
l)c forwarded to tlu' GencM-al Secretary immediately after tlie close ol' the
f^)ngre^;s.

111. Financial.

(1 )
The accounts of tlie Association shall bo audited once a ycnii' and

the hooks (dosed on the 30th NovemluM' each year for this jjurpose.

(2) The audited a.c(*ount.s shall be plac(^d before the Goueral (kmunittef^

at the Annual Meeting witli the observations, if iiny, of tlie Exei'uiive
Committee.

(3) Sancitioii for all payments for ainouuts exceeding Ps.lOO shall

f)f‘ obtained from tlio Finance ('ornmittoe w hkdi sliall consist of tlai Ckaicral

Secretari(3s, the Treasurer, and one Oi'dinary or Honorary Meinlxer nvsideid

in Calcutta who shall be nominated by th(‘ Executive Committee.

(4) Amounts received on account of Life Meinbmsiiip Subscription

shall bti credited to tlie Reserve Fund of tlu' Association.

IV. Exkcutive Committee.

A. Election by the Executive Committee.

(1) A letter shall be issued asking for nominations giving a last date

therefor.

(2) The proposer should ascertain whether the person he proposes is

desirous of serving in that particular capacity.

(3) After the nominations have been received the names should be

circulated in a ballot paper and the date for return should be fixed two
weeks after the ballot paper is sent out.
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B. Nomination of General President.

ia) The General Secretary shall invite nominations for the office of
General President of the Association, two years in advance, by a circular

letter to the members of the Council, not later than the 16th of October.
Such circular shall includo a list of the General Presidents of the past
1 5 years and the branches of science in which they had specialized

:

Nominations shall reach the General Secretary not later than the 16th
of November.

(6) The General Secretary shall circulate the nominations received to
the members of the Executive Committee for expression of opinion on or
before the 30th November, Such opinions shall reach the General
Secretary not later than the 16th of December.

(c) The nominations, together with the views of members thereon,
shall be placed for decision before a meeting of the Executive Committee
to bo held on the day previous to the commencement of the Session of the
Congress.

(Adopted the 6th January, 1937. Revised the 8th January,
1939, the 6th January, 1940, the 6th January, 1941 and the 6th
January, 1942.)
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Presidential Address

{Delivered on Jan, 1942)

Con>gres8 President:—^D. N. Wadia, M.A., B.So., F.G.S,, F.R.G.S.,

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

THE MAKING OF INDIA

(A Review of some Aspects of the Geological Structure

of India.)

%

The 29th Session of the Indian Science Congress meets
to-day at a centre which possesses a distinguished record as one
of the pioneers of science education in India. As far back as

1882, the Baroda College was launched on its beneficent career

of providing higher education to the people of North Bombay
JJresidency. Very soon it emerged with well-equipped depart-
ments of Physics, Biology and Agriculture, which included fully-

appointed laboratories, a botanical garden, experimental farm
and, later, a science museum. The vision and munificence of
that Prince ofmany pioneering institutions, Maharaja Sayaji Rao
Gaikwar, endowed Baroda with institutions for the teaching of
science dn a scale of liberality equalled, at that date, by few
centres in India.

On behalf of the Indian Science Congress Association, I

tender our sincere acknowledgments to the Government of His
Highness the Gaikwar for the cordial invitation extended to t he
Congress last June, under circumstances that make our appre-
ciation of His Highness’s courtesy all the keener. Tins meeting
looks forward to a pleasant and profitable week in this progressive
capital of a premier State containing, as it does, many landmarks
reminiscent of its early leadership in science education and of its

industrial and technical developments of later date.

Indian scientists have celebrated in August last the 80th
anniversary of the birthday of one who is, in every sense, their

doyen—Sir Prafulla Chandra Ray. His has been a singular
example of a life dedicated to the service of his feUow-beings,
as founder of the Calcutta chemistry school, author, industrialist

and public benefactor. Another remarkable octogenarian anni-
versary was celebrated about the same time during the year,

that of Sir M. Visvesvaraya, eminent engineer and scientist

( 3 1
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whose labours during the last two decades have materially

helped in building the industrial structure of India. The
Science Congress, over which they presided in 1920 and 1923

respectively, is proud to claim the privilege of their continued
membership.

On behalf of the delegates of the Congress I offer

our felicitations to Rai Bahadur T. S. Venkatraman on the

honour of Knighthood bestowed upon him by His Majesty in

recognition of his meritorious researches of high scientific and
economic importance.

It is my sad duty to refer to the grave loss Indian science

has suffered by the untimely death of Sir Shah Mohammad
Sulaiman, Judge of the Federal Court of India. A noted jurist,

scientist and educationist, Sir Shah Mohammad’s activities and
interests were many-sided and they shed light on several spheres

outside the ambit of his official duties.

Science and the world of to-day.
r

The events of the last two or three decades have tended to

bring science under a cloud. Its amazing achievements are at

times forgotten in the wreckage of civilization that, it is feared,

its misuse may bring about. What can be claimed as the
finest flowering of human genius and the culmination of the

heritage of Man has begun to be looked upon with growing
suspicion and uneasiness. Some time ago, a group of distin-

guished divines in Europe pleaded for a ten-year holiday for

science asking that all the laboratories and academies of science

of the world may be put in cold storage for this time. The
imphcation was that this cessation of scientific activities will

mean no real loss to knowledge, but may possibly result in more
worth-while knowledge : To-day, after a century of science, during
which it has explored vast vistas of Nature, supervened Time
and Space, conquered many plagues and diseases, probed truths

about Gk)d’s creation and is near making an approach to absolute
Truth, science is facing the charge of helping with its inventions

and discoveries man’s lower instincts and lust for power, pos-

session and aggrandizement. But for the aid of science, it is

thought, his animal instincts and desires would have been
infinitely less and the tempo of resulting suffering and des-

truction greatly reduced. But science repudiates the indict-

ment. The ulterior end of science is search for truths of Nature
and of the universe, and Truth always builds and integrates.

The wreckage made possible by the abuse of science is an eva-
nescent phase in the history of nations, and is to be compared to
the havoc by earthquakes and tornadoes. Science will, without
doubt, rebuild the damaged world on better foundations and
reintegrate the stricken people to a new and more secure life;

and the tempo of the resulting reconstruction will be no less

striking.
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Science pools knowledge from every quarter and offers

to the man of to-day a vast accumulation of well-ascertained

facts drawn from its many branches of discovery. It strives

*to seek absolute Truth, not utopian theories. But till the goal
is reached, in the interim, in a world torn by conflicting ideas

and ’isms, Truth is true only in relation to its contexts. The
precision tools, the alloys, the specialized steels perfected by
scientific research, can be used equally well in the making of
surgical instruments, in improved ploughshares, in drills for

cutting the hardest rock as well as in the making of a super-edge
sword, a messerschmitt engine, or in the internal mechanism of a
death-dealing bomb. To check this perversion of science, it

is time the hierarchy of pure science asserted its patent rights

on the common pool of strategic science and, backed by its IJ
centuries of resolute strivings for the betterment of mankind,
claim a determining share in the governments of the world. An
international directorate of scientists, containing a due pro-

portion of economists, engineers and industrialists, will, by
adopting the technique and temper of science, govern the
countries of the world better than the chancellors, diplomats
and politicians who for the past 5,000 years have failed to bring

harmony in human relations, but have signally succeeded in

making history one record of recurrent wars.

We live to-day in a quick-changing world. Signs of a new
world order are dimly apparent on the horizon. A new demo-
cracy—the democracy of science and altruistic knowledge—is

emerging, pledged to do away with the ‘war potential’ from
human society. Success may not be immediate, but there is

no doubt that Man, with his centuries of struggle and conflict,

is evolving. Conflict has a place in the working of the physical

universe, but it is a passing phase and out of conflict comes
order and evolution both in the organic and inorganic world.

The poet’s dream

‘In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the wwld’

—

‘when war drums throb no longer ahd the battle flags are

furl’d’ is perhaps nearer realization than it ever was
in the past.

SciEKOE AND THE CHANGED OUTLOOK IN INDIA.

The progress of science in India is reflected in the growth
of the Indian Science Congress during the last 28 years, since

its inception in 1914, through the prophetic vision of the Royal
Asiatic Society, Bengal, and its active foster-mothering. In
the history of the Congress, we have a fit criterion of the growth
of scientific spirit in India, and an index to a remarkable change
of outlook from an amorphous desire for scientific progress to a
definite, though still inadequate, provision for advanced science

teaching, technology and research at a number of centres. In
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1914-16, its inenibership was a few scores of Government officials,

mostly of the scient ific departments and surveys, with a sprink-

ling of university men drawn from the Province in which the

meetings were held. The papers contributed numbered a
couple of dozen, read at five or six sections. In 25 years, fourteen

well-attended sections were meeting with a total all-India mem-
bership of, at times, over 1 ,000, handling in the aggregate about

700 to 800 papei's, dou])tless, not all of equal merit, but coming
from young men versed in laboratory method of investigation,

and keen on producing something original, a faculty not culti-

vated before and, according to some critics, foreign to Indian
mind. -A very welcome development of recent years is the addi-

tion of sections of Entomology, Physiology and Engineering,

in each of which fruitful work has already been done, and in

which the 8coj)e for [>roductive research is still immense. The
recent establishment of the Sub-Committee on Science and
Social Relations by the Congress is a timely move for reviewing

the progress of science in the country and appraising the extent

tn which it has promoted, or is caj)able of promoting, tl'c real

welfare of the po])ulace. In a country whose social structure

is based on traditional religion and custom it is inevitable that

there should be sojuc t ime-lag between t he marcli of science and
its ultimate effect on the popular welfare. This is the gap
between the static India that is passing, and the dynaniic India
that is visualized by the scientists, but the small advances that

are already visible ought to fill us with new hope and encourage-

ment. We are awaiting the conun if tee’s report with eager

interest.

The ])rogress, though small, is, however, the more gratifying,

for it is not a forced march, the outcome of a regimentation

from an outside agency, but to all aj)j)carance, is the natural

and spontaneous development of the Indian intellect tiiat had
lain in hybernation during five or six centuries of the dark age

in India. Although it can scarcely be said that science has
begun to occupy a considerable place in the general life of the
masses of the people, or even the educated middle classes, one
welcomes the attempts of some voluntary organizations, muni-
cipal and civic bodies through the p\d)licity of the radio and
the press, fo bring the benefits of elementary science home to

people at large. The infiltration of everyday science thus to

the 600,000 villages, which harbour 78% of our population, is

sure to bring results in improved agriculture and husbandry,
health and housing, sanitation and nutrition. Here it is a
pleasure to note that the advancement of higher science in

India has been accelerated in the last decade by, what may
fitly be called, evangelistic wnrk of the two journals, to name
them in the order of their coming—Current Science (1931) and
Science and Culture (1935). These papers through the unflagging
missionary efforts of their editors have already reached a high
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star^ard of scientific journalism and are filling two important

needs of the country—bringing together isolated workers in the

different branehes of general and specialized sciences and helping

to mould public mind and Governmental policies on such major
issues as science education, national economic development

and State aid to research. The vigorous espousal by Science

and Cvlture of a policy of National Planning, creation of a

Department of Scientific and Technical Research and hydro-

electric development has, it seems, reached the right quarters,

while the more academic bias of the editor of Current Science

has done no less service for the spread of applied science,

scientific thought and the cultural benefits of science.

But the time is not yet for a complacent self-satisfaction

for science workers in India. The disproportion between the

task looming ahead and the work accomplished is vast and the

outstanding basic needs of national economy, such as literacy,

sanitation, nutrition and improved standards of living, are

remind(u*s of our yet unliquidated liabilities. Workers in the

cause of pure and applied sciences will have to multiply a hundred-

fold and their efforts redoubled in order to eliminate these big

debit factors from the national balance sheet.

A serious handicap to industrial progress in India was lack

of plamied liaison between industry and science. In the Board
of Scientific and Industrial Research, inaugurated last year
under the directorship of Sir S. S. Bhatnagar, we see the promise
of a new era of planned aid to India’s industry. Already the
activities of the Board, through its fifteen committees, cover a
wide field of research calculated to assist a vai iety of new manu-
factures. Although the services of the Board arc channelized

to-day to further India’s war ])roduction through ad hoc research,

with the return of peace and the withdrawal of the stimulus of
war premia and priorities, there will bo a gi eater demand on these
services for domestic aid to the nascent industries it has itself

sponsored, as well as to those launche<i by private enterprise in

recent years, j)articularly the heavy-chemicals, engineering and
metallurgical industries. The country will then need a central

agency for integrating the scientific effort of the different units

to-day functioning under handicaps, financial and others, and
improving the defective industrial machinery of the country at

present working with many emergency joints, if there is to be
no setback to the hard-won industrial progress of pre-war years.

This need is nowhere greater than in the mineral industries,

where for the last three or four deoades the raw produce of

the mines, the ores and industrially vital minerals have been
allowed to leave the country in ever-increasing tonnages, at

ridiculously low prices, simply because of lack of technical

guidance in the processing of minerals or their part manufacture
before export.
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Th(i oo-ordination of material 8cionce with produ^'tive

industry and the marshalling of the productive resources ot the

country was, for long, a lacmna which is now being filhid by the

National Planning Committee, under the chairmanship of

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. Twenty-niin^ sub-committees have
})een set up and their labours cover almost every field of the

country's life and activity, cultural, productive and distributivf^

as well as organizational.

It is a, pity that this work has had almost to be (iold-

storaged, b(‘cause of the exigeneh's of war. But the material

already collected, and the thought bestowed u])on the several

aspects .of national na onstruction on a comprehensive scale,

cannot but prov(^ of the utmost utility when the moment for'

constructive efforts arrives.

The coimneneemenl of the functioning of the Eastern
Gr'oup Hupjrly Conl'erence at Delhi dining the year is another
event which the Indian Science (V>ngress v\’elcomes. The
participants with India in this (^onfei'ence—Brit ain, Australasia,

South and East Afri(‘.a, Burma, Ceylon and Malaya—have^pevei'

before thought of industrial co-operation, and this step, made
imperative by the exigencies of a world Avar, ought to angirr

a new er a of int ernatioTtal co-ordirratioii in the field of commerce.
When the crisis of war* is over, the contacts established be
this ( 'onfertaice should make for greater c.ollaboration and.

interdependence of these nations in pla(;e of the ignoble jealousies

and racdal bar-riers that have nraiTed international relations so

far.

The Structure oe India.

I have r'oviewed alTah's and events as they affeca Indian
scientists. This is one part of the duty of the jrerson called

u]>on to preside over this assembly. I shall now ]>resent befort^

you som(‘ investigations on the srdrject on which. I liav(‘ worked
for years and on wliich my last three year's’ wor'k in (Vvlorr has

t hrown some AA elcome light

.

In the making of th(^ Indian sub-continent two distinct

(Tust -blocks of the earth's circurmfei'ence, of totally ditter'cnt

natnre and constitution, have taken ]>ai't. How- they came to

be together to build the geogra]>lu(^ entity we call India is one
of the live problems of geology. One school of geologists denies

the Asiatic? parent agt? of India. It suggests that the }>eninsulas

of Asia have wandered far- aw ay from an ancient soutliern parent al

(H)ntinent
,
of w hich. Africa is the surviving nucleus, and fused

along the soutluu'n edgt* of Asia, only during a comparatively
late date in the geologi(^al history of onr earlh. The imjract

of these drifting fragments of the southern eontinent witli the
shores of Eur'asia is held to have ridged uj) tlie snbmerged con-

tinental shelf into the imjrosing chain of monntains which
girdle India’s Asiatic front all along its West, North and East.
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Tlij impact further necessitated the underthriisting of a consi-

derable selvage of North India beneath Turkistan and Tibet,

Vhile a still ^vidcr marginal belt has buckled under the strain

of the northerly ])ressnres into a wide and deep trough, stretch-

ing from N.-W. Punjab to the Arakan ranges. Madagascar,
wliich undoubtedly has some consanguinity both witli India
and East Africa in its rock-groups and in their striudural rela-

tions, is held to have starfed in the wake of India, but broke
away from it early in tfie iu)rtli-easterlv drift. Th(‘ ])arallel

rooks and structures of Madagascar, Africa and Indo-Ceyion
are cited as evidence of their pristine unity in one integral

land-mass.

The orthodox school of geologists, believing in the funda-
nuntal doc^trine t hat the pnvsent forc(\s and agencies of t he eartii

supply a key to the past, while admitting some undoubted
merits ot this theory in explaining some |)erplexiiig problems of
stratigrajhy and climatologjT^, have questioned such unknown
and revolutionary foKu's in ear th-dynamic^s. It finds no adequate
loi'cq or agency in the earth’s s]>here to effect a congregation
ot continents and their fragmentation and drifting over vast

sections of the earth’s circumference and is indined to tlie

belief in the pci-manence of the great ocean deeps and of th(»

essential framework of tlie major (Continents. According to
these geologists, the making of India has been an evolutionaiy
jwocess, th(‘. two conqKment crust-blocks being always integral
and adjacent parts, though pursuing quite distinct geograf)hical
course ot events—the oiie a stable land-mass compose(l of some
ot the most amnent rochs of the eaiih and never submerged
underneath the oceans; the other a flexible and (5om])aratively
weak belt ot tJie earth’s crust, foi* long submeiged under the
waters ot the ocjeaus and loaded with thousands of feet of mariia^
sediments during this submergence. The I'idging up of this sedi-
mentary j)ile into tlie great mountain wall of India is expJain(:;d
as due to tangential pressmos acting on this overloaded and
consequently wealmned zone of tlu^ ciMist. In (cont rast with
the unpuckered and gcau'rally liorizontally bedded rocks of the
former crust- block of India, the Himalayan segment of India
has undergone c-olossal flexuring and (uunqding of strata,
sheets . (-)f rock being overfoldcd, disrujded and tlirust bodil\
over the severed members foi* miles. In th(*se earth pheations,
masses of crystalline igu(x>us rixiks, granit(‘S, from the depths
ot the eartli, luive been ]nished up tlu'ough t he S(xlimentary
cover and now occupy tlu^ central zone of highest elevations.
The sublime snow- -capy)ed ]>eaks of tht'- Himalayas, trom Mt.
Everest to Nanga Parbat, all are built of t his axial granite core,
which has risen five to six miles from the eart h’s interior breaking
its way through the sedimentary crust. While the arc}utent.ur(‘
of the crust lies mostly hidden beneath the surface of th(^. rest
of India, in the enrrugafions of the Himalayas over six mil<‘s
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depth of the outer lining of the earth’s sphere is laid bare for ^the

geologist’s study.

The Himalayan orogeny is not an isolated unit in the moun-
tain system of Asia, but is a part of, and stratigraphically

related to, the great mountain girdle of the earth which starts

from the Atlantic coast of Europe and traverses the earth along

the Alps, the Caucasus, the Iranian arc, and after two or three

sharp bends in its passage through India, terminates at the

eastern end of t he Malayan arc.

On either of the two hypothesis, the sub-continent of India

consists of two crust-blocks of different nature and constitution,

the rigid, Archaean shield of Deccan and the 1,600 miles long

folded belt of youngeT’ rocks (the Himalayas). Their interaction

has produced the third j)hysiographic division of India—-the

North Indian Plains—^built by the alluvial deposits of rivers

of the Indo-Gangetic system. These great ])lains of India

cover a trough or depression in front of the earth-waves of the

Himalayas pressing from Tibet against the i?nmobile crust

segment of the Deccan.

The three structural units.

The unravelling of the structural features of these three

units of earth-body, integrated into one sub-continent, has been
India’s contribution to the world of science—the branches of

geophysics, isostasy and geodesy deriving their earlier and more
vital data from these regions from the labours, since 1860, of

the pioneer workers in the departments of the Great Trigono-
metrical Survey and the Geological Survey of India.

As stated earliei', there is the most striking geograpliical

antithesis between North and South India—between peninsular

and the extra-peninsidar India. The one is a much-folded and
contorted pile of sea deposited se<liments, thousands of feet

in thickness
;
the other a non-flex ible, obviously impassive block

(M)m posed of ancient, crystalline rocks, which has, since the
dawn of geological history, acted as a peg in the earth’s crust.

The latter circumstance has led to a belief in the absolute im-
movability or immunity of the Deccan from earth-disturbances
of any kind whatever.

in the structure of India, the folded zone has played a
comparatively minor part and that also during the last one or

two chapters of its history, having but lately emerged from a
central eurasian sea. Regionall}^ it is in part extra-Indian and
builds the lofty north frontiers, which, though they have barri-

caded India from the rest of Asia geographically, have krdt

India structurally with the Iranian ranges to the west, Tian
Shan on the north and the Burma-Malay arc of mountains on
the south-east. This folded zone bears evidence of great com-
pression whereby the country between Tibet and the Ganges
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vajley has been shortened by 60-80 miles. Only a small part

of the thickening of this belt arising from the compression forms
'th^ visible mass of the Himalayas, a considerably larger part

being pushed down as the roots of the mountains into the
subcrustal, semi-plastic magma which a(}ts, tJirough its buoyancy,
as the support of the Himalayas. Tlie visible excess of mass
above the surface is thus compensated underground by a dis-

placement of the heavier and denser sub-stral lun of rock (sima),

wliieli underlies the surface crust of the earth.

But the fold-zone of North India is of great interest in the

dynamics of the earth’s (;rust. It lias ])rofoundly modified and
su2iers('ded the old trend-lines of Southe rn Asia. The h stoon-

ing and curvt^s of th(‘ Himalayan are ar(‘ (jaiised by th(^

obstructions of the rigid Indian table-land reacting against

the plastic earth-folds jiressing from the north and moulding
their shape on its promontories and bays. Largo slices of the
mountains have thus slid bodily for miles ov< r the jieneplained

edge' of the Indian foreland, whose broad front has imiiosed on
the .mountain range its main trend-linos. The orientation

of the Alai—Kuen Lun system of (chains in the north, that

of the Hindu Kush—Karakoram arc in the* middle and of the
deeply reflexe d Himalayan arc in tlu' south are broadly alike,

fusing together in th(‘ Pamir vertex or knot. Th(‘ Pamh is a
nuclear jioint of Asia’s mountain-system and it is in axial

, continuity with the Punjab wedge—tln^ pivotal point of the
Indian foreland that has guided the main Himalayan syntaxis.

This Pamir-Punjab crustal wi dge or knot is thus of critical

importance in the* orography of Asia and will tak(' a key
position in futm*t^ work Oii orogenesis and mechanic's of crustal

motion in mountain-building.
The structure of the extra-jieninsula is thus exj)lained in a

broad and general sense. The labours of the Geological Survey
of India during the last 70 years have explored the outline of
tliis plan and future work add to and perfect the details.

When the structure of the Himalayas is finally worked out from
Kashmir to Assam, Indian geology will Ixave made another
im2)ortant contribution to the world of science.

The third division of India—^the Indo-Gangetic Plains—^is

tlie newest 2)art to be added to the edifice of India and is still

not complete. It has grown almost wholly within the human era
by the extension of the flood-plains and deltas of the river

systems belonging to the Ganges on the oast and to the Indus
on the west. The dust of the Himalayas, in the technical

language of geology—^products of erosion of the Himalayas

—

brought down by these rivers and their thousands of tributaries,

has filled up a hollow at the foot of the Himalayas, variously

computed by different authors to be from 6,000 to 15,000 feet

deep. Though of great interest from human view-point as the

source of great agncultural wealth, as an underground reservoir
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of fresh water and as the principal theatre of Indians chequered

history since the advent of the Ai*yans (when the Aryans came
to India, probably this section of Ai*yavarta was tiot complete

for liabitatioii"—for* large parts, especially of Bengal, were still

under the tidal waters of the Bay of Bengal) its importance as a

geologi(?al unit is only secondary.

The sout hern limit of t he Punjab-Bengal plains possesses a

great significance in the sub-structure of India. Along this

line gravimetric observations carried out by the Survey of

India have revealed a sharply-marked zone of abnormally (lensc

and heavy matter hidden under the alluvium at an unknown
depth, raughly along the parallel of 23° N. Experiments with
the f>liuub-line carried out in the middle of the ])lains show no
dellecitions towards the Himalayas, as one might expect from
tiieir great visible mass, but towards a curved fine underneath
the j)lains running fi'om Karachi towards Orissa, thus denoting
some Invisible excess of matter in the south counteracting tie*

gravitative p\dl of the Himalayas. Similar observations carried

out to the south of this line show deflections t-owards it, Uieir

amount gradually diminishing with distance. After repeated
observations, the 8urvcy of India has ma])ped out this sub-

terranean chain of density and named it the ‘hidden range’.

The South Indian highlands have not made the same appeal
to geologists, mountaineers and naturalists as the snowy ranges
of the Himalayas, and thus have attracted much less attention

to their framework or sub-structure. Indian geologists, espe-

cially of late, however, have domurnxl to accej>t the simple
view- point of the earlier workers dismissing the moiintains of
Deccan, South Deccan in [)ai'ticular, as not true mountains of

uplift, but as mere relics, or residual stumps, of an old plateau

left standing by the denudation of the country around, in the
age-long and ceaseless waste of the land exj>osed to the atmos-
phere. Gravimetric data too suggest axes of warj)ing and a
more compli(*ated sub-structure for these to])ographic proud

-

nemtes t lian is im]>lied by mere remnants of a peneplained table-

land. lk*ofessor Bailey Willis, the noted Ameiican geomoi pho-
logist, during a tour in 193(1 especially devoted to this study,
pointt'dly drew attention to the existence of definite upwatps
and dovA II warps in Southern Deccan.

Although it is beyond doubt that the segment of India
south of the Aravalli-Hazaribagh line has never been sub-

mergexl, en 7nasse, under the sea since theCambi*ian era, or wrinkled
into mountain-chains, it bears scars of several periods of earth-
movements, though of a kind quite different, from the mountain-
building movements. Becent geologi(jal work I have been able

to df) in the last t hrc(3 yeai-s in Ceylon has greatly strengthened
the new belief. The admirably lucid physiography of Ceylon,
exposed in three terrace-like platforms or peneplains, of which
this island is built, throws much fresh light on the origin and
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constitution of the highlands of South Deccan—^t^he Nih^ij'i

and Palni groups of mountains. In '^ome respects, the struQtUT e

of Ceylon furnishes the key to the tectonics of South "India.

Fault mountains of Ceylon and South Deccan.

Here, we may turn briefly to review the structure of Ceylon,

which, though an island to-day, is an integral portion of th<^

Carnatic gneissic teirain only recently severed from the mainland,

and still connected by Adam’s Bridge spanning a shallow strait
^

only five fathoms deep. Outside the Indo-Ceylon strait, the

coa'otal sheif plunges to 1 ,000-2,000 fathoms depth.

The accompanying diagrammatic section across the middle
of Ceylon iUiistratcs the profile of the country. The Ceylon
rocks consist of a thick series of granulites, quartzites, crystalhne

hmestones and sillimanite-garnet rocks (Khondalites), most
probably metamorphosed sediments of Dharwar age. The
extreme degree of pressure metamorphism, to which these ro(;ks

have been subjected during the orogenic revolutions of the

Archaean era, is indicated by the wide prevalence and relative

abimdance of such small-volume minerals of condensed mole-

cular packing as garnet, ilmenite, zircon, monazite, grapliite,

sillimanite, corundum (sapphire), thorianitc, spinel, forsterite,

pyrrhotitc. The Khondalite group of rocks is thrown intc? a

synclinorium, centrally resting on basal, finely foliated gneisses;

Both the gneiss and the lOiondalite group are extensively

permeated by intrusions of Charnockite granites identical with
the Madras Charnockitcs. The meteoric denudation, to which
this island has been exposed since its Archaean origin, has cut

the synclinorium forming the high-country and its gneissic

platform, forming the lowlands, into three more or less deeph^
eroded terraces or peneplains rising from the sea, one above the

other, in three tiers. These three terraces rise from the sea in

two sharply cut steps or esc^arprnents, the lower step about l,0tK>

feet above the coastal }>eneplain (which is very nearly a plain

of marine denudation) and the second step 3,000-4,000 feet above
the latter to the third and highest })eneplain. Though fairly

deeply dissected by branching river-valleys, the summits of the
liills, ridges and other erosion remnants of all t he three terraces

show a general accordance of level, denoting three successive

stages of base-levelling of the island. To one standing on the

brim of the highest escarjunent, overlooking the distant sea,

the three teiraces incised out of the island are as clearly apparent
in the actual scene as they are in a diagram section. Now the

second fact in the physiography of Ceylon which arrests attention

is the number of waterfalls precipitating from these escarpments
to the valleys below in single leaps of from 100 to 1,0(K) feet.

There are no less than 20 major waterfalls, besides a large

number of smaller ones. The waterfalls occur along the
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southern, western and eastern edge of the escarpment of the

atuL highest peneplain, defining a broad semicircle or

crescent inTlie centre of the island. The significance of these

Vigorous young waterfalls in a land whose rocks definitely fix

itsag^s of hoary geological antiquity (pro-Cambrian) and which
should, ages ago, have attained a base-levelled topography and
uniform drainage system is obvious. It suggests recent block-

uplift of the Ceylon highlands, relatively to the lower ground

surrounding it, through powerful dislocations or block-faults

of the normal type. My field observations of these stupendous

mural scarps, the lower of 800-1,200 feet, the higher of J^OOO-
4,000 feet altitude, have led me to the conclusion thlfFI'^e/ 'hre

not produced by ordinary denudation of dip-slopes as stated by
F. D. Adams, but they are of the nature of fault-scarps, produced
by nearly vertical normal faults. The rocks of the whole region

are too closely and complicately folded to give rise to the long

and wide dip-slopes demanded by Adam’s explanation, except

locally at a few spots, e.g. around Madulsima near Badulla.

The mural-scarp effect, though commonly very striking,

is at some places subdued by multiple, intersecting, or step-

faults; subaerial denudation also has tempered the abruptness

of some of the precipices and indented them by profound gorges

and canyons. In an address before a general audience, I need
not enter into geographical or technical details. I have dealt

•with the tectonic significance of the Ceylon waterfalls in a
separate paper before this Congress and the detailed geology
will be published later. Here, I would emphasize the horst

nature of the central Ceylon massif—a block of special uplift

composed of crystalline Archaean rocks of 6,000 feet mean
elevation, 3,000 square miles in extent, and bounded by faults

on its West, South and East, but tilting shaiplj^ to its North,
due to a northerly pitch of the axis of uplift.

The field geological work so far carried out in this area
indicates, beyond doubt, that the Ceylon mountains are not the
undenuded passive remnants left out of an old table-land, but
have been ‘created’ by positive earth-movements, lifting them
vertically in two intermittent, widely separated stages. They are

what are known as ‘fault mountains’ in contrast to the folded,

laterally compressed mountains of the Alps and Himalaya tyj>e.

The tectonic strike of Ceylon, the main grain of the country,
is that of the well-defined central synclinoriuin, which covers
three-fourths of the crystalline area of the island. If prolonged,
it will continue the strike of the Khondalite basin of the Madras
coast. The strike of the basal gneisses (the fundamental gneiss

of Ceylon), though locally inconstant, is regionally consistent,

and is in conformity with the north-west strike of the gneisses

along the west coast of India, north of Cape Comorin.
On purely physiographic grounds, Adams made a veiy

suggestive observation in his paper on Geology of Ceylon (1929),
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th^t the Deccan plateau represents a continuation of the second

of Ceylon and that the third peneplain of Ceylon

riiight be found in the uplands of the Nilgiris whose highest

h^?aks have approximately the same elevation as the culminating

point of Ceylon. (Dodabetta, 8,700 feet, of the Nilgiris corre-

sponding to Pidiirutalagala, 8,300 feet, of Ceylon; the 8,000

feet peaks of the Palni escarpment correspond to 7,000 feet peaks

of the great southern escarpment of Ceylon.)

To revert to the structure of South Deccan, a remarkable

paT-allehsm of many of the Ceylon phenomena is detected in the

Nilgiri-Palni hills, and their southern extension, the^Car/,k.»uom

hills, which for hundreds of miles have their western, and still

more prominently, their south-eastern sides bounded by gigantic

])recipices. The Nilgiri massif on its south-eastern face presents

cliffs of 0,000 feet height rising above the peneplain of Coimba-
tore. Stalling on the brow- of Pykara precipice of 3,500 feet

sheer fall, one cannot but ascribe such extraordinarily abrupt
inequality of the ground in an ancient Archaean terrain to

mechani(tal dislocation and recent block uplift. The waterfalls

of this region, again, are reminders that the topography has not
attained maturity, and that some recent great disruption of the
river courses have taken place. The fault-scarp nature of the
j)recipices bounding the south-east face of the Palni block of
liills is no less a])parent to one looking down on the plains of
Madura, 4,000 feet below, from Kodaikanal. As in the Ceylon
mountains, the steep scarp may not be due to single fractures,

but to a system of faults, more or less vertical, in their inchna-
tion. Although modified by atmospheric wear and tear of
ages they form, in many cases, most striking features of the South
Indian landscapes.

That the Nilgiri and Palni escarpments are of different

nature from the table-topped square-cut hills of the Deccan
trap plateau is at once apparent from their difference in geological

structure. In the latter, the vertical stair-Uke faces of the hills

arise from the weathering of rectangularly jointed horizontal

lava-beds, while in the former, the cliff faces, thousands of feet

high, built of closely folded and contorted st rata are best explained
as due to mecjhanical disruption, followed by relative inovement
along the walls of the fissure. These hills are not the residual

st umps of an eroded ])lateau, but are upraised mountains with
an orographic axis, formed during a late j>eriod of earth-

deformation, rejuvenating the ancient well-graded drainage-lines
of the country.

Tue Role of vertical uplift in mountain building.

Positive upward movements of portions of the earth’s crust,

foi inerly not recognized as an important agency in mountain-
building, has now been emphasized by geophysicists. Moim-
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tains formed primariiy by faults, through vortical or ne^.rly

vertical uplift, are found in many parts of the world^ndjhuve
been the subject of morphological study by BlacJE^ldor and
Lauderback, notably in the Basin Range Province of Noi^
America. William Bowie, J. Barrell and other high airtrhorities

regard vertical movements of great amplitude as largely res-

ponsible for much of the visible crustal deformation. Barrell

recognizes veidioal movements of horsts as constituting a distinct

orogenic feature and goes so far as to say that the hnear mormtain
systems originating from geosynchnal troughs of sediments hav6^

com^J^o be recognized as but one of several classes of mountains.

H^iirfHef states that the great plateau areas of folded as well

as unfolded rocks have been bodily lifted one or two miles,

or more, above their earlier levels. They may bo broad geanti-

clinal arches or bounded by the walls of profound fractures.

The actual mechanism of this vertical uphft of large land-

masses is to be sought in the adjustments brought about by
isostasy and in the thermal expansion of the dense basaltic

sub-stratum (sirna) underlying the continents, through the

effects of radioactive heating of the rocks. Joly has formulat ed
a working hypothesis of cycUcal volume changes of the sima,

causing periodic earth-deformations by alternate liquefaction

of the sima through accumulation of heat and its solidification

through loss of that heat in long intervals of geological time.

In the absence of sedimentary formations, there are lU'

reliable criteria for determining the age of the post-Archaean
uplift of Ceylon mountains. There is, however, no doubt that
there were two distinct periods of diastrophism, 8e|>arated by
wide intervals of time, resulting in the uplift of the two fault

-

bounded teiTaces. The lower terrace is far more worn and
graded and is, therefore, clearly much older than the upper and
more abruptly scarped terrace. Here the rivei-valleys with
their numerous rapids, cascades and 1,000 feet waterfalls have
a more juvenile aspect. Provisionally we may accept a late

Tertiary age for the uphft of the upper ten'ace—an event con-

temporaneous with one of the two or three periods of intense

diastrophic activity following the Deccan volcanic cycle, which
upheaved the Himalayas and other mountains of Southern Asia.

The South Deccan orogeny must be considered as coeval with
these and with the last period of Ceylon’s earth movements.
For the date of the earher deformation, which elevated the second
peneplain, we have somewhat more exact data. The topography
and drainage of this are of a more advanced typo and clearly

prove its relatively greater age and a small patch of Jurassic

sediments containing Upper Gondwana fossil plants, near
Tabbowa on the western coast—^the most important documented
geological record in Ceylon—Phelps to fix the lower limit. The
complex faulting witnessed in this small Tabbowa basin, lying

in the gneissic lowlands of the first peneplain, is probably a
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consequence of the older epeirogenic movement in Ceylon,

wf^oh thus is definitely dated as post-Jurassic.

The Deooan, 'a much faulted land-mass.

The faults bounding the mountains of South India are only
a part of the system of faults traversing the inflexible peninsular

shield in many directions. Several systems of longitudinal

fractures intersect this one-million-mile gneissic terrain, pro-

Siucing a series of sunken basins, which have acted as receptacles

of the detritus of the old inland drainage. Chains of such fault

-

bounded depressions, filled with sediments of Gondwana age, ai o

found along the ancestral valleys of the present Godavery,
Mahanadi and Damodar rivers, which form a valuable economic
asset because of the important coal-measures locked up in them.
The straight and steep contours of the Malabar coast have been
known since the early days of the Indian Geological Survey to

be shaped by one or more dislocation
;
while a prominent line of

fractures defines the smooth coast-line of the Makran coast of

Baluchistan. The basaltic lavas of the Bombay coast, which
are sub-aerially erupted flows, are known to extend down to a
depth of at least 2,000 feet below the sea, indicating that the
coast has faulted down to that extent since their eruption.

Two more fracture plains, parallel with the Makran coast fault,

jemain to be noted. These have given rise to the two prominent
lines of steeps in the central Indian landscapes—the Vindhya
and the Satpura ranges—^and at the same time guided the
channels of the Narbada and the Tapti along these tectonic
lines. The latter rivers are peculiar in their being the only west-
flowing streams of South India, a fact which finds explanation
in this accidental circumstance providing them with their
valleys.

The westerly courses of the Narbada and the Tapti, in

sharp contrast with the rest of the Deccan rivers flowing east -

wards into the Bay of Bengal, almost from within sight of the
Arabian Sea, demonstrate a singularly interesting structural
feature. The easterly drainage is probably the result of an
easterly tilt given to the Deccan block at the time of origin of
the great Malabar coast fault, the transverse Tapti and Narbada
dislocations acting as release lines. The eminent naturalist,
Blanford, has dated these displacements of the western coast
as Pliocene to post-Pliocene—a date which brings these momen-
tous transformations in the figure of India within the Human Era
of geological history. The former date appears to be more in
conformity with physical and geological facts.

The severance of Ceylon from India took place at a some-
what earlier date, by the subsidence of south-east Carnatic
under the sea. By the middle of the Pliocene, however, the
connection was for the most part restored by the uplift of the
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Jaffna limestone beds laid down on the Miocene sea-bed to f(>rin

the (b y land of North-West Ceylon. ^
The Indian Peninsula, thus, though still a^rigid shield,

is not an unbroken unit. Perhaps it is owing to this circumstance
ot multiple basin-faulting that it has attained equilibrium and
isostatic adjustment as a whole and the remarkable immunity
of this part of India from seismic disturbance is also to be credited

to the absence of any tension between its several parts. Few
earthquakes of any intensity have shaken the Deccan Peninsula^
while those that have boon recorded in extra-peninsular India
form a long catalogue of tragedies.

The block-mountain and fault-basin structure of the Deccan
is responsible for some highly beneficial features in the exploita-

tion of the economic mineral resources of South India. To it

we owe the uncrumpled and generally undisturbed underground
dis}H)sition of the coal-seams accessible to simple mining in our

coal-liolds. The presence of large sheets of commercially
valuable mica free from buckling and crushing and the wide
stretches of richly aluminous laterite, capping the table-lands,

also arise from this circumstance. The waterfalls of the penin-

sula—potential power-resources in coal-less provinces—are also

the direct outcome of the same structural peculiarity. Large
volumes of water, falling dowm fault -scar])ed highlands, provide

a source of energy more lasting and e(‘onomical than that obtained
from a coal-field. The surface or ne^ar-surface occurrences of

iron and manganese-ores, rendering these two most valuable

metallic assets of the country susceptible to comparatively
simple mining operations, are also indirectly ascribable to this

cause.

The remaining orography of ])eninsular India is represented

by the tectonic chains of Aravalli and the Eastern Ghats, all

but worn away and now existing mainly in their roots. Once of

a size comparable with the Himalayas of to-day, those mountain
T*anges have played a large part in the succession of geological

ages and their detrital waste has furnished the raw material of

t he principal rock-systems of India.

The Vindhya and Satpura chains, which form the main
divide of North and South India to-day, are not of as great

geological antiquity. There is some evidence that in the early

Eocene they were non-existent and that a north drainage flowed

across their site to central Deccan. These prominent lines of
steep south-facing cliffs, like the cliffs of the Western Ghats
in the Konkan, have been produced, as stated before, by parallel

linear faults, now usurped by the valleys of the Narbada and the
Tapti. Though of tectonic origin, these ranges have no axis
of folding or compression.

The mountains of the Assam ranges and those of the Salt

Range in North-Western Punjab are two unique and rather
aberrant structural features of India. Though so near to the
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Himalayas, their orography is unrelated and independent and
th^Ji' folds, faults and thrust structures present problems that

have ""aroused tlie keenest interest of geological workers in

India.

• The voLCAisio plateau of North Deccan.

A large section of the Deccan, so far left out of the above
description, now claims attention, portions of Bornbay-Deccan
extending from Kathiawar to Nagpur, and from Malwa to Dhar-
Svar. This part of India ]X)ssesses the simplest geological struc-

ture possible, for these 200,000 miles tract is built up of flat-

rei)osing sheets of lava, forming a pile from 2,000 to 6,000 feet

high, completely burying the ancient geography of the land.

Time has sculptured this lava plateau into imposing hills,

valleys and plains, but these high hills are only the few out-

standing portions of the plateau that have withstood weathering,
and have no pretensions to be classed as mountains of elevations.

They have no orographic axes of folding, but have remained in

their original position and attitude. At the time of its comple-
tion, this volcanic formation, known as the Deccan trap, must
have covered a much wider extent both in area and altitude,

and it will not be far wide of the mark to say that 400,000 cubic

miles of molten rock was poured out from the bowels of the
earth during this volcanic period—a volume of rock exceeding

t)oth in bulk and mass that represented by the entire body of

the Himalayas, and of an average density one-tenth higher

than that of the Himalayan rocks. The transfer of so much
heavy matter from the interior of the earth to the exterior

must have had reactions on the isostafic adjustments of the

neighbouring sections of the crust. Relief would be sought in

the downwarp of large tracts whereby the relatively lighter

rocks of the upper crust would be depressed and condensed. We
might see in this a predisposing cause for the sinking of the long
and wide tract of the Indo-Gangeti(j plains to a depth of some
thousands of feet in front of the Himalayas. The completion
of the gigantic volcanic discharge of the Deccan trap may be
considered as pene-contemporaneous with the first uplift of

the Himalayas in Mid-Eocene to Post-Eocene time. No satis-

factory theoretical explanation has yet been found for the
hidden chain of dense matter detected by gT*avimetric survey,

referred to before on page 9, under the southern edge of the

plains. A suggestion may be advanced that the upwelling of

the basaltic magma forced up, along the north periphery of

the Deccan trap reservoir, masses of ultra-basic, dunitic rocks

from the deeper levels of t he reservoir to a j)osition in the upper

crust near enough to affect the plumb-line and the pendulum.
A concentration of masses of heavy rock along this chain was
suggested as long ago as 1914 by Sir Thomas Holland as a

matter needing further attention of geologists and geodesists.
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The parallelism of the hidden range with the Himalayan protaxis

cannot be entirely accidental and may have a .structural signi-

ficance suggesting sub-crustal redistribution of heavy and liglit

rocks—an upwarp of the sima preceded, or caused b}^ the
downwarp of the Gangetic tract.

The sculpture of time.

But in the making of India the constructive geological

processes that we have hitherto considered have only given the

broad outlines of the country; the shape or figure of India, as

wo see it to-day, is determined essentially by the destructive

pj ooesses of Nature. The sea, rain, rivers and other atmospheric

agencies of change, b^^ their ceaseless action have cut deep
into the profile of India and have removed thousands of feet of

matter from off the surface, producing the existing sculpture

of the land. The 6,000 to 15,000 feet thick beds of clay, sand
and silt, laid down in the Indo-Gangetic plains, are all derived

from the decay of the Himalayas. They are only a small measure
of the waste of these mountains. The dissection of the originally

two miles high volcanic plateau of Malwa-Beccan to the depth
of over a mile into the picturesque alternation of plains, valleys

and hills is another visual demonstration of the power of surface

natural agencies in shaping the surface features of the continents,

while constantly lowering their level to the mean sea-level.

These base-levelling processes have in the past, I’epeatedly

peneplained vast tracts of India, but the geological cycle was
not allowed to be (u)m]>loted by the suj)crvcning earth move-
ments which restored topographic youth. Rajputana and
Madras have thus been lovellexl and peneplained and rejuvenated

by timely eartli-movements reversing the geological cycle time
and again.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the above is manifestly an incom-
plete summary of the structure of India. It has dwelt mainly
on those aspects which have received some additional facts

from the work on which I have been lately engaged. I have
refrained from giving a review on recent work in the geological

sciences done in India, as this account was presented before the
Congress in a long paper, published so late as in 1938, at its

Jubilee Session held at Calcutta.
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SECTION OF MATHEMATICS
AND STATISTICS

President:—P. C. Mahalanobis

Presidential Address

( Delivered on Jan. 4, 1942)

8AMPLK 8URVEYS

I offer my thanks to the authorities of the Indian Science

Congress for electing me to be the ptesident of the section of

Mathematics and Statistics. For a long time there was one
single section for Mathematics and Physics. In 1940 at Madras
this section was divided into a section for Physics and a separate
section for Mathematics, and at Benares in 1941 Statistics was
added to the section of Mathematics. This year for the first

time a person who, although not a statistician by profession, has
hiA chief interest in statistical work has been asked to preside
over tlie new section. 1 accept this honour not in my individual
capacity but as an humble representcative of statistical science,

1. Mathematics, Physics and Statistics

The subject of statistics has two different aspects. On one
side statistics consist of facts colk^cted for administrative pur-
poses or State-craft in its widest sense. On the other hand,
statistical methods constitute the science of counting and taking
measurements and interpreting the results. In this section we
are concerned mainly with this second aspect. It is not in-

appropriate that analytic statistics should be associated with
mathematics and retrospectively also with physics for the history
of statistics has been intimately connected with both subjects.
The theory of probability supplies the foundation of statistical

science; and traditionally probability has been always cultivated
as a branch of mathematics. The very foundations of the
subject have been laid by mathematicians like Fermat, Pascal,
the Bernoullis, De Moivre, Laplace, Legendre, Gauss, Poisson,
Fourieo*, Cauchy, Tchebycheff and others.

In spite of this long association I am doubtful, however,
whether statistics can be properly considered to be a branch

( 25 )
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of pure mathematics. Bertrand Russell described mathematics
as all statements which can be expressed in the following form

:

If P, then Q
with tlu' important condition that it must be entirely immaterial
what P and Q are. All results in pure mathematics thus follow

by inexorable necessity from the given premises. This is why
mathematics is essentially a form of logical determinism. In
its own sphere it is absolute, it is perfect, and the very possibility

of doubt and error is excluded.

When wo come to probability or statistical theory the
position is, however, entirely different. The certainty of

Hf P, then Q" has vanished. On the other hand, we find that
if P is given then there is not one single Q, but a plurality of
Q’s aU of which may occur. The concept of probability itself

involves a multitude of possibilities.

Not only this; all statistical or probabilistic statements
must be necessarily uncertain. Every prediction has to be
made in terms of assigned odds or, in more technical language,
at some given level of significance. That is, statistical state-

ments can only be made in the form:

If then Q will follow 9 times out of 10 or 99 times out of
100, or 999 times out of 1,000 trials

^
and so on.

However large the odds may be, some margin must be left

for the failure of the prediction. If the statement is statistically

valid then in the long run the prediction mirst fail to the extent
of this permitted margin. If wc are working with the five per
cent level of significance then the prediction must fail, in the long
run, on five per cent of occasions. If we are working with the
one per cent level of significance then the prediction must fail,

again in the long run, on one per cent of occasions, and so on.
If the prediction does not fail to the assigned extent then the
statistical reasoning is not valid. In other words, statistical

results in order to be right must be sometimes wrong. This
paradox is inherent in the very nature of probability and statis-

tics. But this lack of consistency is intolerable in pure mathe-
matics.

This distinction between pure mathematics and statistics
is important, and represents the difference between the divergent
methods of deductive and inductive logic. We may clearly
see its repercussions in the history of physics. The spectacular
development of classical mechanics in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries gave an overwhelming bias to physical
science in the direction of materialistic determinism. From the
detailed knowledge of a system at one single instant it should
be possible, according to classical physics, to predict the whole
future history of the system. A complete solution, however,
could bo worked out only in the case of two particles; the problem
of three bodies remained partly unsolved.
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For studying more complicated systems consisting of many
13art|cles,pr phases it gradually became necessary to introduce

statisti^l concepts in connexion with the second law of thermo-

dynamics in the middle of the nineteenth century. A little

oarher the classical theory of errors had been developed for the

reduction of physical measurements. The normal (Gauss-

Laplacian) curve of errors used here with success served as a

model for the Maxwellian distribution of velocities in the kinetic

theory of gases. Statistical mechanics was then gradually

built up on probabilistic foundations by Boltzmann, Gibbs and
others so that by the end of the nineteenth century statistical

physics had become an integral part of science.

In the opening years of the twentieth century a more
profound change took place with the advent of the quantum
theory and the principle of relativity. Gradually the whole
scheme of Newtonian mechanics, the classical theory of electro-

magnetism, the all-pervading ether (which at one time had
.been looked upon as the greatest achievement of nineteenth

century physics), and the principle of conservation of mass and
energy were abandoned. Finally, materialistic determinism
was replaced by the well-known principle of uncertainty.

The Principle of Uncertainty

This principle is usually expressed by the Heisenberg
inequality in the form

:

Ap . Aq ^ h . . • • ( 1 )

in which p and q represent the geiKM’alizc^d momentum and space
co-ordinates, and h is Planck’s constant. This inequality is

suggestive from the statistical point of view. First of all it

(jxplicitly denies the possibility of either Ap or Aq assuming an
infinitesimal value. In other words, the unc;ertainty principle

definitely asserts the discrete and finite nature of physical
changes. Iliis is why in modern physics infinite extension, or
infinite v(‘locity, or infinite numlxT of particles have to be
replaced by large but finite quantities. The elegant and perfect

methods of pure mathematics based on tlu^ eoncc^pts of infinite-

simals and continuity cease to have rigorous application, and
recourse must be had to statistical methods.

i

Secondly, the Heisenberg relation shows a certain formal
analogy with the correlational expression in a limiting form.

^ The definition of probability is simple and clear so long as it is

based on the ratio of finite frequencies. The passage to continuous
probability involving infinite aggregates presents many difficulties which
I am not sure have been wholly overcome. This, however, does not
stand in the way of infinitesimal calculus or similar tools of pure mathe-
matics being used for calculations in probability or statistics in the same

as such tools are used in physics in spite of the admittedly discrete

stpjcture of matter.
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Thus if and A 2/ are two statistical deviations which are mea-
sured from mean values in terms of respective standard devia-

tions and p is the coefficient of correlation then we know that

E(Aa;.Aj/)=p .. •• (2)

where E stands for* the (expectation value. In case this relation

is valid for each individual pair of A^r and A?/ we may drop th(^

symbol E, and if p is a minimum value we may introduce the

sign of inequality and write

A:r . A2/ P • . . • («!)

Comparing (1) and (3) the formal interpretation of th(^

uncertainCy princiy)Ie would appc^ar to be the explicit denial

of the independence of Ap and A^, and the postulation of the

existence of a 'correlation ’ between these two entities of which the

minimum value is h. I am inclined to think that this irreducibh'

'correlation’ again indicates another aspect of the finite or

bound('xl structure of the world of y)liysics which finds a different

expression in cosmological constants.

Be this as it may, the transition from mechanistic d(‘ter-

minism was completed l)y the advent of the principle of uncer-

tainty; and th(^ whole foundation of physical scfcmce becanu'

entirely statistical in nalui'c. The (contrast betwecm the old and
the new view of things has important theoretical and pi*actical

consequem^es. Classical physi(*.s was foundcxl on causal laws
and mechanistic det(M*minism. The aim was to proc(3ed by
mathematical mc^thods from general or universal laws to pai -

ticular results.

The Statistical Method of Sampling

In statistics, on the other hand, we frankly take our stand
on sampling theory. Th(‘ typical method is to piocecd from the

sample to the population, that is, from thc^ particular to the

general. The possibility or rather the certainty of error is

inherent in the very stnurture of statistical reasoning.

In the place of inexorable causal laws statistical results

are governed entuely by the laws of chance. The main drive

of experimental procedure is therefore to secure a random
sample without any bias. This process of randomization gua-
rantees th(‘ validity of the estimate of error. The theory of

sampling distributions in terms only of actual observations

(usually called distributions in the Studentized form^) achieves

sonu^thing more. It makes possible general conclusions being
drawn with logical rigour from particular observations. This
is why B. A. Fishei- has claimed that statistics supplies the only

logical foundation for schuitific inference.

1 From the piojieer work of W. S. Gosset writing under the pvSeu-

donym ‘Student’.
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Another characteristic contrast in experimental procedure

is w|)rth. noting. The orthodox principle is to isolate and study

each factor of variation by itself. This, however, is possible

only in the case of extremely simple physical systems, and even

then only approximately as the uncertainty principle tells us.

When we come to the biological, economic or social sciences,

isolating individual factors is even conceptually impossible as

the inter-connexions between the different factors are an integral

part of reality. In this situation Ave have to study the factors

not in isolation but in their inter-related pattern, or to give up

the study altogether. This is where statistical methods become

indispensable. The difierence between old and now methods

has been described by R. A. Fisher in picturesque language:

‘No aphorism is more frequently repeated than that we must

ask nature a few questions, or ideally one question at a time.

This view is wholly mistaken. Nature will best respond to a

logical and carefully thought out questiomiaire; indeed, if we
ask her a single question, she will often refuse to answer until

some other topic is answered.’ ^

This, however, is not all. There are other reasons why the

statistical method is growing in importance every day. If we
want to purchase a large quantity of, sa/, rice, or bricks, or coal

or electric fuses or any other commodity, wo usually make our

choice by testing smail portions or samples out of the articles

offered to us. In the case of rice or bricks it is theoretically

possible to examine each single grain or each single piece of

brick if we so desire and can afford to devote to the task the

required time and energy. But in the case of coal or electric

fuses it is not oven conceptually possible to make a complete

test by burning the whole consignment before we purchase it.

There is no other alternative but to have roc^oiirso to the method
of sampling.

Not merely in purchasing material in the bulk but in testing

the quality of manufactured articles inspection by sampling

is indispensable in practice. A hundred per cent inspection is

prohibitive not only because of its excessive cost but also because

the time factor is often decisive, for example, in stepping up
production under war conditions.

In agriculture, public health, or social and economic studies

statistical methods are being increasingly used. It is scarcely

necessary to multiply examples. In practically all situations

in which we have to work on a large scale, estimates have to be
made almost invariably by the method of sampling. The larger

the scale of work the greater is the adA^antage of the sampling

method. With the growing complexity of human society, scales

of operation are rapidly increasing in size. And this is why
the sampling method is also daily growing in importance.

1 Jour, Min. AgrL, 33, 503.
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Statistical Engineering

In application to practical problems the samplingsmethod

thus has to be used often on a very extensive scale. The task

then partakes something of the nature of an engineering project.

This is not peculiar to statistical science. The same tendency

may be seen in physics. The construction of a two-hundred-

inch telescope or a cyclotron is essentially an engineering under -

taking.

In the same way in statistics, especially in sample surveys,

we are entering this engineering phase. The underlying principle

is often simple and familiar. The real task is to give it practical

shape. Firstly, to attain results of real importance
;
and secondly,

to do this at a cost which will bo reasonable for the practical

advantages secured. This is of course quite familiar in physical

or chemical engineering. Technical processes are sometimes

successful on a laboratory scale, but are not capable of being used

in practice, either because of the difficulties of doing the work on a

sufficiently large scale or because of the prohibitive cost.

Sample surveys also must be made to work on a large scale

under actual field conditions. This requires not only statistical

theory but organizational skill in handling human material,

and the ability to circumvent physical obstacles. Team work
is particularly important. And this is why mathematics,

physics, engineering, and administrative work aU have their

place in statistical science.

I now propose giving a general account of the sample census

of the area under jute in Bengal on which we have been working

for about four years. This will give a concrete idea of the

problems which arise in such surveys.

2. A Sample Survey of the Acreage under Jute
IN Bengal

Jute forms one of the two most important individual

items in the export account of India. On an average eighty-five

per cent of the total production is grown in Bengal. Estimates
prepared by the Bengal Agriculture Department were known
to be unreliable: and in 1934 the official Bengal Jute Enquiry
Committee noted that ‘ the estimates furnished were usually mere
guesses which were always conservative and in most cases far

from truth*. In view of the importance of the question the

Indian Central Jute Committee, immediately after its formation

in 1937, sanctioned five lakhs of rupees i spread over five years

for the improvement of the jute forecast.

1 That is, £37,600 in five years or £7,600 per year on an average.
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Sample Survey versus Complete Census

foming the ten years, 1929-1938, the average area under

jute in Bengal was roughly of the order of two and a quarter

milhon acres, or about 3,500 square miles. A rough calculation

shows that in an ordinary year more than one crore ^ of plots

sown with jute are scattered among eleven or twelve crores

of plots of all kinds. One way of estimating the total area

sown with jute in any particular year in Bengal would be to

search out one crore or more of these individual plots under

jute. This would require a large army of five or six thousand

investigators and would cost something like ten or twelve lakhs

of rupees.

Let us now see how the sample survey can help in this

matter. In this plan the whole province would be divided

into a suitable number of zones. Within each zone a suitable

number of points would be then selected strictly at random;
and at each of these points a sample-unit of a suitable size

would be surveyed in detail. In this way it would be possible

to determine the proportion under jute in each sample-unit,

and hence the average proportion within each zone. Multi-

plying by the total area of each zone it would be then possible

to estimate the area under jute in each zone; and then, by
subsequent tabulation, the total area under jute in each district

or in the whole province.

The basic idea is simple and familiar. The work, however,
has to be carried out over a large area of the order of 50 or 60
thousand square miles, and will require a good deal of expendi-
ture, Economic planning is therefore of paramount importance.
In this situation three questions immediately arise:

(a) What should be the size of each sample-unit ? Should
these be very small of the order of a fraction of an aero, or
comparatively small like 3 or 4 acres, or moderately large like

40 or 50 acres, or very large comprising several hundreds of
acre in area ?

(h) Secondly, how many of such sample-units should we
use 1

(c) And finally, what is the best way of distributing these
sample-units among different districts, regions or zones?

Naturally these questions have to be settled in accordance
with (1) the degree of precision required in the final estimate;
and secondly, (2) the amount of time or money at our disposal.

If the total amount of time or money is fixed, our aim will be
to design the sample survey in such a way as to give the final

result with the smallest possible margin of error. On the other
hand, if the level of precision to be attained in the final estimate
is assigned, our task will be to prepare the design in such a way
as to reduce the cost of the survey to a minimum.

^ One crore = ten million.
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The precision as well as the cost of the survey will of course

depend on the size (i.e. area) of individual sample-units anditheir

total number. If we increase the size of each individual sample-

unit we shall be able to decrease the margin of error or the

variance of individual units. This will, however, increase the

(;ost. On the other hand, if we keep the total expenditure

the same, any increase in the size of individual sample-units

will naturally decrease the total number of units which we can

afiord to have. This reduction in the total number will neces-

sarily reduce the precision of the mean value of the final estimate.

Whether there is any not gain or not will depend on just how the

variance nf individual sample-units decreases with increasing

size.

Tliis is not all. The question of location of the sample-

units is also of importance. If we have a large number of sample-

units, the distance between neighbouring units will be small;

and the time spent in moving from one sample-unit to another

will also be small. On the other hand, if we have a compara-
tively small number of sample-units, these will be more scattered;

and hence more time will be required for journeys between
different sample-units. In fact, in large-scale sample surveys,

the time required for journeys is as important as the time spent

in actual enumeration work. This is why both precision and
cost will depend not only on the size of individual sample-units

but also on their total number and the manner in which they are

distributed over the whole area.^

This so far as the sampling tcclmique is concerned. We
would also require a staff of several hundreds of investigators

and inspectors for the field enumeration, and computers for the

statistical portion of the work. From the beginning we clearly

realized the need of (a) developing an efficient sampling technique
on one hand; and on the other hand, (h) building up a suitable

human agency to carry out the survey. In 1937, however, we
did not have any idea regarding the best size or number of
sample-units or the cost of operations, nor did we have any
trained staff for carrying out the work.

Earlier Stages of the Work: 1937-1940

111 this situation taking up the work on an extensive scale

would be sheer waste of time and money. My idea was to
start with a small-scale experiment for collecting information,
however rough, about the basic factors of variation and cost of
operations; and to expand the work gradually in the light of
the experience gained during the earlier phases. This would

i A fuller theoretical discussion is given in Sankhydy Vol. 4, Part 4,

pp. 611-531.
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requires time, and I pointed out tlie need of going slow in the

begmning. I encountered a good deal of opposition, but

ultimately had my way.
We started in 1937 with a coiriplete enumeration of only

124 square miles and a sample survey with units of size 6 acres.

We spent less than seven thousand rupees on the field work,

and yet this gave us most valuable information regarding the

cost of operations and the jiossibilities of tlie sample survey.

In 1988 w(^ started a systematic study of both variance and cost

functions, and spent about eighteen thousand rupees on the

field survey cov(uang 414 stpiare miles. The work done proved
conclusively that the sample survcw could 1)e used with success

in jKituai pra(itice. In 1989 the field woik was further expanded
to cover 2,553 square^ miles at a total expenditure of Rs.49,000.

It now became clear that for general use 4 acres could be a
(‘convenient size, but sample-units varying in size from 2 to 8

acres would also be useful. This completed the first phase of

the work. In 1940 vve carried out a trial survey on a large scal(^

in eight important jute districts covering 20,553 square miles

at a cost of about sixty thousand rupees for the fi(dd work
alone.

Provincial Sample Censvs in 1941

Finally, in 1941 vve carried out, for the first time, a full-scale

provincial survey covering an area of 59,199 square miles. We
used sample-units of siz(‘c varying from 1 ac^re to 9 acres, nearly
half the nuinlx^r being of size 8 or 4 acres; the density varied

from 0-22 to 8*80 per square mile for the full sample. The
geographical unit was the thana or police circle with an averages

area of 110 square miles. For purposes of zoning these were
grouped into ten classes atjcording to the inttaisity of cultiva-

tion, and were allotted the appropriate number of sample-units
of the required size.

Tlie field work was arranged in the form of two independent-

hut inter -yienetrating half-samples. Linked yia-irs of sample-
units were located at random on maps in the form of dumb-bell
shaped figures one end of which represented the sample-unit
belonging to hah-sample (A) and the other end represented the
sample-unit belonging to half-sample (B). The information for

all sample-units belonging to half-sample (A) was collected by
one set of investigators while the information for the sample-
units belonging to half-sample (B) was collected independently
by an entirely different set of investigators. The time programme
was arranged in such a way that investigators belonging to the

two different sets (A) and (B) never worked in the same region

at the same time. In this way we obtained independent records

for each of a pair of adjoining sample-units, and two independent
estimates of the area sown with jute.

* 3
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Thii survey was carried out over an area of nearly 60,000

square miles and required a staff of about 500 men. ^fbis

in itself is not a large number, and had they been woiking

in a compact group it would have been an easy matter to super-

vise their work. In actual fact these men were, however,

scattered over the whole province. Carelul preparations had

to be made to keep contact with the field investigators, to

arrange for the inspection of tlie primary work, to ensure that

the field records were proni])tly despat(;hed to headquarters,

and so on. In spite of these difficulties the agreement between

the two half-samples was quite satisfa(^tory

.

Precision of the Final Estimate

Various tests were used for this purpose of which 1 may
describe one. Differences between the estimates for each pan*

of sample-units (A) and (B) were used for calculating values of
Student’s ^-statistic^ separately for each thana (police circle).

The corresponding probability of occurrence was obtained in

the usual way. There were 109 cases out of 379 in which the
probability was less than five per cent. TIu^ expected number
of values significant at the five per cent level is about 19. Ther(^

was, therefore, an excess of no less than 90 cases in which the
agreement between two half-samples was not satisfactory.

A detailed examination of the field records showed, however,
that in many cases the disagreement could be tracjed to real

differences in weather or other physical conditions. For example,
in man^^ thanas the first half-sample was collected when weather
was still dry and sowings had not started properly, while tin^

second half-sample was collected after heavy showers. In such
cases, owing to heavy sowings, the second enumeration was
bound to give mu(;h higher proportions of land under jute. It

was possible in this way to explain at least 84 cases of discrepant
^-values. Omitting these 84 cases and 12 other cases with 1

and 2 degrees of freedom the actual position is shown in Table
(A) in which col. (1) gives the range of probability of occurrence;

cols. (2) and (3) the observed and expected number of ^-values;

(^ol. (4) the difference between observed and expected values;

and finally, col. (5) the corresponding values of Chi-square.

The number of cases in which the probability exceeds 0-95 is

only 3 against an expected number of 15. This shows that

there were no cases of suspiciously close agreement between
the two sets of results. 'The half-sample method was thus
entirely successful in ensuring the two estimates being really

independent.

^ Bartlett’s sin - transformation cannot be used here for obvious
reasons. But as degrees of freedom are fairly large, especially in thick
zones, mean values may be expected to behave in a more or less ‘ normal ’

manner.
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Table (A). Gompariaon of Half-aamples {A) and {B):

StvdenVs i-atatistica for Police Stations

%

Range of P{t):

probability of

Number of cases Difference

between
(Jhi-square

occurrence of observed and
^-values Observed Expected expected

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Loss than -01 11 2-96 + 8*05 .21-96

•01- 05 14 11-80 + 2-20 0-87
•05- -10 20 14-75 + 5-25 1-87
•10- -90 235 236-00

1

-100 0-00
•90- -96 12 14-75 -2-76 0-51

•95-1-00 3 14-75 -11-75 9-36

Total 295 296-00 0-00 34-57

We also find that in about eight thanas (with 2><0'01) the

agreement between the two half-samples was not satisfactory.

Full statistical control was thus not established at the most in

eight or three per cent of the thanas. Considering the difficulties

of carrying out a sample survey on such a large scale it is not
unsatisfactory to find that there was good agreement between
the two half-samples in at least ninety-seven per cent of the
thanas.

It will liot serve any useful purpose to give here details

of the estimates. I may mention, however, that according to

the sample census the total area sown with jute in Bengal in

1941 was 1,576,000±17,000 acres. The estimated probable
error is thus only about 1*1 per cent.i Under the Jute Regula-
tion Scheme permission was given to sow jute over 1,623,000
acres, but the mert^ fact that a license was issued in respect of
any particular holding does not necessarily mean that the land
was sown with jut(\ In ffict, owing to adverse weather conditions
and otlier reasons, one would expect that the actual area under
jute would be lower 2 than the area for which licenses were
originally issued. The difference between the license figure

and the sample estimate is, therefore, in the right direction.

This was corroborated at a later stage when a detailed checking
of the area sowm with jute was carried out under the Jute Regu-
lation Scheme and the area actually sown with jute was found to

1 This value of fcho probable error is itself an approximate estimate
based on certain assumptions.

2 Exceeding the licensed figure is unlikely as it is punishable with a
heavy fine under the Jute Regulation Act.
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the usual way. There were 109 cases out of 379 in which the
probability was less than five per cent. The expected number
of values significant at the five per cent level is about 19. There
was, therefore, an excess of no less than 90 cases in which the
agreement between two half-samples was not satisfactory.

A detailed examination of the field records showed, howevei',

that in many cases the disagreement could be traced to real

differences in weather or other physical conditions. For example,
in many thanas the first half-sample was collected when weather
was still dry and sowings had not started properly, while th(‘

second half-sample was collected after heavy showers. In such
(?asos, owing to heavy sowings, the second enumeration was
bound to give much higher proportions of land under jute. It

was possible in this way to explahi at least 84 cases of discrepant
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(A) in which col. (1) gives the range of probability of occurrence;

(;ols. (2) and (3) the observed and expected number of /-values;

(nl. (4) the difference between observed and expected values;

and finally, eol. (5) the corresponding values of Chi-square.

The number of cases in which the probability exceeds 0*95 is

only 3 against an expected number of 15. This shows that

there were no cases of suspiciously close agreement between
the two sets of results. The half-sample method was thus
entirely successful in ensuring the two estimates being really

independent.

1 Bartlett’s transformation cannot be used here for obvious
reasons. But as degrees of freedom are fairly large, especially in thick
zones, moan values may be expected to behave in a more or less ‘normal’
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3B
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, Table (A). Comparison of Half-scmples {A) and (B):

Student's t-statistica for Police Stations

Range of J?{t):

probability of
occurrence of

lvalues

(1)

Number of cases Difference

between
observed and
expected

1

Chi-square

Observed Expected

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Less than 01 11 2-96 + 8-05 .21-9(>

01- 06 14 11-80 + 2-20 0-87
•06- *10 20 14-76 + 5-25 1-87

•10- -90 236 236 00 -100 0-00
•90- -96 12 14-75 -2-75 0-51
•96-1-00 3 14-75 -11-76 9-36

Total 296
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We also find that in about eight thanas (with 2^<0*01) tlie

agreement between the two half-samples was not satisfactory.

Full statistical control was thus not established at the most in

eight or three per cent of the thanas. Considering the difliculties

of carrying out a sample survey on such a large scale it is not
unsatisfactory to find that there was good agreement between
the two half-samples in at least ninety-seven per cent of the
thanas.

It will not serve any useful purpose to give here details

of the estimates. T may mention, however, that according to

the sample census the total area sown with jute in Bengal in

1941 was 1,576,000 ±17,000 acres. The estimated probable
error is thus only about 1*1 per cent.^ Under the Jute Regula-
tion Scheme permission was given to sow jute over 1,623,000
acres, but the mere fact that a license was issued in respect of
any particular holding does not nec.essarily mean that the land
was sown with jute. In fact, owing to adverse weather conditions
and otlier reasons, one would expect that the actual area under
jute would be lower 2 than the area for which licenses were
originally issued. The difference between the license figure

and the sample estimate is, therefore, in the right direction.

This was corroborated at a later stage when a detailed checking
of the area sown with jute was carried out under the Jute Regu-
lation Scheme and the area actually sown with jute was found to

1 This value of the probable error is itself an approximate estimate
based on certain assumptions.

2 Exceeding the licensed figure is unlikely as it is punishable with a
heavy fine under the Jute Regulation Act.
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be 1,532,855 acres.^ This gives us an entirely independent and
objective check on the accuracy of the sample census.

^

We find then that the internal precision (as measured by the

probable error) as well as the objective accuracy (based on
comparison with the Jute Regulation figures) was high and the

margin of error was well within the limit of five per cent set by
the Jute Census Committee.

The present survey thus conclusively demonstrates the

great possibilities of a random sample survey for estimating

crop acreage. In 1941 we had spent Rs. 1,40,000; but excluding

certain expenses of a non-recurring nature it is (‘xpected that a

similar survey can be carried out from year to year at a cost of

u little over One lakh of rupees. A complete enumeration witli

(3h(*cking would probably cost something like fifteen lakhs of

rupees. By using an efficient sampling technique, it is thus

jiossible to get an estimate with a margin of error of the order

of one or two per cent at a cost of only one-fifteenth of the cost

of a complete enumeration.

3. The Desigh of Sample Btjkveys

Proper designing is as important in sample surveys as in

agricultural and other experiments. The fundamental aim is

the same in both cases, namely, to collect the largest possible

amount of information with the least ])ossible expenditure of

time and money. But the approach and the typti of tlie design

is naturally different in the two cases. In large-scale sample
surveys the work of planning broadly falls into two stages,

namely, the exploratory and the final. The aim of the explora-

tory stage is to collect basic information required for preparing

the final [)lan. For purposes of illustration it will be conve-

jiient therefore if I first describe the final stage of the work in

the Jute Census Scheme.

The Basic Cost- Variance Table

1 have already explained that in large-scale surveys the time
spent in journeys from one sample-unit to another is usually
as important as the time spent in actual enumeration work. I

have also mentioned that throughout our work on jute arid

paddy in Bengal we found that the decrease in variance was
appreciably less than what one would expect in the case of a
truly binomial or normal variate. This being so, the precision

as well as the cost of the survey will depend on both the size

(area) and the density (or number per square mile) of individual

1 PubUshed on 2nd April, 1942, in the Indian Trade Journal^ Vol.
CXLV, No. 1867, p. 32. The difference between the sample census
estimate and the registration figure is thus about 43,000 f 17,000 acres.
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.nample-unita. It is necessary therctorc to construct what may

be called the ‘basic cost-variance table’ appropriate for the

survey. I am showing below a typical example from our work

ih the Jute Census Scheme.
In Xablo (B) col. (1) gives the expenditure in rupees and

annas per square mile ranging from 8 annas to Rs.2-8-0 per square

mile. This range is naturally fixed by what may be broadly

called budget considerations. The best size in acre {x) and th«-

best density in number per square mile (y) of individual sample-

units is shown in cols. (2) and (3). The best size decreases while

Tablk (H). Basic Cost-Variance Table

Cost in

rupees
per

sq. mile

(4‘)

Individual sample
unit Relative

variance
9

100 vipq

Relative
cost per
unit of
informa-

tion

(6.^)

Differences

a;= Area
in acre

2/=Num-
ber per
sq. mile

1

AO AiH)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (0) (7)

Ks.a. p.

0 8 0 6-55 0140 140 70 -66 14

0 12 0 6-22 0-267 74 56 -24 ~ 6

1 0 0 5*82 0-388 60 50 -14 f)

1 4 0 5-42 0-537 36 54 - 9 -- 5

1 8 0 6-96 0-707 27 40 — 5 •>

1 12 0 4-45 0-885 22 38 ... 4 _ '>

2 0 0 3-80 M18 18 36 - 3 2

2 4 0 316 1-346 16 34 — 2
o

2 8 0 2-44 1-616 13 32 1

1 _
the density increases with increased rate of expenditure per

square mile. This simply means that if we work with a small

number of sample-units it is profitable to make the size of each

sample-unit comparatively large. On the other hand, if we
have a high density or a large number then it is better to work

with sample-units of a comparatively small size. This comes

out clearly in Chart 1.

Within the range of practical interest the most economical

size of sample-units lies roughly between 2 and 7 acres. The
best density for each half-sample varies from roughly one

sample-unit in 7 square miles to 1*5 or three sample-units in 2

square miles. It may be noted that the variation in density

is more important than the variation in size in the area census.

Let us now consider the precision of the result. The
relative variance 0 (which means the variance expressed as

a fraction of the normal variance multiplied by a constant for
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(Jhart 1, Size and. Density Curves
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• convenience of calculation) is shown in col. (4). This naturally

decreases with increasing expenditure. From the point of view

of statistical theory the same thing can be expressed more

conveniently in the form of the relative cost per unit information

(where ‘information’ stands for the reciprocal of the variance

in accordance with the definition given by K. A. Fisher). This

is shown in col. (5), and in Chart 2.

If we consider the relative variance shown in col. (4), it

will be noticed that in the beginning it decreases rapidly with

increasing t^xpenditure, but the rate of decrease gradually falls

off. This is more clearly brought out in col. (6) which gives

the rate of decrease in variance. The precision of, the final

estimate naturally increases with expenditure, but the rate

of increase steadily falls off. This is simply an instance of the

law of diminishing returns.

Let us now see how we may use the ‘basic cost-variance

table’ for the design of large-scale sample surveys. If the

intensity of cultivation (the proportion of land under jute)

is the same everywhere then this basic table can be used directly.

For example, if the total budget (or what comes to the same thing,

the rate of expenditure per square mile) is fixed, then all we have

to do is to jnak(* our entry in ’fable (B) in col. (1), pick up the

appropriate valu(‘s of the best size (x) and density (y) of sample-

units from cols. (2) and (3), and obtain the corresponding variance

or precision of the final estimate from col. (4). We may also get

the appropriate values of (a;) and (y) directly from Cliart 1 and of

the relative variance from Chart 2 corresponding to any assigned

value of cost per square mile. On the other hand, if the

})recision or variance of the final estimate is assigned, wo then

fnake our entry in col. (4), pick up th(‘ appropriate optimum
size and demsity of sample-units in cols. (2) and (3), and find

the rate of (expenditure from col. (1). In this case using Chart 2

we first obtain the cost per square mile corresponding to the

assigned relative variance, and then using Chart 1 get the a})pro-

priate values of siz(^ (ir) and density {//) of sample-units.

in actual practic^e the intensity of cultivation itself varies

widely from one region to another. In this situation some
further calculations are necessary. The principle, however, is

easy to understand. We divide the whole area into a suitable

number of abstract zones in terms of intensity of cultivation

(i.e. the proportion of land under jute). As eacdi of these zones

may be considered to be more or less homogeneous it is possible

to use the basic Table (B) for each zone separately. We have

then to fix the size and density of sample-units and hence the

rate of expenditure in each zone in such a way as to get the

highest precision in the final results, ’rhis involves certain

summation terms and the use of undetermined multipliers in

the numerical calculations. This is laborious but straight-

forward and need not detain us here. The point to be emphasized
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Successive Stages of the Jute Census Scheme

* Table (C/1). Volume of Work and Expenditure

.
Expenditure in rupees

Jute
sea-

sons
(year)

Area in

sq.
miles

Number
of

sample

-

units

Number
of

field

staff
Field
branch

Statis-

tical

branch

Over-
head
and
non-

I'otal

recur-

ring

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (7)* (8)

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.
1937 124 1,488 35 6,700 10,000 100 16,800
1938 414 7,888 110 18,200 16,500 3,100 37,800
1939 2,663 12,000 129 47,300 36,400 6,800 90,600
1940 20,533 41,346 272 59,600 35,600 21,700 1,16,900
1941 69,199 67,362 514 79,800 46,500 26,000 1,52,300

Total •* 2,11,600 1,45,000 67,700 4,14,300

Table (C/2). Rates of Expenditure per man-month

Jute
seasons
(year)

Volume of work in

man-months
Total

Rate in rupees per
man-month

Field Statistical Field Statistical

(1) (2) (3) (4) (») (6)

1937 64 102 161 104*69 98*04
1938 212 183 396 85*85 90*16

1939 531 378 909 89*08 96*30
1940 638 396 1,034 93*42 89*90

1941 941 470 1,411 84*80 98*94

Table (C/3). Rate of Expenditure per square mile

Jute
seasons
(year)

Expenditure in rupees
per sq. mile

i

Man-months per 1,000

sq. mile

Field Statistical Total Field Statistical

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) {^)

1937 64*03 80-65 135*48 516 823
1938 43*96 39*86 91*30 512 442
1939 18*46 14-20 35*31 207 147
1940 2*90 1-73 5*69 31 19
1941 1*35 0-79 2*57 16 8
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It wiJl be seen that a succession of gradually expanding

surveys has many advantages. In this method the design

of the survey at each stage, except of course the first, is based on
actual experience and objective study of relevant factors of

variation. It gives complete control over the expenditure

and enables planning on economical lines. Finally, the gradual

expansion of the work makes it possible to eliminate unreliable

workers and to build up the necessary human agency by giving

training to suitable men.

The Cost Function

In large-scale surveys the question of expenditure is of

flecisive importance. This is why a careful study of the cost

function assumes a special importance of its own in this con-

nexion. It is worth noting, for example, that the theory of

stratified sampling is appropriate only when the cost of collecting

the information for any given number of sample-units is inde-

pendent of the manner in which these sample-units are distri-

buted over the field. This, however, rarely ocicurs in practice

in large-scale surveys. In all our work we found that the cost

was profoundly affected by the geographical distributioji of the

sample-units. This means that principles other than stratifi-

cation are necessary for securing an efficient sampling technique.

I may say a few words regarding the cost function itself.

We foimd that it is more convenient and more economical to study
it separateily from the variance function. We liave also found
that it is usually possible to split up the cost function into a

number of independent components each of which can be
studied separately. In the Jute Census Scheme we found that

the cost of big journeys (for moving from one place to another)

and of small journeys (for moving from camp to field and from
one sample-unit to another) are functions of the density but not

of the size of individual Ramplc-iinits. On the other hand, the

cost of actual enumeration, that is, location and inspection of

sample-units and of other miscellaneous work are functions of
the size but not of the density of sample-units. This naturally

simplified the work considerably. Theoretically, of course,

there may be interaction between size and density or between
the different components of cost. In fact in our own work in

1938 and 1939 we had used a number of patterns to detect the

effect of any such interaction. We found, however, that the
interaction, if any, was negligibly small in the present case.

I am inclined to think that this is likely to be true in many, if not
in all, large-scale sample surveys.

The Variance Function

In the case of a truly binomial or Gauss-Laplacian variate

the variance decreases inversely as the size of the sample-unit.
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This may be called a variance function of the ‘normal’ type.

Throughout our OAvn work on area census as well as in crop-

ciAting experiments on paddy, wheat, jute, and sugarcane we
found that in actual /act the variance decreases more slowly

than this. This is why it is essential to ascertain the specific

form of the variance function in each sample survey.

I have already mentioned that it is convenient to study the

variance function independently of the cost function. Where
suitable material based on a complete census is available, model
sampling experiments can supply valuable information. In

field work we have found multiple or nested sample-units to be
extremely useful. This is only a large sample-unit which is

subdivided into smaller units for each of which the information

is collected separately. ']''his makes it possible to study the

variability for different sub-cuts as well as for different combina-
tions of siih-cuts. Tlie simple dodge of using an asymmetric
division incr(‘as(\s the range appreciably, and this is what wc
are now using as a standard procedure in our work.

Randoiyt and Patterned Fields

I may also refer briefly to certain theoretical aspects of the

variance function. The deviation from a normal type may be
most f^asily explained by the existence of a correlation between
neighbouring regions. In fact in many ways it is convenient
to think of the whole area under survey as a ‘statistical field’

in which the variate under consideration (such as the proportion
of land under jute or the yield per acre of a given crop, etc.)

has a definite value at each place. It is convenient to introduce

the concept of a ‘random field’ in which the variate under con-

sideration has a purely random space distribution. This na-
turally leads to the concept of ‘patterned fields’ in which the
distribution of the variate is not purely random but has mor(^

or less regular features.

It is obvious that the nature of the variance function must
1)e closely connected with the random (or non-random) character
of the field. It is easy to see that a purely random field has a

variance function of the normal type. We may conveniently
think of the variate field to be divided into more or less

homogeneous regions with the help of (contour lines whi(;h ma}
,

without any loss of generality, be considered to be labelled by,

say, (n) successive integers.

Let us consider a linear field in which these contour lines

are distributed in a purely random manner. If we use sample-

units of size (ir) then the number of contour lines likely to b(?

included within each sample-unit is simply proportional to (a;).

Thus, if (m) represents the number of (*ontour lines covered by
sample-units of size (x), then (m) is directly proportional to (x).

But the variance of the mean of (m) numbers taken af random
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the ofl&cial estimates is probably much smaller than that actually

observed.

We may consider the question from a slightly different point

of view. The total area under jute in Bengal is not a mathe-
matical quantity which remains constant throughout the Reason.

Plots sown with jute at the beginning of the season may go out

of jute owing to the destruction of the crop by drought, or

excessive rainfall and floods or through damage by pests, etc.

;

some of these plots, on tlie other hand, may be again sown with

jute later in the season. The actual area under jute is thus,

strictly speaking, a variable figure which fluctuates from day to

day. On the whole, in normal years, the area will decrease from
the time wh*en sowings are completed till the crop is actually

harvested. The difference between the official estimates at the

beginning and at the end of the season supplies a rough idea of
the shrinkage in area due to physical causes. In 1941 the actual

decrease was about 90,000 acres which represents roughly six per
cent of the total area at the end of the season. Halving this

difference we get three per cent as the margin of uncertainty due
to what may be broadly called purely physical causes. This
suggests that no useful purpose woxild be served by trying to

reduce the margin of sampling error below something of the
order of three per cent. At odds of twenty to one this moans a
standard error of about 15 per cent or a probable error of about
one per cent. In 1941 the estimated probable error of ±17,000
acres was of just this order which shows that the preci.sioii

attained in 1941 was fuUy adequate.
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SOME ASPECTS OF X-RAY INVESTIGATIONS ON SOLIOS,
ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS, ALLOTROPES AND

COLLOIDS.

It is with great diffidence that I t ake upon me the task of
presiding over the deliberations of this section of the Indian
Science Congress. The polite words with which the Chairman of

any meeting generally opens his mouth can scarcely express the
feelings of one who is as much conscious of the greatness of his

subject as of his own limitations. For, physics today has made
gigantic strides and it now includes in its scope subjects which
it is impossible for one single man to understand far less to

master.

The subject whicii I have chosen to speak before you,
is some of the achievements of X-rays in the field of physical

research in which I am specially interested. Indeed X-rays
have opened up so many new avenues of research in practically

all the branches of science that it is impossible to present to you
any genei'al acijount of the progress made in different directions

and even in a special subject like physics. I must Cionfess

that. I have not been able to continue investigations in all

braneJios of pliysics in which the developments made by X-rays
are not only remarkable but have also helped us to understand
some of the deep mysteries of Natme. Under those limitations

I regi-et that you are to remain satisfied with discussions of a

few problems which we are trying to solve by X-rays.

Firstly, I shall present before you a short account of the
various theories of the solid state of metals and also some of
the impoi'tant. observations of soft X-rays and then procieed

to show that how a proper study of emission lines and absorp-

tion edges in this region has helped us not only to verify and
in some cases modify the theoretical predictions made about

conduction electrons in metals but lias also thrown a nev
light on the mechanism of transition of electrons from one

energy level to another inside an atom-system crystal. As
is well known, soft X-rays are highly absorbed in air

;
so that

the X-ray tube, slit system, and the plate holder with the photo-

graphic plate should be placed in a high vacuum. The region

( 47 )
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of spectra in which we are especially interested, viz. where
condu( 5tion electrons are involve^! in transition, stretches from
5->400 A.U. This region covers the ^-radiation of elenit^nts

Li (3) to S (16), the L-radiation of elements Na (11) to Zn (30)

and ilf-radiation of elements K (19) to Hg (72) and so on.

This region of spectra is divided for practical reasons into

two parts—(a) 5-20 A.U. and (6) 20 A.U. upwards. In the

first region (5-20 A.U.) investigations are carrhxi out by crystals

(Gyijsum or Mica) bent generally to a radius of curvature from

50 cm. upwards and in the second region concave gratings of

1 to 2 metres radius are generally used. For wavelengths

from 20-5() A.U. a grating of 5 to 7 metres radius is desirable.

Rowland focussing method is adopted in bot h these types of

ejtperiments. For ox:porimental considerations, (‘.oru^ave grating

of glass is preferable to both plane and metal speculum. As
has been mentionexl before, (Ufficulties in the investigations

of soft X-rays spectra are entirely technical but thanlvs to the

ingenious experimental device made by Prof. Siegbahn, that

instruments for both the bent crystal and the concave
grating spe(itrosco|)y have been brought out almost to a per-

fection.

. In the soft X-ray emission spectra of solids we are presented

with broad bands along with some sliarp spectral lines. These
bands are due to the transition of electrons of the outermost
level into a deeper vacant level which has lost one electron

during the process of excitation. But when lines involving

similar quantum transitions are excited from the 8ub8tanct^

in the vapour state by hot spark discharge method we get

sharp lines as ordinarily found in optical spectra. This

outstanding difference between the two spectra is, however,

inherent in the very nature of the two physicial states of the
substance. In tlie vapour state, atoms move about quite freely

and energy levels are quite sharp duo to lack of interaction

between atoms. In the solid state, liowever, the interaction

between atoms is so strong that they are held firm in a regular

lattice and the energy levels are profoundly modified. Energy
levels of individual atoms are now replaced by the energy levels

of the crystals as a whole which can be treated as a big molecule
composed of an immense number of atoms. IfN be the number
of atoms in a piece under consideration, then it is evident that

each energy band of the crystal will contain N levels corre-

sponding to N atoms. In the case of deeper levels, all these

N states will be confined within a very narrow energy limit

(2xl0“'i® e.v. for Na—K level) so that ordinary X-ray lines

arising from the transition in the deeper levels are quite sharp.

In the outermost level (the conduction level), however,
these N states will be so widely distributed over the band of

the crystal that the total breadth of the band becomes of the
order of several volts. The number of states within energy
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range E and E~\~dE is denoted by N(E)y dE where N(E) is the

density function of the states. In emission spectra, these

N ^atos will give rise to so densely packed lines that all of

them will blend together forming one single broad band. If

we neglect the broadening of the deeper levels to which the
last bound electron makes the final transition, we can make
an estimate of the density function N(E) of the highest level.

The intensity is given by

IiE)^N{E)f(E)

where f(E) is the transition probability of the last bound elec-

trons into the deeper level. The form of f(E) must found
out theoreticall}^ (In absorption process one of the inner

electrons is photo-electrically knocked out of the inner shell

and is accommodated in a higher unoccupied level. Hence
we observe that a knowledge of the transition probability and
intensity distribution over emission and absorption spectra

enables us to (xunpute the density function both in the occupied
as well as the unoccupied regions of the conduction band.)

The free electron model :—^The width and form ofthe intensity

distribution curve can be calculated theoretically from
the models assumed in various conduction theories. The
models employed by Pauli, Sommerfeld, and others, assume
that conduction electrons are freely moving in a constant

potential wit^hin the lattice. Energy values corresponding
to different stationary states of free electrons within the
potential box are calculated with the assumption that each
state can accommodate two and only two electrons in accordance
with Pauli’s exclusion principles. The energy of the highest

occupied level is given by

2m\87r) '

where n is the number of free electrons per c.o,, and the density
function N{E) is given by

N{E) =. 27r

Houston^ first calculated the transition probability f{E) of the
‘ free ’ state into a deeper 83nmmetrical X-level and found

that/(^) Varies as E and thus I{E)'^E'K The levels above E
for ^jnax will be completely unoccupied at room temperature
due to high degeneracy of the electron gas, because the energy

J^max is extremely large in comparison with the average gas

kinetic energy *071 e.v. at room temperature, .0=13*2

e.v. for Al). Since there are no electrons above ^max
intensity

I{E) = 0

for E>Eyj,.yi,
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The most striking conclusion is that the intensity will rise

approximately as at the long wavelength side of the band
and will be suddenly guillotined at JSmax.

Nearly free electron model (Peirles) :—In Sommerfeld’s

theory the periodic field of the positive nuclei regularly arranged

in the lattice is completely ignored. In a mote detailed calcula-

tion by Peirles, Brillouin and others^ a small perturbation

with the periodicity of the lattice is introduced in the potential

term with the result that the density of states is no longer

a raonotonic function of the energy. Discontinuities wiU occui*

at energy states corresponding to which the De-Broglie

waves sufier Bragg reflection from the lattice pianos. The
whole energy continuum of free electrons will thus be divided

into zones of allowed and forbidden energies. The structuie

of the intensity curve at the head of the emission band towards
the short wavelength limit will, therefore, depend upon two
factors.

(1) The crystal structure of the lattice to which the zone
structure is obviously due, and (2) the number
of free electrons per atom which determines the
limit of the unoccupied zones.

The real form ncuir the head of the band will be completely
determined by the nature of the zone near the highest octmpied

level. At the bottom of the level, electrons will behave like

free electrons gas as before because the corresponding ip waves
will not be much modified by the perturbation term. The
tail of the energy band will, therefore, be almost the same as

in the case of free gas.

The bound electron model (Bloch) ^ :—In the nearly free

electron model the perturbation introduced in the potential

field is small in comparison with the kinetic; energy of the free

electrons. But in tlie hound electron model, the j)erturbation

term is assumed to be large in comparison with the kinetic energy
of the electrons with the result that th(; density of the states

becomes somewhat different. The density fun(;tion N(E) is

very difficult to evaluate analytically and a rough graphical

integration gives a symmetrical curve at a position correspond-
ing to the discrete atomic function. In this model, energy
states also consist of allowed and forbidden zones corresponding

to those in isolated atoms. The width of these zones depends
on the exchange integral (y).

From such a model the intensity of an emission band in a
metal will fall suddenly from some definite positive value to

zero as E is inci-eased beyond E^^^ at which the surface of the
filled electrons occurs. Absorption, however, will set in suddenly
when the absorbed quantum has sufficient energy to carry

an electron from an inner shell to a level of energy just greater

than j^max. These sudden jumps in the emission and absorp-
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tion cui’ves are termed ‘emission and absorption' edges and
according to the theory, they should obviously occur at the
samte wavelength. It is satisfactory to note that in conductors

for which we have necessary data ‘the absorption edge of a
metal agrees in wavelength with the corresponding emission

edge
This simple electron gas theory, after Sommerfeld, which

neglects the lattice structure altogether and treats the valence

electron in a metal as a free electron gas can only be regarded

as a first approximation. Indeed this theory would always

give N(E)^Ei but Mott and Jones ^ have shown that N{E)
curves are really complicated with several peaks . when the
crystalline lattice field is taken into consideration. Since the
area under the theoretical N{E) curve up to the limit of the
filled levels must be proportional to the number of
conduction electrons per atom, it is evident that the band-
width may either be greater or less than Sommerfeld-width
according to the form of the characteristic N(E) curve and the

exact position of the value of on it.

Thus, when comparing the results of the experimental
observations with the theoretical formula (Sommerfeld), we are

loft with a cert ain amount of uncertainty.

The equation connecting the intensity of the emission
band I{E) and the density of states in the valence level N(E)
can be written down as

1(E) - f(E) N(E), where E
Here £^xnax is t he maximum energj’^ of t he filled levels and f(E)
is the transition probability of the electron. Owing to the
presence of the factor f(E) which depends on t he precise wavf^

function of the electrons in the normal and excited states and
which controls the transition probabilities, 1(E) vfin only be
expected to represent N(E) direct ly in a very qualitative way.
There are some import ant ])roperties of the bands which do not

depend on f(E). According to the theory of metals, t he difference

between a metal and insulator lies in the fact that in the former
there are unoccupied levels inside the valency band, while in

the latter it is completely filled up. In a metal, therefore, an
electron in the valency band, when slightly accelerated under an
applied electric field, can still remain in that band and movc^
about freely throughout the crystal contributing to electrh^

conduction, while in an insulator there is no such space available

for such an electron to move up and thus it bocsomos a non-
conductor. Even if the electrons in the valency shell are com-
pletely filled up according to Pauli prmciple, as in two-electron

metals, still conduction is also possible due to the overlapping

of the valency band with the one just immediately above it.

The case of semi-conductor is considered as intermediate between
these two cases.
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It is ourious, though Sommerfeld's theory does not give a

true picture of the structure of the emission band, for want
of any better theoretical formula we have no altem5£tive

but to adopt it for comparing the experimental results on band-
widths of metals of the first two groups of elements.

In actual measurement of the band-width, however, we
are faced with another serious practical difficulty. Either from
Sommerfeld’s theory or from more rigorous treatment by Mott
and Jones, the emission band should have a definite beginning (on

the low energy part of the band) where a gradual rise in intensity

is predicted and while on the other side (higher energy side) a

very rapid, fall should occur. In practice, however, the structure

of the band is found to be quite different. In the low energy
part, the band tails towards longer wavelengths. This tailing

effect is very largo for the i723-band8 * and its breadth may be
as great as the band itself. In the iiT-spectrum, the tail is not

so prominent as in -L23 but it is actually present. Its width

may be as high as 3-4 volts in different substances.

This unexpected tailing effect makes the comparison of the

experimental result with the theoretical formula extremely

difficult and we only wish that this tail did not exist. In order

to find the exact position of the band on the low energy side of

the spectrum, Jones, Mott and Skinner ^ have from theoretical

consideration on the mechanism of the emission spectra in the

soft X-ray region concluded that the behaviour of transition

probability f{E) in the equation for intensity, depends entirely

on the final state, i.e., whether it is a ^-state (X-band) or p-state

(jL28‘^^^^)- They have shown that at the low energy limit of

the emission band, i.e. for smaller values of E

1(E) = Const. E^ (final «-state, X-band)

= Const. E^ (final p-state, i/23-band)

It may be mentioned here that Sommerfeld's theory does not

show any difference in the intensity distribution for the K or L-
bands at the low energy limit. Experiments on the Jf-band
by O’Bryan and Skinner ® on Be, by Karlsson and Siegbahn 7

on A1 and Mg, by Farineau^ on Mg, A1 and Si, by Ray and
Bhowmik ®.on Na, Mg, Al, Si and a similar study on the L23-

band on Na, Mg, Al, etc., by Siegbahn and Magnusson^® and
also by Skinner, show definitely (neglecting the tail at the
lower energy limit of the band) that the nature of the rise in the
intensity curve from both these types of spectra (K and L) are
entirely different. This no doubt suggests the general correct

-

* When a conduction electron makes a transition to the iT-shell,
we call it a IT-band and similar transition to or is termed as i/23-

band. Where the separation between and is very small, both of
them appear as a single band (L^z)-
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noss of the theoretical deductions by Jones, Mott and Skinner.

As the fraction of the total radiation in the tails is extremely
small (specially in L23), Skinner first interpolated the

intensity curve according to the theory near the tail as I^E 4

for L23“band8 and for Z-bands to cut the E axis to find

the actual beginning of the band. This treatment no doubt
eliminates the tail from the measurement of the total breadth
of the emission band but even now it is found that it does not

compare favourably with the theoretical workable formula
(Sommorfeld). Skiimer now adopts another method to locate

the actual beginning of the band, which considerably reduces
its width. In this is done by a linear extrapolation of the
intensity curve near the tail and for jfiL-spectra a similar extra-
polation as E^ is used to define the beginning of the emission
band. This method of reducing the band-widths is rather
empirical and is not required from any theoretical consideration
and the measurement of its width after making such an empirical
correction is termed as ‘reduced band-width’ and the latter

now agrees favourably with the theoretical formula (Soinmer-
feld). Another complication of a serious nature has been pointed
out by Ray and Bhowmik in JiT-speiitra of the second group
of elements by the appearance of satellite or satellites just oii

the foot of the band on its long wavelength limit . Structures
of these satellites are rather complicated and they unfortunately
appear in the region for small values of E, where from theoretical

considerations I{E) should vary as E^i, The actual intensity
distribution of A-band near this region (for small values of E) is

so much altered by the presence of these satellites that any extra-
polation of intensity curve (after Skinner) near the tail now
becomes very difi&cult and involves an error of 1 to 2 volts in
this region alone. On the other hand, Skinner has shown that
the total width of the emission edge, i.e. the distance in volts
from the maximum intensity of the band to the point where it

is zero, in the L28-bands of the elements of the first two groups
of elements is of the order of I/IO e.v., while Ray and Bhowmik
have pointed out that similar omission width in A^-series of
elements of the second group of metals is of about 2 volts.

They also report that in the A-emission edge, the fall of intensity

is not so sharp as in L23 and the actual structure of the emission
edge is also profoundly modified (especially in A1 A-band) by
the superposition of the absorption edge arising from the surface

of the anticathodo itself. This phenomenon can be clearly seen

by changing the exciting voltage in the tube. The high voltage

(8 kV.) spectrum of aluminium has not only a sharp band head at

the short wavelength limit but the general radiation in this

case is comparatively smaller on the short wavelength limit

than that on the long wavelength side showing clearly the effect

of general absorption by the anticathode ;
but if the spectrum is
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oxcittul ill a low voltage (1'6 kV.) the general radiation on both
th(5 sides of t he band is the same showing the absence ofabsorption

of goiKiral radiation. The fundamental nature of the inteilsity

curve is now altered. A comparative study of the t wo spectra

shows that while t he high voltage curve has a sharp edge at the

biind head, the low voltage spectra shows no such edge. On
the other hand, the latter shows that after reaching /max,
intensity falls gradually but sharply till it reaches a point, after

which it. follows a precipitous line and a kink is observed in the

photometric curve at this point. But unlike Al, Mg spectra

for both thti high and low voltages are similar. Thus in deter-

mining thtv short wavelength limit of the band, great care should
be', taken to avoid th(i absor|jtion elfect of the anticathode anci

this <^an be done by exciting the emission band at a very low
voltage. The apparent structure of the emission edge as is

ge>nerally found in high voltage spectra really consists of two
parts, viz. the structure of true emission edge and that of the

true absorption edge. Both of them unfortunately appear in

the same position and in order to find the struiiture of the true

emission edge, a knowledge of intensity distribution of the

apparent emission and that of the true absorption edge is

essential. The determination of this stru(^ture has been under-

taken by Mr. K. Dasgupta and his final results are awaited with
interest as it will be able to test the validity or otherwise of the

theoretical predi<}tions of the solid theory of metals.

So far wo have only considered the structure at the head
and the tail of the emission band but the results on the nature of

the main if-bands are somewhat conflicting. Thus, some find a

hump on the main iC-bands of Al, or Mg on the lower wavelength

side of the emission edge which sometimes appears as a doublet

in Si band. Before discussing the origin of these complications,

we may mention that not only structures of A-bands of pure

metals and their oxides but also their relative positions on the

wavelength scale are also different and the resolution is not

sufficient to separate them entirely on the photographic plate

for these elements. Oxide A^-bands an^ found to be shifted

on the longer wavelength side than those from pure metals.

The anticathodo of any pure substanc^e in the X-ray tube sooner

or later becomes contaminated with a slight- coating of oxide,

if sufficient precautions are not taken, and both the spectra

(from pure element and its oxides) are now supperposed on the

same plate and the intensity of the hump depends now entirely

on the percentage of oxide formed during the time of exposure.

Thus the hump on the Al X-band found by Farineau as quoted
by Skinner (1. c.) has betm found by us to be entirely due to the

oxide impurities and we have also found that iC-bands of

pure solids like Mg, Al and Si are without any hump or peak
though the rise in intensity is different for different elements.

This observation is further supported by the fact that the
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difference in volts between the main ^-band of metal and corre-

sponding oxide is the same as found between the hump and the

maximum intensity of the main metallic band.

Skinner reports a doublet structure in Z^28“t)and of

pure silicon. We have also found such a doublet in the

iT-band'of the same element and have shown that of the two
bands, one is really duo to the pure element and the other is

from oxide. Further, we have roughly calculated the voltage

difference between the bands in the of silicon

and have found that this difference agrees fairly with the separa-

tion as given by Skinner. Thus it seems that the doublet

structure of the iy23-spoctra in silicon as observed by Skinner is

really due to the superposition of the metal and o3^ido bands.

Skinner reports a doublet structure in L28-band of Si02. We
have observed a similar doublet in the ^-band of the same
compounds and the origin of such a structure has been ascribed

by us as due to the same cause, viz. superposit ion of iT-bands of

Si02 and Si, where the former has partially been reduced to the

metallic state.

iiT-bands of the first group, L-bands of the second group
have been studied by Siegbahn and Magnusson and also by
Skinner and his associates. Skinner has summarized these

results and remarks that 'there is no doubt that wo are dealing

with an intrinsic difference Ixdween metals and non-metals.

The metals show true emission edges while the non-metals show
the phenomena of false edges and band heads. It is interesting

to note that; the bad conductors like B, 0 (graphite) and Si

fall very dotinitely into the latt(^r category, showing that if a
true edg(i exists, it must be entirely negligible in magnitude.
From the spectroscopic point of view, the behaviour of these

substances is indistinguishable from that of insulators Lindh
and his associates have shown that the iT-bands of sulphur

and phosphorus are also complicated whore such ‘false edges’ as

noticed by Skinner are also present. From these observations

together with ours on silicon and phosphorus on the jK'-band,

we have shown that bad conductors and non-metals are so easily

oxidised under electronic impact, that it is almost impossible

to photograph pure spectra of these elements. The spectra of

elements and their oxides are further complicated by the

fact that spark-lines or satellites appear both on the short and
long wavelength side of the main band. We have shown that

not only these elements are easUy oxidised but oxides like Si02
are also partially reduced by electronic impact. Thus it appears

to us that the most of the ‘false edges’ as noticed by Skinner

for non-metals might bo explained as the superposition effect

of spectra (with their spark-lines and satellites) of pure elements

and oxides. Further, the difference in volt s between two main
bands in non-metals agrees fairly with experimental results of

pure elements and its oxides. The intensity variation of these
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bands on the superposed spectrum really gives a false impression

of a 'false edge’ when observed under dilferent conditions of

excitation.

Skinner has performed a sat of most difficult and ingenious

experiments on omission edges of metals both in iT-spectra

of Li, Be and L23 of Na, Mg and A1 at different temper-

atures, These experiments are not only laborious but also

require technical knowledge of a high order. He has definitely

shown from the general fiffinseness and shift of the main emission

edge at different temperatures that the theory of solids so far as

it considers electrons in the Fermi-Surface in the valency

level, correctly represents the true picture.

It is inherent in the theory of solid metals that energy

levels of an individual atom are repla<^ed by energy levels

of the crystal as a whole with the result that the outermost
level now become very broad. The breadth of the outer level

may be such as to penetrate into the region originally occupied

by the next higher one and we get a resultant level which is a

mixture of two neighbouring levels or zones. Ab an example,
we can consider the < 5ases of Mg and Al. In the normal atom of

Mg we have two electrons in the outermost 2^s level. But in

the Mg metal this level (3.9) is so much broadened that the}^

penetrate the next higher level, viz. which is also broad.

In an aluminium atom, the outermost level is 3jw, which is also

broad, penetrates into the deeper 3s level in the solid state. In

both these metals (Mg and Al) admixture of 3^ and 3p occurs.

Jones Mott and Skinner (L c.) have shown in such an admixture
of levels, both s and p electrons not only do simultaneously

exist throughout the combined level but also retain tkeir parti-

cular individuality. They have further calculated the proba-

bilities of finding s and p elo<drons in such a combined zone and
their general finding is in accordance with thc^ intensity curves

of K and L-bands where p and s electrons an^ respectively res-

ponsible for their structures. In order to explain the origin

of long tails specially in L-bands as mentioned before, Skinner
has made an ingenious suggestion. The theory of solids

does not throw any light on the origin of any tail which finds a
ready explanation in the Auger process the importance of which
has already been shown by Kronig and Coster in X-ray
spectroscopy. Skinner suggests that the Auger process is more
important in the soft X-ray region. It may be explained in

this way. Suppose an electron is knocked off from -level

;

from probability consideration, a non-radiative transition can
occur from Xo or X3 to Xj, the energy of which is absorbed by a
suitable electron in the valency level and the latter now leaves

the atom as a photoelectron. This process (Auger) decreases
the life of an atom in that state in comparison with others

and thereby broadens that particular level. In any atom for

the same total quantum number, there are different sets of
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sublevels designated as Li, L^, or Jlf2, M^, and Mr,

and so on and in any such level, non-radiative transition due to

Auger process is more probable from those sublevels which have

a smaller k value or in other words Li will be broader than £2
which again is broader than £3. Similar consideration will

also hold good for M and N shells. This simple suggestion

perhaps agrees qualitatively with general observations made
on the breadth of different sublevels. Skinner suggests that

even in an admixture of levels, this non-radiative transitional

probability of different electrons such as s and p is still retained.

He has further shown that the probability of finding s electrons

is large in comparison with p electrons at the bottom of th(^

combined level. As these s levels are now broadenecf by Auger
process it will show a broadening effect on the low energy portion

of £-band8, or, in other words, the tail now appears and will be

superimposed on the main band. In £-band8 (in Mg, Al)

we are concerned with transitions from 3s to 2p while iC-bands

originate from to Is. As energy levels of 3s electrons are

broadened by Auger process, the tail becomes prominent in

£-8poctra. This suggestion now finds a re^^ady explanation

for observed longer tail in the £-bands. Whether such an

enormous long tail in £28-bands and a still smaller tail in the

X-spectra can be explained by this simple process still remains

an open questioii . Frohlich and Bouckaert have, however, showTi

that on ‘free electron gas’ theory, energy level of 3s electrons

near the bottom of the level may be as broad as 2 volts by Auger

process. It may be mentioned here that though structures

and also ompirhuil corrections for neglecting the t ailing effect for

K and L series are different, reduced band-widths when mea-
sured in volts are the same from both these spectra (K and £).

It has already been mentioned before that main bands
(K, L or M) in the soft X-ray region are always accompanied
by satellites which may generally be classified in two groups,

viz. having line and band structures. The latter are sometimes

found to have a form similar to those of parent bands. These
satellites are not only present in pure elements but also in

compounds both polar and nonpolar. O’Bryan and Skinner

have put forward a suggestion which seeks to explain the origin

of these satellites. It may be summarized as follows; ‘When
an electron from an X-ray shell is removed by electron impact

the valence electrons are) subjected to an increased field of fpree,

on account of the increased core charge, two possibilities may
arise:

(1) The system of valence electron levels may bo un-

affected by the altered field of force of a single

nucleus, and no new valence levels appear.

(2) The valence electrons associated with a particular

atom may be “sucked in ” by the increased field

of force to form sharp levels of “ atomic ” character.
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We may call t hose “ non-atomic and atomic ’’ intermediate
states. The atomic type of state may be expected in the case

of very polar compounds; the non-atomic type of state must
certainly be assumed to occur in the case of metals.’

When two electrons are simultaneously knocked off from
X-ray shells, these two possibilities may also occur. Further,
we can imagine that in any ionic crystal owing to statistical

fluctuations of the number of electrons, any atomic centre
can be temporarily neutral. X-rays when excited from such
neutral centres may bo a line or band depending on whether the

final state after the ‘emission of radiation has atomic or non-

atomic character’. The determining factor for the occurrence

of such lino or band satellites will evidently depend on the

<lifference between (a) the time of passage of a conduction

electron from atom to atom in the ionic crystal (order of

sec. in a metal), and (6 )
the time ofemission process in any (exciting

Ccjntre (order of 1()“13 to sec. having smaller value for

radiation of shorter wavelength). If the former is of the same
order or larger than the latter, satellites will be lines and they

will lie on the short wavelength part of the main band. This

perhaps explains the origin of line satellites found for the K-
radiation of fluorine and oxygen emitted from fluorides and
oxides but other lines or bands on the longer wavelength side

remains, however, unexplained. While on the other hand if a

<*onduction elect ron strays into the valency band before an a<}tual

emission has taken place, satellite band will appear and favour-

able cases for sudi an occurron<?o are metal-ion spectra of the

oxides where such a band is actually observed on the long

wavelength part of the main band. The origin of other satellites

bands found on both the sides of the main one observed in metal-

ion and also in solid metal spectra has not yet been properly

understood. Another serious doubt as to the validity of this

suggestion may be raised on the question of relative intensity

of main bands originating from metal-ion and neut ral atom
in compounds like MgO and AI2O3 . It is natural to assume
that in these <;ompounds the number of metal-ions will surely

be larg<w than neutral atoms, but actually it is found that

L23-bands from metal-ion are much weaker than that which is

supposed to have originated from neutral atom while the in-

tensity relation from corresponding X-bands (from metal-ion

and .neutral atom) of the compounds are quite reversed and
O’Bryan and Skinner have sought to explain this anomaly by
a sort of Auger process. In this connection partial corroboration

of the existence of neutral atoms, like those found in solids, in

metal -ion compounds can bo traced from recent experiments
of Mr. K. Basgupta on X-absorption edges of Al, Mg, Si

and their oxides and also on absorption edges of Al and Si

in mica, which is known as one of the best insulators. In
AI2O3 he has found a weak absorption edge in the X-region
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corraspoiidiiig to that found for tho solid motal along with a moro
prominent one evidently belonging to tho oxide. Aluminium
in mica shows one weak absorption at the same position as found

in the motal itself but tho vseoond and tho strongest absorption
edge does not exactly correspond to that from AI2O3. In MgO
the first 'weak absorption edge corresponds to that of the motal

while tho second one on the siiort wavelength side beongs to the

compound itself. In Si02, the observations are the same as

found for MgO. But in mica, no trace of absorption edge cor-

iv^sponding to that, of silicon metal is to be found and the first

absorption edge of Si (in mica) does not exactly correspond to

that of Si02 while two other secondary absorption structures

are found on the short wavolongth side of tho main ‘band. In
the silicon dioxide, we have also found a trace of the absorp-

tion edge belonging definitely to Si. From these absorption

experiments of Basgupta, traces of pure element in the solid

form are found to be present in all oxides of these olemonts
(also of A1 in Mi<5a) ; whether this reduction of oxides to the

rnetallii^ form is due to the absorption of soft X-rays by these

compounds is still an open question. At the same time, ])ure

solids like Mg, A 1 and Si do not show any trace of any absorption

edge (;oTTeH})onding to their oxides. According to tho sugges-

tions made by O’Bryan and Skinner (l.c.), neutral atomic centres

of Mg and A1 are also y)ossible under electron impact along with

more numerous metal ions in solids like MgO and AI2O3.

Absorption experiments of Mr. Basgupta clearly suggest that

the former will of the same type as found for solid elements.
It is well known that the metal-ion spectra in the Aa-grou})
are, however, sharp and clearly shifted on the wavelength scale

with respect to those of the solid element, and they are also

very much stronger than tho
/
9-group. In ex})eriments on the

X-emission spectra for MgO, AI2O3 and mica, we have not
been able to find any trace of spectra of a and ^ groups
from neutral atomic centres of these elements, though these

spectra should be very near to those of solid metals; a< the

same time, omission spectra from both Si and Si02 show <*lear

sign of oxidation and reduction respectively, under electron

impact. Experimental results on emission and absorption

spectra at present lead to contradictory conclusions and whether
the reduction of oxide to the metallic form is more probable

and stable by the absorption of soft X-rays than by electron

impact is yet a matter of speculation and further investigations

are necessary before any definite conclusion can be reached on
this problem.

Another interesting suggestion, based on oxy)erimental evi-

dence, has been put forward by O’Bryan and Skinner
(
2.C.), in

the soft X-ray region of solid chemical compounds in a lat t ice

of atoms or ions of more than one sort. Herein lies the possi-

bility of observing spectra of two or more kinds of atoms from
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the same given compound. Ofcourse, it is not possible to observe ^

all the component spectra on account of tec^hnical and other

difficulties. O’Bryan and Skinner have, however, made observa-

tions of a large number of compounds suitable for analysis. The
results are that X-spectra of O (or N) are quite .different

from the corresponding K or L-spectra of metal-ion which are

rather complicated. K or L-spectra of Mg and A1 in the solid

state are again different from those of the oxides MgO and AI2O3

and so on. Of all the proi)orties of soft X-ray bands, those of

metal-ions are found to be very complex and observations on the

similar form of the Mg L23 and the O(jfiL) spectrum in MgO show
conclusively that in this case we have to deal with the effect of

symmetry interchange of wave functions. Those levels of the

lattice which have character when referred to the oxygen cen-

tres (for 0 K) have 3^ character referred to the Mg centres for

band and though less distinctly seen, the A1 in

AI2O3 and 0 K in the same oxide show similar (ffiaracteristics.

They have further established a sort of correspondence betweenthe

A^-spectra of the negative ions with the high energy part of the

A-spectra of the metal-ions in BeO and B2O3 and BN. In order to

explain these facts they suggest another type of symmetry inter-

change effect .
‘ Main A-bands ofB and Bo in BeO, B2O2 and BN

have a formless structure and are exjdainod as the 2^(0) band
(when referred to oxygon atom in the lattice) which does not show
itself in the X-spoctrum of oxygen owing to the selection rule.

This means that 25(0) wave functions in the lattice become 2p
(Be) wave functions in BeO. At the same time, it has been
experimentally found that at the higher energy region of the

observed ii-spectra in BeO we have weak structures which
show some of the properties of the oxygen spectra. Hence
w^e must assume that some of the 2p(0) wave functions corre-

spond to 2p(Be) wave functions, the probability of such a

correspondence being however small’ and from intensity relation

it is of the order of 10%. These generalizations are further

corroborated by the fact that widths of these spectra men-
tioned above are of the same order of magnitude as the 25(0)
or 2^(0) bands in different cases, the former has no structure
having a width of about 10 e.v. while the latter has a structure

with a width varying from 13-20 e.v. The idea of symmetry
interchange effect in an ionic crystal is quite novel and seems
to explain some of the complexities found in spectra of metal-ion
compounds. In homopolar compounds such as SiC, the sym-
metry interchange effect is practically absent and spectra
of different atoms such as Si and C do not show any such
similarity.

These are some of the recent observations on soft

X-ray emission spectra. I have tried to present to you how
they have corroborated the existing theory of solids and in some
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cases, have put new but interesting data before the theoretical

physicist for the proper understanding of the subject,

•Bloch’s theory of solid metal as extended by Kronig i®, has

been responsible for the proper understanding of a peculiar

phenomenon in the X-ray absorption process, viz. the appearance

of secondary absorption edges on the shorter wavelength side

of the primary. Lindsay and his associates first noticed

that in solids there are fluctuations of absorption coefficient,

showing maxima and minima immediately after the principal

absorption edge towards shorter wavelength, extending over

some hundreds of volts. These fluctuations in the absorption

coefficient have been variously referred to as ‘Fine Structure’,

‘Secondary Structure’, ‘Secondary Absorption Edge’, etc?.

Investigations on this subject made by Lindsay Coster i®,

Hanawalti®, Lindh^o and others have clearly shown that

(cf/) extended secondary structures are always found for metals,

alloys^ sohd compounds and polyatomic molecules, and never

arise from monatomic gases or vapours, {h) the nature of secon-

dary edges depends mainly on the crystalline structure of the
solid (whether polar or non-polar) and is greatly influenced by
the temperature of the absorbing sheet.

According to the theory of solids, secondary edges are always
possible wherever there is atomic aggregation and the latter

may be polymolecular or crystalline (both polar and non-polar)

and the intensity and the positions of the secondary edges will

mainly depend on the field round the exciting atomic centres.

This theory has been completely verified in metals and alloys

but in polar compounds, however, the position and intensity of

secondary structures do not conform to this simple theoretical

prediction. For example, the positions of the maxima and
minima as well as their nature are different for potassium and
chlorine when they are studied in the same KCl crystal. With-
out dilating on the differences between the theoretical and ex-

perimental results on the spectra from polar compounds (or

crystals) we can at once see that a systematic investigation on
secondary absorption spectra presents us with an alternative

method for a proper study of the true nature of the solute in

solution. For practical difficulties, the region covered by 1*9

to 1-3 A.U. is found to be suitable for such a study and we have
chosen the following compounds of iron and cobalt in X-
absorption spectra for our experimental investigations.

Iron: Iron metal; Fe2(S04)3

.

9H2O; Fe(N08)3

.

9H2O;
FeCl3 . 6H2O.

Cobalt: Cobalt metal; C0SO4 . 7H2O; Co(N08)2 . BHgO;
C0CI2 • 6H2O and also Cobalt Nitrite.

These compounds were at first dissolved in water, spectra

from different dilutions beginning from the concentrated one
up to *05N were in every case photographed along with the
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corresponding solid for comparison. For still lower concen-

trations, definite results cannot be obtained at the present

moment for technical difficulties.

We can thus summarize our results on solution:

() Though the position of the principal absorption edge

has suffered a small shift from compound to

compound in the pure solid form, the secondary

edges always extend to some 200 volts from the

primary edge and they are found to be very

pronounced near the main edge.

() In solutions, the secondary structures extending over
200 volts are observed up to a concentration of
•IN, but the sharpness of these edges beginning
from a higher concentration of 2-55N to AN,
gradually decreases. Below -IN, the secondary
structures are generally very diffuse.

(c) Though positions of some of the maxima and
minima have come out almost the same both in

solid state and in strong solutions, the intensity

relation of those edges far away from the main
edge is found to be entirely different.

(d) Below -IN, this discrepancy is very marked and a
complete change takes place at about -05 iV'. At
this concentration, secondary spectra are only

marked by two diffiise white bands separated by
a sharp dark line. The soc^ondary structure

beyond the second white band cannot be located

with certainty.

(e) It is interesting to note that the position of the

principal absorption edge is almost the same in

solids and in corresponding solutions up to a con-

centration of *1 A, and at still lower concentrations

it shifts to the longer wavelength side.

The persistence of secondary edges oven in solution clearly

suggests that we are dealing with exciting centres which are

neither purely atomic nor ionic in character. Though Debye
and Huckle’s theory of complete dissociation of strong electro-

lytes is found to bo correct only in dilute solutions, it clearly fails

in higher concentrations. From experiments of Fajan 21 and
his associates on the rcffractivity measurements of dilute and
concentrated solutions of KF, Nal, etc., and also from the experi-

ments of osmotic pressure of MgSO^ and other solutions in

water, it is clear that even in 1/500 mol. solution (for MgS04)22
there are at least 20% of neutral molecules. On the basis of

the existence of a sufficient number of neutral molecules we can

only find a reasonable explanation for the persistence of

secondary absorption edges even in dilute solutions (*05 iV).
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. Further, if observed secondary structures are due to

isolated single molecules alone, it is ^fficult to understand why
in stibng solutions there should be a certain similarity with the

secondary structure obtained from the corresponding solid. In

a recent investigation, Drynski and Smoluchowski 28 have shown

that secondary structures of GGCI4 in the solid and in the

gaseous state are different. This is because of the fact that in

solid, t he molecules are further regularly arranged so that the

secondary structures arise firstly from the arrangement of

atoms in each molecule and secondly from the arrangement of

molecules in the solid crystal. The similarity of structures in

solid and in solution at a high concentration naturally suggests

that even in the latter the solute molecules profoundly influence

each other. Below the nature as well as the distances

from the main edge of the succeeding maxima and minima
gradually suffer a change.

At still lower concentrations we are presented with a com-
pletely different picture. As the concentration diminishes, the

number of neutral molecules also dei^reases and consequently

the intermolecular attraction diminishes. At concentrations

such as '05 JV, therefore, we shall have to consider the following

fact ors

:

(1) There are neutral mole<;ule8 whose number is small.

(2) There arc dissociated ions whose percentage is very

great, and positively and negatively charged ions

are distributed as contemplated by Debye.

Even ionized Fe or Co atoms with ionic atmosphere (Debye)
have a field of force which is different from pure intermolecular

force (as in solid or in strong solutions whore the undissociated

molecules have a strong influence on each other). The juimary
absorption edge of this type of ionized atoms will naturally b<^

shifted towards the shorter wavelength side of the spectrum,
but the experimental results show that in a very dilute solution

(•05 A) it shifts to the reverse direction.

From this, we are to conclude that the observed peculiarities

of the main absorption edge in such a dilute solution are really

due to undissociated molecules where their mutual influence

is almost absent . The undissociated mokamles in such a dilute

solution may be treated as those in the vapour state. The
appearance of the white line near the primary edge is perhaps
duo to the field between metal and other radical in the molecule
itself. As mentioned before, the similarity in structure between
solids and strong solutions naturally suggests that in the latter

the mutual influence (intermokicular) between the neutral
molecules is still strong and with increasing dilution this forces

gradually decreases and the structure at dilution •05 N is only
due to neutral molecules. At any intermediate dilution (such as
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*6 N)^ structures arising both from intor-molecular and intra- •

molecular forces are perhaps superposed on the same absorption

spectrum. The experimental data which we have obtained so

far in solution with respect to secondary structures arc by no
means sufficient. The region of (?on<ientration from down-

wards appears to offer interesting results. Due to experimental

difficulties we could not at present explore this region for all

substances. We hope that the investigation in this region,

though difficult, will be made possible with improved experi-

mental technique and expect definite r4^>sults regarding the

nature of ions in solutions.

Experimental investigations on different aspects of the

theory of solids have not yet been fully explored and it is in-

teresting to note how such a theory places before us a new
method for attacking an old problem which was raised long ago

by the Indian Seers of the Upanishads, viz., 'What is the true

nature of ultimate particles of common salt when it is dissolved

in water ?
*

The study of the number of atoms or molecules, their

arrangements and relative distances between them in the unit cell

of any crystal by X-rays began only thirty years ago and during

this period its achievement is really striking. It has not only

corroborated and even modified the earlier works of pioneers

of crystallography but has also penetrated deeply in a branch

of science in which the organic chemists could only instinctively

suggest the structure of organic molecules to correlate their

experimental results. The application of X-rays is nowadays

not only confined to the study of the ultimate unit cell in any

crystal both organic and inorganic but it has also been successful

in determining the distance or distances between neighbouring

atoms in complex organic molecules and with its help the reality

of the existence of single bond, double bonds, etc., as conceived

by organic chemists has been clearly demonstrated. Its im-

portance can be judged by the fact that nowadays no data on

any crystal are accepted as final without a complete analysis of

the crystal by X-rays.

For complete analysis, the size of the single crystal should

not be too small but during the last great war, Hull in America

and Debye and Scherrer in Switzerland, have shown that we
may profitably use the powder method oven when the size of

single crystals is small, i.e. in a powdered form, where sharp

diffraction rings are obtained revealing their inner structure;

but this (powder) method has its limitations and can only be

applied in a limited number of groups of crystals. It has, how-

ever, opened a new field of investigation where a distinction can

be made between amorphous and crystalline solid; the former

shows broad band or bands while the latter reveals sharp rings,

the intensity and position of which depend on the lattice struc-

ture of the crystal. Again if the powdered crystal be less than
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10"5 cm. in diameter, in places of sharp diffraction rings broad

and diffuse bands appear as in ‘amorphous solid’ and any sharp

distinction between a truly crystalline or an amorphous state

is entirely lost. Scherrer24 first showed that with small particles

of MgO,^ broad and diffuse diffraction bands appear in places

where sharp and intense rings are expected from large powdered
crystals. Similar observations on different substances really

lead us to doubt the existence of any true amorphous solid.

Laue25, from theoretical considerations, has shown that due to

incomplete interference, small particles, even though they are

crystalline, will appear as broad bands, and from the measure-

ment of their breadth, it is possible to obtain some -reasonable

idea about the size of crystallites of certain typos but the sizes so

determined do not compare favourably with those obtained from
other chemical methods which are also only approximate.
Two definite conclusions can be drawn from the X-ray diffraction

pattern. As the size of the powdered or amorphous particles

gradually increases (generally with the application of heat)

(a) the broad bands become narrower and sharper till with
sufficient increase, sharp lines do appear and (6) the ‘d’ value
of the bands increases or decreases depending upon the type
of binding in the crystal, e.g. whether it is non-polar or polar.

Allotrox)ic modifications can be best studied by X-rays.
Of course, if the crystals of these allotropes are large (such as

are found for diamond, graphite and carbon) it is rather easy
to find their different physical properties. But when they are

obtained only in the powdered form, perhaps it is very conve-
nient to study their imier structure and hence their properties

by X-ray diffraction method.
The element sulphur, according to chemists ^6, shows under

different physical conditions a number of allotropes, the pro-

perties of which evidently depend on the method of their

preparation. Of all these varieties, large single crystals of Sa
(orthorhombic) and SjS (monoclinic) only can be prepared for

complete X-ray analysis. But other allotropes are always
obtained in t he powdered form and the Hull method of analysis

can only bo profitably used to determine the crystallinity or

otherwise of those varieties. Those allotropes of sulphur which
are generally considered to be amorphous, are prepared by
different chemical methods. Those are: (1) Milk of Sulphur,

(2) Colloidal Sulphur, (3) White Sulphur, (4) Plastic Sulphur.

Sulphur, crystallized from a cold solution of CS2 ,
forms an

orthorhombic system
;
ordinary roll sulphur and flower of sulphur

also belong to this class. From analysis, Warren and Burwoll ^7

find that this variety of sulphur has a space group
;
the size

of the unit cell being a = 10-48, b = 12*92 and c = 24*55 in

A.U. ;
each cell contains sixteen Sg molecules or 128 atoms.

This form is very stable at ordinary temperature.
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Of the st)veral varieties of monoclinic sulphur, as described

by Groth, the needle-shaped crystal is the most common type.

It is reported that it is unstable below 105°C. but quite stable

above this temperature; milk of sulphur and the gummy deposit

of colloidal sulphur which are insoluble in CS2 and which were
regarded as amorphous, are really crystalline. Their X-ray
diffraction patterns clearly indicate that they have the same
structure as Sa. Plastic sulphur when prepared by pouring

boiling sulphur in cold water is amorphous producing only one

diffuse band.* This plastic mass soon transforms into a hard

crystalline solid consisting of two portions

—

(a) One soluble

and (6) the other insoluble in CS2. The insoluble part, as revealed

by its X-ray pattern, is a new allotrope of sulphur. It has been
termed S^. White sulphur, obtained by the hydrolysis of

S2CI2, hitherto supposed to be amorphous also exhibits So)

structure. The sublimate of sulphur shows the presence of this

new variety.

While solid blocks of sulphur, prepared from the liquid

kept at a temperature lying near the melting point, are yellow

like ordinary roll sulphur, those at temperature in the neigh-

bourhood of the boiling point freeze into a chocolate brown mass.

At intermediate temperatures are obtained solids of all shades

of colours passing from bright yellow to chocolafo brown. The
percentage as well as the stability of the insoluble portion (Scu)

in this chilled mass also depends upon the initial temperature

of the liquid sulphur. Both the percentage and the stability

of So are small when it is obtained by chilling liquid sulphur
just near its melting point. They at first increase with the tem-
perature of liquid sulphur, reaches a maximum and then falls

again to a very low value. Sa>, thus prepared, is transformed
into soluble Sa with a rate increasing with temperature. Near
about 30°0., however, specimens of So retain their insolubility

in CS2 even after its complete conversion into Sa. The applica-

tion of a chemical like NH4OH makes insoluble So soluble and
at the same time converting it to Sa.

The insolubility of So has for many reasons been att ributed

to the presence of SO2, perhaps on the surface of sulphur
crystals. The sample becomes easily soluble when this absorbed
SO2 is removed. The presence of SO2 in So can be demonstrated
by shaking crystals of this variety with a solution of KMn04
when the latter becomes colourless. The presence of SO2
is, however, no guarantee for the stability of So ; for at low tem-
perature So can still retain its insolubility while changing into

Sa. Blatchford^s fias found that the Bragg spacings, i.e.

If this plastic mass is stretched to 8 to 10 times its original length,
spots appear on the plate showing that a part of it has been transformed
into a crystalline variety and its axial length is different from that
of Sa.
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value of liquid sulphur suddenly changes at a temperature where
similar changes in viscosity, density and colour are noticed.

Thq temperature at which these changes occur is, according to

our observations, related to the high percentage of Sa>. The
structure of the latter is probably hexagonal and, in this form it

is more conducting than the stabler variety Sa. The possibility

of such a structure may also be guessed from the fact that each

of the other elements of the same group, viz. 0, Se and To has a

stable hexagonal allotrope; perhaps, this is one of the reasons

why in practice the best typo of sulphur insulators is prepared

from liquid sulphur just above its melting point, where from

our experiments, the percentage of Sco is almost nil.

The critical temperature of the enantiotropic transforma-
tion has boon reported to be 96"'*5C. But results of
careful investigations on the transition of Sa-->-Sj8 have failed

to detect any such transformation between 96°*5C. and its melting
point. The difficulty of determining this critical temperature
by single crystal method is that the crystal breaks up above
96° *50., while in the powder photograph method, growth of size

of particles takes place producing random spots and streaks
whiiffi make any direct conclusion about such a transformation
almost impossible. In order to avoid these difficuhies, a thin

celluloid ffim containing finely powdered sulphur is prepared.
This specimen of sulphur embedded in celluloid has been exa-
mined at different temperatures up to its melting point. The
pattern is always found to be that of pure Sa. Those experi-

ments lead to the conclusion that Sj8 can be prepared from
molten sulphur (Groth, Z.c.) and is not produced below the
melting point.

Allotropcs of the element selenium are known as (1) Black
vitreous selenium, prepared by chilling molten selenium, (2)

Monoclinic selenium prepared by evaporating to dryness the
dissolved part of black vitreous selenium in CS 2 ,

and (3) Hexa-
gonal selenium, the stablest variety. Both monoclinic and
vitreous selenium pass into the hexagonal form when heated for a
sufficient time at a temperature below its melting point.

Study of these allotropes by the X-ray diffraction method
and also of liquid and colloidal selenium has been made in this

Laboratory. Prins and Dekeyser 20
,
however, observed that at

73°C. under tension, vitreoAs selenium crystallizes
;
but we have

found that it also converts itself into the crystalline form even
at so low a temperature as 27°C. without any tension. Of course

the higher the temperature, less is the time required for complete
conversion. This process of devitrification has been studied

in detail by the powder method of analysis. Ordinary vitreous

selenium gives three broad bands but when the percentage of

the transformed crystalline product in vitreous mass becomes
appreciable, sharp lines are superimposed on these bands. This

is known as line-band correspondence. At 100°C. on© hour is
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required for the complete conversion of vitreous selenium into

the crystalline form, at 55®C., 6 hours, at 38°C. more than 1100
hours and at 27 °C. several years are necessary for such a trj^ns-

formation to be completed. In this connection, our thanks
are due to Dr. Grippenberg of Masaby, Finland, who supplied

us with a stick of vitreous selenium kept at 27'"C. in his laboratory
for 7 years. On X-ray examination, the surface of the stick,

just after its arrival in Calcutta, was found to be completely
converted into the monocLinic form although its interior j)ortion

was still amorphous. It is interesting to note that at low tem-
peratures such as 27^0. after sufficient time, vitreous selenium

converts itself into the monoclinic while above* 43^C., only

into the lu^xagonal form and at int(*rjnediate tempera' ures such

as 38°C., 40^0., etc., both these varieties are found to bo present

in the transformed product.

The monoclinic variety also converts itself into tlu) hexa-

gonal form. At 12()°C. one hour is required for the trans-

formation, at 80°C. 15 days and at 65 °C. more than 17 days are

required for a complete conversion of monoclinic Se into the

hexagonal form.

Tellurium is placed in the same period as sulphur and
selenium in the sixth group. But unlike sulphur and selenium,

the allotropism of tellurium is much less mark(Kl. Tellurium

is known to exist in two forms, on(^ is (*rys( alliiie (hexagonal)

while the other is amorphous. Amorphous t ellurium is a brown-

ish black powder usually obtained by precipitation method,

o.g. by reducing a solution of tellurium dioxide with sulphurous

acid. It easily transforms itself into the crystalline variety

with the application of heat. The density of tellurium is

curiously variable and said to change under the influence of heat

;

this is attributed to the presence of two dynamical allotropcs

in ordinary tellurium
;
the density as well as other jjroperties

depends on their relative proportions. This view, however, is

contradicted by Damiens who contends that impurities only

cause all those inconsistencies.

hike density, specifle heat is also variable, and the X-ray
exposure is said to increase it by 8%.

Precipitated tellurium so long supposed to be amorphous
is found, on X-ray analysis, to be crystalline and it has the same
structure as the metallic tellurium-^the only difference being
that crystals in the former mass are in a finely divided state.

Other chemical methods of preparing the so-called amor-
phous variety were also tried but no existence of the latter

could be detected by X-ray diffraction method, even when the
preparation and exposure were carried out at 0°C.

The diffraction pattern of tellurium at different temperatures
resulted in the rejection of the hypothesis of two allot ropes
of tellurium as patterns obtained were always the same.
The change of specific heat by X-ray exposure has been attributed
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to a change in crystal structure; but the pattern obtained with
cell^ changed every half an hour shows no difference from that

of a cell exposed continuously to X-rays for 24 hours. There-
fore, either X-ray has very little effect on the crystal structure

of tellurium or its effect on such transformation must be
instantaneous and such a possibility appears very unlikely.

Tellurium cannot be prepared in the vitreous state by
ordinary chilling method and in this respect, it differs from
sulphur and selenium.

An amorphous variety of tellurium can, however, only be

prepared by precipitating a fresh colloidal solution of tellurium
by an electrolyte. The coagulum yields a band* on X-ray
exposure. The electrolytic coagulum from an agetl sol is,

however, crystalline and its pattern is found to be different

from that of the ordinary variety. This has been attributed to
a new allot ropic modification of tellurium. This form is again
unstable and is turned into hexagonal Te by a slight heat.

Both amorphous and li(|uid sulphur show only one broad
diffraction band of spacings d = 3*5 A.U. and d, = 3*6 A.U. (1 28°C.)
respectively. In amorphous selenium (colloidal), wo have three
broad bands of which the first one (d = 3*80 A.U.) is very intense.

Liquid selenium shows one diffraction band a,t d = 44)4 A.U.
(217®C.). In tellurium, bands from amorphous and liquid states

correspond to each other having d = 3*09 A.U. and 3*11 A.U.
(450®C.) respectively.

After making proper temj)craturo correction for the coeffi-

cient of expansion in all these elements, we notice one peculiarity,

viz. the approximate comcidence between the values of Bragg
spacings obtained both in liquid and in amorphous state is

really striking. It has been mentioned before that the amor-
phous bands are found in positions whore strong groups of rings

appear from powdered crystals. These are not only the pecu-
liarities of S, Se and Te but also of other substances such as

Carbon, Phosphorus (Randall) These considerations load one
to suggest 1 hat so called amorphous substances may really consist

of minute crystals too small to show any <*lear sharp ring. Our
experiments merely suggest that the same sort of arrangement
as found in amorphous substances may still persist in liquid

state. Similar coincidence between the liquid band with the

corresponding crystal linos in the case of alkali metals, load, etc.,

by Randall {l.c.) and others points to the same conclusion.

Prins 82 has, however, shown from theoretical considerations that

the pattern to be expected from any liquid depends on the

crystalline structure of the corresponding solid and that the

distinction between the minute crystalline solid and the liquid

is one of degree and not of kind. Amorphous substances may
be taken as an intermediate state between the above two states.

Ordinarily, amorphous substances are prepared by suddenly

chilling the liquid and we can only guess the possible similarity
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of diffraction bands from these two states in the following

manner. Through the preponderance of the heat motion,, the

regular arrangement of atom in the crystal is completely lost

but at the same time any atom due to this heat motion cannot

be thought of as to have completely overcome the intbratomio

force and move about as ‘ freely * as in a gas in the liquid medium
and some influence of direct neighbours is still retained in liquid

state, as a result, any atom with some of its neighbours forms a

small group, the nature of which again depends on their relative

positions in the solid state. These groups are not stable but are

<x)ntinuougly being formed and broken in liquid and, on an
average, its size will depend on the temperature. Thus if the

latter is high the size of the group will be evidently small and the

corresponding Bragg spacing will be large. This is in accordance

with experimental results on S, So and also on other liquids.

Now if the liquid is suddenly chilled, the extra heat energy

possessed by the atoms which destroyed their regular arrange-

ment in the crystal, is lost and the mutual interatomic forces

being strong, they at once come into play converting these small

groups in the liquid into solid and thus they are found to be

distributed at random in this (solid) state. The diffraction

pattern from these solid groups will now show great similaritj^

with that found for the liquid. If the transformed mass is

now kept at the room temperature for a long time, the mutual
force between neighbouring atoms and also the heat motion
will help to bind the groups into a stabler form, i.e. into a big

crystal. Among other <*onsiderations, in non-polar crystals, the

time taken to completely devitrify the mass will depend on the
strength of the interatomic force and also on the energy of atoms
due to heat motion only, at that temperature. Sometimes a
slight heat rapidly devitrifies the amorphous mass (as in non-

conducting substances). From these considerations, an im-
portant conclusion can be drawn

—

(a) smaller groups may
gradually be made bigger by heat but not vice versa. Experi-
ments on S, Se and Te show this effect very clearly. As an
example, amorphous selenium of different sizes (or small crystals

or groups) can be prepared by different methods and actually

it is found that the sample which has a large Bragg spacing can
be converted by slight heat to that variety where the corre-

sponding ‘d’ value is small but not vice versa. Again if a sample
of red precipitated selenium having the largest 'd' value is

heated at constant temperature (36°-38°C.) for a long time, not
only the corresponding Bragg spacing but also breadth of the
band decreases gradually and after some time the sharp lines,

as found from crystalline variety, appear. This experiment is

in accordance with the suggestion mentioned above for the
proper understanding of the liquid and solid state though at

the present moment it appears to be crude and speculative.
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Earlier works on metal sols such as gold and silver have
clearly shown that these small particles are really crystalline

(8i2!e is of the order of 10~® cm. in each direction) but our experi-

ments on non-conducting or semi-conducting colloidal particles

like S,.Se and Te have shown that these pari ides may be

crystalline or amorphous depending on conditions of precipitation.

Sulphur sols whether precipitated by a suitable electrolyte or

held in suspension in water, show sharp X-ray pattern but these

diffraction lines are a bit broader than those of ordinary crystals

suggesting that the size of the particles is of the order of
10*"6 cm. or less. If the sols are prepared and precipitated at a
low temperature (0°C.) it is found to be Scu, while at room or
higher temperature, it is purely Sa.

Selenium sols were prepared in the usual way in the labo-

ratory. It is found that the coagulum formed spontaneously
during ageing is amorphous, while precipitates obtained by
rapid and also by ‘very* slow coagulation (about 15 days)

by the addition of suitable electrolytes, are amorphous and
monoclinic respectively. In order to notice any change which
might be effected inside the mass of the colloidal particles

the sol was taken in a sealed glass tube and was heated for

several hours at 100°C. Selenium precipitates thus obtained

from rapid and slow coagulation are found to be amorphous
and hexagonal respectively; but gummy colloidal selenium,

obtained by evaporating both heated and unheated sols at room
temperature, produces on X-ray analysis one broad band
agreeing very nearly with that found for liquid selenium at 0°C.
Unlike selenium, tellurium sol is very stable and does not

produce any natural precipitate oven on long standing . Precipi-

tates obtained from freshly prepared and heated tellurium

sols (as in slenium sol) are respectively amorphous and hexa-
gonal. Coagulum from heated sol is always hexagonal while

that from the simple aged sol shows two diffuse rings (bands)

in the place of the diffuse band observed for the amorphous
variety

;
but the thin film that settles over the concentrated sol

and obtained on allowing it to dry up in a basin, is purely

crystalline and its pattern (as shown by the position and the

intensity of the lines) is found to be quite different from that of

the hexagonal t3rpe; at the same time the dried up mass obtained

by evaporation at ordinary temperature is gummy and produces

rings and bands showing a close resemblance to the new variety.

A general picture can now be formed explaining the different

forms of these elements in which they are observed to occur

under different conditions of precipitation.

In a freshly prepared sol, the individual colloidal particles

may not be single crystals but may consist of still smaller

crystallites. The crystalline nature of these crystallites should

be determined by the energy consideration prevailing in that

fine state of matter; these crystallites may retain a structure
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similar to that of the stable variety (ordinary variety at

room temperature) or a new allotropic variety or a mixture
of both*—all depending upon the energy conditions of their

formation at that state.

On heating the sol, two effects may be expected; firstly,

several individual colloidal particles tend to become one single

crystal due to the greater freedom of the atoms for rearrange-

ment; secondly, due to greater thermal energy, the particles

collide in spite of their charges and grow in size which may
ultimately cause precipitation. Further, if the charges are due
to adsorption of ions by the particles, as is held by one school,

the heating may also lead to a partial removal of charge due to

the escape of adsorbed ions. On adding an electrolyte, the
dielectric constant is increased thereby decreasing the repulsive

force between similarly charged particles; besides, the charge of
the colloidal particles is neutralized by oppositely charged ions

of the added electrolyte and so coagulation begins.

X-ray diffraction pattern of the precipitate consists of a

single band, approximately in the position of a group of rings

of the stable variety. This clearly indicates that the size of the

single crystal particle present in fresh sol must be of the order

of cm. or less (particles lying between 10”^ to cm.
yield sharp line pattern). On adding the electrolyte, the agglo-

meration of the colloidal particles occurs so rapidly that they
settle down (under gravity) before the crystallites can orient

themselves to form bigger crystals. In other words, during the

actual process of rapid coagulation of tellurium and selenium
sol, the sizes of the single crystallite present in the colloidal par-

ticles do not increase appreciably.

On heating the sol, each colloidal particle becomes a single

crystal. It may grow in size. The precipitate thus yields

sharp continuous rings characteristic of the hexagonal variety.

Supposing new that in this case, process of electrolytic coa-

gulation does not influence the size of the crystallites to

any great extent, the particle size of the precipitate gives a rough
idea of the size of the particles originally present in the sol.

This is not unlikely, for the colloidal sol may contain particles

big enough to be of the order of 10"^ and be still stable and
particles of this order are able to produce sharp continuous ring

pattern.

Colloidal solutions (viz., sulphur, selenium, etc.) are found
to coagulate (at least appreciable percentage of it) on heating,

the reason probably is that the colloidal particles have grown
too large to remain in suspension. In the case of tellurium we
are led to the conclusion that the particle size grows on heating
but only to the order of 10*® cm. so that they are still able to
remain in suspension. An alternative explanation may also

be suggested. In fresh sol where the individual colloidal par-

ticles consist of crystallites distributed at random when the
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•coagulation is occurring, the tendency of crystal growth is not

sufficient to cause an increase in the size of the crystallites to an

appreciable extent; but in the case of heated sol, the individual

particles being single crystals, the tendency of crystal growth is

perliaps larger so that during coagulation, the increase in crystal

size by orientation of the smaller crystallites is possible, resulting

in the presence of crystals of sizes 10^^ to 10“"3 cm. in the

coagulum. As the sol is heated and kept for a considerable period

at a temperature much higher than the room temperature, it is

likely that any other form of tellurium or selenium (which

might be present) should be converted into the ordinary metallic

variety and in the coagulum only the hexagonal variety can b(^

expected.

The pattern of this precipitate from the heated sol also

shows that the added electrolyte has no effect on the pattern
due to the precipitate all hough it may quite justly be suspected

of containing a portion of the latter.

As the size of colloidal particles grows or crystallites

in those particles increase in size, there may be intermediate
stages where other unstable allotropes may exist before they
finally reach the most stable variety. Such unstable allotropic

modifications can be detected only under certain characteristic

conditions. Thus it has been observed that Sco is formed before
colloidal particles are finally transformed into the ortho-

rhombic variety. Mono clinic selenium is found to exist before

it passes to the more stable hexagonal modification and before
the hexagoilal tellurium variety is reached, a new form of

tellurium is found whose structure is not yet definitely known
(perhaps mono clinic). The stability of these unstable allo-

tropic modifications, however, depends, among other factors,

mainly on the temperature at which they are prepared.
The state of colloidal particles in general has fora long

time been an unsolved problem both to physicists and chemists.

A systematic investigation carried over a large number of sols

by X-ray or electron diffraction method is expected to throw
some light on the true nature of the colloidal particles and their

properties, a thorough knowledge of which is essential for a

proper understanding of the relation between the solid and the
liquid state of matter in general.
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CERTAIN ASPECTS OF PURE AND APPLIED PHOTO-
CHEMISTRY.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I intend discussing certain aspects of pure and applied
photo-chemistry, mainly with the idea of focusing attention on
the importance which the subject of photo-chemistry has acquired
in recent years in the fields of pure and applied research. But
before doing that, I seek your indulgence for a few general
remarks on the question of the relative importance of pure and
applied research—a question, which has been brought to the
fore by the growing demand for an increasing emphasis on the
applied side of science.

Pure and applied research.

There can be no two opinions as to the fundamental im-
portance of research in pure science. We cannot have applied

science without first having science; and science cannot develop
without disinterested and independent research, conducted with
a spirit of free inquiry by men whose sole aim is the pursuit of
truth for the sake of truth. Therefore, if we wisli to see our
country taking its due share in the development of science and
the creation of new knowledge, instead of simply copying its

applications, we should, on no account, permit any restriction

on pure research. On the contrary, we must do everything in

our power to extend it and encourage those who are engaged in

it. But it is one thing to put forward one’s own claims and
quite a different thing to refuse to recognize the claims of others.

The advocacy of pure research should not lead us to ignore the
important position occupied by applied research in the present-

day world, not only from the point of view of its utility to society

but also from the point of view of the part played by it in the
advancement of pure science. I am afraid this second point

is very often missed by those who look down upon applied re-

search for its purely utilitarian motives. The history of the
development of our science shows that investigations originally

designed to achieve immediate commercial objectives have
often led to important advances in pure science. The efforts

•
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of the old alchemists to transmute a base metal into gold aflPords

a good example of how a purely utilitarian motive can lead to

an advance in our knowledge. The discoveries made by these

alchemists in the course of their search for the Philosopher’s

stone and the Elixir of life are too well known to need repetition.

Coming to the period of modern science, this inter-dependence

of pure and applied research becomes increasingly great, so

much so that it is now difficult, if not impossible, to draw a line

between the two, particularly in the fields of physics and che-

mistry. The researches conducted by Black in 1756 on latent

heat enabled James Watt in 1782 to construct his steam engine.

The new steam engine created a demand for the construction

of heavy machinery which led to the development of the iron

industry and the development of the iron industry in its turn

created the new science of metallurgy. The discoveries of

Schultze (1727) and Scheele (1777) on the photo-sensitivity of

silver compounds enabled Daguerre and Niepce (1838), Maddox
(1871) and Bennett (1878) to develop the art of photography
and the photographic plate, developed as a result of applied

research, has been instrumental in many scientific discoveries,

including Rontgen’s discovery of X-rays. It is often said that

the development of photography in the second half of the 19th

century tended to delay the scientific development of photo-

chemistry, but it is forgotten that it was Vogel’s discovery of the

sensitization of photographic plates by the addition of certain

dyes that paved the way for theoretical advance in photo-

sensitization.

Many such instances could be cited to show the inter-

dependence of pure and applied science, and the advantages
to both society and science resulting from a proper co-ordination

of the two. Some of the important advances in physics and
chemistry which have taken place in recent years in Europe
and America are the direct results of the close co-operation

between fundamental and industrial research. I need only
refer to the results achieved by the research laboratory of the

General Electric Company of America during the last forty

years of its existence. The work carried out by Coolidge, Lang-
muir, Dushman, Hull and others in this laboratory has resulted
in new developments in the electrical art and industry on the
one hand and in fresh advances in our knowledge of the natural
phenomena, on the other. Langmuir’s work on the adsorption
and reaction of gases at surfaces made us understand many of
the phenomena of colloidal chemistry, heterogeneous catalysis,

surface tension and thermionic emission. On the practical side,

it resulted in the invention of gas-filled lamps and improved
radio-tubes. The problems arising out of these technical deve-
lopments led to further work of fundamental importance on
surfaces, which has not only resulted in a knowledge of the
mechanism of the lubrication of metal surfaces and the structure
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of films, but has also opened up new fields in the study of biolo-

gical reactions at membrane surfaces and cell boundaries in

living i^rganisrns.

If science is to make a rapid progress in this country, we
must follow the same course as that adopted by the progressive

countries of the West and try to bring about full co-ordination

between pure and applied research in our universities, research

institutes and industrial laboratories. The establishment of a
Central Board of Scientific and Industrial Research by the

Government of India is a step in this direction which has

been taken at the right moment. If similar organizations are

set up in the provinces and Indian States and worked on
right lines, we might see the beginning of a new era in the
scientific and industrial development of our country, which
may ultimately lead to national well-being and strength. But
the success attending such efforts will depend to a large extent
on the amount of money which the Government and the Industry
are prepared to spend on the financing of research. The amount
of money which India is at present spending on fundamental
and industrial research is negligible compared with the amount
spent by other countries. According to the latest survey of

industrial research carried out by the National Research Council
of America, American industry alone employs more than 70,000
researchers in over 2,200 laboratories, at an estimated cost of
three hundred million dollars. We shall be satisfied with much
less, but we know that it is well nigh impossible to get it. Per-

haps, it is not yet fully realized in our country that every rupee
invested in research will be paid back a hundred-fold in the
shape of the increased prosperity of the whole country. If the
rich are to be taxed for the sake of feeding the poor, the best
way of utilizing the money raised through such taxes is, in my
opinion, to spend it on the promotion of scientific and industrial

research, because the money so employed will ultimately go to
the pockets of the poor.

After these preliminary remarks, I shall now proceed to the
main theme of my address. In doing so, I shall first give a
brief summary of the present day ideas about the process of

light absorption which proceeds a photo-chemical change, then
refer to the secondary effects which follow the primary act of

light absorption, and finally review the progress made in the
study of some photo-chemical reactions which are important from
the technical point of view.

The Primaby aot of light absorption.

Strictly speaking, the photo-chemist is concerned only

with the chemical changes taking place as a result of the inter-

action between matter and radiant energy. But since these

changes are the direct results of the absorption of radiant

energy by the system, a proper understanding of the primary
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act of light absorption and other physical changes connected
with this act is essential to the correct interpretation of photo-
chemical changes which follow it. Thanks to the work carried

out by physicists during the last thirty years on absorption

spectra and their interpretation on tlie basis of the Quantum
theory, we are now in a position to form a more or less clear

picture of the elementary act in the process of light absorption.

Taking 6rst a system composed of atoms, the absorption

of a quantum of sufficient radiant energy (hv) by an atom is

supposed to raise an electron from a lower energy level to a

higher energy level, thus producing what is known as an excited

state, which lasts for about 10~® second. If nothing happens
to the atom in the meanwhile, the electron returns to the ground
level or some other excited level of low energy and the absorbed
energy is re-emitted as resonance, or fluorescence radiation. The
absorption of a quantum of greater energy can lead to ionization,

in which case the electron leaves the parent atom, having suffi-

cient energy to move out of its field. Thus, in the case of the

mercury atoms the absorption of radiant energy at 2536*7 k
and 1849*6 A leads to resonance, while the absorption of radiant

energy at 1187*96 A leads to ionization. The energy in excess

of the ionization energy serves to increase the kinetic energy

of the ion and the electron which makes itself manifest in conti-

nuous absorption in the region beyond 1187*96 A on the short

wave side. The re-emission of absorbed energy as fluorescence

takes place at low pressure and in the absence of other gases.

At high pressures and in the presence of a foreign gas, collisions

between the excited atoms and other atoms or molecules present

in the system may lead to other possibilities. The excited atom
may dissipate its energy in the form of heat

;
it may enter into

direct chemical action; or it may transfer its absorbed enorg^^

to another atom or molecule which does not absorb directly

in that region. All the three possibilities are known to occur,

the last one being known as photo-sensitization.

The process of absorption of light by an atom or ion in a

crystal is somewhat similar to that of a gaseous atom. Here,

too, the act of absorption of a quantum of light may either raise

an electron to an excited state or remove it from the original

atom, depending upon the amount of energy contained in the

quantum. If the electron is raised to an excited state, it may
fall back to its ground state and the absorbed energy may be

re-emitted as heat or fluorescence radiation after a time interval

of about 10”® second. If the electron is freed from the parent

atom, it will move through the crystal and contribute to its

photo-conductivity, until it is trapped at one of the bound
energy levels that exist at surface or near cracks in the crystal

lattice. The trapped electron may not, however, remain
indefinitely there. If it does not produce a photo-chemical reac-

tion it may be released after a certain time and go back to a
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positive ion or a positive hole and give up its absorbed energy

as heat or in the form of radiation. The latter phenomenon is

knowTV as phosphorescence which takes place with a time-lag

between emission and absorption.

The primary act of absorption in the case of a molecule

is complicated by the existence in the latter of three different

kinds of internal energy, viz., electronic, vibrational and rota-

tional, all of which are capable of being quantized by suitable

radiations. The absorption of a quantum of light in the far

infra-red produces changes in the rotational energy alone;

absorption in the near infra-red aflPects both the vibrational

and rotational energy
;
while absorption in the visible and ultra-

violet region is accompanied by a simultaneous change in the

electronic, vibrational and rotational energy. The last-named

spectrum consists of several band systems, each system consisting

of a series of bands and each band consisting of a series of

fine lines, converging to a definite limit, the head of the

particular band. The general position of a band system corres-

ponds to a given state of electronic excitation; the separate

bands of a system are due to a whole series of vibrational excita-

tions, connected with each electronic state; and the fine lines

in each band are determined by a number of rotational states

corresponding to each vibrational state of the molecule. Some
times, the band system is followed on the short wave side by a

continuous absorption, showing the complete absence of vibra-

tional and rotational states. This indicates that the molecule

absorbing in this region is split up into atoms. A comparison
of the spectroscopic data with the thermo-chemical heats of

dissociation shows that homopolar diatomic molecules, such as

the halogens and hydrogen, are split up into one normal atom
and one atom in the excited state. In some cases, it happens
that before the region of continuous absorption is reached, the

rotational fine structure disappears, although the bands them-
selves remain distinct. The appearance of this diffuse struc-

tureless band spectrum, named by its discoverer (Henri) ‘pre-

dissociation spectrum ^ is taken to indicate that the excited

molecule produced by absorption in this region undergoes,

through a redistribution of its several forms of excitation energy,

a radiationless transfer to another state in which it dissociates

spontaneously. This redistribution of energy takes place during
a period which is short compared with the time of rotation but
long compared with the time of vibration 2, 3, 4, On the basis

of these interpretations, the primary process of absorption in

different regions in the case of a simple molecule may be pictured
ciiS follows

:

The absorption of light in the region of discrete bands
produces an excited or activated molecule, which in the absence
of a collision during its life-period of about 10 sec. gives up
its stored energy as fluorescent radiation. The absorption in
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tiie region of diffuse bands also produces an excited state, but,^

through a rearrangement of energies, the first excited state

changes over to another state, in which the molecule sponta-

neously dissociates. The absorption in the continuous region

leads directly to dissociation without the production of an inter-

mediate state of activation. This simple x)icture agrees with

actual experience in those cases only where the conditions

involved are relatively simple, as for instance, in the case of

di-atomic molecules, when they are present in a gaseous system

at low pressure. In a gaseous system at high pressure or in

the presence of inert gases, dissociation may also occur as a

result of collision when the light is absorbed in a band region

This is known as induced predissociation. In the case of complex
molecules, the complexity of vibration introduces further com-
plications into the process which render it difficult to predict the

exact process of the decomposition of the molecule from a
knowledge of the type of absorption spectrum. The results of

the recent investigations of Norrish, Noyes, Gorin, Rollefson,

Burton, Taylor and others 7, 8, 9, lo, ii on the photolysis oif

simple aldehydes and ketones give a clear indication of the diffi-

culties experienced in interpreting the exact process of decom-
position occurring in complex molecules on the basis of the

absorption spectra alone. In such (jases definite conclusions

can only be reached by taking into full consideration the nature
and amounts of the j)roducts of the photo-chemical reaction

along with the characteristics of the absorption spectrum.

Secondary processes.

The primary process in a photo-reaction is, thus, seen to
consist in spontaneous photo-dissociation or activation, depending
upon the nature of the absorption spectrum and the existence
of other factors affecting the field of the absorbing molecule.
In the first case, a direct photo-chemical change is involved, but
the process need not stop at this primary stage and the products
of the primary photo-dissociation may react amongst themselves
or with other molecules present in the system to yield different

producjts in varying amounts, according to the conditions pre-

vailing in the system. These so called secondary processes or
dark reactions are of particular significance to the photo-chemist,
on account of the influence exerted by them on the final outcome
of a photo-chemical process. The activated molecule, produced
as a first step in the primary act of absorption, can subsequently
react in several ways. It may (a) dissipate its stored up energy
in the form of heat through a collision with another molecule

; it

niay (b) re-radiate the whole or part of its energy as fluorescence;
it may (c) transmit its excess energy to another molecule and act
as a photo-sensitizer; and finally it may (d) enter into chemical
reaction with a normal molecule. The occurrence of any one
of these possibilities depends upon the state of excitation, the
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nature of other molecular species present in the system, and
their mutual affinities. If a chemical reaction occurs as a
secondary process, its kinetics are determined by the same factors
which determine the kinetics of an ordinary dark reaction,
namely concentration, temperature and the presence of catalysts.

If we confine ourselves to the primary process, it is apparent
that the quantum yield, or the number of molecules dissociated

or activated for each quantum of radiation or photon absorbed,
should be unity as required by the law of photo-chemical equi-

valence enunciated by Stark and Einstein, provided the free

radicals or atoms formed on dissociation do not immediately
recombine. Such a recombination, if it occurs, will make the
primary quantum yield less than unity. Franck and Rabino-
witch have emphasized the increased probability of the

occurrence of this effect, which they caU ‘ primary.recombination’,
in solution, where the solvent molecules may prevent the escape
of the dissociating partners from each other and thus bring about
their recombination with loss of energy to the solvent. For the

total reaction, the quantum yield may vary within wide limits

on account of the secondary effects. The dissipation of energy
as heat or the occurrence of a reverse reaction can make the

overall quantum yield less than unity; while the continuation

of reaction through a chain mechanism initiated by light can
lead to a value considerably greater than unity. The overall

quantum yield is, therefore, a measure of the extent to which
the total reaction is affected by secondary processes and its

determination together with a study of the absorption spectrum
provides evidence as to the nature of the primary and secondary
processes constituting the reaction mechanism. Further useful

information concerning reaction mechanism is obtained when
the overall quantum yield is determined under different condi-

tions, resulting from a change in concentration, light intensity,

wavelength, temperature, and the nature of the surface of

the reaction vessel. The photo-combination of chlorine and
hydrogen and the photo-dissociation of ammonia afford good
examples of the application of these methods to the problem pf

elucidating the mechanism of photo-chemical reactions.

Photography.

The greatest achievement of applied photo-chemistry is

the modern art of photography. The development of this art

during a period covering about one century has not only led to

the creation of a big industry for the manufacture of photo-

graphic materials, but has also been responsible for progress

in other allied industries such as the manufacture of

intermediates, dyestuffs and optical instruments. At the same
time, it has stimulated theoretical researches on the fundamental

problems involved in photographic processes, which are bearing

fruit in a clearer understanding of these processes and the

• 6
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consequent rationalization of the industry. It is not possible here

to cover the whole field of this branch of applied photo-chemistry.

I shall deal with only a few important theoretical and praetical

advances.
The fundamental process in photography is the photolysis

of silver halide, accompanied by a visible or invisible change, the

latter resulting in the formation of a latent image which can be

developed subsequently. The visible change consists of a

sequence of colour changes, varying from lilac to violet and slate

grey in the case of silver chloride. At the same time chlorine is

liberated. These colour changes were at first attributed to the

formation of a series of sub-halides. Subsequently it was
assumed that the coloured substances were solid solutions of a

sub-halide of the type Ag2Cl in silver halide. The present view

is that these coloured substances are colloidal solutions of free

silver in silver halide. The absorption spectra of silver halides

in the pure state and in emulsions have been measured by many
workers In thin layers, micro-crystals of pure silver

chloride and silver bromide show absorption limits towards the

longer wavelength at 4000 A and 4800 A respectively. There
is no limit towards the shorter wavelength in the case of silver

bromide, absorption and photo-chemical action occurring

throughout the whole ultraviolet region and even beyond it.

In a photographic emulsion, the absorption of ions on crystals

can exert a deforming influence on the crystal faces, leading to

a shift in the absorption limits The spectral sensitivity of a
particular emulsion, thus, depends upon the mode of its prepa-

ration. The normal range of spectral sensitivity of an ordinary
unsensitized plate is 6000-2200 A.

As early as 1840, Becquerel had discovered that silver

halide papers could be made sensitive to the yellow and even
to the red region through long exposures. Luppo-Cramer
showed that this was due to the sensitizing action of colloidal

silver and he succeeded in reproducing the phenomenon by
adding colloidal silver to silver chloride i®. In 1872 Vogel
discovered that the treatment of emulsion with certain dyestuff's

made the plate sensitive to green and yellow light. This dis-

covery represents a great landmark in the history of the develop-
ment of photo-chemistry. It revealed the existence of an effect

known as optical sensitization, which has been the subject of a
good deal of theoretical study and research. On the practical
side, it led to ortho-chromatic and pan-chromatic plates and the
extension of photography, d^ing recent years, into the infra-
red region as far as 13560 A, The first dye used by Vogel to
sensitize the plate was Coralin. Later on, other dyes were found
effective for one region or the other. The search for new sen^
sitizing dyes led to investigations on the relation between the
constitution of dyes and their spectral range of absorption in
solution, as a result of which much useful iifformation has been

6b
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obtained and applied to the synthesis of new dyes and inter-

mediates. The number of the known dyestuffs is very large,

but of these only a small proportion are effective sensitizers.

Although much attention has been devoted to this problem
during recent years, the connection between the chemical

constitution of a dye and its power to sensitize is not yet quite

clear. Most of the dyes used as sensitizers at present belong to

polymcthine group and many of them are cyanine dyes. The
amount of the dye required for sensitizing purposes is very small,

a dilution of one in 400,000 being sufficient in some cases. Men-
tion may also be made of the super-sensitizing dye combinations

patented by Kodak Co., and Agfa, in which one dye enhances
the activity of the other. It has been further discovered that

substances which, in themselves, are not sensitizers can increase

the sensitizing power of a dye.

The increased spectral sensitivity imparted to the plate by
sensitizers made it difficult to develop the plate in a dark room
in red light. This difficulty has been removed by the discovery

of the de-sensitizing action of certain dyestuffs on the exposed
plate. In 1920, Luppo-Cramer found that phenosafranine

used in or before the development bath decreased the sensitivity

of the exposed plate without affecting the latent image. Since

then, many de-sensitizers have been described and have found
practical application. It has now been recognized that nearly

all sensitizers can act as de-sensitizers under certain conditions.

The same dyes, which act as sensitizers in small concentrations,

show de-sensitizing action when used in larger concentrations
it may, however, be pointed out that all de-sensitizers are not
optical sensitizers, because de-sensitizing action is also exhibited

by colourless compounds. The effect of these developments
on the practice of photography is remarkable. Previous to the

discovery of sensitizers for infra-red and de-sensitizers, plates

could only be exposed in sufficiently strong light and developed
in a dark room. Now it is possible to expose the plate in the

dark and develop it in a strong light.

On the theoretical side, the nature of the latent image and
the mechanism of its formation have received a good deal of

attention during recent years. As a result of the work carried

out by several investigators on single crystals of silver halides

and on photographic emulsions, it is now clear that the latent

image particles are identical with those produced by the action

of light in single crystals and consist of silver atoms, formed
according to the law of Photo-chemical Equivalence, is, i9, 20

,

21 , 22
, With regard to the mechanism of the latent image

formation, the theory recently put forward by Gurney and Mott ^3

accounts for the known facts in a satisfactory way. According

to this theory, which has now received general acceptance, the

primary act of absorption consists in the raising of electrons to

higher conduction levels in which they are free to move in the
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crystal lattice and give rise to photo-conductance. When these

electrons drop to lower conduction levels, which are assumed
to exist in silver or silver sulphide present in the sensitivity

nuclei, they are trapped, thereby imparting negative charge to

the nuclei. The potential gradient, thus set up, causps mobile
silver ions to collect around the sensitivity nuclei and form into

a small clump of silver atoms, after being electrically discharged.

This concentration speck constitutes the latent image. On
development, electrons derived from the developing agent
adsorbed on the silver nucleus cause the further attraction and
discharge of silver ions. The theory gives a satisfactory ex-

planation of several phenomena, such as high intensity and low
intensity reciprocity failure and Herschers effect. Further
support is lent to it by the work of Webb and Evans, Berg and
Mendelsohn, and Berg on the latent image formation at low
temperatures 24, 26 , 26

^

The process taking place in a sensitized emulsion is similar

to the one just described except with regard to the origin of

the electron. While in an unsensitized emulsion the electron

originates from silver halide, in a sensitized emulsion it is

supposed to originate from the dye molecule. This explains

the relatively small amount of energy required for releasing an
electron in a sensitized emulsion, because, in this case the original

level from which an electron is raised is higher than the original

level in an unsensitized emulsion. There is, however, one experi-

mental result which lacks satisfactory explanation. According
to the theory, the number of silver atoms formed on exposure
should be equal to the number of dye molecules. But the

number of silver atoms actually found present after exposure

is many times greater than the number of adsorbed dye mole-

cules 27 , 28, 29^ Several explanations have been suggested for

the excess of dye molecules over silver atoms, but none of them
is quite satisfactory.

Photo-HALOGENATION

.

The introduction of halogens into organic compounds under
the influence of light is a process of considerable theoretical and
practical importance. The technical applications of photo-
halogenation are covered by a large number of patents, but of

these only a few have so far been exploited on a commercial
scale. Leiser and Ziffer describe a method for the chlorination

of methane in which the main product is methyl chloride. A
mixtme of methane and chlorine in the proportion of one to six

by volume is passed through cOoled chambers and exposed to

the light from a mercury arc. Small quantities of hydrogen
chloride and water are introduced into the system, as these are
found to prevent the formation of products other than methyl
chloride. The efficiency of the reaction is claimed to be 86%
calculated on the basis of methyl chloride. Pa3me and Mont-
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gomery describe a method, which is a combination of catalytic

and photo-chlorination. The catalyst is prepared by passing
chlorine through a hydrocarbon oil mixed with powdered coal

at about 150°C. until hydrochloric acid ceases to be evolved
and the jproduct assumes the form of a porous black solid. A
mixture of methane and chlorine in the proportion of one to

three, containing some moisture, is, then, passed over the
catalyst in a reaction chamber maintained at about 150°C.
The products of the reaction are subsequently led through silica

tubes exposed to the light from a mercury lamp. Snelling *2^

claims to bring about more efficient photo-chlorination of
hydrocarbons by passing the mixture of gases backward and
forward between transparent baffle plates. The object of the
baffle plates is to produce a variation in light intensity which
serves to control reactions. The method can also be used in

the case of liquid hydrocarbons. Lacy 33 obtains chloroform by
exposing methylene chloride, water and chlorine to ultraviolet

light.

The chlorination and bromination of aromatic hydrocarbon
with side chains under the influence light results in the formation
of a mixture of substances with the halogen in the side chain and
nucleus. It should, however, be possible to vary the conditions

with regard to light intensity, frequency and concentration in

such a way that the product obtained is more or less pure.

Geiger and Gibbs ^4 find that a mixture of chlorine and toluene
vapour, under the influence of ultraviolet rays, reacts to yield

products chlorinated in the side chain. EUis 35 has described a
process for the manufacture of benzyl chloride in which a
mixture of toluene vapour and chlorine is continuously circulated

under gradually increasing temperature conditions and in the

presence of ultraviolet light.

The use of sulphuryl chloride as a chlorinating agent has
been greatly extended through the recent discovery by Kharash
and Brown 3® of the catalytic action of organic peroxides in the
chlorination of hydrocarbons. These authors fflid that, in the
presence of small quantities of benzoyl peroxide, sulphuryl
chloride is capable of chlorinating in the dark both aliphatic

and aromatic hydrocarbons far more readily and smoothly
than is possible by the use of light. The method is of special

value in the chlorination of the side chains of aromatic hydro-
carbons. While the photo-chemical chlorination of such com-
pounds generally yields a mixture, the use of sulphuryl chloride

and benzoyl peroxide results in some cases in the production of a

pure product containing halogen in the side chain only. Toluene
gives a 100% yield of benzyl chloride in 15 minutes and no

nucleur chlorination occurs with wi-xylene. The mechanism
of the reaction, according to .the authors, consists in the decom-
position of the peroxide at the reaction temperature with the

formation of free radicals, which initiate a chain reaction
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involving chlorine atoms. The chlorination of hydrocarbons with

snlphuryl chloride in the presence of light has received but
little attention. Kharash and Brown (ibid.) find that a mixture
of sulphury1 chloride and cyclohexane, illuminated with the

light from a 300 watt lamp at a distance of 10 cm. and refluxed,

reacts no more than 25% in six hours and a mixture of sulphury!

chloride and toluene, similarly illuminated, requires seven hours

for the completion of the reaction. No reaction takes place in

the dark in either case. Further investigation of these photo

-

reactions is highly desirable, both from the point of view of the

reaction mechanism as well as practical utility. In this con-

nection, reference may also be made to a process patented recently

by I. G. IParbenindustrie by which compounds containing

sulphur, oxygen and chlorine are obtained by treating paraffins

in the liquid phase with chlorine and sulphur dioxide, under
short wave illumination. According to another patent of the

same firm sulphonyl chlorides of chlorinated hydrocarbons

can be prepared by treatment with sulphur dioxide and chlorine

at low temperatures in ultraviolet light.

Photo-polymerization .

All unsaturated organic substances, exhibit, in a greater or

less degree, the power of combining with themselves to yield

polymers. The polymerization reactions of unsaturated hydro-

carbons are, however, of special interest, since they form the

basis of many important industrial operations, such as, the

production of special motor fuels, synthetic resins and rubber
substitutes. The tendency to polymerize varies in different

compounds and depends upon the nature of the substituents

near the double bond. Ethylene, for instance, is relatively

stable, but its derivatives containing negative substituents

such as, styrene, vinyl chloride, vinyl acetate and acrylic

ester, are easily polymerized. Some unsaturated compounds
polymerize spontaneously even at room temperature, e.g,,

formaldehyde, styreme and acrylic ester; others require high
temperatures or catalysts. The influence exerted by catalysts

is probably connected with their tendency to form complexes.
Polymerization can result in the formation of three different

types of structure. The first type is a structure of linear growth,
called linear polymer, the second type is the ring polymer, and
the third type is the crossed-linked polymer. Polymerization
of hydrocarbons can follow two different courses, yielding low
or high polymers. In some cases both types of reaction occur
simultaneously, though perhaps by different mechanisms.

Polymerization is a chain reaction, in which the initiation
of the chain can be brought about by light, heat or a catalyst.
A study of the kinetics of the reaction gives us information about
the mechanism of the three main processes constituting the total
reaction, namely chain initiation, chain prolongation, and
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chain termination. It is believed that, in the case of the linear

polymers, chain formation may take place in two ways. The
monomers first combine to give dimers, and these dimers sub-

sequently combine to yield a long chain molecule. Alternatively

the monomer may be added to the ever-growing chain of the

polymer. Since dimerization has been observed with olefines,

it is probable that polyolefines are built up by the first process.

Much work has been done in recent years on the polymeriza-

tion of organic compounds, yielding results of great technical

importance. But it must be noted that this work has been

confined, for the most part, to the investigation of thermal

reactions. Relatively little attention has been given to photo-
polymerization which may be expected to yield valuable results

both from the practical as well as theoretical point of view.

The results obtained from a study of thermal polymerization are

not in themselves sufficient to permit the detailed reaction

mechanism to be analyzed. The processes responsible for the
initiation, propagation and termination of reaction chains are

better understood through a study of the photo-chemical reaction

where the initiation process is subject to control.

Acetylene, when exposed to the full light of a mercury
vapour lamp, is converted to a solid at room temperature 4i^

Lind and Livingstone ^2 found that the quantum yield of the
direct photo-chemical polymerization is about 9. Melville ^3,

from a study of the mercury sensitized polymerization of
acetylene, comes to the conclusion that the excited mercury
atoms form a complex with acetylene which adds on other acety-

lene molecules, thereby producing a polymer by chain mechanism.
The length of the chain, which is independent of the pressure

and the rate at which chains are started, is about 10 molecules
at 20 '; but it increases as the temperature is raised, reaching
up to 100 molecules at 250^ and thereafter decreases as the
temperature is raised still further.

Ethylene is also polymerized when exposed to the full light

of a mercury vapour lamp Its photo-polymerization with
mercury vapour as a sensitizer was studied by Oslm and
Meyers ^5 and Taylor and Hill According to Mooney and
Ludlow })oth methods of excitation give rise to acetylene as a
primary product. It is, therefore, probable that the polymeriza-
tion reaction is really that of acetylene, which is produced as a
result of the primary dissociation of ethylene. The polymer is

simultaneously reduced by the hydrogen produced in the primary
process. Vinyl chloride and vinyl bromide change into white

solid products under the influence of ultraviolet light When
the halogen is replaced by alkyl radicals, the compounds, on
irradiation, yield rubber-like products. Vinyl-di-chloride and
di-bromide polymerize in light, if they are imsymmetrical. The
symmetrical compounds do not show polymerization in light.

Vinyl acetate polymerizes to celluloid-like solids, which have
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received many technical applications ^o, 6i, 62, Both heat

and light can be used to assist the reaction. Vinyl nitrite

polymerizes to a high molecular product in ordinary light

This has not been further investigated. Styrene polymerizes

in ultraviolet light to a glass-like resin which, according to

Staudinger, may contain up to 6,000 molecules. The length of

the chain extends up to 15000 A, but the diameter does not

exceed 15 A. These polystyrenes possess the greatest molecular

weight so far found.

Isopren (mono-methyl divinyl) polymerizes in light to form
artificial rubber. According to Staudinger and Leopold

the chain of the purified rubber in benzene solution is 5800 A,
the number of carbon atoms is 5,200 and molecular weight

88,000. The thermal polymerization of butadiene has been
studied extensively in both the gas and the liquid phase. Photo-
polymerization takes place when liquid butadiene is irradiated

with short ultraviolet rays from a cadmium arc lamp or a

quartz mercury lamp Gee has studied the photo-poly-

merization of butadiene at different temperatures and pressures,

using mercury vapour as sensitizer. The quantum yield is

independent of the pressure. The main product is an insoluble

polymer; but a cyclic dimer is also formed by the spontaneous
oyclization of the chain dimer.

Photo-ohemioal reduction oe carbon dioxide.

The process of carbon assimilation taking place in living

plants under the infiuence of solar energy, usually called photo-
synthesis, is a photo-chemical process of fundamental importance.
How this process actually takes place in the laboratory of the

green leaf is one of those fascinating problems which have so

far defied the ingenuity of scientific workers. The visible

products of photo-synthesis are oxygen and starch. The former
is emitted by the green leaf and the latter accumulates in the
cell. The fact that the ratio of the number of moles of carbon
dioxide absorbed to the number of moles of oxygen produced,
i.e., the photo-synthetic quotient, has a value very close to
unity in the case of a large number of plants of different species,

indicates that the primary product of photo-synthesis is a hexose.
The equation for the reduction of CO2 in green plants may,
therefore, be written as under :

—

6CO2+6H2O+ 673,000 calories = C6Hi20e+602,

where 673,000 calories represent the amount of energy needed to
promote the synthesis of one gram-molecule of glucose and is

equal to the amount of energy evolved in the reverse process,
viz., the combustion of glucose, which has been accurately
measured calorimetrically. This energy, which is necessary
for photo-synthesis, is assumed to come from light absorbed
chiefly by the two chlorophyll pigments (a and 6) present in the
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leaf, which possess characteristic absorption bands in the red

and blue-violet regions.

The quantum efl&ciency of photo-synthesis as measured by
Warburg and Negelein with the alga Chlorella as the

plant material, is 0*26 at wavelengths 6600, 5780, and 5461 A
and about 0*2 at the wavelength 4360 A. This means that

four to five quanta of energy are required for the conversion of

one molecule of carbon dioxide into a carbohydrate. Later

workers have found values for quantum efficiency

which are even lower than the value obtained by Warburg and

Negelein. Since the energy in 6Nhv at the wavelength 4360 A
is 326,135 calories, while the energy required for the conversion

of one mole of carbon dioxide into a hexose, according to the

thermochemical equation given above, is only 112,167 calories,

it must be concluded that about two-thirds of the radiant energy
absorbed by the green plant is wasted in so far as the process of

photo-synthesis is concerned.

The production of one molecule of glucose, according to the

equation for photo-synthesis, requires the interaction of twelve

molecules, six each of carbon dioxide and water. Such a reac-

tion cannot possibly take place in one step. It is, therefore,

assumed that the first product in photo-synthesis is formal-

dehyde, which subsequently polymerizes to yield glucose or

other carbohydrate. The first person to suggest the formation
of formaldehyde as an intermediate product in photo-synthesis

was Von Baeyer (1870). Although the explanation given by
him for the formation of formaldehyde is no longer regarded as

correct, yet the idea that formaldehyde may be formed as an
intermediate product has proved very fruitful. It has provided

the basis for further investigations concerning the mechanism
of photo-synthesis in plants and stimulated efforts to reduce

carbon dioxide in the laboratory with the help of radiant energy.

The first definite attempt to reduce carbon dioxide in aqueous
solution in the absence of hydrogen was made by Usher and
Priestley These authors claimed to have obtained formal-

dehyde by irradiating aqueous solutions of carbon dioxide in

quartz tubes with the light from a quartz mercury lamp. Moore
and Webster found appreciable quantities of formaldehyde,

when aqueous solutions of carbon dioxide, containing uranyl

salts or colloidal ferric hydroxide, were exposed to direct sunlight

for some days. The same authors also found a positive test for

reducing sugars, when a concentrated solution of formaldehyde
was irradiated with the light of a quartz mercury lamp. Baly,

Heilbron and Barker found no evidence for the formation of

formaldehyde when conductivity water saturated with carbon

dioxide was irradiated in quartz tubes with the light from a

quartz mercury lamp, but a positive test for formaldehyde was

obtained when carbon dioxide was passed continuously through
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water during irradiation. This led them to the conclusion that

a photo-stationary state was established between aqueous carbon

dioxide on one^^ide and formaldehyde and reducing sugar on the

other. Under normal conditions the amount of formaldehyde

and reducing sugar was very small but this amount could be

increased by increasing the concentration of carbon dioxide.

It may be recalled that the amount of energy required for

the conversion of aqueous carbon dioxide into glucose is 112,167

calories for one gram-molecule of carbon dioxide. This is

equivalent to the energy contained in a light quantum of wave-

length 2535 A. Therefore, sunlight which contains at the surface

of the earth rays of wavelength greater than 2900 A cannot be

expected to promote photo-synthesis in a single operation unless

some other source of activation such as an adsorbing surface

is also present. If ultraviolet rays of wavelengths shorter than

2535 A are used, it is highly probable that these rays will bring

about the immediate decomposition of any formaldehyde or

glucose that may be formed at the beginning. In this connection

it should be remembered that carbon dioxide in aqueous solution

absorbs in the region of 2100 A, while formaldehyde shows an

absorption band, extending roughly from 3500 A to 2500 A.

The importance of the issue involved led many workers to

repeat the experiments mentioned above. Spoehr was unable

to find any evidence of the formation of formaldehyde. Simi-

larly, Bauer and Rebmann and Bauer and Buchi failed to

obtain positive results. Porter and Ramsperger repeated

Baly’s experiment, referred to above, taking every possible

care to prevent contamination of the materials. The result

was negative, no trace of formaldehyde or reducing sugar

appearing even after 60 hours’ exposure. Dhar and Sanyal
employing direct sunlight claimed to have obtained formal-

dehyde from aqueous solutions of carbon dioxide with and with-

out the use of inorganic photo-catalysts such as colloidal ferric

hydroxide, ferric chloride, uranyl salts, methylene blue and
methyl orange. Burk 72^ in America, using sunlight of varying
intensity failed to corroborate these results. But Dhar and
Gopal Rao 78 repeated the experiments and reaffirmed the
original claims of Dhar and Sanyal. Qureshi and Mohamad 74

carried out experiments with aqueous solutions of carbon dioxide,

employing direct sunlight, ultraviolet light and the light from a
tungsten filament lamp, but failed to obtain any indication of
the reduction of carbon dioxide to formaldehyde or sugars, when
special precautions were taken with regard to the purity of the
materials employed.

A fresh stimulus to the subject was provided by the publica-
tion of a paper by Baly and collaborators 75^ in which the authors
claimed to have synthesized carbohydrates by the reduction
of carbonic acid adsorbed on the surface of coloured powders,
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using visible light. The powders used were pure carbonates of

nickel and cobalt. Nickel carbonate prepared electrolytically

and activated by exposure to white light for six hours proved
particularly active In later experiments Baly 77 employed
supported

.
catalyists, in which nickel carbonate, cobalt carbo-

nate, ferric oxide and chromic oxide were deposited on aluminated
kieselguhr. It was claimed that with such supported catalysts

0*002 gram of organic matter could be synthesized per gram of

powder in two hours. These interesting results encouraged
Bell 78^ Scheile 7® and Qureshi and Mohamad to repeat

the experiments of Baly and collaborators, but none of these

workers succeeded in obtaining any indication of photo-synthesis.
Recently Baly has found that NiO containing Th02 f^e
molecular ratio of lTh02 • 24NiO is capable of promoting
photo-synthesis. When kiesselguhr, coated with a tri-molecular
layer of these oxides, is irradiated in presence of water saturated
with carbon dioxide by daylight or the light of a tungsten fila-

ment lamp, carbon dioxide is converted into a carbohydrate.
These experiments are described in Baly’s recently published
book on photo-synthesis under the heading ' The Final Achieve-
ment’
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I. Introduction.

1 thank you very sincerely for the honour you have done me
in electing me the President of your section this year. I propose

to deal with the Jurassic Rocks of Cutch, a subject which relates

to another Indian State not very far from here, and on which
very valuable and interesting work has been done within recent

years.

The importance of the Jurassic Rocks of Cutch centres in

(1) the fossils, which occur there in considerable abun-
dance, and

(2) the plant beds, which enable us to fix the upper
limit of the Gondwana System.

These points of interest were realized as early as 1868 as recorded

by Thomas Oldham (1869, p. 31), the then Superintendent of

Geological Survey of India and Director of Geological Museum,
Calcutta. Even after nearly seventy-five years of geological

investigations in India, they have not yielded this place of

pride, especially with respect to the plant beds, to any other

area discovered since then. Subsequent researches have only

enhanced their value and have created one more point of in-

terest, viz.
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(3) the excellence of the area, which makes detailed

stratigraphical work and mapping of the groups

and zones possible.

IT. The Jurassic Rocks of Cutch. *

(i) General Account.

The Jurassic Rocks of Cutch occupy practically half of

the State territories. They extend from the Patcham Islands

to the middle of the main territory of Cutch and traverse the

country in an east-west direction from one end to the other.

They form three parallel anticlinal ranges of hills with an isolated

mass to the east in Wagur. They have gentle dips (10^ to 25"^)

to the south and high dips (20^^ to 50°) to the north. The tops

have been denuded and the lower beds, largely belonging to the

Chari Group, outcrop as domes along the anticlinal axes. It is

possible that in the north under the Rann, i.e. between the first

and the second anticline, the continuation of Wagur rocks are con-

cealed. A big strike fault runs east and west along the northern

foot of the hill range formed by the third anticline. There are a

few minor faults mainly in the region towards Lakhpat. To the

south the rocks are covered by the Deccan Trap. Igneous
intrusives occur as sills interstratified with the beds and as

dykes and ramifying intrusions.

The intrusion of the magma is connected with the igneous

activity of the Deccan Trap period and may be of the same age.

The folding of the Jurassic beds may also be more or less contem-
poraneous owing to the close relationship of the folds with the

igneous intrusions. The dislocation of these beds is necessarily

somewhat younger, since the faults displace these as well as the

interbedded sills.

(ii) History of Investigations,

The history of the geological investigations of the province

of Cutch may be said to date from Grant's paper (1837), read

before the Geological Society of London, though papers, describ-

ing the great earthquake of Cutch of 1819 and its results, by
Mac Murdo and by Burnes, and notice by Sykes (1834), res-

pecting some fossils collected in Cutch by Captain Smee and
Colonel Pottinger, had appeared earlier. Though Grant’s paper
deals with the geology of the whole province and is accompanied
by a map, plates and list of fossils (plants were worked out by
Morris and invertebrates by Sowerby), it, owing to its early Jate
of publication when many old views which have since been dis-*

carded prevailed, has failed to add much to our knowledge of that
area. The first satisfactory views of the geological structure
of the area were made available by W. T. Blanford (1867, p. 17)
as a result of rapid traverses of the country from south to north
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,and back in 1863. But it was not till Wynne and Fedden’s work
(1869; 1872; T. Oldham, 1869) that a detailed account of the

general geology of this area was available. They divided the

Jurassic Rocks of Cutch into an upper and a lower series. Their

‘upper series’ comprised the plant bearing rocks (Palaeozamia

beds) and* their Tower series’ the marine fossil bearing rocks of

the earlier workers. Wynne expressed that the Tower series’

were equivalent to Dogger (Middle Jurassic) and both the series

together to Oolitic of England. But the results of the study

of the Cephalopods by Waagen (1871; 1873, p. i) and of the

stratigraphical relations of the rocks in the field by Stoliczka,

during his short visit for that purpose in 1872, resulted in the

establishment of four groups known as the Patcham, Chari,

Katrol and Umia groups in ascending order.

The Patcham, Chari, Katrol and lower part of the Umia
of these workers corresponds to the ‘ lower series ’ and the upper
part of the Umia to the Tipper series’ of Wynne. Waagen came
to the conclusion that Patcham was equivalent to Bath Group,

Lower and Middle Chari to Kelloway Group, Upper Chari and
Lower Katrol to Oxford Group, Upper Katrol to Kimmeridge
Group and Umia to Tithon Group. The beds at the Ukra hill, in

the extreme west of Cutch, yielded some Cretaceous forms and
were, therefore, assigned to that age. Subsequently R. D. Oldham
in 1893 (p. 217) and Vredenburg in 1910 (p. 87) expressed their

views regarding the relative ages of these groups. The main
modifications introduced by Oldham on the basis of Stoliczka’s

field notes, over Waagen’s view were, firstly, the enlarging of

the term Umia to include the Cretaceous beds at Ukra hill also,

and secondly, assigning the Upper Umia beds of Waagen, i.e.

his Middle Umia, to doubtful Wealden age and thirdly, assigning

the Cretaceous beds at Ukra hill to Upper Neocomian. Vreden-
burg agreeing with R. D. Oldham in the extended use of the

term Umia introduced the following changes. Firstly, the

Upper Chari was assigned to Oxfordian; secondly, the Lower
Katrol to Sequanian; thirdly, Tithonian was omitted and the

Lower Umia was assigned to Portlandian and Neocomian;
fourthly. Upper Umia of Waagen, i.e. Middle Umia of Oldham
to Barremian; fifthly, the Cretaceous beds were assigned to

Aptian.

(iii) Recent Researches,

The recent researches on the Jurassics of Cutch began after

a lapse of nearly half a century, as Waagem’s work of 1873 was
practically the last contribution on this subject.

Raj Nath with the object of establishing a detailed succession

of the Jurassic Rocks of Cutch, to develop a local detailed

faunal time-scale, and also to find out how far the field evidence

in India would support the hemerae of Buckman, carried out

detailed field investigations coupled with detailed mapping in
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the year 1927. More or less at the same time, Dr. Spath who
had worked out Blake’s collection of ammonites (Spath, 1924)*

was entrusted by the Geological Survey of India with the much-
needed revision of the Jurassic Cephalopoda of Cutch. In

addition to this material the collections of Raj Nath, of Mr. J. H.
Smith and that of others were also at his disposal.* He also

had free consultation of the geological map and of other field

observations then freshly made by Raj Nath.

Patcham> and Chari Groups.—Raj Nath with the object of

zoning divided the Patcham and the Chari beds at one locality,

Jumara, into 26 beds and mapped them as such on 4" = 1 mile

scale map (1934a, p. 346). From the same locality Blake had
made his* collection of ammonites and had numbered his beds
frotn 1 to 14, but unfortunately after his death his field notes

were lost. Since the beds below No. 21 of Raj Nath are mainly
calcareous rocks and limestones, while bed No. 21 and those

above it are mainly shales, Raj Nath on the basis of lithology

fixes the division between Patcham and Chari at the base of his

bed No. 21. Dr. Spath, however, on the basis of palaeontological

grounds, fixes the limit much lower down at the base of bed
No. 24. Since the two groups, Patcham and Chari, have distinct

lithological characters (as pointed above), lithological considera-

tions should weigh more in drawing a boundary between them
than the palaeontological considerations. Further, Macro-
cephalites triangularis^ which has been chosen by Dr. Spath as a

zone fossil for Lower Macrocephalus beds, is not restricted up to

bed No. 24 only, but it extends below to beds No. 25 and 26 also.

The case, therefore, for lithological considerations is all the more
strong.

According to all the earlier workers only Patcham was
regarded equivalent to Bathonian. Raj Nath on the basis of

an unconformity observed by him between beds No. 23 and 22

and on the find of a Callovian form, a new species of Nautilus^

extended Callovian down into the topmost Patcham. But
Dr. Spath extends Bathonian right up to bed No. 10, i.e. roughly
up to the top of Middle Chari. He regards his Patcham Group,
i.e. beds below No. 24, as equivalent to Lower Bathonian and
his Macrocephalus beds, which are from bed No. 24 to 10, i.e.

roughly Lower and Middle Chari, as equivalent to Upper Batho-
nian. He subdivides his Macrocephalus beds into lower, middle
and upper divisions, comprising respectively of beds No. 24 to 22,

21 to 14 and No. 13 to 10 of Raj Nath and chooses three species,

triangularis, harveyi and tumidus of Macroeephalitidae for the

three respective divisions. Of these the first is a Cutch form and
the other two are European species. The beds lying between his

Upper Macrocephalus beds and Dhosa Oolite shales, i.e, from
bed No. 9 to la of Raj Nath, have been grouped by Dr. Spath
into Rehmanni beds, Anceps beds and Athleta beds, comprising
respectively of beds No. 9 to 6, 5 and 4 and No. 3 and 2 of Raj
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,Natli. The three respective divisions are characterized by
Reinekeids of early rejimannt-group, intermediate ancepa group

and of bituberculate fraasi-gvowp of the athleta beds. He by
extending the Bathonian restricts the range of Callovian to

his Behmanni beds and Ancepa beds. He assigns his AtMeta
beds and'Dhosa Oolite shales, i.e. beds No. 3 to parts of 1, to

Divesian, and the Brown (Lower) and Green (Upper) Dhosa
Oolites to Argovian. As a result of the study of the Brachi-

opod fauna (1934b, p. 351) Raj Nath has named bed No. 7

as Zeilleria Zone because Zeilleria rostellata, Kitchin is very

abundant in, and exclusively characterizes, this bed.

As the Golden Oolite bed occurs only at two localities, viz.

Jhura and Keera domes in the Lower Chari beds, Raj Nath
thinks it cannot be said to mark any definite horizon in the
stratigraphy of Outch in general. According to Raj Nath there
is a slight unconformity between the Dhosa Oolite ‘proper*,

i.e. the Brown (Lower) Dhosa Oohte, and the Katrol beds, as the
Green Oolitic bed, the Upper Dhosa Oolite, is not present every-

where. This is now supported by Dr. Spath on palaeontological

grounds.

Katrol.—Waagen had divided the Katrol into two divisions,

the Lower and the Upper, and he placed the Kantcote Sand-
stones in his lower division. Neither Raj Nath nor Mr. J. H.
Smith (1912-1915) of Bhuj, who is an enthusiastic collector of
fossils and has described some fine sections, visited Wagur, the
eastern part of Cutch where Kantcote Sandstones are exposed,
and therefore, no fresh field observations about them are avail-

able. However, Dr. Spath in 1924 included this formation in

the Dhosa Oolite, but in 1928 he placed it with the Lower Kim-
meridgian Belemnite Marls as a transitional group (of about
biniammatus age) between the Dhosa Oolite and the Lower Katrol
Animonitie bed. Now, on the basis of four species of Ataxioceraa^
which are unknown from Dhosa Oolite, but which are somewhat
similar to the forms recorded from the hirnarrvrnatua beds or their

equivalents, such as the Trigonia beds of Weymouth, or the
Harsova fauna of Rumania, he (Spath, 1933, p. 785) thinks that
the whole of the Kantcote Sandstone is of Argovian {tranaver-

sarium and bimammatum) age. He places it between Chari and
Katrol proper as an independent group.

Raj Nath subdivided the Katrol proper in 1927, mostly on
lithological grounds, into Ki, Kn, Km, Kiv and renamed them
in 1932 as Lower Katrol, Middle Katrol, Upper Katrol (e.g. at
Gajansar) and Hard Sandstones. He had assigned the first two
divisions to ELimmeridgian, the third to Portlandian and the
fourth, being barren, could not be assigned to any age. Dr. Spath
on the other hand has put Belemnite Marls of Jurun as the
lowest bed of Katrol on palaeontological grounds Like the presence
in these beds of three species of Aapidoceras, forms such as occur
in the Lower Kimmeridgian, but not in the Argovian. He thinks

. 7
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that a portion of lower part of Middle Kimmeridgian is not.

represented in Cutch and thus according to him there is a gap.

He puts the Basal Katrol ‘Ammonite Bed’ second, the Middle

Katrol Group (K 2 )
as third, Upper Katrol Group (pars = Kg)

as fourth, Barren Upper Katrol Sandstones as fifth, Gudjinsar

(‘Katrol’) beds as sixth, Zamm-shales of Nurrha and ‘Katrol

Beds’ of Jara as seventh. Thus he has extended the limit of

the Katrol to include bods up to the base of Umia Ammonite
beds. Raj Nath, however, does not agree with him as regards

the position of the Zamm-shales, which along with the ‘upper

series’ of Wynne, as discussed in subsequent pages, are found to

be Post-Aptian, not older than Middle Cretaceous, on structural

evidence.'

The fauna of the Basal Katrol beds is characterized by
‘the increase in the number of species of Oppelids and Aspido-

ceratids’ and by ‘the comparative rarity of Perisphintids other

than Torquatisphinctes, and the complete absence of Idoceras

or Ataxioceras. This last especially might easily be taken to

prove th(* absence, in Kachh, of at least part of the Lower Kim-
meridgian’ (Spath, 1933, p. 789). According to Dr. Spath the

two genera, Glochiceras which is well represented and confined

to those lowest Katrol beds and Taramelliceras, point to a Middle
Kimmeridgian age. Further, the ammonites of the next higher

Katrol beds too support Middle rather than Lower Kimmeridgian
age for the Basal Katrol beds.

The most notable feature of the Middle Katrol Group is

the abundance of Padiysphinctes. Sirehlites and Waayenia
persist and Aspidoceras is still common, all these point to a
Middle Kimmeridgian age, approximately corresponding to the
European sieraspis zone.

The Upper Katrol beds have yielded the following inter-

mediate forms in addition to those which persist from Middle
Katrol :

—

Aulacosphinctoides maridionalis, Spath.
Virgatosphinctes (?) indosphinctoides

y

Spath.

The fossils collected at Gajansar from beds resting directly

on the Dhosa Oohte are of special interest. From their litho-

logical position they were correlated by the earlier observers
with the Lower Katrol Ammonite bed of the south, where the
Upper Dhosa Oolite or equivalents of the Kantcote Sandstone
and the Belemnite Marls are missing. Haploceras elimaturriy

which is common in the Antsalova fauna of Madagascar, is also

the commonest ammonite at Gajansar. On the negative evidence
of the absence of early species according to the European stan-

dards, the Gudjinsar beds and those at Nurrha and at Jara are
intermediate in age between the Upper Katrol beds of the South
Cutch and the Tithonian Umia group of the north-west (Spath,
1933, p. 797).

7B
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• 'Urtiia' of Raj Nath, i.e. Lower Umia of Waagen,—In

the division of Umia Group Dr. Spath has followed Waagen,
and has adopted two subdivisions, i.e. Umia Ammonite bed

and Upper Umia Plant (and Trigonia Crassa) beds. But Raj

Nath on the basis of field evidence has restricted the term ‘ Umia'
to only th(i Lower Umia of Waagen and has divided it into five

divisions
; (1) Barren sandstones and shales, (2) the three Green

Oolitic beds which have yielded the Tithonian ammonites,

(3) Barren sandstones, (4) Trigonia beds, and (5) Barren rocks.

The three Green Oolitic beds of Raj Nath (i.e. the Basal

Umia Ammonite bed of Dr. Spath) which are separated from
the underlying Katrol b^ds by a great thickness o^ Barren
sandstones and from where he collected all his Umia ammonites,
have yielded Micranthoceras and all the numerous Virgato-

sphinctes, a form so dominant in the Umia beds. According
to Dr. Spath (1933, p. 798) the Umia beds are of Lower Tithonian

age, as in Madagascar Micranthoceras occurs with Hildoglochiceras

Jcobclli, a Portlandian form, while in Mexico M. iriicrocanthurn

is associated with Proniceras and Dnrangites which are almost
certainly younger than H, kohelli. Moreover, he thinks that

there is nothing in the Umia fauna that indicates the Upper
Tithonian age.

The Trigonia-hearing beds overlie the three Green Oolitic

beds and are separated by a thickness of 200-300 ft. of inter-

vening sandstones. Kitchen has recorded the occurrence of the
following forms of Trigonia from the Umia Group. TheseTorms
are grouped here into two sets

: (1) those forms which are from
such locahties where, according to Raj Nath, the bearing
beds overlie the Tithonian beds, and (2) those forms which are
from such localities where the stratigraphical positions of the
beds yielding Trigonias are not very definite as yet.

1, From localities ivhere the Trigonia-hearing beds overlie the

Tithonian beds.

Trigonia parva, Kitchin—S.E, of Ghuneri.

,, crassa, Kitchin (abundant)—N.E. of Ghuneri,
Haroda, N.E. of Umia.

,, cardiniiformiSy Kitchin—Ghuneri.

,, retrorsa, Kitchin—N.E. of Ghuneri, N.E. of Umia,
Haroda.

,, spissicostata, Kitchin—^N.E. of Umia.
,, dubia, Kitchin—N.E. of Ghuneri, Haroda.

,, V-scripta, Kitchin—N.E. of Ghuneri,

,, recnrva, Kitchin—N.E. of Ghuneri, N.E. of Umia.
,, mamillata, Kitchin—^N.E. of Ghuneri.

,, ventricosa, (F. Krauss)—N.E. and S.E. of Ghuneri,
Haroda, N.E. of Umia.

,, pulchra, Kitchin—S.E. of Ghuneri,
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II. From localities where stratigraphical positions of the beds

yielding Trigonias are not very definite as yet.

Trigonia tenuis, Kitchin—Kukrooa, Adooi, E. of Chobaree
Wamka, N.E. of Jara.

,, smeei, J. de C. Sowerby—Kukrooa, E. cff Chobaree

Shahpur, W. of Trummo.

,, trapeziformis, Kitchin—S.E. of Trummo.

„ remota, Kitchin—S.E. of Habbye, Kass Scarp.

The age of the Trigonias of the first set would, therefore, be

at least Upper Tithonian, if we accept according to Dr. Spath

the Lower Tithonian age for the underlying Umia Ammonite
beds, i.e. the three Green Oolitic beds. But if we take into

account the time interval represented by the Barren Sandstones,

occurring in between the two fossiliferous horizons, the age of

the Trigonia beds would be at least Lower Cretaceous. This

conclusion finds support from the observations of Kitchin (1903,

p. 3) who on the basis of the study of the Trigonias from Cutoh

stated: ‘Though none are identical with European forms, one,

Trigonia ventricosa, Krauss, which is common also in the Uiten-

hage beds, is a representative of an essentially Cretaceous

section of the Trigoniae\ moreover, it bears a very strong resem-

blance to the Cretaceous T. tuberculijera, described by Stoliczka*

from Southern India. There are other Trigoniae occurring with

T. ventricosa which likewise bear a Cretaceous aspect; one of

these is referable to the same section of the genus as T. ventricosa,

while the other may bo classed with the Pseudoquadratae, a

small group exhibiting characters which are usually associated

with a Cretaceous facies ’.

‘It seems most probable that in the Oomia Mollusca we are

dealing with a passage fauna which, while retaining a partially

jurassic aspect, was characterized also by the presence of types

which marked the incoming of a true cretaceous facies. It

is not improbable that such an intermingled fauna may have
lived in this region at a time when wealden strata were being

deposited in Europe. Such an opinion as this was expressed

by Statiozka on his return from work among the rocks of the

Cutch Series.’

The Tngonia-bearing beds are overlain by a considerable

thickness, at least 1,000 ft., of Barren Rocks.
Ukra Beds and Bhuj Series.—Raj Nath (1932), on the basis

of structural evidence, places the upper division of Umia of
Waagen including Zamta-beds, i.e. the ‘Upper Jurassic Series’

of Wynne, over Aptian beds of Ukra hill and has named them
as Bhuj Series. Thus according to him there is an unconformity
between the Katrol and Bhuj Series, the latter apparently lying
directly over the former in the field. He believes that an interval
of non-deposition or even of erosion occurred before the rooks
of the Bhuj Stage were deposited on the Katrol beds. The
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presence of this unconformity revealed by Raj Nath finds further

support from the following observations of Dr. Spath (1933,

p. 737): ‘ Mr. Smith has now found a Katrol ammonite
(Aulacoaphinctoides sp., p. 629) in the bank of a lake two miles

north of Bhuj; and since the embankment was made up of

material dug from the bed of the tank (Chhota Rudra Mata
tank) only a few feet deep, it shows that the Middle Katrol beds

here come almost to the surface. Again two miles north of Ler,

on the surface of cultivated fields, weathered Lower Katrol

Perisphinctids have been picked up. To my mind the

occurrence at Nurrha, in the Katrol stage, of plant fossils having
a very strong floral relationship with the Bhuj plant fossils, is

due to this unconformity.

As according to Raj Nath the Bhuj Series are Post-Aptian,

he is of opinion that they are not older than Middle Cretaceous,

they may be slightly younger.

III. Uppeb Limit of the Gondwana System.

The significance of the plant-bearing beds, i.e. the Bhuj
Series of Raj Nath (= the ‘Upper Jurassic' Series of Wynne),
for fixing the upper limit of the Gondwana System because of

their association with the marine fossiliferous beds, was realized

as early as 1868 (T. Oldham, 1869, p. 31). Their importance
from this point of view has remained unchanged during all

these years, but their stratigraphical position has remained
unsettled up till now.

In the earlier stages of investigations, even the mode of

association of the plant-bearing beds (regarded as terrestrial) with
the marine (Jurassic) fossiliferous beds was uncertain. Captain
Grant left it doubtful; while W. T. Blanford (1867, p. 17) believed

that the plant-bearing rocks were actually intercalated with
the marine Jurassic rocks. Wynne arrived at the conclusion
‘that a very few and very imperfect remains of plants do occur
in layers distinctly intercalated with the truly marine beds,

and have probably been drifted into these localities from shores

adjoining the seas in which the raollusca, now found fossilized

in these beds, then existed. But as a whole the beds in which
the well-marked PalcBozamiae’ (now called Ptilophyllum)
‘occur are decidedly younger than those containing the truly

Jurassic Ammonites and other characteristic fossils; and that
they constitute an upper zone, but belonging to the Jurassic

period’ (T. Oldham, 1869, p. 31).

The question of the age of the plant-beds has been still

more controversial than their mode of association. The con-

clusions arrived at, range from Bathonian to Middle Cretaceous.

The evidences on which the age of the plant-bearing beds has
been based, fall into two categories:

—
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(i) direct evidence based on the plant fossils contained

in them, and
(ii) indirect evidence based on the invertebrate fossils

contained in the beds stratigraphically older or

younger than the plant-beds.

In the earlier years the plant-beds of Cutch were regarded

as equivalent to Rajmahal (Wynne, 1869, p. 51) on the basis

of few forms of Ptilophyllum (like Ptilophyllum cutchense, P,

acutifolium) found common at the two places. But Feistmantel

(1876a, p. 34) as a result of the study of the several fossil floras

of India, including those from Cutch, did not agree in identifying

the horizon of the Cutch with that of the Rajmahal. He assigned

the Cutch horizon to Middle Jurassic (Bathonian) and Rajmahal

to Lower Jurassic.

The evidences of tlu^ second category, though indirect, are

regarded to be more reliable because of the marine invertebrate

fossils contained in the beds associated with the plant-beds. On
the basis of the Ammonites contained in the Umia Ammonite
bods, taking them as immediately older than the plant-beds,

they are referred to uncertain Post-Tithonian age by Waagen
(1873, p. i), and to Upper Tithonian age by Dr. Spath (1933,

p. 865). On the strength of results obtained by Kitchin (1903,

[). 3, 1913) froTU tli(^ study of Trigonia and on the similarity of

the marine Umia beds to the Uitcnhagc Series of South Africa,

they are referred to Lower Cretaceous by Cotter (1917, p. 23).

This view is still accepted in recent publications (Fox, 1931; Fox
and others, 1940, pp. 71-77).

After the discovery of beds of Aptian age in Cutch by
Stoliczka, the plant-beds were then regarded to be occurring

between the limits of two marine beds, one of Tithonian age

and the other of Aptian age. They were consequently referred

to Wealden by Stoliczka, Wealden or even Neocomian by W. T.

Blanford (1878, p. 119), doubtful Wealden by R. D. Oldham
(1893, p. 217), and as Barrtimian by Vredenburg (1910, p. 87).

The Bathonian or even lower age as favoured by the plant
fossils was at great variance with the age, anything between
Upper Tithonian to Lower Cretaceous, indicated by the inverte-

brate fossils. This discrepancy between the two evidences
—from the plant and from the animal remains—which Feist-

mantel aptly calls ‘palaeontological contradiction’, led to a long
controversy between him (1876a; 1876b) and W. T. Blanford
(1876; 1878).

Coming to recent researches, Raj Nath (1932, p, 173), as
mentioned in the foregoing pages, has assigned the plant-beds
to Post-Aptian age. In other words, the Umia Stage of the
Gondwana System is Post-Aptian, probably of Middle Cretaceous
age.
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The discovery of a silicified palm wood which was collected

from the plant-beds by the party from Benares and which has

been described and named as Palmoxylon mathuri by Prof.

Sahni (1932, p. 322), now solves this ‘palaeontological contra-

diction’ by providing an evidence of their higher age on the

basis of plant fossils themselves, as the range of Pahnae is from

Upper Jurassic to Recent.

The flora of the plant-beds already contained elements

differing widely in age, and the new find is an addition to the

list. Tins feature may be to some extent characteristic of the

flora itself, but in my opinion, it is to a large extent due to want
of recognition of horizons in the plant-beds.

The Bhuj Series is of great thickness, but a considerable

portion of this series over a large area has been eroded away,
so much so, that at some places inliers of the underlying Katrol
beds occur in the areas occupied by Bhuj Series (viz. at Chhota
Rudra Mata tank only two miles north of Bhuj). The series

is more or less horizontal and therefore the elevations of the
localities ought to have been taken into consideration in the
study of the plant fossils from this series. In the light of these

observations, I believe that the Bhuj Series consists of at least

three horizons, viz. Zamm-beds at the bottom, Ptilophyllnm-hedf^

at the middle and Palmoxylon-hedi^ at the top. As expected,
the uppermost beds of the Bhuj Series—the Palmoxylon-heds—
occur as remnant patches, only on the top of the isolated hills

of igneous intrusives, standing in the midst of the plain occupied
by the lower horizons of the Bhuj Series.

IV. Concluding Remabks.

I have attempted to place before you an account of recent

researches on the Jurassics of Cutch, with their bearing on the
Upper age limit of the Gondwana System. Detailed zoning has
revealed that in the Jurassic strata of Cutch there are at least

six unconformities
: (1) between beds No. 23 and 22 at Juinara;

(2) between the Brown, i.e. the Lower Dhosa Oolite and the

Katrol beds; (3) of the age of Belemnite Marls of Jurun; (4)

of the age of lower part of Middle Kimmeridgian
; (5) between

the Dhosa Oolite and the Gudjinsir ‘ KatroT beds at Gajansar;

(6) between the Katrol and Bhuj Series. This shows that the

sea, which had invaded Cutch, North-East Kathiawar, and Raj-

putana during the Upper Jurassic times,—and also during a part

of Middle Jurassic times, if we accept the standard of the Jurassic

System recommended by Siemon Wm. Muller (1941, pp. 1421-

1443)—oscillated very much. The presence of such forms in

Cutch as are comparable to forms of Himalayitidae of the Spiti

Shales, indicates that to the north this sea was cormected to the

Tethys Sea, occupying the present position of the Himalayas.
There also existed some form of connection between the Cutch
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sea and the sea in the south as revealed by the close faunal

relationship between the Jurassics of Cutch and Madagascar.
I do not wish to detain you longer with other problems of palae*
ontological and «tratigraphical interest connected with these
formations and their equivalents in other parts of India and
adjacent countries.

The Jurassic Rocks of Cutch as already pointed out are

very rich in fossils. In fact the earth is a gfeat cemetery of
these lowly creatures who serve so wonderfully even after their

death by helping the geologist in the construction of the paleo-

geography of the past and in building up stratigraphy, which
is helpful in the exploration of the minerals of economic im-
portance. What service is the man capable of? The present
civilized man, at any rate, has exhibited it in this war which
is a ruthless butchery and destruction of life and colossal waste
of resources of the world. The blame for this destruction is

often placed at the door of science. The scientists discover

things in the spirit of devotion for truth and selfless service.

There are enough resources in this world to make the entire

mankind happy if only things are done in a scientific manner.
The subject of geology is of great cultural interest and of

great economicimportance (Watts ;
Parks

;
Holland), but it is really

unfortunate that it has not received as much stimulus in India
as in other countries. In one of the recent sessions, the British

Association for the Advancement of Science constituted a com-
mittee which has recommended geology as a suitable subject for
study at school stage {Annual Report for 1936, 1937 and Nature).
It is high time that such universities in India as are teaching
geologyfrom the B.Sc. stage should include geology as a subject for

studies at least at the Intermediate stage and other universities
should also include geology in their undergraduate and graduate
courses in science. To make the full use of the knowledge of
geology for the industrial development of India, I strongly suggest
that the following steps, in addition to others, should be taken at
an early date :

—

No. 1. The staff of the Geological Survey, which is too
meagre for a vast country like India, should at least

be doubled.

No. 2. A Mineral Research Institute should be established
to investigate the problem of utilization of minerals
already known in India and other allied problems.

No. 3. A well-equipped department for the mineral
investigations with the help of geo-physical methods
should be placed at the disposal of the above Institute.

The prosperity of a country depends largely upon its mineral
wealth, and I need not emphasize the importance and the need
for systematic researches to be carried out for the proper utiliza-

tion and conservation of India’s mineral wealth. Let us hope
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for the early advent of the period when the importance of geology

to Mankind will be properly realized in this country.
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Presidential Address
{Delivered on Jan, 5, 1942)

SOME ASPECTS OF THE REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY OF
KERALA

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I must at the outset express my most profound thanks
to the members of the Geography section for having conferred

upon me this very great honour of presiding over its delibera-

tions. Knowing as I do my serious limitations, T feel that the
choice has been particularly unfortunate, but with your co-

operation and forbearance, I shall endeavour to discharge the

onerous duties that have devolved upon me, to the best of

my ability.

This section was separated from Geology and created

as an independent one as late as 1938 for the Jubilee Session

of the Congress and the sword of Damocles is now hanging
over it. We have been informed that this is the last year when
the section will have an independent existence and it passes

one’s comprehension why even in these days of war, geography
should be the Cinderella of Universities and learned societies.

It is very doubtful if a sufficiently strong case has been made
out by the authorities of the Association to foreclose so imme-
diately and at so short a notice, the deed of hypothecation
that had been granted to this subject. I do hope and pray
that under the able guidance of the General President, Prof.

Wadia, some chance will bo given to enable the geographers
in India to have an independent existence in the Association.

Except for Dr. A. M. Heron, the first President of this

section, every other honourable predecessor of mine had, as the
theme of his presidential address, a subject with an all-India

outlook, but I have deliberately changed this established

precedent and am proposing to give in this short address ‘ Some
aspects of the regional geography of Kerala’—a very small
part of India—almost an infinitesimally small part. Regional
studies in India are yet in the infant stage and we have very
few detailed accounts of the several parts of India. ^ It is for

1 Note the exceptions, Chatterjee’s Plateau of Maghalea, Pitha-
walla’s Sind, Pant’s Kumaon Himalayas, Mukherjee’s Bengal, etc.

( 107 )
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the Geographers in the several Universities in India to compile
detailed regional studies in imitation of those admirable ones,

so ably produced by the French school of Geographers and with
this end in view, I have deliberately chosen one of these regional

studies to form the main theme of my presidential address

this afternoon. Although it is not possible for me in the short

space at my disposal to give an elaborate account of the unit

that I have chosen, nevertheless, I hope and feel that the results

of my enquiry are likely to be both interesting and fruitful.

Introduction.

From very early times, the southern parts of the country
lying to the west of the Western Ghats have been designated

Kerala. Traditionally it extends from Gokarnam (near Goa)
to Cape Comorin and is said to have been regained from the
sea by Parasu Raman. Standing somewhere near Gokarnam
Parasu Raman is supposed to have thrown an axe ^ with tre-

mendous force right over the sea. By some wonderful miracle

it is supposed to have been carried onwards as far as Cape
Comorin and all the sea between the two places dried up and
was transformed into that tract of level land to which we now
give the name of Kerala. I have elsewhere 2 shown that such
legends are not to be merely rejected as altogether puerile,

that they chronicle in the imaginative style of the poets

the effects of the changes of the shoreline, merely describing

in a figurative manner that the lowlands of Kerala have been
raised from the sea.®

Innumerable suggestions have been put forward regarding the

origin of the word ‘ Kerala ’ and when authorities of great repute
have differed so remarkably, it is difficult to arrive at any definite

conclusion. Probably as the Rev. Mr. Foulkes contends,

Chera and Kerala denote the same country, Kerala being the

Canarese dialectical form of the word Chera. Dr. Rottler in

his Tamil dictionary and Dr. Gundhert in his Malayalam dic-

tionary Subscribe to this view.4

1 In another form of the legend a rice winnow.
2 Indian Geographical Journal, Vol. 16, No. 4.

« Trans. Orient. Hist, MSS., Vol. 1, page 163 and Vol. 2, page 65.

According to orthodox Christian chronology, the nearest conjecture
we can form regarding the date of Parasu Kaman is that he lived sometime
during the 1000th year after the flood.

* The word is supposed to have been derived from the word Keram
—a contraction of Nalikeram, the Sanskrit name for coconut. The
Periplus Maris Erythroei (McCrindle) gives an exhaustive list of the
imports and exports of the several trade centres in Malabar and it is

noteworthy that there is no mention among these of coconuts or of coconut
produce of any description. If the coconut tree hod existed at this

time in this region, it is certain that the produce of such a notable fruit
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The extent of Kerala varied very considerably in several

periods of history. Pliny in the first century A.D. makes a

mention of the country without giving its exact frontiers. The
Periplus is more definite and states that ‘ it extends from Nouro
(Oannanore) and Tyndis (Tundi) in the north to Nelcynda

(Nirkunriam or Niranam ?) and Barake (Bakare, Barakare ?, i.e.

Porkad ? or Mavelikara ?) in the south’.

Some of the more remarkable of the vegetable and animal

products of the Malabar coast have been known to western

nations from times antecedent to the Christian era and have

been the objects of maritime enterprise and commerce, through

all the succeeding centuries. Perhaps as early as the time of

Moses, the great Jewish law-giver, this commerce existed,

for cinnamon and cassia played a part in the temple services

of the Jews
;
and at any rate, the commerce existed in the time

of King Solomon (B.C. 1000), for the Bible narrative records

that ‘ silver ’ was nothing accounted of in the days of Solomon,

that everything was of ‘ gold ‘ The king had at sea a navy of

Tharshish bringing gold and silver, ivory, and apes, and
peacocks’. With the exception of perhaps silver, these are

all products of the Malabar coast and the Biblical name for the

peacock—tuki—^is evidently the Tamil-Malayalam tokei, the bird

of the tail. Again Solomon obtained his gold from Ophir.

Tt may, however, be pointed out that Beypore lies at the mouth
of a river of the same name which till recently brought down
gold from the auriferous quartz regions of S.E. Wynaad, the

tree would have been exported and would then have been mentioned.
It may thus be safely concluded that coconut—the southern tree as the
Malayaleos call it—was introduced after the first century A.D. It was
probably cultivated on the coast at the time of the Syrian Christian
Copper plate grant (early part of the ninth century A.D.), for the profes-
sional planters of the coast, the Tiyar or the Cingalese, organized as a civic

guild, were then well established and tradition says that they came from
the south, bringing with them the southern tree, the coconut to wit.
Vide Logan, Malabar, page 80. (Tiyan is a corruption of the Sanskrit
word Dvipan passing through Tivan, a name which is even now applied
to the caste, Simhala was the ancient name for Ceylon and the other
caste name of the planters must have passed tlirough Simhalan to Sihalan
and Ihlavan and finally to Ilavan.)

Another theory as suggested in the Keralolpathi is that the country
takes its name from Cheraman Keralan—one of the sovereigns among
the Perumals. This is however equally impossible as there is evorj^

indication to show that the cOimtry had its name long before the advent
of this legendary Perumal. Vide Nagam Aiya, Travancore State Maniuxlf
Vol. 1, page 2.

Again in the Puranas it is said that Parasu Raman desired the Tri-
murthis and the Devas to give a fitting name to this land and Lord Siva
called it Kerala in honour of the marriage of the Sea King’s daughter
to Keralan, son of Jayanti.

It is thus clear that the origin of the word cannot be satisfactorily
explained. »

1 I Kings X, 22.
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mines of which were well worked in prehistoric times
;
^ that

Tyndis, *tho village of great note situate near the sea’ men-
tioned in the Periplus, lies close to Beypore on the southern

bank of the same river and the country lying inland from these

places is still called Ernad—the biillock—that is gi-azing country.

If Ophir as is generally supposed meant the country of Abhira
or cowherds (Kurumbar and Kiirumbranad ?) then the name
Ophir fits the locality exceedingly well. The fact remains

that even to this day Jewish colonies are settled on the coast

and if their progenitors, often of course replenished by finther

immigrations, did come with King Solomon’s fleets, they have
at least traditions which carry back their arrival on the coast

to the time of their escape from servitude under Cyrus in the

sixth century B.C.2

This region of Kerala has a cer’tain peculiarity of its own

;

it lies on the south-western corner of India, cut off from the

east coast and the Deccan by the barrier of the Western Ghats,

which is broken only in two places within tlie limits of the area,

in the Palghat Gap (utilized by the S.T.Ry.) and in the Aramholy
gap in the south (utilized by the Nagercoil-Tinnevelly road).

At Tenkasi the S.I.Ry, tunnels through the Ghats. Climatic-

ally the whole of the west coast including the Konkan region

which lies further north, is clearly differemt from the adjoining

regions. The lainfall in Kerala is ordinarily very heavy and
the crops need irrigation but rarely. The Konkan region

has apparently much in common both geologically and climatic-

ally with the region of Kerala, but the language is Kannada,
the customs, manners, mode of dress, the devolution of property,

etc., are all different. It has therefore been considered advan-
tageous to limit the scope of this paper to the cultural region

of Kerala where Malayalam is the predominant language. I

have thus included in this region, the Indian states of Travan-
core and Cochin and the District of Malabar together with the

taluk of Kasaragod which lies in South Kanara—the predomi-
nantly Malayalam speaking region.^ It extends from 8° 4' N. to
12° 48' N. and 74° 53' E. to 17° 35' E. It is bounded on the north

by the Mangalore taluk of the District of South Kanara, on the

east by Mysore, Coorg, the Nilgiris, Madura, Ramnad and
Tinnevelly and on the south and west by the Arabian Sea.

The eastern boundary in general coincides with the watershed

of the Western Ghats and this is particularly true of the eastern

frontier of Travancore. The distance between the Ghats and
the sea varies considerably. It is maximal in the northern
parts of Travancore where it is in excess of 60 miles while in

1 In the opinion of the G.S.I. it would be commercially feasible to
extract gold from this region even today.

* Logan, Malabar, VoL 1, page 248.
3 North of Chandraoiri river, Kannada becomes important.
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north Malabar it diminishes to less than 20 miles and in the south

almost tapers to a point at the Cape. The region is well

watered by numerous westward flowing perennial torrents all of

which have their origin in the Western Ghats. The longest of

them is Ponnani (Bharata Puzha) which is only 156 miles in

length. Clearly the rivers of Kerala bear no comparison with

the much longer rivers like the Cauveri, Kistna or Godavary
of the Deccan. Most of the rivers just before they enter the

sea are deflected southwards and flow in a generally southerly

or southwesterly direction parallel to the coast.

^

The backwaters and canals are a peculiar feature of the
area extending from Tirur in the north to Trivandrum in the

south for a distance of about 220 miles. Although ’ they lie

detached from one another, canals have been constructed

to liiik them up, thus affording cheap and easy continuous
communication. In days gone by, when wheeled and pack
bullock traffic was the only means of transport known, this

system of waterways must have been the cheapest and the best

means of communication. It is therefore easily comprehensible
how the backwater system exercised considerable influence

on the political, commercial and industrial activities of the
country. All the foreign nations who started their commercial
enterprises in the West Coast were eager to get hold of sites

for factories and fortresses at advantageous positions on the
rivers and backwaters.2 The Europeans were not the only
peoples who saw the advantages of settlements on a river bank,
or at the mouth of a ‘ Kayal Mention must be made that
more than 90% of the Mahomedan settlements even today
are situated likewise.

s

Geology.

The main rock formations of the region are the prevalent
and foundational crystalline gneisses, the lateritic formations,
the Warkkalay beds and the recent deposits.

CrysUiUine rocks of the region consist of various kinds of
gneisses of which charnackites and leptynites are the most
common; north is charnackite and south is leptynite. The

1 Note the contrary feature on the east coast. Possibly this is

due to the N.-S. direction of the currents in the Arabian Sea along the
coast of Kerala. It may also be due to this that the lakes and back-
waters get wider towards the south while they are narrower in the north.
The deposit of river borne material is much greater in the north than
in the south.

• e.g. The Portuguese and Dutch establishments at Cannanore with an
outpost at Mt. D’Eli commanding the river navigation of North Malabar,
the English factory at Tellicherry, the French at Mahe, the Danish at
Edava, the Dutch at Tangassery, etc. The Dutch, Portuguese and English
fought for Chettwa, because it stood at the mouth of a broad river with
an extensive backwater system in the north,

* The Mahomedans are mainly commercial in their occupation.
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leptyniteB overlie the charnackites in general. Although the

prevailing rocks are leptynites in the south, the charnackites

are seen to underlie the leptynites in valleys and other depress-

ions, while no leptynites are seen in the north even in deep

valleys. In a remote geological age, probably the leptynites

extended further north and covered the whole area now overlain

by charnackites and other nongranetiferous rocks. It is con-

ceivable that the Western Ghats were formed by a thrust of

charnackite magma below a previously formed leptynite crust,

which was denuded away in the course of ages.^

Laterites .—^The gneiwsses of Kerala have an extraordinary

tendency to weather into white, yellow or reddish felspathic

clayey rocks which often very extensively and ultimately become
laterites in many places, but the change from weathered gneiss

to this belt is not sharp. There is no doubt that the upper
surface generally over large areas is lateritized to a certain

depth irrespective of the constitution of the strata. The altera-

tion of the gneisses is irregular and begins at an elevation of

about 400' above sea level and it extends as a fringe of varying

width along the lower slopes of the mountain. At a still lower

level between 200 to 250' there is a better defined belt of more
decidedly lateritized form of weathered gneiss, in which the

unaltered rock occ\irs less frequently, and then always in more
or less flatly rounded humps and masses, which never rise above
a general dead level.2 In Malabar the plateau character of the
lateritic gneiss is very well developed. It is therefore true

to assume as a general rule that lateritization is characteristically

found at an approximate elevation ranging from 250' to over
600'. I have elsewhere ^ made a detailed study of the topography
of the lateritic regions of Kerala, wherein it has been shown
that the narrow West Coast presents unmistakable traces

of a plateau or terraced character which is best displayed about
Trivandrum, Malappuram and in several parts of the Chirakkal
taluk.

Warkkalay formations .—In some parts of Kerala, to the
west of the lateritic formations are found the Warkkalay beds ^

which constitute the sea-ward edge of the plateau and they
present similar features, bare, grass grown, long flat undulations
of laterite, forming the higher ground, about 250' above the
sea level. They extend as far north as Kottayam bordering
the backwater tract in the east and probably much further
northward as is evidenced by the lignite deposits in Cannanore

1 The absence of the leptynite in the regions of heavier rainfall
suggests this hypothesis.

® Records of the Geology of Travancore, Vol. 1.

* Proceedings of the Indian Science Congress, Jan. 1941, and Indian
Geographical Journal, Vol. 16.

f The most characteristic formation of the Warkkalay beds is the
lignite bed which is exposed at the base of the cliff at Warkkalay.
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and Beypore. Somewhat similar beds occixr further north

near Ratnagiri on the Bombay Coast. The Warkkalay beds

are, without doubt, aqueous in origin.

The marine lateritic terrace and the Warkkalay formations

are probably of upper tertiary age and equivalent to the
Cuddalore sandstones of the Coromandel coast, late tertiary

or post-pliocene. They mark, like the long stretches of laterite

and sandstones on the East coast, the last great or decided eleva-

tion of South India, prior to which, as is very probable, the

Indian land arose almost directly from the sea by its Western
Ghats.i

Recent Deposits .—West of both the lateritic formations

and the Warkltalay beds along the coast, occur the recent

deposits which are the usual blown sands and alluvial sediments
of the low flat country, of perfect stretches of lowland almost
at sea level, marked by sandy and alluvial flats. These widen
out north from Quilon until at Alleppey there is a width in

excess of 12 miles with the very extensive backwater which
stretches far past Cochin. This is continued further north
through the Trichur lake, the Taliparamba and Valarapattanam
rivers to those on the Kadalundi river. To the south of Quilon
and north of Calicut, this formation occurs as a very narrow
strip bordering the sea.

Immediately after the upheaval of the Warkkalay forma-
tion, this backwater tract north of Quilon must have been
an extensive bay 2 breaking its waves on the dry land which
now forms its eastern boundary. Into this bay were discharged
the waters of the Periyar, Pampa, Chalakudi, Ponnani, etc.,

heavily charged with sediments resulting in the formation of
a sand bank which is represented by the present sea coast,

north of Quilon. The lagoon formed between the sand bank
and the main land was gradually silted up to give rise to the
wet paddy lands and coconut groves which now characterize

this tract. The comparatively dc^ep kayals are only the rem-
nants of the lagoons which have not been silted up. The marine
nature of the formation is evidenced by the lowlying sands
of the sea coast which consist of sea sands and calcareous matter,
combined with various kinds of earth and clay.

Based upon the type of the main rock formations like the
laterites, the Warkkalay beds and the recent sediments, it is

possible to suggest that the region of Kerala has been lifted

up from the sea in post-pliocene times. The remains of marine
animals and plants found within the region almost conclusively

confirm this suggestion. In addition, an analysis of the several

1 Logan, Malabar, Vol. 1, page 26.
2 The presence of coral reefs at Vazhappally in Changanacherry

is certainly conclusive evidence of the much wider extent of the sea in
those times.

8
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piace-naincs on tho eastern shores of the backwater sliows

that the sea coast must originally have run along this area

extending up to the foot of the Ghats.' Tiie land of Kerala

has been literally raised from th(^ sea. Tlu^ tradition of Parasii

Raman having achieved this siij)(ahuman powers is only

tln^ description of an apj>arently tiiiraculous event iir grand
poetic style, with a (jonsiderahle amount of embollishiiK^nt.

It is thus seen that somio gxaieral relations exist between
the contours and the geologii'al foi niations. The ca)astal lowland

composed of re(‘(\nt s(‘dinients has a inaxiinuni elevat ion of about
250' and east of it is th(^ area of foot -hills ranging in elevation

from 250' to a]>])roximately 1,000', wliere lateritizat ion has
taken [)lae<\ Tongues of lowland, hovever, enter into this area

through the cour se of the main r iver valleys. The metamorphic
rocks of thc^ highland region ai'c gcuierally found in areas with

an elevation in excess of 1,000'.

Physiographically, it is thendbi’c jrossible to divide Kcaaia
into thieci natural units : (i) the coastal lowlands (composed of

recent sediments, where the gem^ral elevation is less than 250'

;

(ii) the foot-hill zone composed essentially of laterites, Warkkalay
formations, et(^, the elevation (d‘ w}u(4i ranges from 250' to

1,000'
;
and (iii) the highlands of metamorphic rocks where

lateritization has not takrui place and wIuto tho elevation is

always in ex(‘ess ot 1 ,000'.2

Climate.

The whole region has a vea-y long coast and in close proxi-

mity to tho sea ar-e the high Wt^stern Ghats wliidi in places

ix^adi even 8,000'. These high jYionntains prot(ict Kerala
from the dry hot winds of the D(s*can and give it an excessive

rainfall during the monsoon months.
The most important factor is t]r(^ uniformity of t empt^rature.

On the sea coast the mean annual temperature is 8P'F.
;
it rarely

rises above 90°F. and it seldom falls below TO'^F.
;

i.e., it is always
hot, sometimes hotter but never very hot. The mean maximum
for the year is about 86 °F. and tho mean itiinimum about 75°F.
Kerala is free from extrejnes of t emj)erature. On th(i West
coast of India, the amiual variation of temperatme is small

in the extreme south and increases rather rapidly northwards.
It is twice as great at Bombay as in Calicut and over four times
as great at Karachi. The diurnal rang© is about 10°F. in Kerala,
where w^e have an almost unvarying warmth, in conjunction

^ Indian ( looj^rapliical .Toiirnal, Vol. 16.

* See Dudley Stamp, Asia^ a Itegiomd and Economic Geography,
pp. 314—316, whore a similar tripartite division is suggowted. It is unfor-
tunate that Dr. Stamp does not delimit the boundaries of these regions
definitely.

8b
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.with a unifoTinly moM atniosplK^rc that i« especially character-

istic of the shores of a t ro}>ieal sea.

Perhaps tlie most important cause for the maintenance

of this very high temperature tliroughout the year, is the in-

tluence of the aqueous va])our in the atmosphere. One branch

of tlie ocean current a\ liich HM oopn the African and Madagascai*

shoj'es imj)inges on tln^ West (Joast of India somewliere neai*

Goa. H»is brings with it an atmosphere more or less saturated.

And the ocean itself is at hand and the sea bj'eez(s always satu-

rated with moisture, flows steadily for several hours every

day in the‘ dry wc^ather. Finally during June, July and August
(the season of th(^ south-west, monsoon) the wind blows steadily

botli by day and night from the ocean and rolls up Ibefore it

denser masses of vaj>our. The atmosphere is tluuefore through-
out the year more or l(‘ss in a, saturattnl condition and the heat

radiated from the earth is vej y largely' absorbixl by tlie acpieous

vajioiir lield in sus])ension in the air, which thus acts as a
blanket, previmting the heat, from being radiated out by night.

A cloudless night, in this region, generally does not denote a.

cool night as in most parts of tlu^ world. Then^ are compensat-
ing advantages for (i) the ocean never becomes superheated
and the ocean winds are therefore comparatively cool, and
(ii) as the dense masses of monsoon clouds shelter the region
from the direct rays of tlie sun, the south-west monsoon is a
season w^heu the temper ature of the atmosphere is low

,
in spite

of tlie fact that the sun then attains its maximum altitude.

The unilbrmity of timijieratuTe during this season is chiefly

maintaiiKHl by the latent heat of vajiorization liberated by the
condensing vajiour.

Pressure ,—A study of the bai'ometric^ pressure i shovv^s that
the highest jiressiue occurs in January aiui the lewdest in June.
In January the pressurr^ progressively increases from south to
north and tlu^ dillcnaice in ]>iessure between] i Tr ivandrum in
the south and Mangalore in the north, steadily deci eases through
the months of Februar y, March and Aj)t‘il. In May, the pressure
is th(^ same tliroughout the region and in Juiui wlien the lowest
pressure is recorded, the soutli (Trivandrum) registers a higher
pressure than the north (Mangalore). This reversal in pressure
dist ribution continues for two months. AftcT tlu^ monsoons, the
pressure in the north i*a]ndly in(*reases wliile that in the south
does so, less rapidly^ till the highest pressures are recorded in

January. This jirobably' accounts for' the higher rainfall during
the south -Avest monsoon in the northern jiarts of Kerala (e.g.,

Calicut, Cannanore, Telliclierry and Mangaloi'e lying still furth(>r

north) and the predominance of the north-east monsoon to a

1 Tho study is confiiKHl to tho four stations of Mangalore, Calicut,
Cochin and Trivandrum, as no inland records are availa)>le.
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iVaUcIi greater extent in the months of Oetober and November
ill the south (e.g., Trivandrum).

Pla(!e. Kainfull during

'Potul

Auiniai

Kainfall,

Kemarks.

Triv^andruiii June, July and August. 24*85

September, October an<l 21 •J2

November.
I)ecein]»er to May 18*22

()4'40 Notice the e^ ou-

noss of the dis-

tribution and
tlie much small-

er total in the

year.

Calic'Lifc .
.

j

i

J uno, J uly <unl August i)0* 1

2

September, October uud 22*95

November.
December to May 4*78

11 8- 85

1

Notice the cou-

ceritration in

the season of

the soutii-wost

monsoon and
the poverty du-
ring the north-
east monsoon.

1

The nortlK'in jiarts of Kerala liavo a much higher aggregate

annual fall but the distribution is extremely seasonal, while

in the south, although the total rainfall is only half of what
it is in tlui nortli, yet it is much mon^ evenly disti'ibuted through-

out the year. This contrast in (.Ustribution is fundamental.

Another imiiortant factor associatcxl with the climate is

the exti’cnui regularity of the seasons. Towards the end of

March and the beginning of April, the first distant mutteiings

of thunder are heard among the hills. In some years, these

thunderstorms extend as far as the coastal regions regularly

every afternoon; in otliers, the advent of these is not such a

rc^gular daily occurrence, nor is the hour at. which they begin

so marked. At first, the land wind gets the advantage and
blows througliout the night; in the fonuioon there is a lull,

then as the inland surface of the country gets heated, the sea

breeze rushes in. This continues until tlie thunderstorm coin-

monces, or tlu^ night sets in. As the season progresses, the

western winds fi-orn the ocean usually gain in force, while the

land winds from the east and north-east ttuid to hiil. Towards
the end of May, or the beginning of June, the south -wu^st monsoon
idtimately obtains mastery and regular lains begin and are

finally ushered in by heavy banks of cloud to seaward, by a
lieavy swell from the west and by an e^lecdric; storm of more
tlian usual violence. In most years the south-west monsoon
bursts on the Malabar coast during the first five days of June.^

1 Siindar Lai Hora, Field Sciences of India, page 4,
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•Once liowc^vor the south-west monsoon has asserted itself,

the thunderstorms cease, the winds settle steadily in the west

and as the season progresses, it veers gently towards the north

of west, although inland it blows steadily from the south-west .

As the wind strikes the coast it follows the direction of the

littoral current,s which at this season flow from luu'th to south.

By the end of September the south -w(‘st monsoon dies

away, nature ’e ])ondulum again begins to swing back; by Octobc^r

the north-east monsoon or land monsoon has usually asserted

itself and with it, the rain becomes less freqiu^nt. Tlie country

begins to dry up and by t he end of December, the dry weatluu-

has as a rule, set in. The per iod regular land w inds at night

and morning, and of sea breezes during the day, then (ommences
and lasts, till with the vernal eipiinox the jjoriod of distuiBance

again stds in.

Excessive falls of rain are quitch common and floods are

frequent
,
but as a rule floods do little damage since the rivers

which have cut down deep valleys are in general able to contaiii

all ordinary floods and the common laterite soil of the country
is so porous, that within half an hour of the heaviest precipita-

tion, the roads and grounds are all dried up. The rainfall

varies from place to place very considerably and much depends
upon the latitudinal y)osition and the lo(‘ation with res})ect

to the mountains. It has be(^n showui that tlie lowest absolute

pressure steadily diminishes from Tiivandrum to Mangalon^
during t he season of the soiith-W'est monsoon and in conformity
with tliis, tlie rainfall also decreases from north to south. The
highest rainfalls occur on the Anamalais and it is more or less

correct t,o surmise that with increasing elevation, the precipita-

tion also increases. It is jmrticularly noticeable in the case
of Mahendragiri and the Wynaad hills. ^ On the lee side.s

of the mountains, the rainfall diminishes very rajudl^^, e.g.

Chinnar, Shencotta, etc. The ]>resence of the Aramboly gap
and more markedly the Palghat gaj) explains the diminishing
rainfall observed wothin their vicinity. The moisture bearing

winds in these cases are allowed to go into the interior and as

there is no great mountain barrier to be surmounted, the pre-

cipitation is less. The vagaries of rainfall noticeable elsewhere

in India are not found to any remarkable extent.

In Kerala the regions with a deficiency of rainfall are:

—

(1) the three southern taluks of Thovala, Agasteeswnram
and Kalkcdam, which practically lie south of the
Ghats,

(2) the taluk of Sliencotta on tlie lee sides of the moun-
tains

;

^ See rainfall map of Korala, Journal of the Madras Geographical
Association, Vol. 1,3, No. 2, page 13b
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(3) the Chittur taluk of Cochin Htatc and a part- of the

taluk of Palghat, both in the^ Palghat Gap.

Agriculture.

Teniperature and rainfall are tlu^ most iruportaiit of the

climatic factors whicth govc^j-n agricultural activity and in Kerala,

where the temperatures are uniformly hot throughout the year,

no particular influence of temperature can notic^ed, (>X(!e])t

that tire c^rops j)iodu(^ed must nec(\ssarily he of a tro]>i(‘al tyj)e.

On the contrary, rainfall is one of the ])rime tm^tors in agri-

culture; the vari(‘ty of ci‘oj)s cultivated and their yield per*

acre de}>en(l to a V(Ty lai'ge extent on the volume and distribution

of rain. In IGaala, much more so than in any other part of

India, tlie success of cultivation dejaaids almost (uitirvly on tire

reliability of rainfall and its (‘ven distribution.! Owing to tlu^

late arrival of tlu^ monsoons, or the unequal distribution of

rainfall during the periods of cultivation, crops in some parts

of tlie country may merd- with a ]>ai‘tial failure, but th(^ damage
caused is not so gr eat or w id(>sju’ead as is often thf‘ cas(^ else-

vdiore in India.

Within tlu' region of Kerala ar(‘ difr(U'(ait ])olitical units

and the tabular statement giveir in Appruidix T gives tlu" main
leatures of eacJi of th(‘S(^ ])ar ts and of Ktu’ala as a. wJioIe. Ktaala
has a total area ot 15,659 square nril(\s, 10,(121,76(1 acres;

i.o., very nearly 10 million aerr^s, of whicli detailed statistics are

available only for 9,741 ,331 aci-es. More 1 ban one-fift h (2,031 ,958

a(!res) is forested; more than one-tenth (1,061,305 acres) is not
available for cultivation; and culti’valde waste otlier tlian fallow

occujries inoir^ than orr(‘-eighth (1,390,079 acr‘(‘s) while currruit

fallows ac(*ount for about on(c-sixt(M‘rit}i (5(i4,380 acr‘(\s) of th(‘

total ar*ea. The net- an^a, sown (4,341,702 acrc^s) foruns less tlian

45% of t he total.2

Forests .—Forests ocrurpy mora^ than oru‘-fifth the total

ar*ea, but the distribution is i-ather ])eculiar. Out of the
two million acres which ar'(‘ forested, 1-6 milliorr araes are in

Travancore, i.e., 80% of the forests is conrauit rated in this r region

and the bulk of the remaiiubu’ is in Malabaic It is found that

34% of tire total area of Travancore is forr^sted wliile only 10%
of Malabar is clad in forest. In Cocdiin the pro|)ortion is still

less, while that of Kasaragod is only a half of what it is in Cochin.
Certain peculiarities must- then account for this abnormal
distribution. It is due to; (1) the difference in r-ainfall in

! This is clearly indicatocl by the much lower porcfM\tage of the
area xinder irrigation in Kerala as compared to any othfa’ ])Hrt of India.

2 This compares with 40% in the provdneo of Madras, 117% in Mysore,
14% in Coorg, 22% in South Kanara arul 10% in Kerth Kanara. It
is worth noticing that the proportion of cultivated area tends to decrea8(‘
steadily from south to north.
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.Kerala. [Tlie total quantity may a])pear to be nearly the same,

but there is a wide dis}>arity in seasonal distribution. In

Travan(3ore it is much more evcmly distributed throughout
the year with no marked season of drought, while towards the
north the dry season is about 5 months long]

; (2) the greater

propoi tion of highland in Travancore
; and (3) the difference

in laud utilization. [Outside Travancore the punam and modan
systems of cultivation of rice are very inqxa tant; deforestation

has boon ex(^essiv(^ with the result that thc‘ art^a under forest

is now much less.]

As there are (considerable vai-iations in rainfall mostly
in excess of 50", Kcnaila is one of the botanically rich areas

in India with 600 to 700 diffci‘ent species, probably niore. ‘It

is im}K)ssible to (hnuarcate this region in a botanical sense from
the Deccan, tor t he mountains of the Ghats ])roject: sometimes
far inland and carry a llora. characteristic* of the west, well

into an area that is geographically Deccan. ’ i As early as

1903 Bourdillon noticed a similarity between the floras of Kerala
and Assam, but tlie intccr veiling ranges of mountains do not
form satisfactory coimeeting links. Tluc economically more
us(fful trees are teak,2 blackwood,^ ebony,'* sandalwood,^ anjili,®

thambagam ^ and venga.^

Within the ])(>litical units diffc^rences are noticeabhc regard-
ing the ar(‘a c.lassifK-d as ‘not available for cultivation’. In
Kasaragod it is only 4% while in Malabar it is 4 times as much.
Intermediate lie Tiavaucore and CVichin with 8% and 12%
i‘es})ectively. Thc^ why of this is not (dear. The statistics

regarding ‘ cultivable waste other than fallow’ seem to 7)r(?s(mt

still gr(^ater complications. It is 2% in Go(chin, 8% in Travan-
(core, 25% in Malabar and 28% in Kasaragod. Botli in Kasara-
god and Malabar, thousands of acres are shown as ‘cultivable

waste,’ thercchy making possible the inference that tln^re is loom
for a great extension of agriculture, but a large ])art of this
‘ ('ultivabh^ waste’ is really uncultivable.® The figures

^ Field Sciences of India, pago 8(>.

2 rolled in areas with a rainfall hot/Wonn 120"-] 50'' and at elevations
ranging between 1,000 -2,000'.

found in areas witVi a rainfall mere than 150" and at ehwations
ranging between 2,000-^1,000'.

^ found in areas with a rainfall more than 150" and at elevations
ranging between 2,000-11,000'.

® found in areas with a rainfall between 20"- 50" and at elin-ations

more than .‘1,000'.

® found in areas with a rainfall more than 00" and at elevations

less than 1,000',

found in areas with a rainfall between l(HV''-ir>0" and at elevations
ranging lietween 2,000-3,000'.

® found in areas with a rainfall more than 150" and at elevations

ranging between 2,000- 3,000',
® Innes, Gazetteer of the Malabar and Anjeri'jo Districts, Vol. 1,

page 232.
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regarding ‘ current fallows’ are also suggestive. In general, it is

negligibly low, 3% in Travancore and Cochin, and 7% in

Malabar, but in Kasaragod it is as much as 34%. It is actually
tound that on proceeding northwards into the other parts of
South Kanara and further north, the proportion of the area
under ‘current fallows’ tends to increase rapidly. This is

probably due to the fact that in the northern parts, the propor-
tion of lowland is much less and the dry season is much longer.

The net area sown in Kasaragod fonns only 27%; it is as much
as 49.5% in Cochin and 42% and 47% respectively in Malabar
and Travancore.

Out of the total area of 9*4 million acres for which statistics

are available, it is found that 6*3 million acres are cultivable.
Of this, only 4-3 million acres are cultivated, leaving a balance
of about 2 million acres in the form of current fallows and culti-

vable waste. Much of this land is inaccessibly situated and it

may be so poor in quality that it may not respond so liberally
as the land already brought under cultivation. To a certain
o^dent these defects may be removed by developing the means
of communication and by improving the methods of cultivation
but it may nevertheless be taken for granted, that the additional
area which could be brought under the plough, is not as great
as these statistics would seem to warrant.

Irrigation ,—Agriculture in India is mainly carried on with
the aid of irrigation, but Kerala forms an important exception
to this rule. In appendix II are given the statistics of irrigation.
Although it is known t hat irrigation is practised to a minor extent
in Malabar, no statistical information is available. The irrigated
areas in Kerala are found (i) in Nanjinad in the south (with the
canal systems), and (ii) in Shencotta, Chittur and Palghat (with
the tank systems). In these parts the distribution and incidence
of rainfall are such that irrigation becomes necessary. These
regions happen to be the very parts of Kerala where there
is a maximum possibility of contact with the Tamilnad
with the result that the Tamil language tends to become
important.! Is it then surprising that the agricultural methods
of Tamilnad have been introduced into these parts *? ^ Ap-
parently therefore there exists a considerable amount of correla-
tion between agricultural practices like the methods of plough

-

1 South of Trivandrum, Tamil becomes important. In Noyattinkara
10% of the population is Tamil speaking. In Vilavankod 75%, in Kal-
kulam 86%, in Agasteeswaram 90% and in Thovala 99% of the population
have Tamil, as their mother tongue. In Palphat, less than 26% of the
people is Tamil peaking while in Kasaragod tho non-Malayaleo element
forms about a third of the total population.

2 Mention must also be made of the fact that Kumori, (the equivalent
of Modan in South Kanara) is cultivated everywhere in the District of
South Kanara without the soil being touched by any implement of any
kind, while in Kasaragod taluk alone is the land ploughed for the same
as in Malabar. Vide Statistical Atlas of Madras Presidency, 1936, p. 942,
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•ing, irrigation, etc., and linguistic and cultuial distributions.

It is also interesting to note that the Tamil element has not

been able to move into the other parts of Kerala, where the

conditions of rainfall and consequently agricultural methods
are different from those on the oast coast. The Tamilian thus

seems capable of thriving as an agriculturist, only in those parts

of Kerala where he finds a climate analogous to his eastern home.

In Kerala the occupied lands are generally classified as

either wet lands or dry and garden lands aud their distribution

is as shown below :

—

R(gion.
Wet lands in

acres.

Dry and gard(^n

lands in acres.

Total in
' acres.
i

Travaricor<^ 598,897 1,948,785 ' 2,.547,682

(Cochin 295,794 274,181 479,975
Malabar 49C,00()(approx.

)

68.3,401 (approx.) 1,179,461
Kasaragod 80,850 53,734 134,585

Total for Kerala 1,381,541 2,960,101
1

4,341,702

It is thus seen that the wet lands constitute slightly less than
one-third the total area under occupation; in the wet- lands

rice is practically the only crop cultivated and in the dry and
garden lands are grown the perennial crops like coconut, areca-

nut, jack, mango, cashew-nut, etc., and some root crops like

tapioca, yam, and vines like pepj)er and betel.

The characteristic feature of agriculture is that the tenant
lives on the land because (i) the permanent crops like the coconut,

arecanut, jack, etc., which are assured by the heavy rainfall of
the region can be well secured only by the ryot living on tin*

land itself and (ii) the climate and rainfall are specially con-

ducive to the growth of trees, roots, etc., but not of rice aud
other cereals.

On a study of the agricmltural statistics i of the region, it

is seen that rice is pre-eminently the most important crop of

the region occupying slightly less than 50% of the gross cropped
area, but it is also seen that both in Cochin and Malabar the
culture of rice plays a much more important part than in Tra-
vancore. In Travancore the proportion of the area under
rice to the total cultivated area, is only approximately half

of what it is in Cochin and the areas further north. This appears
to bo anomalous. Climatic or edaphic factors could not account
for this; the population is essentially rice-eating, if rice could
fie had. In Travancore rice is mainly a crop of the lowlands,
tapioca and other root crops replacing it outside the lowlands;
but in the regions further north, rice is cultivated even on th(‘

1 Vide Appendix III,
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.slopes of the mountains (modan and punain systems of cultiva-

tion).^ Heavy soils are by their nature suited to rice. This

possibly explains why in general, in the coastal strips where

the soils are too sandy, rice is absent. Notable exceptions

to this occur at the mouth of large rivers like the Pomiani,

Periyar, Pambayar, etc., due to the sediments brought down.
It is only in the Ponnani valley (probably due to the low relief

in the Palghat gap) that rice is cultivatfHl right up to the eastern

frontiers of Kerala,.

Methods of Cultivation.— arc the systems of (mltiva-

t ion found, but a lew f>f tliem deserve special mention.

(I) The Nanjinad cMltivaiion found in Thovala, Agastee-

swaram and Shruicotta is almost identical to the one found in

the Tamil rr^gioii of Timievelly ;
ev(m the i)lough resembles

the Tinnevelly type; Irerr^ ric(^ is almost eXtiusivriy grown
under' irrigation. Th(‘ lands are either singh^ err^pped or double

(Topped. In the fortiuT sowing takes place in June-July, the

seedlings are transjianted in July-August and tlie harvest

follows six months after trans])lantation. The land is left

fallow for the rest of the year and the yield is 15-fold. In the

double cropped lands, the ra’ops are harvt^sted in Septmnbor-
(Jetober, and Fedrruary-Marcli. After* the March ei'op is

gathered, the lands are left idh* for about a month or more,
(exposed to srrn and winds. In Ajuil, the ticid is ploughed
for th(^ hi’st time and the stnbbh^s hdt in the ])revious reapings

are gathered and burnt. Th(‘ fi(dd is then jdouglud conti-

nuously tor three tinms and levelled with a rake. Tlu^ S(Hxi

should be sown Ixdbre tlu^ ond of A]>iil, on an av(U’ag(^ about
IdO Ihs. to the acre. Immediately after sowing, the field is

again jrloughed and srnoothened. Raking should be i‘(^])eated

aft(T the third, fifth and sev(mth days of sowing. Ihe seed

begins to sj)r‘out on the fifth day, but is gcuRTally visil)le only
on the seventh day. The field is them eX])os(‘d to the scorching
sun for about 25 days when the south-west monsoon sets in,

Irringing large quantitms of water* through the irrigation canals

and it is theinfore true to say that the crop is depemdent on the
south-west monsoon. The drying should not be disturbcxl

by falling rains during the 25 or 30 days after sprouting, as

the yield will sutler materially, if rain falls during this interval.

Fifteen days after water has been supplied, weeds b(3girr to
ajrpear and thc^se have to be removed some 50 days aft er* sowing.
About 00 days after sowdng, the crop comes fully into exar and
within a month it ripens and is fit for reaping. All this time,
the field is kept under water about 2'" deej), till just before
harvest, when all the water is drained. The yield on fair land
is about 20-fold.

1 See map showing distribution of rice in Kerala in the Journal
of the Madras Geographical Association, Vol. 13, No. 2, page 134.
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• As soon as the vSeptoinber-October crop is harvested and

the straw stacked, the fields are got ready for the next crop.

Ploughing, raking, manuring and other operations are all

(lone under water which has to be supplied in laige quantities.

It is usual to sow the seeds thick in small nurseries and trans-

plant the seedlings to the fields got ready. Before sowing,

the grain is soaked in manure and water for several hours and

then put into a basket or vessel covered with straw. A little

water is then spr inkh'd upon it and it is exposed occasionally

for three days whtui it begins to germinate. The seeds are

then sown and water is allowed to stand in the soil for a day
after whu h it is drawn off for four or fiv(^ days until the slioots

have made a good stait. From this time the plant requires

a constant supy)ly of water for its growth, which is served every
alternate day, a coii])le of inches of water being allowed to

stand until the time of ripening. Transplantation takes place

after tlie (a'op has been about four or six weeks in the nurseries

when tlie plant, will be 10" or 1' in heiglit and the s(H>dlings are

pluckcxi and yfianted in the miry field. A few days latcn* wneds
appeal* and tliey are nunoved. Weeding tak(‘s place about
three times and the plants ai*e also thinned out to avoid over-

crowding, if jUHu^ssary. The ears begin to form in January
and tlu) (?rop is gathered in February-March. The nursery

system of cultivation is highly remunerative and should be
preferred to the ordinary broadcvast system. ‘Paddy sown
yields but a fourlh of that planted.’

(2) The Knitamid cvUivation .—(Punja system). The extent
of fertility of these [)uuja lands varies with the inundation
to whidi tlu^y aie annually siiliject . Fallow is esseuilial and
the area so left., serves as a rt^servoir of wat(>r to the neighbour-
ing fields. Tlie hnad surfac^e is separated into blocks of 15 to

20 acres, the rank vegc^tation of grass and otluH* aquatic herbs
that here spring up during the rains, is removed by first scraping

the bod Avith a long hoe and secrmdly by ydoughing the field

three or four times. This is then followcxl by encompassing
the field with (unbanlunents whidi is a very difficult and t(xlious

undertaking. The draining of the fields always subnurged
is a hdiorious ywocess and jirotecfing tluun with bund works
is both difficult and anxious. A couph^ of ploughings are then
given and the sjiace divided and smootluxl into beds. Seeds

soaked in water for a jieriod of about five days which have
slightly gcTininated are sown broadcast. The less watery
secxllings are transjilanted in the vicinity of the higher ground
whore a few liot days are requisite to (juicken the vo^getation.

This is accelerated by occasional inundations which are again
lepeated on the ninth or tenth day; the field remains over-

flowcxl for a month, then the water is drawm off for a short
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time and again restored (the plant being about three-fourths

covered) till the crop is nearly ripe. Kuttanad yields but
one crop, reaped in the latter part of A]>ril or the beginning of

May. Rice is the only cereal sown; it yields more than 20-fold.

Any unexpected rise of tlie streams would forc e the slender

embankments of the crops, but the regularity of the season

gives a tolerable security to the farmer. Reclamations have
also been made from tlie backwaters and the cultivation in

such lands desc^rves notice, if only for the singular struggle

of human industry against the forces of nature. From the
subsidencH^ of the floods of one year to the commencennent
of the rains in the succeeding year, the interval of time is rarely

sufficient for the garnering of a crop. At the close of the rains,

the water in the Kayals (Vembanad, Enamakal, Trichur,

Muriyad, Mukundapuram) is drained off by ceasek^ss labour

day and night., either with the indigenous type of Persian wheels

or, of late with oil or steam pumps. Every foot of ground
that can be obtained is protected by fences of wattle and mud
and is planted up with well-grown rice seedlings. Spaces are

left between the fields and into these channels, the water drawn
from the fields is poured. Boats have to be employed to visit

the different, fields, thc^ dr y beds of which lie some 3 or 4 feet

below the level of the water in the canals. With the early

rainfall in April, the struggle recommences with the slowly

but steadily rising floods and thousands of people continue
this day-and-night struggle with the rising floods, for the preser-

vation of tlioir ripening crops. Occasionally the bulwarks
of the fields are breachenl and the unmatured crop drowned.
Often a large area has to be reaped by simply heading the
stalks from the boats, but as a ride an enormously rich crop
rewards this remarkable industry.

(3) Nilamkrishi or Virappu lands or Ela lands.—(The wet
lands between thc^ Ghats and the backwaters). Cultivation begins
in the middle of April, the seed being sown generally broadcast,
by the end of the month or early in May. The crop matures
in about four months, the harvest occurring in September.
Immediately after this, the field is again turned up and prepared
for a second crop, which is reaped in January. The September
crop yields 12-fold, but the January crop only 8-fold. Generally
the land lies fallow in February and Marcli, otherwise a third
crop of gingelly or farinaceous roots very often succeeds; they
come to maturity in March and their culture is careless, cheap,
and comparatively unprofitable. In very rare cases a third
crop of rice is cultivated. Thus it is seen that the two crops
depend upon the copiousness and even distribution of the rains
of the south-west and north-east monsoons respectively. If
the rainfall is excessive during the south-west monsoon, the
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.first crop is liable to be destroyed by flood, while the failure

of tlie north-east monsoon tends to dry up the second crop.i

(4) Mundagan lands are those oc(;uj)ying the holders of

the lakes of stagnant waters, but slightly elevated above the

punja lands; they retain considerable moisture and yield one
tolerable crop. The culture is more difhcailt as the soil has to

be worked with a spade. Paddy is raised from seedlings sown
in June and July, transplanted in August or Sejitembo!' and
reaped in February or March. The grain grown is of' an inferior

kind.

(5) Kalpad cultivation.— peculiar feature of Chirakkal

and Kottayam taluks in Malabar and the taluks of CocJiiu-

Ivanayannur and Cranganur in Cochin State is the Kaix)ad
cultivation (otherwise known as Pokkali) practised on the low-

lying lands near the coast, subji^d to aimual inundation from
the backwaf-ers. In the hot weather the soil is heaped in small

mounds about a foot in height and 5' in circumference, on
which the seeds are sown just before the onset of the monsoon.
When the seedlings are about high, the heaps are dug up
and the wliole field levelled. The soil and the seedlings planted
on the tops of the mounds thus get the benefit of passing showers
without being damagtxl by the salt water which overliows

from the backwaters (hiring these months. Whtui the monsoon
b\irsts, continuous rains keep the water in the fields com-
parativdy fresh and the seedlings can be planted out. The
cultivation is j^recarious as an unusually high tide may destroy
the seedlings and the croj) is more dependent than others on the
seasonal distribution of rain. The cultivation ex^ienses are

not high as there is neither manuring nor jJoughing of the fields.

It takes a long time to mature and the crop can generally be
harvested only in October.

(6) Malankrishiy Modan, Furuim, etc.—These are the names
by which rice cultivation on the summits and slopes of hills

tilat are cleared of trees and shrubs are generally known.
Preiiaration for modan cultivation biggins in August, although
tlie sowing takes place only in the following A])ril. The jungle is

(Hit immediately after the rains and the trees and stumps are left

to diy for two or three months, when they are set fire to, in

February. The ashes increase the fertility . The ground is rudely
turned up sometimes with a peg, more generally with a hoe, but
with a plough only on the lower slopes, where it may be j^loughed

as many as twelve times. The seed is sown with ten times
its own weight in ashes and cowdimg. The fields have to be
strongly fenced for protection from wild animals and rabbits.

The weeding takes place only after the 40th day and the

1 In Malabar the Septomber-October crop is generally sown broad-
cast and the seedlings are planted out for the January-February crop.
The former crop is weeded once, the latter not at all.
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gathering of the crops is done about 140 days after tht^y ai o sown,

i.e., in September. The cultivation can be re]>eated in the

year to follow, but the land becomes inh^tilo afterwards. If

tlie crop is not repeated, gingelly is sown and harvested in

December or January. The samai crop which is not of great

value is raised in the following May or Juno and the land is

allowed to lie fallow for 2, 3, or 4 years according to its fertility.

It has therefore got to bo a migrating (ujltivation. The chances

of getting or losing the crop are equal. The ryot mainly cal-

culates upon the conserved energy of tlui soil which has lain

fallow for nearly 12 years. Modan is thus grown on the low
hills which abound in all those ])arts, nort h of Travancore. The
rotation is generally modan, gingelly and samai, but on the
b(\st lands a gingei’ crop frequently prec^edes the modan.

In the limited sj^ace at my disposal, I have tried to give

in some detail the various methods practised b}' the ryot, to

bring under the plough all those parts which ho (jould possibly

manage to, the kuttanad cultivation, the kai])ad cultivation

and the malankrishi Ixang specific exam])les. It is well nigh
impossible to suggest an increase in acreage to augment the

}
>resent product ion

.

Yield .
—^The average yield of rice in Ker*ala is 540 Madras

measures per acre
;
in North Arcot it is 80(h This lov^ yield

is du<5 to several factors the most important of which are the
following: (i) The principal crop, that of September-October,
is hardly in the ground for 4 months, (ii) Poor crops are often
raised at a minimum cost on t erraces high up above t he double
crop lands, (iii) The standard of cultivation is lower than
on the east coast, because there is a considerable amount of
overcropping without fallow and the wastage is not replenished
by manure, (iv) Under the influence of unfailing rains, the
soil responds too readily to ineflickuit cultivation with moderate
crops and the ryoUs wits are not sliarpened by a constant struggle

against nature.

Other cereals .—The area under cereals other than rice is

negligibly small. Cholam is found in the southern taluks
adjoining Tinncvelly and in the drier parts of Palghat taluk,

especially in the black loamy soils. Ground is prepared about
April-May and sowing takes place a month later. The crop
is dependent on the rains, but a light rainfall is sufficient and
the crop matures in four months. No nursery is required
and the straw makes very good fodder. Under a suitable
system of irrigation, ploughing and manuring, several crops
can be raised from the stalks of the same plant.

Coconut .—In Kerala, the cultivation of the coconut palm
forms one of the most important features of agriculture.
Slightly less than one-fourth the gross cropped area is under
coconuts and as a crop it is second oiJy to rice. None of the
other oil seeds are cultivated to any large extent as to deserve
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jmention. The most porous of soils could be used for the culti-

vation of coconuts, if water is available. The best soils are

naturally those of the deep alluvial plains, but it has been found

that sandy shores are very suitable, because they have behind

them higher country and the rain which falls in this higher

country sinks in the soil and moves towards the sea, (tarrying*

with it food which it dissolves as it moves. It is moving water

in the ground which is primarily responsible for the higli develop-

ment of the tree on the shores of the sea and backwattu s. There-

fore the (country sloping from the sea upwaid, even for great

distances, makes good coconut country, so long as there is still

higher country lying behind from which a supply of soil water
can be derived, e.g., Kanjirappally, Minachil, Pathanamthitta,
etc. Of course in these cases, the cost of transpor t is too heavy
for the cultivator to derive any benefit from the husk whic^h

generally goes to waste. The widespread belief that coconut
needs salt water for its development does not seem to be true.

The sea beach, even though it bo beside the ocean, is found
to bo as free from salt as the land which lies above it. Tlu^

coconut roots can endure salt, but this does not mean that it

either wants it or c^an irrake use of it. Based upon the variety

and the enormity of the uses to which its products are put,
* it is not untrue to say that the rural economy of Kerala depends
on this tree.i

Tapioca and other root crops .
—^These crojrs are mostly found

in the region of tlie foot-hills. Tapioca is a plant that thrives
in the poorest of soils like laterite, despite gross neglect on the
part of the farmer. A moist (climate is essential. The cuttings
are generally planted during the two monsoon seasons, usually on
heaps of earth with trenches around for the water to gather and
flow away. The crop matures in 9 to 11 months and gives a
net income of about Rs.75 per acre. It is only of late that its

culture has i)roceeded north of Travancore into Cochin and
Malabar, but it is regrettable that detailed statistical informa-
tion is not yet available. It forms a staple food espedally
of the poorer classes; it supplements but does not supplant
rice. Along with tapio(!a, other root crops like yam, chembu,
chena, etc., are cultivated; besides, jflantains of different tyj)es

are also cultivated.

Plantains are widely distributed and found almost in

every household; the most suitable soils are those in which
sand and clay are mixed together. The low banks of rivc^rs

with an annual silt deposit forms the best soil. It grows almost
anywhere without much care and about 500 of them can
be planted to the acre. All the varieties other than the
banana should be planted in March-April, while the banana

^ * Industrial Crops of Kerala \ the Journal of tho Madras Geographical
Association, Vol. 11, No. 4, pages 284 to 286.
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hiliould he planted two months earlier. The period of fruiting

follows about 1 1 months later. As little or no time is involved

in its culture, the ryot in addition to his wages gets an average

income of Rs.70 to 80 per acre in the year.i

Ginger .

—
^The suitable soil is one which is free from gravel

and is good and heavy. Rain is essential, but superfluity of
rain must be avoided. The ground must be ploughed to a

depth of one foot during the latter part of December; in March

-

April, the ground has to be slightly turned and harrowed.

Cultivation begins at the (;ommencement of the south-west

monsoon, t he plant matures in about 8 to 10 months. Its culture

requires considerable amount of care and intensive manuring.
The avtiiage yield is 20-fold and the profit per acre varies any-

where between Rs.80 to Rs.l50. Ginger is usually (uiltivated

in small patches, not more than half an acre in extent and tiie

labour ex[)(uided on it is generally that of the cultivator and
his family.

Pepper was one of those (commodities whicdi played a very

important ])art in the trade of the Roman Empire with the
East. 2 Kei’ala pracdically enjoys a monopoly in the prodmction
of pepi)er and the w(dl- being of the people of Kerala has been
desoribtxl as having been pickled in l>e]>por for the last 2,000

years. ^ There are no })epper estates at all and it is grown
with jnany otlu^r crops in most of the households. The statistical

information given about the (crop can at best be only a rough
approximaiion. Il recpiires a hot juoist climate, more than
100'^ rainfall. Copious rain is essential in the blossoming
season between the 2()th of Juno and the 5th of July' but in the
3 months before picking (the gatlucring season is from January
to March), a heavy downpour injures the soft pulyjy berries.

In July-August, and in October-November, the soil of the
garden is turned up with a hoe and plantains are cultivated

between the pr()])s to provide shade for the growing vine. Subse-
quentl}’' the crop requires little attention. Manuring is not
generally resorted to iu Kerala.

Betel vine .—Black sandy soil is the best suited for its culti-

vation, the soil being a rh^h mixture of sand and clay. It will

not grow in elevated places. Although it involves a good
deal of labour, it is still a very profitable crop and forms the
most important by-product like pepper, especially in Trivan-

drum, Mavelikara and Shertalla. Watering has to be done
at least for 4 t-o 6 months in the year, and in the hot weather

1 In Cochin, tho average income per aero of banana cultivation
is about Ks.lOO but it requires more care and in some cases there is a
uood for irrigation.

2 Warmington, ‘ The Commerce between the Roman Empire and
India’.

* M. E. Watts, Asiatic Review, 1930.
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^8 frequently as twice a week. In the monsoon months, the

vine is most fruitful.

Areca palm is indigenous to Kerala. It grows most luxuri-

antly in stiff clayey soils and hence is always found in the banks
of rivers, canals and low valleys. About 500 to 800 palms
can be cultivated in an acre and it requires little or no attention.

It yields three crops in January, February and March, giving

an yield of about 300 to 350 nuts per plant and is thus a very

profitable crop. The price of the nuts varies very considerably,

but even on a conservative estimate, the annual yield per acre

is about Rs.300 to Tls.500.

The plantation crops of rubber, tea and cardamoms i art^

found mainly in Travancore. Rubber is typically a foot-hill

croi) grown in areas where the elevation varies from 700' to
1,000' and the rainfall between 80" and 120". The yield is only
about 300 lbs. per acre and is approximately half the yield

in Ceylon and one-third that of Java. Because tea demands
copious rains and complete drainage, only hill slopes are generally

suitable for the cultivation of tea. Outside Travancore, it is

only in Wynaad that some tea is grown. It is only in Devi-
colam that there is high grown tea (4,000' to 6,000'), while
elsewhere it is medium grown (2,500' to 4,000'). On an isohyetal

basis, it is true to say that tea is grown only in those areas
where the precipitation is in excess of 100", generally 160".

The yield of tea is about 500 to 800 lbs. per acre. Cardamom
is also another crop found on the higher reaches of the Anama-
lais, the optimum elevation is 3,000' to 3,600', but it is grown
in areas between 2,000' and 4,000'. As it cannot stand wind,
the best (Top is obtained in sheltered ravines and hollows. The
total quantity of rainfall does not seem to be fundamental
(60'^ in Ceylon and 175" in Travancore) but what is of the
liighest importance is, that there should be a few good heavy
showers to thoroughly moisten the soil between the middle of
January and the middle of May. A long hot dry season always
means a bad crop. A heavy south-west monsoon is considered
favourable. The yield ranges from 100 to 200 lbs. per acre.

Besides the aforementioned crops, there are several others
like cashew nut, jack, lemon grass, pulses like black gram,
green gram, etc., and it would be impossible in the short space
at my disposal, even to give some j)assing mention of these.

I have already triexi to indicate the variety of crops cultivated,

together with the agricultural practices of this region and some
mention must now be made of the crop associations prevalent
therein.

On a talukwar analysis of the proportion of the cultivated

area to total area, it is found :

—

1 The Journal of the Madras Geographical Association, Vol. 12,

No. 1, pp. 1-8 : G. Kuriyan, * Industrial Crops of Kerala’.

9
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tlieeo

swaram, rice is fundamentally more important
In Kiinnatur and Changana(;lierry the root crops

have together an area more than 40% of the gross

cultivated area and they exemplify the character-

istic foot-hill cailtivation in Travancore. Is it

therefore true to c^oncliide that as the proportion

of lowland diminishes, the extent of area under
(a)comit decreases more rapidly than that under
ric;e ? Api)arently it is so

;

(iv) tiiat taluks in which the cultivated area is between
20 and 40% of the total area (Thovala, Kalkulam,
Nedumangad, Kuunathunad, Chittiir, Chirakkal,

Kottayam in Malabar, Ernad, Walluvanad, Shen-
cottah, Thodupiizha and Kasaragod) lie in general

outside the lowlands. ^ It is surprising to notice

that in sj)ite of the poverty in lowlands, in general,

rice dominates as the main (;rop
;
coconuts together

with the roots and vegetables occupy about one-

third the total (uxltivated area. Such however is

not the case in Travancore. In Nedumangad the
root crops together account for 80% of the culti-

vated acreage; but it is not so great either in

Thovala or Kalkulam, probably because of the
difference in the nature of agriculture due to irri-

gation, but nevertheless the distinction between
the ty[3e of agricultiue in the northern parts of

Kerala and the south is clear. The effects of the
northern type as has already been shown, are

found even as far south as Muvattupuzha and
Kunnathunad in north Travancore. It seems justi-

fiable to conclude that the agidcultural practices

in the north and the crops cultivated are such
that only the rice lands are being fully utilized.

The foot-hill zone of laterites is not being tapped
to its fullest extent

;

(v) that those taluks in which the (udtivated area is less

than 20% of the total area lie either entirely in

the highlands as in Devicolam, Peermade and
Wynaad, or have the bulk of the area in the high-

lands with about 10% of the area in the foot-

hill zone as in the case of Pathanamthitta. It is

found that as the area under the foot-hill zone
increases, the percentage of cultivated land to
total area, correspondingly increases. Devicolam,
Peermade and Wynaad are the only taluks

which are completely in the highlands and

Except those lying in Malabar and South Kanara; and even in

cases the lowlands constitute less than one-third their total area.
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ill these only about 10% of the total area is

cultivated- In Devicolaru and Peermade, the

entire area cultivated is under plantation crops

(85% tea, 10% rubber and the rest under carda-

moms) while in Wynaad, in spite of the elevation,

rice is the most important ctoj) occupying more
than half the cultivated area

; tea claims only one-

fifth tlie acreage and coffee one-tenth. This
is partly duo to the lower absolute elevation

of Wynaad, but also to a certain extent depends
on the lower standards of agriculture in Wynaad.

Thus, if a classification on a talukwai' basis is adopted
according to tlie extent of the use of land, one finds tJiat but

tor very few exceptions the extent of cultivated acreage directly

depends u})on the nature of the taluk and its |)c»sition witli

respect to the natural regions io which Kerala has been divided.

As the propoiiion of lowland within the area of the taluk in-

(treasc\s, tlie pei'centage of cultivated land increases in a direc't

ratio, and as the proportion of highland increases, agricultural

ntilizati(ui tends to diminish. The physical regions based on
contours and soils then, tend to delimit land utilization. As
agricultino is pre-eminently the most impoitant oc(atj)ation,

it seems true to comdude that, these {>hysi(*al regions also delimit

economic regions.

In our study (»f regions w^e are particulai’ly (oncerned with

the interaction between the physic'al and biological conditions

on the one hand and the nature of the human nvsponse on th<‘

other. An attcunpt must be made for (classification into regions

which will facilitate this study. The major legions in a vast sub-
continent like India are constituted by a harjiionious but com]>I(‘x

combinaticui of many different elements, but the smalk^r regions

within them are generally distinguished by the prevakncc^

of s()]tU‘ [)aiticular characters or relations. Tiie West Coast

of India is (h^finitely a unit in the vast subcontinent of India

and in it tlie smaller subregions of Kerala in the south and
the Konkan n\gion further north. In the former are thna^

different natural regions of the ‘ pays ’ class, each of w hich tends
to develop the tvfre of rural economy most appropriate t(* its

partunilar c;llmatic and edaphic conditions; a physical unit

t(3nds to be an economic unit and the more developed the nuvaus

of communication, the more yrronounced is iv^gional specializa-

tion.

Population.

I have elsewhere shown l that Kerala is one of the most
densely peojiled parts of the world. In an agricultural region

1 The Journal of tho Madras Goographktal Association, Vol. t.*',

No. 2, 19Ji8: G. Kuriyan, ‘Population and its distribution in Keraln
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swarani, rice is fundamentally more important.
In Kunnatur and Changanachorry the root crops

have together an area more than 40% of the gross

cultivated area and t hey exemplify the character-

istic foot-hill cultivation in Travancore. Is it

therefore true to conclude that as the proportion

of lowland diminishes, the (extent of area under
coconut decreases more rapidly than that under-

rice ? Appar ently it is so ;

(iv) tiiat taluks in which the cultivated area is between
20 and 40% of the total area (Thovala, Kalkulam,
Nedumangad, Kunnathunad, Chittur, Chirakkal,

Kottayam in Malabar, Ernad, Walluvaiuid, Shen-
( ottah, Thodupuzha and Kasaragod) lie in general

outside the lowlands. ^ It is surprising to notice

that in spite of the poverty in lowlands, in general,

l ice dominates as the main crop
;
cjoconuts together

with the roots and vegetables occupy about onc-

tliird the total cultivated area. Such however is

not the case in Travancore. In Nedumangad the
root crops together account for 80% of the culti-

vated acreage; but it is not so great either in

Thovala or Kalkulam, probably because of the
difference in the nature of agriculture due to irri-

gation, but nevertheless the distinction between
the tyjie of agriculture in the northern parts of
Kerala and the south is clear. The effects of the
northern t;^^e as has already been shown, are

found even as far south as Muvattupuzha and
Kunnathunad in north Travancore. It seems justi-

fiable to conclude that the agricultural practices

in the north and the crops cultivated are such
that only the rice lands are being fully utilized.

The foot-hill zone of laterites is not being tapped
to its fullest extent

;

(v) that those taluks in which the (uiltivated area is less

than 20% of the total area lie either entirely in

the highlands as in Devicolam, Peermade and
Wynaad, or have the bulk of the area in the high-

lands with about 10% of the area in the foot-

hill zone as in the case of Pathanamthitta. It is

found that as the area under the foot-hill zone
increases, the percentage of cultivated land to

total area, correspondingly increases. Devicolam,
Peermade and Wynaad are the only taluks
which are completely in the highlands and

Except those lying in Malabar and South Kanara; and even in

eases the lowlands constitute less than one-third their total area.
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in these only about 10% of the total area is

cultivated. In Devicolam and Peerniade, the

entire area cultivated is under plantation crops

(85% tea, 10% rubber and the rest under carda-

moms) while ill Wynaad, in spite of the elevation,

rice is the most important crop occupying more
than half the cultivated area; tea claims only one-

fifth tlio acreage and coffee one-tenth. This

is partly due to the lower absolute elevation

of Wynaad, but. also to a cei tain extent depends
on the low^er standards of agriculture in Wynaad.

Thus, if a classihcation on a talukwar basis is adopted
acc(jiding to the extcuii of the use of land, one finds that but

tor very few exceptions the (^x’tent of cultivated ac^i’oage directly

dcyiends upon the nature of the taluk and its ])osition Avitli

lespcct to the natural regions to which Kerala has been dividexl.

As llic proportion of lowland within the area of the taluk iii-

(^reases, the percentage of (-ultivated land iiu^reases in a direct

ratio, and as the propor tion of highland increases, agricidturai

utilization tends to diminish. The physical regions based on
contours and soils then, tend to delimit land utilization. As
agriculture is pre-eminently the most important occuj>ation,

it seems true to conclude that these ])hysical i (\gions also delimit

economic regions.

In our study of regions w^e are parti(*ularly conceiried with
the interaction betw^een the physical and biological conditions
on tlu> one hand and the nature of the human rc'sj)ons(‘ on thc^

other. An attempt must be made for cdassification intc> regions

whic'h w ill facilitate this study. The major regions in a vast sub-
continent lik(^ India are (constituted by a harmonious but complex
combination of many different elemcmts, but the S7ualler rc^gions

within thcmi are generally distinguish cxl by thc^ prevalenc^c*

of Ronu^ particidar characfeis or relations. Tl^e West Coast
of India is definitely a unit in the vast subcontinent- of India

and in it are the smaller subregions of Kc^rala in the south and
the Konkan region further north. In the former are thrcn^

different natur/il regions of the ‘ pays ’ c^lass, (arcIi of w hich tends
to develop tlie type of rural economy most appropriate tc^ its

particular clnuatic and c^daphic conditions; a jdiysical unit

tends to bo an economic: unit and the more dovelopcxi the means
of communication, the more pronounced is rc'gional specializa-

tion.

Population.

T have elsewhere shown ^ that Kei ala is one of the most
dcmsely peopled parts of the world. In an agricultural region

1 The Journal of tlje Madras Goograpliical Association, Vol. Kh
No. 2. 19.^8: G. Ktiriyan, ‘Population and its distribution in Kernla’.
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like tliis, the factors that govern the density of population

are chiefly those concerned with the cultivation of the crops

and the distribution of the produce. Rainfall seems to have

ve^ry little influence directly on the density ;
the highest densities

are found in those parts where the rainfall is about 90 to 100".

I^ht) nature of the soil and its fertility have a diioct bearing

on the kind of crops cultivated. It has already been shown

that the lowland division of recent sediments is a rice-coconut

region, the latcritic foot-hill zone is one in which the root crops

tend to predominate together with rice and cioconuts and in the

highland zone, the plantation crops are the most important.

It is found that the density of population varies directly as

the ex:tent of rice cultivation, particular!}^ so in those parts of

Kerala lying to the north of Travancoro. TJie variation in

density however is not quite proportional to the area under

rice. Rice wliich is the staple food of the people is cultivated

most extensively in the lowlands; coconut, the chief money
crop, is cultivated here more extensively than elsewhere, and

the c*.hi(d cottage industry of coir yarn is almost exclusively

(onfiued to this tract. Fish which is an important supplement

to Tice in the dietary of the majority of the population is more

abundant, in this tract due to the proximity to the sea and the

backwaters. Owing to these (drcum stances, the population

whidi a square mile of land in the lowland division can support

is considerably more than the proportion of cultivated area

either to the total, or the cultivable area, would seem to warrant.

Again the lowlands with the cheapest forms of transport have

the highest densities and the highlands with the least accessibi-

lity have the lowest densities.

A close connection seems to exist between the density of

population, the proportion of the cultivable and the cultivated

lands and the kind of crops cultivated.

^

Division.

Proportion of

cultivated to

total area.

Density of popula-
tion per square
mile of total area.

Density ofpopu
lation per squar
mile of culti-

vable area.

Lowlands . . 75 to 80% About 1,750 About 2,000

Foot-hills • 05 to 70% 900 1,000

Highlands Less than 15% „ 80 to 100 M 200

The proportion of cultivated area to total area or cultivable

area is only about 10% greater in the case of the lowlands than

in the case of the foot-hill zone, but the density is nearly twice as

much in the former than in the latter. ‘ The various industries

1 Figures are based on the 1931 census. Accurate statistics are

published only in Travancore. The others are approximations.
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lu connection with the coconut palm, the rich fisheries of the

sea and tlic lagoons, and the multifarious occupations of a

commercial and maritime tract, can afford to maintain in a

fair degiee of comfort a population so densely packed that

itr must inevitably starve in less favoured regions. ’ i Besides

rice, tapio(^a is an important item of food and it is most ex-

tensively cultivated in the foot-hill zone. Although in com-
])arjson with the lowlands, the foot-hill zone produces less rice

and coconuts, it specializes in the production of the root crops,

fruits, vegetables, pepper and rubber. Hence the density

of population is less than in tlie lowlands, but decddedly greater

than in the Jiighlands. The highlands contain the least pro-

portion of fbod-(*rops, but it specializes in the plantation crops

of tea and cfirdamoms, but these are mostly in the hands of the
European planters. Consequently, although the opening of

these estates has increased the proportion of cultivatexl land
to the total and the cultivable area in the highlands, it has
not (correspondingly increased the number of persons supported
by agriculture. Between the fo(3t-hill zone and the highlands,

the variations in density (correspond almost (‘xactly with the
variation in the proportion of the area under food and money
crops (excluding rubber and tea) to gross cultivated area.

A correct idea of the number of persons a particular tract

(can support and is now suj)porting can only be had by a study
of the densities on the (cultivable and the cultivated lands. In
the lowlands, more than 90% of the cultivable land is being
cultivated, while in the foot-hill zone and the highlands the
respective proportions are 80 and 40.

Bonsity of population per Hqiiare mile of
cultivated land in

Hegion.

Tra\ancore. Cochin.
! Malabar

and
Kasaragod,

1 Kerala.

Lowlands 2,1 8t) 2,733
Aj)proximate

2,000
More than

2,100
Foot-hill /.one . . 1,303 1,126 1 ,000 1,000
Highlands 591* 365

1

400 400

* Notice the mu<-h higher density in the highlands of Travancore.

These figures more or less show that the lowlands have
reached the highest point, perhaps even exceeded it; there
seems to be some scope for the absorption of the population
in the foot-hill zone, where about 20% of the cultivable land

^ Census of India, Cochin, 1931, Parts 1 and 2, pages 11 and 12.
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is still available for cultivation. There is decidedly much
better scope for the accommodation of a larger population

in the highlands where the density on the cultivated land is

low
;
and where about 60% of the cultivable land is still available

for cidtivation. The number of persons a square mile of culti-

vated land can support varies directly as the proportion which

the land cultivated with ordinary food and money crops beai s

to the gross cultivated area, provided there are no disturbing

factors, such as the existence of industries oi* the availability

of other sources of food supply like hsh, or the cultivation ot

plantation crops like tea and rubber which benefit the foreign

investors more than the indigenous population.

Recent estimates have shown that in Germany, every

man supported by agiicultiire cultivates 2 acies of land, in

France 2*3 acres, in Italy 2*4 acres, and in Bedgium 1*7 acres

giving an average oi 2*2 aci es xier head ol jioxiulation suxijiorted

by agriculture. The corresj>onding world estimate is 2-5 acres.

^

In 1931, the total population of Kerala was 10-14 millions

of which 3-98 millions vere sin>port(xl by agriculture. Tht‘

total cultivated area was about 4-3 million acres. Since then
the population has increased by about 20% approximately ^

and as no large vc4Ul^^s ol‘ (mployment have come into existenc‘e

since 1931, it is estimated that the pojmlation dependent on
agriculture at the present day is about 4-75 millions. There
has been no increase whatever, in the area under cultivation.

A very conservative estimate thus shows that at present each
person supported by agricnilture has about 0-9 aert^ of land.

It may be argued that the nature of the land and the tillage

in Kerala are entirely different from those in Europe, due mainl\
to the fact tliat double and treble crox)ping is possible her(\

while sucli is lu-ver the case in Euroj)e; yet in j)oint of
acreage, Kerala is much worse off than most of the Euroj)ean
countries. It is slightly better off than Ja})an in regard to the
average area of cultivated land per head of tlu^ total or agri-

cultural pojmlation. But the outturn of crops jjcr acre in

Japan is at least four times that of Kerala and the Jaj^anese

have industrialized themselves to an enormous extent in com-
parison with Kerala, whicli results in bringing a not inconsider-

able subsidiary income to the community at large. Neither
the increase in the yield of crops, nor the acreage under cultiva-

tion has actually kept pace with the growth of population, with
the result that the pressure on the land is now’ much greater.

The development of local agriculture by extending the area

under cultivation and by imjuoving the methods of farming

^ Edward M. East, Mankind at the Cross Koads, page 7(j.

2 In Cochin the increase is 18*1%, in Travaneoro, Malabar and
Kasaragod the exact figures have not yet been made available. A press
notification dated 28-10-1941 states that the population of Travancore
is 6 millions showmg an increase of 20%.
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•will inorease the means of subsistence and enable the countiy

to maintain a larger poimlation on a better standard of life.

Out of a total cultivable area of 6*3 million acres, about 2 million

acres including 'current fallows’ and 'ciilturablc wastes’ still

remain um ultivated. Much of this however is so poor in quality

or so inaccessibly situated that it will not lespond so liberally

as the land already brought under cultivation. These defects

may bo removed to some extent by the development of communi-
cations and it is probable that such new lands will be able to

support a density of about 600 persons per square mile on the

present standards. The maximiim population capacity of the
whole region should be somewhere in the neighbourhood of

12 millions. During 1921--1931, the population increased

at an average rat e of 2*16% per annum and if it has continued
to increase at about the same rate since then,i th(^ saturation

point has already been reached. What solution can then be
offered for feeding those increasing millions ?

Conclusion.

As has aheady been shown, it would not be generally

advisable to encaoach upon the reserved forests to increase

the area under tillage, particularly as the maintenance of these
forests is essential in the interests of r ainfall and consequently
of agiiculture itself; and (^very attempt must bo made to

conserve the soil whic'h would otherwise be completely denuded
away by the torrential rains of this region.

The solution to tins jrroblem is by no means easy. Th(‘
obvious remedy that one can suggest is an attem])t at a con-
scious (^heek on the growth of pojmlation by jwactising tlu^

pi’inciples of birtjj control. To profess this is easy, but it is

very doubtful if it could be broirght into practice in any jrart

of India due to a host of factors.^ Nor- is emigration easy.

Internal migration from the thickly populated to the sparsely
populated parts within the region is taking place, but not to

sucli an extent as to afford substantial relief to the congested
lowlands. The scope for external migration is very mucli
more limited; to regions outside India (Burma, (Ceylon, f^tc.)

it is almost impossible. In the adjoining province of Madras,
the Malayaleo is looked upon as an intruder, who is by no means
Avelcome. The next alternative is to suggest industrialization

so as to bi'ing in a subsidiary source of income to th(‘ community
at large. With the development of the Pallivasal hydro-electric

power schenre and the consequent sup]>ly of dieap power
throughout Travancore and Cocliin, some industries will

naturally develop. Malabar could be sujrplied by Pykara,

1 See footnote 2, p. 30.
2 Vide Census of Tra\'aiK*ore, I0,3i, Part 1, Ke))ort, p]». 46-47, wher e

Dr. Kunjan Pillay gives his considered oynnion of this problem.
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once tlie Pajjanasani project comes into operation. Most ot

the industries themselves will indirectly depend on agriculture,

the coir and associated industries peiiiaps will continue to

T etain the predominant place
;

l ubber industries, wood industries,

pai>er manufacture, etc., are all possible; but it is my considered

view that these are not likely to solve the })roblem of poverty

in any part of Kerala. With its very limited mineral resources,

India has little (chance of becoming an industrialist and Kerala

is no exception to this. The doveloj)ment of industries will

alleviate the suffering, but it may not in itself bo able to cure

the ailments. Agricultural improvements are certainly called

for, and per]ia])s tliey are th(i fundamental sources which art^

likely to yield results of a more permanent value.

The tinushonoured method of suggesting improvements
is the recommendation that western methods sliould be practised.

The western methods (cannot be transplanted due to the size

<»f the holdings iu Kerala. About 10% of the holdings are less

than 50 cents, 38% less than 1 acre, 87% less than 5 acres and

06% less iban 10 acres. In any country, the size of an e^(*onomi(-

holding varies with the standard of living and the type of crops

cultivated, but (hr a family of five in Kei’ala, the estimated
figure is about 5 to 8 acres. ^ Hence nearly 90% (d' the holdings

are unecono]ni(‘. In addition the ryot is ailing from chronic

indebtedness. What is actually needed is a new outlook on
agricult ural enterprise among the governments and the landed
aristocracy in the region. They should press into service the
help of s(aen(*e in the agricultural industry as freely as it is

<lono in the case of all other industries. It is indeed a pity,

nay a tragedy, to think that the ovmers of an industry that is

giving employment to the 300 out of the 400 millions of India's
population have not, generally speaking, taken advantage of
what sciencje has shown to be possible in its dev(^^opment. All

other industries put together in India, could never hopt' to give

employment to such a vast pojnilation as the agricultural indus-
try does today. Yet, it is the most unorganized industry.

The possibilities of increasing the acreage under tillage are
admittedly few, the chances of improving the size of the holdings
to make them more economical are perhaps fewer. Yet another
method of looking at the problem would be to try and determine
the extent of employment which the ryot actually lias at present

,

to find out if he is fully occupied during the 12 months of the
year; and if he is unemployed to suggest some suitable sources
of employment for him, either industrially ot‘ agriculturally.

I have not made a sufficiently intensive study of the industrial

potentialities of the region, but apparently they do not seem
to be very great and the chances of such industries removing

^ Vide 1931 Census of Travancore, Part T, page 46, .where the
figure suggested is 10 acres.
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OLnemployment on a largo scale, are to my mind remote. I

am however prone to suggest that if the agricultural ergographs ^

are constructed, either for the region as a whole, or for the

three natural regions into which it has been divided, one notices

certain remarkable features. There is the absence of satis-

factory employment dming the jiionths of May, June, July

and August in the bulk of Kerala.2 This season of agricul-

tural inertia with its incessant rains also happens to be the

season of poverty in coconuts. It is mainly during this season

that the agricsiltural population requirc^s employment. On the

(coastal j-egions it is possible to suggest the remedy of fishing

to a certain extent, but it must be admitted that this is again

the one season when the seas are really stormy, so that

fishing is most dangerous. Unless modern methods of fishing

with trawlers are adopted, it is not likely that fishing could
develop remarkably in this season. And even if it does develop,

it would fuovide oc,cu])ation only for the coastal peoples.

Admittedl}^ the (coastal lowlands are the most densely peopled
[>arts and relief th(>re is more pressing than anywhere else,

but iievertlieless, attenqfis should be made to secure something
which is likely to benefit the Avhole of Kerala. The suggestions

which I ventui’e to j)ut forward hero are of two types: (i) a
more intensive type of cultivation of the several crops now
grown in the region, and (ii) the introduction of new crops.

The area uikUm’ betel leaf and arecanut cultivation could be
increased. At the piesent day there is an enormous demand
in India for both t hese commodities. With fast transport

,

and who knows electrically cooled railway carriers, it would be
possible for tliis region to catf^r to a very large part of India’s

demands on the pan industry. Fruit trees like the bread fruit

tree could bo grown in larger numbers in the homo gardens
and an attempt must be made to promote the culture of the
jack tree. Robusta (toffee has been introduced into the foot-

hill regions of Travancore recently. As a garden crop its culti-

vation has been very successful. I do not advocate the growth

^ For a dotailod discussion of these ergographs see 33r. A. Geddes,
International Congress of Geography, 1938, ‘'idle Chotaiiag|jar Plateau
and its bordering plains’. T must here express my most profound thanks
to the Direotor of Agriculture, Madras, for the trouble ho has taken on
my account, in olitaining for me the full details of agricultural activity
in Malabar and Kasaragod. I regret, that in spite of repeated requests
no information of any sort was available from the Department of Agricul-
ture in Travancore. Lt is a pity that I should he informed by the Director
of Agriculture of so enlightened a State as Travaiicroro that the informa -

tion asked for
—

‘the activity and life of the normal ryot in characteristic
villages in Travancore*—is not available!

2 lilxcept in Nanjinad in the south where the first rice crojj is then
grown under irrigation. Perhaps it is best to construe this as a region
of transition between Kerala and Tinnovolly. Tn Kuttanad, Ma\ is a
busy month hoeause of the onset of the monsoon when the water has
to be kept at hay and the harvest has fo be gathered.
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of eoiiee oBtaies, an it is not likely that such estates in Kerala,

cjould compote with those of Coorg or Mysore, but as a garden

(;rop of the Ibot-hill zone, it will be very advantageous and
sufficient to meet the home demands. Black gram and green

gram aie found to grow luxuriantly in soils with a limey consti-

tuent, mainly in the less loec'hed soils of the south. These
are sown in March -April, to bo harvested in June-July. A
second sowing takes jdace in Octobei’-November with the

harvest in December-January. The cultivation of these

}3ulsos, fruits and vegetables is generally done during the period

of agiicultuial inactivity; it is therefore tjiie to some extent

to say that agricultural unemployment is loss in those parts

where the variety of crops is greater, as in the foot-hill zoru^

of Travancojo.i Parts of Keiala lying further north would
do well to emulate the agricultural ju’actices of the south. Th('

extent of the area under the pulses should be increased and
otlier pulses lik{^ the soya bean should be introduced. According
to Decandollo, the soya bean is indigenous to Cochin-China

and Java. In Manipur and Naga hills, it is sown in November*
oi' December and harvt^sted in March or April. Is it impossibh^

to evolve a tyjre of soya beau which would grow under th(*

climatic conditions of this region ? On the calcareous soils,

fodder* croprs like alfalfa or luc^erne can be cultivated to great

advantage. 2 Other' crops like cheena, bu(‘kwhoat r^owpea, etc.,

could all be grown in the region. Buckwheat is growu in

Darjeeling hills and in Bihar and Central Provinces. Sown
at the end of June in r*oughl\ prepared land, it is harvested in

October, Since the seed sheds easily when it is ripe, an early

harvc^sting is necessary. It grows best on granitic soils and
it is scarcely ever manured. As such it is most suitable for*

the hillier parts of ncu th Ker ala. It is a very nourisliing grain

and is sprecially apprrojrriat.e for feeding hens, as it induces t hem
to lay eggs ear’lior*. It should always bc^ iitilizc^d as a catch

crop. Lac culture is possible, especially with turmericj and
ginger being grown under the shades ol thc^ trees. The inocula-

tion can take placo in November* or Decuunbe^r and the crop

liarvested in June or July.

‘It even lequircHl tlie exercise of t lu^ airtocratic powets
of Fredrich II of Prussia to effecd thc' iuti*()dirctiou of the potato
into the sandy districts of Pomerania and Silesia. ’ ^ Like-

wise, it required a Na])ok^on to introduce boc‘t-r*oot into Fr ance^.

Some revolution in agric ultui al inetlujds and cu'ops is necessary,

if the region is not in suffer from povert y and pestileneo, and

^ Comparo the graplis X anci XT.
StatiKtical Atlas of the Madras tVesidon(‘\

,
llflH edition, page 9l.‘h

‘The remedy li('s in tlu^ growth l)y the ryots themselves of fodder crops
in the dry season.

’

® Chisholm, ‘ Ooininercial Geography,* page 1S6.
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.it is liigh time the govornuients, eiiliglitx jied as t-hoy aio, should

become ojnboldened to attack this }>i<d)lens (;f land utilization

and pressure of population, fioni an angle not hitherto looked

at. A laud utilization survey should f)(‘ coiiductod and its

results would be of far-nwdjing value. 1 may be considered

to be an arm-chair theorist with no eencf^pt of th(‘- i*onditions

in the field and the difficulties associated witii agricultural

[>ropaganda among Ili<‘ un(xlucat(^d millions of India’s ])easants

to make such swo(4>ing suggestions. Kerala has the tiighest

standard of literacy in India, both among men and women,
and it would thendore be the very region wln^re agricultural

reforms are easiest. T submit that these facts, however theo-
letical and unorthodox they may appear to be, deserve some
consideration at the hands of t lu^ administrators.
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I:ntroduction.

It is immaterial for the consideration of our subject vv hetlier

ecology, the youngest but, nevertheless, one of the most vigorous
branches of biology, had its origin in a work of Humboldt’s
published in Paris in 1877 (Do destributione geographica yilan-

tarum) or in the writings of Mobius (1883) or Hackel ^ (1866)
or whether we have to go back to the beginnings of the Christian
era or even earlier and search for indications in Lucretius (vide

Tansley) or in Charaka ^ (vide Chaudhuri). Whatever may
have been the origins, it was Hackel, incidentally a zoologist,

who first put forward a definition of ecology. He described it

as ‘the science treating of the reciprocal relations of organisms
and the outside world’. He meant thereby that the subject
includes the study of the various reactions and coactions of living

organisms, plant and animal, upon one another and upon the
terrestrial environment: the study of everything operating as

( 145 )

lO
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an influencing factor within the abode or habitat : the study of

the origin and development of the structure of the living com-
munity together with that of the living organisms which are an
intricate part of it.

Although Hackel was a zoologist and was speaking as such,

the definition of the subject shows that ecology in the wide sense

concerns any study which embraces the relations existing between
a living being and its environment. Tliis means, of course,

that the science is apj)licable to plant as well as to zoological

(including human) problems. The universal application of

ecology has been ably stressed by F. M. Smuts, the exponent of

holism and ins])iring leader of the South African people, in the

following words : ‘Ecology must have its waj’-; ecological methods
and outlook must find a place in human government as much as

in the study of man, other animals and plants. Ecology is for

mankind ’

It is clear, of course, that we cannot divide up ecology into

small watertight compartments and label them plant ecology,

animal ecology, social ecology and so forth and treat them as

isolated and independent subjects for study. All sections are

more or less directly or indirectly interdependent. Moreover,

it will be observed that the abode or habitat in which the

organisms live must also be considered. Thus an investigator,

who is a speciahst in one biological science, is dependent to a

large extent for his environmental data upon the work of

specialists in other subjects of which he cannot be a master.

Such subjects include meteorology, geology, pedology and others.

Mobius clearly emphasized the living community, under
the term biocoenosis, as ‘ a community w here the sum of species

and individuals mutually limited and seletded under the average
external conditions of life have, by means of transmission,

continued in possession of a certain definite territory ’ ^ and also

‘if, at any time, one of the external conditions of life should

deviate for a long time from its ordinary mean the entire biocenose

or community would be transformed. It would also be trans-

formed if the number of individuals of a particular species

increased or diminished through the instrumentality of man, or

if one species entirely disappeared from, or a new species entered

into, the community ’ Any ecological problem, therefore, must
be regarded as an investigation into the activities of living

things modifying and being modified by a variable complex of

environmental factors, and implies an unremitting search for

causes and an attempt to integrate all the facts obtainable.

In that branch of ecology which is known as plant ecology

the inter-relationship and interdependence of the living things,

the integration of wliich makes up the living units, has been
recognized in the terms applied to communities of vegetation.

For example, Clements uses the term ‘biome’ and ‘complex
organism’ to express the idea that the unit of vegetation is born.
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grows to adolescence, matures and finally dies even as a living

organism does.

I. Theoretical Concepts.

(a) Glassification of vegetation.

In this enormous country, extending horizontally 2,000 miles

from north to south and, including Burma, 2,500 miles from

east to west, and vertically from seashore to 29,000 ft. above

soa-level, the conditions for plant life are more diverse in India

than in any other area of comparable size in the whole world.

What (iontrast could be greater than the humid tropical condi-

tions of Assam and Burma and the arid hot climate of the Punjab
plains, or the alpine snows of the Himalaya when compared
with the torrid heat of Central India ? TIkj (jontact of man witli

the vegetation varies from the untrodden and untouched forests

of the Eastern Himalaya to the densely populated tracts in

which the vegetation is totally annihilated. In between these

two extremes are to be found every conceivable degree of inter-

ference with the vegetation by man and his domestic animals.

The soils, too, upon which the vegetation is found vary
from the igneous rocks ofthe Himalaya and Southern India to the

vast deposits of alluvium of the Gangetic plain. Evcji the latter

shows all gradations from the finest clays to the coarsest gravels

and boulder deposits.

It is part of the scientist’s nature to classify and tabulate
his material in order to be able to erect a framev'ork into which
the facts as found in nature can be fitted on a sure and systematic
basis. It will be readily re(;ognized, however, that to classify

vegetation in India is by no means an easy matter.

In the first place there are very large areas about whicli

very little is known. In the second place the range of soils and
climates is great, and soils particularly are little knovn and
understood.

How then is the vegetation to be classified ? Is there any
system of classification of vegetation on a world-wide basis which
can wholly satisfy that objectivity which must bo the aim of all

scientific investigation ? To the latter question a negative
answer must be given owing to the fact that our knowledge of the

vegetation of vast tracts of the earth is entirely inadequate to

enable a relatively final system to be drawn up by general

agreement.

Warming ® based his classification upon the water-content
of the soil, one of the most potent factors of plant distribution

known. Schimper although he himself says his classification is

founded upon a physiological basis, divides vegetation into forest,

grassland and desert, thereby giving it a distinctly physiognomic
aspect. Graebner classified vegetation on the basis of the
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amount of soil nutrients present, a laborious procedure which
does not carry us very far. Raunkiaer ^ made life-form the basis

of a phytogeographical system, taking as the criterion of his

classification the position of the perennating buds in regard to
the soil. The amount of protection recpiired by the perennating
buds against the fluctuation of to nperature sliows a certain

correlation to climate, though it does not necessarily follow

that all the species in a given climate will belong to the same
life-form. The classification based on lilb-form, while useful

enough to catalogue communities, has been abandoned because
of the very nature of plants. It may be that some plants may
assume a particular life-form in response to a sot of environmental

factors but it does not mean that all ])lants surrounded by the

same environmental factors will assume the same lihi-form, and
it is a matter of common observation that different life-foiuns

exist almost everywhere side by side. The froquoncies of the

various life-forms, expressed as percentages, ai*e called the

biologic spectrum’ of the region in question.

The classification based upon habitat and edaphic factors

does not carry us much further. In the first plTice there is the diffi-

culty of visualizing and of investigating the complex of variable

factors which makes up the habitat. Any idea of the uniformity

of conditions within the habitat can be abandoned, for the fact

is that the actual conditions vary even for the individual species.

All those attributes of the habitat or of individual plants or

groups of ])lan1 s having proved inadequate one is forced to take

t;he vegetation itself as the basis of classification.

The latest systems are based on (a) fl eristic similarity,

{/>) physiognomic-ecological chara(;teristics, and (c) the conception

of succession leading to a climax determined by climate.

() Braun-Blanquet ® is the advocate of t lie system of

grouping plant communities according to similarity in floristic

composition, taking as a basis the fact that every plant, indeed

every race, has a definite greater or loss indicator value.

Floristically related units are combined into higher units on
lloristic characters and, therefore, ipso facto on ecologic and
historic grounds. A close parallel is drawn between the classifica-

tion and systematic botany, in which sy>e(uos are grouped to

genera, genera to families, fauiilies to orders and so on.

Associations are grouped to alliances, alliances to orders, orders

to classes and so forth. The association is the fundamental unit

and is said to be strictly circumscribed in space. This system
takes no cognizance of status. As far as this country is concerned,

the climatic climax type of Shorea robusta would be grouped with
other Shorea robusta forests which are definitely serai in status.

() Riibel may ho taken as typical of those who classify

vegetation on the basis of general physiognomy. This classifica-

tion, again, may be useful as a kind of index filing system in which
types of vegetation which have similar morphologic^al characters
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may be docketed, but it tolls us nothing of the relations between
the various groups. It will hardly bo disputed by anyone that

the distribution of the larger ecological units of the earth is

closely connect od with and dependent upon climatic factors and
that these units are characterized by the dominance of plant
forms of distinct physiognomy. This system of classification is

the static one, and there are signs that some, at least, of the'

protagonists of the theory find it inadequate.

(c) The taking of succession and development as a basis is

the dynamic view-point of Clements, the distinguished American
ecologist, who has set forth his views in that monumental work
‘Plant Succession and Indicators’ll. Briefly stated, Clements
comi)ares a unit of vegetation to a living organism which In*

calls the ‘complex organism’ or ‘biome’ in order to express the

idea that the unit of vegetation is born, grows to adolescence,
matur(;s and finally dies even as a living organism does.

Now while there can be great similarity in the abstract

sense between the units of vegetation and the living organism,

this does not mean that the parallel is exact. It is, howov(M-,

generally recognized that a unit of vegetation is not a chance
collection or assemblage of plants which have, somehow or other,

arrived at a certain place and have succeeded in establishing

themselves upon it, for the very reason that such collections or

assemblages ocvaiv over and over again in climates and upon
soils, which, within limits, are the same. This fa(*t leads to the

belief that units of vegetation are organic entities.

It must be emphasized here that the concej)t of the complex
organisiu, as applied to vegetation, implies not only the plants
which form the vegetation but all the other living things which
are an integral part of it. This intimate integration of plants
and animals is the biotic community or c;omj)lex organism of

Clements.

Tansley 12^ the leader of the British school, takes strong ex-

ception t o the term * complex organism ’ or biotic community, on
linguistic grounds. Ho argues that a community implies

members and to lump together plants and animals as ‘members’
is to put on an equal foot ing things which from their very nature
are too different. Similarly with regard to ‘organism’: plants
and animals, considered together, have some of the qualities of

organisms but are too different from these to receive the same
unqualified appellation. He has not the same objection to the
term ‘biome’. Tansley would take into his ‘eeo-system’ not
only the complex of vegetation and animals but also the environ-

mental factors in the widest sense.

The concept, however, that tho community is an organism,
while perhaps a useful adjunct, is not essential to tho conception
of the biome as expressing a living dynamic eco-system of living

organisms dependent in its climax stages not upon the habitat

but upon the climate.
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The dynamic conception of vegetation as formulated by
Clements and expounded by Phillips ^3 ]ias pi oved itself to bo a

powerful tool in the hands of all those wlio have to deal with

vegetation in any of its many forms. The dynamic point of

view is particularly useful when dealing with problems concerning

vegetation which has not become stabilized. In fact, considered

as an instrument for the control of the entire range of human
uses of vegetation, the conception of succession is unrivalled.

A logi(;al approach to the dynamic's of development will be a

consideration of the concept of succession.

{b) Succession.

This concept is based uj)on tlie universality of cliange, a
pi inciple which Warming in 1895 recognized as being inherent in

vegetation, but which has only been generally accepted in the

last forty years. It is somewhat strange that what now^ seems to

be so obvious should have received such little attention from the
earlier and, u]) till quite recently, the modern continental

ecologists.

Prom wutliin our ow^n experience all of us can give examples
of change occurring in vegetation: the bare sand-bank covered

with vegetation; the deserted homestead resumed by jungle; the
forest rejylaced by grass; the grassland reduced to bare soil.

These are common examples and one would have thought
there would be agreoment among ecologists regarding their

treatment of such ai’cas.

This is far from being the case however and there is still

much controversy regarding the meaning of the word ‘ succession
’

when applied to vegetation, its direction and its causes. The
main differences of opinion on the subject seem to be, broadly
speaking, that {a) succession is due to almost any cause and
may be backward or forward or sideways, and (h) succession is

due to biotic reactions only and is always progressive.

A considerable amount of heat has been engendered by the
various authors concerned when putting forward their own
views and criticizing the work of others. As Tansley points
out a large portion of the controversy depends simply upon the
meaning attached to the word * succession ^ Some wnuld use the
word to imply sequences of vegetation, no matter w hat their

cause or direction. Tansley submits that the (joncept of
succession involves not merely change, but recognition of a
sequence of phases (admittedly continuous from one phase to
another) subject to ascertainable laws. Clements’ view is that
since succession is developmental in nature it must necessarily

be progressive and, moreover, since climatic, edaphic, physio-
graphic and biotic causes are not continuative but initiating

causes, progression is due to biotic reaction only. * Succession
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• follows on reaction : succession is inherently and inevitably

progressive.

'

It is contondod by some ecologists, whoso views command
respect, that the latter view of succession involves the inter-

pretation of the word ‘succession’ in a special way which is

umiatural. They say that if there is degradation of vegetation

due to a continuative cause (burning, grazing, drainage, etc.)

then tliis phenomenon should properly be called retrogressive

succession.

Now, it will bo observed in this thesis that gi*adual change
due to these biotic (allogenic) factors is accepted as retrogessive

succession but that catastrophic changes are excluded. But
surely this is only a question of degree. Goats, if numerous
enough, can reduce a climax to a bare area overnight. In drier

years than usual a fire originated by man can destroy a climax
forest in a day. It may be catastrophic but it is merely a
question of telescoping the changes which in ordinary circum-

stances are spread over years.

Anyone in India who has wandered through square miles
of forest, untouched and untiodden by man or his domestic
animals, cannot but look upon man as something apart from and
inimical to vegetation. One can well imagine the opposite view
being acceptable to one who has studied vegetation in Europe
where almost the last vestiges of the climax vegetation have
disappeared before the all-conquering spread of mankind. To
such an individual activities of man, such as burning, grazing,

hacking, draining, clearfelling, etc. etc., are natural events
occurring in vegetation and must bo accepted as such.

The acceptance or rejection of the one or the other theory
is naturally a matter for each individual ecologist. Little harm
is done provided all of us recognize that serai vegetation will

inevitably progi*ess provided allogenic factors are excluded.
As far as my own views are concerned, I am convinced

that the Clementsian concept of succession is one that deserves
the closest attention as being logical and practical and I propose
to give a resume of it.

Before I do that, however, I should like to say sometlxing
regarding development.

‘Succession is developmental in nature and therefore
progressive.’ These words indicate the intimate relationship of
the concepts expressed in the two words—succession and develop-
ment. The words of Braun-Blanquet, the distinguished Swiss
ecologist, have a bearing here ‘the principle of development is

coming to replace the formal study of succession’. Once the
static concept of vegetation is abandoned, the dynamic view-
point demands the adoption of this view. It is not possible to
speak of succession without at the same time considering develop-
ment. In fact, substituting ‘development’ for ‘succession’ in

Phillip’s phrase above we can say with equal truth ‘Development
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follows on reaction: development is inherently and inevitably

progressive’.

We can now proceed to consider succession.

In the first place what is the phenomena of succession due
to ? Before that question is answered it must be pointed out
that succession may be either primary or secondary. That is,

the succession can start from scratch, i.e. on a bare area, or it can
start at some stage below^ that of the climax.

In primary succession there are two agencies of succession

operative: (1) the initiating causes, and (2) the continuative

causes.

Initiating causes of succession.

These causes may bo grouped under three heads
:

(a) physio-

graphic, (6) climatic, and (c) biotic.

(a) Physiographic causes .

—
^Tho surface of the earth is

being continually changed by certain forces and the result of

the processes occasioned by these forces often leads to the

appearance of bare areas. Such i)ro(*es8es, whicdi have an
ofect upon the landscape and hence uj)on the habitat of plants,

are (1) erosion, (2) (l(q>osit, (3) elevation, (4) subsidence, and

(5) flooding.

(1) Erosion .
—^This process, which essentially is the removal

of soil through some agenc^y, is quite common in India. The
main agent of erosion in this country is water but wdnd plays

by no means an inconsiderable part. The hot wind, known as the

Loo, which blows during the hot weather in Northern India, is

often laden w ith fine partic les of soil wliich are carried to immense
distances. That erosion by wind can reach veiy dangerous
proportions is well known to all of us from the catastrophic sheet

erosion due to wind which has been taking place in the United
States in rec*ent years. In areas where the natural vegetative

cover is maintained intact, erosion is practically negligible. In

the hilly regions of Assam where the climax evergreen forest is

still to be found, the streams run crystal clear inside the forest

even after a downj)Our of twelve inches in a few hours. It is

only w^here the vegetation has been destioyed that the soil is

removed in quantity and even then the amount removed is

greatly reduced if some kind, not necessarily the o]>timum type,

of vegetation is maintained. The effects of erosion will be
considered later on.

(2) Deposit .
—^This process is complementary to the previous

one. If earth is removed at one place it is deposited elsewhere.

The deltas of the great rivers are good examples of ‘deposit’,

but everywhere along the course of streams or rivers, especially

in alluvial j)lains, corners are constantly being swept away and
sand-banks throwui up elsewhere. In the Himalaya glaciers

scoop out quantities of rock w hich are carried aw ay by the glacial

streams. As the ice reaches lower levels it erects terminal
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^nd lateral moraines, that is, bare areas which are open to

colonization by alpine plants. Lakes gradually become shallower

owing to the deposit of detritus carried into them.

(3, 4) Elevation and subsidence.—^Tliesc^ 1 ^\c) processes are

complejpentary and are not uncommon in ilio seismic areas of

India. During the gi-eat earthquake of 1S97 in Assam, the bed

of the Kulsi river became silted to such an extent that the river

flowed into the adjoining sal forest and killed it. Certain j>arts

of the river became land. The elevation and subsidence t)eing

comy)aratively ray)id creatcxl absolutely bare areas. The slow

elevation of the Himalaya does not c^reate bare areas because

the very slowness of the process allows the vegetation to keep
pace with it.

(5) Flooding, too, in India, has boon known to create bare

areas, esfiecially if the flooding is a(^com])anied by a deposit ot

silt. 8al tbrest is soiiudimes destroyed in this way in Assam
and Bengal.

(b) Climatic causes.—The manifestations which go to make
up climate are usually cited here. As a matt(M* of fact, however,
unless the climatic changes are excej^tionally ra])id or the opera-

tion of the various ageiKu’es very viohmt, vegetational c]iang(‘

keeps pace with climatic change and no bare area results.

Avalanches due to heavy falls of snow may sweep through tlu^

coniferous forests of the Himalaya, caiTving all before them, and
a bare area may result. While climatic change may not be
responsible foi* bare areas in India, it is often res])onsible foi* a
change of vegetation. For exam})le, it is beliov(‘d in the United
Provinces tliat the climate is becoming drier in western districts,

a dedal ct ion w hic'h is based on the shrinkage of the water-table
in wells. This gradual desiccation is leading to the disappearance
of the sal tree in the w estern districts and to the production of a
tyj)e of forest which is adapted to drier conditions.

(c) Biotic causes.’—^Agencies depending upon the activity of
living organisms are said to be biotic, and the organism (or organ-
isms), whi(4i is responsible for the annihilation of vegetation

on an area, is knf>wn as a biotic initial cause.*

It will be observed that Man, as a biotic initial cause, has
at his disposal means wdiereby he can simulate some of tlu^

agencies which have been dealt with under ])hysiographic causes.

For example, the digging of a large canal causes subsidence,

elevation and drainage.

The activities of Man and animals can be classified as follows:

(1) activities wdxich destroy vegetation without greatly disturbing

• A distinction must bo made between (a) biotic causes, {b) biotic

factors, and (c) biotic reactions': (a) has been defined above; (h) agencies
affecting vegetation (not necessarily causing bare areas) wliich depend
upon the activities of living organisms are termed biotic factors', (c) the
mutual effects of the plants and animals forming a natural community
are termed biotic reactions.
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the soil or changing the water content ; (2) activities which
produce a dry or drier habitat usually with much disturbance of

soil (but by no means always)
;
and (3) activities which produce

a wet or wetter soil or a water area i®.

With regard to the first of these activities there can be no
doubt that man and his domestic animals are extremely destruc-

tive of vegetation but they do not act as initiating biotic causes

as often as one would imagine. Clearing of forest for cultivation

usually destroys the vegetation completely but succession only

begins when the field is abandoned. Burning of forest may not

be an initiating cause unless it be exceptionally fierce and trees

as well as shrubs and herbs are destroyed. Fires of ordinary

intensity (^ause a change in vegetation and do not initiate a

primary succession

.

The danger of man’s activities as a destroyer of vegetation
lies not only in the fact that he destroys cliiuax vegetation but
also in the subsequent activities which may lead, through the

agency of his domestic animals and the initiating causes already

mentioned, to the creation of bare areas. For example, in certain

parts of India the gi'azing of immense hordes of cattle on a
restricted area eventually results in the disappearance of the

vegetation altogether. In the hills continuous grazing causes

degradation and eventually erosion on a large scale.

Poisonous gases, such as those given out by brick-kilns,

chemical factories, iron-works, sometimes cause the death of the

vegetation over large areas, though their usual effect is only to

(‘ause a change in the vegetation.

The other activities (2) and (3) refer to the building and
excavating activities of man.

Plants in India do not create bare areas. The invasion of
areas by Eupaioriurn and Lantana and the destructtion of planta-

tions by Loranthus are not primary succession in that they do
not create bare areas.

Insects, too (with the possible exception of locust s), are not
initiating biotic causes in India. Elsewhere in the world they
liave been known to destroy climax veget ation over considerable

areas, very often and more usually complementary to some other
factor which has created conditions favourable to their increase

and spread.

These then are the initiating causes of a sere, i.e. the whole
series of changes which result from the colonization of a bare
area up to the final stabilized veget ation.

So far I have given a survey of the causes which produce
bare areas without which no complete sere can develop. Now
it is clear that certain other processes must take place before

succession can begin. These are migration, ecesis, aggregation,

competition and reaction.

I propose to deal with the first four of these rather briefly

and the last-named at greater length.
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. Migration, ecesis, aggregation, competition.

It is obvious, of course, that succession, cannot start unless

there be an invasion of plants to the bare area. The process

is known as migration and is accomplished in a very largo number
of ways. Before the succession proceeds any further the seeds,

which have migrated, must be able to germinate, grow and
reproduce, all of which processes are contained in the term
ecesis. There must be large numbers of seeds which are not

oven able to geimiinate on a bare area, while others germinate

but do not grow. It is certain that only those jdants whose
seedlings possess the necessary ecological equipment can ecise

on any particular bare area.

In the early stages of (jolonization the habitat has a very

dclinite effecd. ujjon the pioneers. Immigrant plants whose
<lomands upon tlie habitat are too exacting must disappear while

tliose that actually germinate and grow upon the baiH^ area are

such as can tolerate the habitat factors actually present. In an
area of high rainfall a newly thrown-up bank of sand will act as

a very dry habitat even though the water-table be only a few
feet away. The fii'st plants, therefore, wdiich colonize such
habitats may ho xerophytes. If the bare area contains an
abundance of w'ator, the i*esulting primary vegetation will bo
hydro])hytic.

As time goes on, those ])lants which have succeeded
in colonizing the area will set seecl, giving rise to other individuals

which eventually, as the residt of further seeding, come to form
a closed community.

When this stage is reached there follows the inevitable

competition or struggle for existence in respect of the supply
of light, water and nutrients. This c.ompotilion naturally
results in a decrease in the amount at the disposal of eacli

individual of one or more of those (iommodities. Once this

stage is reached the plant s begin to have a very definite reaction

upon the habitat and upon one a?iother.*

Reaction.

The ways in Avhich plants may react upon the habitat are
very various. To mention a few: plants (a) build up and stabilize

the soil, reduce surface evaporation, (h) add humus and thereby
improve the water-holding capacity, (c) alter the acid value
of the soil solution, (d) by the mechanical action of their stems
can cause the deposit of water-borne particles of soil and
therefore help to reduce the depth of water in lakes and ponds,
(c) alter light conditions at the surface of the soil and enable

* This doos not, of course, exclude the possibility of plants reacting
upon the Viabitat from the very moment of their appearance.
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shade-loving plants to appear, and (/) influence the appearance

of soil micro-organisms, and of course in many other ways.

In closed forest the effects of the vegetation on the soil

may be very important. The amount of organic matter returned

to the soil every year by the j>lants themselves varies from 20

to 100 tons per acre. This enormous quantity of material is

seized upon at once by an innumerable number of or ganisms and
under tropical conditions rapidly disappears. Humic substances

are, however, constantly added to the soil and while the layer of

litter may be thin and a humus layer absent, the soil itself is

rich in humic and mineral substances. Forest soils are charac-

terized by a strong acid reaction up to a considerable depth and
this acidity jrrevents ‘allitic’ weathering. Even where the
parent rock is strongly basic the soil reaction, although

approaching pWl, is still faintly acid.

An import ant point in connection with the growth of plants

upon an area is that the plants tend to reduce the water content

in very wet places and to increase it if the soil is very dry. This

tendency, of course, does not proceed beyond a certain point.

It has been mentioned that the conditions of life for the colonizer

may require certain adaptations in plant form or construction.

As time goes on, however, and as the plants react upon the habitat

and upon one another, conditions come into being which are

very different, from those oiiginally j)rosent and which do not
call for special adaptation. This explains why the original

pioneers gradually disappear. They have created conditions of

which other plants can take advantage and this process is

repeated until the conditions present are stabilized and there is

no more invasion and the vegetation is in harmony with its

habitat.

The law enunciated by Liebig* that when a multiplicity

of factors is present and only one is near the limits of toleration,

this one factor will be the controlling one, applies in this case

and it is most important to realize that vegetation which is in a
state of succession, i.e. in a serai state, can be invaded by a
plant of higher life-form whose minimum requirements are met
by the improvement in the habitat brought about by the biotic*

reactions.

Secondary succession.

So far we have only considered succession as a process

continued by the reactions of the plants and animals unhampered
by outside influences. This state of affairs is unhappily a rarity

Taylor, W. P. {Ecolo(jy, XV, 378) rostates the law aa follows

:

‘the growth and functioning of an organism is dependent upon the amount
of the essential environmental factor presented to it in minimal quantity
during the moat critical season of the year, or during the most critical

year or years of a climatic cycle*.
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and the super-dominant man with his fire, his domestic animals

and other methods of destruction is usually actively at work.

Let us consider briefly at this stage the effects of fire and grazing

animals upon progressing vegetation.

Fire long continued will destroy and prevent the appearance

of all species which are not adapted to meet this menace. The
species which can withstand fire are comparatively few in number
and they are to be found forming a relatively stable community
in districts where the danger from fire is high. The most
frequently adopted protective devices aie (a) an underground

system which cannot be destroyed by fire together with aerial

j)art8 which can be lost without damage, and (6) the adoption

of a thi(ik corky bark and, in addition, the deciduous habit.

In India, for example, during the dry months of the year

the danger from fire is very great. At this period fires go
roaring through the grasslands and the deciduous forests.

Shortly after the fires are over, tlie tree 8])ocies begin to send

forth their leafy shoots, the underground parts of the grass send

up their tender first loaves and in a month or two there is no
sign of the blackened ruin that w^as left behind after the fires

had passed away. Observations long continued have convinced

ecologists that a progressing succession is slowed down and
eventually halted by fire at a certain stage, and as long as the

fire factor is operative, the vegetation remains in this stage.*

Similarly in the case of the village grazing ground it is

(•ommon knowledge that the village grazing ground changes
only within narrow limits. As long as grazing continues the
only S}}ecios which can survive are those which are adapted
to witlistand such factors as nibbling and trampling. If the

number of animals grazed is very large, bare patches appear
which may or may not be covered with some specu’es which is

distasteful to cattle. If the number of cattle grazed is less, then
the pasture grows a little thicker.

In the two cas(vs which have been mentioned the vegetation
has be(m affecled by certain extraneous factors or biotic agencies

which have influenced it to such an extent that the progression
has been halted and maintained in a more or leas static condition.

Stabilization.

Vegetation, if left to itself, continues to progress as a result

of biotic reaction. As habitat conditions improve, a series of
invasions takes place and each invasion occupies the habitat for

a time until it creates conditions in the habitat of which some
more exacting species can take advantage. A time must come,
however, when a state of equilibrium is reached, at which the
vegetation and its environment are in complete harmony.

* Unless it is ousted by an exotic.
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This stage is controlled by climate, because climate alone

determines what the dominants in any (dimatic region may be

and what life-form the dominants of the final vegetation will

assume.

(c) Climax.

I have explained that, during its development, vegetation

has certain l oactions upon its habitat which bring about certain

changes therein which enable a higher form of vegetation to

replace a lower, and also that there must come a final stage in

which no further advan(;e is x>ossible under prevailing conditions

and the vegetation is in complete harmony with its environ-

ment. This final stage is calhxi the climax and is the highest

expression of the vegetation for a given climate.

Nobody doubts, nowadays, that climatic factors are

responsible for the larger ecological units (of vegetation) of the

earth and that these units are characterized by the dominance
of plant forms of distinct physiognomy. Both the dynamic*-

and physiognomic schools of thought base their classification

on the basic effect of climate and, therefore, there is considerable

agreement in their delimitation of the major communities.

There is, however, a wide divergence of opinion as to the

exact meaning of the word climax. For examifie, what status

are we to assign to the following relatively stable communities

:

(1) a grassland which is burnt every year, (2) a community of

Cupressus torulosa upon limestone, and (3) the vegetation of a

mangrove swamp ?

All these examples are certainly relatively stable, in fact

so stable that during the lifetime of several men there may be

no change. On the other hand, nobody doubts that, if the

annual burning is discontinued for a long time, the grassland

will disappear and be replaced by forest. As far as the Cup-
ressus forest is concerned, experience in the Eastern Himalaya
indicates that it may eventually be replaced by oak and pine.

Neither is the mangrove community really stable. A great

deal of what is now fertile cultivation close to the seashore near

an estuary must have been at one time under mangroves. It

is not certain, of course, that the mangrove will change to some-
thing else because the community may be swept away in a

catastrophe. If, however, land formation proceeds by deposit

as in many estuaries, the mangrove belt is pushed further and
further out to sea. Cowan ^7 has instanced the reverse process

in his account of the vegetation of the Chakaria Sunderbans

where he states that, owing to a violent tidal wave in 1897,

doubtless connected with the devastating earthquake of that

year in Assam, a great deal of cultivated land was inundated

and was resumed by a growth of mangroves.

The instances quoted above are examples of communities
of vegetation which are relatively stable, but which are not
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cpntrolled by climate alone but in addition, in the first ease,

by the biotic factor fire
;
in the other two by a soil factor. The

former is considered by some to be a true climax and is called

a biotic climax and the other two are called edaphic climaxes.

Now, it is obvious that these two conci^pts are of very

different status. The biotic climax is a stabilized type of vege-

tation which owes its stability to a factor which can be discon-

tinued at any time by man. In the other case the oda])hic

factor is not as a rule one which man can alter, and must be

altered by the reaction of the plants themselves on the habitat

if there is to be progress towards the normal climax. Man can,

of course, in certain cases, su(;h as draining a sw^amp, cause an

edaphic factor to disappear.

Clements accepts only one climax and those other coju-

munities of stabilized vegetation he (considers are proclimaxes,

disclimaxes, etc., asserting that, once the disturbing factor is

removed, advance begins at once, Phillips introduces easily

understood terms to indicate that the progress of succession is

deflected, retarded, accelerated or stopped in a certain stage.

The change of vegetation due to a soil impov erished by a leaching

out of nutrients still remain a problem.

Other workers, for example Bourne i®, vigorously criticize

the protagonists of the monoclimax theory. Bourne lays

great stress upon the soil in the control of the climax type and
goes so far as to say that there may be many edaphic climates

within an area in wiiich the climatic factors are the same.
He says ^the real tests of a climax are stability of topography
and maturity of soil profile in relat ion to climate, as well as the
presence of climax dominance'. Quite recently it has been
pointed out that in lowdand tropical regions, tropical red earths
and well-marked j)od8ols may develop side by side, following

differences in the parent rock, in the same climate, and that
these two soil types bear distinct climax vegetation types. If

such be really the case, its importance as a support for the poly-

climax theory cannot bo minimized.
In regard to the stress jdaced upon maturity of the soil

and its influence upon the climax it is well to remember that

most of the present forest climax units of India are in the hills,

where the soils are often shallow'^ and extremely stony. In
fact it is common in the sholas of the Nilgiris, the forests of the
Western Ghats and those of the Himalaya to find that the under-
lying rock crops out here and there. It may be pointed out
here that in tropical forest, especially in rain forest, the forest

lives largely upon the products of its own decay. This type of
forest is remarkable for the luxuriance of its vegetation. The
large amount of litter which is laid down on the forest floor

every year is rapidly decomposed and its mineral constituents
made available for the growth of the trees. Now if the forest

lives largely upon the products of its own decay it is obvious
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that a laxiiriant forest does not necessarily indicate an extremely

fertile soil. A luxuriant forest, if such bo the climax type for

a given climate, will develop as surely on a poor soil as upon
a fertile one. It may take a much longer time but the final

result is the same. This is a point to remember when false

arguments are put forward to boost up a demand for throwing

oi)en forest to agriculture. As has been indicated elsewhere

in this address, climax-forest-soil accurnuJates, during its cen-

turies of intimate relationship with the vegetation, stores of

humic substances, which, should the area bo thrown open to

cultivation, may give an entirely wrong impression, in the first few
years, of great fertility of soil. Bumper crops can bo taken off

forest soil, but as exposure rapidly reduces the stores of plant

remains, these crops dwindle, and unless the soil be naturally

fertile, as too rarely happens, become mediocre or even bad.

This experience often leads to further agitation for more forest

land and, naturally, to a vicious circle.

Bourne instances the case of the fired area and states

that there are many climates which would support an evergreen

vegetation wore it not for forest fires and their effect upon
the soil. He ])oints out, however, that where latcrization has

followed the retreat of the evergreen the return of all but a
few of the more tolerant evergreen species is often prevented.

Until laterite is eroded and more mosophytic) soil conditions are

developed the original vegetation cannot reinvade the area.

The formation of laterite is not, however, dependent upon any
induenco exerted by tlie veget ation.

An important paper by P. W. Davis, I.P.S. (Indian Forester^

LXVI, 658) is of interest in this connection. He jxhnts out

that the now established technique of raising teak plantations
ensures success in the first year, but experience in Malabai
has shown that, in some cases at least, subsequent development
is not at all uniform and a proportion of the area planted out

shows a falling off’ in height growth and increment. In certain

of these areas soil pits were dug and the soil profiles wore ex-

amined and found to show an advanced stage of laterization.

The author goes on to discuss the theory of laterite formation

which is taken to be due to (a) a leaching process, {h) a silicate

decomposition process, and (c) a sesquioxide accumulation
pj'ocess. The first process, that of leaching, takes place in the
wet season. Owing to the high temperature prevalent in areas

where laterite formation goes on, there is also a vigorous decom-
j)osition of the original alumino-silicates so that the silicic acid

is leached out leaving an insoluble residue which is for the most
part a hydrate of aluminium oxide. This chemical action

proceexis to considerable depths so that in perpetually moist
zones we find a purely allitic layer above the parent rock, which,
while it retains somewhat the structure of the original rock,

contains principally sesquioxides unaccompanied by silicic acid.
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This substauce is called primary or high level laterite. In

areas, however, which are not perpetually moist, but in which
a wet and dry season alternate, the surface evaporation causes

an upward migration of a solution rich in sesquioxiides. This
causes an accumulation zone near the surface which is rich in

Fe208. Now, provided the original forest is kept intact, this

upward or downward trend of solution rich in sesquioxides

has no effect upon the vegetation or the soil since the humus
present in the surface layer acts as a protective colloid and
keeps the sesquioxides in solution. Moreover, the temperature

and humidity in closed forest are not likely to vary within the

wide limits which are usual outside forest. If, however, the
humus layer be absent and the soil exposed to the extremes
of heat and varying degrees of humidity, then a layer of laterite

forms upon which it is not possible to induce the species of the
original forest to grow.

From this example emerges the fact that if a climax forest

in the tropics is destroyed by man, it is quite possible that soil

changes may make the return of the climax impossible. An
investigator will find the vegetation occupying a lateritic soil

quite different from that of the neighbouring forest and appa-
rently static and there will be nothing to show him that the

• vegetation is actually serai and not climax.

The question of the laterization of the soil—due to exposure
following the effects of fire long continued, which has removed
the evergreen forest

;
or upon the more rapid destruction caused

by man in his efforts to create a more valuable tree crop—^raises

another question akin to it. This is the question of the status

of the hill grasslands which are such a marked feature of the
hills of India, Burma and Ceylon.

• The hill grasslands of Ceylon are considered in a long
paper by Pearson 20

. These grasslands, called patanaSy have
been in existence for a very long time and as they are

situated in an area of high rainfall their stability has given
rise to some speculation. I cannot, from a search through the
literature, find out whether any work lias been done on these

patanas since Pearson^s work in 1897. Pearson believed that
the patanas arose from the effects of long-continued grass fires

and that, owing to the heavy rainfall, the soil of the area below
4,600 ft. has been swept away and therefore the reafforestation

of the greater part of this area is impossible xmder the present
climatic conditions. With regard to the area above 4,500 ft.,

it appears that an accumulation of sour humus prevents the
ecesis of forest tree seedlings. Both areas Pearson considers
to be stationary and permanent although he agrees that theii’

origin is directly due to the destruction of the forest. As
Pearson does not differentiate between serai and climax vegeta-
tion in his paper one cannot be sure what are the intermediate
stages between grassland and forest, but it is clear that,

XI
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notwithstanding the fact tliat the author (considers these patanas

to be climax, they are really only a case of succession-

termination.

The grasslands of the Nilgiris, Khasi Hills, Kaga Hills,

etc. are also very extensive and they are also extremely stable.

The climate is the so-called forest climate and although ever-

green forest is present in folds of the terrain, it does not seem to

be able to advance upon the grassland. The factors with which

the forest has to (contend are file and grazing, two factors which

world-wide experience has shown to be capable of reducing

forest to grassland and of keejiing it in tliat state for a long time.

This is sufficient to explain why forest does not advance on
grassland, but even if the species of the forest are taken and
planted or sown in the grassland and the latter ])rote(*ted from

fire, it is found that they, do not survive. Tl‘ nnprote(?ted from

frost they die, if prote(;ted they do not grow.

These grassland areas are typical biotii* climaxes which
have existed for a very long time. When a biotic climax ot

this nature is maintained in its subordinate state the Joss of soil

by erosion muvst be very (considerable, especcially if fire is a factor,

and much greater than it Avould be if the area were (covered witli

forest. CJianges, similar or ielat(^d to laterization due to ex-

posure and continued burning, may also tala‘ place and
make the soil unsuitable for the climax spe(ci(>s.

There are, however, very good grounds for believing that

,

no matter how stable the grasslandi^ may be. they aie really

only serai in status. When one (considers the life of t lie seedlings

of the <3vergi'(cen forc^sts, i.e. the individuals which will even-

tually i*eplace the dominants, one realiz(3S that tluir early life

is spent in an environment w hi(i) is the veI•^' antitlu^sis of that

which suits the mature tree. The mature tr(^(3 endures insola-

tion, frost and all tlie vagaiic^s of the climate and flourishes.

Th(^ seedling, on tiie other hand, is jirotected from eaiiy youth
11 [)wards iVoni all these extremes, and even its light requirements
are usually very difiereiit in tlie early stages of its (existence.

Tt grows uy)on a soil wffii(ih has been tiie subject of reaction

y>088ibly for ceutiuios or even thousands of years. It can bic

no cause for surprise that such seedlings fail t(3 survive in the
rigours of the grassland. In fact if one ace(3pts the theory of

succession—that succession is due to reactions only and is pro-

gressive—one can only come to the conclusion that it w ouki bc^

impossible to replace the grassland by a plantation of the evei -

green species. The stages of the sere from grassland to ever-

green may he telescoped by artificial means, and short cuts
may be taken wdtbin limits

;
but to replace a stabilized biotic

type by the climatic climax is a task ay)t to be attended by some
difficulty. If, on the other hand, some of the earlier and woodiei
stages of the sere are reywoduced and inimical biotic factors

IIB
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kept at bay, there is no reason to believe that a gradual return

to the eliinax would not be possible.

Another type of climax which has been described by certain

workers is the fire-climax. This is a type of relatively stable

vegetation which has arisen as a result of fire. It is similar

in status to the biotic grassland climax which is the result of,

and is maintained in a stable state by, fire. The name, however,

in India at least, is usually applied to the well-known sal (S/iorea

rohusta) forest which, were it not for the fire factor, would, at

least in Eastern India, change into evergreen forest. As the

last few words of the previous sentence imply, this type is

(•(nisidored to b(i a c;ase of siic(;ession-intorrii]jtion or -termina-

tion.

From the foregoing it will be clear that if on(‘- accepts tht*

)>olyclimax theory it would bo possible to have several well-

marked stages, all of which could be called a climax, qualifiofl

\)y soino word such aB^fii'e’ or ‘biotic’ or ‘edaphic’, on the vay
to the true climax, i.e. the climatic climax. Imudentall v ,

as

long as one recognizes that all these states are only transitory

t here is need for only one term to express the highest ty[)0 ot

vegetation capable of maintaining itself in a given (iimate:

the climax.

To assume that the climax is of uniform structure through-
out would be erroneous, because the climax, being a living unit,

a biome, organic entity, complex organism or whatever name
is applied, is subject to miim)r fiiict uatioiis in the climate and will

adjust itself to these fluctuations. Hero and thei e will be found
areas in which the rainfall is a little heavier or a little loss than
tfio normal, heie the soil bettor drained and there more water
fogged. All these local differences (;all forth a response from
llie biome and small difi’ereiK^es will be found in the composition
of th(^ vegetation.

Before passing on to the next [lOT’tion of my addiess T

should like to recapitulate certain principles which I consider

fundamental foi* the study and solution of ecologicjal problems
ill India. First of all witli regard to succession. This pheno-
uienon is progiessive and is due to biotic reactions only. This
excludes any concept of retrogression due to biotic factors such
as grazing, fire, draining, flooding, etc. In order to maintaiu
intact the developmental theory of vegetation it is better to

consider separately all extrinsic factors of this nature. Biotic

(allogenic) factors (jertainly do affect the succession in various
ways. These effects can be described according to the rate and
direction of the results with such terms as succession-accelera-

tion, -retardation, -deflection, -interruption, and -termination 21

.

In view of the fact that biotic factors—^factors for the most part
over which Man has control—have such a tremendous influenci*

on the succession, it is clear that if we only know the stages
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of t he sere it is possible to influence and mould its course and

speed in order to suit our own purpose.

Coming to the climax, we have seen that the climax is

the final stage of biotic development in the climatic unit’.

The climax is a product of and is controlled by a given climate.

Vegetation which has not leached the climax stage is unstable

and is irresistibly urged along the path towards the climax.

A forest climate sees the victory of the forest if the sere is left

to itself. A desert cdimate, on the other hand, sustains a desert

vegetation and so on. 'As the final stage of a sere, the climax

is less flexible in terms of manipulation, but it is capable of

similar control; it can be protected and held against all but

(;limatic cliange as in research and wilderness areas. It can

be enriched or impoverished, and it can be destroyed in such

a way as to reproduce itself or so completely as to render this

impossible, thus permitting a wide range of substitutions within

the limits of climate and soil.’ 22

II. The Study of Ecology in India.

In this country the study of ecology Iras not made the same

notable strides as other biological sciences have and it is worth

while pausing for a moment to consider possible reasons for

this apparent lack of interest in the subject.

For some reason ecology is not a pojrular study. I know
of only one case—^there may be other4, for I am not in touch with

academic circles—^in which a student submitted a thesis on an

ecological subject for his M.Sc. At one time the pages of the

Journal of the Indian Botanical Society contained articles on

t his subject : it is a rarity, nowadays, for an article on ecology

to be published in that paper. How has that come about and

what is the reason for it ?

One possible reason is that ecology is a new science and is

one that cannot be relegated wholly to any of the firmly estab-

lished and circiimscribed branches of knowledge hke chemistry,

physics, botany and the like, but demands the co-operation of a

number of such sciences. The borderlands of science, of which

ecology is one, have always had, in their beginnings, little attrac-

tion for students and this is a fact which has been recognized

for some time, at least in American scientific circles. The
importance of research in the borderlands of science is fully

realized in America and steps have been taken to see that such

research is not left wholly to chance. As Bowman 28 remarks

‘the greatest borderland of all is that between the physical and

natural sciences on the one hand and the social sciences on the

other. It seems probable that the cultivation of this borderland

will be the distinctive mark of the next epoch of advancement of

organized research
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. It may be that in India we have that superficial and arbi-

trary division of biology into ‘pure’ and ‘applied’, which has

been exercising the minds of educationalists in Europe for the

past twenty years and more. Attention has recently been
(tailed to this state of affairs in England owing to the embarras-

singly small use made of pure biologists in times of war. Tlu^

tendency of biologists to become narrow specialists in one or

another branch of pure biology is much doi)lored and serious

steps have been taken to bridge the gap between the ‘pure*

and the ‘applied’. These efforts, in England, have had the

opposite effect to that desired and have driven the specialist

to take refuge in his specialization where lie is remote from the

practical application of his science to the affairs of everydaA^

life.

In England we find the academic posts in the hands of the

specialists while the applied posts are occupied by those who
liave been trained by the specialists but who have broken away
from tradition. The danger lies not in the fact that there arc-

specialists in pure biology but in the fact that there is no intimate

contact between pure and applied research: hence the danger ol

isolation of the specialist. ‘What all biologists woidd deplore

is that pure biology, defending its virginity, should lapse into

•barren spinsterhood. ’ 24

Another possible reason which has discouraged .\oung

scientists from studying the subject is th(^ impossible and ridi-

culous nomenclature which some writers consider necessai v for

the exposition of their work. Words such as acrodomatia,

angonokton, blastocliore, driodad, endoxylophyte, isodem, hemi-
cryptophytosynusium, promunturiun^

,
stegonaehamaephytium

,

etc. are quite unnecessary and are better* relegated to tire dust-bin
•of disciarded monstrosities.

There is no real necessity for such terms and I hope all

writers in India will resist tlie temptation to coin new words to

describe conce])ts which are new or Ihncied to be new.
A certain amount of descriptive ecology * (plant sociology

or synecology) has been done by a number of workers in India.

Studies in the autecology of the individual plant have also been
carried out. All these are to the good, and a further step in the
right direction has been made by the recent creation of a 8ciontifi(*

society, the Indian Ecological Society, which will liave as its

special care the fostering of ecological study in India.

The work that lies before us is immense. Not only have
we to catalogue and describe the serai and climax units of
this great country wdtli all its varieties of soils and climates.

* The moat important of these is ‘ A Preliminary Sarvoy of the
Porest Types of India and Burma* by H. G. Champion, which was pub-
lished as an Indian Forest Record, Silviculture, Vol. I, in 1937. Champion
refers, in his bibliography, to nearly all ecological work done in India.
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wo have also to take up and <leal with the problems arising

IVoiii tlie daily contact of Man and his domestic animals with

A^egetation.

Let me indicate briefly some of the ways in which problems
relating to vegetation, its maintenance and management, arise

and are dealt with in India to-day.

III. Pbaotioal application of Ecological Concepts.

(a) Shifting cultivation.

For long per iods in the history of the earth before Man
appeared the land must have been covered with vegetation of

some kind which was in harmony with the climate of that

distant age. The floristic of those climax:es is different from that

of tlie climaxes of to-day, but when man first made contact with

the vegetation the genera and species must have been very much
the same as we know them to-day.

It can safely be assumed also that su(a*essional phenomena
were mucli less common than they are to-day and bare areas

only occurred where water made contact with land, on high

hills wiiere slips occurred and on areas where catastrophic de-

vastation of V0g(4ation took place through the forces of nature.

The advent of Man upon the scene meant, from small

beginnings, the eventual destruction of (flimax vegetation over

almost the whole of the surface of the earth.

As Man learned the use of fire and the benefits of cultivation,

1 he climax forests were attackcnl and from that day to this the

dogma that ‘Man destroys to plant and plants to destroy’ has
been very nearly a ti'uism. It is generally agreed that at the

present time there is only a minute area of vegetation which is

not subject to the interference of Man and his domestic animals.

In most European countries the primeval climax has long

since disappeared and the last strongholds may even now have
fallen a victim to the ruthless Nazi exploitation of otlier nation’s

property. In this country little of the untouched climax forest

l emains, but in the Eastern Himalaya are still to be found areas

which for one reason or another have escaped the woodman’s
axe or the cultivator’s hoe.

The effect of Man’s contact upon vegetation is a tale of

destruction in almost every case, varying from the slightest

effect to comyflete annihilation.

Of all jiractices initiated by Man the most noxious is that

of shifting cultivation. In this type of cultivation the forest

is felled and burned and a crop is raised in the ashes. It is well

to consider what this practice means. The first time the forest

was foUed it was most likely climax forest, that is, the culmina-
tion of a sere which had probably lasted many hundreds of years.

Vageler 26 estimates that the production of fresh organic matter
in primeval tropical forests approaches on a conservative estimate
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,100 tons per aero per year. He points out that in temperate
climates this quantity would result in a layer of humus many
yards thick. That such accumulations are not found in tropical

forest is due to the innumerable organisms, plant and animal,
which are occnipied with the destruction of the residues of the
liigher plants. In fact the destruction of organic matter proceeds
so quickly that it is a rarity to find one-eighth of an inch of humus
and the thickness of the litter is also negligible. As Vageler

says 'the yard-deep humus layers of the tropical forest are poetics

fantasy’. The soil is, however, rich in humic substances to a

depth of several yards and this explains its great fertility. Ex-
posure to the sun and air, coupled Avith crop raising, rapidly

reduces the fertility produced by centuries of biological reaction.

After a second ct'op is taken off the soil, deterioration sets in

rapidly and few jhvms * are cultivated for more than two
years.

Erosion during the period of (cultivation, especially on
steep hillsides, is very great and large quantities of soil are

T*emovod din ing the rains in districts where this practice is still

allowed. In the Naga Hills, Assam, cases are on record in which
so mucJi soil had been removed from cultivated fields by the
agents of erosion that the bare rock was exposed. The only
resort left to the cultivator was to carry up soil from the river

-

bank several thousand feet below and pour it out on the bar(»

i*o(‘k in order to make a field.

Now when the ai’ea is abandoned the odds are heavily

against the speccies of the original climax forest appearing. If

you have follo^ved the argument regarding development you will

understand that the (conditions nocessai v for the immigration
and ecesis of these species are absent.

' Climax and succession being what they are, it follows that
once the disturbing cause ceases, development is immediately
resumed. If the field is left to itself, it begins, after abandon-
ment, its slow but inevitable march to the climax. But, be
it remembered, that march is by stages. We do not at once get

back the climax. That state is only reached after the migration,

ecesis, competition, coaction and reaction of the plants and
animals that make up the various stages in the sere.

It follows, therefore, that the vegetation which takes

possession of the abandoned field will be somotliing lower in

this stage of development. Very often it is only Eupatorimn
odoratum, a South American weed, or grass, or even softwooded
trees. As far as is known at present the succeeding woody
species are almost always those which make little demands upon
habitat. They are often rapid growers and possess seeds which
are either very light or possess special adaptations for wide
dispersal.

* This word is applied to shifting cultivation in the hills of Aswam.
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CommuiiitieB of vegetation, such as these, are usually loosely

called ‘secondary’ and, if protected from fiie, slowly change
to something which more nearly resembles the cHmai which it

has replaced. On the other hand, if fire be a danger there is

little or no progression but the woodj^ species which come in

the first instance may even disappear.

As matters stand, however, such areas are not allowed to

progress very far because increasing population compels the

villager to cultivate his field at shorter and shorter intervals.

Should the interval between two periods of cultivation be too

short the land deteriorates rapidly.

This process of the destruction of evergreen forest by the
hill cultivator and its replacement by something less valuable

and less highly organized is quite common in the Himalaya and
the hills of Eastern and Southern India.

The reduction of tree-covered hillside to gi’assy slopes has
assumed alarming proportions in recent years in the North
Cachar and Naga Hills. It is well known that forest is very
effective in holding uj) lain supplies while grassland, althougli

more efficient than bare soil, allows a proportion of the rain-

water to flow along the surface. In Assam, where rainfall is

apt to bo exceedingly heavy, the danger from erosion is great

and, moreover, the rapid descent of large volumes of rain-water
into the valleys is likely to cause flooding. The extremely
humid atmosphere of Eastern India, however, ensures that any
bare space is covered with vegetation in a very short space of
time and badly eroded areas are not common.

The plains and foothills of North-West India stand in com-
plete contrast. Here the chmate is very different from that
in the east and is characterized by groat extremes of temperature
and a rainfall of less than 40 inches. In these areas there is not
that exuberance of vegetation which a generous rainfall and a
more uniform temperature call into being. The soil carries a
poor scrub forest of thorny trees. Where preserved this forest

can maintain itself and the trees grow close together and the
soil is protected by a more or less complete grass cover. Where,
however, cultivation and grazing, especially by goats, is allowed
to proceed unchecked the vegetational cover is removed and
the unconsolidated alluvial soil of these parts is eroded to an
alarming degree. The problem of the prevention of erosion
and reclamation of these lands is one of the greatest the Forest
Department in the Punjab has ever faced.

What I have just described is a grave misuse of land which
is tolerated in certain tropical countries at the present day but
Aihich, it is safe to say, will not be permitted for an instant once
it is generally reahzed how dangerous it is to allow a certain
class of people to do as they like with the vegetative covering
of the area they occupy.
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, This dictum may seem to be the negation of democratic
principles but it is now beginning to be realized in this country
that what is done in the hilly areas of one province may have
dire effects in the plains districts of another province.

An improvement on the method of the shifting cultivator

is the maintenance of permanent fields. In the hilly areas these
fields are terraced and water is ingeniously distributed over a
whole hiUside, wliereby little soil is lost. Unless, however,
fields are properly laid out along the contours, erosion is often

very heavy. In Lahul, for instance, enormous quantities of soil

are removed owing to the reckless way water is led into a field

for irrigation purposes.

The question of the permanent field in the hills leads one
to the problem of supplying those fields with the necessary
water for irrigation. It often happens in hill districts, where
jhuming * has been allowed to proceed unchecked, that when
the time comes to turn over to permanent fields, a water supply
is difficult to obtain. This is almost invariably due to th(‘

absence of vegetation on the hill slopes.

It is a pity tliat what seems so obvious and clear to us to-day
should not have been so to the administrators of the past. The
almost insoluble problems which arise at the present time in

the hills, where an increasing population is faced with a limited

area of land of diminishing fertility, would never have arisen

had tlie implications of uncontrolled jhuming been understood.

(b) Forestry.

We have seen that Man’s contact with v(^getation, so far,

has been a sorry tale of destruction. To turn for a moment to

the management of our forests show^s Man in the role of protector
and in a more favourable light.

‘Forest vegetation is composed of plant communities or

units of vegetation, developed and arranged in accordance witli

definite biological laws and is not an aggregation of trees and
other plants brought together by (diance. ’ 20

No matter how one may marvel at the climax forest as a

living entity, with all its myriads of diffeient forms of life,

each acting upon and being influenced in its turn by tlie other
living members of the community, it does not always conform
to what present-day Man considers to be an ideal forest

.

For example, the luxuriant evergreen forests of tlie Western
Uhats or the Eastern Himalaya conjure up visions of the ‘in-

exhaustible forest wealth of India’. The trees are there in enor-

mous numbers but the number of valuable trees per acre is so

lew that it really does not pay to work the forest. For example,
in the forests of the Western Ghats, tlie number of different

This term is applied to shifting cultu ation in Assam.
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specieB may bo as high as 160, but trees which are (considered

valuable are not more than 2 per acre.

In areas where the stock is richer the forests are of course

exploited, but the very fact that they are exploited introducovs

an extraneous biotic factor which has an effect upon the vegeta-

tion.

Now it is quite clear that Man can affect the climax in various

ways though it responds much less ray)idly to his manipulation

than do the stages of a sere. It can, however, be enriched by
the encouragement of the more important species, or it may be

impoverished by cutting out all the valuable species without

(taring very much what follows them. It can bo destroyed and
replaced by plantations of the more valuable species or it can be
flestroyed so completely as to render its reappearance impossible.

The principle of the conservation of ^vater supplies by the
retention of the vegetative (;over of the soil is well understood

by forest officers who plan the working of their forests so as to

inaintain an unbroken cover as far as ]>ossible and at the same
lime exploit their forests so as to give a legitimate sustained yield

of tijuber.

The fine work of the Forest Department in the last- century

was largely the result of the application of continental ]>rinciples

of forestry to the forests of In(lia. On the whole this has worked
well and an immense amount of empirical information was storerl

up as the decades passed.

The continental methods were apjdied with more or less

Hiic(;es8 to the temyrerate forests but with decidedly less success

in the tropical plains forests. In fact the application of Euro-
pean methods of conservation actually did harm in some cases.

A brief example of this must suffi(;e. In accordance with

the j)ractice in vogue in the German and French forests, where'

rrfficers of the Indian Forest Service received their* training, a

policy of fire yrrotection was extended to the forests of India.

This of course benefited ecologically those forests which exhibited

succession-termination owing to the effects of the long-continu 6x1

fire factor. According to the principles enunciated above when
the fire factor was removed such forests would at once continue

tVie succession towards the climax type. This is exactly what
did happen to the great embarrassment of certain yrrovinces in

which the fire sub-climax forest (Shoreu robusta) was far more
valuable than the evergreen forest which was the natural climax.

In these forests the light grassy undergrowth, \rhich \vas common
when the forest was burned, turned into an imyienetrable growth
of evergreens, in many cases so thick that it needed many years

of forced burning to reproduce the grass. In such an under-

growth the appearance and development of sal seedlings is im-
possible. In these forests the aim at the y)re8ent time is to

ywevent the succession from proce(3ding too far and to prevent
this from happening firing or shrub (fitting are prescriptions in
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.liie various working plans. In other words, the object of the

management is, by the imposition of a biotic factor or factors

upon tlio unstable vegetation, to cause succession-termination

and to maintain the forest in that state.

Forest officers have been forced more and more to considei*

I he subsidiary specues in their forests. From being regarded
as a nuisance many of these species are now kiioAvn to be very
im|>ortant in the biological relations of the living trees. Many
are food plants of insect parasites of the insect pests whicli

damage the valuable trees.

A gi’eat deal of valuable empirical knowledge has accu-

mulated at the exj)onse of much time, labour and cash, M’hicli

(nuld have been appreciably diminished had the problem been
approached from the ecological angle. The technique of raising

plantations of valuable evergi’oen species has been so improved
in recent years that nowadays failures do not exist. In tlu^

)>ast attem]>t s to raise plantations of valuable evergreens, without

any regard whatever for the ecological needs of the species,

ci-lmost invariably ended in failure.

The raising of j)uie plantations of species which do not
(»c.(mr pure in nature, and their subsequent extinction or de-

vastation through thc' attacks of insects and plant parasites,
• has drawn attention to the fact that Man, superdominant

i hough he ma^^ be, cannot afford to iq>set too outrageously
the re(upiocal relations ^vhich exist between all forms of living

organisms in an area without eventually having to pay the
penalty.

The planting ot the tree Gmelina arboreu is a case in point.

This tree is not found gR)wing in pur<^ stands in India, but owing
to the value of its timber as a furniture wood, and the ease and

• rapidity with which it can be established, largo jdantations havt^

been laised in Bengal, Assam and Burma. In Bengal and
Assam, plantations amounting to hundreds of acTes have been
wiped out by the plant parasite Scnrruki parasitica Linn.

(Loranthus scurrula, Linn.). In the Northern 8han Statens over

2,OC10 acires of plantations of this speedes with a (‘apital value

of Rs. 1,50,000 had to be written off in 1936, owing to the

depredations of the beetle CalopepM leayana. It is impossible
to raise pure plantations of Michelia chmnpaca Linn., another

species not found pure in nature, because of the bug Urostylis

punctigera.

Dr. Beeson 27^ till lately Forest Entomologist at the Forest

Research Institute, Dehra Dun, has in his recent book on forest

insects stressed the necessity for regarding the forest as a bio-

coenosis, biome, organic entitj^ or* whatever term is used to

cover the whole range of living organisms contained wdthin it.

He gives many examples of serious losses, through completely

unsuspected pests, which have occurred by neglect of, and inter-

ference with, the natural laws of fr>re8t biology. A deepei*
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acquaintance with these natural laws (i.e. study of ecology)

is responsible for the tendency in recent years to get away from

the ' artificial’ and back to the ‘natural ’ in Indian forestry.

(c) Grazing,

Before any ecological problem is tackled it is of the utmost

importance to decide the ecological status of the community with

which one proposes to deal. Grazing implies grassland of some
sort, whether open savannah or grassy stretches dotted over with

trees. Everyone is familiar with the vast stretches of grass,

whether tall or short, which one sees everywhere in India. The
rolling downs of Ootacamund, the grassy hills of the Shilloitg

plateau and other places are familiar to some of us. What status

are we to assign to such areas ? Are they climatic climaxes or

are they serai in nature ?

Champion ^8 has expressed the opinion that nowhere in

India is grassland a climax type. True grassland is developed,

according to v. Faber 29, iu a climate which is characterized

by the following elements
:

(a) frequent precipitation of rain,

even if the amount bo small, sufficient to keep the upper layers

of the soil moist during the vegetative period, and (b) sufficient

v^armth during the growing season. The underground water
supj)ly is considered to bo relatively unimportant. It would
be, perhaps, unwise categorically to state that those conditions

do not exist anywhere in Ijidia. India ]>os8088es such an enor-

mous range of environmental factors that it is possible a gi^ass-

land climate does exist over a very small area, but it can be
stated with complete confidencio that in India the climate is

either a forest climate or a desert cliiuate for areas of any
size.

Hence it is clear that those grassy areas whi(;h, for example,
are such a conspicuous })art of the landscape in some of the

wettest parts of India are serai in status.

Stress has been laid elsewhere (Bor 1938, 1941) that

the species of grass which are found in grassland in forest climates

belong to the more highly developed genera. The reason foi*

this is that their migration to the open country has tended to

vest them with adaptations which are not necessary in the
habitat which has changed the least, i.e. the troincal forest

in which their ancestors presumably arose. Grasses of this

kind are usually very fibrous, have a well-develoj)ed rhizome,
and produce seeds which are adapted to transport by air or by
animals. How while these adaptations enable the grasses to

survive the effects of fire and the ordinary browsing of wUd
animal, they are completely useless before the onslaught of man
and his herds of cattle.

The cattle do not like the mature grasses and will onh^
nibble the tender new shoots. To obtain these shoots the
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liei'dsman fires the jungle and the rhizoiue of the burned grass

responds by sending up the desired shoots. If the incidence of

grazing be high, the rhizome eventually dies or the grass assumes
a depauperate form.

Tall grassland, therefore, is usually tlie result of firing plus

the ordinary grazing of wild animals. Tlie short turf grassland

is often brought about by burning plus a high incidence of
grazing. Grassland in forest is only incidental and would
disappear if the trees were grown closely enough. In forest,

however, especially in deciduous forest, grass will persist with

the aid of fire.

Having ascertained that grassland in India is serai the
implications must be stiessed. A serai unit is unstable and can
be moulded by biotic factors to the desired end. Grassland is

always striving towards the climax: and if the biotic factors

which have caused and maintain the grassland are removed, the
succession wiU proceed by the ordinary stages towards the
chmax:. In most parts of India one of the intermediate stages

is some kind of deciduous forest. It has already been indicated

that some of these intermediate stages may be more valuable

than the end product. It will be realized, therefore, that suc-

cession is a most potent weapon provided the developmental
stages are known.

The so-called retrogression, which takes place when Man
and his domestic animals are allowed to work their will on a
forest in a forest climate, has shown in all studies undertaken
by ecologists that the effect of an increasing incidence of grazing

upon an area is to reduce the vegetation to a succession of stages

each of which is fairly well marked. All grazing animals—sheej>,

goats, cattle, camels—^have their likes and dislikes and their

effect upon vegetation tends to eliminate the more palatable

kinds of fodder. Goats are probably the most dangerous of all

browsers as they seem to be able to stomach most green plants.

A combination of these animals is capable of reducing a com-
munity of vegetation to a desert. Paradoxically in certain

parts of India the direct effect of overgrazing may be the creation

of a type of forest. This occurs in certain areas where species

of Euphorbia, distasteful to cattle and goats, are avoided and
everything else browsed, leading to the local dominance of the

Euphorbia,'^ A similar effect has been observed in Bengal
where that interesting plant, Careya herbacea, has come to occupy
considerable areas formerly occupied by grassland. Overgrazed
areas in the Central Provinces are invaded by tlie Xan-
thium strumarium.

* An interesting feature of this stage is that the existence of the
Euphorbia may lead to the appearance of tree species which are protected
from browsing by the prickles on the Euphorbia.
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Usually, however, excessive grazing leads to the establish

-

Hvent of undesirable types of grass whose adaptations againsi

destruction are the prostrate habit and the production of prickly

fruits which make them unattractive to cattle. The final stage

is, of course, where even the grass cannot, giow and its place is

taken by undesirable weeds oi- oven by blank areas. Nor is

the creation of blank areas the only evil resulting from over-

grazing. Once the soil cover is lost erosion may start and become
a very serious problem.

What is the solution of the gl azing problem in India ^

This is a question whicOi is occuppng a good many brains to-

day. Overgrazing—a term whicli means the maintenance of a

number of cattle upon an area wliicli is too small to feed them
adequately—has reduc^ed the pi-oductivit}^ of the usual grazing

giound to a degree tiiat the cattle remain in a state of semi-

starvation. The ownei’s of the (tattle naturally turn their eyes

towards the reserved forests wliei'e it is mistakenly believed

immense quantities of grass are to be had.

For forests in whieli (^lovernment has decuded that grazing

is to bo provid^xi or* in other* forests wliere the Forest Depart-

ment has decided that grazing can be allowed, the nxrrking plans

contain some paragraphs which lay down tlie |U'oc(xlure to b(^

adopted to ciontrol the grazing and improve the existing stocks

of grass. The pr-oirlem is not only quantitative but qualitative.

The difiiculties will b(^ realized when it is })ointed out that the

ecological conditions nermsary for growing good timber’ are

diametrically opposed to those nec.essary for’ tfie ])roduction

of grass.

Most pi’oposals for the improvement of the gi'ass ci’op in

forest arc some kind of closure. Here again c.ertain diffiinilties

arise. If grassland is serai in status, closure will inevitably

mean progression towards the dirnax, that is, the disa])j)oaraiicf‘

of the grass and its replacement by some kind of higher vegeta-

tion. In this respect we r*equiro to knou th(^ speed of th(^

progression and its stagers.

It has been said that closure to gr*azing incr*eases the pi'o-

portion of palatable grasses. This may be true in certain areas

but need not be true for all. The most palatable grasses ar*(‘

the soft-stemmed and soft-leavexi grasses wliich ar e often annuals.

The perennial habit, on the other hand, leads to the pr oduction

of fibr’e and, of necessity, a reduction in fralatability. Closure

M ill not, I am convinced, load to an increase in annuals but to a

consolidation of the peremiials and eventually, of course, to the

disappearance of grass. A great deal moi*o researc;h is necessai’y

before we can consider our grazing troubles as over.

Incidentally I may mention here that the odds against the

success of any fast-gi’owing and high-yielding exotic grasses

are all but decisive. Unless such grasses are helped against

the forces of [irogressive successibn there is little hope of their
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4:jui*vival. On the other hand, intelligent cultivation ot such
exotics and their storage by ensilage methods may lead to some
betterment of the situation.

Anothei' problem, mainly ecological, is that of

(d) Erosion,

‘Geologic^al erosion’ or ‘denudation' is the important

process which, acting over thousand of years, is responsible fo!

the present-day outlines of the hills and foothills and to a large

(extent for the deposits of soil in the plains. This process when
loft to nature is a slow and beneficent one but wJien it is hastened
by the interference of Man becomes one of the most destructive

known in the history of the wwld.
The earliest stages in the formation of soil can be seen to-day

in rocks covered with lichen or alga. The piocess of weathering
l)roak8 down the rock and eventually a series of jfiant com-
munities, varying in com)>lexity from the original algae or

lichen up to the stately coniferous or evergreen forest, takes

possession of the soil. The factors infiuencing soil formation
are climate and Vegetation. It has been found that maturf*

soils, developed on smooth flat or gently sloping sui*faces and
• existing for a long time undisturbed by erosion or deposit or

Man’s activities, owe their essential characters to the climate in

vrhich they are developed Hemte all stable mature soils

in a given climatic^ region tend to show similar profiles. I have
said above ‘undisturbed by erosion or deposit’. This is not

(juite ti'iie, for there is always some slight denudation going
on oven in a forest-edad area. The earth, as it were, is always
shedding its skin and a corresponding thin layer of soil is being
•added by weathering of the rock below . In a foresttxl country,

or in grassland, where this type of vegetation is the climax,

there is always some slow^ removal of the soil. As long as this

is gradual and slow, no harm is done, some rugged or shar})

contours are merely smoothed away. In this way an equili-

brium is reached betw een denudation and soil formation so that

.

unless the equilibrium is disturbed, a mature soil lueserves, a

more or loss constant depth and character indefinitely ^2. This
remark applies even to tlie most friable of soils, such as recent

alluvium, provided the covering of climax vegetation is juain-

tained intact .

I have already touc^hed upon the fertility that is built up even
in initially unfertile soils, by the process of reaction. This

tertility, I have also mentioned, is turned to Man’s advantage
by the noxious practice of shifting cultivation. After the hill

field is abandoned, cattle, goats and sheep prevent the return of

the forest and the area remains as pasture. In order to procure
an early flush of tender grass shoots the herdsman makes use
of fire, which delivers the goods in the form of tender grass.
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Hbut effectively prevents the germination and growth of tree

and bushy species.

In areas where the rainfall is heavy and, therefore, likely

to do damage to the exposed soil, the natural cdimax is forest,

in areas of less rainfall, bush or xerophytic sc;rub of some kind.

In other words, no matter what the climate, the climax vegeta-

tion which is developed is sujGSciont to prevent erosion.

In a forest climax the heavy rainfall is held up by the dense
vegetation and only removes a minute amount of the soil, but
if that forest is reduced to grassland through man’s activities,

then the same rainfall is not held up but runs from the surface

and will remove large quantities of soil. Still greater will be
the danger if the grassland is overgrazed, for the soil is exposed
and trampled into paths which act as natural lines of drainage

and are potential foci for development of gully erosion.

Once Man has interfered with the vegetative covering of

the soil, the slope of the soil and the nature of the soil are the

more important factors.

Water is not the only agent which is the cause of erosion.

Wind, too, is a very destructive agent. The great dust-storms

which have swept over the American prairies in recent years,

removing thousands of tons of pulverized soil and creating

havoc over immense areas, provide the classic example of wind
erosion following the misuse of land. In India the main erosion

agent is water but wind is active as well and the well-known
'Loo* is laden with fine dust. As in the case of water erosion,

wind erosion is due to the removal of the vegetation by the
activity of man.

In India the most pitiful example of misuse of land is seen

in the Punjab Siwaliks. Man has been very active with axe
and fire for many years in the Punjab in order to obtain fields

for cultivation and grazing for his cattle. The removal of the

climax vegetation, followed by continued grazing, initiates a
vicious circle. The soil loses its fertility and will not support

the climax species
;
this again leads to further erosion and further

loss of fertility where even the secondary species will not grow
and so on down to bare rock where only the pioneer species can
ecise.

We have seen that one of the consequences of erosion is a
loss of fertility and loss of soil stability. A further consequence

is a reduction in the water-holding capabilities of the soil. In
soil covered with^vegetation, the upper layers, impregnated
with humus, act as a sponge and absorb and hold water which
would otherwise flow along the surface. This water is then
released slowly to the underlying layers. Should the humus-
impregnated layer be removed rain-water flows off the surface

and leads to sheet erosion and eventually to gully erosion.

The water supply of any region is intimately bound up with

the drainage system as carved out by nature. When the drainage
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^roa is covered with forest the rainfall is held up and is gradually

discharged into the streamlets, then into streams and so on into

the rivers. In well-forested areas the streams are perennial

and the amount of silt removed, even in the heaviest rainfall,

is slight.

Now, if sheet erosion has occurred, water, which in the usual

course of events would be stored, runs rapidly off the surface

removing further quantities of soil and results in a very large

quantity of water being discharged in a very short time. This

naturally leads to floods and a dislocation of water supplies.

It is this very danger which is over present in areas where
hill cultivation is allowed, and one would have thought that this

aspect of denudation was well understood. Such apparently

is not the case. Some years ago a conference of hill officers

was asked to consider the reservation of certain areas as protected

forests, in order to minimize the danger of floods, as it was
considered that those were in no small measure due to the shifting

cultivation practised in the hills. In rejecting the proposal,

these officers recorded their opinion that the floods in the plains

were not due to denudation in the hills but—and here comes the
master-stroke—^A\"ere due to the activities of the plains folk

.themselves. The argument was that the plains-dwellers cut

down grass and the tree jungle whi(*h would otherwise have held
up the flood water !

You may very well ask what bearing all this has upon
ecology. The ecologist (represented by the forest officer) is

often called upon to advise in the matter of afforestation of

l^adly eroded lands and his hands are usually tied by the

imposition of impossible conditions such as that grazing must
.be allowed and lopping of trees permitted. The ecologist is

asked to grow trees upon land which has been denuded to such
an extent that it is fit only to support the pioneers of the sere.

Unless the subject is studied ecologically it is impossible to say
what are the stages of the sere and whether it is possible to take
a short cut to the appropriate (climax type, which, it may be
remarked, is the only ty}>e of vegetation which will prevent
erosion without artificial aid from Man.

The only cure for erosion is the conservation of the soil,

in the first instance by artificial means and then by replacing

the cover of vegetation. Very often the only plants which will

grow on badly eroded soil are the pioneers of the bare areas of

such regions and it is useless to expect valuable trees to grow on
unfertile soil.

The most desirable activity is, of course, the devising of

some technique which will enable the land to produce the crops

needed by the inhabitants without exposing it to erosion. Such
techniques are being evolved in many countries of the world
on an ecological plan.
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Conclusion.

A rocent book 88 begins with the words ‘ To gain contr ol

over tlie soil is the greatest achievement of which mankind is

capable’ meaning thereby that only when the control of the soil

has been wrested from Nature can the stable * structure called

civilization be erected on the land. During the past two or*

three centuries Man has spread all over the world and has taken
possession of the soil. It can be said with truth that he has

wrested the control of the soil in many places from Nature but

it may be doubted whether the change of control has been for the

better.

In many parts of the world to-day, simply as the result of

human mismanagement, the thin layer of fertile soil has been,

or is in the process of being, washed or blown away. Not only

is this the case but mismanagement in one area may bring flood

and havoc to another. One may say with perfect truth ‘Man’s
mismanagement of land makes countless thousands mourn’.

If these and kindred problems which have arisen fiom
Man’s contact with the biome or ecosystem are to be solved in

a proper manner and within a reasonable time, it is clear that

they must be viewed from the ecological angle and dealt with

upon an ecological basis. Moreover, if we do not propose to

hand over to our descendants a situation which is insoluble, it

behoves us to consider carefully any activity of man which may
disturb the vegetative cover on the soil. In other words, the

ecological consequences must be foreseen and allowed for.

All our ecological problems can be correlated with the
different meanings and implications of the word 'conservation’.

Any activity of man which deals with the conservation of soil,

of vegetation, of water supplies, etc., must imply a thorough
understanding of the fundamentals of the theory of vegetation

and ecology.

Take the following fields of human activity and endeavour

:

forestry, agriculture, grazing, land classification and planning,
management of wild life, anthropology, social s(uence, medicine
and epidemiology and man}^ others of like nature, in which the

reactions and coactions of living things upon one another lead to

certain states and raise certain problems—I submit to you
that the only logical approach to these problems is the dynamic
one of modern ecology.
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SECTION OF ZOOLOGY
President :—iJ. Sbtnwasa Rao, M.A., D.Sc., F.A.Sc.. F.N.I.

Presidential Address
{Delivered on Jon 5, 1942)

THE UU(^EET NKKT) FOR BIOLOGTOAL STATIONS
IN INDIA

My first duty as President of tiiis section is to ibank you
tor electing ino to this distinguished office. Looking back ovei‘ a
period of eleven years during whi(‘k this section liad been
presided over by distinguislied proh^ssors of our universities, T

feel how little worthy I am to occupy this Chair. By jirofovssion

T am a systematic zoologist, conccrneil with the naming and
classification of the shrivelled carcass of Invertebrate animals,

a dabbler in species which is ‘no hard glistening tangible thing

•like the atom of classical physics' })ut whicii is ‘rather like the
Schroedinger atom, a thing of mistiness and lack of definition’.

The choice of a subject f()r the Presidential Address has therefore

been no easy matter for me. T was aware of the general conven-
tion of confining the Presidential Address to a review of the
progress of knowledge in a })artic-ular branch of Zoology with
which the President liimself was well acquainted, but I have
decided to follow some of my preilecessors in departing from this

practice firstly because I can lay no legitimate claim to being a

specialist in any branch of Zoology, and secondly because a
review of this Idnd for tlie whole field of Zoology in India had
been published on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee Session of tlie

Indian Science Congress less than four years ago.

In choosing the subject for the present address, the two
most weighty considerations which prevailed on me were (1)

the importance of Biological stations to the advancement of

fundamental knowledge in Biology, and (2) the value of this

knowledge as a constructive factor in the progress of human
civilization. During the last thirty years distinguished biologists

in India and elsewhere have from time to time directed attention
to these considerations with special reference to Indian conditions,

but there is no evidence that this fact is widely known to the

educated public in India, The views expressed by them are

either published in little known bulletins and journals or lie

buried in musty old archives of Governments with which they
were connected. I propose to devote this address to a briel

historical review of the facts relating to the efforts made by our

(
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illustrious colleagues to establish Biological stations in India in

the years that have passed by, and to an examination of the

probable causes of failure to achieve our object with a view to

assist in the solution of our difficulties.

The question of a Biological station for India came up as

long ago as 1911 in connection with the expansion of the Marino
Aquarium at Madras which had been opened two years earlier.

Sir Frederic A. Nicholson, the then Hon. Director of the Madras
Fisheries suggested to the Government of Madras in this connec-

tion that the new aquarium ‘ {a) should not be merely a show place

for recreation or for the satisfaction of curiosity even though
intelligent but that it should be (1) scientific, (2) educational,

(3) practical, and (b) that the direct association of “Fisheric\s
”

A\ith the aquarium will be for the financial, administrative and
piactical benefit of both He stated further that ‘the contents

and biology of the tropical waters of the Near and Middle East
are scientifically almost unexplored; we know almost notiiing of

Marine Zoology in its many living aspc^cts as apart from mere
descriptive and classificatory work. Apart from the aid which
science may and does give to practical work, there ought to be
in this groat country, the verj^ centre of the tropical East, a

central station, where the marine fisheries staff and where savants

and students of Marine Biology can study marine life, both fauna
and flora, not as mere museum specimens but as living organisms.

A marine station where college students can study, as living

organisms, the fauna and flora which their textbooks describe,

can observe, handle, and dissect them will be of first class educa-
tional importance. An aquarium which is at the same time a
Biological station would be of groat practical importance,

especially to the “Fisheries’’ staff. Marine fish-farming, for

instance, can hardly be undertaken successfully or without much
loss of time and money, until wo know at least something of the
breeding and feeding habits or characteristics of food-fishes on
which, at present, we know absolutely nothing; these points
could be readily studied in an aquarium properly equipped for

such studios and continuously available to Fishery officers.

Madras established the first tropical aquarium—excej)t that in

Honolulu—and has already shown therein sonu^ of the wonderful
animals which live in its waters; now that the aquarium is to be
developed in size it should also bo developed in scope, in

importance, and in usefulness’. Sir Frederic recommended on
the basis of Mr. Horneirs plans that the whole upper storey of

the new aquarium should comprise a good laboratory, a technical

museum, and library for the use of students and staff, and office

rooms, while the whole of the ground floor should be reserved
for the aquarium proper. These proposals wore approved by a

committee of four fishery and educational officers of which Sir

Alfred Gibbs Bourne, the Chairman of the Committee, was one.

In 1913 the Madras (^vernment approved the recommendations
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*ot this Committee and sanctioned the scheme at a cost of two
lakhs of rupees, and a recurring grant of R8.12,300 for the

maintenance of the station. Orders were issued to the P.W.D.
for the preparation of detailed plans and estimates for the work,
and for the transference of the control and management of the
station from the JMucation to the Fisheries Department.
Proposals for the expansion of the existing aquarium at Madras
and for the construction of new aquaria at Raineswaram and
Vizagapatam in connection witli the work of the Fisheries

Department were submitted from time to time during the last

few years, but the Government of Madras have deferred giving

eth^ct to them. The Madras aquarium therefore still remains
the only one of its kind in the Province and essentially a show
place for the general public deriving an annual revenue of about
ks.8,000, ami the scientific activities of the Department are

mainly confintxi to Calicut on the West Coast and to Knisadai
in the Gulf of Manaar, stations where up-to-date facilities for

sustained biological work are not yet available.

On his return from a deputation in Europe to study the
organization of marine Biological stations. Dr. Stanley Kemp,
the then Superintendent of the Zoological Survey of India, drew

^
up a detailed scheme for the establishment of a marine Biological

station at Port Blair in the Andaman Islands and submitted it

to the Government of India in 1920, strongly supported by the
Board of Scientific Advice to the Government of India and by

I he British Association for the Advancement of Science.

According to these two influential scientific bodies, the scheme
was sound from the zoological, botani(‘al, hydrographical, and
(Hlm^ational f)oints of view.

From a purely taxonomic point of view it has been shov n in

^Europe, America and Japan, and more recently in India, that it

is necessary to take into account the development, environment
and adaptive characters of organisms in addition to the structure

as elucidated in the examination of preserved material. This
view can be rendered practical onlv’^ in a Biological station in

w hich animals (^an be studied in their natural siirroundings. All

animal life in tho, sea ultimately depends on the abundance of

minute organisms of a vegetable nature. Of the larger forms
known as sea-weeds practically nothing is knovTi in Indian seas,

not to speak of the many different kinds of the blue, green and
red algae amongst which are the forms concerned with the
formation of certain reefs. A detailed study of the botany of

the sea is therefore very essential. Hydrography has undergone
great development in the Atlantic and the Padfic, but in Indian
waters extremely little is known of it except what has been
studied by the Surgeon-Naturalist on the ‘ Investigator ^ who had
no opportunities for work in a properly equipped shore station.

The study of salinities, temperatures, currents, etc. on board
the ship can only be satisfactorily carried on when it can be
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correlated with observations made in a well-equipped scientific

shore station.

One of the strongest arguments that can be brought forward
for the foundation of a marine Biological station is the facilities

that it would provide for team work between exports of different

branches of science. The advances made by the International

Council for the Exploration of the North Sea owed much to such

team work in the marine Biological stations in Europe without

the help of which fruitful results would have been imj)()8sible.

The fishor^A j)robloms to be faced in the Indian seas are far more
varied than in the seas of Europe where tlio experience gained

through centuries of fishing had brought together a vast amount
of practical knowledge which quickened scientific investigations.

No such a(tcumulated knowledge is available for Indian waters

in the study of fisher}^ problems, and it is all the more necessary

that adequate facilities should be available for the correlation

and analysis of information from local sources. The life-history

of no important Indian fish has yet been worked out, and
European Biologists who are ac^quairitod with Indian conditions

rightly attribute the lack of this knowledge to the absence of

Biological stations in India. Nothing is known of the food,

migration, and enemies of twen the most important species of

food-fish in our seas. All these can be investigated adequately
only in a marine Biological station. What has boon said above
of fish applies with equal force to shell-fish, b6cho-de-mer,

sponges, corals, sea-weeds, etc., which provide not only food

for the people but also important commercial products. Lastly,

no fishery legislation that is not based primarily on knowledge
gained of the fish concerned will be of practical value.

The Indian soa-fishorios are in their infancy still and
commercially inferior to those of Euro]>e or America. They
have great possibilities and it is necessary that scientific research

should proceed side by side with commercial exploitation.

There are economic problems in the solution of which the facilities

available in Biological stations alone would prove of great

benefit.

The value of a course fV>r students of Biology at a well-

equipped marine station is recognized by all European, American
and Japanese universities, and every encouragement is given to

students to visit some Biological station during their long

vacations. In India on t he other hand there are no real facilities

for the students except those that can be had at Krusadai Island

near Bameswaram or for practical training of fishery students

except such as is available in the Madras Fisheries—^not to speak
of the lack of facilities for research in Marine Biology. As
regards supply of biological specimens the only facilities available

in India for universities teaching Biology are those provided by
the Madras Fisheries Department

.
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• The British Association whose enthusiastic support of the

Port Blair scheme carried with it the promise of expert advice

on organization and equipment of the station learnt with regret-

that the scheme had been put in cold storage owing to financial

stringency.

The deficiency in our equipment for biological teaching and
research did not hail to stir individual minds in this country
connected with the teaching and l esearch professions. Dr. K. N.
Bahl of the Liiclmow University, President of the Zoology section

at the Bangalore session of the Indian Science Congress in 1924,

devoted his j)residential address to the organization of zoological

teaching and research in India, emphasizing this deficiency.

Exactly ten years later Prof. P. R. Awati, Professor of Zoology
at the Royal Institute of Science, Bombay, presiding over tlie

Zoology section of the Scaence Congress at its Bombay session in

1934, put forward a vigorous plea for the compulsory teaching of

.Biology in the primary and secondary schools in India as the
only right stc]) tov aids the diffusion of biological ju inciples and
facts among the masses in t his country.

In alluding to the then })roposed Indian Zoological Memoir s

on the lines of those published by the Liver]>ool Marine Biological

Committee, Di‘. Bahl thought thaf if a well-considered siiheme for

a marine Biological station was put forward the universities in

India would help such a scheme. He also felt it advisable that

,

in view of the size of the country, we should have two or three

stations. You are no doubt aware how this address was followed
by an interesting discussion by the members of the Bot any and
Zoology sections of the year on the need for a marine Biological

station for India which led to the unanimous passing of four

resolutions. The first resolution endorsed the plea foi* immediate
•action in regard to the inauguration of a scheme ‘for marine
Biological stations where students and approved workers can
obtain a practical knowledge of marine organisms and do research

work as they do in the stations attached to every university in

Japan, as well as in England and elsewhere’. The second
endorsed the view that Krusadai would be ‘the most suitable

and convenient place for the establishment of such a station iu

meet the needs of the universities of Madras, Mysore, Travancore,
Bengal and probably Benares and some other universities in

N. India’. The third resolution endorsed the opinion that a
second Biological station should bo established at Karachi,
primaiily for the use of the universities of Western and N.-W.
India. The fourth requested the Hon. Secretaries of the Congress
to communicate the above resolutions to all the Indian

universities and the local Governments and Durbars.

Colonel R. B. Seymour Sewell, Director of the Zoological

Survey of India and President of the Zoology section of the
Lahore session of the Indian Science Congress in 1927, speaking
on the subject of the Study of Zoology in India in the Future
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referred to the ‘absolute necessity of carrying out systematic

investigations regarding the Ecology and Bionomics of the

rnarim^ fauna In other countries the realization of this necessity

has led to the ‘establishment of numerous marine Biological

stations and the appointment of a largo staff of marine biologists.

Iilven in the little island of Ceylon this necessity has been
l ocognized and the work carried out under the Ceylon Government
has resulted in the formation of a comj)any to exploit, by means
of sea-going trawlers, t he fish su])j)ly of the Ceylon and of our

Indian coasts. In India the maintenance and improvement of

our* fislr supplies, whether froirr the coast or from inland waters
are all problems in Zoology and can only be solved

by the ajrplication of zoological researc-h and zoological methods ’.

A few months before this address was delivered at the 1927
vScicmce Congress Col. Sewell had planned the establishment of a

marine Biological stat ion at Karachi in Ids 5-year scheme for the
expansion of the Zoological Survey. Karachi had been
substitutexl for Port Blair (in Dr. Kemp’s sdieme) after due
consideration of various (arcumstaiK^es not the least of which
were the accessibility of the station to research workers and
students of Indian universities, more particularly those of

Bombay, Nagpur, Lahore and Agra, and the development of an
already (^visting flourishing fishing industry on the coast of
Sind. The ineonu^ from the sale of biologic^al material from this

station to universities, colleges and schools, and from arlmission

fees to the public aquarium would meet ])ai*t of the expenses of
th(^ station. Th(^ Karachi scliemo included the appointment of
(I) a whole-time Marino Biologist to supervise and run the
Karachi i station and to (conduct rc^search on the faunistic and allied

[)roblems, and of (2) a Chemist to study the ])eriodic and seasonal
changes in tlu^ physical conditions of the sea-water on which the
distribution of the fauna depends. Owing to various circum-
stances, not all of which were beyond human control, t he Karachi
s(dieme of 1926 shared the fate of the Port Blair scheme of 1920.

Progressive ideas, from whatever source they emanate,
have a way of overcoming difficulties created by the innate
conservatism of man and his institutions. Away, in the so-called

benighted Presidency of Madras arose, in the year 1927, the
humble zoological research department of the Madras University
located in a single room of the dilapidated old building known
as the ‘Marine Villa’ where one or two students were engaged in

systematic and planktonic studies under Professoi* (now Sir)

K. Ramunni Menon, the Honorary Director of the department.
Prom these humble beginnings the department grew into a first

(dass research laboratory in 1933 in a new building of its own
with half a dozen research workers and a wKole-time Director.
The work in this laboratory is mainly marine biological and is

similar to that carried out at the Plymouth Station except that
there are no circulating aquaria and no facilities for hydro-
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graphical investigations. Under the Directorship of Prof.

R. Gopala Aiyar the Madras University Zoological Laboratory

has in less than a decade contributed noarljr a hundred papers

dealing with various aspects of the marine and brackishwater

Fauna of Madras and its environs, a record of which any institution

of a similar kind in Europe or America may well be proud. A
scheme for building a one-room laboratory at the entrance to the

Madras Harbour with circulating sea-water and other facilities,

and a motor-boat attached to it for collection purposes was under

consideration by the Madras University, but owing to the

present war this matter has been shelved indefinitely.

As President of the Zoology section of tlie Indian Science

Congress at its Patna session in 1933, Prof. Gopala Aiyar in the

course of his address on ‘Some aspects of Marino Biological

Research’ referred at lengtli to the necessity of having an All-

[ndia Marine Biological Station and outlined a scheme of

maintenance of the station if one was established. At the same
session the Zoology and Botany sections of the Congress held a

joint discussion on the subject and appointed a committee of

five biologists to work out a practicable scliome and suggest the

ways and means of raising the requisite funds.

Since 1939 Dr. S. B. Setna, Fisheries Officer of the Industries
1 )epartmcnl , Bombay, has been keenly interested in the establish-

ment of a marine Biological station and of a Public Aquarium at

Bombay. His example in diro(;ting public attention to the
value of a Biological station and Aquarium in scientific journals

such as Current Science, has been followed by eminent zoologists

both in India and England. Col. Sewell and Professor B. L.

Bhatia in India, and Professor J. Stanley Gardiner of Cambridge
and Professor W. M. Tattersall of Cardiff in England (jontributed

articles t o the Times of India and other influential daily papers of
Jiombay urging the establishment of a marine Biological station

in that city. The Evening News of India in its issue of February
19, 1938, editorially commented on the need for such stations

in India in the development of the fishery industry. Dr. Setna
lias been making special unofficial efforts to interest influential

business magnates and trustees of charitable institutions which
bear the name of Tatas, and trusts of the opulent Parsi com-
munity of Bombay, of which he himself is a distinguished

tnember, in his scheme for a marine Biological station in that
city, but there is up to now no clear evidence of a sympathetic
and encouraging response which would help to launch the scheme
even on a modest scale. It is to be hoped that the great House
of Tatas whose abiding interest in schemes promoting general

education and culture in the country is so well known will, in
the near future, take up the cause of biological education by
supporting whole-heartedly Dr. Setna’s scheme for a marine
Biological station in Bombay.
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In 1938, Dr. Stanley Kemp, presiding over the Zoology
section of the Cambridge meeting of the British Association,

pleaded for the establishment of well-eqnipped Biological

stations in the tropics. As an officer of the Zoological Survey
of India for fourteen years with a wide knowledge of tropical

zoology, as leader of the Colonial Government’s R.R.S. Discoviry

Expedition, and as Director of the Plymouth Laboratory, his

authoritative voice deserves a respectful hearing in every
civilized country. ‘In many biological studies,’ ho stated,

‘we are now^ reaching a point where observations on other

faunas are essential to further progress, and a well-equ4)ped

tropical station in one of the richest areas of the Indo-

Pacific region is rapidly becoming an urgent necessity

It is no exaggeration to say that in Africa and throughout

almost the whole of the vast stretch of the Indo-Pacific region

there is scarcely a fish whoso life-history is fully known and
whoso various stages fiom egg to adult can be recognized.

Of such matters as ago, rate of growth, spawning periods,

food and migrations we are equally ignorant, nothing is known
of the incidence of fluctuations and nothing of the seasonal

or other changes in the environment. It is surely time that

the importance of such knowdedge was recognized and that early

stops were taken to lay the h>undation8 of fishery science

throughout the Empire. ’

The persistence with which the question of establishment of

a marine Biological station for India has come up during the
last ten years before the Zoology section of the Indian Sciences

Congress in particular and before the Congiess as a whole is an
indication of the realization by biologists in this country of its

importance and urgency. It came up for discussion again before

the Zoology section at the Madras session of the Congress in

1940 and later in the year before the Executive Committee of

tho Indian Science Congi ess, but in the absence of any authorita-

tive mandate from universities, scientific societies, and
Governments who alone are in a position to finance a scheme of

this nature the delegates of the Biology sections of the Congress
have helplessly drifted in an ocean of pious hopes without achiev-

ing any tangible results. In the meantime Travancore has stolen

a march over the rest of India in establishing a marine Biological

station at Trivandrum both for teaching and research.

Let us for a while consider how other nations of the West
and tho East have succeeded in establishing a string of Biological

stations where w e have failed. Europe alone has over 75 stations

large and small, permanent or temporary, fixed or floating,

marine or freshwater, from Archangel on the Arctic Ocean and
along the coasts of the North Sea, the English Channel, tho
Bay of Biscay and the. Mediterranean, to Varna and Sebastopol
on the Black Sea. Heligoland, Plymouth, Monaco and Naples
are the best known of the European stations. Although the
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credit for establisliiiig the first Biological station ol‘ the world at

Concarneau in 1859 goes to France, the poor and leader of all

Biological stations in Europe is Naples founded Anton Dohrn
in 1872, which largely infiuonced the establishment of many
other stations in Europe between that year and the first decade
of the twentieth century. The Committee of the British

Association for the Advancement of Science of which Anton
Dohrn was a member had as its aim the establishment of
Biological stations all over the world, an aim which, as events

have shown, has been largely realized except in the Middle
East of which India is a part.

Between Ghardaqa on the Bed Sea coast of Egypt and
Hong Kong on the Chinese coast there is at present only one
marine Biological station at Trivandrum financed by the
Travancore University, the youngest of Indian universities,

established in 1938. The Baroda Government have had a
scheme for a marine Biological station at Port Okha on the
Gulf of Kutch under consideration during the last three or four

years, but their efforts do not appear to have achieved any
tangible result up to now.

With whatever aims Biological stations have been founded
in Euro})e and the United States of America, they have, as a rule,

receivecl ungrudging financial and moral support from their

respective States, universities, scientific societies, fishery associa-

tions and guilds, municipal or other solf-goveining bodies and
public-spirited businessmen or scientists. The realization that

adequate instruction in biological sciences can be given only at

the sea shore in direct contact with the life of the sea has been
responsible for the phenomenal growth of Biological stations in

France which has perhaps the largest number of stations among
European countries. The scientific work of the fisheries of
France has been associated throughout with the Biological

stations and the bicdogical faculties of the universities which
controlled the Biological stations. The functions of teaching

and research are combined in many stations. More or loss

similar conditions prevail in Great Brit ain and Ireland, Germany
and other countries of central Europe, Sc^andinavia and U.S.S.R.

mth emphasis laid on pure or applied research or on both. The
supply of biological specimens, live or j)reserved, and oven of sea

watc^r to schools and colleges, museums, field clubs, societies of

naturalists, individuals, and commercial aquaria with little or’

no profit forms part ofthe programme ofmany Biological stations

in which instruction or research is the chief aim. The value and
usefulness of this aspect of biological activity has been so firmly

impressed on some of the European countries that private

corporations, of which the one on the Istrian coast of the Adriatic*

is the best example, were founded to meet the demand for the
supply of biological specimens. During vacations and other

convenient times students, research workers, teachers and
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professors hav^e flocked to the biological stations to avail them-

selves of the opportunities of studying life first hand in the seas,

lakes and rivers and of utilizing the knowledge thus acquired for

the benefit of humanity. That these opportunities are not being

fully utilized is deplored bj^ influential scientific organizations

even in the more advanced (-ountries of Europe.

-In Japan Biological stations have been founded by the Statt^

in quick succession as part of a general policy oi intensification of

higher education. The Imperial University of Tokyo has had a

marine Biological station at Misaki for nearly fifty years intended

primarily for the use of its students and professors. The course

in Biology requires the students to spend at least one season in

the station, and those ulu) take up Zoology as their special

subject liave to spend much fiiore time there than at the

University laboratories on shore, and become familiar with tlu^

marine life at hand. The Japanese Government did not allow

preoccupations with the 8ino-Japanese war of 1894-95 and the

Russo-Japanese war of 1904-05 to interfere with their schemes
for educational expansion. After the first Sino-Japanese war
they established the second Imperial University at Kyoto, and
after the Russo-Japanese war the Imperial universities o{

Kyushu and Tohoku, and after the first world w ar the Hokkaido
Imperial University. In the Imperial ordinaru^e relating to the
organization of the Hokkaido University it was laid dowm ‘that

there shall be a Jiiarine Biological station attached to the Faculty
of Science’, which shows how' jnuch importance the Japanese
Government and the educational authorities attached to the
establishment of Biological stations. Marine Biology including

Planktology is part of the subjects prescribed for a' course in

Agricultural Biology under the Faculty of Agriculture. Three
hours per week each semester or term is compulsory for this

course. For the fishery course, special lectures on aquatic

Biology for eight hours a week per term excluding three hours

for laboratory work are obligatory. In the Faculty of Science

Marine Biology is a (compulsory subject for all students of

Biology, In connection with the expansion of the activities of

the Japanese universities, several other marine Biological stations

including those of Seto and Asamushi have come into being
within the last two decades liberally supported by funds provided
by the Government.

Very recently the Colonial Development Advisory Committoic
of Hong Kong recommended a grant of £10,000 to cover the cost

of the erection and equipment of a small fishery research station

and experimental aquarium on the island ofHong Kong. Desj)ite

the fact that the present war has interfered with the establishment
of the station, the staff of the station working at the Hong Kong
University have already begun publication of their results on
the biology of the China seas. The primary object of the station

is to study fishes of the South China seas and the technique of
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^hing employed hy local fishermen with a view to the futme
benefit of the fishing industry. The skeleton staff consists ol

two competent men, one a distinguished Ichthyologist with

considerable practical experience of Chinese fishes, of the fish-

fry industry of China, and of the life-histories of pond carps,

and the other an Invertebrate Zoologist. A research follow with

knowledge of chemistry to look after tanning of nets, preserva-

tion of fish and other connected topics, and an artist to look

after the exhibits of the station museum are also part of the

staff*. Two student probationers have been appointed for

three years who will spend much of their time at sea with the

fishing fleets and will return to the fishing industry. They will

investigate problems coimected with trawls, long lines, junk
construction, statistics, seine, etc., and will be trained in other

fields as well so that their experience will bo of value to them
in their future. They will thus act as a link between the research

staff* and the fishing industry. The value of the research work
of the station to the fishing industry is so well known to fishei -

men’s guilds that they have offered to support two studentships.

The different members of the staff are masters of all the different

dialects of Cliina from Hainan in the south to Manchuria in t lu^

north. This should facilitate contact between students ol

Marine Biolog}^ and fishei’men along the Chinese coasts and the
staff of the station.

These achievements in Marine Biology have been (equalled,

if not surpassed, by the detailed studies on Freshwater Biology

in the countries of Europe and the Far East and in the U.S.A.
The studies on the pelagic fauna of the Swiss Lakes, and on the
biological features of the elevated lakes of the Alpine chain have
resulted in fundamentally important contributions to the
Jacxistrino fauna of high altitudes in Europe. The study of the
biology of the lakes in Japan and other Asiatic countries and of

the Great Lakes and rivers in the U.S.A. has been of no less

value than that of Marine Biology. In large countries like the
U.S.A., U.S.S.K., China, and India where the interior districts

are several hundreds of miles away from the sea coast, the facilities

for marine biological teac^hing or research are necessarily limited

to those universities and institutions located on or near the sea

coast, but the inland universities have corresponding advantagt^s

in respect of freshwater Biological stations.

There has hitherto been no reference to the f’utujo

possibilities of freshwater Biological stations in India. The
fascination for the colourful and the greater variety of life in the
sea and the first flush of excitement over the unknown have
overshadowed the drab but useful elements of the fauna of fresh-

waters. India has unrivalled opportunities to develop by
scientific aquiculture the biological resources not only in the sea
around her but also in the backwaters, estuaries, creeks, rivers

and reservoirs in the much larger area of land surface within her
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geographical boundaries. The develoimient of freshwater

Biological stations should therefore go hand in hand with that

of marine Biological stations. India has no large natural lakes

to boast of, but has an immense number of freshwater tanks and
reservoirs mostly created by the hand of man ()vor a wide stretch

f)f the country. The groat artificial lakes or i csorvoirs formed by
damming streams and rivers in Central India, Rajputana,
Bombay, Baroda, United Provinces, Central Provinces,

Hyderabad, Mysore and Madras are more or less permanent
bodies of water which, judging from i heir general featui es, should

abound in fish, fowl and a variety of minute organisms. We
know practically nothing of the biology and jrhysical conditions

of those great sheets of water. Of the fauna and flora of the
few natural lakes of Sind, Kashmir, Kumaon and Assam, we
have perhaps some slight knowledge, but here again our ignorance
of the pliysical (Jonditions is no less profound tlian in the ease of

the artificial lakes.

^

Fifteen out of the eighteen universities of India have Biology

as a subject for their graduate or post-graduate courses. Of
the four universities situated on the sea coast, namely, Bombay,
Travancore, Madras and Andhra, the last-nanmd alone has not

yet instituted a course in Biology, while Travancore, the youngest
of the Indian universities, is the (uily one which has a fiill-

fledged marine Biological station. Madias, in spite of the
excollont work turned out from its laboratory since its foundation,

still lacks the facilities of an up-to-date marine Biological station.

Bombay is still in the throes of the birth of a station. The
inland universities have as a rule to look to the Madras Fisheries

Department for the suj)})ly of biological material apart from what
their professors and students can (collect for themselves on the
sea shore in the course of a few hurried excursions organized for

the purpose. None of them has yet planned a freshwater

Biological station under its auspices on one of the natural lakes

or artificial reservoirs, or rivers within a few hours* distance by
rail or road from its location. The wide range of climat ic condi-

tions in different parts of India necessitates the study of all bodies

of freshwater, large and small, within the political boundaries

of each province and State. The groat reservoirs of Poriyar,

Mett.ur, Krishnarajasagara, Marikanav^ (Vanivilasasagara),

Sulekere, Pakhal, Tansa and Morrumsilli in Peninsular India, the

backwaters of the West coast, and the Pulicat and Colair lakes of

Madras, the TaJdos or reservoirs of the Central India and

’ The policy of investigating the fauna of natural lakes in India

and Burma initiated by the late Dr. N. Annandale, the first Director of
the Zoological Survey of India, has been followed by his successors in the
Survey, but in the absence of permanent or semi-permanent Biological

stations on the shores of these lakes, the investigations have been more or

less of a desultory character and confined to the purely faunistic aspects

except in the case of the Chilkft Lake.
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•Rajputana States, and of the U.P., the Manchar Lake of Sind,

the Loktak Lake ofManipur iti Assam, the Chilka Lake of Orissa,

^

and the high altitude lakes of Kashmii*, Kumaon and Sikkim
offer ox:ceptional opportunities for limnological studies on a wide
scale in India, more particularly for the universities far removed
from the sea coast, whose financial resources may be utilized

profitably for the establishment of freshwater Biological stations.

The facilities for marine biological work which the Travancore
University has provided at j)rosent and those which the
universities of Andhra, Madras, Bombay, and Sind or Punjab
may in duo course provide for purposes of instruction and research

may be availed of by the inland universities by mutual arrange-

ment. Perhaps at a very iiiuch smalk^r cost to themselves the
latter could, by giving annual subsidies or rentals to the former,

secure facihties for teaching and research for their own staff and
students.

Each university in India which supports biological depart-

ments should be required to utilize to the fullest its biological

opi)ortunities determined by its geographi(ial position and other

natural advantages. The Calcutta University situated as it is

on the banks of a tidal river and at the head of one of the largest

estuarine systems of the world should find it feasible to establish

a Biological station on the Hooghly river, either floating or

fixed, or on the Saugor island near the sandheads off the mouths
of the Hooghly and Matlah rivers. The small collections of

animals which the Hooghly Pilot vessels have been able to bring
from the sandheads from time to time show that there is a vast

unexplored and interesting field of investigation in Biology in the
shallow silt-laden seas at the head of the Bay of Bengal within a
few hours’ voyage from Calcutta. Here can be studied the
'problem of migration of fish, crabs, and prawns which form such
an important element of the fishery industry in Lower Bengal.

The Andhra University, situated on the sea coast with an
excellent harbour at Vizagapatam and numerous brackishwater
lagoons within a radius of 20 miles, should find it profitable to

inaugurate biological courses with a marine Biological station

established at or near the entrance to the Harbour. The position

of Masulipatam, an important old port of the East coast, between
the estuarine systems of the Godavari and Kistna rivers should
make this a suitable centre for biological investigation of the

problems connected with the sea-fisheries. The seas along the
coast have been shown by the R.I.N. Investigator to be rich in

fishes which should be expected from the fact that the deep
wedge of silt-laden waters holding organic detritus from land
provides a fertile field for the growth of a large variety of fishes.

^ The Orissa Government scheme for a fishery research station on the
shores of the Chilka Lake is under suspension on account of the present
war.
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Investigations of this kind involving tho study of a variety

of factors such as meteorology, hydrography, chemistry, plank-

tology should necessarily be spread over a long period of years,

and such a study cannot bo undertaken except in a well-equipped

marine Biological station. The opportunities of the Madras
University are more in the direction of pure marine biological

research, and the tradition it has already set up in this respect

may well bo maintained. The x>i'ojected expansion of the city

aquarium of the Madras Fisheries Department should help both

this Department and the Madras University. The important

additions to the fauna of Krusadai which have been made in

recent years and the facilities which this island and Rameswaram
provide for students and Fishery offic.ers should encourage the

continuance of this station as a r(\search centre not only for

Madras but for the rest of India. Tho small biological depart -

ment of the Annamalai University has already some good work
in freshwater Biology to its credit, and the provision of a small

freshwater Biological station on the banks of tho Vellar or the

Coleroon river would encourage useful work on estuarine Biology.

From the Travancore University, which has a well-equii^p^

Biological station suited for marine, brackishwater, and fresh-

water work, important results may be anticipated within the
next few years from the researches carried on at this station.

The value of observations on tho biology of the extensive back-
waters of Travancore with their valuable fisheries should not be

overlooked, and the possibility of maintaining a sub-station on
the Vembanad Lake, at Kumaragam for instance, may be
explored. The biological staff of the college at Chariganach^ri
afifihatod to the Travancore University may, from its

advantageous situation not far distant from the Lake, find

unrivalled opportunities to concentrate their attention on its

biology. Mysore and Osmania universities have excellent

opportunities of studying freshwater biology, and the huge
reservoirs which the States of Mysore and Hyderabad have built

for irrigation xjurposes may well serve as suitable venue for the
establishment of Biological stations. The reservoirs of the
Central Provinces provide similar advantages for the Nagpur
University. The volume of work on marine animals which
the Royal Institute of Science has turned out in recent years
should strengthen the hands of Dr. Setna, Fisheries Ofl&cer at

Bombay, and of the Bombay Natural History Society in their

efforts to induce the authorities of the Bombay University to
establish a marine Biological station at Bombay. The
importance ofthe marine fisheries on the N. Kanara and Ratnagiri

coasts suggests that the Province of Bombay should have another
Biological station, preferably at or near Ratnagiri or Karwar,
devoted exclusively to fishery research.

The Zoological Department of the Punjab University which
has not failed to utilize the facilities available for marine

13B
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biological work at or near Karachi could oigaiiizo a small field

station or camp at that place for vacation couisos. If the

Government of India scheme docs not mature in the near futui'c,

tlie Punjab University can gradually (expand the activities of

their field st ation to a full-fltxlged Biological st ation equipped both

for teacliiug and researcli. The investigation of the limnology

of the Kashmir lakes would lie within the scope of this university

which should impress on the Kashmir Darbar the importance of

establishing a freshwater Biological station on one of these lakes. ^

The U.P. group of universities comprising Agra, Aligarh,

Allahabad, Benares, and Lucknow all of which maintain active

schools of biological research should find it profitable tf) (*c>u-

centrate attention on the study of fr eshwater Biology. A fresh-

water Biological station at Allahabad at the confluence of the

Jumna and the Ganges to study the biological problems of the>86

two rivers would provide tlie most appropriate activity to the

Biological Dejrartments of the universities of the United
Provinces. A similar station on one of the Kumaon Lakes

under the auspices of this group of universities would also serve

as a useful centre of instruction and research fbr the?ir biological

staff.

In my view, the marine Biological station planned by
Dr. Kemp for Port Blair should have an inteniational status
like that enjoyed by Naples, and the co-oi)ei*ation of the
Governments of Bui in a, Pen berated Malay States, vStraits

Settlements, Dutch East Indies and (>eylon should be invitcxl.

Its central situation in the Bay of Bengal, and the other
advantages such as the great var iety of fauna, the purity of sea

V ater, and the ac^^essibility from Indian and other ports bordering
on the Bay should make the Port Blaii’ marine Biological station

bne of the finest in the tropical East.

In this grandiose scheme, which you may be tempted to call

utopian, every Indian university will have the advantage not

only of teaching Biology, as it should bo taught, in all its live

aspects but also of' pr oviding facilities for research to its advanc chI

students and tciachers. By mutual arrangement the maritime
and inland universities can exc hange their respective facilities,

so that both of them will have a broad perspective of the whole
field of aquatic Biology which is so essential for a proj)er apprecia-
tion of the domain of life in its utilitarian and philosojuc aspects.

You may legitimately raise the question—^How are we going
to bring into being a whole network of Biological stations all

over the countr y when we have not succeeded so far in establishing

oven one station for all-India ? This is the question which I set

to myself at the beginning of this address when I said that it

^ The Zoology Department of the Punjab University is, 1 understand,
conducting investigations at present 6n the fauna of these lakes. Its
reports will be awaited with interest.
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was my purpose to examine the causes of our past failures in this

matt/cr. My one and only answer to this question after con-

siderable deliberation is that we biologists who are members of
this Congress, and those interested who are outside it, have failed

to convince the controlling authorities of our universities and
our txiucaiional institutions, and our Governments that Biology
as it is taught at present without direct contact with living

animals has outliveid its usefulness. Unless a fuller equipment
in the shaj)0 of Biological stations is provided on at least as

liberal a scale as for the physical sciences, the progress of biological

sciences in the tropics will be gioatly hindered, a result which
biologists all over the world are bound to deplore as a setback
to the general advance of biological knowledge. We have more
than once discussed threadbare the need for Biological stations

in India, we have passed resolutions to indicate our determination
to have one, and some of us have individually spared no pains

to get the man in the street interested in our ])rojects. The
Travancore University has no doubt broken the i(;e, and has
given the lead to the rest of India in establishing a Biological

station on up-to-date lines, but there is no certainty that the

others will follow this excellent example. It will perhaps be

too much to expect that the authorities of our universities and
of our educational and research institutions will initiate now
policies or sanction increased grants for existing branches of

scientific study until they are convinced that the pressure

brought to bear on them is the outcome of a genuine need. It

is our duty as biologists not to be (tontent witli the mere passing

of resolutions on the subject of establishing Biological stations,

but individually and collectively to discuss the matter with the

university authorities and representatives of Governments and
to make it a live issue. There is no evidence, so far as I am aware,

that this has been done. In the meagre published proceedings

of the Inter-University Board which has met at more or less

definite intervals during the last fifteen years, there is, as far as

r am aware, no indication that any biological topic of importance
has ever been discussed. Nor is there evidence that our scientific

societies and academies have contributed anything to make the
subject a live issue. i The Indian Science Congress Association,

the Bombay Natural History Society, the National Institute of

Sciences of India, the Indian Academy of Sciences at Bangalore,

the National Academy of Sciences at Allahabad, the Indian
Botanical Society, the Indian Entomological Socic^ty, the Royal
Asiatic Society of Bengal, the Indian Association for the

(hiltivation of Science are at present probably the only few

^ The Indian Science Congress has at present under consideration a.

proposal to send a memorial to all Provincial and State Governments and
to the universities, and the Central Government for financial and other
support in the establishment of an all-India Marine Biological Station.
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influential bodies of scientific men Avliich could lejid support to a

comprehensive scheme of establishing Biological stations in

India.

The problem of finance in schemes of this natuie is an alb

important one, and past experience in tins country has shown
that it can be solved only when th(^ schemes have gained the
sympathetic and active support of Governments. Financial

advisers must bo convincted of t he urgency of our needs, ot herwise

we have to face tlieir unanswerable argument of financial

stringency. The united voice of biologists, of academic bodies

like those enumoratcxl above, and of influential public men v ith

a vision would, liowever, be hard to resist, and in my humbk^
oj^inion, the next big step in our effort should be to oiganize a

select body of influential scientists and public men represent ative

of all scientific organizations and universities in the country to

place before tlie Governnumt of India (Education Depai tment)
for tlieir (jonsidei at ion oiii’ case for improvtxl facilities for efficient

teaching and resoaTch in biological subjects.

It may appear to most of us that the ])resent tinu*. is not

propitious for taking this sto]). Possibly there will b(‘ a con-

siderable lapse of time between the knoc^k at the door and the
opening of it, but there is, I hope, none who will not. agrc^e with

mo that wo biologist s must make rnirselvos heard and understood
with sympathy. Even as the war is going on leading men of

England have set themselves the task of hard thinking and
concrete planning of the fiitiue pioblems of their countiy. Wo,
who have so far, fortunatoly, been sjiared from the ravages of

war, have far greater reason to be ])lanning our future. The
Government of India’s decision to appoint a Beconstruction
Committee with repn^sentatives of various Goveinment depart-

ments including Education to survey post -war problems being a
timely one, interested educationists, biologists, representatives of

universities and scientific bodies, and influential public men
should lose no time in bringing to the notice of this Committee
the value of establishing a chain of Biological stations in close

association with universities or scientific institutions in the

country. Some of us, at any rate, may" bo prone to associate

big buildings or structures with Biological stations and to

conclude that we shall never be able to afford these luxuries.

What is important in Biological stations is the equipment—^boats,

dredges, nets, aquaria, books, scientific instruments, and com-
petent workers. Buildings to house the* equipment are no
doubt needed, but humble thatched structures as living and
work rooms in a tropical climate like that of ours may often

prove convenient, and ill perhaps be preferrtxi to stone, concrete

or brick buildings. Many European Biological stations have
grown to their present status from humble beginnings. Whatever
funds universities can spare should be spent on essential equip-

ment, rather than on buildings which are not a necessary mark of
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a Biological station. The work is important, and some little

sacrifice in personal comfort may bo worth making if by spending
a little less on buildings a little more is saved for equipment.

It will not bo within my competence or within the scope of
this address to discuss the feasibility of introducing a graded
system of biological education in our schools, the readjustment
of the present curricula of biological studies for the degree and
honours courses to our new needs, and the desirability of reducing
the heavy burden on the teaching staff in the universities with a
view to give them better opportunities for research work and
thus enable them to become more efficient teachers. These and
other kindred subjects are bound to come up for careful con-
sideration if and when a now turn is given to our system of
biological education by associating the work of Biological

stations with that of our universities.

I thank you for the patient hearing you have given to this

narrative of my dreams. If this narrative stirs you ever so

little to positive, united action along the lines T have indicated,

I shall not have dreamed my dreams in vain, for, before long and
in our life-lime, we shall have not merely one or two Biological

stations in India but as many as there are universities teaching
Biology in the country.
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CERTAIN ASPECTS OF MORPHOLOGY OF INSECTS
IN RELATION TO HABIT

Introductory

Insects nnik(^ up more than half of the recorded S]>ecies of

animals and they directly affect the welfare of man as no oilier

animals do. Bom in a geological ago long long past, they have
witnessed the rise and fall of bo maii\; of the higher vertebrates

anterior to man and having lived through tlu^ long evolutionary

history of the earth and its denizens, they have evolved in their

finer adjustments to the varying conditions of the earth, a

bewildering pattern of form, stnictine and behaviour, the like

of which is hardly to be found in any other living organisms. No
wonder, the fascinating chapter of insect life has caught the

imagination of man sime very early time, and as the human
mind probed deeper and deeper into the living world and the
intricacies of insect life, the study f)f insects as a branch of science

rose to be of supreme importance.

. The applications of entomological studios could nowhere
bo of greater advantage to the economic prosperity of a people
than in an agricultural (jountry like India, where vast quantities

of agricultural and forest products go to waste as the result of
insect attacks, and millions of men and cattle succumb easily

to insect-borne diseases. India, it may be noted, is a country
which holds the monopoly of lac, an insect product, pnnudes
excellent facilities for the bee-keeping and till recently could

boast of its extensive sericultuial industry.

The varied insect fauna of India—a land v ith s})ecial climatic

conditions in its diffewent subregions, while offers an excellent

opportunity of inquiring into the fundamental laws governing
insect life, has likew ise problems which are not easy of solution.

An instance or two will clarify the statement

.

Helopeltis theivora Wat., wrongly called the tea-mosquito,

sporadically breaks into a pest, and, when favoured by murky
weather, works such a havoc among the best crop of the year
that the entire tea-plantation covering hundreds of acTos of

land with no other vegetation oxcep)t the shade trees as in the

( 201 )
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Jalpaiguri district, Bengal, presents a v"roeful spectacle of blacks

ened ends of shoots scorched as if by sudden lightning. Again,
at other times, the incidence is too small to merit the name of

a serious pest. The caiTse of the sudden appearance or dis-

appearance of the pest remains a mystery, and on the discovery
of the cause hangs the success of a remedial measure. It is

also questionable whether the draining of sap by the bug which
makes punctures on leaf buds as they come out, or the intro-

duction of a micro-organism during the feeding operation of
the insect, causes the withering of the shoots. The cultural

methods for the control of this pest are difficult to apply in

tea gardens
;
some of the plantations are forty or fifty years old,

and gradual replacement of aged plants takes years and years.

The spraying of suitable insecticides such as will not affect the
quality of the manufacturcxi tea, has met with little success,

because the insects lie concealed under the thick canopy of
leaves, or run under the dense tea bushes, and the liquid sprayed
has little chance of coming in contact with them. The hand-
picking of the j)ost though a slow and imperfect method is there-

fore commonly resorted to.

In the field of medical entomology, the path also is not
smooth, and one asks wh}^ a mosquito once a carrier of malaria
is not always a carrier. A field naturalist interested in the
Camponitini group of ants, being puzzled with the variety of
geographical and local races, colour variation of callows and
adult, inquires about the limitation of a species and subspecies,
and the long list of synonyms of a species reads like a tale of
dis(;omfituro of a system atist, though really it is a chronicle of
efforts toward perfiiction which the systematist aims at.

Entomologists having their difficulties naturally welcome
the chance of meeting each other and discussing their problems,
which the annual meetings of the Indian Science Congress
provide for. For facility of interchange of ideas they yearned
for a separate section of Entomology under the auspices of the
Indian Science Congress. But this hope came to be fulfilled

for a short while only.

A separate section of Entomology was created under the
auspices of the Indian Science Congress Association on the
occasion of the Silver Jubilee Session held in Calcutta in 1938.
In 1940 and 1941 two more Sessions were held. It is a pity
that this Session marks the end of the Section of Entomology
as separate from Zoology and other applied Biological Sciences.
Hereafter this Section is to bo merged into the Zoology Section.

This decision has been made by the authorities of the Indian
Science Congress in connection with the question of re-grouping
of subjects, in view of the difficulties of the administrative
machinery that followed the multiplication of sections after

the Jubilee Session.
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Mr. Afzal Hussain; President of the newly created Entomo-
logy Section in the Silver Jubilee Session of 1938 in his beautiful

inaugural address ‘Entomology in India—past, present and
future’, set forth admirably the importance of entomological
studies in India and gave a valuable resume of the progress

of entomological researches in India and the wide scope thereof.

In 1939 Dr. Ram Krishna Ayar in his presidential address

at Lahore in the Section of Agriculture, dwelt on ‘Insects and
their role, in Agriculture’ in his inimitable lucid style. In the

Madras Session hold in 1940 Dr. Hem Singh Priithi, President

of the separate Section of Entomology, gave a masterly review

of ‘ Ecology and Control of Insects ’. In the Benares Session

held in 1941 Rao Bahadur Ram Chandra Rao, in his presidential

address in the Entomology Section, made an important
contribution in the field of economic Entomology by his paper
‘ Some observations on the periodicity of Locust invasion in

India

During the short period the Entomology Section has been
in existence, it has, therefore, amply fulfilled its purpose. A
largo number of original articles on pure and applied entomo-
logy wore read and j)ublislKxl. Important questions, like the
Biological control of insects, the value of Systematic studios,

and the position of Entomology in the Indian Universities,

were profitably discussed. The Entomological Society of India
was born under its stimulus. In the programme of the current

session t he important question of a national c ollection of insects

has boon tabled for discussion.

Tlie formulation of a j)roj)Osal for Quarantine laws to

prevent the danger of introduction of injurious insects to India
during these days of rapid transport, the foundation of a bureau
of entomological inforiication, the publication of a card index
of entomological researches in India for the benefit of research

workers, and the diffusion of entomological knowledge bearing

on the practice of farming and agriculture through the vehicle

of the vernaculars, should demand our careful attention.

Unfortunately, this is the last session of the Entomology
Section, and by generously calling me to preside over your
deliberations at this juncture, you have shown more love to a
brother entomologist than justice to your cause. The illu-

minating addresses of my learned predecessors have amply
justified the retention of Entomology as a separate section

and if I have reiterated the value of entomology in my introduc-

tory remarks, it is more to plead in my humble way for the cause

which lies nearest our hearts than merely to provide a })relude

to my address of today. In pressing the claims of entomology,
duo note should, however, be taken of the danger of isolation

attendant upon the splitting up of the biological sciences into

narrow compartments, and the practical difficulty likely to be

experienced by the Executive Committee of the Congress in
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running too many sections at its annual sessions. At best,

let us hope that the reunion of Entomology with Zoology for

the present will be a happy one, like the return of the Prodigal

Son. Maybe, that in years to come, a way will be found to

restore Entomology to its rightful place. In the meanwhile
a middle course might bo followed, and some of the functions

of the Entomology Section might be carried on by the Entomo-
logical Society of India.

It is the duty of a sectional president in this Congress to

speak on a subject of real scientific interest. The Congress

lays no hard and fast rule as to the selection of a topic relating

to a particular section. The onlj^ visible restriction seems to

be the duration and the length of the address. With this

freedom of choice, however, the writer feels like one wandering
over a vast open space in a starlit niglit. The stars seem so

near and intimate yot so far and so mysterious ; the sky appears

so dark and deep. He is lost in amazement at the immensity
all round him. His feelings are much like that of the Ancient

Mariner—water, walei', everywhere, not a drop to drink. For
I'olief he turns to the pole star, bright and clear, the one fixed

point in the horizon. Being in the same predicament, face to

face with the vast expanse of biological knowledge, I have
selected for the theme of my discourse today, a chapter from
Insect Morphology which yet remains fixed and bright, like the

pole star, in the firmament of biological sciences, undimmed by-

the dazzUng lustre of newer concept. Morphology is an observa-

tional and old science, and rests, therefore, unless the observa-
tions are faulty, on a solid foundation. Its importance needs
no emphasis. An evolutionist, as much as a systematist, or

a physiologist, has to lean upon facts of morphology. No
one can proceed with the study of insects without gaining a

knowledge of the comparative anatomy of the arthropods.

Unfortunately, this branch has rather been neglected in India

for the simple reason that entomology finds no place in the

curriculum of the Degree or Post-Graduate Courses in the
Indian Universities, and an agricultural or medical institute

teaching economic; or applied entomology has less time and
scope for a full treatment of the principles of insect morphology
or those of pure biology.

Since the value of entomology is generally assessed by the
results of its application to material civilization, a plea is

needed for turning to the one aspect of pure entomology, namely,
morphology, while problems of economic or applied entomology
await for solution.

Pure entomology like every other pure science is concerned
in discovering fundamental principles, and is guided solely by
pure reason and observation, and not by any sense of utility or

commercial interest. All the same, these principle's often lead

to the production of goods of marketable value, and of such,
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dS change the courHe of human civilization. It was not a vision

of utility that urged Faraday to discovw electromagnetic induc-

tion. Yet no dynamo, motor car could have been built without

that discovery. MendeFs hybridization experiments on poa-

plants, or the recent laboratory expeiimentation on the little

fruit-j9ios, wore made entirely in pursuit of knowledge. They
were not dictated by any motive of increasing human happiness.

Yet the laws of he^redity based on these experimentatioriH and
deductions, fitid their application in the breeding industry, or

in schemes for the betterment of the race. The study of the

breathing habit and structure of spiracles of the mosquito
larva, might have suggested the korosenizatioii of water for

the control of malaria. What did Pasteur know of the silk-

vv^orms ? But it was he who saved the silkworans from pibrine

diseases and rescued the sericulture industry of France. It is

said that Australia wanted to grow clover’ and importtKl the

sockIs. The crops wore successful for a time but ultimately

failed. The rescue came from the entomologist who perhaps

might have been engaged in the thankless task of measuring
lengths of the proboscis of insects, but whose suggestion of

introducing the bumble bees which polhnate the red clover,

met with the remarkable success.

If I have referred to those examples which are too well

known to need any mention, it is not for the purpose of justify-

ing the title of my address, or, its importance, but to give caution

to the increasing tendency of evaluating researches by the

standard of immediate usefulness, and lightly brushing away
those which do not touch ocononiit; problems, as of academic
interest only.

Really speaking, there is no sharp line of demarcation
between pure and applied entomology, or rather it may be

said that the two stand together in the relation of symbionts,

one benefitted by the development of the other.

Morphology is known as the science of forms in the living

organisms. Its scope as given by Dobzhansky (1937) can bo

summed as follows :—(i) recording of the fact of diversity as it

appears to our senses, (ii) describing the diversity in terms of

ideal prototypes, (iii) tracing the development of individuals

(ontogeny), (iv) tracing the development of groups (phylogeny),

tor understanding of the present status of the living world

through a knowl^ge of its past.

So far it is a descriptive and historical science seeking to

understand the relationshij) of different forms to one another

through structural resemblances and differences. If it bo

regarded more as concerned in the continuity of forms by the

maintenance of equilibrium of forces governing the life of the

organism, through the hereditary equipment of structure,

it becomes a static science. The other side of the picture should

not be lost sight of either, namely, the structural changes
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induced by movements, by reason of physical or biological

changes of the environment, leading to the evolution of organs.

In view of the correlation established in course of evolution

between strueture and function, the need of interpreting struc-

ture in terms of function as initiated by habit arising out of new
needs, or induced by environmental (conditions, becomes essential.

Certain physiological functions for maintenance of life

are common to all, and these may be called basic funqfions.

These, however, are carried in different groups of animals in

different ways
;
insects have their own way of doing these

things, and they have their special structures too. The mecha-
nism for performance of these gives tlie picture of the impact
of forces upon the dynamics of life. Analysis of this, paves
the way for correct understanding of the cause and effect

:

it also explains behaviour (Kennedy, 1927). It does not endea-
vour, however, to treat the ultimate causes, or, facctors of evolu-

tion. That must be left to the domain of physiology or rather
the realm of experimental zoology.

It is the physiological aspect of morphology, which I may
be permitted to call functional or mechanistic morphology of
insects, in relation to habit, that I desire to lay before you,-

—

in reference to my own observations on the subject, in my
account I have touched only the respiratory and the reproduc-
tive system of a few types selected from o\ir insect fauna.

Respiratory System

Animals generally can live for a time without eating and
drinking but never without breathing. Rosi)iration, therefore,

is of fundamental importance in the maintenance of life. The
respiratory system in insects usually consists of breathing
apertures called spiracles, and a system of air pipes called

tracheae. The tracheae are non-collapsible tubes and their

walls are i^eniieable to gases (Wigglesworth, 1931), They are
ectodermal in oi'igin being formed by the invagination of the
cuticle. Th(;>ir finer capillary branches called trach(X)les entei-

various tissues, or organs of the body. The tracheoles are laid

as fine intracellular canals within cert ain cells which are dota( hed
from the general tracheal epitheli\im and grow out into finger-

like processes toward the tissues (Wigglesworth, 1939). As
the body cavity is permeated by blood, all the tissues are bathed
by this nutritive fluid, which, according to Demoll (1928),
cannot transport oxygen. Air is drawn through the spiracles

and passes through the tracheae to reach directly the tissues,

each tissue acting thus like a lung (Graber, 1877). The supply
of oxygen to the various tissues is therefore made, unlike in

vertebrates, without the agency of blood. Rapid oxidation
of tissues all through the body, takes place speeding up the
liberation of energy. This explains the intense activity on
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the part of an insec^t relatively to the size of its body. Car-

bonic acid gas fornuxl as the result of the combustion of tissues,

either diffuses with nitrogen, through the blood, to pass in

small proportion to the exterior through the permeable portion

of the integument (Demoll, 1928), or collects v ithin the tracheae

to be eliminated through the spiracles. Tiie spiracles can

open or close, independently of one another. Near the junction

of the spiracle with the trachea, there exists a closing oi- occlud-

ing apparatus for control of inlet and outlet of air.

Insects in their organization of the respiratory system

show varicxl adaptations to environmental conditions. I shall

take first an example from the aquatic Dytiscid beetles which
are considered to be derived from land beetles, to illustrate

the correlation existing between habit and structure in parti-

cular reference to respiration. Tlic species of Dytiscus has been

used for study by numerous aut hors (Wesenburg-Lund, 1912 ;

Korschelt, 1924). The genus Dytiscus is not represented in

India, but its place is taken by Cybister^ some species of wiiich

are common here (Lefroy, 1909).

The larva of the Cybister beetle (Porteir, 1911-12
;
Mukerji,

1929, 1930a, 1932a) is aquatic in liabit and is a good swimmer,
but tow^ards tJie close of its larval life, it creeps to the land for

pupation although its legs are ill-adapted for progression on
land. There are ten pairs of spiracles distributed over the

trunk, but not on the head. All these except the last pair

are situated on the sides of the body, the first pair being meso-
thoracic in position. The last pair- is })eculiar in being placed

on the extremity of the narrow pointed end of the abdomen.
This pair functions both in inhaling and exhaling air.

The larva generally keeps near the surface of water resting

*on submerged weeds. It respires while under water, by laising

the tip of the abdomen carrying the last pair of spiracles, above
the surface of the water. If a living larva is placed in a beaker

of water, and the level of the water is gradually raised the

cimvature of the abdomen of the insect will bo found straight en-

ing out so as to put the terminal spiracles above the surface

tiU the body stands vertically down. It holds on to this inverted

position even when walking through a shallow^ water. Miall

(1891) remarks that the position of the respiratory organ at

the tail end and of the mouth at the opposite end, is of obvious

advantage to the aquatic insect in feeding and breathing at

the same time. Sometimes, however, it makes periodic excur-

sions deep down under water in search of prey. It hunts
shrimps, insect larvae and small fishes, and is particularly

fond of attacking goldfish in an aquarium. As it bites, a thick

brownish fluid flows out of its siclde-shaped mandibles, into the
body of its prey and dissolves there the soft parts of the body.
The tissues thus liquefled are then sucked in. This mode of

feeding by extra-cellular digestion takes some time, and if the
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victim's body sinks \indor water, it sticks to it till the meal is

ctomplete.

Hence it is important to ascertain how long it can remain
under water without seeking fresh atmospheric air. I have
found by drowning experiments which were made by not allow-

ing the specimens to come to the surface of water for taking

fresh air, that the larva can safely remain completely immersed
in water for a period of 30 minutes at least, and can live without

fresh air for nearly four hours, although it usually makes eiforts

to got to the surface of water after C to 12 minutes. It will be

interesting, therefore, to know, firstly, whether it is oxygen
deficiency or excess of CO2 that makes it come near the surface

of water for the purpose of breathing, and secondly what is

the total capacity of the trachea for holding the respiratory

air. Krogli (1920) mentions that in the case of the Dytiscus
larva which resembles the Cybister species in habit and structure,

the ascent to the water surface is due to the oxygon deficiency and
not to an excess of CO2 ,

though Stahn ( 1928) is of the opinion that

in the ordinary life of insects, CO2 is the more important factor

in regulating respiration. The latter view apparently finds

support from the experiments of Wrede and Kramer (1926)

on Naucoris which remained at the bottom and expired when
the water in which it was kept was exposed to oxygen.
Wigglesworth (1931) remarks that the apparent toxic effect of

oxygon was due to the fact that there was no oxygen want to

stimulate the insect to ascend to the water surface until all its

air-store was used up and water had entered the tracheal system.

As to the air carrying capacity of the tracheal system, according

to Krogh’s estimation in the case of Dytiscus, it amounts
to 6-10% of the total volume of the animal, and the vital

capacity is nearly one-third of the total capacity. During
strong expiration the tracheal system empties nearly two-

third of its total capacity of respiratory air. It may be re-

marked in this connection, that during vigorous swimming
activity of the Cybister larva, bubbles of air were seen coming
out of the mesothoracic as well as from the last abdominal
spiracles (Mukerji, 1930a). Small vesicles of air were also

found adhering to the outer surface of the remaining abdominal
spiracles. These bubbles represent expired air, rich in CO2 .

This finds support from Hazelhofif’s (1927) view that concentra-

tion of CO2 causes the opening of the spiracles. However,
Demoll (1927) explains the streaming of air through the spiracles

as a necessity for the ventilation of the large tracheal trunks.

The large tracheal trunks are alternately constricted and
dilated along their length, and are capacious enough for storing

a large volume of respiratory air. They are connected with one
another by cross branches, and each trunk is joined to the spi-

racles of the corresponding side by lateral tracheal branches.
From each trunk also arise a number of tracheal tubes, which
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subdivide themselves supplying various organs. One of the
remarkable features of the large tracheal trunks is their elliptic

cross-section. This peculiar shape of the large tracheal trunks is

regarded as an adaptation to the aquatic mode of life, and
according to Ki’ogh (1920), has been influenced by the respira-

tory movements of the body. Since the large tracheae are

devoid of any musculature of their own, filling in, or emptying
out, of air through the spiracles, is x)08sible only by the altera-

tion of the tracheal dimension by the rhythmic movements
of the body wall effected through the action of the muscles

of the trunk region. The respiratory movements are controlled

by the nerve centres in the thorax, and the resj^iratory centres

are stimulated by environmental factors such as the P-h of

water (Wigglesworth, 1931). While the inspiratory or expira-

tory (currents of air, can bo explained by the pressure of gases
within the tracheal trunks, generated either by the indirect

change in volume of the trunks, or by diffusion of gases, such
pressure is not sufficient to account for the driving of air into

the tracheoles having narrow capillary bore. According to

Wigglesworth (1931), the passage of oxygen through the tra-

cheoles, is effected by the osmotic pressure of tissuefluids the

level of the column of which rises and falls within the capillary

of the tracheoles, according to the variation in the osmotic
tension of the tissuefluids.

Since the spiracles play the important part in the

inspiration and expiration of the respiratory air, their structure

deserves special consideration. It may be noted that Porteir

(1911) considered all the spiracles except the last terminal, as

closed and nonfunctional in the larva, and so he disregarded the
structure of the lateral spiracles. These are found morpho-

Ibgically open, and have been studied in the Cyhister larva for

the first time by the author (Mukerji, 1930a). All the lateral

spiracles except the secc^nd pair which is metathoracic; in posi-

tion, resemble one another in structure. Each of those spiracles

is divisible into an outer and an inner chamber. The outer

chamber opens to the exterior by a small funnel-shaped aperture.
Its wall on all sides is rigid, and the internal surface is beset

with stiff hairs which are directed toward the outer end. Their
main purpose is to prevent entry of any foreign object into

the sj)iracles as otherwise the passage will be blocked. The
inner chamber is devoid of any hair. One of its side walls

is rigid like that of the outer chamber, while its opposite wall
is membranous and flexible. The flexible side wall contains
inside it, incomplete bands of taenidia, which differ from those

encircling the lumen of a trachea, in not being spirally coiled.

The inner chamber towards the imier end, narrows down, by a
kink, to pass into the tracheal branch which connects it with the
tracheal trunk. The diameter ofthe connecting trachea is smaller
than that of the inner chamber or that of the tracheal trunk.

14
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The junction of the inner and the outer chamber is encircled

by the closing apparatus. The closing-apparatus consists of

a semicircular chitihous bow or arc. A thin plate, called the

closing-fold, is attached on the inner surface, to the middle
of the arc. The free end of the plate projects within the

cavity of the outer-chamber of the spiracle. The two ends

of the bow are connected in the fashion of a bow string by a

separate chitinous plate called the closing-band, which slants

up and projects into the cavity of the upper chamber. The
middle of the closing-band is pressed from the outside, by the

apical end of a chitinous lever which follows like an arrow, a
radical direction. Tlie handle of the lever is expanded into

an L-shaped block. The end of this block is attached to one
end of the bow. The opposite side of the handle of the lever

is connected by long muscle fibres with the other end of the
bow. As these muscles contract, the lever being pressed in-

ward like an arrow, forces in the closing-band against the fold

standing on the opposite side. The bow also bends in the
middle narrowing down its inner lumen. The communicating
passage between the inner and the outer chamber becomes
effectively closed thereby. When the muscles relax, the oppos-

ing plates spring back again to the original positions, the lever

being pushed out by the elasticity of the bow . The spiracle

is now functionally open. The whole a])paratus thus acts like

valves for opening and shutting the spiracle. The musculature
on the lever is jjlacod on the flexible side of the inner chamber

;

since the muscle fibres pass across from the end of the bow
to the handle of the lever, they partially surround the upper
portion of the flexible^ wall of the inner chamber. The flexible

wall of the inner chamber therefore moves in and out along
with the closure movement, converting thereby the iimer

(chamber into a small pump. Since when the insect is under
water, the re^spiratory air is expelled and not drawn in through
the mesothoracic spiracle, the little pump may be assumed to
be exerting expulsion foice, a backward current from passing

inside into the trachea being prevented by the high internal

pressure of the gases contained within the tracheal trunks
and their branches. It is inferred that the pumping chamber
contracts, before the closure of the valves in front, has been
made. By the time the valves have been completely closed,

dilatation of the pumping chamber follow^s, and the latter is filled

with the expiratory current from the tracheal trunk. The
expulsion force exerted by the pump, in addition to the tracheal

air pressiu’e, is needed to overcome the weight of the super-

incumbent column of w ater on the spiracnlar gases, as the insect

dives down under water.

The second pair of spiracles which are metathoracic in

position, differs from the remaining series in having membra-
nous w^alls, which by apposition obliterate the passage between

T4B
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Ihe aperture of this spiracle and the tracheal trunk. It is not

provided with any closing-apparatus, or any taenidia which

would render walls elastic and non-collapsible. It is also not

lined by any hairs. It is nonfunctional in th(^ larva. It may
be looked upon as the precursor of air-sacs which develop in

the winged adult.

The last pair of spiracles placed at t he terminal end of the

abdomen, is the most important for respiring atmospheric-

air when the larva leads an aquatic mode of life. This is raised

above the surface of water when the rest of the body remains

under water, as pointed out before. It differs in structure and

function from all other spiracles of the body. This spiracle is

very long as compared to others, and is directly continuous

with the large tracheal trunk that runs parallel to the longitudi-

nal axis of the body. The junction of the longitudinal tracheal

trunk and the terminal spiracle of the same side is marked by a

closing apparatus that is built on a different plan from the

rest. The junction is far removed from the external apertures

of the spiracle situated at the tip of the tail. The two
external apertures of the last pair of spiracles are very close

to each other, and are overhung by a pair of short chitinous

plates which guard the outer ends of the spiracular apertures

like lids or valves : when drawn together in the middle, the
valves expose the apertures, and when spread over on the

sides, they close the apertures. The sides of the j)ointed end
of the abdomen carrying the last spiracles are fringed with

long hairs.

The most remarkable structural j)oculiarity of the last

spiracle is t ho course ofth e taenidia in it . The taenidia here inter-

lace with one another' forming a spongy tissue that is a charac-

teristic feature of the spiracles of the aquatic insects in general

(Portier). Moreover, there are no hairs inside this spiracle :

no such strainer is required while breathing abovti the surface of

the water with the outlet guarded by lids. Such a typo of

spiracle, as the last one, will be found useless, however,
for breathing while the larva walks or rests on land, becaus(^

dust particles are likely to pass inside it choking the air passage.

On land, or in air, the type of spiracle found on the sides of

the body, such as the mc^othoracic one, is more suitable

being short and provided with hairs which can act as strainers.

The closing apparatus here consists of two chitinous ar(‘s

or bows of different sizes, one placed within the other, with a

space in between the two for the passage of air. The convexity
of both the arcs is turned in the same direction, and the end of
one is fixed to the corresponding end of the other. A band
of muscles passes like the bow string from one end of the bow
to the other. As the muscle-band contracts, both the bows bend
in the middle, but the inner one, being more pliable, bends more,
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and so becomes applied against the other as to shut the spae^^

between the two.

It is worth while testing the conclusions arrived at from
our striKdural study, by simple experimentation (Mukerji,

1930a). The last pair of abdominal spiracles at the tip of the

tail end, was, therefore, sealed air-tight, and the larva was
placed in water. The larva died indicating that although the

mesothoracic spiracle is open to the exterior, it is useless for

respiration undei' water. If, on the other hand, the larva with

its terminal spiracles sealed be placed on land, it lives at least

for two days after which it dies of starvation. This shows that

the mesothoracic spiracle is suitable for respiration when the

larva migrates to land for pupation. In tlie mature larva, all

the lateral spiracles remain open to the exterior, while in the

early stage, onlj^ the first pair remains open for liberation of

excess of CO2 ,
and the remaining lateral spiracles, though mor-

phologically open, are nonfunctional. x\gain if the meso-
thoracic spiracles as well as the other lateral spiracles are sealed

air-tiglit, and the larva only with the terminal spiracles open, is

transferred to land, or is kept in water, it lives without any
sign of asphyxiation. This experiment shows the importance
of the last abdominal s})iracle for respiration during the larval

life.

The mesothoracic spiracle has, however, its own use. It

not only heli)S in the ventilation of the tracheal trunks by
eliminating the excess of CO2 ,

but is also the organ of sound-
production in the larva. If the larva be seized or teased, it

throw^s its body into a strong lateral flexion, and a sharp squeak-
ing noise follows, accompanied by a current of air streaming

out of one of the mesothoracic spiracles. The sound production
is defensive in action, its objecd. being to frighten its enemies’.

This flexion of the body is quite different from the resjuratory

movements. It is prosimied that by the sudden bending of the

body, pressure is brought to bear on the respiratory air in the
tracheal trunks, and the strong air current in streaming out

through the spiracle either strikes against the sharp edge of

the plates of the closing apparatus, oi- sets the plates into

vibration, the column of air in the inner chamber of the spiracle

acting as a resonator.

A question, however, may bo raised as to why sound pro-

duction-is limited to the mesothoracic spiracle, while the .other

lateral spiracles are similar to it, in structure. The anatomical
relation of the mesothoracic spiracle explains it. This spiracle

is connected with the large tracheal trunk by an undivided
tracheal branch, while the spiracles following it, are connected
with the same trunk by a branch w^hich is subdivided into

three branches. Naturally an air current sent from the tracheal

trunk, in the case of these spiracles, passes into three different

directions, and the stream reaching a spiracle is too feeble
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•tor sound production. Secondly the air current in the tracheal

trunk as it is forced in the forward direction by the flexion

of the body, meets with the resistance offered by the long and
slender tracheal branches anteriorly passing into the head;
therefore this air current on reaching the level of the meso-
thorax is diverted into the mesothoraeic spiracle. No sound is

produced when bubbles of air slowly issue out of the mesothoraeic

spiracles during the swimming activity, because while the air

t;omes out, it does not stream out in such cases with a sufficient

force. The issuing of air bubbles from the mesothoraeic spiracle

also may be taken as an indication of the forward flow of the
respiratory air currents within the tracheal trunks during

muscular activity. The absence of any vibratory valves in the
terminal spiracles precludes any possibility of sound production
on their part.

Since the example, referred to above, is an aquatic species,

an instance or two may be added from the terrestrial typos.

The Bruchid or pulse beetles are well-known pests of tlu^

stored seeds of Leguminosae plants. They lay eggs on the
outer coating of the seeds. On hatching, the larva bores into

the seed and grows within the excavation it makes in the in-

terior of the seed by devouring the cotyledonous portion. Ex-
(^ept for the exceedingly narrow and tortuous passage made
by the larva at the early stage in boring its way from the egg-

shell into the seed, the cavity made within the seed has no (com-

munication with the exterior
; there is no other outlet for supply

of fresh air from outside, till a later stage of the larva is reached.

Powdery shavings from the seed and frass accumulate within
the hollow^ as it is being enlarged by the growing larva. It

will be interesting, therefore, to know the respiratory system
f)f the mature larva occupying the hollow, before it has cut

a circular disc in the shell for the emergence of the imago.

The tracheal system is well developed and there are nine

[)ahs of spiracles in the larva of Bruchus quadrimaculatus Fabr.

(Mukerji, 1938). The most notable peculiarity is the existence

of four pairs of large oval-shaped air-bladders which are con-

nected with the tracheal trunks. These were first reported
by Zacher (1930) in Zabrotes subfasciatus Boh. They differ

from air-sacs in having thick walls strengthened by taenidia,

and are comparable to tracheal dilatations. Evidently they
store a large quantity of respiratory air and may serve as venti-

lating chambers of the tracheal system. But their exact signi-

ficance is not known. However, they may be regarded as

adaptive organs to meet the special requhements of respiration

in a closed cavity of the seed.

The most remarkable results can be expected from a study
of termites (or white ants), which are well-known for their social

habits, though showing orthopteran affinities in structure. The
winged forms on attaining sexual maturity leave the parent
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hoine and take to swarming in aii*. The winged females acc^om-

jjaniod by winged males, alight and east off their wings, and
be(Jom(^ the centre of a new colony founded under moist eartli

(Hegh, 1922). The dealatod or wingless female grows to a

voluminous size, by the enlargement of her abdoiiien followed

by morphological changes and growth of internal oigans. It

is now^ known as the physogastric queen. The post-adult

growth (Snyder, 1935) after sexual maturity, leading to physo-

gastry, and the adaptive change from aerial to bypogaeic^ ov

<iryptobiotic life in ciontinuation of the sexual phase, are re-

markable ])henomena, particularly as no moulting intorveuies

between the growth periods.

Holmgren (1909) explains the physogastry of the queen
on the basis of nutrition and exudation. Could there bo anv^

i^hange as well in the respiratory system, owing to a change in the

composition of blood initiatecl by a difference in the mode of

!iutrition, as the activity of the Avinged life which lequires

rapid oxidation of tissues slows doAvn after dealation to a passive

life under moist earth ?

I have observed that a large number of woi kers and soldiei s

congregate round the spiracular apertures of the queen of Terw^es

redemanni Wasm., and lick a brownish granular substance

exuded through her abdominal vspiracles. The flooi' of each
abdominal spiracle is perforattxi by a number of apertures, each
of which leads into tracheal-like tubes. The secretory gi’anules

can bo soon around the spiracles; such deposits also occur

within the trachc^al-like tubes toward their external openings.
The passage of the secretion or exudation which is elaborated
within the body by the special exudate glands desciibed by
Holmgren, has not so far been clearly explained (Bugnion, 1912),

and I make a tentat ive suggestion that the tracheal -like tub(*s

opening on the spiracles, are ducts of the inner exudate glands.

The abundance of tracheae observable in the mature alate

phase of the female, is not found in the physogastric queen:
the tracheal branches are fairly distributeci over the ovarioles

of the sexually mature winged forms, but not a trace of them
could be noticed Avithin the multitude of ovarioles of the j)hyso-

gastric queen. Have the tracheae suffered here disintegration
or turned into a new" use, conditioned by the change in ratio

of surface to volum e ?

It may be noted that Collembola, some of which are

termitophile, live in an atmosphere saturated with humidity,
and have no tracheae or any specialized respiratory system
at all. There are also increasing evidences of cliffusion of gases
through the integument, and a closer correlation betw^een respira-

tion and circulation by reports of oxygen carrying substances
in blood of insects (Keilin, 1926 ; Muttoski, 1921). Welch (1927)
remarks that may it not be that the internal events in insects,

re concerned in the physical changes in the haemolympli
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which Ackennan (1926) showed has lour kinds of lipoid globules

and has groat bearing on the development of organs in Aphids.

The Ventral Tube of Collembola

The Collembola (or spring-tails) have a long hollow cylin-

drical tube filled with blood and attached to the ventral surface

of the first abdominal segment. This tube, called the ventral

tube, ends in a pair of fleshy lobes. The tube was considered

by eaT'lier authors to be respiratory in function (Hoffmann,
1904). It has been an enigmatical organ, not being found in

any other groiij) of insects. It has given rise to numerous
discussions. Almost all conceivable functions such as respiration,

moistening, adhesion, lubrication, support and reproduction,

have been ascribed to it (Mukerji, 19326). However, the con-

sensus of opinion has been in favour of regarding it as an adhesive

organ, but the maimer in whi(^h it could act was not established

beyond dispute. Further, the existence of glandular elements
in it was doubtful. To add to the confusion, we find a narrow
groove I’unning on the ventral surface of the body connecting
the base of the ventral tube with the mouth. It was thought
by some, therefore, that the fluid secretion of the glands present

in the head region, while flowing out by the mouth, passed
through the (‘onneeting groove to the ventral tube, which thus
being smeared with that secretion acted as an adhesive organ
(Willem, 1900 ; Hoffmann, 1904 ;

Denis, 1928). The set of glands
in the head, which supplied the sticky fluid to the ventral tube,

was called, therefore, the cephalic glands of the ventral tube
(Denis, 1928),
• The author (Mukerji, 19326) observed in a Collembola,
ProUtnura corpenteri Mukerji, that the lobes of the ventral

tub(^ while they w^ere pressed against the smooth surface of

the object over which it w^alked, exuded little drops of fluid,

by means of which the minute insect stuck to the smooth
surface. The glandular nature of the ventral tube was (‘on-

firmed by histological examination.
It wus also noted that in living specimens, a viscous drop

of fluid collected near the mouth, and the tip of the fore legs

was bent forw ard and w^as smeared with this fluid. This process

was repeated with the middle pair of legs. Generally when
these minute wingless insects walk over a smooth surface like

the plate glass, and their legs slip, the latter are smeared with
the fluid gathered outside the mouth -cavity, thus enabling
them to move forward, or hang on. The species carpenter

i

is found in moist earth under decaying vegetable leaves. It

also lives under the smooth and polish^ leaf-stem of plantain
trees. This mode of li& necessitates some form of adhesive
apparatus.
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On examining the anatomical relationship of the various
glands present in the head region, I found that the secretions

with which the tips of the legs were smeared, came from tubular
glands, that opened by a pore, placed a little posterior to the
mouth aperture.

My observations thus support the view^ put forth by Folsom
(1899) but discredited by the later authors, that the secretions

elaborated by the tubular glands of the head, pass to the mouth

,

and are not conducted through the ventral groove to the ventral
tube.

The tubular glands in my species, consists of a sac, a laby-
I inth and a duct. They are homologous with the excretory
glands of the Crustacea. The ventral tube, therefore, is an
adhesive organ by itself, and has got nothing to do with res-

piration which is carried on by the entire surface of the moist
body.

Reproductive vSystem

Reproduction is necessary for the per|3etuation of tiie

species. The reproductive system of insects has been elaboj*ately
studied from the point of view of development and phylogeny
(Weber, 1933). The physiological aspect of it, however, can
be approached, either from the standpoint of a geneticist, or
from that of the Lamarckian school of thought.

The importance of isolation as a factor of organic; evohi-
tion stands undisputed, though the interpretation of its role
is last changing (Dobzhansky, 1937). The physiological isola-
tion in preventing interbreeding of species does not let in any
enhance of tlio breaking down of harmoniously balanced con-
stellation of genes that was established by the slow and gradual
process of natural selection. Intorbro(>ding would bring in,
new, or a recombination of genes, resulting in dissolution, and
swamping of the diJfferences by crossing, or production of unfit,
or still less, new forms. If the differences between the indivi-
duals and the group be due to a single gene or a single chromo-
some, segregation of characters worrld take place resulting
in the reappearance of ancestral traits in the offspring.

One of the mechanisms for the maintenance of physio-
logical or sexual isolation, is provided by the difference in the
genitalia of different species of insects. Closoty related species
whi(;h are difficult of separation due to the variability of the
external morphological characters, can be distinguished by the
structure of their genitalia. Further, the female genitalia of a
species is regarded as the negative replica of the male of the
same species, owing to the existence of specific differences in
the female genitalia corresponding to the characters of the
male. This is known as the ‘lock-and-key ’ theory which means
that every lock has its own key and can only be opened by the
same.
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. The lock-and-key anangement in the genitalia of a couple

belonging to a certain species, mechanically prevents that species

from interbreeding with closely allied species, that may share

with them the same environment. This holds true in certain

species of Lepidoptera. The ejffoctiveness of this mechanical
form of isolation, however, has been questioiUMl (Dobzhansky,

1937), other fac tors such as the ecological ones, the chain of inter-

nal reactions controlling fertilization, the viabihty of eggs and
sterility, being regarded as more operative in the maintenances

of sexual isolation than the ‘ lock-and-key ’ theory suggests.

If members of any two species of insects, which differ in

their genital structure, pair with each other, lay viable eggs,

but if no fertile offspring is born of the hybrids, neither the
one view

,
nor the other, is proved, nor disproved thereby. More

facts about successful crossing of related species, which under
normal (conditions differ in the genitalia in both the sexes, are

needed for determining the question definitely, one way ot’

the other.

In evaluating the l elative importance of the various factors

involved, a knowledge of the structural details of the repro-

ductive organs and how^ they operate in the course of sexual

union, is essential.

The writoT' (Mukerji and Bhuya, 1937) investigated the
repioductive system of both the sexes of two species of Bruchid
beetles which wwe found in Caknitta along with other species

infesting stored grams and pulses. The genitalia of a couple
was studied while they had been joined in action and after

their disengagement. The two species Brnchus qvudri-

maculatn.^ Fabr., and Bruchus (CallosobrucJius) cMnensis L.,

differed from each other markedly by the character of their’

•antenna, theii' size and colour
;
but they were observed by

us interbreeding, if the males of the one species were kept w ith

the fejuales of the other, in a separate vial, isolated from other-

individuals. Viable eggs were laid, and the first filial generation
(could be raised and bred under laboratory conditions. Th(^

hybrid generation generally rescunbles the female parent.

Segregation takes place in the next generation. If, however-,

the members of one species have access to members of the
o])posite sex of the same sjrecies, inbrec^ding follows, and no
interbreeding takes place even among the mixed lot of the
two species (containing both the sexes. The hybridizing (experi-

ment referred to requires repetition and (corroboration.

The two species differ from each other markedly in the
structure of their* genital organs in both the sexes, as well as
Irom other spe(‘ies described by Zacher (1930, ’31).

In B. quadrimaculatua the testes are spherical in shape
and occur in tw^o pairs. The vas deferens, so(rn after its origin,

dilates to form the vesicula seminalis. A common duct carries
the products of the genital glands as well as those of accessory
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glands, and opens into the ejaculatory duct. The latter also,

receives the secretion from the prostate. The ejacidatory

duct passes through the muscular bulb which is ecpiivalent to

the phallobase of Snodgrass (1935), and opens on the internal
sac (tailed the preputial sa(t oi* vesica by Snodgrass. The in-

tromittent organ is composed of the phallosome and the internal

sac. Both these parts are the terminal and eversiblo portion
of the aedeagiis and lie retracted within the middle portion of
the aedeagus c^allod the phallic capsule, the basal j)ortion being
formed by the bulb. In repose, the phallic capsule with the
terminal portions of the aedeagus folded within it, lies drawn
within the genital atrium (or the genital chamber of Snodgrass);
during action this is pushed out to the exterior while the parts,

(msheathed within it and the bulb, are shot out. The phallic

capsule carries at its posterior terminal end, a curved liook
which is provided vA ith a iuft of long sensory filaments.

The yjhallic ca])sule, together with the phallosome, coires-

ponds to the endophallic tube of Snodgrass. When these
< eversiblo parts are fully protracted, the aedeagus forms a long
tube, outside the body, but the basal portion of it, namely,
the muscular bulb, while it slides down through the genital

atrium as far as the external genital aperture, it is never exposed
to the exterior.

Wliile the phallosonu^ and the internal sac are inserted
Asithin the genital pouch of the female, the phallic^ capsule
remains outside the generative aperture of the female, but
the liook at its terminal end is presscxl against the external
zone of the genital aperture of the female to act as a tittilator.

The phallic capsule is the supporting organ, and its wall is

hard and rigid owing to strong chitinization. The phallosome
is provided with spines which interlock with narrow^ crypts
of the genital pouch of the female. It is remarkable that in

this species, fixe membranous internal sac is never everted till

the phallosome is introduced into the genital pouch of the female.
The phallosome or the internal sac even when fully everted,
neither reaches at the time of sexual union the anterior extre-
mity of the genital pouch of the female, nor does the external
opening of the internal sac come into juxtajxosition with the
opening of the spern)athecal dmd of the female.

The'parameres attached to the muscular bulb run parallel

to the tw^o sides of the phallic capsule. The terminal or apical
end of the paramere is truncated and provided with sensory
setae. The males palpate the external genital aperture of the
female by the apical end of the parameres which are, however,
kept outside the body of the female.

In P. {Callosohruchus) chinensis^ the reproductive system
is of a slender type. The efferent system differs from that of
B. quadrimaculaius in the disposition of the accessory glands.
The phallosome contains minute setae and not the large dagger-
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•shaped spines characteristic of B. quadrimaculatua. The exter-

nal surface of the internal sac is covered with denticles and
carries a pair of chitinous discs bearing hooks. These arma-

t-iires are absent in the other species. Further, iu the species

chinensis, the internal sac is drawn out in the region of its ajuca!

aperture, into a narrov^ lobe. The sac is everted before the

intromittent organ is introduced within the body of the leinale,

while at the time of the sexual union, unlike the corresj)onding

organ of the other species, reaches the extreme limit of the

genital pouch of the female. The parameres of the chinensis

species are distinguished from those of the other by having a

spiny protuberance at the apical region.

With regard to the female genital system, both the species

have the same number of ovarioles, and the same type of ovi-

positor, due to the similarity in habit. They differ from each
other in the structure of the genital (or copulatory) pouch.

In B. qmdrimtculaius the j)Ouch is divisible into three

j[)ortions, and the ujjper poition of this is distended into a

tliin spherical sac forming the bursa. The male intromittent

organ, however, does not })enf^trato into the bursa being prevented
by a pair of valves situated near its junction with the middle
portion of the pouch. The bursa, after the sexual union, is

filled with the secic^tions of the accessory glands of the male.

The luiddle portion (d the ])ouch has a thick wall and is lined

by a well-developed cliitinmis intima; it receives the intro-

mittent organ, namely, the internal sac and the phallosome,
the spines of which interlock with the crypts of the female

f)OU(h. The pouch receives the spermathecal duct as well

as the oviduct—^the openings of the two being widely apart.

The spermat h(Hia is curved and is provided with a long accessory
•gland. Immediately after pairing and even before the intro-

mittent oigan is withdrawn, the sf)ermatozoa pass into the
spermatheca of the female and remain stored there. During
the descent of eggs into the pouch, some of the stored sperma-
tozoa are carried back into the pouch by a stream of liquid

secretion discharged by the atrcessory gland of the spermatheca.
The lower division of the pouch serves as the fertilizing chamber.

In B. chinensis the genital pouch, (torresponding to the
shape of the male genitalia, is more elongated and narrowei-

than that of the other species. It is not divisible into thn^e

distinct portions; it lacks the bursa as well as the valves found
in B. quadrimaculatus. The pouch receives the intromittent
organ; its lining intima is thin as compared to that of the
other species, and in conformity with the finer setae of the intro-

mittent organ of its male. The spermatheca is U-shaped and
the accessory gland attached to it is short

.

Both the species are polygamous in habit. Frequent
matings occur among individuals of the opposite sex belonging
to the same species (Mukorji and Bhuva, 19376). Males are
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aggressive and females play a passive role. A single male
may successfully mate with as many as five different ibmales,

and the same may be said of the other sex. The sexual union
may last as long as three minutes, and the females usually try to

disengage themselves and may be overturned, but the inter-

locking arrangement is too strong for them and the long aedea-

gus a portion of which is lodged within the female, gives a
sufficient play for the movements. Egg-laying starts within

twelve hours of the first mating and continues at intervals,

during which fresh matings take place. In B. quadrimaculatuSy

nearly 80% of the eggs are viable, and the proportion of male
and female offspring is nearly equal.

The structure of the genitalia, in spite of the specific differ-

ences, seems to me, not an effective bar against the interbreeding

of the species, and the physiological isolation, in the absence
of individuals of the opposite sex of the same species, disappears

by force of circumstances. This raises the important question

whether we are not having hybrids among the so-called distinc*t

species of the Biuchid beetles infesting our stored products.

A genetic analysis of the various species and the examination
of their genitalia are needed for the purpose.

I may conclude with the observation made by Snodgrass

(1935), *The morpliologist, therefore, though primarily a com-
parative anatomist, in order properly to develop his subject,

must give attention to the working of t he physical mechanisms
with which he deals in his anatomical studies, he must look for

the significance of strm^tural modifications and innovations

and he must understand the basic physiological functions that

underlie organic form
Finally, I desire to acknowledge my sincere thanks to my

leaiiied colleagues for their kind co-opeiation and for the great

honour they have done to me as well as to my learned audience
for the patient hearing given to mo. Our best thanks are also

due to the local officers of the Science Congress for their kind
courtesy and gracious hospitality.
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Introduction

I am highly thankful to the authoi’ities of tlie Indian
Science Congress and particularly to the members of the Antliro-

pology section for electing nie to the Presidentship of this section.

When it was proposed at the Silver Jubilee Session that the
archaeologists should be given greater opportunities of asso-

(aating themselves with the study of anthropology in the
Congress and when our much respec^ted friend and colleague,

the Director-General of Archaeology, was elected to this office

at the Madras session, I did not realize that my opportunit}'
would also come so early. I believe this kindness has been
bestowed upon me because the Congress feels an increased
interest in the problems of Indian Prehistory which some of
us are trying to understand with a view to their future solution.

The rapid strides made by the progress of Prehistoric

Archaeology elsewhere in the world and particularly in Europe
have been surprising and highly interesting. The old belief that
mankind was created about forty generations before Jesus
Christ or some three thousand years ago and that human
culture developed in a few generations into what it wa« among

( 223 )
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the Hebrews and the Greeks has given place to a long account

of the evolution of man from the ape to the modern races. The
development of human culture in western Europe through the

numerous paleolithic, neolithic and metal age stages has now
become an accepted fact both of science and of history. In fact

history now begins with the story of man’s evolution and his

early culture.

Importance of Indian Prehistory Europe too, here

and there and particularly in Africa, prehistoric investigation

has been carried on and companxl with the results obtained

in Europe. In India after a tew preliminary observations

by Logan and others, Bruce Foote took up the study in right

earnest and made a juagnificent (jontribution to the subject.

His work on Indian Prehistoric and Proto-historic Antiquities

published by the Madras Government Museimi in 1916 is yet

the basis on whi(}h further investigation has to proceed.

Dr. Panchanan Mitra’s Prehistoric India is a work con-

taining valuable facts and numerous highly valuable sugges-

tions. But his unfortunate early demise has prevented the
scientific woild from having the benefit of getting his matured
conclusions. Professor Rangacharya’s work on Prehistoric

India has made a careful and painstaking effort at putting

together the known information on the subject from the ethno-

logical and cultural i)oint8 of view. But in the field of original

exploration and investigation the greatest revelation has come
from the discovery of the Indus Valley Civilization of the Copper*

Age in India. This has now opened uj) a new vista and en-

couraged the fieldman to address himself to the task of dis-

covering more facts about Prehistoric India.

Races of India

The Coming of the Races .—The histoj'ian of India now ac-

knowledges that three of the greatest historical facts occurred
long before the history of India as now known to us dawned,
namely: the coming of its great races, the coming of its great

languages and the gi’owth of its great cultui*es. It is now an
admitted fact that though people of different races have immi-
grated into India during the historical period covering the last

three thousand years, the ancestors ofthe great mass of the Indian
peo])le came to this country in the prehistoric times. The
greater part of the racial history of India belongs to prehistory.

This subject is one of primary importance to the Indian pre-

historian. But owing to in^equate progress in prehistoric

field work, the present position of this subject has to depend
very much on inferences based on an analysis of the existing

races of India.

Races of India .—On the subject of analyTzing the existing

races of India considerable progress has been made though
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the final word has not yet been said. In my Presidential

Address to the Anthropology section of the Tenth All-India

Oriental Conference I have tried to review the contributions

of the chief authorities on the subject and to give my own sugges-

tions thereon. I have shown how the conclusions published
by Sir Herbert Risley in his pioneer book on the People of

India, though yet forming the foundation of all subsequent
investigations, have had to be considerably modified in the light

of the progress made by Physical Anthropology in the
western world. After reviewing the contributions of several

scholars, I have tried to put together the residts of the investiga-

tions of Baron Eickstedt, Dr. B. S. Guha and others. I have sug-

gested an analysis which wo may accept as a basis for more
detailed study in the future. I have preferred to retain

commonly the familiar termination ic to Eickstedt’s id which
is also acceptable. The analysis given by me is as follows:

—

A. MAJOR RACES:

I. Indo-Europic race—This consists of the great bulk of

the people of India. Its branches have been settled

in India from prehistoric times. Four branches are

distinguishable :

—

(1) Indie—Eickstedt 's Indid, Guha's Basic DoUco-
cephalic and Risley’s Aryo-Dravidian. It is the
largest single sub-race in India. It is a distinct

branch on the Brown section of the so-called

Caucasian or Indo-European race, and inhabits

large parts of North India and South India.

(2) South-Indic—Eickstedt thinks that the Melanid type
• of the lowest Tamil castes has arisen owing to

an ancient admixture with the Malic hill type.

Risley describes it as Dravidian. Guha does not
give it an independent place. For purposes of
discussion it may be called South-Indic.

(3) North-Indic—Eickstedt’s North-Indid, Guha’s Indus,

Risley’s Indo-Aryan. It is a branch of the brown
race with more refined features than No. 1, fairer

and taller. It is found commonly in North-West
India, but is spread over the rest of India, parti-

cularly in the higher castes.

(4) Brachic—^Eickstedt ’s Brachid, Guha’s Alpo-Dinaric

and Risley’s Scythio-Dravidian and Mongolo-
Dravidian. These are round-headed brown people

occupying Western India and Eastern India.

B. MINOR RACES :

II. Indo-Europic—Small groups coming in more recent

times.

15
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(5) Indo-Nordics—long headed, fair haired and fair eyed
(Red Kaffirs).

(6) Orientalic—Round headed, long nosed, black haired.

III. Proto-Australic—^very small numbers.

(7) Gondic—Central India.

(8) Malic—South Indian hills.

(9) Veddic—Ceylon.

IV. Negric—very small proportion.

(10) Negritic—Andamans, etc.

(11) Molanesic—^Assam Nagas, etc.

V. Mongolic—small numbers mostly on the borders.

(12) Paleo-mongo lie—^Central Indian tribes.

(13) Tibetic.

(14) Assamic.

(15) Burmic.

(16) Oceanic.

Racial History

Racial History ,—On the basis of this racial analysis and of

the general racial history of the world corroborated by a few

stray facts discovered in India, the racial history of the country
has had to be built up. Naturally at this stage it cannot be
anything more than a generally accepted hypothesis. It may
bo taken as a provisional scheme to be confirmed by future

study particularly in the form of excavation of prehistoric tombs.
Negritic .

—^The primitive features of the Negritos of the
Andamans close to the mainland of India and the existence

of a Negroid strain among the Panians, the Kadirs and other

primitive folk of Malabar, microscopic though it be, suggests

that ages ago a Negritic people with a very low stage of culture

might have touched the Indian shores. It has been presumeil

that they were the earliest race of men to live in India.

Melanesian .—The discovery by Dr. Hutton and others

of a Melanesian strain among the Nagas of Assam and some of

the Chota Nagpur tribes has suggested an immigration into

India from the south-east, of small colonies of pacific negroes.

It may be supposed for the present that they were the second
group of humans to enter qur country.

Proto^Australics .
—^The next race, which was much more

widespread than the first two, was the Proto-Australic with
its Veddic and Gondic branches in the extreme south of India and
in Central India respectively. The fact that the Veddas ofCeylon
are yet in the hunting stage suggests that these Australic people
also were in a very low stage of culture. Though this race is rarely

X5B
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’found in its purity, a considerable strain of it has been noticed

to exist throughout India and more especially among the lower

classes of the Tamil country. Eickstedt supposes that its ad-

mixture with the Indie type took place very long ago resulting

in a rather homogenous looking standard type found in the

Tamil lower classes. But this admixture took place when the

Indie people immigrated into the erstwhile Austrahe area and
thus produced what has sometimes been considered to be a

South -Indie type. The presence of a few ultra-doheocephalic

smalhsh skulls at Mohenjodaro points to the fact that the Proto

-

Australic race had once perhaps an all-Indian spread.

Indie Race .—Perhaps one of the largest immigrations

into our country was the coming of the Indie race probably

in the microlithic or early neolithic period. It appears to have
come from its original homeland (in Central Asia ?) through the
north-western passes possibly about ten or eight thousand years

ago bringing with it its parental Dravidian speech. It occupied

practically the whole of India, its lower orders mingling with

the previously existing races where the latter were strong in

numbers and adopting the immigrants' higher culture.

Dr, Guha considers it the Basic Indian race. There is little doubt
that it is a distinct branch of the Brown section of the so-called

Indo-Europic race.

Brachic .—^It is doubtful whether the next race to come
into this (jountry was the Brachic one represented by the West
Indians and the Bengalis or the North-Indie race. From the
position it occupies in the Central Indian belt stretching from
west to east and the way it has become mixed up with the
earlier races, I am inclined to think that the brachic element
js the earlier. As Dr. Ghurye has suggested in his ‘Caste and
Race in India', it may have come through Baluchistan to Gujrat

and Maharashtra and then spread out to the east in later times*

It does not appear to have passed through the Punjab and
Rajputana.

North Indie .
—^The last great race to immigrate into this

country appears to be the one identified by Eickstedt as North-
Indid which now inhabits the Pimjab, Kashmir and Rajputana.
Dr. Guha has shown that it is different from the Nordic race

thus suggesting that it was only a taUish branch of the Brown
race. That it was in the occupation of North-Western India
long before the Aryans developed their Vedic culture (c. 1500
B.C.) is established by a study of the Mohenjodaro skulls. The
race was mostly Pre-Aryan. The fact that this race is com-
paratively pure goes to suggest that if the Aryans came to

India from elsewhere at all they were of almost the same race

as the people they conquered.
Other Races ,—The later immigrations of the Chalcolithic,

the Nordic, the Oriental, the different varieties of Mongolic
and other elements appear to have taken place in such small
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numbers that they have not seriously affected the racial charac-

teristics of the population of India. It is interesting to notice

that all the great races of India, whose descendants the vast

majority of the people of this country are, came and settled

down in the prehistoric times. History had not yet begun,

even when some great internal migrations took place and the

brachic element occupied Bengal and the North-Indie element

spread through Central India and the Dakhan and sprinkled

itself over the Nilgiris and the Tamil and Malayalam lands.

Coming of the Languages

Coming of the Languages .—^Another important, fact in the

past life of the Indian people which also took place in the pre-

historic times is the immigration into India of its languages
and their original ancestors. Thanks to the Linguistic Survey
of India and other studies, we know that the languages of India

may be roughly grouped under the three heads: Austric,

Dravidian and Indo-Aryan.
Austric .—Of these it is definite that no Austric-speaking

people immigrated into our country during historical times.

In all probability the original Austric languages came vith the
coming of the I^oto-Australic people, for even now tliese lan-

guages are prevalent among some of the tribes whicjh bear

Australic racial features. Thus it is possible to imagine that

the coming of the Austric languages may be traced back
to the paleolithic times.

Dravidian .
—^The incoming of the Dravidian languages is

also prehistoric. We may not be \vTong if we guess that
the parental Dravidian language was brought into India by
the Indie race of people, who might have adopted it when
they were in contact with some Central Asian people, speaking
the agglutinative languages. Since the agglutinative stage

may be one earlier than the infectional, it is not impossible

that the Indo-Europic people spoke agglutinative languages
in their Central Asian homelands ten or fifteen thousand years
ago. However, it may be supposed that the Indio people
brought the original Dravidian languages with them and conti-

nued to use them until a foreign speech, inflectional in character,

was introduced either by the Brachics or by the North-Indics.
Indo-Aryan .—^The problem of the Indo-Aryan languages

has been well known. They appear to fall into two groups
forming the outer ring and the inner ring. To explain this

phenomenon some scholars have suggested that after the first

Aryan immigration into India through the Khyber and other
north-western passes, a second Aryan invasion entered the
Gangetic plain through Chitral and the northern passes. If

we leave aside the Phinjab and the United Provinces we find

that the outer ring of languages is generally spoken by the
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.Brachio people of India. Either these people might have brought

the parent of the outer ring languages with them or they
might have learnt the outer ring languages from their neighbours.

We may suppose that they brought them until it is proved
to the contrary. The problem of the original language of the
Punjab and the United Provinces is too intricate for a dis-

cussion here. Fresh light could have been thrown upon it

if the inscriptions on the Mohenjodaro seals had been read
satisfactorily. The suggestion of Rev. Heras that the Mohenjo-
daro language is original Tamil and the suggestion of Dr. Waddel
and others that it is akin to Vedic Sanskrit have not been
received by the scholarly world with any show of approval.

When I attempted a reading of some of the Indus valley inscrip-

tions some years ago, I was also led to something akin to Vedic
Sanskrit. But I gave up the attempt since it was pointed out

to me that my method itself appeared to be fundamentally
heterodox. Thus we are waiting helplessly for the occurrence

of some bi-lingual inscription which only can throw definite

light on the subject. However, we are justified in the conclusion

that the parents of the present languages of India entered this

country in the prehistoric times.

Prehistoric Cultures

Culture and Prehistory ,—The developments that took
place in the cultural history of our country in prehistoric times
are at least as interesting and important as those relating to race

and language. It is a pity that we are as yet unable to throw
much light upon such cultural aspects of prehistory as cannot
bo dealt with by the geologist or the archaeologist. It has not
yet been possible to make use of the many valuable ethno-
graphic studies of the primitive tribes of India for a reconstruc-

tion of many aspects of cultural history. Many of the observa^
tions we make have necessarily to be confined to inferences

made from material remains. To the account of Indian pre-

history as given by Bruce Foote in 1916, the only great addition

that has been made is the story of the Indus Valley Civilization.

The survey of the prehistoric sites of India by Dr. Leonard
Woolley was more in the way of making administrative sugges-

tions than evaluating the scientific aspects of the sites. But
the survey of stone-age sites made by the American Scientific

Expedition in the north-west of India has revealed that there
is a great field for investigation among the north-western moun-
tains as well as in the Dakhan. A study of the prehistoric

antiquities of Bihar and Chota Nagpur by the scholars of Calcutta
and the attempt made by the late Mr. Karandikar to unravel the
mysteries ofthe Narmada valley, the survey of South Indian sites

recently made by Mr. V. D. Krishnaswamy, the discovery of
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prehistoric sites made by Prof. Dubrenil near Pondicherry and by
Mr. Panchamukhi in the Bombay Karnatak, the study and
e3:cavation of the prehistoric sites of Hyderabad made by the

Hyderabad Archaeological Department under the able guidance
of Mr. Yazdani and similar investigation carried on in Mysore
by the Mysore Archaeological Department are bringing to light

interesting facts which need to be grouped together for study.

T shall be glad if the Director-General of Archaeology can take
up this task. I would be doing my humble service to this great

irivestigation if I could place before the learned world the observa-

tions bearing on the subject marie by me in the course of my
study of the prehistory of the Daklian and of the excavations

conducted in the Mysore State.

Prehistoric Mysore .—In the course of my investigations

I have found that in common with the antiquities of the rest

of the Dakhan plateau, the prehistory of Mysore goes back to

the lower paleolithic times. Evidences occur of cultures corre-

sponding to the lower paleolithic, the microlithic, the eaily

neolithic, the full neolithic and the iron ages before the commence-
ment of history. The earliest historical event definitely known
in Mysore is that a good part of it was in the occupation of the
Mauryas possibl}^ in the days of Bindusara and Asoka for a period

extending from about 298 B.C. to 232 B.C. Anything before 300
B.C. thus belongs to prehistory in Mysore just as in the rest of the

Dakhan.
Lower Paleolithic .—In the course of my survey of the ancient

sites of Mysore, I have come acu'oss three stations which are

definitely attributable to the lower paleolithic period. No definite

eoliths have occurred till now. But among the chipped axe heads
seen by me tliere are several which have a comparatively large

belly and a few have the j)atinated original surface of the (^ore

still showing. I may be pardoned if I use for comparative
study the terminology common in European prehistory. At
Eibbanahalli in the Tiptim Taluk, at Talya in the Holalkero
Taluk and at Lingadahalli in the south-east (jorner of the Baba-
budan hills, CheUean looking large bellied celts have been picked
up. They occur mostly on the slopes of ridges and hills and have
evidently been brought to light by rain water laying bare buried
strata. Similar implements in France have been assigned to

about 50,000 years ago. Occasionally we come across axe heads
better chipped with thinner bellies and sharper. They may very
well compare with the Acheulean implements which were
in use more than 30,000 years ago in Europe. A careful search

among the paleolithic fields brought to light the fact that the

paleolithic Dakhani had occasionally used the flake instead of

the core for producing a thinner and sharper implement. This

gives us a parallel to Mousterian workmanship. As for traces of
Aurignacian craftsmanship, it is highly doubtful if the charac-

teristic retouch is present.
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Upper Paleolithic .—So far as upper paleolithic sites are

concerned, I have not yet found any traces in Mysore. It is a well-

known fact that the Solutrean leaf flake and other characteristic

tools have not till now been found in India and it has been
assumed that India did not pass through any corresponding stage.

Bruce Foote states that in the Billa Sargam caves of Kurnool,
bone implements, characteristic of the Magdelanean period, were
found. This is nothing impossible, for our geological friends

have often come to the conclusion that India passed through
her own glacial periods. However, I have no definite evidence

to offer on this matter. The Mysore finds become more interest-

ing when we investigate the existence of mesolithic and later

cultures.

Chandravalli Excavations

Prehistoric sites in Mysore .—^From tJie neolithic period
onward my remarks are based more or less on a direct study
of prehistoric sites in Mysore. Witliin the confines of that

State, I have noted nearly two dozen ancient sites the majority
of which c^au by virtue of surface indications and other
evidence be assigned to the periods of the historical dynasties

whi(ii ruled the Mysore plateau. They extend in time from
Tipu’s Palac^e site at Seringapatam and the Miilbagal and the
Chandragutti areas of Vijayanagar days, to the Hoysala |)alace

and temple sites at Halebid and the sand covercxl Ganga capital

at Talkad, back to the Chandravalli and Brahmagiri sites

of the Satavahaiia and Maurya times and even to the earlier

prehistoric iron age and neolithic periods. On this present

occasion I shall confine my attention to only two prehistoric and
proto-historic sites, namely, Chandravalli and Brahmagiri. These

•t wo sites are of sjiecial value because their upper layers can
definitely be proved to be connected with the Satavahana and
the Maurya times respectively, while their lower levels carry

us through the iron age to the neolithic period and even to the
microlithic period. They may very well be claimed to be the
links between the historic and the prehistoric. The work done
in either of these places has not been very extensive, but an
earnest effort has been made to study the stratification and
record the results correctly both by diagrams and photographs.
Though the results should be subjected to verification both

in the sites themselves and elsewhere, it may be claimed that

they serve as provisional indexes to the sequence of prehistoric

cultures in the Dakhan.
Chandravalli site .—Chitaldrug is the northern-most district

town of the Mysore State adjoining Bellary. Immediately on
the west side of its fortified hill lies the valley of Chandravalli

now well known to Indian archaeologists. Since a few lead

coins had been picked up in the valley and they had been
identified by Dr. Rapson as belonging to the Satavahana epoch,
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Sir John Marshall suggested to the Mysore Government that

the site might be systematically studied and excavated. After

a preliminary study in 1908, the late Mr. R. Narasimhachar

felt that the site was a promising one fit to be excavated. By
the kindness of the Government of Mysore, I was able to spend

a few very short seasons at the place
;
and, though only a small

area has been excavated, we have been able to form an idea

of the general contents of the site.

Overground Survey ,—^We commenced by making a careful

overground survey and preparing a detailed map of the place

before sinking any excavations into it. Even tliis survey

convinced mo that the site contained in it antiquities of many
different ages extending from the nineteenth century to the

neolithic times and including many layers of a long lived city

of about two thousand years ago. By a careful analysis of the

finds we fornied a theory of the various strata that we should

look out for in the course of the excavations.

The Excavations .
—^From the surface finds it could be

gathered tliat the site consisted of a triangular valley bounded
by three lines of hills and extending over more than one square

mile. As my resources were exceedingly modest in men and
money, I commenced testing operations by sinking more than
forty trial pits in the different parts of the site. We were
thus able to fix up the central area. Here again wo sank a

few pits more and connected them by trenches. Tliese trial

excavations mostly confirmed the theory we had formed about
the stratification and also led to some important modifications.

Finally, we selected a definite area in the central place, excavated
it and made a systematic study of the finds as they turned up.

The result has been the collection of more than six thousand
objects, large and small, with records of their occurrence both
by plan and by section and also by association and with
numerous diagrams and photographs.

Study of the finds .—I believe a word of explanation is due
from me to students of archaeology all the world over since

there has been considerable delay in the publication of the
results of the Chandravalli excavation in detail. This delay

has been primaiily due to the fact that the special staff which
helped me in conducting the excavations was abolished imme-
diately after our return to the headquarter and I found it an
extremely hard task to plough the lonely furrow in the midst
of the other heavy duties I have had to discharge. Several

of the packing cases lay unopened in the cellars of the Mysore
Archaeological Office as there was no accommodation for opening
them out and studying the finds. But since the man who
quarrels with his tools naturally deserves to be considered a
bad workman, I have done my best to spread out the finds

and study them to the best of my ability. The result of this

study may be stated very briefly as follows. Under each stratum

,
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.1 make a reference to only the most important finds, describing

summarily the historical strata, and more in detail the pre-

historic ones.

Chalukya-Hoysala layer .— few of the finds definitely

belong to more or less recent times and they need not be men-
tioned here. In the excavations the first layer that we come
across almost within nine inches ofthe surface, was the Chalukya-
Hoysala layer corresponding to about the 12th century A.D.
The reliefs of the period found were two temples, one standing

and the other collapsed, with evidently Chalukyan potstone

workmanship, a Chalukyan inscription of the 11th century
A.D., bearing the name of Trailokyamalla Somesvara, the
foundations only of a horse stable, a collapsed shrine showing
a number of Virarayi hanas with the lion on the obverse and the
virarekha on the reverse, and a therio-morphic potstone vase
showing the traditional progenitor of the Hoysala family stab-

bing a lion with his dagger. Below this Chalukya-Hoysala
level, there was evidence of a period of jungle life as seen from
the teeth of a largo carnivorous feline creature, possibly a tiger.

Proto-history.—

1

now arrive at the vestiges of an epoch
in which prehistorians may take an interest. It may be
dated about 300 B.C. to about 300 A.D. I would call

this period the proto-history of the Dakhan since we know
so little about the material culture of the times, and a study
of its j)ottery and other antiquities must necessarily precede
our study of prehistory. To our great luck, we found at Chandra-
valli inscriptions and coins which could more or less be defi-

nitely dated. Thanks to Dr. Rapson’s great work on Andhra
coins and other contributions to the subject, we were able at

Chandi‘avalli to identify at least three different layers as belong-
ing to the Satavahana times, from the nature of the (*oins occur-
ring therein. The end of the period appears to be marked by a
Prakrit inscription engraved on a boulder actress the gorge to

the south of Chandravalli valley known as the Hulcgondi gorge.

The inscription which is in Brahmi characters and Prakrit

language mentions that Maynrasarma, the Kadamba, w^ho had
defeated a number of the neighbouring states got a tank con-

structed at the place. Since Mayurasarma’s date is approxi-
mately known as circa 340 A.D. wo have a starting point
from w^hich we can go back in our study of the history of the
town. Naturally, I have to mention the layers in the order
in which they occurred, that is, the reverse of the chronological

and from here I go on naming them as in our registers.

Satavahana Town .—Chandravalli town evidently extended
in time from the 4th century A.D. back to the Maurya and
Pre-Maurya times. Briefly its story appears to have been this :

It began as a small village some centuries before the Maurya
occupation of the neighbouring areas

;
and after a prehistoric

life, it passed through the Maurya period growing in size and
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prosperity. It grew more important when the Satavahanas
began to rule the neighbourhood and it rose to be the capital

of a local state ruled over by several generations of Maharathis
or semi-independent governors, who issued their own coins.

The period of its greatest prosperity was in the 1st century A.B.
when it must have been a manufacturing town, in exchange
for whose products even Roman coins poured in as also coins
from distant China. The groat Satavahana Emperors, Gautami-
putra Satakarni and Pulimavi, ruled it also. Somewhere about
this time, kings of the Satavahana dynasty claiming descent,
possibly on the maternal side, from the Chutus and the Mulas
ruled the place. Subsequently there came a period when
Yajnasri Satakarni brought the town under his sway. He and
his successors ruled the place for some time until at last the
kingdom passed into the hands of Mayurasarma, the founder
of the Kadamba dynasty. After the 4th century A.D. the
place declined in prosperity, the final blow given to its existence
being probably from a great earthquake which threw massive
boulders on the outlying parts of the town and caused also
extensive damage by fire. Local tradition states that, there
was -a great town calkxl Chandravalli in the now uninhabited
valley and that the destruction of the town was caused by
an earthquake and a fire—due to the revengeful spirit of the
ghost of a murdered Brahmin which had come to live close to
the town.

Chandravalli Coins.—

K

complete account of the evolution
of political and cultural history in this Satavahan town, the
life of which extended from about 400 B.C. to about 300 A.D.,
has now been worked out by a study of thousands of little

antiquities dug out from the place. Two classes of finds,

coins and pottery, are particularly interesting as one of them
has helped in the reconstruction of its chronology and the other
promises to serve as an index to prehistory. The series of coins
begins with square pieces bearing punch marks collected from
the lowest Satavahana level. Then we commence to get a
series of clay tablets and coins bearing a number of names
in Brahmji cliaracters and Prakrit language. The clay tablets
have the legends ‘Amarasa Magarilasa *

‘ Sadakana malayasa
sebasa,’ etc. The earliest coins which bear legends are those
of the Maharathis and the many names show that there must
have been several generations of them ruling over the place.

Some of the legends read thus :
‘ Sadakana kalalaya maha-

rathisa,’ ‘ Sarajakana kalalaya maharathisa,’ ‘ Haritiputra vili-

vayakurasa maharathiputasa, ’ etc. The Roman coins that
occurred with some of these can be identified as those ofAugustus
Caesar and of the early Antonine Emperors covering a period
corresponding to the 1st century A.D. Thereafter we come to
the next layer which yields coins bearing the names definitely of
Vilivayakura Gotamiputra Satakarni and Pulimavi, and we
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.know that they were ruling in the earlier half of the 2nd century

A.D. The latest Satavahana level has yielded both coins

and seals bearing th(^ name of Yajnasri Satakarni and of some
other minor Satakarnis.

Numismatic Index .—^The careful stratigraphical study

pursued at Chandravalli and the fortunate occurrence of

hundreds of coins belonging to a datable series gave us the

opportunity of fixing the dates of the other finds. With some
approximation, I could now fix the dates of the brick built

basements of buildings which overlap one over another, of

the sizes and composition of the bricks themselves and the

roofing tiles which had collapsed into them and the numerous
small objects found in each layer in association with the datable

coins. I tried to trac(i the evolution of the objects in imita-

tion of the method adopted by my master, Sir Flinders Petrie,

in his study of Egyptology. Since sometimes the layers were

thin and ash pits of upj)er layers sank into lower ones and owing

also to the fac;t that at my first independent excavation I was

confronted with a highly complex site involving a minute^

study of stratification, T felt often overwhelmcxl by the

amount of new material that was turning up. Tt was only the

occurrence of the friendly coins that led me by the hand in the

course of the excavations. Even if occasionally I have made
the mistake of cutting a thin floor and mixing up the anti-

quities of an earlier Satavahana period with a later one, even

if my (H)nclusions about the evolution of objects in the Satava-

hana period could bo accepted only as a hypothesis to bo verified

by subsequent excavations, I feel confident that so far as the

Satavahana j)eriod as a whole is considered, we know the anti-

quities and can describe them correctly. These objects have
now been studied under the following heads: The situation,

the orientation of the town, the buildings, the coins, pottery,

beads, implements, art work, natural objects, etc. A monograph
on Chandravalli is in the course of preparation. A summary
of the results only can be given here.

Orientation of the town .—^As I have previously stated the

town appears to have begun as a village of the Pre-Mauryan

times with its centre to the east and the south-east of the central

rocks and to have grown so as to occupy the several valleys

close to the Chitaldrug hill on the east, the Hulegondi gorge

on the south, and the Kirubanakallu hill on the west and to

have at one time extended during its greatest prosperity close

to the hill of Cholagudda on the north. The main ro^s ran

from the north to the south branching off from the highway
connecting the Chitaldrug plains with Holalkere and extending

on the south to the hills. Cross roads appear to have proceeded

east and west. Perhaps the most important road passed by
the side of the present water course southward to the bund
of Mayurasarma’s tank. The latter was perhaps one of the
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last of a series of tanks constructed by damming the gorge

and was the primary source of water supply to the town. The
cup shaped valley to the south of the dam has the good fortune

of getting rain both from the north-east monsoon and from
the south-west monsoon and thus it may be imagined that the

reservoir was pretty well supplied with water. The existence

of a neatly built covered stone drain underground in some
parts of the town led to the conclusion that the town got its

water supply by what is known as the ‘karanji’ system of fresh

water drains with brick-built cisterns here and there. The
discovery of small pottery vessels at the bottom of one of these

cisterns showed that they must have acted as shallow wells

supplying fresh water. In addition to these there appears to

have been a series of deeper wells in the backyards of the houses,

which perhaps served to supply water for washing and bathing
purposes.

The Buildings .
—^The most important buildings appear to

have faced the main road with their front doors towards the east

or west, while smaller houses had their openings northward
or southward into the cross roads. The basements of many
houses as also the lower parts of the houses were constructed

of bricks of large sizes well fired in kilns and exceedingly strong.

These bricks were built in a way resembhng English bonding.

One largo house in Baralagondi, which has walls nearly three

feet thick and was perhaps the ruler’s house, ay>]>ears to have
had an upper storey. On the ground floor was a large hall

opening into a verandah running round its western halt*, the
verandah being supported by a number of pillars plac;ed on
brick-built foundations. The outer part of the town consisted

of huts with mud walls built on rubble foundations. In the
most prosperous part of the town there can be distinguished

three distinct layers of houses which may on the evidences

available inside them be assigned to the early Satavahana
(2nd and 1st centuries B.C.), the middle Satavahana (1st century
A.D.), the later Satavahana (2nd century A.D.) epochs. In
the upper Satavahana basement, free use appears to have been
made of the bricks mined from the lower levels.

Pottery .—^Chandravalli has yielded a large amount of
pottery and an enormous quantity of potslierds. For the
three Satavahana layers and the two distinct i)rehistoric layers

below them, I tried to collect information about the nature of
the pottery. Satavahana pottery abounds in wide-mouthed
cone-shaped drinking cups the like of which can be seen as

far north as contemporary Taxila, spouted pots some having
handles, thick-rimmed wide-mouthed jars often embedded in

the corners ofrooms with dish-like lids, large basins, etc. Though
the drinking cups and other vases are coarse and brown with
unpolished exteriors, a good deal of the other pottery is painted
bright or dull red with a well distinguished slip and is moderately
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’polish©d. The relievo and incised ornamentation assumes a
great variety of designs. This red polished ware may be
said to be almost characteristic of the Satavahana times. In
the Pre-Satavahana layers, particularly on the site of the old
village, we discovered three lower layers. One which may be
equated with about the Maurya period of the 3rd century B.C
possessed polished pottery with a brown slip on the exterior
and black colour on the interior, the pottery being thin and strong.
In quality it appears to be similar to that collected in the weUi
known Maurya sites of Northern India. Below the Maurya
level, there occurred painted redware pottery or chocolate-
coloured ware, brightly polished. Sometimes the potsherds
bore geometrical lattice or plant patterns painted in white oi*

light red, particularly on the drinking cups which were now
more of the coffee cup pattern and larger. The inside of these
cups and sometimes of the outer parts of the mouths were
black evidently due to the fact that while firing they had
been placed upside down slightly immersed in ashes. ' Next
below the painted ware level, there occurred a level 3delding a
considerable proportion of brightly polished black ware, black
both inside and out, mixed up with small quantities of black
and brown ware. We gather^ that now we were in the pre-
historic iron ago level, and that since the area in which this
black ware occurred was small, the settlement was only a villas
at that time.

^
j^m^fe.—^handravalli has yielded a large quantity of beads

of various kinds a full study of which is yet in the course of
being made. Mention may however be made on this occasion
of some of them . Glass beads of various kinds, generally opaque
but variously coloured, including blue, yellow and green, pearl
beads often partly decomposed, corals often cylindrical in shape,
faience beads, coral red in colour in imitation of coral beads
or blue in colour, barrel shaped crystal beads, carnolian beads,
agate beads, onyx beads, jadite beads, bone beads, etc. The
shapes are also varying. A few shapes are: cylinder, wheel,
roundish barrel, pear, elhpse, round, barrel with flat sides',
amalak, etc. I know that this brief statement would not
satisfy the scientific world. I hope scholars will look for further
information in the monograph on the subject which is to be
published by the Mysore Archaeological Department.

Implements .—^Though stone, copper, brass and other metals
are known, the largest number of implements are made of
iron. The large quantities of nails picked up in the excava-
^ons bear witness to the extensive use of iron for wood work.
The nails are generally flat, square in section and longish and may
be described as being of three kinds: knob headed, those
used for doors, etc., flat headed, and large quantities of bent
headed nails the head being flattened and bent to one side
and evidently used for pinning wooden planks to rafters on the
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upper floors of the houses. Numerous pieces of swords, spear-

heads, arrowheads, iron rods, knives, pipes, spoons, ladles,

chop-knives, etc., have been collected. Enormous quantities

of iron slag can be collected in ahnost every layer showing

that the iron industry was one of the most prosperous in the

town. There are one or two pieces which suggest the sparing

use of steel
;
the material is being subjected to further study.

A fuller examination of the specimens has yet to be made.

The metalsmith’s art had advanced greatly and we are led

to think that rare metals were imported for making alloys.

For instance, on a chemical analysis, the lead (joins have yielded

small quantities of antimony
;
and it may be guessed that the

latter metal was imported from Burma or elsewhere for stiffening

the coins as in the case of modern printing lead.

OmameMs .—Varied materials were used for making orna-

ments. Some ornaments may be mentioned. Gold ear-pendants

made by turning a gold wire spirally round and round in order

to make a fine flat disc, gold ear-rings, ruby beads, crystal beads,

copper finger rings sometimes of the wavy pattern, bangles

of glass, black, blue, green and yellow. Some of these are made
of several multicoloured bands, straight or twisted like ropes and
welded togetlier. Clay rings and crescent shaped clay pendants
covered over with a gilt powder are interesting ornaments,

evidently worn by the poor.

Art work .—Several ornamental coppei* pieces with interest-

ing designs appear to have been used foi* wooden boxes. Parts

of burnt clay statuettes, stone j)ieces of figun^s and one highly

polished alabaster piece of an unknown sculpture, ivory objects,

bone dice, a copper chain, jingles, writing stylus of steel, arrow
he^ads, etc., have also been collected. These show that therf^

was a high culture with practically all the amenities of the old

type of civilized life.

ChandraVALLi and Prehistory

Prehistoric levels .— am aware that these details of the
Satavahana town would be matters of less interest to the Pre-

historian than actual objects aasignable to prehistory. But
since our progress in knowledge can be only from the known
to the unknown, I plead that I have tried to build up some
knowledge of prehistoric Dakhan standing on the foundation
of Satavahana antiquities. Below the Satavahana town,
as mentioned by me already, there were several layers. One

3delding well-polished bicoloured pottery, I could assign to the
Maurya period

;
and since, in north India, Maurya pottery

has not been known as ornamentally painted and plenty of such
painted redware pottery was to be found at Chandravalli, I

concluded that a short time before the Mauryas, perhaps in the
4th or 6th century B.C., this kind of painted pottery with
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t)rnamental designs was in vogue at Chandravalli. Next below

this level the occurrence of burnished full black ware led me
to think that wo were somewhere in the prehistoric iron age

of the Daklian. Then came knowledge of the lowest Chandra-
valli layer.

Neolithic .

—
^The Chandravalli valley, with its abundant

supply of game and water, its numerous caves and good
protection, could be guessed to have been the homo of man
from very early prehistoric times. Since some neoliths were

picked up on the surface and many more were washed dow n
by the rain water coursing down the hill sides and flowing

through the deep water courses almost in a flood immediately

after the rains, we were led to think that the valley passed

through neolithic culture sometime during its early history.

The occurrence of a few fragments of neoliths in the Satavahana
houses puzzled my mind and occasionally led me to wonder
what use the iron using Satavahanas had for trap stone celt

pieces of exactly the neolithic kind and that too broken pieces.

The thought came to me that these pieces had been collected

as play things, curios or objects of worship on the hill sides and in

the digging of wells, etc. A careful search among the caves on
the hill sides yielded neolithic celt and pounder pieces and
excavations near abouts showcni that there had been close by
neolithic implement factories. My problem was now to find out

if, below the prehistoric iron age village, the neolithic layer could

be struck. Digging underneath one of the most thickly housed
areas where no traces of buildings could be seen any more, we
found that every basketful of earth, though it looked like natural

gravel, yielded on close examination small bits of pottery. The
problem was how could pottery get in into this gravel bed. At
last we came across a level in which a number of neoliths were
collected. An experiment, made in this direction in the presence
of Dr. E. P. Metcalfe, Vice-Chancellor of the Mysore University,

resulted in success and a neolith was obtained from below the

Satavahana ruler’s house at a depth of 12 feet. Thus I con-

cluded that long before the prehistoric iron age town the

Chandravalli valley had known a neolithic settlement. No
paleolithic layer or microlithic layer was discovered at

Chandravalli.

Cistveans .—Particularly interesting was a small field of

cistveans round about the central rocks, which on opening yielded

evidence of both cremation and of burial and a large quantity
of funerary ware was collected from one of them, the pottery
being mostly of the polished black slip variety. Three shapes

particularly attracted my notice. One was an elephant footed
urn containing the relics of the dead person, another consti-

tuted several small pots having three feet each and the third

was the occurrence of large cups with conical knob headed black
lids. Prom my knowledge of Bruce Poote’s collection I guessed
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that they belonged to the prehistoric iron age. In the midst

of these burials there was a large boulder on which was a crude

carving of a large tigei* its body being shown by the lattice

teclinique. 1 guessed that it was exceedingly ancient and
went back probably to the neolithic* times.

Chandravalli and> prehistory .—^Aft er the excavations it was
clear that Chandravalli was mainly a historical site leading

on to three thin layers assignable to jwehistory. That there

was a prehistoric period in the Chitaldrug District and that

it was long enough to permit of a development of pottej y from the

neolithic to the polished blackware of t he eai ly iron age and the

painted redware of t he lat (t iron age was clc^ai-. But t he material

for study was jiot abundant. C'handravalli stood at the thres-

hold of history and pointed to prehistory. It. (*oul(l noi itself

take us fat* into the* kno\\'lcdg<‘ of prehistoric Dakhan.

Bkahmagiri Kxcavatio:ns

Other sites .—In (»rdcr to get into tou(*Ji witli [)rehi8tory,

it became necessary to find some other sites coiuu^eting the

historic^ with the ])rehist oric. Of t lie sit(>s riot iced by Jiie in the
course of my explorations, I may iruaition only a few. At
Haralakote in the Si inivasapur Taluk of the Kolai* District t here

w^as a site, containing crondechs and burnished blac'kware pottery.

To the east and west of tlio Kolai* hill, ]>articularly ontlio west neai*

Garudanahalli, there v^ere large fields of CT‘oml(K*}]S, yielding

variously shaja^d, buniished blackvaie and bicoloured pottery.

Some of thes(i had been excavat ed by some officers of the Kolai*

Gold Mines many years ago and the ant iquities had betui shipped
away from India. Near Cliikjala to tlie north of Bangalore
was anotluu* site of cromkH'hs. It w as notic-ed tluit close to many
Important groups of hills in the eastern lialf of Mysore, neai*

the foot of the hill, where boulders of various sizes (;ould be
collected t here were fields of cromleclis. Ont^ of tlie most recent

finds lias been a largo field of very old looking cromlechs close to

Parandapalli about a mile east of Robortsonpet in tho Kolar
Gold Fields. A few miles to its nortli lias been found anothei*

old site consisting of a prehistoric inhabited siittlement near
Hungunda. There is very good reason to think that these

two sites are connected with prehistoric gold mining and may
contain evidences of foreign contacts. It is proposed to

subject these sites to a careful study at the eirrhest opportunity.

But of all the sites, the most interesting appears to be the

Brahmagiri site in the northernmost corner of the Mysore State.

This I selected for excavation. A fuller account of the discovery

and survey of this site has been given by me in the Half-

Yearly Journal of the Mysore University, Volume I, Part IV,

pp. 45 to 55 (1940).
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Brahmagiri.—What attraotcKl me to Brahmagiri was the

existence of thr(H^ copies ot Asoka’s minor rock edict No. 1

near Siddapur, a place between Bellary and Molakalmuru,
the northerrmiost taluk town of Mysore. These inscriptions

jneiition that the Emperor’s message was (‘onveyed by his

officers at Suvarnagiri to his officers at Isila. Evidently, lh(i

latter published the edict in throe different places close to their

town. I guessed that Isila must be close to these inscriptions

and searchc-d the neighbourhood for signs of the old site. Even
on the surface there was abundant evidence of an ancient

town. Brick structures were noticed in the ground here and
there, natural caves inhabitcxl probably by hermits or monks
were exjrlored, characteristic Mauiyan pottery was collected

and the site of the Mauryan toAvn on the right bank of the Hagari
liver known also as Chinna-hagari, ‘the Goldtm Hagari’, was
noted. Often the arcluKsilogist. seeks sometliing and he finds

more than lie bargained for. Thus it liappened when the

explorer went out t-o find a Buddhist stupa and found
the Indus Civilization. As at Chandra valli, I was surprised at

finding along with the Maur^^a objects, polished blackware
pottery and even iK^oliths near the mounds by the side of the

liill slope. At a sliort distance the^ro were wfiiole fields of crorn-

lo(4is, cistveans and dolmens to the tune of several hundrt?ds

and the whole site covered more than four square miles. In

searching for Isila w^e had discovered a sit e reaching back to an
immensely greater antiquity.

The study of Brahytuigiri .—^The newly discovered site was
subjected to a methodical study. A i-ough sketch plan was
prepared of the whole neighbourhood and the fields, jungle

tracks and hill slojres round about were seanjhed for evidence
available on the sur face. It wuis discovered that the ancient site

extended nearly half a mile or so to the west of Asoka’s Brahma-
giri rock inscription and more than a mile to the south-east

and east . Tht) old site w as in the shape of a crt^scent. surround-

ing the northern nose of the hill where the edict stood. In

t he lower plains, it was notic(xl that the rice fields had encroached
on the old site thus (‘overfing up a good part of the old town.
Large uumbeis of cromlechs wdiich lay in the lower levels had
been destroyed and removed, wLile those only which stood

above the level of the irrigation canal remained available for*

study, particularly on the south-east. The mounds near the
hill slopes had been converted into dry fields used for gr oundnut
cultivation and coidd be studied only after the harvest. When
a real study of these mounds Avas conduct(xi, they yielded as

already mentioned antiquities which ought ])roperly to belong
to different stages of culture, extending from the Mauryan
backw^ards into the unknown prehistoric ages. We decided

that a careful stratigraphical study of trial pits and trenches
was necessary before we could guess more correctly the contents

i6
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of the ground. We excavated across a promising looking mound
one trial trench measuring 40' x 6' on the surface and reached
to a depth of 18', where we struck boulders and the bed rock.

The result obtained in this trench was cor roborated by another
sunk at a little distance at right angles to the first one measuring
25' X 6'. These helped me to form a hypothesis about the strati-

fication ofthe place. To the south-west ofthe rock inscription we
selected some mounds into w hich we sank two pits. One of these

was intended for a close study of pottery sequences. Though
few large pots were discovered intact, nunuTous xrotsherds

occurred in these pits and a hypothesis has been now' formed
about the evolution of pottery, }>articularly so far as its

quality is concerned, though not of their shax^es. In order to

know the contents of the cromlechs and the period to which

they might be assigned I selected about eight of them and
excavated them. We sank one or two more pits here and
there to get a little more information about the Mauryan towm.

Much of this work was done in 1931 and continued in 1940, and
T am now" in a j)osition to say that the Brahmagiri site is one
of the most interesting I have seen and tliat it has revealed

to us how the prehistoric cultures of the Daklian luive been
linked on to the Mauryan period. I am now^ placing my
j)rovisional conciltisions bofoix^ (lu^ world of scieiujo and I liope

that theses results will be verified, checked, (corroborated and
improved by future excavations in the Dakhan.

Prehistoric Town of Isila

Isila -Histoj'ically it is loiown that the Maiirya
power was in occux>ation of the Dakhan in tlui days of the

emjjerors Bindnsara and Asoka, the dates Ixaug apf)r()xin!ately

})otween 298 and 232 B.C. According to Asoka’s rock edid-

No. 13, in the country corresponding to modern Daklian, three

subordinate xieoplcs, namely thePetenikas (Paitlian), the Andhras
(Nagarjunikonda) and the Piilindas (Banavasi) are mentioned
as being within th(‘ empire's borders, while the Satiaputras

(Chitaldrug Distri(?t ?) are numtioncd as being oulside. Suvarna-
giri is considered to liave been the caj>ital of the Dakhan provin{!e

and several suggestions have k^c^n made for its identification.

Dr. Fleet thought that it might be Kanakagiri in south

Hyderabad, Mr. Yazdani thinks that, it may be Maski in south-

w est Hyderabad and Dr. C. Narayana Rao suggests that it may
be Sonnagiri close to the Yerragudi gT’ou}) of Asoka's rock

edicts. There is no doubt that the district town of Isila was
( lose to Brahmagiri hill and that it was within Asoka’s

empire. As evidence of Asoka’s times at Isila, we have found
the three copies of Asoka’s minor rock edict No. 1, the

excavated basement of a brick built apse-backed Chaitya or
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Buddliist teniplo lialf way up the hill behind the monks'
caves (unearthed by Mr. A. Srinivasa Iyengar, M.A.), and tJio

occurrence of polished tine quality pottery, often bicoloured,

such as is found in the Mauiya sites elsewhere in India. The
series of large natural caves near Asoka’s rock edict might

have been the dwelling place of hermits or Rishis at fir st and

later of Buddhist monks. This perhaps gave the town the

name Isila or ‘the place of the Rishis’. But the excavations

r evealed, at least in one of the pits, as many as nine different

floors showing that the town must have flourished for several

centur'ies. It is possible that the period of Maurya supremacy
was only the last or more probably the penultimate period

in the history of tlui town which may have decayed and dis-

apjiearod somewhere about 200 B.C. when the supremacy of

the Dakhan passed from the Maurya into the Satavahana
} lands. It is pixibable that Isila was a frontier town which
decayed in prosperity just wIumi Chandravalli and other places

grew in wealth and splendour. But if Isila decayed in the early

Satavahana days having had a more prosjrerous period diming
Maurya rule and Pie-Maurya days, her life at least began many
c^enturies before. Assuming, just for approximate calculation,

that ordinary liouses are rebuilt once in about fifty years,

nine floors wcuild account for moie than four centuries of life.

Thus it is possible to guess t hat the lowermost levels reached
near ^ Garegundu ’ take us back to almost the seventh century
B.C., if not earlier. We have not yet been able to (collect enough
specimens to trace the grotvth of culture during the many
centuries of the existiuice of the town of Isila, but we have bee n
able to get an idea of the kind of potsherds yielded by the various
Ibvels. For these ]>ottery studies, I am indebted to the assistance

of Mr. L. Narasimhacharya, M.A., who vas in charge of the

jiarticular excavation in question and ])repared the records,

assisted by Mi*. G. 8ridhar Dikshit, B.A. (Hons.).

Isila Culture .—^Among the nine floors observed in the

excavation of the house sites near ‘Garegundu,’ the following

varieties of pottery were noticed as we excavated dowmwards
from the top. The bottom has not yet been reached.

1. Largish gourd shaped pots with rough oxteriois;

relievo and incuse ornamentations on unpolished

redware pottery. Evidently, they belong to the

last days of the town. Along with these occurred

jtaintod redware probably belonging to about the

early Satavahana times.

2. Polished fine pottery, yellowish brown outside and
black inside strongly resembling Maurya pottery

of Bhita and elsewhere.

3. Redware pottery, some specimens of which, parti-

cularly the drinking cups, were painted in white
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with lattice, geometrical and plant patterns, or had
incised tooth and leaf ornamentations.

4. Tanware potter}^ with the designs painted in dark
red.

5. Brownware pottery with the designs in dark violet.

6. Polished blackware with the designs in white, also

bicoloured potteiy plain or coloured inside.

7. Well burnished pure blackware occurring along with

unpolished brownware. This layer particularly

was pn^tty thick.

8. Polished pottery, with multicoloured mottled orna-

mentation, distinguishable among the (‘olours being

red, yellow, blue and blac^k. Coarseware also

;

comparatively less of polished blackware.

Further excavation was stopped at this stage owdng to

the want of room and the approaching end of the season. T

guess that such a variety of pottery and such a development
of tints and colours could have occurred only in a period of time

spread over many centuries. It was evident that the Daklian

was passing through civilized life using iron hnplements and
liigh class pottery some centuries before the Mauryas came
into contact with it. We knew that we had come across a

settlement belonging to a comparatively long existing Iron

Age of the Dakhan. The details of this type of culture are

being studied. Provisionally it has been called ‘ Isila Culture
'

for purposes of identification.

Foreign influences .

—
^Two particular types of pottery, how-

ever, deserve special mention as they suggest foreign influence.

One of these is painted with a red slip and ornamented in dark
violet with plant and wave designs and is outwardly remarkably
similar to some Indus valley pottery, though unlike it in having a

black core inside the walls. The other has chequered and other
patterns in black ove^r a buff background as in so much of the
third millennium B.C. pottery of Sindh, Sumer and Crete. Its

inner face bears the impress of cotton cloth. These two are un-
like the usual painted ware found at Chandravalli and other

places in the Dakhan and suggest foreign influence though they
may perhaps have been locally produced. Since the Indus
Civilization used gold, jade and other materials which were
probably imported from the Dakhan, we are justified in looking

out for possible connections between Sindh and Mysore in pre-

historic times. The potsherds in question are accordingly being

subjected to the study of experts.

Index trenches .
—^More surprising and more definite informa-

tion was secured from the two trenches which as I have
mentioned we excavated into the mounds on the hill side to

the south-east of the town. When the first trench was dug,
the workmen were inexperienced and sometimes mixed up
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.lumps of earth belonging to the upper layers with those of the

lower ones. But when the second trench was excavated great

care was taken to see that no such intermixture occurred.

In this trench particularly it looked as if we had obtained

a correct index of the contents of the mounds. The finds of

this trench were somewhat as follows, proceeding from the

top downwards : (I am indebted for these details to the records

of my assistants Mi*. K. Narayana lyenger, M.A. and Pandit

R. Chakravarti). The following is a summary of their records:

1. Top layer—mixed specimens consisting of blue glass

bangle pieces, jade bead, painted jiotshords with
designs and a fragmentary (piartz crystal imple-

ment. This level was useless for stratigraphical

study, since it was on a slope leading from the hill-

side and contained a heterogeneous variety of
antiquities brought down by the rains and perhaps
turned up by the ploughshare.

2. Stone foundations, ])ainted potsherds, stone bead,

bone bangle |)i(H'es, eartlion (aiuable, iron pieces,

iron slag, glass slag.

3. Shell beads, stone befuls, tcura-cotta objects, red and
black polished ware painted with the designs, red,

black and tan coloured and chocolate coloured

ware.

4. Depth 2 feet
—

^Tan and black, and red and black

potsherds, tanware, iron slag, a neolithic celt

piece.

5. Depth 3 feet—Stag's horn, burnt stones, perhaps
belonging to a fire place, red and black painted

. ware, some with designs.

6. Depth 4 feet—A floor. Red, black and tan painted

ware. Coarse i>ie(je of grooved roofing tile, painted

polished ware—red, black and tan
;
coarse gray-

ware.

7. Depth 5 feet—Agate bead, quartz pieces, neolith,

painted red potsherd.

8. Depth feet—Shell bead, quartz flakes.

9. Depth 6 feet—^Neoliths, microliths.

10. Depth feet—Painted potsherds, neoKth, buttonlike

stone piece, microlithic borer.

11. Depth 6^ feet—Some human teeth, microliths.

12. Depth 7 feet—Charcoal pieces, quartz pieces, small

neolithic celt.

13. Depth 7^ feet—Ashy layer, gray unpolished pottery,

microlithic scraper.

14. Depth 8 feet—^Microliths, quartz pieces, round whet -

stone, grayware pottery.
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15. Depth feet—^Microliths with a small neoUth and
chipped quartz pieces.

16. Depth feet—^Mcroliths, stone pounder, gi-ayA\ are

pottery, coarse grained and full of mica.

17. Depth 8| feet—Quartz pieces, microliths, chipped

stone implements, coarse pottery; a fire place of

rough stones.

18. Depth to 10'—^At one end of the pit coarse wid(^

mouthed burial urns with skeletal remains of young
children including the bones of the limbs and
parts of skull(‘aps. In one of the urns was found
a drinking cup of j)ottery witli a black slip and
slightly polished.

Neolithic and Microlitiuc Ages

Prehistoric stages .—In the excavations just described it

w as evident that the upper town layers were comparatively

tliin, while the lower layers of the prehistoric period were much
thicker. The layer corresponding to the iron age was clearly

identifiable, its poi tery being characterized by its varied painting

and polishing. In tiie later stages of ^^'hat may be called

the full iron age, the colour most ])oj)nlar is red and next to it

tan or chocolate. Potsherds painted with geometrical and other

designs also occ ur in these levels. Then we descend to the

early iron age when neoliths are yet being used. Here tanware
is more (jommon than netware and fvolished blackware and
chocolate coloured w are also o(H*ur. The next lower level is the

full neolithic; yielding largish well-ground neolithic c;elt8 and
having no trace of iron. Along with coarse pottery this level

yields finely ])olished blackware. It may be surmised that,

blackware began to be used in the neolithic j>eriod and
continued to be uswl in the iron age. Tlie continuous use of

polished blackware commencing in the neolithic period and
found again in the iron age j)roves the continuity of the iron

age with the neolithic age. In the first trial trench whose
evidence I have not used for this note, copper slag pieces and a
copper fish hook were r ecovered from the upper part of the neo-

lithic level. In spite of the opinion of Bruce Foote to the

contrary, I have been led to form thc^ hypothesis that copper and
iron were both in use in small quantities from almost the middle
of the neolithic period (c. 4000 ? B.C.), and that iron very soon
superseded copper and became more popular. In the caves

around Chandravalli, I have noticed the occurrence of neolithic

implements along with evidence of very primitive iron smelting.

This lends support to the view^ that neolithic man in the Dakhan
commenced his use of iron when yet he was using his polished

trap celts and pounders—^perhaps along with small quantities

of copper.
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. Microlithic age.—^In tho neolithic age it is possible to distin-

guish between the full neolithic with its large celts, pounders,

niealing stones, adzes, etc. and the early neolithic, in which the

celts are often chipped all over the body and ground only at the

edge. Others are between two and three inches long and are

made of sandstone and other materials f)f a texture much softer

than trap. These small celts are generally flat sided and
thinner and have often flattish though narrow tops. They look

almost like toys. The fact that in association with them
occur quartz flakes and pigmy stone implements leads to the

conclusion that there was the beginning of ne>olithic industry

during a microlithic stage of culture. This was one of tho

most unexpected surprises of the excavation, for it was now
definite that instead of microliths being str-ay occurrences jnet

with near tire surface, a large and long livexi level had been
struck, which yielded plenty of mi(‘roliths and evidence

also of a local microlithic industry, such as rejected quartz

flakes, cliipped cores, etc. The occurrence of bone beads and
of coarse grayware ])ottery containing clay mixed with mica,

whi(4i easily deg(‘nerates under the long continucHl action of

moistur(‘, was something new in the ])rehistory of the Dakhan.
Microliths had no doubt been collected in var ious ])art8 of India,

but a regular micmlithic settlement and one dtifinitely under-
lying and leading on to the neolithic strata was a find worthy
of fiu’thor study.

Roppa Culture .
—^The discovery of the microlithic settle-

ment suggestrxl that at Brahmagiri at last we had found some-
thing connecting with the late mesolithic period. But of the
various mesolithic (udtures, this microlithic culture, which, for

identification, I have provisionally called ‘ Roppa Oulture ’ after

the nearest village, appears to correspond much less with the
late pa](H>lit hi(‘ Azilian stage of Europe or with l h(^ Gafsian stfige

of north -wx\st Africa, The definite presence of coarse jrotterv

and of a finely shaped shoulderless tanged crystal arrowy-head,

the burial of children’s bones under the kitchen floors in wide
mouthed coarse gixiyware urns, the occasional presence of

spouts and darkw^are slip-painted pottery, of buffalo and horse (?)

bones and stone pounders, hinted at first at greater affinity with

the later microlithic cultures resembling the Campignian of

Trance. A closer* study revealed that the split-edged f>i(*k, the

painted pebble, the incised ornamentation on pottery and other

chai'acteristics of the Campignian culture appeared to be absent.

So we concluded that we were face to face with an early neolithic-

microlithic culture which was different from anything till now
known to prehistory, but was parallel to the Campignian.

European archaeologists have generally assigned the Campignian
culture and other related microlithic cultures to about 8000 or

6000 B.C. It was extraordinarily interesting to think that a
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level had been discovered containing evidence of a human
settlement in the Dakhan in the late microlithic period.

Cromlechs

Cromlechs .—As stated by me before, tJie most important
objects met with during the course of the overgi‘ound survey
were the groups of cromlechs, dobnens and cistveans. Exter-
nally, these resembled in general appearance the groups found
in many other paits of the Dakhan plateau and especially

in Mysore. Some, cromlechs showed instead of the single circle

of rough boulders, double circles of stones the intervening spa(;o

being filled in with rubble. Only a few table stones were visible

above ground, and in the case of a number of cistveans without
the table stones and the cii cles of stones, the tops of the stone
boxes with their side slabs projecting anti-clockwise in the
swastika fashion could also be seen. Occasionally a funerary
urn buried in the earth w^as also just visible in the ground. It

was clear that this group of prehistoric* objects belonged to a
great necropolis which must have been in existence and use

for scweral hundreds of years. The ]XM>})le of the adjac(‘nt

villages called these structures ^ Maurya dwellings ' and it w as
significant that the name Maurya was in use in such close proxi-
mity to a genuine Maurya town. It was surmised that wliile

the people of the Maurya times may also have been buried
in the locality, the gioat bulk of the cromlechs w^hich clearly

exhibited what looked like a development of several centuries
belonged to the prehistoric period of Isila town. A number
of these cromlechs were selected and eX(;avated with the assist-

ance of Mr. M. Seshadri, M.A. Where necesvsary, the dolmens
were blasted, the circles of stones were l emoved and tlu^ cistveans
constructed with large flat slabs were made available for

study. It was found that the cists had tlieir slabs j)rojecting

in one direction anti-clockwise as i^i a sw^astika and tliat usually
on the east or south-east, the wall slab had a hole about- 15 to

18 inches in diameter and that this was covered over on the
outside with a shutter slab. The contents of the (;istveans

were examined in stages of two or three inches depth. It was
found that below the top layer of eaith there were thicjk layers
of lime stone intended perhaps to prevent the buried corpses
from being attacked by vermins and also to help their faster
decomposition. Below^ the limestone layer often commenced
to appear varied kinds of pottery placed around the walls on
the inside with the skeletons themselves lying in the middle.
Some of the cists had been divided into two or more chambers
by cross slabs and eacli chamber contained a separate burial.

The bottom slab was reached generally at a depth of four to
six feet.
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. The burials .
—^That the cromlechs and cistveans weie

burial chambers was clearly established by the occurrence

of human skeletons in nearly every one of them. Only one
fractional burial was noticed. It appeared to be that of a boy
whose disconnected skull was found placed erect on his chest.

A few cases wej'e of multiple burials, a mmiber of corpses being
packed into single chambej s. One of these contained as many
as four full grown men’s skeletons with some bits of iron weapons.
They imglit have been soldiers killed in a skirmish and buried

together. In <)ne cist a husband lay on his back with his leg

bones folded in padmasana as in modern south Indian burials,

and his wife lay to his left on her right side with her arms
embracing him. This looked like a case of ‘sati’. A sword
blade was recovered close to the man’s skeleton. In another
( ist the skeleton lay slightly turned to the right with a battle

ax'© by its side and a largo nimiber of pots around it. In still

another* cist, one hand of the (?orpse was placed on the mouth of

a pot. In nearly all the cases, the head of the (*orpse w^as to the

north or north-west and the feet tow^ardsthe south or south-east
facing the hole in tlu^ wall slab.

The Funerary Pottery .—^An attcm])t was made to recov(‘r

some of the skeletons but many of the thinner* bones and especi-

ally the skull bones which had become soaked in moisture
j:)ercolating from the canals and rice-fields had become exceed-
ingly brittle and went to powder* even with the lightest touch.

Since no arrangement had been made for* recovering these

skeletons by the shellacing process, photogiaphs of the skele-

tons were taken as far as possible in situ and they were once
again covered over with earth. The weapons found with the
corpses and most of the pottery were, how ever, collected, often
along with the dec^aycxl contents. The jrotterv general^ con-

sisted of colour*ed ware painted rod and jrolished or* ruore often
richly polished blackware. In two burials a number' of pots,

each with three short legs, wore collected though these pots
were much smaller than the footed pots found in some other

prehistoric sites near Bangalore and Kolar, and exhibited in

the Goveraiment Musenrm, Bangalore. In one (‘ase onl\' a

largish redware pot was found w ith the lattice dt^sign paint txl

on it in white. It was clear that a fuller study of the necropolis

(!Ould yield much more information about the j>eoj)le fiving in

prehistoric Isila in the iron ago. No coins or neoliths were
found in any of the burials. It was also surmised t hat a

sequence study of prehistoric burials might prove ju’ofitable

since it looked as if there was almost an evolution in the burials

in their shape, size and mode and also in their pottery. Itr ^vas

also clear that wherever a field of cromlechs was found, as in

so many places in the Dakhan, a prehistoiic dwelling site ought
also be found in its proximity. It is propostxl to continue
further studies at Brahmagiri next spring.
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Other Dakhan Sites

Hyderabad sites,—On this occasion it is niy pleasant duty
to acknowledge that in December 1940 when the Osmania
University invited me to deliver some extension lec-tures on
the ‘Archaeology of Mysore/ I was enabled by the kindness

of His Exalted Highness’ Government and the courtesy of

Mr. Ghulam Yazdani, the Director of their Archaeological

Department, to visit a number of ancient sites in the Nizam’s
State and particidarly Maski in the south-west of the Raich m-

district, in the company of Mr. Kdiwaja Mohamtxl Alimed, thc-ir

indefatigable excavator. Mi*. Yazdani has since then publish tn

I

the antiquities collected in the place with a note in the

Hyderabad Ai*chaeological Reports and also discussed them
in his Presidential Addi*ess to the Archaeology Section of the
Lahore session of the Indian History Congress; it is not

necessary for me to say much about them. It is a great

<liscovery following on Chandravalli and Brahmagiri and I

believe if fully studied Maski has much to tell us. Its

antiquities, in my oj union, extend from about the 4th

century A.D. back through the Satavahana and Maurya periods

into tlio j)rehisto]ic iron age and even farther back into

the neolithic and micfolithic ages. It is a j)ity that a strati-

graphical study of the place has rad been possible and
that the antiquities have been found in a seriously mixed up
(condition. But it is a patent fact that the Brahrni insciiptions

in cave (duiracters tbund in large numbers around the mouth
of tlie As(!etics’ cave, the Satavahana (u>in bearing the legend
‘ Maharathiputasa ’, the Mauryan ins(*ri])tion, the painted and
ornamented ])otterv—redware and blaekware. the neoliths and
the huge number of mieroliths collected in the place, could
not all belong to one cultural epoch. If Maski has yielded

numerous finds, Chandravalli and Brahmagiri have given us

the index for classifying them and have shown what we might
look for in a careful stratigrajihical study of Maski and oth(*r

sites. I would urge the Hyderabad Archaeological Depart-
ment to once again try some more excavations at Maski in order to

find out if the layers yiidding these various kinds of finds do
not lie in a series one below the other as tluvy have been found
to lie in the Mysore sites. If Maski can confirm Brahmagiri,
it will help to establish firmly the ])rovisional conclusions
suggested by the Mysore excavations.

Sites in British India,—Of prehistoric antiquities coming
from Adichanallur, Penimbair, Coimbatore and elsewhere, the
Madras museum has already a good collection. More sites are in

the course of discovery. A Satavahana city has been found at

Kondapur, 40 miles north -west ofHyderabad city. Prom British

India comes the news that Mr. R. S. Panchamukhi, Director of
Kanada Research, Dharwar, has brought to light two sites, one
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.near Belgauin and another nc^ar Bagalkot, both of which show
extensive occupations 3d©lding terra-ciotta and shell objects and
above all the peculiar paintr^d pottery with white lattice patterns

on red background recovered from the prehistoric iron age
levels at Cliandravalli and Brahmagiri. The Director-General

of Ajchaeology has kindly informed me that Kao Bahadur
G. K. Krishuamacharlu, Superintendent for Epigraphy, Madras,
has also found large quantities of such pottery in two sites in

the Anantapur District. We can conclude that what I have
called 'Isila Culture* or the prehistoric iron age culture of the

Dakhan extended from the northern districts of the Mysore
State to the south-western districts of Hyderabad aud from
the south-eastern districts of the Bombay Presidency to the

Ceded Districts of the Madras province. The existence of

prehistoric sites has been noted even much beyond this area

and it is now necessary to verify the results already obtained
at Mysore and add further infornmtion to our knowledge of

Dakhan’s prehistory by co-ordinating the efforts that are

being made in four different political areas. I am hopeful

that under the wise and sympathtic lead of Kao Bahadur
K. N. Dikshit, the Director-General of Archaeology, this wwk
will j)rogr<\ss further.

Conclusion

I may now state summaiily the j>i(>visional conclusions 1

have drawn from tlie study of the jnehislory of the Dakhan, as

mentioned in the previous paragra]dis. The dates mentioned
ar(‘ widely approximate and purely provisional and suggestive.

1. There is evidence to conJirm Bnue Foote’s (conclusion

that the Dakhan passed through some stages of kuver paleolithic

(iulture parallel to the Chellean, Aclieulean and Mousterian
epoc^hs of Europe 5d,d0() to 30,00(1 years ago and possibly through
a stage (*orresponding to the Magdelanean (c. 13000 B.C.). No
stratigraphieal study of these (*ultures has yet been possible.

2. Some tinu? lat(^r a micaolithic (urlture spiead over the
Dakhan using }>igmy stone bnplements along with (joarse

greyware })ottery aiul shell and bone beads. This industry is

different from the (^ther known mesolithic industries of the
world and appears to be ])arallel to tlie Campignian and other
later mesolithic or early neolithic tyj>es of 8fK)0 to 0000 B.C. in

Europe.

3. In the microlithic period, the art of polishing imple-

ments spread over the Dakhan until at last harder stones

were polished and shaped into celts, ])Ounders, etc. and the
full neolithic period began and flourished (6000 to 4000 B.C.?).

The characteristic pottery of this time w as polishtxl blackwaie
which is found along with coarser types.

4. Sometime in the neolithic epoch, copper and iron

appear to have come into use and the copper age possibly
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flourislied for a comparatively short period (about 30(K) B.C.?).

During this time, small quantities of iron appear to have })een

in use.

5. In the late neolithic period the method of producing
larger quantities of iron was discovered and its use spread over

tlie Dakhan. (About 2500 or 2000 B.C.)

6. Very soon the Dakhan entered upon an iron age in

the earlier* part of which stone implements wore in use along

with iron. (About 2000 B.C.) Later on, in the full iron age

a prehistoric culture of high quality developed. (About 1500

to 500 B.C.) Polished blackware pottery was popular during

a considerable part of the period, then came (ioloured ware in

the shape of tanvvare and r‘('dware. Commencing from the

}>eriod of the blackware and extending to the earlier part of

the redware period, the art of ornamenting drinking cups and
other vessels with lattice, wicker w^ork and plant patterns

in dark-red and white was in vogue. The crondechs and
other megalithic structures apj)ear t-o belong to the period

extending from the early iron age right on to the Maurya times,

and their evolution can now bo suggested. (2000 to 200 B.C.)

7. Coloured and polished pottery, often red or brown out-

side and black inside, continued to be used during the epoch

which we can definitely assign to the Maurya times. Tlie art of

ornamenting with incised designs and relief jriouldings com-
menced about this permd and continued during the succeeding

Satavahana epoch. (200 B.C. to 2(X) A.D.)

8. Satavahana pottery is ciiaracterized by redware, some-
what pohshed and ornamented, often with varied relief and
incised patterns. Wide-mouthed drinking cmps and large round-
bottomed urns become exceedingly common during this period.

9. The existence of civilized town life is traceable from
the iron age onward for a ciomparatively long period of time
before we reach the beginnings of history.

10. There now^ remain to be gathered tlie details of four

stages of prehistoric culture in the Dakhan

:

{a) the lower paleolithic
;

(h) the microlithic
;

(c) the neolithic; and
id) a highly civilized, well-established and widely spread

iron age civilization w^hich is connected with the
Maurya and Satavahana epochs at its later end.
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IMMUNITY PHENOMENA IN V1KU8 DISEASES

I thank you tor the honour you liave done jue in electing

me to preside over the Medical and Vetoi'inai y Section of the
Science Congress this year. 1 have chosen for my address

to-day a subject (connected with the field of Virus research,

for you will agree that some of the most important advances
in the field of medical research in recent years have been iu

the domain of Filterable Viruses. As the subject is vast, I

propose to limit myself to one aspect of Virus research—the
phenomena of imiJiunity in virus diseases.

Before I procetxl to discuss the experimental evidence
concerning the nature of immunity in virus diseases, I should
like to make a few observations, by way of introdiudion, on
the mechanism of infection, in virus diseases. The viruses are

intracellular obligate parasites and their existenc;e depends en-

tirely on their ability to multiply in the tissues of the host

they parasitize. One interesting feature in this (’onnedion
is the remarkable affinity which viruses have for certain organs
and tissues of the host. The virus of [)arotitis has a tendency
to localize itself in the parotid gland an organotropic virus.

Other viruses show a special predilection, after sometimes
(causing a transient s(^pti(^aemia, for the epithelial structures,

o.g. foot and mouth disease virus. Some viruses, on the

other hand, exhibit a well-marked neurotropism, o.g. Rabies,
Poliomyelitis, etc. Levaditi and others originall^^ included
vaccinia virus in the epit heliotropic group. They were <>f

opinion that elective loc^alization took place in sites where
there was epithelial proliferation, as usually happens due to

local irritation or trauma. Lcxlingham has, however, shown
recently that vaccinia virus has special affinities for the cells

of the mesoderm. When the virus was injected intradermally,
the vascular tissues in the dermis, endothelial cells, and even
resting histiocytes w^ere the first cells to be attacked. When
the virus was introduced into the peritoneum or spleen, typical

lesions appeared in the reticulo-endothelial tissues. No lesions

appeared, however, when the virus was injected along with

r 253 )
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Indian ink. The reticulo-endothelial system was stimulattKl

by the Indian ink, and the local defence mechanism was pro-

bably enhanced in this way. Probably, the same holds true
for the fowl-pox: virus. But, as Ledingham himself has sug-

gested, this finding does not explain why in variola, after an
initial septicaemia, the virus shows a definite predilcK^tion for

skin. The same holds true foi* slice])-] >ox, though in this condi-

tion it is not jxissible to dcimonsti ate the ])reseuct^ of the virus

in the blood stream, though tlio initial fo(!US is probably in the

lungs.

In neu rot topic viruses, the route of infection appears
to determine the final outcome. If the virus travels by the
jiorineural lym])hatics, it will eventually appeal' in the spinal

iluid, e.g. herpes. If the spread is by means of the axis cylin-

ders, as in rabies, the virus will be localized in the central nervous
system. It is now accepted that infei'tion in Poliomyelitis

is by the olfactory tract. Secti<.>n of the tracd will prevent

the infecition. Louette and Hudson have shown that if the

virus is inoculated intravenously, it is first excreted from the
blood stream on to the nasal mucosa. There it entei's the end-
ings of the olfacitory nerves and migrates to the central nervous
system. When tlie neurons are thus attacked, then, according
to the severity ot infection, either necrosis of the cell w ill result,

or peculiar changes in the cell wall develop giving rise to intra-

nuclear inclusions, (e.g. Her]>os) or (‘vtoplasmic changes as

in Rabies, the Negri Bodies.

Soim^ viruses are pantropic in their affinities, e.g. Pseudo
rabies, or tlie virus B. The latter virus was acicidentally dis-

covered in the laboratories of the Rockefeller Institutes It

was present in one of the monkeys under exjierimontal obsei';

vation, and was transmitted to the laboratory assistants by the
bite of the animal.

There are othei' viruses, however, w^hich do not show' any
well-marked tissue tropism. Measles, Dengue, Rinderpest,
may be cited as examjiles.

After the vii'us has gained entry into the susceptible c^ells,

subsequent changes in th(^ cells are determined by the specific,

characters of the vii us. These'- dianges are either in the nature
of cell })rolif(a’at ion tbllow’^ed by necrosis, or, in tlie case of
viruses whoso adion is ‘explosive and rapid,’ by necrobiosis

and lysis of cells. As Rivers has stated 'the balance between
the stimulative and destructive tendencies of the virus deter-

mines whether hyperplasia or necrosis is the ]>redominant
part of the pathological picture’. In smallpox, herpes, etc,,

there is first cellular proliferation later followed by necrosis.

In others, e.g. tumour viruses, extreme cellular proliferation

is the outstanding picture. The ‘Louping ill’ virus, inocu-

lated into the cerebellum of the monkey produces rapid lysis

and destruction of the Purkinje cells. It is apparent from this
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that ovon though the clinical picture may differ widely in several

virus maladies the underlying pathological process shovs many
striking similarities.

Another* important manifestation, due to virus a(^tivit>'

whic;h arises in an affected cell, is the development of an iiiclusiori

body. These inclusions apjrear with such constancy in some
diseases, e.g. Rabies and Fowl-pox, that they are regarded
as being of diagnostic significance. Tire inclusions are cd two
ty])es—cytoplasmic and intranuclear. There is, however, no
unanimity of opinion concerning their nature. These were
regarded by oar-lier worker-s, as sporozoa or chlam3dozoa.
Shortt has made a detailed study of the morjrhological appear -

ance of Negri bodies. He did not find any indication in favour*

of the theory that the Negri bodies were the ])roducts of nuclear-

r»r rnrcleolar degener*ation. No facts were observed to siipjroT-t

the view tliat tlKw vsau-e jrarasitic protozoa, tliorrgh su(;h a con-
ception (;ould not bo entirely ruled oirt. That they ai(^ tlu^

coll inclusions of a virus disease^ is no doubt the orthodox viev .

It was demonstrated, howovru*, that the,y had a uriifoj*m and
demonstrable internal structure, which was the same in what-
ever animal they were studied, and that they had all the luor -

jrliological characteristics of organized entities, ratluu* than
t hose of more agglomerations of elementary bodies. He suggest

-

txl the possibility tliat the Negr-i bod}^ was a vegetable organism
stnudurally most closely" approaching the yeasts. Recent
woi*k on other c^'tojdasrnic inclusions has reveah^d that soriu^

of them at any rate were aggr-ogates of small bodies—the eh'-

uuntai-y bodies vhich are now r-egarded as tlie actual virus

agents. Thus the Bollinger bod}" in Fowl-pox was composed
of an aggregation of Borr el bodies, the Guarnieri bod\^ an aggre-
Sato of Paschen bodies. The inclusions noted in the epithelial

cells of the skin of mice in infection with (H-tromelia virus, and
the im^lusions in the endothelial (adls in Psittacosis, are also

j>r-o1)abH of the same natur*e. The natur*e of intr*aniuscular-

inclusions, sucli as those found in Herpes, Varicella, Yellow
fever, Virus TIT of rabbits. Pseudo rabies, etc., is not yet d(‘finitely

known. T}u\y are commonR regarded as significant of vii-ns

infection, either* latent or active.

It has to be staled in this connection, however, that inocu-

lation of matei’ial not containing anv virus occasionally produces
‘inclusion bodies’ or ajrpearances simulating them in exi)ori-

mental animals and in the Chorio-allantoic membrane of
the developing chick embryo. In our laboratory, wo have
studied the response of the chorio-allantoic membrane to in-

oculation with substances definitely kne^vn not to contain
any virus. We employed for this purpose bacteriologically

•sterile suspensions of insoluble substances, such as 1 per cent

Keisiilghur, 5 per cent aluminium gel, Indian ink, etc., soluble

substances such as copper sulphate, normal saline, glycerine.
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staix^h, etc., biological substances suc-h as normal membrane,
human serum—^normal as well as febrile, milk, pepsin, etc.,

and suitable suspensions of bacteria particularly, E. typhosus,

V. cholerae, staphylococci and B. proteus XI9.

The results obtained were interesting. None of the inert

substances produced lesions excei)t the aluminium gel. In

this lesion histologically there was considerable proliferation

of the ectoderm with a tendency to ])apillation, a much slighter

jwoliferation of the entoderm, and a marked tliickening of the

mesoderm, with (^olhilaT- infiltration with fibroblasts. Cell

nests were also ])resent. Olitsky and his collaborators have
reportwi similar a})pearancos in the guinea-pig when inoculated

with the same material. Shortt has iK)tod the presence of in-

clusion bodies simulating Negri bodies in salivary glands in

dogs after an inj6(*tion of pilocarpine.

Pappenhoimf^r and Hawthorne have observed c.ytoj)lasmic

incluvsions in cells of the liver in human beings and in monkeys.
They were found in foetal cells also. They were not noted in

the livers of rabV)its, dogs, cats, rats and mice. When they
were found, no association with any disease was noted or with
any t}7)e of liver lesion. As the autliors point out, if* we ac^cojd

that inclusions are the losults of virus activity, we have also

to assume that a large proportion of human beings harbour
a non-pathogonic virus, and that the virus is transmitt(Hl to

the embryo. It is obviotis that such findings have to bo inter-

preted with great caution.

Recovery from an infection is associated with the devcdoj)-

ment of immunity which, in the majority of virus diseases, is

usually permanent. Only in some cases, as in influenza, herpes
and foot and mouth disease, it is transient.. To this (extent,

virus diseases, as a class, may be said to differ from bacterial

diseases in which the immunity is usually of a transient character

except, perhaps, in typhoid and in dij)hthoria. This distinc-

tion is not, however, intended to (ionvey that the t)ssential

immunity phenomena differ radic^ally in the t.wo classes of
fliseases. As Bedson has recently y)()intfHl out ‘the problem
of immunity to any givtm virus or bacterium is a problem to

itself ;
each has its special features and peculiarities.’

In discussing the question of immunity in vir us diseases,

one would like, first of all, to ascertain whether, in natural
or experimental infections, antibodies, such as are usually
met with in bacterial infections are also present, in the serum
after recovery from virus diseases. That such is the case

has now been definitely proved. Earlier workers used for the

demonstration of such antibodies crude suspensions of viruses.

Since the demonstration that elementary bodies are the actual

virus agents, a technique has been devised to obtain them
in pure suspensions so that serological roac^tions can now be

performed with considerable accuracy. The (Tude suspensions
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of a virus is fii'st lightly centrifugalizod to remove coaxse

material and the supeinatant fluid passed through a Berkefeld

V filter. The filtrate is then t^entrifugalizod at a high speed

—

at about 15,000 r.p.m. for about an hour. The supornataut
fluid is discarded and the deposit, wiiich can be purified by
washing, if necessary, is J e-suspended eithei- in Tyrodo or Ringer
solution. In most instances, smdi a sus])ension is found to

contain most of the virus units and this can be demonstrated
by suitable infeetivity tests. By tlu^ use of such suspensions

it has now been demonstrated that agglutinins are present

in such virus infections as vaccinia, vaiiola, fowl-])ox, vari-

cella, hei’ptjs, etc. It has been found that agglutinins make their

appearan(5e on tlie 5th or 0th day after an intradorm al injection

of the virus, rise to a maximum titre and then slowly decline.

Immunological relationships between related virmses have
also been d(it(^rmined by the ap])lication of the agglutination
absoT'ption techniques (bmmon agglutinins for variola and
its variant—alastrim^—have thus been determined. That a
common antigen exists between variola and vaccinia viruses

has also been demonstrat(Hl. Ledingham has found that

rabbits inoculat(‘(I with fibroma virus dovelo]) agglutinins

foi- myxoma, but not so readily for the fibroma virus itself,

unless myxoma virus is also inoculated v^'hell agglutinins

appear for both.

Complement -fixing antibodies in soiiu^ virus infe(ttioirs

such as inlliKuiza and lloccadation antibodii^s in others such as

vaccinia and variola liave also been demonst.rated. The latter

?na('tion had been j)arti('ularly developcxl by Tulloch and Craigie

for the diagnosis f)f smallpox. Sucii flocx ulation was not notcHl

when the anti- vaccinia sci-urn was mixed with an antigen pn?-

pared from varicella, crusts. Tlui ant igenic st ructure of vaccinia
virus lias beem particuhuiy studied by Craigie and Ids colla-

borators. Two types of antigens have been shown to exist

in sus]»onsions of elementciry liodies of vac*cinia. One is tliermo-

stabh^—the S t ype of antigen, and t lie otho!* t liermolabile—^the

L type antigen, both of vldch take part in serologictal reactions.

C1ien, and aluo (>raigio and Wishart, have isolated a sfiocifu'

soluble substance by extraction of elementary bodies of vaccinia.

This substanci^ liehaves as an antigen, as determined by pre-

(ipitin and complement -fixation leactions witli anti-vacciiiial

serum. It is ]irobabl,y this substance Avhich is resjionsible

for the floiu ulation reaction of Tulhxdi and Craigie just de-
scribed. It is also interesting to note that the specific soluble

substance, like the elementary bodies, has two antigenic com-
ponents—the heat stable and the heat labile, which give rise

to the corresponding antibodies. It has also to be stated that

elementary bodies produce rapidly all the antibodies including
the neutralizing antibody, but the s}>ocifit! soluble substance
produces them more slowly and with the exception of the

17
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neutralizing antibody, which seldom appears to any appreciable

extent.

The finding is important and brings to our mind the

significance of a similar substaiu^e isolated from pneumococci.
8iich an antigenic analysis has been attempted with other

viruses also, o.g. in the f^aso of influenza virus by Hoyle and
Fairbrother.

Apart from the antibodias discussed above, antiviral or

neutralizing antibodies are also found in viral infections. The
existence of such antibodies was first noted by Strenberg in

1892 in vaccinial infections. Since then the neutralizing

antibody has beem demonstrated in almost all the virus diseases,

and the available exjierimental evidence indicates that this

antibody plays the major role in the mechanism of immunity
in virus diseases. There is no general agreement, however,
on the precise mode of action of this antibody. The (piestion

of the union of the antibody with the antigen is much debated.

Working with vaccinia, Andrews has shown that when the virus

and its antibody wore mixed in suitable projiortions, and the
mixt-UT e inoculated into the skin of a rabbit

,
no lesions a])})earod

in the animal. When this neutral mixture Avas then dilutfxl

and a small fraction of the diluted mixture inoculated into a

rabbit, ty})ical vaccanal lesions appearcxl at the iiloculated

sites. The neutral mixture was reac^tivatod by the sim^jlc

j)ro(^css of dilution. Similar observations wore i‘6^corded with

(ther viruses, e.g. herpes, poliomyelitis and fowl plague. In
this respect the results corrtjspond with .similar reactions noted

with the Toxin and antitoxin mixtures. Andrews further

demonstrated that if the neutral mixture was left sufficiently

long—a few days in the case of vaccinia—a stable union occurred

between the antigen and the antibody, vhich (M)uld not be
distributed by dilution. On the other hand, Olitsky and Lf>ng

were able to recover almost all the virus from a neutral mixtiiiH*

kept in the cold for one month by subjecting it to catai)horesi8.

Sabin has invostigat(xl the problem using ultra-centri-

fugation methods. Working with a neuiro-testicular strain

of vaccinia virus, he ])repared the virus susy)ension by passing

minc^ed infected testes through a Berkefeld V filter. Tmrnutie

serum was added in excess and the mixtures incubated for one,

seven and fourteen days. They wore then centrifugalized

at 14,000 r.p.m. for 3 hours. He found that the sediments

had retain^ their infectivity in pracitically undiminished
concentration. In the filtrates, the antibody also remained
in the same concentration as before. He concluded that under
the conditions of the experiment, there was no union at all

between the virus and the antibodies in the immune serum.

Similar results were obtained with Pseirdo rabies and B. virus

mixtures. It must be remembered, in interpreting these

results, that rabbits were used as tewt animals to determine
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tlio infectivity of mixture, using ten-fold dilutions. Keogh
has rightly pointed out that by this method it would not be
possible to distinguish with accuracy one virus suspension from
another 10 times as strong. To obviate this difficulty, he re-

j)eato(l the experiments but tested the mixtures by inoculating

them on the chorio -allantoic membrane of the chick embryo.
By counting the number of ‘pocks’ on the membrane a more
iV^curate idea was obtained regarding the number of viable

units present in the mixture. He was able to show by this

iochniquo that the immune serum did combine with the virus

and that the union was reversible by dilution.

That such a dissociation of the antigen antibody complex
also occurs in vivOy was shown by Andrews and Todd and by
CV*aigie and Tulloch. These experiments raised, howevoT*,

another important problem, viz. the route of infection.

Andrews showed that the neutral mixtures, innocuous
when injected into the skin, produced specific lesions when
iiUK ulatod into the testes, brain, or even the general circulation.

Todd found that fowl plague mixtures, neutral by the intra-

muscular route, were pathogenic by the intravenous route.

Craigie and Tulloch contrifugalized the vaccinia neutral mixtures
and suspended the deposit, after drying, in saline. The saline

suspension was nonpathogenic by the subcutaneous route but
produced lesions by intra-testicular inoculation. Since the
main attack of vaccinia virus is on the retieulo-endothelial

system Ledingbam has suggested that the difference in the
amount of siudi tissue present at the site of inoculation probably
explains these results.

The question now arises how does the antiviral antibody
act in vivo ? What part do leucocytes play in the process ?

These are important questions as they have a bearing on the
]>ossible treatment of virus diseases with immune sera. It

is not yjossible to give a direct answer to those questions. Two
factors have to be borne in mind in this coimection. The
antibody, oven though it unites with the antigen, does not
kill it. The dissociation results recorded above prove this.

Secondly the action of viruses in most cases is explosive. The
antibody, if it is to act at all, must do so rapidly.

It has been established that an antivaccinia serum, suitably

prepared and administered in suitable doses to experimental

animals either subcutaneously or intravenously, (confers some
degree of protection against a subsequent inoculation of vac-

cinia virus. Andrews has investigated the time factor con-

cerned in such reactions. One grony) of rabbits received anti-

vaccinial serum 24 hours before they were inoculated with the
virus. The second group received the serum and the virus

simultaneously, while the third group received the serum
24 to 48 hours after the virus. It was observed that the serum
gave pi’otection only when it was given at least 5 minutes ahead
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of the virus. After the simultaneous inoculation of viius

and anti-senmi the development of the local lesion was practically

unafiected.

Probably the dose of the serum administered may have
some bearing on the question of protection, for, according

to Craigie and Tulloch, serum in doses of 2 c.c. per kilo of body
weight adminstered one horn* later, does confer some protec-

tion in rabbits. However, as they point out, ‘the method
of testing the dt^gree of protection is probably very artificial,

in that the virus is introduced into the skin in a liighly con-

centrated form and its intr-oduction is accompanied by severe

trauma’.

I have repeated tliese experiments in the King Institute,

using monkeys as test animals, as the course of vaccinia in

them is of a much longer duration than it is in rabbits. The
vaccinia immune serum was obtained from hyper-immunize<l
buffaloes and botli vaccinia and variola viruses weie used in

the experiments. It was found that when the serum ^vas

administorod along with the virus, a coiLsiderable degree of

protection was obtained against both viinises. When the

serum was given at varying intervals after vaccination, no

protection was demonstrable against vaccinia. On the othe?’

hand, the serum gave considerable protection against variola

virus even though it was administeT*ed 4 hours after the virus

had been introduc(xl by scarification.

The same phenomenon has been observed in tissue cultures.

Virus III, and Herpes virus give rise in tissue cultures to intra-

nuclear inclusions. These arc not forrmxi when the corre-

sponding immune serum is added to the culture simultaneously

with the virus. Added after the virus, the immune serum
ex'erts no specific offecit. Tliese exporiments also suggest that

leucocytes play no part in augmenting the action the immune
body for leucocytes in such (*ulturos are normalh' scanty and
immobile. A few workers have, however, doubted this.

The question is as to how, under the conditions of these

experiments, does the antibody act in oxeiting its ]irotecting

influence ? It would appear from the foiegoing that once
the virus enters the cell the antibody is powerless to neutralize

it. We have also seen in the in vitro cxjioriments, that it does
not kill the vhiis. Is it likely, then, that the antibody when it

is introduced in advance of the virus alters the tissues cells

in such a way that the virus finds it diflB.cult to gain a foot-

hold ? Sabin’s experiments seem to point in that direction.

Broadly his experimental evidence can be summarized in the

following way :

—

In culture with normal serum, the virus gets fixcxi to the

tissues and multiplies. With immune serum union with the
tissues occurs, but, though the virus is afive, it neither multi-

plies nor forms any inclusions. Susceptible tissues incubated
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with immune serum and subsequently washed to remove traces

of the latter, are found refractor}^ to infection when the virus

is added to them. The refractory state is, however, reversible,

foj* the tissues are rendered susceptible by thorough washing.

Sabin concludes, that the immunity to the virus is intimately

t)ound up with the cell and juotective substances act on the

tissues lendering them refractory to infection. We must await

fiirtlit^r confirmation of these results.

Salaman has elaborated this point of view further as a

rcsuit of his study of vaccinia virus cultivated in slide cultures

of rabbit’s cornea, i.e. tljo technique of Bland and Rabinow.
He regards that the antisera act on the cell-surface, ])roventing

the (uitrv of the virus into the cell, the antibody attaching

itself either to the virus or the cell-suiface, or to both.

This ])roblom has been recently investigated by Good-
pasture and Anderson by the use of a new technique, namely,
grafting of normal and immune chicken skin over the chorio-

allantoic membrane of developing chi(;k embryos, and then
inoculating the grafts with fowl-pox virus. He states ‘the

cutaneous epithelium which is completely refractory to fowl-

l>ox while part of the immune host, becomes quite as suscej)tible

as the epithelium of normal chick skin w^hen grafted on the
chorio-allantois. Humoral antibodies, therefore, are the most
potent agents in tlie acquired immunity of cutaneous epithelium

to fowl-pox infection.

From the experimental evidenc^e so far recorded, it is

reasonable to conclude that the neutralizing antibody plays

an important part in the mechanism of immunity. Failme
to demonstrate this antibody in some viral infections has led

some workers to pOvStulate that there might be another process

at work, whereby tissue cells become resistant, without tJio

intoT ventiou of the antibody—^the so-called tissue immunity.
For instance, in guinea-pigs resistant to infection with

toot and mouth disease virus, antibodies are not demon-
strable in blood. There are not many instances of this type
hovever. Besides, the question is intimately connected with

the experimental methods adopted. Rabbits resistant to

herpes virus do not show the antibody in blood, but guinea-pigs

do. Perhaps the technique used in demonstrating the anti-

l)ody may not bo infallible. As Bedson has shown, 2*0 c.c.

of immune serum passively piotects the guinoa-])ig against

herpes. To demonstrate this amount of antibody, when it

lias reached the circulation, would not be an easy matter.

There is some evidence, how^ever, that in plant viruses

a sort of tissue immunity does exist and humoral antibodies

do not play a part. Saiaman has shown that there are two
strains of potato X virus—one nonpathogenic and the other

capable of producing disease. Infection with the former
renders the tissues insusceptible to the invasion of the latter
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Findlay has observed the same phenortienon with yellow fever

and Rift Valley fever viruses. Pantropic yellow fever virus

is fatal to monkeys. If they are infected with both the pan-
tropic and neurotropic viruses, they survive. Even when
monkeys are infected with pantropier virus first and within

a few hours with the neurotropic virus, there is some evidence

of protection. Findlay regards this as an ‘interference pheno-
menon’. There was no evidence to show that antibodies had
been produced so rapidly that they (^ould liave explained these

results. This effect has been noted also to some extent Mith

Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis and Poliomyelitis viruses, and
with Fibroma and Horper III viruses. Some re(;ent observa-

tions made by me at the King Institute seem to suggest that

the same plienomenon probably occurs with Vaccinia and
Rinderpest viruses. The matter is at present under investi-

gation. The phenomenon has its counterpart in bacterio-

phagy. A bacterial (uilturo subjected to the action of a weak
bacteriophage, which does not produce lysis, is subsequently

found to be resistant to the action of a virulent strain of the

same bac^teriophage. The question of the action of any anti-

body does not arise in this case. Findlay, therefore, suggested

that cells occupied by actively multiplying viiiis could not
be re-infected with the other virus. This raises the ]>oint

for which there is ainple experimental evidence, that immunity
in viruses is due to the persistence of infection in resistant

hosts.

I shall first summarize the experiniental evidence bearing

on this point. Persistence of virus after recovery is shown
to occur in a number of virus infections. A guinea-pig infected

with salivary gland disease becomes immune but the virus

can still be recovered at any time from its salivary glands.

Rivers has shown that Brown-Pearse Carcinoma of rabbits

is invariably accompanied by virus HI and the rabbits show
neutralizing antibodies against virus III. Virus IH can be
isolated from the metastases of the tumour even though the
rabbits are found to be immune to virus III infection. The
virus of laryngotracheitis can be isolated from immune birds,

and the virus of encophalomyelitis from mice one year after

recovery of the animals. The same thing is observed in Psit-

tacosis, both in animals recovering from an experimental
infection and those recovering from a natural infection. What
is more, if mice are first immunized with formal-killed Psit-

tacosis vaccine, and a dose of active virus, about 1,000 M.L.D.,
injected later, apparently an inapparent infection is set u]>,

and the virus can be isolated after 9 months. Persistence

of infection has also been shown to occur in Poliomyelitis and
in vaccinia. Some experiments which I conducted in the

King Institute years ago seem to show that vaccinia virus could
be isolated from immune rabbits 40 to 50 days after infection.
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It was possible to revaccinate snch animals with suitable doses

after that period. By employing the cataphoresis technique

to separate the virus from the tissue^s, Olitsky and Long were
able to recover the vii us after 133 days after inf‘e(‘tion.

Peyton Rous and his collaborators have rej)orttxl some
tissue culture experiments which throw light on the factors

considered in the persistence of the virus in the immune host.

Individual cells, which get rounded oft‘ after some time in cul-

tures, were selected foi‘ the study. In mixtures of such cells

and vaccinia virus it was found that the virus gets rapidly

fixed to the cells, irrespective of whether such cells were alive

or had been killtKl by heat or ultraviolet light. The union
was firm. If the neutrahzing antibody was added to such
cells, the virus wtus not killed when the cells were alive

;
if

the cells vere dejid, the virus was destroyed. The protection

afforded by living colls to the virus (‘ontained in them is thus
^^ ell exemplified.

The phenomenon of persistence of infection is not a mono-
]>oly of viiuses, however. It is particularly notcxl in protozoal

infections. It has been seen to occur in nonpat hogenic try-

panosomiasis, kala-azar, malaria and also in some bacterial

and spirochaetal diseases.

I have so far attempted to ])resent in detail the experi-

mental evidence uhich has a direct bearing on some aspects
of viral immunity. The survey has only revealed the groat

comjylexity of the pioblem. This is not surprising in view
of the intimate type of j)arasitiKm exhibittxl by viruses. We
have no adc^quate knowkxlge of the vital piocesses involved
when a virus invades the susceptible cells. This is, of course,

trm*, of other infections also. Indeed, it would appear that
tfi(^ defence juechanism of the infected host is the same whether
the infective agent is a bacterium, a virus, or a protozoal parasite.

Agglutinins. [>recij)itins and neutralizing antibodies are pro-

duced much in the same way as in bacterial disoaes. If the
virus is introduced in the fluids of the host, these antibodies
are prodiuxxl and the virus destroyed. The only difference is

in the action of the neutralizing antibodt^ We may assume
that when the virus is in the body fluids the antibody acts

nuich the same way as in bacterial infections, viz. it unites

with the virus and renders it susceptible to phagocytosis. Once
the virus enters the susceptible cell, the antibody has no direct

action on the virus. When the cell divides the virus will pass
into daughter cells and, as long as the process is kept up, it will

maintain a latent infection or persistence of infection. If

the cell is destroyed, the virus will be brought into contact
with the antibody in the surrounding fluid and will then be
destroyed. More antibody is also produced. If such is the
course of events, it w^ould be interesting to speculate wdiat would
happen in the case of neurotropic^ viruses. As Goodpasture
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lias stated, if a virus can utilize the living coll for its

reproduction, there is nothing to prevent it making its way
from cell to cell along the connected cytoplasmic processes

and thus reaching its central termination. During its sojourn,

it will not come into contact with the antibody at all. The
failure of immune sera in such infections as [lolio-myoUtis is

thus explained.

We have so far dealt with the mechanism ot immunity
which follow s as a result of infeidion. Jungebhil has lecently

drawn attention to anothei- defence mechanism which is

dependent on environmental factors such as hta*(xiity, sex

locality, etc. Working with the virus of poliomyalitis he found
that the virus w^as inactivated by extracts of adrenal gland.

Further investigation determined that Vitamin (\ an important
constituent of the adrenal gland, possessed this viricidal pro-

perty. The therapeutic value of Vitamin (' w^as then investi-

gated. Monkeys infected intracerebrally with tlie virus w^ere

treated by daily injections of Vitamin C. When ascorbic^

acid was used, the results wcu'o not encouraging, but the ad-

ministration of riatural Vitamin C gave promising results, and
six times as many treated animals escaped paralysis as compared
with the corresponding controls. How does the Vitamin 0
act ? Is it through direcd, action on the virus ? Or does it

acit by stimulating some enzyme systems and thus bringing

about a change in the cell permeability ? Resistanc e to polio-

myelitis may be considerfxl as of tw^o types. The first is due
to recovery after infection or to repeated ^ontac^t witli the
active agent which produces only subclinical infection and
consequent immunity. The second factor, which Jungeblut
considers more important, is based on the assumj)tion that
poliomyelitis is a developmental disonler of youtli, and protec-

tion against it is chiefly due to p})ysiologi(tal factors. In dis-

cussing various reasons for this belief, ho draws attention to

direct experimental evidence which indicates that j)oliocidal

substances found in normal human and aninial tissues, serum,
tears or other body fluids, are probably not of antibody chaT*a(‘ter

but resemble agents of vitamin-like or hormonal natme.
I would like to refer you to the original communication

of Jungeblut for the further development of this hypothesis.

As he has pointed out himself some observations are not in

accoi-d with his com^eption. For instance, Vitamin C is said

to diminish with the advance of age, but the reverse is the
case with the neutralizing antibodies. Vitamin C deficient

guinea-pigs are refractory to infection wdth poliomyelitis. The
problem is interesting and opens a new field in virus prophy-
laxis. It is also related to the origin and significance of normal
antibodies.

It w^ould be proper,! think,now to discuss how' the knowledge
thus gained has been applied in the prevention of virus diseases
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in man. On the analogy of baciterial diBoasos, it is not surpris-

ing that attempts should have been made to use killed virus

vaccines as a prophylactic measure. In discussing the efficacy

of killed viruses several fa(*tors liave to be boi ne in mind. It

is not enough merely to show that, under experimental conditions

killed vaccines give rise to antibodies and confer protection.

The dose of the killed vaccine required and the duration cf

immunity engendered by it. are the essential (criteria. Judging

by thos(s it does not- apjiear that dead va(‘cines have so far

] proved their utility, and the consensus of opinion amongst
virus workers seems to be that, the use of att enuated live vaccines

is the method of choic^e in the prevention of virus diseases.

It m\ist, liowevor, be stated that most of the experimental

work on this })roblem had been done w ith heat killed vaccines.

With the demonstration that formalin ]>reservtKl the antigenif*

component s better, as was noted in the case of bacterial vaccint^s

and in the pre])aration of dij)htheria toXfud, the efficacy of virus

vaccines inactivated by formalin was further investigated.

Bedson demonstrated tliat fof)t. and moutl) disease virus in-

activated by low concentrations of formalin, ])rodiicod inununity

in experimental animals. Identi(tal results hav(^ biaai obtained

with tlie viruses of }ier})es, psittacosis, Rift Valley fever, canine

distemj)or and, recently, with influenza virus. Indeed, Fair-

brother and Hoyle have shovn that elementaiy body susjxuo

sions of infliuaiza virus inactivated by heat at 57°C. were
as j)otent ant/igenically as formalinizcxl suspensions. The
im}>ortance of working vith purified vac(anes luis thus been
demonstrated.

The (*hief diffitadty in accepting the efficacy of formalinized

vaccines seems to be the inability to demonstrate conclusively

that the formalin tToatmemt com]>lete]y inactivates the viius.

As in anatoxin preparation, it is necessary to work within a

very narrow I'ange of formalin (‘oncenti'ation. Too strong

a concentration will destroy the antigenic ]>ro]x^rty, v\hile

weak concentrations may not fully inactivat(^ tlie viruses. Of
course, the inactivity of formalinized vaccines has been demon-
strated by their massive injection into (experimental animals

vhich subsequently faibnl to shov signs of infect i(m.

Dead vaccines are non being tried in the ]>rovention of

}>oliomyelitis in America. Two vaccines are in use. That
used by Brodie and Park is inactivated by formalin. The
second vacxune whitdi is being tried is pre])nred by Kolniei'.

The source of the virus is the spinal cord of a monkey infecded

viith the poliomyelitis virus. The virus is inactivated by the

addition of 2% solution of sodium ricinoleate with 1 : 40,000

phenyl mercuric nitrate.

It is too early to judge the results of this method of vacci-

nation, as children have to be observed for* a long period of

time.
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Since the discovery of Influenza ‘A’ virus, as the causative

agent in epidemic influenza by Laidlaw and others in 1933,

attempts have been made to study the protecjtive value of the

formalinized influenza vaccine prepared from infected ferret lungs.

It appt^ars from the limited trials thus far made, that the protec;-

tion conferred is not adequate. Further advance in this respect

seems possible now owing to the researches of Horsfall and his

collaborators. I have already referred to the so-called inter-

ference phenomenon with viruses. However, with the simul-

taneous inoculation in ferrets of both the influenza and distem j)er

vii‘uses, the results were entirely different. In this case, both

the viruses produced infetdion whicih ran coiKuiriently. It

was, however, note4 that in ferrets thus inoculated, the influenza

virus persisted in the lungs much longer than was the case

Avhen only the influenza virus was given. This effect is called

‘Synergism’ by Horsfall. The c-omplex: vacadne prepared
from ferret’s lungs apparently gives better ])rotoction in animals.

This is not related necessarily to the higher virus content oi

the lungs, but as Horsfall suggests, probably to some qualitative

<‘.hange in the virus. Field trials on a limited s(?ale conducted
by Martin and Eaton tend to confirni the above results and
the protection (*onferred was sinnlar as when live dnfluenza
vaccine was used.

The only deiwl vaccine which has been used extensively in

tlie fields is, I believe, tlu^ rabies vaccine. Shortt and his colla-

boratoi’S have investigated the immunizing value of different

strains of rabies vii us inactivated by different ways. Formalin
or carbolic acid showed no special advantages one over the

other as a preservative. They also investigated other methods
of immunization in rabies. They concluded as follows :

—

Treatment by one dose of a (combination of fresh living

fixed virus and antiiabic serum has been shown to have a con-

siderable immunizing value ; although the main effect appears
to have been exerted by the live virus, the serum being used

merely to render the use of the live virus more safe. The use

of fresh living fixed virus as an adjuvant to treatment witli

carbolized dead virus has been shown to be the most effective

method yet tried for the immunization of dogs and therefore

of other animals also. They suggest that future lines of advance
'towards the most efficacious means of producing a solid immu-
nity against rabies will be along the path of utilization of anti-

rabic serum and fresh live fixed virus, possibly (combined ^vit]l

the use of dead vaccine.

The methods envisaged in the case of rabies have already

been utilized in the case of yellow fever, for, in this disease,

only living vaccines are found to be of any value. The yellow

fever virus has two predominant affinities, the viserotropic

and the neurotropic. The alteration in pathogenicity which
ensues on prolonged cultivation in the presence of embryonic
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cells is now fairly well established. That ])rocedure has

rendered the use of live vaccine safe for human immunization.

Attempts at human immunization date back to 1930, when
Theiler demonstrated that viscerotropic virus, londered neuro-

tropic by passage through mice, lost its viniltmce, without

altering its immunizing power. The neurotropic vaccines

were first tried by Sawyer, Kitc^hen and Lloyd in America
and Sellards and Laigret in Africa. Sawyer uschI the virus

fixed for mice mixed with yellow fevei* immune serum, while

Laigret used j)ure neurotropic virus attenuated by storage

in glycerine. One possible objection to the use of neurotropic

virus might be mentioned. The virus circidates in the blood

for some days after inoculation and, tlieoretic^ally at least, it

would be possible for yellou lever to spread if such persons

were bitten by the mosquito vector. Actually no smdi infec^tion

has resulted however, even though the vaccine has been exten-

sively used both in Americ a and Africa. The virus apj)arently

loses its infec^tivity foi’ the mosquito. That such vaccines

confer protection in human beings was determined by what
is known now as the mouse ]>rotection test developed by Sawyer
and Lloyd. This tc^st demon.strates the ]>r(‘senc(^ of circulating

antibodies in the serum of vactcinatefl individuals.

As a rule, no untoward lesults have been noticed with the

use of such vaccines. The antibody titre, liow^ever, diminishes

gradually and re-vacci nation becomes necessary after trwo

years.

It was found latc^r, how^t^vor, that pi-olonged serial passages

in tissue culture had so altertxl the virulence of the virus, that

it was possible to use the virus alone for immunization without
the addition of immune serum. 8u(*h vaccines ar(^ now^ being

extensively tried in South Americ-.a. The results are promising.

Findlay in England advocates the use of the pantropic

virus. This is now^ so attenuated in virulence by tissue culture

passages that it can be ustnl without the addition of immune
serum. This method is claimed to be as efficient as others

used in America.

I may mention here that the mouse protection test has
been utilized to map out areas of yellow fever pievalence.

The test is positive where yellow fever is endemic, but negative

in areas where yellow’ fever has not existed within recent times.

Sera examined from India were found to be negative. I need
hardly stress the importance of these investigations to India.

Recently we have tried the use of Live vaccine in the

prophylaxis of Sand Fly Fever. The vaccine was prepared

by growing the virus on the chorio-allantoic membrane of the

chick embryo. The inoculated volunteers showed no marked
general or local reactions. The virus could be demonstrated
in the circulating blood on the 5th day, and neutrafizing anti-

bodies up to 35 days. Attempts were then made to transmit
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the infection by inocuJating them with infective serum from

cases of Sand Fly Fever. The number of volunteers available

for the study were, however, too few in number, and no definite

coiKjlusions (*ould be drawn as to the eflScacy of the vaccine

used.

I have attempted to give you a brief summary of the

present position of immunity in virus diseases. The subject

is a (‘.om])lox on(3. The evidence acciunulated so far does not

permit us to postulate any compreliensivo working liypothesis.

It is probable that all the factors discussed heretofore, viz.

circulating antibodies, tissue immunity, persistence of virus

after infe(;tion, etc., play a part in bringing about that solid

immunity after infection which is sm^li a marked feature of

virus diseases.
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SECTION OF AGRICULTURE

PresirUnt y—N Ahmad, O.B.E., Ph.I)., F.Inst.P., J.P.,

F.N.I.

Presidential Address
{Deli vered on Jitn. If, 1U42)

SOME TEXTILE FIBRES OF INDIA

Gentlemen,
I am dooply soiisiblo ot the horiout you have coiifeirtHl

upon me by electing mo as President of the Section of Agri-
culture at the 29th Session of th<^ Indian Scienc‘e Congiess
which is being lield at Baroda. It is a inatteu* of supreme grati-

fication foj‘ a jesearcli workei' when his humble efibrts in the
cause of sdentifiti progress arc^ appreciated by his colleagues

and co-vorkers; and I am doubly conscious of the lionour

you have done me, bec;ause I am not an ‘agriculturist’ in the
stricd. sense of tht‘ word. Trained as a ])hysicfst I have had
th(^ privilege, foi‘ tlie last. 12 y(‘-ars, of occuf)ying a position

on a bridge^ whic^h connec^ts one of India’s premier industiies

with one of hoT* priu(fi)al caops. The duties of my post have
necessitated that I should, on the one hand, collaborate with
agricultural officers in their efforts to improve the quality of

India’s cottons by furnishing them with technological data
on their new strains and selections, and on the other hand that
I should (;ari y out such investigations as would help in a better

understanding of the pi'oj>crties of these cottons and their greatei*

industrial (*onsumption. I feel, therefore, that in electing me
to jueside c^ver t he deliberations of this Section, its members
have not only ackuoAvledged implicitly the great principle

of the fundamental unity of Science beneath its apparent diver-

sity, but have also set their seal of recognition and approval
on the intimate (;onnection which should exist, to their mutual
advantage, between India’s industry and agriculture. We have
been accustomed for such a long time to look upon India as a
producer of raw materials that we are sometimes inclined to

forget the important jdaco which industrial doveloj)ment

occupies in the national economy of all civilized and advanced
countries of the world. It constitutes the quickest means
of augmenting the national wealth of a country, and provides
a powerful safeguard for ensuring that the cultivators get the
best monetary return for their labours in these days of trade

restrictions, quotas and tariff walls. It would, therefore, be

( 269 )
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a hapi)y augury for the future if those who are priiuarily engaged

in agriculture widened their interest to see that the (commodities,

which they have helped to improve, are used for the manufacture

in the country of a thousand and one artichds required by its

people.

In view of what I have said above it secerns particularly

appropriate that by a set of unforeseen circiunstaiKces the

meetings of this Section are bcung held at Baroda, where a

wise and fai -sighted administration lias nourished both industry

and agriculture. The efforts of the State in jiromoting the

cultivation of improved varieties of cotton, ground-nut, rice, etc.,

are well known to you. Ni^arly 30 per c(uit of the area, or

800,000 a(JT(cs, is under (cotton, producing a crop of over laklis

of bales ])er annum, which includes the impioved varieties of

1027 A.L.E., B.J). 8, B. 9 and Wagad 8. But what is perhaps
not generally known is the fact that the State can boast of 16

(cotton mills having 3,32,0t)0 spindl(>s and 7,110 looms in which
over 20,000 hands are employed. Besides this large textile

industry, it has a (3iina Clay Works at Ransipur, a woodwork
factoiy for making bobbins, shuttles, etc., at Navsari, a

sulphuric acid fa(ctory at Petlad, while a textile soap facctory

was recently in the course of erection. The Alembic Chemical
Works situated at Baroda arc the largc^st of its kind in India,

while the ontcirfirising Hous(‘ of Tatas have recently decided

to establish a large faectory for the manufacture of heavy
chemicals at Mithapur. This happy (combination of agricultural

improvement and industrial develojnncnt, you will agree, is a

praiseworthy achievnumt

.

I have selected the title ‘Some Textile Fibres of India*

as the subjeect of my adcjress, but berfore I speak on this subject,

I wish to offer a few explanatory rcunarks. In the first placce

I have been nujre intimately connectc^l with cotton than with

any other fibre during the last several years, and it is, there-

foT'o, only natural that (cotton should (>ccuj>y the major
portion of my address, though I shall deal with sojne of the
other more important fibres as well. Secondly, I do not
propose to trace the historical develoj)ment of the work on
fibres in the Government farms, laboratories and factories.

That would indeed be an extremely interesting but Herculean
task, and its pc^rformance here might easily ovc^rtax the limits

of your patience. I would rather content myself with the
preseiit day position regarding those fibres, with a few suggestions

on the lines along whi(?h intensification of work or ex5)loi-

tation of the available results is indicated in the near future.

Thirdly, I do not propose to confine my remarks to the purely
scientific aspects of the subject ; but, with your permission,

will also touch upon, wherever necessary, the industrial and
economic aspects, as these often have far-reaching effects on
the utilization of scientific results. Life nowadays is a complex
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atfair in all but tho moat primitive c ommimitiea; it is rather like

a fabric in wljicli the strands of agriculture, trade, industry,
science, arts, administration, etc., have been inter-woven into

a complicated pattern, and each strand is subje(?t to the forces

set up by the others. In such a complicated world the kind
of oxx)ert who continues to learn more and more about less

and less is apt to become increasingly effete as the part j)layed

by scientific research and technical advance in shaping the
economic, industrial and even social life of a country assumes
greater and greater importance. In my hiunble oj)inion the
scientist, whose training teaches him to avoid dogma, verily

theories and think in a rational way, has been content too long

to look passively on a world whitJi he has helped materially

to fashion and to mould, and I feel that he should now change
his outlook and take a moi'e unified and integrated, view of the
present day world, so that the results of his investigations aie

not vitiated by forces which h(‘ does not care to understand
and over which Ik^ exercises no (control, but are utilized to the
fullest possible extent in the service of mankind.

With these [)reliminary remarks, I shall now turn to the
first textik^ fibres, namely cotton, which I pro]K)se to consider

in this address.

Cotton

Iiulia's association with cotton goes back to dim antiquity

and forms one of tlu^ bright chapters of her long and glorious

history. When the excavations at Mohinja-da-ro made the
dead give up their long-buritHl secrets, some pieces of silver

were found wrapped up in a fabri(^ which the action of silver

had helped to preserve during all these years. This fabric

was examined at the Technological Laboratory, and was found
to be made entirely from (;otton, the (counts of yarns and th(^

structure of cloth both indicating the attainnuuit of a high

degree of skill in tlie ai ts of spinning and weaving in those distant

times. This discovery proved conclusively that as early as

3(X)(> B.C. the Indians \md acclimatized some of the wild cottons,

and grown them along the banks of the Indus, and that they
had mastered the aids of spinning these shor t fibres into yarn.

This achievement was much more remarkable tlian that of the

ancient Egyptians who were then experimenting with the

comparatively longer fibres of flax, which is much easier to spin

with hand than cotton. From that time onwards the cultivation

of cotton, its use for the manufacture of piecegoods and the

dyeing and finishing of these fabrics made a steady progress,

until in the Middle Ages the fame of India’s cotton materials

spread far and wide, and she did a roaring trade in these fabrics

not only with the adjoining (iountries but also with far distant

lands. The softness, fineness and beauty of the Dacca muslins

have become legendary, and their names, such as Shabnam
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(Dew), Ab-i-.Ravan (Flowing water) which have come down to

U8 bear IcBtiinoiiy to the artisth; tast(^ of the ])eople as well as

to their truly remarkable skill in juaking these wonderful

garments. They have also a scicntilic interest for us inasmuch
as they show that, unaided by cojupli(*ated juachinery but

supported by public patronage, tlie aitisaiLs were able to manu-
facture these fabrics only from the Endian Cottons, as it is not

reported that any foreign cotton of a su})er'ioT‘ kind was inij)orted

for this purpose. Today, with all the advantages of modern
machinery, India has to import hundreds of thousands of

bales of foreign cotton every year for the manufacture of fine

saris, shirtings, suitings, etc., whicli are required by lior

>vell-to-do classes.

Tliose halcyon days W(n‘e followed by a period of decline

during whic^h India's textih^ industry, negl(H‘.t(?d by the East
India Conq)any and discriminated against by the foreign govern-

ments, who were anx:ious to develop tluiir own industries, stefidily

lost ground. As one of the couscqiuuices of this decline, the

(pialit3
' of lier cottons deteriorated lapidly by the mixing of

seeds, loss of pure variet ies and absences of any breeding work

—

an example of the kcKUi influence of industry on agriculturci

to which I hav^(^ ah’cady drawn you?* attention. This ])oriod

of decay ended appi oximatel^’' in the sevtmlies of the last ccmtiuy

^vhen the inception of ttie Indian textile industry at Bombay
and the Anu^rican Civil War, vvhhii for nearly four 3 eai's cut>

off the Americ*.an supplies, forced attention to India’s cottons.

The work of improving these <x>ttons was seriously taken in

hand, and t hough the (urd of the American Civil War re-opened

the American su])j)lies, the rapid increase in the number of

cotton mills in India in the subsequent years ])rovid(^d tlie

necessary stimulus. By 1876, forty seven cotton mills had
boon erected, in 19(H) their number stood at 193 while in 1925
it. had juounted to 337. During tliis ])eri()d a large number
of Arnericuin and Egyj)tian variedios were tried in different

parts of India, ajid t hough the actual success was not so grx^at as

originally anticipated, a great deal of tlui exploratory ground had
been covered, and the way had been cleared up for further pro-

gress. As a rcvsnlt of this work, at leavst three American varieties,

namely 4F in the Punjab, Dharwar—American in Bombay
Presidency and Cambodia in Madras Presidonc^y, had been found
suitable and their cultivation had spread ovei' fairlv large areas.

The Indian Central Cotton Committee was constituted

in 1920, and at once began to co-ordinate, direcjt and expand
work on cotton on an all-India, scale. Its members included

Directors of Agriculture of the chief cotton growing provinces

and states, representatives of the growers, merchants and
industrialists, c^otton breeders and other research workers

engaged on cotton problems. It financed scheunes for botanical,

physiological, agronomical and seed propagation work at
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.suitable centres, and at its bienniel meetings, where every
important interest was represented, examined the progress of

these schemes, and made suggestions for directing it into useful

t^hannels. It maintains a Technological Laboratory at Bombay
where the breeders can get their new strains tested and compared
to the local cottons, and a Genotical Section at Indore whore
fundamental work is in progress. It has also boon responsible

tor the introduction of liealtliy legislation in several provinces

and states to prevent, or at least minimize such abuses as adultera-

tion of varieties, watering of cotton, mixing of seeds, etc. Its

(efforts have included the introduction of several improved
varieties in different parts of India, and investigation ofnumerous
}>roblems relating to failure of the cotton cro2>, its diseases and
])ests, rotation and inter -cultivation witii other crops, frequency
and amount of irrigation, etc. As a result of these co-ordinated
offorts, it may be stated definitely that the quality of the crop
lias improved appreciably in many parts of India in a short

j)(‘riod of 20 years. This improvement has not only been admit-
ted by several observers who have carefully studied the
statistics relating to Indian cottons, but is also indicated by
the fact that during the last few years committees on the model
of the Indian Central Cotton Coinmittee have been set up for

(joffee, jute and tea, and are functioning quite successfully.

I shall now make a rapid survey of the main problems
euiiountered, measures adopted and success achieved in the
^^arious provinces. Begimiing with the northern-most province
where cotton is grown in large quantities, namely the Punjab,
it is interesting to note that it was one of the first provinces
ill which the cultivation of American cottons from imported
seed was tried. Afte?* many attempts a variety known as

P.A. 4F, whicli has a vStaple of about and is suitable for

spiiming up to 20’8 warp or 24’s weft, proved highly successful,

and is now grown to t he extent of about 600,000 bales per amium.
This cotton, though satisfactory from many points of view
lias, in the past, suffered severely from a disease locally known
as tirah, which causes bad opening of the bolls and results in

partial failure of the crop. A very considerable amount of work
iias been done at Lyallpur to find out the cause of this disease,

and it now appears highly probable that it is due to two sots of

soil conditions, namely, (1) deficiency of nitrogen, and (2) salinity

in sub-soils. If this explanation is correct, then it follows that

irrigation or treatment of soil with suitable fertilizers or manures
at the appropriate time may provide the remedy for this disease

which in the past has inflicted so much loss upon the cultivators.

The happy combination of a temperate climate and an extensive

system of canal irrigation, which ensures a regular supply of

water, made this provinc^e eminently suited for the cultivation

of Atnerican types, and further efforts resulted in the introduc-

tion of a still longer type known as P.A. 289F, which possesses

t8
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a staj)le of nearJy 1" and is suitable for spinning up to 30’s war]>

or 40’s weft. This cotton, which represented a notable improve-
ment upon P.A. 4F, satisfied, to some extent, India’s growing
requirements in respect of staple cottons; but from the agri-

culturist’s point of view it suffers from three defects, namely,
(a) low ginning percentage, (6) liability to suffer from frost, and
(c) susceptibility to jassid attack. Accordingly, recent work
in the Punjab has been concentrated upon the evolution of

varieties free from these defects, and it is gratifying to note that

a fair measure of' success has already been acliieved in this

flirecjtion. A further selection from P.A. 289F evolved at

Lyallpui*, is an early maturing strain, and has further the

advantage of being a better* resistant to drought and jassid

attack. Similarly, another s(4e(dion made at Khanowai and
known as 289F/K25 has a higher ginning jrercentage, t hongh its

limits of variation are rather w ide. It is estimated that the area

under P.A. 289F and its selections already amounts to ovt^r

275,000 acres giving an annual crop of about 166,000 bales.

Work is being continued to evolve still better Punjab-American
strains.

While work has been going on on the American cottons in

the Punjab, the desi cottons of the provincie have not been
neglected. The first desi strain to be evolved w^as 16 Mollisoni

in 1929, wdiich was replaced by 15 Mollisoni in 1930, which
in its turn was replaced by 39 Mollisoni in 1934. The latter

cotton has gained much popularity and is grown over an area

of 4,35,000 acres. But the most notable achievement in this

direction has been a cross betw^een 39 Mollisoni and the Chinese
Million Dollary which has been named Jubilee cotton and is

spreading rapidly in certain ])arts of the Punjab.
One of the most troublesome problems in the Punjab has

been the mixing of (jottons, the adulteration of the superior

with the inferior varieties. A gi eat deal of time has been spent

in the (uideavour to locate the origin of this evil, nevertheless

it has persisted and has neutralized to some extent the good
work of the breeder. It is true that its complete eradication

is not an easy matter, but it is clearly a case where the full

value of the scientific work is not being realized owing to human
cupidity and a desire to make quick profits regardless of the
larger considerations. It, therefore, calls for strong measures,

even though these may not be liked by a certain class of people,

and some difficulties may be encoxmtered in enforcing them.
The groat Napolean’s dictum that the word difficult is found
only in the dictionary of fools may savour too much of the

superman, but difficulties should not be allowed to stand in

the way of our reaping the full benefit of scientific work.
Turning now to the contiguous province of Sind, which

rather resembles the Punjab in possessing an excellent system
of canal irrigation, it is interesting to note that the two improved

iSb
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American varieties, namely Sind Siidhai’ and 4F-98, wliieli

have found favour with the cultivators, are selections from the

Punjab cottons 289F and 4F. Sind Suclliar has a staple of

full I*' and is suitable for spinning up to 36’s counts, while 4F-98

with a staple of about 29/32'" is good for sj)inning 3(fs yarns.

The area under their (jultivation has already increased to over

3 lakhs of acres, whit h represents nearly one-third of thetcdal

area under cotton in 1939-40. The improved type from th(‘

Sind desi cotton is known as Sind N.R. ;
which is grown ovei-

an area of nearly 2J lakhs of acres. It is noteworthy that

the Sind desi cotton has a rough feel, which jnakes it specially

suitable for mixing with wool for the manufacture of coarse

woollens. Recent work at the Technological Laboratory has

shewn that this rough feel is directly related to the wax: content

of the cotton, which, in its turn, is related to fibre diameter.

The special im])(>rtance of Sind lies in the possibility of

growing long stapled cottons, possessing a staple of IJ', in the

lands fed by the Sukkur Barrage. As will bo shown later, oiu'

need for such cottons is very great, and unless it is satisfied

from within the (jountry, we have to import Egyptian and
East African cottons. A short while ago 3 varieties, namely,
Sind Sea Island, Boss TTI and Ashmouni, were evolved which
gave promise of fulfilling this need, but though they were faii ly

satisfactory in respect of staple length and spinning performance,
they failed on account of low yields, and their production after

reaching a maximum of about 1,500 bales, dwindled to an
insignificant amount. The Indian Central Cotton Committee has
once again embarked upon a breeding scheme for the ju’oduction

in Sind of long stajiled cottons, whi(4i should spin u]> to 60 ’s

counts and give a yield of at least 6 maunds of seed cotton
per acre. Let us hope that this time these efforts will he
crowned w*itlj success.

Both Sind and the Punjab have made remarkable progiess
in the past hnv years in the production of American tyj)es.

In the Punjab nearly 55% and in Sind nearly 70% of the total

area under cotton is at i)resent under tln^se cottons. Good
as this progn^ss undoubtedly is, thoT O is room for further improve-
inent, as the demand for staple cottons in India exceeds the
supply. With large tracts in Central India, Central Provinces,

Rajputana and Giijerat where short staple cottons are grown
in abundant quantities, it is desirable that more of the canal

irrigated areas in the Punjab and Sind should be diverted to

the cultivation of staple cottons. The chief imj)edim(mts in

the w^ay of their ext ension in certain areas are their comparatively
low^ yields and ginning percentage, and it is necessary that
future work should be concentrated on the improvement of
these characters, while the length and fineness of the staple

are not allowed to suffer a setback.
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Tlie second province contiguous to the Punjab, namely
U.P., is remarkable in so far as no great progi ess has so far been
made in the cultivation of staple or even improved varieties, the
area under such cottons being only about 35,000 acres out of
a total of nearly 5 lakhs of acres. Tliis is all the more surprising

as the number of cotton mills in the province has increased

from 18 to 29 during the last 20 years. Many of these mills

draw their supplies of staple cottons fiom the Punjab, while
the Province itself imports large quantities of finci’ goods from
otitside. It is, therefore, desirable that the cultivation of staple

cottons should be extended in the l\ovinco, so that they may
satisfy bulk of its requirements. It is gratifying to note in

t his connection that the Indian Central Cotton Committee is

financing a sc^heme for the develo]>ment of improveil varieties

in the Province and that two varieties, namely Pers(^-American
and C520, have given promising results.

In the past a good deal of work has been done in U.P.

in discovering methods for eradicating the ])uik bolhwnrm,
w^hi(‘h sometimes exacted a heavy toll. It was found that

iieat treatment of the seeds before (mltivation was quite effective,

but this method could not be applied on a province-wide scale

as an appreciable fraction of the seed-cotton never found its

w ay to the ginneries, where it was proposed to instal the heaters.

Thus, the practical results of this prolonged investigation have
been insignificant. It is just as well to remember, in this

connection, that if this method had been adoj^texi all over the

Province, it might have benefited some of the growers but it

would have resulted in increasing the available supply of

short-stapled (jottons of which there is already a surplus in the

country.

The Central Provinces, whi(;h I shall consider next, afford

an example of what can be achieved by well-directed research

on the one hand and well-advised legislation on the other in a

short space of time. A few years ago practically the whole of

the Province was under the short-stapled roseum cottons whose
cultivation was in fact encouraged, at the expense of the longer

Bani and Hinghanghat types, by the Japanese merchants who
w^anted cheap cotton for tlieir mixings. The development of

the Verurn types, which have a staple of about and are suitable

for spinning up to 24/30 7s counts and their cultivation over an
area of nearly 2,25,000 acres, have brought much higher monetary
returns to the cultivators

; while work is now in progress to

evolve further selections from Verum, Bani, Buri, Lone 8tar,

etc., which should be superior in respect of fibre properties and
field characters.

The reputation of the C.P. cottons was marred for a long

time by the malpractice of watering which was practised in

the pressing factories. Recent wwk at the Technological

Laboratory has shown that while cotton pressed in a uniform
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though fairly high humidity will retain its strength and spinning
value for a long time, lotialized watering, as is bound to result

from the above-mentioned malpractice, causes rapid dis-

colouration and loss of strength. This is Ibund to be i)rimai ily

due to the action of cellulose-desti*oying fungi and biictei ia.

which multiply rapidly in the wet i)atches, even if the bale is

subsequently stored in a dry atmosphere. Strenuous efforts by
}Uopaganda were made to lessen th(^ evil

;
nevertheless, it pi?rsist ed

until the C.P. Government }>assed a legislation making it a

criminal offence, when it disappeareil as at the movement of

a magician’s wand. Such wise legislation often proves a valuables

aid in t he j)ro])er utilization of results of scientific research.

I shall now consider the j)rovin(*e of Bombay which has
the distinction of having the largest number of cotton mills

among all the provinces of India. This province affords a
example of a specific problem being solved by r(‘search, which
has conferred considerable benefit u]>on the cailtivators. The
problem was the extreme susce})tibility to wilt of Dhar war 1

which was superior in fibre properties and ginning perc(‘utag(^

to the local Kumpta cotton grown in the Southern Marhatta
country. It was solved by crossing Dharwar I with Dharwar IT

which, though inferior in staple, had sliowm high resistance

to wilt. From the ])rog(‘ny, a strain was ])roduc(xl which com-
bined the good characters of the two parents. It was named
Jayawant (victorious), and is now being cultivated over 8| lakhs

of acres. The work on wilt resistance has been continued,
and a special technique has been developed at Poona which
weeds out all but the completely immune plants from an infected

population. Another notable success in this province has been
Jarila cotton, which possesses a fine staple of IS/JG*" and is

suitable for spinning up to 20/24’s counts. It is ra])idl3^ replacing
the Banilla cotton in Khandesh, and is now grown over an
area of 70,000 acres. Another improved variety of the province,

namely 1027 A.L.F., which is grown mainly south of Nerbudda
river over an area of nearly lakhs of acres, has been the subject

of a long and unfinished controversy between it and another
cotton known as lA Long Boll. While Surat 1027 A.L.F.
possesses a whiter, silkier and somewhat longer fibre, lA Long
Boll is })opular with some growers on account of its higher
ginning percentage, and is also said to gain in value owing
to its association with 1027 A.L.F. A happy solution of this

difficulty would be the production of a variety which should

combine the good characters of both the cottons, but unfor-

tunately it has not been possible so far to evolve such a type,

and in the meantime all efforts to have a large one variety

tract are jeopardized every few years. Another area for

which a suitable variety remains to be evolvwl is the Bijapur
tract, where the rainfall is uncertain and where an attempt
is being made to devivse suitable dry farming methods for the
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cultivation of a cotton which would give the best monetary
return to the growers.

From the industrial province of Bombay I shall pass on
to the premier Indian State, Hyderabad, wbicJi was the home
of one of the finest indigenous cottons, namely Oaorani or

Bani, On account of its low gimiing percentage, however, it

vsteadily lost ground to the shorter but high ginning neglectnms.

The work for evolving an improved strain for this large and
important tract was begun about 10 years ago, and as a result

Oaorani 6 has been developed which is now grown over* an area of

nearly 2,42,000 acres. Further selections are being made from this

cotton whi(*h should be oven better in respec;t; of 8ta[)le length

and spinning performance, while a selection from the local

American varieties, known as Parbhani-American has been
developed for Aurangabad district. In addition a scheme is

in progress for improving the Kumpta Cotton grown in Raich iir

district.

This brings mo to the province of Madras, the homo of

the soft Cambodia and the naturally coloured Cocxinadas, One
of the major problems in this province has been to find an effective

check or remedy against the cotton stem v^eevil known as

pampheres, which in a bad season may kill 25% of the plants

in a field. After many years of work it has been found that

neither pliysiological appioadi nor biological control provides

sufficient ])rotection against the ravages of this insect, and that

the only hop(^ lies in evolving a strain which would not allow

the insect to complete its life-cycle inside the stem. Accordingly,

work on theses lines is now in progiess at Coimbatore. It may
bo mentioned here that the improved variety of Cambodia,
known as Co. 2, is now grown on an area of more than 2 lakhs

of acres. Very recently a cross has boon made between it and
the Uganda Cotton, which possesses a fine staj)le over an inch

long; and if this cross proves a success on the cultivator’s fields,

it will be a great help in satisfying India’s requirements of long

staple cottons.

The cocanadas cotton of this province is in demand on
account of its natural colour which varies from creamy to

brownish-red. Recently, a scheme has be(ui sanctioned by the
Indian Central Cotton Committee with Hie object of improving
the yield and ginning percentage of this cotton while preserving

at the same time its distinctive colour,

T have so far described briefly the salient features of the
work on improvement in quality of (jotton done in the major
cotton growing provinces. Time does not permit me to consider

in any detail the good work done in Baroda, Mysore, Indore,

Gwalior, Rajpipla and other States. In Baroda the cultivation

of 1027 A.L.F. and B.D. 8 has made good progress, while in

Mysore an American variety named Mysore-American is grown
on an area of about 10,000 acres. Rajjiipla has, by wise logis-
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latioii, reserved the whole of its cotton area of over lakhs

of acres for the cultivation of 1027 A.L.F., while promising

strains of Malvi are being tested at Indore for cultivation in

Central India and the adjoining States.

I shall now consider two avenues of improvement which
have been opened up very recently and which may lead to

unexpected developments on an all-India basis. The first is the
crossing of the Indian and the American cottons which had
hitherto yielded sterile strains owing to the difference in the

chromosome numbers of the two types of cottons. It now
appears that it is possible to induce fertility by the apphcation
of colchicine to growing buds and tips of shoots, and work
along these lines is now under way at Surat, while the cytological

study of the hybrids is being carried out at Indore. The second
avenue is the study of the effect on quality, earliness, yield, etc.,

of cotton of vernalization of its seed. Vernalization has already
given surprising results in the case of wheat, mustard, tomatoes,
etc., and some preliminary experiments carried c)ut at Almora
indicate the possibility that the quality and field behaviour
of cotton may also be modified by it. These experiments are

as yet in such an early stage that I am not in a })()sition to say
anything definite on the subject, but even if it is found, on
further trials, that vernalization does not modify the properties
of the fibre, it may radically affect the earliness of the crop
and thereby provide a useful weapon for areas in which early

frost or late rains affect adversely the yield or quality of the
(TOp. It is, therefore, highly desirable that this new avenue
of progress should be thoroughly explored at more than one
centre of cotton research.

So far I have considered mainly the work on the improve-
luent in quality of cotton completed or in progress in different

})arts of India. In addition, a groat deal of work has been carried

otit, under the ssgis of the Indian Central Cotton Committee
and the Provincial and State Agricultural Departments on the
agronomical side, including the study of such factors as manures
and fertilizers, seed-rate, amount and frequency of irrigation,

date of sowing, rotation Avith other crops, cultivation on ridges

and flat, etc. Many of these facd-oivs, it has been found, do not
affect appreciably the spinning performance and fibre-properties

except fibre-maturity which is influenced by irrigation and
type and quantity of manure, but they do influence, more or

fess, the stand in the field and the yield per acre and, therefore,

the net return to the cultivator. In most cases the results

of those investigations have been published in tlie form of

memoirs and scientific papers, and are available to those who
can read, understand and profit by them. The general standard
of literacy in our country is extremely low, and there is an
unfortunate tendency on the part of tlie educated men, even
those belonging to the agricultural classes, to prefer a career
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of service in a town to a farmer’s life in the open country. In

short, those who can read do not till the land, and those who
till the land cannot read. Consequently, the results of many
of these investigations and researches remain a closed book

to the cultivators. It is, therefore, essential, that the results

of these investigations, so far as they are Ukely to improve the

farmer’s income, must be put across to them. A bt^ginning

has been made in this direction by organizing agricultural

exhibitions, demonstrations and the so-called ‘ projects ’ in which

a series of improvements are embodied, but considering the

enormous size of the country, the extreme povert y and ignorance

of the masses, the strong hold of tradition u])on the population,

those measures need to be intensified and adopted on a much
larger scale. Furthermore, the Provincial Coveriunents should

come to an arrangement with the cultivators by whi(*h experi-

mental plots of a fair size are cultivated by them (tlu' cultivators)

according to the instructions, or if necessary under the dirtn l

supervision, of the officers of the AgiicultuTal Departments.

These instructions should contain the quintessence of all those

results of agronomical investigathms which the Departments
believe, after carefiil analysis, will benefit the glowers, and
in order to inspire confidence they should declare tjieir willing-

ness to make good any loss incurred by a cultivator who
follow^s these instructions as against him who employs traditional

methods. In this way tlu^ results of agricultural research

will be taken right into the hearths and homes of the cultivators,

but in order that this method may prove really useful, it is neces-

sary that hundreds of such experimental plots should bo scat-

tered all over the country.

The question of better methods of cultivation is closely

connected with the supply of pure seed of improved varieties

in adequate quantities. In the preceding survey I have men-
tioned the names and the chief characteristics of a number of

improved varieties of cotton which have been evolved for culti-

vation in different parts of India. It is, however, a significant

fact that so far only 29 per cent of the total area under cotton

has been brought under these improved varieties, while the
remaining 71 per cent is still under tyj)es which cannot be regarded
entirely satisfactory from every point of view. It is true that
improved varieties, superior to the local cottons, are not availabk^

for every tract, but in several cases their extension is held uj)

owing to the inadequacy of seed multiplication and distributiS^i

arrangements. These arrangements, if made for largo areas,

must cost a fair amount of money, but this money is well spent

,

as it ensures higher monetary return to the cultivator and a

regular supply of better cottons to the industrialist. There
has been a tendency in the past to debit the total or partial

cost of seed distribution schemes to research. This does not,

appear to be quite correct, as the role of research is completed
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when an improved variety has been evolved and siiccessivo

trials have shown it to be capable of giving better results than

the local cotton. In my opinion the Provincial Governments
should then come forward and take over tlu^ seed distributio}i

work and extend it to cover the artMis where the improved
variety can be grown successfully. In this way tliey will helji

pure research by liberating the finances now spent upon theses

schemes from the central funds, and will do a good turn both

to the cultivators and the industrialists.

This brings me to a consideiation of some of the industrial

asj)ects of cotton. It is well known that India is the second

largest (motion growing country in the world, her annual croj>

of about 6 million bales being second only to the American
crop. But if we take into account the number of spindles

and looms, India occupies fifth place among the countries ot

the world, which at once brings out her industi'ial backwardness
in respect of one of her principal cash crops. This backwardness
manifests itself princijially in two consequences which are nol

unrelated to oiu^ another. In the fiist p]ac(^ India impoits

a part ot her home requirements in textiles from fonugn countries,

chiefly from Japan and Great Britain. Only 30 years ago

these imports were very heav}', amounting to nearly 70% of

her total requirement s
;
but as India’s textile industry developcKl,

their volume diminished until now they amount to barely 12%
of her consumj)tion in normal times. This development of the

Indian textile industry has enabled the mills to use increasingly

larger quantities of Indian cottons, but oven so the factory

and extra-factory consumption of these cottons in India is

only about fi0% of the annual crop, leaving a balan(*e of about

40% or nearly 2 million bales for which it is necessary to find

’export markets. The countries which provide these' markets
often demand concessions in return, which take the shape of

our agieeing to buy a certain quantity of textile goods from them.
It is clear, therefore, that the best way out of this invidious

position, which makes India internally weak and externall}^

dependent upon others, is to develop her textile industry to

such a pitch that it should be able to use a very large proportion

of her cotton crop^ This can be done in three ways, namely,
{a) by increasing the home consumption and satisfying it entirely

from home-made goods, (6) by developing a foreign market,

especially in the Eastern hemisphere, and (c) by altering the

character of the Indian (u-op in such a manner that it fits in

more closely than at y)resent witli our industrial requirements.

I shall now consider these three aspects briefly.

India has the largest home market in the wwld wuth the

possible exception of China. But though this market is quanti-

tatively large, the consumption per capita is small, being only

15 yards per annum. I give below a table showing the con-

sumption of cotton textiles per head per annum in various
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countries, from which it will be seen that India occupies a very

low position, in this respect, among the civilized countries of

the world, and that the consumption per head even in Cuba,
Gold Coast , West Indies, Malaya, etc., is greater than in India.

Table T.

Consumption of cotton piecegoods—yards per head (1936).

Country.
Yards

per head.
Coimtry.

Yards
per head.

SwoUen 38 Malaya . . 22
Argentina 38 West Indies 22
Denmark 34 Gold Coast 20
Norway . . 33 Cuba 20
New Zealand 30 Egypt . . 18
Canada . . .

. I

28 Columbia 18
Australia . . 27 \’enezuela 1 17

South Africa 23 Dutch East Indies 11-5

S. Rhodesia 21 Ceylon 11-5

Ireland 17 Nigeria . . 8

Greece 10 French West Africa .

.

8

India and Burma . .
* 15

It is, therefore, necessary that the consum})tiou per head
of (cotton textiles should be im^reased in all possible ways, so

tljat the Indian mills may be able to consimie larger quantities

of Indian cottons. It might be possible ^to achieve this end by
]>ropagaiida and a gradual intjrease in the standard of living

;

but these are slow measures, while the problem is urgent
and demands a quick solution, such as reduction in the

fuic<^ of textile goods wliu^h would enable the masses to buy
jnoT‘0 cloth. For this piu'pose it would be nocessary to keep the
costs of production as low as possible compatible with satisfactory

quality of goods and the capacity of mills to make reasonable
profits. A fieT'ce controversy has raged on tliis point, botli

caj)ital and labour accusing one another of imposing avoidable

burdens on the shoulders of the consuming classes. Such
controversy is unprofitable and benefits nobody in the long
run, as the woild economic forces are faf stronger than the
interests of any special class. The whole question should be
viewed dispassionately in the wider interests of the country
as a whole, and wherever it is found that the overhead charges,

agency commission, cost of administration, middleman’s profit,

etc., are excessive, they should be curtailed, while if it is found
that the wages per unit of production are high as (compared
with the competing coiintTies, tbe efficiency of labour must
be raised by a suitable amount. Furthermore, the Indian
mills operate under a handicap of import duties on textile

machinery, stores, dyes, auxiliaries, etc., and though the\y ai'e
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protected against foreign competition by import duties on
(loth, it would certainly help them to reduce their costs of

ju oduction, if the machinery, stores, etc., could bo manufactured
in the country. The raw materials, iron, timber, mineral, etc.,

required in their manufacture are available for the most part,

and it is necessary that they should bo diverted to the manufac-
ture of goods which would help the existing industries rather than
that all these materials should go in the making of goods which
aie only end products. Finally, full advantage should be taken
oi technical advance and schemes of rationalization to re^duco

costs of production, wherever possible.

I shall now say a few words regarding the development
ot India’s foreign markets in piecegoods as an aid to greater

consumption of her cottons. 1 have mentioned above that
in the middle ages India exported large and valuable quantities

of textile goods to foreign lands. As late as 1815 the value

of the piecegoods exported to England alone amounted to

£1,300,000, wliich in those days was (juite a large sum. After

the death knell of the hand spinning and the hand weaving
industry had been soundexl and India had established a it^xtile

industry on the modern mechanical lines, she dovclopid a fairly

good export trade in cotton yarn and piecegoods, principally

\\ith China. In 1909 slie exj>ortod 227 million poiuids of the

former and 94 million yards of the latter. At that time Japan
(Altered the market as a povewfiil competitor, and with her

better organization, closer collaboration between the banks
and the textile and shif>ping industries and assistance from the

State practically drove India out of this market. If the Indian
mills are to use larger quantities of Indian cot t ons, it is necessary

Miat they should be able to export a reasonable^ proportion of

fheir piecegoods to foreign countries, especially in tlie Indian
littoral. It is interesting to recall in this conikm tion that the

Oov<Tmnent of India trade mission which visited Egypt, Iran,

Iraq, East Africa, etc., in 1927-28 came to the conclusion tliat

the Indian mills sliould be able to secure additional markets
to the extent of 100 million yards for their piecegoods in these

(nuntries. Actually, the ox|)ort market, instead of exjianding,

had .shrunk until recently wlien Japan’s entanglonumt in (diina

and the bloody storm now^ raging in Eurojie once again o|)ened

those markets for us. While every one here would d(^plore

the tc^rrible loss of life and p?‘oj)erty which is now going on in

Eurispe and China, we should, at the saTiie time, make every

effort to develop our export trade and find outlets for tlu^ j>ioce-

goods that can be manufactured from our cottons. In this

connection it has been suggested that an ex})ort oTgamzation,

representative of all the intersts com^erned, should bo set up
by the collaboration of the Government, the trade and the

industry. This is an excellent suggestion and should bo put

into effect as early as possible. Furthermore, I should like
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to conn tiend two suggestions wliicL may either bo incorporated in

the above-mentioned suggestion or considered independently.

In the first place observers should be sent to the various potential

markets with instnudions to study closely and in great detail

the requirements of eadi market in quality and type of piece-

goods and yarn and report tluan to the authorities at lioim^

so that the goods, manufactured according to these specifications

may easily find favour with the consumirng classes. Secondl}^

sonu^ sor t of organization, in th(^ form of a Testing House or

Board of Inspecdion, should be set up to ensure that the goods

exported to tlu^se countries are of uniforndy good qualit}',

so that the markets once captured are not only letained but

strengthened for the future.

T shall now say a few words regarding the third })oinl,

namely the attainment of a better equilibrium than that w}uc:ii

exists at present between India’s (jotton crop and her industrial

requirements. It lias been states:! above that India's total

output of cotton is nearly 6 milhon bales. But this crop, largc^

as it is, is lojisided in so far as it contains a surplus of shoi t

and medium stapled cottons and a deficiency of comparatively

longer t,yj)(?s. Spurred by tlie demands of the market and
competition from other countries, the Indian cotton mills have
exhibited a strong tenden(\y in the past few years to spin in-

creasingly large quantities of the finer counts for which long

staple cottons are required. This will be seen from the following

table which gives the distribution of (jounts spun in Indian mills

since 1930.

If we divide this period into two halves, it will be noticed

that whereas the production of counts l-lO's in the second
quinquenuimn is practically the same as in the first, that ot

counts 11-20's shows an increase of 15%, that of counts 21-30’.s

an increase of 9% that of (ounts 31~40’8 an increase of 90%,
while the production of yarns above 40's registers an increase

of 116%. During approximately the same period the production
of cottons possessing a staple length of

J'' and above increased

from 26% of the tot al crop in the quinquennium 1928-33, to 32%
in the quinquenuimn 1933-38 registering an increase of only

6%. These figures bring out, in a striking manner, the

wide gap which exists between India's requirements and hei'

production of long stax)led types, which has to be filled

up by importing, in normal times, about half a million bales of

foreign cottons. In order to remove, or at least to reduce^

this disparit-y, it is necessary that on the one hand more and
more long stapled types should be grown wherever their culti-

vation can bo made an economic proposition, and on the other

hand every effort should be made to increase the consumption
of our surx)lus of short and medium stapled cottons. The former
object might be achieved by making provision for the sui>})ly

of seed of improved varieties in larger quantities and for areas
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in which the soil and climatic conditions are favourable. In

this connection it is well to remember that sometimos short

staple cottons may fetch abnormally high prices owing to their

demands for s})ecial ])urposes, such as the manufacture of

ammunition. However, these transient considerations should

not be allowed to influence unduly the broad lines of policy w inch

should be guided by a comprehensive and long range viow of

industrial requii'emcuts

.

The consumption of short and medium stapled cottons

in the Indian mills might be stimulattKi by imposing a protective

duty upon im]>oits of foreign cottons provided the duty on
piecegoods and yarn im})orted into India is also increased by
an equivalent amount. The (onsumption of short and malium
stapled t.yp(^s might also be iiuToased by finding new and iKjn-

textile uses for them. It is said that in the U.8.A. nearly *10%
of the total cotton crop is used in industries other than those

dealing with the manufactm-o of cloths. Now, it is true that

industrially we are far behind U.S.A,, but we are at least on
the threshold of industrialization, and the future holds good
promise for us. Therefore, if at this stage, we boar in mind
the problem of our surplus cottons and find new outlets foi*

them, we might be able to consume quite a largo amount in

these new^ industries, I give below a list of some of the uses to

which cotton may be put in this manner. This list is by no

moans exhaustive, and it w^ould be possible to add to it by further

examination and reflection, but it will be noticed that even
in its present form it contains quite a large number of items
which are wcjII Avert li a trial.

List,

1. Rayon manufacture.
2. Road making.
3. Bagging for cotton bales.

4. Sugar bagging.
5. Pneumatic tyres.

6. Car manufacture.
7. Aviation and Aeroplanes.
8. Sheep coats.

9. Wrapping meat for export.

10. Absorbent cotton.

1 1. For machinery bearings.

12. Imitation leather trunks.

13. Canvas shoes.

14. Substitute for wall paper.

16.

Canvas boats and canoes.

16. Hosiery goods.
17. Cheap carpets.

18. Type-writer ribbons.

19. Fishing nets.

20. Pipes for conducting acids and
corrosive liquids.

21. Veneer wall coverings.
22. Linoleum and oilcloth.

23. Cotton belts and belting.

24. Filter cloth for milk, oil and
sugar factories.

25. Pyroxylin coated fabrics.

26. Golf club shafts.

27. Covering for tobacco plants.
28. Covering for dried fniits in tlie

curing process.

29. Lining for irrigation canals
and terrace outlet ditches.

30. Valves for oil valve drilling

equipment.
31. Housing material for electric

vibrators.
32. Rubber proofed garments.
33. Cotton bags for cement.
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The quantity of cotton roquiiecl would naturally dill'er

for the difi’erent items included in this list, being fairly large

for some and quite small for the others. Thus, it is estimated
that each motor car takes up about 70 lbs. of cotton for its

upholstery, cushions, tyres, etc., while the quantity requiTod

in the manufacture of typewriter ribbons is quite small. But
it must be remembered that in this matter every little (consump-

tion helps, and that the cumulative effect of all the items

can be quite large. It is gratifying to note in this connection

that experiments have already been started at the Technological

Laboratory to explore the possibility of using cotton fabrics

in road constrmotion and for the preparation of bale coverings

and sugar bags. While these experiments are in progress,

attempts will also be made to explore other uses of cotton,

which may tend to increase its total consumption in India or

help in building up new industrial enterprises. It must, however,
be remembered, in this connection, that in several cases th(^

technical aspec^t of the problem is fairly (dear, but economic
considerations or lack of adequate industrial utilization stand
in the way of more cotton being diverted to newer channels.

Thus, very recently, when the price of jute went up, a number
of Indian cotton mills, both in the North and in the South,
started manufacturing cotton hessian cloth, which was used
for covering cotton bales. It was reiK)rted to possess several

points in its favour, but before tlie whole problem could be
investigated, the price of jute fell, and the cotton hessian cloth

was driven out of the market. In this connection we must
also remember that our problem is much more complicated
than that of U.S.A. or Egypt, and that if we take an all-India

view, as we must, we should pay due attention to the relative

(Claims of all the Indian fibres in preparing our programme of

action.

Gentlemen, 1 have now completed my survi^y of Indian

cottons, and will now^ turn to another very important Indian

fibre, namely jute.

Jute

Unlike cotton, Avhich is grown over the length and breadth

of India, the cultivation of jute is restricted to the eastern

provinces of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Assam. This is not

the only point of difierence; there are others which are equally

interesting. Thus, whereas India provides only about 20

per cent of the world supply of cotton, she enjoys a virtual

monopoly of jute, since the efforts to grow^ this fibre in other

countries have not so far proved very successful with the excep-

tion of Formosa, where Japan has succeeded in raising a crop

of about 30,000 tons or 165,000 bales. Again, while India uses

up for her own needs nearly 60 per cent of her cotton crop, her

requirement of jute goods is covered by 14 per cent of the total
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cr op of about 8-10 inillioii bales, the rouiainiag 80 cent being

(ixpoTt(xl to Ibreign countries in the form of raw fibre or jute

goods. Tlius, jute provides a set of distinctive problems, and I

shall now consider some of them.
Though jute is one of the most important of India’s fibres,

a[)parently no systematic work was undertaken on it until

1006 when the Government of Bengal inaugurated a Fibre

Section in the Dc^partment of Agriculture. Since then some
valuable work has been done, especially on the agricultural

side, and I understand that the Government of Bengal intend

to issue a detailed review of this work. Since 1937 the work
on jut-e has been brought under the direction of the Indian Central

Jute Gmimittee, which is a representative body set up by the
(Central Government and charged with the task of (1) under-
taking agricultural, tec9ino)ogical and economic research,

(2) making arrangenumts for the production, testing and distri-

bution of improv^ed seed, and (3) devising methods for better

crnp forecasting.

I shall first consider the work done, or in progress, on the
agricultural side. One of the most important problems in this

field is to increase the yield of fibre per a(;ro so that the cultivator

may get a higher monetary return for his labour or* alternatively

some of the 3 million acres now under jute may be released

^vithout redu(*ing the present size of the crop. The yield of fibre

])er acre depends upon several facUois, chief among them being

(a) height of the plant, (b) fibre (content of the plant, (c) resistance

to diseases and pests, and (d) density of plant poj>uJation. It is

satisfactory to note that investigations have been started at the
Agricultural Research Laboratorie^s of the Indian Central Jute
( -ommittee at Dacca with a view to studying the influence of
these factors and their dependence upon heredity, environment
and cultural treatment. Several improvtxl varieties, such as

D. 154, D. 386, Fanduk and Kakya Bombai are being grown on
agricudtural farms in different parts of Bengal and Assam, and
the produce is examined in great detail. A new method has
l)een developeti for estimating the fibre content of a plant by
a microscopic examination of a slice of its stem. This method
obviates a difficulty which had been encountered so far, namely,
wffien the fibre content of a plant was estimated, measurements
(iould not be continued on the rate of increase of its height.

Furthermore, a thorough study is being made of the develop-
]nent of fibres in the plant and the arrangement of cells in each
fibre in order to understand the fundamental relationships

between quality, inheritance and environment. It has been
observed that the development of the fibre comes to an end
with the close of the growth phase which leads to the conclu-

sion that the harvesting of jute may well synchronize with this

phenomenon. It has further been noticed that the fibres on
l lie outer parts of the stem or near the lower portion of the
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plant have longer and wider mesh, which corresponds to coarse

(|uality, while those near tlie top of the plant or lying inside

the stem have a finer texrture.

The question of yield of fibre per acre is intimately con-
iiectod with that of the resistance offered by the plant to the
incidence of disease and the attack by pests. In this respect

jute is much more fortunate than cotton, as it is subject to

only two serious diseases, namely, (a) Stern -rot, and (b) Chlorosis;

while only throe insects, namely jute-somilooper, the hairy cater-

jiillar and the indigo caterpillar cause apjireciable depredation.

Work is now in progress with a view to evolving varieties

whicli offer better resistances to the^ above-mentioned diseases,

or to discover cultural treatments which, by giving greater

health and vigour to the plant, enable it to fight the disease

more successfully. It has been found that the variety known
as Tosha is more resistant to stem-rot than Deshi, while the
application of niti'ogenous fertilizer's in combination with either

potash or phosphate fertilizers reduces the incidence of the

ilisease. It is interesting to note, in this connection, that as

against stern-rot, the application of nitrogenous fertilizers

increased the incidence of the secjond disease mentioned above,
namely, chlorosis, which seems to bo confined to Deshi plants.

It is thus clear that a satisfardoi’y cultural treatment remains
to be worked out, which should helj) the plant in fighting both
diseases, or at least should reduce the incidence of one disease

without increasing that of the other. Furthermore, much
more work is necessary in order to evolve varieties which
should be naturally more resistant to attack from either of these

two diseases, as cultural treatments are not always within the

economic reach of the poor cultivators.

• This brings me to th(^ question of improvement in quality
of jute, which can also be studied simultaneously with the

development of disease-resisting varieties. Nearly 80 per cent

of the jute produced in India is consumed in the manufacture
of very coarse fabrics, sudi as gunny bags, sand bags, sacking

cloth, etc., which are used for the transj)ort and storage of other

materials; and it is reasonable to suppose that it will continue

to be used for such purpose until a cheaper and equally serviceable

substitute has been found. But the remaining 20 per (^ent

is used for the manufacture of finer goods, such as carpets,

canvas, furnishing materials for curtains and upholstery, union

tabrics, etc.
; and attempts are being made to extend these uses

of jute. It is for this class of goods that better qualities of

jute, possessing a longer, cleaner and more pliable fibre are

required, and work has already been started at Dacca and
other farms with a view to evolving such varieties. A very

large number of selections have been made, and their field

behaviour, yield per acre, resistance to disease and pests, etc.,

are under observation. Furthermore, technological tests are

19
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being carried out at. Calcutta on the more promising of these

varieties, so that the final selection may be made on the basis

of field characters as veil as spinning tests. In this connection

it is necessary to disentangle the effect of variety from environ-

ment, as the same variety may give widely different results

when grown under different conditions of soil and ( limate.

Furthermore, as in tlie manufacture of finer goods, such as

furnishing materials, it may he ru^ccssary to give scouring and
bleaching treat numts, which partially remove the cementing
substances between the ultimate fibres, it is suggested that

along with spinning tests on tlnsse improved varieties, funda-
mental investigations should also he undertaken on the length,

diameter, etci., of tht^ ultimate fibres of these varieties, as the

strengt.h and durability of the fabrics would depend, to some
extent, xijion these characters.

The question of improving the quality of fibre is also related

to the process of steeping, strij>ping and washing, which are

performed by tho cultivators before jute is ready for baling.

Sometimes these processes are carried out in a manner which
has deleterious effects on the quality of the fibres; for example,
sods of earth are used for weighing dovm the stack, which causes

discolouration ,
or the fibre is w^eakened by over -ret ting* Further-

more, the presence of mineral salts in the water, which may
vary in type and amount from place to place, may have some
effect upon the strength ofthe fibre. It is necessary that all thes(‘

points should be investigated, so that the botanical efforts at

improvement in quality are not vitiated by staining or wo liken-

ing of the fil)res during the retting process.

I will now say a few vwds on the industrial and technological

aspects of work on jute. The Indian jute mills situated along
the bank of Ganges take up about 65% of the jute jwoduced
in India, while the remainder 35% is exported to different

countries. Tliesc mills manufacture mostly heavy goods such
as hessian cloth

,
sacking cloth

,
hags, citc., of which nearly a m illion

tons arc also exported out of the coiiniry. The finer varieties

of goods such as furniwshing materials, carpet-backing, rugs,

mats, imitation tapestry, wtjbbing, etc., are mostly prepared
in foreign countries out of the jute imported from India, and
some ofthem are exjtorted hack to this country and sold at a goofl

profit. Even in the case ofheavy goods made in India the pereen-

tage ratio of the price of manufactured goods 1o that of raw jute

has varied from 132 to 166; while in the case of the finer qualities

this ratio must he much higher. It shows that while we must
make every effort to conserve our foreign markets in hessian,

bags, etc.; we must also strike out in new direc^tions and start

manufacturing and exporting the finer qualities so that greater

income is secured to the country. It is gi-atifying to note in

this connection that Indian Central Jute Committee has already
accepted this view in principle, and has sanctioned expenditure

19B
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for an cxt(?nsion of tJieir Technological Laboratories at Calcutta

and installation of inachineiy for sjhuning fine counts of yarn

I'roni jute. This is a step in the right direction; but in order

to be iidly fdTe(^live, it shoidd be supplemented by the installation

of a few looms and machinery for carrying out investigations

on the scouring, softening, bleaching and dyeing of jute goods,

so that (^omf)lete investigations may be undertaken on the

manufacture hi India of finer qualities of jute fabrics. Tf it

is done, it will helj) in laying the foundation of new jute manu-
facturing industries in this country.

In the case of heavy jute goods the problem of rot -[^rooting

has recently come into great prominence. Millions of sand
bags, made out of hessian cloth, are being used for protection

against explosive and incendiary bombs
;
and it has been noticed

that in some cases these bags rot away in a few months. Tiiis

probitun lias been tackled by several uojkers, and it has been
found that rotting might be due eitlua- to the action of bacteria

and fungi in a dain]> climate or to the action of surdight in a
relatively dry veathei-. 8o far as rotting is brought about
by the action of bactesia and fungi, jute is not more susceptible

than other fibres sm h as flax, cotton, etc.; but it loses strength

mucli ]nore rajiidly than the (hher fibres under the action of

sunlight. It has lietui found that a certain amount of protection

against micuc^-organismal infection is afforded by treating the
material with metallii* soaps or with salts of naphthenic acid;

while the best protection against the action of sunlight is given
by a cutch -chrome t r(‘atment . It would indeed be very desirable

if othei', more effective and cheaper, treatments were discovered,

which would ]>rolong the life of jute goods. Research is also

needed in order to render these goods, when required, fire-proof

ifnd damp-proof. The necessity for these researclK\s is indicated
by the fact that efforts are now being made to find new uses

for jute, including wall cov^ering and reinforcement for roofing

materials, where tlie acquisition of these })io[)erties would ln‘

very desirable.

In view of the fact that most countries do not grow any
jute, while they have to use liessian cloth for the transport

and storage of their goods siuh as coffee, sugar, cotton, grains.

Hour, etc., efforts are being made in several places to grow fibres

which could be used as substitutes for jute. These efforts

have not proved very successful so far, as fibres like RoselU
in East Indies, Urena Lohata in Belgian Congo, hibisc2is fibrr

in Brazil, etc., have neither proved equally serviceable nor suitable

for certain ( ommodities like cocoa, ground tin, ground manganese,
etc. But it is very necessary to w^atcli these efforts with doej)

interest, as agricniltural development in the production of any
of these fibres, or technological development in improving
their properties, might easily bring about a crisis in the lives

of millions of people engaged in the cultivation, marketing and
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iiumut’aciure of jute. Fiuthcnnore, it is desirable that a satis-

factory equilibrium should be maintained in the price of jute,

so that wliile the farmer gets a good return for his labours, the
}>rice is not so higli as to tempt the rival or substitute materials
to capture a part of the jute market. It may be mentioned,
as an illustration, that in 1925 when the price of jute soared
up to £60 per ton, the cement companies started using paper
bags, and it is estimated that tlie jut(^ I rade lost ]>ermanently to

t he extent of 1 5 million bags per annum. In recent years both t he
area under jute (uiltivation as well as tlie prodiuitive capacity

of the jute mills have shown distinct signs of exceeding the

world demand, and several sdiemcvs liave been put. forward

for restricting either one or the other. It is necessary tliat

th(?se scliemes should be examined dispassionately and scienti-

fically so as to evolve a line of policy whicli should safeguard

the interests o both agriculture and industry.

('oru

From the wat(‘r-subiiicrged tields <jf Bengal 1 must now
t urn to the suini}^ South where th(‘ tall, slim and swaying palms

lend so much beauty and char)n to the landscape. These trees

not only provide c*opra which is exported in large quantities,

but also the coir fibre which is used extensively in the manu-
facture of ropes, chords, mats, carpets, etc. Tlie coir fibre in-

dustry resembles the jute industry inasmucli as it is concentrated

in certain well defined tracts of Iralia; but unlike both cotton

and jute, it has remaint‘(l very largely a cottage or village industry

up t;0 the present day. It would, therefore, be instructive

and interesting to consider som(‘ of the aspects of an industry,

which, at least in India, has not yoi enlisted the aid of large

scale power-driven macdiinery in any of its piocesscis.

It is rather difficult to give an exai^t figure for the area

under cultivation of the coiioauut palm in India. One ostimato

puts it at million a(ax\s, which represents about 20 j)or cent

of the total area under tin’s palm in the world, made up cliiefly

by large areas in the Dutch East Indies, Philippine Islands and
(Ceylon. Tlie average yield in India has been estimated to be

about 5 cwt. of fibre from an acre of plantation, giWng a total

yield of about 300,000 tons of fibre. Some of it is exported

t o foreign countries in the raw state, but a good deal of raw
fibre is also imported from Ceylon. The indigenous as well

as the importtxl fibre is converted into a number of useful

articles such as ropes, cords, bristles, mats, brushes, mops,

etc., and large quantities of these manufactured goods, amounting
to some 650,000 cwt., are exported eacli year from the country.

It would certainly be interesting to make an enquiry as to why,
in the face of such abundant supplies in India itself, raw fibre

ia imported from Ceylon; whether it is due to economic reasons
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such as the low 2>rice of the Coylouese niatorial or it is duo to

some special t>pe wliich they ari^ ahh^ to grow in tlie Emerald
Isle, and whetlioj' tliosc^ factors (ainnot hi) countered so as to

make India soif>snfiicicnt in respect of t li is fibre.

One of the most important jnohlems facing this industry

is that of retting which iiK'hides soaking, steeping, beating,

drying, etc., in order to obtain the fibre from tlie husk. The
details of the method followed by the (ailtivators and artisans

differ from one area to anothta*. In some places sea water,

brought by tlie tidal action in long channels with narrow openings,

is used, while in others fresh water is em])loycd in tanks or

jxmds and cliangixl by manual labour. Tlu^ method of keeping

the nuts submeiged in water, tli(^ di'jith of the channels, tanks oi‘

ponds, the nature of salts present in the water, the frequency of

changing t he w^ater, etc., also differ from place to place. But in all

this variety one iactor remains more or less constant; it is the
duration of steeping, which extends from about 8 to 10 months.
It is indeed fortunate that the coir fibre offers very good resistance

to tlie destructive action of water and bacteria, otherwise il

may be imagiiUKl that such prolonged soaking in water, wdiich

is not always clean, wxiuld r^u(*e it to tiny and useless shreds.

Even so, it is not certain that the strength, elast icity and colour of

the fibre do not alw ays detiaiorate as a result of such long contact

with water. It is in the direidion of reducing the time of retting

that a thorough investigation is urgently netxled, which, besides

improving the quality of the fibre, should also have the economi-
cally valuable effect of jiartially liberating labour from their

long vigil over the channels, tanks and ponds in which cocoanuts
are placed for retting. In order to appreciate this point, it

is necessary to uiuhxstand the mechanism of the jirocess of

retting. Some work has been done on this problem and it

has been found that the separation of fibres is brought about
by the act ion of certain mi(*i*o-organisms which are present in the

husk itself. These bacteria disintegiato the gummy substam^es,

which are distributed more or less uniformly in the pithy material

between th(^ fibr(\s and w'^hich help to bind them together. The
water in which tlu? nuts are soaked for sevi^ral months provides

the necessary conditions for the growth of these baederia, while

the change of water at regular intervals helps to remove tlu^

products of their action which otherwise might joison thtmi.

These bacteria operate best at a certain range of tem])eraturo,

and if the temjierature is allowed to fall below the lower limit,

their activity is greatly reduced. They also remove the super-

fluous oxygen from the water, which, if allowed to accumulate,

causes reddening of the fibre due to oxidation of tannin matter.

Thus, if the bacteria are removed by too frequent cdianges of

water, or their activity is reduced by low temperatures prevailing

for long periods of time, the reddening of the fibres wall take
place, which may detract from their market value. Similarly,
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ifthe bacteria do not, for any reason, finish their job of completely

disintegrating the gummy substances, the pithy material will

r emain adhering to the fibres, which will not fetch a good price.

Tliese are not hypothetical suppositions, but conclusions drawn
from actual observations, as is si)own by the fact that in an
analysis of a large number of coir yarns carried out at the

Technological Laboiai-ory, the percentage of pith in soaked
sainples was found to vary from 0*1% to about 4%, while for the

unsoaked samples it was much higher, rising to about 45% in

some cases. Similarly, the colour of the yarns varied from
pale cream to (Tim son, and the moisture content and the tensile

strength also showed enormous variation. The variations are

niidoubtedly, t o a large extent, due to tlio crude, unscfiontific and
lime-absorbing methods of netting, whi(*h are followed by the

cultivators and manufacturers. It is, tlieiefore, very necessary

that the whole problem sliould be studied from the ])ra(‘4ical

point of view so that greater uniformity, at a high h'vel ol

quality, may be a(liievcHl in the raw product. But more
particularly it is mTCSsary that this investigation should be

aimed towards T‘edu(an.g the total time requii wl for completing

the separation of fibres without impairing their quality. This
may bo achi(ivod eit h(T by artificially raising the temperature
of tlio water so as to increase the activity of the bacteria

during day and night, or by emj)loying a bacterio-chemical

treatment in which the process begun by the bacteria

naturally existing in the husk is completed by chemicals
which may remove the gummy substances. But which-
ever method is tried it. should bo quick and cheap, as

expensive metliods whicli have been WT)rk(xl out, are outside

the means of the poor farmers. Thus, a Dutch scientist

has evolved a process in which the fibres are separated by
digesting the crushed husks in a largo kicT in suitable liquors,

but the plant before the war cost over Rs.5 lakhs. Such ex-

pensive methods, however efficient, are not wdthin the means
of the Indian farmers or jnerchants, and hence the necessity

of keeping in vitnv the cost- of the treatment.

Another important question which is closely related to

the retting treatment, is the determination of the degree of
ripeness of the nut at which the husking and retting treatments

should be started. The gencTal prachioe is to remove the
nuts from the trees wliile they are still soinewhat unripe and
start the above-mentioned operations soon after\vards without
storing the nuts for any length of time. The labourers, who climb

the trees to remove the nuts, are, it is reported, steadily decreasing

in numbers owing to the risky nature ofthe job and the attract ion

of more lucrative and safer employments. Consequently,
if retting treatments can be devised wdiich are capable of giving

the same quality of fibre from ripe nuts wdiich automatically
fall on the ground, this problem would be solved in a satisfactory
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way, and a groat deal of labour would be released for other

work on the fields. Some work has been attempted in this

direction, but it is necessary that it should bo tackled in a
thorough manner.

The problems relating to coir fibre are not c'onfined to the
agricultural side, but ex:tend to the possibility of manufacturing
many new products from this material in addition to those
which are already being made. It has been mentioned above
that this fibre possesses excellent resistance to water and bacterial

attack. It is, however, very brittle and j)ossessos a harsh feel,

which ordinarily makes it unsuitable for the manufacture of
any but the coarsest materials. This is probably due to the
extremely small size of its ultimate fibres, which measure
0*4-1 mm. in length and 12-24 microns in diameter, and are
probably the shortest fibres in the vegetable kingdom. If,

however, the fibre can be softened and rendered more elastic

by a chemical treatment without iinpairing its good resistance

to water and bacterial attack, it would be suitable for making
numerous articles, either singly or in combination with other
fibres such as jute, hemp, agave, etc., especially those which
are required to stand against the action of water or damp weather.

Its use for such articles and also for carpets and rugs would
be extended if the bleaching and dyeing of the fibre could also

be studied exhaustively, so that it may be possible to produce
attractive effects in the articles manufactured from it. It is

in my opinion the duty of the Governments of Madras, Mysore,
Travancore, Coc^hin, etc., to promote co-ordinated scientific

investigations on these lines in the laboratories of their Univer-
sities and technical institutions.

m

Conclusions

Gentlemen, I had originally intended to devote a part

of my address to the consideration of other Indian fibres, espe-

cially wool, silk and sunn-hemp, and the possible effects of the

development of synthetic fibres on our natural fibres, but I

have already exceeded the limit normally allowed to the President

of a Section for his address, and I must therefore postpone con-

sideration of these important fibres to some other time and
occasion. I must, however, say a few words regarding the

competition offered by the synthetic fibres, as I believe that

their development holds vast potentialities of affecting the

lives of millions of people engaged in the cultivation, marketing

and manufacturing of natural fibres in India. This development

has been so remarkable that it may well be regarded as one of

great romances of modern applied science. In the short span
of 30 years, the production of rayon or artificial silk, which is

only one of the synthetic fibres, has increased to about 1 million

tons or nearly 10 per cent of the total world production of fibres
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of all kinds. There is every reason to believe that this develop-

ment will continue at an undiminished rate, especially in countries

like Japan, Germany and Italy wliich are deficient in some?

of the natural fibres and which before^ the war* j)T'oduced nearly

75 per ccuit cf the world’s output of layon. In addition to

rayon, which comprises both the viscose and acetate art -silk,

numerous otliei synthetic fibres such as lanital, ladofil, fibramina,

vistra, cisalfa, vinyarn, nylon, c'.tc., liave bc^eri placed in the

market, and arc^ being used singly or in union with other

fibres for the manufacduro of textile goods. The extent to

which we, wlio grow natural fibres in such abundance, have
become addictcKl to theur use may be gauged by the? fact that

before the war we were hujunting rayon goods worth R8.2

croros per annum. We may, theiefore, cmquiro into the causes

of this compelling popnlaT-ity, which seems to carry everything

before it. These are bric^fly thn^dbld. In the first phme therc^

is the strong desire on the fiart of certain highly indust lialized

countries to utilize fidly Iheir natural resources, so that vhile

they conserve their exchange' and profit by t-heir exports during

peace-time, they also att ain a measure of economic self-sufficiency

in the matter of their vital supplies in the event of war or general

blockade. This consideration is especially import ant to countries

who unfortunately believe in resorting to war as a means of

solving thoii* political or economic problems. Secondly, the

physical and chemical properties of these synthetic fibres can
be modified quickly, over a wide range, by suitable alteration

in the chemical treatment or adjustment in a mechanical process.

This feature endows them with much greater elasticity and variety

of use than that ])ossessed by the natural fibres. Thus, while
it may require painstaking resear(.*h lasting over several years

to increase the staple length of a variety of cotton by |th of an
inch, the mean length of the staple fibre, which competes with

cotton, can be varied at will from to 3", or even longer, by a
quick adjustment of the cutting knife. Similarly, the fineness,

lustre, colour, strength, etc., of these fibres can be varied ovei-

a wide range, w hich gives them great advantage over the natural

fibres where any change, however small, is bound to be slow.

Thirdly, the space required for putting u]) a factory, which
will produce vast quantities of synthetic fibre, is quite small

compared to the vast areas necessary for the cultivation of
natural fibres, and this consideration is especially important
to over-populated and congested countries. Thus, a factory

has been recently put up on acres of land which is capable

of turning out 1 6 tons of finished rayon yarn per day. Assuming
300 working days in the year and taking tlie average yield of
lint in India as about 100 lbs. per acre, it would require the
production of over 150,000 acres of land to manufacture the

same quantity of yarn in a cotton mill. Hitherto, some limi-

tation was imposed in respect of the area required for the
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production ot these fibres, because ultimately they were derived
from natural products such as timber, reeds, milk, etc., but
with the development of nylon-like fibres, which are made
from coal, water and nitrogen (from the air) even these limitations

have disaj)peared, and it would now be possible to turn out

vast quantities of synt hetic textile fibres from a factory occupying
a few acres of land, which may stop cultivation of natural fibres

over several lakhs of acres, j)liinging the poor farmers into the

abyss of poverty and distress. Thus, the potential danger
from these synthetic fibres to our natural fibres is very real,

and it may become extiemely grave if proper and elfectiv<‘

steps are not taken in time. Several remedies have been
suggested for meeting the new situation created by the rapid
development of these fibres and their encroachment upon fields

which were hitherto regarded as the legitimate preserves of

the natural fibres. Some of these remedies tend to ignore

the march ol’ time by denying the necessity or postponing

the inauguration of any exploratory work in India, while others

seek to take siudter beliind tariff walls and import barriers.

In my humble opinion the former remedies are short-sighted

and unwise, while the latter course can at best be regarded

as a t(^mj)orary palliative. I think we should frankly recognize*

that the s^mthetit; fibre has (^ome to stay, like the steam engim*,

the electric motor, the aeroplane and numerous other scientific

inventions, and that, like them, though it may at first caust*

a certain amount of dislocation in the old order of things, it

must find its proper place in our national economy and industrial

development. Atternjits at suppression or postponement arc

likely to prove as harmful in the long run as uncontrolled im-

portation or unplanned production. It is necessary that we
should survey the whole situation in an objective manner,
take stock of our production of natural fibres of all kinds,

their present and future demand in the home and foreign markets,

their possible new uses and our rc^qnirements in synthetic fibre^s

for the manufacture of union or sjieclal fabric s and other goods.

This data should be considered by a body of men re}>resenting

all interests, wlio should recommend suitable measures foj

harmonizing the undoubtedly powerful claims C)f our natural

fibres with the controlled development of synthetics fibres in

the country.

I will now bring this address to a close with a story frou)

old Iran. It is said that when the great Persian poc^t and
moralist, Sa’adi, visited Ispahan for the first time, lic^ had but

a few coppers in bis pocket, and the problem which ccmfrontcNl

him was how to feed himself, his mule and his parrot on this

meagre amount. Remembering that the people of Ispahan

were famous for their native intelligence, he decided to consult

the first person he met in the street. This happened to be

a small boy, who, on brung informed of the situation, lookcnl
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at Sa’adi with wonder in his eyes, and said ‘ It is strange that
a grow n-up person like you should not be able to solve such a
3iTn})lo problem. Buy a large and succukMit melon with your few
(joppors, eat the marrow yourself, give tlie husk to your mule
and feed the parrot on its seeds, and your problem is solved*.
Thereupon, the chronicler goes on to say, Sa’adi composed
his tamous verso, ' Oahe bashad he kodak-i-nadan
thank(xl the boj^' and acted on his advice to the complete satis-

taction of himself, mule and ]>arrot. This story has a moral
for us. We are a poor people with many mouths to feed and
with very little in our pockets at present. But a bountiful
Nature has given us raw materials of every kind, minerals,
timbers, fibres, cereals, nuts, seeds, etc., and if wo properly
husband, utilize and develop our resources, we can satisfy the
needs of our millions of inhabitants at a decent standard of
living, and make our country rich and strong and respected
by the other nations. All that is necessary is the Will and the
Ability to do ii on our part. Let us then resolve to devote
ourselves to this task, remembering ilje value of scientific

research, which is perennially young and ]>rogressivo, and the
youth of our country who alone < an bring fresh enthusiasm and
new outlook into the solution of our great problems.

Gentlemen, I thank you sincerely for th(^ courtesy and
})atjence with w^hich you have heard this address.
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THE NEED EOR THE EXPANSION OF PHySTOLOGTCAL
AND PHARMACOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN INDIA

* The only duty of Scionco is oxact statement ; its only service, truth.’

—

H. G. Wells,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is Hiy first duty to offer my most sincere thanks to my
colleagues for the groat honour they have done me in asking
rue to preside over the deliberations of the 7th session of the
Physiology Section of the Indian Science Cr)ngress. T am de(^ply

(conscious of the great responsibility I have accepted and also the
limitations of my own ca]>acity to dis(d)arge this resj)onsibility,

but I hope I can count on your kind co-operation and indulgence
to make this session a thorough success.

I would like to dwell Hiis year on the need for the expansion
of physiological and pliarmacological research for the advance-
ment of Medicine in India, as this subject is of paramount
importance to the country at the present moment.

At this juncture, I should not fail to refer, to start with, to

ifto great disastrous World War II that is raging at present.

We all fervently ])ray for and anxiously look forward to the
success of Britain in this greatest war known in History. The
salvation of India and our fortunes are entirely bound up with
British victory. With British victory and success for Democracy,
a new World order is inevitable and it is certain that India,

affected by that order, will come to its own politically, industri-

ally, and economically. It is but right that, wo, as scnentists,

should strive and see that India, in this now order, comes to its

own scientifically as well.

Notable and admirable work has been done and is being

fione in this country in the domains of j)hysics, cliemistry, and
natural science, and we all feel proud of the discoveries made by
our greatest scientists like Sir C. V. Raman, Acliarya Sir P. C.

Ray, the late Sir J. C. Bose and others who have won inter-

national fame and recognition. Can we boast of the same in

the field of Medicine and its basic subjects Pliysiology and Phar-

macology with the single exception of Col. Sir R. N. Chopra
who has done admirable work in the field of Pharmacology ?

( 299 )
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Without any reflection on the achievements of the past and
present brilliant workers who have been able to do creditable

work in the above fields with limited resources and equipment.

I may state and I am sure you will all agrc^e with mo wliou I sa;\

that the work carricxl out so far iul lie fields of physiology, jfliai -

macology, and medicine in this country is infinitesimal com|>arod

with the vast volume of rc^seairh work that lias boon and is being

turned out in the western (*ouiitries. Presiding over the 17th

session of the All-Tndia Medical Conference in December 1940,

Dr. K. kS. Kay said, 'The original contribution which the Indian

Medi(‘al Profession has so far boon able to make in the domain
of Mexlicine is very meagre and in consequence the ostifuation

in which our profi^ssion is held outsider India is not very liigh.*

It is high t ime ti)at nays and means are devised in various ])arts

of our country for the advancement of medicine and its basic

subjects and for turning out a greater volunn*, of lesoarch work.

India should have to its cnxlit certain outstanding discoveries

and should make an indelible mark in the fields of physiology
,

pharmacology, and scientific medic ine, to have its ynoper jflace

in the comity of nations.

Physiology and Medicine in Ancient India.

In a country like India udth its ancient traditions and
civilization, one has to refer to the past> liistory of these sciences

and estimate how far our present-day knowledge is based on the
ancient conceptions and how far progress has been achievwl in

this country to keep abreast of the times.

The beginnings of Indian Physiology and Medicine ain^

shrouded in mythology, philosophy, and vedic literatme. Tlu^

ancient Aryans claimed to have derivixl their knowledge froin

the Gods through direct revelation and it was the practice in

Ancient India for persons who were learmxl and vere able to

disseminate knowUxlge of any kind to claim desceiidency from
Gods or claim kinship to tlie holy sages of Vedic times in ord(M-

to command samlity or authority. The peoj>le also were ready
to invest such persons with sanctity and authority.

Whatever the legendary origin may be, the first })i()poundoi*

of the ancient physiology and medicine in India after the Vedic
period appears to have been Dhanvantari who transmittixl his

knowledge to his disciple Sushriita who lived about fifth centui'y

B.C. and who created a science from the confused materials of

Vedic origin. The Sushruta Samhita, referred to in Indian

Medical literature, was a later compilation based on the original

work of Sushruta by Naga Arjuna in the fourth or second century
B.C. In south India, Agastya, who livexi about the sixth or

seventh century B.C. and who is said to have derived his know-
ledge from Sago Vasishta, is venerated as the first teadior of

science and literature to the primitive Dravidian tribes and as th(^
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founder of the 8iddha system of Medicine. Some say Siddha is

only an offshoot of Ayurveda. (3iaraka Samhita compiled by
Sage Charaka about the second (;entury A.D. is said to be a
I'ovision of a treatise on Medicine composed by Agnivesa, a
disciple of Sage Piinarvasu oi* Atreya. This work is valued for

its therapeutical poition and also for its chapters on subjects

like destiny, soul, mind, logic, dreams, etc. Later compilations

in the succeeding ages down to the sixteenth century A.D. were
only commentaries or treatises based on the original works of

Sushruta and Charaka. They wore: (1) Ashtangahridaya-
Samhita by Vagbhata in 625 A.D., (2) Nidana by Sayana,

(3) Chakradatta-Sangraha by Ohakrapani-datta, and (4) Bhava-
prakasha by Bhavamisra in 1550 A.D.

Just as other nations in the world are proud of the achieve-

ments of their ancestors and their ancient traditions and litera-

ture, so are wo of our own traditions and the achievements of
our ancestors. We should certainly have the greatest admira-
tion and respect for what our ancient sages or philosophers

recorded in this land by their own initiative, acute observation,

speculation, and imagination as regards the normal working
of the human body, tlie diseases it is prone to, and the thera-

peutic measures, about 2,500 years ago when there was supposed
to be bankruptcy of thought in many parts of the world, at an
age when ordinary knowledge of inorganic sciences was non-
existent, and at an age when there was absolute ignorance of

the microsco])ic structure and the chemistry of the tissues and
organs of the body. These amuent records are said to have
had a profound intluence on the origin and growth of the later

Arabic and Egyptian Medicine and through them on the later

Greek and Roman Medicine wiiich has been the progenitor of

Modern Medicine. But we cannot live, progress, and compete
with the other nations of the world on only traditions and glories

of the |)ast. We must progress in scientific t houglits and correlate

our ideas of animal physiology with the rapid advances in our

knowledge of physics and cliemistry and apply tlie now ideas

for the advan(;omont of Medicine and Pharmacology. Science

is international. Established knowledge and lindings must be

accepted and built upon. Our present and future research must
he based on the scientific knowdodge obtainable at the present

day.

It w as very unfortunate that the ancient works of Sushruta

and Charaka were regarded by the succeeding generations in

India as of divine origin and therefore bejmnd the criticism of

man. There was no attempt at research, at experimental

investigation of the dogmatic and empirical statements of the

ancient philosophers. There was no addition or modification

of the original views but only repetition of the ancient doctrines

in a more elaborate form by the later compilers like Vagbhata,

Sayana, Bhavamisra, and others. In other words, there has
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boon stagnation and decadence of thought as logards the know-
ledge of the working of tlic human body and consequently in its

application to Medicine during the last twenty centuries. The
chequered history of Tndia, religious scruples, and royal edicts

prohibiting the study of practical Anatomy wore also contri-

butory causes for this decadence.

With the introchiction of scientific medicine in India by the

British, the indigenous system of mcxlicine and its basi(i knov\ -

ledge of the human body which did not conform to the scientific

knowledge prevalent then in the West was severely loft alone iji

its primitive form to be practised by its own advocates who had no
knowledge of modern sciences. This led to the perpetuation

of the ancient doctrines by hereditary Vaidyans and Hakims
who gathered popularity b}^ otOfering cheap treatment quite

empirical in its nature, not only amongst the ignorant masses
who form 90% of the ])opulation but also amongst the so-called

educated who have had no scientific training and who look upon
the western medicinal preparations as something foreign and not

suitable to their constitutions. To make matters worse, com-
mentators who claim to have studied western medical scionc<t

have done the greatest liarm by fostering a gross misconcepi ion

among the Vaidyans and the credulous public that all essentials

of modern physiology and medicine were described long ago in

Ayurveda, that our ancient medical scriptures contain incon-

trovertible truths which will hold good for all time, that all

recent discoveries in Physiology were already known to our
ancients, and that the ‘tridhatu* theory of Ayurveda can bo
ex[:)lained in terms of hormones and autonomic chemical mecha-
nism recently dicovertxl in the West. Yet others say that

Ayurveda is a blending of jdiysiology, metaphysics, philosopliy,

and psychology and can never be explained by modern material

scientists, and tliat the Ayurvtxlic; [)hysiology begins just whoie

the orthodox cellular physiology of western medicine ends.

These interpret ations and assertions are more theorizations

without the slightest support by any sort of experimental rosea, rc li

work. By these assertions a strong public opinion has beeji

created in the country that Ayurveda is a perfect science and
needs no modification or recasting. The public after all arc^

more led away by the cheap treatment and the cures offixded

by the use of indigenous drugs, some of which are, no doubt ,

efficacious when administered judiciously, than by the scientific

basis of Ayurvedic medicine. This strong public opinion has
in recent years developed into a public agitation and clamom*
in different parts of the country for the encouragement of the
indigenous systems of medicine, for the opening up of a large

number of Ayurvedic dispensaries, and even for the conversion
of the present Ayurvedic schools or schools of Indian medicine
run by the Government or private Managing Bodies into Colleges.

If this ancient medical literature is left in the hands of iinBoion-
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tific speculators and obscurantists without any effective contjol
or criticism by authoritative bodies, scientific associations, etc.,

there can never be any progress in Indian Medicine and its basic
subjects.

India and possibly China, I believe, are the only countries
in the world where an ancient system o'f medicine based on
primitive unscientific conceptions and without any modifica-
tion is still being practised and supported by the public side

by side with modern scientific medicine. It is high time that
ways and means are sought by scientific men and bodies and
particularly by such an influential and authoritative orgaiuza-
tion as the Indian Science Congress Association to convince the
public and the Managing Bodies of the true position of Ayurvtxla
and establish Indian Medicine on a scientific basis. Acharya
Sir P. C. Ray in his address on tht^ Pounder’s Day of the Calcutta
Medical College on the 20th Pebruary 1940 said: ‘We must now
look forward and judge where we stand in the present world
which is based on scientific civilization. Although I have
referred to Ayurveda, I should say that the policy of passing
off the indigenous systems of medicine as scientific systems
of medicine after putting a veneer of modern sciences like

Physiology and Anatomy on them, does not seem to me to be
the correct course. The policy should rather be to accept the
western scientific system of medicine as the nucleus round which
the tested knowledge derived from the indigenous systems of
medicine may be gathered. All our knowledge should be accu-
mulatexi on scientific lines.’ These are most fitting words
expressed by an eminent Indian Scientist that should provoke
thought in all those who encourage and advocate the teaching
of the indigenous systems of medicine. I am glad to find that
the Medical Practitioner

y

a monthly medical journal of Madras,
has started criticizing rightly the establishment of schools and
dispensaries of the unBcientific indigenous sj^stems of medic^ine

and quotes the above words of Sir P. C. Ray in supj)ort.

A good deal of money and energy is now being spent by
the Managing Bodies of the schools set up for teaching the in-

digenous systems of medicine at Madras, Delhi, Jhansi, Calcutta

and other places in India. If only these funds and efforts could
be diverted to make these institutions centres of research,

centres for pooling all literature, recorded and unrecorded, about,

the indigenous systems of medicine and about indigenous drugs,

centres for the examination, without prejudice, of such accumu-
lated literature in the light of modern scientific knowledge by
competent men, and centres for the scientific investigation of

the indigenous drugs and for the standardization of those proved
efficacious, will it not conduce towards the evolution of one
scientific system of medicine and one pharmacopoeia in India 1

Will not such a procedure impress the public that a serious

attempt is being made to investigate the ancient medical
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literature of the land and to adopt such portions of it as are scienti-

fically proved correct and useful and will it not allay the present

cJauiour for the perpetuation of an antiquated system ? Will

not such an evolution pave the way for the real advancement of

scientific medicine in India and for India to secui e a proper place

in the scientific world ?

As far as the basic physiological knowledge of tlie indigenous

system is concerned, with due respect, to our ancient philosophers,

it, should be considered as only ancient history and should form

a part of the History of Oriental Medicfine. The ‘tridhatu

theory’ of Ayurveda, in my opinion, is based on a very primi-

tive conception of life. All objects, animate and inanimate,

wore considered to be formed of five components (pancha

bhutas), the earth, water, fire, air, and ether, in various propor-

tions. In the animate the bhutas are said to bo in the form of

blood, flesh, bones, fat, and marrow. These bhutas are said

to be influenced by three forces or tridhatus, vayu, pitta, and
kaj)]ia or sleshma. When those forces are disturbed they

])e(;ome ‘doslias’ and cause disease.

'The Upanishads tell us that vayu (air), the universal store

of energy and the vital force (prana) are identical.’ 'In the

j)h3^sical world it is known as vayu (air), and in the living world
as prana (vital force).* The so-called vital force, which was
also introduced in tlio physiology of the West in order to ex:plain

unimderstood physiological phenomena, has to a large extent

been exploded only (luring the past half a century by the

advanced knowledge of physical cliomistry ami application of the

laws of osmosis, imbibition, adsoi ption, ionisation, electi’ic poten-

tials, etc. Our ancients living 2,000 years ago wore not in a
position to explain the nature of this vital force and so con-

ceived of vayu (air) which enters the body endowed with energy

as one of the forces which 'radiates and (jourses through the

organs in constant currents and determines the origin, growth,
movements, and disintegration of all animated organisms’.

Having had no knowledge of fermentation and bacterial action,

the primary field of actifm of vayu was considered, according
to Sushruta, to bo the intestinal tract and the rectum. The
vayu was classified into five different types according to the
location in the body. ‘According to the Dravidian conception,

all movements sucli as locomotion, laughing, yawning, vomiting,
etc., were said to be duo to 14 different gases.’ Advocates of

Ayurveda and commentators have interpreted that the term
' vayu ’ was intended to mean not only gas or air but also to mean
nerve force and to comprehend all the phenomena associated with
the activity of the central nervous system and the autonomic
nervous system. But there is no mention of ‘brain’ or ‘sj)inal

cord’ in Sushruta Samhita to warrant such an interpretation.

In later books ‘chakras* (whirl-winds), which have been trans-
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lated as norve-plexiises, are described as the sources of local

force>s or energy, in various parts of the body including the skull.

The two other terms, 'pitta’ and 'kapha’ were originally

used, I believe, to indicate 'bile’ and ‘{)hlogm’. The ancients,

ignorant of their oi-igin, thought that pittarn (bile) occupied an
area between the stomach and the intestine and that kapha
occupied the stomach, the chest, the throat, the head and the
joints. They thought that these fluids by permeating all ovei*

the body and by mutual interaction accounted for all other

changes in the body such as digestion, absorption of ‘rasa’

(juice from food), excretion of impure matter in the form of

urine and faeces, production of heat, and supply of watery
elements to keep the system cool, kapha overcoming the effects

of pitta and thus contributing to the welfare of the body. Com-
mentators assert that those terms were used in the ancient

scriptures with a double meaning, that they not only meant bile

and phlegm but also the forces of katabolism (pitta) and ana-

bolism (kapha), and that they also represent the various hor-

mones discovoied in recent years.

A(K3ording to Sushruta, heart was considered to bo the seat

of cognition (buddhi sthanam) and of emotion. Its action is

supposed to be kept up by a special type of pitta (Sadhak pitta).

When a man goes to sleep, his heart was considered to be in a

state of constriction and unconsciousness and when he wakes
up the heart unfolds like the lotus flower. These statements

show there was absolute ignorance about the circulation of blood
and the action of the heart as a [)ump and yet the advocates of

Ayurveda say that our ancients knew all about the circulation

of the blood.

• There is no mention of pulse in Sushruta or Charaka. The
knowledge of pulse is said to \iave been derived from the ancient

Chinese and developed during the post-Buddhistic period.

According to Ayurveda, pulse (nadi) has been interpreted as the

result of a harmonious action of the tridhatus and any derange-

ment of one or all the throe dhatus is said to be indicated by the

nature of the impingement of the pulse-wave on each of the three

or all the three fingers used in feeling the pulse at the wrist.

The pulsation felt by the fingers was compared to the gait of a

peacock, swan, tortoise, frog, snake, etc., and interpreted for

diagnosing the disorder. Thus it will be seen that the whole

knowledge of pulse is not based on ideas of the phj^siology of

the cardio-vascular system but on sheer observation and ex-

perience and association of the variation of rate and force of

the pulse with the derangement of the tridhatus.

I have dwelt at some length on these ancient conceptions

just to indicate their untenability in the light of modern know-
ledge. Public opinion is not satisfied by a sweeping remark
that Ayurveda is antiquated and unscientific. More elaborate

analysis and periodical publications by scientific men and
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associations are necessary to (jonvinco the public of the un-
tenability of the doctrines contained in Ayurveda. This is all

the more necessary now because some persons trained in western
medicine have started broadcasting that ‘the “tridhatu theory”
goes many steps beyond the cell of the western cellular theory’,

‘the tridhatu physiology of Ayurveda begins j ust where the ortho-

dox cellular physiology of western medicine ends/ and that ‘the

tendency of modern western physiology appears to be towards
a more rational concept of a humoral theory, modified though
it may be, from the oldest and most famous ayurvedic concept \

Apparently, the modern discoveries regarding the influence of
various hormones in the body and the (jhemical transmission
of impulses arising in the autonomic nervous system are inter-

preted in support of the old ayurvedic humoral theory. There
cannot be a greatei' travesty of truth. By such interpretations,

they are only trying to put new wine into old bottles and put
on labels which never existed and whicli wore never thought
of by the ancients. These interpreters do not realize that the
two guiding princi])les in physiology, the integi'ative action of
the circulatory system and that of the nervous system, were not
understood in anciemt India and that physiology is Ijorn of an
exact knowledge of Anatomy and a correct application of the
experimental method. The old tridhatu theory, with the best
interpretation possible according to modern concepts, falls far

short of the present-day knowledge. If we are to j)rogress, we
must take, therefore, the piesent-day scientific knowledge as
the basis and ])roceed turther as no less a person than Sir P. C.

Ray pointed out.

Mooerk Physiologv.

Modern Physiology in the West ent(u ed on its new phase only
in the seventeenth century with the discov(^ry of circulation of
blood by William Harvey the real foundei* of Expeiimental
Physiology, in 1628. It can be said that in the seventeenth
century ‘one si epix^d froju the ancient into the modern world'.

The introduction of the microscope evolved by Galileo Galilei

(1564-1642), Kepler (1571-1630), Huygens (1629-95), and the
application of the new sciences of physics, chemistry, and
mathematics le^i to the elucidation of physiologi(;al problems and
a new light was thrown on the physiology of circulation, respira-

tion, digestion, glands and muscles of the body by Malpighi (1661),

Richard Lower (1669), Robert Boyle (1660) who was the first to
extract blood gases, Robert Hooke (1667), Sylvius (1663) who
emphasized the importance of chemical conceptions in Physiology,
de Graaf (1671), William Croone (1664), and a host of other
workers. It was unfortunate, owing to lack of contact with
the w^estern world, these western scientific developments during
this centtiry did not affect our ancient ayurvedic humoral theories
and there was no stepping into the modern world.

20B
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In tli0 eighteenth century, the knowledge of cardio-vascular

physiology was further increased the contributions made
by John Floyer (1707-10), Stephen Halos (1677-1761), Von
HaUor (1708-77), John Hunter (1728-93), Williaiii Hunter
(1718-83), and Hewson (1774). The digestive action of the
gastric juice was first demonstrated by Rene do Roaumer (1762)

by experimenting on his pot kite. A revolution in the physiology
and chemistry of respiration was brought about by the out-

standing discoveries of Joseph Blac^k (1754), Lavoisier (1743-94),

Scheelo (1771), and Priestley (1771). The beginnings of meta-
bohc studies, of iieuro-muscular physiology, and of electro-

physiology wer(» all in tliis century. With all these develop-
ments, the knowledge of jrhysiology at the beginning of the
nineteenth century was meagr-e. The following extracts from a
summary of physiology published by F. Magendie in 1825 show
i low" meagre the knowledge w as. 'We are ignorant of the chemical
(‘hanges which the aliments undergo in the stomach. There
may be fermentation and putrefaction. The bile assists in

digestion in a vei*y useful manner but ttu^ mode in wLich this

is done is unknowm. The chemists do not agree as regards the
manner in w hic^h oxygen produces a change in the colour of the
venous blood. The suggestion that the colouration of the blood
is duo to iron is now' rejected as very doubtful. Legallois

infers t hat the cause of the heart’s aedion is in the spinal marrow.
Urine contains several ])rinci})los which are not found in the
blood and in consequences of this, a (diemi(!al action goe\s on in

the kidney. What changes ocenr in miisrnilar exercise w-e are

completely ignorant of. Several organs such as the thyroid,

the thymus, the spleen, and the suprarenal capsules have been
ealkxl glands. The use of t hose par‘ts is ent ir*ely unknowm.’

In the histor y of the progress of physiology, the nineteenth
contui y was a very eventful one. With tire introduction of the

impi’oved ty [)0 of the compound microscope, the microtome,
t he morcui'ial manometer, the kymograph, the ophthalmoscope,

the stethoscope, rapid advance in the science took place and
it is said that physiology progressed during this period so rapidly

that more discoveries w^ere often made in a year than had
previously been made in a generation. The advances in the

knowledge of physical chemistry, the discovery of the laws

which govern diffusion, osmosis, and thermo-dynamics, the

investigation of the properties of crystalloids, colloids, and
electrolytes in solution, and the invention of the galvanometer,

all these had profound effects upon the physiological piogress

in this century, Claude Bernard, Carl Ludwig, Weber brothers,

Gaskell and others were responsible for most of the discoveries.

Liebig, Wohler, and Fischer were the pioneers in the field of

biochemistry. Bell, Magendie, Von Muller, Marshall Hall,

Gaskell and Langley and latterly Ferrier, Sherrington, and
Pavlov who made e];>och-making studies in neuro-physiology
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were all master minds in this century. Claude Bernard, apart

from his specific discoveries, did his greatest service to physiology

by pointing out that the free life of the higher animals depencis

on the preservation of the constancy ofthe internal environment,

i.e. the relative constancy of blood sugar, the Ch of blood, the

volume of blood, the temperature, the water content, and the

o^^ygen content of the body. Ho said in 186S :
‘ It is in the study

of these inner organic conditions that direct and true explana-

tions are to be found for the phenomena of life, health, sickness,

and death of the organism.’ Professor Barcroft elaborates

this theme in his recent admirable book styled ‘The Architecture

of Physiological Function’ and concludes that the central nervous

system which presides over all the reactive mechanisms, pre-

serves the constancy of the internal environment and thus

safeguards the harmonious existence of the tissue cells.

During this century, formation of physiological societies

and foundation of journals also helped the progress of physiology.

The first journal of Physiology was founded in France by
Magendie in 1821, in Germany by Muller in 1834, in England by
Foster in 1878, and in the United States in 1898. The Physio-

logical Society of Great Britain was founded in 18^6 and the

first International Pliysiological Congress was hold in 1889 at

Basel.

The foundations of endocrinology were also laid in this

(jentury by Claude Bernard (1848-4>7), Addison, Brown Sequard
(1856-58), Schafer (1894), Baumaim (1895-96), Howell (1898),

Von Mering and Minkows^ (1889).

Biochemical knowledge increased towards tlio end of the
century and ‘biochemists like Sir Gowland Hopkins saw no
reason why further knowledge of the intimate dynamics of

living organisms should leave anything over to be explained.’

With the beginning of the twentieth century, Haldane,
Barcroft, and others urged that modern physiology should be
concerned riot only with function but also with the regulating,

interacting, or integrating mechanisms of the living organism. ‘ By
this method of enquiry chemical changes which seemcxl at one time
to be relatively simple have proved on closer acjquaintance to

be of unexpected complexity.’ For instance, with the discovery

of the phosphorus compounds by the Eggletons in Great Britain

and by Fiske and Subba Rao (an Andhra) in the United States,

there has been, in the words of Prof. A. V. Hill, ‘a revolution

in muscle physiology’. According to Prof. Hill, other unknown
reactions of considerable magnitude are indicated by the changes
in the osmotic pressure. During the last two or three decades,

the enormous importance of catalysts, vitamins, and internal

secretions as activators of chemical change has been realized.

Notwithstanding all these great advances, biochemistry, as

admirably expressed in the address of a Cambridge Zoologist
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(J. Gray), has not given us all we need to know about a jumping
frog.

During the present century so far, the brilliant and epoch-

making findings of Sherrington, Pavlov, Dale, Adrian, Fulton,

and Cannon and more recently the work of Le Gros Clark,

Diisser de Barenne, Eccles, Feldberg, Magoun, Ranson, Rosen-
blueth, and others have enormously increased our knowledge
about the integration of the central nervous system and the
nature of the working of the autonomic nervous system which
controls and directs all processes in maintaining the medium
required by the living cells. The assessment of the role played

by the hypothalamus is a problem of considerable importance

‘

the solution of which is still awaited. Progress is being made
in the clarification and interpretation of electro-physiological

data by Gasser, Erlanger, Bronk, Eccles, O^Connor, Graham,
Lorente do No, and others.

Endocrinology, since the beginning of this century, has

grown so overwhelming that one is bewildered at its mass.

Rapid and steady progress has been made by workers like

Allen, Evans, Hoskins, Robson, Butenandt, Collip, Cushing,

Van Dyke, Hoiissay, Zondek, and a host of others and yet a

good deal of uncertainty exists as regards the exact role played by
t he endocrine organs in the body. The pituitary body weighing
not more than three-quarter gramme is, in Ijord Dawson’s words,
‘ the wonder world of the ductless glands. It presides over the

destinies of ourselves and of our descendants’. The })hysiology

of sex glands and of adrenal cortex, the interglandular relation-

ships, the relation between the vitamins and the endocrine

organs, the relationship between the autonomic nervous system

and the endocrine organs, anti-hormones, etc., all these problems

sj^ill await elucidation and form a rich field for future research.

I hope the advocates of Ayurvedic doctrines in our country

will realize the immense juagnitude of the work carried out

during the past three or four centuries to arrive at the present-

day knovdedge, and the magnitude of the work which still

awaits to be done by the present and future workers to learn

the truth about life and life processes. ‘Nature will not yield

her secrets on demand, nor can discovery be bought’ said Lord
Dawson. Our ancient sages, who no doubt w^ere master-minds

of the vedic and post-vedici times, could not have said the last

word about the life processes and their findings cannot hold

good for all time. In Osier’s wurds ‘Man can do a great deal

by observation and thinking, but witli them alone ho cannot

unravel the mysteries of nature With all the wealth of scien-

tific knowledge on the subject we already possess, our knowledge

of the truth about living processes is still so imperfect that it

requires all the ingenuity of the present and future generations

of mankind, to be imi)roved upon. At the International Phy-
siological Congress held in 1929 at Baltimore, August Krogh

,
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in his presidential addiess, said: ‘The evolution of physiological

truth is the evolution of life itself upon our planet. Ideas are

conceived, facts are elaborated with immense joy and with

infinite labour. A large number die without ever coming to

the light of publication and of those which are published an
appalling proportion sink to the bottom and can only be dug
out as fossils from dusty library shelves. Many succumb in (ion-

troversies vuth other ideas and fiiots and a minority only survive

in the sense they beget new ideas and give rise to the discovery

of new facts. I believe t hat this enormous waste is on the whole

inevitable and bound up inseparably with the difficulties wliich

physiological investigation has to overcome. I look upon con-

troversy especially as one of t he chief ways in which truth is

approached.* These are apt words which depict the true situa-

tion in regard to physiological progress. Increased knowledge
only increases our wonder at the puzzling nature of the living

organism. Nature baffles man at every stage, however ingenious

and intellectual he may evolve to be. So human endeavour

and S})irit of enquiry persist foi* all time to know the truth about

life.

Apart from the gcmeral problems in Physiology which have
an important bearing in the practice of medicine and which still

require elucidation by further research, there are several special

physiological and allied problems afle(‘ting a growing nation

like ourselves and requiring urgent attention and investigation.

These are, to mention a few, the problem of national nutrition,

including the cliemistry, pres(‘rvation, and siq)ply of foodstuffs

and agricailtural research to improve the quality and quantity
of foodstuffs; industrial physiology and medif'ine and methods
of prevention of industrial disease; physiological standards
applicable to India; phaiinacnlogical rosearc‘li with a vi(5w to

substitute indigenous drugs tested and found to be efficvacious

in place of imported drugs and ultimately to establish an Indian

Pharmacopoeia; pharmaceutical and biologic^al industry and
agricultural research for the grovvdh of medicinal plants with a

view to make the country solf-suffi(dent as regards the sup]>ly

of therapeutic agents, vaccines, sera, etc.

NtJTRlTlOI^.

The subject of nutrition deserves the primary attention

not only of each individual to keep up his own well-being and
efficiency but also of the State for the maintenance of the health

and physique of its people. People who are healthy and phy-
sically and mentally strong are an asset to any country. Lack
of nutritious food, apart from other causes, leads to a lack of

capacity for sustained physical and mental effort, to a spirit of

inferiority complex, and to a sense of defeatism. If a nation,

therefore, has to progress and win a proper place in the comity
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of nations either at peace or at war, the efficiency of national

diet should bo ensured by suitable measures by a central orga-

nization. In all progressive countries, research on foodstuffs

and measures to ensure a proper food-supply to tlieir nationals

are found to have the primary claim on the attention of the
State and there is a co-ordinated planning by the specially

appointed Ministries of Food, Health and Agi'iculture to improve
the quality and the quantity of food available to the people.

Both by State organization and by private endowments, an
immense volume of research work is being turned out. Various
available foodstuffs are analyzed to find the nutritive values,

balanced diets are prepared to ensure the right proportion of

proteins, fats, (jarbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals, and
special foods needed by the sick and the infant are made avail-

able.

The problem of nutrition in India has not received as yet

a fraction of the attention it has received in other countries.

The diet, in this country which is largely agricultural consists

mostly of the cereal grown in the particular areas with a few
supplements, the qualit y and the quantity of which vary accord-

ing to the economic condition of the people which in 90% of the

c,asos is far from satisfa(}tory. As a (Mmsequence, malnutrition

and food deficiency diseases are rampant all over the country,

particularly in the rice eating areas.

During the past two dec;ados, very valuable work has, no
doubt, been done in connection with iiutiition and food defi-

ciency diseases, under the auspices of the Indian Research Fund
Assocuation, by several workers at (.V>onoor, Bombay, Calcmtta,

Dacca, and other places, |)articularly at Coonoor on a larger

scale. The incidence of malnutrition and food deficiency

diseases in South India and Bengal has been examined by
McCarrison, Aykroyd, Rajagopal, Krishnan, Wilson, and others;

with a view to estimate the protein, mineral, and vitamin contents,

various foodstuffs have been analyzed by Aykroyd, Swaminathan,
Ranganathan, Sundararajan, Gii'i, Niyogi and his co-workers,

Basil, Guha, Ahmad, De, Wilson, Ghosh, Seshan, Mitra, and
others

;
a series of cheap well-balanced diets are being formulated

by Aykroyd, and his co-workers at Coonoor, and by Niyogi

and his co-workers at Bombay. I need not dwell on the details

of the highly creditable work carried out by the above-mentioned

workers, as they have already been, very ably, summarized by
Col. S. L. Bhatia in ‘The Progress of Science in India during the

past 25 years’, also by Prof. N. M. Basil in his presidential

address at the 26th Session of the Indian Science Congress, and
in the Annual Review of Biochemical and Allied Research in

India, 1940.

There are still several nutritional problems which await

solution and there is a vast scope for organized research to be

done in co-operation with the Public Health and Agricultural
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Departments by a large number of researcli workers for the

improvement of our national diet to suit all classes of people in

this country. The actual requirements of a nutritious diet

suited to a tropical climate yet requires elucidation and the

suitability of all foodstuffs available in the tropics has to be

examined more thoroughly. Devising a completelj?' satisfactory

cheap diet in areas where rice is the staple food is an urgent

and important problem. This problem is now being investi-

gated in great detail by Dr. W. R. Aykroyd and his co-workers.

It is a pity that preservation of the full vitamin Bj and mineral

content of rice in the process of milling has not re(;eived the

attention that is due. It would be a great advantage if suitable

pounding machinery or any other type of machinery could be

devised and introdu(?ed for the production of l ice on a large scale

with almost all its protein, vitamin Bj, and mineral content.

Another practicable and a very useful measure would bo the

production of rice flour from the milled rice on a large scale and
fortifying the same at the source with sufficient vitamin Bj

and calcium, or production of flour from Inisked rice with its

full vitamin content and educating the people to consume such
flour in the form of rice-cakes or rice-])udding8, at least for one
Tneal during the day. This measure could very effectively bo

adopted in the Army for such of those Indian troops who are

rice eaters. It is also possible by progress in Agricidtural

research to introdm^e strains of rice of higher nutritive value.

According to the rejrorts from the Imperial Council of Agricul-

tural Research, this has been attemjded during the last 4 or 5
years and as a result it has been reported that there is a growing
and persistent demand in Assam for improving the paddy seecl.

It is hoped that this demand will spread all over rice-cultivated

areas and the best strains will be available for consuinjrtion.

But the problem of rice diet will not be solved by these
measures alone. Dr. Aykroyd has j)ointed out that even the
best quality of handpound parboiled rice remains deficient in

protein (notwithstanding the high biological value of protein

in rice), in fat, in calcium, in vitamin A, and also in nicotinic

acid and flavine of vitamin B2 complex. These constituents

are considerably reduced by the process of milling, washing,
and discarding the conjee after cooking. Pulses which supply
some of these deficiencies should form an important part of rice

diet, at least 3 ozs. a day, particularly of the vegetarian rice

diet. But the poor man seldom adds this to his diet because of
the prohibitive cost. Here again cultivation of the different

pulses should be developed by agricultural research and educa-
tion of the cultivators and the product should be available to

the poor at a low price.

Milk is a very valuable adjunct to rice diet to supply the
deficiencies. It seems an irony of fate that in a large agricul-

tural country like India, in a country where, according to the
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recent report inade by the Agricultural Marketing Advisor to

the Government of India, there is one-third of world’s cattle,

the milk yield is so very poor that it is not available to the masses

in general for consumption. According to the cattle census

taken in 1935, there are 230 million of cattle in India, of which
only about 65 million cows and she-buffaloes are kept few breed-

ing or production of milk and there is an abundance of ill-fed

cattle. Althoiigli India has as many milch cattle as the whole

of Europe, the piodiiction of milk is only one-fifth of that of

Euroi)c to ser ve a popiilaf ion of about 380 millions. Giving

to the economic conditions of the people in the rural ar eas, the

milk produced there is passed on to the urban areas and there is

nothing left for the villagers’ consumption. Tliis deplorable

state of affairs can, to a large extent, bo remedied by state orga-

nization, veterinary researc;h, and agricultural iinjrrovements

to increase the area of })asture land and fodder for the cattle.

A knowledge of the pr-oblems of animal husbandry should be
made available to the farmers all over, tlie cattle strains should

be gradually improved and by selective breeding the milk yield

should be increased to such an extent that an ordinary villager

is able to secure some milk at a I'casonably low cost. By in-

creasing the milk supply, the malnutr-ition prevalent now would
be redm^ed to a very large extent. A large iiurnber of Govern-
ment and private dairy farms should be (established in various

parts, adulteration and contamination of milk should be jrroven-

ted, and the marketing of rrnlk should be well organized.

Milk ])roducts such as curds, buttei*milk, and ghee are

extensively usc^d in India and form valuable supplements to rice

or wheat diet. It is vewy seldom that one can got really pure

unadulterated ghee from the market. There is no other food-

stuff ’whicih is so deliberately adulterated with impunity in India

ttan ghee. An efficient su])ply of ptir'o ghee can be ensured only

by periodical inspection both at the source and at the retail

shops by the State authorities, by chemical analysis of samjrles

taken at the time of inspection, and by imj)Osit ion of very rsovfwe

penalties on the offenders. Arrangements for* distribution in

hermetically sealed cans to prevent adulteration and (contamina-

tion are also desirable. Biochemists should be of lutp in devising

methods of preparation and st orage of gluce in lai'ge quantities

to prevent early onset of rancidity.

There are several other food-supply ])voblems demanding the

attention of the scientists and marketing organizations. Eggs
form an important source of })rotein8 of high biological value

and of vitamins A, Bx, B2 ,
and D. The prodiutton and supply

of such an important foodstuff has not received the attention

it deserves. It has been estimated that there is annually a

total avoidable loss of eggs worth about Ils.57 lakhs in this

country by inefficient methods of storage in hot weather, lack

of proper transport facilities, breakages and losses on account
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of bad lionsing or no housing of the fowls, and by epidemics

prevalent amongst the fowls. The Government Livestock

DepaTtments should come to the rescue in this matter and
should do extensive propaganda and demonstrate to the people

( OJK^erned the right methods of poultry brt^eding, the selection

of improved varieties of poultry suited to Indian conditions,

and the proper ways of collection, presoi vation, and transport

of eggs. It was reported not long ago that the Baroda State

adopted a sc*heme to train selected candidates and provide

them with sufficient (‘apital to start small poultry farms. In

Bombay an Inspector of the Agricultural Dopartmept has been

recently ajipointed specially to advise villagers on the starting

and working of poultry farms. In South India, poultry farms

have been started only in three or four villages and a Co-ojierative

Egg Production and Marketing Society at one centre. It is

hoped that these measures will be copied all over India.

Fish is another clieap source of animal protein of high

biological value and also a sounio of calcium, pho8])horus, and
iron. In Bengal, Guha, ( -hakravorty, Ghosh, Basu, Gupta,

and other’s, in Madras De, Majumdar, Sundararajan, and Seshan,

and in Bombay Niyogi, Patw ardan, Achai ya, and Chit re have
investigated th(‘- nutritive value ol‘ sevc^r-al varieties of fresh-

Nvater fish and sea fish available in those quarter s and have shown
that they ju’ovide a rich source of jwotein of high biological value

and minerals. They have also found that the liver oils of some
of the varieties of fish were considerably richer in vitamin A
than average cod-livei’ oil. If only fishing industry in India

could be impi’oved and efficient methods of catching fish are

adopted, the yield could be increascxl enormously and fresh

fish could be made available in larger quantities by proper

trans])oi’t aird refrigeration to all classes of people and thus
better nutrition can bo provided for.

Vegetables and fruit are valuable food materials which
require special attention, as they supply important food factors,

particularly vitamins A and C and minerals. Demonstration
fruit and vegetable gardens should be established by the Agri-
cultural Department and improved strains of seeds of vegetable

and fruit plants should be distributed on a large scale and growdh
promoted by the introduction of improved methods of manuring
and cultivation. Private nurseries should be encouraged and
canning of selected strains of fruit at suitable places should be
started. It is gratifying to learn that the existing canning
factories are to be developed by the Government and used for the
manufacture of jam, marmalade, canned tomatoes, dehydrated
potatoes and vegetables.

Malting of cholurn, ragi, ricje, etc., is another industry which
should be encouraged. Malted food would not only be useful

for local consumption by invalids and infants but also for export
to foreign countries if prepared on a large scale. This industry
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has just been stiirted as a cottage industry, with the advice of

the Development Department, in one district in Soutli India

and it is hoped it will spread widely all over India.

Imparting dietary advice to the people in general by the

issue of pamphlets on adequate diets, and arranging series of

talks at mootings or on the radio as to what people should eat

and why, and as to what they can buy for a certain sum of money,
are also nocessar*y measures to educate the public and helj) them
to adopt the most nutritious diet which they can afford t o secure.

Industrial Physiology, Hygiene, and Medicine.

War has given a fillip to the growt h of Industries in India.

With the marked gi*owth of Industries, the problem of Industrial

Physiology, Hygiene, and Medicine should necessarily engage
the attention of the State and the ])rivate Managing Bodies
and there should be a greater demand for the servit^es of medical
men and research woi kers to conserve tlie health of the w orkers,

to reduce the frequency and severity of disabilities induced
industrially and to devise protect ivc^ measure's to safc'guard

against toxic agents, etc^

In the interest of ]n*oduetion, both as regards the rate and
the quantity, thc^ physiologic^al factors such as the musculaT’

effort involved and thc^ jiroper selc^dion of the ojicratives accoid-

ing to their physical fitne^ss, the effects of environmental condi-

tions such as temperature, humidity, lighting, noise, dust, etc.,

on the w^orkcu’s, the duration of w^ork in relation to the severity

of the w^oTk and ])revcntion of excess of fatigue, avoidance of

postural strain in light work such as shoe-making, hosiery work,

etc., and ovei'coming the effects of such strain by tlie introduc-

tion of physical exercisevs during the working hours as is done in

llussia, all thc^sc'i require attention and investigation. A high

level of physic'al and mental fitimss of the workers should be

maintained by insisting on suitable exercise, by instructing the

employees about healthy living, and by im])roving the ventila-

tion and sanitation in factoriers, workshops, mines, c4c. In-

vestigation of occuipational diseases and of the relative toxicity

of materials and introduction of a (*ourse on Industrial Hygiene
and Toxicology in Mc^dical Schools and Colleges also deserve

consideration.

Physiologk^al Standards.

The determination of physiological standards in a vast

country like India with its tropical climate is of great importance

for the assessment of the health and physical fitness of the

people. Environmental factors have a pTofound influence on

the human organism and ‘man is considered a mere creature ot

his meteorological environment-’. Studies have already been
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mad© to a certain extent in the various parts of India on the hae-

matological standards, blood-pressures, vital (capacities, gastric

acidity, blood-sugar curves, and basal metabolic rates. I need
not go into t he details of those studios as they have already
been summarized in ‘The Progress of Science in India during
the past 25 years’ and also in the juevioiis j)residential addresses,

nor should I dwell on tin’s subjecct longer as it has been discussed

most elaborately hy one of my dist inguished pn^decossors,

Ool. Sir R. N. C)ho])ia in his most illuminating presidential

address on ‘The physiology of the individual in the tropics’

delivered at the Jubilee Session of the Congress in 1938. It

may suffice if I just cjuote here Ids (concluding remarks which
are higldy signilicant. He <conchid(cd his address by saying ‘If

these environmental facctors aie studicxl in gimter detail, par-

ticularly with referemce to the cJjanges that they might pT'oduce

in tlie human oi’ganism, a new bianch of pliysiology may be
develojied in this (country. The material is in abundance;
but it needs the sicckle of ])r()j)erly organized and directed re-

search to gariK^T* a harvest which will be of the greatest value to

us in India as well as to the world at large.’

Pharmacological Research .

For the growth of Medicine in India, there is no other subj(3ct

which is of greater imyiortanee than yiharmacologiccal resc^arch.

The literature on indigenous drugs wdiich is t he legacy of several

(centuries bas(xl on (^X])orienc(5 and keen olisorvation jirovides

a rich field for fruitful investigation. Th(^ Indian Materia
Medica consists of drugs harukcd dowui From the time of Rigveda,
i.e. 450(M o 1500 B.C. and the Rigveda it s(df mentions the names
of 1001 medicinal drugs. The rccally valuable (chaptcws in

Sushruta and (Jharaka are those on Therapeutics (Ohikitsa-

sthanam) and those on the imxlicinal properties of yilants,

minerals, animal substances, poisons, and antidotes. Here we
find an (daborati^ descriyition of the t,herapeuti<* properties of
natuial products: herbs and minerals, wat(us of different rivers,

milk of different animals, flesh of carnivorous animals, etc.

In his review of Indian Pliarmacology in 1894, Kanai Lai Dey
observed as follows: ‘The elaborate directions for the collection

of drugs and their subsequent manipulation show the great
progress which the amcient Hindus had made in the healing art.

Minute instructions wore given, strange as they may seem to us
nowy on every conceivable point such as the gathering of herbs,

preparation of medicines, etc. Annual j)lants were to be collected

before the ripening of the seed, biennials in the spring, perennials

in the autumn; twigs were to be of present yearns growdh, the
roots to be collected in the cold season, the leaves in the hot
season, and the barks and the wood in the rains. Many of

the preparations were crude enough in their exhibition but
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wondrously efficacious in tlie respective ailments for which they
were designed.’ The ancient Hindu medicine is said to have
reached its perfection in Buddhistic times and its influence

spread far and wide into Arabia, Egypt, Greece, and Rome.
But this glory was only short-lived. It began to decline at the

time of the Mohammadan invasion of India as it liad to compete
with the Unani system which developed as the State Medicine

and later, with the fall of the Moghul Empire, there was further

decline and inte!*mingling to a certain extent of the two systems.

In spite of the growtii of the western scientific system in India

during the past 250 years and its gradual spread along the length

and breadtli of the land by the opening of Medical Schools and
Colleges, numerous hospitals and dispensaries, these two ancient

empirical systems, Ayurvedic and Unani systems, are still

living systtmis and provide remedies to about 90% of the pojiula-

tion in India. The scientific system of uuxlicine has not yet

become popular among tlie masses to the extent it ought to have,

because of its costliness and unavailability in the remote villages

and also because of the apj)alling poverty and ignorance of the

people. As stated by I)r. A. D. Mukerji in his i)residential address

at the All-India Medical Licentiates’ Conference in December
1940, the whole country has only 6191 centres of medical relief,

i.e. one centre for a population of 50,OCX) to 60,000 and there are

about 35,000 qualified medical ])ra(^titioners in India, i.e. one for

a poj)ulation of 10,000 as contrasted with one for 800 persons

in England. In order to bring the scientific system of medicine
and the tested efficacious di’ugs within the reach of t he villager,

many more dispensaries will have to be opened and the medi-
cinal drugs should be made available at a very low price. The
j>roblem of increasing the quantity and quality of the essential

drugs can never be solved by juere importation of drugs from
foreign countries. If only the resources of this (;(juntry are

fully mobilized and iitihzed, tliore is no need for such importation

at all on a largo scale. Nature always ]>rovide.s in oacli country

medicinal herbs and other })roducts which if judiciously used

serve well as remedies for most of the illnesses prevalent in that

country. In a vast country like India with its numerous long

ranges of hills and valleys and large tracts of fertile land and with

a remarkable variety of climatic conditions, every medicinal

plant of any importance should bo cultivable. Col. Sir R. N.
Chopra, the great pioneer in pharmacological research, in his

admirable an(l most useful treatise on ‘Indigenous drugs in

India’ published in 1932, rightly says: ‘Nearly three-fourths

of the drugs mentioned in the British and other Pharmacopoeias

grow here in a state of nature. It is possible that the drugs

which do not naturally grow within her bounds could be easily

made to do so.

‘ Standard pharmaceutical preparations and active principles

of a large number of pliarmacopoeial drugs could be prepared
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in India jjrobably at a low price. A serious attempt has to be

made now to make India self-supporting by enabling her to utilize

the drugs produced in this country and by manufacturing them
in a form suitable for administration.’

It is very gratifying to note, in this (connection, that owing
to war (conditions and consequent difficulty in obtaining ])harma-

copooial j)roparations, active measures liave now been taken by
the Government of India to iiiobilize the drug resources of this

country and according to a re(cent publication by the Govern-

ment of India, every (Inig for which basic; materials are available

in this (country is now manufacturc^d here. Before the war, as

juany as 41 1 itcuns of drugs were imported from abroad, many
from G(;rmany, wliile only 123 items were produced locally. The
latest- position is that as many as 202 items are manufactured
here; wliile 242 items are still imjiorted. Except foi' a few
synthc^tic jiroducts and pro])rietary medicines, tlie problem of

finding substitutes for the rest of the imported drugs could be
solved if only valiant efforts are made to investigate all tho
drugs usicd by the indigenous [iractitioneis. If tho systems of
indigenous medicine are shed of their ancient physiological and
pathological doctrinc'cs which form only ancient history, what
is left will bo the Indian Materia Medica and Thera])outics. It

is this part of tlie indigenous medicine v hich requires a thorough
investigation. Tlucre are, according to rcjiorts from tlie public

and th(^ indigtuions jiractitioneis, many indigenons drugs that
act as sj)(H*ifics in ctM’tain illnesses, but ast h(^ indigenous treatment
is mostly ein])iiical, a systematica scientific- iiumst igatioii is

necc^ssary with a vi(;w to sojiaratc'! tlie regally effic'acious drugs
from t hose which are of no value and to isolate and to st andardize
the a(^t iv(^ ])i'inci])les of selected ones by clu^mical and biologicj?!

methods of assay. The question whetlier the drugs in the form
of fresh juices, decoctions, and preparations obtained by special

methods of incineration, are more effic^acious than alcoholic and
[lurified extracts as (contended by the ayurvedic praeditioners,

lias also to be investigated. The magnitude of such work is

immense and would k(^e]) engagcxl an army of rosear(4i workers
for decjades to (joiik*. Wcdl-ecpiiyiped laboratories sliould be
established at several suitable centres for organized research

worh. to be carried out by teams of wairkers composed of expert
Botanists, Chemists, Pharmacologists, and experienced physicians.

As mentioned in the earlier part of my address, the funds and
the energy now’ being spent for teaching the indigenous systems
of medicine at Madras, Delhi, Jhansi, Calcutta, and other places

should be diverted to establish such centres of research and
equip them fully for the purpose of testing all indigenous drugs
in tho light of modern scientific knowledge without prejudice.

If only such an organization could be brought about and
controlled by a central research council, there is no doubt that
a really comprehensive Indian Pharmacopoeia can be established
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at an early date, India can be made self-sufficient in regard to

drug manufacture and supply, and the piobloiu of having one
scientific medicine and one scientific method of treatment can be
solved.

Attempts have been made since the beginning of t he nine-

teenth century to collect information about the indigenous medi-
cinal plants by various workers like Jones, Flemming, Roxburgh,
Waring, Mohideen Sheriff, Warden and Hoojior, Watt, and more
recently by Kanai Lai Dey, Kirtikar, Basu and others. The
Indigenous Drugs Committee undei* the able leadership of

Col. Sir R. N. Chopi a did very useful work by obtaining authentic

specimens, making standard preparations, and encouraging their

use in Government Institutions. Col. Chopi'a himself who has
won internatiojial lecognition as an eminent Pharmacologist has
been carrying on vith his trained vvmrkers highly creditable

research work on indigenous drugs at the School of Tropical

Medicine, Calcutta, since 1921, and has been able to find among
the indigenous drugs investigated, drugs which are of value as

good expectorants, antispasinodics, diaphoretics, diuretics, and
nerve sedativ(\s

;
drugs wliich are of benefit in diabet(js mcllitus,

tubercular affections, ascitis, amoiibic infections of the bowel and
leju'osy. In his admirable book on ‘Indigenous Drugs of India’,

he has discussed threadbare the various medical and economic
aspects of the indigenous drugs and the problems that have to be

soIvcmI before a really comprolronsive Indian Pharmacopoeia
can be formed. At the Pharmacnilogical Research Unit of the
Madras Medical College, Dr‘. K. Venkatai^halam has examined
the therapeutic value of a large number of r ojiuted indigenous

drugs and has found a remedy which is as effective as santonin
for expelling round worms, two new stable and non-toxic alkaloids

with a typi(?al digitalis like action on the heart, two alkaloids with

the same action as that of emetine, and a chea]) and efficient

drug [Cassia fistula) which acts as a specific in Blackwatei’

fever. He found at the same time that a number of drugs

claimed as remedies for- diabetes, cholera, and leprosy ])ossessed

none of the merits attributed to them. He has also been cari*ying

on, by a special reseai'ch grant from the Irnfieiial Council of

Agi’icultural Rcsearclr, investigations on c.er-tain herbs said to

be toxic to cattle. At the Haffkine Institute, Bombay, 8okhoy
and Dikshit have made important contributions to the pharma-

cology of sulphanilamide derivatives and found sulphathiozole

to bo a very effective remedy against bubonic plague. They
have also prepared a specific for malaria and named it haffkinine

(acriquine) which is identical with atebrin. It is desirable that

this Institute should also undertake investigation of indigenous

drugs to a certain extent. The work of analyzing all the avail-

able indigenous drugs, said to be about 2,000 in number according

to Col. Chopra, and isolating those of real therapeutic value is

of such a colossal magnitude that two or three laboratories with
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limited staff for the whole of India are far too few to produce

any substantial results within a reasonable and a measurable

period. It took 20 years for the Tropical School of Medicine,

Calcutta, to isolate a few useful drugs out of 200 examined. At
this rate the problem of establishing an Indian Pharmacopoeia

and of supply of indigenous drugs of value will not be solved even

for another century. I would, therefore, appeal to the Govern-

ment, the Universities, and the various managements supporting

Medical S(^hools and other institutions and interested in modern
scientific medicine to afford all facilities in their laboratories

by equipping them with the necessary staff and equipment for

undertaking the investigation of indigenous drugs, on the same

linos as are at present adopted at the Sc^hool of Tropical Medicine,

Calcutta, and at tlie Research Unil», Madras Medieval College.

The two above-mentioned units may be made the training c3entres

to produce a number of workers in this field and the staffs and

the equij)mont of the units may be strengthened for (tarrying

on the investigation on a more elabor ate scale.

In the preparation of the Indian Pharmacopoeia which

should include all the British pharmaco])oeial drugs prepared

from local i*esources, the substitutes available in this country for

the r est of the drugs inqrorted at present, and also other' reputed
indigenous drugs which have been thoroughly tested and found
to be efficacious, it is desirable that along witli the botanical

or chemical or British pharmacopoeial names, the names of the
drugs in the Indian languages in cjolloquial use or mentioned in

Ayurvedic or Unam' literature are also retained in order to popu-
larize the use of the tested indigenous dr ugs and to cause satis-

faction in the minds of the public that a really serious attempt
has been made to revive the indigenous drugs after testing them
scientifically. Suclr a revival will, to a large extent, allay the

present (jlamour for the encouragement of indigenous medicine
and for the oirening of more ayurvedic s(;hools and dispensaries.

If the scientifically tested di'ugs are to be within the reach
of the poor masses who are plentiful in this country, apart from
the free dispensing in hospitals and dispensaries which will

have to be oirened in much larger numbers than they are at

present, the cost of the medicinal preparations will have to bo
very much reduced. No doubt, there will be some reduction

in price by manufacturing the drugs locally with cheap labour
available in this (country, but the reduction will be greater if

the expedient of supplying crude preparations in the form of

powders, tablets, expressed juices, decoctions, infusions, medi-
cated ghee or oil, syrups, etc., could be adopted. At any rate,

for some time to come, owing to the low economic condition of
the people, it is desirable that two types of medicinal preparations,
one high-priced and pure and the other low-priced and crude,
should be made available in this country.
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In order to make tlie scliomo, of collecting all indigenous

drugs in use in India and the literature bearing on them, success-

ful, local centres should bo established in each district where every
practitioner ot indigenous medicine, qualified or unqualified,

of that district should bo asked to report and deliver to the
Medical Officer in (iharge of the district samples of the remedies

he em})loys for various illnesses and a written account of the
methods of preparation of his remedies, the areas from which
ho obtains his medicinal herbs or minerals, and all available

information pertaining to the drugs. No indigenous practitioner

should be allowed to dispense a remedy, the composition of whicli

he does not reveal and a sample of which is not sent to tlie Local

Indigenous Drug Centro. The Medical OflScers of these Local
Centres should be held responsible for the transmission of the

collecttid specimens and the literature bearing on them to the
nearest Research Centre. At the Researcli Centres, proper
investigation and standardization of the useful drugs by suitable

experts should be carried out and periodical bulletins and pub-
lications should bo issued regarding the efficacy of the tested

drugs, their doses, etc., for the benefit of the medical j)ractitioner8,

and in order that further clinic^al trials may be made and th(^

merits of the drugs may bo established. The carrying out of

such a scheme uould require State organization and levy of

[)enalties on such of the practitioners who do not comply with

the provisions of the scheme.

Pharmaceutical and JhoLoeucAL Industry in India.

If India is to become self-supporting in regard to the supply
of all pharmacopooial and proprietary preparations, synthetic

drugs, and various biological products, such as endocrine jnin-

ciples, vitamin preparations, vaccines, prophylactic anti-sera,

(tc., private industry should be encouraged and protected by
the Government and the present Goveinment Medical Store

Depots slnuild be enlarged and multiplied. A few private firms

such as The Bengal Pharrmu^eutical Works, The Bengal Immunity
Co., The Alembic Chemical Works Co., Ltd., Baroda, The Con-

tinental Drug Co., Bombay, The Mysore Government Industrial

and Testing Laboratory, Bangalore, etc., have sprung into being

during the past decadti or two and have been sources of su])j)ly

of various pharmacopooial and proprietary medicines and also

a few ayurvedic drugs in the form of tirK'tures, alcoholicj extracts,

tabloids, etc. With the expansion of indigenous dr ug research

and the increased knowledge of their therajreutic value, it is

hoped that these firms will take to indigenous di*ug manufac-

ture on a larger s(;ale and a larger number of firms will come into

existence. The war has already given a great stimulus to this

industry and the Government has mobilized all industrial talent

in this country to reduce the number of imported drugs as far as
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poBsiblc. Anaesthetic ether is being turned out at the rate

of 10,000 lbs. per month and some essential oils, chloroform,

atropine sulpli., caffiene from lea-dust, sodium citrate, boric

acid, chloral hydrate, antiseptics, vitamin preparations, etc., all

formerly imported are now j>rodu(;ed here. ConsiderabUi head-

way has also been made in the manufacturer of surgical instru-

ments, scientificr ap])aratus, rubbei* articles sucli as hot water
bottles, cushions, crorks, tubing, (rtc., glass ampoules for biolo-

gical products, sterilized catgut, surgical drerssings, etc. For the

growth of pharmaceutical industry, organization is also needed
tor t he suyrply, on a large scrale, of chemicals and solvents, such as

bonzemo, cliloroform, petrohrum ethei', acetone, glycerine, etc.,

and also a[>j)liances such as vacuum stills, pcrrcolators, tincture

]»resses, autoclavers, tablet mac^iines, etc. Oiganization is alscv

needed lor the collection of all raw material required for this

industry and for the cultivation of tlie selected medicinal plants

both indigenous and of foieign origin oti suitable soil on a com-
mercial scale. By scaeiitihc methods the raw material which
this (K)untry f)ossess(\s in great abundance could bo multiplied

to such an extent that it (utn ev(ui share it with the rest of the

world.

For the sup]>ly of necessary trained men, study of pharma-
ceutics, ])harmacognovsy, ])harmacology, bacteriology, etc., slioiild

bo encouraged by the Univ(u‘sitios and otlu'-r managing bodies

by instituting special degrees and diplomas in thos(i subjects.

The Madras and the Bcaiaies Hindu Universities now grant
B.Sc. Pliarmacy d(^gree to those who, aft(a’ passing Intermediate,

undergo a course in General and Organic Chemistry, Natural
Science, Physiology, Pharmaceutics, Phar’nuicognosy, and Phar-
macology. It is hoped that other Indian Universities will follow

this example. An organized and registered profession of Phar-
macy in India should be maintaincHl so that no untrained person

(!an manufacture, dis])onse, or sell medicines.

Manufacturers should be supplied periodically vith a list of

new therajreutic agents found ellicacious by the research units

HO that preyraiations of such agents may be placed readily on
the market. Clos(^ collaboration should exist between the
manufa(‘1 urcTS and research institutions and eacli firm of any
magnitude should have a research laboratory attachr^d to it to

ensure the maintenance of tire requisite standard of the yrr'oducts

and for* further seai-c^h for other remedies of therapeutic value.

The Indian Phai inacojjoeia to be comyriled, after its completion,

should be revised every 5 or 10 years as is done in all western
countries to include newly disc.overed remedies and to reduce

the number of drugs found by exy)erience to be of less value or

having similar active yrrinciydes.

Control should also bo exercised over drugs both imj:)orted

and of Indian manufacture mth a view to maintain uniform
standards of strength, y^urity, and quahty for drugs. This
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control could be exorcised by the appointment of public drug
analysts in all provinces and instituting a central laboratory for

co-ordinating their activities. On the rec^ommendation of the
Drug Enquiry Committee in 1930, the Biochemical Standarcbza-
tion Laboi atory was established for the first t ime at (Calcutta in

1937. Since its establishment, very valuable work has boon
carried out at this Laboratory by the Director, Col. Sir R. N.
Chopra, and his assistant, Dr. B. Mukerji. ‘Therci seems little

doubt that the Biochemical Standardization Laboratory has

filled a definite gap and r emoved a long-felt want in the medical

and public health administration of the country, ' says Col. Chopra
in his first report. Now that the Indian Drugs Act, 1940,

has been passed by the Government ot Ituba, it is hoped that the
present Laboratory at Cakntta will bo enlarged into a central

drugs control Laborator y to co-ordinate and correlate the work
of similar laboratories whirth should bo set/ up in all rrrajor'

provinces. These laboratories should also liave jrharmacological

and pliarriiacouti(uil ser^tions for testing and standardizing indi-

genous drugs. All maniifactui'ers, iin]>orters, and traders in

drugs shoidd bo registered and Government Inspectors slroidd

be a])j)ointed to colle(d. samples for f easting.

MiCASTTllES NKOESSAKY FOR PROMOTINO AN t> ORGAN IZIN(} RFSEARGU
IN rNDTA WITH V VIEW TO IMPROVE NATIONAI. NUTRITION

AND Indian Medktne.

Tliere slrould bo so])arate Ministries of Food, Healtli,

Industries, and Agriculture, Central and Frovincial. These
Ministries should be ludped by Scientific Advisor-y Bodies

composed of sjrecialists in each branch and special Councils such

.as Ouincil of Food and Nutritional Research, Cburu^il of Drugs

and Medical Resear ch, Council of General Scientific and Industrial

Research, and a Council of Agricultural Research. There sliould

be a planned progr’arnriu^ in eaejj section for* 5 or 10 years witii

co-ordinat ion and corr^elation of the activities of the various

councils.

Total r esear-ch grant, should be? inciiNased by the Gov(‘-rnment

as there is a clear* need to increase the provision for research.

Larger sums should be jrlaced at the ciisposal of tlie Indian

Research Fund Association or special grants should he inadc^ to

certain institutions. Privates benefactions shordd also be sought .

In this c^onnection, I may state that the countr y owes a (leep

debt of gi atitude to the late Sir Dorab J. Tata for luxving ci’oated

the Lady Tata Memorial Trust in 1932 with an endowment of

Rs.25 lakhs for research on blood disc^ases and on any problem

having a bearing on human suffering. This trust can afford only

5 sciiolarshii)S of Rs.l50 each irer month. Such scholarships

should bo multiplied many times if India has to make any

headway in research. I appeal to all well-to-do philanthropic^
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goutlemon in the country to ostabliHh such scholarships and
studontshijjs by bestowing inunihc'ont ondowmoiits in different

institutions and encourage and proim)to research talent among
the capable young men in this country. A scheme should also

be devised to ensure security of tenure for the workers in research

laboratories.

Universities in India should play an important part in the
promotion of research. It has been said t hat rc^search is the
weakest side of the activities of our Universities in India and by
pla(ang an excessive stress on examinations they have failed to

kindle, among the students in general an eagerness to know and
discover. The Government and the Universities, aj)art from
instituting a large number of research studentships and fellow-

shij)s, should afford all facilities for* more intensive resear ch work
in all their institutions teacjhing chemistry, natur'al science,

physiology, biochemistry, pharmacology, jrhar maceutics, bacterio-

logy, and medicine by providing well-equipped laborator ies and
special research assistants. Those research j>osts would bo an
attraction to all post-graduate or* under-graduate research
workers. An impetus to research work could be given by
making pi'omotions and (crossing of efficiency bars in all the
science departments dependent on not only satisfactory routine
work but also on some sort of research wor k and also by offering

earlier promotions and crossings of efficiency bars on carrying
out any meritorious research work. By enc^ouragement of this

kind, a research atmosphere will be created in every institution

and research work will be increased in different spheres both in

(quantity and quality.

Last but not least important measure is the introduction of
elementary biology, physiology, and hygiene in the curric\ila

of studies in secondary schools. This measure will go a long
way to educate the public in matters of sanitation and personai
hygiene and make them co-operate in solving the problems of
national nutrition, prevention of disease, adoption of scientific

medicine and tln^rapy, and abolition of quackery, cdiarlatanism,

and witchcraft.

Concluding Remarks.

In conclusion, I may say that the ultimate aim of all these
scientific efforts is mitigation of human suffering and prolonga-
tion ofhuman life. All those who work towards this noble cause
reflect honour and credit not only on themselves but also on the
profession to which they belong. For young workers of discern-
ment, initiative, and the will to do, plenty of opportunities exist

in the fields of physiology, nutrition, pharmacology, pharma-
ceutics, medicine and therapeutics, which all go to fulfil the noble
cause. In order that progress may be achieved in the above
fields, the fire of ambition must continue to burn in the youth
of this country and they must always bear in mind that they
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are dealing with ‘not witli an established seieuce but with a
praetical art, an applied seionce, and an experimental science,

alive not static, a process not an event, begun not finished
Work(^rs in this noble cause will do well to remember the words
of AlbtM’l Pike, Avho said, ‘What we have done for ourselves dies

Avith us, what we have done for others and tlic^ Asorld remains
and is immortal.’
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SECTION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND
EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE

PresideM :—Gopeswar I^ar, D.Sc.

Presidential Address
(Delivered on Jon. 5, J942)

MEASUREMENTS IN PSYCHOLOGY

(i) Introduction

One of t Ue essential conditions of the progress of a science

liS the develo]>inent of the means of im])ruving its method of

observation. The gicat forward step that has lately been
taken by psychology lies in the introduction of systemat ize<.l

experimental methods in the field of its observation. Scientilic

experiments are not riigarded as jierfect and reliable unless

the observed j>henomena are quantitatively measured and the

growth of quantitative psychology in tlie recent j>ast j>romises

to fulfil that condition. It is, 1 believi^, to this newly acquired

ability of ours to find out how much of a qualit y under investiga-

tion tiiere is in a totality of experience that w e owe all tiio recent

advances in our knowledge of mental facts. The importance
of quantitative estimate of observed plieiiomena has been aptly

emphasized in the following words of Thomson: ‘When you
know what you are speaking about and can ex]>ress it in numbers
you Imow something about it, when you cannot ex]>ress it in

numbers your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory

kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge but you have
scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the stage of sciemte’.

it is with a view to take stock of hov\' far we have been

able to proceed in the task of measuring mental ]>henomena

and with what degree of su(*c(^ss that I have chosen this to]>ic

as the subje(‘t of my address.

It is quite livident that before wa proceed to measure an

observed pheiU)menon wc must be su?'e that it really lias a

quantitative diaracter. A phenonuuion which can be (^x}>ressed

in ter*ms of a unit is regarded as (piantitative. Tlie length

of an object is a measurable magnitude, it can be measured
in terms of units, viz. centimetres. The total magnitude is

regankid as a multiple or submult ijile of the unit. Tlu^ weight

of butter is a quantity, it is measured in terms ol' t he unit gram.

We are all familial' with physical magnitudes, tluur measurements
and their units. But are thi'Te psychologic al magnitudes whicli

can be measured "( And if so, what are the units of measurement ?

( :V21 )
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(ii) Feciineh’s concept of measurement of sensation

It was G. T. Feehner who first iiiaiiitaiiKxi that psychical

j)henojaonon of sensation-intensity might be regarded as the

sum of a number of small sensation-units exactly in the way
an hour is taken to be. composed of seconds. The unit cliosen

was the Just Noticeable DifforeiK^c of Sensation (j.n.d.). Feehner
assumed that the just notic(‘,able diliereiujes at dilferent levels

of intensity of a particular sensation are all equal and hence

are suitable units for mcasuiing sensation-intensities. Supposing

a sensation-intensity N2 is found to be just noticeably stronger

than the sensation -intensity tlien S2 may be regarded as

equal to + 1 j.n.d. Similarly wlien is found just observably

greater ilian So it may be taken as equal to ^82+ ^ j.n.d. and
so on.

The conce])! of just noticeable dilference of sensation as

a unit did not, however, actually originate with Feehner. He
got tlie (uie froju Weber’s experinuuit al results.

E. H. Webei*, piofessor of anatomy in tlie University of

Leipzig, conducted a long staies of exjicriments with lifted

weights from 1829-1834. His investigation consisted in deter-

mining wiiat amount of weight (amid be added to a standard
weight so that the ditrer(uute between the original and tl>e in-

(Tcased weight might be just. notic(5ab]e. He found that for a

weight of 32 drams the average just noticeable diffc'rence for

four pei’soRs who had participated in his expewiments was 3

drams and for a standard of 32 ounc(‘s the dilference was not.

3 drams but 3 ounces. In other words, the stimulus-increase

for just [>erceptible differemo was Jiot a constant amount but
was a constant ])ortion of the weight lifted, i.e. dRjR = c,

Avhere dR is the stimulus-increase for just noticeable difference,

R is the stimulus or the standard, and c is a (onstant to be
determines I experirn ent ally

.

Weber also obtaiiuxl similar results in the field of visual

distance's. A line of 101 mm. (ould be just distinguished as

longer than one of 100 mm., while a line of 50*5 mm. was judged
to be just ncAiceably longer than one of 50 mm.

On the basis of those results Weber formulated a gemaal
relation whic4i may be thus expressed; In comparing one object

with another we |)erceive not the actual difference betw (‘en the
two objects but the ratio of this difference to the magnitude
of the standard that is being compared.

Feehner with his mathematical mind discovered the rudiment
of units of mental measurement in Weber’s findings. Accept-
ing Weber’s equation dRjR = c as fundamentally correct,

Feehner transformed the former’s experimental discovery of
relation into a general form and interpreted it as a functional
relation between the body and the mind. How he did that
will be made clear by an example.
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If a 110 gi am- weight in found (^xpermieriially to be just

heavier than a 100 gram-weight, then, according to Weber’s
relation, 121 gram-weight \\iU be just noticeably lieavier than

110 gram-weight and 133-1 gram-weight will be just heavier in

(tomparison with 121 giam-weight and so on. Fodmer assumed
that the sensation aS 2̂ eorj*esponding to 110 gram-weiglit was
just perce]>tibly greatei* Ilian the sensatioji corr(‘.sj)onding

to ( he 100 gram- weight and the sensation S^ eon*esponding totJu'

121 gram -weight was just greatei* than the sensation S2 ;
similarh ,

the sensation ^"4 (orresfionding to the 133-1 gram-w eight was
just noticc'.ably greater than the sensation S^ JJ^nd so on with

regal'd to other sensations corresponding to different- w eights.

Feehner considered S2 as greater than Si by one just notice-

able difference in sensation (I j.n.d.), S^ as gieater than S2 by
one just noticeable difference, and so on. Furthermore, he

thought S2 as equivalent to /S^j-f-l j-n.d. and S^ =^2 j.n.d.

=:/S'i+ 2 j.n.d’s. Tldiind such statements was the assumption
that all j.n.d’s at all levels (»f intensity are equal in simsation

value.

A weight of 100 grams when placed on the pan of a balanci‘

causes deflection of the needle, say, to 10 scale marks. On
adding 10 grains to t he ori^ginal w^eight lot us su])])ose that the

needle is further deflected by one mark and we find t he total

deflection to be 11 marks. If 10 grams more weight are added,
the needle moves away over another scale mark. Taking this

as an analogy we may say that, according to II^cIiium ’s (‘oneept ion,

when a 100 gram-weight is placed on the ])alm of the hand the

merit al balance records a sensation S ^ . On
1
ilacing 10 grams moi'e

the mental balance ri'cords one j.n.d. over and above t he sensation

Sj. Unlike, hoAvever, tlie physical halaneo of our example tlie

mental balanee 011 the si^eond (xsaision would not lecord one
j.n.d. until 11 grams more have bo'nn added to 110 grams. For
recording the next j.n.d. at the third tiiiu^ the mental balance

would require an addition of 12-1 grams. FtH*hner eoiieluded

that when the stimulus imaeases from 100 to 1 !0 grams, t hen t-o

121 grams, and t lien to 133*1 grams, i.e. each t ime hy one-tent h ot

the standard or, in other words, hy equal ratios or in geometrical

progression, the sensation increases by equal st(q)s of one j.n.d.

unit, i.e. in arithm(^ti(?al progression.

This conclusion Feehner expressed in the well-known

mathemati(*al form wliieh is usually put as S = rlogi?, where

S is the sensation, R the stimulus and c a constant determined

experimentally.

(iii) Later coNiumTroN of measurement of sensation

-

DTSTA NCE

Feehner’s conception that sensation-intensity is a multitude

of small units of intensities was very adversely criticized by many
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later psychologists and it had to be ultimately given up. In

the oi>inion of the critics sensation-intensity is not a multitude

and it is not divisible; ever-y sensation is qualitatively different

from every other sensation. What we usually consider to be
an intensity differences is really a qualitative difference. Fechner’s

conception of j.n.d. was also subjecteil to severe criticusm. The
just noticeable difference in sensation is supposed to have been
a datum of direct observation by Fechner but other psychologists^

especially those who worked with scnsation-intetisity failed

to detect the j.n.d. as such in their introspection. One sensation

may be pei‘ceived as different from another but no sensation

can be psychologicially said to be just noticeably different from
another. ‘No sensation wears upon its fa(;e a just noticeable

difference.’ Just noticeability is not, as it seems at first, a
matter of direct observation, it is an inferen(*e or an assumption.
It is therefore a theoi‘(t.ical or an abstract concept.

Moreover Fechner’s idea of the equality of the j.n.d. at

different kwels of intensity led to a tremendous controversy.

Several ex])erimental investigations have been made with the
expressed ])urposo of testing tlxe equality of the j.n.d ’s. A
series of stimuli values corresponding to eight successive j.n.d ’s

of sensations are determined and then the total ‘Bonsation-

distance’ is dividcHl, into two halves so that each half consists

of the distances coveied by four successive j.n.d ’s. These
two halves are then ('om pared. If the sensation-distances corre-

sponding to t he two halves are found to be equal in introspective
experience, the j.n.d ’s may be regarded as (^qual.

Exy)ei*iTruuits conducted by Angx^ll and Fbbinghaus cjonfinned

the equalities of the j.n.d’s but other investigators obtained
conflicting results. At the [)resent moment wo a!‘c not f^eidaiu

if the j.n.d’s are equal. The question remains an open one.

Measurement of sensation-intensity, notwithstanding the
difficulties mentioned here, is not, however, entirely impossible.
Oiven different sensation-intensities, aS\, <Si 2 ,

etc., it is possible
to grade them according to their intensity values. Moreover
according to some observers, given twm sensation-intensities,

and 8^, it is quite possible to find another 8^ so that 8^ appears to
be as much more intense tlian 8^ as 8^^ a])pears in comparison with

8i. The disparity between 8^ and 8^, can be direcdly compared
with the dispar ity between 8i and This degree of unlikeness

can be represented in other parts of the intensive scale and may
be regarded as the unit of measurement in place of the j.n.d.

These units are, as a matter of fact, data of direct observation
whereas the units of j.n.d. ar^e not so directly apjrrehended.

This view of mental measurement in terms of sense-apartness
or sense-disparity first originated with J. R. L. Delboeuf (1878)
and it as Ebbinghaus w^ho first made experiments w ith light

intensities using ‘equal appearing sense-distance ’ as the unit
of measurement. This view has been supported by Wundt
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Stuinpf, James, Muller, and others, some of whom hai>xiened to

have been bitter (critics of Fochner’s conception. But here

again we are not sure whether the ‘equal appearing intervals’

at different parts of the intensive scale are really equal or not,

or whether a given sense-distance can be equated as a multiple

of a unit sense-disparity.

After a long and extremely acute discussion, in which
fundamental logic of measurement of ])hysical magnitude was
analyzed and compared with that of psychological measihement,
it has been now generally agreed by the majority of the psy-

chologists 2 that sensation-intensities and their differences are

at least ‘magnitudes’ that can be graded. Otreful grading
of a lai'ge number of intensitJes as also of their differences may
ultimately lead to their spacing out in such a way as almost

to correspond to their true ])ositions in the scale of ini misities.

(iv) Measurement of Thresholds

We have definitely rejected at the i)resent time Fechner’s

idea of considering a large sensation as the sum of smaller sensa-

tions. With the rejection of that concept has also been dis-

carded his generalized law based on that idea. But Fechncr’s
contribution to psychological measurement is not limited to

liis conce])tion of unit sensations nor to the formulation oi' the

Weber-Fecihner Law. His monumental work on the exy)eri-

mental determination of the value of threshold still stands out
as a landmark in the progress of our science. These values

by themselves are regarded as indirect measures of ‘sensitivity’

and ‘ sensible discrimination ’ of observers. Further, the method
and the technique w hich he conceived, developed and established

have been of great value in quantitative psychology. He was
the first to introduce the systematic methods of ment al measure-

ment and these metliods are still being utilized in all (juantitative

studies of psycdiology.

Moreover Fechner’s w^ork (shanged completely ihe outlook

of the psychologists. Up to Ids time psychology was not n^garded

even as an experimental science. In view^ of Kant’s declaration

that- psychology could never attain the rank of a true scitmee

there were prejudi(!es, doubts, and controversies regarding the

adoption of scientific methods in the study of psychology.

Fechner’s work and his methodology have not only broken

the prejudice but- have raised psychology, oiu'o and for all, to

the dignity of a quantitative science. He showed conclusively

that the problems of psycdiolog}^ can be subjected to quant itative

methods and are amenable to mathematical treatment. Since

|the publication of Fechner’s ‘ Elemente der Psychophysik’ in

|l860 there has been a very rapid growth of quantitative work
/ in psychology. In the later part of the nineteenth century innu-

merable vstudies on ‘threshold values’ in all sense departments
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were made and even to this day we find that interest in this kind

of study continues.

Experimental determination of the ‘threshold value’ is

an extremely difficult and complicated task. The value ot

threshold, as you know, can be best found out by what is known
as the Constant Method. It rests on the number of relative

frequencies of dffibrent judgments obtained by comparing
different variable stimuli with a standard stimulus. There
are various possible sources of errors wliich deflect the subject’s

judgment. Expe(dation, habituation, practice, fatigue, interest,

attention, understanding of the problem, attitude of the subject

towards the experiment and external disturbances are some of

the chief factors affecting the judgment of obseivers. These
disturbing causes are known as variable factors and their

influence vai ios from time to time as the experirntmt proceeds.

Judgment vill vary according to the amount of practice, the

degree of understanding of the problem, the interest taken in

the experiment and so on.

If observations are made under similar conditions oi

])ractice, fatigue, attention, etc. and under similar physical

situations, the judgments shordd be exjreded to be constant

theoretically but, as a matter of fact, it has been found that

judgments do vary from observation to obser vation. This can
only mean that in spite of the best eftbrts of sid)jects there occur

chanc e deviations in the conditions whrcdr influence t he judgments.

The var iations in jirdgment thus occurring are known as ‘ chance^

cw)rs’ oj‘ ‘ caTors of observfrtion ’. The same stimulus in

comparison with a given standarxl may be judged as ‘equal’ at

one time and ‘ greater ’ at the next moment. But in a sufiiciently

largo number of observations such varifitions in judgment are

found to occ iu* not at randoni but to take place in a definable way
which can be shown to follow definite mathematical princi])les.

The relative proportions of frequencies of ‘ greater’, ‘ equal’ and
‘less’ judgments vary as the differences between the standard

and the comparison stimuli vary. The variations obey the law
of distribution of normal curve.

When the observed data satisfy the law of normal distribu-

tion they are called homogeneous. In order to be homogeneous
the data must satisfy two conditions; (1) Exj^eiiments should

be conducted under similar psycbophysical conditions, and

(2) the number of experiments should be fairly large. Small
number of data even when collected under similar conditions

of experimentation may not be homogeneous and, again, a large

number of data when obtained under asimilar conditions are

not necessarily homogeneous. As the homogeneity of data
is very rare in psychophysical experiments doubts have been
expressed by some investigators® regarding the validity of

normal distribution of the reports of judgment. In cases of

lifted weights and temperature discriminations Culler ^ has
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shown that about 8(t% ot tlie whole number of distribution

followed the law. Tlie data I liave obtained in iny psycho-
])hysieal cxperiinents numbering about 10,000, showed normal
distribution. It can be safely asserted that a long series of

data when collected under similar psychophysical conditions

satisfies the ‘ Normar law. When the (listribution of judgment
does not follow the ‘Normar law it may be inferred that some
variable factors are still at work. The data in such cases should

not bo regarded as reliable.

The data, however, do not mean much till the values of

threshold and the amount of chance errors are calculated from
them. The values are determined by appropriate applications

of refined niathematical formulae. The tec^hnique and the i)ro(;os8

of computing values are very lengthy and laborious. Many
shoi'tor methods have been suggested. It is no doubt sensible

to use simple formulae for treating a small number of data of
doubtful reliability but it is not proper, as Urban ® has emphasized,
‘to treat results of short and long series of experiments in the

same way. The energy spent in collecting the vast number
of data is wasted if we do not get as much out of these as there

is in them ’. On the other hand, when the data are not homo-
geneous and when they are small in number, the application oi’

refined and laborious calculations is a mere wastage of energy.

(v) Disourpancies of Weber’s Relation

Weber found in a series of experiments with lifted weights

that dRjR was constant for different regions of the intensity

scale of the stimuli.

Fechner demonstrated its constancy in many different

realms of sensation-intensity. Aubert (1865) and Helmholtz

(1866) challenged the validity of Weber’s relation on the basis

of their own experiments in the field of vision. The ratio was
again the subject of investigation by Konig and Brodhun
(1888). They showed that dRJR decreased steadily as the

intensity increased up to a certain point beyond which the

dR/R increased. Blanc^hard (1918) corroborated the findings

of Konig and Brodhun. Lowry (1931) has recently re-

investigated the way in which dR/R varies at the middle region

of the intensity scale. His results tally somewhat with those

of Konig and Brodhun. Detailed experiments of Hecht ^

with light intensities on Mya, a kind of shell-fish, indicate that

dR/R for just perceptible response varies with the variation of

the values of R.

Wo find wide discrepancies in the results of different in-

vestigators but before wo compare their results and draw any
conclusion from them it will be pertinent to enquire whether

the values were obtained from sufficiently long series of data
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collected under similar conditions of experiments. First of

all, u e find from the records of some of the investigators that

the data are not sufficiently numerous and, secondly, we notice

that exj>eriments were not all (‘ondueted under similar sets of

experimental conditions. Titcdiener 8, Fernberger ® and others

thought that in many cases the subjects could not maintain

their attitude constant throughout Uie. ox}>eriment and they

suggested accordingly that the discrepancies were to bo explained

in terms of the shift, of attitude. 1 think that the inconsistency

in the results, that we find in some of the (!ases mentioned above,

may be duo to the fact that the i‘esults were obtained from defec-

t ive sam]>los. Moreover, Weber, Fcchner, Helmholtz and others

varied the ‘ com})arison stimulus’ step hy step by small increments

until the subject could notice a change, whei*eas in some of the

above-mentioned experiments the intensity of the stimulus

was increased or decreased continuously until a cliange was
noticed. This (diange of condition of the exjieriment from stop

by step increase to (‘ontinuous increase may bo responsible for

the discrepancies.

T made an extensive series of experiments with lifted weights

from 1928 to 1938 under the condition of continuous in(;roase

^^ ith a view to test the validity of Weber’s relat jon The
results of my investigation were obtained from statistically

tested homogeneous data. Some of my findings were found

to tally substantially with those of Kdnig and Bi'odhun as w^ell

as they were confirmed by results of Hocht, all of whom (as far as

I coxdd gather from their reports) used the method of continuous
increase in the presentat ion oftheir stimu li . The results of Konig,

of Hecht and of myself do not, however, contradict those of

Weber, Feclmer and others. I do not subscribe to the view that

these results disprove the findings of Web(U‘ and others as Hecht
is inclined to tliink. The two sets of results were obtained under

different conditions. I have shown that the procedure of continu-

ous increase induces in tlie observers ])sychophysical conditions

(e.g. conditioti of attitude, condition of attention, condition of

expectation and adaptation, etc.) Avliich arc radically different

fi*om those induced by the procedure of step by step increase.

My contention is that the two types of findings express measures
of different, capacities or of somewhat similar (capacities under
altogether different sets of psychophysical conditions and as

such they are not dire(dly comparable.

(vi) Measurement of abilities

The spirit of the age is that of social service. Influenced

no doubt to some extent by the prevailing spirit present-day

psychologists have shifted their attention from the study of

sensitivity, sensible discrimination and threshold to fields with
which human welfare is more directly concerned.
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Great progress has been made at the present tinie in the

measurement of ‘intelligence’, ‘abilities’, ‘ j)ersonahty traits’,

‘character traits’, ‘attitudes’ and the like. Performances of

definite types are graded and indi<'es of the abilities or traits

to be measured are calculated. The scores for the various
performances are considered to be an indirect numerical measure
of the mental processes involved in the performances.

It may be questioned whether such indirect ineasures

can legitimately be I'egarded as measures of mental processes.

In physical sciences indirect measures are m^t rare. In operations

like the weighing by means of a 8])ring balance what is observed
directly is the movement of a point er from the zero mark to another
definite scale mai-k. This scale mark is the indirect measure of the

weight. But it has to be borne in mind tJiat tlxe relationship

between the amount of movement of the j)ointer and the mass has
been determined at sometime or other by some method of direct

measurement. So long tliis is not done the scale cannot b(‘,

calibrated in terms of any unit. In indirect mental measiii-e-

ments the mental jirocesses involved are not amenable to direct

observation of measurement. Hence tlu^ scores which are

regarded as indi(*es do not actually measure the absolute amount
of mental processes involved but they mei'cly indicate the

relative j)ositions of the subjects tested in the scale. It is

evident, t herefore, that the s(‘()res of indirect mental measurements
shoA\^ several impoT’tant points of difference from th()S(> of physical

measurements. A man whose weight is indicated on the dial

of a weighing machine at the 200th mark vith the needle is

twice as heavy as another in whose case the jiointer stands at

the 100th mark. But a boy whose score mounts up to 200 in

arithmetic performance cannot be said to possess twice as miu;h

arithuu^tical ability as the one whose scor(i stands at 100.

Similarly a boy w hose I.Q. is 70 cannot be said to possess half as

much int elligence as another Avhose I.Q. is 140.

In p}iysi(’al units then^ is a starting point of zero mai'k

f]*om which measurements are made, but in j:)8ycliological deter-

minations it has not been ])ossible to find a similar null |)oint.

The zero score in intelligen(*e tests does not mean that the person

tested possesses no intelligence; it simply means that the tests

applied are not an adequate instrument for measui'ing sudi

low^ deygree of intelligence as the testee possesses. Furthermore,

there are no direct ways of knowing whether the differeTu e in

ability as rejnesented by scores 20 and 10 is the same as that

represented by 90 and 80. It cannot be said definitely that

a boy with an I.Q. of 120 is as far ahead of amdher Avitli an I.Q.

of 100 as the second boy is ahead of a third whose I.Q. is 80.

Equal differences of scores give no assurance that there are

corresponding equal differences of mental development.

This non-equahty of units at different })arts of the scale,

it must be confessed, is a serious handicap to exact comparison.
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Fortunately the attention of many eminent psychologists

has been drawn to it and attempts aie now being made for the

construction of measuring scales with equal units.
,
If such

soale^/S can he produced, and there is no reason why they should
not be done, they will (‘.ertainly be more precise than the ones

at present in vogue
;
measurements conducted with them will

certainly have higher scientific value than the I'csults obtainable

from the use of the existing scales.

The limitations of the measures, however, are not to be con-

sidered as obstacles to the j)rogress of psy^diological measurement.
Methods of measurement in physical sciences accepted as models
of precision and accuracy befoi*e iho days of Einstein have now
been shown to have flefinito limitations. Nowadays a unit of

time or of s])ace is not regarded as absolutely the same everywhere.

In a strong field of gravity space is contracted and time intervals

are shortened. The difficulties arising out of inconstancy of

units are thus not confined to mental measurmnents alone.

In this respect there is no qualitative difference between measure-
ments in physics and measurements in ])sychology. Specaal

difficultms in our measurements lie in the problem of selection

of test materials to form suitable measuring scales.

To a French psychologist, Alfred Binet, goes tl^e honour
of having first devised a scale for the measureunent of intellectual

ability of school puxuls. This device of Binet was of momentous
importance for the development of the new scaence of ability

measurement and it has justly been considered as one of the
notable contributions in the whole history of psychology. Since

the juiblication of the Binet-scale in 1906 there have appeared
many improved and more perfect measuring scales. At x)resont

we have numerous devices for measuring intelligence, mechanical
ability, musical ability, artistic ability and other inherent,

abilities.

Certain principles and f>rocedure8 are followed in the
construction of such test scales. They may be outlined as

follows : First of all, in pre})aring scaled tests it is assumed
that the ability which the test materials are designed to measure
is distributed normally. If a large number of individuals are
tested, the frequency distribution of scores will follow the normal
curve. The test materials which do not give measures that
satisfy this condition of normal distribution are not regarded
as adequate test instruments.

But it may be mentioned here that there are some practical

difficulties connected with the fulfilment of this condition. The
experimental data are never exact, so they never exactly fit a
normal curve. It remains to be determined statistically how
closely the normal curve gives ‘fit’ to the observed data and
how much divergence from perfect normality should be allowed.

Another difficulty, though of a theoretical nature, deserves
to be stated here. The assumption that the ability concerned
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is distributed normally can never be proved in a logical manner,
because that would imply the previous existence of the scale,

whereas the scale itself is formed on that assumption. There
is, however, ample justification lor believing in a normal
distribution. Most of the biological measiirements that we
are ac(piainted with are found to be normally distributed and
heiKiC it would not. be a violent dej)arture if wo assume a normal
distribution in mental traits too.

Secondly, in the construction of the s(‘.ales it is assumed
further' that the ability which the scale is designed, to measure
is native. The materials are so chosen that t lie effects of differ-

ence due to training and exjrerienco may be r-educed to the
minimum.

But this condition, too, <uin rarely be satisfied in the con-

struction of the scale. Test scales [)rimaTily deal with common
matei'ials with which children aT*e more or less familiar. Hence
they show better performance results witli materials with which
t he\' are familiar than with less known tilings. The influence

of ia,miliarit.y may to a great extent be minimized by taking

a lai'ge number of test items involving all sorts of material.

For the convenieiuje of administration of the tost the number
of items has, however, to be kept limited. The influence

of experience and edrrcation ther*efoT'o cannot bo altogether

eliminated. As a (jonsequem^e it cannot be said without qualifica-

tion that the scores which we seraii'e by means of those tests

are jneasures of unadulterated native ability.

Thirdly, the items of the scale are so selected that they give

consistent I’esults. If the members of a grou]> are tested a second

time under similar conditions and if each individual makes a
score >v]Hch differs very little from his first ])erformance, tfie

te*st is said to be reliable. More accurately speaking, the test

can be said to be trustworthy if the two sets of scores correlate

highly with one another. The coefficient of correlation can

thus be used as a measure of reliability of test materials. If

the coefficient of correlation of test materials is found unsatis-

factory and if we are definite that the two scores have been

obtained under similai* conditions, the suspicion would bo that

the (choice of the test materials has been defective. It is possible

to remexly to a certain extent smffi defecis of test material

through pi'oper selection, elimination and arrangement as also

by increasing the number of the items. But by no means can

t he coefficient of correlation be found to be a perfect one. Besides

t he fallible matei'ial, a potent factor of error is that it is nevei*

possible to maintain tlie conditions of experiments and the

psychophysical state of the tostee constant on the two occasions

of examination. It hardly needs be reiterated that the subject’s

score of performan(;o depends on his interest, effect, emotional

condition, past experience, rapport with experimenter and
external disti'acdion. However hard one may try to maintain
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the similarity of these conditions, they are bound to fluctuate.

Different individuals will be affected differently by the varying

conditions and, as a result, the correspondencje between the two
scores will never be exact. The question then is: How high

the coefficient of reliability should be, in order that the test

may be regarded as satisfactory ? Authorities seem to have

no definite view on this point. Some regard '80, while others

consider *60 as the satisfactory (;riterion of reliability.

Lastly, psychologists are faced with a very important

problem, viz. that of the validity of tost materials. A test

scale is said to be valid when it a(dually measures what it intends

to measure. The intclligen(;e tests claim to measure intelligence.

But is thei'e any guarantee that they really do so ? It has

been said that most of t he tests measure an ‘ unanalyzed hotch-

potch of abihties’. Terman and others selected thost^ tests

which correlate highly with otlmr independent outside measure.

Teachers’ estimate of the ability of the children under their

charge has been used as su(*h an outside measure, but it

is obviously very imperfect. Psychologists are still unable

to agree as to what they mean by intelligence’. It is very

unlikely that the teachers’ view will be more ooncordapt. 8])oar-

man has developed a more scientific method in determining

the validity of test materials. According to him an individual’s

success in a test is determined by two fa(‘tors, one being general

intelligence ' g' which operates in the performance of all

t ests and the other being a s})ec.ific. fac^tor ‘ s ’ which a(K^ounts

for partial su(;cess in a given test. The relative weight or

importance of ' g' and Ss’ varies considerably frotn one test to

another. An individual’s score thus depends on the extent

to which lie possesses the two factors and on the inqiort-ancio of

eadi of the two factors in the given test.

Spearman provided a mathematical device whereby the

relative influence of the two factors crnild be quantitatively

calculated. By applying liis matliematical process it is possible

to select test items which are saturated with ' g' and to isolate

those saturated with 's'. The idea is that tests which are

saturated with ‘gr’ are valid measures of general intelligence

and tests saturated with 's' are measures of specific ability.

It is no longer necessary to deyiend on the old-fashioned method
of correlating test scores with fallible outside measures to

examine the validity of tests.

The test scales have been formed and standardized on
these principles, but the scales thus formed are still far from
being perfect and being suitable for universal appUcation.
When a test scale is standardized by examining, say, a repre-

sentative group of literate Bengali children it would be an ade-
quateinstrument to measure the ability concerned of such children
whose habitat, socio-economical position, general level of training
and cxlucation are the same as those of the group tested for
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standardization. The scale will not bo applicable to children

of other* nationalities living under* different conditions. Wti
should never forget this limitation of the test scales, otherwise
we shall be liable to commit serious errors par-ticularly in making
efforts at coirijrarisons.

There are many var*iable factors which influence a subject’s

score on a given test. On applying the same or similar tests

on differtjnt occasions within an interval of a month or so the

test scores of individuals have been found to var*y by amounts
greater than the limits of variations set by the coeffi(‘ient of

reliability of the tost. It is consider*ed that such var*iatious are

duo to change of subjects’ interest' and elfor*t and also tt) change
of emotionai conditions, there being no question of any change
of innate ability within so shoi‘t a time.

A scale is imjrerfect in the sense that it does not indicate

how much of tlie score of an individual is due to his innate ability

and hoAV mucli of it to otlior factors. For examj)le, a subject’s

low score, say 80, which has bi^en obtained with an adequate
standardized test scale (‘annot assess liovv luuch of it is due to

his la(*.k of innate ability, how miu^li to abs(^nce of effoit and
interest on his pai*t and how much to the inhibitory effect of

emotional conditions. It is necessary, therefore, to take particular

care in inter])reting test scores and differences in test measures.

Rearing a child in a better envii'onment may yield higher scoi e

but before we make any conclusion regarding his innate ability

it must bo ascertained whether the difference is statistically

significant and in case it is found to be so we should try to

determine how much of the difference has to bo attributed to

better familiarity with the test materials, greater incentive and
lioalthior emotional condition.

I am not in any way minimizing the overwhelming im-

portance of the measurement of abilities. I simply desire to

emphasize that mental test scores should never be accepted in

the same way as the physical measurements are trusted. Cer-

tainly the best test scale measures the ability con(Hn*ned but it

does that within certain limits. We must be familiar with the

underlying principles of the construction of the scales as also

with the limitations of the tost scoi-es before we proceed to

interpret and assess them.

(vii) Measukements of aesthetics and attitudes

In the (ionstruclion of the scales desciibed above, the per-

formances are scored quantitatively. There are many adiieve-

ments, e.g. drawing, composition, aesthetic a})preciation of

colour, etc., which cannot be measured in terms of any constant

unit. Achievement in such cases is always measured by com-

paring an individual production with a scale (*onsisting of
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‘standard productions’ of varying charactor whoso values have
hoon dotenuined beforehand. Tliese scales are known as

‘Product Seales’. Those are constructed on the principle that
‘c^qually often noticed diftereiKJOs in equality’ are equal. If

a coinpt>sition ’ is rated better than a composition by 60%
of a group of competent judges, and a composition ‘X ’ is estimated

better than another ‘T’ by 60% of the same judges then the
difference bet ween A and B is considered to be equal to that

betueen X and Y. On this basic princij)le scales of hand-
writing, comj>osition and drawing have been prepared.

Thmstone 12 and others, how^evor, have questioned the
x alidity of the assumption of the equality of the equally noticed

differences and have propounded difterimt methods for the con-

st r'uction of such scales. Taking an entirely original ay)pr*oaoli

to j)sych(>}>hysical measurements, Thurstone ^3 developed a new^

system in which the categories of judgments in comparing
sense- intensities, those in comparing drawings, aesthetics, and
affect ive values of colour, etc., as well as those in giving opinions

r(‘garding war, religion and the like, are brought und(u‘ one general

[u iiKuple. Thurstone states that in (comparing sense-intemsities

the greater the difference between the two intensities the loss

is the chance of giving equal judgments. The Gaussiam function
is obeyed in returning judgments. In gauging drawings, etc.

the greater the disparity between the two specimens the less is

the fwobability of judging them as same. Hero also the dis-

tribution of judgment satisfies the psychometrici function.

Similarly, he states that in giving oj)inions, say with respect

to war, if a man hold a particular opinion ‘/I the probabiffty

that he will endorse anothei* o]>inion '

B'
depends upon the

sepai*ateness of 'A' and 'B\ The groatej* the separation the
h^ss is the probability of liis endorsing the two opinions. It i’&

also a Gaussian function. On the basis of this general j)rinciplo

Thurstone has developed mathematical formulae by means of

which values of sense-distances, relative excellence of hand-
writing, drawing, composition, beauty and aesthetics, relative

values of disparities of o}>inion and the like can be determined.

Thurstone has ()])encd a new^ fieUl of research in quantita-

tiv(i ])sychology. lV(^bloms that could not be attacked before

in a quantitative way now- yield to measurement. Workers,
especially those w^ho aio interested in aesthetics and in the

problems of social psychology, have not been slow to take note

of Thurstone’s methods. It should be mentioned, however,

that opinions at present vary, as they will nat\irally do, in the

pioneer stage of any movement concerning the value of

both the psyciiological assumptions is and the mathematical
principles 1 ® underlying Thnrstono’s hyj)othosis. Inadequacies
of the first stage are sure to be removed by furiher work on this

line when new insight gained will bring about refinements of
procedure.
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(viii) Measurement of individual differences

In recent years ,<}:reat emphasis is being laid on the measure-
ment of individual differences. The development of the tech-

nique of factor-analysis is responsible for this spirit . According
to the factorist any test performance of an individual is the
resultant of many casual facloi-s. Tliese causal factoi‘s are

isolable. They are the joint dotetaninants of the individuals’

performance.
About tliirty-tive years ago, Spearman found that t he various

tests of abilities sliowed more or less close correlations and
further ho noticed that these correlations tend to form an
orderly system or hie^wcliy. Tliis fact led him to formulate
his now deservedly famous two-factor theory. Accoi*ding to

this theory when a table of intercoirclations bet/ween the scores

of individuals on different tests (exhibits th(^ hierarcliical relation,

an individuars j)erformance uy)on a test c an best be explained

in terms of two factors—one gyneral ‘j/’, anotluM' specific^

'tS ’—peculiar for each test .

Since tlu^ jiublication of S[>earman\s theojy many inter-

correlations of different tests have been determined. But it

lias been found that in many cases the hierarchy (bettei* kjiown
as tetrad equation) is not satisfied. Tryon 1 7 ]^as demon-
strated that in no (‘ase, out of the ten studies made by him, tlie

tetrad critc'rion was really satisfied by t he original data. As a

result of such criticism Spearman was forced to admit the
presence f)f ‘grou]> factor’ which is common to a group of tests.

For exanqile, all verbal intelligence tests together with other

tests deyiending on manipulation of language, involve a ^ verbal

factor ’ besides ‘g’ and specific factors. In the same way all test s

of performance contain a ^practical factor’ in addition to the
^g' and specific factors.

The interpretation of hierarchy, on the basis of one single^

general factor and another spectific independent factor, lias been
contested by Thomson advances a ‘sampling theory’

which accounts for the hierarchical relations in a better' way by
assuming the existence of numerous factors which combine in

various w a^^s and numbers.
This superior explanation of the hierarchy in toruns of

numerous factors as w^ell as Tryon’s (aiticisms have given a

severe blow to Spearman’s theory. Most of the psychologists

at the ynesent time tend to support the view^ that multiple factor s

rather than two contribute to ability. But the real interest in

the quantitative study of the multijrle factor-analysis was not

taken until Kelley’s works were published in 1928. In 1931

Tburstone^^ suggested a mathematical technique for obtaining
principal independent factors that are operative in producing
a given correlational coefficient of tests as also for calculating

the respective influences of these factors on the coefficients.
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Thurstone’s method of analysis has been found to be very

laborious. Hotelling has develojjed a neat technique by which
it is possible to resolve with more ease a wide variety of tests

into a sot of independent uncorrelated factors, as also to assign

scores for each of the factors isolated to each of the individual

subjects tested.

Factorists claim that- by means of such analysis they will

be able to isolate all possible fundamental factors that are opera-

tive in different performaneges and to obtain individual scores

on each of these independent factors. They claim further that

it would be ptissible to represent an individual as a point in a

multi-dimensional factor space, eacli dimension representing

a fa(‘tor. The jiosition of the imbvidual would be unique, for

no otlier individual jiossesses exactly the same combination
in the amounts of various factors. Clearly an enormous amount
of reseaich work will bo needed before the whole realm of human
abilities b(^ resolved into factors. Difficulties ari^ stupendous
but let US hope that all these will bo overcome.

(ix) Present positeon

Theoretical objections raised against the measurement of

])S3^chological magnitudes have been partly met; difficulties

of mental measurement have been to a largo extent overcome.

The importance of the measurement of rnental traits has been
fully realized. Ment al scales of abilities are now regarded as the
b(\st tool so far discovered for the prediction of the testee’s

future educational achievement as well as his vcxjational success.

Relative values of attitudes, opinions, feeling, aesthetics, etc^.

can bo somewhat- corro(d.ly determined i)y special devices like

Idiurstone’s scales and methodology. On the other hand, it has
been clearly a]>pr‘ehenchxl that- mental scales ar(^ not as perfect

and universal as the physical scales ai-e c*o]icoived to bo. No
mental trait can be measured dire(*tly by lying a scale alongside

it. It requires a high degree of skill and labour on the part of

the experimenter to assess the ability and to interpret the
measures jiroperly. There has been a tremendous improvement
in the methods of mental measurement and in the technique
for proper interpretation of measures within the last twenty
years, but still much researcdi is needed before the measurement
of psychological magnitudes can a}>proach the reliability and
universality of that of physical magnitudes.

(x) PONCLITSTONS

8ince the pioneer work of Binot a considerable number of
studies of mental measurement has been enthusiastically under-
taken in various countries, especially in America and Great
Britain. In this country not much work in this field has been
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carried out though, as Bose 22 has said that, ‘a fair amount
of first-rate work has been done’ on problems other than mental
measurement. The paucity of work is not due to want of en-

thusiasts. The glamour of intelligence tests has caught the
‘imagination of many and the outymt of work has been volumi-
nous’. But I hope tliat you will not mind my saying that none
of these works have been (tarried as yet to the final stage of j)er-

fection. It is one thing to devise test items similar to already
published foreign tests but quite another to standardize them
to suit local conditions. No mental test is perfect unless it is

properly standardized. The process of standardization involves

a large collection of data and statistical work. Most of us fight

shy of statistics and statistical formulae. This timidness, T am
inclined to think, is greatly responsible for the slow progress of
mental measurement in our country. I do not know what the
state of affairs is in other provinces but my twenty years’

experience in the University of C'alcutta has shown that even
among the best students interest in the subject of psychology
is generally accompanied with a dislike—sometimes an intense

one—<>f mathematics. This facd itself may bo considered as

a psychological problem which for the present I leave to the

[)sy(*hoanalysts to solve.

The shyness for mathematics is certainly unnec^essary, for

it is not very difficuilt for a seriously mind(xl person to under-

stand the j)rinci])los of statisti(;al formulae and to apply them
]>roperly. Sound knowledge of the |)rinciplcs of tlie normal
probability curve, of the methods of correlations and of some
working knowledge of the technique of factor-analysis are no
doubt essential prerequisites to mental measurements, but I

consider tha,t such knowledge (;an bo acquired without much
(difficulty within a reasonable time, provided one strives for it

eainestly. Training in higher mathematics is not indisfxmsable

for a(;quir(3ment of such knowledge. Even if one bril to master

completely the statistical prim -i pies his Avork need not suffer

on that account. The Indian Statistical Laboratory at the

Presidency College, Calcutta, is ever* ready to helf) the workers

in any field of statistical investigation.

A serious drawdmck, however, should be pointed out and I

specially desire to draw the attentioii of all concerned to it.

There is almost a complete absence of co-ordination of the work
that is being conducted on mental testing here. The process

of standardization of a test is lengthy and laborious. It requires

a huge amount of labour both in collecting data and in evaluating

the results. It can very seldom be adequately performed by a

single individual. What we actually find, however, is just this

lamentable fact of individual workers hastily devising tests

and rushing to standardize them. Nothing but failure can be

the result of sucdi procexlure. I should like to vsuggest in bringing

my address to a close that instead of vying with one another
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in taking credit for first devising and standardizing a tost, psycho-

logists of each province should work together to construct

scal(^.s of tests and to standardize them pro}>erly. Non-co-

o()0]at.ion may be siK^cossful in other fields but intimate co-

operation witli other workers, frequent discussions about the

technique, methods and results are the sine qua, non of progress

in scientitic investigations es[)ecially in the field of menial

measurement. INow' that the value of testing has been justly

realized, its utility in vo(‘ational selection and guidance has be(ui

properly recognized, its fruitfulness in ediuational and vaiious

other fields lias been adequately ap|)reciate(l, well-planiUMl

intensive co-ordinated work is all that is necc'ssary to carry our

iTiental testing ]>rogranune t() the desired level. If all of us who
believe in mental testing put our intellectual and material

resources together, T am sui'e we shall b(^ able very soon to reach

our coveted goal. For each ])rovince then wo sliall iiave

thoroughly reliable, valid and rec.ogniz<Ml tests oF intelligence, of

temperament, of vocational fitness and of various other abilities

and af>titudes. The results we shall obtain are bound to he

utilized to their adv^antage by differcait educational, vocational

and industrial organizations ol' the society. May that day
come soon is my earnest prayer.
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EDUCATION YOU THE ENGINEERING INDUSTRY

[ntroduction

Education in India generally has often boon (criticised as

beinn: too acadoinic in nn^ihod as well as (content and divorced

troin th(3 acctiial ikhxIs of the country. Higher (Hlueation in

f)arti(cular has boon exposed to (criticisms of this natinac by various

educationists and other s interested in educat ional problems. The
remedy a]>pears to lie in encouraging the growth of a vocational

bias in the earlier stages of the educational j)roc(^ss and the

development of a ])ro])(',rly co-ordinated system of technical

(education in the secondary and higlier stages. Such a develop-

ment would not only relievo the overcrowding and consequent
unoin})loyment, vso (common in the Gilx^ral professions', but
correct the existing disj)arity between the provision for technical

and non-technical education. As Lord Eustace P(^rcy, a former

Pjesident of the British Board of Education, said, ‘ Jt is the most
serious jneblem that confronts this (country in (common with

the wdiolo industrial world at the yu'osont momfuit. The brutal

truth is that while, as Pascal said, a man's choice of his ti’ado

is the most important thing in his life, this crucial (choice is

al)()ut the one thing for wliuch our ])ublic system of (education

has made hardly any aUtunpt to ]>re})are its pupils’. He was,

of course, referring to Great Britain in 1933. How true these

words are for India to-day !

The distinction formerly made betw'(3on the educational

value of classical and technical instruction is fortunately dis-

appearing but there may still be some who may bo inclined to

})ut classical education on a higher plane than technical (Hluca-

tion. To quote Lord Eustace Percy again ^
‘ The true function

of education is a creative one—^to create new^ forms ot skill

and by so doing to confer a higher social status U}K)n occu})ations

1 Page Gl, E(i\ication at the Cross Kt)ads, by Lord Eustace Percy,

ECHO.

( 347 )
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whicJi do not at j>roscnt possess it, or, as is the case in some

cralts, have lost or aic tending to lose it. By fulfilling that

funct ion (rdu cation can, at one and the same time, enlarge human
capaciti(\s and changui tln^ whole texture of human society.

Fi(ln(*at ional rehunicrs have too often contented themselves in

iFe past, wit h wlial is nailly a servile view of education, making
our schools tlu^ slaveys of (‘.xisting social standards instead of the

(u-cators of now (»ncs, and diananding exclusively a development

of those ])a-i‘ts of our educational system which can admit men
to tin* covet (hI soc ial status at ])rc\scuit belonging to the predessions

and tlui middle and liiglHU- walks of commence. It is in th(‘

tecdinical collc^gcs that wc^ shall find tiie opportunity for a more,

rail and a tmno fundament al icddrni \

Public intcac^st in technic*al education has latel.y been aroused

as it is being gradually railiz.od Unit the industrializat ion of tlie

country cannot he cairried ont by men trained in pure science

only. Tlie tcHhuician serves avS a link between science and

industry and if efficient and stable industries are to be builti

u]) it is nec'cssaiy to emsure tba,t a steady supjily of technically

trained persons is available to all branches of industry.

It is hardly necessary at this stage of our national develo])-

nicmt to stioss the necc‘ssity of building up the industries of

India, notwitlistanding the difficult.i(\s inlierent in a i^oricd of

world war. 8cientists, businevssnum, j)oliticians and oflieis havc^

re])eatedly spoken about this urgent need and the Governmcuit

of India liavo accepted it as their ]>oliey to encourage the growth
and development of Indian industry not only now but also

after normal peac'C conditions are restored. The establishment

of the Board of Scientific’ and Industrial Research and the

Industrial Research Utilization Commit tc^e can bo accepted as

an (evidence of this. In a r ecent broadcast Sir Alexander- Roger-

is re]:)orted to have said, ‘Industrialize your c^ountry and the

kcjy of the future is in your hands’.

It is also gc?norally ac’cepted that the economic structure

of India Avill re.main unstable and \msound so long as industries

are not developcxl io provide a balance to agriculture on which

it has beem based so long. Various steps of a scientific, economic’

and polit ical nature are being taken to foster the growth of indus-

tries and it is the aim of this address to focus attention on one
of the most vital aspects of industrial development, namely,
the training of skilled personnel to run the industries. Without
trained hands and trained minds no country can hope to devedop
and maintain industries in this highly competitive age.

History of Technical Education in India

It is not proposed hero to deal in detail with the history

of technical education in India but merely to indicate the salient

}>oints which would help in understanding the complex problems
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wo are now facing. The*, early slagea of orgaiiiz(xl teclinical

eelucation in India were (4os(4y associatcHi with the ikmhIs oI

the Public Works and other Dopartnients of Governincnt and
the ‘ big four’ ongineoi’iug e^oilegeis of India, iianioly, lloorkeo,

Poona, Giiindy and Sib])tu’, wore ostablisluxl during tlu^ middle
of the*, niimtoonth century mainly to meed tlu'se uccmIs. It- must
b(! mentioned hero that as in otheu- countrios tluti-e e^xisteul in

India a system of craft a])prontictvship froiji curly times. Tlie

iiitrodiiction of machinery on a large scale, howawer, cluingcHl

the chaiactea- of industrial skill and a smalle*T }U'0]>ortion of

\v(_)rkTtten imexled purely manual skill, whiles a large proj>ortion

roc]uii‘exl a knowlt^dgo of general ]>rinciples, whi( li could more
satisfactorily bo learnt in a technical school than acquired by
})ractico.

^ The establishment of a c.hair- of engiiu.*oiing in connection

with the Hindu College in Calcutta was sanctioned in 1B44-45
(vide Annual Report of the Couiuil of Education for i844>45).

A salary of Rs.300 per mensem was guaranteed to the Professor*

of Civil Enginooring and half the foes of pupils attending the

(course, the remaining half t-o bo devoted to t he ])urchaso of books,

apparatus and such moans of instriudion as might Ix^ necessary.

Tiro chair* of enginooring, lu>W'(^ver,romaiTKxiyacant as no ])rofessor

w^as available. In July, 1847, the CVmncil of Education w as asked

by Government to rojrort on two schemes, one formulated by the

B( )mbay Government and the other by the Mi litary Roar'd. After*

(considering the ropoi’t of the Council, Lord Dalliousie recorded

a minute recomnrending to the (^oui*t of DircK'tors of the East

India Company the est ablishment of an engineer class at eacli

of the Presidencies. Tire (’alcrrtla College of C-ivil Engineering

was thus opened in November, 1850, at Wr'iteis’ Buildings for*

the purpose of supjrlying ])ro])(*.rly qualificKl candidates for all

grades of Public W(n*ks and Survey Departments and lor employ-
ment under diftbrent corrrpanies eirgaged upon Railways in

India. It w^as affiliated to the C.-aheutta Univei’sity in 1857.

The college was amalgamated with the Presidemey College,

Calcutta, in 1805 and was named ‘The Presidency College, Civil

Engineering Dejrartment On the 5tli April, 1880, it was
transferred to Sibpur under the name of ‘Tiio Government
Engineering College, HowTab’. A Mining l)c>partinent was
ojrened in February, 1906, to train managers and assistants lor

the large number of mines in India. This was subsequently

transffirrod to Dhanbad to form the nucleus of the Indian S(*hool

of Minos in 1926. At present there are degree courses in Civil,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and Metallurgy in

operation.

1 The details given here regarding I lie lour (nigineoring colleges

ha\'e been collected mainly from t}ud8el(w'tioiis from Educational Kocords,

])art TI, 1840-59, Bureau of Educot-ioii, Ijalia’ published in 1022.
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A Civil Engineering College ^\ as started at Gnindy in 1858

and tlio I)irc;(:ior of Public Instruction, Madras, in his re])ort

for 1S58-59 niad(^ the following leniarks about it: ‘The long

projected Civil EngiiH^ering (tellege has been brougiit into

operation during the year undca' review; the Survey School,

tbrnierly attached to tln^ Jloard of Kcn^enuo and subsequently

to the Chief Engineer’s Offi(*c, having been adoptwl as its basis.

The plan n[)on whieh it was originally proposed to establish

it, viz. that it should ])rovid() insti in tifm for all grad(\s of tlie

Public Works .pc]>artinent, (cvcept officers of the Corps of

Engineers and (-ivil Engiin^ers cduca4(Hl in England, has been
abandoned for the^ piescnit on tinancial grounds; and it has

f)een d(^terjnined to eonlinc^ it to training candidates for tln^

grades of sub“OV(as(Ha‘s and of assistant engineers’. At })rosent

there aia^ degree ronrses in Civil, M<M!hanical ajid Electrical

EnginecH’ing.

As early as 1824 an Engineer ing Institution was in (‘xistence

in Bombay ))ut its snbse(|uent histoiy is obscure. A class tor

training engin(«)rs was ofrenod in the El ph instone lnstituti(m

in 1844, but for want ol‘ suital)l(^ candidates for admission the

class was broken uj) at the end of the year 1847. The Poona
Engineering (’lass and Mechanical School was ojrened in July,

1854, its aim being to ])r(>vide suitable instr uction for subordinatr^

officers in tln^ Public Works Depai'tment. In July, 1863, Sir

(yowasji J(?hangir lieadymoney present(Kl tire suj)) of Ps.50,()b()

to Govei'innent; and a (‘olkge was establisluMl which was affiliated

to the University of Bombay in 1806. At pres(r)t there are

(logr(>e coui’ses in Civil, Meclianical aufl Electrical Engineering

in opei’ation.

The early history of enginerring education in the North-
Western Provinces is intirnatrJy connected with that of the
Thomason Bngirreering (bll(g(^, Koorkee. This institution

\vas a dir“(>ct ]>roduct of irrigation aird otlrer engineering scliemes

undertaken by Govci rirnent . Irr 1847 the vigorous jrrosecut ion

of tire OangCNs Canal was dderrrrined upon and at Roorkee large

workshops, etc. were constructrxl. The Lieutenant-Governor,

Mr. Tlromason, perceiving tln^ apjrropriate.noss of the time and
])laco, ])i‘o])osed the establishment of a college to sup])ly a statf

of engineers. The scheme was sanctioned and in 1849 the

institution was placed on a permanerrt footing. The main
buildings were, however, (*<>mpletod in 1856. Tliere is at ])r*esent

a course for civil ongiiuors of the degree standard in operation.

It will thus b(^ seen that systematic instruction in Civil

Engineoring has been available in India for nearly a century

and the standard so far attained can be considered as fairly

satisfactory. Many new institutions have since come into

existence which pi’ovide courses in Civil Engineoring subjects

but the remarkable feature of thivS development is the insufficiency

or lafJc of insli'uction in other important engineering and tedinical
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subjects almost up to the end of the nineteenth centur} . M(‘-

ehanical and Electrical Engineering classes were started in a sin all

A^ay at each of the ‘big four’ engineering colleges towards tlu^

end of the nineteenth century W'hich have devt^loped into degri^e

courses during the last few years.

In May, 1853, Sir Jamsetjeo Jeojeebhoy otfered on certain

terms to appropriate a smn of R8.1,00,000 to a s(^hool for the
improvement of Arts and Manufactures in Boml)a^^ Tl\e

institution was opened in 1856 and a sodlon for Ai’chitocture

Avas addcxl in 1 880. This is probably the only centre for advanccMl

architectural instruction in India to-day. Tlie Victoria Jubilee

Technical Institute Avas startinl in Bombay in 1888 AA’iih

Tex:tile and Mechanical Engineering departments. A diipart-

ment of Metal Working and Enamelling Avas started in 1898
and a de])artment of Electrical Engineering Avas start eti in 1003.

The department of Technical Chemistry came into existence

in 1906. At. jiresent there is also a depart-ment of Sanitary

Engineering and Plumbing.
The College of Engineering and Technology at Jadav])iir

was founded in 1906 by the Society for the Promot ion of Educa-
tion in Bengal, with the object of training students for tlu^

industrial pursuits as well as to develop and utilize the material

resources oi‘ the country. The college noA\^ offers (^our.ses in

Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering.

The Indian Institute of Science oAves its origin to the

munificence of the late Mr. Jamsetjoe Nusserwanjee Tata, who
in the year 1896 jiroposed to vest in trustees properties to tlie

(capital value of thirty lakhs of rupees for- the purjiosc of endowing
a research institute for India. The late Mr. J. N. Tata desired

to build and endow an institution winch should provide Indian
students Avith such facilities for work and training as A\'ould

(uiable them to ('ompete on equal terms with otluu- countries

as a producer of new knowledge and to aid Indian students

to serve India in scioma^ and tec]lnolog3^ Th(^ tirst batcJi ol

students were admitted to the departments ot Gentaal

Chemistiy, Applied Chemistry and Elect lical Technology in

July, 1911, the department of Organie Chemistry was opened

in September of the same year. The dej)artanent of Physics

w as opened in 1933. The all-India chai acter of the Institute is

always kept in mind and attorn })ts are made to get the best

students from all parts of India.

The Engineering College of the Benares Hindu University

was started in 1919. The college provides a combined course

in Mechanical and Electrical Engineering for the degree of

B.Sc. (Engineering). The University also has departments

of Mining and Metallurgy and Glass Technology.

In addition to the institutions roforaaKl to above there

are at present numerous other technical institutions in India

of the secondary and advanced tyj)o doing good Avork and if
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Uk^V o not nientionocl lioro it is only bocauso of the very limited

sj)a( e available in a j)ap0r of this kind. Thofaot remains, however,

thfit we liave failed in j)roviding suitable and suflScient training

not only for newly developing industries but also for industries

which have been in oxistence for many years. This short-

(ioming is noticeable more at the secondary stage of our educa-

tional system llian at the higher stages.

The tiist c‘(enpi(^hensivo attempt to review the subject

on an all-India basis c^aii be said to liave been made by the

Indian Indnsirial Commission whose report was published in

1918. Th(ur remarks about technical education in India as

it exristcHl befoj'(^ the last war may be summarized as follows:

dll their resolution of the 18th June, 1888, on the subject

of tocliiiical educat ion, the Government of India pointed out that

t he education liitluu to jmovided had boon too exclusively literary

in its bent; that industrial training was required in view of

the necessity of securing a greater variety of occuqiations

;

and that technical education could be provided witii advantage
at once for industries which had already reached a comparatively

advancwi stage of development, such as the textile and engineer-

ing industries, though the danger of establishing a system
of training for those insufficiently advanced was noted. The
necessity of giving a moio practical bias to general education
w^as emphasized, and Loral Governments ivere incited to take
action in tfu^se diroclions.

At the beginning of the present century it Avas realized

that measures taken in the Education Department during the
pieviouB fifteen years had been totally inadequate to meet the
uefxls of India and the growing recognition of the necessity

tor a greater diversity of occupations, to absorb the energies of
the cver-iiKtreasing numbers of the educated classes. Lord
(Jurzon ac(‘OTdingly summoned in Simla in 1901 an Education
Conference which reviewed the situation and recommended
drastic reforms in the methods of higher education, with a view
to render them moi e ofifective and practical.

Almost iniiucdiatoly after the Conference, the Govenunent
of India appointed a Commission to report upon industrial

(‘ducat ion; but tlie report of the Commission was never
published.

The exjjeriem^e of the war (1914-1918) itself has been
responsiblt^ for a ncwv attitude on the part both of Government
ancl of heading industriahsts. They realize tliat it is necessary

to create in India the manufactures that are indispensable

for industrial self-sufficiency and for national defence, and that

it is no longer possible to roly on free importation of essential

art icles in time of w'ar.

It will bo necessary in the immediate future for Government
to consider’ the more general question of the part to be played
by tht^ existing engineering colleges and the Universities in
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providing for the increasing need in India for scientific, technical

and technological training. The simplest way of meeting
this demand would be to expand the engineering colleges into

technological institutes by the creation of iiow departments.
Uj) to this point our recommendations legarding industrial

and technical education are such as should be carried out by
Provincial Govermnents; but, we think, it will be necessary

ultimately, if not in the immediate future, to provide India

with educational institutions of a more advanced character,

which no single province could support or fill with students,

yet which each province will need to a greater or less extent.

As soon as our foregoing roconnnondations have had time to

develop their full effect, it would be advisable to proceed further

and establish imj>erial colleges of the very highest grade.’

The Calcutta University Commission under the Chairman-
ship of Sir M, Sadler also enquired into the subject of technical

education in 1917-19 and came to similar conclusions. But
when the stresses and strains of the last war wore relieved,

however, most of these recommendations wore unfortunately

forgotten. Departments of Industries were started in all

j)rovincos but little or no additional provision was made to

develop technical education on an all -India basis.

In 1936, the Govorimxent of India invited Messrs. A. Abbot,
formerly H.M. Chief Inspector of Technical Schools, and S. H.
Wood, Director of Intelligence, Board of Education, England,
'

t o advise on certain problems of educational reorgam’zation,

and particularly on problems of vocational education’. They
prepared a report on ‘Vocational Education in India’ which
was pubhshed by the Government of India in the following

year. S^mie of their observations may bo quoted here as they
tilrow light on (conditions at present obtaining in India :

‘ Vocational education is not on a lower plane than literary

(xlucation, since the full purpose of education is to develop

tlie whole powers of the mind, body and spirit so that they
may be devoted to the welfare of the society.

No country can develoj) its trade and industry through

the work of second-rate men only. The conditions in India,

as in other industrial countries, demand that business shall

have its fair share of the best brains available in the country.

General and vocational education are not essentially

different branches, but the earlier and later phases of a continuous

process. Each subject in the vocational school has its origin

in the non-vocational school.

General and vocational (education should not, however,

be provided in the same scdiool, since tlu^ pupils in the two
typos have very diverse aims. Education for industry can,

Avith certain safeguards, bo given in the same school as education

for commerce.

23
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Vocational odiuailion is not a matter for tho school alone,

simie it- is a specific, and not a general, ])re])ai ation for employ-
ment. I ndiistry and commence must (^o-operate with educational
organizations if the vocational education provided is to be
appropriate, and adecpiate organized co-operati()n of this kind
does not yet exist in India.

lli(a'e aj>pears to be a common belief in India that a more
adequate supply of vocational education would lead (piickly to

greater use being made by oi ganizcMl iudusti y of the raw mat(u ials

of the (H)mitry. The exist(Mice of skilled v\orkers, tliough

essential, is not in itself enougli to cieate organized industrk^s.

('aj)ita], UK^ans of transport and in^asoiuibly assured maikets
are also needed. Although a certain degree of (caution in the

])Ians for training men for organized industry is tlus'efoie

necessary, sclumros for im]>roving the shill and efficiency of

cultivator's and small-scale workers c an be safely uiidiMt akcai.’

As a result of Messr s. Abbott and Wood’s rejror t , a few
exjrerimontal technical schools have just been started in Bombay
and Hyderabad and a Polytechnic* has been opencxl at Della
early in 1941 with Mr. W. W. Wood as its first Princ*i])aL

lleciontly, through the unusually large dc^rnands made
by (lovernmont foi' tec*hni(‘ians foi' Mar* wor'k, the. subject of

tec*hnic‘al cxlucartiou has again assumcnl impcutanc'c^ The
Central Covernnuait afrjrointed a Technical Ti'aining Knc|uiry
Committee in 1940 under the c*haii'manship of Mr. John kSargont

,

Educ*aticmal Commissioner with the Covernment of India and
Joint Secretary of the Dejrartment of Education, Health and
Lands, a,rrd it will bo of interest to quote*, some r c'levant ])assages

from t lieir* r'opor t :

‘The objcH’t of tho cmquiry is not to levicnv tca*hnic*al edu-
cation gener'ally.

While our primary duty is to suggest how tJu^ demand
for additional skilled workers for- war purposes may bc^ met,
wa^ are not unrrriridful of the w ider implic*ations of our- terms
of refercuuH^ or of the possible effec*t of our rec*ommc‘ndations,
if implertrentod, on the doveJopment of post-war industry in

India.

It rcunains for us to assess tlie juospect of ])ost -wai' industry
being able not only to retain the additional workers takcai on
for war wor k but also to absor b the skillcxl personnel no longer'

required for the Defence Servic'os. If we may leave out of
account the jrossibility of fundamental cihanges as the outcome
of the w^ar both in national relations and the structure of society,

the problem appears to present two main aspects, the industrial

and tho educational.

From the educational aspect, althougli we have had
neither the time nor the opportunity to formulate first-hand
criticisms on the present system of technical instruction in this

country, we are advised on good authority that while it by no
23B
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means dosorves the wholesale ('oiulomnation it sojnetiimvs

receives, it may not unfairly be described as too academic in

content and too far divorced from first-hand (‘ontact with the
needs and conditions obtaining in industry.

Turning to the post-war problem we ar(^ impress(x[ by tlu^

fact that in th(i tecdinical colleges and institutions, about whirli we
have som(^ information, t here are several thousand stiuhuits t aking
degree courses or courses of equivalent standard. Although
degree students from some institut ions are successful in attaining

in a reasonable jjoriod to ])osts of responsil)ilit v in industi’V, the

position in the (country geneially is not sat isfactory. Th(» time
at our disposal has been too short to allow us to analyze tln^

causes of this, though we boliev(^ tlnun to li(^ mainly in tluv

defects of the ])resent system of technical (ducat ion to which
we have already called attention.'

The latest dcwelojunent to b(‘ noticed in the history ot'

technical education in India is tlie formation of an Association of

Fhimipals of T{H*hnical Institutions (India) on the 28th July,

1941, with the object of co-ordinating the efforts of diffei*ent

bodies intorest(xl in this subject. The formation of such an
Asso(iation can be considered as v(i‘y opportune, as it must have^

been evident from what has Ikhui stated above that though much
has beiui writtcui on this ini])ortaut subJ(H-t very littk^ ac hieve-

numt, on the whole, is in evichuuio The Assocuat ioi] w ill fostcu*

all-round co-o|)eration botweeui educational int(i'(‘sts, industry

aTul j)rof(vssional bodices (such as the Institution of Engineers,
India) and pF’opare a systematic plan for futur(^ d(welo])ni(iit

.

The Association has already realized that dt is esscuitial to have*

some method ( J' co-ordinating the efforts of ( Antral and Provincial

Governments and other juivatc^ bodices, as it would not bt^

possible for any one ageru^y to cater for t he national requireunents

in an economical and efficient mannei’. New industries aie

springing u]) (iverywhen^ and old on(\s are going foi ward undcu-

rapidly changing conditions. In order that this [)ro(*(\ss may
(iontinue with and efficiency, it is de^sirabk^ t.o (wolva^ a

system of technical education which can (‘ojk^ with the ever-

(Jianging requironumts of industry. In many of the provinces

great (diaiiges are (uther pro])osed or are already taking jjlace in

the Systran of secondary education. TcH^niical or vocational

education should also find its due place in this kirge field.

'

Primary and Secondary Education, and EVENiNCi and

PART-TIME day CLASSES

Beffore wa^ proceed to consider this subject with s])(aial

roferen(‘e to conditions in India it may be of interest to quote

the present trend of thought in Grent- Britain as expressed in th(^

^Beport on Secondary Education with sjauiial refenmee to
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Graininar Schools and Technical High S(‘hools’ pubhshed by the

British Board of Education in 1039.

‘Much of the fear of “ Vociaiioualisni ” and of early

“S])ecialization” in secondar^^ schools has arisen through mis-

understanding and failure to define those terms and to face the

facts of all educational development. It is not always realized

how much truth there is in the view exj)ressod in a memorandum
submitted to us by a distinguished American educational

administrator, Dr. John L. Tildsley of the Now York Board of

Education. “ There is no subject,’’ he wrote, “in the curriculum
(>{' any tyj>o of vocational school for any age of boy or girl that

might not bo liberalized while at the same time furnishing the

highest degree of vocational effoctivoness. ” Certainly, in any
subject worthy of inclusion in a school (uirriculum it should bo

j)08sible to lead the j)Upil to look beyond the iiunuKliate processes

in which he is engaged to a wider human and social background.

A subject which requires the extreme acauiracy of working

necessitated by many forms of workshop training c^an scarcely

fail to juovide a real moral and intellectual discipline. The
dominant position in libtwal education held so long by the study

of Greek and Latin was largely based on the claim that that study

(H)mbine<i a similar insistence on accmracy with an understanding

of the plac^e of classical literature in human life and history. Any
subject which is so taught as to j>erform this dual function,

demanding a high standard of ac^complishmont and at the same
1 imo aw^akening in t he learner a sense of it s wider moaning, serves

in a sense the same end, wLothor in conventional terminology

it is called acadtauic^ or technical, liberal or vocational. Its

(ifect is the same, “the unfolding”, to quote Dr. Tildsley again,

“of all the powers in the man, the making of them usable to the

utmost degree in the special phase of ])rodnction or the special

phase of living in which ho may chance to engage”.’

A similar point of view, though with greater emphasis on the

trade or vocation as a suitable ediuational niedium, has been

exj)re88ed in India under the })opu]ar name of the ‘Wardha
Scheme’. ^ The princij)le of intellectual training in and through

a craft is the most fundamental feature ol the scheme. It is

bastKl on the following proposition of Kropotkin:
‘ In the interests of both science and ind\ist ry, as well as of

society as a whole, every human being, w ithout distinction of

birth, ought to receive such an education as will enable him or

her to combine a thorough knowledge of science w ith a thorough

knowledge of handicraft.’

This proposition has been enlarged upon and explained by
Mahatma Gandhi in the following w^ords:

1 The Wardha Scheme of Kducation by C. J. Varkoy, published by
the t^xford University Press, 1940.
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(1) ‘Every handicraft has to be taught not merely
mechanic^ally as is dom^ to-day, but scientifically,

i.e. tlie c^hild should know the why and the whorfi-

fore of evei y process/

(2) ‘The core of my suggestion is that handicrafts are to

bo taught, not merfdy for productive work, but for

developing Ihc^ intellect of the pupils/

(3) ‘A vocation or vocations are the best nu^diuju foi’ the
all-round development of a boy or a girl, and
therefore all syllabuses should be woven round
VO (‘at ional t raining .

’

There has been considerable pvd3li(^ discussion on these, and
other features of the scheme^ but- it (-an be said that lljc modei n
trend of educational thought is generally in agroetiKUit with tlie

first two points mentioned above ajid t he wscheme can, thc^efon^,

be c(3nsidered as a valuable contribution to tlic^ solution of our
problems. At its meeting hedd in danuary, 11)38, the Ccmtral

Advisory Board of Education of thc^ Government of India,

appointed a committee to examine the s('hemc^ ‘in t he light of the

Abbott-Wood ]fo])ort oji “General and Vocational EducatioJi”

and of other rekn^ant document s The following an^ some of t lie

recommendations of the cominittc^e which have med with the
general approval of t he Central Advisory Board of Education :

(1) The age-range for compulsion sliould be 0 to 14 years,

but (diildren (^an be admitted to the Basic School
at the age of 5.

(2) Diversion of students from the Basic School tf) otlnu'

kinds of schools should bo allow ed aft er tlie age of

1 I })lus,

(3) Tlie Wardha Scheme of basic (xlm^ation is in full

agreement w ith the recomnnuidations made in the

Abbott -Wood Be]>ort so far as the ])rin(i])le ot

learning })y doing is concerned.

(4) Certain elenxmts of (udtural subjects (cannot he

con-elated wdth the basic ciaft, and must be taught

independently.

A compulsory course of eight years is ])roposed iindei* this

scheme with a view to combine wdiat is now' called j)rimaj‘y

education and secondary or high school education uj) to the

Matriculation Standard. It wdll be seen therefore, that the

new interest now being manifested in vocational education

indicates a radical change of outlook which can only b(^come

ofFective if it succeeds in overhauling the primary and secondary

stages of our educational system.

The present tendency in Great Britain is to emphasize tlu^

complementary nature of the relationship betw een genei al and

vocational education which are considered as parts of a singles
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])i o(ies.s. Under the British Education A(d-s it is the duty of the

pai’ent to cause his child to receive effic-ient eleinentary instruc-

t ion in Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, fiom the age of 5 until

the age of 14 yearsd It is now t h(^ (hdijiite ]>oliey of the British

Board of Education to make a (4(^ar distinction between primary

(Miucation up to 1
1
years of age and ]>ost“]>rimary education

after that age. The result of that policy is t o create S(ilf-cont ained

])rimary schools for childrcui u]) to II years ot age. In

Kiigland a s(u*,ondary scliool is a. scliO()l which provides a full-time

(‘ducat ion of a gcmeral, as distinct from a vocational, character

for children from about 11 years of age to about 17 years or

]nore. Th(U‘(‘ is, iiowcwer, a wide variedy of instruction, apart

fi'om tliat obtaiiUKl by att-endama' at a University, available foi*

boys and girls on halving t he ekunentary or sccondaiy school,

and at later stages. Broadly spe^aking, vocational courses, i.e.

instriK tion (h^finitely related 1(* emj^loynuuit, may be either full-

1 ime instruction in prcfairation for om])loym(Uit u])on which the

student has not yed ontcworl, or ])art-time instnudion which the

student attends after (uitrv into eiiiployment.

In Grc^at Brit ain tlu^ Spens C/ommittcH^ laM'omnuuid that the

name, T(H*hnical Scliool, be used as a geu(*ral t(irm t o describe all

schools whi(‘li Tcciruit at the age of 13+ ^^nd provide a^course of

two or three va^ars’ duration. They further recommend that

schools haviiig an age of i-ccruitment of 1
1 + and jiroviding a five-

y(^ar course shall be known as Tecdniical High Schools. They
state ‘ we fully rcnrlize that in selecting children at the age of

11+ the wislu^s of the ])ar(uits, assistcM^l by the advice of the

lu^ads of tJi(^ contributory schools, should alvays have a ]ire-

dominant \\ (‘ight in d(4(a*mining the choice of school for children

of that ag(c But tlier(‘ should be another age-point, namely
13+ ,

in all schools at which transfers should, if desirable, be

made from one t ype of school to another both with the object- of

eliminat-ing any misfits which may have (xanirred and with the

purpose of encouraging any sjiecial aptitudes which Tiiay have
d.evelo])ed in cliildren betwt^en the ages of 11 + and 13+ ,

and
fuT'thermore, of allowing a change of choice on the part of the

] parents. The establishment ( )f a more or less common curriculum

for pupils between the ages of 11+ and 13+ in all lyf)es of

secondary schools would rend(?r it cojuparati vely easy to effect

mutual transfers at the age of 13’.

They further recommend the establishment of ‘a new type
of higher school of technical (character, wholly distined frinn the

traditional academic secondary S(‘hool so as (1) to provide a

good intellectual discipline, altogether a])art from its technical

1 An Outliiio of t Jio Striirtin’d of llio Eduoationjil System in England
nn<l W'alos. It.M’s. Stationery OII'ko,

Keport of the Consnltatix e Oommittoo on Seeondary Kdneation
with speeial referenee to Grammar Seliools and Tcxhnical High Schools.
H.M's. Stationery Olhee, IIKIU.
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value, and (2) to have a technical value in relation not to one
particailar occupation but to a group of occupations’.

‘For pu])ils of 13+ and onwards the curriculum should be
designed to provide a liberal education with science and its

applications as the core and insj)iration. The subject -matter
vould be English, History, Geograjdiy, Mathematics, Science,

Engineering Drawing, Pra(di(^al Crafts in the Workshoj)s, Physical
Education and Aesthetic Subjects together with a continuation

of the foreign language for those pupils cajxible of [profiting by it.
’

‘In a school week of 27| teaching hours, an average allocation

of subjects in terms of hours per week might be:

English Subjects . .

Mathematics and Science

Workshop
Engineering Drawing (including Practi(*al

Geometry)
Physical Training and Aestludic Subj(K-t s.

.

Pool ..

b hours.

4i „

27 J hours.

The tiin(‘ la^quired for the foreign language would be t aken
from the pool, and those ]>upils wh(> do not' take tlie foreign

language would be given extra time from the ])ool for other

subjects according to circaunstancos and needs.
’

Tt may ho mcaitioned that British t Tradition is against using

the school to?- imf>arting skill in manual o])erations, but this

tiadition shows signs (d breaking down. Messrs. Abbott and
Wood state that ‘in. the ])r(^sent position of organized industry in

India-, it is essential that worksho]) ])ractict^ sliall occupy a

prominent j)lace in tlie curri(*uluju of the- full-time tcadinical or

iiulustrial school. In Great Britain, wlua'c the standard of

V'orkmanshij) is oftcTi very high, it is j)ossibIe to share t Ije burden

of training recruits to industry between t he- industry itself, wliich

gives Avorkshoj) experience, and the school, which teaches the

scientific principles underlying workshoj) ])ractice. But this plan

is not suit(xl to Indian ctmditions’.

If the Wardha Sdieme of Basic Education is accej)t(M, with

siK'h modifications as may be found ne(*essary in the light' of

experience, a similar curricvdum (am be introducrxl in Post-

Wardha Tec^hnical High Schools in India for jnipils bcdwnen the

ages of 13 or 14+ and 16 or 17+ replacing English subjects by
v(^rna(‘ular subjects and the foreign language by English.

As already stated the Goveriunont of India has i-efieritly start-

ed a Polytechnics at Delhi in accordance with one c)f the recom-

mendations of Messrs. A. Abbott and S. H. Wood to cremate a first-

class technical institution including a day-school for boys. As
statexi in the prospectus, ‘the main objo(‘-t> of the Technical High
School is to provide a specialized or vocational type of education

for boys desiring to enter certain specific trades or professions’.
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Thore aro two dopartmonts : Lower and Upper. The age of

admission to the Lower Department \\ ill be about 10 years and
education will be general, but a few periods a week will be
devoted to practical instructions, o.g. wor kshop jrractice, in order
to give the boys a technical or vocational outlook. The duration
of the course will be four years.

The ago of admission to the Upper Department will be
about 14 years and the duration of the course will be three years.
In this department, edu (nation will assume a more technical or

vocational character but side by side with the technical training
all impils will receive a sound general education. There will be
three groujrs for vocational subjects: (1) techni(*al group oj)en to

boys who desire^ to adopt careers in Mechanical, Electrical and
Automobile Engineering, Building, etc. with a view to promotion
in duo course to posts as charge-hands and foremen; (2) textik^

group to suit boys who wish to seek emj)lo3nment in textile mills

with a view to promotion in due course to posts as jobbers and
tacklers

; (3) commercial group intend(xl for j)upils who desire to
pursue a commercial career. This is an experimenl^ in the right

direction in so tar as the secondary stage of education is concerned
and the results achieved will be watched with great interest ail

over India.

Possibilities of organizing evening and part-time day classes

in industrial centres sliould also be investigated. With very few
exceptions like the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay,
the Calcutta Technical School and the evening mining classes of
the Mining Education Advisory Board in 'Bengal and Bihar, the
system of evening instruction has not been developed to any
considerable extent in India. In England, on the other liand,
evening continuation and technical s(*hools have been functioning
with great su(;cess. Up to the end of the nineteenth century
most of the technical education in England was post-elementary
in character but at the beginning ot the twentieth century, it

was realized that to benefit from specialized technical instruction
it was necjessary to impart more general ediuiation than was giviui

in elementary schools. The evening continuation schools served
to bridge this gap between the elementary school and the technical
school and for those pupils who did not wish to j)rocoed to a
technical school they served to broaden outlook and increase
knowledge. Among ot her subjects grouped courses of instruction
were provided for (1) industry, and (2) commerce. The
industrial grouj) usually consisted of the following subjects:

(1) Elementary Mathematics.

(2) Technical Drawing.

(3) English.

(4) Elementary Science.

During the last forty years, however, the system of
secondary education has been fully established in England and
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boys passing out from secondary schools enter the (waaiing

technical schools directly. In India it may be quite possible to

dispense with the evening continuation scliool alt(>g(^t]i(*r by the
proper development- of secondary education so tliat boys nja\

be able to join evening technical schools which should be suitably

located in large industrial centres. The courses should, low t'vcr,

be grouped carefully so tliat they may form separat(‘ and
coherent units. The Annual Re])ort of tJie Britisli Board ol

Education for 1924-25 says:

'No highly organized structure could have bccui predicted

for an evening sc-liool system designed to attract, and reasonably

to satisfy tlir^ demand of, a large volunt ar y attendance of young
workers. But tire conception ot‘ a grouped course r>f study in

which there is a balanced combination of subjec ts to be studied

throughout a school year, or a succession of school years, by an
attendance on two, or, inoi*e commonly with boys, thr ee evtmiirgs

a week, lias from the early days of evening schools commendcHl
itself loc^ally and c(mtially as a moans of organizing eveming

study/
Messrs. Abbott and Wood, liowever, recommend tliat

'part-time schools should bo prnvidc^ for the furtlu^i* (Klu(‘ation

of young men already in employment and, if jrossible, the ( lassies

should i)o held in the day time, t he students being released by

their emjrloyers for two half-days a week in order that they
might attend’. But it is vei‘y unlikely that employers in India

wnuld agr(H^ to this, tliough in other countries the ])r’(^s(ait trend

is to make such coiicessions to the ernjrloyees. It may therefore,

bo found necessary and desirable to dovrdop evening ttM'hnicaJ

schools under existing conditions. In Ids book on 'Education

for Industry and Commercte in England’ Mr-. Alrbot-t has

expressed liimself very strongly in the following words:

‘It- is no longer fitting that young nuar who are taking

part in a great corjrorate effort to raise the geruTal standard of

life in this country should be callcM^l u])on to slumlder a great (u-

proportion of the burden than that borne by older and more
mature workers, and undoubtedly to call upon a youth to do a

full day’s work and, when that is finished and he is tired out, to

spend practically every evening in study either at school or at

house, is asking him to undeilake more than bis fair share of

what wo all know^ is a- general r osjronsibility. The release from

enrploymont of young men selected for the promise they show in

or-der that they may attend (dasses on one or tw^o half-days a

week is no longer an act of philanthropy, but an act of justice.’

Before concluding this section a rofercuice should bo made to

vocational guidance to draw^ the right workc^rs to the right jobs.^

‘Personality, culture, intellect, ydiysique, all the clmracteristics

1 Vocational Guidance throughout tho Wort I by Morris S. Vitcli'H

and Franklin J. Keller. Jonathan I1)J7.
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that conti ibute to tho making of morally oy(‘ollorit and dynami-
cally offocjtivo human beings must somoliow be adopted to the
l ealities of day-to-day existence. If possible, the human beings
(uu bodying tlu^se attributes must attain nf)t only tho good life,

but- the hap])y life. V^)c.ational guidance is the instrunumtality

through vvhicli thes(^ For(‘,es may become operative. A laissez-

faire policy no long(U’ serves to draw the right workers to the
right jobs, so society jnust ]>rovide t-h(i colh^ctive intelligence and
tlie co-o])erativa^ agcnch^s to guide men and women into occupa-
tions where th(\y inay best server both tlumiselvos and others.

The traditional erliuait-ion does not dovolo]) “ occu])ation-

int elligenc(^ ” in its bewildered pupils, so the school must adopt
more pca t imuit- t-echniqm^s.'

Cheat advamans in vocational guidaiu'e have? be(m made in

otJier countries and ])sychoiogical and othca- nu^thods have been
used vaay etfectively. A study of these methods should prove
vei v useful in t he dev(^lopment of technical edu(‘at ion in India.

HiOHER EnirCATlON AND RESEAECir

Th(^ aim of higher tec^hnical education is to give such a

(jombi nation of humanistic, scientific and professional training

as w ill tit the students to take k^ading })ositions in a world in

which scierna^ and engineering are of basic importance. The
training should be j)lanned in ITui\^(‘rsity or non-Univ(U‘sity
institutions to pr(^]>are ])ra.ctising engineers, works managers,
resea rcli workers, business executives and teachers. The
im])ortance of scientifically traimnl men caj>able of handling
t(M hnical as well as administrative probhans cannot be over-

emphasized in our world whic^h is iHHoming more and mor(^

d(?pondent on scacmee and its aj)])lications for its (weryday
exist enc(‘. Fiom tlu^ ]>urely indust l ia-l joint of view it w^as found
hy tho Jh’itish industrialists at the Paris Exhibition in 1867 that

the excellence of continental goods was due ‘not to the workmen,
but in great ])a]‘t to the suj)erior training and attention to the
general knowledge of their subjects, observable among the
managers and sub-oflicers of industry. No candid jierson can
deny i hat th(\y art^ fa,r better educatecl, as a rule, than those who
hold similar j)osis in Britain’.

In his book on ‘Education for Industry and C-ommerce in

England ’ Mr. A])bott refers to similar conditions juevailing to-day
in Grc'at. Britain and says:

‘There is no doubt that if the Universities had not doveloj>ed

their great schools of ])hysics, chemistry and engineering,

and t hus ensured a supply of men trained in sdent ific method,
there wamld have been a serious deartli of rnen qualified to carry
on industrial research. As it is, tho defect is not there, but in

industry itself, wluwe in many branches there is no tradition of
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t‘.in])l()yin,i); Univoi'sity i^raduatcs or moii with wide s(*ientific

knowledge and training. In these branelu^s, tliere is no real

liopo of applying on any adequate^ scale thci nenv knowkdge
gained by the vario\is research organizations until the qualihea-
tions of the men at the to]) liave Ikhui improved.’ lie further
says that ‘since tlie conduct of modcriuindustry (hanaiids for

success the services of men who have not ent(n’(^d the works in

an humble ca])acity at the age of 14 and made tlnur vay
upwards by tljcar own efforts, aided by study during their

s('anty leisur(^, but liave liad a broad goiKTal (xlucation, on which
tlmy have built a hrst-rate sci(‘ntih<5 edm^at ion

Before considering t he different. asp<‘ct s of t his subject it will

be useful to analyze t he f)rincipal defects (‘ommonly found in the
system of higher engineering education in India.

They may briefly enumeratcHl as under:—

(1) Insufficient, and unsuitable basic pr(^j)a.ration of

students before they join higher’ technical institu-

tions.

(2) Overcrowding of syllabuses.

(3) Lack of research finr’lit ies and abs(ru‘(^ of post -graduat e

coui’ses.

(4) Lack of' suitable modern ecjuipment. and aihapiate
finances.

(5) Lack of continuous and (^lose contact with industry

and fa(rlities ioi- the practical training of st udents.

It has already been stated that the foundation of elementary
and secondary (dm^afioji on which the structuie of technical

education rests must be stT’crigthoned b(4'ore a satisfactory and
efficient system of te(‘hni(*al edmrition (^an be built. Tlu^ geiur al

practice in India at ])r(\sent is to recruit students for (rigineoring

institutiojis from amongst, those vlio hav(^ passed the
Intermediate Science or Arts Ex'a.mi nations with Physics,

( Ijemist ry and Matluruat ics as tlnrr subjects. The vast majority
of tliese students are entirely unfamiliar with any kind of skilled

manual woi k or th(^ woi king of sim])l(^ juochanisms. Th(\v merely
carry out some routine ex'|>eriments in connection with theii-

instruction in Physics and Chemistry in sciem^e colleges or

science departments of arts colleges. These courses are more-
over planned with a view to ])rovide a knowledge of pure science

without much regard to its applic-ations with th(^ result that

considerable time and effort arf^ wasted on certain aspe cts of

these subjects which are not of great importance to t he technical

man. It is therefore suggested that a f)lace should lx, found at

the Secondary stage of education for training in a cralt requiring

manual work and general science together with practical

Geometry. It would then be possible to recruit students for

engineering and allied courses directly after Matriculation,

although instruction in Apj)li(xl Physics, Chemistry and
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Matlieiriaties would have to be continued alongside with
humanistic and professional courses.

Overcrowding of syllabuses is becoming a formidable problem
with every advance made in science and engineering. This is

particularly so in a count ry like India where the system of narrow
specialization cannot *be adopted without seriously restricting

the fields of activities open to those who have completed their
training. The weight not <^>nly of educational but also of
industrial opinion seems to be against early or excessive^

specialization.

The present tcuulenc.y in the UnitcHl States ^ is ‘for each
institution to provide a considerable number of curricnila, each
possessing a large proportion of material which is substantially
ccunmon to all, although the teaching methods and illustrations

may bci diffei ent with each curriculum emphasizing the particada?-

application toward which the cairriculum is directed. Therein'
is obtained a frecHlom of choice among special fields needed
to satisfy the legitimatciy diverse^ tastes of students and also
some treedom of choice among subjects by the provision ot
olcHiivos, wliile an intc^grally conceivcKl but flexible^ ])lan is

available for each student to follow'. It is, liowever, becc^ming
generally ac(*e])t(>d that such curricula should bc^ i^ufficiently

similar during their first two years so that students may readily
transfer from one curriculum to another at the end of any term
during tliat period’.

Tlie chiot characteristic of the present system in India is

the absolute rigidity in tlie c‘ourses of study prescribed which
can paTtially be explained by the administrative and financial
diffiendtievs involved in any plan providing for variety and
flexibilify. A fuither reason may Ix^ the cc)m])arativ(Iy recent
growth and diversity of industry in the country. But we af(^

now' entering an era wliicli is likely to make demands for a gioatcx’
degiee of specialization in professional courses than is available^
at present.

A furtlier trend in the United States is the introduction of
humanistic and social subjects including the arts of expression
(spoken and written). Engineering faculties in the United States
now generally agrex? on the need to dovetail engineering and
political economy in the curricula so that engineering and
political ec'onomy may dirtattly and soundly influence (^ach other,
as has been done so well with engineraing and the physical
sderu'cs. This trend is quite consistent with t in? definition of an
(mgineor as given by Ur. Karl T. Compton, Piesidcuit of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology:

'An engineer is one who, through application of his
kn(»wlexlge of mathematics, the physi(ral and biological sclenrx^s,

1 Trends in Engineering Education by Dr. 1). C. Jackson. The
Journal of Endinperinrj Kducat'ion, October l UIUk
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and economics, and with aid, further, irom results obtained
through observation, experiences, scientific discoveiy and
invention, so utilizes the materials and directs the Ibrcos of
Nature that they are made to operate to the benefit oi‘ society.

An engineer differs from the technologist in that, he must concern
himself with the organizational, economic and managerial

asj)ects as well as the technical aspects of his work.’

It may be mentioned that at the California Institute of

Technology one-fourth of the time involved in its fbur-yeai*

undergraduate course is spent on ‘gaining familiarity with the

world’s best thought in literature, economics, government,
history, philosophy and ethics—in a Avoid, with world history

in the broad sense of that term They have also introduced a
section on labour relations into the department of economics
because this is one of the world’s most critically important
problems.

The introduction of humanistic and social subjects in tlu^

syllabuses of our institutions therefore, descuves very careful

consideration, although it may increase the (congestion of subjects

already alluded to. Engineers are noAV called upon to undertake
larger administrative duties and responsibilities in the manage-
ment and control of Railways, Municipalities, Public Utility

(kmipanies, Poit Trusts, Im])rovement Trusts and larger

industrial concerns, and in order that they may be able to do so

efficiently it is imperative that these subjects should not be

neglected as at present. Sufficient time for their treatment would
be available in collegiate institutions if the system of seccondarA

(hIu cation is modified as suggested before. The t inuc at present

allocat(xl t o pure science subje(*ts and to such workshoj) subjects

as smithy and carpentry sliould be made available for political

(;cfT*onomy, business administration and othoT* non-techni(ral

subjects which may be (considericd necessary for an engineer.

The degree courses now offered by Indian Universities extend
over a jieriod of five to six years after Matriciilation and this

should be quite sufficient for imparting the basic knowledge of

subjects necessary for the all-round training of an engineer.

The potentialities of researcti as an instrument for the

(xlucation of enginecus has not been fully realizcxl in India. In

Great Britain as well as the United States it lias now been

accepted, as a tenet, that research can be uscxl very (vffectively

in the upper years of an undergraduate course. In tlu^ opinion

of Dr. D. C. Jackson, ‘a notably fruitful trend in enginec^ring

education is the increasing recxignition of researc'h as a factor

in such education of which the importance should be held

constantly before the undergraduate upper classmen of tin*

engineering schools, and which should be particijiaf od in by

those students because competent engineoring is a research

occupation’. In the report on ‘Policy in Technicail Education’,

published in Great Britain in 1937, it has bi^on stated: ‘We are
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of o}>iniou tliat, whoi o tho (*imnn stances of the college make it

possible?, the doveh)])jneiit and encouragement of original

invfistigation is of tlie liigliest importance. The fact that

mend)crs of the staff and senior studemts are contributing to the

advance of scientific and technical knowhxlge has a most stimulat-

ing effect u])on the general body of students and adds greatly to

the? prestige? of the e*e)lle?ge? and te? the exsteem in whie*h it is helel

by t he? inelustrial ])ublic. Tt afforels a valuable moans e:)f ce:)ntact

anei e-o-opei at ie)?! with industi-y of a character’ differeuit from tliat

obtainable? threiugh the ordinary teae-liing; work eif the college.

It is e)f gre?Jit value? in ke?e?])ing the tf?ae*}iing staff abre?ast e)f ree*e?nt

eleve?le>pments, in bringing to its teae-hing that freshne^ss and
eir-iginality of outlook \\hie*h is eissential if the? b(?st is tej be

obtaine?d Ireuu the? stueU?nt, and in making the ae-ademie? activitie/s

of t he? c()ll(?ge? a re?al anel living forc e? both w it hin and without its

walls.
’

In Tnelia, lieiw (?veu-, (‘onditiems aie? quite eliffe?rent due to

(1) insuffK?ie?n( V e)f staff anel iinancial rese)ur(‘e?s eif institutions,

(2) hie?k of co-oj)(?ra.t ion and e'e)ntae‘t be^tweeui inelustry and
eelucatiemal instil utieins, anel (3) e)ve?rcre)weling eif unele?rgraeLuate?

syllabus(?s e^wing to the ne?e‘e.?ssity of ine'luding a wieh) variety of

ceimpulsoi'Y ])r(ffe?ssiona! sul>jee*ts. The? solutiem e)f tht?se> ditfi-

(?ultit?s may be* found in tlie* e?st ablishnu?nt eif ])ost-graeiuate

cours(?s which woulel incluele? re?se?ar<h, advancexl ])re)fessional

sutijccts anel a fore?ign language? eithea* than hhiglish. The? senior

me?mb(?rs of the? staff sheiidel, in aelelition, be? pormitt(?el to take a
e?ertain ameuint e)f e?e)nsulting praedice? as in me?die*ine?, law' anel

arc]iite?cturo. The Calcutta Unive?i‘sit y Cornmissiem (1917-1911))

has stateel that 'll is hckl in, we? belie?ve, the majeuity eif

Universities and higher te?e‘hne)le)gie*al institutions of the fuosent
day, both in (boat Jlritain anei in Ame?rica, that it is of im|>oitane'e?

to the efficiency of a- tochnole>gical dopaTtine?nt that its he?ael

shoulel be? k(?[)t in teiuch with eanaont aelvancos by the eippea-

tunitie?s e)f private consultant practice?, provieh?d that this is not
allowoel to take uj) an uneiue share of his time’.

As re?ga?’ds suitable? inoele?rn e?(|uipmont and adequate
finan(?ial assistane?e, it is hardly ne?e?essary to state that pre?sen1-

day te?chne)logical ele?ve?lopme?nts are t aking ydace at a ve?r y rapiel

pa(?e a-nd in e)rde?r that instruction may not be out of date the
late?st e?quipme?nt anel machinery shoulel be acquirocl for the?

inst itutions from time to time. The cost of running technical
institutions is also comyiaratively high because of the large

amount e)f ju-actie-al and routine ex][jerimental wwk which has
got to be unelertake^n e?v(?n in an ordinary undergraduate ceiurse.

If this is kept in mind it w ill bo found that the rnajeirity if not
all t he technical institutiems in India suffer from a serious paucity
of funds which hampers their work at every step.

A further notow^orthy trend in higher technical ediu^ation
abroad is the establishment of co-operative courses between the
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college and vvorky. They were originally wset u}) at the University

of Cincinnati by Dean Schneider in an attempt to combine
theory with actual practice. The gcmeral idea is to arrange the

courses in sindi a manner that the students sjiend a jiart of their*

term time in college and a part in works. Thc^ numboi’ of

fundamental and professional subjects in college is not rc'iluced

while the training in works is frlanned and carricHl out with a

view to its e^ducational value and is closely cori’clated with tlie

theoretical instruction given in college. A similar systrun under

the name of ‘Sandw ich SystenC w’as introduced in Croat Ih itain

some years ago with great su(*cess. Such co-o])erative courses

can be inti-odu(‘ed in India in the larger industrial centres,

provided that tln^ nior(^ enlightened industrial concerns offer

their lull co-operation. At jmssent # gi'rwit difficulties ar(i

ex:[)erioncod by most of the colleges in airanging even for the

])ost-graduate ])ractical training of tlunr students and until this

is done it does not so(un [>ossible to establish any efl'ectivr^ Systran

of (*o-operativ(^ courses in India.

There is a common ten<hui(*v in India to crit i(‘ize engiiuHM'ing

colleges for imy>artiug too academic a training more (U* less

divorced from the practical side of industry. In t liis conui'ction,

it may be useful to leler to the report of Sir Dugald ('lerk's

Committee 1 whic h statr^d that ‘tluur^ is alw ays a dangcM' in t

divorce of men with high t(H*hnical and th(H)retical cjualitications

fj-oni the practical side of an indust ly, and our evidence show s

that, with erwtain noteworthy ex(*options, this divorce is found

in engineering. In our viewy, the Universities ought to su]>y)ly

a valuable, though by no means the only, elenumt in the adminis-

tration of industiy. It is, howr^ver, essential that men recruited

from them shoidd have first-hand know ledgt‘. of tluar fellow

-

workers, and this can only be secured by exj)erience in tin" w orks

as dist inc t from such branchc^s as design, te sting and so on \

Those in c'hargc^ of technic*al colleges in India, are alive to tiic^

im[)ortance of suc h practic‘al training but, wit h very lew c^xc(‘])-

tions, it has liitheito hcaui found extrcmiely clifficadt to iuake

necessary arrangemcaits foi* thc^ training of studcaits. Industry

must h(dp the colleges in ordcu* to help itself.

In addition to the desirability^ of using rescnircdi as an

instrument in the educational ])roc(rss, there are certain widcT

aspec'ts of research whicdi may^ bo considered hor(\ Systematic*

and c;ontinuou8 research on the qualities of raw* materials and

the most c^ffeedivo and economical methods of conve^rting llicun

into finished products is considered vital by^ all industrial nations

for their continued prosperity and security in thc^ ])icw(uit com-

petitive age. In Great Britain the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research, the Research Associations c^stablished

1 Education for the Enginooriiig Industry. K.M’s. Stationery Office

London, 19111.
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by sonic iudustrios, Uiiivorsitios and some of tlio largor individual

iiidiisli ial concoriis are engaged in programmes of active investiga-

tion coiK’orning British industries. In India, as already stated,

a Board of Scientific and Industrial Kosearch has been establislied

rec ently and if the work of t his Board is to develop rapidly and
1 lie results of its researches are to bo speedily and effectively

appliwl to industry, it is imperative that the training of research

workers should bo undertaken in close co-operation with science

and engineering colleges. This would liave the effect of providing

a broad and stable foundation for the work of the Board and it

\^ (udd, in j>articular, help the engineering colleges in building up
a tradition for industrial research.

It would be useful in this (-onnection to point out the

desirability of expandiug some of the present institutions like

tlio Indian Institute of Science, Bangalorcs and to put into effect

the recomnumdations of the Indian Industrial Commission
(1916-1918) rc^garding the esl ablishmont of ‘Imperial colleges of

tlie very highest grade’. They may be organized on the models
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.A., and the

Royal Tocdinicsal College, Glasgow, and the subjects offered should

include

:

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Metallurgy^ Biology,

Geology, Architecture, Public Health, Civil Engineering,

Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mining Engineer-

ing, Chemical Engineering, Aeronautical Engineering, Marino
Engineering, Naval Architecture, etc. in addition to non-
technical subjects such as Business and Engineering Administra-
tion, Languages, Economic^s, etc. Such a sc^heme would provide
centri^s of advanced training and research which would be open
to st udents from all parts of India and would, in the long run, be
most economical, as the subjects mentioned above are closely

interrelated «and workers in one field would be of great assist-

ance to those in other fields. Laboratory and library facilities

would also bo shared by staff and students in all departments
and a very high standard can be set in the progressive

atmosphere which is bound to prevail in such institutions

under the guidance of eminent men of science and techno-
logy. To vitalize its (xiucational procedure and to fulfill its

objectives the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is placing

increasing emphasis on original research in pure and applied

science. Their experience has demonstrated that ‘teaching of
the highest typo, especially in science and its apj)lications,

thrives best in an atmosphere of steady progress in the under-
standing of the subject taught. He who is still a student, who is

still himself learning, whether it be new relationships of the
most fundamental scientific nature, or sounder and more eco-

nomical ways of applying scientific knowledge for the promotion
of industry and the public welfare, can best guide those about to
enter upon a professional career \
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Considering the present trend of industrial development
in India it is necessary in the field of higher education to

devote more attention to the development of courses in Me-
chanical, Electrical, Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. The
majority of students in Indian engineering colleges are follow -

ing Civil Engineering courses while in the United States,^ accord-

ing to the United States Office of Education, out of a total of
65,406 engineering collt>ge students in 1934 the distribution

was as under :

Electrical Engineering . . . . 1 1 ,906

Mechanical Engineering .. .. 11,903
Civil and Sanitary Engineering . . . . 8,699
Chemical Engineering . . . . . . 7,533

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering . . 1 ,708

Naval Architecture, Marine Engineering, Agri-

cultural Engineering, etc. . . . , 23,657

In the first term of the academic year 1938-39 one hundred
and nineteen of the engineering colleges in the United States
reported a total of 82,585 undergraduate students, with the
increase of numbers mostly in mechanicial engineering and
chemi(ial engineering. It may be interesting to note that of
the foregoing total for 1934, 2,805 were post-graduate students,

and in 1938 the number of post-graduate students reported
was 5,175. It is imperative that a beginning should also bo
made immediately to establish |)ost-graduate engineering courses
in our colleges so that research may bo firmly established as

an indispensable element in higher engineering instruction.

Co-OPERATION wa;TH Industry
•

It is hardly necessary to state that the industries of the
country should first formulate their requirt^monts before a
satisfactoT-y systrmi of technical ediu^ation can be built U]>.

Without a (ionscious demand from industry and without their

active and full co-operation t^(4inical education is bound to

fail in its efforts to supply suitably trained personnel of the
artisan, foreman or the executive type. With the exception
of a few progressive industrial concerns in the country, industry
on the whole has given little thought to this problem, and its

co-operation and assistance, financial or otherwise, have boon
negligible. The house of Tatas is undoubtedly a noteworthy
exception both as regards training and research, but the position

in the country generally is very disappointing.

Such co-operation may be local, regional or national and
may take various forms such as advisory, financial, etc. In

I Prosont Status and Trends of Engineering Education in the United
States by Dr. D. C. Jackson, 1939.
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India, the j>o8ition in a little difficult as most of the institiitions

are under tluj control of Government departments which are

out of touch with industry and industry itself is not properly
organized. These difficulties can be overcome to some extent
by the establishment of a federal organization for technical

wlucation on the linos of the Federal Board of Vocational Edu-
cation in the United States or the present Central Advisory
Board of Education in India. We already have a similar body
for medical education in the form of the Indian Medical Council

uliich regulates courses, professional conduct, etc. National
organizations of omj>loyers, employees and professional bodies,

such as the Institution of Engineers, which are already in

(existence should also take greater and more active interest in

technical education.

In England local Advisory Committees, representative,

as a rule, of both employers and employed, keep in touch with
the technical institution and do excellent work by ensuring

that the institution and its a(;tivitios maintain contact with

realities. Their duties include one or more of the following :

‘The visiting of classes, the discussion of curricula and staffing,

the organization of lectures, the arranging of visits to works
by students, the award of prizes, the gift of equipment, the
encouragement of attendance, the scouring of materials and
equij>ment (either free or at special prices) and the placing of

boys in employment’,
Ilegarding the regional organization of technical educa-

tion in England Mr. A. Abbott states^ that ‘ instances, drawn from
different parts of t he country, might be given to illustrate the
manner in which individual problems, which ought to be treated

singly and comprehensively, are being tackled by a multitude
of authorities, each of thorn willing, no doubt, to co-operate

with the neighbours, but unwilling to c^ede anything of its own
autonomy. To have such a multiplicity of administrative

bodies, each dealing with part of a problem and none of them
seeing it as a whole, is not an efficient form of organization;

moreover, it is extravagant’.

Concerning India, Mr. A. Abbott has made the following

recommendations :

‘Effective machinery should bo established for securing

close and regular co-operation between industry and commerce,
on the one hand, and education on the other. This can be
secured by the establishment in each province of a Government
Advisory Council for Vocational Education, which would include

the Director of Public Instruction, the Director of Industries,

and two or three Principals of important vocational schools;

on the side of business, it would include four or five business-

^ Education for Industry and Commerce in England by A. Abbott,
O.B.E. Oxford University Press, 1933.
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men selected by the Govermnent on acccnint of their knowledge
and experience of particular branches of business, and not
becauvsa they represent special interests.

The Advisory Council for Vocational Education would
appoint Advisory Sub-Committees dealing respectively with
education for (a) engineering, (h) the textile industries,

(c) agriculture, (c?) small-scale and cottage industries, (e) other
industries of major importance, (/) commerce.

The functions of Advisory Sub-Committees woidd be to

draft curri(;ula and syllabuses of instru(?tion, to advise on equip-
ment, to suggest where schools should be established, to visit

the schools regularly, and generally to do all in their power to

make their branch of vocational education suc^cessful.

Employers can help in the development of vocational

education in other ways—by providing buildings, (Kpiipment,
materials and funds. All tliese forms of assistance ai*o frequent
in Europe.’

On the side of ediujation, as already stated, an Association
of Princi])als of Technical Institutions (India) has boon formed
in July, 1941, and it is hoped that it will succeed in securing the
active co-of)oration and assistance of Government, industrial

and profc^ssional bodies in formulating a plan and policy in

technical education. Before the preparation of a comprehen-
sive scheme it may be found necessary to make a complete
survey of the requirements of industries and to determine the
type and extent of education nocicssary for tlie various grades
of operatives needed or likely to bo needed by different indus-

tries. Industrial surveys of a more or less comprehensive
nature are already available for certain provinces of India

and these may be found useful in determining the provision

of technical education necessary for those areas. It is im-

j:)ortant, however, to reiterate that such regional schemes should
definitely form part of a national plan of technical education

and avoid overlapping and duplication which are common
features of our system at ]>resent.

One of the most urgent needs of technical institutions in

India, as already mentioned, is better facilities for training

in works. Many firms, large and small, can extend their co-

operation in this direction with immediate benefit to everyone

(concerned. Many firms in Europe and America appoint special

officers to supervise the practical training of students and the

training is usually planned to moot the requirements of the

different categories of students. Our firms can assist by deput-

ing one of their officers to plan and supervise the training and
generally to look after the welfare of the students.

Employers can also help by adopting a more liberal policy

of promotion and by encouraging the young employee in

improving his work and increasing his knowledge in every

possible manner. Engineering should bo ‘a career open to
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talents ’ and everyone entering the industry should have a

chance ol rising to higher positions. In the words of Sir Dugald

Clerk’s Committee ‘it is not merely that this is in his (em-

ployer’s) own interest, it is an obligation which ho is under
t owards liis young employees, towards his fello^r-employers and
towards the industry as a whole

As in England ^ ‘the relation between Universities and
industry is not good. Industry wants able and trained men
and women, but complains that the Universities, owing to their

bias against vocational instruction, do not provide them.

There is no correlation of siipirly and demand in specialist

subjects, so that graduates in (chemistry are walking I lie streets,

while there is a shortage of, say, biologists. The number of

studemts taking full-time courses in technology in England
was 4,439 in 1934, and the majority ofthem entered tlie technical

(research, testing, design) rather than the jrrodiiction side of

industry. As stated by Sir Dugald Clerk’s Committee ‘it

will also be necessary, if' more University students are to be

obtained lor the works, to show that there are reasonably good
j)rospect8 in this direction. At present, we believe tliat Univer-

sity authorities are in serious doubt on this point and are unable

to get a clear lead from employers These words arp equally

applicable to India and in order that the industries of tlie

country may develop without avoidable delay, it is imperative

to bridge the gulf between education and industry.

Conclusion

We are at present entering a new era of industrial expan-
sion such as the European countries witnessed a hundred yeai g

ago. The present war has acted as a great stimulus for the

lapid develo])ment of many new industries and the manifold

expansion of those industries whicli were in existeiu^e at the

outbreak of war. We are favoured by the many natural re-

sources of the country and the traditions of craftsmanship

which have fortunately survived the introduction ol‘ machinery.
We Imvo, mcaeover, numerous science institutions which are

engaged in teaching and research of a very high order. The
public is also alive to the vital need of industrialization of the
country which is necessary for the economic prosperity and
security of the people. Tlie relation between technical educa-
tion and industry is, however, not fully understood in our country
and there is no clear realization of the efforts made by other
countries in this important field. Public opinion should, there-
fore, be continuously and systematically educated about the

1 Technical Education, issued by the New Fabian Research Bureau,
^ k}ii 10,36 .
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progress made by other countries and guided about the manner
in which we can profit by their experience.

In the field of technical education the most imx>ortant
development arising out of the j)resent war is the Technical
Training Scheme of the Government of India which is bound
to exert a profound and permanent beneficial influence on our
entire industrial structure. Boys with education of the Matri-
culation Standard are coming forward in thousands to be
trained as skilled mechanics, ground engineers, wireless operators,
etc., and the results so far achieved are very encouraging. They
have (dearly demonstrated that our boys can make excellent
machinists in a comparatively short time, provided the training
is so designed as to develop their inherent faculties in a system-
atic manner. The Bevin Training Scheme of the Government
of India, under which batches of Indian workmen ar e sent to the
United Kingdom to undergo courses of training in engineering
occupations, is another stcj) in the right direction and reports
being received about their progress abroad leaves no doubt
about the intelligence, adaptability and skill of our workmen
for mechanical industries. The object of the Bevin Scheme is

‘to accelerate munitions production in India and at the same
time inculcate in the men an ax)preciation of British nu^thods
of industrial co-operation between cmx)loyors and workers and
the value of sound trade union princi])les’.

It is ho})ed that when peace returns Government will

continue to take active interest in technicial education and
support it in every suitable way. The j)ost-war period will

bring v ith it many problems, one of which will ceriainly bo the
absorption by indiistries of technical ])ersonnel no longer
required by the Defence Services. This personnel which has
received and is receiving intensive training for short periods
may require further instruction and training before it can be
readily absorbcxi in the normal activities of peace-time industry.
It will bo necessary for this purpose to have a |)lan indicating
the directions in which industry is likely to develop. Wo may
have, for instance, new aircraft, shipbuilding, automobile,
locomotive, machine-tool, chemical, m(3tallurgical, electrical

and oth(3r industries which, it is hoj)cxi, will be in a jjosition to

engage men released from the Defence Services. They may
in addition require men Avith higher qualifications for design,

research, testing, etc. who will have to be supplied by existing

engineering colleges. The colleges themselves may have to be
remodelled and improved to meet the new demands. All

these problems require the closest attention now if avo ai e not
to be caught unaAvares aa hen the war is over.

It is also important to state that the post-war period will

witness severe competition amongst the industrial nations of
the world and the very highest technical efficiency will be re-

quired of us if we are to retain the positions now being captured
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ia tlio industrial field. This efficienc^y will depend in a largo

measure on the continual improvement in the technical equip-

ment of the industrial worker. The progress of technical

education, in the words of Lord Eustace Percy, ‘requires the

driving force of an awakened public opinion, and those who
seek to awaken it will find their most powerful argumemts, not

in purely economic considerations but in the idea of human
salvage
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President

:
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Algebra

1. On some Identities.

S. C. Chakkababti, Jsidavpur.

r

1. 2 "Sr-* ”*5* a”* = ’"+'>«* .. .. (1)

*^0

wJiero ^Sx doiiotes tho Hum of the products of n factors 1, a, . . .

«»-! taken a; at a time.
2. Donoto, for all values of n.

f(n, a;) = 1 —rrr t:

—

a—l (a‘i-

(a3-J)(a2— l)(tt— 1)

a8a;3 4-

where, if n is a positive integer, the coolliciont of may be written as

(-)^\SV. Then

/(n, x)f{—ny a^x) = 1 . . . . . . (2)

and

y * y 2 \

-fip,

. r factors

where P and r are both ])Ositive integers.

(3)

2. An Algebraic i-elation of liiglicr (lifferences.

S. C. Chakrabakti, Jadavpur.

Theorem.

2 (-f
1 1 n.. ^

— 1 a— — l^a® — 1 — 1

a;= l

whore denotes the sum of the products of 7i factors

aw-1 taken x at a time.

-f-
. - . n terms,

1, (ly (i^, . . .

(
3 )
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3. On representation of a function of two variables by partial

reciprocal differences.

Bhoia Singh and P. N. Das Gupta, Patna.

Thiolo had introduced (Intei7)olations Rechnung, Leipzig, 1909)
a system of reciprocal differences for the approximate representation of a
function of a single variable by a rational function. This leads to a
general method of interj)olation. The jjrosent paper contemplates the

extension of these differences to functions of two variables by introduction

of partial reciprocal differences.

4. A note on twofold triple systems.

K. N. Bhattacharya, Calcutta.

We have a twofold triple system if v objects can bo arranged into

tri])lets satisfying the following conditions: (i) the throe objects in any
one triplet are different, (ii) eacli object occurs in r triplets, (iii) every pair

of objects occurs in exactly two trij^lets. Only the following cases are
possible :

(1) V ~ h ^ (a-f- 1
)(3v/-j- 2), r ~

(2) V 3a-f 1, - u(3a-l-l), r — 3w.

Mr. H. C. Bose has shown that the gonera.l problem of the construction
of twofold triple systems caji bo made to depend on the solution of the
following combinatorial problems:

Problem A, Given an integer t, find 2^-l-l triplets of integers

(•'V W,- -<) 1,2, . . . . 2«+l

such that (i) either -= o*‘ + (u) among the 6^ + 3

integers the integers 1, 2, 3, . . . 3/+] occur exactly twice,

while the integer 3M-^ occurs just once.

Problem B. Given an integer to find 2t triplets of integers

(^i- ;/j. ~i).
i = 1, 2, . . . 2«

such that (i) either or + + = bt-\-2t (ii) among the bt

integers x^, y.y each of the integers 1, 2, 3 . . . 3^ occurs exactly twice.

Mr. li, Cf. Bose has given solutions for smaller values of which are
sufficient for the purpose, constructing those twofold triple systems whicdi
are of practical interest for the design of statistical experiments. I have
in this paper obtained a general solution for the problems A and B; and
this in view of Bose’s results amounts to finding a general solution for the
cojistruction of a twofold triple s\ stem of any kind. JSuch a genemil
solution was hitherto unknown.

Geometry

5.

A note on the affine evolute.

8. M. Kerawat^, Aligarh.

A general analytical method is shown for deriving the affijie natural
equation of the affine evolute Gj of a curve C from the affine natural
equation of C. In |>articular it has been shown that the curve ks^ const,
is congruent to its affine evolute, and further that if is to bo a conic,
the nature of C can be found from the solution of the differential equation

^

dx*'^
*

IB
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where a is posit ive, zero or negative according as O is an ellipse, parabola

or hyperbola.

6.

Ruled surfaces whose curved asyraptotic lines can be
determined by quadratures.

Ram Behari, Delhi.

Picard has sliown that if the gcaierators of a ruled surface belong to

a linear complex, then the curved asymptotic linos can be determined by
quadratures. The determination of tlie asymptotic lines of some other
special kinds of ruled surface.s by quadratures lias also boon considered by
jiulil, Goursat, Srinivasiengar and Hayashi. 1^110 ohjoct of this paper
is to approach the jiroblem of linding ruled surfaces whose curved asymp-
totic linos can be determined by quadratures in a dilferent way by examin-
ing certain conditions under wiiiidi tlie Riccati’s ecjuation can bo in-

tegrated .

7.

An Algebraic transformation for triplicating the condition
of Poncelet porism.

8. M. Kerawala, Aligarh.

Assuming the two conics to be reduced by moans of a homographie
transformation to two (iircles of radii r and R with their centres d apart,
Chaondy proves with the holj) of elliptic functions that the jiorism of a
(2n+l)-gon is converted into tho porism of a (4n-}-2)-goii of the separabk^
case by an interchange of R arul d. In this paper it has been proved
without any use of elliptic functions that tho porism of an n-goii is (ionvertod
into the porism of a 3a--gon by writing

and

2R
{R^

(i2+r-d) {R-\-r+d) 2R
{R'^-d^+ 2rd)^ ' {R^-d^-2rd)^ {Ri--d^^2Rr)^

{R+r-i-d) (i?+r-d)

(R2^d^^2rdy^ (12^~d24. 2rd)2
® *

instead of r

;

8.

An afiino analogue of Singer’s Theorem.

R. C. Bose, Calcutta.

James Singer by considerations of Finite Geometry proved the

following theorem on the theory of numbers: Given an intfiger ?n. of the
form pn {p being a jirirae), we can find w-l l integers,

Jq, dj, dtn

such that among tho m{/aH 1) differences di—dj (/, j 0, 1, . . . w,
i^j) reduced modulo the integers 1,2,..., tnr-\-7n occur

exactly once. This giv^c^s him tho following compact representation of

the Finite Projective Geometry PG(2, p«): If tho integers 0,1,2,...,
are regarded as points of i*G(2, p«), then the sets ol

collinear points are given by

do ~f" b di\ “f" ij

t = 0, 1, 2, . .
.

,

t d|n-f-^ mod {;r7i^ -\- 7ri-\~ \)
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I have obtained the following result which may be considered as the

affine analogue of Singer’s Theorem; Given an integer m of the form

{p i)eing a prime), we can find m integers,

dj, ^2, dm

such that among the m(m— 1) differences di— dj (?‘, ^ = 1, 2, ...w,
i 4^ j) reduced modulo — 1, all the integors less than m*— I, and not
divisible by ra+l, occur exactly once. This gives us the following com-
pact representation of the Finite Affine Geometry JE(?(2, pn): If the
integers 0 ,

1
, 2,.., m*“l together with the adjoined number oc be

regarded as the points of E0{2, then the sets of collinear points
are given by

(i) dj d2"\-if diM4-? mod (m^— 1)

i ^ 0
, 1,2,..., m2-2.

(ii) cc, y, 5 +y, 2q-{-j (/a— 2)f/-hy, whore ^ =
y = 0, 1, 2, . . . , m.

It is now well known tliat p2n— l degrees of freedom involved in the
contrasts betwc^en p2n objects can be split up into p»»-f-l independent sots

of p^— l degrees of freedom each, each set representing comparisons among
groups of p« objects. This splitting is usually done by using completely

ortiiogonalizod sots of Latin Squares. From the connection established

by mo in a previous paper between such sots and EO{2f pn) it is obvious
that the (compact representation derived above solves this problem with
the greatest ease.

9. On a (certain quartio surface related to a pair of given lines

and a j)air of given quadrics.

N. Chatterji, Patna.

The questions of a straight line Eax-\-d = 0 and 27a'a;-f d' = 0
contain six parameters. If the lino bo subjected to one condition, e.g. to

cut two given conicoids in four points in anharmonic ratio, we get a relation

among the parameters. If, therefore, (abed) and (a'b'c'd') are functions
of two parameters, it is possible to eliminate and obtain a ruled surface
which is of the fourth degree. We can easily make (abed) and (a'b'c'a )

functions of two parameters if the line is required to cut two given linos

which may bo conveniently rej)ro8ented by x ^ 0 = y and z — 0 — t.

Through every point on either of these lines there are, in general, two
transversals satisfying the contlitions but those two transversals coincide
for four particular positions of the point. In this paper the relationship

of th(\so four points with respect to tiie given conicoids and linos has boon
investigated as also the peculiar })roporties of the ruled quartic; surface

which is the locus of the transversals.

10. On Latin and Hyper-Graeco-Latin cubes and hyper-cubes.

K. Kishen, Cawnpore.

Wo may define an .y-sided ?a-foId (tn 3, 4, . .) Latin hyper-cube
of tlio rt/i order

^

r<w as an n^-fold hyper-cubo arrangement of letters,

stn'^r of each of kinds, such that each letter occurs exactly
times in each of tho m sets of s(w-~l) flats, parallel to the m co-ordinato
(m-D-flats 0X1X2 Xm-l, 0X1X2 .... Xm-2X«,
0X1X2 . . . Xi-lXi-M . ... Xm 0X2X3 Xm. Two
such Latin hyper-cubes, one superimposed on the other, such that every
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letter of the one occurs exactly 2r times with every letter of the other,

may be said to be orthogonal to each other. p]vidontly r denoting

letters of the first hyper-cube by Latin letters and those of the second
hyper-cube by Clreek letters, the composite hjper-cubo may be said to
constitute an ?n-foId Grae(;o-Latin hypor-oube of the rth order.

It has been shown in this paper that Latin cubes (m = 3) and hyper-
cubes (m>3) of the first order of any side exist and that .y-sided m-fold
Latin hyper-cubes of the rth order 1, tlie sign of equality not
holding in certain oases) also exist, s being a prime positive integer or a
power of a j>rime. It has further been demonstrated that the existence
of an ^-sided m-fold H>^>er-Graeco-Latin hypor-cubo of tlio first order

is exaf‘.tly equivalent to the existence of tlie finite hyper-dimensional
projective geometry PQ{m, s), whence it follows that the total number
of m-fold Latin hyper-(nibes of the first order constituting an 5-sidod m-fold
completely orthogonalized Hyper- Graeco-Latin liyper-cube of the first

order is s”*-!

+

— (m— 1 ).

Theory of Functions

11. A note on the divergence theorem.

C. Racine, Madras.

The proofs generally given of this theorem (see for instance: Kollog,

Potential Theory, Springer) are simple when the domain is simple and the
derivatives, up to the second order, continuous in the df)main, but extreme-
ly com7

)licated in more general cases. In tliis pa])er a motliod of ‘direct

Geometry* in the sense defined by Prof. Bouligand is })roposed which loads
without much complication to a general result.

The conditions are: the domain is bounded by a curve which may
be obtained as the limits of y)olygons in a vicinity of the first order. The
function must have partial derivatives (d the first order continuous in

the domain. Further

rm V) = lim
y)+.H--h,y)-2fix, y)

•
" /i->0 t

fix, y—k) — '2f{x, y)')

must exist in the domain and bo c'onthiuous. Finally the normal deri-

vatives at jioints of the boundary must exist, at least as a limit, and be
I-iebesgue integrable.

12. An integral involving Humbert Functions.

R. S. Varma, Lucknow.

In this paper an integral involving Humbert Functions defined by
the relation

= ni+SnT+nj 1- ”+ 1

- It)

is investigated. This is done by the help of Operational Calculus.

Special cases of this general rt^sult giv^es integral equations for Humbert
Functions.
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13. Determination of the jump of a function by its Fourier

Series.

R. N. Mohanty, Cuttack.

Let a periodic function of period "In bo Lebesgue integrable in the
interval (—w, n) and let its Fourier Series be

OP

f(0 I
"0+2 COS nt-j-bn sin nl).

n=1
Wo write

Sn(r.) = i ao+ 2 siTi fixj s 2= I
fj.
— 0

n n

Sn{x) 2 — sm fjLX^ s 2
/X =-

1 ^ = 1

Sni'^) being tlio trigonometrical polynomial conjugate to Sfi{x).

Lot denote the /j,th Cosaro mean of order a of the sequence Snioj).

lA^t D{x) be a number such that

and, for t > (1, writer

r{^‘)
I

(<-">“ (a>0),

S'„(<)-./<(0, =
'''a+ !<'>' (-l<oc<0).

= aa+l)'““y («). (a>-l).

The object of this paj^er is to prove that

if

then

j;
as ^ 0

Lim f (^) — 1 log 2D{x) | = 0
n-^oo C L 2m ** J )

for ^ > a > 0

and $>yj —

where k is the integer next to a.

Chow’s extension of Szasz’a theorem is the case a = 0 of the present

theorem {J.L.M.S., 16, Pt. I, 1941).

Further the theorem has been extended for the c^ase — 1 < jS < 0 in

the present paper.
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Hydrodynamics
14.

Viscous solutions obtained by superposition of effects.

B. R. Seth, Dellii.

No attempt sooins to have been made to obtain the solution for a
solid moving uniformly througli a viscous liquid by superposing a suitable
solution on the (corresponding s(dution when the li(pii{i is non-viscous.
The application of this irndhod to .some well-known cases gives some
interesting results. It is found that th<' suitable solution in the case
of a sphere is that duo to a (concentratod force CjUTraf/ applied at the centre,
and in the (case of a circular cylinder that due to a c(mcentrate(i force

4fiirU applied at its centre. The concentrated force in each case is equal
to the drag suffered by the body.

Astronomy and Astrophysics

15. The solar motion.

P. Samuels Lall, Lahore.

1. Material used and method emf)In3'('d.

2. Solar motion results for stars of the various sjXHctral ty[)(^8.

3. The iC-term and probable error.s.

4. Com])arison with other results.

5. Vortex locus.

6. Possible <;aus(3is for the existence of the x ortex v ariations of the
solar motioji results for the bright stars of different sj)ectral types.

16. Wliite dwarf and harmonic oscillator.

¥. C. Auluck, Lahore.

As is W(dl known, the cold stellar hodic^s, via. white dwMrf stars and
planets, liav^e provid(cd one of the most fertile^ fields f(.)r the application
of the new Quantum Statistics. It was realized that und(w certain sim-
plififxl conditions, the state of an electron ii side a cold stc^illar mass could
he represented hy the wave-fiui(ctions of a s mpio harmonic os(cillamr and
a further dnvelopmont of this id(ca led to i discusHion of the usual (i.e.

nfbn-relativi.stic.) aud the relativistic harmonic* oscillator subject to arti-

ficial-boundary conditions. The fundamenfal formula of the wliito

dwarf theory has beeu (Uwived from the Htand]>oijit of the houndcHl oscil-

lator. When the relativistic; theory of thc^ oscillator is used, it is found
that, for a mass exceeding a crritical ina.ss Mq, the; radius ol‘ thcc equilibrium
eonfiguratieii tends to vninisli.

17. The erigin of the solar system.

A. C. .Banerji, Allahabad.

The theories of Joans and Jofforys have failed to explain the distri-

bution of angular momentum in the solar system. It appears to be
highly iinprohable, if not impossible, that so much angular momentum
can he put into thc’> ejected material from the Sim by the jiassing star

during the encounter. It has becai suggested that our Sun might hav^e

been a binary star having a companion much smaller than itself. A
collision between this companion and a pa.ssing star broke; tbo former
into fragments which were condensed into the pre.sorit plane ds, Kimsell

abandons this hyx)othesis ns unpromising as it is not i)osHil)le fo explain
satisfactorily how the companion of the Sun was got rid of and how the

collision could break up a single mass into several plane 'its of comparablo
size. Lyttloton tried to give a matluiinatical treatment of the above
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suggestion. IIo studied the particular case in which the masses of the

throe stars wore equal. Luyteri and Hill showed that if a planetary

ribbon bt^ formed between the Sun’s companion and the intruding star,

then about 94% of the total length of the ribbon, would bo retained by
those two stars and only 6% of the filament bet ^jmcs available for pos-

siblt) capture by the Sun and subsequent formation into planets. The
difficulty about the distribution of angular momentum is also not
solved. Luyten further pointed out that if the intruding star be much
more massive than the Sim thim the latter would itself bo captured by
the massive star. In a recent paper P. L. Ilhatnagar has shewn that

even in the most favoural^le case there is hardly any possibility of the

formation of the planetary ribbon, and in such cases the collision between

the Sun, its companion and tlio intruding star trannot bo avoided. On
the other hand, Spitzer has shown from astrophysical considerations

that oven if the iil)hon is formed it will diffuse in space without giving

birth to any planets.

Eddington and Sterne? have considered the small radial oscillations

of a variable star under adialmtic condition, and tlie squares of amplitude
were neglected. Tlie oscillations in such cases subsist. On the other
hand, if terms containing Kt|uaros of amplitude are kept, it can lu? dyna-
mically proved by taking suitable laws of variation of density with
distant^ that motion becomes unstable, amplitude ultimately becomes very
large, anti oscillations ultimately die out.

It is assumed that in the beginning our 8un was a Ceidieid variable
having small radial pulsations. A passing star (which need not come
very near) increased the amplitude by producing tidal disturbamse. The
motion became ut)stablo aiid matt(?r was thrown out to jilanetary dis-

tances. When the ])lanots were formed the attraction of the passing
star sot them movdng sidewise. It is further shewn that sUfficiiait sub-
atomic energy can be obtained from thermonuclear reactions for ejection

of mfittor to planetary distances.

Statistics

18. On an aspect of the Poarsonian system of curves and a few
analogies.

B. C. Biiattachabyya, Dacca.

The distributions of ^ function of ;(’8 reproduce at leatlo

six of tho seven principal typos of the Pearsonian system of curvt?s. liy
analogy distributions of a few more simple functions of x'a ha\ o been
worked out (in addition to other interests that they may have) in search
of patterns for graduation curves. Two of these yield the curves put
forward by McKay in 1932, which have already been examined
olsowhoro by the writer from the jioint of view of practical application.
Among other distributions, one appears to be promising and the writer
hopes to give the results of a detailed examination of it shortly.

19. On tho power function of a te^st of significance for the differ-

ence between two proportions.

C. Chakdra Sekar and S. P. Agarwala, Calcutta.

The conception of powder function introduced by Noyman and Pearson
not only serves as a basis for discriminating between alternative tests
of significance but is also of groat x alue in plamiing experiments when
the test of significance to be used is decided beforehand. In this paper
the hypothesis that two samples of etjual size are drawn from the same
binomial population has been considered and on tho assumption that
the test of significance to bo used is the same as the exact test for homo-
geneity in a fourfold contingency table, its power function for different
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values of the sample si/.o has boon worked out. The utility of the power
function in deciding the samjde size so that a real dilforence between two
binomial populations can bo detoctotl in a given proportion of experi-

ments is illustrated.

20. CciVtain multivariate generalizations of analysis of variance

and certain associated problems of classification.

S. N. RoYy Calcutta.

'riie author, along with others working independently, gave in 1939
a pari/ial solution of tlie problems of discrimination between (A) 2 multi-

variate normal populations in rosi)ect of variances and covariances

associated with the different characters, (B) K multivariate normal popu-
lations in respect of the means of the several characters (on the hypothesis
of the same sot of variances and covarianc^os for different populations).

A similar sot of p statistics (for p-variate ],)Opulatio!is) wore proposed by
all the workers as being suite, hie for the dis(u*imiriation problem in both
(A) and (B); the sam])ling distribution of this set of p was found to be
the same for both (A) and (B).

Tn 1940 the autlior worked out the samj)ling distribution of this p
set on the non-null hypothesis in respecd of (A), giving thus a partial

solution of tlio problem of classifi(iation connected with (A), which was
offered at tlie last Science (’ongress. In 1941 the author obtained on the
noji-null hypotliesis for (B) the sampling distribution of the p-sot yielding

similarly a partial solution of the classification ])roblom for (B). The
sam]jling distribution in these two cases were, however, entirely (iifferent.

The present paper gives in the first })lace this partial solution of the

(‘classification problem for (B), and later on, by considering suitable func-
tions of the p-set rather than the set itself, it gives much Indbu* and
physically more cogent methods for both dis(U‘imination and (dassi/ication

with regard to each of the situations (A) and (B).

21. Distribution and uso of part correlation.

S. N. Roy and G. D, Mathur, Calcutta.

The coefficient of partial correlation is omj)loyed to measure the
correlation in a hypothetical universe, from which all variation duo to
changes in the eliminated factors has boon excluded. But in most of tho
economic phenomena such a hypothetical universe does not exist. B. B.
Smith and Ezekiel have considered another coef!i(uent, termed as part
correlation, to measure the correlation in the actual universe. With
tho coefficient of part correlation all of the original variation in the indo-

pendent factor is left intact, aud only tho do])erKl(uit factor is adjusted.

If Xx = 6j 2 . 34 .
71^2+ ^^13.24 . . n^3+ • • • • +^in .23 . . . 7i-l

then the correlation between

24 . . . 23 . . . 7i^4""^ln . 23 . . • n-1

and j?2 is termed as tho part correlation between and X2 .

In the present paper the authors have attempted to find out the

distribution of the part correlation assuming that the variables X2 . . .

x„ are distributed normally. To tho best knowledge of tho authors tliis

distribution has not been worked so far.

22. The specification of demand curves.

G. D. Matiiur, Calcutta.

Marshall, Moore, Schultz and others have considered different tyjjt^s

of Static Demand Functions and have popularized ono or the other form.
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Frodorkk Rous haw given a mathematical set up for the Dynamic Demand
Functions under conditions of time-lags and speculation. J3ut so far

no systematic attempt has been made to determine why a demand decision

curve should take the form postulated. In this paper an attempt has
boon made to pursue these (juestions by analyzing further the conceptions
of demand behaviour.

Varying forms of Static Demand Functions have been given on the

assumption that (1) with increasing y)ri<-os the rate of decrease of demand
decreases, and (2) with decreasing prices the rate of increase of demand
increases. In certain cases and at certain stages of <M*onomic equilibrium

these assumptions may not bo valid. For this j)urposo a new typo of

curve has been suggestetl which fulfils the abovt> conditions for some
points of ecjuilibrium and for other points the conditions are reversed,

i.e. with iiHiroasing prices the absolute rate of change of demand increases

and with decreasing prices tlio absolute rate of (change of flemand decreases.

This curve is of tlu^ foian .r?/2 === a{b~x) and satisfies nearly all y)ossiblo

coml)inatiojis of demand situations.

23, Balanood j)artial (u>iif()ini<ling of interactions in asyni-

rrudi'ical tactoi'ial designs.

K. R. Nair, CVilcutta.

If the difh'rent numbers of levels p, ^/, r, . . . of the several factors

in an a8ymmetri('al fa,ct<)rial design are such that at least two factors are

at S levcils, where S is a ])rime integer or ].)()wer of a prime, the design
may be d(aiobed, ft)r o\ir y)ur])Os(y as one of the h X>S'« type, where k and n
are any integers otfu'r than I. in this paper T have shown that for such
a typo of design, tlio block size could be reduced to /aS’ ''plots without
affoc'tiiig any of the main (effects hut partially confounding stane of the
interacti(uis. If the block size is increased to k)S“ })lots and if 2< a

-f- 1

»

tho first ord(a‘ interactions can be wholly j)res(‘rved, like tlio main effects.

The minimum nurnlK'r of replications ro(iuir<Kl, in either (tase, foi‘ a balanced
design is '^k and is always one less than certain ]>ower of S. d’hus for

n — 2, tin? number of rejilications will he *S'— I if A:<*S' ;
- 1 if S<k<^S‘^ ;

^’8._
1 if S^<k<S^

;

and so on.
Tlie only pulilishod solutions for this yiroblem are when k and have

either of tho values, 2 or 3. They wore given by Dr. F. Yates who, how-
ever, did not indi(‘!it(’i the nndorlying theory of tlu^ motliod of construction
of his designs. In this paper 1 have (aiun(‘iat(‘d the necessary and suffi-

cient condition for tho existtaice of a balanc<Ml ilosign in tlio general case.

I have also given methods of construction of those designs and of statistical

analysis of the data ohtainetl by using them in field experimentation.

24. On tlu^ roduction fonunhie toi* the incomplete |:>robability

integral of the multi])le crorrclation (‘oefti(uent of the
second kind.

PuRNENDU Bose, Calcutta.

The distribution of the multiple correlation coefficient of tho second
kind was obtained by Frof. K. A. Fisher as

(?(n, n, p)

n~i
33-3 n-p-2

/I ^
X “ (l-.r) “
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The final reduction forms are

13

(?(n, 4, 2) =

(?(n, 5, 3) =-

6^(n, 4, 3) =

<7(n, 3, 2) =

^ ^
L

J3x)

With the liolp of the above rixi action forms we can construct tables for

the original distribution function.

26. On discrimination and divergonco.

A. Bhattacharyya, Calcutta.

The problem of disr riminatioji and grouping in statistics is not a
now one. TJie D^.^tatistie or Mahalanobis’s gonorolized distanc'o tries

to estimate tlie divergence between two multivariate normal popula-
tions.

We here define a measure A*^ of divergence of two multinorainal
populations characterized by the ])o]3ulation proportions (w^), (w|')

;

f = 1 , 2, . . h, where
k

cos A
= 1

The corresponding samjile estimate D'^ is given by

f.()8 ir =
k

/=!

(P|) and (p2) being two samj)les from the two populations.

In every largo sam]>le (of sizes n and a/ rosj^ectively) the ))robabilit>

function of asymptotically approaches

const.

2an*

n+n'
(7/2+ A 2) ^

. T)
^ 1

Jfc-3

2
(

inn'

n+n

III the case of two continuous populations with probability functions

^(^i» ‘'^
2 , . . ^p)i 0(^1 , ^2 , . . Xp) the population divorgonce becomes

cos A ==

Some particular cases have boon considered in this paper and it is found
that they are not inconsistent with previous notions.

J V0-0 dx^dxo - . dx.
P'
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26.

On some methods of random sampling in a region having

some known characteristic.

Birendranath Ghosh, Calcutta.

In problems of sampling in a geographical region the conceptions
of population set (P.S.), representative population set (R.S.), and sample
set (S.S.) of points are fundamental. In the simplest case conditions of

homogeneity and isotropy in the R.S. are to be observed and Xy y-random-

ization offers a method for choosing the S.S. In the case of previous

knowledge of some relevant characteristic -randomization is generally

not suitable. Help of ^-lines and i/r-lines (wliich may be the grad-0 lines)

are to be taken. The Jacobian J{<j>y tp) may bo called intrinsic weight,

while tp) is the extrinsic weight depending on the enquiry, and
resultant weight i?(^, tp) — J xK. Witli the introduction of the extrinsic

weights, the pure R.S. is changed to the modiiiod representative set

(M.S.) of points. Cases when <py tp are separable in p) can bo tackled

by randomizing independently in terms of p and p. If they are not so,

p should bo randomized ftrtit and then py the latter depending on the

former. Those methods have been illustrated where the -lines and
0-lines are resj)e(;tivel3^ faTriilies of various regular geometritml curves.

Even when they are not so an empirical procedure has Vjoon develoj^ed.

The present problem is allied to the more general problem of Non-
Random Fields, which is being studied by Prof. P. 0 . Mahalanobis.

27. Oil devising an effudent sampling technique for forecasting

the mean value of a variable.

P. C. Mahalanobis (Mrs.) Chameli Bose, CMcutta.

In problems of sampling, the moan value {ri) of a character (y)
from a given population (n) can be estimated from a sample randomly
drawn from the said population with some margin of error.

Rut, if it is not possible to measure the character (y) directly, then
the mean value (ij) of the population (n) can bo estimated with a certain
precision by the help of a second character (x^). There maj'^ be many
other characters {x2y u;3, .... Xf,) or any linear function of these values
by which the mean value (rj) of this character (y) can be estimated
separately from a sample drawn randomly from th(^ said population with
different order of precisions.

From these characters (xjy x^y .... Xn) it can be found out which
will give the best estimate of the mean value {rj) of the character {y)

but for a rigorous solution of this problem of developing an efficient

method of estimating the mean value (17) of the character {y) it is, however,
necessary to obtain data regarding the relative cost of field operations.

In the present paper the authors have attom})ted to develop an
efficient jpethod for estimating the mean value of a diaracter so that the
maximun;^ information can be obtained with minimum cost.

28. On the rupee cjensus problem.

P. C. Mahalanobis and N. T. Mathew, Calcutta.

In this paper a new method of estimating the volume of Rupee
Circulation has been developed by maximizing the mathematical likeli-

hood of a sample.
If be the number of coins minted in the i-th year which survive

up to the ^-th year, then

where r is the rate of absorption.
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The probability of obtaining a sample is

!
77 jv”«

which is maximum wiien

y ip = -h- r , wliere p..

7 iN-^r '*

i

This provides an equation for the estimation of r and hence the total

circulation.

The method has boon applied for the estimation of the Rupee Circula-

tion in India for the perioti 1881-1940. The question of an adequate
sampling technique has also boon investigated.

29. Sample survey of public opinion.

P. C. MahaIiAnobis, Calcutta.

This paper gives a general account of recent experiments conducted
by the Indian Statistical Institute in using the sample survey for ascer-

taining public opinion.

30. Enquiry into the family budgets of labourers in Bengal.

P. C. Maiialanobis and K. Gupta, Calcutta.

The modem principles of randomization and statistical control are
being used with good effect in an enquiry into labour family budgets in
Bengal which is being conducted by the Indian Statistical Institute on
behalf of the Bengal Board of Economic Enquiry. The present paper
gives a general description of the statistical methods and controls used in
this enquiry. An account also is given of the methods followed in the
matter of grading various goods and services and collection of prices
of the same which would make possible comparison of labour conditions in

different areas.

31. The analysis of partially balanced and symmetrical unequal

block arrangements with missing plots.

K. Kishbn, Cawnf)ore.

The partially balanced designs introduced by Bose and Nair (1939)
and the symmetrical unequal block arrangomonts by Kishen (1939), of
use in agronomic tests involving a large number of varieties, are generaliza-
tions of the symmetrical incomplete block designs and two-dimensional
lattices with equal or unequal groups of sets worked out in recent years
by Yates. The appropriate procedures of statistical analysis have been
given by the authors in their respective papers.

In case, however, one or more missing values occui’ by a{;cident, the

appropriate analytical procedure in either case ceases to be applicable.

Besides estimation of the missing values by the usual procedure of mini-
mizing intra-block error variance, it then also becomes necessary, for a
valid tost of significance of differences among varieties, to correct the
sum of squares duo to varieties as obtained by the appropriate statistical

procedure from reconstructed data. In this paper estimates of missing
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values for partially balanced and symmetrical unequal block arrange-
ments have been worked out, and expressions for the correction of varietal

sums of square for a single missing value have been given as also standard
errors of varietal differences.

32. On expressing single degrees of freedom in 3®, 4^ and 5^

factorial arrangements in terms of their main effects

and interactions.

K, Kishen, Cawnpore.

In a previous communication, presented to Fourth Session of the
Indian Statistical Conference, January 1941, the author gave a general

method of expressing any single degree of freedom for treatments in terms
of sots of treatment combinations for main effects and interactions. It

was shown that the method follows as a direct corollary to Bose and
Kishon’s motliorl ()f reprosontation of treatment combinations in the
general symmetrical factorial arrangomont by points in the associated
finite hyper-dimensional projective geometries.

In tho previous paper, this method has boon utilized to work out
expressions for single degrees freedom belonging to the second and higher
order interactions in terms of tho sets of treatment combinations for

interactions of the corrc\sponding orders for 3^ and 4® factorial arrange-
ments. In tho present x>aper, similar work has been done for 3®, 4^ and
5® factorial designs.

33. On a method to test the accuracy of birth registration.

B. N. Datab, Calcutta.

This is a paper giving tho results of some of tho investigations in

councctiou with the Baroda State Census of 1941, An article with the
same title was i)ublished by Mr. S. V. Mukorjea in tho 1931 report basing
his observations on motht)ds described in Nowsliolmo’s Vital Statistics.

A significaid correlation was found between births in a particular year
and the rainfall in the j)reviou8 year, as also the (tost of living index. The
residual varitmeo in birtiis after taking account of tho time factor as also

the variables above mentioned (viz. cost of living index, and rainfall),

comj)arod to the total variance, gives a us(’)ful criterion for the accuracy
of birth registration. Kosults obtained by this method have been com-
})arod with those obtained by Nowsholmo’s method as given in 1921 and
1931 Census Ileports of Baroda State.
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Atomic and Nuclear Physics

1. On tho production of mesotrons by non-ionizing agents in

cosmic rays.

S. SiRKAR and S. K. Ghosh, Calcutta.

Several workers repeated the Kossi-Hsinng type of experiment and
eamo to tho conclusion that tho incroaso in tho number of threefold
coincidences with the shift of an absorber from its position between the
two upper counters to the top of the counters might be due to tho pro-
duction of mesotrons by non-ionizing agents in cosmic rays. Kosai,
Janossy, Rochester and Bound {Phys. Rev.y 58, 761, 1940) studied the
problem at sea-level using an extra counter above the tlireefold coincidence
telescope and recording simultaneously the threefold and fourfold (coinci-

dences with an absorber placed alternately between the second and the
third and between the lirat and tho se(;ond counter. They concludod
from tho results observed by them that tlie increase in the numbor of
coincidences with the shift of the absorber was duo to side showers.

Tho present authors have stiidied tho same problem in the Palit
Laboratory of Physics, University College of Science, Calcutta, using an
anti-coincidence circuit in which four counter systems formed a vortical

telescope and only the coincidence of the lower three counters not accom-
panied by a discharge of the topmost one could bo recorded. Such anti-

coincidences wore observed to increase by 2% with the shift of tho
absorber mentioned above ovon when an extra absorber of load, 20 cm.
thick, was placed permanently above all the counters. Without this

absorber tho said incroaso was 5%. Tho results are discussed and it is

concluded that the former increase may be due to production of mesotrons
by * neutrettos ’ alone and tho latter by neutrettos and energetic photons.

2. On the collision of meson by electron.

S. Gupta arid R. C. Majumdak, Cahmtta.

Th(^ collision cross-section of a meson with an electron is calculated

for different values of meson .sj)ins from the cjuantum elecdrodynamics.
It is found that the 8y>in has not any appreciable effect even at an energy
of 10^® e.v. for low value of energy transfer and tho cross-section decreases
to zero for an energy transfer of nearly half the incident energy of tht^

meson. For higher energy, at 10^^ e.v., the cross-section for spin one first

iiicreases reaching a maximum when the energy transfer is nearly one-third
of the incident energy and then decreases. For the extreme high energy
the difference in spins plays an important part and the correction due to

spin inorc^ases very rapidly with the energy as well as the cmergy transfer

of tho incident meson and becomes very large when tho energy transfer to

tho electron is nearly complete. This chara(!tori8t ic increase with the
incident energy is due to tho longitudinally polarized meson going over
to tho transversely polarized state after the collision with the ele(;tron or
vice versa. The results are applied to study the cosmic ray showers pro-
duced by the meson. The validity of the theory in this ultra relativistic

region is discussed.

( 17 )
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3. On tho multiple scattering of meson by Coulomb field.

Er. C. Majumdar and S. Gupta, Calcutta.

Tlie scattering of meson by the Coulomb field has been calculated for

difforeiit values of spins of the meson. Tho contribution from the effect

of the finite size of the nucleus and the screening of the nucleus by the
atomic electrons to the scattering has been estimated. Tho results are

then subjected to the statistical treatment to find out arithmetic mean
deflexion when the scattering is multiple. The theoretical values are
com})ared with tho experimental results of Blackett and Wilson on the
scattering of cosmic ray particles by the metal plates.

4. The elastic scattering of neutrons by deuterons.

C. K. SuNDARACHAB, Bangalore.

The experimental study of the scattering of neutions in deuterium
carried out by the author in collaboration with »1 .F. Streib at the (California

Institute of ^fochiiology, using the neutrons released in the Bo-D nueloar
reaction, reveals a prominent maximum at O-T Mov., in tho distribution-

in-onergy curve of tho rec^oil deuterons. A similar anomaly has been
obstav'od for neutron scuittoririg in helium at about ono Mov. by Staub
and Stephens and ascribed to a resonanee scattering arising from the
formation of a compound nucleus. A less marked anomaly at 2 Mov.
j)rodictod by Feenbe>rg for tho scattering of protons by protons and found
recently by Hoydenberg anci Ramsey is presumably due to the lower limit

for the repulsion arising from the saturation of exchange forces. Tho
j)oak at 0*7 Mov. detected hy Streib and tho present author, in tho case of
scattering of neutrons hy douterons, may correspond to "tho ‘ Ramsauer
effect’ deduced by Massey and Mohr {Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 148

, 2()(i, 1936)
on the basis of a potential, in which case the radius of tho potential well

will be about 4*5 X 10“^® (an. The anomaly in tla^ scattering may also be

interpreted to correspond to the critic^al wave-length of 5-4 X 10“^® cm.,
deduced l:)y Betho frcjm a continuum theory of the compound nucleus.
Arguments based on the experimentally discovertMl c^uadrupole moment
of tho deuteroii and tho low value of the D wave function led 8(diwinger

to establish a lower limit of 2-5 X 10“^® cm. for tho range of inudear interac-

tion. It would appear, therefore, as stressed recently hy Massey and
Buckingham {Nature

f

146
, 776, 1940) that a more oxtensiv^o set of experi-

mental data will bo needed to decide on the exact ty]>e of fundamental
nuclear forces.

5. Transformation of Schroedinger solution in momentum
space and its relation to hydrogen problem.

S. Bose, Dacca.

Tlio abstract theory ol‘ Quantum Mecdianics postulates tho possibility

of ox(*]usi\'oly using mcjmentum variables in all investigations (joncorning

stationary states of atomic systems. As this alternative riK^thod brings

into prominonee tho energy and momenta of the system, and eliminates
automatically all references to space-variables it appears in many cases

as the more desirable procedure to follow. To test the possibility of the

method, the calculation for the stationary states of tho hydrogen atom
lias been worked out. The usual procedure of rejiiacing space-variables

hy differential operators of the momentum si)aco, i.e.
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18 not applicable in this particular case, due to the presence of - , in the

expression of the potential energy. A consistent transformation of the
Schroedinger equation can however be carried out, and the method leads to

an integral equation . This integral equation is solved completelj^ and the
analysis shows several points of interest.

6.

Relation between the ip function of the hydr ogen problem
and eigen-functions of the integral equation in the
momentum space.

S. Bose, Dacca.

In the previous paper the integral equation in momentum co-ordinate
which corresponds to the Schroedinger otjuation of state for the hydrogen
atom has been solved. Thc’» relation of its eigen-functions with the known
solution of the Schroedinger etjuation is discussed in this paper.

The differential equation of Schroedinger is transformed to a second
integral equation in the ordinary spaco-co-ordinates as variables. For
the sake of comparison, this equation is also deduced.

7.

Width of the nuclear levels.

P. L. Kapur, Lahore.

An exjiression for the dependence of the partial width of a nuclear
level on tho energy and angular momentum of the ejected particle and
as a matter for that of an incident }>article as well is obtained. According
to this formula tho partial width for the case of thermal neutrons is

10 “^, 1 ()“®, 10 “"^^ volts rospoctiv('ly for s{l ~ 0 ), p{l — 1 ) and d{l = 2)

neutrons. * This result agrees very well with the (experimental values.
The final formula ol)t.ained is

wliore Tq is the nuclear radius and other symbols have their usual

meaning.

Acoustics

8.

Tnterfeiomotric examination of light scattering in viscous

liquids.

B. V. Raohavendra Rag, Bangalore.

Viscous liquids like glycerine, phenol and a few otliers were used for

the study of tho Doppler effect of light scattered by them. Tlie investiga-

tion consists of the influence of temperature on the relative intensities of

the central undisplaced component and the two Doppler components and
on the state of polarization of the three components.

Tho acoustic velocity calculated from the Dox)pler shifts has been
found to be very much higher than the corresponding ultrasonic velocity.

With rise of temperature the Doppler components are foiuid to approacii

the main undisplaced lino with tho result that this difference between tho
* hypersonic * and ‘ ultrasonic ’ velocities goes on diminishing. This has

been examined in detail and an explanation offered.
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9. Determination of the acoustic velocities in liquids in the

‘hypersonic’ region.

B. V. Raghavendba Rao, Bangalore.

Hypersonic velocities have been determined in a number of liquids

like acetic acid, formic acid, carbon disulpliide, butyl alcohol and water

and it has been found that in a few more liquids also one finds that the

‘hypersonic’ velocity is loss than the ‘ultrasonic’ velocity, a result similar

to that reported by the author in tho case of acetone. The reason why in

certain liquids the ‘hypersonic’ velocity is greater than the ‘ultrasonic’

velocity and also the reason for tho reverse in certain other liquids has

been examined.

General Physics and Heat

10. On the theory of frontogenesis.

S. K. Banerji, Poona.

Petterson has sliown that if S represents some coiisoi’vative prope^rty
of air, and if a quantity F is defined by

Dt ’

wh(>re
I
VaS

|
is tho magnitude of tho gradient of and — denotes a

differentiation following tho motion of the air. then along a lino of fronto-
genesis

F><),
dn

d^F

Sn being normal to the line of frontogenosis. This quantity F can also
bo expressed in the form

On

dv
whore is the gradient of wind in the direction normal to the line of

On
frontogenesis.

As shown by Silberstein, il 8wj denotes tho element of normal to
the surfaces of equal pressure (y> — i^onst.), hn^ to tho surfaces of equal
density (p = const.) and 9 tho angle between them, then the rate of
increase of circulation in any circuit may be regarded as equivalent to the
sum of the contributions

1 dp dp
-o ’ a 5— sin df
P Oni 0n2

jier unit area of any surface bounded by tho circuit. Jf /S' represents

dp
temperature of the air, then —

|
V^S

|
is equivalent to — . That part of

dn2

1
, which tends to produ(;e motion can be taken to be equal to v •

P Oni dn\

0
As -— sin 9 is proportional to tho gradient of wind normal to the line of

Onx
frontogenosis, wo see that in a region in which the frontogenetical effect is

2B
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maximum, the rate of increase of circulation is also maximum; and as

the rate of increase of circulation is represented on a tephigram by
J Td<f>,

wo see also that along the lino or region of frontogenosis, the stored up
energy is also maximum.

IL Studies in thermal conduction of liquid holiuin II.

M. Zaki Unom, Aligarli.

Two experiments for determination of thermal conduc tion in licjuid

helium II are described in this paj>er.

(1) The first method depends on using an alternating current and
noting down the lluctuatioiis in a suitable tbormocou])lo fixed on a l)-tube
full of liquid helium II. This method was not found to l)e satisfactory.

(2) The second method consisted in using a combined vapour-pressure-
thermometer and liquid helium manometer. This metljod was found to
be very satisfactory. The following results were obtained wit J i 2 capillari(‘s,

(1 )
l()-8 crm. long and 1 IT) mm. in diameter, (2) 1 7 cm. long and O-oI mni.

in diametfu'. It was found that theiTnal conduction depencls on:—
(1) Temperature gradient—for (example, for the first capillary at

2*06°K. for A T TiX 10“^ the value of thermal t*ondu('-

tion was founci to be Id X 10^ cal./dc^g. cun. sec.

(2) Temperature of licjuid helium—maximum valuer is attained at

1-91‘^K. for temperature gradient of 2-90 x 10”^ deg./cm.

(3) Diameter of capillary.

It was suggested that the study of viscosity of this strange ‘super
fluid ’ might lead to interesting results and it is gratifying to note that thc»

dependence of thermal conduction on temperature gradient and diameter
of the tube employed can be explained due to the peculiar physical pro*
perties of this liquid.

The value of thermal conduction in liquid helium is maximum round
about 1-91°K.

lil. AdBorption of dipole vapours on filter papers.

B. N. Ghosh, Patna.

The adsorption of water on filter paper either pure or improgixated
with salts or metallic colloidal particles has been studied for a whole
range of temperatures. The heats of adsorption thus obtained show
rhythmic fluctuation with successive fc^rmation of adsorbed layers. Those
alternations of maxima and minima demand the existence of long range
chemical forces of the exchange tyxco besides the usual electrostatic and
van der Waal forces. It is also suggested that the inhereomenon of
dissociation and association play a significant r61o in the adsoiption of
dipole vapour on amorphous surfaces, giving rise to an equilil)rium of the
type

(HaO), 52 2HaO 5± H+ +OH-.

There is also found an inherent instability in the formation of higher

layers, giving rise to discontinuities at certain points of the isotherms.

The phenomenon of activated adsorption is absent with pure filter paper
and it seems that crystalline or colloidal impurities act like triggers

in inducing this type of adsorption.
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Methods of measuring yield value, viscosity and thixotropy .
*

J. N. Mitkheiutee, N. C. Sen-Gfpta, and K. C. Sen, Calcutta.

The capillary and the rotary viscometers do not give the same Bingham
Yield values and viscosities for bentonite suspensions. The yield value

obtained by the capillary viscometer is about four to five times as great

as that obtained by the rotary viscometer. A direct method using a

rectangular flat cell (describofl in a separate note) for measuring the

\ elocities at different depths in a flowing liquid has been developed which

is oxj)Octed to give yield value and viscosity in absolute units. The
rotary viscometer gives \ allies which are in bi>tter agreement with the

velocity gradient method than those by the capillary viscornotia*.

Variations in both tlio dower' yield value and the apparent viscosity of

thixotrojiie suspensions with time have been observed. Lower yield

values were measured by m('>a.ns of cylinders of different radii and also by
a Stormor viseomoter. Apparent visciositios wt^ro measured using the

rotary viscometer. (hmpart>d \vith the apparc'nt v^iscosity the lower

yield value appeal’s to give a hotter measure of the rate of thixotropic

gelation.

14.

A sinqde rotary viscometer for the study of anomalous

vi sc;ous pro
1
)arties .

*

J. N. MiTKHEiiJEE and. N. C. Sen -Gupta, Calcutta.

For the study of anomalous viscous properties a simple viscometer

whieli admits of ra]>id but reliable measurements is often needed. A
rotary viscometer, in which tlie outer cylinder rot.atos and the torque on
t he inner cylinder is measured, has boon describeil. It adtnits of easy end
(‘orreetion. There is no slip at the mi^ttd walls with sugar and glycerine

solutions. Oonsisttnicy cur\es of bentonite susjiension, gelatin sol and
starch paste representing respi'ctively plastic, structure visttous and dilatnnt

systems, have been obtained.

15.

Measurement of velocity gradients for the study of viscous
]>roperties of non-Nev Ionian liquids.*

J. N. Mukherjee and K. C. Sen-Gupta, Calcutta.

A method has been described wJiiidi admits of a direct measurement
of velocity gradients along the normal in a flowing liquid. The liquid is

contained in a rectangular glass cell of depth of about 1 mm. fitted with
stop cocks at both ends. The velocities of suspended fine particles of
pure carbon have been measured at different depths with a microscope
having an objective of fairly large working distance. Velocity distribution
curves Imvo been obtained with a .sugar solution, two gelatin sols and a
bentonite sus})ension. The sugar solution gives a perfect parabolic distri*
bution of velocities elmracteristie of Newtonian liquids. Concentrated
gelatin sols give curves of a higher degree than the parabola. The
bentonite suspension shows a parabolic distribution of velocities with a
central flat region. Viscosities and yield values calculated from this
curve agree fairly well witli those obtained by moans of a rotary viscometer
designed by the autliors. l^'ullor details will be published elsewhere. A
constant tomporature arrangement and more accurate measurements of
the low pressures involved are expected to increase the precision of results
obtained by this method.

* The work has been carried out under the scheme of research financed
by the Burmah Oil Company (India Concessions), Ltd.
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16.

The change in the dielectiic constant of liquids due to

flow and the effect of a direct electric field on the same.

8. P. Prasad, B. N. Singh, and B. 1). Singh, Patna.

A change in the dielecti'ic constant of liquids dtio to flow through
narrow channols has already boon reported by the pnvsent authors {Science

and Culture, Vol. 7, p. 119, 1941). The present paper is an (extension of

the same study when a high direct electric held oi‘ the order ot several

kV/om. is applied betw^een the plates of the condenser through which
tiie licjuids flow, in case of liquids, xyhaie (a mixture of ortho, para
and raeta) and toluene, tried so far, it has been found that the (diange

in their dielectric constant values produced due to flow, de(ireas{‘8 in the
]>resence of a direct electric- held and greater tht^ intensity of the field

greater is the diminution. An attempt lias been made by the aiitliors

t(» explain the results obtainexl by them l>y assumijig the existence of

oriented layers of molecules of the liquids both }>olar and non-polar, in

the immediate neighbourhood of the walls of the ('xp(a‘iTncnt.al (H)ndensor.

Thes('' molecules which a,r(5 sup]>os(Hl to bo more or Unss normal fo the wall

arc bent sideways when the flow^ of li([uitlH ta-kes ]>la(!e and honc('' produce
th(' decrease in tlieir dielei ti'ic constant values. The thi(*kn(*ss of tht;

liquid layer wliic'h is thus iji/luenced by the wall is of a very small onler

and, therefore, the* change ])roducod in the dielectric constant is also of an
equally small order. The ]>resenc(^ of a liigh <lir(M*t (electric hold normal
to the walls of the <*-ondenser wall ])revent the bending of molecules and
t hus w(nild decrease the effec't of flow.

17.

Dioloct i*T(‘ const aiits and polymorph

8. 1). Gokiiale, Poona 2.

IJielcictric constants of {a) resorcinol, (/>) monochloracetic acid, an<l

{(•) ortho-nitro-i)hejiol have been studied at various tem})eratures and at

( 1 ifferei it fre( j
uencu vs

.

Tw'o polymorj^hic forms of resorcinol (cf. Robertson and I’bix'lohde,

Proc. Hoi/. Soc., 1988, A, 167
, 1986), three of monochloracetic aedd (cf.

I’ickering, J .(\S., 1895, 67 , 674) and two of ortho-tntro-])h<MK)l have Ixmmi

observed. These forms are enantiotro]jH*. The two ])<)lymor])hi<- forms
(*f ortlio-nitro-phenol hav(^ bccai hitherto unrecorded.

The existence of thes(') polymorphic forms is discussfsl in terms of the

hydrogen bond.

18.

8tato of solid o in solution.

L. 81BAIYA, Bangaloro.

Determinations of ultrasonic velocity in solutions using different

solvents with but one solid solute have revealed that a uni(|ue value could

be obtained by extrapolation for the acoustic velocity in the solute

irrespective of the solvent employed. Nevertheless, it has been definitely

established that this extrapolated velocity is not characteristif* of the

solute in the solid state, as computed from known values of elastitdty and
density. Observed velocity of sound in the molten state of the solute

is shown in a few cases to be in fair agreement with the extrapolated

values. It is therefore surmised that the state of the solute in solution

at ordinary temperatures should almost correspond to the molten state

of the solute at a temperature slightly higher than its melting-point . Other
evidences in support of this conclusion are also given.
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19. On the volume and surface resistivities of shellac moulded
materials.

G. N. Bhattacharya, Ranchi.

Tfie volume and surface resistivities of a number of shellac moulded
<lis<‘.s of ditforent compositions have been determined by the electron tube
method using a Philips 4060 electrometer triode. Mercury electrodes

were* used and most> of tlie determinations wore made at a constant
potential of 150 volts. The elfects of humidity were studied over a
wide range and the tomp(U*aturo variation of volume resistivity of a few
discs has been recorded in the pay)er. The results have boon presented in

a tabula r form as well as in a inimber of diagrams. It has been observed
that at t»rdinary temperatures a.ial 50% relative humidity the volume
resist i \ it,y of sbelhu* moulded discs of various com[>ositions usually lies

within ^,,(1 2-5 xlO^^*^ ohm/cm. Thus, shellac plastics may
sab'ly bo (biassed emong tlioso materials which have a high value ot‘ vndume
or surface resistivity.

29. The olToci ()1 .surrounding nuxlium on t lic dielectric strength

of sliellfK* liiotdded materials.

X. Bhattacharya, RaucJii.

As tlic loiowl(Mlge of the dielectric strength of insulatii;g materials in

<lilfcroiit suri-oiiiiding media is of utmost practical importances a study was
undeM’tal.cn to liiui th(' effect of such media on tlie lueakejown -voltage of
sh<‘llac nionldcd nui te^rials. The electrodes used were a sphere and a, flat

plate made' of brass anel the rate of application of voltage was approxi-
rnate^lv^ O ") kV pea- ,s('<-ond. The voltage was measured on the secondary
side' e>f the^ H.T. transformer by meajis of an accurate electrostatic

voltirie'te'r. The results of teat with transformer oil, xylol, kerosene,
tur[>(aitme and e-aslor oil have been pre'sonted in the paper in a tabular
form and among thc^se turpentino gave the highest dielectrie strength on
short time te'sts, TIu's v'ariatioii of tho dielectric atremgth with the thick-

ness ed' she^Ikic-dise^s in eiifferent surrounding modia has be^eai shejwii in

diffct-e^nl curves.

21. On the variation of adiabatic c^otiipressibility with

tomperat uro.

M. Rama Rao, Bangalore.

The adiabatic compressibility of a licjuid increases with temperature
the increase becoming more ]*apid as the temperature increases. It is

also knowni that <*ompreH8ibility in the gas i)haso is high and infinite at the
critical point gas-licjuid. It is found that the compressibility of a liquid

at any tom])t'rature is dependent on how far the temperature is from the
('rili(!al point. Tlie variation of the adiabatic eompre.ssibility with
temperature is given by tlie equation:

—

Wlu'i c p, A/, jSj and C denote tho molar volume, molecular weight, the

adiabatic » ompressibility and a constant characteristic of a liquid indepen-
d('nt of 1110 temperature, respectively, dc and $ refer to the critical

tcm}>eratur(‘ and tho temperature at which tlie compressibility is
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From dimensional analysis it is shown that CBc is given by

MVI

tlius leading to tho equation:

—

^ = 7-
/~^

fi
g

^^4, V Mv\ ’

Here k lias the same value for all litjuids tho \'alne, being equal to
) -475 X IQS.

22. Bose-Einstoin condensation and thermal transpiration.

T). S. Kothari, Delhi.

Tlie degeneracy in a Jioso-Einstein gas is characterized by a fraction
<>(' the total number of particles in tho assembly passing into a state of
(almost) zero energy—the proportion of the non-energetic particles increas-

ing as tho temperature is lowered below the critical temperature at which
dcigeneracy sets in. The pressure of the degenerate gas depends only on
the temyjoraturo and is indopendent of th(» volume. In tho discussion of
theiTnal transpiration for a Boso-Einstein gas two cases have to be con-
sidered

: (1) Gas is non-dogonorate in both chambers, and
(
2

) gas is

non-dogonorato in the high-temperaturo chamber and dogonorato in the
other one. The case when tho gas is degenerate in both chambers does
not exist.

K(3nnard drew attention some time ago that in a reversible process
wliich is unavoidably accompanied by an irreversible process, the change
in the entropy of tho universe due to the reversible ^process does not vanish,
but the entropy decreases. As examj)les of such reversible processes
Konnard considered thermal transpiration for a classical gas and iTiomson
effect. Kennard’s discussion is here extended to a Boso-Einstoin gas.

The results involve the duration of tho reversible process ; and how a lower
limit can be assigned to tho time taken by a reversible process is examined.

The effect of a uniform field of force on the (degeneracy) critical

temperature is considered.

23. Flow of energy in thermal transpiration for a Bose-Einstein

and a Fermi-Dirac gas.

D. V. Goqate, Baroda arid D. S. Kothari, Delhi.

In the case of two chambers, maintained at different temperatures,
containing an ideal gas (classical p ~ 0, Fermi-Dirac )3 = —1, or Boso-
Einstein ™ -fl) and intercommunicating through an effusion -orifice,

there is, in the steady state brought about by thermal transj)iration, no
net flow of matter but a continuous flow of energy (due to effusion of

particles) from the chamber at the higher temperature to the other one.

This energy flow is determined for a completely relativistic and a com-
pletely non-relativistic gas. Three possible cases are discussed for each
of them; (a) gas non-degenerate in both chambers, (6) gas degenerate

in both chambers, and (c) gas non-degenerate in one chamber and
degenerate in tho other. Case (6) is possible for a Fermi-Dirac gas only.

In case (c) the rate of flow of energy to a first order is tho same as

in case (a) but with the temperature of the chamber at the lower tempera-
txire (i.e. the chamber containing the degenerate gas) put equal to zero,

which is in accord with the properties of a degenerate gas.
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In case [a) for a relativistic classical gas (jS = 0), the energy flow is

proportional to the concentration which is the same in both the chambers
and to the difference of temperature between them. For a non-relativistic

cldfisical gas, the energy flow varies as (7\ —

T

2 ), being the
concentration in the chamber at For a Formi-Dirac gas the flow is

slightly less and for a l^ose-Einstein gas slightly greater tlian that for

the classical gas under the same conditions.

In case (6) when there is Fermi-Dirac degenerate gas in tlie two cham-
bers, the energy flow to a first a])proximatioii, both for thf^ relativistic and

non-relativistic cases, varies as — in the relativistic case,

of course, == For lixed temperatures, the energy flow is always
greater when the concentrations are such that tlie gas in the two chambers
is degenorat<^ than when tlie gas in both of thorn is non-degonorato.

24. Thermal transpiration and reversible process for a

dogonorate gas.

D. V. Gogate, Baroda.

Konnard has siiown that the basic theorem of thermodynamics that
‘the entropy oluinge of the universe during a reversible process is zero’

loses its validity if wo do not take account of the irreversible flow of boat
duo to conductio]! whi(;h necessarily accompanies a ro\'orsible process. He
has discussed thermal trans])iration for a classical porfljct gas and has
made ovi(h<nt the jun'essity of a n^striction uj)on the general theorem of

entropy change. T})e disen.^sion of Konnard is extended to the case of a
degenerate gas and it is shown liow the general theorem fails in this c;ase

also if the restriction inipo.sed by Kennard is ignored.

25. The normal velocity distribution of the electrons emitted
from oride-coated emitters, with jjlatinum and carbon as

base metals.

B. N. Ghosh, Patna.

From a survey of Iho earlier work on the \elu(oty distribution of
the thermionically emitt.ed electrons it ap])ear8 that for pure metallic
emitters the out-going (doctrons liave a Maxwellian <listribution of velocity
with a cliaract(n’istic temperaturt) whi(di is equal to that of the emitter.
The author has made a dotailotl survey of the velocity distribution of the
electrons coming out from ])uro and composite emitters, and finds a general
confirmat ion of the rojiort published by the earlier worker in this field as
far as omission from ])nro metals are concerned. Hut in the case of (rom-

posite surfaces thc» results obtained are at comj)lete variance with those
available in the ntorature of the suhjecit. Here throe groups of electrcais

have been traced by a study of the curv^o obtained by the well-known
retarding field method. The tomj)orature of two groups are higher than
that of tile emitter and of one group lower than that of the latter. But as
the toinporaturo of the emitter is progressively lowered the temperature
of the three groups s<?em to approach eacli other and at a particular

temperature called ‘Convergence Temperature’ they seem to fuse into one.
This characteristic temperature of the electrons is equal to that of the
emitter at that point. Attemjita have been made to get the field-distance

and potential-distance cur\'e of tlie emitter by Nottingham’s Photo-
electric method as well as from au evaluation of the variation of the
thermionic work -function wdth different applied voltage. The curve with
a single hill and a plateau thus obtained do not agree with the theoroti(;ally

calculated curve of the author (to be published later) where the preseiuje
of multiple hills is assumed fur the explanation of the enhanced tempera-
ture of the two groups of electrons. These higher values are therein
exjilained as a tunnel effect through the initial potential hill of the base
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metal by a resonance effect. The x^aluos of contact potential difference

between Pt or C (pure and oxide-coated) against W and Xi have been
measured by projjor displacement of c.ni N e.

26. Effect of pressure and iemperatuT*e on the rate of water-
filtration from clay suspensions.

N. C. Sen-Gupta and M. M. Dey, Kliodaimg (Burma).

Filtration charactoristics of stable clay suspensions wore studied
at temperatures between 30°C. and 8(F0. arid at pressures between loo

and 1,000 lb. per sq. in. The cumulative volume of liltratf> at any
constant tempf^rature and pressure increased proportionally with the

square root of time of filtration. The cumulative filtratt) volume V
(per sq. cm. of filter bed) varied with the prossiue P, according to the
relation V = fcP^, wliere k is a constant and the value of x was found to bc»

0* 1 9 for the particular mud used. The permeability K of tlif' ca,k<! formetl

on the lilter paper also (Jeerease<i with increase in pressure.

Values foT’ V at a givcai pretssure increased with tem])eraturo and
the })rodu{!t V . also ros(^ slowly witli temperature. I'his may be
duo to incipient c(jagulatioii of the colloid fraction of the mud which
might l)c exi)ected at elevated t(’imf)ora,turus. d'iiis coagulati(.)n iiHueasod
the jjurnn'ability of tlio lilter cake, it was obsorvod that the product
V . {t)IK . P)^'^ is a, constant for tiie mud used independent of ternpora-
tnre and pn^ssure. VVliethor this product is constant foj‘ all types of
muds or Jiot is now being dotorminetl.

27. Application of relativity to the kinetic theory of ganofj.

Brajabuiaki Pattanaik, Cuttack.

The (dassieal equation connecting the pressure, th(^ volume, and tho
temperature of a perfect gas is pV ~ U'V. In tlio ))resent })upei it has
been shown that by ai:)plying the principles of relativity tlnj (equation
assumes tho form pV — HT{\ — — — )» vvheref/j, a 2 >

etc.,

are constants.

• Magnetism

28. Tlie iiiagnetic susceptibility of the water of crystallizat join

H. S. Venkataramiah, Bangalore.

The molecular diamagnetic susceptibility of the water of cr^ stall ization
has boon calculatetl for a number of diamagnetic crystals by making ust?

of tlie values of tho susceptibility of the iiydrated and the anliydrou.s

forms of the same substance. The water of crystallization is found in

most cases to be considerably loss diamagnetic tleui fi(Hi water and this

olfoct appears to be associated with tho low vapour tension of tlio water
in 8U(di crystals. b'or a substance with a liigh ae(jueous tejision lik(‘

Na2C03 . IOH2O tho water in the crystal is slightly more (iiamagiKdic
than free water.

29. Influence of the ‘hydrogen bond’ on diaiiiagiiotic susco[>ti-

bility.

H. S. Venkataramiah, Bangalore.

The magnetic susceptibilities of solutions of ak^oliols in carbon tetra-

chloride and of chloroform in ether hav^e been measured by employing a
Curie balance. The diamagnetic suscejjtibility of the alcohol solution.^.
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is found to bo higher than the value calculated according to the additivity

law. The increase in susceptibility is traced to the breaking up in solution

of the hydrogen bonds between alcohol molecules which exist as polymers
in the pure liquid. Hence tho formation of a hydrogen bond diminishes
the diamagnetiij susceptibility and this effect is siiown to be due to the
proton of the hydrogen attracting tho oxygen ions of the associated

molecules closer and thus diminishing thoir effective radius and conse-

quently diminishing their individual contributions to diamagnetic suscejiti-

bility . In the case of ether-chlorofoim mixture the observed susceptibility

is slightly loss than the calculated susco])tibility and this effect is ascrribed

to the formation of an intormolocular bond through hydrogen between the
chloroform and tho other molecules.

30. A magnotic study of acetic acid and acetates in aqueous
solutions.

K. N. Mathur, N. K. Mundle, and S N. Singh, Lucknow.

The state of acn^tic acid when dissolved in water still continues to be
a controversial matter. From moasuromonts of magnetic, susceptibilities

Sibaiya and Vonkataramiah found that Pascal’s addivity law holds good
up to 50% concentration, but adoviation occiurod above this (concentration.

This was explained to bo due to tho formation of hydrates. According
to Krislinamurty, acetic; aedd hums hydrates at 75% and lower concentra-
tions, but Koteswaram on tho other hand from obsorvnitions on ilaman
eff(K;t cotKiludciS that no hydrate is formed but the acid breaks up into

lower j)olymors with increasing dilution. Magnetic measurements have
also been made by S. R. Rao and Narayanswamy aneb by one; of the
authors.

In view of the physico-chemical evidence that acetic acid is liiglily

])olymeriz,(xl in the pure form it was considered desirable to study also tho
magnotic susceptibilities of solutions of a number ol* acetates and the
variation with concentration. B(^sides acetic acid, the acetates of
^immonium sodium and lead have been studied ovt>r a range of concentra-
tions. A modified form of Decker’s balance was used and care was taken
to maintain a constant temperature. The nature of concentratioji

susceptibility curves obtained and their bearing on the nature of the
solutes have been discussed.

Meteorology

3 1 . Effec t of meteorological conditioriH on tho eloc^trical con-

ductivity of air at Colaba (Bombay).

8. M. Mukherjee, Bombay.

Data of electrical conductivity of tho air at Colaba measured with a
Cerdien apparatus during 1935-36 are correlated with the meteorological
cojiditions prevailing at tho time of observation. It is found that con-
ductivity is much more dependent on wind direction during the dry
months, November to April, than during the period May to October.
This is explained as being due to the difference in the natirre and con-

centration of i)ollution such as smoko, dust and i)roducts of combustion
from the commercial and industrial parts of the city during the former
Y)eriod and sea spray and salt nuclei in the latter. When dust is raised

in tho air by wind, it increases tho conductivity, the value being greater

at a height of about 50 feet above ground than near tho ground.
Improvement of visibility goes hand in hand with an increase of

<-.onductivity and vice versa. During rain negative conductivity increases

rapidly with intensity of rainfall but positive conductivity remains
practically sb^ady and somewhat below its normal value. The
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conductivity is greater after tliaii during rain. The best time of the

day for regular dailj^ observations of air conductivity at Colaba is

<liscus8ed.

32. SeiSinological features of the Satynira earthquake of the
14th March, 1938.

S. M. Mukherjee, Bombay.

An oartliquake of moderate strength occurred in the early morning
of March 14, 1938, in the Satpura range. Compared to its magnitude the
shock was felt over an unusually large area of about 400,000 sq. miles.

It is estimated that a maximum surface intensity between VII and VIII
in the mollified Morcalli scale of 1931 was reached near the epicentre.

The isoseismals due to this earthquake are found to be roughly elliptical

with the long axis in an approximately north-south direction. It is

jirobablo that the earthquake was connected with a fault lino in the
Satpuras. Vrom the seismological data of near stations, the ])ositioii of
the epicentre is calculated as 21° 32' N. and 75° 50' K. and the time of

origin as 0^* 48'"* 30''‘* G.M.T. The depth of focus is calculated as 49 Km.
Those doterm in a.tions are sup[»o?’ted by rnacroseismic data and observations

nf' P, P' and P* at distant stations. The magnitude of the shock was
fibout 5’5 and (‘nergy about Ud** ergs. Velocities of the \'arious crustal
waves which are identibablo in the Indian seismograms, are gi\(>n.

niickriess of the granitic layer (including tlu> sedimentary one) is tentati\’oly

calculated as 40 Km. and that of the basaltic one as 10 Km, Those values
agree with those observed for the Kashirn Alj)s region. The sliock appa,-

T'ontly originated luuir the bottom of the granitic layer. Somo of the
seismograms of this shock recorded at the Indian stations are rej)roduced.

33. Rainfall fi't^quoiiey at l^tllala.

L. 1). Maiiajan, Patiala.

The frequemdes of rainfall at. Patiala whadi lies in the south of the
Punjab has been studied. They have been }>rokon uj> into a number
of classes and each class except the first is a simple multijile of 0*25^

4s its medium value. Hut the first class with a range of 0*01" to 0-1 2"

has its medium valuta (h0(i". Tlio data, extend from 1900 A.D to 1940
A.D.

The study of the froqueiuaos shows that the light showers having
the mean value 0-06" are less common than tho showers of moan value
0*25" or thorottbouts. The heavier showers are most probably duo
to its ])roximit.y to the Sivalik Hills which extend from its south-east
to its north-east.

The greatest amount of rainfall at Patiala is contributed by falls

of about 0*25" medium value, and next to it by falls of about ()*5()'' medium
value. Tho average heaviness of the rainfall is 0-59''. Thus tho greatest
quantity of rainfall is yielded by falls not differing very much from those
of average heaviness which confirms Hlandford’s statement. Besides
there is marked diminution in the number of falls of the k>west \'alue

class during tho last four dooades and the frequon<;y of raiTifalJ is decreas-
ing irregularly with time.

34. Measurement of total precipitable water in the atmosphere
above Poona by a spectroscopic method.

K. L. Gadre, Poona.

Kegular estimations of the total preciy)itahle water, \V, in the atmos-
phere abo\^e Poona have been carrie^l out with the lielp of absorption
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moasuremonts at tho p (0‘93/it) band of water vapour.^ The measui*emeiit«
were made with a glass prism spectrograph, a sensitive thermopile and a
Moll galvanometer, sunlight being redectod by the front silvered mirror
of a heliostat and focussed on the slit of the spectrograph. The diurnal
and seasonal variations of W are discussed. The values of W obtained
by the spectroscopic method are compared with those from the records of
sounding balloons and tho obaer\ ations of lieat radiation from the niglit

sky. The spectroscopic estimations are found to bo lower. The onset of
8ea-l)reeze and thunder-showers during some occasions in April to June
this year, and the 8.W. monsoon are found to bf» indicated earlier l)y

the increasing tendency of W

.

Oscillations and Waves

35. Thermionic emission from the filament of a triode main-
tained by its space current.

R. L. N-ARASiMHAiyA, Bangalore.

In an earlier paper {Proc. 23, 249, 1935) tho author has shown
that certain tyj^cs of dull emitter triod<^s can maintain electron omission
from their filaments even witli their low tension supply disconnected
provided tho (4ecbro(]o currents tlirough tho tubes are sufficiently high.
Jt) a later rioby Pandya and I^ithak {I.J.P., XITI, VI, 409, 1939) state
that tho (missioij is maintained probahly by tho inductive effe(;t of t he
chokes used, basing this conclusion on their observation that wliilo T).( '.

elimiiuitors an^ (*apabl(^ of maintaining this omission, a battery of cells i'-

not. It is sliown in this paper that this observaition is incorrect and
that tlie electi'odo (*urronts are rosponsiblo for tlio fontinuanco of eloctroii

emission.

36. Tbc pboto-dimiiiution of (K)udnctivity in (ddorino subjected
to eloctrical discharge.

8. S. JosHi and P. G. Deo, Bonaros.

Earlier results (Joshi and Narasimhan, i'wrr. Sci., 1940, 9
, 5.35)

iii this line hav'O disclostnl the existoiKa> ol a now type of ]^hoto-ol(H;trI"

effect in a gas (chlorine) subjected to eloctrical discharge. The discharge
current diminishes immediately on irradiation. It is found that tliis

suppression of current increases markedly from red to violet. Data are
obtained to correlate in detail the magnitude of this effect as a function of
th(i intensity and frequency (especially in relation to tlie a>)Hor])tion

spectrum of chlorine) of radiation om])loyed.
The (emission) spectrum of chlorine subjected to discharge uador

conditions, where this photo-effect is maximum, is found to consist almost
entirely of faint bands, despite s(5veral hours of exposure with the then
ax ailable instrument, viz., a Hil^her’s constant deviation spectrograph.

Work is in progress to investigate if a siKjctral shift in respect of wave-
length or (and) the intensity distribution in tho chlorine spectrum is

produced duo to irradiation under conditions of maximum photo effect
under a wide range of conditions.

37. Effect of early morning sunrise on the E-layer.

H. B. Mohanty, Cuttack.

It is not yet definitely known whether the free electrons, present iu
the E-region of the ionosphere, disappear by attachment to neutral atoms
forming negative ions or by recombination with positive ions forming
neutral particles. Information in this respect, however, can be obtained
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by observing the effect of the first rays of the sun when they strike the

layer. Due to the removal of the u.v. rays by absorption in passing

through the ionized regions and the ozone layer the visible rays of the

sun are the first that reach the E-layer directly above the point of

observation . So if attachment be tlio main dissipative process for electrons

in the E -region, the consequent presence of a large number of negative
ions will give rise to an instantaneous increase in ionization duo to photo

-

detachment of electrons by the visible rays of the sun while in the case of
recombination as there will be only neutral atoms present in the E -layer

no such increase will take place until the time of ground sunrise when the
u.v. rays will (liiectly impinge upon the layer. T3e])onding on the latitude

of the place and the season of tVie year, smiriso takes place on the E -layer

several hours before tlie ground -sunrise at the place of observation.

Continuous ])hotogra].)liic records taken of the reflection of radio wave
puLses from the E-layer at night over a period of several months showed
that long before tVici gronufl -sunrise the reflection coefficient of the layer

sliowed instantaneous incrc^nso, as soon as the first visible rays of the sun
stril^e the layer. This shows tlio presence of a large number of negat ive

ions indicating thereby attacdimont to the main dissipative process opera-

tive in the E -layer. Tt lias been shown .also from tlieoretiiuil considerations
that tho free electrons in the ionos])hore disappear by attachment rather

than by recombination,

38. A light effect in gases under eletdric discharge.

S. iS. JosHi and G. S. Deshmukh, Benares.

The observation reported (Joshi and Narasimhan, Curr. Sci., 1940, 9,

585) previously viz., an instantaneous diminution on irradiation, of the
ilischargo current in chlorine has now been <^xtonded to other gasi^s,

subjected to ionization by collision in eilectric fields due to alternating
):)otentials in Siemens’ tubes. The experimental arrangement is essentially

the same as before; the current, however, is determined simultaneously
by two methods, viz., by an A.C. indicator of tho roctifior typo and a
rofloction galvanometer actuated by a vacuo-junction in the discharge
circuit.

It is observed that the photo-diminution of the discharge current
varies rapidly in the order, chlorine > bromine, hydrochloric ai‘id gas >
iodine. In fact, observation of the effect in iodine is nearly impossible
without a sensitive indicator and adocpiate irradiation. Eurtliermore,
especially in the case of iodine the photo-effect is easily masked by a dark,
in part, ‘‘ageiruf effect, i.e. a time-variation of tho disciiarge current

produced under a constant a])plied potential ; tliis varies in tho order,

iodine > bromine > chlorine. Other conditions remaining the same, over
a limited range, a rise in the gas pro8.sure and temperature tends to diminish
the light-effect; an increase in tho applied potential, frequency of the
A.(J. supply and of the external radiation employed, as also its intensity,

increases it.

Preliminary experiments have shown that differences in the magnitude
of tho light effect in chlorine using plane polarized and etjually intense

ordinary light lie within the margin of probable experimental error.

The use of larger discharge tubes, much greater intensity of and more
short-wave radiation, and of specially sensitive current indicators has
revealed the effect in oxygen > air nitrogen > hydrogen; its magnitude
is, however, very considerably smaller with these gases than in tho case of
halogens. The gas pressures employed in these later experiments were
varied in tho range 1 *5 to 2 cm. ofHg. Subsequent work has revealed that
with any given gas, its pressure is an important determinant of magnitudo
of the ^ light effect* produced under a certain range of applied potentials.

Not only the magnitude but even the sense of the photo-effect is liable
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to change, if the operating conditions are altered. Despite the use of

very much greater intensity of light than above and more sensitive

arrangement for current detection, neon, mercury and sodium vapour have

90 far failed to show any effect within the limitations of the available

apparatus. Further work with yet more refined technique is in progress

with a view to investigate the generality of the effect.

39. Plasma electron oscillation and its effect on the measure-

ment of dielectric constant of ionized gas in a discharge

tube.

S. R. Khastgih and Md. Emran, Dacca.

Measurements of the effective diolo(^tric constant of ionized air,

over a wide lange, from very low to very high radio-frequencies have
shown some anomalous features. The experiments with a discharge

tube carried out in the ultra-high frequency range for a. small value of

the discharge current showed that for wavelengtlis smaller than about
9 metres the effe(;tive dielectric constant of the ionized air was definitely

less than unity. Starting from very small wavelengths, it was found
that the effective dielectric constant of the ionized air steadily decreased
up to a certain wavelength, beyond whi(;h it incroasecl gradually ap-

proaching the value of unity in the neighbourhood of 9 metres. Similar

measurements at medium radio-frequencies showed that the effective

dielectric constant of ionized air in a discharge tube was dofinit/ely greater

than unity and the value slowly diminished, as the frequency of the

measuring field was diminished.

These results suggested the possibility of a resonance frequency
or frequencies in the region of very high radio-frequencies. To examine
tilis possibility, experiments were performed with the same discharge

tube as had been used for the dielectric constant measurements. There
was definite experimental evidence of electronic oscillations in the dis-

charge tube exactly in the region of the observed anomalous variation

of the dielectric constant of the ionized air. The experimental results

could bo explained accordingly with the help of Lorontz’s dispersion

formula.

Raman Effect

40. Raman spectrum of liquid PCI5 .

Bishambiiar Dayal Saksena, Cawnpore.

Assuming the triangular bi-pyramid structure for liquid PClg molecule
as suggested by Mourou, Magat, and Wetroff {Proc. Ind. Acad, Sc,, A,
1938, 8, 357) the force constants of P-Cl and Cl-Cl valence are calculated
and compared with the values found in other compounds. It is found, that
without using the intra.valonc(» force constants, whoso value is generally
very low, the value of the P-Cl force constants, which is found as 3*667 X 10®
dynes is greater than that in PCI3 although the P-01 distance in PCI5
is greater than that in PCI3. The value of Cl-Cl force constant is

negative although it is positive in other chlorine (iompounds like the
tetra-chlorides. These considerations, and the fact that the dipolemoment
is positive are not in favour of this structure.

The square pyramid model, in which the phospliorus atom is at the
centre of a square having four chlorine atoms at the corners and the fifth
chlorin atom outside the square, is next considered. The twelve internal
frequencies for this model are then calculated, on group-theory methods, by
assuming the three force constants of P-Cl valence — 1 *53 X 10®, of directed
valence *01 X 10®, and of Cl-Cl repulsion — *2 X 10® dynes.
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Glass. Calculated frequencies. Observed frequencies.

A . . 410, 311, 122 392, ? , 100 in liquid

393, 351, 96, in soln. in

PClg.

B No fro(iuoncv.

C 279, 70 271 in liquid.

D .. 146

E (doubly de-

generate).
-497, 152, 116 449, 495, 190

The agreomont of li’e(|ueneies is fairly close, and the force constants
are of the right order to justify the projposod stnaduro wliic-h has a ]JOsiti\

moment.

41 . Interpretation of the polarized lines in tlu^ Ranian spectniin

of molten naphthalene.

Bisham BHAii Dayah Saksena, Cawnpore.

The molecuh^ of iiaplithalono contains 18 atoms and })Ossosros 4S
vibration freciuoneios. Tho symmetry of the molecules belongs to tlie

point -group tlio character—table j)ortaining to this group, it

has been possible to write down the symmetry co-ordinates for all the

48 frequencies.

Nine polarized Ranian lines, two very strong 3054, 1379, four strong

1400, 1024, 700, 511, one weak 942, and two very weak 772 and 132S
are known from author’s polarization studies [Proc. Ind. Acad. Sc., A,
1938, 8, 73). 1379 and 3054 represent, mainly, the radial oscillations of
carbon and hydrogen atoms resi)octively towards or away from the C.G.;
700 and 1400 are the transverse oscillations of the four carbon and four

hydrogen atoms respectively which are near the C.G. of the molecule;

511, i024 represent similar oscillations of those four carbon and four
hydrogen atoms respectively which are further from the C.G.; 942 represents
a radical oscillation of two carbon atoms towards and of four six carbon
atoms away from tho C.G. at the sametime; 772 represents a radial oscil-

lation of four nearer carbon atoms moving towards and of four further

parbon atoms moving away from the C.G. at the same time; 1328
represents a similar oscillation of the hydrogen atoms.

42. Raman spectra of iodic acid solutions.

J. R. Saraf, Lucknow.

Nayar and co-workers have reported breaks in the curv^es of the

physico-chemical properties of iodic acid solutions. Such breaks occur

at 0*04 N. and Od N., which they interpret as transition points in the

pol3mierization of (HlOa) molecules.

Raman effect would perhaps be the ideal subject which would afford

evidence in support of the above interpretation. Solutions were therefore

})repared of concentrations ranging on either side of the transition i)oiuts,

viz. 0*03 N., 0-07 N. and 0*2 N. and also of a more concentrated solution

4-6 N.
The concentrated solution gives three bands of which the most

intense and broadest one, when microphotomotrically examined, is found

to consist of three sharp components of Ar 776, 804 and 825 in the order

of decreasing intensity. The second band at 649 consists of only one

component, while the third band consists of two components 333 and 377,

and 333 shows signs of further splitting. 0-2 N. and 0*07 N. each gives

only one lino at 806 (the line is being microphotometrically examined).
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A 0*03 N. solution of the acid gives a line at 812 and with a 0*2 N.
KIO3 solution the same frequency shift is obtained, suggesting thereby
that the former frequency is due to TO 3 ion. Other lines have been
interpreted on the theory of polymerization or f;o-ordination.

43. Kaman effect in iminiscible liquid systems.

R. Sree and L. Sibaiya, Bangalore.

The light scattered from two immiscible liquids one lying on tox:> of
the other in a Wood’s tube with the interface halfway up the tube window
has been examined apoctros(‘opically. Using the carbondisulphide-
methyl alcohol pair the Raman linos of carbondisulphide are observed to
extend into the methyl alcohol region while the alcohol linos do not
penetrate into the cnrbondisulphido. This result finds an ox] )laiiation in

the known solubilities of the two liquids in each other. In the case of
water and carbontotra,chloride the liquids are highly immiscible as the
Raman linos and hands of one liquid do not perce})tibly run into the region
f)f the other. TJio light scattered from water- carboudisuli>hide pair
behaves likewise. But when this systum is allowed to stand by for some
days, the light scattered from tlio interface reveals the strong Raman
lino of sulphiu* at 470 cm.”^ excited by A 5461 A. It therefore seems likely

that sulphur either dissociated frotn or dissolved in carbondisulphide
prefers to accumulate at the interface. Tiiterfacial scattering from other
binary liquid systems has been studied.

Spectroscopy

44. 8wan band (diaract eristics in various flames. ^

N. R. Tawde and J. M. Patel, Bombay.
Johnson and Tawde {Proc. Boy. Soc., A, 137 , 575, 1932) had noticed

that the vilirational transitions of the Cg Swan system in the oxy-coal gas
and Bunsen flames come out with different intensities in spite of the Condon
distribution remaining the same. In this paper we have investigated the
gross intensity distribution of Swan band system excited in different types
of flame sources—Meker burner (under two different conditions), jot
burner (under two conditions), Primus stove flame and Bunsen burner.
The results have been compared. This is an extension of the work on
flames previously reported {Bom. U. Jour., 6 ,

ii, 29, 1937).

45. On tho absorption spectra of alkaloids, such as codeine,
heroine and morphine and the possibility of detection of
alkaloids in general in the saliva and sweat of drugged
horses.

S. Datta and G. Karmakar, Rajshahi.
It is well-known that the alkaloids exhibit very characteristic

absorption curves even when they are present in minute traces and the
nature of the curves and the position of the peaks ofmaximum absorption
enable them to be easily distinguished from one another. The absorption
spectrum of only a few alkaloids are, however, published and of the common
varieties of poisonous alkaloids, which in very small quantities have a
deleterious effect on the drugged animal, only those of caffeine, cocaine,
quinine and strychnine are known. As besides these, codeine, heroine
and morphine are also not rarely used for drugging purposes, tho
characteristic absorptions of these substances as also of caffeine, cocaine,
quinine and strychnine at various large dilutions were first studied with a
Spekker photometer and an atlas of absorption spectra of these substances
as prepared.
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The second part of the experiment consisted in the identification of

small traces of alkaloids which are liable to be excreted in the saliva and
sweat of horses drugged with those alkaloids. As their absorptions are

complicated by the presence of impurities such as protein, mucin, organic

salts, etc., an attempt was first made to remove those impurities by
chemical and centrifugal methods. The results, however, were not satis-

factory. It was therefore decided to separate the alkaloids from solutions

of saliva and sweat by standard chemical methods and finally dissolve

them in dilute hydrochloric acid and subject the acid solution to spectro-
photometric examination.

The results so far achieved indicate that whenever the animal is

drugged with not too small quantities of those alkaloids (in the case of

caffeine the limiting dose is 1 dr.) the salivary secretions do contain
sufficient quantities of these drugs which can be identified by the spectro-
photometric method. The sweat of the horses, however, did not show
any characteristic absorption of the alkaloids.

46. Intensity variat ions observed in the spectra of hydrogen.

K. K. Asundi, Nand Lai. Singh, and Jagdeo Singh, Benares.

Two Geissler discharge tubes, one of the Guild form containing only
pure hydrogen and another of H typo containing hydrogen, Ijiolium,

mercury and a tracte of carbon have been used. The fspectra obtained
on excitation by a high frequency discharge (range of available wave-
lengths being 255 to 485 metres) and by a small induction coil (hammer
break typo giving 1 cm. spark) have been photographed in the visible

region using a constant deviation glass spectrograph. We wish to record
the following observations :

—

(1) The coil discharge in the Guild form tube shows that the

and lines are more prominently developed than the secondary

spectrum in the visible region, while the h.f. discharge shows just the
opposite distribution of intensity.

(2) In the h.f. discharge in the H type tube the secondary spectrum
does not stand out clearly owing to the overlap of CO bands, mercury and
helium linos. But the behaviour of and Hp lines is interesting. The
intensity of these lines undergoes a change with frequency of the discharge
fusing external electrodes). The intensity of other lines due to various
emitters does not appear to suffer any noticeable change with frequency
within the range here used. For example the plates show that at wave-
lengths of 320 and 480 metres Hq^ line is weaker than the helium A6678

line while at wave-longths of 340 and 465 metres the Hg^ line is the stronger

of the two, these being the four wave-lengths of the oscillations for which
the spectrum wavS photographed.

47. Spectroscopic investigation of high frequency discharge.

R. K. Ashndi, Nand Lal Singh, and Devi Datt Pant, Benares.

High frequency oscillations were obtained by a suitable valve circuit,

the range ofwave-lengths available being 255 to 485 metres. The discharge
took place in a glass tube (length 87 cm. and iimer diam. 2*4 cm.) with a
glass window sealed on to one of its ends and a quartz window to the
other. Two rings of thin metal sheet served as external electrodes wliich

could be moved along the length of the tube. The spectra excited at

different pressures of air have been photographed. A small quartz
spectrograph and a constant deviation glass spectrograph were used to

get simultaneous spectra in the ultraviolet and the visible regions. No
particular precaution was taken either to dry the air or clean the tube
free from carbon and mercury. We distinguish between a predominantly
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piiik discharge which obtains when the distance between the electrodes is

greater than that for which the discharge is either predominantly violet

-

blue at high and medium pressures of air (12 mm. and 8 mm. respectively

as measured by a manometer) or predominantly greenish-grey at low
pressures (6 mm.). The discharge was maintained with oscillations of
length about 372 metres for which the glow was visually the brightest.

The main results obtained so far are:—

(1) The pink discharge at medium pressures consists mainly of 1st

positive and 2nd positive bands of nitrogen (N2 )
and the (0, 0) and (1, 0)

bands of OH. It also shows the main lines of the arc sj^octrum of mercury,
and the gamma bands of NO.

(2) In the pink discharge at high pressures the mercury lines are
greatly inhibited, only the A2536 line being registered with low intensity.

(3) The violet- blue discharge obtaining at medium pressures shows

mainly the Angstrom bands (CO), negative bands of nitrogen (N^ ), the two

OH bands, the gamma bands of NO, a few first negative carbon bands

(CO+) and a number of arc and spark lines of mercury.
(4) The greenish -grey distdiargo which obtains at low pressures shows

the arc and spark lines of mercury^ the two OH bands and some of the

negative bands of nitrogen addition gives intense Angstrom

bands and a strong develo])ment of the first negative bands of carbon of
which a few are probably' new. It is remarkable that there is no trace

of 3rd positive carbon or associated bands and of the 4th positive carbon
system only a few are resent with low intensity.

Technical Physics

48. Application of the photoelectric cell to the study of light-

flashes.

Y. V. Kathavate and T>. V. Gogate, Baroda.

The object of this paper is to describe some experiments illustrating

the application of the photoelectric cell to the determination of the
quantity of light in discharges of short duration. Two complementary
methods, viz. (i) the light-llash method, and (ii) the dark -flash method
are described and the results are used in estimating the amounts of light

in the light-flashes given out by different quantities of magnesium powder.
The relation between the quantity of light in the flashes and the quantity
of magnesium powder burnt comes out to bo almost linear except for very'

small quantities of tlvc powder. The method is also used for the calibration
of the speeds of camera shutters.

49. The optical hygrometer and its working.

L. D. Mahajan, Patiala.

The optical hygrometer, which had recently boon constructed {Proc^
Ind. Sc. Cong,, 1941) in this laboratory, has been improved in construc-
tion. Its working and theory have been studied in detail. The rotation
of the balancing rod which is measured by the lamp and scale arrange-
ment is proportional to the change in humidity and is calculated by the

formula

:

^ = — , wherein
Hz—Hq Xz

Hq is the initial relative humidity of

the air and and Hz are tho relative humidities recorded after some
time and JCj and X2 are the corresponding shifts of tho spot of light

on the scale.

3B
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Its sensitiveness has also boon studied which shows that it is many
times more se^isitiv^e than the other kinds of hygrometers. A few obser-
vations recorded witli this instrument are compared with those of the
others and they confirm its theory, working and use.

X-rays and Crystal Structure

50. X-ray studies in Indian coals, Part I.

J. Dhar and B. B. Niyogi, Dhanbad.

Several samples of vitrains and of a few other constituents of coal

have boon studied by the X-ray diffraction method. The vitrains so far

examined indicate the presence of two (jharacteristic rings of spacings
:i*7-3-8A° and !21-^-3A°. These spacings are analogous to the spacings
3*4A° and 2-lA° characteristic of graphite. The spacing 3’7-3'8A° refers

to the inter-layer distance between hexagonal networks of carbon and is

in accordaiu^e witli the fact that the minimum distance of approach
between carbon atoms in adjacent organic molecules lies between 3-4-3-9A°.

All the (iiffrat.’tion pictures show a strong scattering at a small angle
corresponding to a spacing of nearly 12-3A° which is probably due to the
presence of a cjarbon complex of large molecular units.

The diffraction pic.tiires of vitrain, durain and fusaiii are distinctive

among themselves. The durain picture is a superposition of the pictures
of graphite and ash. The characteristic diffraction rings of Raniganj
scries vitrains are distinctly broader and more diffuse than those of the
same from the Jharia coalfield. In general tlio interspaces between rings
in pictures of the Barakar series vitrains of the Jharia field are much
clearer than thovse of the Raniganj series. The Raniganj series vitrains

contain many otlior sharp but weak rings. Those suggest a difference in

rank and quality between vitrains from the Raniganj and Barakar series.

This is in keeping with the fuidings from chemical analysis.

51. Extra spots in the Lane photographs.

K. Banerjeb, Dacca,

An intensive series of measurements have been carried out on the
extra reflections in the Lane photographs observed by Friedrich, Zachari-
ossen, Preston, Raman and others. In recent years Faxen, Zachariossori,

Bragg and Raman have in different ways attemptotl to explain the effect.

An accurate determination of the scattering angles for the extra
spots have been possible by the helj) of a cylintlritail camora of 17*32 cm.
diameter which has boon construcitod in such a way that its axis is accu-
rately along the path of tho narrow X-ray pencil. Extra reflections from
tho 211 (cleavage plane) of calcito wore measured by M. Ganguly and
R. K. Sen at the author’s laboratory. Tho crystal was adjusted on
tho camera with the cleavage face on the axis of rotation. X-ray beam
from a copper antioathodo passed through tho long narrow slit and fell

on the crystal which could be sot at different angles by the help of a
graduated circle. Tho positions of the Lauo spot, tho extra spot and
the direct pencil were measured by means of a travelling microscope.
It has been found that within 2' even for such wide varia-

tion as ^
— where 9 and are the glancing angles of incidenee

and reflection and 9j^ is tho Bragg angle. This has also been verified

by the coincidence methods in which extra refiections at nearly Bragg
setting and at a setting for which 6— dj^ was about 2°*5 illmninated

the upper and the lower half of the same photographic film by the help
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of a suitable stop. This contradicts both tlie foiinulae of Faxen and
Zachariossen as either requires a shift of about 24' between 20^.

Half intensity widths of a number of extra spots in the Laue photo-
graphs of metadinitrobonzene have boon measured by the help of a Zeiss
raicrophotomoter at a number of settings and have been found to be
independent of the glancing angle of incidence. The spots are found
to be much sharper than as required by Zachariessen’s theory.
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1. Complex compounds of metaphenylene dibiguanide with

metallic elements. Copper metaphenylene dibiguanidine

and its salts.

Priyadaranjan Ray and Sushil Kumar Siddhanta, Calcutta.

In courso of our investigation on the complex compoimds of bi-

guanido and its substitution products with metallic elements, we have
foimd in m-phenyleno dibiguanide a quadridentate molecule which can
co-ordinate with a central atom like copper and nickel with four points of
attachment. In the present paper a number of copper m-phenylene
dibiguanide salts besides the free copper base have been described and the
constitution of the complex discussed.

2. Complex compounds of biguanide with tervalent metals.

Part IX. Hydroxo-aquo cobaltic 6iisbiguanidine and
its salts.

Priyadaranjan Ray and Sailaja Prasad Ghosh, Calcutta.

Diammino cobaltic bt^biguanide complex has been prepared from
the oxidation of cobaltous biguanide in presence of ammonia. The
removal of ammonia from the latter with consequent hydrolysis in aqueous
solution has led to the production of hydroxo-a<]uo cobaltic twbiguanide
complex, resembling the corresponding cliromium derivative. A series of
salts, viz. sulphate, chloride, nitrate, dithionate, sulphite and thiosulphate,
have been prepared, besides the free hydrated base. The last-named, on
dehydration, gave rise to a diol-dicobalti-totra6?>biguanide. The violet

thiosulphate, on treatment with water or with an excess of sodium thio-

sulphate, gave a green insoluble product which proved to be a /x-thiosul-

phato-totra6'ii<biguanide dithiosulphato-dicobalt. The complex hydroxo-
aquo sulphate gave on dehydration a sulphato-hydroxo cobaltic his-

biguanide with elimination of the aquo-group from the complex by the
sulphato-radical

.

3. Co-ordination compounds of cadmium with naplithylene

diamines.

ELanai Lal Mandal, Calcutta.

The halides of cadmium (chloride, bromide and iodide) form
co-ordination compounds with 1 : 8 naphthylene diamine in which two
molecules of the diamine combine with a molecule of the cadmium halide.

Similar bis salts are also formed by the chloride, the bromide and the
iodide ofcadmium with 1 : 2 naphthylene diamine. The complex cadmium
halides are soluble in alcohol and ether. They also dissolve in amino
compounds like pyridine and i)iperidine. The compounds are easily

decomposed by all^alis and boiling acids.

( 39 )
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4. On the formation of pyridine complcjxies by perchlorates.

P. C. SiNHA avd R. C. Ray, Patna.

A systematic study on the nature and composition of pyridine
complexes of j)erchlorates of the metals belonging to the different groups
of the Periodic Table has been attempted. The pyridine complexes of

the perchlorates of copper, barium, cadmium, zinc, mercury and nickel

have been described. Sodium and potassium jjerchloratcs do not appear
to form any complex with jij’ridine. The highest pyridine complex
obtained with the perchlorates of co]i}jer, barium, cadmium, mercury and
nickel may bo represented by the general formula, . (0104 ) 2 .

6

pyr.,

where is any of these five metals, but the highest complex in the case

of zinc is Zn(C104)2 • 4 pyr.

The perchlorates were prepared by dissolving the freshly prepared
and thoroughly washed hydroxides or oxides or carbonates of the metals
in pure perchloric acid and crystallizing out the salts. They were purified

by recrystallization and tlieir purity tested by analysis. The perchlorate

was dissolved in redistilled pyridine, and the pyridine complex was
crystallized out from the solution. The crystalline form of the pyridine
complex, which was fairly stable, was entirely differrmt, in every case,

from that of the original por(*hlorato. The comjilexes were dried on a
porous plate over sulphuric acid and analyzml.

The constitution of these pyridine complexes has been discussed.

Furtlier work is in jirogress.

5. New compounds of gallium. Part IV. Gallium hydroxy-
ammonium alum and double sulpluites of gallium and
primary, setKmdary and tertiary aliphatic aminos.

P. Neogi and Kanai Lae Manual, Calcutta.

Gallium sulphate has been made to eomhino with liydroxylamine
sulphate and sulphates of primary, secondary and tertiary ali]ihatic

amines, llydroxyldmine has yielded an alum cr\\stallizing from water
with 24 molecules of water. The double sulphates containing amine
sulphates contain less thai\ 24 molecules of water, some containing lb

and others 18 molecules. Double sulphates of two primary, ono
secondary and two tertiaiy amines ha\n> been obtained.

6. Double sulphates ol‘ aluminium and primary, secondary
and tertiary amines. Part I.

P. Neogi and Kanat Lal Manual, Calcutta.

Double sulphates of aluminium and ?!.w-amyIamino, iso-butylamino,
diethyl amino, tri-i6’o-araylamiia^ tri-methyl amine liavo boon obtained
and others are in course of pref)aratioii.

7. Rolling properties of certain coinage metals and alloys in

relation to their crystal structures (grain).

G. C. Mitter, Bombay.

Rolling properties of a metal or alloy is dependent to a groat extent

upon the structure. A coarse-grained structure does not lend itself to be
rolled easily as a fine-grained one as also a crystal which has a comj)ara-

tively low degree of symmetry. Cast zinc ingot, for instance, is composed
of columnar crystals whicli are weaker along certain pianos. The cracking

of ingots of zinc when cold -rolled is due to this weakness in the crystals

themselves and is not duo to defects in the grain boundaries. Annealing,

therefore, is not helpful in the rolling of a zinc bar. Hot rolling, however.
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helps the fragile columnar zinc crystals to develop slip planes and simul-

taneously amorphous material. At the temperature of rolling this

amorphous material crystallizes into very fine equiaxial form. Once this

is formed it can be cold-rolled without cracks, and this happens at 40%
reduction in tho case of zinc. Formation of fine and equiaxial crystals

has been attempted to bo induced by inclusion of smjill (piJintities of foreign

elements, e.g. Cd, Fe, etc., but with no marked success. Magnesium
behaves very like zinc.

In a case where the crystals themselves are not of a fragile type, cold-

rolling may be permitted up to a certain degree. A copper-silver-

manganese alloy (70-25-5%) on rolling gets work-hardened. Annealing
has but little effect on the hardness of the strap as the crystals are rendered
thereby coarse.

There is thus a critical range of cold-rolling which produces coarse
crystals on subsetpient annealing. Tho reduction is, tlierofore, to bo
carried well below this critical range, then annealed and rolled again, and
so on till the desired thickness is obtained. It is, therefore, seen that to

obtain a structure for subsequent fabrication a judicious combination of
rolling and annealing condition must be worked out.

8. Reduction of stable oxygon containing compounds by
aluminium and by metallic carbides.

D. D. Karve, K. K. Dole, and S. S. Bhate, Poona.

Reduction of calcium sul]:>hato by ahiminium lias boon studied. The
reaction in tlie earlier stage is a solid-liquid heterogeneous reaction and
in tic.) later stages it may bo a homogeneous liquid or a heterogeneous
liquid -liquid system. The reaction is very vigorous and free sulphur is

often produ(*ed during its jirogress. esjiocially if aluminium hapjiens to be
in excess. In sul])hates like copper sulphate the reaction yields copper
in tho metallic condition. Cakdum carbide is a feeble reducing agent when
compared with aluminium. It reduces chlorides more easily than oxides
or sulphates. Tdie tem])eraturo of the reaction is much lower than in tho
Alinnino-Thermi(5 reactions.

9. Studies in ammonia formation from active nitrogen and
hydrogen.

• S. S. JosHi and Venkateshwar Rao, Benares.

Results of exiierimonts carried out with a \ iew to investigate tho
pre(!ise working conditions for tho prodiKttion of ammonia from active
nitrogen have been recorded. Nitrogen, activated by a (uunlensod electrical

dis(diargo, w^as allowed to strain at a constant rate and to interact with a
fixed amount of the catalyst kept about 80°U. for half an hour. This was
then roplac.ed by a stream of hydrogen, pre-heatcd and also pre-.suhjacted

to alcclrlcal discfairge. Tlio ollluent gases wore then bubbled through a
standanl sulphuric, acid solution and the ammonia formed, estimated.
The selection of catalysis was made from the results of Joshi, K. Lakshmana
Murty and Deekshitulu (for summary, see Proe. Tnd. Sci. Cong., 1941,
Part III, p. 49).

Tho yields wore comparatively low with tho following catalysts;
cadmium and lead; ])liospliato, carbonate and sulj)]iato of magTiosium;
calcium sulphate ajid tho ])otassuim alum; lithium pli()S])hato, cobalt
oxide, nkikel oxalat(\ monazite, dextrose and activated carbon.

There was, however, a better yield with zinc, coj)])0r, silicon, arsenic,

antimony and iron; barium, strontium and cerium sulphates; borate and
arsenate of barium ; cadmium tungstate, mercurous suli>hato and mercuric
and cuprous cyanide, lithium carbonate and benzoate, ‘hypo’, potassium
forricyanide, antimony trioxide, vanadium 2)entoxido, ii'on oxide, cobalt
oxalate and starch. An attempt to arrange tho catalysts in order of
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activity shows alloy of tin and lead>magnosium>‘ rose’ metal> tin,

aluminium carbide>borax> lead borate>magnesium tartrate> sulphur

>

bismuth sulphate>iron oxalate.

It was interesting to note that while metallic magnesium possesses

high activity, that of its compounds is comparatively poor. A remarkable
feature of the present method is that the activity of any of the 100 catalysts
now investigated, remains practically unimpaired when subjected to
almost indehnito alternate streams of the activated gases, except in the
case of the tin-lead alloy which has been found to give markedly greater
yields of ammonia than metallic magnesium.

Production of a nitride or an adsorption complex would appear to be
the main reaction in the fhst stage when atdive nitrogen is streamed ; this

reacts subsequently to give ammonia when activated hydrogen is passed.

It is considered that the efficiency of the catalyst depends not so much on
its cajiacity for its initial interaction with nitrogen, as on the reactivity

towards activated hydrogen. It was also found that substances like

cadmium tungstate, lithium benzoate and starch which exhibited pro-
nouncedly brilliant lurninescerujos with activn^ nitrogen, gave but poor
yields of ammonia.

10. Comparative studies in the behaviour of ‘ active manganese ’

prepared by different methods.

H. K. JoSHi, Benares.

Addition of 10-15% ‘artificial manganese dioxide’ or the so-called

‘active manganese’ to the naturally occurring pyrolusite is known to have
a marked influence in improving the depolarization characteristics of dry
cells and in increasing the output. The present paper ri^ports the results

of using samples of ‘ artificial manganese dioxide’ prepared by different

methods. With a fixed proportion of the material, viz. 15% by weight of
the total pyrolusite usod in preparing the cell, characteristic voltage-time

curves for various cells were obtained: The cell was discharged through a
constant 6 ohm resistanc;e for half an hour every day and its P.D., on
open and closed circuit before discharge and with closed circuit after

discharge, was noted. These observations were continued mitil the cell

P.D. fell to 0*75 volt. The energy output expressed in W.H. (watt-hours)

was then calculated. It was found that this last quantity depended not
only upon the quantities and the relative proportions of the various
chemicals and accessory materials constituting the inter-electrode space,

but also upon smdi factors as the physico-chemical condition of tho
pyrolusito ore, tho graphite and tho starch used, the compression pressure

in forming the ‘dolly’, tho time of its ‘cooking’, and the relative spacing
of the electrodes. Those factors were not regulatetl with a view to produce
cells of high energy output; the object rather was to get, within the
limitations of the available accessories, comparable data for tho coll

performance as represented by the discharge curves.

Tho ‘artificial manganese’ samples wore prepared by the following

methods: (i) precipitation from aqueous manganous chloride and sulphate
by permanganate, (ii) precipitation from manganous sulphate by sodhim
hypochlorite, (iii) decomposition of manganese carbonate by heating to

about 300°C, (iv) decomposition of manganese nitrate, (v) as a by-product
in the preparation of manganese salts from Mii304 ( 2MnO . Mn02 ).

Cells prepared with tho above samples of ‘artificial manganese dioxide’

showed marked increase of output over the cells prepared with the natural

pyrolusite ore. The rise in tho output of the cells has been found to be
different with samj^les prepared by different methods within a range of
0*6-1 ‘0 W.H. Addition of 16% of samples No. (iii) and (iv) showed an
increase of about 0*5 W.H. over normal, i.e. when ‘active manganese’
was not introduced. The material prepared by both the methods under
(i) gave an increase of 1 W.H. In some cases the quality has been found
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to differ with the conditions of preparation of the samples. The approxi-

mate order for the activity of the ‘artificial manganese’ prepared by the

above method is (i)>(v)>(ii)>(iii)>(iv).

An attempt has also boon made to correlate the activating power of

the above samples with their physico-chemical properties: water of
hydration, particle-size, oxygon content, etc. The most officiont of the
above samples was found to consist of sub-angular particles showing
surfaces of sub-conchoidal fracture.

1 1 . Electrochemical preparation of hydrogen peroxide. Part I.

Preparation of persulphuric acid.

S. S. JoSHi, D. N. SoLANKi and K. Sheshadri, Benares.

Literature shows that optimum conditions for the production of
persulphuric acid are available at lower temperatures, 0 -r)°C. To maintain
the electrolytic baths at such low temperatures is particularly difficult in

India. An attempt has, therefore, been made to define a set of condi-

tions for optimal yields of persulphuric acid at a temperature of 20°C,
which can easily be maintained. The present investigation deals with
the oloc'trolytic production of persulphuric acid from sulphuiic. acid by
using platinum electrodes and high anodic C.D.’s and the distillation of
this product under reduced pressure to give hydrogen peroxide. In this

connection the influence of the following factors have been studied:

(i) sulphuric acid concentration, (ii) C.D.’s at either of the electrodes

and their ratio, (iii) temperature, (iv) inter-electrode distance and disposi-

tion of the electrodes, (v) cathode material, (vi) current concojitration,

(vii) superposition of A.C. on D.C., and (viii) addition agents. Results
under (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) are of special interest.

The high current efficiem^y during the earlier stagt^s of the electrolysis

gradually diminishes with the progress of time and finally attains a zero

value at a steady state, depending upon the C.D., tem})erature and
current employed. A discussion of the various view-points of different

workers leads to suggest that (a) the chemical decomposition of Caro’s
acid, and (6) anodic depolarization of hydrogen peroxide need be con-
sidered along with tlie main anodic rejictions in the electrolysis of sulphiu’ic

acid, in accounting for the attainment of the steady state.

J2. Electro ellemical preparation ofhydrogen peroxide. Part II.

Distillation, concentration and stabilization of hydrogen
peroxide.

S. S. JosHi, D. N. SoLANKi and K. Sheshadri, Benares.

The distillation of persulphuric acid for the manufacture of hydrogen
peroxide has boon tlie subject of considerable interest both theoretically

and technically. Exact details of the process are not known, though
innumerable patents on the subject are available. A solution of hydrogen
peroxide decomposes rapidly when heated to 100°C. even if the solution

be dilute. Experiments carried out to distill persulphuric acid under
reduced pressures show a considerable loss (95%) of the total active

oxygen during the process of heating. Passing of steam, if the electrolyte

is cooled, however, brings about 100% hydrolysis; the loss of active

oxygen is very much less. Experiments were then made to distill 112^2
(after hydrolysis) under reduced pressures; the loss of active oxygen
under these conditions was considerably less. The 112^2 obtained is,

however, very dilute and had to bo concentrated. This was carried out
by two methods— (i) concentration on a water bath, (ii) concentration
under reduced pressure—-with the results that under (i) a loss of 36% of

Hg02 occurred due to evaporation, and under (ii) a 3% HgOg was obtained
without much loss.
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Tho stabilization of hydrogen proxide was studied with a series of
organic substances as preservative. Traces of acetanilide, glycerol, ethyl

alcohol, ethylene glycol, etc., preserve the strength of hydrogen peroxide
over a considerable length of time (recorded up to 1 month).

A eomx>arative study was also undertaken of the electrolysis of
saturated solution of ammonium sulphate under differing conditions of

temperature, C.D. and current concentration. Our results show that

sulphuric acid method dlie to its simplicity is x>r©ferable to the ammonium
sulphate method.

13. Electrocjhemical preparation of permanganic acid by the

electrolysis of manganous sulphate and sulphuric acid.

D. N. SoLANKi and M. Prabhanjana Murthy, Benares.

The technical method for the j>roduction of chromic acnd by the
electrolysis of chromium sulphate and sulphuric, acid suggests the possibility

of a similar method for permanganic acid. To investigate the oj>timum
conditions for the maximum production of permanganic acid, a detailed

study has boon made of tho electrolysis of manganous sulphi^te and
sulj)huric acid between two x)latinum electrodes, arranged horizordally

.

The influence of the following factors on the production of permanganic
acid has been studied: (i) concentration of sulphuric acid, (ii) concentra-

tion of manganous sulxAiate, the dox)olarizer, (hi) tho temperature, (iv) the
duration of electrolysis, (v) anodic C.D., (vi) cathodic C.D., (vdi) the

current concentration, (viii) the inter-electnxle distamie, and (ix) addition
of fondgn substances or catalysts.

In each of these it ems results of wide technical interest ha\ e boon
obtained. A plausible explanation has also been attomi)ted for the
ineHjhanism inv^olvod in the formation of x)ermanganic acid in jjresonce of
sulj)huri(^ acid.

In all the experiments rey)orted, manganous sulj)hate us(h 1 is prc^parotl

from the cheap raw material, j:)yrolusite, by its reduction with carbon and
subse(]uent treatment with sulphuric a(;id under optimum conditions, wiiicli

have also l)een worked out.

14. Electrolysis of chromium sulphate and sulphuric acid in tho
presence of manganous sulphate.

D. N. SoLANKi and M. Prabhanjana Murthy, Benares.

Electrolysis of sulyhiuric. acid in presetK^e of manganous sulyjhato

gives permanganic acid while in presence of chromium suli)hate it produces
chromi(j acid. It is of ijiterest to examine tlie behaviour—wltclhcr there

will be a preferential oxidatiofi of one or both tho depolarizers—on electro-

lysis of a mixture of chromium sulpliate and manganous 8uli)hate in

sulphuric acid medium. The y)resent j)aper reports data as to the iniluenco

of the addition of manganous sulphate in tho electrolysis of chromium
sulphate and sulphuric acid. It was observed that the relative proy)or-

tions of the two depolarizers [MnSO^ and Cr2 (S03 )4^] play a very important
part in tho anodic process. A detailed study brings out many imjjortant
facts of yjractical interest. An explanation of the facts observed has also

been given.

15. Studies in the permanganate formation in tho electrolysis

of fused alkali nitrates and the pyrolusite.

G. P. SiNGii, Benares.

An alkali nitrate and manganese dioxide do not, as a rule, interact

to give the permanganate. Joshi and Chandrakant {Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong.,

1940, Part III, pp. 40-41), however, observed that the above materials
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produce the permanganate on eXeciroh^Riit in the fused state. Joshi, Solanki

and Damri Singh (^6^d.,pp. 116-1 17) have studied subsequently the influence

of about 50 materials tried as catalysts. In view of the obvious im-

portance of this process, as it proceeds without requiring extraneous alkali,

the following experiments were carried out in order to obtain more infor-

mation in regard to its scope of applicability and the reaction mechanism.
It has boon observed by Joshi and co-workers {loc. cit.) that the alkali

nitrite is ono of the residual products of tho above electrolysis, alkali

manganate being the other. The presence of the foiTtier is a source of

great difficulties as it exerts powerful reducing action on acidification,

which is no('-essary for the transformation of the manganate into per-

manganate. For the same reason, tho estimation of the formed per-

manganate is interfered with.

Attempts were, therefore, made to investigate wliether the residual

nitrite could .be emi^loyed to give permanganate by further electrolysis

with fresh Mn02. The results were not satisfactory, since a very pre-

|)ontlerating excess of the nitrate is needed for conv^erting but a small

amount of Mn()2 (about 1/15 its weight) into permanganate by tho present

method. Incidentally, interesting observations have been made on the
possible production of nitrous oxide in tho above electrolysis, when soft

iron electrodes were used.

The addition of NaCl, MgS04, Na2S04, K2^^4 various proportions

of tho electrolytic melt had no influence in advancing from the stage of

tho manganate formation.
Results of a comparative study, in the presence of extraneous alkali,

show that the thermochomical method gives better yields than the electro-

chemical. In absence of alkali, however, tho latter is the only available

procedure.

16. Electro-deposition of bronze on copper.

D. N. SoLAKKi and U. S. Dhar, Benares.

The optimum conditions have boon worked out for a smooth, bright
and adherent deposit of bronze on copper as a base metal from an alkaline
cyanide bath containing K3Cu(CN)4 and K2Sn03. A detailed study has
been made of the infliionce on the quality and structure of the deposit, as
examined microscopicuilly, of the following factors: (i) eloctrolyto con-
centration, (ii) current density at the cathode, (iii) duration of electrolysis,

(iv) temperature, and (v) addition agents. Addition in traces of gelatine,

dextrine, fldS04, (*%) and pyrogallol to tho bath solution

improves the deyiosit markedly by minimizing tho grain size. In j)rosence

of tannic acid, glycerol, >[1128203 and lactic acid the deposit gets spoiled
due to blackening effect.

17. Sodium zincate.

S. M. Mehta and M. B. Kabadi, Bombay.

Solutions of sodium zincate containing varying pro])ortions of ZnO :

Na20 were studied by the measurement of the electrical conductivity of
these solutions and the results wore reported previously (Proc. Ind.
Sci. Cong., 1955, p. 113; J. Ind. Ghem. Soc., 1939, 16 , 223). The hydrogen
ion concentration of these solutions was also determined using tho
glass electrode. From the data obtained in the latter it was concluded
that it should be possible to isolate sodium zincate from solutions stronger
than SN

.

This conclusion has been realized and a salt of the composition
Na2Zn02, 3H2O has been isolated from solutions which were ION to 15N.

Further work is being continued on a study of the properties of
solutions of alkali zincates.
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18. The thermal decomposition of calcium sulphate in presence

of boric oxide.

S. M. Mehta and A. Venkatachalam, Bombay.

The effect of time factor in the decomposition of calcium sulphate

in the presence of different amounts of boric oxide reported previously

{Proc, Irul. Sci. Cong., 1937, p. 124) was investigated. For this purpose
the different mixtures of calcium sulphate and boric oxide in the

molecular proportions (i) 1:1, (ii) i : 2, (hi) 1 : 3, (iv) 1 : 4, and (v) 1 : 5
were heated at temperatures 1900° and 1050°!^ Results show that

the decomposition is continuous up to two hours and that the relative

proportion of sulphur trioxide is greater than that of sulphur dioxide.

The different mixtures were also heated in vacuum and the pressures

generated were minisured at different intervals of time. It is noticed that

there is a continuous increase of })ressure with time up to two hours and
that the maximum decomposition is obtained with the ratio CaS04 : B2O3 —
1 : 2 at 1050°C.

19. Thermal decomposit ion of calcium sulphate in presence of

boric ox'ido and its mixtures with other metallic oxides.

S. M. Mehta and V. G. Fenani, Bombay.

The investigation previously reported {Proc, Ind. Pci. Cong,, 1937,

p. 124; vide previous abstract) has been further extended by a study
of the decomposition of calcium sulphak^ in the presence of boric

oxide and its mixture with V20^, Fe203, AI2O8, Cr203 and Ti02. The
different mixtures wore heated in an electric furnace between 900° and
1050°(^ The decomposition was studied by measuring the pressures

generated by the gaseous products of decomposition at different intervals

of time, since the attainment of a given temperature. The gaseous
products of decomj)Osition as well as the residue left in the furnace tube
were analyzed. The results support the observation previously made
that the decomposition of calcium sulphate-boric oxide mixtures gives
mostly sulphur trioxide with a relatively small amount of sulphur dioxide.

It is found that the pressure becomes constant after forty -five minutes
in the case of V2O5 but with the other metallic oxides it increases up to
two hours. Under identical conditions the highest de(;om{>osition is

obtained with Fe203.

Physical Chemistry

20.

Studies in glass systems: polar crystals in B203-glass.

SiJBODH Kumar Majtjmdar, Calcutta.

Majumdar and Sarma have recently shown from rofractometric
measurements that polar crystals are strongly deformed in boric oxide
glass in the sense demanded by the Fajans’ theory. In this investigation
an attempt has been made to study the Debye-Scheror diagrams of
different samples of 112^)3 containing varying amounts of LiCl,
NaCl, KCl, RbCl and CsCl. An objection has been raised that the alkali
halides may undergo change while entering into the composition of the
glass systems. To meet this, both the chlorine and the alkali metal
contents have been analytically determined and have been found to con-
form to the stoichiometric ratio 1:1. The glasses have then been
examined by the powder photography method. Results obtained have
been compared with those for the pure crystals and certain interesting
departures have been noticed.
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21. Decomposition of chromates at high temperatures.

D. S. Datar and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

Tho heats of decomposition of the various mixed basic chromium
chromates have been calculated by the aj^plication of Nerrist Heat Theorem
using more accurately determined decomposition pressures.

The measurements of vapour pressures at various stages in the
oxidation of calcium chromate does not indicate tho intermediate stages

above 50% decomposition, A critical study of the accuracy of the

previous data in the decomposition of calcium chromate and of chromic
oxide indicates that tho liigher stages observed are due to the formation

of the lower stages, the extra chromium trioxido remaining as a separate

phase.

22. The C— bond.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Rao and S. K. K. Jatkab,
Bangalore.

The molecular polarization curves of the systems benzene-carbon
tetrachloride, -chloroform, -methylene dichloride, -ethylene dichloride,

-ethylene dibromide and the selective adsorption curves by activated carbon
and silica gel are highly anomalous. Tho results can be explained on the
basis of existence of molecular complexes of benzene with the number of
carbon halogen bonds. The known examples of hydrogen bonds involving
CH linkage with nitrogen and oxygen, will have to bo extended to the case

of aromatic CH^-Cl"*.

23. The dispersion of dielectric constant.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Rao and S. K. K. Jatkab,
Bangalore.

The dispersion of dielectric constants of the systems CgHg—CHC18,
—CHgCla, —CHjjClCHgCl and —CHaBrCHgBr and ethyl alcohol has been
measmed with a view to find the effect of complex formation on dis-

persion. The inffuence of traces of moisture on the anomalous dispersion
of acetone and ethyl alcohol has been investigated. The dispersion of
nitrobenzene in viscous oils is anomalous above 10 megacycles.

•

24. Kinetics of hydrogenation of oils by continuous process.

R. V. JoGLEKAB and S. K. K, Jatkab, Bangalore.

The space-time yields, the apparent {K) and the corrected velocity
coefficients {K') have been calculated for the hydrogenation of safflower,

sesame, cottonseed and groundnut oils. The maxima at 140° in the K-
temperature curve has boon attributed to the higher velocity of the
hydrogenation of olein at that temperature. The values 1, 2 and 4

1

obtained for tho exponent n in the equation K — K'{R)^ have been
shown to be due to the activated adsorption of hydrogen, olein and linolein

respectively. The heats of activation calculated for oils containing different

percentages of olein and linolein have shown that the heats of activation
are 2 K.cals and 8 K.cals for olein and linolein respectively.

25. The relation between density, vapour pressure and
chemical constitution.

R. K. Sharma, Lahore.

It has been shown that the density and vapour pressure of unassociated
compounds are simply related to each other. If the density of the
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uriassociatod oompouiida at tho boiling point (760 mm.) bo multiplied by
sucVi a factor that the compounds may have the same density at the
boiling point then any density whatsoever multiplied by that factor for

the given compound and plotted against the vapour pressure observed at

the same temperature, will fall on a single curve for all of these
substances.

Py
Mathematically — —

where Py represents the density of tho standard substance at a certain

pressure

;

p represents the densit^^ of any other substance at the same
pressure.

This relationship is found to be indeiiendent of temperature.
If this constant is multiplied by M (molecular weight of the

substance), we get another constant

ilfx Xi - 7^2*

This can be used to determine the constitution of substances both
organic and inorganic and gives fairly reliable results and tlio structural

constants of various elements are calculated by this method.

26. Eanetics of tho decomposition of potassium chlorate,

heated in tho presence of oxides and salts of titanium,

vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel

and copper.
^

G. B. Kolhatkar and U. A. Sant, Poona.

Potassium (dilorate is mixed in tho proportion of 10:1 with Ti02,
Cr203, Mn02, f 0203, C02O3, Ni203 and CuO. Li tho proseiice of tho

above oxides, i)ota.ssium clilorate decomposes at a temperature lower
than when heated alone. At the temperature, when appreciable evolution

of oxygon occurs, the decomposition is also studied as a time reaction.

Potassium chlorate is also mixed in the proportion of 10 : 1 with sulpliatos

of titanium, chromium, manganese, iron, cohalt, nickel and copper, and
with the chloride of vanadium. The decomposition of tho chlorate, in

tho presence of those salts, occurs at a temx>erature lower tlian that with
oxides. At the temperature, at which appreciable evolution of oxygen
occurs, the decomposition is studied as a time reaction. The results

obtained show tha t tho decomposition of potassium chlorate in tlio presence
of salts is a bi -molecular reaction.

27. Vapour pressures of HCl and HBr in carbon-tetrachloride,

hexane and in solutions of substituted anisols in carbon-
totI'achlorido and hexane.

S. P. Walvekab, N. L. Phalnikar, and B. V. Bhide, Poona.

Modified method of Saylor {Proc, 2%th Ind. Sci. Cony., 1941, Part III,

p. 50) has been used for tho rnoasuroinonts of vai:)Our pressures of HCl
and HBr in carbon tetrachloride and in hexane. Vapour pressures
of HCl and HBr in solutions of various concentrations of substituted
anisols in the above solvents have boon also determined.

The vapour pressures of HCl and HBr in solutions of substituted
anisols in carbon tetrachloride show a marked depression, indicating
compound formation. The equilibrium constants of such compounds have
been determined and are correlated with the dipole moments and velocity
of hydrolysis of the substituted anisols. Similar experiments carried out
in hexane solutions give similar results.
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28.

Dielectric constants of inorganic salts.

N. V. Sathe, N. L. Phalnikar, and B. V. Bhide, Poona.

The method of mixture of K. Ho.Tondahl (Z. physikal Chem., 1933,

B20, 54) has been used for tho determination of the dielectric constants
of inorganic salts. The dielectric constants and densities of the halides

of sodium, potassium, silver, mercury, load and copper have been deter-

mined. From their dielec;tri(; constants, the relation between the nature
of the bond and polarization has been discussed. The two forms of

llglg have also boon studied. Tho yellow form is definitely more of a
covalent tyx>o than the rexl variety. Silver halides are eloctrovalent.

Molecular refractions of some of these salts have been discussed in the

light of the dielectric polarization measured. Further work is in progress.

29.

Viscosity of mixed solutions containing three and four

ionic species.

Amritansu Sekhar Chacravarti and Balrhadra Prasad,
Cuttack.

Viscosity of two binary electrolyte mixtures with common cations

and two without common cations (each in throe different projwrtions) as

well as the viscosity values for solutions of three simple electrolytes are

reported. Onsager and Ftioss’ limiting law for mixed ionic solutions has
l.>oen established in three cases and an equation of tlio Jotios and Dole
type apj)lied to the results. The coefficient of the square root term
‘d* has been showji to be a linear function of (;omp,osition. The same is

true of the coellicient of the linear term ‘B’, except in the case of NaCl-
BaCl2 mixtures, whoso results are taken from a previous paper. The
additive principle is not applicable to the viscosity of a mixed solution of

two electrolytes, the observed values being systematically too low. Tliis

behaviour has its parallel in tho conductance and transference numbers
in mixed electrolyte solutions.

30.

Tho supersaturation limits of solutions.

A. C. Chatterji and Rama Gopal, Lucknow.
• In order to got some idea about the supersaturating power ofa solvent,

o.g. water for different solutes and its dependence on any property of the
entities concerned, aqueous solutions of different substances free from
germ crystals as far as possible, were sealed in well-steamed and dried test

tubes. These were allowed to cool slowly in a beaker containing water.

It is found that in a number of cases there is a definite temperature for

ev^ery solution at which crystallization sots in spontaneously. The dif'-

h^rence between tho saturation temperature T and that of spontaneous
crystallization T\ that is T—T\ is almost constant for the same solute

whatever the saturation temperature nniy bo. But this quantity is

different for different solutes. For a number of potassium salts, it is

found that the greater tho equivalent heat of solution, lesser tho degree

of supersaturation, i.e. tho smaller the supersaturating power of the

solvent. It has been observed that in most cases the greater tho tempera-
ture coefficient of solubility, lesser tho suporsaturation or smaller the

suporsaturation limit. This statement is, however, not very strictly true.

There are other cases in which no definite temperature of spontaneous

crystallization is obtained, although each solution seems to reach a lower

constant limit at which crystallization necessarily occurs. The crystalliza-

tion at this lower limit is almost instantaneous. It is not possible to

account for this anomaly at the present stage of mvestigation. A detailed

study of supersaturation limits is still in progress in this laboratory.
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31. Dilatometric studies on supersaturation. Part I.

A. C. Chatterji and Rama Gopal, Lucknow.

That there occurs no sudden change in volume at the saturation

temperature when a solution is cooled from unsaturated to the super-

saturated state, has been confirmed in the cases of solutions of potassium
nitrate, potassium sulphate, sodium nitrate, oxalic acid and sodium
acetate. Further it has been shown tliat inflexions in temperature-

volume curves of cooling solutions occur only when crystallization takes

place, either automatically or is induced artificially by inoculation. It

appears to be fairly established that there occur no abrupt changes in

the molecular state at the saturation temperature, and if those occur at

all, variations are perfectly regular. An attempt has also been made to

show that no sudden changes, which can be exhibited as changes in volume
of a cooling solution, occur in the molecular state at the lower limit of the

metastable range, i.e. at the labile temperature.

32. A statistical study of the variation of spocdfic conductivity

with concentration of electrolytes in aqueous solution.

Rama Gopal, Lucknow.

When the specific conductivity of an electrolyte is plotted against the
percentage concentration, in a large number of cases it has been found
that the curve passes through a maximum at about 20% to 30% con-
centration. There are a few marked exceptions, however, to this rule.

On a statistical study it Vias been observed that the electrolytes, in general,

can be divided into two classes. Tlie first one includes those electrolytes

for which the conductivity-concentration curves do not pass through a
maximum. To this category belong the sodium, ammonium and the
potassium salts of inorganic acids (HCl, HNO3 , HBr and HI). To
the second class belong, in general, the rest of the soluble salts, e.g. LiNOa,
LiCl, Cu(N03 )2 , CUSO4 , CaCla, Ca(N03 )2 , etc., all the acetates, carbonates,
acids and hydroxides. It has been further observed that, in general, for

the same anion and different cations the maximum occurs at almost the
same equivalent percentage concentration. It has been possible to

explain this phenomenon on the hypothesis of selective hydration of ions,

somewhat analogous to the ionic hydration hypothesis of Sugden {Jour.
Chem. Soc., 1926, 174 , 196), according to which only the cations in solution
are hydrated but not the anions.

33.

Ionization constant of iodic acid.

M. R. Nayar and Ramgopal, Lucknow.

Both the classical (Ostwald) constant Kq
£
- - and the activity

constant K.
y*c

of iodic acid of fifteen different solutions of con-

centrations ranging from 0-01A to 1-OOiV have been determined from
conductivity measurements at 20®C and 30°C. Wliile the values of K^,

were found to be varying while those ofKy were constant within two ranges

studied.

Beyond 0-liV Ky shows a gradual decrease in the value as the con-

centration is increased. The two regional constants indicate the existence
of transition points at 0-04jy and O'lON, Those correspond to the breaks
in the curves of the various physical properties of the acid solution, namely

:

density, viscosity, parachor, refractive index, magnetic susceptibility,
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tomperature coefficient of conductivity, etc. Those breaks were inter-

preted as transition points in the depolymerization of iodic acid molecules,
the course of reaction from concentrated to dilute solutions being:

J(HI08)3 i(HI03)2 ^ HIO3—^ H++I08-
OlJtf 004jy

These polymers are monobasic acids corresponding to the two well-

known acid salts of iodic acid.

34. Influenco of noneloctrolytes on the decomposition potential

of aqueous silver nitrate.

D. N. SoLANKi, Benares.

The present investigation has been carried out with a view to examine
the influence of medium on the decomposition potential of silver nitrate.

The decomposition potential of the aqueous salt (JV/10) has been measured
by the graphical method, at 30°C., in the presence of the non-electrolytes

—

ethyl alcohol, glycerine, acetone and pyridine, whose concentrations
were varied within wide limits. Results show that the potential practi-

cally remains unaltered (0*75 volt) despite the presence of large proportions

of non-electrolyte (except acetone) in tho system. Tliis may probably bo
attributed to tho absence of interaction between the ions of tho solute

and the medium. Tho presence of acetone (5%), however, raises the
decomposition potential of .^/ 10-AgNO3 from 0*75 to 0*85 volt. Its

increased concentration up to 50% produces no further change. This
may probably bo due to the formation of a stable complex of silver nitrate
with acetone present in various water-acetone mixtures used. It is also

probable that the heat of solution of sUver nitrate may be considerably
affected by acetone present in the system,- which is however absent in the
case of ethyl alcohol, glycerine and pyridine. Data are also given for the
conductivities of the corresponding solutions.

35. Transport number and conductance measurements of

. aqueous cadmium sulphate in the presence of non-
electrolytes.

D. N. SoLANKT, Benares.

Transport number (by Hittorf’s method) and conductivity measure-

ments have boon made at 25*^0., for aqueous cadmium sulphate (Af/15),

in the presence of varying quantities of the non-electrolytes—sucrose, urea,

ethyl alcohol and acotojio. Results show that the transport number of

the cadmium ion at first increases steadily with the concentration of the

non-electrolyte, except in the case of urea, until it reaches a limiting

value; it then diminishes with further addition. This appears to bo
more pronounced in the case of ethyl alcohol and ac'.etone. The results

may be explained on the assumption that, in cadmium sulphate solutions,

hydration or solvation has relatively loss influenco on the 804"^ ion than on

Cd*^*^ ion. The observed changes may, therefore, be due principally

to a diminution in hydration of Cd’^'^ ion with increasing concentration

of tho non-electrolyte followed by increase in solvation.

It is interesting to note that addition of fairly large amounts of urea

(up to 10%) seems to have very little effect on the transport-number of

Cd'^'^ ion; neither is the conductivity altered. It api.)oars that the

hydration of Cd^'’’ ion is vefy little affected under the stated conditions.
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Relation between the constitution of glass and the potential

at glass electrolyte interfaces.

R. C. Ray, P. B. Gakgtjly, and B. P. Sarkab, Patna.

In this investigation it has been found that powdered glass enters

into the same type of equilibrium as sparingly soluble salts in electrodes

of the second type. An attempt has boon made to correlate this behaviour
with the constitution of glass.

A sample of glass was prepared by fusing together sodium carbonate,
calcium carbonate and washed silica in an electric furnaco. This was
finely powdered and used in sotting up the following coll:

—

n TT powdered glass
oa, ixg.

solution.
Calomel.

A 0-0'7% amalgam was prepared by electrolysis of calcium chloride

according to the method of Fosbinder {Jour. Arner. Chem. Soc., 1929, 51 ,

1 349) and used. For the above cell tho following expression a])plies

El—

E

2 ~ zl{x-}~y) . Rl'InF .log n, whore Fj and E2 are the e.m.f.’s

corresponding to potassium silicate solutions of concentrations and
C2 , (C1 /C2 — n) and x, y. and z are tho numbers of sodium, calcium and
silicate ions respectively furnished by glass. From tho data (x-\-y) = 22 ,

which agrees with tho simple formula NaaO, CaO, 6SiC)2 -

37.

Tho electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions containing

boric acid and hydroxylic substances.
j

S. M, Mehta and (Miss) K. V. Kantak, Bombay.
The molecular conductivity of boric acid in the presence of varying

amounts of hydroxylic substances, viz. mannitol, sorbitol, laovulose,

glucose, galactose, mannose, xylose and tartaric acid was measured at
30*^0. by Kohlrausch’s method. The molecular conductivities have
been plotted against dilution and against the ratio boric acid: hydroxylic
substance. It is found that the conductivity decreases with dilution but
increases with an increase in the amount of the hydroxylic substance
added. It is also noticed that the effect of tho hydroxylic substances in

increasing the conductivity is in tho order sorbitol>mamiitol, laovuloso>
mamiose> xylose>galactose^ glucose.

38.

Hydrogen ion concentrations of aqueous solutions con-
taining boric acid and hydroxylic substances.

S. M. Mehta and (Miss) K. V. ELantak, Bombay.
The H-ion concentrations of solutions containing boric acid and

different hydroxylic substances, viz. mannitol, sorbitol, laovulose, galactose,
mannose, maltose, malic, tartaric, oxalic and citric acids in different

molar proportions were measured at 30°C. by the quinhydrone method
in conjunction with tho electrometer triode described by Mohta {Jour,

TJniv. of Bombay, 1936, 5, (II), 77). It is found that laovulose is more
effective than the other polyhydric substances such as mannitol, sorbitol

and galactose in increasing the acidity of boric acid. The pH values
obtained in this investigation in the case of laevulose are in good agreement
with those of Boeseken, Vermans and Kuchlin {Rec. trav. chim., 1930
49 , 711) but differ from those of Kxantz, Beck and Carr {Jour, Phys.
Chem., 1936, 40, 151, 927) who are probably in error. The number of
molecules of the polyalcohol {n) which combine with one molecule of

boric acid have been calculated by means of the equation n 8=

given by Boeseken, Vermans and Kuchlin (loc. cit.),

4B
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39. Reduction of ceric tartrate sol in d~ and Z-circularly

polarized ultraviolet light.

T. Banerjee, Dacca.

The imimolocular velocity constants of the photoreduction of ceric

tartrate sol vary directly as the intensity of absorbed radiations (366 /x/i).

With d- or Z-tartaric acid photorodiiction of ceric tartrate sol is more
rapid in Z-circularly polarized light than in d-circularly polarized light.

But when racemic acid is used for the production of ceric tartrate sol,

light in tho two states of circular polarization is equally efficient. More-
over, ceric racemate sol, partially or completely reduced in d- or Z-circularly

polarized light exhibited no optical activity.

40. Photochoniical after-effect in the bromine-oxalate reaction.

Bijan Bihari Lal, Lucknow.

A marked photochemical after-effect has been observed in the oxalic
acid-bromine reaction, Tho after-effect persists for several hours after

the illumination has been withdrawn and increases with increasing periods
of irradiation up to a certain stage. If illumination is continued for longer
periods, the after-effect is diminished. Tho study of the retarding action

of hydrobromic acid, produced in tho reaction, is under way and may
explain this effect. The above results were obtained by using excess of
potassium bromide in the oxalic acid-bromine reaction mixture. When
the bromine that has been photochomically removed in tho light reaction
is restored in the end solution in the dark immediately after tho completion
of the photo-reaction, no ‘secondary after-effect’ is observetl.

The photochemical rea<‘tion between potassium oxalate and bromine
is also followed by a marked after-effect, which persists for several hours
as in the case of free oxalic acid. When the dark reaction is allowed to
proceed more rapidly by reducing the bromide concentration, no measur-
able photocdiemical after-effect is observed. This reaction also shows no
‘ secondary after-effect

The ‘decay’ of tho photochemical after-effect is very rapid just after
cutting off the illumination and is relatively slower afterwards. After
four to live hours, tho after-effect rates approach the normal dark rate.

It appears that the active intermediate ion formed in the light reaction
redacts with bromine giving tho photochemical after-effect and is at tho
same time destroyed in other ways. The ‘decay’ of the photochemical
after-effect, thus, camiot be represented by any kinetic equation.

From the above preliminary observations it appears that the photo-
chemical reaction between oxalate and bromine produces a reactive

univalent oxalate ion C2O2 which causes a more rapid bromine reduction
in the dark, thus accounting for the after-effect. The persistence of tho
after-effect suggests that C2O4' forms an essential link in some chain
mechanism and is alternately destroyed and regenerated. The decay of
the after-effect may be due to tho disappearanco of C2O4' by self-

combination :

—

C2O4' + C2O4' == C204"-f 2 CO2.

A detailed investigation of the reaction is proceeding.

41.

Absorption spectra in the ultraviolet of the substituted

coumarins.

K. G. Naik, R. K. Trivedi, and M. P. Shah, Baroda,

In order to study tho change taking pla(*,e in light absorption when
the structure of simple coumarin is modified by the presence of various
substitutonts, tho following compounds were studied; (1) 7-Hydroxy

-

4-
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methyl coumariii, (2) 7-Hydroxy-4-methyl-3*ethyl coumarin, (3) 7-

Hydroxy-4:-phenyl coumarin.
It was observed that (i) the presence of a cyclic structure attached to

the coumarin molecule to the chromophore group>C=C<, considerably
slows down the frequency of vibration of the molecule, which condition is

translated by higher degree of light absorption and shifting of spectro-

graphic curves towards tho visible, (ii) Whenever a radical such as
—C2H5 is introduced into tho coumarin structure, the molecule becomes
slightly heavier, thereby lowering tho frequency vibration of tho molecule.
As a result, the light absorption is considerably modified.

42. Absorption spectra of the substituted cinnamic acids.

R. K. Trivedi and M. P. Shah, Baroda.

In order to study the ‘Bathochromic effot^f, tho following open-chain
substituted cinnamic acids wore studied and their spectrogra])hic curves
were compared with those of the corresponding ( loso-chain substituted
coumarins. (1) 2-4-13imotlioxy-/3-methyl cinnamic acid, (2) 2-4-I)ime-
thoxy-j3-methyl-a -t'thyl cinnamic acid, (3) 2-4-Dimethoxy-/3-plienyl cinnamic
acid. Oti comparison, it was found that the degree of light absorption
is greater in the case of tho open-chain structures (acids) than in the
case of tho corresponding cyclic structures, (the coumarins).

With regard to the effect j)roduoed by the substituting groups on tho
light absorption of tho acids, it was found tliat tho smn total effect of (i)

introducing a — group in the /3-position, is to increase the general
absorption to such an extent that the crest of the curve shoots up suddenly,
the whole curve being shifted towards tho visible.

"
(ii) Accumulating

—OCH3 groups in the benzene nucleus is to flatteri the bands.

43. liigbt absorption in the ultraviolet of tho substituted

amides of aceto-acetic acid.

K. G. Naik, R. K. Tbivedi, and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

The following substances were examined for the absorption spectra
in the ultraviolet in. aqueous solution: (1) aceto -acetanilide, (2) acoto-
acet-o-tolylamide, (3) aceto-acot-p-tolylamide, (4) aceto-acet-l . 3. 4.

xylylamide, (5) aceto-acet-a-naphthylamide, (6) aceto-acet-6-naphthyl-
amide.

The important observations are: (i) Tho charactermtic bands due to
the presence of simple ketonic form are observed between the wavelengths
2800— 2400 A. This must be ascribed to the ketonie structure of the
amides persisting in the aqueous solution as against tlie enol form observed
by Mme. Ramart, Naik and Trivedi {Bull. Soc. Vhim., 1934, p. 525) from
light absorption in alcoholic solutions, (ii) The disposition and tho direction
of the curves remain the same as in the absorption spectra observed in
tho previous work. Total effoct.s of tho groups carried by two carbon>'l
groups also remain tho similar, (hi) Differences in di8X)ositioii of the
curves can be ascribed to differences in structure, because, in all the abovti
cases the ester grouj) —COOC2H5 has boon replaced by groups such as
—CONHR. (iv) Tho distinct difference between the curves of a -naphthyl-
amide and p-naphthylamide is attributed to the structures of their amino
residues.

44. Absorption spectra of tho mono -ch loro derivatives of

the substituted amides of aceto-acetic acid.

K. 6. Naik, R. K. Trivedi, and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.
The present work was undertaken to study tho changes in light

absorption by replacing hydrogen atoms of tho central mothylono group of
the following compoimds :

—
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(1) Mono-cholor-aceto-acetaiiilide, (2) mono-chloro-aceto -acet- 1.3.4

-

xylylamido, (3) mono-chloro-aceto-acet-a -naphthyl amide.
Comparing the (uirves of these chloro-derivatives with those of the

non -substituted amides, it was found that in the ease of the chloro-

derivatives: (i) tVio degree of light-absorption increases, (ii) the curves

are shifted towards tlie visible.

45. Absorption spectra of iso-nitroso derivatives of the sub-
stituted amides of aceto-acetic acid.

K. G. Naik, R. K. Trivedi, and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

The effect of complete transformation of the —-CO.CHg.CO— group
into — CO.C : NOH.CO— in the following compounds on absorj^tion in the
ultraviolet has been studied: (i) is*o-nitroso-acoto -acetanilide, (2) iso-

nitroso-aceto-aeet-7?-tolylamide, (3) 7‘so-nitro8o-aceto-aeet-l .3.4 xylylamide.
Obae^rvations made are as follows: (i) the bands have been con-

spicuously shifted towards tlie visible, as exyjoctod from the colour of the
substances and from the condition of strain established by the double
bond in the molecule

;
(ii) the crests of the curves in the case of the

methylene compounds have been |)raetieally smoothened out due to

change of structure
; (iii) the relative position of these curves is the same

as that of the non-substituted amides
;

(iv) the bases of these curves
tend to be shifted towards the visible, with an indi(?ation for a general

flattening.

46. Velocity of hydrolysis of t he substituted amides of aceto-

acetic acid.

R. K. Trivedi a>nd B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

The substituted amid(vs of aceto-acetic acid mentioned below were
hydrolyzed with a standard solution of (i) al<*oholic potassium hydroxide,
(ii) aqueous hydrochloric; acid, in order to study the rate of hydrolysis in

alkaline and acid media: (1) aceto-acetanilide, (2) aeeto-aoet-o-tolylamide,

(3) aceto-a(;et-p-tolylamide, (4) aceto-acet-1 .3.4-xylylamide, (5) acoto-

acet -a -naphthylamide , ( 6 )
aceto-acet - -naphthylamido

.

The following observations have been made in this connection:
(i) velocity of hydrolysis (especially alkaline) agrees with their absorption
spectra, (ii) apj)ear8 to d(q)end upon the nature of the radicals attached
to» the hydrolyzable irnino group, the position of the methyl group with
r(3spect to the imino group and the molecular weight of the radicals

a,tta(;hed to the imino group, (iii) introduction of asymmetry increases the

rtdative rate of hydrolysis.

47. Velocity of replacement of the chlorine atoms in the

chloro derivatives of the substituted amides of aceto-

acetic acid.

R. K. Trivedi and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

Chemical activity of the substarn^es mentioned below as expressed by
the velocity of replacement of the chlorine atom has been c;orrolated with
their absorption spectra: (1) mono-chloro-aceto-acetanilide, (2) mono-
chloro-aeeto-acet-l,3.4-xylylamido, (3) mono-chloro-aceto-acet-a -naphthyl-
amide.

Results indicate that the following factors influence the velocity of

replacement of the chlorine atom by hydrogen: (i) the position as well as

the spatial arrangement of the radicals like the methyl grouj)8, in the

nuclear rings attached to the carbonyl groups of these grc>ups; (ii) the

unsyrametry of the group round the central carbon, resulting into

unbalanced unilateral tension. The replacement of chlorine increases in
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rapidity as we pass from rnono-chloro-aceto-acetanilide, through mono-
chloro-acoto>ac0t-l .3.4.-xylylamide, to mono-chloro-acoto-acot-a-naph-
thylaraide, it being the most rapid in the last case.

48. Cbomical activity of the substituted cinnamic acids as

ex7)rossed by the velocity of their ostorification.

K. G. Naik, R. K. Tkivedi, and. M. P. Shah, Baroda.

A study on the veloeity of esterification was undertaken with a view
to study (i) the influence of the raitalyst on the course of reaction; (ii) the
influence exerted by the various substituting groups on the velocity of
esterification, with tlie following substituted cinnamic acids: (1) 2-4-

dimotlioxy-jS methyl cinnamic acid, (2) 2-4-dim0thoxy-j8-methyl-a -ethyl-
cinnamic acid, (“1) 2-4-diinotlioxy-j»-phenyl-cinnamic acid.

The following facts were brought into relief: (i) in the absence of the
catalyst (Hdl) the acids could not he esterifiod, whereas in its presence
esterification proceeded to a considerable extent; (ii) any substibient in

the p-position influences the velocity of esterification almost equally; (iii)

the yiresenco of a substituting group in the a position in acrylic acid chain,
consid(»rably lowers the velocity of esterification,

49. Volooily of replacomont of bromino atom by hydrogen in

tlio moiio-hromo-dorivative.s of the substituted amides
of acoto-acotic acid.

R. K. TiirvEDi and M. P. Shah, Baroda.

The following substances wore investigated in this jconnectiori
: (1)

mono-bromo-aceto-acotanilido, (2) mono-bromo-aceto-acot-7J-toliiidide,

(3) mono bromo-aceto-acot- 1 .3.4.-xylidido.

The factors influencing the velocity of replacement of bromine atom
by hydrogen were found t-o be (i) the internal arraiigemcMit of the moloc ilo

as expressed by the uiisyrnmotry of the groups round tlio central (carbon

atom of - ~(./Ii2-group, resulting into unhalanc:od, unilateral strain, (ii) the
positions of the various radicals such as—CH3 in the nuclear ring attached
to the grou])S, as well as the arrangements of these groups in

space.

50. The offoot of radiation on the decomposition potentials of

aqueous hydrochloric, hydrobromic and hydriodic acids.

S. S. JosHT and D. Sinoh, Benares.

Tn view of the remarkable influonco noticed roijently by Joshi and
co-workers in those laboratories on the variation by irradiation of the
‘ threshold potentials ’ and conductivity of a number of gases under electrical

discharge, it a]i])eared to be of interest to investigate the occurrence of a
like effect in electrolytic solutions as no such infomaation is available in

the literature. A beginning has lioon made, therefore, in the work reported
in the present pa]3er, in the case of solutions of hydrochloric, hydrobromic
and hydriodic acids on tl\o electrolysis in silica coll between bright

platinum electrodes at various concentrations and temperatures, siibjocted

to radiations from a quartz mercury vapom lamp.
Kosiilts show that tlie decomposition voltage of hydrochloric acid

increases with dilution and finally at dilutions jV/32, A/64, and A^/128,

it corresponds to that of water; and oxygen is more easily liberated at

the anode than chlorine. The decomj)osition voltage also diminishes

with rise in temperature, the temy>erature coefficient being 0*001 to 0*002

between 10°-60°C. Similar results were obtained with liydrobromic

and hydriodic acids.
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Illumination of tho anode only or of both the electrodes tends to
diminish tho decomposition potential, the illumination of the cathode,
however, producing almost no effecd. This tendency of diminution by
illumination decreases with dilution till at tho dilutions iV/64 and iSr/128,

it remains almost unaltered.

51. The effect of radiation on the conductivity of aqueous
hydrochloric, h3^drobromic and hydriodic acids.

D. Singh, Benares.

The conductivity measurements of the halogen acids at different

concentrations and temperatures wore made both in dark and with bright
platinum electrodes illuminated in a silica coll. The specHic conductivity

of the acids was found to increase on illumination, in the following
descending order: HCl>HBr>HI. This effect diminishes with dilution.

The observed results might, perhaps, be attributed to the opening up of
the atomic fields of force between hydrogen and lialogon ions brought
about by ultraviolet light (cf. Leighton, Jour. Phys. Chem.j 191.3, 17 , 695;
and Baly, Physikal. Z., 191.3, 14 , 893). The results wore almost identical

with those obtained with platinized platinum electrodes.

52. Absorption spectra of colloidal chlorophyll in tho presence

and absence of CO2 .

Z. H. SiDDiQi and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Deccan.
Pure sx)ecimons of chlorophyll have boon x)rex)ared from

spinacjh, following a modification of Willstatter and Stoll’s method. These
specimens and a spocimciii of pure chlorophyll (a), ol)tained from Prof.

Stoll’s laboratory at Basle, were used in the preparation of colloidal solu-

tions of chloroi)hyll. Coin{)]oto absorj^tion s|>octra of colloidal chIoroj)hyJl

in tho absence of CO 2 and after treatment with cairbon dioxide have been
measured witli tho hel]> of a spoctro-photomoter of KoJiig and Martens’
type. A comparison of the absorption curves indicates that CO2 forma
some sort of chemical c;ombination with colloidal chlorophyll.

53. Absorption spectra of cobaltous chloride in ordinary and
heavy water.

•
*

K. Veertah and M. Qurbsht, Hydcrabad-Deccan.

Complete extinction cooflicient curvtis have been obtained for CoCl^
dissolved in H2O and D2O resx)octively. The compe-rison of tho two
curves shows that there is no shifting of bands when H 2O is replaced by
D2O. The light absorption in tho case of tho solution in heavy water is

loss throiighout tho whole range of absoriition. Tlvo difference, however,
is not uniform, being greatest in the region of maximiun absori)tion, and
least in the region of minimum absorption.

54. Isomeric transformation of anliydrous chromic chloride in

ordinary and heavy water.

K. Veertah and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The transformation of anhydrous chromic chloride in ordinary and
heavy water has been followed by observing changes in light absorption,

and complete extinction coofficiont curves in tho visible region have
I)een obtained in tho case of both the solutions after the attainment of
equilibrium, which is roachtxl in 10^ hours in the case of ordinary water
and 15 hours in tho case of heavy water, the molar strength of the solutions

and other factors being the same.
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The filownees of the transformation in the case of heavy water supports
the view that the transformation of chromic chloride hexahydrate in

solution is not a simple isomeric change, but a complex change, in which
the isomeric change is preceded by hydrolysis.

The comparison of the extinction coefficient curves shows that there
is a slight shifting of the maximum towards longer wavelengths, when
IfgO is replaced by D2O in chromic chloride hexahydrate.

55. The ‘light effect ’ in air under electrical discharge.

S. S. JosHi and B. L. Rao, Benares.

It was observed by doshi and Deshmukh that the sensitivity of the

procedure which sufficed for the determination of the photo-diminution
of current in the case of chlorine was found to be quite inadequate when
applied to other gases like air, etc. Jiy adopting a special technique
developed by them, it was possible to establish the production of the
above j:)henomenon in air both when alone and in the presence of coatings

of a number of materials.

The light effect on the discharge current in air was investigated in

the pressure range 2*5-16*2 cm. Hg. The results showed that there in a
photo-suppression of current at lower pressures which tends to increase with
the magnitude of the applied 1\D. and then diminish at higher voltages.

At larger pressures the discharge current, tends to increase on irradiation.

As the voltage is increased the magnitude of this increase diminishes and
becomes negative; the subsequent changes in this decrease are as described
above.

The magnitude of photo -effect in the presence of a coating of potassuim
(ffilorido was determined in a largo number of experiments in which the
gas pressure was varied from 0 to 44 cm. Hg. The fltpplied potential
differeiK’.e at any one of the above yjrossures was varied over a wide range.

As a result of several series of experiments, it is concluded that the ‘light

effect’ whether positive or negative tends to decrease rai)idly after

increasing the gas pressure beyond a certain range. Results wore similar

with barium chloride.

A comparison of tlie results of the two series of experiments shows
that the presence of potassium chloride tends to make the photo-
suppression more pronounced.

56. Studies of the ‘light effect’ in hydrogen, ox:ygen and thei*'

mixtures.

S. S. JosHi and T. V. Cherian, Benares.

The results of the reduction of the discharge current ns a result of
irradiation in hydrogen are similar to those observed by Joshi and
Narasimhan in chlorine but the effect is very much smaller in magnitude
except under specially sensitive arrangement and precautions.

The effect has, however, now been observed in pressures from 1 to 26
cm. Hg., the corresponding range over which the potential applied to tho
discharge tube was 300 to 3,000 volts (r.m.s.). The frequency of the A.C.
supply used was 50 cytdes per second.

It has been observed that at a constant pressure, the magnitude of
tho photo-suppression increases with the voltage to a maximum; with
further increase, however, it tends to diminish. The photo-suppression
is negligible at very small and largo pressures. In a limited range of
intermediate pressures, the effect increases with pressure and then
diminishes.

Compared with hydrogen, the behaviour of oxygen subjected to dis-

charge and then irradiated was exceedingly peculiar. Tho ‘ light effect ’ in
oxygen is of the same order of magnitude as in hydrogen. In the pressure
rang© 1 to 22 cm. Hg and the same range of voltage as in hydrogen, it
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was found that at small pressures, the "‘light effect^ was negative. At
higher pressures, the suppression shows an over-all diminution with an
initial (that is, at low potentials) tendency towards a positive effect. This
tendency becomes more consjiicuous at higher pressures. At intermediate

pressures the gas under light shows both an increase and a subsequent diminu-
tion of the current, as the applied, voltage is progressively increased. At still

higher pressures, there is no photo-suppression but only an increase in con-
ductivity due to light which increases to a maximum followed by decrease,

A further increase in the gas jiressuro diminishes this increase, and at

still higher pressures this effoct seems to be absent. It is found from
tho data of the characteristic curves that the photo-effect, whether positive

or negative, becomes detectable at the threshold potential-, its magnitude
(indopondent of whether it is positive or negative) diminishes by an
increase of tho voltage beyond a certain value. If the gas used for such
an experiment is pre-subjected to different durations of discharge at a
fixed voltage, the incroaso of this duration at first increasos the elfect and
then diminishes it. Tliis might bo considered to bo chiefly an ageing effect;

it becomes more pronounced if the voltage at which the gas is pre-subjected
to discharge is increased.

Tho results with mixtures of hydrogen and oxygon have hitherto
shown only increase of (conductivity under light.

57. Tho ‘light effect’ in sulphur dioxide under electrical

discharge.

S. S. JosHi, G. S. Deshmukh, and U. S. Dhar, Benares.

Tho general technique and experimental procedure was similar to

that adopted in tho study of ‘light effect’ in other gas(^a studicjd in these
laboratories. Tho gas was prepared from sodium bisiilphito and purified

in tho usual way, finally by freezing out with liejuid air. Presumably,
on account of the fa(‘t that tho dielecdricc strength of sulphur dioxide is

comparatively high, very largo potentials were roc^uirod to start tho
discharge in sulphur dioxide in the Siemens’ tube, although with other
gases relatively low pressure were employed, viz. up to about 12 cm. Hg.
Tho gas shows an unmistakable dirniniil ion of the discharge current under
irradial io7i. Furthennore, the characteristic voltage-currt^nt curve at

any given pressure of sulphur dioxide under light was always found to be
lower than that obtained in the dark.

• Interesting results wore obtaiin^d when tho photo-diminution was
measured at different periods of exposure of sul])hur dioxide to elo(ctri(!al

discharge at a given initial pressure. Tho ‘light (^ffetet’ was found to

diminish rapidly and finally disappear altogether after a certain progress
in tho decomposition of tlie gas. This has boon ascribed to the possible

influence of the product, viz. free sulphur and sulphur trioxido deposited

on tho glass walls during decomposition for which (evidences has htcen

obtaiuod.

58. Studios on ‘light effect’ in chlorine: influence of the pre-

treatment of the dielectric surfaces by gases under
electrical discharge.

S. S. JosHi and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

During tho course of over three years’ observations of our results of
electrical discharges in gases especially chlorine, it was suspected that
oven a brief use of a discharge tube for a different gas produced appreciable
changes in tho subsequent behaviour of the discharge tube. The results
now reported refer to two discharge tubes designated A and B. A has
been in use for almost entire part of the above j)eri()d for the studies
of tho photo-suppression in chlorine only. It was subsequently used for
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but a short period (not exceeding a couple of months) for work with
bromine vapour, mixtures of bromine and chlorine, mixtures of hydrogen
and V)romine and subsequently pure hydrogen. The results with the
last gas showed a large positive effect in a series of observations, which
was very surprising.

After this, the discharge tube was cleaned and worked for the study
of the Hight effect^ in chlorine. It was very interesting and suggestive
to observe that both the discharge current and especially the magnitude
of the light effect decreased enormously. Careful and repeated cleaning
of the ozonizer and purification of the gas produced no sensible increase
in either of the above quantities.

Two series of experiments wore next carried out under exactly the
same conditions of pressure, temperature, applied potential and the
purity of the gas, for the discharge tubes A and B; the latter was freshly

prepared and cleaned in the usual way before UvSe. On account of the
difference in spacing, the significant fields producing the ionization, how-
ever, were not the same for A and B. As against the very markedly
reduced discharge current and the photo-suppression in A, the results

for both the above quantities observed over a wide range of conditions
showed high values in agreement with our experience of the behaviour of
chlorine under olecdricaJ discharges.

It may bo mentioned that adopting the technique developed by
Joshi and Deshmukh in this laboratory the ciuTont in every experiment
was measured by two independent methods, viz. by using a sensitive D.C.
indicator actuated by (1) a metal oxide rectifier, and (2) a vacuo junction
in series with the (lischarge tube. When the photo-suppression of the
current was measurc^l by both those methods at a number of potentials
after passing one hour’s discharge, under the same conditions of P.D.,
gas pressure, etc. in A and /i, it was found that both tho/nirrent and the
suppression under light were markedly groat(3r in A after than before the
discharge. The freshly prepared B^ however, did not show any such
increase. These results havo ob\'iously an important bearing on the
agoing phenomenon observed under electrical discharges and their detailed
study under different conditions might help in the elucidation of the
relevant mechanism.

59. Studies on ‘ light effect ’ in bromine vapour subjected to
electrical discharge.

S. S. Joshi and S. Sirsikar, Benares.

The observations of Joshi and Narsirahan have indicated the existence
of a now type of phenomenon, viz. a spontaneous variation {usually
though not invariably diminution) of the ionization current on irradiation.
The experiments now reported have extended the occurrence of the effect
in bromine vapour over a wide range of conditions. The general arrange-
ment of the apparatus and the experimental proc.edure was similar to that
adoi>tod in the case of chlorine with the difference that in bromine special
precautions wore found to be necessary in regard to the temperature
control.

At a higher temperature, about 75°C., the current diminished
immediately on irradiation to an extent whicdi tended to increase with
the applied P.D. A series of characdoristic voltage-current curves have
been obtained in the dark and under irradiation. Over the entire range
of the voltages used, the curve due to light lies sensibly below that for
the dark reaction, to an extent which is variable with tempt)rature.
Presumably, this is on account of an altered population of the bromine
molecules (and atoms) present in the disctharge space. As is to be
anticipated from earlier results in this line from these laboratories the
threshold potential for the bromine vapour was greater on irradiation
than without it, other conditions being kept unaltered.
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60. The ‘ light effect ^ in iodine vapour under electrical discharge.

S. S. JosHi and Y. D. Kane, Benares.

The present paper reports results on the diminution of the discharge

current produced by a given potential applied to a Siemens’ tyj>e ozonizer,

in the annular space of which iodine vapour was introduced from a side

bulb kept at a constant temperature.
A circumstance noticed previously in the case of bromine vapour,

viz. ‘ageing effect’ was found to be a very appreciable influence in the

case of iodine. The system also showed considerable hysteresis in regard

to the current as a function of the applied P.D. Those appeared both

in the dark and light and rendered difficult the determination of tho

'‘light effect' on the discharge current.

By using a specially sensitive arrangement for detecting small changes

in current, the above effect was observed deflnitely in the case of iodine

vapour after making duo allowance for the ‘ageing’ and ‘ hysteresis’ effects.

As in the case of bromine vapour the '‘light effect' is distinctly greater at

higher tomporaturos duo to increased concentrations of iodine in the

ionization space; the effecit also increases by increasing the applied voltage.

61. Further investigation of ‘light effect’ in iodine under

electrical discharge.

S. S. JosHT and N. M. Bhatt, Benares.

That the behaviour of iodine under the discharge and irradiation

would present a series of peculiar features doi)endent upon the operation

conditions was a foregone (;onclusion from a consideration of the results

obtained already in regard to tho ‘agoing’ effect. It is found that 6 the

^ light effect' in iodine is both positive and negative, depending upon the.

condition and the 7nagnitude of the applied potential. The generality of the

sequence of changes will bo indicated by results of the following typical

series of observations.

At about 55°C. and about 150 volts (r.m.s.), the ‘light effect
|

is not

sensible within the limitations of the available instruments. With rise

to 200 volts (r.m.s.) there is an ononnous increase of current due to irradia-

tion, the actual value for S, the light effect, being 41 divisions, positive.

By increasing tho voltage to 220, 9 changes sharply from tho above value to

7 negative, Kiirther increase of voltage incroasos the photo-diminution

to a maximum; it then diminishes to zero as the applied P.D. roaches

about 820 volts (r.m.s.). A preensely similar sequonce of (diangt^s in

respect of d wa,s observ(^d at the lower temperatures. At much higher

temperatures, the only differoru'e observed was that 0 was not abolished

at higher potentials as at 55°0. The initial })hoto -increase and subsoqiiont

j)hoto-diminution, both on a largo scale, being once more oVjserved.

The system showed ‘hysteresis’, i.e. the photo-diminutions with

decrease in the potential w'ore greater than those when it was increased

I^rogressively.

62. The ‘light effect ’ in hydrochloric acid gas under electrical

discharge.

S. S. JosHi and K. M. Ramamurthi, Benares.

TUhe Hight effect' in hydrochloric acid gas is of such a small magnitude,

that ordinary indicators fail to reveal it. An ingenious rnethod devised

by Deshmukh, viz. simultaneous measurements by rectification with a

metal oxide and a vacuo-junction has been used.

Tho behaviour of a purified sample of the gas has been studied at

various pressures ranging from ()-3-51 cm. Hg. ; the applied potential

was varied from 200-7,000 volts, the frequency of the A.O. supply being
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kept at 50 cycles per second. As observed in the case of other gases in

these laboratories, *‘the light effect^ tends to increase in magnitude by
increasing the secondary potential and by diminishing the pressure. At
low pressures, however, it diminishes. This is in agreement with the

fact that the characteristic potential-current curves for various pressures
corresponding to irradiation lie below those obtain etl for the dark reactions.

Interesting results have been obtained in several series of experiments
at various pressures when the magnitude of the ‘ light effect ’ was determined
in a series of observations, in which the applied potential was increased

progressively. The gas was then exposed to discharge at the maximum
potential. It was now found that if without a discontinuation of the
discliargo, the ‘ light effect'' was determined at the same potentials, the

photo-suppression is usually found to increase apprecuably.

63. Studios of tho ‘ light effect ’ in chlorine. Part I. The
anoinaloiis behaviour of the oxide rectifier in discharges

with high pressures of chlorine.

S. S. JosHi and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

For tho studios in iYio' light effect^ in chlorine under electrical discdiarge,

the chief result of increasing the pressure of chlorine is founti to bo to

reduce the photo-diminution of current. It was, however, remarkable to

soe that in this liigh pressure region, chlorine admixed with bromine
showed a very much greater "light effect^ than pure ehh>rine alone.

At low pressures, howov^er, tho "light effect" was appreciably reduced by
substituting bromine, or air, for a j)art of chlorine.

Interesting results were obtained when the discharge current was
measured by using (i) an oxide rectifier, and (ii) a vacuo-juixction, following

the technique developed by Joshi and Deshmukh. It was observed that,

in tho dark, the former gave apparently negative deflections at small

potentials and high prossures of the gas. ©n irradiation, this deflection

continued to be negative but decumsed in magnitude. The familiar photo

-

suppression was observed at higher voltages. At an intermediate voltage
the system showed an apparent ‘mil-point’. When, however, the
observations of the current at the same ])otentials were reyieated with the
vacuo-junction, as was to bo expected, the current showed mere increase

in values and their increasing supjiression duo to light as the applied
potential was increased. It was thought desirable, therefore, to carry out
detailed measurements by using both the methods, especially under
those conditions where (1) gave apparently negative readings. It is

seen that this anomaly increases both in magnitude and also in regard to

the range of the applied potential by increasing tho gas pressure. Whilst
the "light effect" as such obtains over the entire region, the anomalous, i.o.

tho apyiaroTitly negative readings, are (considered to indicate a deviation
from the normal of the rectification performance of the metal oxide due
perhaps to the ‘upper partials’ and tho ‘wave form’ under those conditions.

64. Studies of the ‘ light effect ’ in chlorine. Part II.

Influence of ageing and hysteresis.

S. S, Joshi and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

The present paper reports results of studies in detail in the case of
chlorine, whose sensitivity in regard to tho observed photo-variation of
the current under discharge has been found to be outstanding. We
have now seen as a result of a scrutiny of a large number of characteristic

curves that usually, if not invariably, hysteresis obtains, especially at high
voltages, i.e. sensibly larger currents are observed in diminishing pro-
gressively tho applied potential than during its increase. It was instructive

to observe that the same factor is noticeable in the production of 9, the
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photo-diminution of the current. Several series of experiments were
carried out at various values for the applied potential and the gas pressure

in each of which d was measured as a function of the apphed potential
increased progressively to a maximum; the voltage was then reduced to
the initial value and 6 re determined as previously

; it has been now
observed that almost always d shows a greater value in the latter than
in the previous series. The enchancement of 0 in this way, however,
diminishes as such repetitions are increased in number.

Similarly, it is also very interesting to report at this stage the results

observed in regard to the above influence determined in a series of com-
parative measurements for two discharge tubes described in the previous
abstract. It was observed that the increase of 0 as a result of ‘ageing’,

i.e. due to ])revious exposures to the discharge was very appreciably larger

in the case of a discharge tube wliich had been rendered comparatively
insensitive in regard to the ^ light effecl \ than a fresh one whidi showed the

famihar behaviour on irradiation.

65. Studies of the ‘ light effect ’ in gases under electrical dis-

charge. Part III. Certain apparently anomalous
results, showing a photo-increase of current in bromine,
chlorine and hydrogen.

S. S. JosHi and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

The present paper reports the observations of some apparently
anomalous results which were made during the last thrc>e years on the
Higilt effect \

At a pressure of about 6 cm. Hg, bromine vapour showed a photo-
increase at low potentials and the familiar suppression at higher potentials.

This has now been observed by Joshi and Cheryan in the case of oxygen
and by Joshi and lihatt with iodine vapo\ir. A similar photo-increaee
was observed in one isolated series of observations by Kuppuswami in

these laboratories in tho case of chlorine. There was a small but perceptible
photo-increase at low potentials which changed to negative as tlio last

(juantity was increased appreciably.
The above discharge tube was then filled with purified hydrogen. It

showed but little Hight effect^ in a large number of experiments. The
• sample of hydrogen at tlie end of these experiments was then given a
continuous exposure to the discharge for over 3 hours. This resulted in

rendering tho system active, as was observed in the case of HCl, I 2 , O2 ,

and CI 2 . The gas now showed a slight photo -increase for small P.D. and
a photo-decrease at larger P.D.’s. When the gas was given a continuous
fi hours’ exposure to the discharge, the magnitude of tlio initial photo-
increase became very large (about 20 divisions); as in the j)revious (mse, it

changed to suppression on further imueasing the P.l).

A series of experirncTits was now carried out in which tlie initial

photo-increase duo to a constant voltage was measured under a filament

light of constant intensity; it was passed through diftbront light filters.

The results obtained show a marked dependence of the plioto change on
the light frequency,

66. Studios of the ‘ light effect ’ in ehlorino. Part V.

Further studies of the anomalous behaviour of tho metal

oxide rectifier.

S. S. Joshi and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

The results reported here not only emphasize tho disparity of per-

formance between tho two indicators, metal oxide and vacuo-junction

rectifiers, but have a marked bearing on the significance and mechanism
on the Hight effect'.
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Consider the ratio Ijin, where 1$ is the current recorded by an
indicator with a shunt (in this case a decoupling resistance of negligible

inductance and capacity) and I is the current in the absence of any shunt.

Obviously, for a given current indicator must remain constant
whatever be its value in the absence of a shunt. This has always been
observed in the case of currents measured with the vacuo-junction. When,
however, the oxide rectifier is used the above ratio differs markedly when
the current is measured under irradiation from that rneasui'ed in the
dark. Furthermore, the ratio decreases rapidly with increasing the
discharge current under light. In the dark, the ratio remains constant

and independent of the magnitude of the current flowing through the

system. This ratio for the dark, varies sensibly from gas to gas under
comparable conditions. This cjuantity is, however, remarkably constant

for different gases, or, for light and darkness, in the case of rectification

by use of the vacuo-junction. Those results are now correlated with the

characteristic behaviour (as in a thermionic valve) of the oxide, functioning

as an A.O. rectifier and the change induced by irradiation in the input A.C.

The marked difference in the two discharge tubes, (a) used for 3

years, anc^tho other (6) freshly made, has been mentioned in Parts 11 and
IV. (a) was rendered insensitive and showed but a small light efiect;

this last increased on prolonged activation mider the discliarge. Now, it

was found that the value for the above ratio, //If for (a) was markedly
lower than that for (h) in the dark and that it approached the latter on
activation under the discharge.

67. Studies of the ^ light effect ^ in iodine vapour in the

presence of potassium iodide and potassium chloride.

S. S. JosHi and K. N. Mubthy, Benares.

A comprehensive investigation using a large number of inorganic
and certain typo of organic substances deposited in the form of coats on
the electrodes is already in progress. The present paper is, however,
restricted to the use of a coat of a mixture of potassium iodide, potassium
chloride and iodine, since the results have been of outstanding interest.

It has been observed that the discharge in the iodine vapour in the presence

of the above material shows on irradiation a remarkably large increase, which
increases to a certain maximum and then diminishes to almost zero with
further increase of the potential. At the last, i.e. insensitive stage, on
mere irradiation with discharge for an appreciable period, the system
becomes active and once again shows the large plioto-inoreaso up to

another maximum and subsequent decrease, hub on a larger scale than in

the previous sample. After reaching the inactive, i.e. the insensitive stage
at the minimum, once more, on activation by combined discharge and
irradiation, tlie entire sequence of changes can be reproduced but on a
smaller scale, which diminishes with the next repetition. Usually, almost
a permanent insensitivity is produced after a few such repetitions and
the material cannot be ‘activated’ by the above means and has to be
replaced. A reference to the literature shows that no such phenomenon
is on record.

It is instructive to point out that the characteristic i)otontial-current
curves corresponding to light lie appreciably above those for the dark in

these experiments when a photo-increase was obtained.

Observation of the change in conductivity imder light investigated

over a long and continuous dischai*ge also shows a periodic change, which
changes its sign, i.e. shows diminution of current duo to light.

It was found that the system shows considerable hysteresis when the
applied voltage is increased up to a certain convenient maximum and
then decreased to the initial position, to be increased once again and
so on.
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68. Studios in the behaviour of ‘ quenched ’ active nitrogen.

S. S. JosHi and N. Subramanian, Benares.

The possibility of tho existence of a '‘dark'' modification of active
nitrogen was suspected, over since its discovery by Lord Itayleigfi and
Lewis. The experiments described in the present paper, were c;arriod

out in order to investigate under what conditions the activity of ' quenched
active nitrogen' might persist.

Active nitrogen prepared by a condensed spark-disitbarge was
'‘quenched' by passing through a spiral lieated to the requisite temperature.
Tho '‘quenched' gas was then led into an observation claimbor in which a
carefully cleaned glass plate was suspended near tho inlet for tlie gas.

Tho material to bo examined for sensitivity towards tho 'quenched' gas
was deposited in tho form of a thin coat on this plate by evaporating off

some solution. It was observed that in tho case of phosphorus, tho
observation-tube showed a feeble but definite luminosity, whi(;h just
out-lasted the discontinuation of the discharge. That this result cannot
be ascribed to the hoate<l nitrogen was shown by failure to get n,ny results,

when only, heated nitrogen, without activation by electrical discharge,
was employed. It would appear that induction of luminescence by the
'quenched' gas dejicnds upon tho specific chemical nature of the material
employed. The action bears no relationship to sensitivity towards
‘active nitrogen’. For example, iodine which is cons]>icuou8 for its

glow induced by active nitrogen, shows a faint luminescence, only at high
pressures of the 'quenched' gas. Lithium phosphate, which luminesces
markedly under active nitrogen, did not show any glow after quenching.

Barium sulphite, sulphate and borate, and lithium benzoate showed
very feeble luminosity. Films of freshly deposited sodium and potassium
were found to bo insensitive.

Interesting results wei*e obtained when films of phosphorus wore
used as detectors. The glow, though feeble when the temperature is

sufficiently high for ‘ quenching \ is marked up to a certain maximum limit,

after which there is absolutely no glow. Tho activity of the quenched
nitrogen seems to have been completely destroyed above this temperature.

69. Tho studies of the current ‘ ageing ’ in iodine under electrical

discharge.

S. S. JosHi and N. M. Bhatt, Benares.

The occurrence af ‘ageing’, that is, a time variation of the discharge
current produ(;ed when iodine vapour is subjected to an (dcctrical dis-

(^hargo nt a constant potential applied to Siemens’ typo discharge tube,
has been observed by J oshi and Doshmukh and subsequently })y J oshi and
Kane in those laboratories, in connection with their work on the photo-
variation of the discharge current in iodine. As this ‘ageing’ effect was
found to he almost of the same order of magnitude as the current variation
produced by irradiation, it was instructive to investigate, in some detail,

the various factors on which it depends, so as to discriminate the same
from tho light effect, observed for the first time in these laboratories.

As a result of several series of experiments in which the discharge current
produced due to the application of a series of potentials at various tempera-
tures, it was observed that the behaviour of iodine vapour suggests the
existence of three types of action A, B,0. A obtains under the discharges
at ordinary temperatures and is characterized by the occurrence of a
number of discontinuities on the current-time cmves; the corresponding
range of potentials was insufficient to produce a perceptible glow. During
J5, the discharge current shows markedly rapid fluctuations in the current
and an overall increased conductivity. The corresjmnding glow due
to the discharge just flickers, that is, shows more unsteady and shifting
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local brushes. In 0 the current shows a minimum of ‘ageing’, that is,

keeps sensibly steady over a long length of time. The corresponding
glow due to the discharge is both bright and uniformly distributed

throughout the annular space. It has been found that the transition

from A C is ejfTected by an appropriate rise of temperature and
voltage. 'j^Vius, for example, at ordinary temperatures when investigated

for considerably long durations of exposures to discharge within a fairly

wide range of applied voltages, it was found tliat the A persisted. It

changed into B under discharges at higher temperatures, viz. 48° to 80°.

The change was markedly quicker, higher the temperature at the potential

applied. The transformation of B into C would appear to be mainly a
thermal reaction, though perhaps accelerated by the magnitude of the

applied potential. Thus for example, it was interesting to observe that
a reversal C A could be produced by only momentarily cooling the
system. This change also was not sensibly affected by the value of
discharge potential. Similarly, it was observed tliat the progress from

C was practically indopenciont of the above factor.

It is considered that (1) condition in A shows breaks perhaps due to

the rupture and the reformation under the discliargo of iodine adsorbed
by glass. This prot^ess becomes more conspicuous in B and reaches a
certain definite stage of completion in 0, where the flow is well developed
and unifoim; though a minimum ‘ageing’ effect is still detectible in C
and may lie attributed to incipient interaction between glass and iodine
under the discjhargo as is suggested by Londeking.

70. The ‘ light effect ’ in nitrogen peroxide subjected to

electrical discharge.

8. S. JosHi and K. S. Visvanathan, Benares.

As in the case of the iodine vapour and oxygen, the Tight effect’

ill nitrogen peroxide was found to be both positive and negative dexiending
upon the conditions. Before the threshold potential, there was no 'light

effect*. It amounted to upwards of 4% of the current at the threshoki
potential and tended to increase by increasing the applied potential and
the intensity of irradiation. There was no 'light effect* on largo pressures
(above 40 cm. Hg).

71. Hysteresis in sorption. VIII. Scanning of tho hysteresis

loop. Titania gel-carbon tetrachloride system.

K. StJBBA Rao, Bangalore.

Further work on scanning of tho hysteresis loop in sorption (Rao,
Jour. Phys. Chem., 1941, 45, 606) affords additional evidence in support
of the cavity concept as a general explanation of hysteresis in sorption.

With a McBain-Bakr quartz fibre spring balance a series of sorptions
and desorptions of carbon tetrachloride at 30°C. on activated titania gel

has been studied and it has yielded a permanent and reproducible hysteresis
loop. Tho loop has been scanned by traversing it from various inter-

mediate points on the sorption and desorption curves. If desorption is

effected from any point on the main sorption curve, the hysteresis loop is

crossed till the main desorption curve is reached. If, on the other hand,
sorption is effected from any point on the main desoiqotion curve, the main
sorption curve is not reached, but a separate curve is traced till tho peak
of the hysteresis loop is reached. Those interesting characteristics are of
a general nature. They are dependent solely on the shape and size of the
cavities in the porous adsorbent and are independent of the nature of the
adsorbent and adsorbate.
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72. Hysteresis in sorption. IX. Effect of temperature on the
hysteresis loop. Silica gel-water system.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

With tho aid of a c^uartz fibre spring balance, sorption and desorption
of water vapour at and dO'^O. on silica gel a(5tivated at 450°C.
have boon studied. The sorptive capacities of the gel are plotted agauist
tbo corres])onding pressures. The gel exliibits hysteresis effect at all the
tliroe temperatures. The shape and size of the three hysteresis loops are
itlentical. With increase of temperature, a slight de<u‘easo in the sorptive
capacities of tlio g(d at saturation pressure is noticeable, 'fho volumes of

water held per 100 gms. of the activated gel at 30“C., :15°C. and 40°C. are
27*7 C.C., 27-4 c.c. ami 27*0 c.c. res})ectiv"ely. These observations are in

accordance with the cavity concept.

73. Hysteresis in sorption. X. Open pore volume in relation

to particle radius.

K. SuBBA Rao and V. R. Thiruvenkatachar, Bangalore.

Unlike gels of titania, sili<.*,a and alumina; ferric oxide gel has shown a
unique bohavioui’ of a continuouK diminution in total cajjillary volume on
successive sorptioji and desorption (Uao, Jour. Phys. Cheni., 1941, 45, .522).

'this behaviour has been explained on the l)asis of the coalescence of the
])articlos of ferric oxide gel. The me(4ianism of coalescence has rec^eivod

mathematical evidtaico by tlie caknilation of total cavity volume in

nlatiori to particle radius, assuming a porous system of particles of oqui-

radius. Calculation of total opon ])oro volume in relation to particle

fiidius has ))eor) |jresontod in tliis paper. Just like the total cavdty volume,
tlie total ofien pore volume {Vp) also decreases as the ])article radius (r)

increases [V, , The total capillary volume being made u]>

of the cavdty as well as the o])on ])oro volumes, tla^roforo, decreases as the
iiarticle radius increases. TIk> ratio of the optMi pore vohamo to cavity
\ ()hime is found to increase with increase in sizt) of particles. The ratio

for particle riidius tending to zero is nearly half of the ratio for partick'

j'.idius, when there is one cavity witii four open, pores.

*74. Soil stnuTuro in relation to hysteresis in sorption.

K. SuBBA Rao and B. Sanjeeva Rag, Bangalore.

The problem of tiie retention of moisturo by soils has boon inve.stigated

by a study of the sorption hysteresis. Jiy employing the MclJain-Bakr
(jiiartz fibre spring balance, sorption and desorption of water vapour at

3()°C. on black cotton soil and redlatorite soil activaitod at SO'XJ. for 6 hours

have boon studicxl. The soiptive (xipacity of bla(;k cotton soil at saturation

y)res8iu‘e is moro than twice that of red laterite soil. At lower humidities

this dilforenct) in sorptive caj)acities is more marked. Both the soils

exhibit hysteresis effect. The area of tho hysteresis loop in black cotton

soil-water system is greater than that of the loop in rod laterite soil-

water system. Tho tail-end of the hysteresis loop with rod laterito soil

terminates at a relative humidity of 0*5 whereas with black cotton soil

it extends uj) to a relative humidity of 0-2.

75. Adsorption and display of colours.

K. StJBBA Rao, Bangalore.

When activated alumina gel is dropi)ed into a mixture of benzene
and carbon tetrachloride, the white gel becomes jet black; whereas with
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either benzene or earbon tetrachloride the gel develops no such colour.

This extremely interesting phenomenon is of a general character. Sulphate
in alumina has an important r61e in this effect. With sulphate in alumina
it would always show the colour effect and without it there would be no
trace of the black colour. In place of carbon tetrachloride several halogen
derivatives have been used . The effect is always produced in a mixture
containing an aromatic nucleus and a halogen derivative. When the
blackened gel is dropped into water, the colour disappears. This is due to

the preferential adsorption of water by the gel siufaco.

The mechanism of the development of the black colour is probably
the case of the formation of an adsorjition complex and a precursor to

the well-known Ffiedal and Craft’s reactions.

76. Tho surface behaviour of casein.

G. N. StTBBA Rao, K. S. Gurubaja Boss, and B. Sanjiva Rao,
Bangalore.

Casein (Haminersten) was spread from its aqueous solutions on sub-

strates of different pH. It was found to have a limiting area of 11,900
sq. cms. per mg. at pH ~ 1*2. The ribbon method of Laiigrauir {Jour.

Am, Chem. Soc., 1938, 60, 2804) was found to be superior to the dropxjing
technique. Addition ofamyl alcohol diminished tho si)reading. Denaturo -

tion by alcohol diminished the spreading. Presence of salts in the
substrate did not sensibly affect the limiting area. An isodisperse fraction,

soluble in alcohol, was jirepared and its spreading properties studied. Its

limiting area was found to be not sensibly different from that of the
original material. The solutions of the two samijles of the protein were
found to exhibit variation of surfhce tension with time. The variation
was studied by the Adam trough technique. The rato"^ of accumulation
was studied by the trough technique, developed in this laboratory [Froc.

Ind. Acad, ^ci.y 1 93(), 4, 97). The accumulation was rapid in the beginning
and then slowed down. Tho comj)ressod film was found to exhibit an
increase of surface tension with time.

77. Opacity measurements during the setting of zirconium
hydroxide gel.

Mata Prasad and N. A. Padwal, Bombay.
The opacity measurements were made by the apparatus designed b;v

Prasad and Gogate. The gels were prepared by tho method of Prakasli
{Jour, Ind, Chem. Soc., 1932, 9, 193). The gel-foiming mixture is trans-

I)arent in the beginning and becomes opaque during setting. Tho rate of
change of ojjacity increases with an increase in the amount of sodium
acetate and zirconium nitrate and with tho addition of alcohol to the gel-

forming mixture. The additiuji of HCl and acetic acid, however, decreases
the rate of change of opacity. A distinct change in tho final value of
opacity takes place with a variation in the factors mentioned above.

78. Opacity measurements during the setting of gels ofthorium
and cerium phosphate.

Mata Prasad and S. Guruswamy, Bombay.
The opacity measurements were made by the apparatus recently

devised by Prasad and Gogate. It has been found that this apparatus
yields extremely repeatable results under constant conditions. Thorium
phosphate gels were prepared from thorium nitrate, potassium phosphate
and phosphoric acid. It has been found that dui-ing tho sotting of these
gels, opacity decreases with time and ultimately clear gels are obtained.
The rate of change of opacity increases with an increase in the amount of

5B
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phosphoric acid, HCl and thorium nitrate in tho gel-forming mixture but
it decreases with the addition of methyl and ethyl alcohols.

Cerium i)hosphate gels were prepared from cerium nitrate and
potassium phosphate. The gels were turbid in the beginning but later

they became clear. The rate of change of opacity decreases with increasing
amounts of cerium nitrate and i^otassium phosphate in tho gel-forming
mixture.

There is a distined (diango in tho final value of opacity in the gels of

cerium phosphate and under certain conditions in tho case of thorium
pho8i)hato gols. This observation is considered to be of groat theoretical

interest.

79. Studies on tho adsorption of alkaloids by silica gel.

B. P. Sarkar and P. B. Ganguly, Patna.

The adsorption of several alkaloids, viz. morpliine, brucine, nicotine,

cinchonidino, quinine, etc., by silica gel has boon investigated. The gel was
activated by drawing a current of dry and carbon -dioxide free air through
it while at 2.5()-300“C. Measurements were made in alcoholic solutions.

As silica gel also adsorbs alcohol, allowarajo was made of tin’s effect in

calculating tlie amounts of adsorption. For estimation of brucine, cin-

chonidine and (’-affeine, the iodoraetric method of Prescott and Gordon
was used; for the estimation of morphine, quinine and nicotine, con-
ductometric titration with silico-tungstic acid was followed. Definite
adsoiqition was fomid in all the cases which was in tlie following order;
nicotine> quinine> brucine> cinchonidine> morphine> caffeine. Further
work to examine if the adsorption bears any relationship to group structure
is in progress.

80. Studios in cheiuisorption of ox'ygon on charcoal: experi-

ments with oxygen, nitric oxide and nitrogen tetroxide.

M. S. Shah and B. K. Trivedi, Ahmodabad.

In continuation of the jirevious work the authors have carried out a
quantitative investigation on the behaviour of sugaf charcoal exhausted
at 900° towards oxygon, nitric oxide and nitrogen tetroxide at various
temperatures between 0° and 300°. At each temperature, tho charcoal
containing chemisorbed oxygon with or without retained oxides of nitrogen
in vacuo has been examined by (i) ‘heat treatment’ in successive stages
up to 900°, and (ii) ‘water treatment’ first with ice cold water and then
with hot water. The analysis of the gas evolved in (i) revealed the extent
of chemisorption of oxygon and retention of oxides of nitrogen on charcoal
in vacuo at different temperatures and that of the cold and hot aqueous
extracts in (ii) showed the amoimts of chemisorbed oxygen and retained
oxides of nitrogen giving rise to oxalic acid and nitrous and nitric acids
respectively.

Tlie results, on tho whole, show that tho state of chemisorbed oxygon
on charcoal is affected by a rise in temperatiu'e, treatment with water,
and when surrounded by (i) oxygen, (ii) nitric oxide, and (iii) nitrogen
tetroxide. Tho retained nitric oxide in experiments with nitric oxide is

neither chomisorbetl like oxygen nor is under the influence of chemisorbed
on charcoal bxit exists as condensed N2O4 (or N2O 8 ,

i.e. along with
nitric oxide) in the adsorbed state on charcoal, an observation confirmed
from the behaviour of charcoal towards nitrogen tetroxide. In the inter-

action between charcoal and nitric oxide at low temperatures the charcoal
surface starts and catalyses the auto-oxidation of nitric oxide, i.e. the
formation of nitrogen tetroxide with the liberation of nitrogen, and the
nitrogen tetroxide so formed then interacts with charcoal leading to the
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chemisorption of oxygon and production of carbon dioxide and nitrogen

tlirough the c.hemisorbcd oxygen, the behaviour of charcoal with the

chemisorbed oxygen and retained oxides of nitrogen in vacuo derived from
both the nitric oxide and nitrogen tetroxido experiments being of the

same type in *heat treatment’ and ‘water treatment’, except in the sense
tliat the cdiemisorption of oxygon and retention of nitrogen tetroxide

proceed more pronouncedly in tlie nitrogen tetroxide experiments than in

the nitric oxide experiments.

81 . Studios in ads(>rj>tion.

M. D. Avasark and (Miss) K. K. Paralikar, Baroda.

A review of tlie literature on adsorptions from solutions shows lack

of proper atterition being ]:)aid to the time factor. The published data
cover periods of contact bt^twcoTi the adsorheiit and the adsorbate ranging
from 15 or 30 minutes to 24 hours or oven several days in others. The
observed data, tlun-etoro, includes both adsorption and absorption effects.

In the adsor[ition of iodine, from aqueous solutions by sugar charcoal, for

instance, it has bef?n observed that the charcoal goes on taking up iodine
for several hours. The observed effect, therefore, cannot be regarded
solely duo to adsorption. In the present investigation attempts have
been made to (n aluato the purely adsorption effect by studying changes
in concontration with time when solutions of iodine, etc., in different

solvents are kept in contovt with activated sugar charcoal and the results

tlius obtained are disous8€)d in the light of the ostablishod theories of
adsorption.

82. Variation of the catai>horotic velocity of colloidal particles

during aggregation.

S, G. Chaudhury and M. K. Indra, (Meutta.

The cataphoroticj velocity of a colloid is shown to bo a property'

—

which in some essential respects is similar to that of the coalescence of the
colloidal particles in presence of electrolytes. It is, therefore, natural
that conditions wM(;h govern the rate of coalescence of the colloidal
particles would also similarly govern the rate of change of the cataphorotic
velocity of the colloidal particles during coagulation. The present
jiapor deals with only one single aspect of the question and shows that
as purity of the sol (hero chopper forrocyanide) increases, the time effect

with polyvalent precipitating ion tends to disapixmr and the rate of
diminution appears to bo the same when potassium ferrooyanido is in

excess.

83.

Charge and stability of colloids. Part V. Potentiometric
titration of chromium hydroxide sol.

B. P. Yadava, Lucknow.

In this paj^er the potentiometric titrations of chromium hydroxide sol

prepared from chromium chloride and ammonia have Vjeen studied. It

has been found that when the sol is impure the titrations with KNOs,
K2SO4 ,

and K-oitrate liberate a larger quantity of chlorine ions than the
quantity of the coagulating electrolyte added, (the coagulating electrolyte

being expressed in terms of the equivalent amount of chlorine) but when
the same sol is purified by dialysis the quantity of chloiine set free by the
addition of the same coagulating electrolytes is loss than the amount
of electrolytes added.
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84. Charge and stability of colloids. Part VI. Study of

ionic antagonism by potentiomotric titration method.

B. P. Yadava, Lucknow.

Coagulation of negatively charged manganese dioxide sol lias boon

studied on the addition of KCl, BaCl2 , and mixtures of those, and x>otontio-

metricolly the quantity of oldorino adsorbed at various stages of the addition

of electrolytos has boon dotorminod. On compai'ing the amount of chlorine

that is actually adsorbed with that which should have been adsorbed

taking the total adsorption when JV/IO KCl and AT/lOO BaClg are added

singly, we Ibid that whenever a mixture is ]irosont the quantity of Cl ions

adsorbed which carries the same charge as the colloid itself is considerably

increased. This apxioars to be a corroboration of the hypothesis that

ioni<‘ antagonism is duo to th(!> adsorption of the ions carrying tlie same
charge.

85. Charge and stability of colloids. Part VII. A possible

explanation of Hardy-Schulze law.

B. P. Yadava and A. C. Chattbrji, Liuiknow.

In a number of experiments carried out in this laboratory it hns be€)ii

jvttompted to correlate stability of colloids with the displacement of

(‘Ount(>r ions. In a series of results obtained it has boon found out that ti>

])rodu<'e displacement of chlorine ions from a ferric liydroxide sol ]>ref)ared

from ferric chloride and ammonia, it is necessary to add a vc»ry large

(juantity of the univalent electrolyte to displace a quantity of chlorine

ions sufficient to bring about coagulation, whereas in the case ot sulphate

and citrate ions the same order of diH]>lacement of chlorine ions is brought

about by much smaller amounts of the electrolytes. This seems to

suggest an exi)lanation for the relative (;oagulating powers of ions of

different valencies.

86. Influenco of non-electrolyteKS on tho size frequency of the

particles of tho gelatin protected emulsions. Part 1.

Sugars.

• C. S. Narwani and T, C. Parakh, Karachi.

A now method for determining tho size-frequency curve has been

adoxjteil in this work; thf) time accumulation cur\"e was plotted b\’

measuring tho change in tho transparency of tho cream zone of tho trans-

parent emulsions with the time by moans of a photo-electric coll.

The size frequency curve has been determined for tlie transparent

emulsions of amylacetato in 1% gelatin-water-glycerol sols in xjresence c)!

1-5 m. moles percentages of (i) glucose, (ii) galactose, (iii) fructose, (iv)

sucrose, (v) lactose. The change in the viscosities of tho continuous

phase, and tho intorfacial tensions between the continuous and the disiJerse

])hase with the addition of tho above sugars have been studied experi-

mentally and the influences of these changes compared with those on the

stability of the emulsions as determined from tho size frequency.

It has been concluded from the results that the sugars increase tho

stability of the emulsions in the order 8ucrose> galactose>glucose>lactose

while fructose decreases it.

87. State of combination of chlorine in hydrous alumina sols*

N. P. Datta, Calcutta.

Sols of hydrous alumina having specific conductivity from 1*9 X 10

to 7 -06 x 10“^ mhos, have been prepared by dialysis and electrodialysis.
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Sol ^ is of low pH. (4-73) and high specific conductivity (1-9 X 10“® mhos.)

whereas sols B and O are of high pH (6-42 and 6-51 respectively) and low

specific conductivity (8'8 x 10~® and 7-06 X 10“® mhos, respectively). They
have been titrated conductometrically and potentiometrically with silver

acetate, nitrate and sulphate. Conductometric titration of sol A gives

an amount of chlorine which is very nearly equal to the free chlorine

determined from the e.m.f. of the Ag/AgCl electrodes but is somewhat
smaller than the total ('hlorine determined after solution of the sol in

nitric acid. In the c;ase of sols B and C', however, chlorine oVitainod by
conductometric titration is much smaller than either the free chlorine or

the total chlorine content. The amount of chlorine which react with

silver sols as determined by conductometric titration of B and C depends

on the anion and is in the order 8ulphato< nitrate< acetate.

88. Opacity changes in colloids subjected to coagulations by
exposure to high frequency oscillations.

S. S. JosHi and N. Stibramaniam, Benares.

Recent works in this laboratory have shown that practically all the
characteristic features of electrolytic coagulations can be reproduced in

changes produced under high frequency exposures. Such results are in a
considerable measure free of certain fat;tors involved in eloctrolyti(^

coagulations, which it is impossible to evaluate or to discriminate
adequately.

The coagulation -time curves due to such apparently different means
of producing (coagulation have been found to bo sinlilar. The results
obtained for the variation of opacity of (colloids duo to high frequency
oscillations, also show that an increase in the opacity cannot be regarded
as a quantitative measure of the corresj)onding degree of coagulation, as
has been tacitly assumed up till now. A number of those coagulation-
time cAirvGs also show an initial and a short-lived diminution of opacity,
followed by a rise. It is significant to recall in this comiection the
observation made by Joshi and co-workers that usually, though not
invariably, there is an initial fall of viscosity followed by rise. The
initial fall has been attributed to various factors, such as adsorption of
like ions, etc. Apparently, this is a stabilizing or a de-coagulating
circumstance. This would now appear to bo also the case under H.I

.

which are known to exert a dispersing and therefore, a stabilizing action
under certain conditions, though no direct possibility of adsorption of part
of the coagulant can be entertairuxi.

89. Variation of viscosity of colloids by ox:posnre to high
frequency oscillations.

S. S. Banerjeb and V. S. Raghavan, Benares.

The behaviour of a number of colloids in respect of change of viscosity

was examined previously, when exposed to omissions from a powerful
condensed spark discharge. The present paper embodies the results of
using oscillations of definite wavelengths, viz. 3-66, 4*6, 6 and 80 metres.

In agreement with the results of Joshi and co-workers, it has been
shown that the viscosity of the coagulating system varied diacontinuoualy
with respect to time or 'zonally\ especially when the coagulations were
slow. They also showed an initial dimimUion of viscosity.

Joshi and Iyengar have explained the discontinuities on the viscosity

-

time curves by assuming that micellar conglomerates, produced by coagula-
tion, might build up to a certain stage and then break down due to
instabilization induced by a number of factors, and then with the reverse
change and so on, repeatedly imtil coagulation changes into fiocculation,
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and this may be the source of the ‘zonal effect’ found to be generally

characteristic of all slow coagulations.

90. The role of the specific surface in determining the base
exchange capacity of subfractiona of hydrogen clays.*

J. N. Mukherjee, R. P. Mitra. and K. C. Ghosh, Calcutta,

Hydrogen clays prepared from five siil)fraction8 of the entire clay
fraction of an acid soil from the Oovernmont Farm at Latokujan, Assam,
have approximately the same chemical composition and apparent density

in toluene. Their titration curves with bases have also the same form.

The curves reveal a weak dibasic acid character. The base exchange
capacity (b.e.c.) per gramme calculated at the second inflexion (T2 ) is

nearly twice the b.e.c. at the first inflexion (Tj) with the exception of

one subfraction which gives the ratio 4. Both T2 and T^ increase with
diminishing particle size except for the fraction which has the highest

T2 . The three finest fractions have the same specific surface calculated

from the amount of methylene blue adsorbed per gramme. The two
coarser fratjtions have much smaller specific surfaces. With the exception

of the above siibfraction, the b.e.c. calculated per square metre of the

surface is practically constant.

91. Intera(3ti()n of silicic acid sol with acids.*

B. Chatterjbe, Calcutta.

A smaller lowering of pH is observed in the case of an olectrodialyzed

silicic acid sol on the gradual addition of oxalic, phosphoric and acetic

acids than when those acids are added to a hydrochloric aciid of nearly

the same pH as the sol. When hydrochloric acid is gradually added to

both of these solutions the lowering of pH is almost the same in either

case. This observation indicates that the greater buffer action of the sol

against oxalic, phosphoric and acetic acids is not due to a greater suppression

in the degree of dissociation of silicic acid but arises from an adsorption

of these acids by colloidal particles of silicic acid.

92. Back titration of silicic acid sols.*

* J. N. Mukherjee, B. Chatterjbe, and A. Sen, Calcutta.

The two titration curves, obtained on titrating an electrodialyzed

silicic acid sol with KOH up to pH 12'0 and then back titrating the

mixture with HCl, are almost similar in nature beyond the inflexion point

in the direct titration curve. The back titration curve shows a stronger

buffering. The total acids calculated at this inflexion point in the direct

and back titration curves are respectively 56*0 X 10 and 64*0 X 10

and the pH values 10-45 and 10-05 respectively. It has been suggested

that the widely divergent values of the dissociation constants of silicic

acid, which have mostly been determined by titrating sodium silicate

solutions with acids (equiv’’al0nt to the back titration reported above)

result from the use of sodium silicate solutions of different concentrations.

93. An equation for the percolation of water through sodium

soils.

M. R. Nayar and K. P. Shukla, Lucknow.

It is well known that sodium soils are the most impermeable to water.

An attempt has been made to study quantitatively the effect of varymg

* The work has been carried out under a scheme of research financed

by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.
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amounts of excliangeable sodium on pure Ca soils. It has been found that

the permeability of sodium soils depends on three main factors: (i) the

degree of saturation of soil complex with respect to Na*^ ion, (ii) the

clay content of the soil, and (hi) the base exchange capacity of the soil.

The rate of percolation of water through different grades of scxlium

soils is governed by the formula first enunciated by A. E. Harris, namely:

y = (1)

Where Y = rate of percolation of water.

_ Exchangeable
^

Base exchange capacity

and a and b are constants, characteristic of each soil.

The constant a has boon found to depend upon the clay content, and
as a result of experiments with about fifteen soils it has boon shown that

the following equation holds good:

log c
^

where c is the clay' content and is equal to 0-25 (approx.) for all soils

examined. Similarly^ the constant b varies directly as the base exchange
capacity of the soil, that is, b — k2B where B is the base exchange capacity
and k2 — 0*0018 (nearly).

Substituting for a and b in Harris’s equation we get the final

relation as

:

_ 0-2.5 -.0’18(Na+)

log
(^)

where (Na*^) = exchangeable sodiiun in mgm. equiv.

94. An equation for base oxrchango in soils.

M. R. Nayar aTid K. P. Shukla, Lucknow.

In connection with the adsorption exj)orimonts described in another
paper we fomid that in the reversible exchange roa(.':tion

:

CaZ + NagCOa^ NajZ + CaCOg

the quantities of soda carbonate adsorbed and calcium exchanged were
not equivalent. The soda carbonate was always greater than the exchange-

able replaced by Na*^. Different equations, o.g. Langmuir’s and
Vageler’s, have been examined for their applicability to this reaction, but
none of them has been found to apply satisfactorily. A new equation has
been proposed which follows the exchange reaction more closely, viz.

:

^ A+/

where X = Ca exchanged, B ~ base exchange capacity, I = initial

concentration of sod. carbonate, and /z, A are constants.

95. Proundlicb’s adsorption isotherm applied to soils.

M. R. Nayar a7id K. P. Shukla, Lucknow.
In the experiments previously reported hi connection with the

sodium carbonate treatment of canal beds for preventing seepage losses
it was foimd that a particular sample of soil to attain its maximum imper-
meability required the addition of 6% NagCOg. This works approximately
to 12 to 15 times the equivalent of exchangeable Ca normally present in
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the soils. The necessity for the addition of such a large quantity of the
reagent required some explanation. To clear some of those points certain

adsor|)tion experiments wore performed which led to the following con-

clusions: {a) Tire adsorption of Na2C03 by pure (Ja-soils was governed by
the Freundlicli equation:

y =

where Y = sodium carbonate adsorbed; c ~ o(|uilibrium concentration

of sodium carbonate and ‘n’ and‘n’ constants.

The constant ‘n’ is related to the base exchange capacity B of th(’>

soil, and the modified erpiation takes the form

y = :ti X ur^xB^c^i"

The variation of^n’ is within very narrow limits (0-8 to IT) for nine
soils studied.

96. Studies on base-exchange and elect ro -kinetic [uoperties of
synthtdiic and naturally occurring alumino -silicates.

8. P. Raychaudhuri and A. K. M. Quorati-Giiani, Dacca.

Synthetic alumino -silicates of widely varying silica-alumina ratios

have been prepared by mixing colloidal solutions of silicui and alumina
mid their base-exchange ])ro])ertieK, buffer curves and electro -kinotii^

behaviour have boon studied. The quantities of free silica and free alumina
j)resent in the precipitates have been determined and the projiei'ties of the
residues after removing the free silica and free alumina from the pre-

cipitates have also been studied. Those ]a‘oporties of the synthetic abimiiio
silicates have boon compared with similar j)roporties of some naturally
occurring alumino-silieatos like kaolin, montmoril Ionite, beidollito, and
halloysite.

97. Study of tlio molecular structure of some selenites.

S. S. Dharmatti and 0. R. Kanekar, Bombay.

Prasad and DhaiTnatti {Proc. Iml. Acad. 6'cb, 1040, 12, 185) have
measured the susceptibility of selenious acid and silver selenite and hav<>

come to the conclusion that both of them have an unsymmotrica l structiu’c.

Other selenites have also been investigated by the authors and the results

obtained have confirmed the unsymmetrical structure of those salts. Th(^

study of barium selenite presents a special interest as in this case the
difference in the values calculated for tlie symmetrical and unsymmetrical
structures is very small. This shows that th(^ magnetic method can bo
used for finding out the molecular constitution of a, stibstaucio ordy when
there is a wido differeiico in the calculated values for the possible structures

of the siiba^taiice.

98. Ionic susceptibility of barium from salts of organic, acids.

Mata Prasad, S. S. Dharmatti, and C. R. Kanekar, Bombay.

The susceptibilities of some barium salts of inorganic, acids were
measured by a modified form of Guoy’s balance and the results obtained

showed that the mean ionic susceptibility of barium
(
-32*21 X 10~^’)

obtained from these salts is in good agreement with the values calculated

by Slater’s (~-33-3x 10“®) and Angus’s (
— ,31*51 X 10”®) methods, respec-

tively. Barium salts of organic acids have now been investigated and
the mean ionic susceptibility of barium obtained therefrom ( — 42*62 X 10“®)
is considerably higher than the theoretically calculated values. This
observation is in confirmity with that of Trew {Trans. Faraday Soc., 1936,
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32
, 1668) on thallium salts of organic acids. The observed increase in

the ionic susceptibility seems to be due to the increase in the ionic radius

as a result of the increase in the size of the negative ion surrounding the

barium ion. Calcium and strontium salts are being investigated on similar

lines to tost this point of view.

99. Bia-magnotic susceptibility of bonzil.

(Miss) R. S, Reporter and M. Qitreshi, Hyderabad-Beccan.

Dia-magnotic susceptibilities of alcoholic solutions of benzil havo
been determined over a wide range of concentration, employing Guoy’s
method. The susceptibility-concentration graph is a straight line which
cuts the susceptibility axis at a point corresponding to the susceptibility of
alcohol, the maximum deviation from linearity being not more than 1%.
The value obtained for the gram-susceptibility of benzil by extrapolation

is —•531 X 10"^^ which corresponds to a value of —11 1*45 X 10”^ for the
molecular susceptibility of bonzil. This value is in close agreement with
that calculated on the basis of the diketono formula. The constitution of
bonzil has been discussed.

100. Bia-magnotic susceptibility of paraldehyde.

(Miss) R. S. Reporter and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Beccan.

Dia-magnetic susceptibility of pure paraldehyde has been determined,
employing Gouy’s method. As an average of several readings, the gram-

susceptibility comes out to bo —-6387x10”^’ which V.orrosponds to a

value of —84*31 6 X 10“”^ for the molecular susceptibility of paraldehyde.
This value is in very close agreement with that calculated on the basis

of a cyclic triacetal structure and differs considerably from that calculated

on the basis of a straight chain structure. The constitution of paraldehyde
has boon discussed.

101. Bia-magnetic susceptibility of metaldehydes.

(Miss) R. S. Reporter and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Beccan.

Dia-magnetic susceptibility of metaldehyde in the solid state ha4
been determined employing Gouy’s method. As an average of three
determinations the value of gram-susceptibility comes out to be — •463x

10 It is loss than that obtained by Pascal for acetaldehyde which is

— •602x10"®. This indicates that polymerization in this instance has
resulted in an increase in the number of double bonds rather than a
decrease as in the case of paraldehyde. The problem needs further investi-

gation before any definite conclusion can be reached with regard to the
structure of metaldehyde.

102. Bia-magnotic susceptibilities of optical isomors of tartaric

acid.

N. Chary and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Beccan.

Dia-magnetic susceptibilities of aqueous solutions of d-tartaric acid,

meso-tartaric acid, and racemic acid have been determined over a wide
range of concentration and the dia-magnetic susceptibilities of pure
compounds have been extrapolated from the susceptibility concentration
curves.

No definite variation in the dia-magnetic susceptibilities of the stereo-

isomers, namely, d-tartaric acid, mesotartaric acid and racemic acid has
been noted.
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The susceptibility-concentration graph for racemic acid shows a
break at 11% concentration. This indicates that at higher concentrations
racemic acid exists as a molecule, composed of two ordinary tartaric acid
molecules, which are joined together by single bonds through oxygen
atoms of the; ‘ COOH * groups. At lower concentrations this complex
molecule breaks up into simple tartaric acid molec-ules. This is supported
by the results obtained by Stuart from the measurements of interfacial

tensions of d -tartaric, acid, i-tartaric acid and racemic acid and some
inert liquids such as toluene and paraffin.

103. Dia-magnotic susceptibility of meta-tartaric acid.

N. Chary and M. Qureshi, Hyderabad-Deecan.

Meta-tartaric acid has been prepared in a pure condition and the
dia-magnotic susc^eptibility of its aqueous solution over a wide range of
concentration. The magnetic susceptibility of meta-tartaric acid extra-
polated from the curve is found to bo about 20% greater than that of
ordinary tartaric acids. Those results indicate that meta-tartaric acid is

a polymer and net an isomer of tartaric acid as is generally assumed. The
value cf n in (C4HqOq) is found to be ‘7’. A structural formula for this

})olymer meta-tartaric acid has been suggested.

104. Passivity of luagnesiuin and aluminium.

G. E/AMArao, Hyderabad-Deccan.

Magnesium and aluminium exhibit passivity when exposed to ultra-

violet radiations under atmospheric conditions. The degree of passivity
is measured by the displacement of c.opper from a solution of copper
sulphate. A slow current of dry air does not affect the metals but a
rapid current slightly activates. A stream of dry air bubbled vigorously

through concentrated sulphuric acid and passed over phosphorus
pentoxide j)assivatos them while a current of pure dry hydrogen under
the same conditions strongly activates the metals. An attempt is made
to explain these phenomena in the light of the existing theories of passivity.

JOS. Studios in salting-out effect. Part I.

M. D. Avasare and J. S. Dave, Baroda.

In this part of the investigation, effects of the addition of alkali

halides on the solubilities in water of the halogen substituted benzoic

acids have been studied.

It has been observed that (i) the salting-out effect increases with
increase in concentration of the added electrolyte, (ii) the bromides appear
tc be more effectiv’^e as salting-out agents than the chlorides and the iodides,

and (iii) the effect is greater in the case of meta substituted halogen acids
than with the ortho substituted ones.

106. Studies in solutions of aluminium hydroxide in alkali

hydroxides.

S. M. Mehta and V. T. Sheth, Bombay.

Equilibrium concentrations of solutions obtained by shaking

aluminium hydroxide with solutions of the hydroxides of sodium and
potassium were studied. For this purpose, four different samples of

aluminium hydroxides were used: (i) obtained by precipitation from
aluminium sulphate, (ii) Merck’s sample as obtained from the manufac-
turers, (iii) obtained by precipitation from aluminium chloride, and (h )

obtained by the hydrolysis of aluminium ethoxide.
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The ooncentration of the alkali was varied between IN and UN
and various mixtures were kept at different temperatures between 35® and
55®C. The results show that the solubility follows the order given above
for the different samples, being greatest for the sample obtained from
alimiinium sulphate and least for tliat obtained from aluminium ethoxide.

It is also found that the solubility of each sample increases with the
concentration of the alkali as well as with increase in temperature. Thf^

amount of alumina precipitated by the addition of an electrolyte has been
determined in each case and it is noticed tliat the amount of alumina
thus precipitated is in the reverse order of solubility, i.e. largest amount is

precipitated from the sample obtained from aluminium ethoxide whereas
the least amount is obtained from the sample obtained from aluminium
sulphate.

107. Studios on tlio iodination of different unsaturated organic

compounds in the dark as well as in light of different

frequencies in various non-polar and polar solvents.

S. K, Bhattacharyya, Bangalore.

Investigations have been carried out on the thermal iodination of
j3-amyleno and a-pinono in non-polar solvents lilce honzone, carbon tetra-

chloride and carbon disulphide and iodination of jS-amylono and phenyl
acetylene in polar solvciits like acjotic acid and absolute alcohol. The
reactions have been found to be rev'orsible and the etpiilibriurn (ionstants

have been determined under different experimental conditions. In non-
polar solvents, the reaction is termolecular witli respect to iodhie but
unimolecular with respect to the ac(^eptor, i.e. it is qua(1rimoloc\ilar with
respect to both; whereas in polar solvents, the reaiUion is termolecular
with respect to both. Investigations have also been carried out on the
X^hoto-chemical iodination of j)henyl acetylene, di(‘.yclopentadiono, j5-

amylene, dimethyl acetylene dif^arboxylate and phenyl proi:)iolic acid in

546, 436 and 366 p/* in non-x)olar solvent like carbon tetrachloride and
in polar solvent like absolute alcohol. The reaction is unimolecular with
respect to iodine in both tlie solvents. The reaction is reversible and does
not proceed to completion. A comx)arativo study has boon made on the
kinetics and mechanism of the thermal as well as the light reactions.

108. Studios on the photo-bromination of cinnamic acid in

wavelength 254 ft/x.

S. K. Bhattacharyya, Bangalore.

The kinetics and mecdianism of the bromination of cinnamic acid in

wavelength 254 ftfi in solution of carbon tetrachloride have been studied.

Results indicate that the kinetics and mechanism of the reaction are

quite different from those found with visible light by various workers.
The rea(?tion has no induction period and is unimolecular with respect to
bromine as well as with respect to cinnamic acid. The most peculiar
feature of the reaction is that the velocity of the I’eaction is directly

X)roportional to the intensity of radiation absorbed by cinnamic acid. The
quantum efficiency is high. The velocity of reaction is index)endent of
the nature of light exposed.

109. Influence of concentration on the physical properties of

acidoid gum arable.

S. N. Mukherjeb, Calcutta.

A study on the influence of concentration on different properties has
been helpful in showing that at higher sol concentrations there is some
evidence of the formation of aggregates. Although a second factor, viz.
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the hydration of particles influence these properties to a certain extent
there are some unmistakable indications of tlie micellar association from
some of these projicrties. Tla^ previous work at lower concentrations has
indicated the existence of aggregates at all concentrations, however low
that might be. If this fact be correlated with the observations made in
the present investigation the conclusion seems to be justiliod that in the
solution of the acidoid gum arabii; the process of aggregation goes on at
all concentrations and the assumption of a (critical concentration appears
to bo unne(!essary. Tins is, however, porfocily in conformity with the
assumiition that the aggregation proceeds by cohesive or Van der Waals’
forces which cannot l)o assumed to be saturated in the same sense as the
l^rimary or chemical forces.

110. Influence of temperature on specific conductivity of acidoid
gum arable.

S. N. Mukherjee, Calcutta.

In understanding the influence of temperature on specific conductivity
the role of hydration and aggregate formation in such cases should also
bo taken into consideration. The (djaractoristic way in which specific

conductivity changes with temi)eraturo presents some difli(;ultios if

explained from the \ iew-point of the change of dielectric constant and
mobility alone. The existence of the pseudo-form of the acid advocated
by Pauli and co-workers appears to bo doubtful in view of the behaviour
of the salts of the a(.*id so far as tho eciuivalent conductivity is concerned,
and further indoyjondcait proofs appear to be essential before this can be
a(^cei)ted finally.

111. Eloctroeliemioal projiorties of concoiitrated acidoid gum
arabic sol.

S. N. Mukherjee, Calcutta.

The effiic.t of diflbrent bases and salts on tho okHitro-clamical })ro-

porties of the sol reveal tluit different bases give dilferont total acidities

of tlie same sol, a difference which is main tabled evini in the case of the
ultrafiltrate. This difforeucc^ tliough small is, liowover, significant both in

conductometric and potentioraetric titrations. In the interaction of the
i^ol with the chlorides of Na’ and 13a*‘ both hydrogen ion activity and
• lilorine ion actixdty of tho sol undergo change in presence of tlie sol.

With barium ion the (dia.nge is more marked than with sodium. Similar

obser\’ations are made in the ultrafill rat(^ as well, iiotli hydrogen and
clilorine ion activities behave similarly oxcejiting at voi’y low salt con-
centrations wlion only the relationship between sodium and barium
becomes reversed. With hydrocliloric acid as well some peculiar features

liavo been noticed both ui the sol and its ultrafiltrate.

Organic Chemistry

112.

On sjmthesis of santalol and related compounds.

P. C. Guha and S. C. Bhattaoharji, Bangalore.

In continuation of tho work reported last year {Proc. Indian Set.

Cong,, 1941, p. 74), and with tho ultimate object of syntiiesizing the

sesquiterpene alcohol, santalol, the synthesis of somo of its simpler degrada-

tion products, viz. teresantalic acid, teresantalol, etc., has boon extended.

As the method of preparation of S-tjhloro-camphor, by tlio mtithod described

last year, gives very poor yield, tho preparation of tho chloro-compound

has been tried starting from a-chloro-camphor via a : 8-dichloro-caraphor.
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8-Bromo-camphor has been conveniently made in good yield. Work on
the conversion of 8-bromo-camphor into 8-hydroxy-camphor, as also the

direct linking of the 2 : 6-carbon atoms of 8-hydroxy-camphor viu its

hydrazone is described.

113. On siilphanilamide derivatives possessing heterocyclic

rings. Part IT. Action of p-acetamino-benzene sul-

phonyl chloride with heterocyclic amines.

P. C. Githa and Debabrata Das-Gtjpta, Bangalore.

In continuation of the work reported last year {Proc. Indian Sci.

Cong.., 1941, p. 89) acetylaminobonzeno sulphonyl cliloride does not react

with phenyldithiobiazolonamino])henylsulphide ;
phenyIdithiobiazoloii-

aminotolylsulphide, and phenyldithiobiazolonhydresulphamin. Acetyl-

fiminobenzonesulphonyl chloride reacts with (1) iminodihydrothiobiazole-

methylthiol, (2) diaminotetrahydrothiobiazole, (3) 2-amino-thio(j5j3i)-

biazoie, and (4) /5-methyl-2-aminothio-(j8)3i)-biazole to give the corres-

j)ondmg acetylamino sulphonyl compounds of (1), (2) (m.p. 252-54°), (3)

and (4) (m.p. 210-212°), respectively. The acetylamino compounds have
been hydrolyzed to the free amino compounds. Their toxicity and
therapeutic efficiency are under investigation.

114. Synthesis of sulphanilamido compounds possessing seleno-

heterocyclic rings.

P. C. Guha and A. N. Roy, Bangalore.

In continuation of the work reported last year {Proc. Indian Sci.

(Jong., 1941, p. 89) 2-amino-4-methyl-seleiiazole, 2-amino-4-phenyl-
selenazole, 2-amino-4-methyl-5-carboxy-selonazolo and seleno-hydantoin,
prepared with some rnodilications on the older methods, have been made
to react with p-acetaminobenzene sulphochloride to give 2-(p-acetamino-
benzontvsulphonyl) amino-4-mothyl selonazole (I), 2-(p-acetamino-benzeno-
sulphonyl)-amiiio-4-phonyl selonazole (II), 2-(p-acotamino-benzene-8ul-
phonyl)-amino-4-methyl-selonazolo-5-carboxylic acid (III) and 2-(p-acetyl-

amino-benzone sulphonyl)-amino-soleiio-hydantoin (IV), respectively. The
acetyl compounds I, II and III, on hydrolysis, have yielded the corres-

ponding amino-comj)ounds, viz. : 2-(p-amino-bonzoriosulidionyl)-amino-4-
methyl selonazole (V), 2-(p-amino-benzenesulphonyI)-amino-4-phenyr-
solenazole (VI), and 2-(7?-amino-l)onzenesulphonyl)-amino-4-methyl~
selonazolo-5-carboxylic acid (VII). The therapeutic effioioncy and toxicity

of these compounds will be studied soon.

115.

On a new method of synthesis of the norbornylane system

.

P. C. Guha and V. R. Srinivasan, Bangalore.

The keto-dicarboxyli(5 acid reported last year (vide Proc. Indian Sci.
Cong., 1941, p. 75) has been esterified, and the pure ester (I) has the
b.p. 170—75°/2-3 mm. This ester has been cyclizod to give the diketo-
monocarboxylic ester (II) which is a solid melting at 90°. This, upon
hydrolysis and Clemmensen reduction, is expected to yield the norbornylane
derivative (III).

BtOgC—CH—CHMe

OHg

CO

CO—CH CHMe

EtOaC-CH—CH
(II)

CHa—CH CHMe

I

RtOaC—CH
(I)

CO CH,—CH CH,

(III)
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116.

Synthesis of sulphanilamide derivatives possessing hetero-
cyclic rings.

P. C. Guha and V. M. Dokras, Bangalore.

Xho paper doscribew the action of p-acetylamiiiobenzonosulphonyl
chloride and other allied sulphochlorides upon 2 : 6-diaminothianthreu
and aminobenzodithiins, etc., with a view to study the antibacterial action
of the synthetic sulphonaiuides.

117. Preparation of barbiturates.

P. C. Guha and M. S. Muthanna, Bangalore.

Exj)erimental conditions for the laboratory preparation of
barbiturates, such as veronal, pheno-barbitone (Luminal), adalin, dial,

amytal, etc., have boon established. Ohloracetic; acid required for the
preparation of ethyl inalonate (one of the starting materials for the pre-
paration of barbiturates) was prepared from acetic acid from IJhadravati
lime acetate and conditions for the prex)aration of titliyl raalonate have
been worked out tlioroughly.

118. Extension of Roformatsky reaction. Part II. Condensa-
tion of ethyl bromomalonate with methyl ethyl ketone
and ci/cZohexanone.

B. H. Iyer, Bangalore.

It has been shown {J. Itidlan Chem. Soc., 1940, 17, 215) that the
condensation of ethyl bromomalonate with acetone followed an unexpected
course, yiehling actetonyl isopropyl malonate which was cyclized and
hydrolyzed successively to mothone. The same bromo-ester has now
been condensed with methyl ethyl ketone aiul ci/ciJolioxanone and the
products of reactioTi arc being c^haracterized.

119.

Synthetical experiments in the pinane group. Part VII.
Further attempts to synthesize pinonic acid.

P. L. Narasimha Kao, Bangalore.

In continuation of the experiments on the synthesis of pinonic acid
tlescribed in Part VI of this series {J. Indian Inst. Sci., 1939, 22A, 317),
the study of the preferential liydrolysis of the ester group in compoundH
(I) by various reagents has been j>ursued. It is found that cone, sulphuric
acid smoothly hydrolyzes the (iiphen3d derivative (I, R = Ph2 )

to the
free acid (II), m.p. 139°, with the nitrogenous residue remaining intact.

This hydrolysis can also be effected to varying extent by means of castor
seed lipase, or 10% alcoholic potash.

^^^^C02Et

'^^'^CHsi-CONHR (I)

COaH

CHjCONHPha (II)

A Blaise’s reaction using zinc-methyl iodide on the acid chloride of (II)

has resulted mainly in the esterification of (II); however, by testing the

product with Girard’s reagent, it was noted that some traces of ketonic

bodies wore formed. Further experiments are in progress.
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120. lodination of unsaturated compounds.

M. Jagannadha Rao, Bangalore.

In continuation of the work already done on the iodiiiation of

^-amyiono and pinono in the dark (J. Indian Choti. Soc., 1041, 18, 245) tho
reactions of iodine with other unsatiirated compounds like campheno and
a-a.rnyleno are being studied in different solvents under varying conditions

of concentration and temj)oraturf5. (Jonsiderable x-ariation in the

behaviour of iodine towards these compounds is noticed.

121. R(^-ex:anunatic>n of the alkaloidn of th(‘- fruits of Solanum
xanthoairpum.

B. L. Manjitnath and M. Shadaksharaswamy, Bangalore.

Owing to tiic disc'repaiK'ies mjticod between tiie work of Sy(»d and
Ivanga. {Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 19.40, 4d, 255) and that of Oupta and Dutt

(,/. Indian Chem. »SV>c., 1948, 15,95) tlie alkaloidal constitu(3nts of an authoii-

t ic s})Ocini(3n of tlio sccmIs of Solanum xanlhocarpurn, wore re-invostigatod

.

4’ho gluco-alkaloi<l, solancarj^ine, (j44H77()j9N, was found to melt at 20()‘^().

On hydrolysis it gave solancaipidino, 020^143^^3^ {m.p. 197-9<S°), glucose,

rhamnoso and g<il;i(‘tose. The formulae of tho alkaloids have been

C'stablish<3d by n^jieated and careful analyses. Tho |>ap(3r also contains

the study of some of tho simj^Ier derivatives of solancarpidino.

122. Cluntucal investigation of tlie fatty oil from tho seeds of

Xylia xylocarpa.

B. L. Manjitnath and B. 8. Nagaraj, Bangalore.

Xylia xylocarjta is a, ])ig tree indigenous to Central and South India.
Its seeds are edible and contain 14% of an oil which has tho following
constants:

—

S}>. gr. (25''/25'^), 0-9145
; ^25®* ^ '^TOO

; sap. val., 181 ; acid val.,

i 1 ;
acetyl value, 11; iodine val., 90; iteichert Mei.sol val., 0-2(5 ; unsaponi-

liable inatb^r 1*0%; saturated acids, 21*0%; mean mol. wt, of total acids.

421; —of saturated aedds, 454; --of liquid acids, 412. Tho deals
with the identification of the varions constituents of the oil.

123. On the alkaloidal corrstituents oi Alstonia scholaris.

8. 81DDAPPA, Bangalore.

Tho bark of Alstonia .scholarw obtained from the forests in Shimoga
area, gave 0*5 p.c. of t^chitamiiio hydrochloride. A largo quaiitity of the
alkaloid has been prepared by a modified imdJiod and its constitution is

now undt^r investigation. Attempts to i)ropare in a ])uro staio tli(j other
alkaloids, said to bo x)rcscnt in the A. sjaottios liavo so far bt^ai unsuccessful.

Owing to the r(3i)ut(^(l antimalarial properties of tho bark, its tinctui'e
is under clinical investigation. A sampki of the hydrochloride lias beoji
sent for pharmacological stiuly.

124. Synthesis of h-keto- A^-decenoic acid.

P. C. Mitter and Dambarijdiiar Gogoi, Calcutta.

In connection with some synthetic work we were in need of G-keto-
-docenoic acid which was synthosizod in tho following way:—Formyl

succinic ester, prox^arod by condensing formic ester with succinic ester in
pre863nce of sodium, gave on careful hydrolysis )3-aldehydo-propionic
ester. On condensing thb aldohydo ester with malonic acid in pyridine
solution and working in the usual way, adiponic ester acid
COOEt.CH2CH2CH-CH.COOH, b.p. 15(F-16076 mm. was obtained.
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The ester acid was converted into the ester chloride b.p. 130'^-135°

14 mm. by treating with PCI5 in benzol. This was condensed with propyl
acetoacotic ester in othoroal solution and tlm produijt hydrolyzed by shaking

with alcoholic potash at the ordinary temperature for 40 hours when
6-keto- A^-decenoic acid was obtained. The acid melts at 178^-180'^ with
previous softening at 175°.

125. Studies in the Fries migration. Part I,

R. D. Desat and C. K. Mavani, Bombay.

As the Fries migration of orcinol diacetate gave a good yield of the

mixture of y-orsacetophenone-(2 : 6-dihydroxy-4-mothyl-acetoplienono)

and 2 ; 4-diacetyl-5-methyl resorcinol, wo have heated various orcinol

esters in presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride, and find that there is

a tendency for the acyl groups to take up the y-position to a considerable

extent. This reaction, thus, furnishes us with a now method of preparing

some y-dorivativos of orcinol. The reaction has been extended to various

dihydric and trihydric j)honol derivatives.

126. Some reactions of aryl ^-toluenesulplionic esters.

R. D. Desai and C. K. Mavani, Bombay.

Mono- as well as di-p-toluenesulphouates of resorcinol and hydro

-

quinone were heated with aluminium chloride in order to see whether the

migration of p-toluenesulphonyl group from oxygon to carbon would
take place or not. The results were negative. Similar negative results

wore obtained in the condensation of p-toluenesulphonyl chloride with

aromatic hydrocarbons in presence of anhydrous aliuninium chloride.

Unsuc(5e8sful attempts were also made to bring off the Baker-Venkatararnan
transformation of 2-a(;etyl-l -?)-toluene-sulphonyl-a-naphthol by the

method of Shah, Ullal and Wheeler. It seems that in spite of strong

superficial resemblance, the chemical properties of the acetyl and p-

toluenesuli)honyl groui)H vary enormously.

127. Studios in naphthalene scries. Part XII. Preparation of

1-lauryl, 1-palmityl- and l-stearyl-2-naphthols.

. R. D. Desai and W. S. Wabavdekar, Bombay.

The Nencki reaction with j5-naphthol and lower members of the

aliphatic acids does not go well. However, when lauric, palmitic and

stearic acids were used, the reaction wont smoothly and good yields of

l-lauryl-, 1-palmityl-, and 1 -stearyl-2-naphthols wore obtained. Those
now ketones were then subjected to various reactions such as bromina-

tion, nitration, reduction and Hostanocki acylation.

128.

Studies in naphthalene s(M*ies. Part XIII. Further

ex:periments on the synthesis of ddauryh, 4-palmityl-

and 4-stearyl-l -naphthols.

R. D. Desai and W. 8. Wahavdekar, Bombay.

In continuation of our work on 4-acyl- 1 -naphthols, vv'e have already

reported the synthesis of 4-lauryl-, 4-palmityl- and 4-stearyl-] -naj)hthols.

{Proc. Ind. Acad. ScL, 1941, 13 , 39). However, as the yields obtaiiiod

by these methods were not satisfactory, we examined two alternative

methods. The first method consisted in condensing 2-acotyl-l-naphthol

with lauryl chloride, when an excellent yield of 2-acetyl-4-iauryl-l-

naphthol was obtained. The Kostanecki acetylation of this diacyl- 1-

naphthol gave the chromone, the alkaline hydrolysis of which furnished

the original diaceyl ketone, and not the carboxylic acid. This method

6
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was, therefore, ruled out of practical consideration. The second method
consisted in coridensing lauryl (‘hloride with 2-carhomethoxy-l-naphthol,

when a mixture of 2 -lauryl- 1-naphthol and 2-carbomethoxy-4-lauryl-l-

naplithol was obtained, and the decarboxylation of the corresponding acid

gave 4-lauryl- 1-naphthol. Investigations along similar lines were carried

out using palmityl and stearyl chlorides.

129. Heterocyclic compounds. Part XVII. Coumarins from

2-ethyl-orcinol and j3-ketonic esters.

R. D. Desai and C. K. Mavani, Bombay.
7-Hydi oxy-coumarins from orcinol are rare and some of them have

recently boon prepared by Sothna and Shah {J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1940,

17, 211, 239). Our attempts to condense 2-acylorcinol8 with )9-ketoriic

esters in order to obtain 7-hydroxy-coumarin derivatives liavo failed, as

only 5-hydroxy-coumarins are formed owing to dtmcylation. y-Orcacoto-
phenone, which can now be easily iirepared by the Fries migration of

orcinol diacetate, was reduced to 2-eth> lorcinol and when this rare dihydric-

phenol was subjected to the Pechmann reaction, 7-hydroxycoumarin8
were obtained in good yield. Coumarins have been prepared from
acetoacetic, alkyl -aceto-acetic, and benzoylacetic esters.

130. Heterocyclic compounds. Part XVIII. a- and )3-naplitha-

chromones and naphtha-coumarones containing long-

chain alkyl radicals.

R. D. Desai and W. S. Waravbekar, Bombay.
2-Lauryl-, 2-palmityl- and 2-stearyl-l-naphthols and 1-lauryl-,

1 -palmityl- and 1 -stearyl-2-naphthol8 have been subjected to the Kostanecki
reaction to obtain the chromones having long-chain alkyl radicals in the

3 position and the properties of these compounds are studied. The same
hydroxy-ketones have been condensed with bromacetic ester, and the
resultmg carboethoxy methyl ethers give readily the required a- and
P-naphtha-coumarones on treatment with sodium ethoxide.

131. Sulphanilamide derivatives.

R. D. Desai, J. B. Ibani, and C. V. Mehta, Bombay.
Now sulphanilamide derivatives have been obtained by condensing

p-acetamhio-benzonesulphonyl chloride with 1-aminobenzthiazole and its

substitution derivatives. ^-Dibenzylaminosulphonyl-chloride has boon
obtained by the sulphonation of dibenzylaniline and converted into the
amide and the anihde, both of which are expected to be therapeutically
useful, as p-benzylaminosulphanilamide is already used in medicine.
Finally, azobenzeno has been sulidionated to give azobenzene -4 :

4'

di8ulx>honyl chloride and the amide and substituted amides have been
obtained. These substances are particularly interesting, as they should
liberate two molecules of suljjhanilamide or its derivatives in vivo. We
hope to be able to get the pharmacological tests carried out in the near
future.

132. o-Hydroxy-aryl-ketones as ingrain dyes.

R. D. Desai, P. N. Joshi, and S. Mttthukeishnan, Bombay.
As the only recorded instance of an o-hydroxy-aryl-ketone suggested

for ingrain dyeing is CIBA Naphthol R.P. or 4-benzoyl-1-naphthol
(D.R.P. 211, 223) we have investigated the possibilities of using other
hydroxy-aryl-ketones in this respect. 4-Acetyl-1-naphthol, an elegant

6b
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-method for the preparation of which has been described by Akram and
Desai {Proc. Acad. Sci., 1940, 11 , 149), has been found to be a very
interesting ketone in this respect; and wo have carried out an extensive
series of dyeing trials using the various azo salts. The Ivomologues of
4-acetyl- 1-naphthol are also equally useful. By an application of the
Friedel-Craft’s reaction to 2-hydroxy-3-naphthoyl chloride wo hav^o

synthesized 2-hydroxy-3-benzoyl-, 2-hydroxy-3-p-toluyl- and 2-hydroxy-3-
a-naphthoy1-naphthalene. These ketones resemble naphthol A in respect
of their alkaline solutions, being substantive to cotton. A number of
diazo salts have been used for coupling and the shades i:>roducod are fast

to light, soaping and 1 % hypochlorite solution.

133.

Use of o-hydrox:y-ai\yl-ketoiies in printing.

R. D. Desai, P. N. Josht, and S. Mothukrishnan, Bombay.

4-Acetyl- l-naj)hthol and 3-benzoyl-2-naphthol can be used in j>laco

of Naj)hthol A.S. for printing purposes. The cloth can be prepared by
padding with an alkaline solution of these ketones, and the naphthols
are developed by |)rinting with a paste pre[)ared from stabilized azo-salts

and solution of British gum. The })rinta are bright and fast to washing
and soa]3ing.

134. The cjyanine dyes of the pyridine series. Part II,

M. Q. Doja and Dhanushdiiar Parsad, Patna.

jD-Dimothylamino-benzaldohydo has been condensed respectively with
a -picoline-meth iodide, -othiodide, -propyl iodide and -butyl iodide; and
the chemical dyeing and i)hotographic properties of the compound thus
produced examined, witli a view to investigate the iniluonco of change of
structure on the i)roperties of those dyestuffs, specially their sensitizing
power.

135. Syntheses of y-keto fatty acids.

J, J. Tbivedi and K. S. Nakgund, Aliinedabad.

• Following the koto acid synthesis of Mrs. Robinson y-ketodecylic
acid m.p. 71° and y-ketonondecylic acid m.p. 95-90° have been prepared
and characterized by suitable derivatives. A now method lias been
developed for the preparation of y-koto fatty ac*ids which consists in

treating the Grignard reagent of an aj^propriate alkyl bromide or iodide
with succinic anhydride under suitable conditions. A number of y-keto
acids including the two described above have been j)ropared by the latter

method.

130. Synthetical anthelmintics. Synthesis of y-alkyl-y-p-

methoxyphcnyIbiityro 1actones

.

J. J. Trivedi and K. S. Nargund, Ahmedabad.

The butyrolactones mentioned in the title of this paper have been
prepared by (i) the action of a Grignard reagent of an alkyl bromide on
ethyl jS -p-methoxybenzoyl propionate, and (ii) by the action of the

Grignard reagent prepared from p-bromoanisolo on the ethyl esters of

y-keto fatty acids. In some cjases the coiTesi3onding y-hydroxy butyric

acids obtained from neutralization of an alkali solution of a lactone in

cold have been described. Lactones containing alkyl groups up to cetyl

have been prepared.
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137. Sulphonation of antliranilic acid.

B. L. Bhat and K. S. Nargtjnd, Ahmedabad.

Sulphonation of anthranilio aoid undor various conditions has boon
attempted. It has boon found that sulphuric acid containing up to 5%
tjulphur trioxide when lioatod with anthranilic acid at 170-180“ for 10-15
minutes gives 3 sulphoanthranilie acid the constitution of which has been
proved by its conversion into 3-sulj)hosalicylic acid by diazotization.

The action of bromine oti the sulpho aci<l lias boon found to give 3 : 5

dibromoanthranilic aijid and tribromoanilino.

138. An attempt at the direct synthesis of substituted cinnamic

acids.

B. D. Patel and K. V. Bokil, Ahmedabad.

Recently a now compound was isolated from tho condensation of

acetonedicarboxylic acid with anisolo which was proved to be j8j3-di-

Bubstituted glutaric acid by its synthesis first from tho condensation of

acetoacotic ester with anisolo, and socoiully by tlu' addition of aiiisole to

/j-mothoxy-/5-inethylcinnamic acid,—both under tho influence of 80%
sulphuric acid, (Vyas and Bokil, Ramyananiy 1039, 198). This doflnitoly

indicated the formation of tho substituted cinnamic; acid as the inter-

mediate product in the first synthesis. With a view to getting such

acids, acetoacetio ester was condensed with phenolic others undor the

influence of different concentrations of sulphuric acid at the ordinary

temperature over different periods of time, and using different quantities

of reacting substances.
Sulphuric acid with concentrations lower than 80% produced little

or no condensation. 80% acid produced substituted butyric aedds (A)

and their esters in more or less quantity, along with a trace of another
acid (13) wliich was formed in a little larger (quantity with 85% acid,

which also produced some sulphonic acids along with the acids (A) and
their esters. The acids (B) appimred to bo adiiition products of a molo(;ule

of acetoacotic ester with the intormtMliate cinnamk; acids. 90% acid,

and other higher concentrations, produced mainly sulphonic acids. In no
case could even a trace of tho expo(;ted cinnamic acids, or their esters,

bo isolated under any conditions, presumably due to tho rapid addition
of the phenol others or, when this is more or less prevented, the acetoac(;tic

ostor to the intormodiato cinnamic acids. Those findings are in marked
contrast to the claim made by Limayo {liasayanatny 1939, 180) of having
obtained small quantities of cimiamic acids from the coTidensation of
a(;etoacetic ester witli anisolo and phenotole for which no details are
given.

Tho addition of acetoacotic (^stor to the intermediate p -substituted
cinnamic acids in the above condensations is interesting, since this addition
reaction by tho Michael method is known to be entirely prevented. Benzoyl
acetic ester did not condense with phenol ethers under the above t^oiidi-

tions. The ease with which phenol ethers can add to different
^-substituted cinnamic acids is also being studied.

139. Syntlieses of antileprosy drugs. Parti. A now synthesis
of w-cyclohexyiixndecylxG aedd—an analogue of diiiydro-

hydnocarpic acid.

(Miss) B. C. Pandya, K. S. Naruund, and K, V. Bokil,
Ahmedabad.

Hiers and Adams (Jowr. ^mer. Chem. Soc.y 1921), 48, 1092) synthesized
tho cyclohoxyX analogue of dihydrohydnocarpi(; acid on the linos of their
syntliosis of diliydrohydnocarpic acid. The latter was recently synthesized
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by a new, and a simpler method by Bokil and Nargund {Bomb, Univ,
Jour., 1937, 6, (II) 93). Tlie cj/cioliexyl analogue is now synthesized
in a similar way.

Ethyl cyclohexanone-2-carboxylato was condensed in the form of its

potassium salt with ethyl ^t’-bromonundocylahs giving tho koto-diester (1)

(b.p. 260''’-270^/13 mm.). On hydrolysis with (^oiicentratod hydrochloric
acid (I) gave a koto acid estor (II, b.p. 25r)'"-2Gr)”/3 mrn.); when boiled
with 10% methyl alcoholic caustic j)otash (1) gave a mixture of koto acid
ester (II) and a dibasic a.(dd (III) which on distillation gives cyc/ohoxanone-
2-w;-undocylic acid (IV) as the first fraction (b.p. 260’—265°/13 mm.;
m.p. 60°~62°; and somicarbazone m.p. 134'^-1 35"^). This was reduced by
Clomonson's mcdliod to the reejuired le-cyc/ohoxylundocylic acid (m.]).

57'^-58°). Its ester and amide are also prepared,

140. Preparation of substituted cinnamic acids by the ring-

opening of tlu^ couinarins.

K, G. Naik, R. K. Trivedi, and M. P. Shah, Baroda.

In tlic^ ])resent study, conditions for tho preparation of Riibstitutf>d

o-coumari(' acids from 4-alkyl- or 4-phonylcoumarins were investigated.
The classi(‘al methods emj)Ioyed in this direction did not give successful
results. Howev(>r, by employing dimethyl sulphate to lock up the -OH
group formed when the c<»umarins were dissolved in alkali, tho substituted
methoxy cinnamu*. dt^rivativos wore obtained. The following coumarins
wore Bubjoctod to this treatment: (i) 7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin ;

(ii) 7-hydroxy-4-methyl-3-ethylcoumarin; (iii) 7-hydroxy-4-phenylcou-
marirj; (iv) 7-hydroxy-4-methyl-3-allylcoumarin; (4) 5-7-di-hydroxy-
4-inothylcoumnrin.

Tho first throe substamtes gave the following acid derivatives: (i)

2 ; 4-dimothoxy-j3-mothyl cinnamic acid, (ii) 2 ; 4-di-mothoxy-j3-methyl-,
a-ethyl ciimamic acid; (iii) 2 ; 4-dimethoxy-p -phenyl cinnamic acid.

141 . Interaction of nitrosyl chloride with the substituted amides
of a(5etoaceti(‘ acid.

K. G. Naik, R. K. Trivedi, and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

In order to study the reactivity of tho mothylone group -CH2 -, in

tho case of the substituted amides of acetoacetic acud, tho interaction

of nitrosyl chloride with the following substances was investigated: (i)

aceto-acetanilide, (ii) acoto-acet-o-tolylamido, (iii) acoto-acet-p-tolylaraide
(iv) ac,eto-acet-l .3.4-xylylamide, (5) aceto-aceto-a-naphthylamide, (vi)

a(*eto-acot -iiaphtl lylamide.

All the above comj)oiinds reacted with nitrosyl chloride yielding their

respective yellow i,so-nitroso-derivatives (oximes) without giving the
corresponding isomers.

142. Interaction of substituted amides of acetoacetic acid

with bromine.

R. K. Trivedi and M. P. Shah, Baroda.

Conditions of interaction of bromine with the following substituted

amides of acetoacetic acid wore investigated
:

(i) acetoacetanilide, (ii)

aceto-acet-p-toluidide, (iii) aceto-acet-1.3.4.-xylidide, (iv) aceto-acet-e

toluidide, (v) acoto-acot-a-naphthylide.
Out of these, the first three ga\’e tho corresponding mono-bromo-

derivatives.

It was found that tho reactivity of one of the hydrogen atoms of the

methylene group -CHg- iri the case of acetoacetic acid is greater than that
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of the other hydrogen atom. The methyiorio group -CH2
- iu acetoacetic

acid is more reactive- than that iu the other similar substances such as

malonic acid, cyan acetic acid.

1^3. Interaction of sulphuryl (;hlorid(> with the substituted

amides of acetoacetic acdd.

R. K. Trivedi and B. N. Mankad, Baroda.

Conditions of interaction of sulphuryl chloride with the amides of

acetoacetic acid wore investigated. The following amides gave the

corresponding mono-chloro-dorivatives: (i) aceto-acot -anilide, (ii) aceto-

acet-l : 3 : 4-xylylamido, (iii) aceto-aeet-amaplithylamido.
It appears that tho keto-enol transformation, which may bo taking

place even at lower temperature in the case of acetoacetic acid (lori\-ative8

may be responsible for the easy formation of mono substituted derivatives.

It was also fomid that the reactivity of one of the hydrogen atoms of the

methylene group .Cll 2 - in tho case of acetoacetic acid is greater than that
of the other hydrogon atom.

144. Condensation of phenols and phenolic ethers with acetone

dicarboxylic acid. Coumarins and anhydiides of jS-aryl

glutaconic acids.

V. M. Dixit and A. M. Kankudati, Dharwar.

Resorcin and m-crosol were condensed with acetone dicarboxylic

acid in tho presence of (i) anhydrous aluminium chloride, a.T)d (ii) phos-
phorus oxychloride as con<iensing agents. From the condensation products
in eacli case, an acid (A) and a non-acidic substance (B) were separated.

There was no difference l)etwoen tlie products obtained by the use of

either aluminium chloride or phosphorus oxychloride as tlie condensing
agent. In the case of resorcin, tho acifl (A) was identified with V-hydroxy-
coumarin;4'acotic acid. The non-acid (B), according to tho experimental
evidence available at i)rosont, may bo the anhydride of tho corresponding
j5-2 : 4'dihydroxyphenyl glutaconic acid. Similarly, in the case of m-
cresol, tho acid (A) was identified with 7-mothyl-coumarln-4-aceti(‘ acid
and tho nonacid is considered to be the anhydride of j3-2-hydroxy-4-

methylphonyl glutaconic acid. Tho nonacidic compounds (B) could be
converted into tlie respective coumarin-4-acotic acids Ijy boiling with (i)

alkalies, and (ii) sulphuric acid (75%). They give acetyl, benzoyl and
methyl derivatives which are still under investigation.

In view of the possible formation of glutaconic anhydrides, it is

suggested that the condensation of acetone dicarboxylic acid in tho ortho
position with respect to tho -OH group of the phenol yields simultaneously
the cis and trans forms of the corre8X)onding glutaconic acid and that
while the cis changes to tho corresponding coumarin-4-acetic acid, the
trans gives tho anliydride. Other phenols and plienolic others have also

boon condensed with acetone dicarboxylic acid by the uso of aluminium
chloride and phosphorus oxychloride. The jiroducts obtained are under
investigation. Other condensing agents like P2O 6 ,

dry HCl gas, and
sodium ethoxide have been successfully employed in tho condensation of
some phenols with acetone dicarboxylic arid.

146. Synthesis of 6-acetyl-8-ethyl-umbelliferone.

Shridhar Dattatraya Limaye, Poona.

The present work was undertaken as a part of the scheme for the
‘syntheses in tho coumarin-y-pyrone group’, (D. B. Limaye, Rasayanarn,
1937, 1 , 113; 1939, 1 , 169).
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2-Ethyl-rosorc;in (Limaye and Miss Ghate, Raaayanam, 1936, 1 , 39),
gave on condensation with malic acid in the presence of concentrated
sulphuric acid, 8-ethyl-umbelliferono, m.p. 189°, CuHiqOs, (I) [acetate,

m.p. 105°, (II) methyl ether, m.p. 158°, (III), benzoate m.p. 115°].

Hydrolysis of (III) gave 2-hydroxy-3-ethyl-4-methoxy-cinnamic acid,
m.p. 166° (decomp.), 012^^1404. On hydrolysis followed by methylation,
(III) gave the methyl ester of 2 : 4-dimethoxy-5-etliyl-cinnamu; acid, a
liquid, which on hydrolysis furnished the acid m.p. 80 °, Ol 16^4*

On treatment anhydrous aluminium chlorido, (II) gave a compound
m.p. 166°, C13H12O4, (IV) giving rod colouration with ferric; (ihlorido

[semicarbazone m.p. 7iot below 285°; acetate m.p. 118°]. (IV) gave on
heating with sodium acotato and acetic anhydride a coumarino-pyrono,
m.p. 233°, C17H14O5, (V) thus .showing (IV) to lie 6-acetyl -8-ethyl

-

urabelliferone. On hydrolysi.s (IV) yielded 2 : 4-dihydroxy-3-ethyb5-
acetyl -cinnamic acid, m.p. 203° (decomp.) which on treatment with
concentrated sulphuric acid regenerated (IV). (V) is under further
inve.stigation.

146. Syutliosis of 2-acotyl-4-butyl-resorcin by the extension of

the Nidhone process for the synt heses of 2-acyl-resorcins.

Shripad Vashdeo Paranjpe, Poona.

The Nidhone process for the syntheses of 2-acyl-resorcins (Limaye,
Bcr,, 1934, 67, 12) has been extended to the synthesis of 2-acebyl-4-othyl-

rosorcin (Limaye and Limaye, Rasayanarriy 1941, 1
, 201). The process

has now been extended to the synthesis of 2-ac0tyl-4-butyl-resorcin.

4-Butyl-ro.sorcin (John.soii and Lane, Jour. Amer. Chem, Soc., 1921,
43 , 357) was condensed with acetoacetic ester to yield 6-biityl-4-mothyl-

umbelliferono, (I) m.y:). 160°C., CjsHioOs [acetate (11), m.p. 110°0.

;

benzoate, m.p. 116°C. ;
methyl other, m.p. 168°C.]. (II) on treatment with

anhydrous aluminium chloride gave a compound, (III) m.p. 132°C.,

Ci0HjgO4 [acetate, m.y). 122°C.; benzoate, m.p. 147°C. ;
methyl other,

m.p. 70°0. and semicarbazone, m.p. 220°C.], which on reduction gave
8-ethyl-6-butyl-4-mi3thyl-uml)elliferone, (IV) m.p. 146°G., of S.D. Limaye
[acetate, m.p. 112°C.; benzoate, m.p. 166°C. ; methyl ether, m.p. 70°C.].

Hence (HI) could bo ropro.souted as 8-acetyl-6-butyl-4-mothyl-umbolli-
fbroiie. (Ill) on hydrolysis with caustic alkali, yielded 2-acetyl-4-butyl-

resorcin, (V) m.p. 70°C., C12H1QO3 [diacetate, a liquid; dibeiizoate,

m.p. 9()°CL], (IV) on reduction furnished 2-ethvl-4-butyl-resorcin,

(VI) m.p. 65°C.
In keeping with 2-acyl-rosorcins (V) and (VI) condensed with aceto-

acetio ester to yield (III) and (IV) respectively.

147. Synthesis of j3-(4-butoxy-phenyl)-glutaoomc acid.

Vishnu Keshav Bavadekab, Poona.

In continuation of Limaye and Bhave’s work on j3-aryl-glutaconic

acids («/. Indian Ghem. Soc., 1931, 8, 137), butyl ether of phenol was
condensed with acetone-dicarboxylic acid, when ^-(4-butoxy-pheriyl)-

glutaconic acid (I), CisHisOq, m.p. 160°-170° (decom.), was obtained.

The hydroxy-anhydride (II) of (1), (315H2QO4, m.p. 140°, gives colouration

with ferric chloride and is titratable with alkali, (II) gives an acid-ethyl

ester C17H22O5, m.p. 110°; an acid-methyl ester, Ci0H2oO6» ra*P- HS° and
a semianilide, C!2iH2304N, m.p. 163° (decom.). On boiling with HCl (I)

loses CO2 and forms a neutral oil, apparently containing p-butoxy-i«o-

propylenebenzone.
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148.

Influc^nce of an acyl group in the 3 position on reactions of

chromones. Ac tion of aluniiniuin chloride on 5-acetoxy-

and 5-benzoylox:y-2-methyl-3“acptyl-chromoncs.

Govind Kamchandra Kelkab, Poona.

Tliat ail acotyl group in the 3 poRition in chromones exerts an inhibitiv o

influence on Fries migration has already been siiown in the 7-hydroxy-

chromone series (Kelkar and Limaye, llasayanam, 1
, 60; 1939, 1

,

183). The observations lia,vo now been exteiuic'd to the 5-hydrux^

-

chromone sca ies.

r)-Acetoxy-2-irotliyl-3-a(Hityl-<;hroTnono (Limaye and Kelkar, Jour,

Ind. (Jhew,. Soc., 1933, 12
, 788) also did not undergo Fries migration with

aluminium chloride, but simply suffered destorification. /)-Acotoxy -2-

methyl-chrornone, liowevt^r, furnished a ketone (1), 175",

sernicarhazone m.p. 255" (decornp.) acetate, m.p. 160". On hydrolysis (1)

yielded an acid (11) OylTgO^, m.p. 135'\ which yielded on decarboxylation
resacetophonone. Hence (I) may be 5-hydroxy-6 (8)-acetyl-2-methyl-

chromone and (11) 2 : 6-dihydroxy-5-a(!<?tyl-bonzoic acid.

Similarly, 5-bonzuyloxy-2-methyI-3-act^tyl-cliromone, rn.f). 157°,

C1QII14O5 ditl not undergo Fries migration but. 5-benzoyloxy- 2-Tn(’tthyl-

cfiromone, smootldy furnished 5diydroxy-6 (S)-2d)enzoyl-2-inethyl-

chromone, m.]). 170", f'i7Pi2^^4» which on hydrolysis yielded an acid

m.p. 188" and 4d)enzovl-rosorcin.

149,

Syntlit^sis of 2-hut yryl-4-pthyl-reyorcin by the extertsion

of the Nidhone pr()(;c*8.s for the syntheses of 2-ac*yl-

resorciris.

Madhukar Vasijdeo Kurlekar, Poona.

The Nidhone process for the synthesf^s of 2-acyl-rosorcins (Limaye,
Ber,, 1934, 67 , 12) lias been extended to the sjn^ithesis of 2-acetyl-4-et}jyl-

resorcin (Limaye and Limaye, Rasayanmn, 1941, 1 , 201). The i)rocesR is

now used for the synthesis of 2-batyryl-4-othyl-re8orcin.

6-Ethyl-4-mothyl umbelliferone on boiling with w-hutyryl chloride
gave its butyrate, (I) t^i6Hig04, m.p. 125°Ck (1) on treatment with
anhydrous ahuninimn chloride gave 8-butyryl-6-othyl-4-methyl-ombelli-
forone, (IT), C3 6llig04, m.p. 106°C. [Acetate, m.p. 105°C.;

benzoate, m.p. 120-121°C.] On hydrolysis with sodium
hydroxide (11) yielded 2-l>utyrvl-4-ethyl-re8orcin, (III), m.p.
69-70°O., acetone and carbon <lioxide. (Ill) on condensation with aceto-

acotic ester yielded (11) a behaviour in keej)ing witli 2-acyl-resorcins.

150.

Halogenation. Part XXXVI. Halogenation of 1 : 6-

dimethyl naphthalene

.

P. S. Varma and K. N. Kapoor, Benares.

1 : 6-Dimothyl naphthalene has ))een chk>rinated, brominatod and
iodinated under different conditions. By the action of chlorine two
new chloro-compounds, a mono-chloro-derivative, h.p. 177-178"/25 mm.
and a dichloro-d(^rivative, b.p. 202-203"/25 mm. have been isolated and
its ccmstitution tentatively assigned. The rnorio-cbloro-compound is

considered to bo 4-cliloro-l : 6-dimethyl naphthalene, and the dichloro-

4 : 5 or 4 ; 8 dicbloro- 1 : 6-dimethyl naphthalene. By the action of
bromine also, twf) mono-bromo-derivatives one b.p. 176-177°/2() mm. and
another b.p. 187-188"/20 inm. and a dibromo-derivative 4 : 5 or 4 : 8
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dibromo- 1 : 6 dimethyl-naphthalono, m.p. 147°, have been obtained.
One of the mono-bromo-derivative is considered to be I'-bromo-l : 6
dimethyl naphthalene and the other 4-bromo- 1 : 6-dunethyl naphthalene.
It has been possible to obtain an iodo-derivative also, tlie properties and
constitution of which are xmdor investigation.

151. Halogenation. Pari XXXTV^. Halogcmatioii of flnoro-

toluenos.

P. S. Varma, Beiiare's.

0-, m- and p-Fluoro toluenes have been direc‘tl\' chlorinated, bromi-
natod and iodinatod under different conditions as a result of which 2-

jfluoro-5-(.*hloro-toluono, 2-fluoro-5-chloro-bonzoic acid, 2 finoro-6-chloro-

tolueiie, 2 fluoro-t)-chloro-benzoic acid, 2-fluoro-6-ch]orot()lnono, 2-fluorO'r)-

(diloro benzoic acid, 2-fluoro-5-broTnotoluone, 2-tluoro-o-bromo-]>onzoic

acid, 2-lluoro-(i-broinotoluono, 2-flnoro-r)-iodotoluene, 2dluoro-d-iodo-

tohiene, 2-fluoro-4-iodotoluene, 3-HTior()-()-broino-tolii(aie, 3-fliioro-()-bromo

benzoic acid, .3-fluoro-4-brorno-tohieno, 3-lliioro-4-i<>do-tolueno, 3-(luoro-h-

iodo-toluono, 4-fluoro-3-bromo-toluer»e, 4-tl\ioro-.3 bromo benzoic acid,

4-fluoro-.'biodo-tolneno, 4 ,fluoro-2-iodotoIiKaio, 4-fluoro-3- iodo benzoic acid,

o-lluoro-benzyl iodide, -fluore-benzyl iodide, p-fluoro- benzyl iodide,

o-fluoro'benzal chloro-bromide, w-tluorobenzal chlorD-broinide, o-fluoro-

boTizo-dichloro bromide, m-fhioro-benzo-dichloro bromide have boon
obtained and some of these for the first time.

Some of the fluoro-chloro-, fluoro- bromo- and iliioro-iodo-toluenes

have also been obtained from tlie corresponding amino-compounds by the

Sandmoyer’s reaction and their constitution thus definitely established.

152. A new chemical evidence regarding the position of double

bond and keto group in artostonone.

M. C. Nath and M. K. CHAKitABORTY, Dacca.

it has been showai by Uutenandt cl al. {Bcr.^ 1938, 71B, 1483), that
cholestenoiie, which is an a -)3-unsaturated ketone form a saturated di-

hydroxy chokvstanone on tn^atment with hydrogen ])eroxide in presence of
5smic acid. Tin? same reaction has been successfully a])])lied to artosteiione,

which has previously (Nath, Z. phy,siol. Vhem., 1937, 247, 16; 1937, 249, 71,

78), been suggested to be an a-)3-unsaturutetl ketone. The comj)ound
formed is the dihydroxy artosteiione (m.p. 141-42°). The compound
gives an acetyl derivative (m.j). 90°) showing the presence of hydroxyl
groups. Formation of an oxime, (m.j). 215-16°) by the usual method,
indicates the presence of the keto group in the compound. Thus the

reaction serves a clear o\ddenco that artostenone is an a-jS-unsaturated

sterol-ketone analogous to cholestenoiie, though the unsaturation and
keto group are located at some differcsnt positions.

153. Distillation of glycei idcs under reduced pn^ssure. Part I.

Tristearin.

Y. V. Dtjvedi, N. L. Phalhikar, and B. V. Bittde, Poona.

Pure tristearin has been distilled under reduced pressure. Practically

the whole of tristearin distills ovw, leaving no residue, ddie distillate

consists of (i) tristimrin, (ii) stearone, and (hi) stearic acid, with traces of

hydrocarbons. During distillation considerable amount of acrolui and
small amounts of carbon dioxide were given out. Furth(U‘ work on other

synthetic glycerides of saturated and iinsaturated acids is behig carried out.
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1 54- Distillation of Indian vegetable oils under reduced pressure.

Part II. Safflower oil.

J. D. Lagwankar, N. L. Phalnikar, and
B. V. Bhide, Poona.

In continuation of our work on distillation of Indian vogetablo oils

{Proc. 2Sth Ind. Sci. Congress^ 11)41, III, 96) wo have distilled safflower

oil under reduced pressure (30 mm.). The products of distillation are:

(i) a thick residue, (ii) distillate. The distillate has separated into (a) a
neutral portion mainly consisting of imsatiirated hydrocarbons, (6)

saturated solid acids, and (o) unsaturated and saturated liquid acids. The
liquid acids have been separated into tlm^e portions: (i) a lower fraction

consisting mainly of a lower saturated acid (Cg), accompanied by another
iinsaturatod acid which gives on oxidation succinic acid and Cg saturated
acid; (ii) the middle fraction yields on oxidation azolaic acid and hoxoic
acids, therefore, consists of oleic acid. Besides oleic acid it contains
lower saturated acids (C^q and 0

^ 2 )
accompanied by a small amount of

arachidif! acid; (hi) in tlie higher fraction an unsaturated acid (mol. wt.

512) is found which yields on oxidation a gummy acid (ocpii. wt. 127)
and a volatile acid (oqui. wt. 162). Attempts to isolate this gummy acid
in pure condition are so far unsuccessful.

It is to be noted that linolic acid which foims a major part of the
original oil is not found in the distillate. From these products a tentative
S(*hemo of heat polymerization of oils is advanced.

155.

Syntliesis of comnarins from o-hydroxy-aryl alkyl ketonos.

Part V.

D. Chakravarti, Calcutta.

In continuation of the previous work (Chakravarti et ah, J. Indian
Chem. *Soc., 1938, 15 , 136; 1939, 16 , 389; 1940, 17

, 65) o*hydroxy phenyl
benzyl kettuies, o.g. 2-hydroxy-r>*inethyl-phenyl benzyl ketone, 2>hydroxy-
5 chloro-phenyl benzyl ketone, 2-hydroxy-3-chloro-r)-methyl phenyl
benzyl ketone, 2-hydroxy -3-methyl -5-chloro benzyl ketone, have been
condensed with ethyl bromo-acetato and ethyl a-brorao-proj)ionate and
the unsaturated esters, thus obtained, hav(^ been converted to 4-henzyl-
coimiariri dorivativ-es l)y heating with hydriodic acid.

156.

SyiitheBis of coiimariiis from o-hydroxy-aryl alkyl ketones.

>artVL
D. Chakravarti, Calcutta.

4-Phenyl coumarin derivatives have been obtained from various
2-hydroxy bonzoj)honones by condensation with ethyl broraoacetato and
ethyl a-bromo propif)iiato and subsequent domethylation of the un-
saturated esters with hydriodic acid.

157.

0(.‘currence of lutoolin iu the flowers of Chrysanthemum
indicum.

P. SuRYAPRAKASA Rao, Waltair.

Luteolin is present in the form of its glucosido in the yellow variety
of the (lowers of Chry,santheinum indicutn, whereas the red, scarlet red and
the deep red variety contains tlio anthocyanin, chrysanthen in. Just as
the simultaneous oricurrenco of quercetin and cyanidin is frequent, a
similar (jorrelation between the corresj)onding flavoue, luteolin and
cyanidin may als(. be common.
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1 58. On the natural coumarins present in Heracleum concanense.

P. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Tho fruits of tho umbelliferous plant, Heracleum concnnensCy growing
wild in Western Ghats, have been found to contaiu a mixture of natural
coumarins, from which bergapten has so far betMi isolated and identified.

159. Attempts to synthesize 2-methyl-4-propyl pyridine.

R. H. SiDDiQT, Aligarh.

2 : fl*Dimctliyl-4-y)ropyl-l : 4-dihydropyridine-3 : 5 dicarboxylato,

m.p. 122-123°, on oxidation, gave 2 : (S-ditnethylA -propyl pyridine 3 : 5-

dicarhoxylatc, b.p. 244-250°, picrate, m.p. 90-91°. This diearboxylate
was hydrolyzed and the product so obtained was docarboxylated when it

gave 2 : (\-dimethylA-propyl pyridine^ b.p. 193-195°, picrate, m.p. 81-83°,

aurichloride, m.p. 150°, platinichloride, m.p. 225°, mothiodide, m.p. 175°.

Tho trialkyl j)yridine on condensation with benzaldehydo gave 2-styryl-4:-

propyl-G-methyl pyridine and 2 : G-di8tyryl-4-propyl pyridine. Both those
dorivativ^es gave well-defined salts.

160. Chemical examination of the roots of Rauwolfia serpentina.

R. H. Stddiqt, Aligarh.

A now base ajmalidino has been isolated from tho roots of Rauwolfia
serpentina. It belongs to the bases of the ajmaline series. Further
work is in progress.

161. The non-alkaloidal (constituents of the root-bark of

Tahernamontana heynea.

K. Sreedhaean Nair and P. P. Pillay, Travaucore.

This low-growing tree commonly found in Malabar is used in ituligonous

inedicint' as an anthelminti(! and for diseases of the eye. Besides reducing
sugars, resin acids, etc., the root bark contains, rubber 0*44%, sterols

0-13% which have been separated into a liquid sterol and two crystalline

sterols melting at 162° and 183°C., total alkaloids 1-1% and ash 25‘5%.
T«iie sterols were separated by their diirorential solubility of the acotylated
product in acetone and alcohol and (‘haracterized by several dorivativ'os.

The ash consists mainly of K, Mg, Ca, Fe, Mti and SiOo, 8O4, Cl

and 003, The alkaloids are under investigation.

Biochemistry

162.

Chemi(^al nature of insulin.

C. N. Bhtma Rao, N. N, Be, M. V. Lakshminarayana Rao,
M. S. Ramaswami, and V. Subrahmanyan, Bangalore.

Insulin is generally described in literature as tho ‘7:>H 5-0 protein’
of the pancreas wliich is further characterized by its higli sulphur (content.

This y)rotein is now available in crystalline form and carritvs an average
potency of 22*5 International Units per mg. This would suggest a definite

chemical composition and structure though preparations ])ossossiug many
times tho abovn^ potency have, from time to time, been rojjorted.

We have recently isolated * pH 5*0 protein * in the following manner.
Fresh (or recently frozen) beef pancreas was ground with sand and extracted

with (iilute HCl the effective concentration being about 0-04A7’ . The
extract was then dialyzed against rmining water for a few hours followed

by separation of the precipitate by centrifuging. Tho precii)itat(^ was
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dried en vacuo and then extracted with acetone. The residue was extracted

with A^/20() PICl and the extract fractionally i)recipitated. The pH 5*0

protein which was the largest was dissolved, dialyzed and the resulting

preciy)itato dried.

The final product was quite white and laul all tlie physical and
chemical j)roperties of standarrl insulin. Tt had also tlie same suljfiiur-

nitrogen ratio, hut it did not poAscpft any hypogiycemie activity.

The available (*vidence would show that the hypoglycemic princij)lo

is a substance carrind predominantly oti the pH 5-0 protein, l)ut the |jrot<‘in

itself is ina(‘tivo.

Tn tlie methods usually employed for the prcjiaration of insulin, the use
of volatile solvents, the avoidance of prolonged dialysis and a few su(di

details lu'lp to (^xiract and to preserve the active* substance along with the

prfitfhn, but tht* harinone is a distinct entity and should be separable under
favourable condit ions.

163. Pnr ificatiori and eheniK^al nature of rennin.

C. 'N. HniMA Rao, M. V. Lakshminarayana Rao,
M. 8. Ramaswami, and V. Subrahmanyam, Bangalore.

Itennin, ajqiroxirnating t-o the integrally lairo form, was prepared
from calf stomach mucosa in the following manner. Th(' mucosa wt>re

('xtractod for 24 hrs. with O-OA.Y HCI followed tiy dialysis for (>-8 hrs.

against running water when a mucilaginous pnM*i|)itate containing the
major part of the activity settlcMl down. The pre<*ipitate was contrifugcHl

out and then successively extracted with increasing strengths of diJul.e

acid (commencing from (hfiLV HCl) and tla^ extracts adjusted to pH
5.4 when tin* Tnajor jiart of the asso(riato<.i ]>rofeins and ot her impurities
separated as a precipitate while the bulk of the activity yiassed into the
water-clear sujxa'uatant. Extracts containing the smallest amounts of
nitrogen {Ca 1-2 pg) per unit of activity (a unit ch.dting 10 ml. of 30%
solution of dried milk at pH 4'(> and 37“ in 1 min.) were selected and
further })urifiod by short j)eriod dialysis and successive adsorj)tion on
specially prepared tricalciuin phosphate at pH 3*5 and dissolution of
adsorlxmt in dilute acid when nitrogen -free products retaining the major
part of the original catalytic activity were obtained. The pre])aration8
were also free from y)hos])hor\iH, sulphur, pepsin and carbonic, anhyflrase.
Tlie above observali(jiis would come in striking contrast to the oarlkT
reyiorts in literature which (h^scribe rennin as a jirotein or y)roteose con-
taining over 14% nitrogen together with varying ainounts ol' sulphur and
yihosphorus. The proyiorties ami behaviour of rennin at various levels of
purity liave been studied and will bo shortly dos(*ribod in a detailed
paper.

164. A tilenuostable eomponent of rennin and its replaceability

by zinc.

C. N. Bhtma Rao, M. V. Lakshminarayana Rao,
M. 8. Ramaswami, and V. Subrahmanyan, Bangalore.

On standing for varying periods of time in tlie region of pH 6-2-6-8
rennin imdorgoes inac tivation, the rapidity and extent of such inactivation
depending on the yiurity of the preparation. A eonsiderablo part of the
original activity can bo restored on adding boiled enzyme, the (extent of
restoration depending on tlie activity before boiling.

' The thermostable
component is y^resent in tlie aiitelysato of mm-osa (even after all the
activity is dt^stroyod) and is resistant to tlie action of strong acids as well
as alkalies. It withstands evayioration but not strong ignition. Tt is

readily dialyzable. The thermostable comyionent is reydaceable only by
zinc in minute quantities. The degree of restoration of activity is
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proportional to tho concentration of the maximum attained being
practically identical with that attained on adding the thermostable
component. Zinc is jiresent at all stages in tlie purification of ronriin.

This would suggest tliat the element closely similar to, if not exactly
identical with, the thermostable component.

The above <)bser\ ation throws further light on the imj)ortaiico of zinc
in nutrition—particularly in the feeding of infants wlio are exclusively
on a milk diet. The significance ofsome of tho well-known Indian reraodioa

for treating infantile disorders (particularly onlargfanent of liver and
spleen and allied (*omplaints) also gain ])rominence as they contain mostly
zinc oxide iu a highly calcined form. The therapeutic value of ronniii

(whkdi also cofi tains ascorbic acid in combined form) is under systematic
study with the c;o-operation of hospital authorities and medical men.

165.

Choinothorapy of bacterial infections: snlpliides, siilpli-

oxides and sulpliones.

Debabrata Das-Gupta, Bangalore.

Diphonyl-sul|)hide, sulj)hoxide, and siilphoiie, and thcar derix^ativos

are known to possess pronounced antibacterial proy^ertios and high
toxicity. So, the y)rey)aration of (?oniy)ouii<ls of tho following tyy)os have
boon undortaken.

(Ill)

11, ro}m’isc'utLng, thiazolyl, pyrimidine and other het(vrocyclii‘, residues,

wliich are expected not only to iner<»aso tho antibacterial activitu^s of tho
I’esulting comy)ounds, but also to reduce the toxicity.

166. Cry-Htalline vitaiuin Bi, from rice bran.

Y. V. S. Rau, Bangalore.

Vitamin lij concentrate has been jirepared actording to tlic* ])rocoduTe

described above and crystalline vitamin isolated from it using silver-

nitratt^ and silico tungstic acid as ymM'iyjitants for vitamin Tho
yield of crystalline vitamin B^ has boon low and factors affecting it are

being investigated.

167. The mechanism of jS-amylase inhibition by vitamin C.

P. Seshagikirao and K. V. Giri, Waltair.

A critical study of the mechanism of amylase intiibitiun by \ itamin C
has been made. The hydrolysis of starch by tho amylase i.s inhibit(^d by
vitamin C Jilone and x itamin C-Cu complex, the latter exerting greater

inhibition. A variety of comy)Ounds—oxalk; acid, uric acid, xaiithiue,

guanine, tlieoy^hyllmo, yeast nutdeic acid, creatinine, cyst(dll(^. cystine,

glutathione, histidine, ])otassium cyanide and hydrogen suljjhido - which

are shown to inhibit tho catalytic oxidation of vitamin C by annul or

prevent tho inhibition and tho inactivation. The oxidized products of

tho vitamin prepared by Cu oxidation also exert inhibition oji the hydrolysis

of starch by the amylase, and this inhibition also is annulled by the

above compounds which act as stabilizers for \dtamm C against oxidation.
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In addition to the inhibition exerted on the hydrolysis, vitamin C-Cu
complex and the oxidized products of the vitamin inactivate the enzyme
in the absence of substrate. Vitamin C alone brings about very feeble

inactivation of the enzyme. A suggestive correlation between the inhibi-

tion of the hyiirolysis and the inactivation of the enzyme on the one
hand, and the oxidation of vitamin C on the other, has been established.

The physiological signifi(;ance of these findings in their relation to the

induenco exerted by the purine derivatives and other stabilizers of

vitamin C oxidation in regulating the activity of amylases in plant life,

is discussed.

168. The inhibitory action of purines, nucleic acid and imidazole

compounds on the ox:idation of vitamin C.

K. V. Giri and P. Seshagirirao, Waltair.

Tlio effect of purine derivatives, yeast nucleic acid and other

compounds with imidazole grouping on the oxidation of vitamin C by

at pTT 7-2 was studied both by manomotric tochniquo and titration

with iodine. Among the purine derivatives, xanthine, guanine, uric

acid, the(q)hylline, and yeast nucleic ac*id exert complete protection

against oxidation, while tlieobromine and caffeine have no influence.

Creatinine, histidine and allantoin also exert protection and creatine has
no effect on the oxidation.

Preliminary experiments have shown that the compounds whicdi

inhibit the catalytic oxidation of the vitamin have no influence on the

enzymic and plioto-chemical oxidations at similar concentrations. The
possible mechanism of inhibition of vitamin C oxidation by the com-
pounds is discussed. The results suggest that the purine derivatives and
nucleic acids may play a very important r61e in stabilizing the vitamin
against oxidation in plant and aiiimcd tissues.

169. Oxidase system in Solanum melongena,

K. V. Giri and P. Seshagirirao, Waltair.

It is well known that Solarium melongena undergoes rapid browning
and discolouration when the cut surfaces are ex])08ed to air. The
mechanism of this discolouration has been studied and in the course of
investigation it was found that it contains an oxidase system which
oxidises catechol and j^-cresol. The nature of the oxidation of these two
compounds has been described. The instability of the enzyme system
prevented its purification by ammonium sulphate precipitation, and
acetone precipitation. Even dialysis is found to corisidorably inactivate
the enzyme. Catechol is found to act as carrier in the oxidation of ascorbic
acid by the enzyme system. The discolouration may be due to the
catalytic oxidation by the oxidase system, of the natural polyphenols
occurring in the vegetable.

170. The extraction of estrogen from plant material and the
chemistry of estrin.

R. Lobo-Mendonoa, Bombay.

White rats are ovariectomizod by the lumber route, ether being
used as anaesthetic. Caro is taken that no ovarian tissue is left behind
by removing not only the ovaries but also the fatty tissue round about
them and a part of the fallopian tubes on either side. Alter an interval

of ten to twelve days the vaginal epithelium degenerates, and the vaginal
smear shows leucocytes only. An estrin preparation is injected into each
rat, and only those rats which give a positive reaction as shown by tho
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presence of eosinophilicj scales are chosen for the experiment. The roots,

stems and leaves ofButea Svperba and Butea Frondoaa wore first extracted
with alcohol. The alcoholic extract was purified according to the methods
of Allen and Doisy and also by a method suggested by Marrian and then
injected into the above ovarioctomizod rats. The potency of these
extracts was tested by taking vaginal smear after tlio lapse of 24 hours
following the administration of the injection. False reactions duo to
want of vitamin ‘A’ or to swabbing were guartlod against by administering
cod-liver oil and careful handling of the rats.

171. Schiff’s bases from siilphanilainide derivatims.

U. P. Basu, Calcutta.

As drugs of sulphanilamide group are genei'ally sparingly soluble in

water, difficulty often arises duiing treatment wuth those drugs when the
patients cannot take them by mouth or when rapid effect seems to bo
essential. Various soluble derivatives have alroa(iy boon prepared from
one or otlier compomid of this group. In the jjresent pa])or certain
Schiff’s bases have been prej)ared from sulphanilacq|^mido wliich is

being found to be efficacious against gonoco(u'al infections. These are
expected to afford the desired soluble salts.

The sulphanilacetamide has boon condenstnl with p- and o-hydrox>-,

p-dimethylamino-, p-nitro-, and pure benzuldehydo. These are light

yellow to red crystalline powders insoluble in water. The corresponding
Schiff’s base from cinnamic aldehyde on treatment with sodium bisulphite

solution afforded a white crystalline powder readily soluble in water.
Work is also in progress to convert all the bases to soluble varieties and
to test their pharmacological characteristics.

Analytical Chemistry

172. Transposition of the insoluble phosphates by means of

alkali carbonates and peroxides.

P. D. SwAMi, Bikaner.

In the qualitative analysis of a mixture of substances the presence of
phosphates, oxalates and fluorides generally causes interference in the
regular scheme of analysis. In the analysis of the mixtures, containing
salts of rare elements such as Co, Zr, Th, U, etc., along with the phosphoric
acid, it is found that none of tlie methods which are commonly in use

gives satisfactory results. Another method is, therefore, suggested for

the separation of the phosphoric acid by some workers but no quantitative

data are given by them. According to this method a pliosphate is treated

with NagCOj solution and some Na202 by wbicffi it is transformed into

insoluble carbonate and soluble alkali phospliate.

From the results obtained from the numerous experiments, which
are given in the paper, the following conclusions are drawn;—(i) The iron

phosphate undergoes a complete transposition . In the case of the strontium

phosphate the transposition is above 90%. (ii) The addition of i^Ja202

increases the percentage of transposition to a marked extent, its effect

on the calcium and strontium phosphates is, however, not very striking,

(hi) The effect of the various concentrations of the ]Sra2C03 solution is to

increase the percentage of transposition of the phosj>hatoa. (iv) The
phosphates when Na202 is added are transposed very nearly to ctompletion.

(v) With the increase m the solubility product of the phosphate the

transposition is effected to a lesser extent.

In the qualitative analysis phosphoric acid can effectively be

eliminated only by treating the mixture with a largo excess of Na2C08
and some Na202.
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173. A now method for the estimation of small amounts of water

in absolute alcohol. Part II.

N. Venkatanarasimhachar, Bangalore.

The solubility of sodium chloride in alcohol containing differont

amounts of water has been determined at 29°C. Considerable changes
in the solubility has been noticed. This method can be conveniently

adopted for the determination of small amounts of water in absolute

alcohol.

174. Estimation of zinc in milk.

M. R. A>swatha Narayana Rao, Bangalore.

The ferrocyanide method, tliat is generally employed in the estimation

of zinc in foodsiulfs, cannot bo employed in the case of milk when small

quantities of milk are available. The estimation of zinc in milk is parti-

cularly important since it is generally believed that zinc difficiemey brings
about infantile e^rrhosis. The colorimetric method for the estimation of
zinc, using di}jhenyl thiocarbazoiie, has been developed to estimate zinc

in milk. Details of the analytical procedure are given. This method
can bo employed to estimate even traces (0*001 rag. per c.c.) of zinc.

175. Conductometric determination of the conversion of

chromates into dichromates.

G. N. Kadhe and N. L. Phalnikar, Poona.

Previous methods of estimating chromates in presence of dichromates
depend on (i) the measurement of absorption spectra, (ii) potontiometric,

and (hi) titration of the chromate with sulphuric acid using congo red as
indicator. Wo have followed the change of chromate into dichromato by
addition of sulphuric acid by measuring the electrical conductivity of the
solutions. The method is useful in determining the convi^rsion of chro-
mates into dichromatos in presence of sodium carbonate and sodium
hydroxide.

176. Alcoholysis of oils and fats.

K. N. Rahalkar and S. K. K. Jatkar, Raiigaloie.

A simple method of following the rate of alcoholysis of oils and
fats has boon developed by noting the increase in weight of the non-
volatile products of alcoholysis. Sulphuric acid has been found to be
far moi’e active than hydrochloric acid, the retarding influence of water
being far less with the former catalyst than with the latter.

177. A modified method for the estimation of lactic acid in

bacteriological culture fluids.

S. L. Venkiteswaran and M. Sreenivasaya, Bangalore.

The method of Friedomann and Graeser has been modified, employing
steam to distill over the acetaldehyde formed by the oxidation of lactic

acid with dilute permanganate. By replacing their Kjeldahl flask with a
Dewar’s vessel, the condensation of steam in the reaction vessel is avoided
and the necessity of boiling the reaction mixture eliminated. The
employment of steam as the distilling agent has the additional advantage
of facilitating the rapid removal of the aldehyde and also its absorption
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by the bisulphite. With the apparatus that has been designed by us, it

is possible to carry out a series of determinations in a single assembly.
A sketch of the apparatus and the accuracy attainable by this method are
described.178.

Examination of the nature of soil organic matter by
chemical oxidation processes.

S. P. Rayohatohfri and Abdul Barbk Bhuiah, Dacca.

Attempt has been made to find out the nature of the organic matter
of some soil samples by determining its rate of oxidation by alkaline per-
manganate, acid potassium permanganate and acid potassium dichromate
solutions. The temperature of oxidation was kept constant throughout
with the help of a thermostat. It has boon found that the organic matter
of the soil is oxidiaed by different oxidizing agents in the different soil

samples in similar orders.

Industrial Chemistry

179.

Cold moulding compositions from Kiri and refuse lac

distilled oils.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

The incorporation of drying oils with Kiri and refuse lac distilled

oils and their vulcanization with sulphur have given rise to stoving enamels
of improved properties, particularly as regards gloss, adhesion, elasticity,

hardness, water and acid rosistancjo. This varnish when mixed with
fillers like asbestos, cotton waste, jute waste, etc., after suitably thinned
with equal parts of turpentine and kerosene oil and well kneaded on hot
rollers has given compositions of good flow for cold mouldings. Such
cold moulded articles after being sufficiently baked are found to be
resistant to heat, water, acid and alkali. Considerable success has already
been obtained in this direction.

180.

Modification of lac and lac constituents for improveti

varnishes, adiiesives and moulding powders.

H. K. 8en, Ranchi.

(a) Interaction of unsaturatod dibasic acids like maleic, fumaric, etc.,

with shellac, shollatj acids, aleuidtic acid ester, etc., followed by the action

of organic peroxides, o.g. benzoyl peroxide, has given rise to resins of
extraordinary adhesive properties and basic material for the manufacture
of safety glasses, plywood bonding, laminated boards, etc. The resins

could also bo used for preparing moulding powders capable of moulding
both by cold and hot processes. Attempts are also being made for making
cast resins from some such modified compositions.

{b) The shellac formats obtained by heating shellac with formalin or

paraformaldehyde when treated with urea and fatty ardds of oils in

presence of higher ak^ohols have given resins of high water resistance,

soluble in hydrocarbon solvents alone or in a mixture of alcohol and
hydrocarbon solvents. The resin solution dries quickly giving an extra-

ordinary glossy film and a short baking at 80°-10()°C. for about half an

hour makes it jrerfoctly resistant to water. Paper, cloth, etc., when
coated with such a solution either by dipping or brushing and dried, possess

very good elastic and adhesive properties. The use of such coated

materials in many electrical industries is suggested.
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181. Oil-dressed fabrics.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

Among the many processes for water-proofing fabrics, impregnation
with drying oils gives the most satisfactory products as regards durability,

water-resistance and lightness in weight. Further, the process lends itself

to easy gas-proofing as the film of the dried oil is more elastic than those

from waxes, bitumens, etc. When a natural resin like shellac is

incorporated in linseed oil, additional resistance to poison gases and
petroleum are imparted. A similar improvement can also be brought
about by following up a coating of a drying oil on cloth with a thin shellac

spirit varnish. The distinctive featmes of the two processes are discussed

in this paper.

182. A simple method of preparing pure resin from shellac.

S. R. Palit, Ranchi.

The usual method of preparing pure resin by ether extraction in a
Soxhlet apparatus is very laborious, lengthy and troublesome. Other
methods so far proposed are attended with various difficulties. It has
been found that ethyl acetate can extract out almost completely the
soft resin from shellac in a single operation at room temperature leaving

the pure resin as a curdy, opaque, easily filterable, swollen mass. The
loss of pure resin is very little if the solvent and the resin are fairly dry.

A laboratory method has been devised on this basis, which has been
found to give satisfactory results with a comparatively largo quantity of

shellac in a very short time. The same method is useful for commercial
purpose and the cost of solvent can be cheapened by lising a mixture of
equal volumes of benzene and ethyl acetate. The product is quite
satisfactory and the method is practically free from solvent recovery
and filtration difficulties.

183. Gumoleo-resin Boswellia Serrata.

M. N. Goswami, Calcutta.

The physical and the chemical properties of the oil, rosin and the
gum from the gmn-oleo-resin Boswellia Serrata were carefully examined.

The sp. gravity and sp. rotation of the oil wore found to be changing
with time. The sp. gr. and the sp. rotation of the steam distilled oil

were found to be decreasing with time, whereas when the oil was frac-

tionated into two portions the sp. gr. of the first fraction wore found to
increase with time when the sp. rotation was found to decrease. This
change was very sharp with the high boiling fraction. Moreover, it has
been found that the oil from different varieties has different physical and
chemical properties. The conditions in which the oil is separated from
the oleo-resin has greater influence on the physical properties of the oil.

The physical and chemical properties of the resin, gum and the oil obtained
by vacuum distillation from the resin were (carefully examined.

184. Co-ordination compounds: Lakes from Chrome Fast
Yellow 6G and Chrome Fast Violet B.

K. G. Kttdva and K. Venkatabaman, Bombay.
Chrome Fast Yellow 5G (disodium salt of 6-sulpho-j9-naphthalene-

azo-salicylic acid) gave a salt from its aqueous solution on treatment
with nickel nitrate, chloride or sulphate. The nickel in the dye salt was
ionized and could be precipitated by dimethylglyoxime. The salt was
very sensitive to the action of mineral acids, which removed the nickel
and gave dye acid, and the nickel wa« also entirely replaceable by barium.

7B
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With cobalt and copper sulphates the salts of the dye were similarly
obtained. With cuprammonium sulphate and aquopentammine cobaltio
chloride the respective inner complexes wore produced. The copper

lake had the formula (Ci7H9N20flS) 2H2O . SNHg
J

and of the 3

molecules of ammonia one was lost on drying, together with 2 molecules
of water; but the 2 molecules of water returned on keeping in air. The
dye gave with ferric chloride a lake with 4 molecules of water. On
desiccating 3 molecules of water were lost, the lake apparently undergoing
a modification in structure.

Chrome Fast Violet B (sodium salt of 2-hydroxy-5-sulphobenzene-
azo-)3-naphthol) yielded two nickel lakes, depending on the conditions of
the reaction. With a large excess of a cobalt salt the dye gave a simple
salt. Cobalt therefore did not have a characteristic lake forming tendency
with this dye, unlike nickel, copper, iron and chromium.

185. Co-ordination compounds: Lakes from 1-nitroso-Naphtol
AS.

K. G. Kudva and K. Venkatabaman, Bombay.

The use of nitroso phenols or orthoquinone oximes has been more
or loss confined to calico printing, for which, however, they have the
disadvantage that the iron lakes are dull in tone. The nitroso derivatives
of Naphtol AS and its analogues appeared to be of special interest in
view of the likelihood of lakes of enhanced brightness being obtainable
from them. On account of the marked substantivity of the Naphtols in
comparison with jS-naphthol, duo to the introduction of the carboxyamide
group, their nitroso derivatives might have greater interest in dyeing
cotton than dinitrosorosorcin and the nitroso naphthols. As in dyeing
and printing, the Naphtols also possess the great advantage that they
constitute a series of analogous derivatives of j5-naphthol, in all of which
the 1 -position is free, so that a wide range of nitroso derivatives and
lakes therefrom could be prepared.

The study of lake formation with quinone oximes has now been
extended to the Naphtol AS series.

From the theoretical point of view, nitrosated Naphtol AS presented
interesting possibilities. For example, the compound can act as a
tridontate group like 1:2: 3-triaminopropane, and can form a triple

attachment to a single metallic atom. With a 6 co-ordinated metal atom
two molecules of this compound can occupy the 6-positions in the
co-ordination sphere. If, however, the molecule only acted as a bidentato
it would require three molecules to occupy the 6-positions in the co-

ordination sphere of the metal atom. It was found that only a single

cobalt atom was associated with three molecules of the nitroso compound
and a nickel atom with two molecules. These compounds . were more-
over fully saturated co-ordinatively. A ferric salt gave compounds of
three different types, and the variations were due to the possibility of
enolization of the carboxyl group in Naphtol AS (cf, Bhat, Forster and
Venkataraman, J. Soc. Dyers CoL, 1940, 56, 166).

Chromium had the tendency to show the same characteristics as iron
in the formation of its lakes. Owing to the solubility of the chromium
lake in alcohol, very poor yields of the i)roducts were obtained, and these
were not of the same degree of purity as the iron compounds. With
J atomic proportion of chromium per molecule of the nitroso compound,
the lake obtained invariably contained a higher percentage of (diromium
than would correspond with the (R)3Cr type lake. With a largo pro-

portion of chromium (1 atom per molecule of nitroso Naphtol) the lake
formed was of the (R)3Cr2 type.
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Copper formed a lake similar to the nickel lake. From nitroso

Naphtol AS-GR, cobalt, nickel, copper and iron lakes were prepared and
characterized.

186. Studies in indigoid dyes. Parti. 9 : lO-Phenanthrathio-

phene-naphthathiopheno-indigos.

Parbsh Chandra Dutta, Muzaffarpur.

9 : 10-Pheiiantlirathiopherie-2.thionaphthenerindigo was prepared by
the author by the condensation of 9 : lO-pheiianthrathiophene-2' :

3'-

dione with 3-hydroxy-thionaphthene (Proc. Indian Science GongresSy

1938, 81). It is a violet dye and dyes cotton from alkaline hydrosulphite

vat in violet shade. The present communication is a continuation of

that work and deals with the condensation of 9 : 10-phenanthrathiophene-
2' : 3'-dioiie with isomeric naphthoxythiophenes such as 1 : 2-,-2 ; 1-, and
2 : 3-naphthoxythiophenes. As expected, the condensation j^roduct

with 2 : 3-naphthoxythiophene is deeper in colour than the parent sub-

stance 9 : lO-phenanthrathiophene-2-thionaphthene-indigo but although

the molecular weight has boon increased by the introduction of

naphthalene ring in these naphthoxythiophenes for benzene ring of

hydroxythionaphthene, the 1 : 2- and 2 : 1 -naphthoxythiophene con-

densation products are lighter in colour giving only chocolate shades on
cotton. This is in conformity with the findings of the author {Ber., 1934,

67, 1319; 1935, 68 , 1447; 1936, 69 , 2343), that the position of additional

benzene ring in the thionaphthene nucleus has great influence on the

colour of these dyes.

187. On preparation* of Atebrin.

P. C. Ghha and S. P. Mijkhbbjee, Bangalore.

Atebrin has been prepared by condensing 2-methoxy-6 : 9-dichloro-

acridine (I) with l-diethylamino-4-aminopontane (II). 2 : 4-Dichlor-
benzoic acid has been prepared, starting from acetanilide via 2 : 4-diohloro-
acetanilido, 2 : 4-dichloro-aniline and 2 : 4-dichlorobenzonitrile. 2 : 4-

Dichlorobonzoic acid has boon condensed with p-anisidine to give N-p-anisyl
4-chloroanthranilic acid, which, on treatment with phosphorus oxychloride,
gave (I). The compound (I) and all the intermediate products have
been obtained in good yields. The compoimd (II) has been propart^
starting from diethylamine (also made here) in good yield, through the
following stages:

CHaCl.CHaOH SOClg
Diethylamine HOCH2.CH2 .NFlt2 Cl.CH2.CH2.NEt2

CH3CO.CH2.CH2.CH2.NEt2

Hg, NHg, under

pressure, in presence
of nickel

CHgCO.CHNa.COaEt
^ ——___—

,

and subsoquont hydrolysis

CH8.CH.(CH2)3.NEt2

ling
(II)

188.

Preparation of adnuialin.

P. C. Githa and P. V. A. Raman, Bangalore.

The x)reparation of catechol which is the starting material for the
preparation of adrenalin, has been attempted by two methods, viz. from
o-phenolsulphonic acid and o-chlorophenol. By the application of the
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second method, viz. by heating o-chlorophenol with strong caustic soda

solution at high temperature in an autoclave, a yield of 66% of catechol

has been obtained on the weight of chlorophonol reacting: the amount
of unconverted chlorophenol recovered being 40%. Catechol condensed

with cliloro-acotic acid (also made here) in presence of phosphorus oxy-

chloride to give chloroacetocatechol (yield 69%). The chloro-acotocatechol,

thus obtained, is condensed with methylamine (also made hero) to give

methylaminocatochol (adrenelone) ;
(yield 60%). This keto base is

reduced olectrolytically to adrenalm (yield 75%). Work on further

purification of the base as also on its resolution into active form is in

progress.

189.

AntimalariaLs on synthesis of new compounds related to

atobrin.

P. C. Guha and S. P. Mitkherjee, Bangalore.

In atebrin, the side chain (1) viz. 5-diethylamino-a-niethyl-butylamine

is attached to the carbon atom in position 9 of the acridine nucleus. It

is well known that the presence of the methyl group in a -position of the

sido-ctiairi (1) in atebrin is quite necessary, as the replacement of this

a-methyl group by hydrogen results in considerable diminution of the

antimaiarial activity of tlie acridine derivative. It was, therefore, con-

sidered desirable to study the effect of introduction of different alkyl

groups (particularly methyl) m the positions jS, y and 8 on the antimaiarial

activity of the acridine compounds analogous to atohrin. With this

object in view, in this part, acridine derivatives containing alkyl groups

(Me, Et, Pr) in the jS-position of the side chain (T) have been prepared.

a y 8

.NH-CH-Cll2-CH2-(m2-N(Et)2

190. Therapeutic agents derived from quininic acid.

, P. C. Guha and N. C. Jain, Bangalore.

Quininic acid has beeu obtained in good yield from quinine isolated

from Indian cinchona bark. The paper describes the action of different

diethylaminoalkyleneaminos on quininic acid and its derivatives.

191. Acetic anhydride and acetone.

P. C. Guha and N. Rangaswamy, Bangalore.

With a view to explore the possibilities of the production in India

of acetic anhydride and acetone which are substances of great industrial

importance, the pyrolytic decomposition of acetic acid vapour was studied

in the preseru'e of various catalysis. In a particular case acetone was

obtained in a yield of 50%. Further work is in progress.

192. Manufacture of ethylene and chemicals obtained from

ethylene.

P. C. Gttha and Ajoy Gupta, Bangalore.

Ethylene, the parent substance for many industrinlly important

chemicals, has been successfully prepared from alcohol by ciatalytic de ydra-

tion. Investigations have been carried out with a number of new as

well as very cheap and easily available catalysts, and the optimum
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conditions found out. Some of those catalysts have been found to give a
yield of ethylene as higli as 90-96%. A semi-commorcial apparatus was
designed and successfully worked for the production of ethylene by the

above method. The preparation of some commercially useful synthetic

chemicals like ethylene dichloride and ethylene chlorohydriri starting

from ethylene has also boon successfully undertaken.

193. Chomical studies in the utilization of cotton-seed hulls.

A rich source of furfuraldehyde and of i)otash.

P. Ramaswami Ayyab, Bangalore.

Among other constituents, the hulls on hydrolysis with dilute sulphuric

and subsequent distillation, yielded as much 6-1 % of clean furfuraldehyde.

The ash of the hulls forming 2*3% consists mainly of potassium carbonate.

194. Flash points of some indigenous fatty oils.

P. Ramaswami Ayyab, Bangalore.

The following indigenous fatty oils on being heated carefully in an
open nickol crucible with a micro-burner emitted vapours which got
spontaneously ignited at the temperatures shown against them severally:

cocoanut oil (Cochin), 240'^; gingelly oil (blacdc seeds), 270°; linseed oil

(Nagjmr), 308°; groundnut oil (Bangalore), 310°; castor oil (liangalore),

310°; cold-drawn tobacco seed oil (Guntur), 330°. The above data afford

approximate indications of the suitability of those oils for use in laboratory
oil-baths.

''

195. Utilization of oil seed cakes.

A. Krishnamubti and B. N. Banebjee, Bangalore.

With the closure of European markets for oil -seeds and cakes on
account of the war the problem of disj)Osal of those materials by oil mills

has bec;oino dillicult. The possible uses of the edible oil seed cakes are:

(i) manufacture of a good jHour which can be used as a protein food.
Methods ha\ o been worltod out to obtain a suitable defatted Hour and
has boon used along with other <*ereal flours, i.e. wheat, (iorn, etc., to pre*^

pare bread, biscuits, small cakos, and chapatis. Those preparations are
found to be satisfactory, (ii) The isolation of vegetable protein for the
manufactxiro of adhesives and plastics. A promising adhesive has been
obtained from the same and investigations on the manufacture of plastic
are under progress,

196. Preparation of compound cattle feed.

J. L. Sarin and I. S. Kxjckbeja, Lahore.

A compound cattle feed in the form of pressed cubes has been
prepared from oil-seed calces of cotton and rape-seeds. The otlier raw-
matorials used are rice husks and wheat bran, etc. Molasses is the binding
material. This feed was sent to Imperial Veterinary Research Institute,

Izzatnagar for test and evaluation. Its chemical composition was
found out to be moisture 7*60%. Percentage composition on dry basis is

crude protein 2l*05; crude fibre 13*91; ether extract 7*85; ash 13*85;

nitrogen free extract 43*34; lime (CaO) 0*66; phosphate (P2O5) 1*57.

The food was reported to compare favourably with the usual type of
concentrates of recognized food value. Moreover, as molasses is incor-

porated in it, the product should bo highly relished by cattle and might
also act as an appetizer.
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197. Study of the mechanism of production of ammonium
chloride at Kaithal (Punjab).

J. L. Sarin and B. S. Kapur, Lahore.

Production of ammonium chloride from indigenous raw materials is

carried out at Kaithal, Punjab (Sarin, Science and, Culture, 1941, VII, 107).

The mochanism of the i^rotjoss was not understood and with a view to

study it, a large number of samples of clay and town refuse (the two
materials from which ammonium chloride is obtained) were collected and
analyzed. It was found that percentage of ammonia in clay varied from
0-002% to 0-038% and in town refuse from 0*0063% to 0-009%. Further
work is in progress.

198. Gram-shellac plastics.

J. L. Sarin and I. Chaudhri, Lahore.

The plastic prepared by us from gram-shellac had a higher percentage
water absorj)tion than phenol-formaldehyde ])la8tics. Attempts were
made to reduce this value. Various materials wore tried. Best results

were obtained by the addition of specially treated Cashew nut shell oil.

This gave water absorption value of 6 to 7%. It was, however, noticed
that while the addition of Cashew nut shell oil reduces the water absorjjtion

considerably, the impact strength was decreased. Further work is in

progress with a view to overcome this difficulty.

199. Production of emery cloth and paper.

J. L. Sarin, Lahore.

The industry of sandpaper manufacture was started for the first

time in the (M;)untry as a result of the work done at the Government
Industrial Research Laboratory. The problem of ])roduction of emery
cloth and paper has now boon studied and suitable indigenous raw materials
liave been located, and processed for tho purpose. It has boon found
that i)roper grinding of tlio abrasive is important, and the preparation of
the backing (paper or cloth) used in manufacture requires special attention.

For grinding roller type mills liavo boon found most suitable and for the
bricking, cloth bac,k, filled by materials with starch base, is no(!es3ary.

Both cloth and paper are now turned out in commercial quantities, and
are used by Railways and other Civil and Military Departments.

200. Industrial utilization of saponine.

J. L. Sarin and M. L. Bert, Lahore.

Saponine prepared from soapnut (Zwd. cfe Eiig, Ghem., 1939, 31
, 712)

has boon used in tho preparation of a number of industrial products of
which the most imj)ortant are foam stay for aerated drinks and foam
solution for foam type fire extinguishers. Tho foam stay has been pre-

pared by using saponmo (1 lb.), glycerine (J gallon) and water (J gallon)

while the composition worked out for the lire extinguishers forms the

subject-miittor of a patent. Both the products were sent to users for

trial and have boon well reported upon.

201. Production of artificial mineral teeth.

J. L. Sabin and K. K. Nijhawan, Lahore.

An attempt has been made to manufacture artificial teeth from
indigenous ceramic materials. The raw materials used are kaolin, felspar

and quartzite. Colouring oxides such as CoO, NiO, CuO and Cr203 are
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used to impart various tints to artificial tooth. For tho preparation of

teoth finely ground materials are intimately mixed and kneaded and the

mass is then pressed into shape. The dried teoth are biscuited at 70()°C.,

glazed and fired at 1250®C. in a coal fired kiln or an electric furnace. The
following limits were fouTul for compositions of the body -mixtures

:

kaolin 30 to 55%; folsx)ar 35 to 50%; quartzite 30 to 60%.
The physical properties of tho artific-ial tooth prepared, such as impact

strength, cold crushing strength, acid resistance and translucency are

being studied in comparison with those imported from abroad.

202. Utilization of Ajwan oil after removal of thymol.

P. S. Varma and K. P. Karanth, Benares.

It has been suggested tliat thymol aTid montliol can be manufactured
from p-vyrneiie provided tho cost of p-cymone is low. Ajwan oil after

removal of tliymol has been found to be very rich in p-cymeno and it has

been possible to r(K'o\ or it in a very good yield in a state of high purity,

'l.^he method adcjptod for the ynirpose is described in the paper.

203. Preparation of ionones from lemon grass oil.

P. S. Varma and K. P. Karanth, Benares.

'J'he object of this investigation has been to prepan^ ionone from tho
raw materials available in this country, to minimize the cost and time of
preparation and to study tho irtfiuon(;(3 of certain condensing agents, such
as sodium ethylate, bleaching powdor, aluminium chloride and caustic

soda, A very exhaustive sot of experiments has been carried on and exact
procedure and proportions of condensing agents have been found out which
would give tho maximum yield of psoudoionone from tho raw materials
availabio in this country. Ionones have been projjared from pseudo-
ionono with the help of different reagents and under different conditions
and the yields obtained compared. A method has boon developed by
which ionones can be obtained in a good yield directly from lemon grass
oil, and whi(di can be conveniently employed for manufacturing ionones
on a commercial scale.

204. Studies in the pn^paration of carbon rods.

H, K. JoSHi, Benares.

More than 60% of the cost of the raw materials constituting a ‘dr?/

celV is re^prosonted by expenditure in respect of tb(3 '‘active manga7iese\
sheet zinc, and the carbon olf>ctrodos. Since at present there is no other
alternative but to use im|:)orted zine, tho last two it(3ms liave naturally
attracted the attenti(ni of workers as to whether these can be obtained
from indigenous source. Work relating to '‘active rnamjanese'' have boon
already reported fi*om tlioso laboratf)ries. I’he j)rosont y)apor reports the
results of two series of attempts in regard to the pinpai^ation in India of
carbon rods which are of extensive im})ortance. In the first instance,
attom])t was made to prepare tho rods by use of a specially designed small
brass mould wViich worked satisfactorily within certain limitations and
with syjecial precautions as t<? lubrication, application of the pressure and
tho disposition of the mould. Exiierimonts also consisted of varying
the proportions of pitch and tar, employed both sej)arately and in mixture,
as a binding material for the charcoal powder. In the second place,
coke was substituted for charcjoal. The pencils obtained after firing

between 800-fi0()°C. for 8-10 hours, when measured in regard to their
epparont densities and conductivities compared favourably with the
market samples. But the simplicity of tho design and the mode of
working witii this mould was attended with certain limitation in regard
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to the lengtVi of the pencil which amounted only to 6 cm. Besides, the
formation on the mould groove rendered the subsequent ‘refilling’

heterogeneous.
The attomj>ts at overcoming some of the above difficulties resulted

in the design of an extrusion typo screw press operating two pounds of
mixture at a stretch. This was kept warm and homogonoous by surround-
ing the cylinder with a molten paraffin bath. The extrusion pressure was
about one ton weight. Fairly good pencils wore obtained when the
temperature of the bath was kept within 200~250°C. At a higher tempera-
ture, a part of the pitch decomposed and the liberated gases rerRlored the
rods spongy and tlierefore, comparatively poor in conduc.tivity.
Experience had shown that a diminution in the proportion of the pitch
and tar would definitely improve the quality of the resultant pencil.

Any substantial reduction in tiie proportion of the tar entails an increase
in the corresponding extrusion pressure which is in excess over the
mechanical strength of the ]:)re8ent unit. Further work is in progress
with higher extrusion pressures.

205. Studies in the ‘graphitization’ of powdered coke.

N. R. Lble, Benares.

This work was undertaken for the determination of the optimum
conditions for tho pr('>paration of carbon electrodes. The efficiency of

one of the tinad stages of this procr)8a (‘tiring’) is usually indicated by rise

in tho electrical conductivity. Tt is presumed that tliis change might be
dependent on the degree of graph itization induced in the material during
‘firing’.

Several series of experiments were carried out in which definite

amounts of charcoal (abandoned after preliminary experiments as it was
found unsuitable) and coke were subjected to arc discharges for varying
periods. A graphite crucible (u)ntaiiiing the powder served both as a

container and as a cathode. The following substances were admixed with
the coke powder to serve as catalysts: ferrk* oxide, aluminium oxide and
boron oxide. VVliilst insipiont graphitization was indicated, a detailed

examination under the microscope revealed that the ex])Osod material

had a])prociable ‘inclusions’ of tho ashy residues produced chiefly on
account of oxidation duo to exy>osure to the atmosplmre. Further work
is in progress using arc discdiargos under vacuum and in an atmosphere of

hydrogen and inert gas.

206. Further studies in the preparation of carbon (decti'odes

with special reference to the 'binding' and tlio pre-

'
firing' stage.

N. R. Lele, Benares.

Of tho two available methods, viz., moulding and extrusion, the latter

was found to be tho best adapted especially for j)repariug small size

carbons. A third method, viz., a combined moulding-extrusion device

was developed and was found to serve fairly satisfactorily tho needs of an
experimental unit. Detailed exj)eriments show that sugar syriij)S and
gelatin wore found unsuitable as binding agents, friction ajul tho c(*n-

sequent tondoucy to jam being the main difficulty giving rise to ])encils

of insufficient tensile strength. ‘Montan-wax’ was found to bo more
suitable as a binding material specially when mixed with })iteh tlie

optimum i)roportion being determined by trial. Special precautions

were also necessary to ensure tlm optimum ‘(extrusion tomporaturo’.

Under those conditions the ‘green’ carbons showed a satisfactory structure.

Results of further work sliowed that it is necessary to distinguish

between the groups of reactions whicdi occurred during the ‘firing’ and its
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jiroceding stage. An elimination of moisture and of the volatile com-
ponents constitutes the chief changes which have to be com])leted to a
maximum extent before ‘firing’. It is found that prolonged exposure
at a low temperature about 50°C. under vacuum represents the optimum
conditions. The resulting material possesses a ‘set’ and a compact
appearance, and is then ready for the next stage, viz., ‘firing’.

Low pressure has not boon found to be helpful during tliis stage.

Graphitization of the above material is considered to be the main reaction

which is induced only at elevated temjieratures. Within the limitations

of the available equipment, the author has found that sufficiently satis-

factory pencils were obtained with high conductivity, when a prolonged
‘firing’ was carried out at atmospheric pressure in the temperature range

750 to 850°G. Further work is in progress.

207. A proposed method for the semi -large scale preparation of

hydrogen peroxide by heterogeneous hydrolysis of per-

sulphiiric acid.

D. N. SOLANKI arid N. R. Lele, Benares.

Earlier work in these laboratories by .Toshi, Solanki and Shoshadri
has exphasizod that in preparation of H2O2 from persulphuric acid active

oxygen is lost chiefly at two stages: (i) thormochomically in the electrolytic

product at the operative conditions of temperature and pressure, and
di) during the high temperature hydrolysis.

This paper presents results of experiments which wore carried out
in order to investigate, in further details, the conditions jUndor which loss

of active oxygon in regard to (ii) may be minimized. It has boon foiinrl

that the reaction proceeds chiefly ' hetero(je.neously\ A large ratio of
surface to volume was, therefore, observed to be an important requisite.

In modification of the earlier technique developed in these laboratories,

a unit has been designed based on the above principle. It has been
found that a considerable improvement results in the time rate of the
distillation of hydrogen peroxide and also its net yield for a given input
of persulphuric acid, by the adoption of this procedure. Data are sub-
mitted to illustrate this under different conditions.

208. Eleotrocheinical preparation of potassium dichromato
from Indian materials.

S. S. JosHi, D. N. Solanki, and J. Chaxjbe, Benares.

The best method for preparing K2Cr207 is by electrolysis of fused
potassium nitrate and chromite witli iron electrodes. The present paper
reports data in regard to the influence of the following factors: (i)

composition of the fused mixture, (ii) current and C.D. at the electrodes,
(iii) temperature, (iv) duration of electrolysis, (v) superimposition of A.C.
on D.C., and (vi) addition of foreign substances or catalysts.

Results under (i) show that the cxirrent efficiency and yield per
K.W.H. increase steadily with the quantity of chromite up to a particular
limit and then slow down, (ii) By variation of C.D. it was observed that
best yields were obtained with a current of 3 amp. Results under
(iii) indicate that the current efficiency increases steadily with the rise of
temperature (400°—700°C.). (iv) Regarding the duration of electrolysis

best results were obtainable with 4 hours’ duration, (v) Superposition of
A.C. on D.C. during the electrolysis improves the yield considerably
probably by lowering the oxidizing potential. Quite a large number of
substances of various tyj)es wore tried as catalysts under (vi) and their

influence on the yield of dichromate studied. Na202 , KF, KCIO3 , KIO3 ,

Pd, KOH, Ag2S04 , etc., were found to be the best in descending order.
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The rest wore found to bo less promising while agents like V2OQ, Ce02
were found to be detrimental or negative catalysts.

The main product of the electrolysis is potassium (diromate, which is

obtained after lixiviating tlie electrolyzed mass with hot water.
Considerable difficulties were experienced in the conversion of

chromate, obtained as the result of electrolysis, into dichromate by
sulphuric acid which j)roduceaHNO2 from KNO2 present, thereby reducing
the dichroinate to green chromium sulphate. This was prevented by
adding sufficient urea to the solution prior to acidification to destroy the
HNO2 formed.

209. Utilization of (Indian) heavy spar for preparing soluble

barium salts.

Sabjtj Prasad and C. V. S. Ramalinga Shastri, Benares.

It is well known that extensive deposits of Heavy Spar oc(;ur in several

parts of this country. The relative abundance of Witherito and Alstonite
(BaCOg and l^aCOs, CaCOs) is poor. In view of the almost complete
stoppage of imports in this lino and the extensive demand for this material
for several industrial purposos and ospocially its value as a war material,

the present work was carried out in order to ascertain the optimum
conditions for the chemical conversion of the crude spar. Experiments
were carried out to study the reduction by (i) powdered charcoal, and (ii)

powdered coke of barytes at temperatures varying from 900° to 1 1 20°C.
It was observed that 950° represents the optimum temperature, where as

high as 92% conversion of the barytes into soluble barium salts occurs.

Use of charcoal gives best result in the proportion of 1*0 mol. of barium
sulphate to 4*5 mols. of carf)oii (charcoal). If, however, coke is used, instead

of 4*5 only 4 mols. of car])on ((Joke) are required. The latter reaction was
studied only at the highest temperature, viz., 1100°-1120°.

210. Production of pure alumina from heavy spar and bauxite

through aluminate formation.

Sarju Prasad and G. V. S. Ramalinga Shastri, Benares.

• It has boon observed that under certain conditions of temperature
and in some definite proportions, barium sulphate and bauxite interact to

give soluble aluminates; most of the SO2 escapes and Fe2 tl 3 »
etc.,

occur amongst the precipitate. By more filtration, tlierefore, it has
been possible to separate the aluminates from the imyjurititis and recover

alumina from the filtrates by means of hydrolysis in a fairly j)nre state

being especially free from iroTi, which is itself a groat advantage. Sub-
sequent work has shown that the equilibrium point in the above reaction is

markedly favoured in presence of certain catalysts. Work is in progress

to investigate in detail the relevant mechanism and the optimum
conditions.

211. Recovery of titania from bauxite.

S. C. Niyogy, Calcutta.

Indian bauxites are generally rich in titania. In the process for the

manufacture of aluminium, bauxite is digested with concentrated caustic

soda. The alumina goes into solution as sodium aluminate and is later

precipitated as pure alumina and reduced electrolytically. The residue

after caustic soda digestion is fotmd to be rich in titania (using Indian
bauxite) and an attempt has been made to prepare f)uro titania from this

material for use as a white paint.
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212. Criteria for deciding whether a wash is meant for illicit

distillation or vinegar manufacture.

S. N. Chakravarti, B. R. Nautiyal, and M. B. Roy, Agra.

The indigenous method of manufacture of vinegar used in the United
Provinces (the details of which were obtained through the help of the
Excise Commissioner, United Provinces) is described and various methods
of distinguishing between washes meant for illicit distillation and washes
meant for vinegar manufa(^ture have been criticfilly studied. Sixty -throe
different sugary solutions (gur solutions, cane juice) were allowed to

ferment withotxt the addition of any yeast for a period of throe months
under conditions essentially similar to those used in the case of vinegar

manufacture by the indigenous method, and it was found that in 20
cases the alcoholic strength wont up to more than 10% of proof spirit,

in 14 cases the strength varied between 5 and 10% and in 15 cases

between 2 and 5% of proof spirit. A careful series of comparative
experiments were also made. It is clear from these experiments that
none of the methods for distinguishing between the two types of washes is

absolutely reliable and that the prosecution of persons found in possession

of washes only (i.e. in cases whore no illicit spirit or implements of distilla-

tion are seized along with the washes) containing more than 2% of proof
spirit may, in many cases, lead to serious injustice and that the circulars

of the Excise Commissioners of several provinces on the subject require
modification. It has been suggested that one of the best methods of
fighting illicit distillers, who put up the plea that the wash was rneaTit for

manufacture of vinegar, would bo to make the production of wash con-

taining more than 2% of proof spirit, whether for thq manufacture of
alcohol or vinegar withoiU licence^ illegal.
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Stratigraphy and Palaeontology

1. The ago of the Vindhyans.

J. B. Auden, Calcutta.

The question of the age of the Vindhyans has been discussed by.

many workers. Regarded as Older PalaBozoie in the 2nd (1893) edition
of the Manual, and accepted as such by Vredenburg, they were considered
by Holland to bo in the main, if not entirely, pre-Cambrian. Fox and
the present writer suggested that tlie Vindhyans may extend in age from
pre-Cambrian to Lower Palaeozoic. Recently, M. R. Sahni, in his interest-

ing Presidential Address to the Geological Section of the Indian Science
Congress, favoured a pre-Cambrian age. The object of this paper is to
suggest that the case for a pre-Cambrian ago for the whole of the Vindhyans
cannot be regarded as proven.

Sahni objected that the fossils found in the Vindhyans are not like

known Cambrian forms. He considered also that the Vindhyan rocks
were suited for the preservation of fossils, and that the absence of
recognizable Cambrian forms proved a pro-Cambrian age. In the writer’s
opinion, this view does not take cognizance of the fact that the Vindhyans
are in the main a fluviatile continental formation, with only minor marine
intercalations, and these more particularly in the Semri series (Lower
Vindhyans). The Vindhyan fossils are found in the Suket sViales, at the
top of the Semri series, the lowest series of the System. Above the Semris
are in places over 10,000 feet of mainly fluviatile sediments, the deposition
of which must have taken a long time. Even if the known Vindhyan
fossils are pre-Cambrian, the age of the overlying Kaimur, Rewah and
Bhander series is not thereby proved to be pre-Cambrian.

The reason for the absence of fossils in the higher series is attributed
by the writer to the fact that the migration of marine faunas and floras

to fresh water and continental environments had not probably taken
place as early as the Cambrian. He suggests that true marine
conditions existed towards the north, in what is now the Salt Range,
and Iran, and that it is in the rocks of those areas that the Cambrian
faunas are foimd. Even in these known Cambrian rocks, the faunas are

almost confined to the Neobolus shales, the conditions of deposition of the
remaining facies having been apparently inimical to the existence of life.

These conditions wore partly connected with high salinity and partly
perhaps with estuarine intercalations.

Similar conditions existed at this period in other parts of the Ur-
Gondwana continent. The pre-Devonian Waterberg system of South
Africa is also a continental formation, and devoid of fossils. It is regarded
as most probably Lower Palaeozoic. The Nama system of western

South Africa again closely resembles the Vindhyans, and is regarded as

Cambrian, or latest pre-Cambrian.
The author does not accept a correlation of the Vindhyans with the

Lower Haimanta of the Himalaya, which are lithologically totally different,

and are more probably of Cuddapah age. The Himalayan equivalents of
the Vindhyans may possibly be illustrated by the continental beds of

Pulumsumda, on the Tehri-Garhwal/Tibet frontier, which overlie the

( in )
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Haimantas, and also the Ordovician beds bordering the Nepal (Katmandu)
valley.

In the author’s opinion, the age of the Vindhyans should be regarded

as extending from late pre-Cambrian to Lower Palaeozoic.

2. A note on the inter-trappean fossil beds of Chitanpalli-

Naskal area in Pargi taluq of Mahbubnagar district,

Hyderabad-Deccan.

C. Mahadevan, Hyderabad-Deccan.

Inter-trappean beds of marl, limestones and cherts containing fossils

of Charophyta, wood, molluscs and fish remains occur in between two
layers of Deccan Traps on the hill scarp between the villages of Chitanpalli

(77® 53' 48^; 17® 16' 24^) and Naskal (77® 52' 24^ : 17® 13' 36'') in Pargi

taluq of Mahbubnagar district. These fossiliforous beds are about 25 ft.

thick.

During an examination of these beds, it was found that there is zonal

distribution in the fossils, one locality being rich in gastropods, another
in lamellibranchs, and a third, in Charophyta. Some of the chert beds
are richly studded with fossil Charophyta in which most of the species

described in recent years from the inter-trappean beds of C.P. and
Rajahmundri are recognized. The paper describes the geology of these

inter-trappean fossil bods.

3. Note on the transition bods which occur between the Gaj

and the Lower Manchhars in S.-W. Sind, i

E. T, Vaohell, Digboi.

Near, and to the south-east of, Karachi there occurs a series of

sandstones and sandy shales the precise stratigraphical correlation of

which was doubtful ; and which had been referred to the Lower Manchhars
by W. T. Blanford and correlated with the Hinglaj by E. W. Vredenburg.

Petrologically those bods show affinities to the Manchhars, but they
contain fossiliforous bods with a Gaj fauna. Correlation witli the Hinglaj

(modern Mekran Series) is not tenable, since recent work by F. E. Eames
has shown that the fauna of the clay group below tho Mekran Series is

not as old as that of the Gaj and that these clays are probably of
Sarmatian age.

It appears that in the neighbourhood of Karachi tho normal Gaj is

overlain by a zone, probably of estuarine origin, in which interfingoring

occurs between marine beds of Gaj ty|)e and beds having affinities to tho
Manchhars. It seems that this interfingoring began in late Burdigalian
times and continued until Siwalik conditions were firmly established in

Vindobonian times. Part of tho zone of interfingoring is therefore

equivalent to the uppermost part of tho Gaj and part is homotaxial to the
basal Siwaliks (Kamlials) further north.

4. Note on the Tertiary sequence in Tripura State,

E. T. Vaohell, Digboi.

The stages and substages of the Tertiary succession as established in
Assam and in Arakan can bo distinguished in Tripura State. The lowest
rocks exposed are the Upper Bhuban Substage of the Surma Series;
inliers of which, being more resistant to weathering than the overlying
Boka Bils, give rise to the high ridges in eastern Tripura.

The folds in western Tripura do not expose rocks lower than Boka
Bils, and some of the low rolls which are developed involve rocks of very
high horizon and only just expose the Tipam Sandstone.
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Investigation by F. E. Eames of fossils which were collected by
K. L. Das, State Geologist to His Highness the Maharaja of Tripura, and
which were kindly lent for examination, have confirmed the Lower Miocene
age of the lowest beds exposed.

The paper concludes with a correlation between the subdivisions
adopted by K. L. Das in his recent paper on the Tripura rocks and the
standard Assam succession as described by P. Evans.

5. On the nature of the Blaini conglomerates.

K. P. Rode, Waltair.

The Blaini beds which were named after a stream of that name near
Solon are primarily a series of conglomerates which are found usually
associated with the Infra-Krols and Krols on the one hand and with the
Siralas and Jaunsars on the other. These are best developed in the Simla-
Sirmoor Himalayas and due to their groat persistence and jieculiar nature
have been regarded as of great stratigraphic significance, firstly, in
unravelling the sequence of formations and, in general, the structure and
secondly in establishing the age relationshij3s. In the absence of any
fossil evidence the rock-formations—Infra-Krols and Krols—^liave been
regarded Permo-Carboniferous in ago, since the associated Blaini
conglomerate has been correlated with the Talchir Boulder Bed owing to
the supposed occurrence of glacial markings on the included pebbles.

The present author had opportunities of examining this boulder bed
at several localities and he has failed to find any true glacial markings;
moreover, the pebbles contained in the boulder bed, though dominantly of
vein quartz and older quartzites, are not necessarily restricted to older
formations, but he had observed pebbles of sandstone and shales which
are of distinctly younger formations, o.g. Infra-Krols and Krols. In view
of this the author is inclined to doubt the stratigraphic importance of a
large proportion of these Blaini conglomerates. The author advances
two possible modes of origin of a large proportion, if not of all, of the so-

called Blaini conglomerates:

—

1. As coarse river detritus accumulated after the first phase of
Himalayan folding in longitudinal valleys which have been folded in

^during subsequent foldings.

2. As crush conglomerates during major thrust movements.

Both these modes of origin suggest a post-Eocene age and mark
only certain stages in the Himalayan folding. The Blaini conglomerates,

at least a largo part of these, are thus no true stratigraphic units but are

only tectonic formations.

6. A traverse through the Kewal Khala, Simla Hills.

K. P. Rode, Waltair.

Kewal Khala is an important stream flowing north-east along the

western boundary of the Sirmur State and joins the Giri river near Dudham
about 9 miles east of Solon. The stream follows a tectonic line of transverse

anticline or culmination across the Krol belt. The stream thus gives a

type section clearly exposing the whole Krol succession. The importance

of this section had already been realized by previous workers, Pilgrim,

West and Auden. During a recent visit a rapid traverse was made
through this stream in which exposures of Jaunsars associated with the

Simlas were distinctly recognized near Shatdliara, both of these formations

being interpreted and mapped by these previous workers as Krols.
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7. A new outcrop of Ostrea limestone bed at Mukiirmatia,

Mayurbhanj State, and its new fossil fauna.

B. H. Jena, Mayurbhanj State.

Different species of Ostrea and Am'phisteqina or Rotalia were
described by P. N. Bose, Pilgrim, Tipper and Eamos from a limestone bed
at Mahulia, about 2 miles south of Baripada, the capital of the State.

A new outcrop of the limestone bed has also been discovered by the

author at Mukurmatia, about 7 miles south of Baripada with its rich

fossil content that, in addition to Ostrea^ is characterized by the presence
of fish and shark teeth, fossil crabs, fragmentary bones of vertebrates,

lamellibranchs and gastropods.
Amongst the molluscs many of which have only been foimd as casts,

the specific identification of Cadium proto.<nibrugo8um sp. nov. and Nuculana
Virgo K. Martin has been possible. Owing to the fragmentary nature of

other fossils and a large number of shark teeth, it has not been possible

oven to assign a generic position to the majority of the fossils. But from
the general faunal assemblage a provisional correlation with Pegu beds
(Miocene) of Burma is suggested.

8. On the nature of underground strata as revealed by the

tube-wells at Benares.

R. C. Mtsra, Benares.

The paper deals with the tube-wells in the Benares Hindu University
grounds and those in the compound of Benares Water-works.

A geological study of the strata as revealed by the l>oro hole sections

lias been made.
The maximum depth of the wells is 258 feet and the minimum is

160 feet.

The water bearing horizons suitable for tubo-wolls are foiuid below
130 feet of the ground level.

Clay beds are usually restricted to first 100 feet and sand bods are
found between 125 feet and 200 foot below tho ground level.

The occurrence of a bod of conglomerate about 3 feet in thickness is

a common feature.

In one of tho wells in which the length of the strainers is 68 feot and
tho diameter is 9 inches tho yield of water is about 40,000 gallons per hour.

9. The age and derivation of Ceylon’s Siwalik fauna.

P. E. P. Debaniyagala, Colombo.

The extinct largo mammals of Ceylon which are known from isolated

teeth and a few bones obtained from tho strike valleys of the Ratnapura
series, were originally (1936) considered to be of upper Siwalik Age, init

recently have been regarded as younger than the Norbudda fossils of
India (1940). Although this Ceylon Fauna is as much Siwalik as those of
East Africa, Burma or Java, it differs in that its fossils are generally less

mineralized while the matrix is seldom com]:)actod. These features suggest
that the Ceylon fossils are younger, although the dark grey colour of both
fossils and matrix suggests that the process of fossilization is similar

although less advanced. In Ceylon, features unknown from other Siwalik
areas are tho absence of equine and hyaena fossils and the association of a
form of hippopotamus with Elephas maxAmus Linn^, the most recent
member of the Proboscidea ; the possibility that some of the proboscidean
molars belong to local subspecies of Hypaelephas hysudricus (F. ot C.)

and to Palaeoloxodon namxLdicus (F. ot C.), coupled with the occurrence of
hippopotamus teeth of two distinct sizes and the discovery of fossils

coloured yellow ochre, in association with dark grey ones, in one locality,
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all combine to complicate any attempt at correlating the Ceylon fossils

with those from other Siwalik areas.

It is possible that in Ceylon, fossils of an Upper Siwalik horizon have
been redeposited with bones of certain other Siwalik animals which
persisted in the Island after Siwalik times. This view is supported by the
varying degrees of their mineralization, while the central ring of steep
waterfalls shows that the inner penei)lane underwent an uplift which
doubtless facilitated denudation of the older fossiliforous strata from the
mountains with partial redeposition in the strike valleys.

The absence from Ceylon of many extinct animals common in other

Siwalik areas, the presence of the hippopotamus which is unknown from
Soutli India, and the existence of a strong Malayan element and a lessor

Afrif;an one in Ceylon’s living faunas, suggest the not impossible view that

its Siwiilik fauna did iiot eriter dire(d via South liiflia.

10.

On t ho Discocyclma fi-orn tlio Eoc'ont^ bod in iho Pondichorry
Crotat*(X)iis ar^t^a.

L. Rama Rao, S. R. Najiayana Rag, and Y. Nagappa,
llangaloro.

Since the discovery recently rt^ported of an Eocene bed in the
Pondichorry Cretaceous area {Curr. ScL. Vol. 8, No. 4, 1939), the two lead-

ing tyyjcs of foraminifers, Nuaanu/itefi and Discocyclina^ found in this bed
are behig studied. A brief accouiit of the Numnmlltas was published some
time hack {Curr. Sci.. Vol. 9, No. 8, 1940), and in the present ]:)ay)er is

given a description of the Discocyclina^ from which it will bo seen that this
is what was previously described by Vredenburg as Orhitoidea minima from
this area.

1 1 . Creta(*eouft orbitoids from tho Ariyalnr stage (Maestrichtian)

of tho Triehinopoly district, 8o\ith India.

S. R. Narayana Rao, Bangalore.

Contains doscri])t ion of 3 B])ecies collected by tlie author and ideiititiod

as follows: Orhitocyclina ariyahirensis sp. nov., Lepidorhitoides inornata
•sp. no\'. and Lepidorhitoides htanfordi sp. nov. The orbitoids are confined
to the Ariyalnr stage (Maestrichtian) and are not present in the overlying
Niniyur (Danian) strata as frecpiently stated.

The Ariyalnr fauna is distinct from that described from N.VV. India
or Tibet. Orhitocyclina. ariyalurensis and Lepidorhitoides inornata are
remiirkably close to forms known'from Cuba.

The occ'urrence of the genus SideroUtes in the Ariyalnr limestones is

also noted.

12. On the supposed Danian occnrremio of orbitoids in India.

S. R. Narayana Rao, Bangalore.

Ill Europe, Cretaceous orbitoids are confined to the Campanian and
Maestrichtian and are not known to occur in beds of Danian ago. In
India, however, some Danian occurrences have been reported; these are

now discussed and shown to be based on erroneous data.

Review of evidences for assigning a Danian age is summarized as

follows;—(1) Supposed occiirrenro of orbitoids in tho Danian Niniyur
beds.—Orbitoids are in fact confined to the underlying Ariyalur

(Maestrichtian) bods. (2) Kossmat’s record of Orhitoides minima from
the ‘ post-Ariyalur ’ of Pondicherry.

—

O. minima is now recognized to be a

DiscocycUna and the bed containing it assigned an Eocene age. (3)

Vredenburg’s statement that C. beaumonti zone of Baluchistan includes

8
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part of the Maestrichtian with the Danian and that orbitoids occur in this

zone.

—

C. beaumonti is wholly Danian and orbitoids of Baluchistan are
confinod to the Hernipneustes'beds. (4) DouvilM’s record ofLepidorbiloides

from the supposed Danian of Tibet.—The ‘Danian ’ of Tibet is now referred
to the Upper Ranikot age and tVie two species of Lepidorbiloides to Eocene
genera.

There is thus no well-authenticated recjord of orbitoids in beds of
Danian age—if this term bo restricted to horizons characterized by
G. beaumonti or Hereogloasa danica. Ranges for the several known genera
in India are: Orbitoide»—Campanian and Maestrichtian ;

Lepidorbiloides.,

Omphalocyclus and Orbitocyclina—strictly Maestrichtian.
The reported association of orbitoids with OrbUolina in India is

doubtful, as the known range of the latter is Lower (Barremiau) to Middle
(Cenomanian) Cretaceous.

13. On a Cretaceous orbitoid from the Basal Lautigshe sliales

of Burma.

8. B. N ARAYANA Bao, Baiigalore.

A Cretaceous orbitoid discovered by Dr. (-otter at the base of the

Laungsho Series lias been referred by him toafovm described by Vrt'den burg

(1908) from N.W. India under the name Orbitoides apiculoto, Scblumb.
Vredonburg’s species was revised by Douvill6 (1910) to O. vredenburgi

Douvdlle and was described by him from the (yampanian of Tibet. No
details have so far boon published regarding Dr. (^otter’.s imi)ortant

discovery from Burma.
^

Two thin sections of shale containing Dr. Cotter’s species have^ been
examined by me. The species is represented by several axial sections and
one ])artial equatorial .section which unfortunately does not give any idea

of the embryonic chambers. Although the available material is inadecjuate

for a precise identification, the species shows some structural afiinity to

O. vredenburgi and is more likely referable to the Tibetan specnos than to
any other described from India.

The presence of a Cretaceous orbitoid in the Basal Laungsho shale is

conclusive evidence of an Upper Cretaceous age (Campanian or

Maestrichtian, but not Danian) for this bed. Regarding its bearing on the
palaeogoographic history of the area, the question suggests it.solf whether
the marine connection which existed between Tibet and Burma in the'

Lower Cretaceous was maintained in the Upper Cretaceous also. A more
thorough study of the Laimgahe orbitoid tlian has been possible with the
present material is necessary before any satisfactory answer could be
given.

^

The material studied is from the G.S.I. collections.

14. CalcaroouB algao of tlio Bub-family Coralliiioae from a
Lepidoci/riina-limestone from t he Andaman Islands.

8. B. Narayana Bao, Bangalore.

The following two si:>ecies are described from thin sections prepared
from material received from the G.S.I. collections: Amphiroa ocranica
8p. nov. and Gorallina andanuinensis sp. nov.

The genus ArchoBol/Uholhamnium is not present in the material studied
by me and a species of this described and figured by Mr. Ceo (1920) from
the Andamans is believed to be from a much older horizon.

The associated foraminifora are identified as follows: Lepidocyclina
(s.l.) sp. ind., Amphistegina yiiasi (Vorboek), Operculinoides niasi
{ssNummuUles niasi V^erbeok of Vredenburg) and a form referable to the
family Miogypsinidao. Those indicate a late Oligocono or an early Miocene
age.

8b
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15. A preliminary account of some calcareous algae from the

uppermost Ranikot beds of Jhirak, Sind.

S. R. Narayana Rao, Bangalore.

The following gonora are recorded from a study of thin sectiojis of a
limestone (from the G.S.I. rolloctions) : LithotJiatnniuf/i, JAirvarhi, Neomeris
and Dactylopora ( ?).

16. Palaeontological notes on Tertiary limestones of Travancore*

C. Prasanna Kumar, Mysore.

The |)aj)er embodies a description of a number of’ fossils from the

limestones hitherto not ro})ortod. Some of those are now to science.

Their identification reveal their similarity with contorn}:)orary fauna of

Sind and Burma. The predominant forms bear an unmistakable Indo-

Malayan aspect. From tlie above conclusion regarding tlie age of lime-

stones is indicated.

Petrology and Mineralogy

17.

On the porthitos of charnoekitos.

P. R. J. Naidu and M. S. Sadasiviah, Bangalore.

The perthitos of the charnockiU‘.s of Pallavaram (the ty]'>e area)

have been described by Sir Thomas Holland as the ‘Minerals with fusiform

bodies’. Those fusiform inclusions have boon examined on the lines

indicated by H. L. Ailing. Measurements indicate that they are strings,

stringlets and rods. Beads and plumes are absent. Their lengths are to

100. On 010 they ap])ear as small circles or irregular polygons. The

inclusions of charnockites, therefore, are ox-solution phenomena.

18.

On the o(u;urreu(‘e of harzburgites in Mysore.

P. R. J. Naidu and M. G. C. Naidu, Bangalore.

* Former was the first to note the occurrence of Saxonite in the Zhob

valley, Baluchistan, Ho also noted the presence of onstatite-diopside-

olivine rocks in Salem. In this paper are studied the occurrence of such

rocks to the north of the charnockitic range of hills (Nilgiri hills), near

Holenarasipur. Mysore State. The harzburgites show a rare suite of

chlorite minerals like kammororite, eti;.

19.

Kyanite veins in gabbro, Mayurbhanj.

S. K. Ray, Calcutta and B. H. Jena, Mayurbhanj.

Kyanite was noted by dena between two villages Gandipani (86°

:i8': 22° i;r 45") and Kuldiha (86° .*18'; 22° 14' 80") in N.E. Mayurbhanj

adjoining Dhalbhum.
Petrographic studi(^s by Ray shows that kyanite occurs in \'enis

within gabbros, which are practically surrounded by gneisses. In the

veins kyanite has cross -fibrearrangement and it is associated with actinohte-

gedrite, clinocddore, quartz and sometimes tourmaline,
i - j

The gabbros are highly altered liydrothermally by solutions derived

from the gneisses. The kyanite on account of its association and mode of

occurrence, is regarded as deposited from those solutions.
j i .

The source of alumina has not been, however, definitely traced; but

tl.o presence of stnurolito in a small mclusion of oonglomeratic sandstone

(about 10 sq. ft. in area) within the gabbro, is taken as an indication of its
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probable derivation from some metamorphosed aluminous sediments not
yet diseovered.

20. A note on the occurrenc;e of some metamorpliic minerals in

Miryalgiida taluq, Nalgiinda district.

S. K. Mukhetuee, Hyderabad-Doccan.

In the c.ourse of the geological survey of jiarts of Nalgunda district,

a few localities were seen to be covtired with surface spreads of corundum
garnet, Vermeculites, as detrital materials.

The country is represented by granites, syenites, pegmatites, quartz
veins and shredded patches of IJharwars.

The paper discusses the motamoryihic changes affecting the rocks
of the area giving rise to the abov^o minerals.

21. Geology and pet rology of the sout h -eastern part of Chur
mountains, Simla Hills.

K. P. Rode, Waltair, S. L. Bishnoi, and R. S. Singh, Benares.

During the mineral investigations in the Sirinoor State the autliors

had undertaken a detailed study of the geology and petrology of the
south-western slopes of the Chur mountain. Tho geology of tlu^ area

has been admirably raapiped by W. D. West (1925-28) but the present

study brought forth many new interesting facts of general tectonic

importance which would justify a <lotailod map])ing on a-'larger scale.

The area c-ovored is about 15 sq. miles. Tlie large collection ol’ rfK‘ks

made in tho present investigation is being siudi(Hl in the Geology
Department of the Benares Hindu University. Some of the important
observations made during the held work are:

—

(1) The Chur granite is not a laccolithic massive in situ but is in the
nature of a Klippo remnant of the Central Himalayan Napj)o resting o\ er

the schists artid (juartzites of tho .Jutog Nappe.
A large part of the Chur granite is only schistose (juartz ]K>r{j)hyry

traversed extensively by tourmaline pegmatites.

(2) There i.s a distinct zone of garnotiforous sfdiist and quartzites

occurring on the top of the western (Sitambu) ridge of tho Chur over tlo-i

granite and quartz |)orphyrios with a clear northerly dip near Berog and
Tisry camping grounds.

(.8) There occurs a system of huge dolerite sheets generally showing
transgressive relationships with tho surrounding rocks. They are inti-

mately connected witli the Chur granite and ((uartz porphyries. Many
now outcrops of dolerite sheet have been located.

(4) A new outcrop of the white saccharoidal limestone Iijib been lo(*,ated

near Chog Tali within a short distance of the granite. There is, howex er,

no sign of contact motamorj^hism developed in tho limestone. This rock is

identical with the Jalag Didag limestone of the Carbonac*oous Jutog Series.

22. Potroolmmistry and provincial relafion.shi]> of tho eruptive
rocks of Bhowali-Bhimtal area, I>ist. Naiuital, U.P.

K. P. Rode, Waltair, S. N. Verma, and H. M. Mathur, Benares.

The doleritic flows and sills known as the Nainital Traps occupy an
^rea of over 30 aq. miles from Bhowali to the N.W. to Kauibagh to the
S.E. The true held relations are somewhat obH<‘uro owing to tho complex
folding and thrusting which tho area has suffered during Himalayan
orogenesis.

In this paper is discussed the petrochemistry of the igneous suite
which ranges in types from basic as dolerites and basalts through diorites
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to acid as granites, granophyres and quartz porphyries. The principal
types were chemically analyzed and their analyses were interpreted on the
Niggli methods calculating and comparing the kata and epinorm composi-
tion of the rocks with their modal composition. The normative feldspars
and Pyroxenes as deduced from the rock analyses were also compared with
the modal feldspars and Pyroxenes as determined by optical methods.

A study of the variation diagram on the basis of Niggli values has
shown that all the different types of the eruptive rocks of this region have
originated from the same magma through crystallization differentiation

and that the trends followed during differentiation are those topical of
the Circumpacific; suites. These trends of differentiation are compared
with other known suites of calc -alkaline nature and their nearest affinities

are traced.

23. The probable rolatiori between the Cnddapah trap sIIIb

and the post graiiitie dolerite dykes in Jatpol Sainasthan,

Hyderabad State.

L. S. Kjiishna Mubthy, Hyderabad-Docf^an.

Interfoimational trap sills wore seen associated with the basal members
of the Cuddapahs between Kolhapur the capital of tho Jatpol Samasthan
{ 1 %^ 19^ licr : 16° 6' 30") and Somsil (78° 19' 49" : 16° 2' 20"), on the north
bank of the Kistna river in Malibubnagar district, Hyderabad vState.

The doloritic! trap sills are met with both above and below the lime-
stone bods, overlying the basal quartzites. They are liard, fine t(.) medium
grained and weatlier into exfoliating boulders. The dolerite dykes occur-

ring in the adjoining granite area show no indicjition of any surfaco

continuity with the trap sills.

A petrological study, hc^wevmr, reveals a close roBcmblanco ladween
them. Tho paper discusses their mineral composition, microscopic
character and other similarities and concludes that some at least of tho
post granitic dolerite dykes (Newer Dolerite dykes) are of Cuddapah age,

the dykes probably representing the complement of tho sills. The pa])er

draws attention to similar conclusions arrived at by recent- workers in the
Singbhum area regarding tho age of the sills in the sedimonta i'ies and tho
dolerite dykes in the granite.

24. Kalang Rock, Khasi Hills, A«saiu.

N, N. Chatterjke, Calcutta.

The author had an opportunity of visiting tho famous Kalang Kock
(91° 33J' : 2r>° 36') situated in the Klnisi Hills, Assam. Tliis huge mass
of porpliyritic granite stands up boldly from the surrounding undulating

(!Ountrv looking like a great dome of about oUO ft, high. Ft forms an
exposure of tlie extensive granite batholith lying below the Shillong

Plateau. The adjoining country is composotl of lino graiiK'd streaky

gTioisses and scliists covered with trees and tliick grass in strong contrast

with the naked and bare face of the Kalang Hock. This porpliyritic

granite is intrusiv-e in tlio streaky gneisses and scFiists and slunvs signs

of assimilation. Tho present paper deals witli the general features of tlio

])orphyritic granite and tlie streaky gneisses in some detail. There are

fairly big phonocrysts of pink felspar in the granite. The chief (‘onstituent

minerals of the granite include felspar both microcline and oligoclase

sometimes with perthitic intergrowtFi, quartz, biotite, liornblendo, etc.

The accessory minerals include apatite, zircon, spliene, iron oxide, ilmonite,

etc. Zircon and apatite are sometimes foiunl as inclusions in liiotito, horn-

blende. Pleochroic haloes are found aroimd the zircon inclusions in biotite.

Myrmekitic structure is also present. Other petrological characters are

enumerated in the paper. The structural features of the rock include
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Beveral seta of joints and flow of phonoerysts. The more or loss horizontal,

and NNE/8SW vertical joints appear to be quite prominent and play

important role in weathering and disintegration of the rock mass. The
arrangement of the phonoerysts as obserx ed possibly indicates a general

flow of magma in a north-south direction.

25. Calc-granulitos and amphibolitos near Muri, Manbhuin.

S. Roy, Calcutta.

Impure calcareous sediments, which have been metamorphosed
under the influence of an intrusive granite-gneiss with addition of material

from tlie lai-ter to ti*emolito-diopside granite, garnet-diopside granulites,

etc. have been observed near Muri (85° 52': 25° 25'). The rocks form
discontinuous lenticular patches invariably associated will) s<'dimentary

quartzites, with which they are conformable.
On the other hand there are dyke or sill-like masses of iimphibolites in

various grades of inetamorphism, which are included in tla^ gnn)ite-gneis8

or wl)i(dj lie outside it.

Nc) genetic relationship can be established between the two rock
series, viz. (;ale-grai)ulites and amphibolitos. The anq»hibolit(^s nowhere
contain tremolito; calcite when pres(uiit in them are secondary; the fels])ars

are generally twinned; and dioj>side when present is secondary after the
hornblende. Ti)(\y are nowhere jr.s.sociatod with qiuirtzite rocks. The
amphiholitcs sin* shaqjly contrasted with the cah^-granulites in (‘very way.
They are ty])i<‘al ‘e]:)idiorites’ of Wiseman in the kyanitc^ and sillimanite

2b. P(‘tr()iira[)iiy of p<)r))li vritic graiiitc-gnoisk of Jhalda,

Maublium.

S. Roy, ('alcutta.

In 1881 V. Ball mapped two sheet-lik(‘ p>\tchos of porphyritif* granite

in Manbhum. One of these occupies a K.-W. belt of country about 4 miles

w'ido stretching through Lodurka (8(5° 55' ;
25° 20'), Purulia (80° 27': 25°

20'), and .Jhalda (85° 52': 25° 25').

Recently the present author mapped a part of tlu^ coiuitry in d(>>tail

ajid studied a portion of tho granite and the surrounding r(jcks. The
petrography of the granite only has been described here.

The granite wemthors into typk^al dome's. It is predominantly a
porphyritic granite-gneiss, with primary foliation. The banding is in

part duo to Ut-par-lit intrusion in th(3 ‘country’.

It is rich in mif^rocline. The plagioclase shows a range in composition
with 27% to 55% of An content. Several varieties have bo(?n rocogiiizod

including mica-rich and hornblende-rich patches, whic h may be hybrid in

y3art at least,

A petr(3graphic description of the various types is given.

A non-porphyritic mass was analyzed c])emically . It has the chemical
composition of an adamellite.

27. On tho locks of tho burnt coal outcrop from tho ('ontral

Kii ja.ina colliery, Jharia,

N. N. Chatterjee and S. Roy, C'alcutta.

Several specimens of fused sedimentary strata (sandstone and shale)

were collected from the burnt coal outcrop of Central Kujama colliery lying
in the Jharia coalfield. From field observation it is found that the
specimens are comiected with the outcrop of XI/Xll seam of the Barakar
Measures. The specimens are very hard and compact, dark green to black
in appearance and have a cellular structure sometimes resembling a
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vesicular basalt. There are also several specimens which are highly
cellular and friable. The paper gives a brief account of petrographic
characters of these fused rocks. The fused mass consists of sillimanite-,

cordierite-but^hites with embedded microlites of tridymite, enstatite ( ?)

and iron ore. The iron ore consists largely of magnetite crystals which
occur in doUnito patterns. S<wtn'al relict grains of <juartz and few patches
of reddish brown glass are also found. Fragments of semifiised or bilked
shale and sandstone are found embedded in the fused mass. A con-
sideration of the petrographical characters leads to the conclusion that
these rocks have been formed at temperatures somowheu'e between 1250'^(b
and 142r,°C.

28. Cliorts from Dodguni, Tiimkur district, Mysore State.

C. S. PrCHAMTjTHU, Mysore.

Tliis paper reports the occurrence of cherts near Dodguni in the
Tumkur district which differ markedly from any which have so far been
described from Mysore State. A detailed megascopic and microscopic
description of these cherts is given.

A very interesting feature of these rocks is the occurrence in the^m of
peculiar structures whicli resemble algae. These are reddish brown in

colour and so are clearly set off against the almost colourless silitja deposit.

Hand specimens, microsections, and micro-pliotographs will be
exliibib'd in illustration of the paper.

29. Stxliineiitary analysis of limestones from the Mysore State.

P. R. J. Naidu and B. Sadasivaraju, Bangalore.

Hc>prosentative limest()ru\s from several formations of the State are

examined by the methods of ‘ Sedimentary petrography’. The limestones
occurring near the southern extension of the schist belt near Kondli,
Tiunkur district, show evidences of derivation from ultrabasic rocks.

There are relu^s of tremolite whitdi are blaatoporphyritic and lie nomato-
blastically in a groundraass consisting of a mosaic of calcite, and pleochroic

grtion chlorite gix ing a lopidublastic structure. Biotito occurs diablasti-

cally. The amphibolo gives a — 1*535 and ^ — 1*555; the refractive

indices are too low for fresh araphiboles, and represent talcose alterations.

30. Development of amphibolite near dolerite-shale contact.

M. R. Srinivasa Rao, Bangalore.

The doleritic sill which intrudes between tlie Gulcherro and Vempally
beds of tlie lower Cuddapahs near Kurnool town has metamorphosed the
adjoining shales and quartzites. Field observations reveal the existence

of a series of rocks, from the most unaltered shale at one end, to an amphi-
bolite very near the doleritic intrusion. A detailed microscopic investiga-

tion of this series of rocks shows the different stages in the formation of the
amphibolit(3 as an hybrid rock due to the intimate interaction of shale and
dolerite.

3]. Petrology of the basic and ultrabasic rocks found near

Gorumahisani Pahar, Mayurbhanj State, Orissa.

S. C. Chatterjee, Ranchi.

The petrographical characters and the differentiation of a series of

basic and ultrabasic rocks found near the Gorumahisani Fahar aie dis-

cussed in this paper. The rocks include typos like norite, anorthosite,

piorite, and poridotite which have a pyroxene of the Bushveld type, not
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previously recorded from any Indian rock, as one of the constituents.

The genesis of the assoiiiated magnetite deposits has also been discussed

and a metasomatic* origin suggested.

General

32. The Ceylon water falls and their bearing on the structure

of the island.

D. N. Wabia, Colombo.

The central Ceylon highland, composed entirely of Archaean rocks, is

surrounded by a ring of waterfalls, which precipitate their waters over a

height of from 100 foet to over 000 feet. TJiis is a highly significant fact

in the structural geology of Ceylon and indicates that the river-systems

of the country have received a sudden interruiition by earth disturbances

which have uplifted the central highland massif to the extent of over a

thousand feet within recent geological times. The occurrence of so many
stoep falls and cascades in Ceylon bespeaks sub -recent rejuvenation of the

streams by block-faulting and uplift of over 1,000 feet. This has raised

their waters relatively to the rest of the island and the uplift was so late

that the rivers have had no time to adjust their gradients by cutting

through the precipices and replacing them by gorges.

33. Some obac^rvations on fclio toctonies of the Sinnoor
Himalayas.

K. P. lloDE, Waliair.
"

During the recent investigations into the mineral resourfros of the
Sirinoor State, Simla Hills, the author in the company of Messrs. Mukti
Nath, R. V. J. Achyuta Rao and others of the Benares Hindu University

made extensive tours in the different parts of tho State. Many now facts

have come to tho notice which throw much light on the structure of these
Himalayas. The author discusses tho older interpretations of the tectonics
and also puts forward some new interpretations which reveal the com-
plicated structure of these much-studied hills.

Some of tho more striking points in tho new intorj>rotatioii are ;

—

(1) Many of the conglomerates mapped as Blaini bed and as such
regarded as of basic stratigraphical importance in elucidating the structure

and age relationships of tho outer Himalayan bods, are not strictly of
normal sedimentary origin, but are in all likelihood of tectonic origin.

(2) There is a wide development of tho Simlas, Infra-Krols and Krols
in their normal farues in tho region north of Uhandpur in the nortVi-oast

Sirmoor which are in contact with, and are underlain by, highly fossiliferous

Nummulitic Limestone. This Nummulitic Zone extensively developed
on west and north-west of Chakrata, roprosonts a * window' exposing and
exhibiting the Autochthonous Zone of tho Lower Tertiaries.

(3) The so-called Mandhalios of tho eastern Sirmoor which are
dominantly (composed of arenacious pink, dark and buff colourod slates,

shales and limostonos (Bansa Limestone ofAudon) appear only as hardened
facies of the Simlas, Infra, -Ki’ols and Krols succjossion of the lowest Krol
Nappo resting over the Autochthonous Nummulitic Zone.

(4) The jaunsars of the Chandpur Stage according to Audon include
the altogether unmetamorphosed greenish shales and the overlying hard
quartzites forming the cliff of tho Chandpur hill. These are not one
continuous formation; moreover, there is also a good development of buff
coloured limestone associated with the greenish shales. These limestones
an d shales belong definitely to the Krol zone while the overlying quartzites
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higlily traversed by quartz veins belong to the Jaunsars proper, the

junction between the two being that of an enormous thrust, the Jaunsar

Nappe lying over the Krol Nappe.

(5) Many of the so-called Chad series of shales, slates and phyllites

are only metamorphosed equivalents of the Infra-Krol shales and slates

and belong to the higher—the Jaunsar Napjie.

(6) The so-called Lower Tals of the Koti Dhainan ami Bohal-l^itlierkui

regions of the eastern Shmoor ap])ear only as inverted sequiuice of the

Infra-Krols and Simla slates underlying the Jutog Nappe.

(7) The so-called Upper Tals of the same regions are in tlie nature of

Klippen and rejiresont the remnants of the Bouleagun
j
Quarlzitos of the

Jutog Nappe lying over the Jaunsar Nappe.

34. Gravity jnoasii rouionts in India.

P. Evans, London and E. T. Vachell, Digboi.

Largo yiarts of India are covered by alluvial deposits which form an

effective blanket concoaling the geological structure and ordinary methods

of geological investigation are not applicable. Various geojihysical

methods can be employed in such areas, and the oldest and most widely

used is the determination of small variations in gravity; these variations

may be expected to give some evidence of the distribution of light and

dense material beneatii the alluvium. The earlier gravity surveys were

all made by pendulum observations, and pendulum readings have been

made by the Geodetic Bramdi of the Survey of India ut over oOO stfitions.

For detailed work more poTfaldo ami more sensitive instruments are needed

and the torsion balance has been extensively used to measure gi’ayity

indirectly by determining tlK' direction and extent of changes in gravity.

This instrumout has a somewhat limited a])plicati()n as obser\ ation stations

must bo closely spaced, and a number of givivimoters lia\ o been dexdsod

for a direct measurem(Mit of gra\ ity. Throe of these l)avo been used in

India during recent years; they employ different ])rinci])les and are suitable

for differoTit types of o])oration. Those three graA'imeters are described

with the aid of diagrams and pliotogniphs and referem‘(‘ ma<l<' to the

accuracy obta,iJUil)l(} and the mtdhods of carrying out the survt^y.

35. Sojiio gravity probloiiis of eastern India.

P. Evans, London and E. T. Vaohell, Digboi.

Observations of gravity (g) have boon made at many places in India,

and a deta iled stud y of the many instances of anomalous gra\dty is possible

only if the observed values can be compared with an accurate estimate of

the normal gravity at tfie ])oint of observation. The dotormiiiation of

normal grav ity presents some difliculties. Firstly, the ap])ropriate normal

or cakailatod value (known as gamma) has to be corrected to allow for

fieight above sea-level; this gives gamma A: then for the effects of the

topographic.al masses and irregularities round the station ; this gives gamma
li. The diiferonco between g and gamma 13 is the B anomaly which is the

starting point for further investigation. The topographical correctionsmay
be from one to several hundred milligals (gr = 1)7 H gals and 1 gal — 1,000

milligals) and the B anomaly has much the same range althougii it is

commonly between -f- 20 ami — 80 mgl. Oliviously, the (‘orroedions must

be ac(;urate if tiie figui o for the anomaly is to be reliable. Unfortunatolv

,

very little attention has betm j^aid to a source of enor jiointod out by

Glennie in India and Chamberlin in the U.S.A.: none of the calculations

have taken into account the effects of local geology . The value of o

anomaly is influenced by the density of the rocks near tlio point or observa-

tion. Corrections for density may amount to as much as 8U

may either increas<^ or decrease the anomaly, and in some cases will cnange

its sign. The grav it> map after c'orrecting for loi'al geology may presen
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a very differoiit pictare from the map of iincorrected anomalies. Two
examples are giv en of residual anomalies after correcting for local geology

—

in the Bengal Delta gravity is 50 milligals more on the east than on the

west, and southwards from tho Mikir Hills (Assam) there is an increase

of 120 milligals in 70 miles. Until more work is done on the corrections

for lo<*al geology it is hardly likely that an explanation of these residual

anomali(\s will be possible. In each of these instances the smaller gra\ ity

value lies on motamorphic rocks and the larger on comparatively light

Tertiary sediments.

Economic

36. Porinangariato oxidation of some Indian coaLs (2).

J3. B. Niyogi, Dhanbad.

The present })apor is a preliminary study of the rolationshi]) between
the permanganate nnictivity and the protlucts of distillation of some
Ijidian coals at high temperature. MeasTirt^monts of the permanganate
reactivity of the sa7n(‘ coals wore recorde<i b\- the autlior in a ]>revious

l>Hper {Fuel., XV' II, No. 8, page 228).

Tho results show that the obser\ (*d gradual decr<>aso in tho yield of

oxides of carbon and increase in tho hydrogen yiekl in tho distilled gas

corrosy)Oud in general with the permanganate reacti\ity of the different

samples. The ditTeronees in cases of the Tertiary and Gondwana coals are

more sigtiiHcant and are in ac.(‘ordaneo with what was exjx'ctod. There is

also a. sijnilar flitteronco between the Barakar series and Kaniganj series

(^otils although tho diffeninco is not so marked. The tomj)eratures of tho
first appearance of oil vapours also show a gradual rise corresponding to

the peimanganate reactivity. There is, however, no sirhilar relationship

found in case of the amount of hydrocarbons e\a>lved.

Although these results are interesting and suggest possibilities in

connection with the classifictation, correlation of this description can bo
established only by (uirrying out extensive work on a larger number of

samples t>f oa< h (oal.

37, Froe stilphur in some weathered Tertiary coal s])e(:‘imeiis of

India.

N. N. ( 'HATTERJEE, Galciitta.

In piev ious communications to tho Geology Section of the Indirfn

Scieiice Oongress the author gave dotaihid information regarding the
distribution of various forms of sulphur in many Tertiary <’oaIs of India
and Burma, ft may bo recalled that pyrites and organic suly^hur were
found to be yjresont in the sy)ecimoiis but that in none of tlnan free .sulphur
was detected by tho author. A descriy^tion of the syiocimons together with
the analytical results was also ]:)ublished in tho Journal of the l)ey)t. of
Scieiute, Calcutta University and in the Quarterly Journal of tho Geological,
Mining and Metallurgical Society of India. These coal specimens were
allowed to remain in the laboratory for a number of years and certain
interesting changes have been noticed in them. In the y)rosent payjor
the author has made an attempt to giv'^e a brief ac^count of such changes
in tho sj)ocimens of Borjan, Chorrapunji, Laitringow, Thangiriat, Makorwal,
Mach, Dandot and Jammu coals. A careful examination of the spo(*imens
shows that the organic sulphur suffered no change but the pyrite granules
ha\'e boon altered to suly)hatos witli the devoloy)ment of sul|)huric acid.

In se\^oral specimens, however, granules of free suly)hur were formed duo to

some chemi(^al reactions between the ferric sul]ybate and the residual
pyrites or tho coal substance. Further reactions between the free sul|fiiur

and moist ferric 8ul]:)hate resulted in the fin mation of ferrous suljjhate and
suly>buric acid in certain cases. In the paj)Hr the author has discussed tho
subject in some detail.
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38.

Clay from Bilaspur State, Punjab.

Raj Nath and Brijeshwar Prasad, Benares.

In this paper field observations on the (xciirrence and tlie results of

the ehemieal and mieroseoyiieal studies of these clays are given. Laboratory
a,(j<l firing experiments to study the physical properties were also carried

out. All these point out that these clays from village Oel can be used for

the manufacture of sanitary war(\ jiipes and other low grade pottery
where oolonr is no bar.

39. Economic study of the Kiol white sandstone (2).

Raj Nath and Brijeshwar Prasad, Benares.

At the last session (h the Indian Science Congress in 1940, a paper
was read on ‘A source of glass sand in Bilaspur State, Dunjab’.

'fhe ])j*csent paper deals with additional observations on the mode of

origin of t h(^ Krol white sandstone, it s suitability as a glass making material,

tlH> (M'onomin asiK'(*ts of its working and with otlier data collected as a

result of further work in the field and the lahoratory.

40. (lalena from Biias]mr Stale, Punjab.

Raj Nath and Brijeshwar Prasad, Benares.

This pap<a' deals witli the HeJ<l observations and tJio mi(a*oscopj<'al

and chemical studies of tlie (‘oiintry rock containing galena. Tlio country

rock in which the galena, oeeurs is white sandstone of Krol formation
whie.il has lieon (liseo\’ered to a useful material for the manufacture of

glass. As a resiilt <.>f a series of dry assaying experiments, it has been

found that the amount of silver present is about one ounce per long ton

of the ore.

41

.

Porosity, permeability and average grain aize of oilsands.

N. V. 8en-Gupta and Mg. Theijs! Nytjn, Khodaung
(Upper Burma).

Permeabilities of twenty -tlm^o (*ores were obtained by a method
developed in this laboratory and described elsewhere. The corresponding
porosities were obtained by the methoil of Meleher and the particle size

<listribution curves by Puri’s siltoineter. The average partick' diameters,
' 100

d\ were ( aJeulated from tlx' relation d — / 100
whert‘ Jt^g is the

pet'centage by volume ol particles having tliaiiK'ter dg. It was observ’cd

that with increase in the average diameter the porosity at first increased

and then tended to attain a constant limiting valuta Permeability, on

the other hand, increased continuously wit h th(' average diameter and the

a|)pioximate lelathai Koed^, vrhere K is the measured permeability, was
obtained.
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1. Settlements in the irrigated areas of recent colonization in

the Tndo-Gangetic plain.

Dr. Kazi S. Ahmad, Aligarh.

The main irrigated areas of the Tndo-Gaiigotic plain are found in a
great crescent of land extending from Kara.rdii, through Sind, Punjab
and western U.P. to about Allahabad. Within this crescent the extension of
canal irrigation in the Sutlej -Jhelum doabs in the Punjab has been followed
by the colonization of largo trac^ts and, to a much smaller extent, the
opening of the Sukkur Barrage has made available for colonization lands
which formerly lay waste. Ko settlement has taken place in western
U.P. after the inauguration of irrigation works as the land was already
inhabited and privately owiu^d.

Tlie form and distribution of settlements in the canal *001011108 of the
Punjab have been dealt with in detail, bringmg out the relation of physical
and cultural landscape. Village types, lay-out of i)rincix3al colony towns,
dwelling stru(;turos and the development of communications are described.
A comparison has been made of the growth of population in the colony
and non-colony districsts. Although in the colony districts there is a
high percentage of the increase of population since 1881 , large wastes
having been brought under plough, it is distributed over a greater extent
of cultivated area. Tliorefore, the density per square mile of cultivated
area is still much lower than in the old irrigated districts. The increase
of wealth accruing from irrigation is thus not entirely offset by an increase
of population. Therefore, the canal colonies of the Punjab foim the most
prosperous new settlements in India.

The extension of irrigation in Sind tluough the famous Sukkur
Barrage presents absolutely dilforont conditions from those of the Punjab,
as far as settlement or colonization is concerned. In the irrigable laud
there is a marked absence of largo areas, hitherto uncultivatod Crown
wastes, which form a familiar feature of the Punjab irrigation schemes.
Here the new canals are mostly to irrigato an already settled country.
Out of a gross area of million acres commanded by the Sukkur Barrage
only about Ij^ million acres were unoccupied and culturable and even
these vacant lands wore very fragmental. Besides, the grants of land in

the Punjab under prescribed conditions are replaced hero by the disposal of
the bulk of the land through auction sales to meet part of the exj^enditure

of the Barrage. So no regular plan of settlement could be enforced
beyond the occupation and cultivation of fixed sites.

2. House types and settlement forms in the south-eastern

Punjab.

Saiyid Muzafbr Ali, Aligarh.

This paper deals with the nature, evolution and distribution of
rural and urban settlements in a region with an ancient rural economy
where the tilling of the soil has, from remote times, been the mainstay of
the people. The physical background of the region is first discussed

{ 127 )
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T^riaging out the influeiioe of natural fac;tors on rural habitat. A number
of house typos, working from the nomad’s tont through the hut of the

semi-nomad to the house of the sedentary people, have been recognized

The manner in which those houses are grouped reveals, on careful examina-
tion, a definite pattern which is repeated m specialized regions. It is

contended that the form and location of settlements are the products

of at least four different factors:

—

() The physical factor: soils, water distribution and weather
asjiects

;

() The ethnic fa(;tor;

(c) The agricultural factor; and
(d) The historical firctor.

3. The evolution of field pattern in Northern India.

S.4IY1D MuzaFEB An, Aligarh.

An .Aryan village—-the ‘grama’, the licit of arable land, the belt of

pasture land and the ‘Aryana’—the effect of tho increase of XJcpulation

on the original layout of the vn'Ilage—changes in the field pattern during

the Hindu and Muslim periods—changes duo to the dilferont systems of

land tenure—effect of political upheavals on rural economy and field

pattern—settled agriculture and field patterns—relation between field

patterns and religious and social customs—soil and watejwsupply—-canals

—

consolidation of holdings.

4. Geography of the cotton zone of Boitfbay Karnatak.

C. 1). Deshpande, Dharwar.

Economic prosperity of Bombay Kaniatak depends to a great

extent on cotton, its leading cash crop. The plateau tract of the rogioji

with its black and re<l soils and moderate but well-distributed rainfall,

forms the cotton zone of Bombay Karnatak. Hero cotton has promoted
handicrafts and commerce ever since the antiquity. With the extension
of the British rule (cotton has gained a new importance. Improved
varieties have promoted the oxjiort of cotton and the growth of mill
industry, and have also supported the ancient handloom woa\ ing industry.
Although <*otton prosperity depends on fiu(;tuations in tho world cottori

prices, improvements in quality and system of marketing and development
of cottage and mill industry would to a great extcait stabilize eeonomi('
conditions in Bombay Karnatak.

5. Geographical factors influencing the^ condiud of Maratha
eampaignis in Bombay Karnatak.

C. D. Deshpakde, Dharwar.

Kajwade, the well-known historian of the Marathaa, in his Prefaces
to Maratha Sources, points out the importance of the season of campaigns,
and tho routes followed by the Maratha armies. A detailed study of such
routes with reference to a small region like Bombay Karnatak brings
out the local influences of geograx)hical factors such as the length of the
rainy season, unseasonal rains, famines, water scarcity, hilly and forested
regions and river fordings. Campaigns of Bajirao I, Madhavrao Ballal,

Parshuram Bhau and Haripant Phadko have been taken as illustrations.

A consideration of the relative importance of tlio routes of campaign in

Bombay Karnatak shows that the western or the ‘Krishna Valley’ route,
developed by the Patwardhans, became more important than the other
routes in the east, and to this extent, Rajwade’s description of routes
requires a revaluation.
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6. 8ettleraent types of Bombay Karnatak.

C. D. Deshpande, Dharwar.

Urban and rural settlomeiitH of Bombay Karnatak caaiform to tlio

general pattern as detorrainetl by geographical influences although tliere

are loiral variations. Influenco (^f relief, soil and frosh water supply,
modified in places by roads, detoiininos the site and pattern of \ illagt^s,

wliilo the amount of rainfall and the nature of building material available

infiuonco the plan and construction of house typos. Siiyierior position

of fertile^ land and nature of agricultural operations—factors of human
geogra])hy—also ex(a'<;iso some infiuonco in the pattern. The size of settle-

ments is open to a variety of influences. Weekly bazars, major roads,

river fordings, riverside situation in places supported by redigious sentiment
and prosperous agricultural surroundings are factoi's promoting their

size, whik^ malarial c.onditions, animal p(\sfs, abseiau^ of e(s)nomic support
from Qgriculturci exercise a negative influence. The scattered settlements
of Kanara coast, the straggling liamlets of tiie (fliafs, the ])rosj)orous

villages of the transitional and black soil regions n,nd tla^ poorer v illage

typos of the eastern side hav e been discussed in this setting, oii a regional

basis, along with a reference to urban ty])es.

7. Eustatic changes in level in the south -t^ast coast of Madras.

V. Kalyanastjndaram, Madras.

The paper deals with the changes in the relative level of the land and
sea in the south-east coast of Madras. The geological evidences, as far

as they have boon worked out, point to an elevation of the coast within
reci^nt times and historical records indiirate a continuaiice of this process- -

tho recession of the sea—down to historic times also. The longitudinal

Xjrofile of tho main river of the region, t he Tambraparni, reveals a succession

of breaks of slope and it is particularly suggestive when this feature is

developed, as in the case of the region under consideration, in massive
crystalline rocks. They rev'eal the former high levels of erosion, a fact

which is in keeping with the j)uroly geological evidence.

8. Hydro-electric development in South India.

• V. P. Kannan Nair, Madras.

The paj)er describes and discusses the place of water power in 8outh
India; what it has done and can do for the industrial regenei*atiou of a

region utterly deficient in coal and oil. It shows how the water power
developments that hav o recently taken j)lace in the l egion are in strict

accord with geograjihical factors. Nothing is so vital to the material

{irogress of South India as the development of all her remaining water

power* resources which, as in Japan, can reasonably be exjiected to solve

all the problems of power, arising directly from the absence of coal and oil.

9. Agricultural regions of Bihar.

S. A. Majid, Patna.

This pajjer represents an attempt to tlivide the prov inct' into a number
of agricultural i*egions based mainly on the cro}js. The relation between

tho goograjihical factors and the distribution of the main crojis has been

fully discussed. The coincidence of the boimdary lines of movst of the

regions with tho contours and isohyots has been souglit out and presented.

The relative imjiortance of the different (trops raised in a region has betin

(carefully determined and the factors It^atling to it ciiticall.v analyzed,

Tho main facts emerging from the discussions have been illustrated by a

munber of max)8 of the writer’s own making.
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10. Coconut—^its cultivation on the Malabar coast.

P. Koohunni Panikkar, Madras.

The cultivation of coconut and the industrial utilization of its many
parts arc long-established occupations of the peox)le of Kerala.

The cc>c6nut-producing regions of the world are the islands and
mainlands lying in the tropics. The areas of concentration are the

tropical lands of the Indian and the Pacific Oceans. India contributes

19% of the world production and ranks second to the Philippines only

in the extent of coconut cultivation. Tho Malabar coast constitutes tlie

area of major concentration, with more than 70% of tho Indian acreage.

The geographic factors responsible for this large share of the Malabar
coast are its climate, soil, physical features (not tho least important of
which is tho labyrintli of canals, bac^kwa-ters and streams) and the avail-

ability of adequate and choaj) manual labour and an assured home market.
In Kerala tho cultivation of coconut is not done on a plantation scale

^is in the Philippines and Ceylon.
In this paper an attempt is made to examine in detail tin) density of

coconut culture in tho several taluks and an ox])lanation is offered for the
A^arying degrees of importance. Statistics of employment show that the
cultivation of coconut and its associated industries rank second only to

the cultivation of rice among tho occupations of the people of Kerala.
The advantage of coconut cultnro and coconut, industries over other
industries—except tho cultivation of rice—lies mainly hi tho facilities that
Kerala offers for tho economic utilization of every part of the plant.

Coconut is practically tho only cash crop available all through the year and
hence the preference shown to it.

1 1 . Geographical science as an aid to the unification of Indian
cultures.

Ma^^kck B. Pithawalla, Kaiachi.

In tho ])resont pax-)or an attempt has boon made to point out the
imx>ortanco of geography as an aid to tho unific.atiori of India’s varied
(adtures, resulting in an all-India civilization. Historians are keeii

on finding the essential unity of our country ; but without establishing
the cultural boundaries forming natural regions, in |)laco of tho minatural
politicH-l or proA inciul boundaries, it will be impossible to acliiovo this

object. There must be a suitable interebange of the material and moral
wealtli of every one of thorn. Tho clash of cultures and tho miseries of
disharmony accruing therefrom are due to waiit t)f understanding of the
characteristics and achioA'cments of the communitie^s and classes of j)e()ple,

liAung in the same land but influenced by tho numerous physiograx^hic
regions. To iiitorprot tho complex relationshixj between man and Natui’e
in all of them, tho onltiiral science of geography—the sum-total of all

sciences—should he studied. A historkial geography of India, properly
produced, should ho very helpful in solving many of India’s i^resont
f)roblems. GeograjAhy should, therefore, be an essential part of our
University syllabuses and x^rovision must be made for research work in
the Arts as well as the Science Faculties.

Indian cultures are like oases in the vast desert of human barbarism.
It is our task to unify these by a process of irrigation, causing a bax)py
mingling of their spiritual waters in order to create a united, strong and
peaceful nation, without losing tho individuality of each.

To establish the thesis, the example has been given of tho Indus
valley, particularly the lower Indus valley (Sind) lying in the Afrasian
belt of civilization, as ^ definite physiographic region, which has produced
a unique culture under unique geographical conditions, briefly enumerated
in the x>aper.
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The life of Tanjore ryots.

M. P. Rajagopal, Madras.

The paper examines in detail the annual rhythm in paddy cultivation
in Tatijore district which is purely a rico-growing region, it points out
that tho yield of paddy has boon declining of late, in this region, partly
because of soil exhaustion, and partly also because of tho adverse effect

of tho Mottur Dam. Suggestions are given to improve the agricult ui*e

by tlie cultivation of some alternative crops both to enricli the exhausted
soil and to engage the ryots during the i^eriod of his inactivity. The
imperative need for the development of some possible (jottage industries,

on account of the inadequacy of agricultural resources in tho region, is

being stressed.

13. The agricultural regions of Mysore.

H. Rajarama Rao, Bangalore.

The paper deals with the ‘Agricultural Regions of Mysore’ taking into
consideration the several factors that distinguish tho different croj) zones
and their distribution. Tho geograpliical aspect is first dealt with,
analyzing tho physical factors, such as, climate and soil influencing crop
production in Mysore State. Those physical factors are also found to be
the basis for the classification into natural regions. Tho distribution of
the crops with roforonce to their conditions of growth, facilities for their

cultivation, the nature of tho crop typos and tho physical factors responsible
for their growth aro dealt with in some detail. Finally, the striking correla-

tion between the crop associations and the natural regions is discussed
at some length.

14. Maugo showers a id agricultural operations of Tamil Nad.

K. Ramamujbthy, Madras.

Before tho onsot of tlio regular monsoon in J uno, tluly and August
there aro certain convoction sliowors accompanied witli liail and thunder,
oiforing a break to tho regime of heat, increasing from March, These
have been turned to advantage by tho ryots who begin ploughmg; and
prepare tho soil for dry crops; or plough the land and lay it fallow for
•bettor aeration. In northern Tamil Nad, tiioy advance and anticipate
agricultural oporatioUvS under tho south-west monsoon; or raise diy crops
such as Gingolly oil-seeds, which thrive host under sucli showers. Small
as is the scale of these agricultural operations, they have a special place
hi tho ryot’s economy. Those done, tho April-May months are generally
agricultural holidays and the ryots enjoy themselves in marriage festivities,

feasts and festivals.

15. Seasonal control of rural life and activities in the
Conjeeveram region.

N. SuBRAHMANYAM, Madras.

The paper discusses and brings out tho control of l.ho cycle of tho
seasons over rural activities, as illustrativl iji the Oonjoeveram region of

South India. After giving a brief account of tho surface, s(iil, temperature
and rainfall conditions of the area, tho n^giine of tho l?alar and the typos
of irrigation in tho region are described as also the characteristics of tho
several seasons therein. Tho human activities in tlie rural parts of the
region are then discussed fully in relation to each of tho seasons, bringing
out the control in each case. Finally, the seasonal control of hum.an
activities in this region is contrasted with conditions in (1) England,

(2) North-Western India, and (3) west coast region of South India.

9
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16. Localization of crops in India.

N. SxTNDABABAMA Sastry, Madras.

In this paper an. attempt is made to study the geographical distribu-
tions of crops in India (excluding Burma) in the period 1920-36. According
to the Agricultural Statistics of India, the crops are divided into two
groups, namely, food and non-food. The food crops are again subdivided
into (1) food grains, (2) condiments, (3) sugar, (4) fruits and vegetables,
and (6) miscellaneous. The non-food crops are subdivided into (1) oil-

seeds, (2) fibres, (3) dyes and taiming materials, (4) drugs and narcotics,

(6) fodder crops, and (6) miscellaneous. The percentage area luxder each
group and sub-group in the main provinces—(1) Bengal, (2) Bihar and
Orissa, (3) Bombay, (4) Central Provinces, (6) Madras, (6) Punjab, and
(7) United Provinces—is calculated for each of the three quinquenniums,
and this is compared with the share of each in the whole of India. Again,
the distribution of crops is compared with the distribution of population
in the different regions. Finally, an attempt is made to explain the
distribution from geographical factors.

9B
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1 . On some ecological features of the flora of Mt. Abu.

T. S. Mahabale and R. G. Kharadi, Ahmedabad.

The paper gives an account of some ecological features of the flora

of Mt. Abu and describes the various factors affecting its vegetation.

Different types of vegetation commonly found at different altitudes of the
mountain are systematically treated and an account of their principal
associations is given. It has boon shown that this flora is very rich in
point of its component elements and their formations. The most important
formation at Mt. Abu is Euphorbia-Anogeissv^-Celastrus formation, and
it seems to represent the edaphic climax. It owes its origin to

topographical succession. This formation contains, inter alia, a large

proportion of Phoenix sylveatris trees even above 5,000 feet elevation, and
this is rather surprising. In the valleys a rich flora of the monsoon
deciduous type containing Eugenia Jambolana, Dalbergia Siaoo, Odina
Wodier prevails.

In general, the flora of Mt. Abu seems to conform to the flora of the
Upper monsoon deciduous forests found on the outer slopes of the
Himalayas. Judging from the distribution of the various formations
seen round the moimtain at present, one is led to believe that it must
have been an important radiating centre for the distribution of species

for a very long time.

2. A preliminary survey of the flora of Pavagadh (eastern

Gujarat).

V. L. Devkar, Baroda.

The geological survey of the south-west of the district of Panch
Mahals shows the great trap rock of Pavagadh, the chief natural feature

and one of the places of greatest interest in eastern Gujarat. From time
to time people have visited this historical place of interest, yet an attempt
to put on record the interesting flora of this beautiful spot lias never been
made. The author has, therefore, given in the text of the paper an
account of the vegetation of Pavagadh based on a few trips made at

different times. Pavagadh is about 26 miles round and rises about 2,500 ft.

above the plain. It is 29 miles oast of Baroda and its average rainfall is

about 65 inches.
Some of the most interesting plants described are as follows :

—

Angiosperms

—

Anona squamosa Linn.
Bombax malabaricum DC.
Boswollia sorrata Roxb.
Azadirachta indica A. Juss.
Desmodium sp.

Butea frondosa Roxb.
Acacia catechu Willd.
Terminalia belerica Roxb.

( 133 )
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Diospyros montana Roxb.
Tectona grandis Linn.
Santalum album Linn.
Fluggea leucopyrus Willd.

Pteridophytes

—

Ferns—Epiphytic and terrestrial.

Microlepia strigosa Moor.
Adiantum liinulatum Burm.
Cheilanthes farinosa Kaulf.

Pteris sp.

Athyriiun bohonaokerianum Bedd.
Athyrium felix faomina Roth.
JSTephrodium mollo Desv.
Pleopoltis linearis Bodd.
PJeopeltis membranacoa Bodd.
Ploopeltis punctata Bodd.
Gymnoptoris quorcifolia Bernh.

Bryphytos—Epiphytic and terrestrial.

Hepaticao

—

Ricoia sps. (2).

Cyatliodium sp.

Conocoplialus sp.

Fimlu’iaria sp.

Musci— j

Tortula squarrosa.

Hypnum sps. (2).

Fanaria sp.

Micropoma s]).

3. A note on the phenology of the phanoroganis of Travancore.

N. K. B. KuBiJi^p, Travancore.

The paper deals with the phoiiomoiioti of perioelioity in the sexual
domain of the phanerogams of Travaticoro. In Rama Rao’s ‘ Flowering
plants of Travancore ho makes 8j)ocifi<^ mention about tln' dowering time
of 1,271 species. Forest trees of Travamore written by BounUllon gives

us information regarding tJie flowering time of 512 woody plants. From
a study of the facts gathered from tlie abovo two works, it is seen tliat

Schimper’s conception tliat the favourable inlluence of the dry seasons
on the development of flowers could bo most clearly recognized.

4. Algal succession on a rocky island, Charaiguha, in the

Chilka Lake.

P. Parija and B. Parija, Cuttack.

This small island is bare and rocky and is situated in the Chilka Lake
near Balugaon. It receives its local name from the abundance of droppmgs
of birds which rest on it. Tim contour is olliptic^al ; the major axis measures
125' and the minor 64'. The rock is tra\ersod by wide cracks and
crovioos and is bathed by lake water up to various lieights in different

seasons.
Observations on the change of level salinity, pH and penetrability

of light in the lake water have been recorded.

Consequent on these and the change of season, there is an algal

succession in the island which is recorded here.

An attempt is made to correlate this succession with external factors.
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5. A study of some of the grasses of H.E.H. the Nizam’s
Dominions, Hyderabad-Deccan.

M. Sayeedud-Din and M. R. Suxena, Hyderabad-Deccan.

An account is given of 49 genera and 79 species of grasses of
Hyderabad. Most of the matorial for this paper has been collected from
the Tolangana region where the soil mainly consists of latorito and
" Murum>\ Judging from the reports of the Bombay grasses and those of

the Madras Presidency one may expect to find at least 360 species of
grasses in Hyderabad.

Physiology

6. Studios on the autonomic movements of leaf in Mimosa
pudicQ' and Desmodium gyrans.

C. V. Kbtshna Iyengar, Mysore.

Desmodium gifrans and Mimosa pudica are the plants selected for this

paper although tljc* leaf mov(^ments in many other plants have also been
studied. The oliservations indicaU' that autonomic movement is seen
not only in Drsnaxlium (jtfraus ]>ip. also in Mimosa pudica and many other
inernboi's wit!) ])ij1\ inato and non-])ul\'inato ](?aa (\s. It is however noticed
that most iiitorosting variations in tho i*a.to of mo\'cmont are manifested
by members wliero tho petiole is least woody. Tlie observations also

point out that the blade ha,s no role in the potiolar movement but on the
other hand might come in the way of its magnitude by its weight, thus
doing away with tho possible role of photosynthesis of tho blade in tho
movement. The movement (with its fluctuations in rate and magnitude)
is observed whether tho ]>lant is in l)right or diffuse light, natural or

artiiifual. In a typical member like Dcsmodimii gyrans the leaf exhibits
two kinds of movements, tho petiolar and tho leaflet movement (resulting

in tho primary and secondary curves of tho graphs) the magnitude of the
former directly or indirectly influencing tho latter. In all my observations
I have noticed that tho time of tho day has its effect on tho rate and
jnagnitudo of the potiolar movement and that a higher rate or magnitude
is often followed by a lower one. There is a visible fall in these (roughly
between 12-.30 and 2 p.m.) when trans])iration is generally at its best,

resulting in the poor water-content of the i)lant body. Thus the move-
ment of tho petiole depends directly on the variation in the turgidity of
the leaf-base and indirectly on that of the j)lant body. The movement of

the petiole may bo taken as an indication of tho periodic fluctuations in

tho water-content of the plant due to varioiLS activities.

7. Physiological studies of mangoes (Mangifera indica Linn.,

variety—-Fazli) during development on the tree and in

storage.

S. M. Sircar, Calcutta.

The pa])cr presents the results of a preliminary study on tlie

mor])hological and physiological changes of mangoes, variety Fazli, during
dev(doj)mont on the tree and in storage. Nine weekly sampl('s were
collected from Halda, Bengal. As the fruits mafaired on the tree tiie

following morphological character were noted; (1) nature of shoulders,

(2) colour of skin and pulp, (3) texture of skin and pulj), (4) nature of
endocarp (stoiu^), and (5) taste and flavour of pulp.

Tho following chemical constituents of the ]ju1j) were analyzed:
reducing sugar, sucrose, total siigar, titrable acid, pH and alcohol insoluble
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and soluble materials. With the development of the fruit reducing sugar

is regularly falling in concentration while sucrose and total sugar are

accumulating. Acidity as determined by titration and pH measurements
is diminishing in the successive picks. Important changes are noticed

at the period of stone formation. Sugar variations in the pulp before

and after stone formation suggest that a considerable amount of reducing

sugar is being utilized for the doveloi)mont of stone. Morphological and
physiological changes of mangoes in short-period storage have been studied

and the following observations are recorded. During storage the acidity

steadily falls and the concentration of reducing sugar is diminished and
starch gradually disappears while sucrose accumulates. Rotting generally

takes place when acidity falls to a very low value and pH approaches or

even passes the neutral point.

8. Effect of phosphorus and potassium deficiency on growth
and absorption of salts in wheat.

S. M. SmoAR and Asutosh Das, Calcutta.

A sand culture experiment is described in which wheat, variety

Pusa 52, was grown in three series of nutrients: (i) complete nutrient

(F.M.), (ii) 0*33 level of potassium (— K), and (iii) 0-037 level of phosphorus

(
— P). After sixth week ])hosphorns deficiency series was compensated
(—P-pP). Growth in length, number of tillering and ear emergence
wore recorded. At the beginning of the second week there was no
dilferenco in height between F.M. and —K series but —P series showed
an appreciable difference. In F.M. series plant-heights were alw'ays

greater than —K and P. The height differences betwcf’n F.M. and
—P were very great. Tfiore was no difference in tillering between F.M.
and —K up to fifth week. A marked difference was noticed in the later

period. —K jfiants showed more tillers than F.M. plants. —P plants
always had a very small numl)er of tillers. Addition of P sliowed an
improved tillering. As each leaf reached maturity determinations of total

nitrogen and phosphorus were made. At harvest estimations of nitrogen
and phosphorus were made of ear, root and straw. There was a fall in

nitrogen content in the successiv^e leaves of each series of the plants, but
phosphorus concentration remained almost constant. The uptake of
nitrogen was found to depend on phosphorus concentration ;

it increased
with the addition of phosphorus. Nitrogen uptake did not depend or
potassium concentration but phosphorus absorption was dependent on
potassium.

9. Further studies on photoperiodic response in rice.

S. M. Sircar and Pyartmoiian Samantaray, Calcutta.

A preliminary study was made in the last year to determine the
relationship between the length of exposure to light and plant growth
on one hand and earlinoss in reproduction on the other in one variety
of winter paddy (Var. Bhasamanik). The length of exposure to light

was 8 hours sunlight, and for the rest of the day the j)lants were kept in

the dark. The reduction in day length had no adverse effect on vegetative
growth and grain yield; on the contrary an increase in the yield was noticed.
As compared with the control plants (full daylight) an earjiness in flowering
of approximately 20 days was noticed in plants receiving 8 hours sun-
light.

With this knowledge of the photoperiodic effect in this variety an
experiment is being carried out to determine its full economic value.
The developmental phase at which a plant responds to photoperiodic
treatment determines the practical application of the process. An attempt
to induce rice plants to pass the light stage before transplantation will be
of great economic importance. Accordingly, light treatments of different
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day lengths (6, 8 and 10 hours) were given to rice seedlings in the seed
bed. The treatment was begun when the seedlings were 7 days old and
continued for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 weeks in different sets, and the seedlings
were subsequently transplanted in pots. Growth behaviour of different

sets of plants is found to be normal. Photographs will bo presented to
show the effect of different light periods on the date of ear emergence
and the maturation of ears.

10. Presence of sodium in plants in the neighbourhood of
Calcutta.

J. C. Sen-Gupta, Calcutta.

In a previous paper the author (1939) tested the suitability of the
method suggested by Steiner (1935) as an improvement to the previously
known methods for the histo-chemical test for sodium and confirmed this

in general; and investigated the presence of sodium in some common
plants near Calcutta.

The river Hooghly and the different canals passing through the
Calcutta Salt Lakes in the west of the town carry saline water, at least

during some time of the year.
In the present paper the author has tested some samples of water,

soil and plants from the surroundings of Calcutta, including areas in the
Royal Botanic Gardens and some parts of the Salt Lake area near
Chingreehatta

.

In some cases where the same areas were investigated in May and
August there was a distinct difference.

The author is engaged in studying the annual variation for some
definite selected localities. The details are given in the paper.

11. Hydrocyanic acid in the maize plant [Zea mays).

K. N. Bagchi and H. D. Gangtjly, Calcutta.

In a previous ciommunioation (Bagchi and Ganguly, Proc. Ind. Sci.

Cong., 1940) it has boon shown that HCN is present in sorghum {Sorghum
vulgare) in varying quantities at different stages of its growth. As maize
and sorghum plants look exactly alike when they are young, this investiga-

tion was taken up to see if HCN” could be detocted in the maize plant as
•well.

For purposes of our investigation the plants wore grown in the garden
attached to the laboratory so tiiat they could l)o analyzed at frequent

intervals and at every stage of their growth. The following is the result

of analyses of different parts of the plant (figures indicating per cent of
HCN).

Roots. Stems. Loaves.
Seeds and
flowers.

Plants 1 to 3 inches in

height
0035 0-015 0-018

Plants 16 to 20 inches in

height
0-0078 0-0052 0-0065

Mature plant at its full

height . . . . !

0-0052 0-0026 0-0039

Flowering plants Nil Nil Nil

Hydrocyanic acid is present in the plant not as a free acid nor as a
simple compound with an organic or inorganic base but as a cyanugenetic
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glucoside which is hydrolyzed into glucose, HCN and other components
known as aglucones, if soaked in water or in very dilute acids or alliialis

for 2-4 hours before distillation. Stronger acids and alkalis (N/10 for

example) retard the action and no HCN is obtained. The hydrolysis of
glucoside is brought about by an enzyme which is present along with it

in the particular organ of the plant whore the glucoside is retained.

12. Signifu^ance of hydrocyanic acid in plant nutrition.

K. N. BACicin and H. D. Ganqitly, Calcutta.

Hydrocyanic ar-id is present as cyanogenotic glucosides in a largo

numl)C‘r of ])lanls. It is ]>resont us a more trace in every part of the
plant but it s maximum concentration is found in certain organs which are

not t lio same in all kinds of plants. For instance, in linseed the maximum
amount of hydrocyanic a(‘id is in the fertilized dowers (Bagchi and Clanguly,
IniL Jour. Vet. Anim. Hush., 19Ih») and not in the roots, leaves or

seeds; in maize and sorghum grass {Sorghum vulgure) it is in the sprouts
(X^lumulea and radicles) at the earliest stage of their growth and in the
roots when thi\v an^ mature; it is in the loaves in cherry laurel {Prunits
laurocerasus)

,

and in the seeds in bitter almonds arirl j)akra {Schleichera

trijuga).

By growing Sorghum vulgare in the kibt>ratory it has been observed
that when Hio setMls g(a'minate and the sproTits are about an inc*h in length
they contain the maximum amount (0-4<>%) of HCN, whilf^ tlie seeds do
not contain any. As it grows larger and larger, tlie concoiitration ofHCN
in the roots and stems become jwogressivoly less and finally it drops
down to 0*018% in the roots ajul a trace (bellow 0*004%) in the stems and
loaves. Similarly, in linsocMl plant the HCN-coniont of flowers (just after

fertilization) is about 0*09%, while in roots, stems and seeds it does not
usually exceed 0*00%.

From the facts stated above the following problems may present
themselves for solution ;

—

(1) Ho the cyanogenetic glucosides possess special affinity for

certain tissues or organs whore they perform specific physio-
logical functions for purposes of nutrition or fertilization ?

(2) Is the synthesis of these glucosides carried out all over the
plant body or confined to certain organs only ?

(3) Is there any difference in the histological structures of tissues

whi(‘h synthesize or retain these glucosides ?

(4) Are those glucosides produced for some specific

purjioso or converted as such from glucose, HCN and other
aglucones as tiie result of an attemx>t on the y^art of the
j>laiit to render innocuous the jioisonous dose of HCN
formed dui’ing metabolic activities going on in certain
organs ?

(5) As these glucosides and their corresjionding enzymes, which
bring about their hydrolysis and liberate free HCN, glucose,
etc., are usually found side by .side, may it not bo suggested
that HCN is required by certain plants for their normal
physiological functions and the glucosides containing HCN
are stored in a convenient organ of the plant for a steady
su})i>ly of HCN when reejuirod ?

(6) Do the onz^rmos which hydrolyze glucosides and libc3rate free

HCN x^ossess a reversible action for rosynthesis of sury^lus

HCN, glucoses, etc., into the original glucoside ?

Investigations on the above lines may give interesting results wliich

are likely to threw a flood of light on metabolism of plant tissues.
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Anatomy

13. Structure of the gynoeciuin in male flov^ or8 of Osmanthus
svuvis King.

A. C. JosHi, Benares.

The anatomy of the malo llowers of Ostnan/hua 6‘iutri.s‘
( Kniu. Oleacoao)

with special reference to the form htkI vascular structure of the gynoocium
is described. The 4-lobod calyx is supplied by four midrib nod four
oommisural collateral traces, the vascular su])]>ly of each se])al Ix ing

based on the J+ l+i plan. Each of tho four ]»ctals receives it single

concentric trace, which sjdits above into thrtM^ collateral bundles. J^auth

stamen receives one bundle, which is concentric throughout its length.

The carpels are united in the lower part to form a closed ovary, but this

is unilocular unlike tho ovary of the bisexual tlowers. Eiu’tl^f'r, in tlio

u])per part it opens out into two leaf-like carpels with free margins. TJiis

clearly shows tliat tho gynoocium is com})osed of i vvo carpels and ridutes

tho polymorphic intorprotation of Saimders. There are no ovuJ(‘s or their

rudiments. Each car})cl receives throe tract's, of which tho dorsal one is

better developed. Tlie laterals are weak aiid die out in the frt^e })art of
tho earjjols. This ])r()ve8 that the great do\ olo])meni of tlu^ lattanl veins
in ordinary fertile aiigiospermuus carpels is ji. ])urely })hvsio1ogical ]>heno-

inenon connoctod with tho nourishment of the ovuk^s and 1ms no morpho-
logical significance. A third carpel has been observed in one dower wothin
the two normal carpols. It alternates in ])osition with the outer whorl
and is supplied by only one bundle. All tairpol traces are collateral

throughout their length.

14. Osrule and ojnbi’yo-sac of Pi'prr longam Linn.

A. C. JosHi, Benares.

Tho ovule ])ossessos two inb^gumonts, of which the iiua^r alone forms
tlm raicropylo. Tlio nucollus is (tharactorizod by tho development of a
meristematic zone at its chalazal end. Tho jirimarv archesporial cell

cuts off a })ariotal cell. Tho megasjiore mother-cell diriM tly gives rise to

tho embryo-sac. Tho embryo-sac is of the tetrasporic type and four
nuclear divisions intcr^ one between tho megaspore mother-cell and the
formation of tho comjilete embryo-sac. The nuclei of the embryo-sac
after the second division show 1-1-3 arraajgement. Tho three chalazal

nuclei fuse during the third division, resulting in the formation of a new
4-nucleate omhrvo-sat^ with larg(> clialaza! nuclei ajid smaller micropylar
nuclei. The mature embryo-sac is 7-iiueleate after the fusion of polar
nuclei. Thus the dev e]o])Tnont of the cmbryo-sac* in /b;>cr longutn follows

tlio Fritiliar ia - typo

.

15. A study on pollen iuorj)hol(>gy—its import aiicc- in the

identification, classification and ])li.ylogcny of the family

Acanthaceae.

Satxnatii Bkaduki, Calcutta.

Thirty species belojiging to twenty-one genera have ])eon studied.

Largest grains were ol)scr\^od in Ruellia prostata (89-105^), Jiar/cria enstata.

var, dichoioftid (84-95/x), Eranihemum nervosum (89-1 lO/x), while smallt'st

grains in JSfelsonia campestria (23-25jLi), Etmgin parviflora (23-25/1 x

14~17/i) and Justicia procunibens (24- 39/x. X l()-20/i). Other sj)ecies form
an mtermodiate series. Grains of Tiiunbergui, drassandra a,nd AcarU/ivs

generally rupture (juickly in lactic acid anti water; others do not.

Dimorphism in size and shape was found to be a specific cliaracter of

Uygrophila spinosa T. And. which has three types of grains, Rh.inamnthus
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communis Nees, Justicia Betonica L., Justicia gendaruasa L., Juaticia
procumhens Noos and Adhatoda vaaica L. show dimorjihic grains of various
degrees. vSuch dimorphism is generally due to hybridization. Aayataaia
coromandcliand Nees has bean-shaped grains and Crosaandra has cylindrical
to dumb-bell shaped grains but mostly the grains a^ ellipsoidal and
spheroidal in the other genera of the family. Pollen colour is mostly
yellow

; rarely yellow-buff, white, pinkish white, greenish white and other
shades of these colours are also found. Starch contents of the pollen
grains do not form a very important character in the family. Only about
thirty per cent of the species examined showed starch, as reserve products.
In dimorphic species, the presence of starch is restricted to a particular
form of pollen grain. Number of germ pores is generally three. Ruellia
proatrata Lamk. (6), Cardanthera triflora Ham. (4), Sanchezm nobilia Hook,
(2), Rungia parviflora Noos (2), and Adhatoda vaaica L. (2) have germ
pores other than throe. Harmomogathi are peculiar structures quite
characteristic of this family. Gonorally they are meridionally arranged,
with their ends mostly attenuated. They are either free or united at the
polos, picliptera Roxburghiana and Hemigraphia hirta have harrao-
megathi which are not attenuated, and in Micranthus parviflora Wendl.
they arc slightly obliquely arranged and meridional. The intine generally
protrudes out of the germinal apertures in the form of papillae.
Justicia gendaruasa L., Juaticia Betonica L., Odontonemella indicum Lindau
and a few other species have their protruding intino adorned with granules,
Exino may be smooth, variously granular or lophate. Four typos of
lophate grains have been distinguished. Tape-like, spiral or ring-like
exinos have been observed in Thunhergia and Sanchezia. Per(‘entage of
defective grains is high in cultivated species, e.g., in Juaticia gendaruasa L.
(•*^3%), Rhinacanthua communis Nees (16%) and BarHeria cristata L.
(above 95%).

A key to the identification of species of plants from only pollen
character is given, which aims at correct identification of different genera
and in some cases of species of the family.

Lindau’s work has been thoroughly reviewed and irregularities of his
observations have boon pointed out in tho light of the present investigation.
The characters of Nelaonia campeatria Br. have been found to be more allied
to Andrographia panniculata Noos, hence its shifting to tho tribe
Andrographidoae of tho sub-family Nelsonioideae—tho position assigned
to it by Lindau has boon proposed.

Graijis of Juahcia adhatoda L. were erroneously drawn by Lindau
in * Engler’s Jahrbucher* on account of faulty observation. Hooker in
‘ Flora of British India * pla(u)d it in a separate genus, Adhatoda Nees, on a
purely morphological basis. The peculiar pattern of the exine, lacunar
series in tho intra-colpar region and two big germ pores of Adhatoda are
considered by the author to be characters sufficient to remove it from
Justicia and raise to a separate genus.

Composite nature of the family, based on pollen characters, has been
discussed.

A tentative phylogenetic, based only on pollen morphology, has been
worked out. Phylogeny of the family has been discussed in the same line.

10. Xyleni rays in relation to the eccentric rings and the spiral
grain in the wood of Pinus longifolia, Roxb.

Paeasitram Misra, Cuttack.

In horizontal coniferous branches, where the successive rings are
eccentric but the widest regions are confined to the vertically lower side
of the branch, the wood rays are found to be curving upwards, on the
lateral sides of the branch. This may be explained by assuming that the
rays form normals to the circumferences of the successive rings.
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In the atom of tho twisted chir pine, the growth rings are eccentric
and the widest regions of the different rings may lie on different radii.

The rays are observed to take a zigzag course, if tho eccentricity changes
sides very often, forming normals to the circumferences of tho successive
rings.

Clockwise shift of the rays appears to be correlated with the clockwise
or left twist of the spiral grain, and further clockwise shift of the rays in
the subsequent rings tends to increase the loft or the clockwise twist and
anti-clockwise shift of tho rays tends to decrease tho left twist.

17. Studies in floral anatomy. VI. Vascular anatomy of the
flower of certain Passifloras.

V. PuKi, Meerut.

The vascular ground plan of the flower of all the three species studied
here is the same. Ten vascular bundles leave the stele at the base of the
receptacle. Five enter the sepals and five tho petals. But in Passiflora
auberosa^ an apotalous species collected from Dacca, all the bundles which
are usually ton but may be less—up to five—enter tho sepals. As the
petal traces pass out they leave behind numerous branches for the various
riTigs of the corona. Later on five traces are given out for the five stamens.
Alternating with tho staminal traces and forming an outer ring are often
seen five bundles which run only for a short distance. These are probably
the vascular studs of tho staminodal traces which may have been possessed
by the ancestral forms. The remaining vascular tissue in the stele forms
a triangle in cross section and supplies traces to the carpels.

18. Studies in floral anatomy. VII. Vascular anatomy of the
flower of certain Cucurbits.

V. Puri, Meerut.

It is a common experience that the stigmas in tho family Cinnirbitacoao
are commissural, that is, they are borne above tho dividing lines between
the carpels, and not, as we should expect, above thoir dorsal sutures.
Since the commissural stigmas in tho Cruciferae have been intorpreted
differently, it is necessary to find out if tho same interpretation could
also bo applied to the condition in the Cucurbitaceae. With this idea in
view some ten Cucurbits have been sectioned on tho microtome and thoir
examination is in progress. The study promises to throw some light on the
nature of tho cari)els and tho typo of placentation.

19. Origin and nature of the sclerenchyma ring in the stcnifi of

Cucurbitaceous plants.

B. C. Kundu, Calcutta.

In the adult stems of many Cucurbitaceous plants a ring of

sclerenchyma fibres is usually found surrounding the vastnilar bundles.

This ring is continuous in the majority of cases and is more or loss wavy
in outline. In certain cases, however, particularly in woody stems, the

ring is not quite continuous, but appears as more or less isolated se^gmonts

lying opposite the vascular bundles in the form of caps.

In those species where there is no appreciable secondary growth in

thickness this ring remains continuous in later stages also; but ui species

where a vigorous secondary growth in thickness takes place, as for example
in Lagenaria vulgaris and others, tho continuous ring is broken into a

number of segments.
This ring has been studied by many previous workers, who have

variously designated it as pericyole, subcortical sclerenchyma, bast ring,

modio-cortex or endocortex. The author has investigated the origin and
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nature of this fibrous ring from a developmental point of view from serial

microtome sections of the growing point. He has observed that the ring
at least in part is developed from the same procambial strands which
develop the vascular bundles. This typo of development of the
soleronchyma from tlie same procambial strand which also develops the
vascular bundles has, so far as the author is aware, not been previously
reported in any other case.

The metliod of dovelopmont of the fibres and their nature and structure

have boon described in detail.

There is an intimate relationship between the sclorenchyma and the
vascular bundles which can be substantiated by the further behaviour of
both the hiindl(\s and the fibrous rin^? at tlio time when tlie loaf traces leave

the central cylinder.

The term ‘pericyclo’ which has been used in describing this fibrous
ring denotes a tissue independent of vascular tissues in origin. The
other terms used in this connection do not appear to mo appropriate on
account of its method of origin. So the writer proposes to reject the
designations previously applied to this ring of fibres and suggests the
name ‘poristelar scleronchyma’ for it iu the stems of tlie Cucurbitaceae.
This teiTTi will not only denote their origin, but will also signify the position
of this ring in the adult stem. Moreover, it appears to be useful and
more appropriate for practical purposes.

The parenchyma inside the ‘peristolar sclerenchyma * and surrounding
the vascular bundles has been termed by previous workers as endocortox,
parenchymatous pericyclo, oxtrafascicular parenchyma and combined
endodermis and pericambium. The origin of this parenchyma tissue has
been studied and the designation ‘oxtrafascicular parenchyma’ as proposed
by Zimmermann is in the opinion of the writer most suitable^

20. A comparative study of the structure of pollen grains in

some of the families of Angiosperms.

M. Sayeedud-Din, M. Abdus Salam, and M. R. Suxbna,
Hydorabad-Deccan

.

The structure of the pollen grains has been studied in fifty-two families

of Angiosperms out of which forty -four are dicotyledons and eight mono-
cotyledons. In the majority of plants investigated pollen colour varies
from pale cream to yellow. Some, however, possess an orange, blue oi^

brown colour. Grains are in most cases sticky, while loose grains occur
in a few cases. The groat majority of families possess ellipsoidal grains.

Next come those families which have spherical grains. A fair number of
families possess cylindrical grains, while a limited number are characterized
by the possession of tetrahedral grains. Only a few possess pyramidal
grains. With regard to the external markings the pollen grains may be
classified as smooth, reticulate, echinato, and with pores. Size is the least

constant feature. It has been found out that sometimes most highly
evolved families possess very primitive typo of pollen grains, and mce
versa. Therefore it is very doubtful if a natural classification for the
identification of families can be worked out in the absence of a definite

rule governing the distribution of pollen grains in various families.

21. On tho anatomy of some of the Urticaceae.

M. Abdus Salam and M. Sayeedud-Din, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The anatomy of Pilea microphylla Liebm., Pellionia Daveauana Br.,

and Holoptelea integrifolia Planch, has been investigated. Tho following

characters are noteworthy:
In contrast to tho Moraceae, the Urticaceae are characterized by the

aV)sonce of laticiferous tubes and tho frequent presence of cystoliths. The
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stomata usually possess three subsidiary cells, for example, in Pilea and
Pellionia. The hairy covering consists of simple unicellular hairs, and
small glandular hairs. Pellionia, however, contains small peltate glands
which secrete a mucilaginous substance, and Pilea contains se(?retory

canals. The cystoliths are generally ellipsoidal in form, viz., in Pilea and
Pellionia. Besides those chisterod crystals of oxalate of lime occur in

Pellionia and Holoptelea.

22. A note on the origin and nature of the starch sheath in

three dicotyledonous steins.

Girija Prasanna Majumdar, Calcutta.

Endodermis and starch sheath are used synonymously in most of the
modorn textbooks though they differ in structure, coll contents and in

distribution. The origin of both has been located in the innermost laj or

of tho cortex (plerome sheath of Sachs, phlaeoterma of Strasburgor), but
Eamos and MaciDaniels think that they aro stolar in origin, being tho
ontormost layer of tho .stele.

Endodermis i.s an uninterrupted sheath, and a pericyclo always inter-

venes between this layer and the vascular bundles. Starch sheath, on
the other hand, may be continuous (mainl}^ in adult parts), or interrupted,

and a pericycle has not been found interpolated between this layer and
the vascular bundles in tho s])ocios studied.

Endodermis is primarily found in roots, but in certain cases it replaces

starch sheath in stem or loaf. This appears to bo connected with tho
control that is required to be put on the lateral passage of water in the
particular organ. Starch sheath has not been reported in roots.

Starch shoath originates in tho species studied as Stdrke-sicheln of

loaf-trace bundles, and only at a later period the starch crescent of each
trace bundle unites to form tho wavy shoath of tlio adult axis. In
Heracleuyn its origin is defijiitoly procambial, and tho wavy nature of the

sheath indkjates origin from separate merishm units.

It is, therefore, concluded that no morphological value of a pormanont
nature can be attacliod to tho starch shoath as a layer in the same sense

as in the case of endodermis, and, as such, they 8la>uld not bo used as

eriuivalents at least in the species studied.

Liverworts

23. Studios in Indian Hepaticae IV. The opiphyllous Hopaticae
of India and Ceylon. Part II.

S. K. Pand^j and S. Ahmad, Lucknow.

In Part I of this series six opiphyllous liverworts, including some
new species, wore reported {vide Misra, R. N., Proc. Ind. Sci. Congress,

Lahore, 19119). In this paper four additional species are described.

1. Taeniolejeunea peraffinid (Schiffn.) Zw. Locality—Gorsoppa Pails

(Mysore State, South India, 1,500'). Habitat—on thick and leathery living

dicot loaves.

2. Leptocolea pseudqfloccosa Horikawa. Locality—Pedro’s Peak
(Ceylon). Habitat—on the upper surface of thick and leathery living dicot

leaves.

3. Radula protensa Ldbg. Locality—Gorsoppa Falls (Mysore State,

South India, 1,500'). Habitat—on thick and leathery living dicot loaves.

4. Leptolejeunea sp. Locality—Gorsoppa Falls (Mysore State, South
India, 1,600'). Habitat—on living dicot and palm loaves. The species

seems to be closely related to L. Schiffneri St. of Java,
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The discovery of these liverworts from South India extends the
range of distribution of these plants to India. Some observations regarding
their taxonomy, etc., are also included.
24.

Studies in Indian Hepaticae V.

S. Ahmad, Lucknow.

In this paper three Indian species of Riccia are described. One of
these species grows in association with R. himalayensia Kash. and
R. melanoapora Kash. during the monsoon months at Lucknow. It

shows superficial resemblance to R, melanoapora and young and less

vigorous plants of R. himalayensia but can bo easily distinguished, even
in the sterile condition, from the former, because of the absence of the
cilia, and from tho latter, because of its darker colour, less prominent
scales and smaller and narrower thalli. The spore characters in all these
species are also different.

The second species described here is based on the material collected
by Dr. A. R, Rao from Mangalore and Bajpai (South India) in June,
1939. This is a non-ciliated species of Riccia and has apparently no scales.

The latter if present must be rudimentary and fugaceous since they cannot
be detected in tho spirit material. The plant appears to bo closely related
to the species of Riccia described above, but the spores are very different

and hence those represent two different but closely related species.

Tho third species of Riccia described in this paper was found mixed
with a species of Anthoceros collected from the Western Himalayas. It
is a ciliated plant and is, in this respect, related to R, melanoapora Kash.
but tho general habit, the size of cilia and the characters of the spores of
the two plants are very different.

j

All the species are now to Indian flora and are probably also now to
science.

Fungi

25.

Necrosis of roots of Aloe vera Liim.

A. B. Bose, Calcutta.

Fuaarium coeruleum (Lib.) Sacc. causes necrosis of roots of Aloe
vera Linn, in Bengal. So far, there is no record of this species on roots
of Aloe vera. The same species is reported to bo the cause of^he dry rot

of potatoes in storage in India, England and other countries. The size

of macroconidia ranges from 18-33 x3-6fi and the average is 26 x 5/a.

The conidia-shape is oval to spindle, slightly curved and not hooked.
The pathogenicity of the fungus has been firmly established by inoculation

experiments on roots of living plants in the garden.

Various

26.

Studios on the occurrence, structure and life history of
Microjpomay sp. nov., occurring at Baroda.

V. G. Phatak, Baroda.

A now species of moss belonging to the genus Micropoma is described
in the present paper. This is the first record of the genus in India. It is

a moss growing on the muddy banks of lakes, rivers, etc. The moss
described grows on the banks of the Harni lake at Baroda. It is usually
branched bearing two to four equal-length branches with leaves standing
straight and having wavy and serrate margin. It is a gregarious light*

green coloured moss.
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The species of moss under consideration differs from JMT, niloticum
(Lindb.) and also from M, buhobense (Broth.) in having a sporogonium
which shows a small apophysis between the spore sac and the stalk. The
apophysis is small celled, green and bears characteristic stomata. The
genus Micropoma has a sporogonium without apophysis. It also differs

from the two foreign species in having a calyptra with 4 lobes and not 3.

The shape is tubular and not cap -like. The beak is borne towards one side

of the tubular calyptra and is curved and blunt -tipped. The beak is

also as long as the calyptra tube. In the foreign specimens it is bent
and short. This Indian species may, therefore, bo named Micropoma
Indica.

27. A new plant from South Burma.

K. Biswas, Calcutta.

It is well known to the systematic botanists that Craib while working
out Meebold’s collection of South Burma discovered many new species

which were published in Kew Bulletin, Fedde's Repatorium and Flora
Siamensis for some years. It was felt that while Craib was working out
the flora of Siam, it would be worth investigating the flora along the
borderland of Siam—now Thailand—and extreme South Burma, namely
Kyenchaugh Forest area iii Tenasserim, Mergiii District. Considerable
collections have already been made by the author with a view to detailed

study of the flora of this interesting portion of the rain -forest formation
in what may be called an uncharted area by throe visits during 1930, 1931
and 1932. A peculiar Annonaceous plant—a tall shrub or what may bo
called a small tree—^was discovered along the banks of Kyenchaugh
Forest up to theNam Sap area merging into the low hilly ranges of Thailand.
The leaves of this plant growing in the shade of the forest were foimd
coated with a brown silken woolly species of Alga (?). This plant has
been found to be a new species which I name Qoniothakimua tenasserimensif!

Biswas. It bears a similarity to Q. Meeboldii Craib. This 0. Meeholdii
of Craib was doubtfully identified by him as he had only fruiting material
at his disposal. Craib was not therefore quite sure about his generic
identification. Subsequently King’s collector and C. E. Parkinson
collected from the Andamans and South Burma similar plants whicli

appear to be specifically the same as Q, Meeboldii, A description has been
added of this now species together with notes on its occurrence in association

with different storeys of vegetation in the rain forest of South Burma.

28. Observations on a common tree fern of the Eastern

Himalaya.

K. Biswas, Calcutta.

Considerable confusion was discovered as regards the correct

systematic y30sitiori of many species of Indian and Burmese ferns and
fern allies during the examination of type, co-type and duplicate sheets in

Kew, British Museum (Natural History) London, Edinburgh and Calcutta

Herbarium. It is high time that the correct determination of tho species

should be established. In tho present paper I have dealt with one of the

most common tree ferns of the Eastern Himalayas which has been con-

sidered by different well-known Pteridologists as three different species if

not four. My scrutiny reveals that there exists only one species, namely,

Cyathea spinulosa Wall, and the rest are mere varieties or different forms

which have developed under different ecological conditions. The confusion

was evidently due to mainly herbarium work without much reference to the

study of the plant in the field at different stages of its growth in diflerent

localities in India.
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29. The algal flora of the hot springs of Vajreshwari.

(Mrs.) E. Gonzalves, Bombay.
The springs are situated about fifty miles from Bombay. The paper

iM(;ludes the results of an investigation into the elements composiixg the
algal flora of these springs. Algae were collected from the hottest spring,
wliich has a temperature of about 59'’0., as well as from other places with
lower temjxeraturns. A list of tho various form^ is given in the paper.
Some forms have been found to endure a wide temiDorature variation.

The amounts of dissolved oxygen and organic matter were found
to be less at lower than at higher temperatures. Free CO 2 was absent
in all the samples. Tho pH ranged from about 6-8 to 8-2.

30. Tho chloride-content of the sea-water, soil-solution and
the leaf cell-sap of some mangroves.

F. B. Bharucha and B. S. Navalkar, Bombay.
Recently Walter and his colleagues have shown that the zoiiation

of the mangrove vegtitation is largely duo to tho capacity of tho plants
to tolerate increasing or decreasing amount of chloride in the soil. Our
studies confirm their observations and we have further shown that tho
chloride-content of the soa-wator and the soil-solution depends upon tho
(dimatic factors, chiolly rainfall, temperature and relative humidity.
These variations influonce in turn the (diloride-content of the leaf cell-

sap and as such the latter variations are more inlluonced by climatic
factors rather than by physiological.

31, Tho H-ion concontration of tho soa-water,"* soil-solutioix

and tho leaf oell-sap of some mangroves.

F. R. Bharxjoha and B. S. Navalkab, Bombay.
With tho study of the chloride-content of sea-water, soil-solution

and leaf cell-sap the H-ion was also determined. These studies have
revealed that the cell-sap is distinctly acidic, tho soil-water nearly neutral
and tho sea-water distitKjtly alkaline.

The pH detorminations have further shown that in tho monsoon
the leaf cell-sap Ixocomes loss acidic than in tho rest of the year which
might bo due to less accumulation of sodium salts in the monsoon.

32, The osmotic pressure of the sea-water, soil-solution and
tho loaf cell-sap of some mangroves.

F. R. Bharhoha and B, S. Navalkab, Bombay.
The detorm Inations of the chloride-content andpH of the above throe

solutions W(n’e done with a view to find out which of them alfocts more
the osmotic values of tho coil-sap. Our experiments have shown that
tho O.P. is influenced by the chloride-content of the cell-sap which in
turn depends upon that of tho soil and sea-water. Tho latter, as shown
in the first paper, is dependent upon the climatic factors and that therefore
the O.P. is dependent indirectly upon the climatic factors. Our interest-
ing feature of these investigations is tho sudden rise in the O.P. in the
cold season, namely, at tho end of December or beginning of January.
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Protozoa

1 . On some Microsporidia including a new form from
anophelino larvae.

P. Sen, Calcutta.

Microsporidian infection has been recorded from seven species of
Ariophelines, Anopheles liyrcanus nigerrimus, A. annularis, A. ramsayi,
A. varuna, A. sundaicus, A. subpictus and A. vagus. Throe species of
Microsporidia, Thelohania legeri Hesse, T. indica Kudo and T. anomalu
8p. nov., were concerned in the infe<!tion. The last named species is

described fully for the first time. The other two species of Thelohania
have already been recorded by Ku(Jo (1929) from Indian ariophelines, and
his observations on these two species are confirmed. T. anomala sp. nov.,
with its eight to twelve s]iorolilasts, closely agi‘ee.s with an unnamed species
of Thelohania TQported by Missiroli (1929), but differs in the measurement
of the spores. The spores in the now species are 5*1 to Gd/it long and 2'()

to 2*1/Lt broad whereas in Missiroli’s form the spores are only 3 to 4/i long.

2. Observations on an undescribocl species of intestinal

flagellate {Teiratrichomastix), from the skipping frog,

Ttaw limnocharis Moig.

P. L. Misra, Lucknow.

i An examination of halfa dozen specimens ofRana limnocharis collected

near Mukteswar-Kumaun revealed that this host harbours besides various

other protozoan parasites, a flagellate which showed the characters of the

genus Tetratrichomastix Young, 19;ir>. This is the first record of the genus

Tetratrichornastix from India and T. hegneri sj). nov. represents tlio

second species to bo described from a vertebrate liost, the first being

T. citelli Becker, 192(i, from the ground squirrel Citcllus tridecemlineatus.

The body of T. hegneri is irregularly pyriform showing apparent

bilateral symmetry and is (exclusive of the froo axostylar portion) 5'G/i-

10*3/x long and 2'8/i-5*6)ui wide. The periplast is distinct and a cytostomo
is present. Five flagollae originate from a single basal granule, of which
four are equal and anteriorly directed while the fifth is longer than the

rest and forms the ‘ schleppgeissol’. The rhizostyle is absent. The
nucleus is more or loss spherical, l*4/i—2*7fi. in diameter, and contains a

centrally located endosome. The cytoplasm is vaciuolated and contains

bacterial inclusions. A few specimens were invaded by the micrococcus

Sphaerita sp. Multiplication takes place by longitudinal fission. Cysts

are spherical, and 4*8/x-6*3/i in diameter.

A discussion regarding the taxonomic characters of the trichomonad

flagellates and a comparison of the species of Tetratrichomastix hitherto

described are also included in this paper.

(
147 )
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Porifera

3. Observations on the gemmule development of Chalina sp.

with a note on dissociation and regeneration in the same
species.

V. R. SiVARAMAKBiSHNAisi, Madras.

1 . Gemmule development hi (Jhalina sp.

A preliminary accMjunt of tlio development of the larva of Chaluto
from gommules is given in this paper. (Jhalina rc})roduco8 throughout
the year by moairs of tJiost) asexual bodies, in tlie adult sponge, tlie

complete organization is devoted for the production of ge^mmules. A
single gtmimulo is formed by the congregation of numerous yolk laden
amoebocytes which enter into intimate association with diiferentiated

(collar colls. The transformation of the gemmule into tlie larva is effec ted

by the rearrarig€)mont of c^olls already ]>restmt inside it. The collar cells

get' j)laced along the periydiery to form the (uliatod larval epithelial ccdls.

A small ])ortion of the gemmule is left non -ciliated whkih forms later the
posterior poh^ of the lar\ a. A brownish blat'k pigment ring is formed
betwocai the antf^rior ciliated region and the posterior non-ciliatod polc^.

Fully formed lai*\ aci breaking open the gemmule envelope get free into

tlie surrounding water. The larva belongs to the amphiblastula tyyie.

A d(\scriptien of t he free swimming la.r\’a is also given.

2. A note on the dissociation and, subsequent regeneration in ( dialina sp.

The sponge is cut u]j into tiny bits. These bits are gently squeezed
inside a bag of fine muslin cloth. The (expressed cells are allowed to fall

into yietri dishes containing clean sea water. The t^pidermal cells do not
come out in the expressed mass. The amoebocyto fuses with thc'

neighbouring cells by means of pseudopodia and forms cell groups. Tlie

choanocyte cells withdraw their collar and flagellum. The cell groujis in

turn unite with adjacent ones and small spherical masses of sponge colls

are yiroduced. In aliout two days’ time those tiny growing sphericjal

masses assume 1 mm. to 2 mm. size. These spherical masses attacli to
the substratum by cH>ars(' reticula and giv'^e rise to small enc.Tusting spongers.

Coelentarata

4. On three undes(?ribod species of CoelopUina from Krusadai
island. Gulf of Manaar.

1). W. Devanesbn arid S. Varadarajan, Mitdras.

T.

Goeloplana, tattersalli sp. nov.

Distinguishing characters ; ( 1 )
Only eight aboral papillae which apjiear

as divc^rticula; (2) the polar-field is on a hump; (2) the animal is trans-
lucent suffused with green ; and (4) it is a free-living form. Bionomics :

When a few living copej^ods were added to the aejuarium, the animal
boc^amo csoiiscious of their presence, because the latter darted to and fro
and priMluced disturbancos in water to wliicli the former responded; for
it moved briskly, throwing out its tentacles, making definite acts at
capturing the prey, reminding one of an animal which stalks its \uctim.
The specific name is given in honour of Prof. W. M. Tattorsall who dis-
«‘o\'eF(xl this aberrant cteiiophore at Krusadai on 7th February, 1928.

JOB
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II.

GoelopUina fndica sp. nov.

Distinguwhing characters: (1) Tho rmrnhor of papillae reduced to 8;

(2) papillae knob-shaped; (3) their arrangement in two rows of four
distributed at regular intervals, parallel to the tentacular axis; (4) a
uniform grey colouration; and (5) a free-living foi-m. A single specimen.
Very rare.

III.

Coeloplana krusadlen.sis sp. no\'.

Distinguishing characters: (1) The aboral ])apillae vary from six to

over twenty; (2) a uniform brick-red colouration; (3) lives in association

with the star-fish Pentaceros hedeniamn. The maximum number found
on the aboral surface of a single stardish varied from oO to (id; yet no
incomplete s})eciinon8 were found.

Annelida

5. Note on the occurrence of Arehiannelids at Krusadai
together witli a descri}>tion of an undeycribed yjtecies of
Saococirrus.

K. H. Altkunhi, Madras.

Examination of the inter-tidal sand at Krusadai during Sei)tember,
1 940, revealed th(' presence of Polggordius madrassensis Aiyar and Alikinihi,
Protodrilus pierantona Aiyar and Alikunhi {Proc. Ind. Sc. Congr., 1940.
Full paper in Press) and a new species of Saccocirrus. ProtodriJ n,s was
obtained from Pamban only along with Saccocirrus, while the latter and
Poli/gordius wt^re collected from ‘Sandy Point’, Krusadai. This is the
first record of An^hiannelids from Krusadai.

Saccocirrus krusadensis sp. nov. occurs in considerable numbers.
The worm is 20 to 25 mm. long with 100 to 150 segments. Pygidium is

forked, each lobe carrying 6 to 9 adhesive papillae. In each parapodium
there is one or two long slender furcate seta with markedly unequal prongs.
A muscular pad is developeMl in the pharyngeal wall, much the same as in

S, papiUocercus, Tii more than 50 specimens examined the gonads in

either sex were developed only on one side, usually the loft. Corresponding
to this the sperm-sacs, penes, and spermatliecao wore found only on th<'

same side. The sperm-sac*s are situated in the median (diamber of th<*

body cavity. The penis is elongated, cylindrical and protrusible. Idie

spormathecae cont ain spermatozoa. Mature ova pass down the nephridial
duct which is capable of dilatation. Fertilization i)robably takes jjhK e
at the point of union of the nephridial and spermathecal ducts.

To the gejius Saccocirrus the following four s])ecios ha\ e so far

ascribed

—

S. papiUocercus, S. major, S. minor and S. cirratus. The
j^eculiar furcate seta, the number of adliesive paj)illae, the one-sided

nature of the gonads, the position of si)erm-sacs in the median chamber
of the body cavity, and the shape of the penis together with other features

mark out S, krusadensis from the other species of the genus.

(). On an iindescribed bermaphrodite species of Microphihahn as

(Hesionidae) oconrring on the sandy bc^aeli at Madras.

K. H. Alikunhi, Madras.

Of the four known species of Microphlhahnus, M. sczelkoun / , M.
aherrans, M. simil is and M. fragilis, the last two are hormaphiodito,

while nothing is known regarding the reproductive organs of the other
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two. The new Madras species is also a hermaphrodite. In view of

Bobretzky’s meagre description of M. fragilis and M. aimilia and the

difference between the Madras Mierophthalmua and M. aczelkowii and
M . aherranay it has been considered advisable to describe the Madras
worm as a new species.

M . urofitnbriata sp . nov. occurs in fair numbers. Specimens 6 to 8 mm.
long have 40 to 75 setigerous segments. Cephalic appendages are well

developed. The two eyes are forwardly placed. Nuchal organs are

conspicuoiis, Parax)odia are biramous the dorsal division carrying 12 to 18

capillary setae including the pectinate seta. Simple ancl compound
setae are present in the ventral division. The anal plate has 20 to .30

finger-shaped processes on the margin. Male reproductive organs occupy
the anterior and female reproductive organs the posterior segments. The
two penes, situated between segments two and three have cuticular

supporting rods. A pair of male genital ducts runs forwards from the

antoriormost testis segment to open at the base of the penes. In each
feinjilo segment is a j)air of re(;eptacula seminis. Transference of sperms
probably takes place during copulation.

The errangoment of the cojjhalic appendages, the nature of the setae,

tlio fimbriated anal plate, the cuticular supi)orting rods of the copulatory
organs, the elongated vasa doferentia, and the absence of intermingling

of the sexual elements aro some of the important features characteristic of

M. nrofimhriala.

7. On an undescribod species of Myzostoma from the Madras
harbour with a note on the occurrence of Myzostoma
adhaerens Kenischeid

.

A. I. George, Madras. >

This is a very elegant form occurring on the Crinoid Lampronietra
palmata Clark. The elliptical body is adorned with two pairs of longi-
tudinal violet In-own hands on an orange-white ground colour.

Dorsal surface is convex with a median longitudinal crest. In addition
there are several shorter ones radiating from it. Margin carries ton pairs
of cirri and three pairs of prominent caudal appeTidages. Cirri are short
triangular processes and never exceed twenty in number. The ramilica-
tions of the intestine and the ovary extend into and completely fill the
caudal a])pendagos. Barapodia suckers, male genital papillae, mouth
and (doaca are ventral in position. Parapodia aro highly muscular. Each
parapodium has a thick conical base and a slender elongated distal portion.
Suckers are prominent with complicately folded walls/ Mouth oi)enmg is

sub-terminal. Pharynx is slightly protrusible and has four papillae.
Pharynx is j)rovickxl with a bulbua musculosus. Two pairs of intestinal
divorticnlae originate from the baggy stomach. Cloacal opening is sub-
terminal. A large stellate nerve-ganglion is present ventral to the
alimentary cai i al

.

M. adhaerens Komschoid was also obtained by the author along with
M, striata. These aro small disc-shaj)ed foims with numerous marginal
cirri. Minute tubercles abound on the dorsal surface. There are four
small caudal appendages. The only other Myzostomo recorded from the
Madras coast is M. Qopalai Snbramaniam.

8. On the occurrence of hermaphroditism in Sahellastarte

magnifica Shaw together with an account of the excretory
organs in the species.

V. Bunganathan, Madras.

The paper gives an account of the occurrence of hermaphroditism in
Sahellastarte magnifica Shaw, a SahelUd Polychaete worm that occurs in
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the Madras harbour. Examiiiatioii of the living worm shoWvS well-

developed motile sperms and immature ova floating in the coelom. Jt is

suggested that the worm is protandrous as when fully developed ova are
present mature sperms are nearly always absent.

In addition to the single pair of thoracic organs with a median openiiig
which are present in most of the Sabellids, ordinary nephridia are present
in the middle and posterior regions of the body as has been described by
various authors. Each nephridium is in the form of a trumpet-shaped
structure. It does not jjierce the septum and roacli the next st^gmeut
but lies in the thickness of the septum with the trumpet like funnel placed

in the angle between the alimentary canal and tlie septum and the external

pore having an intorsegmental position. The nephridia act gtaiital

passages and probably also as excretory ducts.

9.

Multiple funnels of nej)hridia in the Oligochaeta.

K. N. Bahl, Lucknow.

Many earthworms with multiple nephridia are known, ])ut I am
recording two casi^s in which a single nephridium is pro\ idr'd with n hvrgo

number of funnels. Tlie first is that of the uojdiridia of T/tamnodrihis
crasaus, a giant earthworm from Ecuador in which multi])lc funnels w<?ro

first noticed by Pickford. Each nephridium of this earthworm is pro\ ided
with more than 30 funnels. The second <;aso is that of Hoplorhdc.tella

from Bombay in which each Tie])hridium is provided with a larger functional

funnel and 25 to 30 small hut complete fuuuols with solid neijlis, E^ iiloni ly

these latter funnels are vestigial.

10.

On tho euibryonic m^[)liridia of the cattlo Iee(*li Hinidinoria

granulosa.

M. L. Bhatia, Lucknow.

Seventeen pairs of metamerically located nephridia perform the
excretory function of Hirudinaria in the adult condition, but during
dovidopmontal stages the excretory material is eliminated by four pairs
of the so-called ‘embryonic nephridia’. In Hirudinaria as in Aulosloma
and Nephelis (Sukatschoff, 1900) the embryonic nephridia arise from a few
cells at the posterior extremity of the embryo. Each nephridium consists

of an irregular and delicate string ofa single row of cells whiidi arc traversed
by an intra cellular canal. At one end of tlio canal tlioro is an internal

opening leading into a thimble-shaped funnel, while at the other there is

a circular external opening. Tho funnel has a protoplasmic fimbriated
border composed of psetidopodia-like pro(5eHse.s.

The embryonic nephridia later dwindle and ultimately disapjx^ar

when the adult nephridia begin to function.

Platyhelminthes

11.

On an undescribed species of Aspidogaster from tlio intest ine

of the fresh-water fish, Barbus tor (Ham.).

J. Dayal, Lucknow.

A large number of trematodes collected from tho intestine of the
fresh-water fish, Barbus tor, were found to differ from all tho known
species of Aspidogaster, hi the anterior position of the genital x^ore, in tho
possession of a petaloid cirrus, in tho relative position and size of tho
genital organs and in the larger number of alveoli on the ventral disc.

A detailed account of the anatomy of the new form, Aspedogaster
indicum sp. nov., is given in the paper.
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12. On an nndoscribed species of Avian cestode from Dharwar,
India.

N. B. Inamdar, Dharwar.

In this paper is deseribod a new species of Shipleyia Fiihrmann, 1908,

from tlie intestine of a Black 'Wingect Stilt, Ilimrintopvs himantopus
(Linnaeus). This species differs from the only known species of the
yrenns, SJiiplr.yia inrrmis, in tlie ]>re.sence of irregularly alternating genital
pores and in size. The new species is named Shipleyia farrm}7

.

13. On th(^ taxonomy of Bomo spotnoB in the gonns Avitellina

(( ’ostoda).

Mohammad Amtn, Lahore.

Tlie author, in this paper, suggests that Avitellina fioulJnrelli Nagaty
and Avitellina .mnfhp'oieynli Woodland are identical witli A. centripanctata
(Tlivolta), and discusses the sjH'cifie characiters employed for tlie dis-

rimination of those sfxu-ies, e.g. size of the segment; crowding of testes,

v aries and ut<a*ine organs; jiosition of a row of testes external to ventral
'xcrctory canal; situatifin (cf cirrus-sacs in the same dorso-ventrol plane
IS the A’ulvae; side to side alt.(n*nat(^ arrangement of uteri; and tortuous
'ourse of \ ontral excretory canals. Theses stru<‘tural ])cculiariti(^s appear
to be th(‘ result of muscular contraction ajid are, therefore, of little

taxcnomic xaluc.

14. Paramphistomid j)arasit(\s of oxen and bnifalges in Lahore.

N. K. Gupta, Lahore.

This ])aper deals with the systematics and anatomy of tlio

Paramphistornes occnirring in oxen and buffaloes of Lahore. The specimens
were obtairuxl fioin the T.iahore Aliattoir. Three species of the genus
Varamphistoniuai have so far been met with and studied by the ]>resent

writer, Paramphistormnn cervi (Zed(^r), 1*. < xjdtmatuni (Croplin) and
P. crannatH (Stiles ami Goldberger). P. cervi is the ('ommonest of the
three, and occurs \ery frequently in the bile ducts of buffaloes. P.
fTpIanainai ajipears to be comparatively rare, altliough previous autliors

have recorded them as very common. P. cramiim^ found in the rumen
of buffalof^s, is also rare.

The anatomy of P. cervi and P. crassurn has been described and their

taxonomy discussed in the paper.

15. On two holminths of Mastacemhelus pancahis (Ham.)
including a now record of Azygia from India.

G. D. Bhalerao, Izatnagar.

The tromatodo Azygia angusticawla (Stafford, 1904) is recorded from
the liver of Mtisiaconhclus pancahis obtained from Fuleshwar (Bengal).
Tliis is the first record of a species of the trematode genus Azygia from
India. Observations are made on the anatomy of the parasite and one
abnormal form is described.

A larvm of Gnathostoma sp. was found eiu^apsuled in the coelomic
cavity of the fish.

16. On the need for a revision of the genera of Holostome
trematodes described from India.

G, D. Bhalerao, Izatnagar.

The writer recounts 48 species of ‘Holostomes’ from this country and
points out the shortcomings in the descriptions of sov’eral of them and the
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wrong taxonomic position assigned in many cases. His object in presenting
this communication is to stimulate re-examination of the already described
species with a view to provide missing links in the descriptions and the
correct interpretation of some of the structure's. The metacercarial form
Htrigm annamleli Faust has boon shown to bo wrongly assigned to the
genus. Neoalaria thapari Lai has been assigned to Diplostoirmm,
Olossodiplosiomum hiernctii Vidyarthi (Syn. 0, huteoides) to the newly
(ireated genus Glossodiplostomofdes, PharyiujosLomum haguhiin. Lai to
JSvodiplostomum^ Crassiphiala ceryUforinia Vidyarthi and C. stunkardi
Pando to Uvulifer, and Proalarioides iropulonotis Vidyarthi to

TravaHS'osstomum Bhalorao. The possibility is indicated of ProaUiria
grayii Vorma being a member of a new genus. Tiu^ new goniis

Olossodiplostomoidcs differs from Olossodiplosmiim in having a more marked
difforeiK'o between the fore and the In'nd-body, the latter being at least

twice longer than the former, the hold -fast organ being larger and the
genital organs occujiying jnore bo<ly apa(*e. In most other cases the author
has accepted the coiudusions arrived at by Dubois,

17. Soino iiiotaciorcarial forms of Llinostomidae (Trematoda)
from India.

(i. 1). Bhalerao, Tzatnagar.

The author doscribos a new^ species of Euclifto.sloiititiit, thj’oe new sjiecies

ei' Olinosfonmin and roi’ords the species 0. plscdditnit Southwell and Prashad,
K. indicLiin n.sp. differs from E. hcleroporuin in the extent of the uterine
sac and tlie utero-duct and in the ratio of the two suckers. C. pranhadi
n.sp. differs from plscidiuni in the body being thin and elongate, the
ratio of the two sucki'rs, thi' jiosif.ion of the gonads and the extent of the
vitollaria. C. dasi n.s]). differs from (. ritrysichthys in the }>osition of the
gonads and in the position of the point of union of the utoro-diict with
the uterine sac. G. gideont n.S]). differs from (J, chrysichthys in resjiect of
the point at whi(;h the uterine cliict joins the uterine sac, the nature of the
testes and in the position of the genital pi^re whiidi is situated level with
the middle of the anterior testis.

Pharynx was found to be present in piscidinm.

18. The germs Ce/pfialogommus in Irrdia and Burma.

G. I). Bhalekao, Izatnagar.

Of the six species of Cephalogonimus recorded from India and
Burma, 0. emydalis would apjxmr to bo very v^ariable and C. magnua
(Syn, (7. gangeticus) a variety of C. emydaJift. f’. rnehrai and C. rninutum
are considered to be valid species. C. burmnnica is provisionally accepted
to be different from the other species of the genus. Various organs subject

to variation are considered in the case of these species.

Nemathelminthes

19.

Obaervaiions on Sypfuiciella> imlic/i Maj)lostono (Nomatoda)
from Hyderabad (Deccan).

8. N. SiKGH, Hyderabad-Deccan.

This species of the nematode worm was described by Maplostone in

1931 from a Sand Grouse, PterocleH exusUia (Tomra.) which fiied in the

Calcutta Zoological Gardens. On two occasions the author obtained
numerous specimens of this species from the same host in Hyderabad
(Deccan). In this paper a detailed ac<*ount of this worm is given, and
more particularly, of the female reproductive organs.
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Chaetognatha20.

On the arrow-worms of Kjrusadai.

S. Vabadabajan and P. I. Chaoko, Madras.

The Arrow-Worms from Krusadai plankton are described with
reference to their specific characters, bionomics and seasonal distribution.

All the throe genera, Sayittay SpadelUiy and tJnkrohnia are met with in the
plankton. Sjmdclla cephalopfera and Eukrohiim paciftca which are new
records from this area are described. It is noticed that this is the first

time that Spaddla cephaloptera is correctly recorded from Indian waters.

Four spcKhes of SagittUy viz., Sagittri enflata, Sayitta tenuis. Sagitta rohustay

and Eagitta neglecta are described from Krusadai, the first two species

being abundant. Double headed monsters ot Sagitta and their canni-

balistic tendencies have been noticed. Those arrow worms are indicators

of water current movements which have a bearing on fishery problems.
They also form a consitlerabJo ]>art of the food of certain fishes and hence
the study of tluar seasonal occurron(;o is important. As observed in

other localities, all tlie different species oi' Sagitta are fomid living together.

The Arrow -Worms found at Kru.sadai are probably those which drifted

northwards from the (Julf of Manaar into the Palk Bay. The situation

of Krusadai in the patii of this <uirront is noteworthy.

Nemertinea
J

21,

On tho anatomy, histology and ecology of Eupolia sp«

(Nomortinnea) from the Karachi coast.

(Miss) Eva Nathan, Lahore.

The material for tho ])rosent paper was collected from Maiiora Island,

Karachi, during December, 1940. All the specimens belong to tho same
8j)ecie8 of Eupolia. The paper contains an account of the anatomy and
histology of the species with notes on its ecology. Tho author has also

discussed the systematic position of tho species.

Mollusca

22.

A preliminary account of tho developmcmt and disintegration,

of the shell-gland in Pila globosa.

S. Naga Raja, Annamalainagar.

The embryonic shell-gland arises in the typical maimer found in

Mollusca. In the early veliger stage the shell is a thin cuticular, cap-like
structure. The mantle edge, which is formed from tho peripheral part of

the shell-gland develops groups of gland cells at intervals which appear
as ifthey were mantle processes. These may be called embryonic marginal
shell-glands. They form a very striking feature of tho lato veliger stages.

The shell in these stages shows very narrow, zig-zag suture-liko bands
which are spirally arranged and corre8j)ond in number and position to

the prominent embryonic shell-glands, and in fact arise from them. Tho
marginal shell-glands are probably entirely responsible for the secretion of
the shell at this stage. They open into what corresponds to the supra-
marginal groove of the adult. Meanwhile the definitive shell-glands are
differentiated. At the time of hatching the embryonic marginal shell-

glands degenerate and only vestiges of them are seen. In the adult
mantle they disappear altogether. Further work is in progress.
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Enteropneusta23.

Balanoglossids as food of fish.

D. W. Devanesen and P. I. Chaoko, Madras.

Sillago siharna, Mugil waigiensis, Mugit troschelri and Therapon
jarhvAJL are the fisiies represented in the catclies made by stake-nets from
the Balanoglo8SU8-ii,re)Q>, Krusadai Island. Only 10% of the wliiting

and 12% of the squeaking porch examinexl included Balanoglossids
in their diot. Theso either dig into tho burrows of Balanoglossids, pull

them out and eat them or capture such of tho worms as are exposed by
the waves.

In spite of theso known enemies, no apparent reduction in the
population of Balanoglossids is noticed. Thanks to the comparative
freedom the Balanoglossus -he>d of tho tidal zone enjoys, soa-wator can cover
it only during tho high-tides, twice during 24 hours. TJie two fishes in

question are therefore dejvrived of access to tho bod at low-tides; their

ravages are intermittent as they have to retire with the ebbing tide. The
Balanoglossids involved in tiiis research are (1) Vidain/ydothorax

Ptychodera) krumdiensw and (2) C. (~ Ptychodera) ceylonensw. Tlui snout
of tlie sj)ocimens of Sillago sihania and 'Jdieraporn jarhua whicdi liave fed on
Balanoglossids smells of iodoform. Balanoglos.ms is not an item of
food of the inugils wliich forage in that area, thereby furnisViing ati example
of eclecticism in diet among lishos.

Tunicata

24. On the digestive glamls of Monas(iidiatLS.

8. M, Das, Lucknow.

In a memoir on Herdmania (19J}(>) tho author wrote: ‘It is probable,
therefore, that all ascidians with a distinct livei* store carbohydrate in tlio

form of starch while those with no liv€>r store it in the form of glycogen.
’

The only genera in which tho digestive glands had boon examined for

stored carbohydrate, till then, were Pyura, Herdmmiia, and Ciona.
Barstang raised tho objection that these genera wore too closely allied to

make a broad generalization of tho nature publislaxl by tho author. Tho
present paper gives a comparative account of tlie digestive glands in

Herdmania, Molgula, Styela, PJialkisia, AscAdia, and Ciona, forms belonging
to widely divergent families, and sub.stantiatos tho author’s earlier \dow
b^ demonstrating tho presence of star<;h only in those gont?ra which i^ossess

a distinct liver. The author has also shown that the Tunicata could bc^

divided roughly into two main classes; in one tho memV^ers have a well-

defined liver (o.g. Pyuridae, Molgulidae) and in the other the members
have no dohnito liver (e.g. Phallusidae, Botryllidae).

25. Tho neuro-muscular Bystom of tho tost iu Tuiiioata.

S. M. Das, Lucknow.

It is common knowledge that the test of ascidians is contractile and
more particularly in the monascidians. The sij)hons are highly sensitive

and contract if touched, or if the water in which the animal lies is disturbed,

shooting out two jets of water. Tho author described in Herdmania
(1936) the mechanism of this reaction to external stimuli, and demonstrated
the presence of receptor cells and nerve cells as well as muscle and nerve

-

fibrils in the test. The present paper gives a comi>arative account of the
test in Molgula, Styela, Phallusia, Ascidia and Ciona. It is established

that a neuro-muscular system is present in the test of all these genera and
is comparable to that found in Herdmania.
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Pisces

26. Raspiratory adaptations of the Sotith Indian Homalopterid
fislios.

S. L. Hoba and N. C. Law, Calcutta.

The respiratory movements of Balitora and Hemiinyzon are discussed
and correlated with the habitat and form of the fishes. It is shown that
the movements of the inner rays of the pectoral fins are not associated
with respiration. The probalile causes which may have led to the reduction
of gill-openings, to the formation of receptacles for storage of water, and
to the periodic suspension of respiratory movements are explained.
Attention is directed to the close ])araiielisrn between the accessory
respiratory chambers of the liomalopteridae and the bucco-pharyngeal
chambers of certain air-breathing fishes of India. An aiM^oiint of the lips

ad id associated striKitures of the H.omalo])teridae of South India is given
and the probable functions of the various strindures explained. Sugges-
tions are made for further work in the resjiiration of these fishes, especially

in regard to their serving as accessory chambers for aerial respiration.

27. of a proliininary fish-survoy of the Pocharam Lake.

M. Haiiimulx.ah, Hydorabad-Doccan.

In this beautiful lake situated about 80 miles from Hyderabad (uty,

and formed by building a dam across Alair river, a fish-survi^y in different

parts of the lake, in the c,anal and surrounding ponds and tanks below
th(‘ dam which are connoctod with it only during the rainy starson, roveak^d
tlie occurreiK^e of 25 species of fish, belonging predominantly to the genera
Hohtcc, Anibajdsift, Gobius, Barbus and IjPjyidocephalichthys.

Some other interesting points regarding the lake and its fauna are
also mentioned in the paper.

28. On Hoino stagos in tho early dovolo})inent of Arms jella

(Cuv. and Val.).

V. K. Thiyaqarajan, Madras.

The pmsent paper deals with the detailed development of Arius jella

of t he Adyar brackish waters from the earliest stages to the closure of the
blastojiore. For convenience of description the details are given under
fi\'e stages.

Staije J.—The blastoderm is a circular patch about 1 mm. in diameter
forming a cap of cells at one pole of the yolk.

Stage TI .—The blastoderm has expanded to about 2 5 to 8 mm.
An invagination of the inner layer of the epiblast along the entire margin
of tho embryonal area establishes the primary hypoblast which holds the
material for the formation of tho mesoblast, tho notochord and the
endoderm*.

Stage III .—The embryo measuring about 1*5 mm. stretches forward
from the posterior polo of the blastodisc. Anteriorly the inner cell layer
of the epiblast along the median line has thickened to form the solid

neural keel while tho primary hypoblast is getting separated into the
mesoblast, the notochord and the endoderm. At tho posterior end is

present a mass of undifferentiated cells inside which the Kupffer’s vesicle

now appears.
Stage IV.—Tho rim of tho blastodisc has just roai^hod the equator

of the egg. The embryonic streak now measures about 8 mm. Near the
anterior end the two optic vesicles have grown out from the neural keel.

About 18 to 14 myotome segments have been established. The endoderm
layer has not yet folded itself to form a tube—the future alimentary canal.
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Tlie Kuplfer’s vesicle can still be made out at the hind end in the region

of the neurentoric streak.

Staije V .—The closure of the blastopore occurs at this stage at a
distance of about 2 mm. behind the formed tail fold of the embryo which
measures about 5 mm. In tliis respect the y)resent form resembles very
much the condition described in the toad -fish Ikvtrachus {(dapy), Journ.
Morph., 1899).

29. Preliminary observations on the nidamontal glands of some
olasrnobrancjh fishes of the Madras coast.

R. Raghtt Prasab, Madras.

The i:>aper deals with the structure of the nidamental glaiuls of an
oVO-viviparous form, Rhinohatus yranulatufi and two vivi]:>arou8 forms,
ScoUodon palasorrah and S. sorroJcowah. It is known that the nidamental
gland is best devoloy)ed in oviparous forms like Scylliuni canicula, and
Chiloscylliuni yrisenm and consists mainly of three j)arts, the albumen
mucus- aT\d shell-secreting zones. In R. (jranulatus it is noticed that the
mucus-secreting zone has disay^peared. Tn the viviparous S. palasorrah
the mucus-secreting region has disap]>eared and the alhumen-secretiiig
zone is greatly reduced. Tn S. .norrakowah both mucus- and albumen

-

secndtng tubules ha\'e disapyxmrod, the sholl-so(n’(ding region being rey>rG-

sented by a hw short tiiVniles only. The entire glaiul is absent in Narcine
and Trygon. Vivi])a.rity in the Odontaspidae and the HTypotrcunata has
y)robably been a(Hjuired inde])endontlv and the regressive changes notic<5d

in the structure of the nidamental gland in the former family are also

likely to ho met with in the Hy]>otromata.
About the fertilization in the Elasriiobranfdjs the general belief has

been that it takes j)laco in the u])por roaches of the oviduct. Metteu
demonstrated that in the Dog-fish Scylliorhyrms canicula the nidamental
gland acts as a roceptaculum sorninis and that fertilization takes place in

the himem of the gland. Further evidence is brought forward in this

paper to show that this is so in othesr forms snch as S. pahifsorrah and
S. .^orrakowah,

30. Observations on the protective envelope of some viviparous

elasmobranch fishes of the Madras coast.

R. OoPALA Aiyar, Madras.

This paper gives a comparative account of the nature of the egg
case in a number of Elasraobranchs of the Madras (joast. Details are
given in regard to size, strmdure, shape and formation in such forms as
Chilosoylliiirn griseum,, Rhinobatuft granulaius, Prisf.i^ custpidntus, ScoUodon
dusmimieri, S. palafiorrah and S. sorrakowah.

31. On the hatching of fish-eggs in 1940-41 in the laboratory of

West-Hill Biological Station, Calicut.

D. W. Devanesbn and S. Varadarajan, Madras.

Five types of fish-eggs are described, viz., (1) the Ancdiovy
{Engraulis), (2) the White-llait (Stolephoruft), (2) the So(^r-fish {Sconibero-

tnortift), (4) the Horse-Mac^kerel {(Jaranx), and (5) the Malabar Sole

{Cynoglosaufi fiemifaHcintus)

.

The hatching oxy)erimentH in nigard tc throe

types of eggs were maintained for throe days. The eggs of the Anchovy,
Engraulw hnrniltonii (Gray) are without an oil-globule aTid a jx^rivitolline

space. The larvae of a Seer-fish hatched in the laboratory were checked
with Seer-fish larvae in the plankton. The elongated eggs of Stolephorus

heterolobus are elliy)tical without a knob and ha\’e a .small yellow c»il-

globule. Seven kinds of Horse-Mackerel (^ggs are described. The
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transparent ovarian eggs of Cynoglos.ms semifasciatus are described. In

addition to tho measiiremonts of eggs, descriptions of the stages of embryos
and larvae, of the appearance of the paired fins, and of the pigmentation
and number of inyotomes are given.

32. On situs inversus visconuu in Ophicephalus punctatus Bloch

L. S. Ramaswami, Mysore.

Situs inversus viscerum was observed in sixteen per cent of a population

ot Ophicephalua punctatiia, Tlie mirror-imaging has affected the blood

vaacmlar and alimentary systems. This must bo due to the formation of

twins and separation later, when in one of them tho orientation of the

viscera is opposite of the normal; it was not possible to secure double

frys for verifying this,

33. On two iiit.eiosting types of cement glands in S. Indian
Teloosteans with a discussion on tlie hoinf)logy of ver-

tebrate (;(niiont glands in general.

S. Jones, Trivandrum.

(Jemont glands are IburKl as larv’^al adhesive organs in the Oanoidei,
T(iUH)stei, J)i[)noi and Aniira, arid tlnu’e have been two views regarding
tbeir liomology. Tia^ fii’st vi(^w is tliat these organs are homologous with
tho premandiiiular head cavities of otlier vertebrates, since they take their

origin as endodorrnal pouciies in tho prraiiandilnilar n^gionhi the (lanoidei,

though tiioy are of ectodermal orighi in tlio other groups. Tlnr second
view is that they are only analogous organs that }ia,v(i risen independently
hi the different groups. This vi(W is supported by tlie aliseruie of die glands
in Oyelostomes and Elasmobrancdis, and by tbo origin of the glands from
difh^ront germ layers in tho difforcait groups. The discovery of two
very interesting types of cement glands in two 8out.b Indian Teleosteaiis,

have heljied to prove that cement glaiuls in vertebrates cannot be con-
sidered as homologous organs, but only as {uialogous organs that fiavo

risen independently in tla' diffu'ent grou])s.

31. Prolimiriary obsor vations on tho lisli-fauna of tho Nizam
Sagar area, Hyderabad State.

B. K. Das, Hyderabad-Deccan.

About 1)S miles due slightly north-west of the city of Hyderabad is

situated a very large artificial lake known as the Nizam Sagar. This lake

is formed by the construction of a large dam (about 2 miles in length)

across the river Manjira (one of tlie tributaries of tho R. Godavari), which
has a meandering coiir.se of nearly ,391) miles within the State. Tlie lake

holds a maximum (;apacity of 30,000 million cu. It. of water, with a de])th

of lot) ft. The av^erage rainfall of tho area is 31*9 incdies per annum.
Surplus amount of water is occasionally released from this lake by moans
of a series of flood-gates and sluices. Tho water from this lake is let out
through a long canal mainly for irrigation purposes in the neighbouring
areas.

In the original courso of tlie riv^er there are plenty of rocky bods

(with boulders and pebbles), which are being fed by and filled with clear

water overflowing the lake, thus conv'erting them into so many deep,

clear water pools that harbour the fishes. Other details of the ecological

cotulitions of tho lake have beeu fully discussed.

Large number of fishes have been captured by ordinary circular nets

and dynamites. In all 27 species of fishes ha\^o so far been collected,

belougiiig to 16 genera and 5 families.
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35. Occiirrenee of late eggs in Salmo fario Linnaeus.

Nazir Ahmad, Lahore.

Tn the present jniper tiio author describes two ty^)e8 of late eggs
foiuul in the ovary and the (*oolomo of Salmo fario Linnaeus collected

from the Mahili hatcheries, Kuhi, Punjab. The 8tri})ping period in the
hatcheries extends from November to Kebruary, but the ova in question
were collected in the middle of April. The two ty})os of eggs differ in

size, (colouration, structure and behaviour.

30. Kate of growth in the first year of life of Labeo rohita

and Catla catla in the different districts of Orissa.

G. N. Mitra, Cuttack.

Tlio spawning season of Laheo rohita and Catla catla is laiown. In
Orissa the fry are available in duly and August. Kepreseutative sam])los

of tlu’ise fish have been weighed and weight curves drawn in grajilis. Kate
of growth in the first year and the variation in different districts of Orissa
have been traced. The result is of economic value as it gives an indication

to ])iscic.ulturi8t8 of the normal growth to bo expe(;ted in the tanks in

wliicli they live.

37.

A now method of ti'ausport of fish fiugorlings.

G. N. Mitra, Cuttack.

Fish fingerlings are usually conditioned for a period varying from
1 2 hrs. to 4 days and tran8i)orted in open vessels with froc]uont changes of
water. Such a method is ox])ensivo in that a man has to accomjiany tfie

consignment. By scaling fingerlings in a suitably de6ign(Hl vessel along
with oxygen, fish can be transported as ordinary parc^els. Details of
ex[)eriments conducted art’i doserihed.

Amphibia

38. The Sertoli colls in Apoda.

B, K. Seshachar, Bangalore.

The Sertoli cells of the testis, which in other vertebrates are believed
to provide attachment and nourishment to the developing sperms, are
n(^t found as such in the Apoda. This is due to the great enlargement of
file loculos of the testis with tfie nisult that cell gioups, including sp(ain
groups, become Hcatterod in the fatty matrix that HIIh tht) loculo and are
dissociated from orue anfjther.

But in the periphery of the locide of the testis occur tiells, whiclg l)y

their origin and structure recall the cells of Sertoli. But their function
is doubtful. They provide neither attachment nor nutrition to the
developing sperms. Probably developing sj)ermatozoa obtain nourish-
ment from the fatty matrix that surrounds them on all sides.

39. On the development of the vertebral column in Gym-
nophiona.

H. K. Mookerjeb, Calcutta.

In Gymnophiona the notochord has two sheaths instead of one as

stated by the j^revioiis workers. The skeletogenous layer remains sclero-

toraic in the intervertebral regions and not fibrous, contrary to the opinion

of the previous workers. The ultimate centrum is formed as a thick
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membrane bone on the aggregation of the skeletogenous layer on the
primary centrum including the united basiventralia to its caudal portion^
which no previous worker has recorded up to now.

IGach neural arch has three portions: (a) anterior connective tissue,

(/>) middle cartilaginous, (c) posterior connective tissue, a fact which no
previous worker has recorded. That the middle cartilaginous arch has a
deflected cartilaginous roof with a third piece, the supradorsal, which
could be discriminated from the nuclear differentiation is also recorded
for the first time.

The cartilaginous part of the neural arch together with the inner
perichondrial laycu* degenerates, having only the outer perichondrial
layer. The anterior connective tissue, the middle outer perichondrial
layer and the posterior connective tissue of each neui'al arch become the
primary membrane bone element, a fact which no previous worker has so
far observ^od. SclerotornH; colls aggregate on the outer side of tlie primary
membrane bone elements as plasicir whicli also turns to plastering
membrane bone forming secondary or ultimate neural arch which has
not benui recorderl.

Between the occipital and atlas arch proper there is a pair of inter-
(^alated cartilaginous arcli which extends laterally. A strand of migratory
connective tissue (jells cuts the intercalated arch into a ball and a socket.
The patVi of the colls looks like aji inverted ‘ W’. The formation of the
synovial cavity by a split in tho migratory colls from outside inwards
has also not been observed before.

The peculiarities of tho developracmt of tho ribs and its processes are
ro(jordod for tho first time. Tho change in tho position of the diapophysis
from the right angular conditum in tho 2nd vertebrae to a parallel condition
in tho 7th and the following vertebrae in relation to the basidorsal is

recorded for the first time.
^

The haemal arches of tho tail vertebrae do not exist as stated by the
previous workers,

4(1. A note on the occurrence of cartilage in the heart of a toad.

B. Thirumalachar and T. Subramonia Pillai, Mysore.

The occurn’inc(^ of cartilage in the cardiac tissue of various vertebrates
is well known, but its occurrence in tho Amphibia has not been hitlierto

recordetl. The authors describe cartilaginous nodules embedded in the
septum rnediaiium of the heart of the toad, Bufo 7nelanostictUfi. They
suggest that the nodules may servo the same purpose as the aortic ligament
which keeps the aorta closely attached to the heart.

Reptilia

41. Placontatiou in Hydrophis cyanocinctus Daudin.

L. R. Kasturirangan, Madras.

As a sequel to the author’s paper, ‘ Placentation in Enkydrina schistosa
(Daudin)’, read before tho 28th session of tho Indian Science Congress,
at Benares, Hydroph is cyanocAnctus Daudin was investigated. It is shown
that this species is also truly viviparous. Tho allantoic placenta is as
highly .specialized as in the case of E^ihydrina but presents certain diver

-

goncos which are worthy of note.

The placenta is formed by the modification of the uterine epithelium
and the allaiitochorion. It includes two distinct regions. The general
placental region differs from the corresponding region in Enhydrina in
non-essential features only. It is characterized by the very superficial
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position of the maternal capillaries and the allantoic capillaries, the close
which facilitates respiratory exchange. Tlie special

placental region (in both spet'ies) includes a glandular uterine epithelium
and an allantochorion in which the deeper layers of the chorionic ectoderm
are highly vacuolated and spongy in consistency. The function of this
region seems to be nutritive. In Hydrophis this region varies in position.
Its breadth is 7 to 10 mm. instead of 3*5 mm.; and the deyith of the
vacuolated chorion 20 to 30 microns instead of SO. The glandular cells of
the uterine ojiithelium arc less numerous. The two surfaces are smooth
and without folds.

The paper includes also a discussion on the riutriti\'e function of the
placenta in reptiles.

42. The alimentary canal of the sea-snake Enhydriyui schistom
(Daiulin).

K. N. Parameswaran, Madras.

A ciliated epithelium lines the buccal cavity, j)harynx and anterior
region of oesophagus. Tho posterior oesophagus is devoiil of cilia and
goblet colls. The transition to the stomach is marked by tlie promuiont
folds of the glandular epithelium. The cardiac and fiuidic- glands are
identical in structure and staining reactions. The neck of tho glands, is

composed of nock*chief cells whic^h .secrete mucus. The body is (!omj)osed
of only one kind of (^ell. These body cells, according to liisto-chomical

reactions, are soon to perform a double function—that of tho parietal
cell and body chief cell in mammals. Tho pyloric; glands are exclusively
mucus-j)ro(lucing.

Pyloric; syjhincter muscle and a pyloric; valve are present. Tho coiled
intestine is simple in struc;turo without either glands or villi. The intestino-

rec;tal vahe is well developed. The general histology of tho rectum is

similar to that of the intestine. Other histological details are also given.

43. Some faiinistic affinities and differences between India and
Ceylon.

P. E. P. Deraniyagala, Colombo.

The faunistic similarity between Malabar and Ceylon is well known.
Many animals common to the two differ subspocially, others form northern

and southern subspecies with tho dividing lino at about 12° to 1.5° north

latitude, while yet others persist unaltered. Interchange of animals
during temporary land connexions ay)pears to have boon largely influenced

by the prevailing climatic; conditions which varied during periods of thc^

Cenozoic era; associations of relic;! animals support such a view. Families

doubtless proliferated both before as well as after isolation, during subse-

quent land rocannexion there was an interchange of new genera, o. g. the

Uropeltidae. The time which olapsc^d 8inc;e the entry of a genus into a

country might be roughly ascc^rtainod by its range, but iha various

restricting factors should not be overlooked.

The faunas of both South India and Ceylon disclose a strong Malayan,

a weaker African and certain Himalayan elements. Since those elements

are seldom represented by the rec;urronco of tho same spec ies both in

South India and Ceylon, a problem of special interest exists. On(3 partial

explanation might be that the faunistic^ routes to South India wore always

via peninsular India and that these invasions werc^ followed by incipient

extinctions in tho north, whereas the entry into Ceylon was mainly by
temporary southern routes; of interest in this connexion is the paralleling

of Ceylon’s living Malayan, African and North Indian faunal elements by
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part of the Islands’ extinct fauna chief of which is the hippopotamus, an
animal common in the areas mentioned and unknown from South India.44.

A preliminary account of the fauna of the mountain lakes

beyond the Liddar valley, Kashmir.

G. Matthai, Lahore.

A study of the fauna of the high mountain lakes in Kashmir by a
party of research workers from the Department of Zoology, Punjab
University, Lahore, was (commenced last summta* when seven lakes in the
region of the Liddar valley wore visited, viz., (a) Shosh Nag, Sona Sar,

Tar Sar, (;Jhanda Sar, Dudh Nag, Sona Sar (Rewll) and Handil Sar. A
preliminary account of the results obtained was road before the Section of
Zoology at the last Session of the Indian Science Congress. In the summer
of 1941, ton more lakes were visited, viz., (b) Tuliyan, Har Nag, Yam
Sar, Kliem Sar, Vislian Sar, Kisha-n Sar, Oad Sar, Gangabal, Kul and
Nand Kol. These lakes, with the oxcei)tioii of Tuliyan, lie beyond the
region of the Liddar valley.

The paper contains a general accmmt of the faunistic work carried

out in the ten lakes.

' Cytology

45. On the (ivtology of the egg of a Balanoglossid.

(Miss) Usha Sircar, Lahore.

During his visit to Krusadai, South India, Dr. V. Nath fixed the ovaries
of a Balanoglossid in Bouin, Champy and Da Pano. A study of the
cytology of this egg wtis undertaken as there does not appear to be any
previous account on the subject.

The ripe egg of Balanoglossid is about *088 mm. in diameter. Two
prominent inclusions can Vjo seen in the cytoplasm, viz., albuminous yolk
and the Golgi elements, tlie fatty yolk being conspicnious by its absence.
The large vesicular nucleus of the egg contains a prominent nucleolus, but
the?ro are no nucleolar extrusions. The egg is surrounded by a thick
structuroless membrane which is pierced at one end by the micropylar
funnel.

/

46. On the niKilear changes in the sperm of the fresh-water crab,
Paratelphusa (Paratelphusa) spinigera.

(Miss) Usha Siroar, Lahore.

The genesis of the bizarre and non-flagellate sperm of P. spinigera
was worked out by Nath (1932) who confined himself to the Golgi
apparatus, mitochondria, centrosomal structures, acroblast and the
prominent mitochondrial vesicle, but did not pay any attention to the
nuclear changes. It was, therefore, thought desirable to work out the
details of the nuclear changes from the spermatogonia up to the ripe
sperm.

The spermatogonial chromosomes are too small and numerous, but
counts can be made in the first meiotic divisions, when the homologous
chromosomes conjugate parasynaptically. In the polar views of meta-
phase 1,58 chromosomes have been counted, each chromosome representing
a homologous pair.

Important changes taking place in the spermatid nucleus are also
described in the paper.
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47. Spermatogonesis of the diplopod, Thyroglutiis malayua
(Carl) (Myriapoda).

Ga^^apati Parshad Sharma, Lahore.

This work was commenced in Jnno, 1940. The material was fixed in
Flemming—without acetic and Bouin’s, and sections wore stained with
•5% Iron-haematoxylin.

The sperm is non-flagellate and atyx^ical, lacking a tail and
jjerforatorium. There is a nuclear cup into which fits a vesicle. The
latter is formed in the cytoplasm and all the mitochondria and Golgi
elements merge into it. The mouth of the nuclear cup is closed by a
well-develope3d cytoplasmic plug. A single prominent ring-like controsome
lies at the bottom of the nuclear cup.

Spermatogonia and Spermatocytes have also been examined in

detail. Large chromosomes and prominent spindles appear in the meiotic
divisions.

48. Spermatogenesis of the cattle-tick, Hyalomma aegyptium.

Ganapati Parshad Sharma, Lahore.

This work was undtirtaken in April, 1941. Ticks were collected from
cows in Lahore dairies.

Primary sx)ermatocytos and early spermatids have peculiar thick
striated limiting membranes round them, and both possess well-developed
mitochondrial and Golgi material.

A study of spermateliosis has revealed the presence of two types of
sperm, one normal eupyrono and another abnormal apyreno. Their
nature and formation are discussed in the pai)er.





SECTION OF ENTOMOLOGY
President:—^D. Mukerji, M.Sc.

1. Structure and function of tlie Phallic gland in the cockroach
Periplaneta americana, Linn.

P. D. Gupta, Meerut.

A large gland of unknown structure and function present on the left

side beneath the ampullae and the ejaculatory duct, is found in the male
cockroaches. This has been called by different autliors as Phallic gland,
(Conglobate gland, or even Prostate gland. It is about 8 mm. long and
ta})ers posteriorly to open on a membrane between the lobes of the loft

phallomere.
The exact structure of the Phallic gland has been overlooked by oven

Snodgrass and Qadri. The gland is composed of a double series of long
very much coiled tubular structures arranged along a median duct into
which they open. The tubules are so comi>actly arranged and bound
together* by a common investment into a flattened elongated mass. In
setdion the gland shows a number of tubules cut in all directions.

Microscopic examination reveals that all tho tubules and the median duct
have a similar structure. Each tubule is internally lined by a chitinous
intima probably secreted by the epithelial cells. Tho cell-boundaries are
not clear ; largo, prominent and deeply staining niiclei are present. The
epithelium is supported on a basement membrane surrounded by connec-
tive tissue. From each nucleus fine ductules can be traced to the lumen
of tho tubules. The function of the gland has been shown to secrete the
outer layer of tho wall of tho spormatophore.

2. Tho structure and formation of sperm at ophore in tho
cockroach Periplaneta americana, Linn.

P. D, Gupta, Meerut.

The spermatophore is slightly bigger than a pin-head, and a freshly

deposited one shows an irregular outline. Later on it becomes moulded
into various processes, doi^rossions, and elevations by tho pressure of the
various parts of female genitalia. Each spermatophore has a single

conical internal vesicle, closed normally by a plug at the c;onical end. Tho
vesicle contains spermatozoa mixed with some fluid which keeps them in

proper condition even outside the body of tho cockroach. Tho vesicle is

enclosed in a thick wall made up of three layers. Tho iimor layer is the
thickest and shows a laminated appearance; the middle layer is flbrous

and vacuolated, and the outer layer is the thinnest and structureless.

The first trace of the spermatophore is visible in tho ejaculatory duct
about twenty hours after the flnal moult, and it is completely formed by
the sixth day. The vesicle is formed from the secretion of small accessory

glands, while the inner layer of the wall can be traced from tho secretion of

large accessory glands and the middle layer can be seen to bo secreted by
the ejaculatory duct. The wall of the fully formed spermatophore within

the ejaculatory duct consists of only two layers; the outer wall is formed
later on when it is being attached to tho spermathecal papilla. The
outer layer has been shown to be formed from the secretion of the phallic

gland.

( 165 )
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3. Copulation and insemination in the cockroach Periplaneta

americana Linn.

P. D. Gupta, Meerutr

Copulating pairs were observed in the laboratory during March, April,

and May between 8 p.m. and 2 a.m. Spermatic fluid is contained in a well-

developed spermatophore whicli is the only moans of transference of

sperms.
Tliis paper includes a precise detailed account of the mating habits

of the cockroach. It has been shown that glandular secretion has no
effect on sex-attraction. It is only the instin(;t and a fully formed
spermatophore in a male that excites him. Females remain indifferent

rather avoid males, and do not try to mount their back. A period of six

days must elapse after the final moult, before the male and female cock-
roaches are ready to copulate. Males can copulate several times at

intervals of six days but females less frequently.

Males and females remain with their posterior ends joined together

and their heads away from each other till insemination is completed. The
duration of copulation on an average is 1 hr. and 20 min., but the climax
is reached after 1 hr. when the spermatophore is discharged. The exact
function and working of each of the comi^ononts of the male and female
genitalia have been described in detail.

The spermatophore, on being discharged, is attached to the
S|;)ermathecal papilla and is found to remain there for 21 hrs. Its ultimate
fate is obscure. The plug of the spormatophoral vesicle is dissolved and
the S]:)ermatic fluid is most probably sucked in by the spormatheca.

4. Morphological studies on adult Trichoptera.

P. J. Dboras, Now Delhi.

The paper gives a detailed comparative account of the morphology
of the head and mouth parts of the order Triclioptera. The study is

confined to the adiilts belonging to the following eight genera:

—

Anaholia,
Stenophyllax, Rhyacophilat Hydropsyche^ Ooera, PolycentropuSy Leptoceros,

and Mystacides. The size and shape of the head, the structure of the
antennae, the form of compound eyes, clypous, labrum, mandible, maxilla,

labium, hypopharynx and the haustelliun have been studied on a com-
parative basis.

It has been found that regular series could bo built from the most
complicated to the simplest forms. It has further been observed that all

the structures in the same insect do not show the same amount of evolution.
This leads to the consideration of the fact the same species do not evolve
synchronously, and that there seems to have been a difft^rential intra-

organic evolution in this order.

5. On the comparative anatomy of the digestive system of the
various phases of the termite Termes redemanni Wasm.,
and general consideration of the biological importance of

the digestive system.

S. Rayohaudhuri and D. Mukerji, Calciitta.

In this paper the following salient features are discussed thoroughly:

—

1. Structural and functional peculiarities of the mouth-parts of
different phases of the termite, from larva to the queen.

2. Structural peculiarity of the malpighian tubules of the queen.
3. Difference in disposition of the salivary receptacle in the worker

and soldier castes.

4. Peculiarity in structure and function of the gizzard of the various
castes.
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6. On structure, function and origin of exiidate organs in the
mature deflated queen of the common mound-building
termite Termea redemanni Wasm., and their bearing on
the postadult growth of the queen.

S. Raychaudhtjri and B. Mukerji, Calcutta.

There exists a difference of opinion as to the 8tru<rture, function and
origin of exudate organs in the queen of termite Termes redemanni Wasm.
Holmgren was of opinion that the tissue was a kind of gland present

below the hypodermal layer ofthe bodywall and was composed of epithelial-

like cells. Its secretions were assumed to pass to the exterior through

hollow hairs or trichomos. Bugnion asserted that no hollow hairs could

be found in the body of the queen. The authors in this paper have,

therefore, investigated in detail the exudate glands and associated structure

of the bodywall as the latter prostmts an exuding surface. They have also

discussed the significance of the exudate organs in relation to social

habit and their bearing on the physogastry of the queen. In that connec-

tion they have attempted to explain an aspect of the postadult growth of

the female not touched by the previous authors. The authors’ observations

differ in many essential points from those of previous authors in the

existence of secretory vesicles on the bodywall and direct communication
of the exudate glands through tracheal-like ducts opening by separate

apertures on the abdominal spiracles and also new formations of posterior

abdominal spiracles in the queen.

7. Economic entomologists and nomenclatiiral acrobatics in

systematic entomology.

T. V. Ramakbishna Ayyar, Hydorabad-Beccan.

In this paper some of the difficulties exj)erienced by economic
entomologists in connection with the scientific names of the insects they
have to deal with, are set forth and a suggestion made to minimize the
difficulties. It is nowadays found that the scientific names of oven
some of the very well-known insects are off-en changed from one to another
and in some cases tho new nambs again revert to old ones. Some examples
of such noraenclatural acrobatics and permutations and combinations
going on at present are also pointed out in the paper. The author feels

that while some methods are necessary in getting organisms properlynamed,
it has to be realized that classification is only a moans to an end and not
an end in itself. The author has no quarrel with systematists since they
may have their own reasons for these constant changes, but only feels that
some provision may bo made by which economic workers could go on
their way without coming into contact with these nomenclatural
catacly.sras. Ho has suggested the proposal that a committee may bo
formed to periodically ajDprove sets of common popular English names for

some of the well-known insects, irrespective of their scientific labels, so
that wo can gradually get together a list which will guide economic workers
without troubling themselves with the frequent changes in scientific

names.

8. Origin of frosh locust cycle in north-west India.

Hem Singh Pruthi, New Belhi.

In spring and early summer of 1 940, tho locust population in all the

permanent breeding areas in Baluchistan remained low. In tho desert

tracts of Sind-Rajputana, the density of population was similarly low up to

May, 1940. Migrant locusts began to appear in Sind-Rajputana in June
and with the approach of monsoon a concentrated breeding took place

in areas receiving good rainfall. Tho indigenous population being further
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supplomented by the fresh arrivals, the population reached an upper
gradient. A number of yellow locusts wore seen in Bikaner State in July.

In August and September concentrated oviposition took place over a wide
tract and the resultant hoppers bore gregarious characters and the
adults developing from them formed pink swarms in October. Similarly,

inTharparkar (Sind) gregarious breeding took place resulting in the forma-
tion of pink swarms. The swarms which originated in autumn of 1940
in Sind -Rajputana migrated towards Punjab, N.W.'F.P., Sind, Baluchistan

and U.P. Some swarms presumably migrated further west towards
Iran, Oman, etc. Overwintering forms were traceable in Mekran,
Jhalawan and Kachhi areas. Tn Sind-Rajputana the highest population
of overwintering forms was noted in the Bikaner State. Highest spring

breeding of 1941 was observed in Jhalawan and Kachhi areas. Except
in Dasht-Gwadar area, the sjiring breeding in Mekran was low. In Kachhi
area spring breeding occurred on an extensive scale and the resultant

hoppers developed gregarious features. But due to energetic control
work carried out under the direction of the TiOcust Warning Organization
no incipient swarming took place in that area. In Bikaner area of

Rajputana, however, spring breeding of 1940-41 was light. First of
summer migration 1941 towards east was traceable in Sind -Rajputana in

May, but the highest increase in locust po))ulation was effected in north-
west India in June and J uly 1 941 by series of two waves of locust incursions

from west obviously extra-Indian in origin. These swarms spread over
Rajputana, Sind, eastern Baluchistan, western Punjab, N.W.F.P., and
western border of United Provinces. Intensive gregarious breeding
occurred in Sind-Rajputana and Las-Bela on the wake of monsoon rainfall

and gave rise to pink swarms by latter part of August 1941 which subse-

(piently getting mixed up with mature yellow swarms, actively flew over
several parts of north-western India and penetrated as far south as northern
districts of Central Provinces. Oviposition by these swarms took place
in several localities giving rise to an autumn generation.

9. Two major insect posts of the Deccan.

T. V. Ramakrishna Ayyar and T. K. Venkat Krishnah,
Hydorahad-Doccan

.

Among the different zoo-geographical regions into which India is

generally divided, the Deccan plateau, lying between the Eastern and
Western Ghats forms a very important and distinct area; and the greater

part of this extensive table-land is included in the Indian State of

Hyderabad. Tljough the fauna and flora of this tract are in many respects

similar to those of the adjacent coastal plains and the Indo-gangetic
alluvial areas, the peculiarities in the physical features and climate of the
region are found to exercise a considerable degree of influence on the
plants and animals inhabiting the region. It is therefore needless to add
that a study of the flora and fauna of this important and practically

\inexplorod region might add to our knowledge in the fields of Botany
and Zoology in various directions. In view of the fact that we have hardly
anything on record regarding the important insects of this area, an
attempt is made in this brief paper to give some ideas of two of the most
important insects of the tract with their life features and their economic
importance to the area—especially to the Deccanese farmer.

It is found that in the extensive upland areas of this tract, ranging
from 1,200 to 2,000 feet in elevation and with a scanty rainfall, the groat
majority of the cultivated plants are necessarily only dry crops; and
among these, Millets (including Jowar and minor Millets), Cotton and
Castor occupy very important and high rank. It may even be added that
among these crops Millets and Castor are comparatively far more imy)ortant
to this particular area ; this will be evident from tlie fact that the Hyderabad
State has under Jowar an acreage of nearly nine million acres, far above
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any other province in India. And as regards Castor, the area under this

crop in the Hyderabad State represents more than fifty per cent of the
total area under Castor in the whole of India. Thoiigh there are other
crops like Paddy, fruits and other miscellaneous ones with their respective
insect enemies, the annual toll levied by the insect pests of Jowar and
Castor in this area is found to be very substantial

; and especially during
imfavourable years similar to the present, the loss caused by noxious
insects to these major crops becomes very appreciable. Among the
different insects doing damage there are two insects which play a very
important part in connection with these two crops. One is the Hod
Hairy caterpillar {Amsacta albistriga M.) which attacks almost all dry
crops and the other the Castor Semi-looper caterpillar {Achoea janata L.)

a serious post affecting the Castor crop almost exclusively. A very brief

summary is given in this paper on the bionomics, the economic importance
of these two insects, and what is being done in this connection by the
Agricultural Department of H.E.H. the Nizam’s Government, especially

during the current season. It is believed that this paper might attract

the attention of other workers on similar insects in other parts of India
and help to bring these workers into contact.

10. A short note on Sinoxylon anale Lesne, on mango plants in

the Gwalior State.

C. B. L. Bhargava, Gwalior State.

Sinoxylon anale, a Bostrichid wood-borer, which is generally found
to tunnel the dead trees, fresh cut logs and old, dry material did con-

siderable damage to healthy and grown-up mango plants at Bhilsa, a
district town of the Gwalior State, by boring into their stems and branches.
The infection most probably came from bamboo sticks, which were used
to prepare ‘tutties’ to protect young fruit plants against frost. Pest was
active from December to May. Nature and mode of damage is described.

In one of the galleries in association with S. anale adults of Sinoxylon
crassum wore also found.

11. The fecundity and longevity of Earias fabia Stoll and its

parasite Microbracon greenilefroyi (D. and G.) under
different conditions of temperature and humidity.

Taskhir Ahamad, New Delhi.

At a low temperature of 16®C., which is close to the threshold, the
fecundity of both the host and parasite is reduced, but the reproductive
potential of the host is only one-fourth that of the parasite. Thus, whereas
the parasite can easily maintain itself at this temperature, the host cannot.
This confirms our previous finding {Indian J. Ent., 1, 17-47) that contrary
to common belief, low temperatures are more injurious to the host than to

the parasite. The host possesses maximum reproductive power at 30°C.
the parasite at 25°C. In regard to the upper vital limit, the host can
lay a number of eggs at 35°C., while the parasite becomes completely
sterile.

Between 26° and 30°C., which is the optimum range of temperature,
the fecundity of the host is distinctly lowered if it is bred from material
kept under saturated conditions, that of the parasites is reduced when they
are reared from material under rather dry conditions (14 mm. S.D.).

This supports the conclusion previously reported that moist conditions

are generally more favourable to the parasite than to the host.

At 16°C., the longevity of parasite adults is more than double that of
the host adults. Between 20° and 30°C. the adults of both live for about
a fortnight or so. At 35°C., the host adults live for over 4 days while tho

parasite adults die within 2-3 days. Hero again the less harmful effect
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of low temperature and more injurious influence .of high temperature
on the parasite as compared to the host are obvious.

Data on the incidence of Earias spp. and Microbracon greenilejroyi

collected by weekly examination of cotton buds and bolls in the held
were correlated with rainfall and temperature during 1939 and 1940. It

was noticed that during May and June, the hottest and driest period of
the year, the population of bollworm was fairly high while the parasite

was extremely rare. With the first shower of monsoon rain in the end of

June and consequent fall in temperature and rise in humidity the incidence

of the parasite shot up and soon brought the pest under control.

12. Insect vectors of virus diseases. Experiments on the

control of the white-fly vector and leaf-curl disease of

tobacco.

Hem Singh Prutht and C. K. Samuel, New Delhi.

In the last session of the Indian Science Congress (1941), it was shown
on the basis of experimental work carried out at Pusa that tobacco virus

has a wide host range; several alternate hosts of the virus are also food-
plants of the white-fly vector, Bemisia tahaci (Gen.) (~ gossypiperda

M. and L.). Having carried out detailed investigations on the life- and
seasonal -histories of the vector, its range of food-plants and its incidence
in tobacco fields at different times of the year, some experiments were
performed during the last tobacco season with a view to discover suitable

methods of controlling the vector and leaf-curl disease. Nursery seedling
of I.P. 142 wore raised in August and September in a set of four seed-beds
(each 8 ft. X 4J ft.) treated as follows:

—

One of the seed-beds was sprayed with nicotine sulphate, the second
with fish-oil-rosin -soap, the third was covered under an insect-proof
muslin cage, while the fourth one was left exposed to natural weather
conditions. Four sprayings were thus given to the August-sown seed-beds,
and throe to the September-sown ones at 8-10 days* intervals. Tlie
corresponding control seedlings were raised under three sets of conditions,
of which one set was exposed without any spray treatment, the second
was exj)osed and sprayed with fish-oil-rosin-soap, while the tliird was kept
covered under a muslin cage. The seedlings were transplanted when
about 5 weeks old in throe separate fields each having 36 randomized
blocks.

Sprayings with the above insecticides were continued in two fields,

the third acting as control. Weekly observations on the white-fly and
leaf-curl incidence were recorded in all the blocks up to the middle of
April 1941. The data obtained showed that the white-fly and the disease
could be controlled better by commencing the spray in the seed-bed and
continuing it in the field till the end of October, as tobacco is

most susceptible to infection at the ago of 8-10 weeks. Of the two insecti-

cides, nicotine sulphate and fish-oil-rosin-soap, the latter gave better
results.

Further transmission experiments revealed that 15 minutes’ feeding
on tobacco and 46 minutes’ feeding on Ageratum was sufliciont to enable
the vector to transmit the disease to healthy tobacco. Also white -flies

fed on diseased tobacco for 15 minutes wore able to infect successively
four healthy tobacco seedlings in 4 to 6 days, thus showing that they
remained viruliferous almost throughout their life.

The seedlings protected under insect-proof covers in the nursery
stage showed lower incidence of the white-fly and correspondingly lower
incidence of the disease than those ke^jt exposed.

Experiments have shown that tobacco virus is not transmissible
through the seed.

One more now Clialcid parasite, ProapaUella sp., of the white-fly was
noted for the first time.
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13. Anopheles breeding in the rice fields.

P. Sen, Calcutta.

The paper deals with the nature of Anopheles breeding in the rain-fed
rice fields of some Bengal villages. An elaborate study has been made
of the successive changes in the anopholine fauna connected with the
various stages of the rice cultivation, as also with the gradual increase in

the height of the rice plants. The larval incidence of the various species
of Anopheles at different depths of water in the rice fields has also been
traced.

14. A survey of the Anopholine fauna of Izatnagar (Dist.

Bareilly, U.P.).

B. C. Basu, Mulcteswar.

A brief survey of the Anopholine fauna in relation to the prevalence
of malaria at Izatnagar (District Barielly, U.P.) was made in October
1940. Information is given with regard to topography and climatic
conditions of the place.

Seven species of Anophelines wore found breeding in various sites in

the area. They were: A. subpictus, A. barhirostris, A. hyrcanus var.

nigerrimus, A. annularis, A. cuUcifacics, A. stephensi and A. fluviatilis.

Two species of malaria parasites were prevalent in the locality, namely,
Plasmodium vivax and P. falciparum—the latter being the predominating
species.

Methods for control of the mosquitoes for the area aro suggested.

16. Atmospheric temperature and humidity in relation to

experimental transmission of malaria by Anopheles
annularis,

B. C. Basu, Mukteswar.

The limits of atmospheric temperature and relative humidity between
which the transmission of malaria by Anopheles annularis may take
place were studied under oxj^erimental conditions. 14,952 laboratory-

bred A. annularis were fed on 129 gametocyto-carriers of three Indian
forms of Plasmodia {P. vivax 52; P. falciparum 62; P. malariae 15) and
immediately after feeding they were put in Barrawd Cages and exposed to

36 different combinations of temperature and humidity in an air condi-

tioning cabinet at which any combination of tomperat\ire between 50®F.

and 100®F. and relative humidity between 5% and 100% could be adjusted.

The surviving mosquitoes were dissected at differerit intervals and their

guts and salivary glands examined for malarial infection. The findings

made were as follows :

—

(i) Temperature plays an important part in the transmission of

malaria with A . annularis.

(ii) At 50°F. and all humidities between 50 and 100% no infection

takes place with any species of malaria in A . annularis.

(iii) At 100‘^’F. and all humidities between 50 and 100% no trans-

mission of malaria with A, annularis is possible as thc^

mosquitoes do not smrvive till they are infective.

(iv) Infection with both P. falciparum and P. vivax occurs at

temperatures between 60°F. and 90“F. and humidities

between 50 and 100%. Salivary infection is seen frequently.

(v) With P. malariae no salivary infection was observed. Heavy
gut infections were observed at temperatures between 80°F.

and 90®F. At 60°F. and 70°F. the number of experiments

were very limited due to scarcity of quartan gametocyte-

carriers.
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16.

Some interesting observations on a Sarcophagid fly.

P. J. Deoras, New Delhi.

In his description of the spocios Sarcophnga dux Thom. var.

scorparliformis Senior-White, the antVior has mentioned that there are a
number of forms of tiiis species occurring everywhere except in the

Neotropical region.

Some Sarcophagid flies of the same species wore caught at Delhi and
their life-history studied. Those flies larviposited naturally as well as in

captivity. Tt lias been possible in one case to got eggs from a specimen,

while those jflios are normally larviparous.

The maggots were fed on a variety of diet including manure, maggots,

caterpillars, toads, snakes and 5% sucrose solution. Kogarding the
internal anatomy of the maggots, it apyiears that the pharyngeal skeleton

and the spiracles of the younger maggots differ much from those of the

fully grown ones. By feeding the maggots for a varying time and on a
variety of diet, it has been possible to get adult flies of different forms,

varying in size and colours. There are both male and female dark flies

of the smaller size, yellow coloured flies of the medium size, and slate

coloured flies of the big size. The fly of the smallest size lived the longest

in the laboratory and larviposited parthonogenetically.

17.

Thevetia neriifolia Jiiss— source of an officioni insecticide.

M. C. Cherian and S. Ramachandran, Cojinbatore.

The paper gives the results of si)i‘aymg trials with kernels of Thevetia

neriifolia Juss against posts of crojis. Aqueous infusions of the kernels

with addition of an equal quantity of soft soap were tried against insects

and mites in different dilutions and found very effective. The optimum
concentration for aphids {Aphis rualvae K. and Ai tavaresi D.), tingids

{Urentius echinus D.) and the castor mite {Tetranychus telarius L.) appears
to be 1 oz. of the kernels in a gallon of water, while caterpillars like

Laphygrnxi exigua Hb., Eupteroie rnoUifera W. and Parasa lepida G. require

a strength of J oz. Coccids like Pseudococcus virgatus C. which have a
mealy covering require stronger cori(?entralions varying from 1 to 2 oz,

per gallon. Apart from tlie use of the kernels as an effective insecticide,

the plant is also useful as a cheap and quick-growing fence.

18.

Studies on Stomopteryx nerteria Meyr—a pest of groundnut
in Madras Presidency.

M. C. Cherian and Mn. Basheer, Coimbatore.

Stomopteryx nerteria is one of the important pests of groundnut in the
Madras Presidency. The caterpillars feed on the leaves as result of
which the leaves get dried up. The pest was studied at the Agricultural
Research Station, Tindivanam. The life-cycle of the insect varied from
15 to 28 days, the egg, larval and pupal periods being 3 to 4, 9 to 17 and
3 to 7 days respectively. The maximum number of eggs laid by a female
was 473, the average for fourteen females being 185-8. The maximum
longevity was 36 days; without food the moths did not live for more than
4 days. Data on the number of moths attracted to a Hurricane light

from July 1939 to June 1941 are given; the maximum number was reached
in Septem ber. Varieties of groundnut—spreading as well as bunch—^were

studied for pest resistance.
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19. Bionomics and control of NepKo'pteryx eugraphella Rag, a
Pyralid pest of Sapota.

M. C. Cherian. and K. P. Ananta^tarayanan, Coimbatore.

Tho paper deals witli the habits and life-history of a oaterpillar pest
on Sapota at Coimbatore. This Pyralid moth

—

NephofAert/T- eugraphella
Rag—has appeared in large numbers to form a serious ])eHt since 1938.
The cater])illar damages the leaves, flower buds and to some extent tho
ripe fruits also. The injury to tho tree becomes ol.)vious, by the ]u*esenco

of numoi'ous twigs and shoots whose leaves and buds are dried up or
webbed together with silken frass. Tho young larvae tunnel into buds
while the young and older ones scrape and food on leaf sui’face. More
than half tho number of shoots in a tree may bo found badly affected in

tho course of two or throe generations of the pest in the same tree. Data
so far gathered on the life-history of tho insect together with observations
on the contn^l of tho pest are also presented,

20. Studies on Platyedra gossypiella Saunders, the pink bollworm
of cotton in South India.

M. C. Chertan and V. Margabandhij, Coimbatore.

Studies on Platyedra, gostfypiella Saund., whicdi forms one of tho major
posts of ciotton in South India, were made with reference to its larval

habits and its incidonco among the different varieties of cotton.

A study of its larval habits was made by Imrying mature bolls of
irrigated Cambodia at different depths and i)la(ung bolls over red and
black soils arid ordinary sand. Trials set up indicate that, when bolls are

buried at 3"', 6", 9'^ i2", 18"' and 24": (1) tho larvae come out in tho
case of all the depths including 24"; (2) they continue to emerge for

about 20 days after burial, though tho numbers dwindle after a fortnight;

and (3) the largest niunber of larvae emerge from tho 3" pit. When
infested bolls are kept over sand or any loose soil, about 50% of the larvae

pupate within the bolls while tho rest pupate either on the soil surface or

in the first 1" layer.

In stray instances larval diapause is in evidence. Thus, larvae

collected during February and March 1941 underwent diapause with a

duration of about four moidhs. In two cases, larval diapause lasted for

nearly six months.
A number of varieties of cotton—both irrigated and rain-fed—^at tho

Cotton Breeding Station, Coimbatore, were examined for bollworro

hicidenco and the results are indicated.

21. Notes on some insect parasites of economic importance in

the Madras Presidency.

M. C. Cherian and M. S, Kylasam, Coimbatore.

The data collected in tho course of the last decade on para.sites bred

from crop pests are presented in this paper. The insects included herein

represent several families like Tachiriidae, Braconidae, Ichneumonidac^,

Chalcidao, Bethylidae and Dryiniidae. Notes on their hosts, distribiition

and parasitic habits are mentioiied wherever possible. Information on
several now species is for tho first time brought on record.

22. Preliminary observations on the biology and control of

Chilo zonellus Swin.

ELhan a. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Chilo zonellus S. is the most destructive pest of maize and ‘ Jowar’
{Andrapogon sorghum,) in tho Punjab.
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Moths become active after dusk when they mate. The females lay

eggs in clusters of 30-40 eggs each mainly on the underside of the leaves.

Each female, on an average, lays 360 eggs. Egg-stage occupies 3-6 days.

The caterpillar is recognizable by its dirty white body which is ornamented
with four longitudinal brown stripes. The caterpillars are full fed in

16-31 days when they pupate, the pupal stage occupying 6-9 days.

The pest hibernates as a caterpillar in the stubbles of maize and
‘Jowar’ during the period from October to March. Moths from these

overwintered larvae begin to appear on the wing in the third week of March,
when damage begins. The pest remains active during March—October
when it passes through 6-7 generations.

The most effective method to deal with this insect is to sow the

maize crop for grain during 10th-20th August.

23. Biology of Trogoderma khapra An .

Khan A. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Trogoderma. khapra Arr. is the most destructive post of stored wheat
in India. In the Punjab it is present throughout the plains and sub-

montane regions, being part icularly serious in the cjanal colonies. Though
wheat is its most favoured food, it also attacks * jowar’, maize, rice, barley

and gram.
The eggs hatch in 3-6 days and th(‘ larval and pupal stages

are com})leted in 18-2S and 2-4 days in males and 20-35 and 3-5 days
in females, respectively, 'fhe females live for 5-14 days and lay 13-85

eggs in 2-5 days at the rate of 1-22 eggs per day.

The pest hibernates as larx ae from October to March; They become
active in the beginning of April, the adults emerging from them in the
end of April or beginning of May. It passes through 4-5 generations in a
year and does the greatest damage during July-Soptember.

24. Cherry and apple tree borer {Aeoleasthm holosericea F.) in

the Punjab.

Khan A. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Introduction.-—Aeolcasihus holosericea F. was first recorded at Dehra
Dun in 1889 from Sal and TerniinaJia tornentosa. In the Punjab it was
collected for the first time in 1 936 damaging cherry and apple trees in the
Kulu Valley. Subsequent field observations on it showed it to constitute
a serious menace to the cultivation of cherry in the valley and therefore
detailed investigations were made on it during the last tlu*ee years with a
view to study its bionomics and control. The results are presented
in this })aper.

Distribution ami food-plants .-—The cherry and apple tree borer is

very widely distributed in India. In the Punjab it has so far boon reported
from the Kulu Valley, Kotgarli and Simla Hills. The pest fee<ls on
cherry, apple, apricot, poach and tlieir wild relations, walnut, mulberry,
*Kosh’ {Alnus nitidus) and plum, but is primarily a pest of cherry and
‘Kosh’.

Descriptions of various Ar/agre.v.—Eggs : Length 2*25 mm., breadth
1 mm., oval with a distinct thickened pjetiole.

Grub .—A full-grown grub measures 75 mm. in length and 13 mm.
in breadth. Head small, triangular, antennae four-segmented. Prothorax
larger than mesothorax. Abdominal segments with a series of small
dorsal and ventral tubercles. Spiracle brownish colour.

Pupae .—Length 42 mm., breadth 35 mm. Second-seventh abdominal
segments covered with numerous minute brownish spines. Last segment
ciuvod dorsalb and produced into two tubercles.
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Adult.—Length .32 mm., breadth 10 mm. It is a stoutly built beetle

of a dark brown colour with a distinct iridescence. Its prothorax is

wrinkled and furrowed and its elytra are furnished with shoulders at their

proximo-lateral angles.

TAje-history.—The females lay eggs singly usually in the injured areas
on the bark

;
they are pushed into the plant tissue by moans of the ovi-

positor. In corihnoment a female laid a maximum number of 92 eggs.
The eggs take 7-12 days to hatch. The newly hatched grub feeds on the
inner layers of the bark making shallow, nan’ow and zigzag galleries, but
when older it feeds botli on the inner layer of the bark and the outer layer
of the sap wood and when full-grown it boros into the main wood through
an ollij)tical hole whicli is later on used as an exit hole by the adult. The
grub stage ocxmpies from 27 to 32 months. It pupates in a specially

constructed chamber the distal end of which is packed with calcarious
deposit. The puj)al stage occupies from 10 days to 100 days. The
table below gives the duration of the life-cycle of the pest.

Statement showing the dtiration of life-cycle of Aeoleasthus holosericea F.

(For the sake of brevity only three cases are given.)

No.

1

Date

of

oviposition.

Date

of

hatching.

i

Duration

of

egg

.stage

I

(in

days).

1

Date

’when

grub

stopped

^

feeding.

j1

Date

of

pupation.

Date

of

emergence

of

beetle.

Duration

of

resting

stage

|

(in

days).

|

1 15-9-38 24-9-38 9 27-11-40 15-4-41 2-5-41 4-19

2 16-10-38 12 2-12-40 15-4-41 30-5-4

1

4-13

3 14-10-38 26-10-38 12 2-12-40 15-4-41 2-6-41 4-13

Seasonal history.—The annual calendar of activities of tliis pest is

tabulated below.

Month.

April

May-July
August-Soptombor
October
November
December

March

Stage of Aeoleasthus holosericea.

One and two years old grubs, pu]jao;

resting ])eotles start omtaguig by the

end of this month.
All stages found.

lleotles, eggs and grubs present.

Beetles rare, egg and grub })resent.

Grubs present, old grubs start resting.

Young beetles and young and resting

grubs present.

Active and resting grubs and resting

beetles present.

Damage.—The adults do not do api)reciahle damage. grubs are

the real culprits, for if no control measures are adopted they Idll the

attacked plant.

Control.—Various chemicals, etc., were tried to find out the one which
will control the pest effectively. ICeroseno oil has so far given the best

results against the grubs.
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26. Trials with various chemical dusts against pests of stored
wheat in the Punjab.

EIhan a. Rahman, G. S. Sohi, and A. N. Sapba, Lyallpur.

Co})per carbonate, sodium fluosilicate, Katelsousse, tobacco dust,
borax and sulphur were tried in varying doses to protect 400 grams of
wheat in small earthen jars from Trogoderma Tchajora Arr. In each jar

as many as 300 grubs of this jicst were introduced. Copper carbonate
(0*5%) and sodium fluosilicate (10%) proved very effective and quick
acting, Katelsousse (2*0%), tobacco dust (2 and 4%) and borax (1*0%),
on the other hand, though effective wore comparatively slow acting
thereby allowing certain amount of damage by the insect. Sulphur,
however, did not 73rove effective. In treated samples the percentage of
attack was 0*28%, 0*1%, 4*4% 8-9%, 8*0% and 60*7% in case of copper
carbonate, sodium fluosilicate, Katelsousse, tobacco dust, borax and sulphur
respectively as against 100% in the control lot. None of the dusts,

excepting sodium fluosilicate which redialed it by 43% affected the germina-
tion of seed.

Copper carbonate and Katelsousse in 0*3% and 1*5% doses resjiectiv^ely

proved equally effective against Calandra oryzae L.

26. Biology of Adoretus pallens Blanch (Riitelidae: Col(K)ptera).

Khan A. Rahman and M. A. Ghani, Lyallpur.

Adoretus species are serious pests of fruit trees in the Punjab. They
either eat holes in the leaves or skeletonize them. Of these A. pallens

Bl. is the commonest and most destructive in our piovinccl.

A. pallens Bl. is widely distributed in tlie Punjab. Though a general

feeder it shows special preference for ‘ber' plants.

The adults are nocdurnal in habit; they mate and feed after dusk
and spend the day in hiding in the upper 3^ of the soil.

Eggs are laid singly in cool and moist soil; a maximum number of
80 eggs was deposited by a female in the laboratory. Incubation period
varies from 6-9 days. The larvae are full-fed in about 1 ^ months, when
they stop feeding and construct a cocoon of soil particles for hibernation.

Pupation takes place in April, in their hibernating cells and lasts for

11-13 days.

The pest is active from May to August when all its stages are present.

It hibernates as a grub dui’ing winter, the adults from these overwintered

larvae appearing on the wing in May,

27. Black citrus fly {Aleurocanthis woglumi Ash.) and its

control.

Khan A. Rahman and Dina Nath Tandon, Lyallpur.

Black citrus fly is one of the most dostrutdive of citrus pests in the
Punjab. It is widely distributed in our province and has so far been
reported to be seriously destructive from Lahore, Montgomery,
Muzaffargarh, Multan, Hissar and Kangra. Of the various species of
citrus on which it feeds it prefers orange and malta trees.

The eggs are elongate oval and are laid on the underside of loaves in

a spiral form. They are pale yellow when freshly laid, but change to
orange brown before hatching. The nymj)h8 are black in coloirr and
scale-like in appearance, and the adults are dark-brown with smoky
wings, their bodies being covered with white waxy powder.

Of the various insecticides tried against the eggs, nymphs, pupae
and the adults of this pest, rosin compound in the strength of 1 : 5 killed

cent per cent of the adults. The best time to apply this insecticide was
found to be September when the adults congregated in large numbers on
the tender leaves for mating and egg-laying.
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28. Bionomics ami control of sugarcane stem borer (Argyria
sticticraspis Hnips

.
)

.

KjffAN A. Rahman and Dalbib Singh, Lyallpur.

Sugarcane stem borer {Argyria sticticraspis Hmps.) is the commonest
and one of the most destructive of sugarcane i)est8 in the Punjab : in the
arid and drier parts of the province it may destroy up to 72% of young
sugarcane during April-Juno.

Moths are nocturnal in habit and live for 2-4 days.
A single female can lay 429 eggs in throe days. The life-cycle of the

pest is completed in 27-47 days as follows: egg stage, 5-11 days; larval

stage, 15-25 days; pupal stage, 7-13 days. It hibernates as a larva in the
stubbles of sugarciane.

The pest remains active during March-October. It does not attack
all sugarcane varieties with equal severity. It kills the main shoots
thereby reducing the yield of the crop considerably: the juice from
attacked sugarcane has lower purity coolliciont and deteriorates rapidly.

The ‘borer-stabbing’ method of controlling this pest together with
‘sanitary fluid treatment’ and removal of affected shoots was trk^d and it

was found that by the first method (1) 95*9% of the larvae were killed,

(2) no buds were damaged, and (3) least time was required to treat an
acre with 4,000 affected shoots.

29. Further studies on the biology of the giant mealy bug
Drosicha stebhingi Gr.

Khan A. Rahman and Abdul Latif, Lyallpur.

The eggs begin to hatcdi (after eight months) in the sf^cond or third

week of January, all of them hatching in 25-55 days, at Lyallpur, The
female passes througli throe and the male through four, instars, wliich are
completed in 70-138 days as follows: first instar, 45-71 days; second instar,

17-38 days; female third instar, 15-26 days; pre-pupal or male third instar,

5-10 days. The pupal stage occupies 9-15 days.

The females start laying eggs in the second week of May and continue
to do so till the end of June.

30. Biology of the woolly boar (Anthrenus vorax Waterhouse).

Khan A. Rahman and G. S. Sohi, Lyallpur.

Anthrenus vorax Waterhouse, conunonly known as ‘the Woolly boar’,

is very widely distributed in India. In the Punjab, as elsewhere, it

destroys woollen articles, boot polishing brushes, stuffed birds, hoofs,

})ones, etc.

Descriptions of its various stages are given and its life-history is

described in detail. Copulation takes place immediately after ornergencti

and 2-7 days after eoj)ulation the female lays 11—52 eggs in 1-8 days at
the rate of 3-25 eggs per day. The oggs hatch in 7-14 days and the larval

and pupal stages occupy 223-465 and 9-28 days respectively. The entire

life-cycle is thus completed in 239—507 days. The pest remains active

during March-October.
The adults of this pest visit flowers. The larvae are carnivorous

(they feed on their own pupae) and negatively holiotropic,

31. Variations in tongue length of the honey-bee.

Khan A. Rahman and Sardar Singh, LyaJlpur.

Studies in the variation of the external x)hyaical characters of the
honey-bee Apis indica F. were taken up at the Government Bee Farm,
Katrain (Kulu Valley, Punjab) in 1940. The present paper deals with
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the tongue length of the Katrain variety of Aj)is indica F. The tongue
lengths of 100 bees, each from ten colonies at the Bee‘Farm, were measured
and it was found that the Katrain bee has a tongue length of 5-525 mm.
Tongue lengths of Apia florea and Apis dorsata from Lyallpur, in each
rase 100 specimens, were also measured and their moan lengths were
found to be 3*441 mm. and 6T>83 mm. respectively.

Tongue lengths of the honey-bees from different parts of the world as
worked out by other research workers are also given for ready reference.

32.

Brinjal stem borer {Euzophera perticella Rag.).

Syed a. Shah, Lyallpur.

The raotlis ap])ear on tho wing toward.^ the end of March. Two to four
hours after mating the females lay eggs singly or in batches usually in the
angles formed by the veins with tho mid -rib. Dui'ing the period from
April to mid-October all stages of tho pest aro present in the fields.

Its life-cycle, depending upon the prevailing climatic conditions, m
completed as follows:

—

Egg stage . . . . . . 3-10 days.
Lar\'ii1 stnge . . . . . . 26-58 „
Pupal stage . . . . . . 9-1 G „

Brinjal stem borer is a serious pest of brinjal seedlings in tho nursery
and young j)lants in the holds. To control it; (1) ratooning of brinjal

should bo avoided (2) dry brinjal plants should be burnt as soon after

uprooting them as y)ossi]5lo, and (3) attacked plants in the nursery and in

the holds should bo destroyed.

33.

Biology of Indarbela sp.

Zia-ud-Dik, Lahore.

The present paper deals with tho lihvhistory of a species of Indarbela,

the larvae of which are commonly known as bark-eating borers. Nino
instars have been recorded in tho annual life-cycle. Another interesting

fact is that tho imago lays eggs in strings whi(-h aro beaded in appearance.
The author lias discussed in detail tlie ecology of the pest, and has

suggested remedial measures for the extermination of the post.

This pest is doing considerable damage to Albizzia procera, citrus,

mango and Aonla troths in tlie Punjab.

34.

On the longevity of A, cvlicAfacies under controlled

(jonditions of temperature and humidity.

Rajindbr Pajl, Lahore.

Preliminary observations were recortlod on the longevity of A.
culicifaciea in a paper commvlnicated last year. The work has now been
completed

.

It has been possible to study the effect of tcmyierature ranging from
r)0°C. (122^F.) to — 2°C. (28*4''F.) in combination with varying humidities.

It is concluded that at temperatures from 25°C. (77°F.) to 30°0.

(86°F.), with humidity ranging from 60 to 80%, this species can survive
from 15-28 days and thus can prove very dangerous. Such conditions are
also favourable for tho development of the malarial parasites.

Evidence on the longevity of A, culicifacies based on field investigations

is also incoryiorated

.
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35. Biology of a new Tchneumonid parasite of the Ajnaranthus
stem weevil in South India.

P. N. Krishna Ayyar, Coimbatore.

In exploring tho possibilities of biologicial control of the cotton stem
weevil of South India, some attention was directed towards tlio study of

the biology and natural onemios of allied curculionids of similar habits.

Among such forms, the common Amaranthus woovil of South India,

Hypolixus trunccUulus F., proved to be tho most useful laboratory host for

many species of parasites. An account of this weevil and its parasites

was presented before a previous session of this Congress (Calcutta, 19118).

Since then the studios have been continued, though intermittently,

and a few now and interesting species of parasites have been encountered.

One such sx)ecios forms tho subject of this short paper. The parasite in

question is a now species of tchneumonid belonging to the genus
Xoridescopus. An account of this }>ara8ito together with its life-history

and habits is furnished.

It is a primary ecitoydiagous larval x)arasito of Hypolixus truncatulus F.
pi'oforring the late third and fourth instars of the host grubs for parasitiza-

tion. It has a few otlior hosts which are all stem-boring weevils. The
parasite stings and completely paralyzes tho host before oviposition with
a maximum capacity of 34 eggs per fertilizoti female in ca|:)tivity. On
ai^courit of intense larval light, never more than ono larva was soon to

survive beyond tlie first stage on a single host. The total life-cycle

covered an average of 27 days made up of an ogg p<n'iod of about 30 hours,
larval period of 8*4 days, a pro-pupal period of 4 days and a [)iipal period
of 13*7 days. Tho lengtli of life of adults nov^or exceeded 67 days. Dcitailed

descriptions of tlio immature stages, tho devxdofunont of cephalic skeleton
and mouth ]jarfcs and tho j>ro-pux)al ])hases have been presented since these
form the most cliaracteristic and distinguishing leatures of tho sfjocies.

12





SECTION OF ANTHROPOLOGY

President:— H. Krishna, M.A., D.Litt. (Lond.)

1. Relation between cranial capacity and jaw-volume in

South Indians.

A. Ananthanarayana Ayer, Madras.

Thoro lias been a, progressive in<‘rtiaso of brain size in relation to body
size during evolution. The ratio between brain weight and body weight
is the sim]iiest method for (comparison. Dubois’ eephulization eoeffieient

is considered to be a more accurate e\ aluation of tlio part of the brain
whicli subserves iiitolligeiico and the coeflicient of cephalization has also
been used for comparison b(>tween diffc*rent animal S]iecio8 and oven
different races of men. Weidenreich (19‘10) in Ins study of Sinanthropus
has devised a relation between Cranial Capacity and .law^volume. It is a
ratio between the intelligeiKco a])j)aratus and the masticatory apparatus
and is based on the ^irinciplo that the Cranium and Jaw have an inverse pro-
portion to each other. The Jaw-voliuno is computed by multiplying tho
anthropometric measurements of, (i) length of mandible, (ii) bicondylar
breadth, and (iii) height (length) of ramus of mandible. The cdiief

advantages of this relation between Cranial Capacity and Jaw-volumo
are the use of minimum material and tho possibility of using it oven for
fossil material where body weight cannot be known. Sixteen male adult
South Indian skulls have now been investigated and tho a\'orage value
for tho relation of Cranial Cajiacity and Jaw-\'olume is and the value
usually ranges between 4--'4tHul -f3*().

2. The somatometry of the Chinese of Calcutta.

M. N. Basu, Calcutta.

Somatometric measurements and somatoscopic observations were
takcvi on 50 adult male Chinese of Calcutta. They are compared with tlie

Chinese of Sliantung, Manchuria. Chilhi and China proper. On analysis it

is soon that the Chinese of Calcutta are composed of different anthropolo-
gical tyjies, the (ethnical origin of which is more (umfused.

3. Blood groups of criminal tribes.

D. N. Majumdar, Lucknow.
There are in the United Provinces forty-six ca*iminal tribes with a

membership of nearly fourteen lacs. This (Joes not include the mixed
criminal gangs about forty in number, belonging to various castes and
communities in the Province. Little data exist on the somatology and
blood groups of those tribes. An anthropoiogi(;al survey of the racial

elements in tho population of tho U.P. under the auspices of the Census
of the Province, 1 041 , has boon imdortaken by the author which is expected
to j^rovido some very useful data on the criminal tribes. Malone and
Lahiri have given the blood group data of a large number of people in

the U.P., but as they do not give separate analysis for the social groups,
castes or tribes, they do not tell much. Recently Dr. Macfarlane has
given the blood groups of 43 Banjaras {J.R,A.S.B., Vol. VJ, 1940, No. I).

In the present paper blood group data from two other criminal tribes are
given and the author attempts to explain and interpret the group con-
centrations and their gene fre(piencie8.

( 181 )
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4. Studies of the whorl on head hair of the inmates of the
Alipur Reformatory and Industrial Schools.

P. C. Biswas, Calcutta.

Withia the hair on the head above the junction of two parieto-
occipital sutures a single or more whorls may occur. The hair abruptly
changes fcho usual course and forms sphals. I have examined one hundred
juvenile delinquents of tlie Alipur Reformatory and Industrial Schools,
Calcutta. Among those hundred data I have got 94% single whorl and
6% double, among these 94% single whorl there are 25% anti-clockwise
and 69% clo(‘.kwiso. Tn (,‘om})aring with the normal individuals it could bo
seen that there is some difference in the appearance of double whorls on
the criminal head-hair. Double whorl appears in 17*5% in the normal
whereas on tlio criminal head I liave got 6%. Besides those in tho normal
head-hair tliree typos of double whorl appear:

—

1 . Clockwiso-anti-clo(4cwi8e,

2. Clockwiso-cloekwise,
3 . An ti - (

• 1oc kwiso-an ti -clockwise,

but among criminals 1 have got only one type, clockwise-anti-clockwise.

5. The use of the seals of Mohonjo-Daro.

C. R. Roy, Karachi.

A large number of seals witli pictographic script and animal designs
have boGii found at Mohenjo-Daro. Neither has the script been deciphered
nor has the actual use of tlie seals been known. Here an attempt has
boon made to throw some light on tho use of the seals. Some theories
advanced: (1) they wore (^onno(ded with currency, (2) they were used to
seal tho arti(df\s of moi'ohandiso, (3) they woi'o used as amulets. Draw-
backs of those theories. Analysis and classification of the seals. Seals

with the Unicorn have boon found in largo numbers and come from each
and every house in Mohenjo-Daro. Tho Unicorn seal was universally
used l)y })eople of the Indus Valley. Probable uses for the vinivorsal seal:

(1) tliey may l>e connected with curron('y, (2) national dress and badge,

(3) religion. Arguments against tho first two theories. Only possible

theory is that they were connected with religion. Sir John Marshall’s
cult of Mother CJoddess and Shiva is partially correct. The princijial

religion was connected with tho cult of the Unicorn. Clay sealings were
used for the worship of a deity, the vehicle of which is the Unicorn. Votive
sealings wore in use from time immemorial and oven at present the practices
of sealings are found in the rites among tho Vaishnavites.

6. Prehistoric troo-cult.

Nanimadhab Chaudhuei, Calcutta.

In the present investigation an attempt is made to trace the history
of the cult of the fig tree, more particularly, of the pipal in India.

Besides tho pipal loaf and branch which appear as decorative motifs
on painted pottery unearthed in the Indus Valley and Baluchistan there

have boon found sealings with the whole pipal tree, with clear indications

of tho sacred import of tho representation, and seals representing tho
troe-deity in anthi'opomorpliic form in close contact with the tree have
also been found. Coming to the Vedic age it is found that the pipal,

udumbara and also nyagrodha are regarded as givers of fertility, wealth,

cure, etc., and associated with the spirits of dead ancestors and other

spirits. The Sutras attribute also a malignant aspect of them. In tho
Mahabharata the banyan and udumbara retain their evil influence though
they are also abodes of deities like the pipal. In the Puranas the pipal

and udumbara promote conception, the banyan is an abode of pretas. In
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the existing orthodox worship, the pipal gives male children, wealth, etc.,

the udnmbara cures disease. Elaborate ceremonies for planting the

pipal for obtaining male offspring and for marrying it with the plantain

tree are proscribed. In folk-worship, the piyjal arid banyan are worshipped

for long life, wealth, male offspring and become a medium for transference

of disease and evil. The pipal maintains its connection with ancestor-

worship. In the Buddhist religion the pipal is worshipped for its associa-

tion with the attainment of Jiuddha-hood by the Master.

The history of the cult shows that from the Atharva-Veda downwards
the fig has been associated without a break with similar ideas. Perhaps

the same ideas were also associated with the pre historic cult of the pipal,

because it seems, as Hutton has suggesterl, that the cult was originally a

contribution of the earliest Negrito jropulation of India being associated

with fertility cults and ancestor-worship from a very early date, taken up
from the successors of the Negritos by the Indus Valley people and

developed by them. This indigenous cult was adopted by the Vedic

Aryans and absorbed into their official religion, without tlie old asso-

ciations of the cult being suppressed.

7. The goddess of child-birth.

Nanimadiiab Chafdhuri, Calcutta.

In the present investigation an attempt has been made to show that

an unanimity prewails in the worship of ^asthi, the goddess of child-birth

and the guardian deity of childhood, in different i)rovinc0S in India among
Hindus and Hinduized tribes such as is not to be found in the case of

any other functional deity; that though her popularity is so great, her

cult has no existonce in the Vedic. literature, in the epitiS and in the earlier

Puranas, proving thereby that she is probably a folk deity ;
that the (nilt

has affiliations, on the contrary, with old cults of demonesses or female

evil spirits killing germs and embryos, destroying children by causing them
maladies and other ills, to be found in tlie Vedic literature, in tlie epics,

in the Buddhist literature, etc.; that the existing worship of the goddess

shows that protection from the malign influences of noxious spirits forms

the most important element in it and that there are certain instances of

folk-worship, probably of tribal origin, of vegetal deities sucdj as Kupesvari,

Buri, Gunri Thakurani, Vana-Durga, etc., offered by women for the pro-

tection and welfare of their children, whkdi may ap7)roprifitoly bo brought

into connection with the cult of ^astht.

From these considerations it is conclude! 1 that ^af^tlil th(^ po[)uIar

goddess of child-birth and guardian deity of cJiildhood worsliipped

throughout India under such names asChhathi, Satvai, Sathei, Sathi, etc.,

was originally probably none other than an old cliild -destroying demoness

with tribal affiliations who was transformed into a protectrt^ss of children

like Hariti, Jyostha, etc., and next into the presiding deity of childhood.

It is shown further that in this capacity, following a well-observed tendency,

she has been identified with the great Devi as the mother of the universe,

nurse of mankind, creatrix of the world, protectress of the gods, etc.,

and has acquired as a result thereof new attributes such as the giver of

offspring, healer of barrenness, etc.

8. Kinship in tho Vedic period.

K. P. Chattopadhyay, Calcutta.

In this paper the writer discusses the papers on Vedic kinship

terminology and usage by Dr. Irawati Karve jmblished in the Annals of

the Bharidarkar Oriental Research Institute. He points out that there

is no evidence of a Vedic consangninous family nor of marriage being the

privilege of only the eldest son in the family. Tlie term devara is shown

to be used for any brother of the husband and not the younger brothers only
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as alleged by Dr. Karvo. The parallel drawn bet’vyeen the Vedic family

and the Khasa polyandrous family of Jaunsar-Bawar is also shown to be

based on wrong identification.

9.

Levirato in Assam.

J. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Levirate is the custom of marrying a deceased brother’s widow.
This institution is widely spread among the tribes in Assam. In this

paper an attempt will be made to discuss the different types of levirate

found amongst the tribes in Assam and a suggestion will be made as to

the probable origin of this institution.

10. Some practical suggestions for the improvement of a

primitive tribe.

Tabak Chandra Das, Calcutta.

The author of this paper at first evaluates the suggestion of some
anthropologists about keeping the {)rimitive tribes of India in so-called

‘National Parks’ where they will remain muiffected by outside) influences.

Ho next considers the Cochin State Scheme for the improvement of the
Nayadis by settling them in State colonies where they are given land,

houses, clothes and education, besides other amenities of life, free of any
charge.

The author next puts forward his owji suggestions for the improvement
of a ))articular tribe, the Burums, living on the eastern border of India,

which may be applied to other tribes as well, with sljght modifications.
Improvomont is urgent in two spheres, namely, (a) liealth and sanitation,

and (h) material comforts of life. In the opinion of the author, attempts
at the spiritual uplift of trif)ai people are beset with many difficulties and
should not be imposed from outside.

Ignorance of the rules of personal and domestic hygiene as well as
rural sanitation coupled with the absence of any idea about the efficacy of
scientifically proj)ared drugs is at the root of the high death-rate among the
])rimitive people. This ignorance is to be removed and medicines made
easily available. The author suggests moans to attain this end.

To improve the material comforts of life more food, more leisure and
more amusements are necessary. The author suggests the following

measures for tho improvement of the material condition of the Purums,
namely, {a) introduction of a type of cotton for cultivation in the Jhums
which may bo used in the textile mills, (6) introduction of new food-
crops, (c) encoLiragomont of fruit-gardening, and {d) introdiudion of milk
as a common food and roaring of cows and buffaloes. This would auto-
matically give thorn more leisure which (^an be easily devoted to amuse-
ments. Production of art objects as a source of individual and communal
])leasiire should be encouraged. The monotony of their life may be
relieved by introducing dramatic performances composed out of tribal

myths. Those may also bo utilized to inculcate tribal morality?
But these attempts at improvement will largely depend on previous

training for their success and the autlior sketches the type of education
to be imparted to this primitive group together with the machinery for
implementing this education which is expected to solve the difficulties of
their life.

11. SoiDe Munda religious ceremonies and their system of
reckoning time.

M. B. Bhaduri, Dharanjaigarh (Udaipur).

1 <fe 2. Munda division of the year into three seasons—the stars
presiding over the seasons. Natural signs and phenomena indicating
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the seasons. Nirbisi explained. Religious ceremonies of the summer
season.

3, 4 & 5. Religious ceremonies of the rainy season. ‘Adra’ ex-
plained. ‘Sohrai’ explained.

6. Religious ceremonies of the cold season.

7 & 8. Munda division of time into months. The system of naming
of the months. ‘ Buru’ explained.

9. Gola—Mage—end of the Mundari Year.
10. Umbra and eclipse of the Moon. Myth connected therewith.
11. Birhor eclipse myth.
12. Idea of eternity. Past, present and future.

13 & 14. Division of the month into days. Hours of the day.
15. Auspiciousnoss of the months.

12. A preliminary note on the ty^pology of palaeolithic

sites in Mayurbhanj.

D. Sen, Calcutta.

In this paper, the autiior discusses the typology of the newly discovered
palaeolithic sites in the Mayurbhanj State. He has attempted to classify

the main tool families with type tools and sub-types that make up the
various industries. Tlio tools in their typology seem to reveal the

existence in the country of a phase or phases of an early palaeolithic

civilization with core tool cultures somewhat recalling the abbovillian-

aohoulian of Madras but having peculiarities of their own. Different typos
of hand-axes, cleavers, chop])ers, discoids, 8c;rapers, borers and other tools

on cores characterize the Uthic cultures. Besides the core tool series,

there are ]7eht>le tools and also a vory small number of flake-tools, and
though they may form minor industries as such, thoii’ presence is significant.

All the implements occur in situ in geologic;ally datable lateritic deposits

near Kuliana ten miles north of tlie Baripada town.

13. A study on pottery-making in a potters’ village in

Mayurbhanj

.

D. 8en, Calcutta.

The whole process of pottery-making in the village has been ob8or\ ed
and described in detail by the vu’iter from the beginning to the end.

How clay is brought from the khadaii and prepared (in four stages) for

the wheel—the leciuired shape on t.he wheel, then how it is softly beaten

to proper thickness and form, the process consisting of four stages and
then the drying iii thc^ shade and lastly the preparing for and the firing

in the furnace (poan) have been described in detail. The potter’s wheel,

the different instrumouts and the furnace are fully described. Pottery

typos, market and income, supplementary occupations, ceremonials,

etc., are also given.
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1. Posf -inoriein bono marrt>w studies of kala-azar in man.

H. N. Chattkbjee, Calcutta.

1. A case of acute kala-azar is tlescribetl and the bone marrow
changes depicted.

2. DilToront prolifei'ative and dogenorati\'e oliangeH in the subacute
and chronic stages are (Inputted and their relation to the> morfiiiological

changes fomid in the peripheral blood describt'd.

2. Conceiitratod saline in the treatment ot (diolera. (A
preliminary repc >rt

.

)

D. N. Baneejee, C-al(*ntta.

The material so far obtainoti from administration of conctaitratod

sodium cldorido solution in five cholera patitaits with high specific gravity
of blood and collapse, and a, few more with pulmonary oedema, Kup])liea

very oncouraging result. A (piantity of 50 c.c. of a 20% NaCl solution
intravenously is quite suffifaont to effectively lowt^r t.lu^ specific! gravity
of blood in a. short time and serves tlu) samc^ ])urpose as tliat of throe
pints ot* hypertonic saline administered inirax’enously. 'The idea of this

form of treatment lias boon obtained from the writer’s obsc^rvation that
hypochloraemia is a pr-ominont finding in cjholera and that persists oven
after intravenous administration of saline* suggesting fJiat in c!l)olera

there is more loss of salts than of fluids.

The effc^et aftor administration of concontralod saline^ ap])c>ars to be
due to drawing in of the interstitial fluid into tiu' circulation whicli c^xists

in normal condition in a proportion of ‘.i to I, i.e., interstitial fluid

constituting 15% of the total body weight while tlu^ blood fluid 5% of
the body weight. Tlio most se\’orc^ c*a.se of <’.bolera shows a rise of 54%
in the concentration of blood. Assuming that evcai when half of the

total ])lood volume is lost, which is rather quite unusual, and that along

with a c!onsiderablfj loss of intc^rstitial fluid, it may be further assumed
that a great amount of r(>sorvo in the interstitial fluid still exists whieh
can bo drawn into tlie blood in order to lower tlie specific; gravity. Tho
only drawback in the use of cont!eiitrated saline is thc! in tenser headache
appearing immediately witli the injec tion and lasting for some time. A
few experiments have been performed on animals, whic;h c-onsist of

20 guinea-pigs injected intraperitonoally, 4 guinea-pigs subcutaneou.sly,

5 cats intravenously with 20% and 10% NaCl solution to determine the

lethal dose and other pharmacological effects <jf concentrated saline.

Further animal experiments are in progress and those with concentrated

saline with or without glucose and other chemicals aiul also administration

of atropin, ])ituitrin, adrenalin, etc,. Thes(*i exjieriments are being done
with a view to gain more knowledge before this method of tre^atment

could be efficGcnitly taken in hand during tlie next (‘pidc'mic.

{ 187 )
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3. A study of the post-mortem femoral bone marrow of

epidemic dropsy.

H. N. Chattbrjee, Calcutta.

The essential features of the bone marrow of epidemic droj>sy are:

—

1 . Oedema.
2. Dilatation of capillaries.

3. Leuc.oblastic reaction varying degrees.

4. Prophylactic vaccunes. (Its application in the prevention

of epidemics in India.) (a) Cholera vaccine.

A. K. Sen and A. K. Hazra, Calcutta.

( 1 )
Propliylactic vaccination :

—

() Historical.

() Immunological problems.
(c) Mod(\s of prey)aration of vncciries:

(i) S( 'lection of strains.

(ii ) Standardization

.

{(J) Apj)lication.

(2) pfoa for a scientific application of mass immunization:

—

() Forecast of epidemics.

() Siirvey of e})i(lemic and endemic centres.

(c) Subsidiary prophylactic measures:
^

(i) Economic condition.

(ii) General sanitation (water-supply).

(3) Plea for co-ordination and co-0})eration amongst laboratory
workers, field work(a*s and clinicians for tackling this urgent national
problem.

(4) Concluding remarks.

5.

Dilution in the practical application of the piecipitin

read ion

.

(\ 0. Karunakaran, Trivandrum.

The practical application of the precipitin test serves two distinct

purposes: (1) (luantitaf ive estimation, and (2) cpialitative examination.
In the first grouy), by noting thi' optimal condition in which a known amount
of antigen or antibody reacts with varying amounts of unknown antiserum
or antigen, it is possible to estimate fairly accurately its antibody or
antigenic content. Hero the antigen and the antibody are rapidly and
gently mixed together so tljat the resulting reaction involves the entire

antigen -antibody mixture. Dilution is no bar to the proper performance
of this test. On the other hand, it is essential for the exact determination
of the optimal point ajul helx>s in the rapid admixture of the antigen and
the antibody. The (piantitative relationship between the antigen and
antibody dilutions has been worked out very carefully in this type of
precipitiji reaction.

In the second group known antisera are used for the qualitative
identification of unknown antigens. Here is a pucca ring test in which
the reaction is limited to the surface of contact between the two reacting
substances or a slightly modified form of it in which, although the reaction
is of a more diffused character, care is taken to prevent admixture of the
two reagents except at the surface of contact. These tests are being
done chiefiy for the exact identification of unknown blood stains in medico-
legal work and for determining the food preferences of mosquitoes in
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antimalarial work. Jf the ring formation is to bo siiarply dofinod, diffusion

at the line of contact must bo retarded as far as ])ossible. Dilution of the
antiserum would, therefore, ap]>ear contra-indicated b\ these tests. But
antisera are diluted by many workers engaged in doing the ring test for

one or two different ])urposes. (1) As a method for economy in the
use of the antisera and to postpone the develo})ment of the ring to a
particular time so that, the remdings c*an coin c^nicmtly be taken after

yierforraing a largo number of tests. Htu*e a diluting fluid having the same
specific gravity as the serum is used to yircnaMit diffusion. (2) Antisera
are dihiteij by yiersons engaged in medico-legal work to prevent the
develoyiment of non-specific reactions witliin the time fixe(l for taking

readings. But the effech of dilution of the antigen and the antibody

on the formation of tlie ring does not soom to have received mucli attention.

'Pho writer after expe^riments with different lots of anti-liuman and
anti-bovinc' scmi have noted the following; -

(1) In dilutions of the' antigen over I in 1,000, the time taken by
an undilut(’*d antiserum for the formation of tht^ ring Ijcars a fair parallel

to the degree of dilution.

(2) 'Pile potency of the antiserum can, tlierefore, be fairly accurately
expressed by the time taken for the ckwelc^pment of the rc'action with
1 in 1,000 dilution of the' <‘orres])onding antigen. Tliis is helpful, parti-

cularly in view of the fact that a time-limit of 2 to f) minutes appears to

have boon accejited by many workers for finding the highest, dilution of
the antigcni with whii.'h th(» undiluted antiserum reacts.

(8) Dilution of the antisera using ccaistant or \arying dilution of
tlie antigen shows that the time for the'' denadopment of th(^ reaction
depends mainly on the dihamt used, (a) Tf a homologous serum is used
as fi diluent, the time taken is found to vary with the degree of dilution.

{b) With th(^ diluting fluid rcH'ommeiided lyy Barber the time^ taken is out
of projiortion to tlie degree of dilution, (c) Thc^ effei'i of dilution with a
hoterogcaious serum is intermediate betwecai the diluting fluid and the
homologous serum.

(4) Tlie addition of carbolic acid in the diluting fluid does not have
any influence on the compara tix'oly poorer r<\sults obtained with it because
the use of the diluting fluid without carbolic acid has given the same
result and tlie addition of carbolic acid to the homologous serum used as

diluent has caused no fall in yiotoncy.

(.^) 4’he diluted mixture kei^ps without apjirociable deterioration for

over two weeks if homologous serum is used. Tlie diluting fluid crauses

a certain degree of detoi’ioration.

((>) By diluting the scrum so that tho diluted mixture will give a

<iefinite reaction after a longer yieriod there is a. jiossibility of failiiro of

detection should the antigen dilution happen to bo liighor than expected.

(7) The use of undiluted serum will enable detection of lower con-

centrations of tho antigen, but there is the risk of non-sjiecific reaction.

This could, however, bo avoided by using as control antisera against other

probable antigen .s.

6. Normal haematological findings in the inhabitants of the

United Provinces.

V. S. Mangalik, Lncknow and (Miss) S. Chaudhuri, Delhi.

In recent years, figures have been published from Bengal, Madras
and Bombay, giving maximum, minimum and mean hai^matological

flndings in the inhabitants of those provin(‘es. Blood of 10 J healthy

persons (50 men and 51 women) from the United Provinces has been
examined. Oxalated venous blood was used. 'Standard techniques

were employed. Total lied Blood Cell Count, Haemoglobin Estimation,

Packed Cell Volume and White Blood Cells were determined. Mean
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Corpuscular Volume, Moan Corpuscular Haemoglobin and Mean Cor-

puscular Haemoglobin Concentrations wore calculated. The data have
been statistically analyzed. Our findings have been compared with those

from other iirovinces and between males and females of the same series

to see if the dififerences are significant or otherwise. Haematological
findings (mean) in healthy persons of the United Provinces are found to
be as follows :

—

Males. Feinahs.

K.B.C. in millions .. 5-1 4-6 ±0^25
Haemoglobin in grm. % .. 15*48 ±0-T7 13*07

Packed Cell Volume % .. 47-7 ±2-16 41*55 ±1*887
Mean Corpusc-ular Volume .. 94*07 ±4*82 91*045 ±5*44
Mean Corpuscular Haemoglobin 30*544 ±1*94 28*7 ±1*7
Mean (kjrpuscular Haemo-

globin (Concentration .. 32*8 ±1*1 31*39 ±1*07
W.B.C. in thousand in c.mm. 7*98 ± 1*36 7*265± 1*169

7. Preliminary observations on haematological survey of poor
class families in and around Lucknow.

V. S. Makgauk, Lucknow.

Fullerton (1936), working under Professor Davidson of Aberdeen
University, made haemoglobin estimations and diet survey of some 3,000
individuals of poor class families in Aberdeen, aTid showed high incidence

of hypochromic anaemias in such families. He attributed this, apart
from other causes, to a diet })Oor in iron. Work on similar lines has been
started in Lucknow. Persons with family income of Hs.l5 per month or
less have boon included, mostly eraploy<Ml as domestu*. servants, sweepers,
washerrnfai, or labourers in the city or in the fields. Record is also being
kept of the diet cooked in the family kitchen and consumed by the members.
So far 491 individuals have been examined—379 males and 112 females

—

of all ages. All these people considered themselves in good health.
Haemoglobin estimations have been made using Hallige Haemometer.
Results are expressed in grams y)or (?ent. Mean hat^moglobin value for

males has been found to be 13*3 grams per cent (97% H.ollige) for males,

and 10*58 (79% Hellige) for females.

Diet of these people is strictly limited by income and consists of
iron-poor carbohydrates. Hypothesis is advanced that in 8X)ite of insuffi-

cient irc3u intake, those peoi)lB show satisfactory liaemoglobin levels

because of the iron they take in from the iron-utensils in which their

food is very c^ften cooked.
Work is still in progress and it is intended to survey at least 2,000 cases.

Enquiry is being financed by a grant from the Indian Research Fund
Association

.

8. Studies in gastric acidity in Indians with alcohol test meal.

V. S. Mangaltk, M. P. Goel, and (Miss) Hemlata Mangaltk,
Lucknow.

Alcohol test meal has rej>laoed the old gruel meal in most of the
bigger hospitals. Fractional alcohol tost meal has been done on
75 patients not showing any si^ or symptom pointing to a disturbance of
the gastro intestinal tract. Figures showing maximum and mean acid
secretion after alcohol have been worked out and compared with those of
other workers in various parts of India. Twenty-nine cases were
administered both alcohol and gruel meals on different occasions and the
data have been analyzed to show if there is any significant difference in the
gastric response to both types of meals. Cases have been classified into
six arbitrary acid groups (Napier, 1938). Acid response has been studied
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according to community, sex, influence of diet and age. Some cases of
achlorhydria have been studied and the relative difference between
apparent achlorhydria and true histamine-fast achlorhydria is discussed.

A study has also bejen made of gastric response in relation to various
types of anaemias.

9.

Studies on serum calcium in normal and tuberculous
subjects.

B. B. Rat and N. T>. Kehar, Izatnagar.

It has been commonly believed that tuberculosis is associated with
demineralization. Calcium is of vital imiiortanco in maintaining the
physiological integrity of the body. In order to investigate the r6le of
calcium in tuberculosis, a compreliensivo stud3^ has boon made, in the
first instance, of tlie serum calcium level in noimal men ajid women of
different ages and also of patiimts in different stages of tuberculous
infection. The effect of administering different proprietary and laboratory
preparations of calcium on serum calcium with and without vitamin
supplements has also been studied.

10. Tuberculosis in an elephant.

M. R. Mahajan, Ajmer-Merwara,

The i^apor records a case of tuberculosis in an elephant diagnosed at
post-mortem examination. The lesions were confined to the intestines

and loft lung only. Material sent, was confirmed at the Imperial
Veterinary Research Institute, Mukteswar. The strain of tubercle bacilli

concerned appeared to be that of bovine typo.

11. Fluorosis in (*.attle in India.

S. N. Ray, Izatnagar.

Investigations are now ujider progress in order to study tlio (luostion

iis to whethor the osioornalacia-liko symptoms in (tattle, found in various
parts of India, are due to fluorine intoxication. From tlio reports of the

Disease Investigation Ofixcers of Madras and Hyderabad (Deccan), it

was known that ostoomalacia-Jike diseases or t^lironic rheumatic arthritis

are endemic, in those areas where chronic- fluorosis—as oxiubittni by mottled
enamel—is prevalent among human Ixcings. A mitiromothod for tho

estimation of fluorine in biological materials has boon perfected so tiiat

concentrations—as low as 2.5 mg.—can easily be estimated, the error at

this low level being not more than lfl%. ChornicaJ examijiatioris of tooth

of a few diseased animals by this method revealed a higVier concentration

of fluorine (2-3 times more) as ( omparod to tho amounts present in normal
samples. A number of water samples collected from the affoeded areas

wore also examined and concentrations from 0‘60 p.p.m. to 2*01 p.}).m.

were found. The corresponding values for water samples from uriaffooted

areas were found to be 0*1 to 0'28 p.p.m. Tho high concentrations of

fluorine in waters from tho affected areas as well as the high Xluorino

contents of the teeth of afflicted animals make it probable that fluorosis

may bo widely prevalent in various parts of India.

12. Some hebninths of domestic animals in ( borg.

G. D. Bhalerao, Izatnagar and C. K. Kalapfah, Somawarpetb.

A small collection of helminths was recoivtnl from (Joorg and jt

comprised twenty-one species, of which five were o( stained from horses,

one from a hare, foiu* from cattle, two from buflaiues, six from dogs,
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two from a fowl and ono from a shoep. Trichocephalus laporia is recorded
for the first time from India. Ancylostoma hraziliense appears to bo fairly

common and Oyalocephalus capitatua extremely rare in the south of India.

The males of O. capitatua have not yet been recorded from India.

13. The economics of the milk industry in India.

B. Mtjkhekjee, Lucknow.

Importance of milk in national dietary: Its chemical constituents.

A. perfect food without substitute.

Its dangers: Oirrier of disease. Infection visible and invisible.

Handom samplings in London show 10% milk tainted from tubercular

cattle.

Guarantee of purity: Ways to it. Methods in Western countries.

Grades and standards of ])urity. Certified, Grade A and Pasteurized
milk. Food and Drugs Act.

Indian milk industry: Inade(piate supply. Poor quality. Public

not quality-(s)nscions. Demand determines quality.

Low per capltd consumption.
Causes of deplorable <*ondition. Need of ])ropaganda. P(M)ple gets

the milk it wants.
XTncontrolled erratic* breeding. Socio-religious j>rejudices keep on

u.seless uneconomic cattle—^j)ros.sing on grazing and fodder. Steady
deterioration in cattle.

Poor cattle and pure milk go ill together. One ex(*ludes the other.

Oittlo feeds defective: Malnutrition creatf^s vicious circles. Grazing
limited and annually getting less. Herd Hooks.

High temperature.s cause rapid deterioration. UnlVygienic production
methods. Improved methods of handling milk. Limited water-supply
and milking sheds in villages. Dust infection.

Kisks of adulteration: Drastic powers necessary. Medical examina-
tion of cattle es.sential. Risk of tuberculosis.

Defectiv^<i distribution : Quickest transport essential. Economic zone
of 8Uj)ply a function ol' distance and tran8])ort. Economic radius varies

from 10 t(» 40 jniles a< cording to different transport metliods.
Dairy industry—a part of mixed farming. As sujiplemontary in-

dustry it gives cov’^er and employment in long j)oriod8 of enforced
uneconomic leisurt^. Provides balance in rural economy—a cushion
absorbing and softening economic jerks.

Processing : Pasteurization.

Economic transport: Every supply centre should be compact and
developc'd to maximum ca])acity. Sratlored undeveloped centres not
giving maximum loads make distribution slow and uneconomic—increasing

oi)erating cijsts per unit.

Monopolization of milk marketing would reduce costs but appear
top-heavy and anti-social. Local monopolies better—^preventing erratic

and disorderly marketing.

14. Observations on the life-history and bionomics of the dog-
tick, Rhipicephalus sanguineus (Latreille),

S. N. Sapre, Mukteswar.

The larvae, nymphs and adults of R. sanguineus feed readily on dogs
a few days after emergence. Under favourable conditions the larvae are
fully engorged in about 4 to 6 days and become nymphs in about 30 days.
The nymphs feed for 5 to 9 days and after engorgement they become
adults in 30 to 43 days. Adult females feed for 9 to 15 days. Males
are in soarcdi of females after feeding for 3 or 4 days. Copulation takes
place upon the host, and the numbers of males and females have been
found to bo approximately in the proportion of 2 to 3. The rate of
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mortality during the nymphal and adult stages is negligible, but it is

relatively high in the larval stage. At 22*^0. oviposition commences
3 to 6 days after the gravid female has left the host, and the process
occupies 14 to 18 days. The female survives 2 to 14 days after oviposition
has ceased. A single female deposits 1,485-3,656 eggs.
15.

Observations on the life-history of Haemaphysalis hispinosa

Neumann.

S. N. Saprb, Mukteswar.

Haemaphysalis bispinosa is a tliree-liost tic'k. It was reared easily

on goats and hill-bulls.

Out of a total of nearly 9,000 eggs laid by seven females, only 600-
700 hatched into larvae.

The larvae and nymphs are ready to feed in about 5 to 6 days after
emergence. The larvae are fully engorged in 5-10 days. The nymphs
remain attaclied to their ho.st for 6-15 days. Th<^ parasitic period of the
adult stage has not been worked out. The incubation j>eriod of the eggs
is about four weeks, and the larval and nymphal ])eriods, counting from
the date of engorgement, are 17-24 and 28-34 days respectively at 22°C.
As for the proportion of sexes, 63 males and 90 females were counted in a
batch of 1 53 adults.

16.

Okservations on thc^ biology of Ornithodorus papillipes

Birula,

8. N. Sapre, Mukteswar.

The average period taken by a female O. ptipillipcs for a complete
feed on its host is one hour. The larvae feed for 10-20 minutes at each
meal, wliilst the duration of food in the first, second and third nymphal
stages is 15 25, 2.5-35, 35—45 minutes respectively and that in the fourth
and fifth nymphal stag('is 45-60 minutes. Copulation (x^curs shortly after

feed. Egg« are dt’-posited in batches at intor\ als of a few days, tho process
extending over four to five months. A single female lays 680 to 700 eggs,

of which 64 to 88% £iro fertile. I’he longevity of adults ranged from 543
to 620 days and that of unfed nymphs in their different stages from 213
to 369 days. Unfed larvae survived for a maximum jjoriod of 52 days.

Th(^ average durations of the egg, larval and the live nymy)hal stages

were observed to be 19, 15, 18, 21, 22, 28 and 37 days rosy )ee live l,y. The
number of ec*<lysos undergone by O. papillipes before reaching maturity
varied from foui- to seven, males generally ay)j)eariiig after foui* moults
and females after four to seven moults. 34ie moan ixiinimiun y^oriod

from the egg to the adult stage is 98—125 days hi the case of males and
107-167 days in the case of females.

17.

Paratyphoid among pigeons in Assam.

V. R. Gopalakrisknan, Assam.

An outbreak of septicaemia among pigeons in Assam, due to Salmonella

iyphimurvum, is recorded in this article. Clinical syndrome, post-mortem
lesions and laboratory findings are described. Besides, a brief review of

literature on the subject is given.

Salmonella infections in birds aro not only of scientific interest and
economic importance but also of public health significance ; therefore the

possibility of ‘food poisoning’ in hunmn beings is discussed as S. typhi-

murium is yjathogenic for man.
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This woui(i appear to be the first record of a natural outbreak of
Paratyphoid {S. typhimurium) among pigeons in India.18.

The biological control of Guineaworrii in some villages of

the Dharwar district.

P. W. Gideon, Dharwar.

The paper is a report on tho observations and conclusions on one
year’s work on the control of guineaworm by moans of fish and chlorogen
in five villages of Dharwar district.

19. Ai'acnic- content of common foodstuffs.

K. N. Bagchi and H. D. Ganguly, Calcutta.

A preliminary nc^te on this investigation was communicated to tho
]i\dian Science Congress, 1935. The investigation had to bo discontinued
on account of some unforeseen circumstances. It was, however, taken
up again and completed under tho auspices of tfio Indian Kesoarch Fund
Association.

Tlio investigation is important from the point of view of the forensic

toxicologists who are required to express opinion as to the amount of
oxtrancH)us arsenic in the stomach contents of suspected case of arsenic

poisoning.

About lOO different articles of food wore analyzed and the results

have been groTix)ed as follows:— j

1. Animal food-—-arsenic content varies from 0*010 mg. (egg) to
3*58 mg. (soa-fish).

2. Vegetables

—

nil (potato, carrot, etc.) to 0*13 rag. (cabbage).

3. Cereals—0*10 mg. (arhar dal, etc.) to 0*24 mg. (rice).

4. I’rcjsh fruits

—

nil (orange, tomato, etc.) to 0*04 mg. (banana).
5. Dried fruits—0*030 (cocoanut) to 0*54 mg. (walnut).

0. Fatty food—0*03 mg. (butter) to 0*18 mg. (hydrogenated fats

or Vanaspati).

7. Cooked or i)rex)arod food—0*11 (kachuri) to 0*18 mg. (biscuit).

8. Miscellaneous—includes salt, spices, sugar, glucose, rum, waters,
baby food, etc.—the arsenic oontoiits of which vary from
0*002 to 0*21 mg.

These figures indicate milligrammes of AsgOg per kilo of food materials
taken fresh, i.c.,.in the form in which they are taken or cooked.

Quite a large number of footls of vegetable origin are free from arsenic

wlnlo those of animal origin are rich in arsenic. Different kinds of sea-fish

contain tho maximum amounts of arsenic (2*0 to 3*58 mg.). Hilsa fish

(3*0 mg.) apx)oars to belong to tliis class of fish. Lobsters (fresh water) do
jiot contain large (quantities of arsenic as found by the Euroq^oan observers
in sell-water j)rawns.

20. Nutritional investigations on fish. Part 1. The nicotinic

acid content,

M. L. Kjiobana, M. L. Sarma, and K. V. Giri, Waltair.

The nicotinic acid content of a largo number of economically important
food fishes in the Northern Circars has been determined by the adsorption
method of Giri and Naganna {Ind. J. Med, Res,, 29 ,

125 and 586). The
nicotinic acid content of the majority of fishes ranged from 1*2 to 2*9

micrograms per 100 grams of tho muscle tissue.
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21. Study of nieiltal diseases—indication for a new angle of

vision in medical education and practice.

Nagendranath De, Cal(nitta.

Psychiatry is rapidly, but none too early, acquiring an important
place in the field of medicine. Physicians have always rocogniz(^d that
some physical symptoms are purely of psychic origin. These they have
termed functiotial and hysterical. More intensive study of mental
diseases during recent years has revealed their closer relations even with
the diseases of the body which are not merel}’^ functional in nature. The
relation between mental and physical diseases has been brought out in

the following linos.

Man3^ symptoms and diseases hitherto known to bo of purely physical
origin have now been shown to bo psychogenic. Bad taste in the mouth
may occur only as an early symptom of paranoia. We have seen epidemic
of psychogenic vomiting among girls in a school. Many cases of intestinal

colic, so-called chronic appendicitis, colitis and loucorrhooa are due to
irritation of the autonomic nervous system resulting from emotional
imbalance. Tics and habit spasms are more often psychogenic than not.

Spasraodi(i torticollis results as a symbolic defense against anxiety. Asthma
is psychogenic in many cases spe(dally in children. Struggling for breath
is a very suitable symptom for a neurotic who wants to attracjt sympathy
from poo})le arounci him.

In some diseases, psychic; factor is being recognized as all-important.

Even cardiologists do now admit that what they called ‘effort syndrome’
is really an anxiety syndrome. In cases of hyporomesis gravidarum
obstetricians no longer look for evidence of hypothetical toxins in the
liver but have realized that the cause is, in most cases, psychic.

Investigation of the mind has provided clues to the etiology of some
diseases of unknown origin. A state of chronic anxiety has been found in

most cases of thyrotoxicosis with or without hyperplasia of the gland, and
relief of anxiety by y)sy(;hotherapy has been followed by relief of symptoms
of thyrotoxicosis. Symptoms and signs of co-callod essential hypertension
have been observed to arise as conversion phenomena in hysteria and
during analysis have boon completely replaced by i)ure anxiety.

Psycliic condition is an important contributory factor in some diseases
of known etiology. Wo know that pulmonary tuborcailosis is a dofinito

bacterial disease ljut (jaiinot answer why all of us do not suffor while
pathologists find evidence of infoedion almost in every lung that comes
to their Innuls. Psychiatrists’ claim that the disease occurs mostly in

persons of schizothymic tyy)e, wlio art) habitual sliallow broatliors, is worth
investigating.

Prolonged functional hyperactivity leads to stru(;tural alteration in

the organs concerned. Fixation of libido in the urethral levv)l loads to

the habit of drinking gallons of water in order that lots of urine may
be passed to satisfy the libido. The stress entailed on the circulatory

and excretory systems miy load to structinvil alterations in them and
even to their ultimate failure.

Even grosser structural changes are now being proved to bo produced
by psychic conditions. Pressure diverticula of the oesophagus have been
shown to result from spasm of the oesophagus of purely psychic origin.

Serial roentgenograms have revealed in many cases that the size of gastric

ulcers increases with worry and diminishes rapidly when that is quietened.

Frequency of micturition simply for the pleasure of the act may lead to

contraction of the bladder to a tenth of its capacity. Allergic conditions

like urticaria and eczema are found more frecpiently in families of mental
diseases than elsewhere and in many cases urticaria apx)ears under mental
tension and disai)pears during quieter period. Among other skin diseases

psoriasis has been found to recur in isolated attatrks of depression and
clear up during intervals.

13
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Conversely, ]:)hysical condition also is responsible for some mental
disease. Apart from organic psychoses, previous physical illness often

sets the pattern of mental symptoms, and physical defects are potent
sources of psychontMirosos and psycdioses.

In the sphere of therapeutics also, many of the drugs used for their

somatic effet;ts have profound effect on the mind of the patient. Every
student of pharmacology should know them along with their somatic;

effects. Surgical and gynaecological operations which result in permanent
defect, debility, deformity or disability, e.g., amputation of a limb, ankylosis
of a joint, enucleation of an eye, removal of the testes, ovaries or the
uterus, have mental repercussions much more severe than are usually

thought of.

Knowledge of psychiatry is necessary for proper ev’^aluation of the
history given by tlie patient. A patient with bodily fielusions may
manufacture such stories as are liable to lead the physician astray if he
is not vigilant about the possibility.

The above are only a few of the instances of |)sycho8omatic relation

with which the general practitioner must be conversant in order to be
able to treat his patients well. They are the indications for

—

(1) award of a better pla(;e, than at present, to psychiatry in the
curriculum of the degree examination in medicine in the
Universities ;

(2) inclusion of psychiatry in the curri(;ulum of licentiateship

examination in medicine;

(3) arrangement for ])08t-graduate courses in psychiatry to train

up specialists in the subject;

(4) provision for some indoor beds and outdoor --clinics for mental
patients in every teaching hospital.

Many of the patients suffering from mental diseases are suitable for

being treated in general hospitals. Out of 1,360 patients who attended
the psyc;hological clinic attached to the Carmichael Medical College
Hospitals, Calcutta, only 66, i.e., less than 5%, were unsuitable for being
treated in a general hospital. Throwing all mental patients into a mental
hospital which, in the public mind still bears the stigma of an asylum, is

in itself derogatory to the welfare of the patient and in a few weeks patients
are liable to develop what may be called ‘asylum psy(;hosis’. In America
some of the general hospitals have already got wards for mental patients.

In England most teaching hospitals have got psychiatric clinics attached
to them and the St. George’s Ho.spital is going to ‘have its properly equipped
and adequately staffed psychopathic ward when it moves into its new
premises’.

22. Tho role of protozoa in activated sludge.

S. C. PiLLAi, Bangalore.

The role of protozoa in activated sludge, as in tho soil, has not been
understood so far. The author’s studios have shown that the protozoa
in activated sludge as a group are much more efficient in sludge formation
and clarification of sewage than any single strain or combination of
bacteria isolated from the sludge. Among the protozoa, tho species of
Epiatylidiae and VorticeMidiae gave much tho best results. The morpho-
logical and physiological properties of these protozoa enable them to act
as efficient >)iological flocculants. In addition to clotting and sludge
formation, they promote the conditions necessary for nitrification. The
resultant sludge, being largely constituted by these protozoa, holds up a
considerable part of the nitrogen and other fertilizing ingredients originally

gained from the sewage. Thus, floe formation, the related progressive
oxidation changes, and the conservation of the fertilizing elements in the
activated sludge process are profoundly influenced by the occurrence of

13B
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protozoa especially of the species of Epistylidiae and Vorticellidiae, which
are found to thrive best in the aeration tanks and in all seasons of the
year,

23. A case of pseudotuberculosis iii the goat.

V. R. Rajagopalan, Mukteswar.

A case of pseudotuberculosis in the goat which apjiears to be the
second record in the world is recordt'd. The symptomatology, gross
pathological anatomy and histopathology of the condition are described.

A study was made of the causal organism which has been determined as

Pastesrella pseiidotuberctdosis. Group I.
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1. A proliminary note on the amelioration of saline soil by
tannate compounds.

T. J. Mieohandani, Sakrand.

Salinity in Sind soils is due to the presence of sodium chloride and
sodium sulphate in large quantities. A method known as ‘leaching and
cropping’ has been devised to reclaim saline soils with sandy or at least

fairly light sub-so ; The method, however, fails to reclaim lands with
impervious sub-soil. In an effort to evolve a method of reclaiming this

tyi)e of saline lands, Tlabul (Accada arabica) bark, and khabar (Salmdora
species) loaves (which contain tannate compounds in Jarge quantities),

wore incorporated into the soil at the rate of 80 mds. j)er acre. These
two treatments along with others were randomized in four blocks and
bajri, bcrseom and cotton 27 W.N. were grown on them in successive

seasons. The yields of all the three crops were much below the normal,
but the crop was established where none grew before. The treatment
differences were not significant. This is presumably duo to the lack of

uniformity of salinity, in extent as well as in concentration, within the

plot, and between plots.

A sand culture oxx)eriment with wheat showed that in presence of

0*6% sodium chloride, the khabar leaves and babul bark, in green manure
doses, gave 28% and 45% germination respectively, the control giving

only 7%. It is difficult to say at this stage whether this is due to chemical
combination or only mechanical action. The work is being extended to

4h0 field in the individual plots. The chemical aspect of the problem is

being studied in the laboratory.

2. A study on nitrogen fluctuation in an acid soil.

H. N. Pal, Jorhat (Assam).

The paper describes a proliminary investigation on the comparative

study of the periodic fluctuation of nitrogen in the Jorhat Farm soil

(0-1'), a typically acid soil of alluvium, green-manured with cowpea,
dhaincha and sunnhemp in the rains of 1040 and subsequently grown
with sugarcane (POJ. 2714), ‘Loss on ignition’, an important factor

associated with soil nitrogen study was also estimated and compared.

Four treatments were under comparison: (1) cowpea green -manured,

(2) dhaincha greeii-manui’cd, (3) sunnhemp green-manured, and (4)

control. Estimations were made at about bimonthly intervals from
November 1940 to July 1941. The nitrogen contents in November
under treatments 1-4 were *106%, *10%, *096% and *092% respectively.

Tliere was periodic rise and fall in the nitrogen content under each
treatment. Excepting treatment 2, others showed a striking similarity,

each showing a rise in January, followed by a fall in March and so on.

Treatment 3 showed maximum rise in May (-161%), so also treat-

ments 1 and 4 which gave -124% and ‘138% respectively. Treatment 2

( 199 )
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showed a continuous rise from November to March, followed by a fall in

May and then a rise in July, the maximum being reached in July (• 136%).
Regarding ‘loss on ignition*, variations were small and irregular,

excepting for treatment 3 .

3. The vertical and horizontal shrinkage of black cotton soil

at Mandalay, Burma.

A. T. Sen, Dacca.

In course of an investigation into the cause of excessive and continual

warping and cracking of buildings constructed in Mandalay, Burma, it

appeared, although the data gi\^en in this paper is not conclusiv'e, that

there is a tendency for the horizontal contraction of the Mandalay soil

(in the process of drying) to exceed the vertical contraction.

4. A note on the vertical translocation of phosphates in some
Indian red soil profiles.

M. K. Mxjkherjee, Dacca.

Observations have been made on vertical translocation of phosphorus
in five profile samples. It was found that there was a minimum quantity
of phosphorus at an intermediate depth. The surface layer was found to

contain the maximum amount of phosphorus soluble in hydrochloric acid.

No regularity was observed in the case of available phosphorus, neither

did it show any relation with the per cent organic carbon, nor with that

of silt or clay.

6. Sodium carbonate treatment of ganal beds for minimizing

seepage of water. Part III.

M. R. Nayar and K. P. Shukla, Lucknow.

1 . In the treatment of pure Calcium soil with Na2C03 the soil

colloids swell, and the swelling is foxmd to depend on two factors:

—

() The degree of saturation of the zeolite complex with respect to sodium

ions.—The addition of Na2C03 results in Na*^ ions displacing Ca'^'^

from the Ca soil. The quantity of the Na"^ entering the complex is

directly proportional to the concentration of Na2C03 in the soil solution

;

hence with increase in the quantity of NagOOg the amount of Na*^

progressively increases and that of Ca*^*^ decreases, till when the soil

gets saturated with Na"^, it attains the maximum swelling. Any further
increase of Na^CO^ tends to supress swelling. Soils having greater
‘base exchange capacity’ show more maximum swelling than those
having less.

( )
The presence of the products of exchange reaction.—As a result of

reaction between Ca-soil and Na2C03 some CaCOg is formed. The CaCOg
when present in sufficient quantity supresses the swelling of Na-soils.

This is why there is a decrease of swelling after the maximum has been
reached. This effect is not noticeable in H-soil + NagCOg mixtures or
in pure sodimn soils.

2 . (a) CaCOg reacts with Na-soils according to the equation :

—

OaCOg-f 2Na(Z) ^ Ca(Z)+ Na2C03.

But it has been found that the reaction to the right soon reaches a limit
and cannot be brought to completion by increasing the quantity of CaCOg
only.
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(6) Diasolution of CaCOs, however, is not the same with soils saturated
with different cations. The restoration of Ca to the soil complex is

influenced by the presence of cations in the complex and follows the
series

;

H > NH4 > Na > K > Ba.

3. The effect of mixing various sodium salts to a heavy Ca-soil, is

to make it impermeable duo to production of Na-soil. But the imper-
meability effect seems to follow the series;

Na2C204 - NagCOj > NaHCOg > NaOH = NaCl > Na-aeetato
= NaNOg > Na2S04.

4. The impermeability ofpure sodium soil decreases with the addition

of NaCl. It goes on decreasing with the increase in the quantity of NaCl.
But small amounts of NaCl (even up to 1%) have no pronounced effect

on the impermeability.
5. Usar soils have been found to bo good substitutes for soil-soda

mixtures as a lining material. This method of lining has been tested

both in the laboratory and small guls, and has proved as satisfactory as

the Sodium Carbonate method of lining.

6. Effect of lime, gypsum and magnesia on the transformation
of soil phosphorus.

M. O. Ghani and S. A. Aleem, Dacca.

An acid soil, having a very low amount of available phosphorus,
was incubated with calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxide, calcium
stilphate and magnesium oxide each at the rate of 5 tons per acre at 3()®C.

Transformation of soil jjhosphorus was studied by fractionating the
samples at intervals of 4, 6, 8 and 10 weeks. The available phosphorus
regularly increases with time in all the treatments; in some cases the
fraction is almost trebled after ten weeks. Magnesia and lime are the
most effective for the purpose, calcium carbonate least and the calcium
sulphate occupies an intermediate po.sition. The organic phosphorus
fraction decreases with time in all cases whereas iron and aluminium
phosphates remairi practically unaffected by the above treatments. The
increased availability is, therefore, due to the breakdown of organic
phosphorus compounds at a higher pH and not due to chemical interaction
.of the liming materials with the phosphates of iron and aluminium.

7. Tho fractionation of phosphoric acid of some Indian soils.

M. 0. Ghani and S. A. Aleem, Dacca.

The distribution of different phosphorus compounds in some Indian
soils has been studied. In acitl soils, the acetic acid soluble fractions

(mono- and di-calcium phosphates) are very low, while alkali soluble

inorganic fractions (presumably iron and aluminium j)hosphates) are

very high. In neutral soils, they o(;cur in the reverse order. Under
alkaline conditions acetic acul soluble fractions decrease while sulphuric

acid soluble phosphorus (phosphates of apatite type) increases. The
organic phosphorus is closely related to the carbon content and pH of

soils, showing that its accumulation in soil is a function of microbiological

activities. About 25% of the total phosphorus is in the insoluble fraction.

The availability of soil phosphorus is mainly a function of soil reaction.

Unavailability under acid conditions is due partly to the formation of

insoluble iron and aluminium phosphates in presence of free sesquioxides

and partly to the accumulation of organic phosphorus (jompounds.

Unavailability under alkaline conditions is partly due to the formation of

insoluble apatites in presence of calcium carbonate and partly to lower

rate of decomposition of organic phosphorus. High availability imder
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neutral conditions is due to the absence of these two typos of fixation and
rapid mineralization of organic phosphorus.

8.

Displacement of A1 from siibfractions of hydrogen clays by
neutral salts.*

J. N. Mukherjee and B. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

The amounts of A1 displaced by (>*17 N BaCl 2 from six subfractions of

the entire hydrogen clay fraction of a non-lateritic calcareous soil from
the Patlegaon Farm liave boon determined. The displaced A1 increases

from 8*0 to 27-0 milli-o(]\iivalents per 100 g. of colloid with decrease in the

particle size u]) to tlio liftli fraction which has particles whose average

equivalent .s})herical diameter is approx imatel>' 0-0175 micron. The sixth

fraction has particles of diameter < 0-015 micron ])ut gives a markedly
lower value (15-5 milli-equivalonts ])er 100 g.). The sixth fraction has
also a smaller base exclunigo capacity compared with tin? otliers.

9.

Variations in the base exchange capacity of hydrogen
bentonite observed on titrating acjuGous suspensions

having ditfoTtait colloid: water ratios.*

J. N. Mukherjee, R. P. Mitra, and S. P. Rav, Calcutta.

The base exchange capacity (b.e.c.) of a hydrogen bentonite having
particles with average equivalent sjdierical diameter 0-075 micron and
separated from the ('utiro clay fraction of a neutral Indimj bentonite by
controlled centrifugalization in a Sharpies super centrifuge has been
determined by potentiomotric and conductometric titration of its aqueous
suspensions having different amounts of tho over-dried colloid ])or litre.

An 18% increase in tho b.e.c. calculated at tho infioxion i)oint of tlie

titration curves lias been observed on changing the (jolloid content from
1*0 to 10‘0 g. per litre. On the other hand, tho hydrogen bentonite from
the entire clay fraction and hydrogen clays prepared from a number of

soils gave a constant b.e.c. independent of the colloid content of the sol.

Results of 8ex)arate determinations at a fixed colloid : wmter ratio agree
within i2‘5%.

10.

Tho free and total acidities per particle of hydrogen clays

and liydrogon bentonites.*

R. P. Mitra and. S. P. Ray, Calcutta.

Hydrogen clays and liydrogen bentonites having equivalent spherical
diameters ranging between specified limits calculated from rates of

centrifugal subsidence have been isolated from the cuitiro clay fraction of a
calcareous soil and a neutral bentonite. Their free and total acids per
gramme have been obtained respectively from tho o.rn.f. of a hydrogen elec-

trode jjlaced in a 0-25% 8usy)ensioii and from the inflexion x)oint of potontio-
metric titration curves with causti(^ soda. If T is the free or total acid,

the corresponding quantity per particle is rDTj'^ whore r is the average
equivalent syjherical radius and J), the density. Also the number of free

ions or the total ruimher of ions per particle is the product of the
free or total acid per jjarticle and Avogadro’s number. It has boon found

that the number of free ions associated with tho coarser yjarticles is

of the order of 10® and tho total number of ions of tho order of 1<>8.

Tho number of both free and titrable H"*" ions rapidly decreases with

* The work lias been carricnl out under the scheme of research
financed by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.
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diminishing particle size. However, each particle of the finest fractions

has as many as 10^ H"*" ions. The titration curves, however, reveal
a weak monobasic acid character of the hydrogen clays and a strong
dibasic acid character of the hydrogen bentonites. The ratio of the free to

the total number of ions is less than 0*05 with all the hydrogen clays.
This is consistent with the weak acid character of their titrationCurves.

11. On the chemical and pljysico-chemical transformations in

soils by application of factory waste product.

K. L. Khanna and. S. C. Sen, Biliar.

The present investigation is a continuation of the x^i’cvious work
done in Bihar and undertaken with the object of finding out the causes of
variations in cane ^productions iii the s:irno type of soil by the application

of molasses and jiress (;ake from two different processes. The cliemical

and })articularly the physico-chemical tiansformatious in soils lirought

about by their applications are exp(’icted to throw ccvnsiderable light on
this aspect and, thorc^fore, detailed study of the periodic changes in soils

was carefully made. The salient features so far revealed are; (i) The
exchangeafple Oa cation is found to increase ajipreciably at the cost of
oxchangeablo alkali ions in plots treated with sulphitation molasses or

press cake. The excliange capacity is also found to vary considorably
detu’easing x)rogrosRivoly in tliese treatments and is significantly correlated
with cane yield, (ii) The water soluble nutrients, calciuiri and potassium,
are considerably more in plots treatod with sulphitation ])roducts as

compared to the carbonitation ones in spito of lime being firosont in nearly
double tlie (juantities in acid extract of the latt(*r. (iii) The distribution

of organic* carbon in soil system affen ted by the apjplication of different

doses of molasses and yiross cake to soil was not studied. The rate of
fermentation is, however, found to differ with different grades of molasses
and x^ross cakes this being greater in the case of sulphitation x>roducts.

(iv) The greater lowering of hydrogen ion concentraticin is observed in

plots t-rc'ated with sulxihitotiou ju'oducts than those treatod with the
carbonitation ones, owing to formation of weak organic acids in the
system, (v) In hydrocldoric acid extracts, sesquioxides in sulxihitation

press cake and carbonitation molasses treated plots are found to be in

slightly higher concentration than in other treatments. The principal

,,
phosphoric anion is, however, found to gradually dimijuBh in the sulx»hita-

tion xu'oducts. (vi) The total and nitric nitrogt>n are found to increase on
long exposure.

12. Application of the xiotassium ferricyanido method for the

estimation of organic carbon in (calcareous soils.

K. L. Kiianna and S. C. Sen, Bihar.

The standard dry combustion method for tlie estimation of organic

carbon being comx)licated, laborious and time consuming, the wet com-
bustion method has recently become XK>X>ular among the soil scientists.

Of these the acid permanganate metlicKl by Nostitz; the alkaline x^er-

manganato method by Puri and potassium dichromate method by \\"alkley

and Black are commonly used. In dealing with soils liigblv <‘alcaroc)us

in nature the authors oxxwienced much difficulty in the apxilication of

permanganate methods for the estimation of organic carlion. Alkaline

potassium ferricyanido lias been very succossfiill>^ insed bj^ the authors for

the estimation of reducing sugars in cane juice and carhohydratos in

cane leaves, and attemx)ts were therefore made to cistamate organic carbon
in soil with alkaline xa^tassium ferricyanido solution ami results comparable
with tliose from the standard dry combustion uii^thod and Walkley and
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Black’s wet reaction method were obtained. The experimental procedure
is described and the results obtained by all the methods are discussed.

13. Cakes and thoir nitrogen release in calcareous loam.

K. L. Khanna and S. C. Sen, Bihar.

North Bihar soils are generally rich in potash sometimes as high a
value as 1-0% (generally 0*5-()*7 P2O5)- The phosphate content is not
high and nitrogen is extremely deficient, i.e. 0'()2-0-()3%. In view of the
light nature of soils the use {>f organic nitrogenous manures supplemented
by phosphatic manures is advocated. No information, however, is

available regarding the comparative value of different cakes and other
easily available organic manures, and the present study was an attempt
to find out the nitrogen release value of different cakes alone and in

combination with superphosphate. The results showed that (i) cakes
show better and quicker release when they are supplemented by super-
phosphate, (ii) castor cake is the quickest to become available while
Mahua is the slowest, (iii) the amount of N fixed was maximum in Farm
Yard Manure followed in descending order by compost, castor cake,
mustard cake, groundnut cake, Prt^ss-mud and Mahua cake. The
deleterious effect of high fat content in mustard cake under an uncertain
environment from the point of view of moisture is brought out.

14. Maximum base exchange capacity of soils.*

J. N. Mukherjee, S. K. Mukherjee, and S. L. Gitpta, Calcutta.

In an investigation on the base exchange capacity (b.e.c.) of H-soils f
and naturally occurring acid soils J it has been observed that the method of
Schofield using half neutralized ^-nitrophenol, pH 7*1, gives the highest
b.e.c. § This paper deals with experiments which were undertaken to
ascertain whether there is a maximum limit to the amount of H ions
associated with a soil capable of reaction with bases. Using a H-soil

||

and Schofield’s method the b.e.c. has been observed to depend on the
soil : water ratio as shown below :—-IB-O, using 4 g. soil -f 50 c.c. solution
and 11-5, using 5 g. soil + 40 c.c. solution. On repeated treatment,
however, of the same mass of soil with fresh solutions of the reagent a
constant value (15*8, 15*4) was obtained. This constant value was about
70% higher than that obtained either by Sehollonborger’s (O-.*}) or Parker’s
method (0-0) and about 15 to 30% higher than that obtained by single
treatment with Schofield’s reagent. The conductivity method of Schofield
in which a phosphate buffer is used gives a much lower value (6*7). The
amount of lime taken up from a solution of phenol half neutralized with
lime of pH 8*5 is about 15 (14'8, 14*9) and this high value evidently
arises from the higher pH. With one H-soil, If however, repeated
treatment with half neutralized p-nitrophenol gave a slightly lower b.e.c.

(10*7, 10-5) than Parker’s method (11*3, 11*3). In view of the exceptional

nature of this observation the amount of Ca*^"^ taken up by reaction with
half neutralized p-nitrophenol was directly determined by leaching with
NaCl according to Hissink-Tiulin. The values obtained by these methods
are 14-3 and 14*8 for the Krishnagar H-soil and 10-5 and I0‘4 for the

The work has been carried out under the scheme of research financed
by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.

t vSoils rendered completely unsaturated by exhaustive leaching with
iV/20 HCl.

J Partially unsaturated soils.

§ Observed with four different soils and two hydrogen clays.

11
Prepared from the Krishnagar Farm soil.

^ Prepared from the Kalyanpur Farm soil.
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Kalyanpur H-soil. Jioth methods thus show fair agreement. Further
estimation by Hutchinson-McLennan method gave a value of 10-4 and

increasing the Ca'^’^ conc*ontratioii from ^ used in this method to ^ by
ou Z

adding neutral CaCl2 gave an identical value (14*4). The higher value
obtained by Parker’s method in this case is probably due to the fact that

in tViis method the cation involved is Ba*^ instead of Ca"^ . Further,

adsorbed by the Kaly-an])ur H-soil from a neutral normal solution
of Ba(fSCN)2 was higher (12*9) than that obtained by Parker’s BaAc2
method (11*3). The disc*repancy between these two values is probably
explained by the fact that the equilibrium pH in the case of Ba(SCN)2
remains unaltered throughout whereas with BaAc2 a lowering of pH from
7-0 to 6*4 was noticed in the initial stages of leaching.

15. The study of some pan soils of the Bakharganj District.*

J. N. Mukherjee, S. K. Mukherjee, and N. P. Datta, Calcutta.

Examination of some char lands in the Bakharganj District reveals
a characteristic hard layer occurring at a depth not exceeding 1' 0" below
the surface. A large number of profiles have been examined in chars
recently formed and in lands raised above the water level about 200 years
ago. The hard layer has boon found so far to occur only in the older

chars. Field observation shows that th^ profile characteristics of those
pan soils are as follows ;

—

The surface soil is somewhat loose, oitlier loamy or sandy and some-
times deposited in layers. This is followed by a transitional layer which
is a grey coloured loam. The horizon just below this is a stiff clay pan,
darker, compact and possesses a prismatic structure; low porosity; high
clay content and is soapy to touch; there is weak or no effervesconcie with
HCl. The lower horizon is a transitional layer between the horizons above
and below it and possesses a prismatic structure

; it is clayey and sticky

and gives weak or no effervescence with dilute HCl. The pan horizons
])os8ess the following general features :

—

1. Appear less moist to tlie touch in comparison to the layers

above and below.

2. Compact and hard.
3. Contain a much higher j)ercentago of clay and silt and especially

of the former.
4. Have either a prismatic or column-like structure.

f). Carbonate content and CaO/MgO ratio are definitely lower.

6. Total pore space as also the air space are very low.

7. Percentages of AI2O3 and of material soluble in HCl have the

highest and of silica soluble in Na^COs the lowest values

compared to the other horizons.

At a sufficient depth, usually below 6', the deposit is made up of

alternate layers of tday and silt 2 to 3 mm. thick and of (‘oarse sand.

These characteristics enable the formulation in broad outline of the process

of their formation.

16. Cation exchange in mixed clay salts.*

S. K. Mukherjee and R. M. De, Calcutta.

Clays containing more than one kind of (tation have been (jailed

mixed day salts. According to the nomenclature of Wiegner and Ilenold

* The work has been carried out under the scheme of research financed

by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.
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a mixed clay prepared by first adding potash and then baryta to a

hydrogen clay is designated as Ba-K-clay. By adding the alkalis in the

reverse order, a K-Ba-clay is obtained. K is more firmly bound in the

former and Ba is more firmly bound in the latter.

A K-Ba-clay and a Ba-K-clay were prepared from the H-clay of an
Assam acid soil by adding the above bases in amounts ecjuivalent to half

the base exchange capacity. Ha to K ratio is thus 50 : 50. Ca- and
KH^-clays were yirepared from the H-clay of a Padegaon soil and NH4-Ca-
clay and Ca-NH4-clay were prepared by leaching respectively the Ca-clay

with lSrH4Cl and NllVclay with OaClg. The Ca : NH4 ratio in Ca-NH4-
clay was about 1 and that in NH-Ca-clay about 2.

It was found tliat IICl liberated a. smaller amount of P>a from K-Ba-
clay than from Ba-K-clay. Similarly BaCl2 liberated smaller amount
of K from Ha-K-clay than from K-Ba-clay. CaClo and Alt'13 displaced

larger amounts of K and smaller amounts of Ba from K-Jbi-clay tliati the

respective cations from Ba-K-clay, although Ba and K are j)resent in

equal proportions in both the clays. NH4CI liberated a larger quantity of

Ca from Ca-N'H4 clay than from NH4-Ca-clay although the amount of

Ca in the latter is much higher. Those results Viave been discussed in tlie

liglit of the observations of Wiegner and Henold.

17. A now method for the determination of silt and cla}" in

soils. The buoyancy tet^hnique.

(Miss) G. vSharada Bai, B. Sanjiva Rao, and K. 8. Gurukaja
Doss, Bangalore.

The silt and clay content in a soil suspension -can be computed
measuring th(^ density of the soil suspension. Puri has dovdsod a chaino-
hydromotor for determining the density. In the present work it is shown
that the same can be determined more conveniently and more accurately

by measuring the buoyancy suffered by a cylindrical bulb immersed in the
suspension. The loss in weight is determined by a special continuous
reading balance devised in this laboratory. The centre of buoyancy of
the bull) (^an be determined by Puri’s graphical method. An alternative
procedure, which is simpler, is given in this paper. A few soils have
been examined for their silt and clay contents by this method and the
results compared with those obtained by the pipette method.

18. Live supi)()rtmg of mango grafts in the field.

8. 8. Bhat, Baroda.

Live supjjorting of dofoctivo mango grafts by raising mango seedlings
in situ prevails in Gujerat. Though its superior merits are not experi-
mentally proved, tliis j)ractico strengthens nursery-made mango grafts in

the field, and saves them from dying, which is otherwise common.
A DOW metlajd of enarehing thinner seedlings grown in situ with thicker

and older scions in the process of live supporting has been dovi.sod by the
writer and is found to work very satisfactorily. This method is somewhat
of a moan between budding and enarebing.

19. Determination of wilting coeflicieni.

8. D. Nijhawak and Girdhari Lal, Rohtak (Punjab).

Available moisture is an imf)ortant concept, as the growth and
development of a crop depend on it rather than on total moisture.
Available moisture may be determined by subtracting wilting coellicient

from total moisture. The diroert method of finding wilting coellicient by
growing crops undc^r a limited supply of water is longtliy and tedious,

and therefore indirect methods of (computing it from soil constants by the
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forrniilas worked out ,by Briggs and his co-workers have heen examined.
It has heen ohservofi that wilting coefficient calculated from moisture
equivalent was very high, hut that computed from water-holding capacity

and hygroscopic coefficient agreed closely with that found hy actually

growing the crops. Wilting coefficient varied with clay and, clay and
silt content of soil, increasing with increase in the latter. Under field

conditions the total amount of moisture did not explain the cause for wilting

of Bajia {Pennisetum typfiodium) but the available moisture, found by
subtracting wilting coefficnent from the total moisture, showed that

wilting was duo to deficiency of moisture. Available moisture, thus found,

seems to be true index of the moisture status of a soil, while total moisture;

results may be misleading.

20. Cultivation studies under dry farming. Some characters of
the soil aggregates in a cultivated soil.

S. D. “Nuhawan and Lekh Raj Dhingra, Rohtak (Punjab).

Ploughing breaks tho soil into soil aggregates of different sizes,

(’ultivation with country plough re.sults in the formation of maximum
amount of soil aggregates below 1 mm. (33-()%) and minimum amount of

those between S mm. and 1 mm. (11%), i21% of soil aggregato.s of more
than ir in diaintder and 3()% of tho.se l>otweon Ip and 3 mm. in size

are present. dMie soil aggregates between 3 mm. and 1 mm. retain more
raoistiire, and have higher percentage of organic matter, total nitrogen
and exchaiigouble ealeium, than all tho other soil aggregates of different

sizes. Hygroscopic coefficient and moisture at 50% R.H. are also

maximum in tho soil aggregato.s between 3 mm. and 1 inm. All those ingre-

dients are present in least amount in the soil aggregates lower than 1 mm.
Clay and silt combined in .soil aggregates below J mm. is less by 11%
when com])ared to soil aggregates bigger than 1 mm. in size. Absence of
aggregates between 3 mm. and I mm. in a seed bed makes it comparatively
impervious. All these ])hysical and cdiomical characters examined point
out that the aggregates between 3 and 1 mm. in size are most active,

aud therefore any cultural practice whether inanurial, rotational or of
cultivation which aims at producing such aggregates is the best. 'Coo much
pulverization of the soil resulting in the formation of higher percentage
of j)articles below 1 mm. should be avoided. These re.sults further suggest
that, for ov^olving a suitable cultural practice, examination of its effects

in soil is necessary, and the adoption of only trial and error na^thods,

which depend for their effectiveness on tho yields, may bo misleading.

21. Peptization of calcium bentonite by various sodium

phosphates.*

N. C. Sen-Gotta and Gurbaohan Singh, Khodaung (Burma).

A number of polyphosphates were prepared by fusing together

ortho-, pyro- and liexameta-phosphates in stoicdiometric proportions.

Popti7 atiori of a natural calcium bentonite suspension by these poly-

phosphates was studied. The efficiency of peptization decreases as

follows in the clay fraction;

Na»P702o>Nae(P03)6>NaoP40i3>Na4P207>Na6P30io>Na3(P04).

Tho sand fraction (-03—05 mm.) of the bentonite was troatyd with

oontimolar solutions of tho various phosphates. Tho endosmotic speed

.

Carried out in the Research Laboratories, B.O.C. (Burma Concessions)

Ltd., Khodaung, Upper Burma.
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under constant potential gradient, as measured using.Mukherjee’s method,
was found to vary in the following order;

—

NagP';02o>^N*^6^ Na 5P30j0>NaQ(PO3)Q!>Na3pO4>Na^P2^7*

Study of Crops and Crop Products

22. A method for estimating crop yields in experimental areas

having saline patches.

N. P. Mehta, Sakrand.

Salino soil patches in otherwise sweet lands are common in Sind.
Therefore, in held experiments, the yield hgiiros obtained do not give a
reliable estimate of the performance of the area nor of the effect of
treatments, if any, as these saline patches continue to remain bare and
unable to supy)ort ])lant life.

In order to ov'crcomo this maskl/ig effect introduced by the

unavoidable saline })atches in experimental areas, a special sampling
technique was explored. The sampling method adopted in estimating

yield data in the case of experimental plots, which have been sulqected
to earlier y)lant samplings for other analyses, was employed.

In a uniformity trial wheat area, the unit of sampling was hxed at
an 18"' square and six such random samples were drawn from each plot of

1/1 6th of an acre, taking care to omit the bare portions.

Statistical examinations were restricited to the grain yields only.

Py this method the coefficient of variability for thb whole area
showed a substantial reduction from 3r)-l% to 29'3%.

23. Ecjonomics of cotton manuring in the Central Provinces

and Berar,

R. J. Kalamkar, Jubbulpore.

Results of the cotton manurial trials at the Government Experimental
Farm, Akola, conducted during the (iuin({uonnium 1935—40 are analyzed.
The following important conclusions emerge:

—

(1) The need for the application of nitrogen to increase the outturn
is indicated.

(2) The application of pota.sh is not effective.

(3) The application of phosphate in the presence of nitrogen increases

the yield significantly.

(4) Th(^ application of manure, half at sowing and half at intensive

flowering, a])pears advantageous
;
but the effect appears to be governed

by the amount of rainfall following its application.

(5) It is moro advantageous to apply 2/3rd of nitrogen in the form
of groundnut cake and 1 /3rd in the form of ammonium sulphate instead
of giving all the nitrogen in the form of cake.

(6) Cotton does not respond very much to the application of Farm
Yard Manure or Compost at the rate of 40 lbs. of nitrogen per acre.

(7) The response to the application of 35 lbs. of nitrogen, either

singly as (?ake or in mixture with ammonium sulphate is proportionately
much higher in comparison with the responses secured by the application

of smaller doses. The increase in yield is of the order of 59% when 35 lbs.

of nitrogoTi are given, 2/3rd in the form of groundnut cake and ] /3rd in the
form of ammonium sulphate.

(8) Application of Farm Yard Manure or Com}>o8t either singly or

in combination with ammonium sulphate is done at a loss even when
cotton prices are of the order of Rs.SS per Khandi of 784 lbs.
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(9) Apx^lication of animonhnn aulx)liate alono also does not result in

statistically significant gain evoTi at higher rates of cotton and a low
rate of Ks.4-8 per mauiid of fertilizer.

(10) Even when cotton sells at Hs.55 it pays to manure it with 35 lbs.

of nitrogen, 2/3r<l being given in the form of groundnut cake and 1 /3rd

in the form of arnmoniuni siilj^hato when groundnut cake sells at Its. 1-8

per maund and ammonium sulphate at Rs.r> x)er maund, the net j)rofit

secured being of the order of Rs.3-6 per acre.

(11) If cotton sells at Rs.75 the profit secured at the above rates

of the manures exceeds Rs.S per acre, the extra investment required
being about Rs.9-8 per acre.

(12) Residual effects of the organic manures are noticeable on the
subsequent crop of Jowar.

24. On green manuring of sugarcane at Jorhat Farm.

H. N. Pal, Jorhat (Assam).

An investigation with dhaimdia, sumihemp and cow}>ea at Jorhat
Farm for selecting the most suitable crox) for green manuring of sugarcane
showed that dhaincha was the best so far as yield of x^lant canes (Ck). 361

)

was concerned. This was followed by sunnliomx) and (a)W]3ea. Sucrose
in juice varied botwt^en 19-64%-2()*12%, both sunnhemp and control
showing slightly better (luality of juice than the other two. The residual
effects of green manures tested on the first ratoon canes in the following
year (1940-41 )

in the same layout were almost similar. ‘ Dhaincha ’ was
once again the best in yield of canes showing significant increases over
cowpea and control. Sucrose in juice varied betwooii 18*48%- 18*84%.

The combined increase over control in tons per acre in x^hiut and
first ratoon canes (iamo to 5-49 for dhaincha, 1-76 for sunnhemp and *29

for cowpem, indicating the sux^eriority of dhaincha. The poor performance
of sunnhemp was rather unexpected; it had in x)revioUH experiments given
much better results showing sux^eriority even to dhairu;ha. However,
experiments are being repeated for confirming the results.

25. A note on the occurroiice of the yellow stunted patches

of paddy in the Mandalay black cotton soil.

A. T. ^Sen, Dacca.

Patches ranging in area from 10 h<j. ft. to about a fourth of
an acre apx)ear every year in the Mandalay black (Mutton soil, in which
X)addy turn yellow and remain stunted and ovontujilly give a
reducjed yield. From x)reliminary experiments of the Mycologist and the
Agricultural Chemist, Buima, indignation of siilx)hur dofw.Umv.y <nausirig the
disease was obtained. This has now been confirmed by small-scak’*

plot and water (nuliure exx^oriments. It appears also that the paddy
plant in the Mandalay black cotton soil cannot function normally unless

the amount of sulphur absorbed by the x^lant exceeds 0 04%, especially

during the early stages of growth.

26. Economics of manuring.

P. V. SuKHATME, New Dedhi.

In a recent paper on this subject the author has j^ut forth a statistical

and graj^hical method of dealing with two questions on manuring: (i)

‘Does it pay to manure’ ? and (2) ‘When does manuring cease to pay’ ?

The latter question is dealt on the a8siimj)tion that the resfionso curve is

a parabola of the second degree. In this paper the resx>onso curve has
been assumed to be a third degree parabola and of the standard form

y == yo+D (
1-10
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where i and D are constants, y stands for the yield obtained from dose

of manure d and is the yield when no manure is applied; and their

(jonsoquences on the analysis of manurial experiments on paddy with
groundnut cake worked out.27.

Introduction of early winter paddies from high altitudes for

cultivation as Dahia or summer paddies in the plain.

P. J). Dixit, Cuttack.

The number of ]3addy varieties, cultivated as Dalua or Summer paddy,
is very limited on ac(!ount of the very peculiar conditions in which they
grow. Those are all coarse paddies giving red rice which is considered

unpalatable and indigestible by the middle and upper class people.

The number of varieties in winter paddies is unlimited, but most of these

do not grow as well as Dalua. The winter paddies have their growing
period during hot and humid months with plenty of rainfall, i.o. from
.Tune to September; they Aower and fruit when the temperature has cooled

down. The Dalua ])addies grow during cold and dry months, practicaUy

without any rainfall, i,e. December to February, and flower and fruit

during Mandi and April, whim the summer has sot in.

The problem was to got a suitable variety for tfiose (conditions. On
the assumption that early winter paddies cultivated on hill slopes at high
altitudes grow with limih^d supply of water and at low temperature,

twonty-ono samples of hill paddies wore collected from the Agency tracts

of Oanjam District. Those were grown in Patland of Puri District,

along with local Dalua varieties. Some of those paddies gave very good
growth, 'fhoy were as early as the local Dalua, and in some cas(\s the

earheads were very long and compact and quality of rico was far su])erior.

Varieties Attunga, Attadhan, Kalifuti, Kodianga, and Sankara appear
particularly useful. Over two hundred single plant selections have boon
made from tiiose paddies for isolation of good yielding strains suited to

Dalua conditions. This opens out new fields for search for bettor varieties

for cultivation on Dalua lands.

28.

On the vilamiu A contoiit of fodders. Part T. The
development and distribution of carotene in the plant
and the carotene content of some common feeding stuffs.

P. A. SissHAN and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

A study has been made of the development of carotene in plants
under artifi(;ial as well as field conditions and its distribution in different
parts of the plant. The carotene content of some green fodder plants
and dry feeds (^oininonly used for stock feeding has been determined.

29.

On the vitamin A content of fodders. Part II. Stability

of carotene in plant material with special reference to

hay making and storage.

P. A. Sbshan and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

A study has been made of the various factors which destroy
carotene in plants. It has been found that during hay making and
storage, there is a rapid loss of carotene duo to atmospheric oxidation and
the x>rooess is ac'.celoratod by heat, light and moisture. Under the
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prevailing temperature and climatic conditions, liay making is not likely
to produce a material rich in vitamin potency.30.

A study of bago-molasses as a feed for cattle.

K. C. Sen, b« C. Ray, and S. K. Talapatra, Izatnagar,

Bago-molasses has been prepared by the Imperial Institute of Sugar
Technology, Cawnpore, by mixing one part of begassi^ screiaiings with two
parts of factory cane molasses and a study of its feeding value has been
(jarried oiit in this laboratory. The material has no digestible ]>rotein,
but contains a fair amount of carbohydrates and as such it can bo used as
roughage to a certain extent, thus ' replacing a pa, i t of wheat bhoosa.
Owing to its high potash content, it indu(;es <liure’‘sis in animals, and as
such, an extra amoimt of salt lick must be used.

31. Tree loaves as cattle fodders.

S. C. Ray, S. A. Momin, and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

Owing to the scarcity of green fodder in certain seasons and during
drought conditions, some trees are extensively lopped for stock feeding.
A study has been initiated in this laboratory to investigate the feeding
value of some of these leaves and in this paper the stuisonal variation in
the chemical composition of several leav^es in relation to tlKur palatability
to cattle is given.

32. Alkali treatment of corcjal straws.

K. C, Sen, S. C. Ray, and S. .K. Talapatra, Izatnagar.

A study has been made of the effect of dilute alkali solution on the
lignin encrustation and the composition of wheat, oats and paddy straw.
The nutritive value of tho treated wheat and paddy straws has been
assessed with dairy heifers and it has been found that the treatment
significantly increases the» starch values of straws. The commercial
Ijossibilities of alkali treatment of (cereal straws in India hav e also boon
discaissed.

33.

Oxalates in feeding stuffs and their significance in the
assimilation of calcium by ruminants. Part I. A
method of estimation of oxalic acid in biological materials.

S. K. Talapatra, S. C. Ray, and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

In tho present study a method of estimating oxalates in biological
samples has been described. The method is (piite different from tiiose

in vogue, namely acid extraction or other extraction, which are shown
to give low results. It consists in digesting the sample with a strong alkali

carbonate solution, which not only breaks up the tissue (cells but simul-
taneously converts, by a process of metathesis, all oxalates into soluble
alkali salts. The soluble oxalate is then completely extracted, treated
in the cold with hydrochloric acid to precipitate most of tho extraneous
matter. In an aliquot of tho final ^trate, oxalate is i:)reci|;)itated as
calcium oxalate by adding calcium chloride solution. Various technical

difficulties arise here in connection with the removal of adhering organic
matter and details are given of the procedure adopted to get rid of the
interfering substances. The oxalic acid is finally estimated by the usual

14
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permanganate titration. The method can bo used both by macro and
micro procedures.

34. Oxalates in feeding stuffs and tiioir significance in the

assimilation of cahduin by ruminants. Part II. The
oxalate content of some fodders and its metabolism in the

ruminants.

S. K. Talapatea, S. C. Ray, and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

Using the metliod described in Part I, it has been found that
oxalates are j)resent in significant amounts in some of the common
cultivated fodders and grasses. The oxalates are present both in soluble

and insoluljle forms. The soluble form represents by far the major
portion of the total oxalate. Metabolism experiments conducted with
bullocks and cows show that soluble oxalates have no effect on cakdum
absorjition; they seem to be decomposed before entering the stomach
proper by some microbial agency in the rumen. On the other hand, the
ingested insolubh? oxalates are excreted as such without apparently
entering into any form of effecti\'e metabolism.

35. On the apparent partial failure of cotton in tlie gang canal
colony.

A. Sreenivasan, Indore. >

1. The area under cotton as well as the yield per acre in the
districts of the Gang Canal Colony (Bikaner State) have been declining

during the last few years. The belief is held among the cultivators that the
cotton crop is deteriorating and therefore it is not suitable to the tract.

This paper reports the results of an enquiry undertaken to iri\ estigate the
validity or otherwise of this local impression.

2. It is shown that the year to year variations in acre yield are
mainly seasonal and are not related with time or with the amounts of
rainfall during corresponding periods.

3. A comparative examination of the district soils from chaks of
good, medium, and poor fertility does not reveal any marked deterioration
in the physical })roperties of the soil. A detailed study of soil from areas
affected by black and white kalar indicates that kalar formation has not
proceeded to such an extent as to make reclamation une(;onomical.

4. The dissolved salts in the canal waters are not present in injurious
concentrations.

5. There has been no deterioration in the yield of cotton grown at
the State Farm, the acre yield frequently a\'eraging over twice that in

the districts. This fact, together with the results cjf examination of the
soils and the canal waters as also the fact that other rabi crops are grown
successfully in the canal area, precludes the possibility of bad land being a
serious factor affecting cotton failures.

6. It is shown from the results of experiments on farm vs. cultivator’s
method of growing cotton that the juevalent practice of sowing cotton
during March -April and the witholding of the first irrigation for 2 to 3
months after sowing are the main factors causing low yields. Best results

are obtained by sowing cotton in May-Juno followed by the first irrigation

within one month after sowing. Other necjes-sary improvements in cultural
operations are also indicated,

7. The nature of other factors such as Boll-worm attack, bad seed,
excessive area under irrigation, dust storms and low prices, responsible
in ])ai‘t for the failures, is discussed together with certain remedial
measures.

T4B
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36. Estimation of spinning value of Indian cottons from their

fibre-properties.

H. Navkal and Nazir Ahmad, Bombay.

The best method of judging the quality of a cotton is by spinning it

under standard conditions. Whore this is not possible, the spinning v^alue

can be estimated from fibre characters, provided the regression equation
connecting these with the former is known.

The relationship between yarn strength and libre properties has bt^en

in\ estigated by a number of scientists inclmling Turner and Venkatrainan
at the Tochnologic*al Laboratory and in this ])aper their work lias l)een

carried a stage further. It is shown that strains grown in India can
be divided into four broad classes (1—4) each havdng certain characteristic

fibre properties. The advantage of having a separate prediction formula
for each group is discussed. It is suggested that a broodier while con-
tinuing to select for length should bear the following additional points in

mind :

—

1.

Selection work on inferior strains (spinning less than 20 counts)
should be conducted on the basis not only of a lower fibre-

weight ]ier inch but also of a higher

(

Length \

diameter or fibre wt. per inch/
ratio.

2.

For exotic cottons a low fibre-diameter and a high maturity
percentage are desirable.

3.

Samples whose fibre-length percentages are very high will not
spin as well as expected from their other fibre properties.

4,

Some of the strains peculiar to Gujarat are very (joarse, and
their coarseness detracts considerably from their value;
consequently attention should be concentrated on improving
their fineness as well as their length.

37. Determination of the maturity coefficients for Indian

cottons.

R. L. N. Iyengar arid Nazir Ahmad, Bombay.

The use of the constants derived by Peirce and Lord for the calculation

of the maturity coefficient in the case of work done in India is open to two
objections: (1) the range of cottons dealt with by them is different,

and (2) the method of estimation of fibre maturity is somewhat different

from Clegg’s method. It is, therefore, necessary that for the Indian
cottons the constants have to be determined separately and the present

paper deals with the preliminary work so far done on this subject.

The maturity of each fibre is first determined using Gulat.i and Ahmad’s
technique. Next the diameter of the swollen fibre, D, and the diameter
of the lumen, d, are determined. If the density of the swollen cellulox is

assumed to be practically constant inside fibres of all grades of maturity,

the expression, I—— ,
represents the ratio of weight of a fibre to the weight

it would have had if it were completely mature. The mean value of this

ratio for. each maturity gives the corresponding constant. In the six

cottons so far examined it is found that the values of these constants are

approximately 0-97 for the mature class, 0*80 for the lialf-mature class

and 0‘65 for the immature class. The maturity coefficient is, therefore,

given by
0-97 M -f 0*80 H -f 0-55 1

100
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This expression has been found more suitable for Indian cottons.

The fibre weiglit divided by the present value of the maturity coefificient

agrees remarkably with the value obtained from the microscopical dimen-
sions. The figures obtained by using Peirce and Lord’s new formula
are considerably higher.

hrom the measurements mad© in this work the following additional
conclusions can also be drawn :

—

1 . The distribution of the fibre weight per unit length is nearly
normal in each maturity class as well as for tho whole sanijjlo.

2. The fibre weight per cm., calculated from value of -r/2,

agrees very well with the observed value.

3. The values of tho constants, which can also be derived from
tlio mean fibre weight for each maturity class, are found to

agree with those obtained above.
4. Tlie distribution of fibre diameter is normal both withii} each

maturity class and for the whole sample. For each cotton

the mea]i value of tho diameter is found to be practically

the same for all tho three classes.

5. Though the distribution of tho wall -thickness is noimal m
eacli mat iirity class, for tho whole sample it is heterogeneous,

(i. Within each maturity class tliere appears to be a positive

correlation between diameter and wall-thickness. For the
whole sample, however, the correlation appears tn be
negligible on account of the heterogeneous distribution of the
wall-thickness,

38. A preliminary note on tho changes in tho quality of Punjab
American 289F/43 with variations in the dates of sowing

and with progressive pickings.

S. Rajaramait and Mohammad Afzal, Lyallpur.

In a major portion of tho Canal Colonies in the Pimjab, tho general
agriciultural practice of sowing cotton extends over an interval of about
a month, from the 15th May to the 15th Juno. To study the effect of

date of sowing on the quality of lint of P.A. 289174^* sowings were
carried out in 1937, in replicated randomized blocks with seven replications.

The dates of sowing were:

—

T, 15th April,

IT, 5tli May,
III. 20th May,
IV. 4th June, and
V. Ist July.

II, III and the IV sowings approximated to the general agricultural

practice, I was early and the V late. The lint produced in each of the
sowings was tested for fibre characters.

It, III and tho IV sowings all yielded lint of tho same quality while
I (sowing earlier tVian general agricultural practice) produced lint of a
quality definitely inferior to that produced by II, Til and tho IV sowings.
The quality of lint, in pickings from V sowing, was on tho whole similar

to that of lint in corresponding picldngs from the IT, HI and the IV
sowings, even though a lower percentage of mature fibres in the former
would detract from tho quality of the yarn spun from them.

In normal sowings of P.A. 289F/43, weekly pickings obtained up to
the middle of December were uniformly superior in quality to those
obtained after that date. Among pickings obtained before the middle of

December, those made on the 4th, 11th and the 18th of October possessed

on the whole lower mean fibre weight per unit length and lower percentage
of mature fibres than the rest, while the mean fibre-length and characters
-derived therefrom were not significantly different.
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39. The effect of differential irrigation on the field behaviour
and quality ’of P.A. 4F.

Mohammad Afzal (Lyallpur) and Nazir Ahmad (Bombay).

Tlie results of irrigation experiment on Punjab American 4K involving
seven different types of irrigation have been discussed. Flowers and
bolls produced per plant wore not correlated with the quantity of water
given, to the crop; but, in general, the yield was correlated witli waterhig.
Ridging versus flat sowing gave indifferent results.

Application of more water dm*ing the growing periotl is likely to
improve, to a small extent, the mean fibre-length of P.A. 4F. The amount
of irrigation applied to the crop did not produce any significant effe(;t

either on the moan fibre-weight jier inch or tho standard hair-weight of
this cotton. The percentage of mature hairs in P.A. 4F showed a tendency
to increase with tho amount of water supplied to the crop.

The spimiing performance of this cotton showed a small tendency
to improve as more water was given to the crop. It is noteworthy, in

this connection, that the zamindari system of iiTigation and its two variants
compared favourably in resjiect of sjiinning performance of tho lint with
tho typo which represented tlie Iiighest amount of irrigation.

40. The effects of long-term manurial treatments on the yield

of tea and on the composition of tho soil,

P. H. Carpenter* and C. J. Harrison, Toclai (Assain).

1. In a 22-year manurial trial of throe organic and two inorganic
manures on tea at Borbhetta Experimental Estate (Sibsagar District,

Assam), after the first 10 years of application of manures in quantities
to supply 30 lbs. nitrogen per acre, the two vegetable organic manur(3s

(rape cake and tephrosia loppings) and two inorganics (nitrate of soda
and sulphate of ammonia), were maintaining a yield about 40% higher
than that of unmanured plots. The animal organic manure (sinews)

proved consistently inefficient, raising the yield by only 20% over
unmanured tea.

2. No harmful effects due to application of inorganics were apparent
after 10 years of application, nor was there any indication of greater
cumulative effects of organic manures compared with inorganics.

3. When manurial a]ij)lications wore raised to quantities supplying
80 lbs. nitrogen per acre, tho harmful effect of nitrate of soda soon became
apparent and crop dropped to tho level of unmanurod tofi. Physical
tests on the soil showed that tins might jrartly be ascribed to divstruction

of its tilth. After 10 years of apjrlication, soil acidity was considerably

reduced by nitrate of soda.

4. Sulphate of ammonia proved most efficient of all manures tried,

and maintained a crop li^0% to 200% greater than that ol’ unmanurod
tea. Marked increase in soil acidity resulted from the continuous use of

sulphate of ammonia, accompanied by a greatly improved soil tilth.

5. After 22 years* application of the various manures, tho content of

nitrogen and organic matter in the soil was significantly higher in the

case of sulphate of ammonia and tlie vegetable organics than tho

unmanured areas.

6. Animal sinews resulted hi no hicrease in soil nitrogen and a slight

increase in soil organic matter, compared with tho unmanured soil.

7. Nitrate of soda resulted in only very slight increase in soil nitrogen

and organic matter, compared with the unmanured area.

Director, The Toclai Experimental Station, Cinnamara (Assam).
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8. Except in the case of the animal sinews, manures have not

affected the ratio of loss on ignition to nitrogen in the soil. The carbon/

nitrogen ratio has been very slightly increased by all manures.

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Cytology

41. A dwarf mutation in winter paddy.

P. D. Dixit, Cuttack.

Occurrence of dwarf forms in paddy culture has been reported by
Parnell, fSugimoto, Akemine, Nagai and others.

A tiwarf mutation was obsor\7^od in 1938 in one of our pure types at

the Rice Uesearcij Station, Cuttack. As its behaviour in subsequent
years ajipeared to be different from that of the dwarf mutations repfirted

before, a short account is given here.

Tn medium type line culture No. 902-1-5-1-17-7 in a yiopulation of
tliii'ty-soven plants, six dwarf plants were noticed. The average height

of the parent culture (excluding the dwarfs) was 149 cm. vOule the dwarf
plants were only 38 to 35 cm. high.

This culture was l>reoding pure to typo for four years prior to this

—

1-hc height of plant 7 selected in 1937 of which this culture was the progeny
being bl3 cm. high. It was considered to bo a case of simple segregation,

but in subsequent years tall as well as the dwarf plants ha\ o been brcHxling

true to ty])e. Tall and dwarf forms are quite similar to one anotheT- in

morphological characters except that diminution in size has occurred in

all parts of the dwarf plants. But the number of tillers per ];)lant in the
dwarf is throe to four times that in the original parent. Difforonces in

these characters have been studied in detail, and it is proposed to make
some crosses in tall and dwarf forms to study their mode of inheritance.

These dwarf forms are completely fertile, and no sterility has been noticed
as reported in dwarf mutations.

42. An application of the discriminant function for selection

in poultry.

V. G. Panse, Indore.

Egg pro<luction in poultry is controlled by genetic factors at least

partly inherited from the sire. Selection of sires is, therefore, important
in ensuring a high productivity of the daughters. A discriminant function
score baseti on different characters of the daughters related to egg
production would bo the best criterion for this purpose, since the co-

efhcionts of the function are so obtained as to maximize the regression of
the genotypic value of the sire on this phenotypic value as reflected in the
mean performan(;e of the daughters.

Data on tVie number of eggs laid, egg weight, body weight of the
pullet and her ].)eriod of maturity were examined for 218 Brown Leghorn
pullets belonging to progenies of 1 7 sires. There were significant differences

between progenies in egg weight and period of maturity. Simj^le correla-

tions in pair« of characters between progenies were not significant; but
those for egg number and egg weight with body weight wore ap])roxi-

mately 0*5. Using the relative values assigned to the different characters
by poultry exports, the discriminant function obtained showed that egg
w(^ight had the highest selective value while the coefficient for period of
maturity was negative as is to be expected. The discriminant fuiu^tion
wtis found to register a hipher genetk; adv^ance than straight selection on
plienotypic values. The application of the analysis of variance for testing
the significance of discrimination between sires is discussed.
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43. Breeding for resistance to cotton root rot in Gnjerat.

G. K. Govande, Baroda.

Cotton root rot {Macrophomina phaseoh\ (MaubI) Ashby) is prevalent
in the gorat soils of Cujerat and the present paper deals with breeding
investigations in progress to evolve a resistant strain for replacing the
susceptible variety. Broach 9 {Qossypium herbacenm var frutescens
H. & G.). Preliminary trials established the partial resistance of a
bulk consisting of survivors collected from infested fields from the village
Kharkhadi near Baroda. Continuous selection has been done on this
material, and families with a mortality of only 20-30% against 95%
of Broach 9 are now available. But their spinning value is very low and
they are not likely to prove very profitable to the cultivators.

That even repeated selection in the above material has not revealed
a progressive irnprox emont for resistance may be attributed to the extreme
heterogeneity of the disease in the soil, simultaneous selection for other
charat!ters, tlie dominance of resistarit genes and a considerable hetero-
zygosity of Kharkhadi in this respect. Modified progeny row test designs
are \inder test in orden* to increase the accuracy of progcTiy comparisons.

Future yjrogramme is direr*,ted tr)wards combining the resistance of
Kharkliadi and of Ilozi {(ros,sypiu/n, arboreutn var iypicuin forma indica
H. & C.) with the (juality of herbaccum strains by hybridization. The
crossing behaviour of these types and their botatiical rc‘lationshiy)S are
discussed. The need of genetic studios and of rapid metliods of testing

qualit>^ as an aid to breeriing is emydiasized.

44. A inaugf) seedling witli vari(‘gate(i leaf-colour.

S. 8. Bhat, Baroda.

This paper records the occurrence of a \ a,riegated mango seedling on
the Agri(!ultural Exyierimcjit Station, Baroda. The variegation in loaf-

colour is distinct from signs of malnutrition, and the plant is under
further observation.

Crop Physiology

45.

Assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen by higher plants.

K. L. Khanna a7id 8. C. Sen, Bihar.

In the course of certain investigations on plant metabolism in nutrient

deliciency series, it was observed that plants kept in the sun did not
.suffer from nitrogen defi(‘iency as much as those kept in the dark. Careful

experiments were therefore designed to .see as to whether or not cane
leaves fixed nitrogen when exposed to sun’s rays. Gravel sand was
sieved througli 60 mesh wire gauze and the granular sand retained by
sieve was digo.sted with cone, hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. 1*16“1-18) for

about 30 hours. This j)erfectly white sand was thoroughly washed with
distilled water, till it was free from acid. Tt was further treated with
formalin and was finally heated in an air oven for 60-70 hours at 120°C.

for sterilization. Similarly, the glass bottles selected for yilanting were
sterilized. Material for planting was selected from central nodes after

exhaustive experimentation into their nitrogen content. It was found

that of the central three nodes the middle portion usually represented

the mean value of the two portions on either side. The middle node was
selected for planting. Tt was weighed, treated with chloroform vajjour,

yilanted in sterilized bottles containing sterilized sand and watered,

exclusively with sterilized redistilled water. The nitrogen content of the

other two nodes was estimated at the same time when planting was made,
the nitrogen content of the planted portion for experimental purpose
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being considered equal to either top or bottom node whichever contained
a higher percentage. As soon as the plants had germinated, they were
divided into two series. The first series was kept ©xj^osed to sun’s rays

for 3-4 hours every morning, while the second series was placed in a dark
room with abundant circulation of air. The plants were taken out of the
containers at the end of 50-60 days and the total nitrogen determined.
The sand of the bottle was also analyzed for nitrogen. The results clearly

showed a gain in the nitrogen content of the series exposed to the sun
suggesting fixation of nitrogen by sugarcane loaves.

Plant Diseases

46. Control of sugarcane secxlliiig dis(uxso and nematode injury.

S. A. Rafay, 8. Y. Padmanabhan, aiid K. L. Khanna, Bihar.

In April 1940 and 1941 sugarcane seedlings grown in beds and pans
at this Research Station were seen to wither and die. Examination of
rootlet, collar and leaf shoath regions revealed the presence ol‘ a fungus
which yielded Pythimn sp. in culture. The pathogenicity of the organism
thus isolated was tested by artificial inoculations and the organism was
recovered. Another symptom in association with the above as well as
independently was obser\ od whi(4i showed loss of colour in leaves. An
examination of rootlets showed numerous nematodes which is the first

record of nematodes in the seedlings of sugarcane in India.
The control measures tried to combat the disease and nematode

injury consisted of (i) providing sand in the beds to avoi4 water logging;
(ii) bi-weekly treatineiit of the beds with (a) 1 ; 10,000 copper sulphate
solution ; [h] Cheshiuit Comi.)Ound ;

(c) I : 10,000 mei’curic (diloj'ide

;

{d) I : 200 formaldehyde solution; (iii) use of soil sterilized at 95'^C.

for an hour; and (iv) a control set. The best rcvsults were obtained with
partially sterilized soil (iii) indicating that the causal organism is an
inliabitant of soil. Copper sulphate solution and Cheslnuit Compound
were equally efficacious in (jontrolling the disease while mercuric chloride
solution was effective against nematodes.

Statistics and Sampling Technique

47. Sugarcane borers and loss in tonnage in Bihar—a statistical

study.

B. R. Sehqal, L. N. Nigam, and K. L. Khanna, Bihar.

Previous workers have not taken into consideration the incidence of
the borers while calculating the loss in weight due to the attack of pests.

In the present paper use has been made of partial regression equation to
evaluate loss in weight due to borer atta(;k. The data for this work were
afforded by an extensive survey into borer incidence being carried out in

tho province over the last two seasons. All tho partial regression co-

efficients are negative showing clearly that the incidence of borers tends to
produce loss in weight. According to the equations the root borer would
produce tho greatest damage, top borer would come next and the stem
borer last if their incidence were equal. On the basis of actual incidence
values observed in the field the order of the loss in weight due to different

borers is as follows:

—

T, R, S, where T — Top borer, R — Root borer and S = Stem borer.

Tho actual loss in tonnage worked out to 5-8% for all the borers, and
the contribution of the borers was: Top-borer (2*198%), Stem borer
(0*303%) and Root borer (0*93%).
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48.

A statistical study of flower production in cotton.

D. N. Nanda and Mohammad Afzal, Lyallpur.

Flowering (surves of four varieties of cotton, three American and one
desi, have been statistically examined. It has been found that the
logistic equation used by Prescott did not give a good ht with the observed
data. The quadratic foim of the same equation

l.og—

^

A+ Bt+Cfi
Cif ^

was emi)loyed and it was found to give an almost exact fit.

The relative rate of flower production was found to iiK;rease a.s the

season advanced. This was at variance with Presiiott’s experience in

Egypt, wlioro the v^aluo of ‘JK” remained constant throughout tho season.

The indigenous variety, 39 Mollisoni, had a liigher rate of flower
production than the acclimntized Punjab American cottons, while three
American varieties (iid not differ between themselves significantly.

A comparison between tho relative rates of growth in height of the
main axis and the flower jiroduction showed that tho higher rati^ of
VBgetativ(> growth depressed tho rate of flowering.

Marketing and Agricultural Economics

49.

Metal polish from lijnes (a by-product iji the lime juice

industry).

8. 8. Bhat ami 8. G. Bam, Baroda.

The work so far done at tho Baroda Fruit Preservation Laboratory
shows that about 320 lbs. (14%) of sediment is left as waste per ton of

whole lime fruits used in tho lime juii^e bottling industry, and that this

sediment, with its high acidity of nearly 6-4%, ha.s coTnmcrcial possibilities

as an effective and cheap metal polish, among othcT by-products of lime

juico, if it is properly packed and distributed for sale.

50.

Eco-dairy problem of India.

Dahyabhai H. Jani, Baroda.

Our cattle problem is of Rs 1,500 crores, which may bo doubled in a
score of years through national planning and co-operative mixed farming,
if cattle can be made to act as symbiaiit of agriculture. Ghee is tho
only important milk product to fall bg-ck upon in a tropical country full

of villages and long distances without adequate transportation facilities.

The village ghee-making by the churning rod method is obviously defective.

Separator machine for separating cream, butter, soiir-milk, residuum of

gliee (Keeta) was introduced by tho writtir. Improved method of gheo-
making with new stirrers (evaporators) and utensils, centrifuge, tempera-
ture control, etc. reclaims (between 8% to 14%) ghee, meeting cost of

the separator in the first year of co-operative village dairying.

The quality and quantity of ghee made and reclaimed indicate the
desirability of introducing separator method. No butter churn or table

worker, etc. are needed. Simple, easy and economical tips for working
more profitably village dairy, especially in cow tracts, are given in tho
paper.
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51 . ( V)-opera1 ive marketing of milk in Lucknow.

B. Mukhbrjee, Lucknow.

iTidivichial milk marketing; Uneconomic.
Advantages of (io-oporative method: Processing. Pasteurization,

dnint purchase of bulls, fodder and feeds. Better grazing facilities.

Cheaper prices. Quick distribution.

Lucknow Milk Union: Its origin: Old marketing methods. Exploita-

tion: Malpractices: Low uncertain prices: False weights: Milk over-

evaporated to depress price.

Its objects: To prevent exploitation: Collect and distribute milk
(pii< kly: ProcCvSsing: Pasteurization; Supply of go(;d cattle: Cheap
finance.

History: Preliminary cattle census: Approximate yields: Compact
areas: Primary milk societies.

Methods; Milking under su}>eivision at common centre: Hygienic
methods. Milk register : Momber’s ]:>ass-book: Wells: Milking sheds: Milk
asscrnbled at coll(‘cting centn^: Past(‘urization : Flash method heating

Quickly despatched to Lucknow; Cooled tlown (45°) by electric

a^sator. Uiiit cost : Cold storage: Temperature k('pt constant (45°) :

Refrigeration : Conns destroyed at high, low and (piiekly ehanging
ternpcu’atiiTvs : Lactometer readings : Gerber’s test : Chemical sugar test:

S.N.F.
Advantages of Milk Union—B(^ttcr milk: Competitive pi'ic^cs : Prompt

regular payments at villages—saviiig time, expense and efforts. Higher
nn'lk jirjcrs to members: Distant marketing problems Kiinj)litied; Honest
ilealings. No fraud: Correct weights: Hygienic milking methods: House
delivery : Better bulls suppli(‘d. Herd Books. W('lls: Milking sheds:
Increared einplcyrnent: Recovery of overdoes. Arbitration in dis})ntes

and litigation.

Administration- Board of Directors : Milk handled: Butter and ghee
production. Wide circle oi‘ customers. Primary societies. Total sales:

Milk prices paid. Causes of losses—largely recovered.
Government aid.

Marketing reorganization, on co-operative lines improves and stabilizes

industry.

52, The co-operative marketing of rice in the United Provinces.

B. Mukherjee, Lucknow.

Problems of agricultural marketing: Large leakage in iiu ome through
disni (lerly marketing.

Co-operative marketing offers best solution: Actual illustration:

Dehra Co-operative Rice Marketing Society.

Uehra produces best Indian tablc-ricc. But market ruined by
adulteration and malpract.iecK. Co-opeu-ativ'^o soeic'ty formed to stabilize

industry.
Its origin; Objects— to safeguard intereHts of producers and con-

sumers; Prevent adulteration and malpractkes ; Eliminab' middlemen:
Lower yiriees: Give eonsumcTs purer (juality and producers fair price:

Gix’c mernbeas cheaper finance and improve markc4lng facilities.

Its methods and organization: Share capital; Rate of advances:
Licpiid cover for adv^ances: Sureties: Cc'rtified godowns: Commission on
sa](> : Distribution of profits.

To yirevent adidteration members shall not handk^ othf^r rice: must
s(41 exelusivoly through society. Penalties.

Its advantages; It stoyiped cheayi adulteration: Rice graded under
‘Agmark’ by Agricniltural Marketing Adviser: Lost markets recoviued:
Facilities of suyiyily inc'reased ; New agencies; New markets (treated—from
Quetta to Coorg, from Karachi to Burma: It criminated middlemc'ii:
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Stopped leakage: Increased cultivator’s incomes: Prices secured Ke.l
per maund higher:* Yet consumers get better quality at cheaper prices.

It prevented disorderly marketing: Provided cheap finance to cultivators:

Saved time, effort and expenses of individual marketing: Correct weights:
Sa\’es unauthorized tolls and terminal charges.

Its present position and prospects : Q\iantity of rice handled and sold:
Membership: Working capital: Profits: Storage godowns: Kescive F’urid:

Loyalty of members.
A mod(‘l for other provinces and States.

Agricultural Meteorology

»53. Frol ini itia-ry studies on the upward niov^(mi(^nt of water and
sail solntifuis through soil cohirnns.

L. A. Hamdas and A. K. Mallik, Poona.

The ascent of water and i-talt solutions in soil cf>limins has been
studied with the lu^Ip of glass tubes filled with soil. The importance of

pai'king the soil in the tube, in I'xperirnents of this nature, has been stress<‘d

and the standard method of packing followed is described. To eliminate

furth(u* the error duo to pa«'king the exyieriments were done on replicated

basis. The upward movement of water and 2% solutions of some sodium
salts have been tried with throe typical Indian soils, viz. (1) the black

('otton soil of Poona, (2) the red soil of Bangalore, and (3) the sandy soil

of Trivandrum and it has been found out that the ascent of the sodium
l arhonate solution is viuy strikingly slow in th(‘ black cotton soil of Poona.
The results obtained in anotlier interesting experiment investigating the

upward movement of water in mixtures of Poona soil and sand, in different

proy)()rtions, are also disi ussed.

54. Crop woathei* studies ou‘Rabi’ Jowar, 1940-41. (Sorghum
winter eioy).)

A. K. M\llik ffvd P. S. Shimtvasan, Pooua.

The paper deals with the simultaneously rei^mled data of the growth
of the crop by the sampling method and the meteorological conditions inside

the growing <u*op. The sampling nu^thod is desciihed and the sampling
error obtained on tlio differejit days of ohservatiou is given. Accumulated
values of teiiijieratme, \uipour pressure aud relative' humidity of the air

inside the* ciop are given, and the relationshi])S between the growth in

height of the' crop ajid the ten qieratore and relative liuniidity inside the

growing eroy) has been studied with the help of suitable curve's.

55. Date (d‘ esta})lisluuent uf the soutli-w ('st munsoou e'u the

uest (‘oast of India and its pif'dictior) by s1ati.sti(al

nu't hr>ds.

L. A. Ramdas and S. (-Jopal Pao, IA)e^)na.

All attempt has been made to yiiediet the elate' e*!’ onset of tlie' S.W.
monsoein along the west coast of the' Indian jA'uiiisula using statistical

metheids. The factors used are (1) Ayail rain in Seyoholle^s, (2) the e:lnt.e

of equalization of pressure over Lahoiv aiaJ Bangalore, and (3) April

rain in S. Rhe)dcKia. A regression equatifUi is veukeel out using data
for the ye^ars 1899 to 1939.
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56. Is there a poriodieity in the annual rainfall at Chaibassa
and some neighbouring stations in N.E. India ?

S. Gopal Rao and P. V. Pimpalwadkae, Poona.

Tho question whether any periodicity exists in the rainfall of Chaibassa
or of any neighbouring station or stations is examined. The rainfall of
eleven stations including that of Chaibassa is analyzed using the method
of periodogram analysis in which trial periods ranging from three to twelve
years in the ease of (chaibassa and three to seven years in the case of others
are taken. To see if tho four-year periodicity shown by Chaibassa
rainfall is likely to oc^cur by pure chance, sixty -one trials of four-year
periods are made, the raiirfall figures being selected at random. The
method of analysis of variance is used to test the significance of the four-
year period. The evidomjo fijr periodicity is not quite (jonclusive.

57. The evaporating power of the air layers near tlic ground
in different environments.

P. K. Raman, Poona.

The paper suiumarizes the observations ol evaporation in the open
and inside different crops taken with Piche eva}>orimoters. The variation
of die evax)orativ(^ power of the air mside the various crops is dependent
on the density of plant population, i.o. the wind-break (>tfect of a crop, as
well as on the humidity conditions inside it. Tho latter factor is influenced
by transjiiration and evaporation from the soil. Irrigation exercises a
great control on humidity.

The evaporation generally in<;reaaes with height ^bove groimd.
Th<' mean values are highest in the open, and decrease in the order given
below

Evaporation as per cent of the
open at corresponding level.

4 ft. 2 ft. 1 ft,

Kabi jowar 02 43 37
Double beans 41 27 2.7

Sugarcane 34 30 27
Betel vine
Actual evaporation in the open in

20 21 20

inches . . . , 0 :i8*2 0*423 0*392

General

58.

Preservation of the Baisaklii Palas (Butm frondosa) brood
of tho lac insect.

P. S. Negi, Namkum.
Palas {Biitea frondosa) is tho largest host cultivated for la(^ iti India.

But major part of tho Baisakhi (October to Jnne-July) crop has to be
cut Arhi (immature) from it from middle of April to middle of May.
The chief reasons for cutting the crop Arhi are that Palas, due to leaf fall,

is practically naked in the first half of tho summer season. Therefore, in
hot districts, most of the female lac insects die on it duo to atmospheric
draught and low biological activity of the host. The result is that (i) the
cultivator gets only about half tho quantity of lac than ho would get, if tho
insects survived in normal numbers till maturity as they do in the Katki
crop when such adverse conditions are absent; (ii) there is scarcity of
brood lac to infect the next crop giving rise to an extremely dispropor-
tionate distribution of trees to cultivate Katki and Baisakhi crops.
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To obviate the above conditions, three-fourths of the leaves with their
long stalks was removed from 100 trees in October 1940 and infected with
lac, another 100 comparable trees without any treatment wore infected
as control. This resulted in an economy of brood lac to the extent of
over a maund. By tlie end of March 20% experimental tre>es had put
forth new leaves against 4% of the control. Also at crop maturity due
to severe summer, the (.-ontrol trees did not yield any brood lac but the
experimental trees, in spite of severe summer, yielded one maund twenty

-

throe seers and eight chattacks of brood lac.

59. C'(jld storage ex'fic’iriinents with potatoes.

G. 8. Kulkarnt, Gwalior.

Potato is one of the intensively cultiv^ated garden crops in the Gwalior
State. Tt covers an area of 2,075 bighas. Its cultivation is chiefly centred
in the Gird, Morena and Bhind Districts which occupy more than .‘J/tths of
the area under crop grown in the Gwalior State. The grower does not
preserve his seed, but purchases it from the merchants who import it from
places outside the State. Calculating the seed rate at 5 rnaunds per bigha,

the total quantity of tubers thus imported (jornes to about 10,375 rnaunds.
The price of seed tubers at the planting time varies from 8 to 10 rupees
per maund. At an average rate of Rs.9 ]>er maund the total money value
of the seed tubers comes to Rs.93,375. Thus, roughly a lakh of rupees
worth seed is imported. This drain from the State every year could
certainly be prevented if arrangements for seed storage were undertaken.

The last crop of potato is taken at the end of March and the first

crop is planted at the end of October. The tubers are thus to be stored
for () to 7 months.

Potato storage is one of the difficult problems the grower has to contend
with. It recjLiiros a special tecdiniquo entailing constaiit care and
alertness. It is not practised by the individual cultivator, but is done
by some of the big growers or by middle men who make a business out
of it. Generally the tubers are stored in cool places in underground
pits or in thatfffied huts. Every now and then the tubers are sorted out
to remove the spoiled ones. This goes on tluring the whole period
of 6 to 7 months. The spoiling of potatoes is due to rotting caused by the
high temperature experienced during the whole period of storage, which
induces bacterial and fungus diseases, which are again often aggravated
by the attacks of potato moth. Notwithstanding constant care and
sorting considonible quantities of tubers—often half to throe-fourths—-are

lost. This heavy waste consequently increases the price of tubers from
Rs. 1-4-0 at harvest time to Rs,8 to 10 at planting time. The potato seed

storage is thus a sort of gamble, and consequently it is beyond the roach

of an ordinary grower. Ho has neither the time nor the money to invest

in this risky business. He, therefore, is reciuired to purchase his seed at

such a high price.

The only remedy for eliminating completely tliis heavy wastage is

to store the potatoes at a low temperature produced by refrigeration.

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has been financing the

work on the cold storage of potatoes at Poona, under its Cold Storage

Research Scheme. The work has been completed and the results will be

shortly published. These results show that potatoes keoj) well even for

a year at 35°F. and for about 6 months at 40°F. Thore is no appreciable

waste at either of these tom7>eratures. Potatoes .sj)rout within a short

time at temperatures higher tlian 40°F.

To confirm the Poona results, trials on a small scale have boon begun
by the Mycological section of the Gwalior Agricultural Department.
Potatoes have been stored in refrigerator the temj)erature of which ranges
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between 35 and 40®F. So far no wastage due to the rots has been found
but there has been some sprouting.

60. Effect of calcium on ronnot coagulation of milk.

V. Jagannadhan and M. S. Ramaswami, Bangalore.

Calcium (Ca’^’^) by itself has a slight inhibitive action on reniiin^

but if previously added to milk, it catalyzes the clotting very considerably.

Dried whole milk, as obtained from abroad, requires very little

addition of calcium; but the average Indian milk (cow or buffalo) seems to

require at least a slight supplement of calcium, in fact, some of the samples

do not clot at all unless 0-1 % of calcium (as chloride, lactate or gluconate)

is added,
7’he effect of cakuum increases witli concentration U]> to 0*0% (seven-

fold), but such a high concentration may not be needed or ev(ni dtvsirahle

in practice. A safe concentration would bo 0-()r> to 0-1% and this not

only reduces the time required for clotting (to about a third) but also

saves in rennet. The effect is seen in the case of fresh, pasteurized or

boiled milk.

Addition of small quantities of lactic* acid, either by itself or in addition

to calcium, is not so favourable to clotting as is generally reported. In

some cases, it actually^ depresses the effect of calcium.

The significance of the above observ ations in relation to digostiv e

procu^sses, as also the utilization of rennet for houscdiold jnirposes and in

industrial operations like the manufacture of cheese and casein need hardly

be elaborated.
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Experimental Physiology

1. Action of K and Ca on the c'entral nervous system.

B. B. DiKSHiT, Bombay.
Tl)o ol JK iiud Ca. ou tho (‘(uiiral norvoiis system whs studied

in cats and dogs under cldoraloso anaesthesia, by introducing aqueous
solutions of KCd and CJaCl2 into tho Maitricular system of the brain. The
salts were used in strengths varying from 01 to 10%. A cannula
was fixed into the riglit lateral xontriclo and another into the cisterna
magna and tho solution was allowed to flow through the ventricular
system at a constant rate and pressure. It was found that JKICI markedly
stimulated the sympathetica centres in the mid brain, preceded by a sliglit

stimulation of the \'agus centre. Thus introduction of a KCl solution
into the brain x entriclos produced a slight depression in the blood pressme
followed by a marked rise, dimunition in the volumes of intra-abdominal
organs, dilatation of the bronchioles aiid relaxation of the small intestines.

The initial vasomotor depression was abolished by atropine. CaCl2
solutions produced the opposite effects.

2. The effects of paratharmone oa intestinal movements and
the physiological basis for the treatment of piles with
desiccated parathyroids.

K. Venkataohalam, Madras.

A study of the action of paratharmone and calcium salts on the
movements of the jejunum, ileum, caecum and colon showed consistently
a marked stimulating effect. It was inferred from this observation that
the occurrence of piles might be due to a lack of intestinal tone consequent
on some derangement in the calcium metabolism, and consequent strain

exerted by a person during doferatic^n leading to an abnormal pressure
on and the ultimate rupture of the veins of the rectum.

Corroboration c^f this view has been forthcoming from encouraging
clinical results obtained from several cases of piles treated with
paratharmone or desiccated })arathyroids. The Cjuaiitity of the drug
required for arresting tho distressing symptoms of the disease varies from
individual to individual; some require only 4-5 tablets of 1/10 grain each
of desiccated parathyroid for improvement while others need 1 2 tablets or

more. 0(^casioiial use of tho medicament thereafter pre\ ents re(*urrenco

of the ailment.

3. Obsorvations regarding the influence of vitamins B^ and

C on the effects of adrenaline on a strip of intcsstine of

rabbit in calcium deficient, normal, calcium excess and
potassium deficient Ringei*.

N. M. Basu and G. K. Kav, Calcutta.

The experiments were performed by Dale’s method. Tlie lollowing

I’osults were obtained :

—

( 225 )
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(A) In normal and calcium deficient Ringer Solution vitamin

(lOy in a bath of 200 c.c.) tends to neutralize the effect of adrenaline

{1 drop of 1 : 100,000 to the same bath).

(B) If calcium bo present in excess in Rieger Solution, the above-
noted effect of Bi was not observed.

(C) The addition of 10 mg. % of vitamin to the normal Ringer
did not produce any effect on the contractions, but when added to cal ciinn

deficient Ringer the contractions were iruToased in amjilitude. Vitamin B^
did not affect the actioii of vitamin C.

(D) In j:>otassium deficient Ringer vitamin C (10 mg. %) had a sliglit

stimulating effect on the contraidions, but when added with vitamin B^
(lOy in 200 c.c.) there is marked inhibition of contractions. On the

addition of 1 drop adrenaline (1 : 100,000) to the same bath the inhibiting

effect of vitamin was neutralized and slight augmentation was noticiMi.

Vitamin Bi alone had no effeid, on the contractions.

Haematology

4. A study of ha^unatological standards of South Indian
students.

J. K. Lucas, Madras.

A study of lilood c*ounts (R.*B.(k, W.B.C. Total and differential) and
haemoglobin content was made on 140 hoaltliy male medical students
between the ages of IH and 28 at the Central Institute of Physiology,
Madras.

The uA orago R.B.C. itount was 5*39 millions f)or cubic millimetre
which is slightly lower than the English (Prico-Jones, 5*42 mills.) and the
American standards (5*5 mills.). The minimum was 4*2 mills, and
maximum fi*87 mills,, per c.mm.

Tlie W.B.C. count varied from to 11,800 and had a moan value
of 7,845 wliich is lower than the av^erago giv^en for westerners. Those
values obtained are sliglitly higher than those reported by Napier and
Das Gupta for Bengalis and Rahman and Zaidi for the j)0()]>le ofHyderabad.
As regards the differential W.B.C. count, it was obser\n>d that the number
of noutroj^hils was lowia* than the normal figures according to the western
standards, while the number of lymphocytes, eosinophils and monocytes
was definitely higher.

The mean haemoglobin content was 14*57 gra. per 100 c.c. of blood
which is slightly lower than what was rejjorted by Sokhey (Bombay)
and Naj)ier and Das Gupta (Bengal). Compared with the western
standards the figure obtained here is higher than that for Europeans but
lower than that for Americans.

5. Blood study iu normal cattle.

B. N. Mullick and A. K. Pai., Izatnagar.

Observations were recorded on some blood constituents in young
and adult animals of different ages, sexes, and physiological conditions
at Imperial Veterinary Research Institute farm, Izatnagar. The blood
was analyzed for Haemoglobin, Iron, Calcium, Magnesium, Inorganic,
Phosphorus and Sugar. Standard methods were employed.

Preliminary study showed that the young animals had higher values
in almost all constituents. The adult dry, pregnant and lactatfiig groups
showed practically no difference.

Three different breeds wore examined, but as the number of animals
in each breed was not large, no definite conclusion in regard to any breed
difference could be drawn.
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6. Plasma trypsin and prothrombin.*

N. K. Iyengar and K. B. Sehra, Calcutta.

Prothrombin is a protein associated with the globulin fraction of
plasma. It is so labile that even a slight charigf> miglit bring its inactiva-
tion. The trypshi in plasma, though present in small quantities, is

capable of inactivating prothrombin, if the plasma is incubated for four
to six hours. The destruction of prothrombin is followed by the deter-

mination of ‘ prothrombin times’ before and after incmbation, It is found
that during this short pf^riod of incubation, there is a negligible increase in

non-protein nitrogen of the plasma. This indicates that the small amount
of trypsin present in plasma, actirig at a pH of 7-2 (slightly removed from
the pH optimum for trypsin), is not caxmble of breaking down the pro-

thrombin protein in such a short period, but brings about only the
disaggregation of the protein. This disaggregation without disintegration

appears to be sufficient for the gradual inactivation of prothrombin. It

is intended to throw some light on the nature of prothrombin by
extending work along these lines.

7. Fj'oe plasma trypsin in normal and various pathological

conditions.*

N. K. Iyengar, K. B. Sehra and B. Mukerji, Calcutta.

It is generally recognized that certain pathological conditions influence

the protein metabolism and such changes would natiu’ally tend to be
reflected in the proteolytic system of blood. In pursuance of this idea,

the trypsin content of plasma in normal and various pathological condi-
tions has been estimated. Significant results have been obtained in

certain cases of Anemia and Thrombocytopenic Purpura. The significance

of those findings are discussed.

The role of this trypsin in the destruction of Insulin in blood has
boon discussed by Lyengar and Scott {Tran. Roy. Sec. Canada^ 1940).
The plasma from an interesting case of Schizophrenia, who was highly
resistant to Insulin, was foiuid to have the .same try])sin content as in a
normal subject. The plasma trypsin content was found to be normal in

a number of diabetic subjects. The rate of in vitro destruction of
Insulin by the plasma of those diabetic subjects was also found to be
similar to that of normal plasma. Hence the enzymic dostriK^tion of
Insulin in the circulating plasma probably plays a minor role in accounting
for the quick disappearance of Insulin either in diabetic subjects normally
reacting to Insulin or in schizophrenic and diabetic subjects highly resistant

to Insulin.

8,

In vivo acjtiou of certain drugs on the tryptic activity of

plasma. *

N. K. Iyengar, N. K. Dutta and B. Mukerji, Calcutta.

It has been reported by Chopra and his collaborators that the (dotting

time of blood of a monkey is acceleraUul by the injection of small doses of

cobra venom and inhibited if the dose of the venom oxfa'eds a paHicular
limit. In view of the generally recognized role ])lay'cd by tryi)sin in the

l)ro(?ess of coagulation, it occurred to the authors tliat in vivo changes
in free plasma trypsin might bo brought about by the injection of cobra

venom. The results obtained by our experiments conducted on ;i dog
show that a three- to four-fold increase of free trv psin in plasma takes

* ('arriod out in the Biochemical Standardization Laboratory (Cxovt.

of India), All-India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta.

15
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place. Th(^ rru^ haniHin of such a remarkable rise in plasma trypsin and
its significaiK o in the therapeutic apj)licfitions of cobra venom are dis-

cussed. The influence of other drugs, like vitamin K, vitamin C, etc.,

which are associated with the prevention of haemorrhagic syndromes, on
free plasma trypsin, is also reported.

9,

TrypBin-kinaso in blood.*

N. K. Iyengar, Calcutta.

Trom oxijerimental data, a picture of the proteolytic system existing

in blood has been presented, and the possibility of the presence of a trypsin

-

kinase in blood has been discussed. The red blood cells and the platelets

have been examined for the presence of tryxJsin-kinase, and it has been
shown that the do not contain the kinase.

ExptTimcnts rej)ortod in this paper strongly suggest the presence of
trypsin-kinase in the plak^lets, which are capable of liberating the

trypsin fi oin the ‘inhibitor-compound ’ present in acetone-precipitated
plasma proteins.

Biochemistry and Nutrition

10. Observations on certain features of dietetic habits and
nutritional state of an aboriginal (Ho) tribe.

f

K. Mitra, Patna.

A dietary survx^y of 250 Ho (aboriginals in Singhbhum l)istrict) families
consisting of 1,273 persons were carried out from November to April.

The families were divided into four groups on the basis of average armual
income per consumption unit. 64% of the families in Group I, 46% in

Grou]) IT, 35% in Group III and 3% in Group IV wore found to consume
diets quantitatively deficient. The intake of calories, protein and fats

wore found to maintain a positive correlation with the rise in income level,

not so the other ])rotectivo foods. Though the people entertain no pre-

judice against flesh foods very little was actually consumed. The most
notable feature was that 88% of the families used no fats for cooking
purposes. A little more than 2,400 cliildron were also examined clinically

and by naked eye rating about 32% of the children were found to bO'

jjoorly nourished whereas by Kundson-S(diiotz index about 27% were
declared to exist in a state of malnutrition. It has been definitely

proved that rise in income is not always associated with an improvement
in the diet; ignorance and traditional dietary habit being responsible to a
certain extent. Poverty is responsible for quantitative deficiency or
shortage of (ailorics.

11. Estimation of food value of another batch of edibles

consuniod in Bihar.f

K. Mitra and H. C. Mittra, Patna.

Three kinds of grain foods, four kinds of flesh foods, seventeen kinds
of fruits, tw^euty -eight kinds of leafy vegetables, thirteen kinds of other
vegetables, four kinds of milk |>reparation8 and three kinds of miscellaneous

* Carried out in the Biochemical Standardization Laboratory (Govt,
of India), All -India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta.

f Carried out under the auspices of the Nutrition Scheme, Public
Health Laboratories, Bankipur, Patna.

15B
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foods have boon analyzed chemically. Qhonghi or meat of small snail was
found to be j)articularly rich source of calcium. The seeds of lama
(Jiaiibinia vahlii) were found to be unusually rich in fat. Tlie calcium
content of 11) kinds of sag (edible green leaves) analyzed varied between
55 mg. to 515 mg. per 100 gm. In the group of milks that of buffalo was
found to bo the richest followed by cow and goat in order of richness in
protein and fat content.

12. Comparative study of the ixiitritivo value of milk proteins.

Part I. By rat growth method.*

K. Mitra ami H. C. Mittra, Patna.

A comparative study of the nutritive qualities of protein present in

the whole milk of (!Ow and that of goat was carried out by rat growth
experiment on the lines suggested by Osborne, Mendel and Ferry. The
feeding experiment.s were carried out at 15 and 10% levels of protein
intake in the case of each kind of milks. (1 roups of six laboratory bred
white rats were grown for a period of eight weeks and at the end of the
period the biological value for cow’s milk was found to bo 1-53 and 1*73

and that for goat’s milk 0*76 and 1-04 at 15 and 10% levels of
protein intake respectively. Tlie results were tested statistically and the
differences proving the su]>eriority of cows milk over that of goat in growth
promoting properties and the favourable results at 10% level of protein
intake as compared to 16% level were found to be significant.

13. The growth -promoting value of eggs.

A. J. Macdonald and 8. Bose, Izatnagar.

A series of four nutritional experiments with young rats wore carried
out to investigate the value of egg and soya-bean supplements to a typical
Bengali village diet. The Bengali diet only and the Bengali diet supx)lo-

raeiited with 0*5% egg-shell gave a very poor rate of growth and unsatis-

factory health. On the other hand, sujiplements of eggs to the IJongali

diet proved very beneficial in jjromotirig growth and general health.

However, the Bengali diet plus eggs, j)rovod inferior to the same diet jilus

eggs ]:)lus 0*5% egg-sholl. The addition of soya-boans to tho
Bengali diet was also benelicial but tho results wore markedly inferior to

those obtained with tho Bengali diet plus oggs. Partial replacement of
the soya-boans with oggs gave consi<lorably bettor r(vsults than soya-ljoans

as tho solo suj)])lement. No benelicial efftHit was obtained by adding
sux)X)lements of egg-shell to any of the rations containing soya-beans. From
the nutritional and economic aspect a Bengali di(5t in conjunction with a
daily sui^X)loin (nit of 1*2 oggs and 60 gm. soya-bcwis ayipeared satisfactory

for children 6-1) years of age.

14.

Proteins of fish eggs.

M. Damodaran and K. Ramamubti, Madras.

From the egg yolk of Arius jella two xiroteins have been isolated

both containing jihosiihorus. Tho major constituent is a tyjiical ichthulin

which can be xirecipitated from tho yolk by simpile dilution with ic^e cold
water and is obtained in yields of about 25 g. per 100 g. of yolk. The

* (Carried out under the auspices of the Nutrition Scheme, Public
Health Laboratories, Bankipur, Patna.
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second protein (10 g. per 100 g. of yolk) has the property of an albumin
in contrast to the pseudoglobulin isolated from Selachian eggs by Needham.
The two proteins have been purified by the usual methods and analyzed
for their content in the biologically important amino-acids. The oppor-
tunity has been utilized for making a comparative study of some of the
more recent methods for the determination of amino -acids.

15. Studies on nouro-proteins.

Nripendra Lal Lahiry, Bangalore.

In recent years the neuro-proteins have attracted much attention

owing to tho fact that they are made up of an enzymic decomposable
pari of the type of the eoilageiis and the enzyme resistant part known as
the neuro-keratins. Block (J. Biol. Chem.y 121 , 761, (1937)) has isolated

Neuro-keratin I and Neuro-keratin II from tho water-soluble and tho
whole brain proteins. Tho water-soluble brain i)rotein (beef) has been

2irei)arod according to Block {loc. cii.) and was found to contain 2*05%
j)hosphorus. In view of tho high x^orcontago of phosj)!iorus, tho mode
of linkage of [)lu)sphorua in tiio protein molecule has attracted our atten-
tion and the protein has been subjected to the action of pepsin, tr3q)sin,

1% sodium hydroxide and kidney phosphatase. Tho results of these
experiments clearly indicjate that the phosphorus is firmly bound to the
protein molecule and not split off either })y kidney i^hosjjhataso or 1%
alkali. Further work is in i^rogress, tho details of whidi will be published
elsewhere.

16. Vitamin A potency of cow’s milk in relation to heavy
carotene ingestion.

K. C. Sen and B. C. Rai Sarkar, Izatnagar.

An ingestion of one to two million international units of vitamin A
in terms of carotene in green grass has given a value of about 10,000
International Units per jiound of butter in the milk of Hariana cows under
stall feeding conditions. When animals were allowed to graze, this value
occasionally reached a figure of 12,000 units. Carotene contributes about
25% of the total potency. Metabolism experiments show that with low
intake of carotene the balance is negative, but this bef^omos positive with
an intake of one gram per day. IMie percentage of ingested carotene
excreted in milk is extremely low, showing a huge wastage of food carotene.

17.

Studies in vitamin A metabolism. I. Effect of the
inclusion of coconut cake in the basal diet.

G. B. Ramasarma, Bangalore.

The effect of tho inclusion of coconut (jake in the basal diet of exjxjri-
mental rats on the absorption and utilization of carotene administered to
them was studied. Using j)urified Poison’s casein, no confirmation could
be obtained for the claims made by Wilkinson and co-workers on tho
presence in tho coconut cake of a factor essential for the absorption and
utilization of carotene and vitamin A. The animals receiving the basal
diet containing coconut cake excreted as much of the administered carotene
as the controls did; they showed far inferior growth responses and j^ossossod
much loss of vitamin A reserves in their livers at tho end of tho exiJeri-
montal jjeriod. Statistical examination of the results showed that tho
inclusion of coconut cake has made tho basal diet altogether unsuitable
for vitamin A studies.
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18. Studios in vitamin A metabolism. II. Absorption of

carotene at minimal doses.

G. B. Ramasarma and. D. N. Hakim, Bangalore.

Wide discrepancies between the theoretically expected and experi-
mentally obtained potencies of vitamin A, as cornjjared to the standard
jS-carotone, have led to a considerable amount of speculation on the
manner of conversion of carotene into vitamin A in the ydiysiological

system. It lias been suggested that the theory and experiment can bo
reconciled if we assume an uns\mmotrical fission, that is, altornatoly on
either side of the bo-lf)' carbon linkage as the first step in the conversion
(Morton, Chem. <£? Ind,, 1940, 59 , 301 ; Edwards, Analyst, 1940, 65 , 280).

Witli a view to throw some light on the absorption of carotene at
tost dose levels, studios wore undertaken on experimental rats which were
depleted of their \'itamin A reserves. It was observed that oven on a
basal diet, devoid of any vitamin A or carotenoid yiigments, the rats

excreted approximate!}^ 0*2r) microgram -otpiivalent of a pigmetit which
would bo estimated as carotene by the ordinary methods of analysis.
Spectrophotomotric examination, however, revealed that the pigment
had no alisorption maxima but showed only a general absorjition. On a
supplement of oik' microgram of j3-carotono per rat per day, the animals
were found to excrete about 15% of the ingested carotene, as calculated
frean the blank and the ajiparent car^itenc^ content of the faeces of the
experimental rats. By subjecting the nnsajionifiable extract to chromato-
graphic adsorption analysis on a column of Brockmann’s alumina, the tnie
carotene was separated from the non-carotene })igment and its identity

was established by spectrophotometric data. Similar results were
obtained in the case of animals receiving a supplement of two micro-
grams of /3-carotene per rat per day. It is suggested that the incomplete
ab8or{)tion of the standard /9-carotono as demonstrated in those experiments
together with the possible destruction of a part of the ingested carotene
might be responsible for the discrei)ancio8 and that the^ro is no need to
revise the theory of symmetrical fission of a molecule of the /S-carotono

giving rise to two of vitamin A.

19. A study on the effect of ex’ecessive doses of ascorbic acid

on the urinary excretion of free, deliydro and combined
as(H)rbic acids in various animals and human subjects.^

Saohohidananda Banerjee, Calcutta.

Urine contains besides ascorbic acid in the free form, dehydroascorbic
acid and combined ascorbic acid. Excretion of combined ascorbic acid

is relatively increased in patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis

and in ascorbutic and infected guinea-pigs. Effect of prolonged ingestion

or injection of excessive doses of ascorbic acid on the urinary excretion of
free, dehydro and combined ascorbic acid has been studied in guinea-pigs,

rats, rabbits, normal adult human beings and patients suffering from acute
pulmonary tuberculosis. In all the conditions studied the combined
ascorbic acid disappears from the urine within varying periods. It has
boon suggested that in the absence of ascorbic acid the normal metabolism
of the food-stuffs and of tissue-constituents may be disturbed and the

intermediary products may accumulate, which may be excreted in combina-
tion with ascorbic acid. When large doses are fed the metabolism is

complete and intermediate products do not accumulate and therefore the

excretion of ascorbic acid in combination with these products would tend

to diminish. This may happen both in normal and infected conditions,

and the quicker disappearance of combined ascorbic acid from urine of

normal persons by feeding ascorbic acid may be related to the possibly

greater speed in the action of vitamin C in normal individuals.
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20. The intradermal tost as an index of ascorbic acid nutrition.

The relation between the intradermal test time and the

ascorbic acid content of livers of guinea-pigs.

Saohchidananda Baneiuee, Calcutta.

It has been observed previously that a minimum time of min. 20-30

secs, in the intradermal vitamin C test is obtained both in guinea-pigs

and in human beings after administration of massive doses of ascorbic

acid. When this minimum time in the skin test is reached we consider

that the skin is saturated. It was of interest, however, to investigate

whether other organs of the body are also saturated when the skin is

saturated. In otherwords, whether saturation of the skin is an index of

saturation of the whole body. Three groups of guinea-pigs were respec-

tively placed on scorbutic diet, normal diet and normal diet with supple-

ment of vitamin C for about three weeks. After this period the animals
of different groups were killed and ascorbic acid content of liver estimated.

Prior to killing twentv-four hours’ urinary excretion of ascorbic acid and
the intradermal test time wore determined. Ascorbic acid content of the
liver is greatly diminished in guinea-pigs on a scorbutic diet, 2*6()-313 mg.
per 100 g. of liver. The urinary ex(5retion of free ascorbic acid per animal
per day is 0-05 mg. Tne intradermal tost time is highest in this group of

guinea-pigs, 4 min. 80 socs.-9 min. 15 secs. In guinea-pigs on normal
diet free ascorbic acid content of liver varies from 0-30-2 7- 1 9 mg. Urinary
excretion of ascorbic acid in this group is 0-58 mg. The intradermal
test time varied between 2 min. 30 secs, and 5 min . There is little variation

in the ascorbic acid content of the liver of animals getting a supplement of

ascorbic acid (18* 22-31 '27 mg.). The daily urinary excretion of ascorbic
acid is highest in this group (33 *82 mg.). Tlie intradermal test time is

1 min. 30 secs, in all the animals. Tlie intradermal test may, therefore, be
taken as an additional index for the assessment of ascorbic acid nutrition

of the body.

21. Vitamin ‘C’ adequacy in South Indian diet.

A. SiTARAMAMURTi, Madras.

An investigation into the dietary habits amongst a mixed group of
120 students of the Madras Medical College, shows that the South Indian
diet contains an adequate amount of vitamin ‘C’.

\5inco it is known that latent conditions of vitamin ‘0’ deficiency

without obvious symptoms can occur, this investigation was carried out
with a view to detect such deficiency.

Capillary fragility test based on Gothlin’s principle was adopted
throughout this investigation.

The results obtained by me show that 93% of the students developed
subcutaneous haemorrhages ranging from 0 to 3 in a circular area of G cms.
diameter over the ante-cubital fossa and this may be taken as an average
index in normals.

Regarding the Nordic races, Gothlin is of opinion that anything over
eight petechiao is indicative of vitamin ‘ G ’ deficiency. If this standard is

accepted, the South Indian diet may be said to contain an adequate amount
of vitamin ‘ C *.

22. Studies in insect nutrition. Part II. The nature of the
fat soluble factor.

P. S. Sarma and M. Sreenivasaya, Bangalore.

Experiments on the nutrition of the rice moth showed that the insect
requires two groups of the essential growth factors

: ( 1 )
the watersolublo

and (2) the fat soluble. This paper relates to the concentration of the
fat soluble factor from Jowar and describes the method of purification and
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the biological assay ©f the active fractions. The factor has been found
to be associated, if not identical with, one of the sterols of Jowar.

23. Investigaiioiis on endogenous nitrogen metabolism in

bullocks.

N. D. Kehar, R. Mukherjee, and K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

The endogenous urinary nitrogen of an animal gives a measure of its

protein requirement for maintenance and forms the fournlation on which
are based the protein requirements for growth, lactation and otlier func-

tions. This value is also necessary in estimating the biological value of feed
protein by the Thomas-Mitchell method. Considerable amount of works
has boon done on those aspects of protein metabolism in non-ruminants.
It has been found very difficult in the case of cattle to devise and prepare
a ‘N-froo, energy-adequate diet’ that will be oaten by the animals in

sufficient quantity for a desired period. This explainswhy no experimental
data appeared to bo available up to 1929 on this point (Mitchell, 1929).
So far as our information goes, this j^osition has not changed during tho
last decade.

It has boon possible for us to doviso and food bullocks on a diet

containing as low as *02% nitrogen and this enabled us to study their

endogenous nitrogen metabolism. Tho endogenous nitrogen excretion
was found, in the case of U.P. hybrid bullocks to be about *02 gm. per kg.

body weight, tho lowest figure so far recorded (in experiments in which
nitrogon-low diet was fed) being -03 gm. per kg. The creatinine N in

urine expressed as per cent of total urinary endogenous nitrogen was
about 34. Negligible amounts of urea was present in the urine when
endogenous state is reached.

24. A semi-micro method for estimating allantoin and its

excretion in tho urine of farm animals.

8. C. Ray, Izatnagar.

A rapid semi -micro method of estimating allantoin in the urine of
farm animals has been described. The allantoin-N content in tho urine
of cows, goats and sheep under normal condition of feeding and manage-
ment has i)een found to bo 10-4%, 7-8% and 10*4% of the total urinary-N.
Unlike the findings of other workers, the present investigation shows
that the distribution of allantoin-N as a percentage of total purin-N, is

practically tho same for the three species of ruminants, namely, cows,
goats and sheep.

25. Phosphatase in faeces.

S. C. Ray, Izatnagar.

A method of measuring the activity of phosphatase in faeces has been
described. A preliminary study of the faecal phosphatase excretion in

goats during normal metabolism and during a prolonged fast show that
under normal conditions, animals excrete a significant amount of this

enzyme in their faeces but that this excretion is considerably reduced
during the fast.

26. Variations of carotene, vitamin C, total acid, and the

sugar contents of different varieties of mangoes in the

course of their ripening.

N. M. Basu, G. K. Ray and N. K. De, Calcutta.

Eight varieties of mangoes, viz. Langra, Fazli, Totapully, Bombai,
Kishanbhog, Taraiha, Sepia and Benares Fazli, at their different states of
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ripening—green to fully ripe—^were examined for their carotene, free

vitamin 0, total acid, pH and the sugar contents, by employing usual

chemical methods. At least two specimens of the same variety of the
mango and of the same state of ripening were analyzed . The data obtained
revealed the following changes during ripening :

—

(i) The carotene content of the mangoes increased enormously
during ripening, by 50 to 680%, depending on the degree of

ripening.

(ii) The free vitamin C content showed a fall by 10 to 180%.
(hi) The total acid content also decreased by 20 to 200%.
(iv) Tlie pH. values in all the cases were found to bo slightly higher

in the rijier specimens than those in the comparativ^ely

greener ones.

(v) Tho sugar content showed only a slight increase (10 to 50%)
due to ripening.

27. Excrotion of vitamin C in milk.

S. N. Ray, Izatnagar.

It is now recognized that in animals like goats or cows, which are

able to synthesize vitamin C within their body, the excretion of vitamin ("

is very constant and is (luite indoY)cndent of the amount given with tlie

food. It is found, however, that when drugs like paraldehyde or barbitone
are injected to these animals, the vitamin C concentration of milk is

increased by 80-100%, On the other hand, tho concentration is greatly

decreased in animals suffering from cold.
,

28. Role of manganese in the biologi(;al synthesis of ascorbic

acid.

M. N. Rudra and R. C. Lacy, Patna.

Fungi and bacteria have been found to synthesize more ascorbic
acid (as estimated by titration with indoi^honol reagent) when grown in

Brown’s synthetic medium with starch, if tho medium contains 0*0006 to

0’005% of added manganese as manganese chloride, than without it.

29. Role of manganese in tho synthesis of ascorbic acid by
guinea-pig intestines.

M. N. Rudra, Patna.

By injecting mannose solution containing MnCl2 (Mn = 0*04%) into

guinea-pigs it has been found that tho ascorbic acid content of the small
intestines increases as compared to the ascorbic acid content of the
intestines of guinea-pigs receiving similarly either the sugar solution in

distilled water or normal saline. This is good evidc^rico for the governing
r61e of manganese in the synthesis of ascorbic acid by animals generally.

Pharmacology

30.

Deterioration in physiological activity of Digitalis.

B. Chatterji, Calcutta.

A five-yoars’ study of this problem has just been completed and
interesting data have been offered . For, despite common belief, evidences
are slowly accumulatirjg that Digitalis preparations, if carefully preserved,
keep their potency for a fairly long time. A bio-assay record of 92 samples
is submitted.
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31. Biological assay of solutions of adrenaline hydrochloride.**'

B. Mttkerji and N. K. Butta, Calcutta.

Ill the course of an all-India survey of thn (|uality of drugs
and medioinal chemicals, the Biochemical Stan<lardi'/ation Laboratory
has, during the last throe years, analyzed mori' thati 1 10 samples of Liq.

Adrenaline Hydrochloride (1-1,000 solution) by using a ‘jiressor response’

method in spinal cats. A number of these samples wore also chemically
assayed by Folin, Cannon and Dennis (1018) and porsul])ha.te colour
reaction as modified by Barker, Fastland and JOvers (1088).

It was found that quite a large jiroportion of the adrenaline solutions

available in the market are below par in quality and strengf li. The factors

involved in this pro(‘.ess of determination have beim investigated to a
certain extent. Determination in strength as (estimated by the physio-

logical method is not always parallel to the findings obtained by the
chemical methods of assay. DiT-ormination is often accompanies I with a
colour change but tliis is not always a sure indication of doterioratioii.

'fhe imi)ortanc!e of regular and systematic assay of adrenalim* solufions,

particularly those prepared from natural sour<*(5s (su])rarenal glamis), are

empliasizcHl.

32. Bioassay of synthetic and natural thyroid preparations

—

a preliminary note.*

B. Mukerji and N. K. T)utta, Calcaitta.

By using a modified bioassay method on tadpoles as originally

advocated hy Gaddum, a series of thyroid ])roparaiions ])rop)ared by
Prof. B. B. Doy of the Madras Presidency College wore assayed, using a
standard thyroid gland ])owder, originally brought out from the British

Drug Houses and whose iodine content was carefully analyzed, as the
standard for comparison. In ce»tain experiments, thyroxine-sodium
tablets of B.W. Sl Co. wore also used as the standard. The following

samples were tested witli the results shown against each. Only qualitative

and appi’oximatoly quantitaf ive data being presented at this stage.

Approx, activity.

Dried thyroid gland . . 1( + )

Desiccated thyroid (do-fatted) 1 (+

)

lodo-casoin (a) .. .. 4(-f + + 4-)

lodo-oasein (6) . . . . 4(+ -|- + + )

Homo-thyroxine . . 1 0( + -f- -I- + + -f + + -f- +

)

Thy^roxine-sodium . . 1 1 ( -f -f-
-{- -f -} -h -f + + + +

)

33. Toxicity of a dialkylaiiiiiio alkylamino aiuidino akin to

‘Atobrin’.

U. P. Basu and A. N. Bose, Baranagar (Calcutta).

In the course of investigations on acridine derivatives akin to ^ Atobrin

2-chloro-7-methoxy 5-(8-diotliyiamino-butyl) amino acridine was pre-

pared and found to be a yellow crystalline solid, m.j>. 256-58'^. Its toxicity

was compared with the acridine derivative as present in ‘Atebrin’ and
the results of investigations are being recorded in the body of this paiicr.

It is being noted that the diliydrochloride of the above butyl amino
acridine derivative is more toxic to paramoocia than tliat of the corre-

sponding salt of atebrin compound. This enhanced toxicity is also

manifested from its lethal dose in mice. The L.Dsq of the al)o\'e*

* Carried out in the Biochemical Standardization Laboratory (Govt,

of India), All-India Institute of Hygiene and Piiblic Health, Calcutta.

Natural

Synthetic
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compound is about 0*190 mg. per gm.; whereas the corresponding L. D50
for the well-known antimalarial drug is found to be 0*212 mgm. per gm.
The relative antimalarial activity is being studied.

Pathology

34. A study of tho histology and x)hysiological pathology of the

human bone marrow from tho post-mortem materials.

H. N. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

1 . Post-mortem materials from some of tho tropical diseases present

great opportunities of studying tho intimate vascular structure of tho bone
marrow as well as its functional pathology.

2. In diseases su(*h as cholera and epidemic dropsy amongst other
(.‘hanges tliere is a groat ca^jillary dilatation of the marrow.

.“I. Tho collapsed (‘apillaries are seen to consist of the two following

varieties:—
{<1 )

Those which lie iu between the adjacent fat spaces.

(/;) Those which lie iu the somewhat quadrangular areas at the
angles of the fat Bjiaces.

The latter capillaries are comparatively more supported and the
suj>porting tissue consist of recticular fibrils which stain well with silver.

This variety of capillaries also seen to be in more direct contact with
blood stream. j

4. Changes associated with loocoblastic reaction are discussed and
one of the important features of this is an increase of reticular tissue.

5. The venous sinuses (3an also bo well studied in cholera together
with their communications with the patent as well as the collapsed

capillaries.

35. A study of the general capillary system and some other

features of tho x)ost-mortem marrow from cholera patients.

H. N.^Chatterjee, Calcutta.

1. There is an acute dilatation and ongorgraent of the normally
colla})se(l system of the capillaries of the bone marrow in cholera.

2. The above capillary change is more marked than any other organ
in cholera and might go some way in at least partially explaining the
condition of groat shock in this disease.

3. Owing to the widening of the above capillaries it is possible to

study their openings into the venous sinuses of the marrow.
4. The venous sinuses are also distended and j)resent an opportunity

of study.
5. There is eosinophilia and variable amounts of leucoblastic reaction

of the marrow.
G. Small lymphatic nodules have been observed in some cases.

Anatomy, including Embryology and Histology

36.

Tho musculature of the posterior limbs of the Indian
mongoos.

Brij Mohan Lal, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The Indian Mongoos is a t3qjical terrestrial animal, with highly
developed Mosogluteus, Biceps femoris, Quadruceps femoris and
Gastrocnemius. The peculiarity about its musculature is tho highly
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developed Ischio-fomqris and the absence of Plantaris, wliioh is expected
to bo well develojicd as in other Eutlieria, especially those in which the
Soleus muscle is not differentiated. The muscles on the whole are not well
differentiated from one another as is noticed in the Quadruceps feraoris,
and the lateral and posterior muscle mass of the leg.

37. A macroscopic study of tho brain of Somnopitlnxnis com-
])ared with that of Macacus.

A. AnANTHANARAYANA Ayer, Miwlras.

The brain of the Indian Langur, SeinnopUhecuft entcUus is des(*rif)Hd.

A comparison of this brain with the brain of Macacus (rhesus and radiatus)
is made. The following are some of the significant observ^ations resulting
from tlie study.

(1) The cerebrum of the Langur shows less moulding of its inferior

surface by tho cerebellum than Macacus. (2) The proportions of the
weights of the forebrain, midbrain and hindbrain are 85 : 1 : 14 in
Semnopitliecus and according to Tilnoy 84 : 2 : 14 in Macacus. (8) While
the Sylvian fissure meets the superior temporal sulcus in Matuicus, the
two sulci are sejjarated l)y a gyrus in Semnopithecuis. Further, a small
extra sulcus has appeared in tho Langur in tho area between tho intra-

parietal sulcus, the SyUdan lissure and the superior ttanperal sulcus; and
another small sulcus between the superior temporal sulcus and lunate
sulcus. All these indicate a progressiv^e ex])ansion of the inferior parietal
lobule in the Langur. (4) The parieto -occipital complex in Semnopithecus
anticipates to some extent what occurs in the anthro]:>oid apes and man,
and tho arcus parioto-occipitalis is well soon. In tho Macacus tho parieto-

occipital fissure is continuous with iritraparietal and hnuate sulci and tho
arcus is absent. (5) The precuneus is larger in the Langur and conse-
quently the parieto-occipital lissure is directed upwards and backwards,
whereas in Macacus the lissure is directed upwards and forwards due to
loss growth of y)recunous. (1>) Tho corpus mammilairo shows two distinct

(elevations in Semnopithecus and is pracdu^ally undivided in micaque.
(7) The anterior commissure is comparatively smalliu* in Langur. (8) The
pons is larger in Semnopithecus and the post-trigeminal part of the }jon8

being better developed covers the corpus trapezoideum to a greater extent
than in Macacus. (9) The olives are larger in Semnopithecus. (10) In
Semnopithecus the cerbellum shows a bettor development of hemispheres
and a smaller size of flocculus and parafloccuhis.

It is thus seen that tho Semnopithecus ontellus has a d(?finitely more
advanced brain than that of Macacus. Its internal structure deserves a
thorough study.

38. On tho foetal vessels in the human placenta.

Y. Aptajee, Mysore.

The paj)er gives tho technique of preparing tho corrosion specimens
of the vascular and the duct systems of various organs and of entire foetus

etc. In brief, it consists of injecting solutions of nitrocellulose in acetone
or any ofnew rosins in acetone into the blood vessels or duct s after wa.shing

them with acidulated water and pure acetone. The injected specimen is

digested in concentrated hydrochloric acid and then after complete

maceration, tlie hardened cellulose pattern is washed and preserved

dry or in formalin. Tlie writer ha.s been preparing tlie casts of vessels of

various organs and entire foetuses by this method for the museum. While
studying the corrosion specimens of the placental vessels he found certain

points of interest not mentioned in the text-books. He has given details

of tho distribution of the blood vessels. Tlie most important points of

interest are;

—
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1. The two arteries are connected by a transverse anastomosis at

the point of attachment of the cord to tlie placenta.

2. The two arteries are of almost same size though their areas of

distribution are unequal.
3. Their terminal arteries are end arteries.

4. The veins of the placenta unite almost simultaneously to form
the single vein at the point of attachment of the cord.

f). The arteries and veins end ultimately in a tuft of capillaries

which give a characteristic appearance to the prepared
specimens.

39. An unusnal dovolopniental defoct in a new-born infant.

Y. Appajee, Mysore.

The re})ort is made iij) of a dissection of an infant 8 days old. It

showed hermophroditic condition of the external genitalia. Partial fusion

and growth of genital folds and tubercle to give rise to penis and posteriorly

})ersistenee of urogenital sinus bounded by what appeared as labia. On
dissection, the hindgut opened anteriorly into the ‘penis’ and the ureters

and mullerian ducts opened into the pudendal cleft posteriorly. The
gonads showed ovarian tissue. This anomaly is discussed in the light of

embryology of the cloaca and its fate.

40. Tho extent of Brunner’s glands in man and other animals.

(Miss) E. A. Michael, Madras.

An attempt has been made to determine histologically the extent of

Brunner’s glands in tho intestine of man and other animals. Tho glands
wore found to extend 0-75 cm. to 1 cm. from the pylorus in rat; 24 to 28 cm.
in guinea-pig; 30 to 38 cm. in rabbit; 21 to 26 cm. in sheep; 17 to 49 cm. in

cow ;
1-25 to 2 cm. in dog; 2 to 2-5 cm. in cat; 3*75 cms. in monkey and

13 cm. in man.
It is observed in general from those figures, that tho extent of the

glands was greatest in herbivorous, less in omnivorous and least in carni-

vorous animals. Villemin and others in tlieir observations found a
relationship between the situation of tho opening of the pancreatic duct
and the extent of these glands. Such relationship is not borne out by
ray observations.
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1. The mind in heights, depths and in the arctic cold.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

Tile onviroiirneiit im}ireftses upon the personality a now order of
mental life. In some cases the basis of such change lies in a new order
of sense imj)ression3. In other cases it lies in the emotions, ideas and
now outlooks. In certain other instances, again, the change in the mental
personality arises from the now vocations that man has to take up in a
particular geographical setting. The paper attempts to consider some
of the fac’tors of the geographical environment that alter the character
of the mental jiersonality

.

2. Assessment of the beauty-value for aesthetic stimuli.

N. 8. N. Sastry, Mysore.

The experience of beauty is the result of the dynamic co-mingling
of the subject and the stimuli. The final beauty-value is an emergence,
dependent upon the stimuli and its aesthetic worth. Ton coloured
reproductions of paintings and seven musical selections woro presented
to 44 subjects. The subjects were asked to indicate the ‘affoctive judg-
ment’ of eacli stimulus by declaring if it was pleasant or un])leasant.

They were also asked to give ‘affective score’ for each stimulus on a 10-

]H>irit scale. In the (^ase of pictures, they were asked to rank them for
tlieir beauty-value.

Tho frequency of the affective judgment was worked for oardi stimulus.
The average affective score per stimulus, also, was workod out. The
coefficient of correlation between the frequency rank of affective judg-
ment and affoctive score is + 0-800, P.R. ± 0*0419, and -4-0-932, F.E. 0-0417
for pictures and music respectively. Tho average alfectivo rank per
picture was also worked out. Tho coefficient of correlation between
tho affective judgment and group rank is +0*901 and +0*937 respectively.

The three criteria yield their total rank. Kan king this total gives

us a measure of the beauty -value of each stimulus which holds good for

the group.

3. Outlines of the Hindu psychology. Rasa and emotion.

Manmathanath Banerji, Calcutta.

Tbore is a very rich volume of work on affects and emotions, which
remain embodied in the works of (A) the Samkhya, (B) the Natya ainl the

Alamkara Sastras, and (C) the Kama Sastras. From prehistoric times

(long before the rise of the depth school of Psychology—the psycho-
analysis—and long before tho recent discovery of the implications of

emotional traits in tho performance of intelligonce tests) supreme
importance of affects, feelings, emotions, moods, temperaments and

{ 239 )
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personality traits on the actual behaviour and performance of men was
recognized by writers on Hindu Psychology.

For o\’ory cognition there is in the affective state or .Bhava a change
which always initiates a series of affective adjustments deperuling on the
moment and the mental make-up of the ex])tHencer. And if the same
change is of certain intensity it also expresses itself by involuntary bodily

reverberations. Some of them may again bo very well known as typical

indices of particular affective states or Bhavas. According to the Bhara-
tian terminology the cognition is called a Bibhava^ the train of affective

states Sanchari or Vyahkichari Bhava. Behavioral expressions are known
as Anuhhava and some specially typical of them arc^ designated as Satvika-

bhavas. These four influencing one another and blending together accen-

tuate any of the eight principal innate permanent tendencies or Bthayi-

bhaiKts, viz. love, laugh, anger, sorrow, energy, wonder, aversion and
fear (which generally lie dormant) into an ap})ropriate form of emotion
or sentiineait. An emotion whem initiated by the artificial situation of

reading or hearing pieces of poetic- or fictional composition or the wit-

nessing of a drama or any other performance is invariably one of relish

or pleasure and is called a Rasa or poetic sentiment.

4. The evolution of cognitive abilities according to the honnic

theory.

P. 8. Naidu, Annainalainagar.

The evolution of primitive emotions into cultured sentiments is very

fully described by McDougall. In fact, the theory of sontimejits, including

character formation through sentiments, is McUongdlTs most original

contribution to conieniporary j)8ychological theory. Tht' embargo has,

however, been levelled against hormic psychology that it neglects the
develojjment of the cognitive aspect of mental structure. This paper
meets the charge and sliatters it to pieces by showing how meticulously
careful McDougall is iii tracing the cognitive development of the human
mind through all its intricate stages. Each sentiment has its cognitive

side, and with the evolution of sentiments, their (cognitive aspects also

evolve. Cognition is shown to l>o rooted in conation. That, of course, is

the groat merit of hormic psychology.

5. Mental factors in attention errors.

J. K. Sakkar, Mazafturpur.

The main purj)Ose of this paper is to present the classification of poor
observers. Tachistoscopic experiment made on 350 subjects are, to a
great (extent, helpful in distinguishing the different types of attention
errors and correspondingly different (dasses of poor observers. Intro-

spective and experimental observations carried on in div^erso ways show
that some of the attention errors espet-ially in the form of mojiningful
words used as responses to nonsense letters are not direct but influenced
reactions. In such oases attention is either reproductive or anticipatory

.

The subjective factors or tendencies that are resi)onsible for meaning-
ful and other wrong responses are clearly brought out in this paper.

6. Organic and kinaesthetic factors in the estimation of time.

S. K. Bose, Calcutta.

The importance of general bodily conditions in the estimation of time
has ])een emphasized by many. A good deal of work has boon done in
this field but many aspects of the problem have not been touched upon
by the laboratory workers. The present paper reports the results of an
investigation of our ability to estimate long periods under conditions which
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exclude external criteria as far as practicable. The method followed
is that of introspective analysis of the conscious internal cues in terms
of which temporal estimation is made. Attempt has also lan^n made to
study the influent^e of the varying degrees of kinaesthetic strain on the
time sense.

7. Experimentation in Psycihology of Religion.

Rajnarain, Lucknow.

The paper presents the experimental work of Clirgensolin and Hehanan
with a view to showing the feasibility and desirability of more experi-
mentation in Psychology of Religion.

8. A plea for psycjhologists’ interest in psychical research.

B. L. Atreya, Benares.

Present-day Psychology does not take miKth interest in the study of
‘supernormal psychical phenomena’ which are b(3ing exclusively studied
by what is known as ‘ Psyc-hical Researesh 'J’his state of affairs is harmful.
The coTicepts and princi})les of contemporary Psychology art^ incapable
of comprehending and explaining many actually occurring ])henomena
of life. In this paper th(' origin, growth and aclhevements of Psychical
research and its importance for Psychology ha\ o been discussed. Extra-
sensory perception (including Clairvoyance, Clairaudienc.e and Premo-
nition), its bearing on Psycdiology, Tele])athy, etc., have been critically

examined. Exy)erimental basis of telepathy, the brain-waves theory
of telepathy as advanced by Sir William Crookes have been stated and
criticized. Attempts have bt^ai made to explain Trance -personalities
and Possession of various ty])es which .are not entireh^ explicable in

terms of general and abnormal psyc^hology, nor in terms of the ‘Compound
theory’ of Broad. Pros and cons of Telepathy versus survival have been
thoroughly discussed. Incalculable importance of these studies for
Psychology, need and held of such research in India have been em-
phasized.

9. The social sanction in humour.

Rabi Ghosh, Calcutta.

Humour affords an economy of psychic; expenditure. A humorous
incident or story (^an ordy be enjoyed in a group of people when they
are similarly attuned for humour, i.e., when certain anxiety is pressing
for the ‘ scotomization ’ of reality and the se\ erit,>' of t he !Supor-Ego is

waved temporarily at least. The various Egos of t he j)eoy)le c(.)nstituting

that grouy) by common effort induce the sanction for indidgence in the

primitive behaviour of being aggressive.

10.

Effect of change of orientation. Maze learning.

B. Kuppuswamy, Mysore.

If a maze is learnt by rats when it is in one position what will be the

effect of changing the maze to a different position uy)on the |)erl‘ormance

of the rats ? This problem was studied by changing the })Ositiun of the

maze after the rats had thoroughly learnt to thread it.

The change in position does not appear to afAx t tln^ jiumber of trials

per rat per day. But on the one hand the number ol currect dives de-

creases and on the other the number of errors increases to a considerable
.

extent. Tliough the problem remains the same, because the direction

of movement is changed we observe that the old pattern of movement
interferes and brings about a lowering in the level of performance.
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11. Experiments on colour preference.

S. Banerji and S. C. Mitra, Calcutta.

StAicly of colour preference, an important part of the problem of aes-
tlietict perception—Previous experiments in the field—Very few experi-
mental studios with special reference to Indian Subjects—Sastry’s work
-Some preliminary studios by Mitra—Object of the present investiga-

tion—Study confined to Indian subjects only—Large number of cases
investigated—^Detailed report of 100 cases only presented in this paper

—

Methods of the experiment, materials, etc., describeti—Subjects divided
into different age groups—Preference for every age group analyzed and
graphically represented—Results compared with those of the previous
investigators—Conclusions.

12. The psychology of response to literature.

C. N. Men ON, Benares.

The operation of the principle of imaginative identification in liter-

ature is hinted at in works of Sanskrit poetics. (Some modern psycholo-
gists hold that the spectator proje(‘.ts his own ideas and emotions on the
work of art; some others believe that the S})ectator enters into the object
contemplated. Both are wrong: the character with whom the spectator
establishes identification is not an external entity. When a man witnesses
Hamlety the inner configuration which is known as his mapirical personality
is, as it were, replaced by another which can bo called the potential
Hamlet in himself.

Thinkers like Tagore who posit an aesthetic per se and empty art of
intellectual, emotional or sensuous content are no less wrong than Ellis

and others who find in art the purposive play of instincts.

Since literature brings the unconscious potential to the surface, it

resembles ])sycho-analysi8. Jones says that the spectator identities

himself with Hamlet who has identified himself with Claudius. What
the spectator witnesses is a conflict within himself between two aspects
of an ideutitica,t ion. Literature appears to be tlio attempt of mental
life to re-establish unity. It is the si)ontanoous cui'ativo activity of the
mind. The projier response to great literature resolves conflicts aiui
loarls to the integration of personality.

13. Psychology to-day.

Rajnakain, Lucknow.
Under this ambitious title are presented tlio modest results of an

enquiry into the frequency of words referring to different branches of
psychology from an authenticated dictionary of Psychology.

14. Factors in the discri ruination of intensities.

N. C. Gangopadhyay, Calcutta.

An attempt has been made in this paper to dotermme the factors
which are responsible for discrimination of intensities in the field of
kinaesthetic sensations. The findings are based chiefly upon introspec-
tive analysis.

Introspective ovidem;e shows that discrimination is possible in both
the conditions of subjective and objective attitudes. In the first stage,
awareness of some sort of imaginal representation of the standard was
present with a defhiite psychological set. During the later stage the
awareness of change of this jisychological set was the basis of discrimi-
nation. In those cases where the psychological sot was somehow disturbed
there arose much confusion. Endeavour to bring back the set was
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attended with much vocializatioii regarding the perceptual components
of the comparison f^timulus and the imagery of the standard. Under
certain states it has been found, however, that the sensation loses all its

attributes and there remains a unique experience in which no discrimi-
nation is j)ossiblo.

15. Sleep.

Udai Bhanu, Indore.

Sleep is a passive reflex. Relaxation is the unconditioned stimulus
that evokes it. Any neutral agent may be made to produce sleep by way
of conditioning.

Thirty-seven sloo|)y ])orsons have been studied. Their observations
have been recorded and many interesting conclusions have been drawn.
Lastly, biologi(!al value of sleep has been critically examined.

It). Analysis of 1 ho process of comparing.

8. K. Bose and G. Pal, Calcutta.

Lifted weights and ])enduhim-sounds were em])loyed as materials.
Introspective aftc.oinit of the process of comparing for easy, diffi(*ult and
doubtful cases was obtaincMl and analy'zed. With different stages of
practice, different t,\ }:)es of processes were recognized.

17. Time perception and thing perception.

Pars Ram, Lahore.

PAtanjali enumerates the mental (5onse(piences and achievements
following a sustained concentration on a unit of experience. These
oonsoquoncos are inter])reted in terms of modern psychological conccq)t8.

18. All experiment on colour preference.

D. Nayek, Calcutta.

Colours are exposed to the subj(M-ts in pairs. 1 ntrosj)ecti\'e reports
regarding their ])references liave been obtained from a largo number t»f

sulqocts. It is found that deep colours are mostly j)referred and ass(j(‘iation

of ideas play an im]jtatant part in debamining colour preferejice. A
common factor influemang }>reforonce is close association of the preferred

colour with subj cent’s love objecd-s.

19. An exposure apparatus.

G. Bose, Calcutta.

This paper gi\ es a description of an exposure a])])aratuR, devised
by the writer aJid proi>aT‘ed locally, is suital)lo for demonstration worl^. A
series of different forms ol’ materials, e.g. pictures, nonsense syllaVdes, etc.,

can be automatically ex post'd for a.ny^ length of time. The time of ea ch

exposure as also the inb'rval ijetwt'on two exposures can be varied at will.

The apy)a.rafcus works on a new electrical es(*.aj)emont principle anti runs

without attention once the switch is turned on

.

20. A now typo of campimet er.

M. Ganguly, (Vihuitta.

The paj)or reports a new type of cainpimoter devised by the writer.

There are arrangements whereby investigations along different meridians

are facilitated by comparatively easy inanipulation.s.

i6
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21. A lead from healthy childhood to wholesome adolescence.

(Mrs.) K. V. Thakore, Baroda.

Periods of (diildhood and Adolosconco have engaged attention of

almost all leading Philosophers, Poets, Reformists, Educationists, PsyclK>-

logists like Rousseau, Nietzsche, Shelly, Durant, Shaw, Tagore, Robinson,
and others. Significance of tla^se ])eriods <iiscussed from the individual

as well as national point of view. An a.ttem})t is made in this paper to

show that these two periods form two main poriofls during which structure

of human life is built and during which it evolves.

Stress is laid on tlie ada})tability of the child. ‘Man is not born
Human.’ Action and reaction of innate capacities and environments
are examined. Tm])ortance of guidance and care in both these stages

l)y pa-naits, family, teacliers, etc., lieljdossness of the i*hild after birth;

potential equipment for emotional and intellectual growth.
Factors dopenditig u])on economic, social, national and educative

conditions surrounding tlie child and accid(aital <*risis like war, famiiay

otc., which come in the way of the healthy developmcait of the child are

examined.
Generally, adolescence is colourful and vivifi period during which

nature builds up a man or a woman, as it were, with toying and tricks.

Nothing is shocking to a child. One should nev^er g(d shocked at

the boiiaviour of a child (Records to illustrate this). Never forged th(»

first child when you get another; give children security and feeling of

welcome in the world; give them lov^e (rationally) tind above e\ery.

thing to express themselves.
The child in India; its environments; la(;k of responsibility on the

j)art of the parents; the degradation of tlie teaching ]>rofession. The
Herculean task of the. educationist. Education a noble ])rofession,

though poorly ap]ireciated by the public and the authorities alike, A
few practical suggestions.

22. Child guidance* ex[>erience in Bombay City.

K. R. Masani, Bombay.
The Ohikl (Juidance Movement is oik^ of the most outstanding con-

tributions of the twiaitieth ceidairy in the lield of child weK’are. The
Cliild Guidance Clinic is a clinic for the scicaitific study and treatment
of children showing behaviour and personality disorders, as also those
exhibiting educational liackwardnoss or fihysical sv injilorns due to |)sycho-

logical causes.

In llornba}? a Child Guidance Clinic was opened a little more than thrf.>e

years ago in order to ])rovid(' the community with a clinic, where (diildren

with behavdour probkmis could be treated along modern scientilic lines,

as also to provide field-word training in psyidiiatrk^ social case work for

the students of the Sir D. J. Tata School of Social Work. The Clinic

tackles the behaviour jiroblems of children witli the four-fold approach
of Pediatrist, Psychiatrist Social Worker and Educational Psychologist.
Those workers co-operate with each other and a treatment jirogramme for

each child is jointly formulated at Case Conferences. The methods
employed by these workers are described.

The results fer the years 1939, and 1940 show that 74% and 70%
respectively of children who attended regularly for treatment showed
definite improvement, under the categories of cured or very much imjiroved,
and improved. A few sucjcessful cases are cited as illustrations of the
t\q;>e of children dealt with, the methods employed and the results obtained
at the Clinic.

lOn
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23. An experiment on time sense in children.

K. J). Ghose, Da(;ea.

Sonso of time proverbially woak iu cliikiroti—Clnlciren’s idea of
chronology in the History class—Investigatiojis carried out in the West

—

Work of Sturt, Oaken and Kayo—^their findings—the tesfc material by
wliich the children were tested in the present case—results of the experi-

ment—not correct to say time sense does not develop before atlolescence
or even the age of 16—the visual conco]>tion of time iu children and
adults—discmssion of the means by which time sense is strengthenofl in

children.

24. Introspection and tlie reasoning of children.

T. K. N. Menon, Baroda.

I. Introduction

:

Piaget, the groat child psychologist adx^anc.es his theory of Hgo-
contrisin to explain c.hildron’s reasoning. The present wriU^r during
1933-35 investigated in the Madras University the correctness of this

theory. This paper decals with one aspect of tlu^ iriv(^stiga,tion, viz. ‘Can
Children between 7 and 10 introspect? If they cannot as Piaget argues,

is the failure duo to Ego-c(Mitrism ?'

II. First StudIf :

Burt’s Koasoning Tests were revised to suit local requirements;
these wore administered to 50 (children (ages 8-9) of the Kindergartim
Section of the Saidapot Teachers’ (/ollege and tbe subjects asked as to
how they reasoned. Tiie results showed that a. largo number could
introspect correctly and failunxs were due to one or more of the following
reasons :

—

(n) Children’s inability to expn^ss all their thoughts due to language
difficulty.

(6) Their inability to understainl ih(^ adult re(juirt^ments.

(o) Their assuming that what is ex])T\‘ssed is complete.

HI, Secoyid and Third Studies:

40 Children (ages 8-9) were similarly tested with four siin])le arith-

metical problems which <lid not entail language difficulty in answering.
The percentage of suc.cesses at introspoertion was over !)(). The same tests

when given to l2n children of the next lower agf> (7-8), tla* ])erc(mtage of
successes was ef|uallv iiigh. 'Phe a-nswers did not re\'cal the throt^ stages
of e\'olution of children’s intros])(a4ion outlined b\' Piaget.

IV. Qenerai Conclusions

:

(a) Indian children betw(*on 7 and 9 can introspect <’orrectly whtni

(1) the ste])8 of introspection are not complex and (2) the exjjrossiou

of the 8te])s does not entail verbal difficulty.

(b) The reasons arriv('d at in Study T a])peai* to be the ('orro('t reasons
for the child’s failure at introspection.

(c) The relation that Piaget draws between <*hildr(ai’s incapacity at

iutrospecjtion and Ego-(centrism appears to bo far-fetched and fantasta;.

25. The extent of ‘General Infoi-mation ' as varying with differ-

ent age levels.

S. SinHA, Calcutta.

The tost for ‘general information’ forms but an item of the battery
of standard intelligence tests. In the present investigation a test for
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general information, based upon the Terman model but translated and
adapted to suit conditions of Bengal, has boon administered to two
thousand school children, about seventy-five per cent boys and twenty-
five per cent girls. The analysis of tlie result shows that the extent of
general information steadily rises from tlie age group of eleven years to

the age group of seventeen years, and that it shows fair (correlation with
the total score values.

26. A study into the basis of primary reading literature.

Jagdish 8ingh, Punjab.

In order to discover the most suitable material for primary reading
lessons an attempt was made to study the children’s interests, their

cultural envii'onraent and tVieir cultural bacckground. The agos of the
children ranged from h years to 10 years. Tliey belonged to both the
sexes and were drawn from different urban areas of the Punjab coming
mostly from the w^ell-to-do middle class families.

{a) Stories relating to the cultural heritage of the Parijabi children,

(6) spontaneous literary attempts, (c) and scliool songs of children were
our materials of study. Common stories, seleccted articles from their

manuscript magasdnes, the popular school songs all these formed the
basis of jjrimary readiiig literature.

This printed literature was tested and tried with the ])rimary (diildron.

The conclusions that became obvious from this study were—the child’s

own environment furnishes us with the best material for children’s litera-

ture (both primary reading lessons and sup]>lemontaj*y literature); this

is possible only if the child’s spoken language is the medium of instruction
in the primary classes.

27. The standpoint of t^hild guidance.

R. M. Loomba, Delhi.

There is a tendoncy ])rovalent in child guidance circles to lay aside
the psychology of child development and to conceiitrato on what is

usually called the ^ practical’ problem of making the child social, intellec-

tual, moral, religious, conscientious and the like.

The paper points (3ut wrong assumptions, graa e misconce])tion8 and
dangerous implications in such a so-called ‘])racticar standpoint, and
brings out the necessity of adopting a. psychological standpoint in child

guidance, which would have for its object the facilitation of the sponta-
neous development of the child through natural j^sychological stages of
growth. At these stages, since he is really still a child, none of the cate-

gories of the virtues of adult manhood like morality and immorality
are applicable to him.

Thus conceived, child guidance would principally concentrate on
facilitating the growth of the normal child. The handling of the difficult

or abnormal child, though not loss important, would yet be only one of
its special problems.

28. A new Arithmetical apparatus for children.

Rabi Ghosh, Calcutta.

The usual method of teaching children the numbers lind arithmetic
calculations is very uninteresting, unreal and abstract. An attemjit
has been made to devise an ajjparatus which will remove the tedium of
learning and make the teaching of arithmetic realistic and useful.

Through the joy of learning child’s edia^ation will afford scope for the
expression and satisfaction of curiosity. The apparatus is simple for the
teacher to acquire the knowledge of its operation and cheap enough for
the guardians and the schools to purchase.
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29. Children’s attitude towards School-subjects.

(Miss) Santa Choudhury, Calcutta.

The j>rosont paper reports the results of an investigation carried
out on school children of Bengal for the last three years. So far 2,500
children of both sexes belonging to different parts of Bengal liave been
tested from the psychological standpoint. Tlio object is to find out the
natural interest of school -children with regard to different school-subjects
The tests called ‘Preference Tests’ were given to all classes of high sc^hools,

i.e., beginning from Class II to Matriculation class. Tlie age of children
varied from 6 to 18 onward. In order to arrive at a greater reliability

the same subject was tested on three subsequent days by three different
‘Performance lests’ devised by the author.

Statistical calculations of these data show certain problems regarding
school subjects and children’s attitude towards them. The solution
of which the author hopes will throw light on (certain j)resent-day educa-
tional problems.

30. The theory of two factors and a test of the theory,

S. M. Mahsin, Patna.

The tlieory of Two Factors is based u})on tlie discovery of a ‘hier-

archical’ arraTigeraent shown by the (correlation (‘(>effi(*ients obtained from
the moasiireraent of mental tests. But the ‘ liierarchy ’ is not always
very apparent. The inter-columnar correlation was for some time used
as an index of the hierarchy but was afterwards replaced by tlio Tetrad
Difforimce criterion. The tetrad difference, i.(^- tlie diff(-»rence between
the cross y:>roducts of two pairs of correlations in a correlation table,

ax>proximatos toward zero. But the actually obtained tetrad difference

shows a slight departure from zero. Tliis discrepancy between the
theoreticjal and the obtairu^d values is due to the error of sampling or

P.E. To j)rove the hierarchy the tetrad difference equatiorj should be
satisfied within the limits of the probable error of samyding.

The ‘hierarchy ’ can be explained only on the theory of Two Factors,
the general factor or ‘f?’, which by its common y)resen(‘e in all cognitive

abilities determines their correlations, and the spechfic *S^’s. The magni-
tude of ‘O’ differs in different abilities, hence the hieran'hy. An over-

lay:)ping group factor, i.e. common to some of the correlated abilities,

disturbs the hierarchy.

A test of the tlieory is ap|)endod. A frequency distribution of 210

tetrad differences, obtained by the writer, is given. The suggested

criteria ai‘e ayiy^lied and a striking agreement is shown between the

obtained distribution and the theoretical one exyiectod from the

divisibility into ‘O’ and 'S\

31. Traditional examination vs. New type examination.

Hem Chandra Banerji, Dacca.

Out of the criticisms of the traditional examinations on the ground
that the marking is subjective and consequently neither valid nor reliable

there arose the new tyxie examination which may bo used to test a subject

of the school curriculum. An experiment with the essay and the new type

tests in English and Oeography was carried out in two different classes

of two High English schools at Dacca. There is general agreement that

the new type test has advantages which the traditional examination does

not possess. It has been found that much that is being measured with

essay type of tests can also be measured with objective examination
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items, but the mechanical, rote procedures tend to predominate more in

English. The high correlation between the teachers’ judgment and the

traditional examination marks and the low correlation between the
teachers’ judgment and the new typo examination marks indicate that
the judgment of the class teacher is affected considerably by his bias,

prejudice or personal opinion. Attemjits have been made for the solution

of the problem of combining the best in the traditional education with
the best that can be found in the way of more accurate, reliable and
objective substitutes for the traditional examination.

32. Silent reading versus Arti(nilate reading.

(Miss) Shanti Agarwal, Lucknow.

It is usual for certain pooph^ to articulate sounds as they road. It is

equally common for others to read without any effort at articulation.

The habit of reading aloud is inculcated with an eye to the psycho-
physical advnntagf^ that ensues from the induid ion of the visual, auditory

-

kinaestheti(^ (ver])al) and auditory impression at the same time. At a
certain age, however, there is the risk that duo to the above three factors

both comprehension and memory wouM diminish in value. The occur-
rence of these throe processes may incrcjase the amount of time needed for

mere visual reading and thus the longer time-value would be added to
the other handieapR.

The problem is to find out at what age and to what extent silent

imding is advantageous. The analysis of this would als^o enable us to
know how and at what ago the articulate reading becomes less advanta-
geous.

There are many asj)ects of the problem of readiijg which have been
studied by different psychologists from time to time by inventing tests

for them.
I liave used Pintner’s method to measure tho amount of compre-

hension both in silent reading and articulate reading. Tho average
amount of comprehension and also the correlation between the two
types of reading have been calculated.

The result of the abov^e tests shows that as tho age increases, the
amount of correct answers increases, and that of errors decreases. But
the amount of absurdities does not follow this course. Tiiore is a gross
amount of correspondorx'o in the two types of reading in early days. Tho
correlation tables show that kliero is no Hignific‘ant corrolation botwoon
the two typos of reading.

33. An investigation into the merits of two types of examina-

tions.

N. Mukbrji, Calcutta.

The present investigation was conducted in tho Teachers’ Training
Department, Calcutta tJnivorsity. 450 students from Matriculation
classes were oxamined in English. Two sots of questions were prepared.
Form A comprised of questions as thoy are set in usual hnal examinations,
whereas Form B contained questions requiring definite answers. Questions
in both the forms were of equal difficulty. Along with these two series

of questions Comprehension and meaningful Memory tests were used.

The system of scoring was purely objective. Marks were converted into

z-acores. Distributions were determmed. Partial correlations indicated
strong inhuonce of memory on customary type of examination (Form A).

Whereas the weight of comprehension was greater in the new type of

examination (Form B).
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34. An attempt at discovering the degree of cramming.

S. Jalota, Sholap\ir.

Tho results of about 11,300 candidates in Logic at the Bombay Uni-
versity, Intermediate Examination in 1941, have been statistically

treated to discover tho degree of c^ramming present among tli(^ answers.
It is believed that a crammed answer, if relevant, will secure higlior marks

;

and if that is irrelev^ant, then it will got miadi lower marks. kSo that a
suOicieiit discrepancy between the marks of tljo various answers of a
given candidate, will give a clue to his cramming to some extent. The
method employed is similar to that used for finding tho coorheient of

Colligation.

35. Steadiness in performance in certain school subjects and
their inter-correlation.

S. S. Majumdar, Lucknow.

The paper analyses tho marks of a large nmnbor of students at their

examinations. It tries to elucidate the notion of trua mark on the basis

of examination mark. A statistical treatment of tho data seems to

yield certain interesting conclusions in regard to tho level of poil’ormance

and tho ability of tho group of pupils whose marks ar(> taken as the basis

of tho present paper.

36. Some observed discrepancies in mental testing.

Rabi Ghosh, Cahmtta.

An attempt has l)eon made by Mr. S. Sinlia through tho guidanco of

Prof. Ct. Bose in the Department of Psychology, (-nkaitta Univ'orsity, to

standardize a Grou]) Test of Tntelligenco. Amongst otlier ditliculties, the

difficulty of ascertaining tlie correct ages of tlie IN^steos in all cases pro-

duced some disc!rej)aii(*ies which interfere with the standardization of

intolligonco of those put to this tost. A tentative suggestion is made to

tackle these discrepancies.

37. A note on the learning of a ‘ backward’ rat.

B. Kuppuswamy, Mysore.

One backward rat was fomid to dive in a water maze after tho water
was lot down. Attempts were made to isolate tho ‘conditioning’ factor

by varying tlie different conditions. It was found ultimately that it was
conditioned to a decrease in the level of water.

Tho educational implications of such analysis and isolation are briefly

pointed out.

38. Studies on the types of intelligence.

Sachindra Prosad Ghosh, Calcutta.

The two tyj)es of intelligence, concrete and abstract, are m(^a,surod

by performance and v^orbal tests respectively. The j^resfuit study is an
attempt to show how far tho two types are related and in what respects

they differ from analysis of statistical and introspective data. Scores

of 213 subjects in the Passalong and tho Dearborn Formboard tests as

well as their scores in tho Terman Merrill ‘ L ’ and ‘M ’ Forms tests have
been taken into calculation. While tho correlation between tho scores’

of the ‘ L ’ and tho ‘M ’ Foims is as high as d: d'7()2, that between the Passa-

long and tho Formboard tests is only ^ 0-41 3. Tho correlation between
the performance tests and the verbal tests is still lower. Tho correlation
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is, however, positive in every case. These results tend to,prove the presence
of some common factors in all the tests and also “that of some specific

factors peculiar to each test. For understanding the nature of these

factors detailed introspection of the mental processes involved in dealing
with the different tests has been taken from several trained subjects

which reveals interesting characteristic differences of the two typos of
intelligence as well as of the two forms of performance tests.

39. Influonco of language of question paper on the scores in

Geometry.

N. Mukerji, Calcutta.

This paper forms the second part of the series of experiments which
are being conducted by the Calcutta University (Teachers’ Training

Department) to determine the influence of language on question papers
in Matriculation Examination. The results of tlie first part have been
published in Indian Education, Vol. I, No. 1. An attempt has been made
in this [lapor to determine the amount of difference in scores obtained
in Geometry wlien the questions are sot in liongali and in English. Pro-
cedure of application of the test questions and marking them was the
same as in the first part of the experiment with the difference that the
questions sot this time were of objective type and that raw scores, before
statistu^al treatment, wore properly weighted. From results obtained
it may be said that students score higher tnarks on (|uestion pajiers set

in Bengali than on those sot in English by 17% approximately.

40. A study of the alternative methods of multiplication.

A. Moktader, Dacca.

The aim of this investigation was to determine the relative advantages

of the two methods of multi])lication, the Old and the New. The Old
method begins with the \init figure of the multiplier and the Now method
with the other end. Dr. Ballard, in order to decide, which of the two
procedures work l)0tt6r in practice carried out an experiment in a number
of elementary schools and found that the average error per sum under
the Traditional method was 1*32 and that under the New method 1*27

Dr. Ballard measured only accuracy. In this investigation, however,
both accuracy and speed wore measured, and the Now method proved
distinctly superior to the Old method in both respects. The findings

of this investigation are based on the examination of 423 cases who
appeared in both methods. Relative advantages in respect of accuracy
and of speed an^ discussed in this paper.

Vocational Psychology

41.

On current theories of propaganda.

(Miss) T. Habibullah, Lucknow.

The growing importance of Propaganda to Psychologists and Socio-

logists—More interests taken by Psychologists.

Two types of theories; (1) psycho-analytic, and (2) behaviourist—-Psy-

choanalytic theories represented by Amber Blanco White’s ‘The now Pro-
paganda’ and Osborn’s ‘The psychology of reaction’—Examination of
these two views.

Behaviouristio theory as given by Chakotin in ‘Rape of the masses*
based on conditioned reflexes. Biddle’s theory as described in ‘Psycho-
logical theory of Propaganda’ depending on ‘emotional conditioning*

—

Other current theories—One-sidedness of all these views.
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Need of a more comprehoiisivo theory—Suggestions of mine-
Complex nature of propaganda- -Stimuli—-Various levels of mind, e.g..

Time level, Ego level, etc., to which propaganda appeals. Conditions
under which propaganda succeeds.

42. Concrete Intelligence as measured by the Dearborn
Formboard test and tlie Passalong test.

Ranjit Kumar Dk, Calcutta.

The Dearborn Formboard test and the Passalong tost have been
administered on JOG tostoes of three different age hovels and the st ores

in the two cases ha\'e btmii compared. The individual peculiarities in

response have boon studied from observation of the behaviour of the
subjects during oj)eration of the task as also from their introspet^tive

reports. The points of difference between the two tests have been dis-

cussed in the light of tlie experimental data.

43. Study of character traits from Performance tests.

D. Gangulv, Calcutta.

Study of character traits from handwriting, facial expressions and
other bohavioui'S has boon made by .several workers. Performance teats

such as the ‘Passalong’, the ‘Cube (ioristruction’, the ‘Formboard’ tests,

etc,, require varieties of operational movements which yield unique
opportunity for studying behaviour and thence to (ledu(.*e character
traits. The present writer has observed behaviour-jjeculiarities of a
large number of .subjects (examined in diiferent performance tests. The
results show that th(^ presence of certain .specific (dxai’ac*ter traits go(^s

with certain t3q)es of jxerformance tost.s.

44. Employee Helocdion and occupational analysis.

Sarojendkakath Roy, Calcutta.

That everybody is not fit for all jobs is a recognised fact. A misfit

is responsible for heavy financial losses not only to the company to which
he belongs but to the family also of which he is a member. The losse.s

may bo avoided if ])roper precautions are taken in time. For the selec-

tion of right person for the right job the ideal method is the psytdiologica l

analy.sis of the person concorneii, on the one hand, in order to have an
idea of the qualities that he po.sse.sses, and, on the other hand, detailed

analysis of tlie occupations themselves to find out the demands that

would be ma-do on tlio persons entering them. It is only then that a

proper adjustment < an bo made between the ‘possessions’ of the persons

and the ‘demands’ of the occu])ations. Various ways in which selection

has hitherto been made and is still being made in our country—their

defects pointed out. The psychological method of selection can be adopted
here in spite of some diliicuties—methodical and systematic i)J'<JCodui*e

necessary. One indisj^ensable requisite is the careful analysis of the

vocations. The writer for some time jxast has been collecting informa-

tion about the different types of occupation existing in the country with

special reference to qualifications required. A practical scheme for the

analysis of vocations is suggested.

45. Comparative study of Kelly’s Construction-Ability tost

with Cube Construction tost.

Gaurangabkushan Ghosh, Calcutta.

Cube construction test which is one of the commonl^'^ used performance

tests bears a high correlation with Kelly’s te.st. The former test measures

what is called ‘concrete intelligence ’ and the latter indicates ability to
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initiate as also to execute a task. Results tend to show that both tlie

tests probably measure the same trait.

46. Stenquist test at 'Calcutta.

P. Roy, Calcutta.

There is reason to believe that the raochaiiioal ability of Indian boys
may not bo at ])ar with that of American boys, who hav^e greater oppor-
tunities to be moclianically minded, being brought up in a place of high
degree of Industrialization. An attempt is being made in this paper to

see how far Edna Willis Mcelwee’s lindings regarding Stenquist test in

America hold for Indian conditions. Stenquist tost is now being conducted
by the Applied Section of the Psychology Deyiartmont of the University
of Calcutta a) id a la.rg(> number of school boys has been tested.

Edna Willis Mc elwee’s findings referred to above are the following:

1. Tiiero is a definite relation botwtien the mechanii'al performance
and the chronoiogi(*al ago.

2. Dull boys make a high mechanical .s<;ore than bright boys of tho
same chronologi<‘al ago.

H. Older boys of inferior intelligeiict^ make a higher mechanical
score than younger boys of the same mental age. Those findings have
been compared with those of ours.

47. Investigatiou of a few eases of criminals.

B. Ghosh, (Calcutta.

The present writoi' is engaged in tho study of criminals with a view
to render them yisycliological aids. From his interview with cronvicted

prisoners between ages IS and 24 who have been found guilty of forgery

and stealing tho writer is forced to the coiudiision that these criminals

are either mentally deficient or psy(dionourotic or })0th. No psychotic
case has been found so fai*. Enquiry into tho cause that led to tlio crime
shows in most cases that the low moral was contracted during tfio early
school days , due to the infiuonco of undesirable tissocnatos and non-
congenial homo. (Sex factor is also found yn-odominant in ma-ny cases

as induchvo of crime in later ages. At the ]>resent moment tho writer is

psycho analyzing a few criminals for detection of tho unconscious motiva-
tion. From answers to the questionnaires l>y the criminals themselves
and from his observations tho writer is inclined to think that crime may
bo prevented to a large extent if tho school authorities with the helyj of
(diild guidance exjx^rts segregate tho feebleminded and also those with
criminal ])rof)ensity from the normal children and arraTigo for syjecial

training of the foiTQor, if y)Ossible. In many cases those already convicted
may he reclaimed by giving them suitable vocational training in tho
prison and finding occupation.s for them when released. Tiio writer
appeals to all those interested in tho welfare of the sothoty in general and
in tho welfare of tho criminals in particular to holy:> the growth of an
organization that will provide healthy school life ajid in case of convicted
offond(3rs help them to earn an bonost living.

Abnormal Psychology

48. Reinoclial work with speech defectives in the child guidance

('liiiic of tho Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of Social

Work, Bombay.

(Miss) Katayun H. Gama, Bombay.

Speech defects are attributed to various causes by different scientists.

Stuttering, for example, is interpreted as fixation, of infantile oral eroticism.
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as an emotional difficulty, aa a physical symptom of psychic difficulty,

as disruption of speech duo to fear or insecurity, as a pathological social

response, as an inhibition which occurs before the speech reflex is securely
established, as conflict between the two brain hemispheres or as due to
etiological and difforontial factors. Other typos of speech defects also
occur due to many of tlie above factors.

Remedial work starts with correction of organic defocts and improve-
ment of the general health of the patient. Then family and social environ-
ments are looked into; mental complexes are resolved; self-confidence

is built up and speech oxerc-ises are giv^en building up graduall^^ the si)eech
reflexes. No treatment programme is valid unless the diagnosis by the
speech therapist is verified by the physician, surgeon, neurologist, psy-
chiatrist and endocrinologist a(;cording to the exigencies of the case.

Some cases treated at our Clinic, are those inv'^olving stuttering duo
to bad health, loss of speech due to inward rebellion and ego -frustration,
stammering because of sibling jealousy and muteness since birth due to
extended epiglottis.

49. Studies in word association.

(Miss) P. Das, Calcutta.

Tests conducted mainly on girls—some boys and some mentally
defectives too were tested

.

Procedure, Theory, Materials, Condition of Experimentations were
described. Method of Interpretation of obtained data was criti('ally

examined.
Findings relating to (a) Frequencies of Noun, Adjective, Verb; (b)

Relation of Stimulus—Re8j)onse; (c) Reaction time; (d) ‘c’ indicators

were discussed.

Conclusions regarding differences in the nature of the Responses of
boys and girls were tentatively drawn. Comparative study of Responses
of our children and those with Kont-Rosanoff was made. Some illus-

trations and their interpretation wore given in the paper.

50. Rfigression.

P. S. Naidu, Arinafnalainagar.

Regression is a very useful o}>orational (toncept with immense dia-

gnostic value for therapeutics purposes. Freud has demonstrated its

utility beyond any shadow of doubt. lJut, the (piostion is whether the
Freudian psycho-analytic type of regression is the only onc^ of its kind.
William McDougall is constrained to believe that there are other types
as well. Three t\q)es of regression may be distinguished—(1) regression
to primitive tyjies of pictorial thinking in dreams and in certain kinds of
neuroses, (2) regression in the sex complex to the polymorphous per-

verse infantile form, and (3) regression of sentiments to jirimitive emo-
tions, sex, of course, being one of these j)rimitive emotions. McDougall
thinks that regression is always towards some ojie or other of the primi-

tive instinctive impulses, not to sox alone. Freud, ac.cording to McDougall
is wrong in having taken a monistic view of the primitive level of mental
structure. This paper thrashes out the whole question, and shows that
there need be no antagonism between the Hormic and the Psycho-analytic
positions, and that the latter is the logic;al culmination of the former.

Incidentally an important contribution is made towards an evolutionary

eonceptidn of the Hormic theory of instincts.
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51.

Some observation of mental symptoms in a case of typhoid.

Rabi Ghosh, Calcutta.

Tho case is of a boy of five years old. Alongside his physical symp-
toms of temperature, etc., certain other symptoms were noticeable which
could be unclorstood psychologically.

52. Parental psychology.

J. K. Saekab, Mazaffiirpur.

This paper is based on observation of different typos of parents, such

as, over-anxious, over-loving and flattering or bribing, foppish, quarrel-

some, and ideal ones.

(Concrete (^asos of such parcnits are (dtod. Psycho-analytical study
gives a trin^ insight into their inntu’ nature. Jt points to the fact that the

parents’ desire lor ownership or mono])oly is in diverse ways injurious to

the child’s individuality and autonomy. The unconscious wish to own
and rulo the child is but a revival of the infantile wish to incorporate

tho love-object in order to have sole possession of it.

Th(^ unconsinous wish for monopoly is dangerous either from the side

of tho id or from the side of tho super-ego.

53. A contribution to the study of manic-depressive psychosis.

I. Latxf, Lahore.

(flinical material from a (?ase history is presented to bring out certain

actiological fa(;tors in the genesis of this specific form of cyclic insanity.

54. Synibolic significance of tho lice.

I. Latif, Lahore.

Material from two clinical c.asos is interpreted to bring out the moaning
of the lico-symbolism. Tho interpretation was followed by therapeutic

results in both the cases.
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1. The synopsis of the article on shiphiiilding and its

])ossibility in India.

D. L. Nioooy, Bhavnagar.

VYhilo woofl WHS tho oiily biiiidiiig matorial for ships, indiu had a
fiourisliiiig sliipbiiilding industr>-. With tiio advoiit of shipbuilding
in iron and Ghmi in stnnl tho (%)ntinoiit of EurojX' a.t)d Groat ih’itain
dovolo])od the industry to tlui prosont iugh standard; while India lagged
behind.

To develop this nationally important industry it is necessary to
study tho different motinxls t>roperatjon as ])ractised ()uth on the C^Jiitinent
of JOuroj^e and in Great liritiiiti. Tho Gontinental buiifling ])ractiee dihers
from that of Great Jh-itain in sonio methods of oporntioii and a study is

re(|uii‘ed to asc^ertain to what (ixbait those dilforont methods nm\' bo
ado])ted successfully in India. Institutions for (raining Naval Architects
and Marirn^ Engineers are reciuired to be tistablished while laboratorios
to test models of ships Cor stability, pro])ijlsioi)

, etc., ai’o also urgiaitly
needed.

Tlu^ general surv tn’ of th<^ present Indian .shipbuilding industry
sho^A^s very little progress made during the last twenty years or more
and unless machim^s for p?-opulsion are rimnufactur(Hi in India, it is

doubtful whether the buihling of hulls alone can establish this industry
profitably.

2. Flow of liuidw tiirough beds ol' granidar materials.

C. V^ENKATA JIao, WaltaLi'.

The general [)robh'm of iluid ilow through beds compos<;d of solid

j)articl(‘s has r(H ei\'('d a good deal of atlcnition and c-ritical study due to

its im])ortajic(i in the d(\sign of pack(‘d absorption towers and of con\ ortfu’s

containing granulai- cutalvsts, in lln^ pa.s.sag«' of h<(nids through filter

cak(‘S and in tho ('alculation of th(‘ mox emonf of ground waters, of j)etro-

loum, and of natural gas through .sand a,nd rock, in d(H’i<ling the extent
of so(^})ag(^ through tl»e subsoil of <laTus and of largo buildings and in

<leterininiiig tho p(U‘meal)ilitv of concrete and other building nniterials.

The how conco]ds do\ olojjod so far ha\ e beoii either (1) tin’' con<‘<']>t of how
through parallel cajiillaries, or ('J) Ilow through oriticcw with a series of
erila.rgoTnerits and oontracdlons. ln\ ostigations in this important hold

fall into tw'o categories : one category dealing with two or more variables
and correlating these by an empirical ecjuatiou which holds only for th('

specific case and the other category dealing with a mort5 general and
fundamental rdationshifi whicli governs the flow of fluids in .smooth
straight pi]>es. Tho latter attempt.s are mainly directed towards ev olv ing

modified equations of Poiseville or of Fanning. Introduction of dimen-
sionloss groups by Blake has greatly facilitated progress.

In the present paper the author deals with the work done by liim on •

tho flow of heavy oil through beds ciomposed of definite mixtures of
graded sizes of cakute jiarticlos with a view to evolvdng a more generalized

formula for granular hed.s of broken or (Tu.shed material of random
packing which are so widely used in imlustrial operations. Since the

( 255 )
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last eight years a good deal of work has boon done in the Chemical En-
gineering Laboratories of the Imjjerial College of Science and Technology,

London, under the direction of Prof. S. Q. M. Ure.

3. Refrigeration in cold storage of potatoes.

B. B. Ghosh, Calcutta.

The problem of storing produce for a period between the time it

leaves the hands of tho ])rodu(^er and the time it reaches the (ionsumer

occupies to*day a pivotal position in tlio general economy of the.svorld’8

food supplies. Of all vegetables grown in India, the potato is perhaps

tho only one storeci and marketed oji a very extensive scale, and being

a seasonal crop, storage forms tho most important part of this extensive

commerce. Potatoes being a perisliable commotiity, heavy losses occur

in storage and during the process of marketing.

Storage should provide tlie proper conditions for preserving the

natural quality of the potato for table purposes, and also should preserve

its vigour for seed purposes. Before storing, j)otatc)es should bo carefully

graded and sized and dofoctivo ones removed.
Any of the common materials of construction may bo used in the

construction of the building provided tlie interior of the room is of odourless

material and moisture prooliiig is specially imj)ortant for the insulation.

In any (jonsideration of tlio storage of iH)tatoeB, it should be remembered
that they * breathe ’ like human beings, consuming oxygen and throwing
off carbon dioxide and moistui^e.

The refrigeriiting problem divides itself into two major parts; (1)

pull down, and (2) holding. Tlio designing of t)ie rofrigei^ating plant by
the method of daily loading will result in saving in cost by about 50%
as compared to that required by the usual method of bulk loading and then

starting the plant.

4. Tests of comont-surkhi mortars under various conditions.

K. Ramanujachari, Hydorabad-Doccan.

Surkhi of throe different grades—under-burnt, well-burnt and over-

burnt—has boon added to cement mortars (1 : 3, 1 : 4, 1 : 6) in different

proportions from 0 to 50%. Exj)eriments are being conducted to find

out how tlio strongtli of inoi tars is f)oing effected by tlie addition of surkhi
at different ages. Two brands of comerit liave been used. Tests in

Tension, Compression and Adhesion have been carried out and interesting

results obtained.

5. Methylated spirits as fuel in petrol engines. Part 2.

G. Ramarao, Hyderabad-Decean.

By completely choking tho aii* and a little vigorous cranking the
engine starts quite easily without the aid of petrol as in the previous
trials. Interesting results are obtained with mixtures of spirits and castor

oil, spirits and camphor, and other mixtures.
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1. LATE ABSTRACTS

Section /, Malhernalics and Statistics.

34. The average lunnber of unrest-rieted ]>artitions of a large

number.

S. CiiowLA and ¥. C. A

u

luck, l^ahore.

If pm{n) denotos the number of pariition.s of n into exactly m parts,
for what value of tn is pm{n) maximum ? Wo find that thoro exist positive
constants A and B such that pmin) is maximum when

A < 7H < Bn- log 'll.

log n

Defining the average value o\' -pm{n) as

7np,r,{n)

it is shown that this oxTU-essiem lies between A — and Bn^ h>g n.
log n

35. The application of matrices to th(^ solution of normal
equations.

U. SiVARAMAN Nair, Trivandnuu.

The solution of normal equations together witii the prop('r checks
in numerical work is given in tlio form of did/orminants in books on the
Theory of EiTors. The application of rnatrujos reduces the solntioii to an
ek^gant form, in the present pajjor, we give tlie actual solution and a
few results on the standard errors of the observations and the <*o-variances
of the estimates.

Thus, the observotions are put as

{a){X)~{L) {IJ) .. .. ( 1 )

and the normal equations as

{A){X) - (u')(L)

wliere (-4) ^ (u'){u).

The solution is therefore

(X) {A-^){a'){L).

The standard error of the observatitjiis is

{L'} /-(a)(A-i)(a') {L)a{?i- k).

The Matrix of co -variances is

(p) =

It will be evident that the forms for the several re.sults do not require

any particular check. The expressions for fjfi and (p) are also new.

(
.‘5

)
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36. Perpetual Civil Calendar.

H. SuBRAMANi Aiyab, Trivandrum.

The calendar is devised in the form of three tables, ami a date slide

and month roller, with a slot through which can be seen the week days
for any month. These week days are arranged in a square below the

movable date slide.

Table I contains in four columns all the century numbers, and
Table II contains all the years of any century arranged in seven rows.

Table III contains the twelve months and letters representation for the

seven week days in diHorent permutations in which they can occur.

The column for the different months and the week day for any date

in thorn are fixed by the well-known principle that, January and October ;

February, March and November
;
September and December

;
April and

July, begin with the same week day in any ordinary year, as the number
of days in the interval betAveen the specified months is a multiple of seven.

If the year under consideration happens to be a leap year, February and
August

;
April, July and January will have the 1st of a month on the same

week day.

37. On the equation

S. S. PiLLAi, Trivandrum.

In two previous papers I have proved that the equation

— — c

has only a finite number of solutions for any c and at most one solution

when c is large. These two results together mean that the equation

a^-h^'= a^~b^

has only a finite number of solutions.

In this paper I prove that the equation

~b''

=

has only a finite number of solutions in cr, X and Y.
In this connection I put a conjecture given before in the following

form:

—

Arrange all the powers of integers in ascending order as follows:

—

1, 4, 8, <J, 16, 25, 27, 32, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, 121, 125, 128, 144, . . .

Let an stand for the nth inomber of the above sequence,

then lim {un— ati- 1 ) —oo.

Section //, Physics.

52. The relation of gas pressure to radiation pressure in Bose-

Einstein assembly.

B. N. Singh, Delhi.

The relation of gas pressure to radiation pressure in a Fermi-Dirac
gas has been studied by Kothari and Singh. In this paper wo ha\'e

extended the discussion to the Bose-Einstoin gas.

It has been found that when, 8, the ratio of gas pressure to radiation

XArossuro is less than unity the gas is necessarily non-degenerate but the
converse is not true, i.e. in a non -degenerate gas 8 may be less than or
greater than unity. In degeneracy on the other hand 8 must bo greater
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than unity in the nq^-relativistic case, whereas in the relativistic case it is

equal to unity.

The results are thus similar to those obtained for the Fermi -Dirac gas
with one important difference, viz. in the relativistic degenerate case the
two pressures are always exactly equal. This is to be expected since black
body radiation obeys Bose-Einstein statistics.

53. Some observations in the Whispering Gallery of the Gol
Gumbaz, Bijapur.

H. J. Taylor, Bombay.

An extension of Rayleigh’s theory of whispering galleries suggests
that the intensity of sound in the gallery should vary radially. If the
source is at a distance x from the wall, the maximum of intensity should
also be at the same distance x from the wall. The simple geometrical
theory indicates no circumferential maximum, but enables one to calculate

approximately the intensity to bo expected at the point of the gallery
opposite the source.

In the gallery of the Gol Gumbaz, 124'-5'' in diameter, the radial

maximum can be observed with ease, using intermittent sounds such as

the tick of a metronome. An observer not knowing the position of the
source can locate the maximum with an error not greater than 2 feet.

The maximum occurs at a distance from the wall equal to that of the
source, and the width of the gallery enables distances up to 11 feet to bo
used.

There is also a very marked circumferential maximum at the point
exactly opposite the source, which is so shar]) that it can bo locatofl by
ear with an error not usually greater than 1 foot. The intensity of sound
at the maximum is much greater than the simple theory suggests.

These properties are due to the fact that the dome of the Gol Gumbaz
is almost a perfect hemisphere, and the gallery is not far below the diametral

“"plane. The transmission of sound is therefore not confined to the hori-

zontal plane. All great circles through the source represent possible

paths, and as these converge at the opposite point, the existence of a
sharp maximum, and the great intensity found there, are thereby
explained. These features of the Gol Gumbaz are worthy of note, since

tho building is acoustically probably unique.

Section Illy Chemistry.

213. Glucose dehydrogenase from germinating green gram
(Phaseolus radiatus).

K. P. Basti and J. N. Karkun, Dacca.

Our studies have I’cvealed tho presence of an enzyme in germinating
green gram which can act on glucose. It is found to be a dehydrogonaso
acting on glucose both aerobically (ojdirnum pH 6-5) and anaerobically.

Aerobic oxidation is inliibited by HFN, HgS, sodium pyro[)liosphate,

sodium fluoride, etc., while the anaeorbic oxidation rs inhi])itcd by nart'otics

to the extent of about 70%. The enzyme cannot decolouiiso methylene
blue anaerobically but it can use higher oxidation-reduction j^otential dyes

like 2 : 6-di(;hlorophonol indophonol and also (juinono as hydrogen
acceptors. Carriers such as flavin, adrenaline, ascorbic acid do not acce-

lerate the absorption of oxyg€3n, whereas glutathione accelerat(“ts the

})roces8 by about 8%. "fhc enzyme acts on glucose with tlie formation of

acid (gluconic acid). Gahictose and mannose also undergo dehydrogena-

tion in presence of this enzyme preparation wiiile xylose and arabinose are
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not acted on, Fnictose is acted on to a slight extent. Precipitation by
alcohol (70%, 80%, 90%), acetone, alcohol-ether mixture failed to give

active preparation. The enzyme seems to bo absorbed to some extent on

kaolin, but no satisfactory method of elution has yet been found. No
coenzyme has been detected.

214. Phytase from germinating Cicer arietinnm (Bengal gram).

K. P. Basit and K. Mukherjee, Dacca.

An Jictive phytase ])roj)H ration luis been obtained from germinating

Bengal gram by extraction with (‘hloroform water mixture and precipitation

with al(H>hol-ethor. Its opt imum />H for cleav age of both ydiytin (natural)

and sodium phytate lies betwf'on o-d-n-f). Its action is inhibited strongly

by sodium fiuori<Io and slightly by vitamin C and no acceka-ation was
obhiitavl with calcium, magnesium a.nd manga,neso ions. It does not

reqviii‘(> a coenzyme. Optimum temperature for its actiorj was found

to lie })otweon ir)°-50'^(h The emorgy of activation is about 1 1,000 ca,lories.

Optimum ('oncentration for clea vage of sodium ]»hyt,ato is about 0-00 molar
wliich is also the optimum conceui rat ion for a.c.id glv c(a-o-phosphatas(\

The same ])reparaiion was found to liherate inorganic, phosphate

from glycero])hosphato. By studying the (dPuft, on both the substrates,

glyceropliospiiate and pl)yta,t(' individually and tog(^Mier at their optimum
(;onc(a\trations, it was ascertaijied that enzymes for breaking phytate and
glycei’ophosphate were different. Soflium oxalates inhibits the hydrolysis

of Hodium gIyceroj)liosphate but has no f'fre<'t on jdiytab'* hydrolysis.

215, Preparjition of vitamin B^ conccnitrate from rice bran.

Y. V. S. Bait, Bangalore.

Tdie vitamin Bj content of good (luality rice l)ran has been estimated

hy the thio-chrome method according to the y^rocodnre of Murty and Tlau

{Curr. Sf'J., 1941, 10, No. 3) and found to contain hetweon 1 and I-.') mg*
per 100 g. Several methods for the extnictiofj of ^'ita,min Bj from rice

bran have been tried. Maximum extraedion of vitamin Bj is obtained

using 0 f)A hydrochloric acid and shaking for one hour. The vitamin
so extracted has been adsorbed on norit (optimum pit 5) and eluted with
dilute acid. The oluate so obtained contains about 60 to 80% of the

vitamin B| that has been extracted from tbo ri(‘o bran. Experiments on
a small scale are being tried with a view to prepare vitamin concentrates

of high potency fit for oral administration.

216.

DiaBtatic enzymes for micro-organisms. II.

S. Sreenivasa Bao and B, N. Sastri, Bangalore.

An examination of more than 100 cultures of muTo-organisms which
grow on a starch medium (taken from the National Collection of Typo
Cultures) has shown that highly active sources of diastase are to be fomid
either in the Asj). flainir oryzae group among fungi or in the Mcsentericus

and Subtilifi groups among bacteria.

The cultural conditions of a strain of Asp. oryzae and of a strain of

B. fnesentericus for maximum enzyme production were studied in some
detail. It was found that diastase production was greatly influenced by
the source of nitrogen. Thus, giving a value of 100 for diastase produc-

tion by Asp., oryzae (sp. ?) under certain conditions, the diastase pro-

duced by the same organism under identical ct)nditions of temperature
and pH, but with Witte’s peptone as the source of N is represented by
66-3. The corresponding values with ammonium chloride, sodium nitrate,

asparagine and urea as sources of nitrogen are respectively 12-0, 36-0,

32 0 and 56-5, the nutrients being supplied on equal nitrogen basis.
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Considerable variations in diastase jiroduciion are obtained with dilforent

peptones. Tims t\)o Values obtained with bactopeptone and silk peptone
are 70-4 and 100*0 respo(?tively.

217. High teniperatiire formentation. Part I.

B. N. Sastri and M. Srebnivasaya, Bangalore.

In \dew of the im])ortarico of thermophilic organisms in the iiuhistrial

fermentation of higbly resistant celluloses and jn-oteins, a nnmbf^r of

organisms wore isolated f]*om garden soil and fermeriting groundnut cake.

The isolations were carried out in a lujuid medium of malt extract, a

temperature of G0”C being maintained during the process. Four specille

bacteria, ha\'e been tlius isolated. Tlaar cultural, morphological and
])hysiological chai act(M-ist ics have boon determinetl. One ol thc>m has

been found to digest tibrin rapidly at 50° ()<)'(.- to the extent of 75%
aiiid can be employed in the pre])aration of peptones and in tlie oxtractioii

of oils from oil bearing seeds.

218. (Jo-ordituition eoinpoiinds. Derivatives of inembers of

the Na])htol AS series.

R. N. Ma.titmdar, V. B. Tijosar and Tv. Venkataraman,
Bombay.

Following the })revious investigation, th(‘ suitability of metallic co-

ordination (’ompounda of nitroso naphthols as pigments for oil paints,

and with regard to the boha\*iour of difh'Ovit-ly constituted naphthols in

the reactions involved, various Naphtols were nitrosated and their metal

(;o-ordination compounds prepared. The Napiitols iised included NapVitol

AS-RO (the d-naphthalido of )3-hydroxynaphthoic acid), Naphtol AS-SW
(the jS-naphthalide of jS-hydroxynaphthoic acid), Naphtol AS-ITK (the

lhchloro-4-6-diinetlioxyaniiide of ^-hydroxynnphthoic acid), Naphtol AtS-

BO (the w-nitroanilide of ^-hydroxynaphthoic acid) and Naphtol AS-G
(diacetoacotic tolidide). Tlio commercial Naphtols were carefully purified

and their pm*ity established before use.

Owing to the comparatively low solubility of nitroso derivatives of

Na])htols in alcohol, the preparation of the lakes was carried out by a

one step process, nitrosating the Naphtols in presence of metallic salts.

The alcoholic Na])htol solution was refluxed and treated in succession with

the relevant metallic salt solution in alcohol, glacial acetic acnd and a

concentrated aqueous solution of sodium nitrite. Iron, copper, cobalt

and nickel salts were used for the prejiaration of these co-ordination

compounds of the Jiitroso Naphtols. It was found in generiil that two

atoms of iron were linked to 3 mols. of nitroso Naphtol, one atom of cobalt

to 3 mols. of nitroso Naphtol, and one atom of nickel to 2 mols. of nitroso

Naphtol. In the case of copj>or, the results varied according to the naphthol

used ; with some Naphtols one atom of copper was linked to one, and with

others to 2 mols, of the nitroso Naphtol.

219. Studies in the NoF^itol-AS series. Synthesis of Naphtols

Avith paraffin chains.

R. V. Bhat, S. R. Ramachandran and K. Venkataraman,
Bombay.

While the present experiments are part of a general study of the

chemistry and tinctorial properties of the Naphtols, the synthesis is

based on considerations regarding the constitutional character of a naphthol

that is likely to be favourable to good rubbing fastness. Two factors play
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a dominant rolo in determining the rubbing fastness of an azoic dyeing.

One is the siibstantivity of the naphthol, since it is the azoic dye derived

from that portion of the naphthol not substantively adsorbed, but mechani-

cally retained by the yarn, that is responsible for the rubbing off effect.

The other is the efficiency of the removal of this azoic dye by the soaping

after-treatment. In an attempt to take both of these factors into account

t he constitution of a naphthol has been so modified that good substantivity

is obtained and the reagents (such as soaps and other detergents) employed
in the after-treatment possess a certain solvent or emulsifying action

towards the azoic dye precipitated on the fibre.

By condensing o-, w-, and p-acylamidoaniline with 2-hydroxy-3-

naphthoic acid, a series of Naphtols were obtained, possessing the features

of a second carboxyamide group and an aliphatic chain of 8-16 carbon

atoms, and their dyeing aTid fastness properties were studied by the

methods elaborated in earlier paper.

The substitution of tVie aliphatic chain in the p-y)osition in the

arylamide half of the naphthol component was advantageous in com-
parison with the 9n- and o- positions. The dyeings from the p-substituted

naphthols were characterized by depth of shade, brilliaiun and excellent

fastness to rubbing, kier-boiling and light, while those from the w- and
o- substituted naphthols were weak and, thotigh exhibiting good fastness

to rubbing, were only moderately fast to other agencies.

220. The dyeing of khaki on cotton.

S. R. Ramacha^^dran and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.

'Khaki’ has becnme more or leas synonymous with mineral khaki
produced by precipitating on the fabric oxides of chromium and iron,

although substantive, sulphur and vat khakis are also normally availal)le.

The reason is the outstanding fastness, specially to light, of mineral or

chrome khaki. To produce successful results, the operations of scouring,

padding, drying in a suitably designed hot air flue, and j)recipitation

with caustic soda have to be carefully controlled. The (piautity of
chromium used is largo, varying from 12-20% in terms of sodium or

potassium dichromate.
‘Vegetable khaki’ has recently been exploited to a cnnsiderable

extent on account of the scarcity and high cost of bichromates.
Advantage is taken of the known beha\ iour of tannins towards iron and
copper salts, followed by dichromate oxidation. In conjururtion with
iron and copper stilts the tannin material in vogue is myrohalan extract,
and to a smaller extent tannic acicl itself. A method widely used consists

in padding the fabric through a (5onc:entratod extract of myrohalan in

water, drying, and re-padding through a solution of ferrous sulphate,
followed by working in a boiling solution of sodium bichromate, washing
and soaping. The result is a greenish khaki of reasonable light fastness
(grade 4-5) and moderate washing fastness, but very poor fastness to
perspiration or acid. Problems in handling tannins on the large scale

would be their suscejitibility to produce stains in contacrt with iron parts
of machinery and difficulties in obtaining uniform results I’rom batch to
batch.

Utilizing the polygenetic character of catechu, a method has been
developed for the production of khaki and allied shades on vegetable
fibrous materials. The shades obtained are characterized by uniformity
and close similarity to mineral khaki dyeings, witli which the fastness
properties also are quite comparable. The essential feature of the process
is the use of cutch, chromium and iron salts in a single bath, which is

buffered with sodium acetate; the padded cloth is steamed in a Rapid
Ager, and after-treated with an oxidizing agent such as bichromate or
chlorine. The concentration of chromium involved is much lower than
for mineral khaki, and a hot flue is not required.
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221. Adsorption studies in colour lake formation.

R. N. Majumdar, T. N. Mehta and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.
Bancroft and Farnham (Jour. Phys. Chern., 1932, 36, 3127) in their

study on ‘ Alumina Lakes ’ have shown that alizarinic acid and the acid of
orange II form a (diemioal compound of the type AIX 3 with alumina.
With a view to study the course of the formation of adsorption comjdexos
of sodium orange IT with aluminium hydroxide under different conditions,
chemically pure sodium orange II was treated with aluminium hytlroxido
formed from aluminium chloride and sodium carbonate, by one step and
two step processes. In the two stage pro(;ess aluminium hydroxide was
precipitated from arj aluminium salt and sodium carbonate, and the dye
solution immediately added. After a definite ]ieriofl, the reaction mixture
was filtered, and from the concentration of the filtrate, the adsorption
calculated. In the one step process sodium carbonate solution was
mixed with the dye solution, and aluminium salt solution added to this

mixture, aluminium hydroxide being precipitated in presence of the
dye solution. It was found that there was appreciable difference in the
amount of the dye adsorbed by the same quantity of aluminium hydroxide
in the two processes, a much greater amoimt of dye being adsorbed in the
single stage method. This observation was of interest from the point of
view of the staining power of the lakes produced. The adsor])tion of the
dye by aluminium hydroxide y)repared as above was always modified by
the preseiKre of electrolytes, concentration of tlie dye solution, and the
amount of substrate produced. The effect of dye concentration was
studied by varying it, and maintaining the quantity of aluminium
hydroxide constant. The electrolytes studied were sodium (‘hlorido and
sulphate, which had oyjposite effects in low coiH^eiltrations. The effect of
temj)erature and of time of contact between substrate and dye solution

on the amount of the dye adsorbed w^ere also examined. Similar adsorp-

tion studies were then made on barium sulphate and lead sul})hate.

On the basis of previous work in this laboratory on the fastness to

light of dyes on textiles and coloured cements, the standardization of light

fastness was carried out in the case of the j)igments used in j)aints and
varnishes.

222. Wtdting agents. Ethauolaniido sulphates.

8. T. Taraporewala and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.

The proj)ertie,s (flerbig number, flotation, calcium soap dispersing

and Congo rubine number) of paraffin (diain acyl othanolamide sul])liates

have been studied in comparison with oleyl-N -methyltaurine, using for

the acylation of monoethanolamine, caprylic, oaj)ric, lauric, myristic,

palmitic! and stearic! acids. The solubility in water decreased as the

length of the carl^on chain increased. vSodi\im capiylyl ethanolamido
sulphate gave a turbid solution at 0 *2 .'")% c.oncentratio)) at room tera]>era-

tm'o, the capric! and lauric acid derivatives gave clear solutions at

while the rnyri.stic, palmitic and stearic acid compounds were soluble

only at ()0°(h The wetting power of the whole series was therefore deter-

mined at fiO°C. The Herbig number rose from craprylic lo a znaximum
for the hiuricr acid derivative, and the wetting power then diminished

in the ease of the myristic and palmitic acid analogues, rising again for

the stearic acid compound. The capric and lauric acid derivatives had a

Herbig number higher than that of oleyl N-metli^ltauriiio. In the ( ase

of the sodium salts of saturated fatty ticids, the Herbig number increased

with the length of the alkyl chain from to (^ 2 *
then it decreased,

continuously down to Cjg at concentrations beloiv 0-2.5%. At 0*25%
concentration, however, the maximum was reached at (Jj 4 . 'J’ho flotation

or sinking time results wei’e in general (jonfirmatory of the Herbig numbers,
except that the positions of sodium stearyl etlianolamide sulphate and
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sodiiirn palmityl ethanolamide sulphate wore reversed at 0-1 % concentra-

tion. By this method also the capric and lauric acid'compounds proved
to he better wetting agents than oloyl N-mothyltaurine. Tlie calcium
soap dispersing power of tho present compounds was comjiarafcivoly low.
The lauryl compound liad tho highest hard water resistance in tlie series,

but it was markedly inhaaor to oloyl N-methyl taurine. Tho (.ongo

rubine number could not be determined, sin(.*e the compounds salted out
on the addition of sodium chloride.

223. Protective colloidal power and detergency.

S. I. Taraporewala arid, K. Venkataramak, Bombay.

With ref(U’en (‘0 to the view of Zakarias i)n fal-fice detergents and
the suggested relation between protective (’olloidal action and detergency,
scouring experiments in a launderomotcr were undertakim with a series of
textile auxiliary agents, using standard soiled clotli. The eflicieney of

scouring was followed by wax content, whiteness, and wettability deter-

minations on the treated fabric. Of the? nine commercial products
examined, sodium lauryl sulphaie exhibited tlie higljest deteigent ]K)wor,

and sodium dioctyl sulphosuccinate, a synthetic ])olymer free from ionizing

groups, the sodium salt of olewl N-rnethyltaiirine, a sodium ilialkyl-

naphthaleno sul]ihonJite, a mixture of terjiene derivativ^es, a secondary
alkyl sulphate, Turkey Red oil and a highly sulphonated c-astor oil were
in order of diminishing efficiency. This order could not bo correlated
with tho protective colloidal power of tho products, two of wliich with
exc(dlent cleansing action behaved as noiicolloidal ele(!trolytos, so that

tho Congo rubino number could not be determined. i

Among tho soaps, sodium laurato was tho most- effective detergent.

Sodium totrahydroanacar'date was almost entirely devoid of cleansing

power. Since the (^ongo rubine numbers for the sodium salts of stearic;,

anacardie and tetrahydroanacardic acids could not bo observed, it was
not possible to correlate these witli detergency. Although tho order of
diminishing protectiv'e colloidal power was sodium oleato, sodium linoleate

and sodium laurato, tho detergent power was in the rev erse order. Of the
throe soaps, sodium stearate, oleate and linolemte, each containing 18 carbon
atoms, the detergent })ower increased with the inc;reaso in unsaturation.

'J^he detergency of triethanolamine soaps of lauric;, oleic, linoleit;, and
rininoleic acids decreased in the order named, when wax content was taken
as the criterion. The Congo rubine numbers for these compounds were
not obtainable, as they salted out on adding sodium chloride. Increased
unsaturaiion did not improve detergent power, and the presence of a
hydroxyl group was not a favourable factor.

224. The effect of increasing concentrations of alkali in Ider-

boiling.

Nazir Ahmad, S. M. Kaji and K. Venhataraman, Bombay.

Commercial single 20’8 yarn from Indian cotton was boiled with
progressively increasing quantities of caustic soda (1-10% on weight
of material) in an experimental kior at 15 lbs. pressure for 6 hours. The
samples were then bleached, estimating the chlorine consumption, and
the measurable qualities of tho treated yarns, such as loss in weight,
(iopper number and cuprammonium fluidity detormiiied. As anticipated,

the copper number did not indic-ate any marked differences, since any
reducing constituents would be dissolved in the alkaline lye and removed.
The consumption of chlorine decreased in a regular manner with increase

in tho quantity of caustic soda used in kier-boiling. Thus it fell from 0*77%
for tho 1% caustic soda boil to 0-46% for 10% caustic soda. The
cuprammonium fluidity determinations gave interesting results. Plotting

fluidity against concentration of caustic soda, the curve did not represent
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a linear relationship, bnt sharp maxima and minima. In the case of the
bleached samples, fhe fluidity increased till the concentration of caustic
soda reached 3%, decreased at 4% concentration, after which it began
to rise till a maximvim was reached at 6% caustic soda. A sharp decline
was noticed at 9% caustic soda strotif^th. The fluidity figures for
unbleached yarn gave a similar curve.

The experiments wore repeated using 1-10% soda ash. I’he chlorine
consumy)tion fell from 1*83 for 1% so<la ash to 0*50% for 10%, The
fluidities of the bleached samples, instead of rising as in cuse of caustic
soda with increasing concentration uj) to .3%, diminish(Hl with increasing
concentration of soda ash till a minimum was rc^ached at 3%. The
values then alternately rose and fell at 4, 5 and 7% soda ash at which a
maximum identical with the maximum fluidity value at 0% strength of
(caustic soda was attairuMl. At 0% concentration of soda ash, a sharp
decline was again noticed, and the value was very near the minima.
The fluidity curve for the unbleached yarn was nearly identical.

In a tliird set of experiments, yarn was boiled in an o])en kier with
1-10% soda ash fit 160°-170°F. for 0 liours, and bleached. Tlio (‘urve

was similar in sha]^e to tlio soda ash boil curve, except that t he actual
fluidity values obtained were much lower, 'the consumjition of chlorine
was piractica.Ily constant throughout, being 2d)9% for 1 % soda ash and
1*95% for 10%. The fluidity results indicate in general that, if y>r(M*au-

tions to exclude oxygen, metallic catalysts, etc., are taken, increasing
amounts of caustic soda, or soda ash do not necessarily lead to daituige,

but that there are o])timum conceiitj-at-ions, on either side of wliicli

degradation of the cellulose might occur.

225. Sterculia urens gum in finishing and printing.

V. C. Patwardhan avd 8. R. Ramaohandran, Bombay.
This belongs to the class of Karaya gums and is indigenous to the

Jlomha.y Presidency aiid the Central Provinces. It is somewhat similar
in ay)y)earanco to gum Tragacanth and is known as Indian gum tragacanth.
Tschirch and Fliick, and Middleton and Kowson have studied its utility

as a substitute for gum tragacanth in shamy)ooa and other toilet yireyDara-

tioiis. They found that it could form an effective substitute for gum
Tragacanth. An attemy3t has now been made to study its utility in finish-

ing and yirinting with a vij^w to reyilacirig, y)artlv at any rate, gum
tragacanth which has entirely to be imported and whose cost has increased
considerably. Determination of ash, moisture, acidity, viscosity and
keeping proyierties of this mucilage has been made in corny)aT ison with a
standard sample of gum tragacanth. While the ash, moisture and
viscosity (the latter at a slightly higher concentration) apjiroximate to
that of gum tragacanth, the acidity of /Sterculia urens would ay)pear to be
rather high. Although this could be redialed by the addition of mild
alkaline agents, such as borax, to the same level as tragac.anth, this

addition would seem to be unnecessary ns the acidity would in itsedf be an
advantage in yireparing a mucilage with this gum for yirinting piurposos by
certain methods. Additions of caustic soda, tannic and acetii^ acids, and
metallic salts like chromium acetate do not ayiy)ear to have any adverse
action in optimum concentrations.

226. Production of khaki shade from vegetable raw material.

J. L. Sarin, Lahore.

A khaki shade for military requirements has been produced from
locally available vegetable raw materials. The dye bath is jirepared By
extracting with water (200 parts), main {Tamarix dioca) 50 parts, iiaspal

(6 parts) and pomegranate rind (25 parts). The shade obtained is

mordanted by successfully dipping the cloth in a bath of ferrous sulphate
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(J part), copper sulphate (I part) and potassium dichromato (5 parts) in

water (200 parts). The material produced was sent to the Inspectorate of
Ordnance and Clothing, Cawnpore and has been approved.

227. Studies in mixed photosensitizers.

G. Gopala Rag, Waltair.

In previous publications from the author’s laboratories, the photo-
sensitized oxidation of ammonia in aqueous solution with ignited titanium
dioxide as photosensitizer lias been studied and the mechanism of the
reaction discussed. It was found that titanium dioxide is an excellent
photosensitizer for this reaction in light transmitted by glass. Likewise
it was found that zinc oxide is a good photosensitizer. Recently, it was
noticed tliat a simple mixture of the two oxides has much less photo-
sensitizing activity tlian what the mixture law would suggest. If the
two oxides are ignited together, the photosensitive properties disappear
almost completely. This phenomenon has been studied and discussed
in the present paper.

228. Photosensitization by ceric oxide.

G. Gopala Rag, Waltair.

Ceric oxide was prepared by preciy)dating cerious oxide and oxidizing
the same with hydrogen j)eroxide. It was then washed well to free it

from excess of alkali and adhering electrolytes. The ceric oxide was
ignited at 800°C and used in the experiments. It was found to photo-
sensitize (1) the oxidation of aqueous ammonia to nitrite, and (2) the
decomposition of silver nitrate in sunlight.

229. Studies in some inorgano-organic gels.

Mata Prasad and G. S. Hattiangadi, Bombay.
The time of setting ‘P of potassium stearate gels in pinene containing

different amounts of the soap, " A\ has been measured by Fleming’s
method at various temperature ‘T’. It has been found that the graphs
(i) of the values of log A jdotted against log t, and (ii) of the values of log t

plotted against —
,
are straight lines.

The cooling curves of the gels of sodium palrnitate, potassium oleate
and potassium stearate have been studied at different temperatures
during the sol-gel transformation. It is observed that when the con-
centration of the gel -forming substance is increased, the initial tempera-
Uire goes on decreasing

; again the temperature at which the gel sets is

slightly higher than that to which the gel-forming mixture is cooled, and
this decreases with a decrease in the concentration of the gel -forming
substance.

Viscosity measurements of sodium stearate gels in pinene during
sol-gel transformation wore carried out by the Falling Sphere method, at
different temperatures, using different concentrations of the soap. When
the values of log (>7

— 770), are plotted against straight lines are obtained
and it is noted that these straight lines for different soap contents are
nearly parallel to one another.

230. Condensation of o- and 2>-chloro- and m-bromo-benzal-
dehydes with malonanilic acid.

K. C. Pandya and (Miss) Rashmi Bala Pandya, Agra.
Following the condensations of various aldehydes with malonanilic

acid in the presence of a trace of an organic base like pyridine or piperidine,
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reported in earlipr papers (Mehra and Pandya, Pro, Ind, Acad. Sci.,

1938, 7 , 369; 1939, 9 , 509; Ittyorah and Pandya, ibid., 1941, 13 , 119;
122 ; 641) further condensations are studied here with chloro- and brorno-
benzaldehydes.

The results are in a line with the earlier observations. When pyridine
or piperidine is used in a trace, condensation as well as decarboxylation
takes place, and the p-chloro-, o-chloro- and r/i-bromo-cinnamanilides are
obtained with or without the acids. The yields are sometimes very near
to the theoretical, and this may be due partly to the pyridine -trace method
and partly to the presence of the chlorine or the bromine atom on the
aldehyde molecule, which has been found by us to accelerate condensations
with malonic acid and give almost theoretical yields (Pandya and Miss
Pandya, ibid., 1941, 14, 112). It is peculiar that the o-chloro- and m-
bromo-cinnamanilides are formed in two isomeric forms with distinct

melting-points.
In the absence of any base or of any other catalyst, condensation

is slow, but gives the corresponding chloro- or bromo-benzalmalonanilic
acids, with or without some cinnamanilide.

231. Fatty acid composition and glyceride structure of the fat

from the seeds of Vateria indica.

C. Venkta Rao and M. Narasinoa Rao, Waltair.

The fat from the seeds of Vateria indica contains 92-6% insoluble

mixed fatty acids composed of 60*7% solid acids and 39-3% liquid acids.

The composition of the fatty acids is found to be O’2% lower acid (pro-

bably Cjo acid), 0’7% myristic acid, 13% palmitic acid, 431% stearic

acid, 0*4% arachidic acid, 42*5% oleic acid and 0’1% linolic acid. The
non-saponifiable matter is mainly composed of sito-sterol and a trace of
another sterol whose brorno-acetate melts at 120-123°C. to a dark coloured
liquid. Further, the fat on steam distillation yields 0*05% of a terpenoid
oil having an iodine value of 148. The neutral fat contains 2*5% fully

saturated glyceride mainly composed of tri-stearin (m.p. 71°C.). Further
work on the glycieride structure of the fat is in progress.

232. Molecular rearrangement of o-acyloxy-acetoarones to o-

hydroxy (diacyl) methanes. Part I.

V. V. ViRKAR and R. 0. Shah, Bombay.

In continuation of the previous work {Curr. Sci., 1938, 3, 107 ;

1939, 1679) the sodium method has been further applied for the trans-

formations of o-aroyloxy acotoarones and o-acoyloy acetoarones to rospec-

tiv^e o-hydroxy-B-diketonos for the syntheses of 2-naphthyl chromones
and 2-alkyl chromones. The method has been found to be useful for the

synthesis of chromones in general.

A number of 2-naphthyl chromones have been repared by applying

the method to naphthoyloxy derivatives of o-hydroxy acetoarones.

Baker {J.C.S., 1933, 1382) could not transform resacetophenone

diacetate or 4-o-benzoyl-2-o-acetyl resacetophenone but metallic sodium
brings about the molecular rearrangement in these and similar substances

and the method has therefore been successfully applied for the syntheses

of a number of 2 -alkyl chromones.

233. Molecular rearrangement of o-acyloxy-(aceto-arones) to

o-hydroxy-(di acyl) methanes. Part II.

V. V. ViRKAR and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

Various reagents, such as anhydrous potassium carbonate in presence

of dry benzene or dry toluene {J.G.S., 1933, 1381 ; 1934, 1953) sodamido
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in dry ether {Curr. Sci., 1933, 2 , 214; J.G.S., 1934. 1767; 1935, 866),

alcoholic sodium othoxide {J.G.S.^ 1940, 1499) and metallic sodium in

presence of dry ether, dry benzene or dry toluene {Gurr. Sci., 1938, 3 ,

107 ; J.C.S., 1939, 1679), have been used previously to bring about the
molecular rearrangement in o aroyloxy aceto arones. Tt has now been
found that many other reagents can be successfully used for the migrations
of the above type. Various reagents, such as potassium or sodium car-

bonate in presence of alcohol, sodium bicarbonate in presence of alcohol,

a queous or alcohol alkali in ])rosonco of alcohol or any other suitable solvent,
aqueous hydrated barium oxide in presence of alcohol have been success-

fully used for the migration of o-aroyloxy group.

Moreover a comparative study of all these available reagents have
been made on compounds actually examined by previous workers and
also on compounds tried by metallic sodium method.

234. Molecular rearrangement of o-aroyloxy-aceto-arones con-

taining nitro-group to the corresponding o-hydroxy
diacyl-ractlianes. Part ITT.

V. V. ViKKAR and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

It has boon observed that no migration of o-aroyloxy group takes
j)laco if a nitro group is present in the aceto arone nucleus. But migration
takes place as usual if a nitro-group is present in the aroyloxy radical.

Few nitro flavones containing the nitro-group in the 2-phenyl group
have thus boon prepared by this method.

235. Synthesis of quinoline derivatives.

T. B. Desai and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

A nvimber of new quinoline derivatives 2-phenyl-4-hydroxy-3-acotyl
quinolines variously 8u>)stituted in the benzene nucleus have been syn-
thesized through the condensation of various imidochlorides from benzoyl
derivatives of substituted anilines with ethyl sodio-acjeto-acetate by the

method of Limaye and 8hah {Sc, Gong, Ahst., 1940).

236. Synthesis of quinoline derivatives.

K. I). Kitlkakni and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

A number of anilide-imido-chlorides derived from substituted benzoic
acids have been condensed witli ethyl sodio-rnalonate by the method of

Heoramaneck and Shah {J.G.S,^ 1936, 428). From these experiments,
generalization has been drawn regarding tlu^ effect of the substituents in

the benzoic acid nucleus on the condensation. The condensation products
liavo bt3en further cyclised to the corresponding 2-phenyl-4-hydroxy-3-
carbethoxy-quinolinos, substituted in the 2-phenyl group.

237. 2 : 4-dihydroxy-3-acetylbenzoic acid.

N. B. Parekh and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

The Fries transformation of 4-o-acotyl-B-resorcylic acid and its

methyl estoT* was studied in order to lind out whether tlie acetyl group
migrated to the B -position or the Y-position. The products obtained
were found to be .5-acotyl-2 : 4-dihydroxy benzoic acid and its methyl
ester respectively showing that migration had taken place to the B-
position. The isomeric 2 : 4-dihydroxy-3-acetyl benzoic acid which
would have been formed if the migration had taken place to the Y-position
has been conveniently obtained by the action of potassium bicarbonate
on 2 -acetyl resorcinol in glycerin solution.
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238. ProduetioR of saccharin and chloramine T from toluene.

B. H. Shivjiani and R. C. Shah, Bombay.
An exhaustive study has been made of the various stages iuvolvep

in the production of saccharine and chloramine T from toluene with a
view to arrive at the best conditions for their economic pre])aration.
Some inodiiications and improvements of the existing processes liave also
been worked out.

239. Kostanocki-Robiiison reaction on orcpropiophenoiu'.

P. L. Trivedi, S. M. Sethna and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

In continuation of previous work (Setlma and Shall, J. Ind. Chern.
tSoc., 1940, 17 , 239, 487), orcpropiophenone, preiiared from orciiiol and
propioiiitride has Ijeen acytylated with sodium acetate and act^tic

anhydrilo. The product -7 acetoxy-2 ; 3 : 5 trimethyl chromone has boon
converted into 7-hydroxy-2 : 3 : .5 trimethyl chromone. The constitution
of the hydroxy chromone has been established by its unambiguous
synthesis, through the condensation of or(*acetophenone dimc?thyl ether
with ethyl acetate, mothylation of the resulting B-diketone and subsequent
cyclization of the c-mothylated compound to the methoxy chromone
which is demothylated.

240. Composition of tlic fatty acids of the oil from AzadirackUt

indica. (Margosa or Neem oil).

C. J. Dasa Rao, Waltair.

In view of the large use of iieem oil for medicinal purposes jiarticularly

in connection witli skin diseases the composition ol’ the fatty acids becomcNS

important. The recent work of Khuda and workers suggests the possibility

for the existence of new components. A genuine Hamjile of neem oil has
been therefore carefully puriliinl and analyzed and the results are reported.

241. Nitration of Thymol and its derivativ(3s.

J. R. Palande and V. A. Patwardhan, Poona.

It is known for some tijiie now that in the nitration of tliymol in the

presence of sulphuric acid, the isopropyl grouj) is replaced by the nitro

grouj), and thca’cfon^ nitro-m-cresols are the main products of tlie reatdion.

By using acetic acid however, as the solvent in pUu;e of Hul})huric acid,

nitro-thymols have ])een obtained. In the nitration of tiiymyl methyl
ethei- also in sul])huric acid, cresol (a)m])oundH are fonned, and in acetic,

acid, 4-nitro-thyinyl methyl ctlior, h.p. 172‘7h^ nun. has heiai ohtairu'd.

TJiis is rediK'cd to the amino-conqmund, the acetyl derivativ(' of whicli

mrdts at I4()"(k Wlien acetie acid and acetic anhydride am used as

solvents in tlie nitratitm process, ortho-substituted derivatives are

generally foJ’ined in greater ]>roportion. Th(^ nitration of thyinyl methyl

ether in acetie anhydride has liowever mainly yielded the 4-nitr(>-thym> 1

methyl ether. The nitration of thyniyl acetate also in acetic anhydride

has giv'^on 4-nitro-thymyl acetatt^ b.]>. 179- l77°/4-i) mm., from which b}’’

hydrolysis, 4-nitro-thymol, m.p. 14()''C lias been obtaiiu'd.

242. Fixed oil from the seedy of Jalropha cutxas.

M. T. Bapat and V. A. Patwardhan, Poona.

Jalropha curcas (N.C). EiJi>horbiaceac), physics nut or Mugali erand
*

is an evergreen plant, common in waste places and cidtivated on the

bodges. It bears round yellow fruits, from which black seeds are available.

The kernels of tlio seeds resemble peanuts in colour, size and appearance.
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The seeds are also known as purging nuts, the oil being rather drastic

in its action in comparison with castor oil. It is slated that the oil,

leaves and stems of the plant have several medicinal uses. The kernels

of the seeds on extraction with other yielded about 56*5% of an almost
colourless oil, which showed the following characteristics: Saponification
Value, 196-2, Iodine V. 104-3 (Winkler), Acid V. 6-6, Acetyl V. 10-6,

Unsaponifiable matter 1-8%. The mixed fatty acids obtained from the

oil gave 17*7% of saturated fatty acids by means of the Twitchell’s

process. The mixed saturated fatty acids melting at about 62°'63°C.
had an equivalent weight of about 270. The liquid acids,—Iodine V. 119,

showed on bromination that linolenic acid was absent. The examination
of the fatty acids in detail is in progress.

243. Preliminary studies on iincalcined kyanite-clay mixtures.

T. W. Talwalkar and A. K. Sinha, Jamshedpur.

Several workers have already reported on the volume changes and
other properties of mixtures of uncalcined kyanite with clays and bauxite
or diasporc, etc. and it has been shown that some of these mixtures have
little or no change from the unfired volume to the fired volume. Pre-

sumably the expansion of kyanite and the contraction of the other
materials in these mixtures have been well-balanced. Some further
data along the same lines is presented here using local kyanite and clays.

Two different types of mixtures can be developed as follows:

—

() Mixtures in which the fired volume at a given temperature is

the same as the unfired volume but in which Jthere may bo
some abrupt changes of volume in the intermediate stages.

() Mixtures in which there is a small amount of contraction from
unfired to fired state but in which there is little abrupt
change at any intermediate stage.

The major expansion of kyanite in this work took place at or below
1300®C and it was soon that lower grade type of fire clays make better
mixtures than high grade clays.

Section F, Geography and Geodesy,

17. Battle of the Kangdali.

Swami PranavIkanda.

(of the Holy Kailas and Manasarovar).

Away up in the Himalayas, 100 miles north of Almora, a section of
the Bhotias celebrate once every twelve years a queer festival which they
call ‘ Kangdalika-ladai ’ or the Battle of the Kangdali. Sharpened weapons
are wielded with right goodwill, heads, imceremoniously lopped off by
warriors urged on to victory by frenzied drumming and cheering crowds,
are gathered up in silken cloths by fond wives, daughters and sweethearts,
but still the Bhotias suffer no casualties in their ranks.

For the Kangdali is merely a psychic enemy—a four-foot high shrub
which, the Bhotias believe, must not be allowed to flower freely lest evil

befall their womenfolk.
Usually the people belonging to each village collect together, and all

irrespective of age, sex, or status, participate in this ‘battle’, which lasts

for about a week. They make the necessary preparations such as white-
washing and plastering their houses, frying pancakes, brewing barley
liquor, and invoking their village deity with cries of ‘ Parameshwara ’

during the first three days.
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The Battle. ^

The actual ‘ ladai ’ takes place on the fourth day. Men in long white
gowns and pagriSy and women in colourful silks, woollens and heavy
necklaces of silver coins, assemble in front of a prominent villager’s house
and after a drink start in procession, headed by drums and cymbals.
They conduct the march in single file, the men with swords and shields
or lathis and bunches of green loaves in their hands, being followed by the
women holding long wooden lease-rods called ‘ rol ’ in one hand and coloured
silk cloths in the other.

Dancing and swinging their swords and ‘ rol ’ in graceful sweeps, they
advance \mtil they reach a mountain spur and halt. Shots are fired,

the drumming becomes frenzied, then off down the mountain slopes

spotted with Kangdali in bud and blossom r«ish two men, shouting war
cries and brandishing their swords. The women immediately follow suit.

After chopping off the flowers of the ominous shrub, they turn back,
bringing with them the trophies amidst deafening shouts of triumph.
They then dance for a while and return to their village in procession.

It is evening by now and they gather in a courtyard and begin the
popular circle-dance which invariably lasts till midnight and not infre-

quently the whole night. During this dance, they all form a circle and
move counter-clockwise, singing love-songs in a monotonous yet impressive

mountain tune which certainly appears to befit those lofty surroundings.
Men and women mix freely without any sign of shyness. Young men
and maids from far off places go here as if to a fair, and many a match is

made. This care-free feasting and revelry lasts for two or three days
more.

Besides this twelve-yearly ‘ ladai ’ they have an annual ‘ Tyohar ’ or
festival, held during ‘ Dassera ’ which closely resembles the Kangdali
festival, except that the ‘ Kangdalis ’ are not again attacked.

18. Now light of the sources of the four groat rivers of the
Holy Kailas and Manasarovar.

SwAMi PranavAnanda

(of th(‘ Holy Kailas and Manasarovar).

In this paper the findings of the great Himalayan explorer Dr. Sven
Hedin regarding the sources of the Brahmaputra, the Sutlej, and the
Indus have been seriously questioned and cljallenged If the river

in cpiestion happens to have more than one headstream, which of them
is to be considered the main river ? Is it decided by the quantity of water
that it brings down or by tlie length of the particmljir headstream ? Or is

the source located from the traditions of the local people ? If all the
three conditions are not fvdfilled, as they are often not, which of them
should be given the greatest weight ? and why ? There had long
been a controversy over the sources of those rivers till matters were taken
to have been set at rest by Sven Hedin’s findings in 1907-8. By giving
preference to the quantity of water in the case of the river Brahmaputra,
tradition in the case of the Indus, and far-fetched tradition and length
in the case of the Sutlej, Sv’^en Hedin mercilessly sacrificed all consistent,

reasonable, and uniform procedure, since he had to labour under the

restrictions of the Tibetan oflicors and of time, at the time of fixing the

sources of these river, while at the same time ho claims himseli’ to be the
first ‘white man’ and ‘European’ discoverer of the sources of these three
rivers At last it was in the year 1 037 that 1 succeeded in

.

discovering the sources of those Four Great rivers—the Brahmaputra,
the »Sutlej, the Indus, and the Karnali—from all points of view, namely,
tradition, quantity of water, length, and glaciers, after actually visiting

all the places.
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According to Tibetan traditions the source of the Sutlej (Langchhen
Khambab) is in the springs near Dulchu gompa; that of the Indus (Singi

Khambab) is in the Singi Kharnbab springs ;
that of the Brahmaputra

(Tarnchok Khambab) is in the Chemayuiigdung glaciers ; and that of the

Karnali (Mapcha Khambab) is in the sjiring Mapcha Chungo. In this

case tlio genetic sources of all the rivers excepting that of tlie Indus are

all glacial. Should the quantity of water be taken into account the source

of the Sutlej is at the head of the Darnm yankti near Darina Pass
;
the

source of the Indus is at tlie head of the Lungdhep Chhu near Topclihon la ;

the source of the Bralima{>utra is in the Kubi glaciers ;
and that of the

Kamali is near the Larnpiya pass. In this case the sources of all the

four rivers are glacial, but the traditional sources of all excepting that

of the Karnali are dislocated. Should length be the tost, the source

of the Sutlej would be in tlio Kanglung Kargri at the head of the Tag,
or at the head of the southern tributary of the Tag, or tliat of Sauio
tsangpo ; the source of the Indus would bo in Topchhon la, that of the

Brahmaputra in the Chemayuiigdung glaciers; and that of the Karnali
near Larnpiya pass. When length is taken as criterion, the sources of

all the rivers are at the traditional places except that of the Indus ; but
the sources are all glacial. But Sven Hedin’s source of the Sutlej in the

Kanglung Kangri, of the Indus in the Singi Khambab springs, and that

of the Brahmaputra in the Kubi glaciers would not satisfy any one of the

above three criteria—tradition, volume, or length—in its entirety and as

such ho cannot claim to be the first discover of tlie sources of these ri\ ers

.

19. GangesnSutlej confusion.
^

SwAMi PkanavAnanda

(of the Holy Kailas and Mana>sarovar).

For several generations there had been a hopeless confusion of the
rivers Ganges and Sutlej which is mainly two-fohl

;
some were under the

wrong notion that the (Ganges and Sutlej took their rise from Manasarovar
and llakshas Tal, while some others confounded the Ganges with the
Sutlej, or made one the tributary of the other. The ancient Ohiueso
geographers Jesuit fathers, Isbrants Ides (1704 A.D.), Dosideri (1715),
Father Gaubil (17^29), D’Anville (1735), Father Jcisepfi Tiffenthaler
(1705?), Pt. Purangir (1773), Major Konnell (1782), Captain F. Wilford
(1800), Webber (1880), Lkai Kawaguchi (1900), and a host of others, all

made a huge confusion of the two rivers as mentioned above. Even to-day
many orthodox and religious .minded Hindus as well as cultured Indians
confound the Ganga Chliu (the outlet of Manasarovar into Rakshas Tal)
with the river Ganges, though actually the distance between the real source
of the Ganges at Gomukh and the Lake Manasarovar is over 140 miles
as the crow flies.

It is the word 'Ganga Chhu’ which has misled the Indians and the
early exploiters and writers to believe that the Ganges had its source in the
Manasarovar; and it is the Indian equivalent ‘Ganga’ for the Langchhen
Khambab (Sutlej), in the Kangri Karchhak (Tibetan Kailas Purana)
that has misled Tibetans to believe that the Ganga or Ganges at Hardwar
is the same as the ‘Ganga Chhu’ and consequently the Hutlej.

20. Confusion of Tso Kapala with Thuki Zingboo or Gourikund.

SwAMi PranavlNANDA

(of the Holy Kailas and Manosarovar).

The lake Thuki Zingboo or Gaurikund is situated due east of Mount
Kailas, at an altitude of 18,200 ft. above the sea-level. Situated at the
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southern foot of K/iilas peak, at a distance of 6 miles from Tarchheu
(wherefrom the circumambillation of the Kailas mountain begins) are

two very small lakelets called Rukta and Durcho, of black and white
waters respectively. They are jointly called Tso Kapala. Dr. Sven
Hedin wrongly placed Tso Kapala in the Gourikund, since he saw only

the Gourikimd but not tlie other. I am the first non-Tibetan who ha(i

ever visited Serdung Chuksiim and Tso Kapala.

Section VI, Botany.

33. A new germs of Saprolegniaceae.

H. Chaudhijri, Lahore.

Hanildia gen. nov. has been isolated, grown in culture, and described

and a new species HamUlia imlica sp. nov. established. Tlie Latin
diagnosis in both cases has been giv^on.

34- Some new water moulds from the Punjal).

Abdul Hamid, Lahore.

Two species of Achlya, viz., AcMya oblongata and A. and^rocomposifa,

nov. spp. and one species of Pythiogeton, viz., P. sterilis nov. sp. have been
described

.

Section VII, Zoology.

49. An indigenous substitute for Canada Balsam.

B. Thirumalachar, Tumkur (Mysore).

The author recommends the use of the resin of the widely distributed

Dbupa tree (
Vateria imlica) of Indian forests as an indigenous substitute

for Canada Balsam wliich is at present scarcely available owing to the war.
The methods of preparing tho resin as a mounting medium are

described. The higli solubility of the resin in xylol, ether, chloroform
and petrol, tho sticking properties of tho prepared product, tho refractive

index (1-5), the choapuess and easy availability of the rosin are all in

favour of its being used as an oilicieiit sub.stitute for Canada Balsam.

Section VIII, Entomology

.

36. 8ome important features of the Rhynchota fauna of

Afghanistan.

HexM Singh Pruthi, New Delhi.

Very little is known about tho insect fauna of Afghanistan, much
less about tho order Rhynchota. Only about a dozen species of Rhynchota

which wore collected by the Cerman Hindukush Expedition are so far

known.
The material collected by Dr. Taskhir Ahmad, who wont to

Afghanistan in June 1939 as a memlier of the Indian Agricultural

Delegation, includes about sixteen species of Aphididao, of which five

are now species and thirty species of other Rhynchota.

With regard to the distribution of Rhynchota tho country can bo

divided into two natural regions:

Low altitudes:—This region includes Afghan -Turkistan and the

South-western Afghanistan. Very few aphid spe(ues wore collected in

this region, probably due to hot weather during the period of collection.

Lygus pratenais (Linn.) (Capsidae) on bersoem, maize and cotton, Stephanitis
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pyri (Febr.) on apple and Monost^ria unicostata (Tingididae) were very
common in July, the last two causing severe damage. The former is a
serious pest of pear and apple in Europe and America but is fortunately
absent from India. The other sucking insects were Pentatomidae, viz.

PJnrydcma festivum var. chloroticum Hov., E. festimn var. pictum (H.

—

Schaffer) and E. festivum var. decoratum (H.—Schaffer) on carrot and
apricot.

High altitudes :—The Kabul plateau and the Hazarajat—The most
common insects in this region were the aphids. A new species of

Hyalopterus was found causing serious leaf-curling to peach, plum, apricot

and l;>amboo. Three gall-producing aphids, all new to science, were fairly

common on poplar. There were two species on walnut, Chromaphis
juglandleola (Kalt.) a well known European and Ameri('an aphid and
CaUipterus juglmtdicola (Frisch.). The species common to India are
Aphis lahurni Kalt., and Pterochlorus saligna Cnelin on willow, Macro-
siph 1(771 pisi Kalt. on bersoem and bean and M, rosae (Linn.) on rose.

87. Biology oi' Laphijgrna exigua (Hiibncr).

Hem Singh Pbitthi, Now Delhi.

Laphygnid exigua is almost a cosmopolitan and polyphagus insect,

tK'curring tliroughout India and other parte of the work!. It is a pest of
major importance and is serious usually during autumn, winter and early
sjiring. Its host-planks at Delhi are more than 30, both (‘ultivatod and
wild, (kiltivatod hosts include lentil, lucerne, gram, peas, linseed, chillies,

etc., while Tribxdus terrestris^ Ipomoea pestigridisy etc., are ^ild.

Female lays eggs in clusters of 100-500 each, felted over with fine

woolly tlireads of dirty white colour. They hatch in 3-10 days. The
caterpillar moults 5 or 6 times, during which period it presents great
variation in colour irrespective of the plant it foocls c»n. Tlie larval period
occupies 15-20 days after which the caterpillar puf>ates 2"-4"^ below the
surface of the soil in a small earthen chamber. I’upal pt^riod lasts 1-4
weeks.

Laphygma exigua lias 9-10 generations in a year at Delhi, breeding
rapidly during autumn, winter and early spring, completing one cycle in

aliout 3 w'eeks, while during hot weather it breeds slowly, completing one
generation in a month or mor(\

The larva is parasitised by A pantelcs paiudicolae Cam. The percentage
of parasitization in the field is about 10 during active period of its

breeding.

88. The Biology of the Weevils, Sitophilus oryzae and Sitophilus

granarins, with special reference to the effects of tempera-
ture and humidity on the rate of their development.

Qadiruddim Kham, Hyderabad.

The biology of the Weevils, Sitophilus oryzae and Sitophilus granariu^y
not being previously described in detail, has now been closely studied,

ami the following results have been obtained :

—

( 1 )
The preoviposition period differs markedly in both the species at

every temperature and humidity combination.

(2) The incubation period of the eggs behaves exactly like the
preoviposition period in re.sponsc to temperature and humidity.

(3) The first three larval instar stages in both the species are of equal
duration, but the fourth instar is longer in duration than each of the
previous instars, especially at high temperatures. The larval periods of
S. oryzae at low temperatures are slightly longer than those of S, granarius.

(4) The pupal period is more affected by the relative humidity than
by the temperature.
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(6) At all temperatures and relative humidities the total develop-
mental period of S* oryzae is shorter than that of S. granarius.

Section /X, Anthropology.

14. Premarital Puberty Rites of Girls in Western Mahar ashtra.

(Miss) Durga N. Bhagvat, Bombay.
Anthropological information regarding puberty rites of girls before

marriage is scanty. In the Anthropological surveys of Northern India
such references are not found. In Soutliern India, the rites are observed
by some castes and tribes.

Ceremonial defloration of a girl at the first menstruation is suggested
by certain rites and songs of the Marathas and Kunbis in the Konkan.
The rites are symbolical of ceremonial defloration of the girl by her
maternal uncle and the songs allegorically describe the advent of menstrua-
tion and the prospect of fertility.

Section X, Medical and Veterinary Research.

24. On the distribution of phosphorus in human, cow, buifalo,

sheep and goat milks.

K. P. Basu and K. Mokherjee, Dacca.

The distribution of phosphorus compounds in milk of different animals,
cow, goat, sheep and buffalo and also of human beings has been
investigated.

Total phosphorus in cow, goat and sheep milks per 100 c.e. was
found to be nearly the same (100 mg.). Buffalo milk contains about
125 mg. phosphorus while human milk contains only 30 mg. phosphorus
per 100 c.c. The organic j)ho8phorus was found to be labile in nature
and gave phosphate in presence of ammonium molybdate-sulphuric acid
mixture. Total acid soluble phosphorus was found tc) be ecpaal to the
sum of inorganic phosiihorus and organic ester phosphorus (as (creatine

phosphate) within the range of experimental error. Hexose diphosphatty

phosphorus was only found in very minute quantities in cow’s milk.

25. Musk and Musk-deer.

SwAMi PranavAnanda

(of the Holy Kailas and Manasarovar).

Musk-deer is chiefly an inhabitant of the Himalayas, Tibet, and
Central Asia. It belongs to the deer family but smaller in size. That
gland of the animal which contains musk is commonly called ‘musk
pouch’ or ‘musk pod’. The writers of Ayurvedic works believed musk
to be either the content of umbilicus or sperm. So, in Sanskrit it is

called ^ mriga-nabhi\ 'mriga-mada\ or ''kasturV. Neither the scientific

works, nor the Encyclopaedias, not even the Zoologist could give us a

more accurate or first hand information regarding the origin of musk,
for they vaguely say that, ‘musk is the secretion of musk-deer’, ‘musk is

the dried secretion from the preputial follicles of the male musk-deer’,

‘musk is obtained from the scrotum’, ‘a skin-pit in mammals producing a

secretion with a musky odour, especially in the male musk-deer’, ‘musk-

deer secretes in its gland a substance with a strong odour’, ‘musk produces

the perfume called musk’, and so on. By varied researches during the

last several years, by visiting the abodes of the musk-deer, by examining
several musk pods from different parts of the Himalayas and Tibet, and
finally by disecting a freshly killed deer, I came to the definite conclusion
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that the musk pod is the prostate gland of the male musk-deer and
that musk is the secretion of the prostate gland.

Besides my actual findings, even from a logical point of view, musk
cannot be the product of the umbilical knot. Both the male and the
female have umbilicus

; then how can it be, that the umbilical knot of the
male alone contains musk, but not the female ? Umbilicus has neither
any secretion nor does that secretion go to the urethra

; when such is

the case why should the urine of the musk-deer, and that too of the male
alone smell of miisk. So musk must be the secretion of such a gland
which is, peculiar to the male and not present in the female and the
secretion of which enters the urethra. Prostate gland satisfies these
conditions. Musk pod being taken from near the male organ, can neither
have its origin in the testis nor can it be its product sperm. Hence musk-
pod must be the prostate gland and prostate gland only and nothing
else. The umbilicus of the animal is hidden under thick hair and is so
very near the male organ (at the root of which is the prostate), that
the latter is confounded with the former, by the layman and his informant,
the shikari (himter) ; and hence the wrong notion that musk is the product
of nahhi or umbilicus. Synthetic musk was first manufactured in the
year 1888, which has an odour, much akin to musk and which is used only
for perfuming ptirposes ; but it does not possess the medicinal properties
of real musk. The musk contained in a musk-pod varies from half a tola
to two and a half tolas in weight. Musk is dark-purplish or brownish in
colour

; and the one in grannular form, got from the aged deer is considered
the best. The price of musk per tola ranges anything from Rs.l 3, which a
shikari gets, to as much as Rs.75, which a consumer has to pay in the
plains. It is considered that the Tibetan deer yields t^e finest musk,
though there is difference of opinion. As soon as the animal is killed,
the prostate gland is removed along with the male organ and the skin
around it and the mouth of the pod is tightly tied. The shikaris of Darma
keep the male organ intact with the musk-pod, whereas others remove
it and burn the spot slightly to cover up the hole. Very often dried up
blood and flesh are mixed in real musk to adulterate it. Romo Kabulis,
Garhwalis and Khampas prepare spurious musk-pods beyond detection.

Musk produces heat in the body, stimulates the heart, and raises

blood pressure in depressed conditions of the system. It is one of the
best aphrodisiac drugs and a good rejuvenator

—

Vajikaran. It is used in
cokls, for newly delivered w'omon, and in most of the Ayurvedic tonics,
to enhance their action. Injections of ‘musk in ether’ are manufactured
for quicker results. The scent of musk is most penetrating and more
persistent tlian any other known substance and hence its importance for

perfuming purposes. Arabs first took it to the West in 1189 A.D. The
English word musk is derived from the Arabic 'misk' and the Persian
word ' mushk \ Tibet exports maximum quantities of musk to other
countries. The canine teeth of the musk-deer are used as jewellery by
Bhotia women

; and the pith-like hair is scraped out of the hide and is

used for stuffing cushions.

Section XI , Agriculture.

61 . Studies on flood resistance in Aman (deep water winter
paddy).

P. M. Ganguli and J. L. Seisi, Habiganj (Assam).

A man plants of different ages were subjected to different depths and
clurations of submergence in factorial experiments conducted in the
Deep Water Paddy Research Station, Habiganj (Assam). The study
of the association between the height of the plants before their siibmergence
and their growth rate below water and also the comparison of the survival
percentages and the yields noticed for different ages under the conditions
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of different depths ^.nd durations of submergence indicate that the seedlings

of six weeks and above are least affected by submergence. Thus, if there

be an interval of six weeks between the ^man-sowing and the advent of

flood, then the seedlings can rise above water even if they be submerged.

Section XII, Physiology

.

41.

Effect of nicotine on respiration.

S. A. Rahman and R. N. Abhyankar, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The action of nicotine on respiration was investigated on rabbits
and dogs. In the rabbit, intravenous injection of nicotine gave rise to

apnoea followed by hyperpnoea in ten out of eleven cases. The apnoea
was in the position of full inspiration. Similar result was obtained in the
dog where the apnoea was in the position of expiration.

The carotid sinus in the dog seems to bo more susceptible to the
action of nicotine in producing hyperpnoea than in the rabbit.

There is a suggestion that nicotine may act on the vagal afferents in

the lungs, the impulses from which may contribute to the production of
apnoea.

42.

AiTiin()-a(*ids in blood formation. T. Tryptophane.

(Miss) K. M. Yeshoda, K. Ramakkishnan Nair and
M. Damodaran, Madras.

Three groups of rats weighing between 50 and 60 g. wore maintained
on diets the amino-acid content of which was varied by giving to the
animals of group (i) whole casein, to group (ii) hydrolyzed casein in which
tryptophane was destroyed by acid and to group (iii) hydrolyzed casein

supplemented with 20 mg. tryptophane per rat per day. The average
weekly increases in the R.B.C. of animals of group (i) and (iii) were practi-

cally identical and slightly but definitely higher than that of group (ii)

on the tryptophane free diet. The significance of the results is being
further investigated. Rats of the sec;ond group ceased gaining in weight
after the first four weeks while the animals in the other two groups
maintained a steady increase in weight throughout the experimental
period of two months.

43.

Transamination.

M. Damodaran, (Miss) P. Devi and S. Mandeswara Sastri,

Madras.

Transamination or the transfer of amino-groups from the dicarboxylic

amino-acids to keto-acids corresponding to other amino-acids and vice

versa (equation below):

—
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first discovered by Braunsteiii and Kritzman in rabbit and pigeon muscle

has been claimed by these authors to be applicable to all amino -acids and
to both the vegetable and animal kingdoms. The present experiments

carried out with tissue slices suggest however that transamination is

limited to alanine among the mono-amino acids. Evidence has been
found for the existence of a similar transaminating system, as between
glutamic or aspartic acid and pyruvic acid, in the seedlings of v^arious

legumes.



2. ERRATA AND ADDENDA.

Proceedings of the Twenty-ninth Indian Science Congress

BAROOA, 1942

PART III—ABSTRACTS

(1) Section of Chemistry.

[Paper No. 92 on page 73 of Part III of the Proceedings
of the 29th Session.]

In line 6

—

Read

:

5()-0 X 10-3 and 64 0 x 10-3 N.

Instead of

:

56 0 X 10-s N and 64-0 x lO-^ N.

In line 7

—

Read

:

pK.

Instead of

:

pn.

(2) Section of Geology

.

[Paper No. 9 on page 114 of Part 111 of the Pro(;eedijigs of

the 29th Session.]

In line 10

—

Add

:

* The evidence from Ceylon suggests that the formation t>f a
Siwalik fossil first undergoes a swamp phase than a dry one, tlie

result of Pleistocene upheaval.’

After the words ^Although less advanced' and before the words
'In Ceylon'.

At the end of the last line on page 114

—

Add:

‘and an anthracothere premolar’,

between the words ^in one locality' in page 114 and 'all comlnne to'

in page 115.

(
25 )
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After the end of the 2nd line on page 115

—

Add:

‘The Ratnapura fossil horizon rarely exceeds three feet in

thickness, but it contains in association fossils occnrring else-

where in beds many thousands of feet thick.’

( 3 )
Sect ion of Zoology .

[Paper No. 3 on page 148 of Part TIT of the Proceedings of

the 29th Session.]

Tn ]in(‘ 3 (title of the paper)

—

Read :

Specimens.

/ nstead of :

Species.

In last two lines of the paper

—

Read :

‘attach themselves to encrusting masses which are seen to

roll again into spherical bodies’ '

Instead of

‘attacli to the substratum by coarse reticula and give rise to

small enenrsting sponges.’

Sub-heading on page 148.

Re(ul :

'Coclenterata’.

Instead of:

‘ Coelentarata ’.

[Paper No, 30 on page 157 of Part ITT of the Proceedings of

the 29th Session.]

Read the title of the paper as follows ;

—

‘Observations on the protective egg envelopes of some ovi-

parous and viviparous Rlasmobranch fishes of the Madras Coast.’

I nstead of ;

'Observations on tlie protective envelope of some viviparous
elasmobranch fishes of the Madras Coast.’



3. DISCUSSIONS

1. 1 HE USE OF FACTORIAL AND INC^OMPLETE BLOCK
DESIGNS IN ACiPvlCULTURE.

{Sectio7hs of Mathematicfi and Statistics, and Agriculture, in
co-operation with the Indkin Statistical Conference.)

Sir T. ViJAYAiiAGHAVACKARYA, Utlaipur, presided-

J. Dr. V. G. Panse, ll^<^oro.

Aj)plication of statistictal metliods to agriciiltiiial research has resulted
in the rationalization of various aspects of experimental work. Introduc-
tion of factorial designs lias been a step in the same direction. With their
adoption, tlio objective of the cxporiinent is more clearly defined and
arbitraiy treatment comhinations selected mainly on personal opinions
as to their utility and effeetiveness are replaced by a comprehensive set of
treatments (mtirely determined by the object of the trial. To counteract
the loss of efficiency due to an increase in the size of block resulting from
a large nuniher of plots, the device of ‘ confounding ’ is proposed whereby
it is possible to include in one block only a part of the total number of
treatments to be tesbvl.

Various incom])let(' block or lattice <lesigns have been recently deve-
loped to supiply the f)lant breeder’s need of suitable designs for testing a
large nuinlier of varieties. Mere also, block size is reduced with a. corres-

ponding increase in efTiei('ncy by including in one bloc.k only a fraction of
t he total number of varieties uraler trial. This is done by making use
of the princif)le of confounding certain pseudo-factnrs which are com-
ponents of the varietal courparisons.

On the mathematical side these designs have opened a new and
interesting field and thoi'e is no doubt that many more j)atterns will still

be evoU ed. The agricultural investigatioir of the irroblom is unfortunately
lagging beliind and information on the limitations, pos8ibilitic^8 and other
special featuivs of these rlesigns from the j>oint of view of th(‘ agricultural

experimenter is urgrmtly needed. The gain in accuracy ex}>ected from
the adoption of these designs is offset by certain disadvantages, sia;h as,

the {>artial or (‘ornplcte loss of information of certain treatment effects in

agront)mic trials and a reduced theoretical efficioncj^ of va riet al comparisons
in incomplete block trials, the need of greater care in field work and
the increased intricacy of the arithmetical com]jiitations in the analysis

of results. An experimenter would not therefore wish to sacrifice the
simplicity ami flexibility of ordinary randomized blocks by adopting
confounding, unless there is a possibility that the desired standard of

accuracy cannot be attained by employing a simple layout.

An investigation for comparing the ciricieney of onlinary randomized
blocks with confounded and incomplete block designs was recently carried

out at Indore Avith the help of a uniformity trial on cotton. Tlavse results

are in press and will appear in the Indian Journal of Agricultural Science.

Plots of four sizes, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 acre, were studied- Some
of the results are briefly given here. The gain in eflicienf*y due to con-

founding increased when a larger number of plots was included in each,

replication and smaller sizes of plots were adopted. With only 10 plots

per replicate, confounding l)y subdivision into blocks of four ])k)t8 was
under 40% more efficient than ordinary randomized blocks for all plot

sizes; but with 04 ]>h>tH of 1/200 or 1/500 acre size to a replicate, a

( 27 )
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subdivision into blocks of a quarter or smaller size increased the gain two-
fold or more. For varietal trials with 16 varieties an incomplete block

arrangem(uit in a square lattice was actually found to be less efficient

than ordmary randomized blocks for plots of all sizes ; but a similar design

for 64 varieties proved definitely more profitable with plots of 1/200 and
1/500 acre size. It appears that incomplete block designs would be
really useful when the number of varieties to be tested is 50 or 60 or more.
Witli a smaller number, the employment of these designs is of doubtful
value. Confounding in agronomic trials would be definitely more effective

with a smaller number of treatments
;
but the gain in efficiency when

there are only 16 treatments may not always be considered worthwhile.

Those results are not quoted here for making any general recommendations,
but merely as an example of the kind of information it is desirable to

collect in order to enable the experimenter to make the beat use of various
available designs.

2. Mr. R. C. Bosk, Calcutta.

In a varietal trial or in a factorial experiment when the number
of treatments to be ttisted is large, the ordinary randomized block design
becomes inefficient. This is due to the fact that a largo block size brings

in its train increased residual errors per plot, so that differences between
treatments which are to be tested against these residual errors become
obscured. In order to avoid this difficulty various methods of reducing
the block size have been proposed, for example, confounding in the case

of factorial experiments, balanced incomplete block designs and quasi-

factorial or lattice designs in the case of large varietal trials. Recently
at the Statistical Laboratory, Calcutta, certain new designs called partially

balanced incomplete block designs have boon worked out which include as

a special case both the balanced incom])leto block designs and tlie lattice

designs. In adopting any new design some information is always lost on
some higher order interaction in the case of the factorial designs and for

all treatments in the case of incomplete block and quasi-factorial designs,

provided that there is no reduction in the residual error per plot duo to

the reduction of the block size. As a matter of fact when the number of
treatments is large, the loss of information will generally be offset by
the reduction in the residual twror per plot so that in factorial experiments
it may happen that those interactions on which information has boon
partially lost may bo estimated with greater precision by the adoption of
confounded designs. Similarly in varietal trials also a greater not pre-

cision may result by the adoption of the newer designs. The question
that faces the agricultural experimenter is which design to utilize under
particular circumstances. In replacing the randomized block design by
any other design he must be able to make sure that the loss of information
is offset by the reduction in residual error per plot. What Dr. Fanso has
said shows that in the case of 16 varieties the replacement of the rando-
mized block design by the 4x4 lattice design is not justified. The
efficiency factor for the 4x4 lattice design is rather low being 5/8. The
reduction in block size from 16 to 4 does not lower the residual error
sufficiently to offset this low efficiency factor. I wonder if the balanced
incomplete block design in which v — b ~ 16, r ~ — 6, A — 2 had been
used, for which the efficiency factor is 8/9, what the result would have
been. Here the loss of information is only 1/9 and it is possible that
it would have been more than offset by the reduction in the residual
error, due to the change of block size from 16 to 6. The partially balanced
designs investigated at Calcutta afford the agriculturists a large number
of designs of the same class as the lattice designs. By the use of these
designs the agriculturist can select a block size that will suit his particular
requirements. Here we have v varieties, 6 blocks of k plots each, each
variety being replicated r times. With respect to any variety, the
remaining v— 1 fall into two groups of and no such that the varieties
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of tbe first group ^occur Aj times with tfie given variety and tlie varieties

of tlie second group 6ccur A2 times with the given variety. Certain other
conditions must also be satisfied, in order tliat the analysis may be easy.
Various geometrical and algebraical inethotls have been usefl to constnict
these designs but a lot of work still rtanains to be done. I strongly hope
that the wide choice which these designs present to the agriculturist, will

in most cases eiuil)ie him to select one wliich is ap])ro]jriate to the })roblern

with wliicli he is dealing.

3. Mil. K. KisiiE^j, Cawuipore.

One of the important tasks of the modern agricultural experimenter
is the evolution of new varieties for a giv^eii crop and conduct trials wdth
them so as to select the best ones from among them, as judged from
both the (juantitative as well as qualitative point of view. As, further,
soil in any ])lace is likely to be deficient or eflicient in one or the other
of the standard fertilizers like nitrogen, superphosphate or potash, and
varieties res}K>nd differently to them, an idea) experiuu^nt fully serving
his purpose would be one combining varietal and manurial trials. Such
an experiment, 1 say, wordd be an ideal one in the ciriairnstances and
repetition of it for a couple of \ ears to take account of seasonal variation
and at several jdaces to take account of variation in soil typos from place
to place is likely to yield con<*lusions having a degree of reliability and
general applicability not achiev’able otherwise.

L(!t us now consider the dilliculties attending the actual conduct of
such an ideal experiment. Those are partly experimental and partly
statistical. Among experimental difficulties may be meat ioued inadequacy
of seed material, available land, etc., at the disposal of the oxpcirinienter.

The seed material is inxnriably insulUcient in tire beginning
; and even if

tlie requisite land were available, it will not be possible to conduct full-

scale- field trials right in the beginning.

However, statistical dilticulties ajrart, from the practical point of
view such large-scale trials are not possible to conduct right from the
beginning. The only course for the experimenter in the circumstances is

to conduct a single-factor experiment with \’'arieties only, and then his

plots must be very small in size. On account of the large number of
varieties the need for tlie reduction of the size even here is evo’dent. If
the number of varieties is factorizable into pxq, we may adopt a two-
dimensional rectangular lattk^e design in two groups of sots or partially

balanced ecpial or unequal block designs, some aspects of wdiich have
'recently been discussed in Sankht/a. In other cases, symmetrical and
partially balanced incomplete block designs with equal or unequal block
sizes are available. Of course all the statistical difficulties in this con-
neixion have not been overc.omt^ and much work requires to be done on
the construction (if tliose new designs. The theoretical efliciency of the

various designs have been w(3rked out (m the assumption that tliore is

no reduction in the error variance per plot due to the reduction of size

per plot. But this does not often happen in actual practice, tlie reduction

in error variance Ijeirig in many cases marked. VVe have heard with

great interest the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Pause in regard to the

actual efficiency of the two-dimensional square lattice design as compared
with the ordinary randomized block. His work amounts to a condemna-
tion of these designs when the number of varieties is l(?ss tium 50. This

is not surprising as two-dimensional lattice desigjis are particularly

inefficient. Dr. Pause has not, however, considered the actual efficiency

of the other designs, namely, symmetrical and partially balanced incom-
plete block designs in (xiual or unequal blocks in tla^ case of cotton crop*.

vSuch work on uniformity trials not only for cotton but (klier crops is likely

to be of value to the statistician, in making up his mind as to the most
appropriate design in any given case.
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When, after C3ondiictiiig a suitable test witli a large number of

varieties, the experimenter has been able to make a small representative

selection of the beat varieties from among them, he can arrange a factorial

design with manure, irrigation, cultural operation, etc., as the other

sots of factors, and from the resulting factorial design he will finally be

able to select the best variety and the o])timum level of manuring, irrigation,

etc., for it.

4. Mr. R. S. Koshal, Bombay,

The introduction of factorial and incomplete designs has opened
now fields of mathematical research, and in this connection must bo

mentioned the important contribution by K. C. Bose, on the construction

of Balanced In( 3omplote Block Designs.

On the applied side, very few factoriiil experiments have been
designed and studied with reference to quality of cotton. A complex
experiment on Cambodia cotton involving three sowing dates, two
irrigations, two levels of basal dressing, and three levels of to)) dressing

was studied and described with reference to fibre maturity l)y A. N. Gulati

{J, Agri, Science^ Vol. XI. 1941). Another complex oxperimont, in

which two varieties 4F98 and Sind Sudhar, five manurial treatments, and
three types of irrigations are included, is being studied by Mr. S. M. Navaz
at Sakrand. In 1939-40, two manurial trials on 0520 and Perso American,
were conducted at Raya and Belatal, in the United Provdneos. The
experiment at both places was arranged in four randomized blocks, each
block having twelve treatments, each treatment with two sub-plots for

the two varieties of cotton. The twelve treatments consisted of all

combinations of four levels of sulphate of ammonia, nothing (no), 15 lbs.

of N per acre (n^), 30 lbs. of N per acre (a^) and 45 lbs. of X per acre (n,^);

and three levels of superphosphate, nothing (po)» 1 *^ acre

(Pi) and 30 lbs. P 2O 5 per acre yield data for 90 plots was
thus available from each place, but the produce of th (3 four replications

was unfortunately mixed for the study of ciuality. This oxperimt^nt is

being studied by Mr. S. iSamson at Cawiipore. The throe tibre-}n*oj)erties

examined were: fibre-length, fibre-weight per unit length and fibre-

maturity. The analysis of filire-weight results indicated that the main
effects, comprising three degrees of freedom for units of f)hos}>hate, and
the six degrees of freedom for their interaction were all non-signiheant.
But, when these were further sub-divided into single degrees of freedom,
one sub-division of the interaction, corresponding to tlie interaction of

linear response of nitrogen (N') and the curvature (P") for pliosphate

was found to be significmiit.
^

In order to study further tlie optimal levels of fertilizers in relation

to quality of cotton, it is profjosed that the factorial experiments at

Raya and Belatal, may again bo conducted next year. F’or this purpose,
three levels of N, P and K may bo includcul, giving in. all 27 treiatments.

Two replications would bo sulfjcaont and in order to attain greater
efficiency, several types of confounded designs can bo adopted, but the
simplest would be to allot 27 treatments within each replication to 3 blocks
of 9 plots each, so that tli© four degrees of freedom out of eight for three-

factor interactions are partially confounded with blocks. With two
varieties, 108 samples would be available from either place, and in view
of the laborious nature of tests on quality, the material would bo regarded
as quite sullicient.

5. Mu. S. S. Iypui, Delhi.

Mr. S. S. Iyer dealt with some of the practical difficulties which
the experimenter has to face in laying down many of these incomplete
block (and other confounded factorial) experiments. He emphasized the
need for a careful preliminary study of the relative efficiencies of the
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various typos of designs before embarking on such experiinonts. Tiio

utility of a particufar ‘design (simple lattice, triple lattice, etc.,) depends
among other things on the nature of the soil fertility distribution, the
nature of the crop, availability of land, etc. Again, some of the designs,

if they are to be at all satisfactorily analyzed without too much labour,
require a very large number of plots as minimum for proper balancing
and it is often beyond the resources of an agricultural experimental
station to spare, say, 200 to 300 plots for a single experiment. A pre-

liminary examination of the data of a few of the quasi-factorial designs
in two groujjs of sots (two-dimensional simple lattice) for rice crop tried

in Nagma, U.P., with plot sizes of 1/500 acre to 1/300 acre shows standard
errors per plot ranging from 15 to 24%. This miglit indicate that there

was not much gain in having gone in for these designs, which perforce

necessitated such small-sized plots. Tn every case a careful preliminary
study of the particular soil conditions, etc., is essential before these designs
are adopted. There is no point in copying a particular design simply
because it is found to have succcieded in some conditions in some localities.

It was pointed out, liowover, that so far only some of the simplest of these
designs have l.)een adopted in our experimental stations.

(). Dh. P. V. SOKllATME, Delhi.

Dr. Sukhatrne dealt with the uses of factorial designs in experiments
in animal husbandry. Ho said that the classical method of experimenta-
tion in which a complex system of causation is replaced by a simple system
In which only one factor is allowed to vary at a time not only does not
work in problems in animal husbandry but is also altogether inollicient. He
illustrated his point on a problem which has been receiving tlie attention
of the lmj)erial Council of Agricultural Research for some time past,

namely, of determining the relative magnitudes of the main causes of
deterioration of the Thinjab cattle when these are moved eastwards towards
Bengal. Experiments reported in the past suggest that different breeds
react differently to the change in climate and in food but as only one
factor is studiocl at a time in these experiments they do not permit ex'alua-

tion of the relative importance of different breeds and factors in the total

deterioration. Obviously what is required is a factorial experiment on
the more important breeds of the Punjab cattle in which not only will

climate bo varied but also food so that with two variants eaciJi hi climate
and food four treatment combinations are tried out simultaneously in

the same experiment.
As regards the incomplete block designs he expressed the view that

he was somewhat doubtful of the advantage of the s(|uaro lattice designs

hi cxjjoriments wdth less than about fifty varieties. He had an occasion

to examine the results of several experiments of the square latlict^ type
laid out in the l.C.A.R. schemes, particularly the Paddy schemes, which
seemed to show that the experimental error varied from 5 to 20% and
consequently he thought that this aspect required further examination
from the agricultural view-point.

He also visualized a few other applications of the principle undiTlymg
the incomplete blocks designs. In co-operative experimentation over a

wide area it was customary to include a variety or treatment common to

the whole area for the purpose of ascertaining the relative performance of

different varieties grown in different centres. Often this practice resulted

hi the common variety putting up a poor performance in extreme centres

thus vitiating the null-hypothesis that the varieties are equal. He
suggested that it might be more proper if instead of including a common
variety one were to lay down a condition that each pair ot l arieties

occurred once in all centres. Similar situation arises in agricultural'

meteorology where a compromise appears to be called for in chooshig

between two alternatives (i) of observing the same plants week after

week, and (ii) selectmg fresh samples every week.
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7. Mb. K. K. Naib, Calcutta.

Mr. K. K. Nair said that in the evolution of various confounded
designs for factorial experiments and incomplete block designs for large

scale varietal trials the present position is that theory has outrun practice.

Recent work in the Calcutta Statistical Laboratory has opened up a new
vista of mathematical problems in combinatorial algebra and finite

geometry which is sure to attract the attention of statisticians and
mathematicians. But there is great need for working out the practical
efficiency of the new designs on the lines that Dr. Panse has been following
at the Institute of Plant Industry, Indore,

The complete general solution of confounded designs for the type
of experiments, namely of n factors at s levels when .v is a prime or power
of a prime has })een giv^cn by workers of tVie Calcutta Statistical

Laboratory some time ago. But in the case of the more usual type of
factorial ex})eriment where tlie factors are all at different levels /j, q. etc.,

the evolution of confounded designs w^as lagging behind. But in Calcutta

we have' been able to obtain general solution for this hitherto unsolved
problem. Thus besides the elegant designs given by Yates for 2x3x 3

and 3 X 2 x 2 ex})eriments, quite a number of practically useful con-
founded (losigns can l)e now supplied to the agric\dtural field experimenter
for experiments of simple typos such as 2x5x5, 2x6x6, 3x4x4,
3 X 5 x 5, 4 X 3 X 3, 5 x 2 x 2, 5 x 3 X 3, etc., and in general for kxs^ experi-
ments in blocks of kc< plots or />»» experiment in blocks of pg plots, etc.

Also the statistical analysis of su(*h experiments has been put on a syste-

matic and convenient basis so that even non -mathematical workers may
analyze the results of tlieir experiments without difficulty.

ConcladIng Be?narks .

The President (Sir T, Vijayaraghavacharya) wound uy) the discussion

with the remarks that although he had been confounded with the
statisticians’ technical language he had no doubt tliat the new- designs
evolved by them with the help of highly mat hematical tools deserved a
fair and intense trial by y^ractical workers in agricultural research so that
a set of efficient designs eordd be finally selected w hich w’ould >)e suitable

to various croyjs and soils of India. He plead('>d for a friendly and under-
standing co-o})eration between matljematicians, statisticians ar»d the
agricultural field exy:)erimenters in this imporfajfi task.

IT. CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS.

(Section of Chemistry.)

l)Ti. M. Qubkshi, Hyderabad -Deccan, yiresided.

Mr. G. B. Ramasaiima, Bangalore.

Though the method of chromatographic analysis w^as developed by
Tswett as early as in Ihttr), it came to bo widely used for the seyiaration of
difficult mixtures of organic compoimds, particularly the chloroplast
pigments, only from the year 1931. Since then, a number of naturally
occurring carotenoid pigments have been isolated and studied by emy^loying
this elegant method and it may be said that tVie history of the chemistry
of tViis imyiortant class of yhgments begins from that date. Subsequently,
the method has been adopted for the separation of colourless organic
compounds and in recent years, for inorganic compounds also. It has
now become an indispensable routine method in the hands of the bio-
chemist and the organic chemist.
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The first of a seyries of investigations on the occurrence and distribution
of carotenoid pigments in Indian fruits and vegetables, undertaken in the
Biochemistry Department of the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,
referred to the pigments of the mango fruit. It was shown that nearly
90% of the carotenes of this fruit consists of the beta-isomer which is

twice as active as any of the other provitamins A. The remaining 10%
is accounted for by a ‘carotene’ whicli is optically inactive but whoso
exact chemical nature is not known. It sliowed absorption maxima at
457 and 480 rn/x in carbon disulphide solution. The xanthoy)hylls, which
constitute 20-40% of the total carotenoid pigments of the fruit, exist in
the form of esters.

In the course of a study on the absorption of subminimal doses of
jS-carotone by vitamin A-deficient rats, this method has been employed
with success for the separation of the faecal cnrotonc from associated non-
carotene pigments and thus it was possible to estimate quantitatively
the amounts of carotene excreted by the experimental animals.

Details about the materials used and actual technique employed for
the analysis of carotenoid pigments were described.

TIT. INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS.

{Section of Chemistry.)

Dr. M. Qitreshi, Hyderabad-Deccan, presided.

1. Dr. H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

Opening Renuirlcs,

Plastics may be widely defined as ‘materials that can be formed or
moulded’ and would cover ceramics, glass, cements, casein, rubber,
bitumen, and scores of natural and synthetic resins. Plastics in the
wider sense have been used in industries from time immemorial but
industrial resin ])lastics, to a survey of which tlie present })a[)er is restricted,

is comparatively of very recent origin. Shellac is the oldest rosin plastic

which was first used in the manufacture of gramophone records in 1877

and still reigns supremo in that field. The annual production of lac is

20,000 to 40,000 tons while the production of all the synthetic resins taken
together is about 150,000 totis. Shellac is the only thermoplastic resin

which when suitably modified by accelerators behaves like a thermo-
setting resin. Its use is being extended from gramo])hone records t(^

electro-technical goods, vulcanite substitutes, etc., in the form of moulded
goods and insulation boards, materials of ccaivstriiction, etc., in the' fcirm of

laminated boards. An intensive study of the various possible modifi(*a-

tions of lac and its comj)onents is yielding a variety of n'sins from tliis

one natural y)roduct each best suited for a definite aj'plicatiem. The
resin that is not a single entity but nature’s own pocidiar blend, a border-

line of thermoplastic and thermo-setting resins, is capable of being resolved

and re-formed to yield the equivalent, at a least a near equivalent, of

almost any of the synthetic resins which are 8imf)lor in construction.

Casein plastics that started their trail in 1 904 have a restricted application

to articles that can be fashioned from shoots, rods and tubes and cannot
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be successfully used as moulding powders due to higfi shrinkage during
moulding and irregular hardening in articles of complicated design. The
raw materials for casein plastics are mainly milk to provide raw casein
and formalin for hardening the sheets, rods and tubes. The annual
world production of casein plastics is about 10,000 tons mostly for buttons,
buckles, beads, game counters, etc. Recent developments in this field

refer to the use of vegetable proteins from soya-bean, corn, coffee-seeds, etc.,

either alone or in combination with synthetic rosins. Vegetable proteins
have also been used as adhesives for laminating sheets of paper fabrics,

etc., but the water-resistance of such products is low.

The world output of cellulose acetate and cellulose nitrate plastics

amounts to about 40,000 tons a year and the applications cover a very
wide region, viz. handles, spectacle frames, toys, lamp shades, combs, etc.

Methods of manufacture are briefly described. While cellulose nitrate

plastics are mostly made in sheets, rods and tubes, acetate plastics are
marketed as injection and compression moulding powders, films and foils.

Recently, benzyl cellulose and ethyl cellulose have been developed, chiefly

for injection moulding and for adhesives in safety-glass.
The history and developintmt of phenolic plastics, theories of resinoid

formation, and recent advances have been briefly reviewed. Among
synthetic resin plastics phenolics occupy a i)re-erninent position as regards
the total world output (about 60,000 tons), versatility of applications and
progressive imj^rovomeni in quality as a result of well-planned and
executed research. Recently, engineering materials, like gear-wheels and
bearings and chemical equipment are also manufactured from phenolics

;

the largest use is however still in the electrical insulation industry.

Alkyd resins which are not very important from the point of view
of the plastics industry are also briefly reviewed.

The vinyl type of resins recently developed commercially are the
poly vinyl resins, styrol rosins and acrylic resins which are all thermo-
plastic. Although they have not yet attained considerably large output,
they are the resins of the future as they possess extraordinary properties
as regards hardness, toughness, clarity, etc., and are ideally suited for

injection moulding.
Ciunarone and inderie resins representing the cheaj)est types of

synthetic resins suitable as binders in compositions for floor tiles, etc., are
also briefly reviewed.

Theories of resinification, developments in moulding equipment and
technique and the future of the industry are outlined.

2. Dr. K. Venkataraman, Bombay.

Speaking on ‘Plastics in the textile industry’. Dr. K. Venkataraman
said that they belonged to two distinct groups: fibres, such as casein
fibres and Nylon, made from natural or synthetic resins; and (n) resinous
materials applied to cotton, rayon or other textiles. Fibres could,
therefore, be composed entirely of jflastics, or in order to modify their
properties textile yarns and fabrics could bo treated with plastics.

Following an account of the chemistry and technology of Nylon, and
a general survey of the natural and synthetic resins employed for the
modification of textile fibres, the prodiiction of creaseless cotton fabrics,
which is in principle the removal of the plastic nature of the fibres, making
them resilient, was described in detail. The choice of a resin from among
numerous synthetic resins available had to be based on various specific

requirements. Anti-creasing methods were of special value for rayon,
the strength of which, particularly in the wet state, could thus be con-
siderably increased; delustring to the desired extent could also be pro-
duced simultaneously. The methods by which the efficiency of the anti-
creasing process could be examined were also described.

3. Dr. J. L. Sarin, Lahore.

3B
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IV. MANUFACXIJRE OF SYNTHETIC DRUGS IN
INDIA.

(Section of Chemistry)

Dk. M. Quresiu, Hyderabad-Deccan, presided.

1. Dr. K. Venkataraman, Bombay.

Opening the symposium on ‘the manufacture of synthetic drugs’,
Dr. K. Venkataraman said that the manufacture of synthetic drugs and
of organic fine chemicals in general depended on the establishment of a
dyestuff industry, as evidenced by the success of Bayer, Ciba and Sandoz
as producers of synthetic drugs on account of their being primarily dye-
stuff manufacturers. The few medicinal (diemicals, which are being
manufactured at present in the country and in which at least one stage
of synthesis is involved, are either at non-competitive prices or are from
imported chemicals. The two most urgent problems were to carry out a
survey of the synthetic drug consumption, on the basis of which a pro-
gramme of production could be planned; and the manufacture of the
essential inorganic and organic raw materials, intermediates and solvents.
Since many of the newer pharmaceuticals are based on coal tar products,
this would be contingent on the development of the dyestuff industry,
for which more or less the same basic chemicals would be required on such
a scale that their economic preparation would become inevitable. The
necessary plant must be imported in the first instance, altliough in the
long run, a stable chemical industry must bo self-contained for its supply
of chemical plant, of which the varied types demanded by modem chemical
operations must be fabricated in the country. On account of the many
advantages, such as the setting apart of units of equipment for the pre-
paration of a single chemical or a related group of chemicals, schemes of
production should be carefully co-ordinated and a few largo factories in

suitable locations established rather than the j;)resent indiscriminate and
unorganized production of miscellaneous chemicals in numerous small
factories. Taking as a model the survey of the inorganic and organic
raw materials, for a dyestuff industry for a 15-year plan of production of a
range of dyes, which the textile and other colour using industries would
regard as their minimum requirements, which is now in progress under
Government auspices, a similar survey for synthetic dmgs should be
immediately undertaken. Classifying the essential drugs into a few
main groups and taking individual examples, the raw materials required
were discussed. The dyestuff industry, which would supply a large

number of the necessary raw-materials and intermediates for synthetic

drugs, should not only be established as early as possible, but it should also

be so organized that it functions as a key industry, with the aid of which
the synthetic drug and fine chemical industries can develop.

2. Dr. R. P. Patel, Baroda.

3. Dr. B. C. Guha, Calcutta.

4. Dr. K. H. Hasan, Hyderabad-Deccan.

5. Dr. P. B. Sarkab, Calcutta.
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V. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF
CLAYS AND BENTONITES.

(Section of Chemistry)

Dll. M. Qureshi, Hyderabad -Deccan, preRided.

1. Prof. J. N. Mukherjek, Calcutta.

Introductory Remarks.

'the word clay liaR been used in various senses. The farmer would
refer to a soil as a clay wlien it is heav'y to work and sticky in wot and
lumpy in dry weather. The })ri(‘k-maker’s clay is a subsoil whitdi can be
baked to fo!*m bricks while under the same name the potter uses a finer

material from which stones and gravel liave been carefully removed and
which has the requisite plastic properties. The mineralogists’ conception

of clay comprises a group of minerals containing O, Hi, A1 and/or Fe
as major (ionstituents. The soil chemist’s definition lays emphasis on
the particle size and by clay, or rattier the ‘clay fraction’, ho understands
the inorganic material of soil (bentonite) having particles smaller than 2ijl.

J t is now recognized that most of the physical and chemical properties of

soils and bentonites depend to a large extent on the nature and amount
of their clay fraction.

Both clays and bentonites are electrochemical or jiolar substances
ajid are formed by the weathering of rocks. The reactions involved in

chemical weathering are mainly of an electrochemical character in which
the pH of the medium and climatic factors, o.g., rainfall, temperature and
natural vegetation plays a part. Bentoirites have probably a volcanic

origin. The clay fraction of both soils and bentonites mainly consists of
secondary silicate minerals with which may be associated varying pro-

portions of the oxides of Si, A1 and Fe. The more common clay minerals
belong to the main groups kaolonite, montmorillonito and micas. The
bentonites mainly contain montmorillonito minerals.

The fundamental unit of structure of these minerals is tetrahedron
with Si at the centre and O at the four vortices. Several Si04 of the

regular Si04 tetrahedra are interlinked by each of three basal O atoms
forming a hexagonal Si-O-Si layer.

In kaolinite, the vortices of these linked tetrahedra all point the
same way and are attached to A1 atoms, which are linked on either side to

O and O.H giving rise to the so-called gibbsite layer. The pattern continues
indefinitely till the broken edge is encountered.

The presence of micas in the clay fraction of soil has been established
after some controversy. In tfie micas trivalent A1 replaces tetravalent
Si in every fourth tetrahedron of the Si-O-Si layer; the vertices of the
tetrahedra belonging to two such layers are crosslinked by A1 atoms and
OH groups are incorporated to satisfy the octahedral co-ordination of Al.

The resulting double sheet has a negative charge which is balanced by
cations (o.g., K+ in muscovite) incorporated in between thorn.

There is some difference of opinion regarding the structure of mont-
morillonito. Hoffman et al suggested a symmetrical structure in which
the two Si-O-Si layers are situated one on each side of a bauxite layer
giving rise to a corniiosite mineral sheet.

Isomorphous replacements are very common in the clay minerals.
Further, different clay minerals are often found to occur in varying pro-

portions in the various subfractions mechanically separated from the
same entire clay fraction. For those reasons and owing to the association
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of free silica and sosquioxides it is not possible to identify the mineral
constituents of the* clay fraction, on the basis of total analysis alone.
A close relation is however often found to exist between the chemical
composition and a variety of physical and chemical properties of clays,
thus : swelling, viscosity, dispersibility, heat of wetting, base exchange
capacity all become pronounced with an increasing SiO/KgO^ ratio of the
clay fraction. While tliis ratio as a single valued soil constant is apj)arently
of importance, its value as an index to base exchange characteristics
should not be overemphasized. Thus subfractions of the clay fraction
have been found in this laboratory to constitute exceptions to this correla-

tion. It is more truly a rough criterion for the ensemble, i.e., the entire
clay. For the identification of the individual mineral constituents of
the ensemble recourse is generally taken to physical methods, the most
important of which is X -ray analysis. Studies of temperature dehydration
curves and optical properties also provide useful criteria. These methods
are however not without their limitations. Direct microscopic examina-
tion of the clay fraction is not possible. However, af least one of the
refractive indices can be accurately determined by depositing the particles,
usually flat shaped on the object glass from a con(?entrated suspension.
Another useful technique is to orient the particles floating in the suspension
with the h(dp of an electric field and measure the (dectrical birefringence.

The electrochemical properties of clays and bentonites have been
the subject of detailed investigations in this laboratory by Dr. K. P. Mitra,
Dr. S. P. Raychaudhuri, Mr. B. Chatterjeo, Mr. fS. K. Mukherjee ami
others. These studies have opened up several fresh methods of characj-

terizing the hydrogen claj^s, hydrogen bentonites and their salts. And a
method that is promisingly good consists of comparing the titration

curves of the clay fra-cticai with those of pure specimens of the minerals.
Dr. R. P. Mitra working in the speaker’s laboratory has been able to
identify kaolinite in certain Indian soils with the help of this technique.

Among the more important physical properties of clays and bentonites
are plasticity, viscosity, shrinkage, swelling and thixotropy. The b(ai-

tonites aio highly thixotropic. Their rheological ))roperties find useful
application o.g. in drilling muds,(^tc. Gfd strengt h and thixotn)])y are inter-

related colloidal phenomena which de])ends on the formation of some
sort of a structure, the latter being conditioned in its turn by the chemical
nature, size, shape, concentration, solvation aiid the electric: charge of
the particles. Fvi<.lence of structure formation in dilute liydrogen
bentonite and the resemblance of their proj)erties with those of t>7)ical

organic colloidal electrolytes have been obtaine<l in the speaker’s labt)ra-

tory.

A second group of closely related proj)erties an^ tlioso associated
with the phenomena of base exchange which are of fundamental interest

to soil scienc;e and scientific methods in agricidtural practices. It has
been long known that mono- and l)ivalont cations can be displaced more or
less readily from soils and clays by the cations of an added acid, base or
salts. Consequently base exchange studies have a definite place in the
routine analytical work of the agricultural cliemist and in relation to
properties of irrigation, land reclamation and erosion control. The
nature and amount of the exchangeable bases govern many of the physical
and chemical properties of clay and of soils. The colloid chemical aspects
of base exchange, e.g., its relation with flocculation, deflocculation and
the electric charge of the i)articles have been and are active themes of
research. The mechanism of base exchange is however not fully under-
stood and a quantitative formulation is yet lacking. A number of equa-
tions based on the mass action law or adsorption isf>therm have been
set up, none of which has been found to be entirely satisfactory. Minera-
logists are generally inclined to the view that the (Exchange cations are
integral parts of the clay lattice. The electrical double layer and adsorp-
tion of ions however play a very important }jart in determining base
exchange.
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Base exchange and related properties of clays and bentonites are in

reality manifestations of their electrochemical natm*e whose main feature

is a well developed acid character which consequently form a connecting
theme in the study of their properties. Hydrogen clays and hydrogen
bentonites obtained by electrodialysing natural clays and bentonites or
repeatedly leaching them with dilute mineral acids show this acid character
to a marked degree. The work of Dr. R. P. Mitra and Mr. B. Chatterjee
and others in the speaker’s laboratory has revealed that their colloidal

solutions are definitely polyphase acid systems and show filatures which
are different in several essential aspects from those of acids in true solution.

Their titration curves with different bases havm different forms. Con-
tradictory features arc shown by the potentiomotric and conductometric
titration curves with a fixed base. The total acidity calculated from the
titration curves is not a fixed (quantity but depends on the nature and
concentration of cations present and consequently it is not possible to
apply the concepts of degree of dissociation and dissociation constant
to such a system. Their interaction with bases and salts reveals a number
of common features which can be used to characterize them. A regular
and an irregular cation effect depending on the pH of the system and
representing the order of reactivity wuth cations have been recognized.
In addition there is what may bo called a pH effect. They all show
characteristic inflexion points and simulate in some aspects a weak acid,

in others strong acid. Some of them show a monobasic, some a diabasic
character. Also the sam(^ hydrogen clay or bentonites may behave as
a monobasic acid under one set of conditions and as a dibasic acid
under another sot of conditions. Those complex features of their behaviour
admit of a consistent explanation in terms of the nature of the primarily
adsorbed ions, of the secondary adsorption of added cations and of the
structure of the double layer.

The differences in electrochemical properties e.g. in the form of the
titration curves of hydrogen clays and hydrogen bentonites obtained
from various soils and bentonites which have been observed by us, are
expected to be useful in their characterization and classification. One
interesting aiiplication of these differences may be mentioned. It has
l)eon observed that the hydrogen bentonites give two typos of curves and
definite correlations exist between the two types of curves and several
viscous properties of the bentonites. Further, field trials have shown
that the dibasic bentonites are more suitable as drilling muds than the
monobasic ones. The yield value viscosity, thixotropy and wall-building
properties of the suspension show a striking parallelism with the buffer
capacity—tlie same sucf?ossion of, and in some cases coincident, maxima
and minima are observed and the anomalous viscoTis properties show two
maxima where the bentonite is dibasic in character and one maximum
for monobasic; bentonites. This close parallelism throws a great deal of
light on the probable factors which govern the viscoTis properties of such
systems.

This introduction to this discussion is intended to show how inti-

mately the crystal structure and the chemical nature of the anion groups
are interwoven with the physical and chemical properties of these systems.

2. Mr. a. Betd, Kbodaung (Burma).

Introduction.

(1) In 1983 the Burmah Oil Company began an investigation of

Indian bentonites with a view to finding one suitable for use with drilling

fluids, for wliich purpose bentonites wore then, as now, largely being used
in the U.S.A. These investigations led to tlie production from a bentonite
found in the Jammu province of Kashmir of products suitable for use with
drilling fluids. This brief note covers the salient points of those investiga-

tions.
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Properties of Paw Kashmir Bentonite.

(2) Crude Kashmir bentonito has a soft soapy feel, varies in colour

from cream to grey (a black variety has been reported) and like most
bentonites exhibits sub-conchoidal fracture, newly exposed surfaces

exhibiting a dull resinous lustre. The specific gravity v'^arios from 2*60

to 2" 65, depending on the amount of fine grey sand contained in the mass.

(3) A sediment volume test performed with 2 gms. of ground
bentonite dispersed in 100 ml. of water shows a gel volume of only 8-0 ml.
whereas American bentonites show 20 ml. or even more. Since, according

to Freundlich, the extent of sedimentation is related to the degree of

swelling it would appear that Kashmir bentonite shows relatively little

swelling without suitable treatment.

(4) A MgO test put forward by Silica Products Corporation of the

U.S.A. confirms this assumption. Whereas Kashmir bentonite shows
under the conditions of the test a gel volume of 1 1 *5 ml. Wyoming bentonito

gives a reading of 94. The test is intended to indicate whether a material

is a bentonite or not, bentonites being said to give a gel volume of 50 ml.

or over. It is quite clear from subsequent work that this test evaluates

only sodium or potassium bentonite and gives an entirely erroneous

impression of calcium bentonites, such as the Kashmir one in its original

state.

(5) A base exchange analysis of Kashmir bentonite shows the

following;

—

Na & K Mg Ca Total.

Milliequivalents per 100 gms.
of bentonite .. .. 1*6 17*1 65*8 84*5

(6) It will be clear that Kashmir bentonite has an appreciable amoimt
of exchangeable calcium and it would seem that, if the swellmg of the

bentonite is to be improved, the most suitable moans would be to rej)lace

the exchangeable calcium by sodium, in other words to make it a sodium
bentonite. It is, of course, well known that sodium bentonites swells

m\ich more than calcium bentonite.

Treatment of Kashmir Bentonite.

(7) At first attempts were made to replace the exchangeable calcium

by treatment with caustic soda. Results were poor. A fraction of the

bentoriite only was pej)ti8ed and the remainder settled with the sand at

the bottom of the containing vessel. This result was obtained over a

range ofpM of the suspension from 9*0 to 12*0.

(8) Attempts were then made to carry out the reaction with sodium

carbonate. At first results were poor. It was then discovered that the

base-exdiange reaction was c.onsiderably facilitated by suspending the

raw bentonite in water and allowing it to stand at least 12 hours before

adding the sodium carbonate. Using this procedure very stable sus-

pensions of the bentonite were prepared and when these were dried and

powdered the products obtained behaved on addition to drilling fluids

almost as well as those marketed specially for the purpose in America.

(9) A further improvement was obtained when in addition to

treatment wdth 5% of soda ash by weight of bentonite. 0*4% of common
salt was also added. It appeared that if sufficient soda ash were added

to complete the base-exchange reaction the pH. was too high for maximum
swelling. By combining soda ash and salt treatment the base-exchange

wont to completion and products superior to American bentonites were

obtained.
• i • i

(10) It happened that we required a bentonite at the time which

would produce a very considerable increase in the viscosity of drilling*

fluids when added in very small })roportions. Research showed that the

addition of 5% by weight of magnesium oxide to the sodium bentonite

gave a substance which not only increasod the viscosity of drilling mud
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in rather remarkable fashion but improved the stability of the mud and
its ‘plastering’ properties to a marked extent.

(11) Attempts were also made to carry out the base-exchange

process with sodium motasilicate in place of soda ash. These failed,

results being much the same as for caustic soda. Treatment first with

sodium metasilicate and then with salt was likewise unprofitable. It was
found, however, that potassium carbonate gave results almost as good as

those with sodium carbonate and that rather more than half the quantity

of K2CO3 was required for best results- No good results were obtained
with magnesium carbonate.

(12) The preparations made with soda ash, salt and magnesium
oxide have V)een christened ‘Bontogels’ and are thus referred to below.

Full-Scale Preparation

(13) A difficulty was met with in the early stages of full-scale pre-

paration of Bentogols. When the soda ash was added to tlio suspension
of bentonite contained in a steel tank the thickening indicative of the
base-exchange reaction in progress was not observ^ed

;
a degree of pe})tisa-

tion was all that was achieved. Dr. Evans observed that if samples of

the treated bentonite were removed and placed in glass vessels they
formed a gel, which on drying was quite equal to a similar product made
entirely in glass or procolain apparatus. The s])eaker was later able to

show that this failure to gel was duo to the presence in the suspension of

ferric hydroxide in colloidal suspension, which formed when the soda asli

came in contact with the sides of the tank.

(14) Accordingly in subsequent trinls the soda ash was dissolv’^cd in

the minimum of water in a pail and mixed with some of the bentonite
suspension t-o form a paste which was slowly incorporated in the main
mass of the sus]>ensiori. Satisfactory g(dling was obtained and the dried

product was quite up to standard.

(15) Other problems remained. Sodium bentonite when added to

water forms ‘balls’ of a high degree of adhesiveness and its admixture with
mud on a large scale tended to be awkward. By increasing the salt

content a product which did not ‘ball-up’ in water but conferred the
desired properties on drilling mud was obtained.

(Id) It was also found that if a drilling mud in circulation were
1 reatod with soda ash and later with crude Kashmir bentonite a result was
obtained fidly equivalent to a troatnnait with specially prepared sodium
bentonite.

(17)

By incorporating small quantities of a local gum in the bentonite
suspension after treatment with soda ash and salt, a product was obtaine<l

which could be used direct as a drilling fluid. For certain purposes such
‘mud’ with its low specific gravity (ca. 1-1). high fluidity, moderate gel-

strength, resistance to salt water and its excellent wall -building properties,

was ideal and wells drilled with it in various areas were drilled (piickly

and without difficulty.

Other uses of Bentogels.

(18) In the laboratory Bentogels are used as (deansers and they are
superior to soap in removing grease, dirt and bitumen stains from the hands
or from cloth. One of them has actually been used as a base for mud
packs for a beauty parlour !

(19) Bentogels may be used also with cement to improve plasticity

and reduce shrinkage, with moulding sand and with pottery clays to
increase plasticity and with bitumen to form bituminous emulsions.
They may bo used with paper for de-inking purposes and in medicine
they may be used as the base for such products as ‘antiphlogistine ’.
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3. Dr. S. P. Raychaudhuri, Dacca.

Vaviations of the clay-forming mineraLs in different soil tyj)es.

The clay fractions of the soils, that is the aluminosilicate materials

which have been produced by the weathering of the rock-forming materials,

are the active constituents of soils arul all the inherent ditferonces of

physico-chemical properties of soil types are essentially due to the

differences existing in the clay fractions of the soils. The clay fractions of

the soils, by internationally agreed nomenlaturo, are assumed to be
particles of diameter *002 mm. or loss. Actually, however, X-ray investi-

gations have shown, that the particles are not of spherical dimensions but
of platy structure. In other words, from structural point of view, these

particles have been formed, as it were, by the siiporimposition of silica

sheets and of alumina sheets. The clay fractions, by their nature, are

essentially of two types, viz., one of beidelite and montmorillonite groui^

with high base-exchange caipacity, and the other of kaohnitc with
low base exchange capacity. In the beidellite and montmorillonite group
of minerals the structure is made up of three or more sheets of silica and
alumina, and tlie distance: between these sheets is of the order of 1-5 m/x,

so that exchangeable bases can be extren(;hed between these sheets. On
the other hand, in the case of kaolin group of minerals, the structure is

made up of only ono sheet of silica being superimposed on a shoot of alumina
and the distance between these sheets is only about 1 mg, so t hat then?
is not much chance of exchangeable bases being exclosod between those?

sheets and consequently tljeso group of minerals are poor in base cxcliangc"

capacity.
In India, as in other tro])ical countries, various types of soils witli

characteristic; physic*o-(;hemical properties and often of different colours
occur. At many places the.se soil ty])eH occ'ur in very close localities.

Physi(;o-c;honnoal €)xainination of these? scjil tyj)es and of tlu? clay fractions

at the Dacca University liave shown that the fundamental diffcu’cnces

lie in those of tlu' clay fractions. For example, profile samples from a
red soil type and a black C'otton soil occurring witljin a distaiice of about
two miles from each other near Sravanampatti Hillock at Coimbatore has
revealed that tin? percentages of (day fractions occurring in tine soil types
are very similar. The silica -alumina ratio of the clay fractmn of the
black soil is higher than that of the red one. Also the black clay ])ossosses

much higher base combining capacity and much greater moisture? holding
capacity than the red clay. The percentages of organic matter in the
black soil were found to bo somewhat higlu?r than in the red, but not
enough to explain the enorm(3us diffen^nces in agricultural values and of

physico-chemical properties of tlie soil types.
Mineralogical examination of these contrasted soils l»as revealed that

the rod soils are richer in percentages of ferromagnesium rock-forming
minerals than the black soils. Fxamiuation of the dehydration curves of

clay fractions separated from the soils has revealed that the black soils

which are more productive are richer in the beidellite tyi?o of (day forming
minerals whilst tlie clay fractions of the rod soils are comparatively richer

in the kaolinitic type of clay-forming minerals. The buffer curves of the

clay-fractions obtained from the black soils are steeper than those of

the clayfractions obtained from the red soils.

4. Dr. R. P. Mitra, Calcutta.

The electrochemical properties of clays and, bentonites.

The central comiecting theme in the electrochemistry of clays and
bentonites is their dominant acid character which gives expression in their
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capacity to bind or retain bases. Apart from a vague and general recogni-
tion of this acid character its quantitative formation has long been lacking.
Systematic studies of hytirogen clays and hydrogen bentonites have been
carried out by the speaker and otliers under a scheme of research financed
by thi^ Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. The following is a
summary of the main results obtained.

Colloidal solutions of hydrogen clays and hydrogen bentonites are
definitely polyphase acid systems. While the sol has free acid usually of
the order of 10-^ N its ultrafiltrate shows an almost neutral reaction.
Mobile H t ions associated with the particles are responsible for the
observed H+ ion activity. When a neutral salt is added to the sol, acid
is liberated. At the same concentration, different salts liberate acid
(i.e. titratable acid) in the order (Ba>Ca>Na) of electrical adsorption of
the cations. The total reacting acid or the base exchange capacity
(b.e.c.) per gramme is also not a fixed quantity but depends on pH and
cation effect. Usually the greater the pH the greater is the b.e.c. The
cation effect is illustrated by (a) the dependence on tlie cation of the
base of the b.e.c. calculated at the inflexion point of the titration curve
and more strikingly at a fixed pH o.g., 7-0; (6) by tlie much higher b.e.c.
obtained on titration in the presence of a largo concentration of a neutral
salt than in its absence

;
(c) by the different effects of various neutral salts

liaving a common anion. In the absence of salts the b.e.c. decreases in
the order Ca(OH) 2 >Ba(OH) 2>NaOH which however changes to Ba(OH )2
>Ca(OH) 2>NaOH in the presence of a fixed concentration of the corres-
ponding salts. The reversal in the relative effects of Bar+ Ca++ ions
have boon traced to the differences in the pH region in which the acid-
base reaction takes place. In the presence of the salt tl^e intreaction with
the greater proportion of the base Ba(OH )2 or Ca(OH )2 up to the inflexion
point occurs in the acid region, usually between pH 3-5 and 5-5. wliilo

in the absence of the salt it is mainly confined with the range of pH 5-5

to 6-5. In the presence of salts the cation effect is regular, in the sense
that it follows the lyotrope series and is determined by the order of the
adsorption of the cations together with their hydration envelopes. At the
comparatively high pH in the absence of salts the cation are probably
absorbed in a dehydrated condition which accounts for the irregular or
specific cation effect, irregular in the sense that it does not follow the
lyotrope series, operating under these conditions. The regular and
specific cation effects have been observed with subfractions of the hydrogen
clays having equivalent spherical diamctter ranging between specified
limits and soparate<l from the same entire (day fraction and also after
hydrogen clays have boon treated by methods aiming at the removal of
their free inorganic oxides. The cation effect also impre.sses itself on the
form of the titration curves. The curves with different bases have
different forms. While the baryta and calcium hydroxide curves (potentio-
metric) have usually a flat initial run and thus have a strong acid character,
the caustic soda curves generally show a comparatively sharp initial rise
and in this re.spect resemble that of a weak acid. The features of the
conductometric curves are at direct variance with those of the potentio-
metric curves. Thus the slopes of the descending portions of the con-
ductometric curves are in the order; NaOH>Ba(OH) 2>Ca(OH )2 indicating
a stronger acid character of the NaOH curve compared with the Ba(OH) 2

“

or Ca(OH) 2
— curve. Somewhat different types of curves have been

obtained in titrating liydrogen clays and hydrogen bentonites isolated
from the entire clay fraction of different Indian soils and biuitonites.
Such differences are likely to bo of imp(^rtance in the characterization and
classification of soils and bentonites. The NaOH curves of the hydrogen
clays are of three types: Week monobasic, which is most common; weak
dibasic

; and strong dibasic. Their Ba(OH )2 and Ca(OH )2 curves are of
four types each : strong monobasic, the mo.st common typo ;

strong dibasic ;

weak monobasic
; and strong monobasic but showing an actual lowering

of the pH on tlie addition of the base in the initial stagers of thc' titration.
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The hydrogen bentonites give two types of NaOH-curves, weak monobasic
and strong dibasic. * Hydrogen clays and hydrogen bentonites having
particle size within specified limits and mechanically separated from the
same entire hydrogen clay or hydrogen bentonite often show nearly the
same type of titration curves. Differences have sometimes been observed
and in such cases the chemical composition, base exchange capacity and
certain other optical properties are also materially different from the
other fractions. The base exchange capacity per gramme of the various
subfractions generally increase with diminishing particle size. Calculated
per sq. cm. of the external surface, however, the b.e.c. usually increases
with the size of the particles indicating that the particles have considerable
inner surfaces and/or fresh layers are exposed as the interaction with the
base proceeds.

5. Mr. B. Chatterjek, Calcutta.

The role of aluminium ions in the interaction of hydrogen clays.

The interaction between hydrogen clays and neutral salts give rise

to both H+ and A1+ f + ions in the neutral salt extracts. There is no
unanimity of opinion regarding the mechanism by which A1+ t f ions are
brouglit into solution. A direct exchange of AH"-f + ions for the cations

of added salts is suggested by somel .2 while others^l> 4, 5 hold that A1
is brought into solution by a secondary dissolution of AI 2O 3 present in
the clay. Paver and Marshall ® consider that a direct exchange of both
H+ and A1 + + + ions for the cations of added salts takes place. Previous
investigations from this laboratory”, 8, 9 show that (i) the free acidity

of the hydrogen clay sol constitutes a small fraction (5% to 10%) of its

total acidity, (ii) the total acidity of the hydrogen clay sol is greatly
increased on the addition of neutral salts, and (iii) the supernatant liquid

above the coagula of the sol and salt mixture contains a considerable
amount of neutralizable acid.

The mechanism by which A1+4-+ ions are brought into solution and
the contribution of the A1 + + + ion towards the free and total acids of
hydrogen clay sols have been discussed in the paper. At low concentra-
tions of BaCl2 the total acidity of the supernatant liquid cannot be wholly
accounted for by the amoxint of A1 present. This .excess has been
attributed to H+ ions. Further, with very low concentrations of NaCl
only H+ ions are disfjlacotl into the intermicellary liquid, d'he titratable

acndity of the BaCU extract and the amount of Ba++ adsorbed are in

fair agreement. At the same pH the amount of A1 + + + ions brought into

solution by HCl constitutes a small fraction of that liberated by BaCl2 .

The pH of the hydrogen clay and BaCl 2 mixture is not of much con-

sequence in determining the amount of liberated A1 at a given concentra-

tion of Ba++ ions. Tlxe amount of displaced A1 is not retluced on the

removal of free sesquioxidos from the clay but on the ciontrary an increase

(calculated per lOOgm. of the residual colloid) is observed.

The above evidences suggest that the major portion of Al displaced

by neutral salts should not be attributed to any dissolution of AI2O 3

by the free acid developed in the interaction between a hydrogen clay

and neutral salts. A direct exchange of both H + and AH- + -1- ions for

the cations of the added salts offers a more plausible explanation.

The form of the potentiomeiric titration cxirves of hydrogen clay sol

with bases, changes when a salt has been added and with increasing con-

centrations of tlie salt the titration curves become |)rogressively charac-

teristic of a strong acid. The titration cuives of the clear supernatant

liquid above the coagula of tho sol and salt mixtures have forms widely

differing from that of the pure sol and show features which have beeii

observed with solutions of aluminium salts (Brittond^). Both H+ and
AI+ + + ions are present on the surface of the colloidal particles, H-t ions

constituting a small fraction of the total. On the addition of neutral salts a

portion of these ions (H+ and A1 + + + )
is disjxlaced into the intermicollary
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liquid while another portion remains associated with the colloidal

particles. With increasing salt concentrations more and more ions

(H-t and + are displaced, but fresh ions are brought into a reactive

condition. The amount of ions remaining associated with the colloidal

particles, i.e., tlie dillerence between the total acidity of the sol and salt

mixture and that of the supernatant liquid above the coagula of the sol

and salt mixtures, does not differ greatly on the addition of salts or from
the total acidity of tlie sol itself. This quantity appears to depend on
the displacing power of the cation of the salt, and an equilibrititn between
the ions in the interrnicellary liquid and in the double layer is indicated.
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VL MANUFACTURE OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
IN INDIA.

(Sections of Chonistry, Physics, and Medical and
T ^eterinary Research .

)

Dr. M. Qureshi, Hyderabad -Deccan, presided.

1. M. Sreenivasaya and M. A. Govinda Rati, Bangalore.

During the past few months the manufacture of scientific instruments
in India has been receiving the earnest attention of the scientists in the
country. They have begun to experience an ever-increasing shortage of

supplies with regard to scientific instruments and laboratory chemicals,
whose import is fast dwindling on account of the worldwide conflict.

Just at a time when the country has launched upon a programme of
intensive industrialization, it is regrettable that thti supplies of the scientific

and industrial accessories so essential for the prosecution of pure and
applied research, are becoming increasingly s<^arce and difficult to obtain.

This circximstance is very largely due to the fact that this country, short-

sighted as it has been in all other respects, has so far had no concrete
plan for its industrializatit)n.

The scientific instruments industry constitutes one of the fundamental
key industries of a nation. It provides the necessary tools for the training

of scientists and teclmologists who are needed for the creation, develop-
ment and maintenance of industries. Scientific instruments provide the
necessary equipment for the prosecution of research on which the fabric

of industrial advancement depends. The control of the unit processes in
industry and the standardization of the products are dependent upon
the application of suitable scientific instruments, while they are also needed
for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. Recent events have demon-
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strated that t>ie problems of national dehmce against the methods of
modern warfare are largely problems of instrumentation. For purposes
of discussion, scientific instruments may be grouped into the following
classes :

—
(1) Instruments for purposes of demonstration and practical

instruction in schools and colleges.

(2) Instruments needed for pure and applied research.

(3) Instruments required for the control of technical processes and
the standardization of industrial pixiducts.

(4) Instruments for the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

(5) Instruments needed in connection with operations for national
defence.

It will bo observed that for most of the important items listed above
the country is now dependent upon foreign supplies. The rosj)onsibility

for this extremely regrettable state of affairs has to be shared by tliree

groups; first, by the (foverrnnent who have not eiKiouragod the establish-
ment of this key industry; secondly, by the scientists, technologists and
the industrial magnates, who might have organized themselves to secTire

the elementary precaution of .self-.sufficiency with regard to their tools of
research and industry; thirdly, the .several firms of standing who have
pioneered the scientitic instrument trade in this country. In all pro-
gressive countries the trade is made to realize their responsibility in pro-
ducing the goods as far as j)Ossible, and enlightened GovermiKaits help
them to achieve this object through subsidies, tariffs, and other forms of
support.

This is a propitious moment for launching upon a ten-year plan for

the development of this industry and in this task, all the thn^e groups of
bodies should co-operate, the Government by extending their financial

support, the scientists, by placing their ex})erience at the disposal of the
industry and through research, and tlie trade by organizing the manufac-
ture of tliese instruments w'ithin the country to an ever-increasing degree
in order to attain sutrh a degree of self-.sufficiency as to render research
and industry independent of unsettled eondif ions of w ar.

The principal difficulty which faces the manufacturer of scientific

instruments in this country is the lack of the e.sseiitial raw-materials.
A scientific in.strument consists of several fundamental units which may
be grouped as follows :

—

Bearings including jewells, S})rings of all kinds, Bimetals, Pivots,
Photocells, Thormo})iles, Rectifiers, Perraaiiont magnets
Optical and Laboratory Glass, Electrical accessories. Insulating
conients. Enamels, Porcelains and glas.ses. Resistance wdres,

SjXHnal alloys like broT\z('s, Beat and corrosion resistance steels

and otlu'r materials of eonstruction

.

The fundamental unit.s and special materials of construction wdll have
to be rendered easily and reatlily available at reasonably inexpensive
rates, to the manufaeturer of scientitic instruments. He sliould not
depend upon foreign manufacturers for these raw^ materials, ^fho existing

industries and workshops should co-operate in the production of some
of these units as a matter of national duty and help to build up the industry
wlii(;lj is going to pay tliein dividends in the form of research .ser\ ice.

At the moment there are a few centres and indi\ idnals who may
be entru.sted with the task of developing some of the lines. The {problem

of making magnets, the making of optical gla.ss, tlie manufacture of

bimetals and springs of various alloys and in various shapes and sizes,

the problem of making resistance wdres like nicJirorne and the study of
heat and corrosion resistance steels,—all these require long range research.

These investigations have to he financed by the Government of India and
the different problems entrusted to various centres wdiich are best suited

for the investigations.
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The actual manufacture of a scientific instrument itself is not a very
complicated problem; the principles underlying the construction of most
of them are well-known and any modifications or alterations to suit the
exigencies of particular circumstances are easily introduced by the
instrument maker. Our mechanics are extremely clever and resourceful.

The Government should maintain a central standards research

Laboratory whose principal task will be to standardize the instruments
manufactured by the industry. This laboratory will also conduct research
on problems of instrumentation. The scientific instruments committee
which has been constituted \mder the auspices of the Board of Scientific

and Industrial Research has already made several grants to explore the
possibility of making certain types of scientific instruments and equip-
ment in the country. But these efforts which are commendable in them-
selves, do not touch at the root of the problem. Our energies should bo
directed towards the manufacture of the fundamental units and materials
of construction on which alone can be laid the solid foundation of an
enduring and comprehensive scientific instruments industry.

2. Mr. E. B. RA,TryEVKAR, Bombay.

3. Mr. E. R. Gee, Calcutta.

4. Dr. S. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

5. Dr. H. J. Tayeor, Bombay.

VIT. INDIA’S POSITION WITH REGARD TO HER
SULPHUR RESOURCES.

{Sections of Chemistry and Geology.)

Db. Raj Nath, Benares, presided.

1. Mr. E. R. Gep^. Calcutta.

At the present time, India’s industries demand annually some 30,000
to 35,000 tons of refined sulphur (brimstone). Of that amount, some
25,000 tons are converted into sulphuric acid for use in the various chemical,
metallurgical and allied industries.

Sulphuric; acid is relatively difficult and expensive to transport over
long distances. As a result, factories capable of manufacturing this acid
have sprung up in this country and, up to the present, these factories have
remained absolutely dependent on raw-material—refined sulphur o •

brimstone—imported from distant, foreign countries. Before the prosen*,

war, those countries included Italy, Japan and the U.S.A.
Thus, contrary to the more usual trend of events in India, we have a

case of a manufacturing industry forging ahead of the production capacity
of the indigenous, raw-material resources of the country, a position whicli
may work satisfactorily in peace-time but wliich is so obviously a pre-
carious one in times of war.

Before the present crisis had proceeded very far, it became imperative
that India should, without delay, become self-supporting in sulphur
otherwise a difficult situation was likely to arise in a number of her
essential war industries. This possibility has incrc^ased very considerably
(luring the past month as a result of the action of Japan.

Sulphur or sulphuric acid can bo raanufactured commercially in

several ways:—by the roasting or processing of various metallic sulphides
(of iron, copper, lead and zinc), by the reduction of gypsum and anhydrite
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(sulphates of calciuyu) and certain other sulphates
; and from deposits of

native sulphur occurring in‘nature in its elemental form.
Regarding the availability and utilization of tlie indigenous resources

of these sulphur-bearing minerals, India, unfortunately, has not developed
chemical industries for producing sulphur from the immense dejjosits of
sulphates that are known to exist in various parts of the country. Regard-
ing the utilization of the sulphide resources, at the close of the 1914-18
war, a scheme was approved for smelting 25,000 tons of Burmese zinc
sulphide ore amiually in this coimtry. Had this scheme been put into
execution, it would have yielded some 25,000 tons of sulphuric acid per
year. Suggestions have also been put forward for the recovery and
utilization of sulphur dioxide from the gases evolved during the processing

of copper sulphide ores at the Indian Copper Corporation’s plant in Bihar,
also for the utilization of iron pyrites, of which certain occurrences have
been proved in several parts of India.

As regards deposits of native sulj)hur, when war broke out the most
promising known occurrence in India was that of Sanni, in Kalat State,

Baluchistan, where limited exploratory work had, in 1919, indicated the
likelihood of a minimum reserve of some 30,000 tons of sulphur-ore
capable of yielding about 10,000 tons of relined sulphur. In addition,
native sulphur was known to occur at several other places in Baluchistan
including the extinct volcano of Koh-i-Sultan; also, in the volcanic islands

—

Barron Is. and Narcondam— of the Bay of Bengal, but wo were either
quite uncertain of the quantities available or they wore thought to be
trivial.

The ne<!e8sity of remedying the position was fully realized by
Government and was discussed at the early meetings of tlie Board of
Scientific and Industrial Research, whose Director Sir S. S. Bhatnagar is,

unfortunately, unable to be present hero to address you to-day. The
urgency of the problem had been apparent to the (geological Survey of
India and a scheme of exi)loration was immediately submitted to

Government by the Director of that Department—Dr. C. S. Fox. This
scheme, which in Baluchistan was j>ut into operation in November, 1940,
was fortunate in producing very promising results within the following
eight months, at the end of which period the Department were in a position
to hand over for ready exploitation, reserves of high quality sulphur-ore
which are (!onsidered, certainly suflicient to make India self-supporting
for a period of two years and which will, in all probability, meet the
requirements of her industries for a very appreciably longer period.
Though occurring in a very distant part of the Indian Fmpiro, the deposits

in question are rich and extractable with relative ease and, particularly

in view of the present high jiric(^ of imported brimstone are likely to prove
exploitable on an ecoiu)mu; basis. Siadi, briefly, is the position to-day.

Regarding the geology of the Baluchistan sulphur deposits, a glance
at the map shows the area to be divisible into four units:—

(1) In th(^ (nist, filling the re-entrant formed by the hill ranges of
ct'iitral Baluchistan, are the alluvial sands, loams and clays

of the plains stretching northwards and westwards from
Jacobabad (just outside Baluchistan territory) to beyond
Sibi and Gandava (in the district of Kachhi, Kalat State).

(2) North, west and south-west of this plain country, rocks ranging
in age from Permian to Uiiper Tertiary form a wide belt of

upland country constituting the core of the agency. With
the exception of the Mesozoic serpentine intrusions of the

Hindubagh area, with their important deposits of chromite,

together with certain igneous rocks in Kalat and Las Bela

States, these strata are setiimentary. Idmestones, largely •

of Jurassic ago, form tho inner hills, capped in places by
lower Tertiary limestones and shales. The latter comprise

the outer—southern and eastern ranges and are followed

in the outermost ridges and in the angle of the re-entrant
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towards Quetta by higher Tertiary saiKistones, limestones,
clays and conglomerates.

(3) West and south-west of this closely folded and strike faulted
region, is the monotonous stretfjh of argillaceous and
arenaceous deposits known as tlie Kojak Shales of Oligocene
age together with the overlying, more recent clays, sand-
stones and conglomerates of the southern Mekran. The
junction of this zone and the Upper Palaeozoic—Tertiary
complex to the east is often complicated by faulting.

(4) Lastly, in the Chagai district of western Baluchistan lying west
and north of tiie Kojak Shtile zone, is a geological province
including, amidst wide stretches of sandy desert, a number of
exposures of volcanic rocks Among the latter, is the very
recent volcanic suite of Ko)i-i-8ultan which is of primary
importance in the present instance. This retumt v^olcanic

suite is represented westwanls, a short distance across the
border in Iranian territory by the volcanic mountain named
Koh-i-Taftan (13,034 fend), known also to contain sulphur.

Deposits of native sulj)hur cK‘cur in each of these far geologi(;al

prov'incos. All the occurrences arc of interest from the point of view of
the origin and formation of sulphur.

In the alluvium, a few miles within Bahichistan to the w'ost-north -wnst
of Jacobabad (Sind), an occurrence wns investigated. The native sulphtu-,

as fine grains, was found to occur sporadically in minor cjuantities asso-

ciated with bandvS of fine-textured sand-rocks within a few feet of the

surface. The sand-bed contained small quantities of sulphuretted
hydrogen and, a few feet b(dow% emanations of gas, lethal in its redactions,

were met with in one excavation. Unfortunately facilities wore not
available to analyse this gas. From its effect on the persons engaged in

exploration. Dr. Fox has suggested that the gas was a mixture of carbon
dioxide and methane, which would fit in with the chemical reactions in-

volved in the reduction of sulphates—present in tlu^ alluvium—to native
sulphur ; methane (derived from incliKied decaying vegetation) being one
of the hydrocarbon gases concerned in the reiluction process and carbon
dioxide being the ])rincipal gaseous product.

In the case of the second geological provin(*e, comprising the hill

ranges principally of Mesozoic and Tertiary age, many so-called ‘sulphur-
springs’ are reported. The greater number of those consists of springs

issuing from the limestones, the water of which contains recognizable

quantities of hydrogen sulpliido gas. From those gaseous emanations,
native sulj)hur is often deposited in the near vicinity of the springs, but in

all cases known so far, the quarititii^s are small and of no present economic
importance. At other places, bands of sulphur-bearing rock occur asso-

ciated wuth gypsum and limestone, sometimes closf4y conne(;tod with
seepages of oil, and it is suggested that the sulphur li,jis originated by the
reduction of the sulphates by the action of the petroleum hydrocai'bons.

Such instances occur in the Bolan Pass near Gokurt on the road from Sil)i

to Quetta.
Economically, the most promising instances of sulphur occurring in

close association with petroliferous material is that of Sanni, Kalat State.

There, the sulphur-bearing rock is a fairly hard sandstone, the sulphur
occurring as fine grains impregnating the sandstone anti also, in purer
form, along cracks and joint-planes. Tlie sandstone in question is pro-

bably of Nari (Oligocene) age and crops out in the foothills south-west of

Sibi. Several distinct liorizons have been ])roved containing from 25 to

over 40% free sulphur and each several feet in thickness. The total

probable quantity of suljjhur available is yet unknown, but the results

so far obtained warrant further exploration.

Kogarding the origin of the sulphur at Sanni, crortain geologists of
Messrs. The Burmah Oil Oo. Ltd., had previously suggested that it has
been derived from a more deep-seated source of gas containing a high
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percentage of sulphiiv derivatives. This may well be the explanation.
On the other hand, it appears reasonable to suggest that an explanation
similar to that given in the case of many American and Silician deposits
and the occurrences of tlw Bolan Pass area is attributable- namely, the
reduction of sulpliates (occurring in the sedimentary sequence) by hydro-
carbon substances. The sandstones and (days of the sulpilur-bearing
Oligocene sequence at Sanrii contain only very minor qiiantities of sul-

phates, but gypsum occurs in abundance in the lower Tc^rtiary (Eocene)
sediments of north-western India. It is suggested tliat during the (.mirse

of their upward permeation, the hydrocarbon gases caused the reduction
of tliese sulphates and that the liberated sulphur was carried uj)wrards with
the oil and gas and deposited in the joints, fissures and pores of the
neigh bouring cap -rock.

Within the upper T(4rtiaries of southern Baluchistan, minor occurrences
of native sulphur are m(3t with at several j)laces in association wdth mud-
volcaiKjes. One new ly -reported occurrence of sulphur in the Mekran area
w as recently examined. It occurs in the alluvium which caps the Tertiary
sediments near the coast w'ost of Ow'ada.r, nrd far from the Iranian border.
The sulphur is met wuth as a band at or within a few' feet of the surface.

Further exploration is riajuired to prove the fjxtent of the deposit. It is

possible that the suljihur may have originated from sulphur- bearing
gases arisijig from th(‘ underlying Terthiry but it might' equally well,

perhaps more ])robably, have been derived by tlie interaction of hydro-
carbons on sulphates occurring in the saline rec:ent alluvial d(3posits that
border the sea -coast.

Turning now to the fourth geological province—the desert region of
the Chagai district of Western British Baluchistan; here tlie sulphur is

undoubtedly one of the f>roducts of recent volcanic activity. In that
region, sulphur was known to have been worked in the past on a small
scale by the Afghans. Later investigations gave the impression that the
quantities available were very small. Recent geological work has shown
this to be incorrect. The sulphur-ore occurs as extensive thick outcrops
passing, in places, heneatlj beds of volcanic ash. The occurrence, even
at the present day, of emanations of sulphuretted hydrogen (H 2 kS) from
certain of the outcro]3S of sulphur-ore and from associated acid volcanic

strata, combined wdth the presence of free acid (SO 3 )
in certain of the

samf)les of ore examined, suggests that the sulj)hur has been deposited as

a result of chemical interactiem between these two substances. The
liberated sulphur was deposited in the pores (rf the acid rock of the several

craters and also along the joints and fissures. It is in that form, ranging

up to over 70% free sulphur, that we find it to-day. For certain industrial

purposes, refining will unoubtodly be necessary, for the rnajiufacture of

sulj)huric acid how^ever, it is suggested that at least the bettei' (juality ore

(a>uld be consumed in the raw state.

2. N. N. CiiATTmuKE, Calcutta.

J ntroduction.

It is gratifying to nole that a synif)osium has becji arianged on the

subject of India’s bulphur I^ositioji -a problem which ha,s lately drawn
keen attt^ntion of the (loverument and the industrialists ol the country

and it is hoped that both ofiieial and non-offieial exjx rts w'otdd co-operate

freely with the Seienee (hngress Assoeiation and i‘on 1 ribn 1 e suitable

ai-ticles on various aspects of this problem fa< ing India. It is oiily by
full co-operation of the diffcrcuit w(>rk('rs in tins liiv' that the Sulphur

Position of India can be clearly (h'fined and this .symj)osium il successfully

conducted is expected to be of inimc-nse Ik'I]) to the enterprisers in the

line of sulplmrie acid manufaetnrt'. It is well known that sulphur and
sulphur bearing minerals hold a \(‘ry importajd

j
Uu e in the mineral
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wealth of a country and that tliose raw materials form a valuable source
for the manufacture of heavy chemicals including sidphuric acid, fertilizera,

insecticides, paper pulp, explosives, dyes, rubber and of other miscellaneous
sulphur chemicals. It will be out of place here to go into details regarding
the different uses of sulphur. Of these, however, the most important
item is the manufactm’c of svdphuric acid which again is absolutely needed
for many useful purpose's and is the key to most chemical and many
metallurgical industries. It is now definitely established that the
industrial development of a coimtry is measured by the rate of con-
sumption of sulphuric acid.

Raw-materials fo7' salpharic acid maitvfacture.

The sidphur bearing materials include chietly the following :

—

(i) Native sulphur;
(ii) Pyrites;

(iii) (fypsum ;

(iv) 8inel tor gases

;

(v) Higli sulphur C(>al and petroleum

.

Native sulphur.

Of all the raw-materials just mention.ed native suli)hur is found
to be the best suited and the ( hoapest for the manufacture of sulphuric
acid. A rel'ercnce to the statistics will show that all sulphur used in
India and Ihuma is im})ort(‘d from abroad and duo^ to the abnormal
conditions arising out of the |>rescnt world wide war, India is experiencing
great difficulty in the matter of getting In^r supply of sulphur. The
attention of the Govermnent and the juivate enterjuisers has been diverted
to solve this acute problem facing India. Native sulphur has already
been reported to occur at Saimi, Koh-i -Sultan, Koh-i-Taftan, etc., in
Baluchistan but details about the actual reserves are latdving. It appears
that, by a cariTul and thorough search that has recently been started in
diffierent j)arts oi' Baluchistan by the Geological Survey of India, some
fruitful results have been achieved in this direction. It is, therefore,
highly desirable that the G.S.l. authorities should make a short statement
to enlighten us on this subject so that the present pi>sition may be clearly
imderstood. Deposits of native sulphur have also been n^ported from
several parts of Barren Island and I think the geological formations of
the two volcani(‘ islands—Barren Island and Narcondarn Island—situated
in the Bay of Bengal should be (arefully studir'd and systematic
prospecting work carried out to see if sufficient sul])hiu' deposit could
be t)btained there.

Pyrites.

llegarding the utilization of pyrites for the maniilacture of sulphuric
acid many important points sh<nild be considered. In the first place, the
various objecitionable impurities, such as sekuiium, arsenic, chlorine,
etc., in the ditferent pyritc deposits have to be tackled. The burners
that ar(> now in use in different factories in India for burning sulphur
have to be modified to burn pyiites. It is however gratifying to note
that some successful attejn])t has been made at a chemical fa(*tory at
Agra to install suitable burners to burn pyrites for the maiiufa(;ture of
sulphim(* acid. Then again the important question of handling and
transport of huge quantity of inert matter (about hallOf the raw-material)
need also cardul consideration unless of course the sulphuric acid plant
is located near the pyrite deposits. Regarding pyrites in India we an'
even now in the dark as to the actual reserves of the different deposits,
liegarding the reserves of the Sone valley pyrite deposit of which we hear d

4B
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so iiiueh last year, no official report has howev’^ei’ appeared giving au
aceorate inlorinatioii on the snbjecd. 'Fhe other pyrite deposits which
are few in munber occurring in different parts of India should also be
carefully prospected for estimating their probable roseiwes.

The Tertiary beds, partittularly the Ninnmulitic formation, occurring
in different parts of India should also re(*eivo inopor attention by the
geologists, botli official and private, to see if workable btMls of pyrites
could bo lound. Thin streaks of pyrites have already been discovered
in many plaf*es in Assam and the Punjab. In sliort, it may f)e said
that though at the present moment we know very little ab<^ut the
actual reserves of native sulphur or pyrite deposits occurring in different

parts of India the work that has recently been .started by the Cfovem-
inent officers is expected to give more definite information on this subject

.

If necessary, more intensive search sliould be started l)y the relevant
department.

Qypanni.

A relei’eiK e to the artiede entitled ‘Sulphur Positioji of India’ by
Sir S. S. Bliatnagar, Director, Board of Scientific and Industrial
Researcli (vide Current Science^ May, 1941) will show that the (question of
utilization of sulphur from gypsum and formation of cement at the same
time has already received attention of the Board as well as of the
Government. Some Indian firm appears to have taken keeji interest in

the matt(^r. The question of cost of manufacturing sulphuric acid has
to be f^arefully considered and I think some place in the Punjab would
form the appropriate locality for erecting such a plant, as gypsum, coal,

limestone, t lay, etc., are available there. In this process the liigh sulphur
coals of tlio Punjab will find suitable us(^ and the sulphur present in sucli

c'oals will cont ribute towards the manufacture of suli:>hiiric acid.

Smeller (Juses\

X^arge quantities of sulphuric acid ai-e made* in some c(MUiirit's from
the sulphur dioxide of the smelter gasos liberated in the roasting of lead,
copper aiid zinc ores before the metals are extracted from them. The
Kulphnr content of the lead ores smeltetl at Nam Tu in Burma and of the
eupp<u- ores smelted at the Moubliandar works at Ghatsila are at present
waste ])r()ducts. The Indian Copper Corporation at Ghatsila and the
Burma ( :<n [)erati()n at Nam Tu may be persuaded to go into the question
and if some suitable adjustment in their works is possible the gases could
he recovered so that the sulphur problem facing India may be solved t(»

some extent.

. Sulphur from Coal.

About the ])j(*seiice ofsulphur in ceal it may be said that the Gojidwana
coals formed under fresh water conditiojis contain only insignificant

percentage of sulphur whereas the Tertiary coals formed under marine
or brackish water conditions contain very high j)ercentage of sulphur
sometimes as mucli as 8 or 9%. A few words on tlu? topic* of recovery
of sulphur from these high sulphur ccjals might be of some ijiterest to the

members. It is quite well laiown that the Punjab coals, Baliichistan ccnrls

and the Upper Assam coals coiitaiii high perc;ontago of total sulphur*.

It has already been shown by the writer of this note that those coals

contain some amoimt of pyrites and a good jrroportion of sulphur occurs

in organic state of combination. This organic sulphur, however, cannot
be eliminated by any mechanical process of washing (vide Proc. Nat.
Inst. Sc. hid., \^ol. 6, p. 523). When such coals are subjected to high
temperature carbonization, a small fraction of the total sulphur is (‘xpelled
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an vaiious sulphur cornpoiurids along with the volatile matter and the
remaining portion of the sulphur is retained by the coke residue. The
sulphur (tornpounds thus eliminated in the gaseous state can be subjected
to Thylox or any other suitable process for tlieir recovery. It is fairly

well know'll that many of the Upper Assam coals produce excellent high
temperature coke but as the coke retains large ainoimt of sulphur it

l annot be used for high class smelting operations. But if the sulpliur

content could be reduced below the permissible limit the coke with
negligible ash content would b€' considered to be of tile’s hig]u*st cpiality

available in India. It is thus clear that though by simple ynocess of high
temperature carbonization certain arnoiuit of sulphur can be recovered
fr<mi the coal, the coke residue may not be ofmuch use to the metallurgical

industry thereby losing its real and inherent value. The writer of this

n<»te eaiTied out a sei’ies of experiments with high sulphur ccads of India
{cldc (.V»al Symposium, published by the National Institute ol‘ Sdeuecs of
India) and eonuruuiicated a paper to the Indian Seienee ( lorigress, Benares,

in wliieh he indic^ated eertain proi^esses by which the major portion
tf the total suljihur eoidd be eliminated from the coal in gaseous state
leaving beliind only a small fraction of sulphur in tlie f'oke residue. The
giocons sulphur coinpoujids may be recovered by Thylox or any other
suitahk' process and the coke residue Avith permissible ain<)imt of sulphur
\aI11 be a valuable by-product and will form an important raw material in

high <*lass metallurgical industry for smelting operations. Of these
proftesses mention may bo made of sodium chloride treatmejit of coal
prior to high tomperatui’e <carbonization or passing of hydrogen, producer
gas, over the cok(* in the carbonization chamber. These j)roeeKst\s in the
laboratory gave satisfac tory results in eliminating mmor portion of the
total Hulphui' from tht^ coal. In ease of non-eaking high sulphui* coals the
same treatmejit would drive off tbci sulpliur compounds whidi in turn
can be recover(*d. The non-caking residue with small amoimt of sulphur
an very vA^elJ be utilized in blending with high svi'clling caking coals

prior to ( arbonization. I’lie non-caking rc'sidin^ may be brifpKltc^d belore
being used for boilers, etc., or may bo utilized for the maiiufaetuit^ of
water gas ov producer gas. The attention oi th(‘ (’oal Industry is there-
fore drawn to this aspcict id' the sulphur probli^m and sulyilnir reeoA^or}^

particularly witli regard to the liigb sulpliur Tertiary e{>als of India.
Attention oi’ the Board of iSeientilh; and Industrial Heseareh may b('

diSAAOj to tliis and it is hoped that both the CraiJ Industry and tiie Board
of kSdenrilie and Industrial lieseareli w^ould take the initiative and would
make arTangom(‘uts to eondiiet a series of experim(mts on a semi -industrial

scale to see liow far tb(> laboratory results would be faithfully reproduced.
If such atternjits meed witli sikhjcss and yield favourable rc^sults, many
of the high sulphur Tertiary coals of India iiitherto ignored will betxune
very valuable and wdll per}iaj)s rank as tlie best coals in India. The
sulphur compounds eliminated from the coals wheii recovered by suitable

chemical proeessos will surely add to tlie sulphur resimrces of the country
thereby improving the sulphur position of India to some extent.

It may also be mentioned that a small fraction <-)l' the total sulphur
can be t^xtracted from the coal by leaching with organic solvf^nts but it is

ext remely doubtful if such an tixtraction process by organic solvxmts would
be succ essful on a commcTcIal scale. It is also doubtful if the major
p(»rtion of tlie sulphur can be recovered by such process which at the
saint' time apjiears to be a very ('ostly one. Moreover, after the extraction
by <’rgani(; solvents the coal ri'sidue loses its caking property-—a fact

alieady established by tlie writcT of this note. It is thus clear that
though small amounts of sidphur compounds may be recovered from tbc'

high sulphur and good caking coals by leaching with organic solvents the
cfval residue' will be of no use for thci manufacture of valuable metallurgical
coke {vide article ‘Suljduir Pr>8itjon of India’ by Sir S. S. Bbatnagar in

Current Science, May, 1941; and article ‘Sulphur Position of India’ by
N. N. Chattenjee in Current Science. August, 1941).
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, ^
Condnsio}K

Am atl/onipt has been made in thf* iciicgoing Jiiios fo gi\ t' some idea
of the raw materials for tlie inanufaeture of sidphiirie aeid and the various
lines in which the sulphur problem of India may be attacked for solution.
If suffiei('nt reserves of the raw materials in tlie shape of native sulphur
and j)yriteH are prnv(‘d tlani the question of following other costly processes
for the recovery of siil])hui‘ may be put off. But in ease tlie reserves of
native sulphur and pyrites are found to be* rather inadeciuate for India's
domes! ie cionsumption it would bo abstduft'ly imperative on the pari of th('>

State to persuade the eonqmnies and other enterprisers to recover sulphur
to the fullest extent or if neeessarv the* State shmdd commandeer th(‘

sulphur reRoure«^s of the coimtry and should devise way\s and means to

fully utilize the raw materials for the recovery of sulphur and sulphuric
acid. In case India’s p<>Hiiion bt'comes critical for want of suljdnir the
question of higher cost for manufacture of sulphuric acid from gypsum,
smelter gases or from high sulplmr coals has to be sobbed aiid o\^('rcome
for the industrial developmcTit, wellare and defence of the country. State
control and intervention in times of dilliculty and in ease of tmK'rgc'ncy
would thus appear to be imperative and in normal times Stat(' protec-
tion and li(‘]p would also be necessary for the encouragement aud j)T’oper

development of tlie indigenous basic industries so that they might stand
against unfair eom])elition from abroad. Before eom'hiding, to appre-
ciate the situation the following quotation from Dr. Coggin Brown will

be helpful
—‘Without cheap and abundant supplies of sulphuric

acid, India will iLCVci attain tii(‘ position which her wealth of raw mineral
products gives hci- a rigid to anticipate', but in the metallic sulpbide of

Bawdwin and cIscwIk'I'c there is a suljdmr n‘serve availabk' if and wlu'u
it is required.

’

3. Ti. S. Krisuxamuuthy and Syed Kaziim. Hy’Alerabad-Deeean.

The discussion on the above subject i.s confined to tin* occurrence of
sulphur mostly in tlie form of ])yi*ites in tla* Hy^derabad State.

The ore is known to occur with (I) tlic auriferous Dharwars, (2) in

the llruestoncs of t he Bnrtina group, and (3) in the Oondwanas, in ass(a'ia-

tion witli coal measures.
The lirst two oceurreiices ajijx'ar to Ix' only of academic interest as

the mineral lias not lieon found in workable (juantitii's in tht'so formations,
d’be third, is jirobalily eapabh' of economic I'xploitation as pyrites occur,-

in a fairly g<K><l c{iiantity. It is ia*w Ix'ing thrown avaiy as wasti* from the

coal mines. It would be ncci'ssary to scj)arait‘ the pyriti's from the

adhering coal by modci ii met hods of concent rat ion. In view' of the

insj)ortanc(‘ ot the manuiact ur<‘ <‘f sulphuric acid as a basic chemical
industiy, every a\ailahle source of suljduir ueeds careful examination to

gauge its Yndeutiality.

VIll. ESSENTIAL OILS.

{Section of Che midrij, iti eo-operation )ri(h the Indian

PharmacentiraJ Conferenre .

)

Dr. M, QxjRESur, Hyderabad-Decean, presided.

1. Dr. M. b. Patel, Bombay.

It was expected that the o]>eiiing remarks on this symposium w ould bo

made by a very comYietetive authority on the subject. As that antic rity

has not been able to turn up, I have been called upon to do this task on

a very short notice after my arrival at Barodo.

My only excuse to agree to open this symposium is due to the fact,

that I have boon instrumental in the establishment of a small industry for

the production of one essential oil. I would describe our own efforts

towards the production and marketing of essential oils.
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T^rodurtion of essential oils is a very ancient industry of oiir country,

fn one of oiir text-books we were told that the discovery of the Otto
Roses was made by Noor Jalmn, w'hen she found a drop of oil floating on
water in one of the water reservoirs which was filled witli roses to j)repare

water for the bath of the queen. But we find mu(^h (Mirlier references to

sweet smelling oils in our ancient Sanskrit literature and also (h^scriptions

of the processes for their productioTi.

It is generally thought that the use of perfum(*ry and indirectly that

of essential oi Is is a. luxury. This is far from true. From time iminoanorial

essential oils have played an important part in the life htuI trade of almost
all the peofile of the world. Besides giving sweet smedl and flavour,

essential oils indirectly act as antiseptics and preservatives in many
(aises. Arornati(‘, (diemical sTihstances and oils used in the flavouring of
our foods act as i^roservatives. Without them it will not be j)ossible to

store for long time some f)f the delicacies and pickles which we relish so

much. Cloves, Cinnamon, Cardamom, etc., contain essential oils. Some
essential oils and their derivatives act as anthelmintic substances also.

The carbolic acid coefficient of some of the essential oils is very higli.

(fitral, a constituent of lemon, orange, lime as well asdemon grass oil has a

carbolic acid coefficient of 10, and those of tliymol, menthol, eugeriol

and citronellol are 20, 19, 15 and 14 respectively. Tt can be safely said

that there are very few essential oils whos(^ active ingredients have less

carbolic co(^ffi(*ieTit than tViat of phenol. Tt is, theroff)re, possible that

‘actual benefit derived from the use of essential oils and flavours prepared
from them is besyond our comprehension’. Nobody would like or think of
applying a substance like phenol or cresols oi* preyjarations made from them
to his fa(‘e or body. Perfumes made from essential oils are, therefore,

‘used freely apparently for the pleasure it gives’ by their sweet smell,

but indirectly they act as antiseptics without the knowhMjge of the user.

‘Barber shops and other similar places would be subject to danger of

contagion’ if the barbers did not use articles containing essential oils, or

active ingredients found in essential oils, in the preparations they use for

application on the parts of the body of their customers, which come
in direct contact with their hands or their instruments and apj)liancoR.

‘The liabii of kissing’ so universal in the western coimtries ‘would be more
dangerous if it were not for the widespread use of mouth washes and
inouth and tooth preparations containing powerful antiseptics like menthol,
thymol, etc. which have 15 to 25 times the germicidal value of carbolic

acid

The trade in essential oils and essential oil-bearing seeds of this

country with foreign countries is of considerable vahie. The statistics

given in the Sea Borne Trade of Tndia are very incomplete and so, it is

very difficult to find out what is the exact position regarding the essential

oil and allied trade. I give some figures which show that our total import
and export trade in essential oils and essential oil-boaring se^eds amount
to, on the average, during normal times to about T^s.fi million or sixty
lakhs per year.

\verage exports of essential oils per year for a period of five years,
1934-1939.

Name of the Oil. Quantity in

ftallonf}.

Vah/e in

Fs.
Vnhfp per
(fallon.

Lemon Grass 90,384 9,18,220 101
Sandalw'ood . . 11,744 11,00,815 99-3

Gingergrass . . 130 4,320 33*2

Palmarosa 9,219 2,88,000 31-3

C’itronella 2 14 7-0

Cinnamon 3 28 9-3

Other .sorts . . 3,218 00,238 20*5

Total .. 1,14.700 24.43,053 2hJ
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Average imports of essential oils per year for a period of five years.
*

‘ 1934-1930.

Xante of the Oil. Quantity in

gallonfi.

TV//?/r /?/

Bs .

Value per
gallon.

Synthetic 18,236 7,03,945 3S-6
Almond 167 3,140 18-8

Bergamot 702 38.462 5M
Cajuputi . . 1,201 15,426 12-8

("amphor 7,878 18,709 2-3

Cloves 1,172 33,563 28-6

Eucalyptus . . 1.916 28,134 14-6

Lavender 1,288 89,244 69-3

Lemon 1,835 66,765 36-3

Otto Rose 21 4,239 201-8

Peppermint . . 1,987 72,364 36-4

Other Sorts . . 27,204 4,17,605 15-3

Total 63,6r>7 14,89,591 23-4

Average exports of essential oil seeds per year for a period of
five years. 1934-1939.

Xame. of the Oil. Quantity in

tonft.

Value in

Bs.

Value per
ton.

Ajama 115 34,511 300
.Aijwan 42 8,309 197-8

Aniseed 65 10,427 160-4

Coriander
Cummin (other than

4,951 6,99,205 141-2

black) 1,170 5,90,710 504-8
Cummin (black) 101 2(;,966 267
Fennel 740 2,00,247 270-6
Fenugreek . . 1,482 2,98,507 133-9

Sawa or Dill . . 555 90,114 162-3

Other sorts . . 570 2.75,456 483-2

Total .

.

9,791 22,34,452 230

The above figures do not sliow several otlier essential oils imy)orted
into and expoi-ted from this eonntiy in small quantities nr paekapes.

There an* four methods for the j)rodnction of essential oils. The
most important anrl tlie most widely used process is of course the steam
distillation process. The others are the cold pressirifi process, solvent

extraction yirocess ttnd the enfleurape process. The latter three processes
are widely used in foreign countries, but are l^ardly known to have been
practised to any appreciable extent in our country. The modification of
the enfleura.ge process, however, is known to have been practised in this

country from time immemorial.
Our essential oil production at present is mostly carried out either on

a moderately small or very small scale by indigenous w orkers in all parts
of our country by primitive and generally simple, but very inefficient

methods. The only exception is the production of sandalwood oil in the

Mysore State, in Bombay and at Kanauj. Until very recently scientists

and technologists of this country <lid not try to hely) the indigenous
producers of essential oils in this country and that is one of the reasons,

why our essential oil industry is mostly in a very backward state. It is,

therefore, essential that our efforts should be directed to help in all possible

ways the indigenous producers and show' them the vays and means of
producing better essential oils by more efficient and econf)mical methods.
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Ours is a country of varied climatic conditions and soils too, and so

it should not bo impossible to introduce into this country the cultivation

of most of the essential (.)il producing plants found on the surface of the

earth. What is needed is a very serious effort in that direction by all

concerned with the whole-hearted and full co-operation of chemists,

biologists, agronomists, pharmacists, soil specialists, botanists, plant

breeders, plant physiologists, entomologists, perfumers, dealers in essential

oils and flavoiirs and chemical engineers.

Serious efforts in the following directions have to be made to develop
our essential oil industry and to put it on a very sound footing :

—

(1) A comprehensive study of the essential oil bearing plants that
grow and that could be grown in this country.

(2) A detailed study of the composition and the properties of the
essential oils that could be produced in large quantities in

this country.

(3) Imi3rovement in the yield as well as in tlie quality of essential

oils in the plants, seeds, roots, etc., by the application of

results so far achieved in the modern scientific studies.

(4) A detailed study of the world markets lor essential oils and
their active components, derivatives and by-products, etc.

There are several obstacles in the development of our essential oil

industry, but these could Vje overcome by patience and perseverance on the
part of all (5oncornod and also by i^olitical pressure. Some of tlie noteworthy
diffkadties in tlie way of the dov'^clopment of the essential oil industry of

our country on a comprelamsive scale are:

—

( 1 )
The countries t hat consume essential oils in very large quantities

allow the imfxuts of raw materials from whi6h the essential

oils are produced without any imjiort. duty while they
charge a v^u’v heavy import duty on the essential oils as

such.

(2) The demand in our country of some essential oils is so small
that it is not possiVile to set up economic units for their

production without having recourse to find a market for the
same in foreign countries.

(3) The residues left after distillation do not find a ready market
due to industrial backwardness of our country.

(4) Lack of initiati\’e and a burning desire on the part of
Government onicials and other nation building agencies to

develoj) the indigenous essential oil industry and thus enhance
the M^eulth of the country.

It will be of interest to you to know that larg(> quantit/avs of f;loVes left

after the extraction of clove oil from them arc being imported into this

country. The im]:)ortod extracted cloves are used after tlie application of

a suitable dye for adulterating genuine cloves imported into this country
from Africa.

With regard to improving the yield and quality of essential oils, I

give below a taVile which shows tlie percentage of oil in coriander seeds
grown in different countries of the world :

—

Name of the country

India
North Africa . .

Syria
Persia
France (Morocco)
Palestine
Asia Minor
Mexico

Per cent of oil in

coriander seed‘d.

O'] 5- 0-20

0-25- 0-35

0*26—0-34
0-25-^ 0-35
0*25- -0*35

0-27~0'3r)
0-30—0-40
0-35—o-4r>
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Nojne of the coontrj)

Italy

Holland
Germany (Thuringia)
Moravia
KuBsia
Hungary

It will ho noticed from the table that tiic yield of tlte oil fiom t lu*

Indian coriander Heeds is about the lowest in the world. The Bame thing

may apply to several other plants and seeds grown in our country. Here
is an onormouH fi(5l<l for the scientists connected with the development of

agriculture in tliis country for exploration and experimentation.
During the last ten years with the help of my students and other

collaborators 1 have tried to introduce in the Province of Bombay the

production of vsome essential oils w hich were never produced in o\ir country
on a commerical scale before. We have succeeded in establishing on a

sound footing the production of distilled lime oil. We have failed in oin-

efforts to ijitroduce the production of three oils. Those oils are:

—

1. Peppermint oil, 2. Kavri {Strobilanthes ciliatus) oil, IT Kilai

{Biun},ea erientha) oil.

1 will first tell you about our failures. During one of iny wanderings
1 noticed some vendors of fruits and vegetables selling some bunches of a

plant at Dahanu Road Railway Station, which they called pej^ixurnint.

T bought a bunch and found that the plant did have a smell resembling th(‘

peppermint oil and that the leaves resembled to a considerable extent. th(‘

loaves of peppermint plants I ha,d seen in some parts of the Michigan and
NeW' York States in U.S.A. T1 h‘ plant was grow'u by some big Irani

horticulturists as a side line on a very small sc^ale. 1 asked them w hether

they could grow for me about, one-tenth of an aero of this ])lant if J pahi

tluMU a fairly good compensation for their efforts. ()r>e of the hortieul-

turists agreed, aTid so, we got busy establishing a small (‘xptuiinental dis-

tillery on the plantation. VMth the helj) of one of my siu(i(mts we pro-

duced two pounds of peppermint oil. As you all know ix'ppermiut oil is

used in fairly large* quantities in this country in the maniifaeturc of a

(.'.onfectioiiery article know n as extra strong or pep|)eriiiint lo/engc.-,. I

gave a sample of the oil ju-oduced liy us to a e<u)feetionejy manufaeturoi
in Bombay. He produced extra strongs from tlie oil, sn]>plieei b\ me by

the same process as he us(‘d in the production of the* same inahuial from

the imported peppermint oils. The* lozenges prejiareel from our oil had

a slightly diffeu’e'nt flavour from those producc'd bom tla* imported oils.

On. a further study of the prohkmi we haiiH! that we might g(‘t lietter

quality oil entirely satisfactory to the trade, if we distilhul gemiine'

peppermint plants. ,
Wo, tlierefore, dire(‘t<‘d our efforts to ()l.>taiiiing pepj>er-

mint plants from abroad which were yielding standard (juality of f>e}>per-

mint oil.

While we were making necessary arrangements for the safe import

of the plant, a very' dear frierid of mine who is an authorit\ on phar-

maceutical chemistiy wrote to me that he had imported sona* rootlets

of genuine peppermint plants from Germany. I encf)uraged him to

cultivate them at tw'o or more different localities. Fh*) raised a good e-rop

of the plant and distilled several pounds of the oil from the plantation.

We found that the menthol content of the oil was considerably low . We,
therefore, found it almost impossible to find customers al)road for kjw

menthol peppermint oil at that time. The ydeld of the oil ealculato<l per

acre of the crop was also fairly^ low. After a continuous work in growing*

Hie peppermint plant and distilling the oil for three y^ears, we found that it

would not be possible to produce peppermint oil on a large scale economi-

cally in the areas where we were experimenting.

Per cent of oil in
coriander >see(h\

0'50- O-hf)

0.50—().(;()

OhO—b-80

o-Oo fhho
h-75- I -20

hoO- l•^M^
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We alj^o found tliat the pep]^ermint plant requires a particular climate
and a particular soil and so, it could not be sticcessfidly cultivated
wherever avc liked. Unfortunately, we did not have at our disposal in

this country the goodwill, co-operation and guidance of experienced and
able agronomists and economic botanists. Besides, our field of activity
could not at that time V)e extended beyond the Province of Bombay. We,
therefore suspended our efforts for the time being. T, }K)wever, do feel

t hat the plant would thrive considerably in some parts of Northern India
and in some of tlie Himalayan tracts.

The oil from Kavri {Strobilanthes ciliatus) was ft)iuid to bo fairly

valuable, but the trouble was that the plant grows wild in forest areas
and fiowers only once in three or four years. If wo harvest the plants
for the production of the oil, no seeds will fall to the ground from the
plants and no new jdants w^oiild grow in the next rainy season and so
tlie plant wmidd not bo available for distillation in the next season. Unless
some kind of arrangement is made, so that the plant will flower every year,
l^y artifi(iially broadcasting the seeds annually, and thus keeping a con-
tinuous supply of flowering plants every year in different patches of the
various areas, it will not bo possible to produce the oil regularly. Some
such arrangement has to bo made on an elaborate scale; otherwise no
advantage could be taken of the abundant supply of kavri loaves available
in the forests on the Western Clhats every three years in enormous
quantitif'S.

Kilar {Blumea erientha) is a w^eed which is found in all the fields,

and fallow lands all over tlie country during the months of November,
December, January and February. It gives a sw’-eet smelling oil sorne-
what resembling crude camphor oil. The sweet smell of^ the plant has
been utilized by the villagers in Gujarat in flavouring a food preparation
called ‘Undhia’. This preparation is made by roasting different kinds of
beans and vegetables sealed in an earthen pot and then lieating the
inverted earthen pot placed on the ground by burning straw and bushes
round about the pot. While sealing the pot, the villagers put in the
earthen pot several bunches of kilar. The heat induces distillation of the
oil from the plant wdiich goes over to the beans and vegetables in the
pot and im]>arts particular flavour to the preparation which is much
relislied hy the villagers in all parts of central and southern Gujarat.

We produced several pounds of kilar oil ancl sent samples to some of
the ding firms in Europe specializing in essential oils and also to the
TTnj)eria1 Institute, London, The oil was sent to those firms and to the
Institute for determining its probable coimnoroial value. We were
informed that if the oil could be produced in largo quantities, it might find
a market and fetch a y^rico of about three to four shillings a pound. It
was, liowever, stated that unless there was a guarantee of a definite quantity
of oil being supplied from year to year for many years, it will not be
possible for anybody to take any interest or action in marketing this
oil. It is natural that nobody would like to change formulae for his
prey)arations and go in for the use of a now essential oil in y)lace of well
tried ingredients unless a constant supply is guaranteed. But neither we
nor any the government departments had the patience to undertake
the pioneering work for the ywodnetion of the oil from this weed.

I have described to you our efforts in wdiich we failed. These failures,
however, would show as to what should be done to change these failures
into a success.

Now I will tell you about our efforts in which we have been thoroughly
successful. In the month of July and August in certain parts of the
Province of Bombay, there is an enormous production of limes. Some-
times the harvest is so big that the cultivators have to throw nway several
tons of limes on manure piles. The Department of Agriculture has
tried to solve the problem by advising the owners of lime plantations to
produce beverages from these limes and bottle them and supply them to
hotels and restaurants. Their efforts in this direction have not been
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quite successful ajid so, my students and I tried to solve the problem of
utilization of waste limes partially by the production of distilled lime oil.

During the first year of our efforts we produced about 1 lb. of the
oil and tried to study its chemi(*al composition and analytical constants.
Wo found that the oil was somewhat inferior to the lime oil sold in
European and American markets. The degree of inf'iiority was not so
great, and so, we thought that if the oil could ho produced commercially,
it might find a market at a price—somewliat lower than the price of the
West Indies distilled lime oil.

Next year we prorlucod about 40 lb. of the oil and sent out samydes
of the oil to different importers and consumers of lime oil in England and
Europe. Most of the reydies we received from different firms were dis-

appointing, and so, there was considerable uneasiness regarding our
efforts in some responsible circles. We w^ere, however, confident that a
market ought to be found for the product, as the lime oil produced by us
was far superior to the lemon oil produced in large quantities in Italy.

We also felt that if the lime oil produced by us would fetch only as much
price as that fetched by the Italian lemon oil, the party yn’oducing lime
oil in India during the months of July and August would certainly realize

more for his limes by distilling the oil from them than by selling limes or
l)y throwing them away on manure pile. We, therefore, continued our
efforts.

One day I received a ealde from a wnll-known firm in Holland asking
me as to tlie price at which I would be able to supply about 400 lbs. of
the oil of the same (juality as the sample which I had sent to them. I

looked up the hitest trade journals and foimd that West Indies distilled

lime oil was sold at about 20 shillings per lb. I cahlefl them back and
told tliem that I w^ould suyDydy the oil at 17| .shillings. I got the rey)Iy

by cable that they could buy 400 lbs. of the oil at that ywice. We had no
oil, and so, I told the firm that I woidd be able to suy:)y>ly the oil after

about 4 or 5 months wdion tiio new croy) of limes wmuld V)e available. The
firm agreed to my suggestion. Immediately after this we designed and
got constructed by a local coy )y)<’>rsmith a tin-lined still using a closed
steam coil and capable of taking a charge of about SOO lbs. of minced
limes at a time and jjui it into opei’ation on the plantation.

It is one tiling to produce the oil on a small scale or in a laboratory
and fjuite aiK)ther to produce the oil on a large scale, and so, I had my
doubts whether the oil wdiich we woidd produce on a large scale for sup-
plying this 400 lbs. lot would be identh^al to the samyde that I had sent to
th(‘ firm wdiich w^as yiroduced on a small scale fluring the firevious season.

As soon as w^e had 400 lbs. of the oil profluced, we got it filled in a specially

ywepared tinlined brass drum wfith a li<l wbich could be locked ancl sealed

and with a cock at the bottom which also coukl be locktHl and sealed.

After filling the oil in the drum, I requested tlie Dutch Consid to come to rny
office and draw samples of the oil in duplicate from the drum and seal the
flrum and the samples with his seals. I also requested him to send one of
tho sealed sarny^les by air-mail at our cost to the firm who had promised to

buy 400 lbs. of the oil from us at the rate of 1 7^ .shillings per lb.

I exy)ected that some kind of difficidty might arise and so, I was not
at all surynised when I got a cable from the firm statnig that the sample
«:)f the f)il sent V)y tlie (Consul was not according to the sample that was
sent by us six months ago, and so, they wx)uld not buy this yiarticular

lot of the oil. I sent them a cable asking them as to w hat price they would
offer for the |)resent lot of 400 lbs. of the oil, the sample of which was
sent to them by the Consul. I got the cable stating that they would buy
the entire lot of 400 Ihs. at the rate of 10 shillings per lb. We agreed and
immediately filled the oil from the sealed drtim into tins and shipped the
lot. Since then the Dutch firm and several German, British and American
firms have become customers of this oil.

Thus the production for the first time on commercial scale of distilled

lime oil in tliis country was initiated an<l put on sound footing within
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aVjoiit tljreo years from the clay on which we had started work on tho
problem. This small industry is operating successfully for the last four

years and has given omployment to several persons in the villages where
it is operating. We ha\e published a detailed account of our work in

connection witli lime oil in bulletin No. 1 1 of tho Department of Industries,
Bombay, entitled. ‘The production of lime oil and calcium citrate in the
province of Bombay.’

At present there are three plants that are producing lime oil in this

country. Due to war conditions the oil has found a market in this countrv’^

and it is reported tliat the entire output of the oil is at present consumed
here at about Ks.l 8 per lb.

It will be of interest to some of you to know that we have recently

installed a super ccaitrifuge operating at 15,000 R.M.P. for tho extraction
of essential oils fj‘om the juice of citrus fruits. This is tho first instance
in our country where a super cjentrifuge is used for the production of
essential oils. With tlie devo]oj>moiit of citrus and allied industries, this

imj)ortant appliance will find a considerable use in the production of

essential oils here.
I have given these details of our failures and our success to show

some of tho dilficulties and problems that have to be encountered and
solved with regard to the development of the essential oil industry in this

country.

2. Da. B. Sh.\h, Baroda.

Tlie subject has been discussed from (1) the Pharmaceutical, and (2)

the Perfumer’s and Cosmetician’s points of views. TJie estate of depen-
dence on Essential Oils in India, tho country which is tlie traditional Home
of Spices and noted in the past for very high class of Oriental Perfumery
and Cosmetic articles is deplorable!. Organized eliorts on tlie part of

Scientists, industrialists and thi' State are necessary to bring about the

steady growth and development of this industry in the country. A few^

Essential Oils, as Oil of Hose grass. Oil of Lime, Oil of Eucalyptus, Oil of

Sandalw^ood, Oil of Turpentine, etc., are at present manufactured in the
country on a small scale, but looking at the aljundani-o of raw materials

available in tlie coimtry and her agricultural productive ]>otentialitios,

it is fi'om economical as well as all other points of views desirable that
serious tiioiight should be given to establish Essential Oil Industry in the
country on pro])er lines.

Considering Pharmaceutical needs of India in Essential Oils tho

Bl it ish Pharmacopoeia has 18 and the United States Pharmacopoeia has
21 it ems in Essential Oils. Out of these, 1 3 oils Oil Anisi, Oil (Jaryophylli,

Oil (Jimiamoni, Oil Coriander, Oil Eucalyptus, Oil Juni])er, Oil Lavendar,
Oil Lemon, Oil Mentha Piperat'a, Oil Nutmeg, Oil Hosemarini, Oil

Sandalwood, and Oil d’urpentino are common to both the Pharmacopoeias
although in some cases with different specilications of standards. The
re.mc.ining five oils which are in the British Pharma(;opoeia but not in the

United States Pharmacopoeia are—Oil Aibetic, Oil Anethi, Oil Cajuputi,
Oil (,’araw'ay and Oil of Australian Sandalwood. The 8 oils which are in

the United States Pharma cojiooia but not in the B.P. are—Oil Auranti,
Oil Fennel, Oil Mentha Viridis, Oil Pine needle, Oil Rose, Oil Sassafras

and Oil Sinapis vu)latile.

Considering tho resources of India it is quite possible for her to

manufacture most of her requirements in Pharmacopoeial Essential

Oils, provided projier consideration is given to tho dilficulties that come in

the way of successful undertaking and <lovelopment. The main difficulties

are the imposing of foreign Pharmatiopoeial standards on Indian products.

C3oiistituonts of Essential Oils generally’^ depend upon the quality of raw
materials, and the quality of agricultural raw materials depends upon the
climatic and soil conditions of the country. Therefore the standards for

FNsential Oils for India should be based on the average quality of oils
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that nan bc> obtained from Indian indigenous sources. For example,
Eucalyptus Oil produced in India does not contain 70% Cinoole as specified

for Eucalyptus Oil in the B.P., and this being tlie Tdiarrnacopoeial Oil,

and the B.V. being at present fhe legal flocumont for judgment, if the
Indian quality is enforced, it would be considered below standard, and the
Erjcalyptus Oil as produced in India cannot be dispensed or sold for
jnt^dicinal use and therefore the imligtmous manufacture of this oil will

gradually cease if steps are not taken in time f o modify the official specifica-

tions of standards so as to be suitable for Indian Eucalyptus Oil. This
is just an example and the same may be the case for several other indi-

genous oils that can be locally produced.
From the standards for various Essential Oils set iip in tho B.P.,

it appears that the B.P. lias given protective considerations to Englisli

Lavenilar Oil and the Australian Sandalwood Oil by giving different

specifications of stain lards for the English and the Foreign Lavendar Oils,

and also setting uj) a separate* monogram for tlio Australian Saudalwtiod
Oil. tlius helping to ])roinote tho English Lavendar Oil and the Australian

Sandalwood Oil industries. Special atfempts. therefore, oughf' to bo
made if Indian Essential Oil indust ry is to he* stimulated aiid ek'x (doped,

to dete-irmine and arrives at definite speH'ifications eif staiielards that can be*!

r(*asona.bly ajijilicd in India in conformity with the quality of Essential

Oils that- can be produced from the' Indian indigenous sources, and tho

State should further forirudatc necessary protee-tive measures, if need be,

to safeguard the? Indian manufacture of Essential Oils from undesirable

foreign competi tion

.

Essential Oils are also consumed in largo quantities for Perfumery
and (Vismetic uses, anel it is imw high time tluit India sheaild revive her

Art of Perfumery and Oosrnotics on modern lines. The largo consumption
e?f Essential Oils in various synthetic porfiimory and cosmetic articles will

not only enlarge the scope* of the Essential Oil Industry but will also save
t he country from drainage to other countries of a very substantial amount
of money. Further, tlie developing Soap Industry of tho country will

not be iiulepcndont or self-contained unless it will be able to obtain the
necessary perfumery articles produced witlun the country. In order to

df'velop the technical art of Perfumery and CosiTadics on modern scientific

hn('s it is necessary that teelmieal Colleges and Universities in India should

institute where possible graduate and post-graduate optional coiirsos in

iliese subjects.

3. Dr. J. N. Ray, New Delhi.

4. Dr. J. L. Sarin, Lahore.

IX. MTNER-AL POLICY FOR INDIA.

of Geology, and Geography and Geode.‘^y.)

Mr. D. N. Wadia was in the chair and when he left

Dr. Raj Nath, Benares, presided.

1. Dr. j. a. Dunn, Calcutta.

At last year’s Science Congress we had a discussion on tho utilization

of India’s mineral resources. Much of what was discussed at that meeting

(;(jmprised suggestions on future mineral policy. At the meeting it wap

also decided that a resolution embracing the views expressed should be

prepared by a sub-committee, and submitted to Government. But the

sub-committee never actually functioned.
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It may be of interest to recapitulate briefly s(nne of the points which
I outlined at the Benares meeting:

—

( 1 )
India’s mineral industry is not backward and has not lagged far

behind the markets’ capacity to absorb production.

(2) Mineral rights should preferably be vested in Go\"0[‘ninent.

(3) Rents and royalties should be at sucli rates as will provdde
(loverninent with the maximum return for the depletion of the country’s
wasting assets, but yet will not bear unduly heavily on the miner.

(4) Mining leases sliould be allotted preferentially:

—

() To those wlio will treat the minerals in India.

() To those with considerable capital who can work the deposits
ehiciently.

(c) Certain deposits sliould never bo mined, such as float iron-ores

which, in working, occasion greater damage to forests than
the value of the deposits is worth.

(r/) Certain rather rare deposits should be withhold from mining for

a while until related industries, when developed, make them
usable in India.

(5) The domestic treatment of mineral raw-materials should be
encouraged as far as possible. In some minerals, like mica, ihneiiite, and
manganese, there is nev’^er likely to be a large domestic market and we
must export. Resources of iron-ore are so vast tliat export is always
advisable. Mineral development depends on cheap power.

(()) Prospecting might be stimulated by offering a small bonus to

villagers for new finds.

(7) Research on the industrial development of a long series of minerals
was suggested. ^

(8) Statistics of mineral production should be more complete.

(9) A bureau of mineral information should be established.

(10)

There should bo closer co-operation between Government,
industrial, and University geologists.

One could keep on adding to this list of the means by which India’s
mineral resources might be developed to the best advantage. A
Government Experimental Station for investigation of the treatment of
minerals would, of course, be useful. From time to time one meets
with instances of small producers being unable to market their material,
or of small consumers being unable^ to obtain materials which are available
in the coimtry; sojiie co-operative form of marketirig may be useful, such
as the Mineral and Metal Exchanges in some (jountrios. Yot again, 1

have noted instances of small minors with good properties who have found
it diflicult to secure sufficient ca])ital to work their mines efficiently.

All these are problems in which the Geological Survey of India is

now and always has been vitally interested. There are, however, those
who, with little knowledgt? and less experience of our work imagine that
the Geological 8urvey is merely concerned with the purely scientific

viewpoint of geology in India. A little reading of our publication or a

day spent in our laboratories, wotdd cure that misapprehension.
1 would also emphasize that the Geological Survey’s vast detailed

knowledge of India’s minerals has been accumulated during the steady
continuous mapping which has }:)eeii in progress throughout the last

century. TIkmc are many people who are under the impression that
minerals can be garnered like apples in an orchard, that it is a simple
matter to search for workable deposits, and that during war time it is

only necessary to send out the geologist and he will produce the minerals.

But India is a vast territory, much of it is geologically little known,
geologi.sts are few and they cannot just go out helter-skelter ov^or the
countryside looking for minerals haphazardly. The detailed steady
mapping of many years of peace has supplied records of certain mineral
deposits which in normal times could not be economically worked, but
which in times of stress are available. Hence, increasingly detailed
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geological mapping must always remain the foundation of geological work
in India—1 would be 'sorry for India, should this fact 0\ on forgotten
or ignored.

The above are iiiatters in which India and the provinces are concerned
individually. There is however, a wider aspect the significance of a
country’s mineral to the world as a whole.

During the past year the outlook of people tliroughoiit the free world
has shown the begimxings of a change which is almost revolutionary in
character—there' is a marked tendency to think internationally rather than
nationally. 'i’Jie Koosevelt-ChurclulJ Atlantic Charter recognized as
one of its points the desirability of a more free availability of raw materials
amongst nations.

It seems to me almost futile to discuss, at present, details of possible
post-war policy and particularly of mineral raw materials. One may
hope that nations will consent to frame an international policy for the
co-ordinated and rational utilization of mineral resources throughout the
world.

India’s mineral I’esources in recent years hav^e shown an increased
tendency to be placed on a provincial basis rather than on tlie past
national basis. If this country is to take its place amongst the nations
of the world, it will be necessary to conform to whatever general scheme of
international mineral policy that may emerge. We must learn to think
here, as elsewhere, neither provincially, nor nationally, but to regard
ourselves as the trustees for the world of those minerals within our
territory which the world in general needs.

At the moment such considerations may appear altruistic, but their

intensely i:)raetical sigjiificance may be appreciated when wo remember
that the next lOO to :2(K> years will witness a vast diminution in the mineral
resources availabk' throughout the world.

Personally, I feel that the time for detailed discussion of future
international mineral policy, and of how India will bo ofloctod, is not yet,

but we must await the emergence of the post-war international political

framework.

2. Mr. E. R. (jKE, Calcutta.

The majority would agree that measures aiming at amalgamation
and conseivation, judiciously applied, are necessary in the ease of many
ol' the tniiieral resources of India. The first stop towards tl the
acquisition of the nioro important minerals by the State, as lies been
done in tbe case of coal in Great- Britain and in the case of all ninerals

in certain other countries. Combined with this is the necessity of i iposiiig,

in certain instances, stricter measures of exploitation in order tliat, from
the various deposits, a maximum percentage of their total reserves (uin

be rendered available to the maiiufacturiiig coimmmity. Government
assistance, in the form of oliicial and JState-aidod bodies with the object

of furthering reseai\*h in fuel and mineral problems and in allioei industrial

questions is, of course, equally desirable. Tlio above mentioned measures
do not entail nationalization, they merely anticipate a greater measure of
Goverimient control, guidance and assistance.

To extend tlio policy of conservation to limiting the export of many
of India’s minerals, as some people advocate, is, I consider, unsound;
except perhaps in extremely rare eases of proved immediate nationul

necessity.

What would liavo happened in the past had such a policy of strict

conservation been followed in the case of other important countries of the

world ? What would America, Russia, Rmnania, Iran the East Indies

and Burma have lost financially and from the point of view of em])loyinent

had they decided to (conserve their own oil resources for internal use only V

Similar remarks ai)ply to coal inthe case of Great Britain, France, Germany,
Poland, etc., and to Germany in the case of potash salts and in Chile in

the case of nitrates, numerous other examples could be cited.
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Again, are we to conclude that all minerals of high value to-day will

necessarily remain essential to industry in the future ? Is it not probable

that, following the present period of intense scientific research which is

being adx anced increasingly <luring the present crisis, the conception of
what is an essential mineral will be seriously changed? Would those

who advocate the restriction of export of much of India’s mineral wealth,

advise tlie total conservation of her mica resources, from which industry

India stands to gain financially to a very appreciable extent? For it is

not improbable that an artificial substitute for mica will be forthcoming
in rnucli the same way as substitute processes for the manufacture of

rubber, sul})hur, cryolite, artificial manures, t;tc., have been developed.

Also, it appears not improbable that, in the not-distant future, power
alcohol and synthetic oils will be successful competitors with oil-field

products. Wit h siuih advances in industrial science, and with the rapid

development of the numerous varieties of plastics and synthetic resins,

it seems likf'ly tliat j)reHent ideas regarding the relative values of particular

minerals whll have to be revised before many yt^ars have passed.

Another aspect of the problcjn might be mentioned. Those in India,

who advocate the building up of an iinjiortant luaritiTru' trade using
sliips constructed in Indian ship-yards might legitimately expect that a
large profK>rtion of that trade should be utilized in meeting the demand of

India’s mineral products in overseas markets and in bringing back to

India other products essential to the c’ountry's iralustries and not available

in this country. Any such shipj)ing enterprise would be Jiandicapped
considerably w^ere strict measures of mineral conserv ation enforced.

Therefore, except in certain rare cases, I regard mineral conserv^ation

—

that is to say, the prohibition by the State of the exploitation and export*

of minerals—as a short-sighted policy.

To my mind, the factor which appears to bo most damaging to the

economic development of the mineral and allied industries of this country,

both for internal consumption and for export, is the high cost of transport
of raw materials from one place to another within the country itself.

Distances in India are usually great, the raw materials (ores, including
fuel) are usually, in y)roportion, much heavier than the finished manufac-
tured product and they have to be collected and brought to the factory.

As a result, many articles which (;ould be produced in India would under
present conditions, bo too expensive to attract the would-be purchaser in

this country; the finished products—much lighter in weight than the ores

and fuel from wdiicl) they are manufactured—can be brought mt)re cheaply

by sea transport from those foreign countri(\s wliere the cost of internal

transport of the initial raw materials is relativ’cly small.

Therefore, for the successful development of India’s mineral industries,

I consider it essential to hav’e relatively cheap rates of internal transport

in the case of ores and fuels. As above-mentioned, India’s resourc^es are

scattered and for the ymrpose of manufacturing the majority of finished

articles, it is necessary to convey large quantities of heavy and often

bulky ore and fuel over great distances. Were this initial disadvantage of
liigh internal transport costs removed, there is no doubt that it would
give a great impetus to the development of India’s mineral and allied

industries. Such a measure would in all probability render unnecessary
the imposition of tariffs, bounties, subsidies, etc., and would incidentally,

tend towards greater conservation as it would allow in some instances

the profitable extraction and treatment of deposits of poorer cpiality.

The iTiineral policy here advocated is therefore:

—

(i) The acquisition of the mineral resources by the State, exploita-

tion being left in most instances to fii*ms and individuals,

(ii) Limited State control over exploitation to ensure ollicient

working, a high standard of labour conditions and prevention
of waste.
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(iii) Advice and assistance by the State, by the finariciug and
encowragoment of mineral and imlustrial research.

(iv) Cheap internal freight charges in the case of ores and fuels.

Given these four, it is suggestofl that industrial enterprise by private

firms and individuals in India is capable of looking after itself, of obtaining

the economic maximum out of the country’s mineral resources and of
competing successfully with foreign opposition.

3. Mr. N. N. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

Introduction,

The President of the Geology Section has invited discussion on a

very important subject like the above at a time when the country’s

Government as w(dl as the general public are taking sufficient interest in

the cause of industrial development of the country.

National Mineral Policy,

Last year at the Benares Session of Indian Science Congress there

was a symposium on ‘Utilization of India’s mineral resources’ and in

the discussion I suggested that in order to initiate and encourage proper

and healthy development of mineral resources of this country India should

have a National Mineral Policy and that there should b(' a central

organization like the National Research Council of other countries. The
Government has recently started a Board of Scientific and Industrial

Research as a war-time measure to encourage development of industries in

this country. It is suggested that this war-time industrial measure of the

Govormnent should ultimately be made permanent and should bo baaed

on a National Mineral Policy.

In ord<?i’ to discuss the proper functions of a National Mineral Policy

for India, I think the following suggestions deserve careful consideration.

Reserves of Mineral Wealth,

(1 )
To procure more definite information regarding the actual reserves

of the different mineral deposits of the country.

In order to collect all possible data on this subject I think the present

staff of the Geological Survey of India would seem to be inadequate and
the Government may bo moved to expand the department accordingly.

The Provincial Governments should also take adequate measure to carry

out proper mineral survey work.

Conservation of Mineral Wealth,

(2) To devise ways and means for conservation of the mineral

properties—the national asset of the country.

Maximum Extraction of Minerals,

To explain clearly it may bo said that the process of conservation

includes two important aspects, namely, maximum extraction and

proper and efficient utilization of the economic minerals. It must be

admitted on all hands that the methods that are prevalent nowadays

in extracting coal, mica and other important economic minerals are nothing*

but wasteful processes and quite recently some attempt has been made
by the Indian Government to introduce sand-stowing in coal mines for

maximum extraction and safety. But a careful scrutiny of the affairs
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wouldjshow that by this measure the problem could not be properly solved.
It now seems necessary in the interest of conservation of the natic»nal

wealth of the country that more precautionary measures should be taken
in this respect. Similar attempts should be made with regard to mica,
iron, manganese and other economic minerals so that maximum extraction
may be carried out in practice.

Proper utilization of minerals.

Regarding utilization it may bo said that the underlying principle

for proper utilization should always be to take the country’s welfare and
total ore-reserve into account. The efficient uses of minerals should be
guided according to modem knowledge of ore-dressing, concentration
and metallurgy. These factors should form the foundation and structure
on which the industries should grow and flourish. Simple production
and consumption of minerals may not mean that proper utilization has
been effected. Sufficient importance shf>uld therefore be laid on the
limited mineral reserves of the comitry and on their proper utilization.

Present unhealthy condition in Indian re : extraction and utilization

.

To effect proper and efficient utilization the various physical and
chemical characters of coal and other economic minerals should be definitely

known. It may be pointed out that (wen at the present day the conditions
have not been very favourable and healthy with respect to proper utiliza-

tion of minerals. For example, coal which was discovt^red in 1774 is not
properly utilized even now and the malpractices have often been criticized

and condemned but with very little effect. Other examples may be
cited.

Board of Scientific and Industrial Research.

In order to initiate series of investigations on coal and other minerals
tho Board of Scientific and Industrial Research recently started by the
Indian Government should organize research and distribute work and
supervise progress of work and should recommend the various uses to

which the different types of minerals and coal should be efficiently put.

The methods of purification, concentration and preparation for the
market should also be definitely stated by this Board. The different

specifications for various uses to be (wolved and standardized by this

Board. These data and information should be made available to the
public in cheap pamphlets so that the people may be properly educated
in this line. If the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. can bring out frequent publica-
tions (econc^mic bulletins) at a (;hcap price, it is not difficult to assiune
that the India Government will be able to publish even cheaper bulletins

as the labour is so cheap in India. In order to carry out their functions
properly thei'e should be under this Central Board of Scientific and
Industrial Research two separate research stations to be directly imdcr
respective expert bodies, namely :

—

(i) Fuel Research Board, and
(ii) Mineral Research Board.

Constitution of Fuel Research and Mineral Research Boards.

It may be suggested in connection with the constitution of these
Boards that besides Government officials, few non -official experts with
sufficient experience should be co-opted.

Fuel Research Board.

The Fuel Research Station should be immediately started and located
at the Alipur Test House where necessary equipment and staff are already

5B
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existing and further expansion may be made at a moderate cost. Ih this

laboratory various properties of different types of coal and methods for

their improvement, etc. should be conducted and the proper ways for their

utilization should be indicated. Series of experiments should bo carried
out on semi-industrial scale to see how far the laboratory results hold
good in practice.

Mineral Research Board.

The Mineral Research Station should be allowed tf) develop in the
Geological Survey of India laboratory and the important properties of
the ore and gangue minerals and the nature of the associated rocks should
be studied in each and individual case. Experiments should be conducted
in each case to improve the ore minerals by methods of concentration,
washing and removing the impurities. This information when published
will go a long way in ht'lping the enterprisers in the respective lines. The
section of Mineral Research Station when fully developed will continue to
render very useful service to the country in the lines of the U.S, Bureau
of Mines. The G.S.T. department would require adequate expansion to
tackle these probleins efficiently.

State control necessary.

From what has been said and discussed, under the circumstances
the primary duty of the Governnu^nt should be to follow the National
Mineral Policy in the matter of proper and efficient utilization of the
economic minerals. It would thus appear that in the interest of con-
servation the Government in future should discourage malpractices of
utilization and stop wastages of minerals and will have power to intervene
in such cases and stop them by strict legislation. In this connection
I may quote here what Mr. Trehame Rees wrote as far back as 1920
{vide Coalfields Committee Report, 1920):

—

‘Coal is a national asset on which the manufacturing industries and
commercial expansion of the coimtry depends. A land owner or colliery
proprietor is at present in a position to waste this national asset without
restriction. By such waste he may obtain immediate financial benefit,
but he injures the country, damages his property and diminishes the
estate of his heirs ; we hold that the State has the right in the interests of
the community to step in and prevent the dissipation of the country’s
resources.

’

The export of raw materials should be condemned and dis(;ouraged
wherever possi ble. It is really unfortxmate that the condition has remained
the same even now in 1942,

(jhvernment protection to Mineral Industries essential.

(3) To give impetus to the enterprisers to start suitable industries
in India based on mineral wealth, and if necessary the domestic industries
should receive State help and protection to stand against mifair com-
petition from abroad.

Due to prevailing war conditions and due to abnormal fall in imported
goods many of us expected that several industries would start imme-
diately and flourish in order to supply the needs of the coimtry but India
is experiencing great difficulty on account of her lacking in many things

including various chemicals, machinery parts, alloys, etc. On careful

scrutiny of the intricate problems relating to the growth of fresh industries

in these lines it has been found that they cannot be successful unless

some sort of Government help and protection is assured to allow them
to thrive in spite of foreign competition at normal peace time.

It is certain that on account of abnormal and difficult circumstances
due to war the India Government has followed the war-time Industrial

Policy and has declared that those industries t hat are contributing towards
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‘ War Effort ’ would receive encouragement and protection even during
the peace-time after the war. I may quote here tiie' following lines from
the speech of the Commerce Member of the India Government delivered

at Calcutta at a meeting of the Committee f>f the Bengal National Chamber
of Commerce: ’’The Government of India cannot divest themselves of

tlieir responsibility towards industries that would be brought into existence
to meet genuine war requirements and civilian needs, and they would
protect these industries after the war is over from mifair competitiiui

from abroad’. It is therefore hoped that this war-time industrial policy
of the Government should ultimately be a well-cmisidered, comprehensive
and permanent mea,sure and should be basted on National Mineral Policy.

Central Marketing Board.

(4) To hu'in a Central Marketing Board for the benefit of the Indian
industries and trad('.

There should be a serious attempt to start one well-planned and
j)ermaTient Central Marketing Board. The proper specific*ations should be
evolved and recomnu'uded by this Board whicdi should be in constant
touch with the Board of Siacntific and Industrial Research and should
get the sympathy and support of the Central Government for the (Uins(^ of
systematic mineral development and greater expansion of mineral trade
of the countTy.

Indian Mines Act re. regulations for Prospecting Licences and Mining
Leases shotdd he revised.

(5) The rules and regulations governing grant of Prospecting Licences
and Mining Ltuises to the* c<>mpaTii(\s or individuals in different parts of
llritish India and Indian Native Stat(’!s should be (*arefully compared and
scrutinized and they should bc> placed on more rational and uniform basi.>
than what are prevalent to-day.

The tjuestion of fixing royalty rates of the differcid mineral pj'operties
should also be discussed and the ratti and scal(‘ of fees should be placed
on fair and ecpiitalde basis. There should not be any difference in the
royalty fees at two neighbouring places whether located in British India
or in an adjoining Native State when the same mineral deposit with
similar ju-op(a‘ties and conditionn run tlu-ough them. Thc‘ geology knows
no political boimdary and the same mineral vtdn having more or less
the same conditions of location and transport facilities may run thtbiigh
different Provinces and States. If the conditions arc different, tbeue
should correspondingly be some variation in the scale of royalty. Due
to present-day autonomous Provincial Governments the position has
become worse and I think the question should once again receive due
consideration of the India Government and the members of the central
legislature. Like the Mines Act, the regulations regarding grant of
Prospecting Licences and Mining Leases of mineral properties should be
in charge of the Central Government so that the rules can be applicable
equally to all the places in India. The properties lying in the Native
States should also be guided by almost similar regulations and the
authorities of the Native States should therefore bo persuaded to adopt
this measure to avoid confusion and irregularity in the Mineral Business.
This step, if successfully followed, will surely lead to a healthy and fair
competition amongst the enterprisers engaged in the line of mineral
industry at different parts of this country.

Purely academic discussions not helpful.

Wo are having to-day scientific and academic discussions l>earing on a
subject of great national importance. I do not know if this sort of
discussion restricted only amongst the geologists and within the scientific
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circle would be able to produce the desired effect and bring about any
fruitful result. I wisH the representatives of the Central Government in

charge of Commerce and Industry and some responsible inoinbers of
Legislative Assembly were specially invited to attend this meeting and
were present here to-daj^ to listen, to the debate and on our part we should
have tried our best, to bring home to them the 1‘undamental issues of the
problem facing India and I am quite confident that after the sympositim
is concluded they would easily understand India’s real position in the
field of mineral development and proper utilization. 1 hope they would
also feel the urgent necessity of following a National Mineral Policy by
taking immediate steps to safeguard the interests of India’s mineral
resources which are very limited in many cases and to stop the wasteful
methods of extraction and utilization in case of high grade coals and
other important economic minerals.

Concluding appeal to Government for immediate action.

In conclusion a very sincere and fervent appeal is therefore made to

the India Government to give this discussion a ccrcliil cojisicjc^raticn and
it is hoped tliat after duo (Icliberation they would c‘halk out in the very
near future a suitable and favourable Mineral IVlic y tor India with a fai-

reaching character. It is also hoped that they would have a sympathetic
attitude' towards the mineral industries in geiu ial and would guide them
in the matter of maximum extraction and propfu- utilization of ecouoinic

minerals. State control and intervention would sometimes bo necessary

for the achievement of the desired end. Successful fmu tioning of this

scheme will surely lead to proper conservaf ion of the mineral wealth of

the (jountry and will do imiru'iise good to the peoj)]<" and to the generations

yet unboni.

4. Dr. V. S. Dubey, Benares.

Introduction

.

The list of goods imported to India shows that more than *30% of
them arc goods manufactured out of mineral raw materials. All the key
industries of the nation depend upon the mineral raw mater ials. For the
purpose of defe nce these metals and mineral raw materials arc absolutely
essential as without them we cannot have armament, ammunition
and fuels. I’hough in the total natioiral production the amount of
metals and other mineral raw materials may not be high, it is of vital

importance to the nation. Till now much attention has not bi*en paid
towards the development of our mineral resources, nor any policy laid

out and whatever has been done is mostly duo t(> foix'igners. The pro-

duction of the rniin^ral wealth in India is controlled mostly by the foreign

companies which cxcrlusively own deprrsits lik(' those of pctrolenm, gold,

copper, etc. Whatever may have been done in the past, we have to see

that in future there should be a vigorous development of our mineral
resources by oui' own efforts for the interest of the nation. The
Government has also not been much boiielited directly by the mineral
development. For example, a province like Bihsr whic h produc es mineral
wealth worth about 12 crores of rupees did not got any appreciable revenue

nor s[)OTit any money on the supervision, eoitservation and devoir >pinc'nt

of its mineral deposits. The agricadtural and forest products though they

are renewed every year, have paid a much higher taxatirm than minerals
which are irreplenishable assets. The total revcmiir' to all the prervinees^

froni the mineral productiem will not amount to more than a lew lakhs

of rupees at the most. Though there is a department under the Central

Government called the Geologieal Survey of India to look after the mineral
wealth, its aims have been more scientific than ec^oriomic. It has been
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mostly an advisory body having no exeoiitivo authority and the interest

of the foreign Central Government has been more in its mind than the

interest of the nation. The result of 80 years of working is that most of

the minerals discovered have passed into the hands of the foreigners.

With proper development these minerals can make the country self-

sufficient for self-defence, can supply raw materials for the development
of heavy industries like the ele(;trical, mechanical and chemical ones,

and can be a good source of revenue to the provinces.

In framing the mineral policy the following points should be
considered :

-

(1) The stoppage of the export of key minerals and ores such as

those of manganese, diromite, sillimanite and some other minerals.

(2) Local manufa(5ture of metals and products now imported from
abroad, from Indian mineral raw materials, swdi as aluminium, some
light alloy metals, heavy machinery, heavy chemicals, mica goods, etc.

(3) Organization of agencies for bringing about the abovn-mentioned
developments.

(4) The framing of a tariff policy on mineral export and import.

(3) The question of mineral taxation.

(6) The cpiestion of mineral conservation.

(7) The question of starting and developing mineral industries with
the idea of industrial development and self-sufficiency for national defence.

/. Organization of State Agencies for Mineral Development,

All provinces and States should start mineral departments whose
duty it slumld bo to make a vigorous investigat ion of the mineral resources
of each province or State in detail, which should be planned on a ten years’

basis. The department should look after every kind of work in connection
with mineral development.

A central mineral research council should b(^ created and it should
bo c.omj)()sed of all the representatives of the different j)rovince8 and
States, and non-offitdals, etc. on the lines of the existing Agricultural
Researcli Oouncil.

A central research institute' should b(^ started which should be financed
by the different provinces and States.

Till such time as a central mineral r('sear(‘h (council for tlie whoh^ of
India is created, a provisionary advisory board cojnposed of the above-
named representatives should be set up. The functions f)f this board
should be to offer free technical helyi, advice and information to provincial
governments, States, compani(\s ami private (*oncerns and to deal with
any other matter connected with mineral dev(*lopmeut.

II. Industries for National Defence.

The materials nujuired for national defence are fuel (mostly j)otrol),

armaments, munitions, explosives, etc. The (country slumld be made
self-sufficient as far as petrol and other fuels are concerned. For this

purpose' synthetic petrol industry should be developed. We are in a
favourable position for the manufacture t)f aeroplanes as we have got
vast resources of aluminium, magnesium, beryllium. We have got almf)Rt

all the minerals required for armament industry. Coal distillation industry
which can supply a lot of pea(te time needs like synthetic fertilizers, can
supply a number of chemicals needed in war. But none of these are
developed as yet and should be immediately taken in hand.

It is very difficult to make much distinction between the requirements
of war and peace time. Hence the industry should be so organized that
it may be possible to shift immediately, when necessity arises, from peace
to war requirements.
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III. y^eehnical Education for Mineral Industries.

One of the institutions existing in the country should be made most
up-to-date by providing ample grants by the respective Governments.

Such an institution should cater to the needs of all the provinces and

States.

I V. The Question of Mineral Tariff.

Tlie question of mineral tariff policy should be on the following

lines :

—

(a) Stoppage of unrestrii^ted flow of key minerals out of India

without a compensative n^turn of equally important products.

(b) Examination of the current tariff, and suggestions for its

improvement, as far as possible, with regard to minerals,

and their products. The tariff policy of Australia, South

Africa and other self-governing countries should be studied to

frame an appropriate policy for India.

It is desirable that a definite tariff policy should be framed with

respect to the following:

—

(i) For minerals for which India holds almost a monopoly, and

which are being exyiortod at a wasteful rate without any duty

at present, like mica, ilnienite, beryl, etc,

(ii) For those minerals for which India holds an oxc^ess of supply

and plays an important part in the world pr<)duction, likc»

iron ores, manganese ore, magnesite, sillimanitc^, kyanite, etc\

On account of the great importance of tariff on ores and minerals,

whicli are an irreplonishable asset of the country, it is essential that the

question of tariff on minerals and their products should be examined in

detail, a subject which has not received any attention till now, and that a

tariff board should be instit\itod for the purpose.

In the case of metals and minerals whi(*h are partly |:)roducod in the

country and partly imported and on which there is a custom duty on

import, the local manufacturers take the advantage of this custom duty

for fixing their price at the higher level. So the question of some kind (»f

excise duty equal to the custom import duty should bo taken to develop

poorer ores of the country.

The policy of tariff on minerals should be based on the following

principles:

—

(1) In the case of those metals and minerals wliich are of great national

importance and are used in other subsidiary industiii^s for which there is

no stock in the country, they should he duty-free so that the industries

may be encouraged.
^ ^

(2) In th(^ case of those essential metals which are oi great national

importance fVu' which there are amjile resources in India, wliich sbonld

be started in this country immediately there should bo heavy protective

duties.
, , . r

(3) In the case of important metals and mineral products lor which

there are big combines which will never like any other nation to rise,

protection by tariff duties is necessary.

(4) In the case of those metals and minerals which arc ot great

importance for national defence, there must be high protective duties t()

encourage production of these in the country, as these are absolutely

essential for the nation as in the case of alloys.
+• i

(5) In the case of metals and minerals which are of groat iiationgjl

importance, which must be conserved for the nation there must be heavy

export duty so as to discourage the export of those minerals.
, . .

.

(6) In the case of metals like copper which are partly produced in the

country and only meet a fraction of the national demand, and where the
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rest of the requirement comes from foreign countriojj «,fter paying heavy
duty, the result is that local companies get the benefit of th(3se high duties

to raise the prices of their products by that amount above the international

pri(*eK. In this case an excise duty should he charged as has been done
in the case of salt, steel, etc. For the encouragement of other metal
industries in India protective policy must be followed or if necessary
bouTities may be given in the beginning where the cost of production is

high compared with the int('rnational price.

In the light of these yjrinciples a tariff list should be drawn up of the

important minerals, metals and the export and import duties on them.
In the case of those finished goods which are imported at present

from outside but which can be manufactured in the country out of the

minerals available at present, side by side with the development of these

industries there must be protection so that encouragement may bo given
for the consumption of Indian minerals. At present these minerals are

very cheap but wheji they are converted into finished goods the price is

increased several times.
A critical survey should be made of the Fiscal Commission’s Report

as far as minerals arc coTU'erned.

V . The Question of Laftour nnd Trunsport.

Since the transport of minerals is a commercial business, it is essential

that manufacturing op('ration.s should be as near th(^ source of raw' mat erials

as jnssible. In order to w’ork out th<3 rates of transport, a standing
committee, composed of reprc'scntatives of the Industries, (^Jovernment

Railway Authorities, and the independent experts on minerals should
review the source of raw materials, the site of consumptit)n, and work out
rates remunci’ative for the starting of basic industries. In the cases of

basic industries like iron, coal, etc., the question of providing adequate
facility by the railways, roads aTul water-ways, based upon a ten years*

plan slamld be properly considered. As regards road transport, the
possibilities of charcoal lorries, wood lorries, etc,, may be explored for

Indian conditions. Besid(‘s these, in fixing provincial road building

programme representatives of mineral industries should have a voice.

In the development of minerals occurring in far off localities like the
Himalayas, the question of aerial transport (rope ways), etc., may be
considered. For developjuent of the metal industry in Ti)fiia, where
transport plays an important part, an impartial tribunal should examine
the (’lost of transport per ton per mile, and fix the rate on tlie ]>rinciple

that the railway is a public utility concern. The (juestion of frc*ight on
coal should at the same time be criti(^ally examined in this relation, and
the rates so fixed as to make it possible for the outlying provinces to

receive adequate coal supplies to develop the industries. The State
railways should play a part in this proc^ess.

VI. Mineral Conservation.

The question of waste in the method of mining is a very important
problem. During the last few years, the attention of the Government
and the public; has not been focussed on the waste in petroleum, metal-
liferous mines, and non -metalliferous mines like mica and it is desirable for

national economy that the problem of waste in these lines should be
critically examined by a committee similar to the Coal Committo which
may go in detail into the matter and recommend measures for eliminating
it. For the conservation of the minerals it is essential that greatest

economy should be practised and cfticient staff provided w'hich can only
be done by legislation.
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VII. Mineral Taxation.

Although wo aro not iii a position to give v^xaot statistical information
of the money recovered by the various provincial (Jovornnx'ufcs by way
of royalty, rents and dead-rents for their mineral products and exploitation
of the mim ral right the rate is exceedingly low. In the permanent settle-

ment areas like the provinces of Bihar and Bcmgal, whom the amo\mt of
mineral production is very high the government royalties aro insignificant,
while the agricultural rovomio is very great.

The whole question of mineral taxation in the difh^rent provinces
needs to be critically reviewed and revised. The revenue, that may arise

from such a revised taxation scheme, will go a great way in financing the
programme of mineral development recommemded here.

VII T, Rules and Regulations about Mining and Prospcctiyig.

The Rules and Regulations about Mining and Brospecting should
be revised on the following lines, if necessary, by legislations:

—

(1) For those for which leases are in force, or the prospecting licences

have been given, the question of revision of royalties should be very
critically examined, and the rate revised in view of the existing coTiditions.

(2) The companies holding these (ioncessions should bo compelled
to train a large number of Indian techni<‘al personnels for future employ-
ment, and to employ them to the higher posts in a large measure.

(3) Rigid inspection of the mines’ plants and working practices,
esp(‘cially petroleum, coal and metal mines.

(4) As regards new leases to be given in future, in the case of new
minerals, claims of Indian nationals should be considered ])aramount, in

such case where the State do(‘S not directly undertake.
(The mineral industry is a very important key industry and tlie

policy followed for the key industries should be followed in this respect.

Important mining concessions should not, as a rule, be giveri to non-
Indians, on long-term leases.)

(5) In view of the fact that it is not ])Ossible for tlie small zaraindars
in the Permanent Settlement areas to develop the mineral deposits under
their area, it is highly desirable that elTorts should be made to acquire
tliose underground mineral rights in these areas by the State for their

exploitation, if necessary, l>v legislation.

In view of the detailed investigatioiis required a special committee
be appointed to study the mining rules and rogulations in different countries
and to devise suitable rules and regulations for India.

* IX. The Question of Finance.

The total finance invested in mining and metallurgical industries is

rouglily of the ordm* of 30 crores of rupees which forms a considerable
proportion of all the industries of India.

The finance needed for the development of the prf)posed new mining
and metallurgical industries to satisfy the present industrial needs of the

country (which amomits b) about 13 (-rores of rupees out of wliicli some
10 crores worth can be manufactured indigenously) will bo roughly
12*5 crores of rupees.

If machinery and armaments are to bo included in the manufacturing
programme (whoso imj)urts amount to about 17 crores of rupees, tho metal
contents of which alono are worth about 10 crores), tliis total might be
augmented by another 12T) crores. Thus the total investment needed for

carrying out the programme suggested here would be about 25 crores of

rupees.
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This OBtimate in based on the present-day import of machinery, to

satisfy prc8(^nt-day needs only. In view of the all-round development
of industries likely to take place in India in future, this figure is boimd to

be exceeded within the next ten yc^ars.

X. Ownership and Control of Mineral Industries.

(1) Coal and petroleum are of vital importance to the nation. Hence
they should be worked by the State either directly or through a com-
mission on the lines of the Coal Commission of other countries. The
present coal mines and the petroleum mines may be brought under the

State ownership by payment of proper compensation.

(2) If it is not possible to bring the existing mines under the State
control, at least for the future all the unworked coal and petroleum should
be worked by the State as tlu?y are the key industries.

All the otlier minerals of less importaiuje may be worked by private

agcmcics.

(3) All the important metals like iron and steel, copper and aluminium
shcjuld be workt^d by the State as they are the key industries.

The key minerals like coal, petroleum, iron and steel, aluminium and
copper should bo under the control of the Federal Government, while
other smaller deposits may be controlled by Provincial Governments.
In case the Kedei*al Government takes charge of the key minerals the
Provincial Governments in whose provinces those minerals occur, should
have a due share of the income arising out of those.

XI, Petroleum.

As petroleum is very important for the nation and as petroleum has
already been monopolized by the foreign companies, it is essential that
any undeveloped resources should be worked by the country itself.

Duo to the national importance of petroloum and its very limited
resources, it is absolutely essential that some pro])er ways and moans
should be devised for pr(>j)or inR])ection so as to avoid all wastage.

Looking to the importance of petroloum it is (issential that provision
should bo made in India for the proper training and high grade instruction
in petroleiun technology.

As tlie foreign (capital has mostly d<miinnted tlie major mining and
metallurgical industries, it is essential that some way should be found to

bring this capital under Indian control.

5. Db. C. Mahadp::van and Mr. Syed Kazim, Hyderabad -Deccan.

It can safely be assorted that the state of advancement of a country
can b(^st be gauged by its policy with regard to the exjiloitation, conserva-
tion and utilization of its mineral wealth. India, judged by this standard
has to be dubbed very backward.

At the present stage when this country is on the threshold of
industrialization, the fundamental requisites are

:
(a) the correct knowledge

of her mineral potentialities, (6) its regional distribution, and (c) the
location of her industries with a view to take the best advantage of the
available raw materials in relation to markets. In this task, the co-
operation of the geologist, industrial chemist, economist, mider the aegis
of the Government is essential.

It would be necessary to nationalize at loEist the key industries.
India can ill afford to be the mil(;h cow of supplier of raw materials

to other countries if she is to find her due place amongst progressive
nations.

Taking the present mineral production as a working basis, the paper
suggested a regional and rational distribution of her industries.
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X. CONTROI. .OF WEEDS.

{Sections of Botany y Agriculture, Entomology and Engineering .)

Dk. N. L. Bor, Dehra Dun, presided.

1. Prof. P. Parija, Cuttack, opened the discussion.

On t}K‘ analogy of the well-known definition of dirt as matter
misplaced, weeds can be defined as plants in the wrong place, from man’s
standpoint. To control weeds moans to increase the productivity of
(H'oiiornic plants nr to increase the facilities for the transport of goods, for
exainy)le in clearing the water channels.

It is not proposed hero to discuss the question of the control of weeds
in general but of aquatic weeds in particular. The writer’s experience
has been with two types of weeds, namely:

—

(1 )
the floating exotic weeds like the water hyacinth; and

(2) the estuarian halophilous weeds like Potainogetoriy Nnni.'t,

Huppia, etc.

The w^yter hyacinth has })een so widespread in this country that
almost everyone is familiar with it. Taken out of its native surroundings,
it has sj)read rapidly by vegetative and sexual modes. Attempts at
clearing it in Orissa by removing the adult plants having failed, its life-

history was studied in order to explain the phenomenon of recurrence of
the weed in cleared tanks.

It was found that propagation by seeds was conimon and that the
seeds retain their viability for at least seven years. It was also found
that seeds require a period of rest and as Midler had foutid in 1883, require
alternate soaking and drying before tliey germinaie. Tanks which support
water hyacinth and dry up in summer. produ(‘(' large number of
seedlings after the 1st shower.

One method, therefore, for prevention of the rocurrt'uco through seeds
would be to keep tanka, etc., full, so that seeds do not get a chance to
germinate. This, however, is only practi<‘abIo in irrigable areas.

iSean h for otlier points in the life-history at which attack could be
made resulted with little success. One useful fa(d. was that the water
hyacinth sets seeds in the cold weather, alt hough it may flower throughout
spring and summer. If plants could be cleared ])efore the setting of
seeds recurrence througli sta'ds would be lessened.

Chemical methods of control are rather dillicmlt. Copj)er salts

in suitable concentrations (d*18%) are effective but they affect the

aquatic fauna like fish.

There does not seem to bo any natural enemy in this case.

The second class of wc'cds came undesr the author’s investigation

when it was reported by the malaria inv(‘stigation oflicers that these

weeds break off and float in masses in the Chilka Lake in some seasons

and harbmir jnosquito larvae. The Chilka Lake is a vast stretch of water
of varying depths. The author undertook, at the instance of the

Government of Orissa, to observe the weeds for a full cycle and dis(*(>vf'r

any weak point in the life-cycle so that an attack might be delivered at

that stage.

It has been found that Potamogefo}^

,

the dominant weed, has two
seasons of growth in a year and these growth periods appear to be correlated

with the salinity of the lake water. The salinity of the lake water showtj

a peak, and on either side of this pemk there is an optimum salinity which
seems to conduce wood growth. Higher salinity seems to (control weed
growth. It is, therefore, possible to control weed growth by increased

salinity.
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Potaynoqaton has vegetaiivo mode of propagation by means of tubers.
These tubers are produced and buried at a depth of 2 to 3 inches in the
mud. Deeper down they perish. This is the explanation of the finding
of Mr. ( \ C. Tnglis that Potnniogcton can be eradi(’ated in irrigation canals
by drying up the canals in summer, but it will be difficult to kill out the
seeds by this means. Any large stretch of water like the Chilka Lake
cannot be dealt with in this way.

Tt was also observed that a bivalve, Modiola s}>., attaches itself and
eats into the tiss\ies of Potamogetov

.

Although this is perhaps out' of the
caiises of the floating of the weed and might be exercising a certain amount
of ehe(;k on the growth, it cannot b(‘ used as a mctliocl r>f biological

control.

2. Piior. B. Singh, Benares.

The problem of wciod control is of greater interest in the tropics since
the various favourable environmental and edaphic factors, e.g., high
moisture content and high light intensity, favour not only a vig(U'ous
growth of the crop plants but also of the unwanted plants—the weeds.
If weeds alone levy an annual toll of 3,000 million dollars on American
agriculture, the pro})lom before India is much more colossal and recpiires

a more rational and scientific^ approach.
Weed control mt^thods may be put into thrcH^ distinct groups: (1)

mechanical methods, (2) chemical nudliods, aiid (3) biological nit;thods.

The mechanical methods aim at weed eradi(*ation lyy inechaTtical means,
the different cultivation or cultural practices being thc' chief ones. The
effectiveness of mowing, crop) rotation, clean cultivation, growing of
smother or intertilled crops is deptnident on the tinu' and the methods of
carrying out these operations and also on the weeds and cro}>s coin orned.
Similarly, the olToctiveness of following on the exhaustion of viable wec'd
seeds is influenced by the frecjuency of (‘ultivation, the p)eriod intervening
between two cultivations, characteristics of the weeds as also the period
of dormaiK^y c»f their scc'ds.

The chemical methods of weed control emjrloj^ various (*hemicals and
fertilizers, app)lied either in solution or in a dry form, for the destruction
of the weeds. Basc^d on their action, the weed killers may cou\ eniently
be (‘lassified under three categories

: (1) contact herbicides, (2) transkx^ated
sp)rays, and (3) soil sterilents. It is of interest to mention that
the medhod of using differential spray for destroying wet^ds witliout injuring
the standing crop is considt*red to be one ol' the outsttmding advances in

iJgr<*nomy.

The elfectiveness of contact herbicides, which kill th(’> tissues with
which they come in contact, is influenced by various factors whosc^ exact
nature and degree of influence still remain to be Mn>ll understood. Cdiemical
methods are, therefore, still empirical. The chief controlling factors
appear to be volume-concentration relationship, species suscer)tibility,

stage of growth of the weeds and also of the crops, prevailing conditions
of weather (rainfall, dew, temperature, humidity, sunshine, etc.) during
and after spraying is carried out. The mechanism of the action of the
different herbi(d(les is another debatable point, knowledge on the relative
merits of the different processes on the mechanics of penetration being
yet very limited.

The success of the translocated sprays whic*h are useful in controlling
perenuial weeds is related to some specific conditions when the physio-
logical response to the spray is best exhibited. Vaiious physiological
probhnns have arisen in th(' use of the translocated sprays, tbe important
considerations being the soil moist\ire content, critical (concentration of
tl»e poison and the acid, the stage of maturity of the weeds, the prevailing
conditions of weather.

Application of plant poison to kill peuennial weeds prevents cropping
I'or some time. Further elucidation of the influence of the factors like the
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time of application, the stage and the condition of the growtli of the
weeds, the moisturo and tlie nutrient content of the soil, texture of the
s(dl, tnnperature, humidity, etc., is necessary before it is possible io
predict accurately the effectivoiiess of any of tile soil sterilents.

Biological methods, on the other hand, utilize the natural (aiomies
of plants for the destru'-tion of weeds. To thivS end, phytophag(jiis insects
have b('en tried with varyir>g degree's <d success in Australia, J^dji, New
Zealand, etc. The chief limitation (»f this method is the possibility of
the migration of the insects to crop jdarits, but this danger may be
minimized if ])ropf'r i))sects are (diostai after very extensive trials. A
few casos of weed eontrol by soini^ fungi have also been reporttal, tail

observations are yet too ])reliininaTy to allow any valid conelusions to be
drawn.

Ill this coniKH'tion, another method suggests itself; with the increasing
knowledge on th(‘ various biological and physiological characteristics of
the individual weed species, it is possihlt' tliat some of them may be advant-
ageously used for suppressing them. As an instance, if the critical periods
of wat<“j‘ rc(juiivment of the Manals and the crops are diffei-ent or if the
weeds iicihI miuv water than the crops, it may Ijo possible to render the
cornyjetition by weeds less effective if wati'r sn})ply is withheld when weeds
need it most, or if water suj)plied is just enough for the crops. A detailed

consideratjo]! of all such faid^ors along with an evaluatioji ol’ their practii-al

possibilities should offer a fniitfid lini' of enquiry.

I)fi. F. U. lluAKUCiiA, Bombay.

Tlie prohleni af the cojitrol of weeds either on farms, livers or lakes

is an international and highly econcuuic problem. F(»r exanq)k‘, the
control of Kichornca crassij>eii or the water hyacinth is sm*iously affecting

the navigation ol’ ships in the rivers of ikaigal. If this ])]'ol)l('in can he
solved a great amount of money aud tronbk* would he sjaircd. Also th(‘

spread ol' .Uinlu.txt caindra recjuires serious alhaition. I 'iifortunatcdy, v cry
littk'! att<'ntion has been paid to this problem in India jirohably bi'cause

tile remedies suggested after sciontilic invcBtigation seem to the authorities
too oxj)(ni>ive. They fail t<> understand, howov'cr, that though the rinnedios
might- be tocj exjanLsivn^ for the moiiK'iit, in the end they would be very
cheap, as has been jjreved in Aineriita and elsewhere.

But whatever may be the n^ason for the lack of interest in this jiroblem,

it is clear that practically no work has been done in India on it. It is,

therefore, good that this discussion is held. 1 havai eonsi'iited to speak
on it because it is a problem for the ecologist. Unless and utitil the
weed problem is studied in the field, one is not likely to g(d- tangible

results. Therofoye, what I would urge is an ecological approach to this

problem and this can be done by various institutes in India—agricultural,

forestry, irrigation as also academic.

I would suggest that the best way is to draw up a list of at least the
most important weeds of India which either reduce the crop yi(5ld, affect

irrigation, navigation, afforestation, etc., and then study t-heir gi^ograjihic

distribution. Having done this, study their habitat vt^ry closely all the
year round and set up experimental plots in various institute grounds
with a vdew to get an idea as to the loss in money by the farinei* and
others by not eradicating the crop. This can then be shown to the

G ov'eminent and its importauee realized. Once the Gov’crnment recognizes

this 1‘act, it will help ecological investigations of these wa^eds. If the

rtjsiilts of some of the investigations show a necessity of passing Ic^gislatio/is

for the control of weeds, then they may be introduced. It must bo
realized and emphasized that some of the remedies might be very costly

at tlie liegiriTiing but they are boiuid to help the nation in the long run.
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4. Mr. E. S. Narayanan, New Delhi.

Biological Control of Weeds,

Though Bupcrficially the problem of the Jiiological Control of weeds
or pest plants appears to he similar to the Biological ("ontrol of insect

pests it must be emphasized here that the one is the very inverse of the
problem of the other. In the case of the problem of the Biological Control
of insect pests the latter attack plants of great economic^ importance to
man and naturally the insect that attack these plants are classed as
Insect Pests. The parasites that attack these pests and bring about a
reduction in their population are classed as beneficial. In the case of the
Biological Control of weeds the case is diametric;ally the opposite. Though
weeds have their place in the mosaic of the divine scheme of things man
has no more use for them than ho has for the injurious insect pests, reptiles

and mammals. Only in one respect are both the problems similar and
that is both the insect pests and the plant pests have multiplied with
alarming rapidity when they have been accidentally introduced in (Uher
lands without their natural enemies that keep th(‘ir pc>pulation in equi-
librium in their native soil. When this plauiomena occurs the insec't

constitutes a serious threat to the crops in tlu> new lands whereas the
plant pests by rapid sexual or vegetative reproduction invade and colonize
large areas of lands as to render these areas unfit for cultivation.

Certain fundamental principles must govern the introduction of the
insect enemies of plant pests. Care should be taken to s('e that when an
insect is introduced to check any plant pest no natural enemy of the
insect is accidentally introduced along with it. Very great precaution
should be taken by careful study and experiment that the ins(.*ct to be
introduced does not attack any plant of economic impoTtance in its

new home and that the insects attack only the genus to which the plant
pests belong or allied species of absolutely no economic importance. Tlius

an exhaxistivG test is necessary, before the introduction of an insect to
control a noxious weed.

Tlie earliest attempt to control a weed by its insect enemies was by
Kooble of the United States Department of Agriculture in the control of
Lantana in the Hawaiian islands. Hillebrand, the distinguished Botanist
of the islands, introduced Lantana camara for ornamental purposes in

i860. The shrub subsequently became a scourge to the pastures. In
1898 Koeble visiteil Mexico and bred some insei^ts from the seeds of
Lantana. He made another journey in 1902 with the object of securing
promising enemies for the purposes of introduction in the islands. Twenty-
three species of insects were sent to Perkins at Honolulu of which eight
became well established. The most effective was the Tortricid moth
Crocidosemn lantana Busck whose larvae bore into the flower stems and
feed on the flowers and fruits.

Th(i spread of the prickly pear in Australia is an example bow' a

plant pc^st devoid of its natural enemies can invade quickly large areas
and render them absolutely unfit for ciJtivation. In 1925 the area in

Queensland and New South Wales alone amounted to 60,000,000 acres.

In the same year it was estimated that the plant pest was spreading
at the rate of one million acre yearly. A large number of natural
enemies were introduced after elaborate tests and of these the moth
Cactoblastis cactorurn, the Cochineal Dactylopius tomemtosns the plant
bug Chelinidea tubnlata and the red spider Tetranychus opuntiae became
well established. Of these Cactoblostis cactorum is the most important.
The rate of increase of the prickly pear has been arrested and today less

than ten per cent of the former infested area remains. In Madras Opuntia
dillenii has been effectively controlled by the Cochineal Dactylopius
iornentosus. The experiment began only in 1927 and by 1941 it is expected
that 114,000 sq. miles of prickly pear will be cleared.
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111 the Fiji islands it is claimed that the shrubby weed Clidetnia hirta

has been controlleci t)y the Thirjis Liothrips urichi. Attempt should be
made in India to control the water hyacinth which is one of the present
problems of Bengal.

5. Dr. H. Chaudhubi, Lahore.

Weeds of our cultivated fields are wild herbs springing where they
are not wanted. These unwanted plants compete for food materials with
crop plants and impoverish the soil.

Some weeds like Striga and Orobanche may parasitize certain of our
crop plants and cause enormous losses. In the Punjab it has become a
problem to grow jowar in fields where Striga makes its appearance. Control
of Striga, if not imdertaken, at the very bogiiming, becomes almost im-
possible to check later on. These pests produce innumerable minute
seeds. For control they have to be weeded out when they first make
their appearance in the field and before they flower and produce the
seeds. Legislation for compulsory weeding out will be useful. Crop
rotation in infected fields is highly recommended.

Other weeds provide abodes for dangerous pests and diseases and
may directly prove poisonous or injurious to men and animals when
mixed anti taken in along with crop plants.

Woods act as alternate hosts for many pests. Breeding a fully

resistant crop is not always practicable. Removal of the weeds helps in

controlling the pests. Certain weeds like Eupkorbia dracunculoides
(Kangi) growing in barley fields and whose seeds become mixed up with
barley at the time of threshing have been responsible lor great losses.

A large consignment of barley purchased by the military department
had to bo rejected because the horses refused to feed on them. Some
kind of itching sensation was produced on the throat of the anijuals. I

examined a sample from that consigmnent and found that the barley was
mixed up with seeds of Kangi which produced the itching, not due to any
poisonous principles present in the seeds bxit, duo to the seeds being
infected by some species of Ustilago which in culture produced cyano-
genetic glucosides and that was responsible for causing the itching sensa-

tion. For control, even if wooding proves imprac^ticablo, it will not be
at all difficult to separate them by passing through an appropriate sieve

after the threshing is over.

Oil from the seeds of another weed, Argtmone rnexicana, has dis-

astrous result on those human beings who consimie mustard oil. A
minute dose of the oil of A. mexicana, if administered internally, will

produce similar symptoms as found in an attack of Beriberi. 7'h0 seeds

of A, rnexicana look very similar to mustard seeds and tliese weeds grow
in the mustard fields. They flower and rij)en at the same time as those

of the mustard and accidental mixture of the seeds at harvesting is likely

(though deliberate . adulteration is not ruled out). For control, the

Argemone plants may bo easily weeded out when they flower and become
noticeable duo to their big yellow flower. Legislation in this direction

will bo welcome.
In case of weeds propagated by seeds, reaping of crop 2>rior to the

setting of seeds is a common weed control measure. Of therapeutic

measures, CUSO4 si)ray, the strength of which is to be ascertained by
experiments, is recommended. The leaves of cereals are thin, narrow
and erect and hence the spray trickles down and does not injure them.

In case of weeds with a spreading habit it is effective.

6. Dr. T. S. Mauabale, Ahmedabad.

Eradication of weeds from their manifold habitats is a problem of

some economic importance in an agricultural country like India. The
main difficulty in solving this problem arises out of the fact that a measure
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which may affect a weed or weeds may also affect the other plants of

economic importani^e in the midst of which the weeds grow. A remedy
against a weed, therefore, should be such as will affect the weed but
not the plants of economic importance to man. One of such remedies
eni[>loy0d by the villagers in pjjirts of Northern Gujarat has been brought
to the notice of the author through the good offices of his friends and is

described below.
In many parts of Gujarat a large number of ponds are formed daring

the monsoons. Some of these are permanent and others temporary.
They sui)port a rich algal vegetation and many flowering weeds like

PotamogeUm crl/pus, Nias majiis, Ceratophyllum demersum^ etc. Towards
t-ho end of December the ponds begin to dry up and with them the algae

and other vegetation. During this period they are slowly rotting and
omitting foul abnoxious smells in the surroundings. The water is polluted
and cannot be used by the villagers or by tlieir cattle for drinking and
other purposes. Under such circumstances the villagers collect a largo

number of twigs of Capparis apltyllay dry them out j)artially and throw
them in the ponds. As the shoots of Capparis aphylla begin to rot, the
algae and flowering weeds also get dt^composed and the whole mass of
orgjinic debris at the surface of the water settles down to the bottom of
the ponds. Tlie water becomes clear once again and is used for drinking
and other purposes by tlio villagers.

What exactly brings about the decay of weeds in the ponds by this

method is not known. It may be tliat Capparis aphylla may bo liberating

some substances during decomposition w'hich have a toxic action on the
weeds, or it may be encouraging a succession of organisms like bacteria

which attack Capparis aphylla first and the water weeds afterwards,
or it may bo duo to the joint action of both iho.sc (jausof^. Anyway the
method deserves further investigation at the hands of those who aro

iritorosttMi in tlie problem of the control of weeds in fresh water reservoirs.

7. Dk. V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

The Indian cultivator knows fidl well how to destroy the annual
woods and many doep-footod weeds. In general his cultivation methods
are clean and efficient. Previous speakers have referred to some
special weeds. Tlioy an^ important and require immediate measures
to control and check them. But from an agricultural point of view we
have far more important problems to solve. For instance hariyalo
{Cynodon dactylon) is a groat menace in Black soils. At great cost it can
be destroyed by digging or deep ploughing. Cheaper methods are

necessary. Hariyale in sandy or loamy soils is vory dilficult to eradicate.

Similarly nut grass (0. rotundits) is a regular menace especially in garden
lands. They spread by roots and seeds. The corms are formed in a
series, deep under the surface soil. The Ijard, shiny leaves are not easily

attacked by chemicals. I would, therefore, suggest that such problems
as these, as aro important in each province, deserve special attention of the
botanists. A careful study of their life and habit of growth, their struc-

ture and environmental requirements may reveal valuable information
which would be useful to the practical agriculturist.

8, Mr. N. L. Dutt, Coimbatore,

The raising of a crop like sugarcane is, particularly in the early
stages of its growth, literally a battle with weeds. Indeed, it is the
opinion of some that the weeds cause more loss to agriculture than insects

and fungi taken together.

In sugarcane it has been found that varieties whoso tillers are
recumbent in the early stages cover the space between the rows, thus
checking, if not completely keeping down, the growth of weeds. One
such variety is Co. 213.
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Consitlcrable work lias been done in oilier countries on the chemical
control of the severojl weeds of sugarcane. It is proposed to mention
here about the root parasite Strigo. which assumed the size of a menace
to the Nursery Plots at Coimbatore, ten years ago. Tho sugarcane
seedlings in the Nursery are very valuable to tho Coimbatore Station as
its main work depends on thorn.

In the finding out of tho control measures, care had to 1)0 taken that
the treatment was not so drastic as to kill the yovmg sugarcane seedlings
along with the parasite. After trying several methods, the one found
most effective Avas to treat each Striga plant individually. A de])ression
was scooped round the Striga plant and filled with a 2% solution of
copper sulphat(^. In this w^ay the entire plant—the abovo-groiuid portion
as well as the roots—w^as killed. Treatment with the above chemical,
of which one applifiaticiii was enough, edfected 8triga but not the sugar-
cane seedlings. Tlio rnetliod is laborious but considering the importance
of the seedlings to tlie Station, no effective method w^as felt to be too
laborious.

Striga later attacked the main plots. The remedy found effective
was to dig a depression round the cane plant and filling it with a 3%
solution of copper sulphate. This strength has no ev il effects on sugarcane
but (Mnnpletoly kills tho Striga. The seeds of Striga are said to be viable
for over 20 years. It is obvious, therefore, that tlie parasite should
be destroyed at tho vegetativ^e phase of its life-history and that too root
and bi'ancli. Because of longevity of Striga seeds, it is best to ©ncourago
tho plants to come out by planting hosts, like* c.bolam or sugarcane, and
then destroy the plants tlioroughly and fully.

0. Prof. J. C. Lutuka, Lyallpur.

1:1 (' drew attention to the urgent need for some suitable legislative

enactment in the provdneos of India on the linos of the the Madras
Agricultural Pests and Diseases Act of 1910 for effoctiv^c and compulsory
control of weeds and pests. There is no hope for (controlling widespread
weeds unless concerted action is takem.

Mentioning control measures of parti(*ular Aveods, lie stated that in

tho case of herbaceous weeds like Chenopodiimi^ Chicori/y AniaranthiiSy
etc. which are annuals, it is distinctly worth while to plough up the weocJ
seccdlings soon after they appear on irrigating tho fields. If this operation
is rejieated twice before tho crop is sown it greatly reduces tho woods at
an early stage. Perennial weeds like Jolmson grass, sjiear grass and
Kans can only be controlled if the underground root stock is dug up and
destroyed. As regards Calotropis and Kans^ gas tar has lieori found to

prevent sprouting of their roots whim thc^y are thoroughly soaked in it.

Cartham'fifi oxtpwantha (Thistle or Pohli) is a va^ry troublesome weed
found in waste places and in wheat, barley and gram fields in the Punjab.
It is successfully killed by using a 1% solution of sodium arsenite. A 5%
solution of common salt sprayed on Euporhia prostrata (called red spurge
and a common weed of tennis lawns) has proved very effective in

suppressing this weed,

10. Rao Bahadur N. S, Joshi, Sholapur.

The weeds which the speaker had occasion to deal with were those
met with in the perennial canals in Bombay Deccan, '^flie weeds com-
monly mot with are:

—

( 1 ) Vallisneria sp iralis .

(2) Potamogeton perfoliatus.

P. pectinatus.

P. indicus.

6
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(3) Ceratop/iylium demursum.

(4) Hydrilla verticiUata.

The last two are found in canals with very low v^elocities (0-5 to 1 foot

per second) only, particularly the Miitha Right Bank Canal. The first

t wo varieties are common on canals with velocities above 1 foot per second
but below 2' per second. It is however noticed that in the Nira Left

Bank Canal when the velocity is more than 2 feet per second in embank-
ments and partial cutting and where it is even more, i.e. between 3' to 5"

per second in cutting (situated 2 to 5 miles apart) the growth of weeds is

well under control and only Vallisneria spiralis can exist. Tliis can bo
attributed to no other factor than the higher velocity. It is doubtful
however whether this is due to the direct physical action of velocity on the
leaves or other jauts of the plant or to the turbidity created which ulti-

mately cuts off light from reaching the bottom of the canal. This latter

theory (cutting oil' of light) explains the stunted growth of Vallisneria
spiralis in Nira Canals, but it cannot explain the al)senco of the Fotamogeton
varieties in that canal. Potamogetor), hidicus and P. perfoliatas, however,
luwe long sterns and leaves which can float on tlie surfa(?e and it does not
a.}>])ear that these varieties can be said to l)e subjecd to the effect of turbidity
in its property of cutting off lig})t. The plants are ])robably subject to

the direct action of \'elocity (in excess of 2' per second) and the leaves

and/or the stem are subject to a direct pull. This lias to be proved by
t'xperiinents.

Various methods sucli as removing weeds l)o<lily at intervals of a
inorit h or two, were tried on the Mutha, Pravara and Codavari Canals but
sim].)ly rc^sulted in the conditions continuing as they w^re or actually
getting worse. Application of chemicals like cop|.)or sulpiiate was out
of the question both due to the high covst and poisonous effects to human
beings, cattle^ or croj)s. 8ini[)ler, practical and econoinic methods had
therd'ore to be devised and naturally ecology had to l)e studied. Obsorva-
ti<ms showed that weeds were ])rofuse in certain canals but were markedly
wanting in otliers. It was observed that they were a pest in the Mutha
(kmals and also in Pravara. and Godavari Canals but the Nira Left was
particularly fret^ from them, though oven the last ha.d its own (piota of
ValUsner'la spiralis, but no others. The Pravara and Godavari canals
had the Potamogeton species while the Mutha. Canals had in addition the
Ceratophyllum denmrs^mt and Hydrilla verticiUata which v\'ere found in

no other carnal. This led to different theories as under:

—

( 1) That the lake at head of Nira Left kept the waters t urbid and this

resulted in light being cut off from weeds to live or thrive. This could
not however explain the want of Potamogetum varieties (with floating

stems and loaves at surface of water) though it exi)lains the liarnpered
growth of Vallisneria spiralis. Again the fact that tlie Pravara and
Godavari Canals had heavy growth ()f both Vallisyieria and Potamogeton,
in s])ite of the Ozer and Madhmeswer weirs respectively, could not be
satisfactorily explained by this theory. On the other hand, the Shetphel
channel taking off from a very small tank had but few weeds.

(2) That it was tlie silt deposited on beds that was mainly responsible
for the heavy growth of weeds. This theory too did not stand as the
Shetphel channel (wdth a tank at its head) which had a lot of silt did not
liave much trouble with weeds. It was also noticed that non-peremiial
canals did not carry w'^oeds though they had heavy quantities of silt (it

may however bo noted that Upper Indian canals have very coarse silt

and this may be the additional reason for want of weeds in them). Lastly
the Nira Left itself had many lengths full of silt but had no weeds there.

(3) That it w^as the high velocity in the Nira Loft that was mainly
responsible (as it acted in two different ways), particularly the physical
action. The speaker carried out certain experiments at the Royal
1 nstitute of Science and found that Vallisner ia thrived well, under velocities

6b
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obtained in Nira Left. Again other canals did eontinne to }ia\ e weeds
at places while tlje *Nira Loft had none in certain spots, particularly
embankments, thoiigh the v(do<aty in both these places was the same.
This exx:)lanation too was thertdoie unsatisfactory.

4. That the etfects of high velocity in that it kept waters turbid tliat

was responsible for tlie growth of ValltMneria spiralis while the high
v’'elocity chocked tlio growth of Potamofjeton as the combined result

of silt in suspension closing up the stomata in the leaves of woods anti

also of velocity actifig physically. The Nii'a Loft had the advantage ol'

large and intxliuin cuttings at intervals of 5 or 0 miles where waters
were churntHl with the result that silt continued in suspoiivsion. In fact,

observations showed that silt got liner as one went towards tlio tail.

Ultimately, it was noticed that the last theory gave the correct

explanation. Mr. Inglis was the exponent of theory No. 1. The real

solution of tlic whole was however found in arranging for 7*egular closures,

i.e., running a canal from 5 t(7 0 days and linishing all irrigation and then
(dosiiig it co]n])l(4.ely for 4 to ii days (in e\T‘ry turn of 10 days). This w^as a

clieap and most practical method. This trreated very imsuitaLle condi-

tions for the weeds, for though one closure did not kill weeds, a large number
of them following each otber at intervods made life very diilicult for them
and they died ultimately. Tliesc closures automatically resulted iji keeping
waters turbid a-nd also getting tlie full designed high vidocity in. addition
to starving the weeds for long periods at short intervals.

'Phe speakei- thought that the killing of weeds in (yhilka Lake mentioned
by Prof. Parija was T’oally an outcome of the turbidity causotl by the
monsoon floods and not of the increase in salinity. It w^as seen on the

canals in llombay-Deccan that weeds thrived well in drainage chaimels
where salinity uas high. Tlie observations about growth of weeds being
redu(;ed after the Lake began to lower, really indicated, the speakei’

thought , that the* weeds got (ujt off from light during monsoons due to

turbidity and perhajis also as a. result of the stomata being closed by silt

and not of the incjreaso in salinity.

It is to be noticiul tJiat closure in summer alone is not sufticient to

kill weeds as the plants have tubers, nor is the removnil of silt the real

solution (mentioned by Prof. Parija to be the method advocated by
Mr. Inglis), for silt will deposit again. The cost of removing silt is so

largo that such a pi’oposal is impracticable and also unnecessary and
inelfective.

11. Db. H. S. Pbuthi, New Delhi.

XL TKE UTILIZATION OF RE8ULT8 OF AGRI-
CULTURAJ. RESEARCH FOR INCREASED
MONEI ARY RETURN TO THE CULTIVATORS.

(Section of Agriculture)

Mr. P. M. Kuareoat, New Delhi, presided and opened the
discussion.

In initiating the discussion Mr. Kharegat said that there could be
no question about the need for utilizing the results of research and we
may take it that it was necessary to <lo so in order to ameliorate the lot

of the cultivators. We have to con.sider as to how best to do it. First

of all, research should be such as to be utilizable under the conditions
obtaining in the cultivators’ fields. It should also be such as would
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solve some practical clifficailty of the cultivator. It is this aspect which
is sometiines lost sipjht of, and it is here that mistakes initially occur.

The research must be economic and it should always be remembered
that it is incomplete so long as it. has not boon tried oji the cultivator’s

Helds. Tho above does not ap])ly to fundamental research which is

undertaken to unravel tlie basic causes of phenomena, but even here
every effort should be made to consider its practical implications.

The next stop was to find out how the cultivator could best utilize

results of research. The Departmental advice should be very welcome to
the cultivator provided tho Extension method comprising Demonstration
and Propaganda is on sound lines. It was very essential that the instruc-

tions for guidance to the cultivators should not only be detailed, but
absolutely precise and clear cut, admitting of no ambiguity. Cases have
been known wliere tho Demonsti'ators themselves did not know what
exactly to recommend to the cultivator. In their anxiety to please theii*

superiors they sometimes make rocommondations irresj)ective of their

utility or applicability to the j)artieular conditions obtaining in the ryot’s

fields. Another important condition was to select a suitable area and to
lay out a q\iantitativo ))lan. Thf> area selected may preferably be a small
one, say a village, and it should be treated as one Estate in which all the
known improvements are introduced. Demonstration sliould be held

side by side with tho cultivator’s methods. This will enable the cumula-
tive effect of all the improvements to be felt by the cultivator. For
grading, cleaning and marketing of produce it will generally bo found
that it is best to sot \ip organizations on co-operative or otlior basis.

The question of finance was also a very important one, but it was largely

a problem for tiie Local Governments.
^

We may now ('onsider tho dillficjiltios in the Avay of tho satisfactory

utilization of results of research by tho cultivator. Tlie conservatism
of tho cultivator is one. It is said that the villager.s^ arc^ ignorant and
illiterate, but if tlio cultivator is convinced that a partictular improvement
is profitable, he is often able to find the money to purchase th(^ impi‘ovod
seed, as for instance of irrifAroved sugarcane varieties or Punjab-American
Cotton. Tho second point is the lack of clear cut instructions hy the
Propaganda staff to wliich reference has already been made. Their
main fimction is to do Propaganda, and yet it is in this particular direction

that their training is most deficient. They should be: j^roperly fitted out
for their most important work. There is great room for improving the
quality of tho staff for Propaganda work. Lastly a word about the
quantity of produce and the price realized in the market. A certain

Demonstrator was once advocating to a gathering of villagers that if they
grew sweet potatoes it would bring them profit of Ks.28 per acre. An
old villager got up and enquired what would hapj)on to tho profit if every
one began to grow sweet potatoes. This is the cnix of the situation.

There are bound to be difficulties unless prices can be stabilized or pro-

duction can be adjusted to demand.

2. Mr, K. Ramiah, Indore.

The main attempt of the Agricultural Departments all over tho
world is to increase the return per acre to the cultivator. This is sought
to be achieved either by increasing the acre yields or reducing the losses

that occur due to pests and diseases or by both. The acre yields can be
improved by taking to better methods of cultivation, by improving the
fertility of the soil and by tho growing of improved varieties of crops.

While the first two might mean an extra investment on the part of the
cultivator, the growing of improved varieties does not involve any
additional expenditure, and is most readily appreciated.

Ckop botanists working all over India are endeavouring to evolve
improved types, and such types already available are many in number,
each suitefl to particular tracts in the various provinces and States. In
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spite of the considerable achievements on the part of Crop botanists, the
total area devoted to improved varieties of several crops however is still

small, the only exception being sugarcane.
Even within a j^rovince the conditions of soil, rainfall and climate

vary so much in different tracts, and this involves the breeding of special
ty]>os for each individual tract and hence the large numls'r of l)reeding

stations for each crop, as in Madras for rice and cotton and in Bombay
for cotton.

While the rosf)on8ibility of the plant breeder ceases with the testing

and final issuing of improved varieties, their multiplic.ation in a systematic
manner and making them available to the cultivators are beyond his

sphere. Unlike advanced countries of the west, there are no seed-men
dealing with agricultural crops to whom such work can be entrusted, and
there are also no Seed Acts in force compelling growers to sow only

accepted and certiffed varieties. Tlie work has necessarily to be managed
by Govt. Agri. Departments, but, unfortunately, the time and money
spent on this activity is still limited in spite of its groat usefulness to the
country.

In the case of industrial crops like cotton, besides tlie grow(a’ the
industry is also interested m the problem, and the question of seed multi])li-

(*ation and distribution receives considerable attention on the part of the

Indian (\^ntral Cotton Committee, who also undertake to tiruuKM^ s|)eeial

s<.’ed-distribution schemes. It is possible in this ense to make fairly

reliable estimates not only of the areas under the improved tyj>es, l)ut also

tlie gross value of benefits derived by the (uiltivators. In the case of

other crops the seed multiplication and distribution are not so well organised
(^\'e(>pt in some proviiujes, and there is also no means of making a reliable

estimate of the area under the improved types. Until recognized non-
ofUeial agencies, as for instance the co-operative societies, sj)ririg up in

particular tracts to whom the work can be entrusted, it is necessary that

the Governments concerned should pay considerably greater attention to

the question than at present.

Spreading of improved types of crops is a line of activity where the

benefits to be derived by the evdtivators can be easily denion.stT*a,ted and
from the experieiu^e av'ailahle in a province like the Punjab, H(M)d dis-

tribution schemes could be made self-supporting without any ultimate
financial commitment on the part of Government. Then' is no doubt
that any seed distribution scheme will immediately result in iiicroased

]iroduction and this is the most tangible way of bringing home to the

cultivators the honefits of research carried out by tlie agricultural depart-

ments.

3. Mr. K. G. Aij.rn, Baroda.

He said that .research must be regarded as tlie spearhead behind
which there must bo efficient organization and good financial support.

He instanci'd the good work done by the Indian Central Cotton ( ’ommittee
and also explained in detail the system followed in Baroda whereby the
results of research are propagated rapidly and over a fairly large area of

the State among the cultivators, who are also provided with teclniical

advice and necessary machinery on part paymi'ut for adopting modern
a gricultural practices.

4. Da. H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

He dealt with the subject from the point of view of lac.

Bringing the results of research to the cultivator has for its purpose’
improvement in yield of a crop on the one hand and (Quality on the other.

But this can primarily relate only to such crops, the development of wliich

for internal consumption is found necessary and exports form a minor
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channel of disposal. Those food crops which are as yet insufficient for

our population, must necessarily be augmented b;^ encouraging the

cultivators to take to improved methods discovered and established after

careful experimentation on large scale. To earn their confidence and to

induc*(' them to practise such testetl methods, finamdal aids wherever
required and distribution of seeds woukl undoubtedly be the essential

pre-requisites. The nature of aid may vary according to the type of

crop. Special products like lac have their peculiar di/ficulties, enhanced
further by the fac.t that about 97% of tliis commodity finds its market
abroad. To tliis may be added the fact that violent fluctuations in the
price of lac place the cultivator iu an uncertain position with regard to

the monetary value of his crop. His poverty prevents him from taking

the fullest advantage, as he often has to cut his crop earlier before its full

maturity in order to find liis cash, resulting simultaneously in brood
famine.

It seems therefore necessary, for the cultivator to enjoy the fullest

benefit of his crop, to set up organizations to take over his jiroduct at a
reasonable price. This would constitute a very important stop towards
ensuring better monetary return for his labour. An attempt in this

<lirection was made by the Congress Government of Bihar by drafting a
Lac Control Bill. But the Bill wont no furtlnu* owing to the resignation

of the Congress ministry. If the cultivator is left to shift for himself
he would be constantly tossed and buffetted by that relontless law of
supply and demand. He considered, therefore, that a sound system of

marketing should be an essential factor if the cultivator is to earn more
than what he is getting now. The value of the. practical application of

research is by no means depreciated, l)ut the ultimate disposal of a com-
modity appears to me to be the most important item for researcli and
organization. A lesson may be taken from the (htrus fruit industry in

(‘alifornia, which is so well organized by a Syndicuite tliat the growers
have been making a steady income now over 1 2 years since tliis organiza-

tion began working. By the setting uj) of such selling organizations,
most agricultural commoditi(^s could be saved from the freqiKUit blasts of

speculation and t he proh'ssion of agriculture itself might be mad(^ attrac-

tive as a c^areer.

0. Mn. P. H. Catvpentkk, Cinnamara (Assam).

He spoke on the utilization of research in tea crop. He drew particular

attention to the following points:—that it is necessary for the scientific

workers to visit the cultivators frequently and then to carry out investiga-

tions to devise nutans for providing a remedy to his dilTicultios. This was
the method adopted by Dr. Mann when he initiated the Scientific

Department of the Indian Tea Association. It is of primary importance
to obtain the confidence of the cult ivator. .After that hirther elaboration

of experiments Avill give further data on which still more efficient methods
can be introduced. This was exemplifie<l in the manuring of tea and
also in the case of cultivation, that is, soil stirring for the suppression of

weeds, etc. The result of this policy has been the increasing demand by
the cultivators (planters) for scientific advice.

fi. Mr. S. 8. Bhat, Baroda.

For the utilization of results of research for increased monetary
ii'turn to the cultivator, fruit growing stands on rather a different level

from agriculBiral crops. Both research and the dissemination of its

results among cultivators take a much longer time than what is required
for agricultural crops. Fruit growing is also a profession that requires
more capital investment and has to wait for returns. As such, we have
to use information and results obtained outside the locality concerned,
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and adopt otiier me^h<;Kls than the \jse of demonstration plots in cultivators
fields, etc., which are not prac^tical)le in tljo case of propa,p;anda for fruits.

In the Karoda State, sov’eral thousands of T\ew pine-apple suckers
have be(m successfully introduced in private r)lantations, and tliree large
fruit shows were held among other activities for extensive pro]>aganda.
For intensive work, the State Government hav(» given liberal facilities to
the growers in the Dhari and Kodinar tahikas. They have offered with-
out cost cultivable waste land, free of assessment for the first seven years,
half assessment from 7 to 15 years, and full asscssinent thereafter

; a
bounty of Ks.2() per bigha of new plantation raised during the first five
years of the scheme. Besides, two fruit nurseries have been opened.
Work on these lines is very satisfactory.

Apart from these methods of direct approach to the grower, it would
be advisable to give a much stronger bias to agricultural subjects in our
system of primary education in general. Our ])()pulation is rural and
our schools are rural. The boys usually give uj) studies after tlie primary
standards and take to agricultural vocations. It is tlierefore natural
that they should be given, by way of object lessons, wdiat may be useful to
their undertaking later on, and not abstrac t subjects. In this way the
rural population can be made ‘ agrieultural-iuiprovement-inindod ’ and they
will be more recejitivo for the results of 7*(‘search in agilculturo than they
are now.

7. Djn V. K. Badamt, Guttack,

Previous s])ealvers have rderred to the various aspects of taking
results of research to the (ailtivator. I shall attempt to deal with the
broader aspects of the probkan. It is no doubt xery necessary to make
iinprox^ed seeds in large quantities available to the cultivators at cheap
prices. Siinilaily, it is ne(;essary to give them clieap nianures and efficient

implements. Agencies should also bo created to tcuich the cultivator
irnjjrox’cd systems of cultivation, manuring and profitable systems of
marketing tlaur prodiwe. Those are all special aspects requiring careful
attention. My conception of the general imj)rovement is that tlio lot of
the farmer slionld 1)0 made hapj)ier tlian what it is at present. In the
first instanee be must luive enough to eat and clothe himself, and all

attern])ts should be made to meet his minimmn requirements. We
should keep him healt hy and strong, and improve liis efficiency as a citizen
of tlio country. For a Bice Proxdnco like Orissa, tlie minimum roqiiire-

ments are ; rice 20 oz., pulses 3 oz., at least half to one ounce fat, and plenty
of fruits and vegetaV)1es. A careful inquiry sljould be made to see whether
the n\mrag(> cultixnitor gets this minimum requirement. Village surveys
will show how far such minimum requirement could be satisfied. In
Orissa nearly 400 villages have been fully surveyed, and in most cases

it is seen that the production is far short of the requirements to maintain
the peopk^ in an efficient state, either for work or for fighting diseases

and adversi’i conditions. The cattle })opulation and milk |)roduction

show" clearly the appalling state of the ryots. In many cases milk
production is even less than half an ounce per head of population. Com-
pare this with the milk production in some western countries where it is

said to be over 20 or 25 ounces per head of population. We cannot
expect to build strong and healthy people with such low consumption of

dairy products. It is, therefore, necessary to take up the village as a
unit, and see how far improvements could be affected. It may not be
out of place to suggest that at least one model village bo established in

each district, for others to emulate. Such an improvement requires

money, and it is for the administrators and legislatures to find ways and .

means of providing funds for such large scale operations.

It is said that the 6% of improvement or so, now found in Indian

agriculture, is a lamentable’ state of affairs. I, for one, am not in the

least disappointed or distressed. It looks as though 0 to 10% seems to
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be common for many other features relating to, life in India. After

100 years of organized education in India, the percentage of literacy is

still 6-10%. After knowing fully well remedial measures for cholera,

small -pox and malaria the havoc caused by those diseases is still vmry

higli. Considering the slow progress everywliere, we may feel flattered

that we have made rapid strides in agriculture. But even if 6% of the

agricultural population tried improved methods at least ^10% people

would watch the results. There must be some powerful reasons like

want of cash, facilities, or defecits in the relation betAveen the tenant and
landlord which must be responsible for preventing those people from
adojAting these improvements. It is therefore uec^essary for us to study all

details in organizing various agencies which would try to take the fruits

of research to the doors of the cultivators. There is no use in attempting
to introduce a few improvements here and there. Every effort should
be made to take the village as a unit, and see tliat useful and ])ormanent
improvements are effected in sucdi a manner as to improve the general
condition of the village as a whole. Unless the jAroblem is treated in

this manner, there cannot bo any permanent improvement, which would
be appreciated fjy tlie people or be of much benefit to the country. I

would, therefore, suggest that in all the plans we draw up, we should treat

the problem as a whole and not piecjorneal. If the results of research

camiot improve the lot of the villagers in a tangible manner, then all the
money spent on such research is a sheer national waste. But we are
confident of planning projier programmes provided sullieient funds are

placed at our disposal. What we are in nc(?d of is a planned jwogramme
of work for specified terms of years and sufficient money to carry out
such programmes.

8. Ur. Ih V. Pal, New Delhi.

He briefly indicated the benefits that liad already accrued to the
cultivator as n n^siilt of the Indian wheaf breeding work. He said that
the iinproveil types as yet covered only about. of the total wheat area
in India. In seeking to extoml tliis area, it was necessary to mak(‘ arrange-
ments for distribiitiug pure seeds. He particularly emyihasized the
necessity for seeing tliat so-called pure seed was really y)ure aiui gave
several instances from his exporion(*e where seed (list riliuted was said to

he of certain improved types but was actually somotbing (piitc different.

He also pointed out the necessity of keeping data on the varieties under
distribution by agricultural departments to see exactly wliat was happening
to tho new strains under various conditions.

He also pointed out the importaiic(‘ of quality. He suggesh^d tliat

wheats having similar grain but differing in other characters should he
bred with a view to obtaining varieties .suitable for diffenuit conditions but
yielding grains of uniform quality.

9. Prof. P. Parija, Cuttack.

He spoke on behalf of the middle class cultivators, and explained the
difficulties encountered by them in quickly obtaining improved seeds for
their farms. He emphasized the necessity for setting up some organization
between the central research organization and the middle class cultivators
by which this difficulty may be obviated in future.

10. Mr. G. S. Kttlkarni, Gwalior.

He explained certain items of research in Gwalior.

11. Mr. N. L. Dutt, Coimbatore.

The research on sugarcane is being done in order to benefit the
growers of cane and also the factories. In certain parts of India (Bombay,
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Deccan, for iristanco^) the factories own large cane plantations. These
have to be interpreted as growers on a large scale. For the small grower
the main thing to be kept in view is the giir or jaggery. No cane variety
shonld be advocated whoso gur is not saleable. The second point oti

which stress may justifiably be laid is that a multiplicity of varieties
should be avoided so far as the small-scale grower is concerned. It is

enough if ho has on his liand two or at the most three varieties. Thirdly,
when once the usefulness of a variety has been tested thoroughly, the
organization for the distribution of seeds of the improved variety should
be such that a large number of cidtivators may be in a ]:)osition t o reap
the benefit from it. In Java after it was known that POJ. 2878 was a
useful cane to grow, it was successfully distributed to over 95% of the
area in less than half a dozen years.

Sugarcane is a ‘money’ crop which occujiies the land from 10 to 14

months and entails a considerable outlay on the ]3art of the cultivator.

Increased outturn is ensured by adopting improvccl varieties into cultiva-

tion and in this the sugarcane crop has been fortunate, because the work
conducted at the Imperial Sugarcane Station at Coimbatore has been
of the greatest value. It is necessary to pay more attention to tlie better-

ment of the croyj by employing Iietter methods of cultivation and manuring
and by controlling pests and diseases, and in this latter direction, mucli
leeway has to be made up.

The task of the Coimbatore Station in breed in" improved x'arietios

for all parts of India has been one of great dilficulty. The continental

size of India with its considerable variation in conditions of cliuiato and
soil, the low yields of the canes in cultivation, the technical difficulties

involved in the liandling of the breeding material du(^ to the small size

of floral organs, defective fertility of certain and sterility of oth(>r parents

wer(' some of the. difficulties that had to be overcome.
One of the revolutionary steps taken by Coimbaton^ was to utilize

the wild cane {Saccharuni spontaneuni or the wt'od known as Kans) for

crossing with tlie Indian and foreign canes. By elaborate stages of breed-
ing, Co. canes ])OHsessing the qualities of big!) yi(4d and resistance to

extremes of tem])erature and others with relatively high sucrose and
early maturity were siKH.‘essfulIy evolved. The (5). (;anes between thom-
S(dves now occupy over 80% of the cane area, and it is estimated that the
gain to the cultivator because of growing C-o. canes is about ten crores of
rupees per year.

The Coimbatore work lias included the breeding of thidc canes.

The fruits of this work have done very well and have already reached the

cultivator. The Co. caiios are also helping the sugar industries of South
Africa, Australia, Louisiana and Spain, thus enabling tlie utility of

Coimbatore work to all the five Continents.

The abo\'e qualities of the Coimbatore canes have, with the help

of tarilf protection, changed the complexion of the Indian Sugar Industry.

India is now no longer an importing country but one which not only fully

meets her own sugar requirements, but has also a surplus every year.

This surplus sugar, in fact, tends to become a problem by itself during

certain seasons.

There is no doubt that the results of Coimbatore work are being

utilized. But the average yield of cane in India has increased by only

50%; it was about 10 tons per acre before the advent of Co. canes and
is now about 15 tons. It is well known that Co. canes quite com-

monly yield 20 to 25 tons per acre. The reason why the average yield is

still low is because of defective methods of cultivation and manuring and

indifferemt control of pests and diseases. If due attention is paid to these,

the average yield is likely to rise to 18 or 20 tons.
,

Are the above steps sufficient to enable the industry to stand on

its own legs ? Unfortunately not, because there are still many gaps in

the breeding work. The ‘early’ and ‘late’ canes have yet to be unproved

to bring them in a line with the general purpose canes in point of yield.
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The rnatuTity el’ late canes and recovery of sugar from them requires

improvement , and as regards varieties, resistant to pests and diseases we are

as yet. only at the beginning. Indeed none of tlie commercial Co. canes
are satisfactorily resistant to pests and diseases. It may be said therefore

that wliile tlie tariff is in for(;e, the breciding activities should be intensified

and every effort made to breed and make available to tlie cultivator

canes whoso cost of ])roduction is strictly comparable with that in other

f)art3 of the world.

12. iVlK. D. N. Wadia, Colombo.

Ho said that he Avas "lad to note tliat this discussion represented a
liaison between the Imperial (Council of Agricultural Research and the
Indian Science Congrfvss.

13. Str V. T. Krishnamachartar, Baroda.

He said that in his opinion the State should take u]) tla' responsibility
of multiplying improved seed and supplying it to the farmers. As regards
the cultivators’ readiness to take up improved methods of agriculture or
obey acts and legislative measures bearing on the (*.ult.iva,tiou of crt)ps,

he was of the opinion that the cultivator is ready to do so provided it is

found remunerative^ to him. In Baroda they had found no diniculty in
fliese r(‘S])(H!ts as the work done by the Department of Agriculture had
prepared and educated the cultivator. It was possible in irumy cases
to pass the acts and rules and enforce them in a. very sliort time with tlio

willing co-operation of the growers.
^

14. Dr. Nazir Ahmad, Bcnnbay.

He said that the ({uestion of disposal of old seed from the cultivators

should also be considered, because left to themselves, the farmers are
inclined to use inferior se>ed rather than obtain improvcHl seed. He also

suggested that any organization which may be set np for corw'eying the
r(*sults of research across to the cultivators should take into acc'unrit the
enlightened and large estates holders such as the tea. growers as well as the

uneducated and small farmers possessing very small holdings.

In closing the discussion the Chairman, Mr. Kharegat. said that
the discussion had brought out some very interesting points. In j)articular

it WHS necessary for rcsscarch workers to ascertain the problems of the
cultiv ators and find out what they needed. The whole subject was now
undej- the consideration of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research,
and the various points montioned in the course of tin's Discussion would
no doubt re(‘eive due consideration.

XII. IMPROVEMENT IN AGRICULTURAL TMPLE-
MENTS AND MACHINERY.

(Sections of Agricultnre and Engineering ,)

Dr. Nazir Ahmad, Bombay, presided.

1. Dr. a. H. Pandya, ISibj)ur (Calcutta).

It is well known that the economy of India is largely dependent on
agriculture which constitutes the only means of livelihood for the vast
majority of her people. Everything should therefore be done to improve
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agriculturaJ methods and to introduce improved implements and
machinery. The United Statens of America and *Soviet Russia have
achieved remarkable results in this respect and there is much we can learn
from them. Wo must not, however, overlook tlie conditions peculiar
to India and blindly copy the systems evolved in other countries.

Tlie principal diflicultios in introducing intri(!ate and expensive
machinery in India may be summed up as follows:

—

( 1 )
Poverty of the agriculturists.

(2) Small size of farm Ijoldings,

(3) Lack of primary and vocational education in the villages.

(4) Necessity of importing rnacdiinery from abroad.

(5) Abundance of cheap labour.

Before the full benefits of agricultural mac'hinery can be deriv^ed, it

is necessary to form 'combines’ of smaller holdings. It may also bo
found necessary for a village to own and operate machines on a co-operative
basis with (Tovernment ai(l. This may require legislation of a most dillicult

nature.
Tlie next step should be tlie education of the Agriculturists in

Elementary Mechanical Engineering because all modern machineiy
requires gn^at care in handling, operation and repairs. It would be out of
the question for farmers to employ mechanics or to send their implements
for repairs, et(i. to Mechanical Workshops which are very few in number
in India. The (aist of these services would moreover be almost prohibitive,
considering the present economic condition of our farmers. But before
any instruction in mechanics can be given, it is imperative tliat the ele-

mentary (Miucation should be spread on as wide a basis as ].)ossibJe in our
villages, ft may then be feasible for our Deqjartments of Agriculture to
projiart' and distribute cheap literature on different kinds of farm imple-
ments and inachirlfu'v. Jn tliis I’espcct we can follow the excellent example
of tla^ United States Department of Agriculture which is rendering
great educational service of this nature to American Farmers.

R(‘gardiiig the manufacture of agricultural machinery in India a
good start lias already been made by Kirloskar Brothers, Agrico and others,

and there is no reason to suppose that our manufacturers will fail to cope
with the demand as and when it develops. Tliere is, so far, no firm
manufacturing internal eoinhustion engines and tractors, but ploughs,
pumjis, c*ane erushors, small electrical motors anti generators, small
engines, etc. are already being made in India. If the selieine to manufac-
ture motor-ears in India materializes many of our diiliculties j'egarding

tractors, etc. would lie solved.

It is suggested that students in our Agricultural Colleges should bo
givim more instruction in Civil, Meehanieal anti Eletd/rieal Engineering, as
the solution of so many problems in large-scale farming depends on these

branches of engineering. This specialized instruction can be arranged in

co-operation with f*nginooring colleges or other technical institutions m the
neighbourhood. In course of time it may also be desirable and possible

to organize special courses in Agricultural Engineering such as those

found ill the United States of America. Without such specialists it would
be difficult to solve our s]>eoial problems in an effective and satisfactory

manner.
The Royal Commission on .^agriculture (1928) has examined tliis

problem and stated that the more ])rogrossive village artisans should be
trained ‘to effect rejiairs, to stock and fit spare parts arid to handle success-

fully the improved types of macliinery wTiich are bound sooner or

later to be introduced’. Regarding the rnarmer in which the village

cultivators might usefully occupy their spare time, they reached the

conclusion that ‘the chief .solution of the problems of the cultivator if^

intensification and diversification of his agriculture’. This cannot be

successfully achieved without the introduction of improved implements
and machinery.
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The Indian Industrial Commission (19l()-18) examined the relation

between industries and agriculture, and came to tno following con<

elusions :

—

‘Wo consider the improvement of agriculture necessary, not only
because it forms the basis on which almost all Indian industries must
depend, but also for the further reason that the extension among the

people of a knowledge of improved agricultural methods, and, in particular,

of the use of power or hand-driven machinery, will benefit agriculturists

both by adding to their income and by its educative cffo(;t.

It is still strictly true that there is a vast field for improvement in the

efficiency of the methods, and still more, of the implements employed by
the ryots.

Power-driven machinery may be very largely employed in India in

connection with agriculture:

—

(1 )
bo lift water for irrigation ;

(2) to improve the land by draining low-lying areas, and in certain

parts of the country, by deej) ploughing
;

(11) to prepare crops for the market i?i tlie most profitable form.
This includes such operations as filire and oil extraction,

wheat grinding, paddy husking, colloo pulping, tea manufac-
ture, and, most important of all, sugarcane crusliing ;

(4) to prepare materials required in agricult ure, such as bone meal
for manure, and crushed or chopped cattle food.

Scarcely loss important, both as an (nliicativo influence on the cul-

tivator and as a moans of improving the efficiency of agrtcultural labour
and the quality of the produce, is the provision of hand machinery of
improved types, especially of reaping, threshing ami winnowing the
crops, and the preparatioTi of food and fodder ; also of modern plant and
implements worked by aiiimal power, to cultivato t)je land nr drive small
machines. Further, these will also serve as an easy introduction to the
use of power-driven machinery proper.’

This can be accomplished only by close and constant co-operation
between agriculturists and engineers.

2. Mr. B. M. Lakshmipathy, Coimbatore.

Agriculture involves production and is therefore inliuencod directly

or indirectly by the tipplication of machinery, electricity and transport
methods. The application of engineering to agriculture does not lie so
much in the development of large scale individual projects as in the
handling of a large number of small matters of considerable aggregate
importance and in the development of equipment, principles and practices
which can be utilized to advantage by people who arc not engineers.

Mr. Lakshmi]3athy then proceeded to give an exhaustive survey of
the position regarding agricultural implements and machinery in the
Madras Presidency. He said that European and American conditions
do not apply to India, and that ho had to start building uj) from the
indigenous implements, keeping in vdow the low purchasing power of the
Indian ryot.

He next referred to the new implements designed at Coimbatore,
viz.: (i) improved roll-easy mhote wheel, (2) puddling and trampling
implements, and other crop preparing machines like turmeric polisher,
groundnut decorticator, etc.

He finally laid stress on the need for the education and training of
rural blacksmiths in the departmental agricultural engineering workshops
to enable them efficiently to repair the improved implements and
machinery.
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3. Mr. R. G. Allen, Baroda.

He said that Trorn liis long experience of 35 years in India, he was
of opinion that the improved implements in India should aim at simplicity
of design and multi-purpose utility. They should have as few nuts and
bolts as possible and the shear point of the ploughs should be strong to
withstand the necessary wear. He gave several instances in which the
neglect of the above conditions produced unsatisfactory results.

4. Sir T. Vijayaraghavacuarva, Udaipur.

He said that ho was of the opinion that large scale mechanization of

the agricultural areas should not bo blindly adoy)ted as it might lead to

unemployment of the rural population.

5. Dr. V. K. BadAMI, Cuttack.

It is very interesting to note that much advance has been made in

the improvement of indigenous agricultural irnplomonts and machinery
at Coimbatore. Various attempts have boon made in flifferent parts of
India to improve indigenous implements or to introduce implements
supposed to be superior to local ones. These introductions and inv’^entions

must have a direct relation to the breeds of cattle available in the Provinces.

Many improved implements imported from foreign countries have been a
failure for various reasons. In the first instance most of those implements
were meant for working with horses. The speed of the horse and its power
differ from those of the bullock and the power of the bullocks varies

according to different breeds in various provinces. In addition there is a
relation between the implements used and the physical character of the
soil. The methods of cultivation also have to be considered when imple-

ments are imported. Very many attempts have been made to evolve
suitable irnjiroved implements in this country and some of them have met
with great success. The growth of the implements-manufacturing
industries, in India, itself, is a great tribute to the exertions so far made.

Many attempts have been also made to introduce power fanning, in
all these cases it is evident that we have been trying to force on the
cultivator implements and machinery that he caimot easily afford to

purchase and work. Ho has his simple all round implements, of a plough
or a few very simple drills or ht»es, which cost vor3’' little. The only big
item of expenditure is the iron share. It is, therefore, very difficult to

supplant these simple implements which are easily worked by tlie available

cattle power, which is the main source of power available to the farmer.

In very many places where implements have been introduced care has
not been paid to see whether they are capable of being worked by the
local cattle power. When the local cattle are found to be stimted or ill

developed, suggestions have been made to improve the breed immediately.

These are laudable^ objects but highly impracticable in actual working. It

takes time to improve the breeds and one has to wait for generations to

see tangible results. Our main object should be to introduce such improve-
ments as those that would be useful to the cultivator, at the present

moment, with his available cattle power. Research should be directed

towards the test of the cattle power of the different breeds of cattle in the

various provinces and to evolve implements that could be easily worked
by them. The cost and the general utility of those implements should be

also borne in mind. The simplicity of the implements is a great necessity.

After all the power at the farmer’s command is the straw and other feeding

stuffs foimd on the farm. These should be converted into power for

farming through cattle. We have no rich coal mines nor oil wells nor an
inexhaustible supply of fuel for producing power on the farm. Therefore

cattle which feed on the straws and the refuse on the farm would be the

cultivator’s main supply of power in India. And all our researches should

be directed to utilize them to the best of our ability.
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It has been suggoated that wlierevor there are Agricultural colleges

near Engineoring Institutes, the agriculturists should spend some of their

time in the Engineering sections to imbibe an engineering knowledge to

improv^e the mocdianical section of farming in India. I w^ould piit the

mutter, the other way, and say tliat in all places whore there are

Agricultural Colleges the engineers should take the trouble to work on
the College farms to study their requirements. There is much to be

done by the engineer, to help the farmer in India. It is not merely the

manufacturing of cheap implements or ellicient tools that come within

the purview of the engineering. Ho has also to design cheap mac.hinery

for pumping with cattle power, water lifts, arul discovtu* ways and means
of utilizing water and air power wherever they exist. Sea bn^eze, monsoon
winds, small water falls, rapid wabu- currents and even sunshine are rmining
to waste at th(^ ])reseut tinu'. The modern engineer can be of great service

to improve agricultural conditions in. India to fi great t^xtent if he could

harness these natural forces. T wouM, therefore, n'quost all engineers

to take an interest in the vdllagers* life and devote their attention to simple

problems and evolve simple macdiinery, tools a,nd implements whicli would
be within th(' easy reach of the poor cultivator in the rural parts and
help the agriculturist to got out of his slavish rut of life and enable him
to marcdi along with his brethren elsewh(>re (m tlu' highway ot modern

I
progress.

Mr. N. V. Modak, Bombay, Mr. C. T. Shah. B<^ml>ay, and Rao
Bahadur N. S. Joshi, Sholapur. also took part in the discaission.

The President iii winding up the discussion said that as t he pressure

on land was inerreasing rapidly and sutfioient food was not a\^ailable to a

largo section of the population, the ust‘ of heavy macHinery might be
resorted to for ofjening uj) now tracd^; and for increasing the yudd from
comparatively large holdings.

XIII. SRX-HORMONES, THEIR CHEMISTRY, PHYSIO-
LOGY, PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPY.

(Sections of Phystiology, Medicnl and Veterinary Research
^
and

Chemistry.)

Prof. B. T. Krisun^ak, Madras, presided and opened the dis-

cussion.

Oppn ing Reninrks ,

ddio stud> of sex-hormones fonns to-d^iy one of the largest and most
important, tields of Endocrinology. Hoinarkable development has taken
place during the past <leca<le in our knowledge of sex-hormones. The
physiologist, the biochemist, the pharmacologist, and the clinician have all

contribuUul to the growth of this knowledge aiul as a. result of this team-
work, th(' sex-hormones have now been isolated in a ])ure crystalline and
a more jjouerfnl form ami have been .standardized in international units ;

their molofuilar .structure lias been elucidated and .synthetical preparations
have been produced

;
the varied activity of oac.h .sex-horrnone has been

studied in detail and the knowledge derived has been utilized with boneiicial
results in the treatment of certain gonadal defe(;ts. With all this increased
knowledge, there is .still a good deal of uncertainty about the exact role

of sex-hormones in the body. .Recent studies have revealed that both
male and female sex-hormones are found iii each .sex and that androgens
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may show oostrogenie or progestorona like aetivit,y. A liigh androgen
content in women is; found to bo no hindrance to gestation. It was reported
recently that a woman with hirsutism and urine androgen content of
14-2 mgs. (average in the male being 9-:^ mgs.) had two normal cliildren.
Testosterone injected into males is excrotcHl partly as androgen and partly
as oestrogen. R. T. Hill transj>lanted the ovary in tlie ear of a mouse and
obtained a masculine reaction. Tliese obser\’at ions shovv^ tliat these
hormones are not strictly specilic.

Testo^stvro7i(.’

.

Testosterone or its ester testosterone itropioiiate is now in lime ligid.

Its actions on the gonads and accessory sex organs, male and female, on
the mammary gland, on the anterior [>ituitary, on general and skeletal
growth, on basal m(dal)olism, on blood sugar, on (*ertain metabolism, on
skin vascularity, et(n l»ave all been studied by numerous workers but the
results have V)een conflicting in tluMi- nature in many of the (rases.

Testosterone or its ester has )>een found to iiarrease tla^ sexual activity of
castrat.tal young rats (l\Ic( 'ullagh and otliers) but not in aged senile rats
(Hoskins). It has been found to Ix' gn^atly efli(iacious in curing cry])torchi-
dism, eunucli(.)idism, and early hypogonadism or delayed puberty but not
in I’unctional or s(?nilo impotence (floskins. Falco, and others). The root
cause of such impotemee is possildy a laa vous defect rather than a liornmnic
defect. Testosterone has l)cen found to (‘ause atrophy of tlar testes through
the ]»ituitary v laai given in small (loses, but it causes dirtnrt stimulation of
the seminih'rous tubules with at ro])hy of Leydig cells wlien giveji in larg(.^

doses (fSely(r and Friedman). Prostatic hyp(M“tro])liy is c()nsidor('d to 1)0

dut‘ to an imbalance' of tlie mal<‘ and hanakr sex hormoia's. TJie male
s(rx liorinone counteracts this condition by removing tlar oedema and
improving th(r tone of the smooth muscle in tlie prostate (l.)(‘dongh,

Lat]ueur, (Miain])v and otlus's).

Though tostostorojie luis (kdinite inhibitory effect on the ovnirian cy(d(‘

and menstruation, it is found to act synergistically witii oi'.strin in mcioasing
the uterine contractions and the sizc^ of the uhu-us and in causing ju’einature

opening and growth of the \ agin a. in rats and mie(n (frovvth of niamniary
gland in normal and gonadeetomised male and female rats has also })een

re]>orted hut lactation is provouted or inhibited during faicrporium by tiie

aclininistrid iou of 1 (‘stosbu’one propionate by inunctiou or intru-
iriuscula I'ly.

Tlie factors involved in the testis c<mtrol of tlic antejior jjituitary

requiri' I'urtlaa- elucidation. X'aried results are IxMug obt.iirifMj according
to the j)urity of tiu' testis tissue (extract. Wlxar the extract is freed from
oestr()g('ni(r juatc'rial, it is found tliat tlie dose r(nphied to restore tiie

pituitary to normal condition in g()ua(l(Md.()mis('d i-ats is five times more
than that of the enmhined hormojie. This is sugg(*sti\a‘ of th(‘ role of the

oostrogenie material in the mak*. lanjnctnr and otliers an' of the oj)inion

tliat a iijioid solnhle non-oestrogoiiie X-S(d)starice in the h'stis has an
activating effect on the testosterone and may he responsible foj' the

discrepancies in the observations. The view that there is a second testis

hormone elaborated by the germinal tipitholium called ‘ inhibin ’ wliich has
a restraining effect on the pituitary and thereby an indirect inhibitory

influence on the prostatic growtli has tdso been put forward. These views
have not yet boon (;onfirm(sl.

I^estosterone has also been credited witli general effects such as

depression of growth by iiiliibiting the growth hormone of tJie pituitary

(Rubinstein), significant hicroaso in weight by retention of sodium and
chlorides, decrease in certain excretion, changes of blood sugar (Zuntzr

found increase and l^ippose foimd reduction), early epiphyseal union,

increased vascularity and pigmentation of the skin (Edwards), etc., but
more intensive work is rmcessarv to establish these results.
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Oestrone and Progesterone

.

'riu' action of tho female scx-honnones on the goharls and accesBory

sex organs in tho pregnant and non-prognant feinales is fairly well known.
The sigiiihcancfi of the presence of a large amount of o(\strin in tho urine

of a pr egnant woman, mare, etc. ha‘^ not yet boon clearly understood. One
view is that local concentration of oestrin in tho placrmtfi, whicli is now
considered a site for prfxhiotion of oestrin during pregnancy only in

some animals, is important for 1-he hypertropliy of the uterus and that
overflow is a necessary equipment of this (Corner), ft is also con-

sidered that oestrin propare.s the mammary gland for lactation and that

breast tissue is most sensitive to oestrogen just as hair follicle is to androgen.

Folloy and his co-workers have recently shown that oestrogons in small

doses stimulate mammary growth and lactatioji through the <int.(wior

pituitary but in large doses inhibit both. According to Westmaii, the

persistence and function of the corpus luteum of pregnancy is dependent
on a sup})ly of oestrin and the human corpus luteum contains oestrin in

large amount. It has been found that the corpus luteum of hypO])hysocto-
mized animal lias a long(>r life by tho adjuinistration of oestrogons (t^orner,

Eobson). That oestrin has no functioji in pregnancy and therefore is

excreted in an inactive form as oestriol glucuronide is another possibility.

It lias been found that the urine of non-jiregnant oopherect-omisod

women is also oestrogenic. The extra-ovarian origin of oestrin in such
cases is a mystery. Extracts of adrenal cortex and antc'rior jiituitary

have been found to have oestrogenic activity. It is cjuite fiossible that
under abnormal conditions adrenal cortex and anterior pituitary may bo
the sourc(' of oestrogen as a compensatory mechanism in the absence of

ovaries (Callow and Parkes. lOIlb). ^

As in the case of testosterone, vm.rious general effects of oestrin have
been reported. Inhibition of body growdh and weiglit, higlier con-
centration of inorganic salts in bones, reduction of serum calcium, hyjior-

glycaemia, temporary leucocytosis, etc. have lieen found by various
workers. Premenstrual oedema of tho face and hands has been relieved by
the administration of emrnenin, vaso-motor symptoms of menopause and
menstrual headache by oestrogenic therapy. The possible role played
by the oestrogens in the genesis of cancer requires investigation.

Synthetic stilboestrol which is 3 or 4 times more potent than tho
natural oestrogen and which could be administered orally or by inunction
has been, since its introduction in 1938, usetl as a very v^aluablo th(u*apeutic

agent in clinical practice. As tlie structure of this substance is different

from that of oestrin, the study of its physiological effects in tlie body is of
importance,.

Progesterone is highly specific. It shows neithtw oestrogenic nor
androgenic effects and so far no contradictory results have ht^on reported
as regards its influence on the gonads and accessory sex organs. Selye,

Collip and others have shown that this hormone may be secreted by tho
placenta. Quantitatively, the output in the urine in the form of sodium
pregnandiol glucuronidate gives an indication of the amount available in

the body. The presence and the primary activity of oestrin seem to be
necessary for the growth and activity of corpus luteum. Progesterone has
been used as an effective therapeutic agent in cases of dysmenorrhea,
threatened and habitual abortion, eclampsia, and other conditions.

Gonadotropic hormone in pregnancy urine.

The origin and the nature of the activity of the gonadotropic hormone
in pregnancy urine have been, since the date of its discovery by Zondek,
investigated by various workers. Its chorionic origin and its luteinzing
action have been established. It has been found in the urine of males
suffering from tumours containing chorionic tissue. It is said that this
Anterior Pituitary Like principle acts synergistically with an activating
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principle in the ar)Jt.ei:ior pituitary, which has not yet been identified, and
its action on the ovary is demonstrable only in the presence of the pituitary
body and not in immature birds and baby i-ats, in whojn the pituitary is

still undeveloped

.

Therapeutically, the A.P.L. principle has been found to be of definite
value in hypogonaflisrn, azoospermia, and undescended testes, as well
as in menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, vomiting of pregnancy, etc. The exact
nature of its action in the male is yet to be found. Further work will,

it is hoped, reveal its true role in the male and in the female.

2. Dr. K. Venkatachalam, Madras.

Venkatae.halam anti Ratnagiriswaran {Indian Medical Gazette) May
1939—found a charcoal adsorbate of the gonadotropic hormones of
pregnancy urine to be an effective prophylatdic as well as a curative remedy
for whooping cough and they succi‘ssfully treated several cases with the
charcoal adsorbate. Investigations were subsequently undertaken to
find out whetlier the adsorbate possesses also some of the other known
properties of Antuitrin hS Its usefulness in the treatment of Acne,
Hypogenitalism and hastening puberty or maturity (instead of infantilism
and delayed puberty), w’-as studied.

The charcoal adsorbate was })r(q)ared as follows:

—

Pregnancy urine was acidified wdth glacial acetic acid to a pH 5 using
bromo-cresol -green as indicator. The urine was centrifuged or liitered if

it did not become clear by ceiitrifugalization. To ovmry litre of the clear

urine, ten grammes of active charcoal was added and tlie mixture shaken
continuously in a mechanical shaker for eight hours. The pH was again
adjusted to 5 and the charcoal containing the adsorbed hormones was
filtered under suction on a hardened filter paj^er moistened wdth 1%
acetic acid. It was washed well wuth water till the wash-water was
neutral to litmus and then with alcohol and ether, dried and stored in a
vacuum desiccator at a temperature of 15°C.

The activity of tlu’* ])roparation was tested in each case by the usual
biological method using 13 days’ old, immaturo, female white rats as the
test animals. The rats were selected from a litter in which the animals
attained sexual maturity 40 to 50 days from tho day of birth. The
charcoal adsorbate suapende<l in distilled water w^as poured down the
tliroat of the animal by means of a fine pipette. According to their

findings, a rat- unit was taken as the niiniminn amount of tlie pi oduct which
produced opening of the vagina and oestrus on tho 17th day of age, when
administered orally in eight equal doses during four consecutive days.
One rat-nnit was contained in 10 mg. of the preparation.

The usefulness of this adsorbate in the treatment of acne was tested

as follows:—

The adsorbate was prepared with kaolin instead of wnth charcoal and
tested as above for activity. Kaolin adsorbate was pn^ferred in order

that an applicuition of tliis may not cause any discolouration of the skin

especially if tlii^ j)nstules happen to he present on the face as are more
often the case. A small quantity of this adsorbate was rubbed well over

the predominant skin lesions, w'liotlier in the form of papules or pustules,

for about a minute or two, twice daily and <^lusted off. Several eases

(both males and females) wero successfully treated in this way and from
the majority of the oases treated it has been found that the course of

treatment generally extends over a period of three months, though imme-
diate ellects may be produced within a short time after the eommenoement
of the treatment. Tho course of treatment does not depend npoji the*

nature and extent of the lesions except for tlie fact that the greater the

area affected, the more wdll bo the quantity of the adsorbate required to

mb over. It is needless to say tbat the preparation is cheap and at the

same time very effective.

7 »
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Regarding hypogenitalism, a boy aged about thirteen years who had
genital under-development was treated with the charcoal adsorbate.
Before treatment was given, the boy was obese, and the size of the
external genitalia, viz., the penis and the testicles were very small and
undeveloped for his age. The testicles never used to remain stationary in

the scrotal sac. They used to migrate up and down the inguinal canal.

Five grains of the carbon adsorbate was given three times a day for six

months. At the end of this period the penis increased in size, both in

length and thickness, tlie testicles grew bigger and remained stationary in

the scrotal sac, and the obesity around the loins, thigh, groins and over
the pubis became reduced. He is still under treatment and may require

the medicament to be continued for a further period of six months. Here
again the cheapness of the charcoal-adsorbate as compared with the
cost of Antuitrin ‘S ' deserves special mention.

To study its properties in the treatment of delayed puberty or infanti-

lism, there were no cases worth studying on. It was therefore thought
that, if this possesses the properties to hasten puberty or maturity, its

effectiveness in the treatment of delayed puberty gets established without
doubt. But, before experhnenting this on animals (3r human beings, it

was considered bettor to test its action first on plants. The common
padd 3% Ori/za saliva, N.O. Gramineao, the red onions. Allium cepa,

N.O. Liliaceae, and a species of the genus, Phaseolua, called Kararnani
in Tamil (probably—P. calcaratus) N.O. Leguminoseae, were selected for

study. The soil used was a mixtun^ of sand and charcoal adsorbate.

1,000 gms. of this soil contained 980 gms. of j)reparod sand and 20 gins, of
the charcoal adsorbate. The sand used in these experiments was prepared
by washing well to get rid of all soluble materials and thetx subjecting it

to thorough frying to ensure d('struction of any organic materials that
might be present in it. Seeds of paddy, onions and thejihaseolus v'ariety

were sown in this soil. A bed each of plain prejxarod sand in the pro-

portion of 1,000 gms. in the cases of paddy and onions, and another
containing 980 gms. of jirepared sand and 20 gms. of plain cliarcoal

in the case of the phaseolus variety, were used hxr control tests. The
formula of the nutrient fluid uscmI for watering the beds for (siltivating the
plants was as follows:—

Formula of culture solution.

Potassium nitrate . . . . . . 2 gms.
Sodium chloride . . . . . . 1 ,,

Calcium sulphate . . . . . . 1 ,,

Magnesium sulphate . . . . . . 1 ,,

Calcium phosphate . . . . 1 ,,

Ferric chloride . . . . . . a trace.

Water (Distilled) . . . . 2 litres.

Each of the experimental beds was watered witli 100 c.c. of this

fluid once daily. The growth of paddy in the test bed was very much
hastened. Its maturation, as evidenced by the flowering of the plant,

took place by the 4.5th day in the test bed while the [)lants in the control

bed, under identical conditions, showed no signs of maturation.
This establishes the fact that the charcoal adsorbate containing the

hormones does possess the property of hastening the growth and maturation
of plants. This could be a[)plied to animals also and experiments on this

line are in progress.

Photos of a cured case of acne (before and after treatment), of an
improved case of hypogenitalism (before and after treatment), and control

as well as test beds of paddy, onions and phaseolus variety were demon-
strated.
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3. Mr. H.^D. Naronha., Alimedabad.

The speaker raised the question as to whicli of the hormones was
responsible for the quicker rate of growth and whether the results observed
were not due to other substances adsorbed or to the adsorbate itself.

4. Dr. B. B. Dikshit, Bombay.

He remarked that in using kaolin or charcoal as adsorbate, all the
hormones in the urine may be adsorbed, and therefore a patient treated
for undeveloped testes may receive both anterior pituitary honnouo and
oestrin. In such a case oestrin may do considerable harm.

5. Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokuey, Bombay.

Ho stressed the necessity of specifying the different hormones involved
in Dr. Venkatachalam’s experiments. He drew attention to Zondek’s
work who had originally suggested the use of oestrin for the treatment of
acne in girls

;
lie had pouited out that oestrin, if used for male patients,

would lead to impotence. Lt.-Col. Sokhoy feared that the hormone which
Dr. Venkatachalam was using was a mixture of hormones of which
oestrin is one.

6. Dr. K. Venkatachalam, Madras.

In reply he said that his experiments definitely showed that tlie

charcoal alone has not contributed to the rate of growth. He agreed with
Dr. Dikshit and Dr. Naroniia that all urinary hormones might be contained
in the adsorbate. His object was to find out whether the charcoal
adsorbate, found effective in the treatment of whooping cougli, was also
effective in the treatment of acne, hypogenitalism, etc. The results of
my experiments established such an efficacy of the adsorbate and the
preparation compared very favourably with Antuitrin LS’. It would bo
certainly very interesting if other workers would endeavour to find out
what other substances contained in the adsorbate would also produce
such sex stimulating and growth promoting effects.

As regards the question raised by Lt.-Col. Sokhey and Dr. Dikshit
that oestrin used in male patients might lead to imjiotence, he wanted to
point out that his experience in treating, with the adsorbate, several cases
of acne and hypogenitalism in males with no harmful effects such as
impotency, etc., has been tliat this adsorbate can be safely used in such
cases. Moreover, had oestrin been active in the adsorbate, the develop-
ment of male sex organs observed in his cases would not have occurred
but on the other hand signs of feminization ought to have been evident.

Further the charcoal adsorbate prepared from Stalhons’ urine known to

contain oestrogenit hormones has been observed to produce all the
effects of oestrin in adult female patients whereas this adsorbate (i.o. the
on© made from pregnancy urine) has never been found to produce such
effects in females.

The results obtained in his experiments showed that the active

hormones in the charcoal adsorbate are the gonadotropic hormones of the

pregnancy urine and not oestrin.

Concluding Remarks.

The Chairman in winding up the discussion emphasized the importance
of the study of the role of sex hormones in the body. He thanked

.

Dr. K. Venkatachalam for demonstrating the interesting results he obtained
with the charcoal adsorbate of pregnancy urine. He hoped that the

discussion on this subject would arouse sufficient interest among the
members present and servo as an impetus for further work.
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XIV. CO-EDUCATION.

{Section of Psychology and Educational Science.)

Dr. G. Pal, Calcutta, presided.

1 . Mr. J . M. 8en, Krishiiagar.

A thorough consideration of the subject would require an excursion
into the general theory of education during the period of adolescence of

boys and girls. This however is not p^)ssible in a symp<)siuni. Hence
the j)reBent discussion of adolescent education of >)f)th boys and girls in a
mixed institution must assume tliat the point of view of modem pedagc>gy
is familial’, and it must limit itself as far as practicable to the specific

features falling within the age limits of adolescence.

It is realized that great ditiiculties attend the successful carrying-
through of a psychological survey of the adoh'seent mind chiefly duo to
reticence and religious bias. In spite of the difficulties the following
characteristics of the adolescent mind are however noticed;

—

(i) The Indian boy and girl are very markedly less interested in,

and inspired by, tlieir immediate environment than are the
Western boy and girl.

(ii) The interest which religions characters have for the young girls

in India is many times greater than that which they have
for the western girls. But a very small proportion of Indian
girls (’boose w'omen as tlieir ideal; e.g. very few girls nowa-
days choose Sita as their ideal.

(iii) The tendency to ‘hero-worship’ is specially marked between
the ages of 15 and 18, and the girls often choose men as
their heroes and if they can find a model (although imperfect)
among the young men of th(' same institution they try to
exert an influence over the mind of the latter.

(iv) Tlie effect of the Indian communal system in family, (;aste and
village seems to be a tendenc^y to look beyond the immediate
environment in hcao -worship, and an early stimulus to

find ideals of action and character away from the home-
circle in the sphf’res of education and politics. This accounts
for the activities of young students (men and women) in

outside organizations like the Students Federation and not
in the organizations conducted by their own educational
institutions.

(v) The intellectual intercsst sh(»ws two points of maximum
development, at 13 and 17.

(vi) The ethical interest is high up to 1 3, and then declines markedly
but rises again, showing its maximum development at 18.

(vii) Altruism seems scarcely to aj>pear as a m(jtive b(ffi)re 16 but
after that occurs with some frequency.

(viii) Both patriotism and bravery show markc'd increase in strength
as factors cc»nditioning hero-worship about the years 16 and
18. Hence the young men and women often look to
authorities outside their educational institutions for guidance.

Co-education as a method is still a matter of controversy, and like

all other questions in this unfortunate position, is subject to distortion by
supporters and opponents alike. The partisans of mixed scihoola are
‘whole hoggers’ regarding co-education, and would keep boys and girls

together and imder the same regime through all stages of growth. On the
other hand, the opposite group maintains that co-education has proved a
failure. Some investigators have made out a good (^ase in favour of
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co-education. VV’hilo others supported by the views of some American
8<;hool-masters maiutaiii tiiat the systt'in is bad and tliereforo should be
discarded. The ol^jection usually advamed that boys incline towards
efiiminacy remains at the stage of assertion and ‘not proved’. On the
other hand, it is admitted by all that behavoour is better, and thai, on
the whole there is a less tendency towards a weakly sentimentalism
regarding the opposite sex.

The materials of education are daily becoming the same for girls as
for boys. The present movement in woman’s education is contem-
poraneous with the general endeavour on the* part of woman to free herst'lf

from her old absurdh’ limited sphere. She wants to follow the way
established by man and for man. Out of this has come the so-called

competition of woman in man’s pursuits, e.g. in the professions of law,
medi(iine, teacdiing and even industries. But as her education modelled
on that of man, prepares for nothing else, in so far as it prepares for

anything, the result is no more than to be expected. The same curric ulimi
and methods of instruction are in force and the same examination at the
end. Why thtui blame co-education ? Co-edueation will make competi-
tion keener without making one sex blush or feel humiliated at the success
of the other sex. As a matter of fact, in secondary schools and colleges
where boys and girls are taught together brilliant results achieved by the
girl students are not min h taken notice of by the boys of the same class.

Each group considers the matter as one of competition and a preparation
for life. From this standpoint the psyehologi<'al efl'eet of eo-education
must be considered as healthy.

2. Miss ^Suanta Chaudhuri, Calcutta.

Effects {efnotioHal a)}d i}dvUectual) 0 )t the mind of students with

sjjecial reference to that offemale students.

Problems relating to co-education do not usually aris<‘ before the age.

of ten. In kindergarten schools good results are obtained from mixed
class<'8 —the age' of the' Btud(‘nts there varies from ttui to twelve. There,
the school environimnit is as c(»ngenial to the students as is tlieir respective

homes comprising l:)roth('rs, sisters and ot.li(*rs. But th(^ condition difters

when the children attain jjuberty. It is at this stage, that eo-educational

problems, such as, whether the presence of opposite sex influences in any
way the intellectual or emotional development of an individual really,

do aris('.

This })a})er attempts to discuss these problems specially with rehirenco

to girl students. The writer has prepared a limited quest ionnaire for

this purpost' and has colleeted valuable materials fiom s(‘\ ej'al girls belong-

ing to different schools and eolh'gc's.

3. Miss P. Das, C'aleutta.

Effects of Co-edncation on E motdm.

( 1 )
Meaning of (’o-edueation.

(2) Co-education and its effects:

—

() Co-educAttio}i as a}i intellectual itnpetus:—Hi^althy rivalry and
wider outlook; Courage of Ooiiviction; Discussion and
ex(*hange of ideas—mort' ‘give and take’; Clearer eonce})tion

and better expression.

() Effects of Co-education on emotions i
—^The role of eo-edueation

situation on emotional maturity of girls; Decrease of

sensitivity; Preparation for later emotional adjustment;;

Emotional disillusionment; Emotional education—special'

effect on sex-development.

(3) Certain practical suggestions.
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4. Dr. (Miss) K. H. CAma, Bombay.

Miss Cama strongly supported the cause of co-education at all stages

of education. She said it was healthy and beneficial to both the sexes
to be educated together from the earliest to the highest stages of education,
considering it from biological, endocrinological and psychological points
of view. Conflicts arising out of co-education, pointed out by the
opponents of co-education, are not half as serious and harmful as those
arising out of the segregation of the sexes. Normal heterosexual love
emerging from co-education and leading to marriage is far better than the
liomosexual love which arises in institutions deprived of co-education and
hence of the opportimities of the sexes coming in contact. She pointed
out that Indian students who had been educated and brought up in

segregated institutions and homes often behaved like lions let loose from
cages when they happened to go out to foreign countries, whore there was
freetlom of mixing with the members of the opposite sex, and made
themselves objects of ridicule.

5. Mr. 8. JALOTA, Bombay.

The influence of a mixed elates on the attitude of a teacher.

For the purpose of this discussion, I will take the normal attitude of

tlie teacher to bo a complex of dispositions to attract attention and
interest of the students in his subject: an alertness to discover the develop-

ment and flagging of the students’ intercvst

.

The proportion of the sex(‘s x>l».VS a large part in influencing the

attitude of the teacher. Generally speaking, if the proportion is very
small, then the strain is more }>rouounced than is the case if the ])roportion

is fair. I must add however that mathematical ideas of ratio and propor-

tion are not of much use for pViysiological calculation in such case, e.g.

('ight girl students in a (rlass of HO, are less of strain, than 1 in 10,

or even than 1 in 5. Under modern Indian conditions 20% of mixture
would be a fair proportion.

Further, even in mix(d classes the sexes are often segregated. The
girls, being in a minority, are pla<*ed in one corner, while the boys are

scatten^d all over the rooms. This segrt'gation of the sexes is also

responsible for emphasizing the mixed diaracter of the class. It also

provides an opportunity for some sensitive teachers to ignore the girls*

presence, and contrasts with tin* behaviour of others, who thus pay
marked attention to the ladies’ corner. 7 think the technique of a teacher
requires that he manoeuvre in all directions in front of the board. Thus
a teaclaT, who has perfected thc^ habit of distributing the direction of

his gaze from the right side to tin* left and back, in a regular robot manner,
stands tlie best chance of keeping undiscovered his own eccentricities.

Many teachers take advantage of the girls’ corner in asking questions
ol‘ th(‘m, when they fail to get a suitable answer from the boys’ benches.
Thus they try to shame one group in contrast with the other.

The ladies fiaving a rf\served corner often form the habit of entering
the class imTnediat(‘lv' before or after the entry of the lecturers. Their
exit also is immediately before or aft<;r that of the lecturer. In thos(‘

( ases, where the girls enter immediately in the wake of the lecturer, and
got out immediately before the lecturer, the lecturer feels as if he is fillmg

a protective role towards the girl students. In the case of l)acholor

lecturers, unused to mixed social gatherings, such a situation is acutely
/elt. And, if it is suspected that any girl is being ‘persecuted’, then
such a protective r61o may easily lead to officious conduct that does
provoke some boy -st udents to regard t he said lecturer as a rival with an
unfair adv^antage.
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In the <*ase of indiBoipline in the elafis, the ladies’ comer is expected
to pay duo courtei^y.to the lecturer and maintain due dec'orum during
the interval of indiscipline. However, when the girls take a hand in

creating indiscipline, or take the lead in expressing disregard of the con-
ventional class-room order, then a sensitive male teacher may feel as if

he is being ura^xpectedly tricked and his vanity wounded in a pe(;uliarly

weak spot.

6. Mb. Anathnath Basu, Calcutta.

Influence of a Mixed Class on the attitude of the Teacher.

The problem can only be studied in reference to the social background
and cultural heritage of the community that supj)lif‘s both the teacher
and the pupils forming the subject of the enquiry. In a conununity in

which boys and girls grow up in bracing comradeship with one another
the problem is not much different from the eternal one of selective attrac-

tion between the sexes which makes a mother more attached to her sons
than to her daughters and a father disjrlay a marked partiality for his
daughters in preference to his sons. Complications arise when the
environment is the result of a social order which is based on the idea of
segregation between the sexes.

Supposing the pupils of a mixed class to be perferdly normal in their
relationships the attitude of the teacher will depend on his age, sex and
emotional maturity. Young teachers both male and female are likely to
display a marked partiality for pupils of the opposite s(‘x. Old teachers
are liable to igirorc^ the sex-differences in his pupil. An emotionally ill-

adjusted teaclier is likely to accentuate the sex-differences in his or her
pupils in defence of his or her own unbalanced conduct towaids them.

A teaclier ’s attitude towards a mixed class is qualified to a marked
degree by the age -group to which the pupils belong.

A common noticeable feature in a mixed class of adolescent pupils
is that the boys as well as the tea(dier, specially if the latter happens
to be young have a tendency to show off to win the admiration of the
girl pupils. Within certain limits such showing off leads to healthy
competition but if the teatdier liimself succumbs to it and fails to keep it

within the bounds of decency, it is likely to affect the girls and become a
fruitful source of indisc ipline among the boys.

Young men teachers in charge of adolesccmt pupils sometimes con-
sciously and’ more oftem imconsciously develop tender sentiments towards
their girl pupils and the least expression of such sentiments in or outside
the class arouses very keen rivalry among the girl pupils. Sometimes
it also so hapjx'ns that tlie teacher and some boys become riv’als for the
love and admiration of a particular girl. In either case the normal
equilibrium in the class tends to be disturbed to the cost of intellectual

and fimotional dev^dopmoiit of the pupils.

With the attitude of teachor.s to mixed classes is intimately connected
t he problem of discipline. The presence of girls often engenders a spirit

of bravado, which may challenge the leadership of the teachcu* and thereby
create a disturbing situation. It must however be admitted that the

presence of the opposite sex sometimes act as an intellect ual spur and also

may refine the social behaviour of the pupils provided howev er the teacher

gives the proper load.

Tlio foregoing remarks in respect of the influence of a mixed class on
the attitude of the teacher are based on personal experience of such

classes both in India and abroad. While in Europe and the U.8.A. any
expression of emotional attachment between the teacher and tlie taught

is passed unnoticed by the elders, it more often than not- sets up a tumultous

commotion in the community here. Mixed classes specially of adolescent

pupils are still rarity in this country. Then again the few schools which
have such classes usually draw their pupils from homes which combine
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the traditions of the East with those of the West as far as social intercourse

between the sexes is concerned. Even in the U.S.A. where mixed classes

are the rule there have been few scientific investigatiorls into the educational

implications of the influence of a mixed class on the attitude of the

teacher. Until more reliable data arc available it is difficult to pronounce
judgment on a mixed class from the educatoi‘’s point of view. This is

all the more difficult in this country where lack of scientific interest and
social conditions stand in the way of studying and collecting reliable

data based on frank statemt'nts of cither teachers or their pupils.

7. Dr. Indra Sen, Delhi.

Co-education treated from the social standpoint.

The problem of co-education may primarily be attacked scientifically

by considering the basic human nature, as bearing upon the subject of

sex relations. We will then ask, how does (^o-education affect the normal
and healthy growth of personality ? But from the social standpoint the

question will be: How is co-education going to affect the cultural equi-

librium of particular society ?

Sex is an important drive of human nature. Civilization has since

its early beginnings sought to put strong regulative (heck upon it. But
the progressive subordination of instinct to reason, as in the individual

so in the society, is a most delicate task. Repression is bad but free life

is no possible alternative.

Freud gives the correct guide in the educational maxim propounded
by him in his now lectures, vdz., repression is necessary^ but we should

know how much to repress at a particular stag(^ and by what means.
Social complications are bound to arise from co-(*ducation, if it is

adopted in a society in disregard of its present cultural conditions. A
slow change in that direcition is advisablt*.

On a total consideration of a society’s present stand, it can he possible

to determine the measure and manner of co-(^ducation possible of ]>ractical

achievement.
A measure of co-odu('ation introduced in excess of that standard is

bound to lead to undue licence.

Co-education involves a social ideology based on the ideas of equality

between the sexes and individual’s freedom. But ‘equality ’ and ‘ freedom ’

are deceptive labels.

8. Mr. K. C. Mukherji, Dacca.

Co-education as studied from the social point, of view.

Havelock Ellis quotes from a report about East Gemiany tliat it

is not surprising that many believe that after sixteen no girl is a virgin.

Dr. Hermann Eerier states that ‘the wholesale entrance of women into
politics must inevitably introduce complic^ations owing to tlu^ conduct of
different sexes The boys and girls tell lies each other and pass up
work in some one else’s name; pugnacity is aroused in the presence of
girls and discipline is audaciously rejected, because it is humiliating.
Time is wasted in philandering’. Co-education is to face these startling
facts of sex life.

Miss Shinn concludes on statistical basis that the ultimate probability
of a college woman’s marriage is below 65% as against 90% for other
women. Does familiarity bring a little disenchantment in place of the
mystic attraction of the other sex ? Herbert Spencer stated that ‘absolute
Or relative infertility is generally produced in women by mental labour
carried to excess’. Is then the same ideal of education desirable for both
sexes ?
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Oo -education generally means far more a.ssimilation by girls of boys’
ways and work than conversely. Prof. Small observes that to train

women to compete with men is like poison administered as a medicine.
The divorgenc(‘ of the sexes is a marked characteristic of progression
among highly civilizfHl races. But co-education, woman’s suffrage, etc.,

tends to approximate the ideals. Such approximation will tend to
vivify women and feminize men and may inaugurate retrogn ssive evolu-
tion or at least will not belong to the progressive (‘volution of mankind.

The social structure of the Indian people shows in addition largo
illiteracy, strong conservatism, early child marriage and (-aste restriction,

unlimited restraints of widowhood, the prevalence of Purdah system,
acute ill-feelings among persons of different communities, etc., and, in

the background, th(' conservative spirit of Manu’s injunction that

I
prevailing order of

the Indian Culture co-edueati(m will prove radical and may subsist not
as an element of it but as a parasite on the sex-impulse. The genuine
culture should bo inherently harmonious, balanced, self-satisfactory and
not a hybrid of contradictory patches. Social life is not a sum of abstractly
desirable ends; it is more an internal growth. So mere sophisti«‘ation of
efhcioncy, social or economic, is not what is soc ially whoU^some.

9. Dr. I. Latif, Lahore.

Complication of Co-education

.

An attempt was made, in this paper, to discuss certain anomalies in

the emotional development of boys and girls. Certain complicatioiiK
arising from factors (existing in Indian social en\ ironments were aLso dis-

cussed. No sound co-educational scheme could ai’ford to ignore.' these
factors. Two clinical cases were presented to illustrate the main thesis.

10. Mu. Pars Bam, Lahore.

Comptmitions of Co-edncation,

( 1 ) Recent inquiries into the friendships of young people of the coll(‘ge-

going age show that these friendships are essentially neurotic in charactei’.

The friend chosen is just a trigger to release, castration anxiety, infantile

oral and anal aggression, and oedipus ambivalence. In othei’ words, these

friendships release tlie infantile contlicts and j)resent a challenge to the
stability of Ego. \\ hen friendship relation obtains botwei'in a young man
and a young wonuin, it may stimulate infantih', the father-daughter or the
mother-son relationship. One of tlu' tasks of ('diieation is to create in

the edueand a wholesome toleration of the iiiLuisity and frustration of

the im})ulses which* cannot he gratified at the reality })lane. Now friend-

ship between boys and girls may so gratify some of the infantil(' cravings
that both the boys and the girls may fail to accpiire the useful habit of

tolerating their impulses. In this sen.se co-education fails to train the

edueand to face the reality situation. Again the eo-education situation

increases the intra -personal bi-soxual (feminine-masculine) conflict in the

young people, particularly so in girls. Girls tend to he a little boyish and
boys a little girlisli. This fact again operates against the stability of Ego
and prolongs the period of stress and strain for a comparatively longtu'

period. Some poopb' are not able to overcome this contiiet even in

the thirties and forties of their lives.

(2) Latency period presents a different kind of danger. Here the^

hatred of the boys for girls is manifest. Aggression and bullying ot

girls by little boys is a common occurrence in co-education primary

schools. These aggressions if stabilized may create a permanent bullying
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attitude in the boy and an inferiority feeling in the girl. At this stage

boys show a clear hatred for the girls without any hesitation whatsoever.

Tliese complications should not suggest that co-education is

undesirable. Living at a higher plane brings with it its complications and
conflicts which have to bo faced and solved. The function of education

is to enable the boys and girls to see through their own conflict so that

the mere insight serves to bring a stable Ego in them. Hence personal

guidance should be a necessary part of education in a co-educating
institution.

11. Me. M. Z. Abdtn, Madhubani, Behar.

The Stage at which. Co-education ought to he introduced.

The proper stage for the introduction of co-education is the Primary
stage :

—

(1) Psychological reasons—Loss of the glamour of sox due to

growing up together.

(2) Academic reasons.

(8) Its advantages over the Secondary stage and the University
stage.

The introduction of co-education at the Secondaiy stage, for the
first time, may prove emotionally and intellectually harmful. The
transition from the Secondary stage to the University stage will be smooth
for those boys and girls who have been co -educated from the Primary
stage.

^

The main theme of the discussion is that the Primary stage is the
proper one for the introduction of co-education. It ought to bo continued
throughout the Secondary and the University stage s.

12. Me. S. N. Mukuebjee, Baroda.

/ . Historicai hackyrou n

d

.

Co-education is not of recent origin. Even up to the 4:th century
A.D. boys and girls up to the age of 16 or 17 used to attend monastery
schools together, ^egiegated education perhaps be(‘aine a recognized
system during the me diaeval times,

]I, Main considerations.

The subject may be considered in three' different sections, as referring

to Primary, Secondary and University stages.

1 . Primary Stage,

In elementary schools, specially in rural communities, co-education
exists naturally. For children up to ten, there is not much of differences

of opinion, because till then differentiations between both the sexes are
hardly perceptible.

2, Secondary Stage, (Very debatable position.)

A. Arguments for co-education:

—

1. Social.

Training for citizenship. An imitation of home at school. Better
type of mutual understanding. Each sex gains advantage from the
other.
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2. Economic.
Co-education is a cheap business.
3. Mutual benefits.

In co-educational institutions, girls are keener and more broad-
minded—while boys are more refined. Lessons are brighter.

B. Arguments against co-education ;

—

1. Instinctive desires for both the sexes to remain separate.
2. Physiological growth.
Adolescence dawns a year or two earlier in girls than in boys. Girls

require more of rest and less of emotional excitement during this stage.
3. Psychological growth.
Interests of boys and girls are quite divergent. Girls are easily

fatigued. Competition with boys and a overloaded curricula are not
desirable for girls. Need of different technique.

4. Sociological.

The need of both the sexes are quite different. Need of separate
subjects with separate teachers. Thus co-education becomes quite
nominal.

5. Moral, (Often there are instances of undesirable friendships.)
6. Other considerations.
In co-educational institutions, needs of girls are not properly looked

after, and boys dominate.

3. Vniver.nly Stage.

Many arguments for and against co-education of the Secondary stage
are also applicable here. But popular feeling is not too much against
co-education in this particular stage. Courses of study, specially suited
for women as optional groups, are being organized by various Indian
universities.

JII. Conclusion.

There is not much objection against, co-education in the Primary and
University stages. But co-education is not desirable in the Secondary
stage, because the children of both the sexes are so very different and
they pass under a critical stage of growth.

13. Mrs. Kusx^m V. Thakore, Baroda.

14. Dr. J. M. Kumarappa, Bombay.

XV, PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH TO AESTHETICS.

(Section of Psychology and Educational Science.)

Db, G. Pal, Calcutta, presided.

1. Mr. N. S. N. Sastry, Mysore.

( 1 ) The problem of Aesthetics demands (by its essential nature and
importance), a solution at the hands of the Philosophers and Psychologists
alike. The problem has got far-reaching significance to the philosopher
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inasmuch as its solution can afford a recognizable ultimate value—tht^

v^alue of beauty. The experience of beauty is common to all and can
profoundly iniluence the behavuour of man. The 'Psychologist feels

call(?d upon to investigate the nature and signific^arice of this experience.

(2) There havo been attempts at solving the problem, ever since
civilization began its growth. The early attempts—in some cases are
exceedingly interesting and it is worth while to acquaint ourselves with
such attempts.

Nearly two thousand years ago Bharata enunciated his Rasa aphorism
which still linds favour among the rhetoricians in India. The attempt
at the solution, here is from th«? point of view of art -beauty. The solution

suggested is an explanation of aesthetic pleasure with passing referencie to

the psychological characteristics involved.
In the West, the eailit\st attempt is that of Secretes, Plato and

Aristotle. This was followed by Baurngartcei, Kant, Hegel, Hogarth,
Binkc and others and gav^o rise to aesthetic theories like Absolutism,
Formalism, Imitation, Subjectivism, etc. The predominating philo-

sophical tendencies of the day are reflected in the theories. Moral and
ethical considerations seem to (‘dour the theories in some cases.

Both the western and (‘astt^rn attempts in the past are essentially

either literary or philosophic.

(3) The present status of the problem can be best gauged by taking
into consideration the contribution of modem writers. Bosanquet and
Expressionism; Blake and intelligent purpose; Bell and significant form;
Croce and free-expression; the tlieory of Empathy; Psychic distance;
the Pscyho-analysts and their explanations; ttiese represent some of the
modern attempts. These are sufficient to lead one to bewildt'ring confusion.

Experimental Psychologists have also tried to solvV the problem.
A survey of the work of such modern workers lik(^ Bulougii, Myers,
Valentine, Bully, (ffirden, Feasey, Puffer, Seashore and otlu'rs, shows
that attempts are on th(’ right lim's Imt much of th(‘ rt^sult is negative in

character. But notable att(‘m})ts are there wdiich havt^ solved some of
the points for which we wanted answers. V(d, doubtless much work
has to be done.

(4) By its v^(n*y nature, both in ivgard to methods of st udy and sco[)e

Psychology seems to be best fitted to 8olv'’(^ the probUiin, Lhdiarnpered
by philosophic or oth(‘r obligations psycliology can take an unbiassed
interest in the task. Its methods, i.e. of introsx)cction and (experimenta-
tion, can be relied upon to give 8cituitifi(( tiuth regarding aesthetic
oxperi(?nce and its nature. Survey of modern experim(mtal w(uk warrants
such a hopeful attitude.

(5) These psychological attempts also rov'oal the fact that the ]>rop(n’

approacli to tlie problem is tlie psychologi<'al one. »Sugg<‘st(‘d methods
of measurement of appreciation; scales; studies in tht' appreciation of
such objects of aesthetic significance like music, painting, poetry—all

these landmarks in th(‘ history of modern psychological attt^mpts—tempt
one to pause and take stock of the work done. The (valuation of all these
attemj^ts strengthens us in our belief that psychology can help us here.

(6) The! sum total of all the work done so far leaves much to b(‘

dcsire(i. Will the final word about aesthcitics be that of the psychologists ?

Modern attempts do not always strengthen us in that hope. Modification
and readjustment seem to be necessary. A suggested symposium and
consequent recommendations might help more. Otherwise we may have
to ask modern experimental aesthetics the question—Quo Vadis ?

2. Dr. B. L. Atreya, Benares.

Psychological factors determining Aesthetic Judgments.

In our opinion beauty is a unique quality, mi generis in nature,
which inheres neither in an object nor in the percipient but in a particular
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relation between tliem. It is an emergent attribute pertaining to the
total situation in which the subject and object are placed in relation to
each other, and quite a largo number of factors operate in it. The aesthetic
experience on which our aesthetic judgments are finally based is charac-
terized by spontaneous attention, minimum tension, maximum satisfaction
and intense agrooableness. We have to seek for those psychological
factors which bring about these. Some of the factors involved in the
situation are pointed out and discussed here.

(1) The sensory material.—Very little is known as to why certain
sensory qualities and certain intensities of them are apprehended as
beautiful and others as indifferent or ugly.

(2) The form in which the sensory material is arranged.—The form is

often more imj:)ortant than the material from the aesthetic point of view.
Symmetry, proportion, pattern, rhyme, rhythm and assonance enhance
the feeling of unity in diversity which is an essential mark of beaut}-.

Kernark on the Golden Section.

(8)

Motor adaptation and organic sensations which accompany all

perception also go to a great extent in colouring our aesthetic apjn t eiation.

(4) The imaginal contents of the percept.—The aesthetic value of a
percept is also affected by the relation the revived images, which foiTO a
part and parc el of the obj(‘ct, and revived memories of all sorts of the
past relations of the subject to the object, bc'ar to the percip>ient. They
often alter the aesthetic value of the sensory material and the form in

which the percept is cast.

(5) The Hedonic tone of the experience.—The core of aesthetic apprecia-
tion is its pleasant hedonic tone. The object apprehended as beautiful is

one which appears to us to be a stable and common source of pleasure.
It is a psychological mistake to think that the hodonic tone depends
entirel} upon thp object. It depends uj)On many otl)er physiological,

subjective and personal factors.

(6) Expression of meaning.—The greatness of an artist consists in

liis ability to express the greatest amount of meaning through the least
amount of material and through the most commonplace forms. Croce’s
view. ISo in nature, the more an object means to us the more beautiful
it appears. The human and animal forms appear beautiful to us in

proportion as they express thoughts, feelings and emotions.

(7) EynjHithy, Projection., HalUicinntion ami Delusion.—The meaning
w<" read in things is often of our own making. W"e project our own ideas,

feelings, emcjtions and wishes on the object. To a great extent beauty is

a mask of our own making which we unconsciously place upon the objects.

(8) Sexual impulse.—St'xual impulse plays a great r61e in aesthetic

appreciation, and according to some writers like Santay^ana and Durant,
it is the basic factor. The proof of this contention is that woman is the
primary object of beauty for man and in her those parts and cliaractcrs

are the centres and marks of beauty which an^ primarily and secondarily

concerned with sex*.

(9) Other Instinctive desires.—Other desires rootfMl in other instincts,

parental, creative, gregarious, inquisitive, possessive and even hunger and
thirst, etc., when very strong and unsatisfied for a long time may also

lend as much charm to objects as the sexual does.

(10) Psychic distance between the subject and the object.—Distance both

physical and psychic; is essential for aesthetic enjoyment of tlie object

and it lends charm to it.

(11) Habituation, Novelty and Change.—Familiarity modifies and
takes away the charm and beauty of things and it also modifies and
lessens their ugliness. Novelty and change are very' essential for beauty.

Magha’s view.

(12) Other influences.
—^Tho family, the eommunitj^, the race, the

political party, the religious fraternity, friendship, heredity, maturation,

etc., all exercise their inlliienco on our aesthetic judgments consciously or

unconsciously.
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3. Mb. R. M. Loomba., Delhi.

Influence of philosophical studies of aesthetics on present-day
psychological outlook.

( 1 )
The psychological approach to aesthetics arose as the psychologists’

revolt against philosophical tendencies in aesthetics.

(2) The philosophical aestheticians also aligned themselves with this

revolt either by recognizing basic key problems as fundamentally psycho-
logical or by adopting a dogmatic position on clearly formulated questions
that admit of an answer only after psychological investigation.

(3) Nevertheless the psychological approach is beholden to philoso-

phical studies in several ways. For one, it is out of philosophical studios

that the psychological approach has arisen.

(4) Philosophical studies have suggested major problems for psycho-
logical aesthetics.

(6)

It is philosophical studies that have supplied the basic concepts

for the psychological approach to work with, which, despite the psy-

chologists’ repudiation of philosophy, continue to exercise their influence

on the psychological approach to aesthetics.

(6) Particularly is the influence of philosophical studies manifest in

the psychological approach to aestlietics developed by the psychoanalytical

school.

(7) The psychological approach to aesthetics owes more debt to

philosophical studies than it is yet conscious of. For the latter has
left to it conceptions like those of the immediacy, freedom, delight and
creation with an autonomous value of its own, so characteristic of aesthetic

experience, which the psychological approach has yet to takp account of,

investigate and elaborate.

(8) There are signs of psycliological aesthetics staging a return back
to philosophy.

4. Dr. S. C. Mitra, Calcutta.

History of Experimental work on Aesthetics.

Time is not ripe yet for writing history of experimental work on
aesthetics—Non -scientific interest in aesthetics is still dominant—That
there is a psychological factor is realized now, but no clear idea about the
nature of it—Fechner initiated experimental studies, but he himself was
more interested in theoretical discussions—Subsequent works dealt
either with one or other factor selected at random—Some stressed

‘heaviness’ of colours, others ‘proportion’ of lines and so on—Sasthry’s
studies—These works raised other questions of theoretical interest—Is
aesthetic feeling different from feeling of pleasure Y—Gestalt psychology
with its emphasis on totality is clouding the issue again as regards analysis
of the factors in aesthetic perception—Tendency of going back on ultimate
questions—Some hypothesis are of (bourse necessary-—Dr-i Bose’s suggestions
have been substantiated to some extent, but crucial testa are still

necessary.
Aesthetic appreciation and ae.sthotic creation—Two sides of the

problem—Both should be studied—It is too early as yet to narrow down
the problem to the investigation of one or other item only. The enormous
influence of the unconscious both in appreciation as also in creation has
not been properly taken into account as yet—Some suggestions have been
made in this paper about future experiments.

5. Mr. P. S. Naidu, Annamalai.

The Horrnic approach to Aesthetics,

A psychological approach to aesthetics must, deal with the subjective
more than the objective aspect of the aesthetic situation. Many psy-
chologists have not appreciated to the full the significance and value of
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this subjective approach. Hence they have failed to produce any
satisfactory result |?y. their analyses.

The psychologist, in analysing aesthetic experience, must single

out and distinguish between the urge to the creation of an aostlietic

object and the mge to the enjoyment of the object thus created. In
Other words, our analysi's must show, as far as possible, how the mind
of the groat artist works when it creates a masterpiece, and how the
mind of the appreciative critic works in understanding and evaluating
that masterpiece.

According to McDougairs hormic psychology, emotions, and senti-

merits must express themselves in some suitable form. For the vast
majority of human beings this expression takes the form of ordinary

behaviour of daily life. The ordinary channels of expression are utterly

inadequate for the groat and sublime sentiments of the creative getiitw

struggling for expression. It is then that the mind of the artist strikes

out an entirely new channel and creates a supremely valuable and unique
aesthetic object. Great art which is also true art, whether it be Music,
Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, Drama, Dance or Poetry is, then the
fitting expression of the Supreme iSentinunit of the Artist. Art is tlie

concrete (3mbodimeiit of tiie noblest ‘sentiments’ of the hiunaii mind.
The appeal of art, even of great art, is not universal. In the presence

of the finest types of classical music or painting many persons of tlie

present generation are luimoved and feel quite cold and unresponsive.
Art is not democratic^ there is something forbiddingly aristocratic about it.

Hormic psychology has a ready explanation to offer for this fatit.

Art is the ‘expression’ of an exaltc^d ‘sentiment And unless a
‘sentiment’ approximating in some degree at least to the grt^at sentiment
in the mind of the creative artist which gave birth to the aesthetic obje<;t,

is present in the mcmtal structure of the perccivcr it will leave him cold

and unmoved. The appeal of great and true art is only to iSalifdaycw.

The hormic approacli to aesthetics thus enables us to analyse and
understand the ‘urge’ which creates Fine Art, and the ‘urge’ whicli makes
the enjoyment of such art possible.

6. Mb. S. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Aesthetic feeling dijferitig from aesthetic preference.

The confusion between aesthetic feeling and aesthetic preference is

too common. That whi<3h is liked or preferred is not aesthetically pleasant.

We find a tragic drama sad; that is a question of feeling. But we may
like it despite its tragic cliaracter; that is an instance of preference. The
feeling of pleasantness or unpleasantness outlives personal factors of

association or cultural iufluonco. It goes deeper tlian that , The so-called

warm colours or joyous sounds have the stamp of immiidiacy and
universality due to a deep-rooted natural basis. A few ingenuous theories

have been advanct^d by the biologist, the psycho-analyst and tho philo-

sojjher, but the laboratory i:)sychologist has yet to give the results of his

findings. The works of Valentine, Bullough, Hubei’, Allesch and others

present conflicting data. Tho artists too differ in their opinions. Tho
problem calls for thorough investigation in the laboratory by liighlv

trained psychologists. The objects rousing aesthetically pleasant feeling

seem to be intrinsically beloved and there ajipears a close kinship between
the pleasant character of tho object outside and the pleasant c haracter

of the emotion within. Genuine aesthetic appreciation is a matter of

inner feeling and not dependent upon the knowledge of harmony or the like.

7. Mb. K. Ghose, Calcutta.

Unconscious determinants of Aesthetics.

Aesthetics—looked from the point of view of unconscious psychology

—

have been found to depend mostly on unconscious complexes. Appreciation
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as also creation of art are based to a large extent on repressed

unconscious impulses. Art creations are nothing but projections of

artists’ unconscious desires. Artistic tastes are in most cases dependent
on unconscious associations that find symbolic expressions in conscious

aesthetic preference.

Aesthetic couches in its formation various defence mechanisms. It

holds before us a picture of compromise between the Ego and the Super-Ego
e<]uilibrating the demands of the Id. An aesthete resembles an obsessional

in his method of meeting anxiety-situations. An individual seeking

emancipation in aesthetics has an Ego which was outlined and con-

structed at the anal stage of its development. In aesthetic creations one
finds alternating states of manic exultations and psychotic depressions.

An aosthetii- object is a source of relieving stimulations tending to afford

a security against the eventuality of an anxiety. An aesthetic object

embodies in itself earlier figures (incorporated in the Ego at the anal

stage of its development and later elaborated by the primacy of anal

feelings) detaching themselves from corresponding emotional endowments
in child life and promising a possibility of enjoyment.

Aesthetic appreciation includes a saving of psychical energy (an

economy of iisychic ox|)enditure) by making a detour in the psychic terri-

tory without trespassing into the repressed frontiers of the mind.
Aesthetics, therefore, is a gilt-edged investment from the standpoint of
civilization and society, promising a bountiful retuni of human happiness.

8. Mr. K. D. Ghose, Dacca.

Aesthetic T'aste and Education

,

What is aesthetic taste—Such training a part of the educational
programme since Vedic and Greek times—A historical retrospect—The
renaissance in the 19th century partly a reaction against the conditions
ushered in by the Industrial Revolution—Ruskin and Morris and their
plea for aesthetics in the school curriculum— The other side of the Industrial
changes—Increased leisure—The problem of utilization of this leisure

—

Workers’ Clubs in the West—The need of such tastes in the modern
industrial world—What is aestheti(; appretdation—Croce’s view—The
means of cultivation of aesthetic tastes and feelings—A matter of training
-One takes away as much as one brings—Tlie English philosopher

Hutchison’s view—The formation of such tastes a solution of the many
difficult problems connected with the human personality—The springs of
creation released

.

9. Mr. P. K. Chhatra, Baroda.

A Case for Aesthetics in Indian Schools,

Conflict between the ideals of schools and those of the adult world
—present social and political atmosphere round the school-going children

in India—their moral and religious environment—curricular problems
and the difficulties in connection with them—condition of ‘ appreciation ’

teaching in secondary schools of the Bombay Presidency—dissatisfaction

of children in relation to the work and activities in schools—how
aesthetics may serve as a reliever—value of creative arts in schools

—

difficulties in obtaining the correct place for aesthetics in Indian schools.

10. Dr. Inbra Sen, Delhi.
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XVI. VOCATipi^AL GUIDANCE.

{Section of Psychology and Educational Science.)

Db. J. M, Kumakappa, Bombay, presided.

1. Mr. M. N. Banerji, (Calcutta.

(1) Importance of Vocational Guidance—Vocational Guidance
abroad and in India—special work by applied section of Psychology,
Calcutta University.

(2) Distinction between vo(;ational selection and vocational guidance—Vocational selections—Selection of best employees—^Analysis of quali-
fications required for the particular job—Formulation of tests—Need of
co-operation of Factories, Mills, Business houses, etc., for giving Psycho-
logists opportunities of preparing selection tests.

(3) Vocational guidance—Guidance of individuals to their best
fitted vocations—special abilities required by the most important vocations—^Development of tests for these abilities—Inventory of individual’s
capacities—his special abilities— his general intelligence—his temperament,
emotivity, etc., as well of his financial capacity, social position, etc.

(4) General intelligence and vocations—intelligence requirements
of various ocjcupations—suitable tests—our experience.

(5) Performance tests and vocations—Different tests—Discordant
results—Our views.

(6) Importance of emotional life and temperament in achievements

—

Temperament and personality tests—Oui* findings so far obtained.

(7) Ago of Vocational Guidance—Importance of infancy on
personality—Age for first guidance—Age for further advice.

( 8) Appeal to School authorities, Universities, Government, Factories,
Business houses, etc., to co-operate with Psychologists to give Vocational
Guidance to our boys and girls.

2. Prof. N. N. Skjsigtjpta, Lucknow.

Methods of Vocationol Guidance.

(1) Vocational Selections and Vocational Guidance. Distinction

between the two ])rocesseB.

(2) Limitations of Psychologists in offering Vocational Guidance,
Psychological data constitute only one type of data. Other factors

such as (a) personal choice, (6) social and economic (^innimstances,

and (c) temperamental trait, are also to be considered.

(3) Methods of guidance—Methods of Vocational Guidance depend
upon four general (Conditions, viz.: (or) the character of the vocations,

(6) technique available for the purpose, (c) the institutions that are set up
for the purpose, (d) the nature of training that the Vocational Guidance
coimsellor receives for carrying on his work.

(4) Conclusions: Process of Guidance is exceedingly complex. It

must take into account many types of data of varying degrees of reliability

.

It also depends on the conditions of Industry, Legislations and Finance of

country.

3.

Dr. Indba Skn, Delhi.

The Importance of Environ mental Factors in Vocational Guidance,

(1) Vocational Guidance, as a branch of Applied Psychology, aims
at giving advice to an individual on the basis of ‘a systematic examination

a
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of his montal and bodily eonditions as to tho occupation he fitted and
unfitted

(2) But the importance of the environmental factors can hardly be
ignored. The environment determines the world of work, which is the
logical antecedent of all Vocational Guidance. The occupational oppor-
tunities of a society are determined by its state of civilization, highly
industrial or otherwise, and the cultural and politico-economic conditions
of the country; these circumstances of a society’s life will make a difference

to the nature and kinds of occupations open, the number of vacancies
available. A realistic exploration of the occupational avenues offered

by a country is, therefore, a fact precedent to tho work of Vocational
Guidance.

Tliis is an environmental factor of extreme practical importance.
After a preliminary as(*ertainment of the avenues of employment

has been completed, can the scientific work of ‘occupational description’

on ‘job analysis’ be undertaken. Incidentally, occupational description,
which constitutes half tlie work of V'^ocational Guidance is entirely an
environmental investigation.

(3) Theoretically, environment is the necessary correlate of

personality, through continuous intercourse with which the human
individual grows. And, therefore, the environment, physical and social,

which has been the state of his life-history, is capable of providing valuable
practical clues to the understanding of personality. Home enviroiiment,
as we know from Psycho-analysis, may engender conflicts in early child-

hood, give rise to anti-social tendencies and thus render an individual
unsuited to vocations requiring abiuidant social dealings.

(4) Vocational Guidance, strictly speaking, does not consist in

advising an individual to do this or that in life. He is, in fact, helped
by the Vocational Counsellor through tho instruments of tests and analyses
of occupations to discover his own aptitudes and interests, appreciate tho
requirements of tho various likely occupations, and then, by comparing the
two, choose foi’ himself the vocation, wliich he seems to like most. The
final deciding factor is the consultant’s own ‘liking’, no doulfl- as modifled,

more or less, by the enlightening guidance of the j)sychologist and his

tests. But we must naturally inquire as to the character of this ‘liking’

or ‘interest’. And if we analyse it, even when^ a sufliciently objective

attitude had been taken u|3, we may still find socnal suggestion working
in it. It is so very difficult to make sure that interests are genuine and
not reflections of friends’ and parents’ likes.

That too would involve tho play of an environmental factor.

(5) However, the above emphasis on environmental factors should

not bo interpreted to disparage the basic assumption of Vocational

Guidance, as embodied in Bingham’s theory of aptitudes ‘that a person’s

potentialities are fairly stable’ and ‘that tho changes which undoubtedly
do occur in the relative potency of these factors are seldom sudden and
that they occur within limits, which can often be ascertained in advance.*

4. Mr. J. M. Sex, Krishnagar.

Place of Intelligence Testing in Vocatiojial Onidance,

(1) Vocational Guidance and measurement of human capacities

—

Difficulties of measurement—Kssentials of valid scales of measurements

—

Place of Terman-Merril Tests and of Performance Tests in Vocational

Guidance.

(2) Importance of temperament and character in vocations—Need
of study of personality for Vocational Guidance.

8-Pt
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5. Dr. Nirode Mukherjee, Calcutta.

Place of Intelligence Tenting in Vocational Guidance.

Present status of ‘Intelligence’ is not as secure as it was a quarter
of a century ago. However, it is necessary, for practical purposes, that a
definition for Intelligence should be established. From the above point
of view Spearman’s definition in terms of a Universal Factor seems to be
the most plausible one. If Intelligence Testing implies eluantitative
comparison of ‘General Intelligence’ then mere verbal tests are quite
unsatisfactory, they are more misleading than helpful.

Concern for minute gradations of Intelligence for puiposo of Vocational
Guidance is sheer pedantry, units may be expanded to save time and
boredom. When all the precautions have been taken it may be reminded,
that there is a danger of using the results of Intelligence Tests for

Vocational Guidance, like the readings of manometer or ampimeter.
As far as India is concerned it would bo a vain endeavour to standard-

ize any battery on all-India basis, tests must be devised to suit each lingual

province separately. Even then it should be explicitly stated the type
of peoj)le for whom the particular set is standardized.

6, Mr. S. Jalota, Bombay.

Age of Vocational Guidance.

(1) Ago when Vocational Guidance would prove most helpful to tho
individual has not been properly investigated.

(2) Interest and ability of a (^hild for a certain vocation change within
limits from ago* to age. Socio-economic mnditions and other environ-
mc'iital factors alter materially interests and ambitions as the child passes

from childhood to adolescence.

(3) R6le of Godipus Complex in the choice of parents’ vocation

—

Hence arises tho dilTiculty in proper assessment.

(4) Necessity of applying Vocational tests once at tho age of 6 to 8,

further at the age of 16 to 18, final advice at the ago of 25 to 30.

7. Mr. Sarojekdranatu Roy, Calcutta.

Performance tests in Vocational Guidance.

Performance tests may broadly be described as practical problems for

th(? solution of which the testee has to manipulate some concrete materials

or to perform some specific; task. These tests wore first developed in

connection with the training of mental defectives. Later they came to be

utilized for the purpose of training normal children also, as for example in

tho Montossori method of teaching. They are now also recognized as

indispensable requisites in Vocational test programmes, both in Vocational

Guidance as also in Vocational Selection. Some important points of

theoretical and practical consideration regarding the meaning of the terra

performance tests, their need in Vocational Guidance, proper way of

interpreting the test scores and so on. Description of some of the per-

formance tests adopted and extensively applied in the Department of

Psychology, University of Calcutta. Discussion of the results so far

obtained.

8. Mb. D. Ganguly, Calcutta.

Temperamental Factors in Vocational Guidance.

Every vocation has its own special type of demand on the person who
comes into its foim and likewise every man has his individual talent and
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t-omperament and accordingly ho is capable of tlischarging the responsibility

for a particular type of vocation only. Selection of vocation does not only
depend on the level of intelligence and special abilities of an individual
but on his temperament as well. Assessment of temperament of an
individual, when he is to be advised as to his suitable future career, is thus
of groat importan(;e.

Unfortunately, there remains an ambiguity in the concept of tempera-
ment as also in the concepts of character and personality. Sometimes they
are interpreted as dilfe-rent cognizable factors and at other times they are

supposed to overlay) one another to a great extent losing individual
distinctiveiK'ss.

The dictionary definitions of the concepts of temperament, character
and yjorsonality ar(‘ given. The definitions accepted in the field of the
science as far as could be gathered are also given. It is shown that the
ambiguity in defining these conceyds still persists. The causes underlying
this ambiguity havf' been discussed and new definitious of temperament,
character aud y)ersonality have been attempted. These are expected to
remove tlie existing confusion in the use of those terms. Some of the
tests that are now y)re\^alent and go by the name of temy)eramental tests,

according to the definition suggested in this y^ayx^r, cannot b(^ accepted
as tests of temy)erament. New tests of temy)eramcnt and personality are

yet to be framed to conform with a new definition adduced. The criteria

of framing such t ests have been discussed.

A historical survey of the y)rcvious works on temperament and its

allied factors is y)reseut(^d here also.

9. Mk. T. K. N. Mei'qon, Haroda.

Some of the recent researches in Vocational Guidance' and conclusions
--The limited value of Vocational tests—Difficulties of psychological
analysis of the results—Thc^ need for sej)arate authorities for Vocational
( hiidance and yjlacemeiit.

Kb Dr. Rabindranath Ghosh, Calcutta.

The difference between Vocational Selection and Vocuit ional Guidance
lies in the difference of approach. Vocational Selection is y:>rimarily to the
interests of the employer. Vocational Guidanct^ looks to the hay)py
adaptation of tlu' individual to a y)articular vocation to which he would
be best suited. Vocational Selection therefore y)ays little attention to the
hay)pinoss of the individual who is to be employed. It is ehiefly concf^rned

in finding out the individual Avho will be most eflicient for tho job.

Whether that jjerson would bo better suited to another job is not the
task of the Vocational Seh^ctor to find out. Having the knowledge of tho
requirements of the job his task is to find out ways and moans by which
the employer or the employer’s represent-ativo will be able to determine
which of tho job-seekers will satisfy the requirements most. He is

naturally interested in tho assessment of Talent factors and sometimes tho
Temyxiramontal Contra-indications. From exyjerience acquired in tho
lock-outs and strikes, tho Vocational Selector has taken uy) the task of
[hiding out Temperamental Contra-indications. A dissatisfied worker has
been observ^ed responsible for producing such conditions that ultimately
lead to some kind of disturbance in the organization of t ht; work. A very
ambitious worker is contra-indicated for jobs where there is little possibility
of satisfying his ambitions. In this matter of safeguardmg the interests
of the organization Vocational Selection is at an advantage. Vocational
S©le(;tor can know the psychological conditions and conditions otherwise
prevailing at the spot where the work is executed. Psychologically tho
most important factors he will have to consider are those arising in such
human relationships as the employer-emi)loyee relationship, the employee-
employee lelationship. In the respects of tliese considerations the
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Vocational Soloction differs from Vocational Guidance in its character of
approach and methodology. Vocational Selection will have to reduce
L.T.O. and to detect misfits and drifters in order to increase the amount of
output. It is very specific in measuring special abilities and aptitude,
whereas Vocational (guidance, has to b<' coiiteut with general aspects of
mental and special ability tests.

11. Dr. S. Datta, Rajshahi.

An analysis of the FAlnmlional needs of Bengal based on figures
employments.

Tlie rnetliod of tackling the Educational needs of a country is various.
Ac’cepting the theory tl\at the energy of a nation is best conserved if there
be a planuf^i education of tho people suited to his future avocation, an
anal^^sis has been made of the jiumb<?r of persons employed in different
pursuits of life from tho available census data. Those have thf'ii been
suitably grouped according to their (educational needs and an estimate
arrived at of tho number of difh'nad. types of schools which would bo
no(‘essary for a planned developnuait of (‘diieatiou in Dengal in relation to
its figures of employment s.

12. Mr. Pars Ram, Lahore.

Avennes of employmcMl—.4 necessary Item in (he V ocationa! (duiditnee

Prograsn me.

New av(am(\s of caix'cr art' determined by (1) Inlernational situation,
sut'h as war, exchange ratio, tariff barrier in otht'r countries and r<n>rganiza

-

tion of industries in other countries; (2) difft'i’tuitiatt' d('\'elo]>meiit in the
existing professions; (.4) change's in tht' consumer’s tastt .s; (4) changes in
tht' machinery

;
(o) availability of ]H)wer, stich as ek^ctricity

;
(b) availabilit y

o f raw mate rial s

.

A Vo(iational Guidance agt'ncy has to makt' a cartdul note of th(^

aveiuH'S of (‘mployment thrown open by tlie abo\'e factors and the abilities

recpiired by the new trades and advantagi's a.nd disadvantages of each
trad<‘ as wt'U as tht' opportunitit's for aj)prenticeship. This information
must be |)roperly broadcast so that a favourable atmosphert' foi- new
vocations may be creatt'd.

The following difficulties ])rohibit ])eopl(^ from taking to new vocations.

(1) Lack of availability' of suitaltk' implements and instruments in

India. Every small implemtait hfis to be brought from elsew'liert'.

(2) 8hy Capital: Thost' who know crafts have no capital and those
who have capital are extremely cautious of inw'sting in ntnv vocations.

(3) Lack of availability of t hea]) ])o\v'er, such as elt'ctricity, etc.

(4) Social faefor—caste prejudices to education

.

These diificulties can bt' ovt'rcomt' bv(l) propaganda, (2) Goveriunent
coming foi^ward to help young ]>eople, (3) a research in the manufacturt' of

tools for various trades, (4) a reorganization of education along tht' lines of

the Wardha Scheme of Basic Education.

13. Or. J. M. Kumakappa, Bombay'.

Occupational information—An aspect of Vocational Ouidance,

Tho future of tho individual concerned and the good of the society

to which ho belongs hang upon the proper t'hoit't^ of a life career. Actmrd-

ingly much attention is now being ]>aid in the westeni countries to what
is called ‘Vocational Guidance’. It is a matter of regret that India has
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not taken up the ipiestion seriously yet, though the need for Vocational

Guidance is greater in our country. The prevalent system of education
here is to be blamed for the little direct regard to the tieods of industry

and commerce. Our young men often attempt to enter the overcrowded
learned professions and make a poor show in life. Vocational Guidance
tend t o save the wastage of human energy and help the entrants to choose
occupations for which they are best fitted by natural ability. In a
corayilete stdieme of Vocational Guidance are included the steps of supplying
of O' cupational information and helping to get the necessary preparation
for a particular occupation. For a succjessful choice of career discovery
of natural abilities is of as much importance as knowledge of the needs of

the world of occupations. Mai^hinery for surveying occupational needs
and opportunities should be set up in every province. Enterprising
teachers may help the cause by undertaking such surveys in their own
locality on a small scale. For facility of observations the largo

occupational groups may be cilassifaMl under eight difforetit heads:
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, mineral extratdion, manufacturing
and mechanical industries, transportation and communication, commerce,
public services, professional services, and domesti(^ and personal s(^rvices.

Thes(' larger groups may be further subdivided into smaller groups.
Fur the purpose of investigation of an occupational field data should be
gatht'red under the heads: Imi)oi'tance of the occuj^ation, division of

\vork, qualifications required, starting on a job, opportunities for advance-
ment, and approved institutes where training may be had. Having
collected the nec*(‘ssary data regarding different vocations those should be

prt^scnted to the pupils. Tn thf^ lower grades information may be prf^sented

in story form, more accurate information being reserved for the higher
grades. The first stop iji Vocational Gnidanco must be undertaken by the
school.

14. Mr. Jaodish Stmoh, Pivet Nagar, Punjab.

15. Dr. (Miss) K. H. Gama, Bomray.

16. Mr. U. 8. Ghera, Now' Delhi.

XVIT. FACTOR ANALYSIS.

{Sections of Psychology and Educationul Science
^
and

Maihemaiics and, Statistics.)

Prof. K. B. Madhava, Mysore, presided.

1. Dr. Gopeswar Pal, Calcutta.

(1) Hierarchical order of correlations—Explanation of Hierarchy in
tenns of two factors—Formulation of ‘ two -factor theory’ by Spearman

—

Its criticism by Thorndike—Other possible explanation of Hierarchy in
terms of group factors by Thomson—Tryon’s criticism of ‘tetrad criterion

’

on factual grounds—Establishment of inadequacy of ‘ two-facdor ’ theory.

(2) First work of multiple factor analysis by Kelley—Thurstone’s
works—His methods of extracting indej)endent factors—-Hotelling’s method
of principal components—Relative advantages and limitations of these
irlothods.

(3) Difiiculty of majority of psychologists in following mathematical
reasoning and techniques involved in these methods—Clear understanding
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C)1 the use and Jimitatioii of factor ajialysis require sound mathematical
aptitude.

(4) Primary bbject of factor analysis—Are the factoi’S isolated by
analytic methods simply and solely mathematical entities or can they be
conceived of as representing psychological urnties ?—Speculative nature of
determining psychologically the identity c>rthe factors isolated—Difficulty
of explaining negative factor loadings- --usefulness of factor analysis.

2. Mr. B. B. Kuppuswamy, Mysore.

Factor analysis and its usefulness.

T. The primary object of Factor Analysis.

The search for fundamental variables or dimensions of
abilities—Faculties and factors.

11.

Factors and abilities.

Discovery of hierai'chical order and the hypothesis of
common factor—measurement of comrnunality and specificity
of a test score—same set of correlations can be factorized in
innumerable ways—the factor will have significance only if it

is identified with some psychological ability.

III. ‘ Indcpt'ndence ’ of factors.

Ortliogonal factors— Implications of correlation and non-
correlatioii.

IV, Negative saturations.

Generally, correlation coefficients are positive—The
negVitive correlations are looked uj)on as due to errors of
sampling—Burt’s contention—Is measurement of ‘disability

’

positive oi' m'gative ?—Do ph('iJomena of inhibition and
bij)olarity necessitate negat i\'c loadings ?

V. Limitations of factor analysis.

Methods of factor analysis—tools to test psychological
hypotheses—the Status of ‘G’—Factors have a conceptional
status and not entities.

\’I. Vocational Guidance and two-factor theoi'y.

The contention of Thomson and Hull—The meaning of
specificity—Group fatdors and occupational analysis and
aptitude testing.

8. Prop. S. Jalota, Sholapur.

Fsydiolo(jisCs object in factor analysis,

(1) The iR'cd for exactness—the dignity of mathematically expressed

data—statistical treatment is primarily a relation between numbers—Its

adequacy depends u})on the peculiar relations existing between the

numerical facts and their objective data. Mental experience has only

a limited field for accurate computation, e.g. Fecliner’s Psycho -physics.

(2) The large number of psychologi<‘al mcasuremonts required

mathematical abbreviation—Mathematical foimulae had a descriptive r6io

—Peculiarities of relationships between numerical data have been inter-

preted as representative of actual psychological relationships-—This

transformation of mathematical relational facts into characteristics of

mental organization lias given rise to the theory of ‘lactors’ and the field

for psychological ‘factorial’ analysis.
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(3) Two probloms: (i) Is mathematical aiiahsis also an analysis of

mental farts? (ii) Are mathematical results alone a /5u|fieient evideiK^e of
yisychological data ?

(4) Psychological analysis should be primarv'. If mathematical
analysis is corroborative, it is of use to yisychology. But if main stress

is laid uyion numerical analysis, aiid then an attempt is made to interpret

the numerical results in terms of psychological factors, the consequences
are highly decepti^X' and likely to be fallacious.

4. Dr. Nirode Mukerji, Calcutta.

Philosophical and Practical aspects of factor anali/sis.

Objects of factor analysis are to describe and predict, quantitatively,

mental 'teims’ or patt(‘rns on whi(‘li our ai*t-iviti(\s ari' based. Factorial

concepts adoyked an' ('inpirical ya‘incij)les of classification of llie mental
‘terms’.

‘The matliematk al ])art of tla* factorial argument is for tin' most
yjart deductive, and tliorcfore, lik(' all deductive reasoning is admittedly
unable to guarantee tin' reality of tlio resulls deduced Induction is

necessary at the beginning to suggest th<' initial y)ostulato8 and again at

the end to see whether the emjjirii'al facts answer to the corollaries

deduced.’ (Burt). Induction on the basis of (h'termining a reality is

as much needed in factor analysis as in any other quantitative scieiuu^

Mathematically, there are significant diffenajces in the various

methods of factor analysis, psychologically, the existing scdiools may be

divided into two cam})s. Thur.slonc, Kelh'y and Hotelling yirefer to
determine' the factor loading first and then try t o dc'b'rminc if tliere he any
psychological foundation of the factors. H lu'it'as, in tlu' jiroceduro

adopted by Syiearman ‘f/’ is isolated with k'ss In^sit ation
;
j)sychoiogical

determination of 's'a follow not a very dilfeix'iit ynocc'durc from the
y)n?\?^ious one, education being a common factor in both of tlu'm.

Factor-conce])t. Natural inertia in an ordinary yiersor; lesists an
altogether novel con('('ption in any branch of 8(\ience

;
cons(‘qiicnt ly,

attomjits are occasionally made to link fa(;tor-concept wiili long d<>ad

faculty -coiK-eption. (F’a.(*tors d('not(' activity-pattei'iis, llu' co-ordinates

being accef)ted-a.rbitrary-t('rms. This sort of <.'oiic<‘pt ion though sc'cins to

be quccT in the domain of psychology are frecpiently used in e\*(oyday

life under such teims as ‘north-easterly direction ’.) F'lom fix' a-bov'O

point of vdew the negative loadings can be interpret('d j)sychoIogical]y

.

5. Prof. K. B. Maduava, Myson^

F’actor analysis is the natural consuinniation of tiie testing nov^oment
by which experimental psychologists have- atttmipted to sort mankind,
especially children, into dhfferent (;ategorios of ability, and incidentally to
ascertain the components, if any, of the general term, ability. Such a

search looked plausible, indeed necessary, because of Professor Spearman’s
discovery in 1904 that the coefheients of correlation between suitably

devised tests tended to fall into heirarchial order which could be explained,
mathematically, as duo to the operation of a common factor, and this was
the start of the famous two-factor theory, and in turn the pjecursor of
the multiple factor analysis. There is a natural feelijig that factors or

components, may 1)0 more enduring entities than the innumerable and
changing tests used to find them, but such factors shouUJ only be admitted
as statistical coefHcionts as real or as unreal as an average or an index of
cost of living. Though under defined conditions and assumptions they
are most useful as descriptiv^e terms it should be emphasized that like all

other statistical coellicietits they change with the sample and with the
conditions and assumptions under which they are computed.
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The speaker would coniine himself to the actual computation of the
factors of a given, battery of tests because then alone vuuJd the true
implications of the various steps come out in their full significance.
Accordingly, the results of a battery of 8 testa conducted in 50 individuals
were illustrated by projecting on the screen one ];)y one the several steps
in th(i arithmetical j)rocess. in the limited time at the disposal of the
meeting only the more j)opidar method of Professor Tlmrstom^ ('ould be
dealt with at length, which method moreover can l)e n^aelaHl by a
generalization of Spearman’s idea of zero t(drad ditlerenccs. It was
however added that when tiie g(?(>metri(^nl picture was actually reviewed
and handled tlu^ metliod of Hotelling s principal comj)onents could be
conceived as a more general solution of a com])lex of statistical variables.

His princi})a,l components are those axes, all at right angles t o one another
(and thei’ofore securing independence of tests) which lie a1f)ng eacdi ])rincipal

axis of ellipsoids of equal density of the pofiulation of ptn-sons tested. Tf

we know all the factor scores of an individual we know precisely where he
can be found in the assembly, but if the factors can be chose ti so that a
few of them give a good a])])roximation to Hie information given by a
large number of tests, there is obvious oconorny in theii- us('.

The illustration was then completed by ]jrojeeting tweKs' sfjec'ts

shovv'ing the results of the calculations by the Tliurstone c(’ntrnid method
of analysis in the selected example. At the appropriate places were
explained the meaning and siguificance of negative' loadings, reversing
the axes, extending the axes and rotating the axes. Also a model of the
‘simple structure’ in tliree dimensions with a tin pattern of the best fitting

spherical triangle was exhibited. Somi' account was also given of
reciprocity of loadings and factors, and the special features of a double
centred matrix wbieb y^ield what are known as profile correlations brought
to ligid. by Burt's n^searchos wore ])ointed out. On the matheniatif;al

side, factor analysis, it was jiointed out, had made uui(;h use of matrix
algebra, and even if from the abstract jioint of \ i('w there would remain
some psychological subtlety whicb would elude mailiematical precision,
the contribution of the rnatlKMuatical method to ascertain and is'ila.to the
influence of multivariate selection would always remain a trium])h in

inductive logic.

t). Mr. R, (f Bosk, Calcutta.

He spoke on ilfitelling's method of Priueijial Compoiioni^. He
explained the meaning of tliese Brincipal ('ompoueiits and gave the

mathematical theoiy on which their use is based. VVliether these com-
ponents liave any ps_\'chologi<'a ! eomilerpai't must he left to fla^ ])s\'cho-

legists to determine. The statisl.ieiaii is e.outeiit with analyzing the data
(in this case the scores resulting from the tests) before him, so that ho
can give a condensed picture of it.

XVIIL THE RACIAL CLA88IFICA I R:>N OF INDIA.

(Section of A nth ropologf/ .

)

Prof. M. H. Krishna, Mysore, presided.

Prof Krishna opened the discussion by tracing the history of racaal

studies in India and laid particular stress on the results ac hieved by
Kisley as also on their defects. He also dealt with the criticisms of later

writers like Chanda, Ghnrye, Thurston, Richards, Hutton, Eickstedt, Cuba,
etc., and pointed out that there was a great deal of agreement amongst
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the rocont writers on the subject. He drew a map of tlie races of India
according to recent researclies, and suggested a prpvi^ional nomenclature
as given in lus Presidential Address. He proposed that a thorough
survey of-all parts of India may bo made after the war.

2. Dr. G. S. Ghurye, Bombay.

Dr. Ghurye pointed out tliat the racial classification of India may
have social as w'^ell as political significance in linos similar to Hitler’s racial

ideas. The affinities outside India are also important. Nomenclature
like Indo-Australoid may have national importance. The discussion

therefore is not merely academic.. Ho said that Kisley’s first critic was
Cooke w})o pointed out the racial continuity between the Punjab and
U.P. lie also said that there is no real brachycephal in India but only
mesocephal, and also many smaller typos among the Indian tlolicho-

cephals. Eickstedt is inclined to agrt^e wdth Ids views. Dr. Giiha has not
distinguished between different sections of castes. After examining
Dr. Hutton’s views, he mentioned as to liow’ a proper classification of

affinities and nomenclature should be made. But he said that there

sfiould not bo a proper classification until a survey had been made.

3. Sir T. Vijayaraohavac haiiya, Uilaipur.

Sir T. V’i jayaraghavacharya said that migrations came in waves and
each formed a strat\irvi. The South Indians are perhaps an earlier stratum
of the same race as the North Indian.

4. Dr. J. F, Bllsara, Bombay.

Dr. Bulsara pointed out that it will be })ettor to keep to the chief

sliuulard groups, and to keep apart culture for the present.

Tlie President in winding up the debate stated tliat it was hotter to

have a provincial analysis and map instead of the f>resent negative position.

But it was quite necessary to have a thorough survey after the war.

A IX. THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH TO
INDIAN SOCIOLOGY.

(Section of A nthropology
,)

Prof. M. H. Krishna, Mysore, ])resided.

1. Dr. J. F. Bulsara, Bombay.

Dr. Bulsara traced the history of the relation between Anthropology
and Sociology and remarked that it w^as rather difficult to distinguish
between the tw'o, since thc*.y overlap. But the study of Anthropology
has come to the aid of administrators in Africa and elsewhere. It will

therefore be helpful to some extent in our city administration also.

2. Dr. G. S. Ghtjkye, Bombay.

(1) Cornpte, Spencer and Hobbouse contemplated or actually made
use of Anthropological material and the latter two pursued the approach
of Anthropology for the elucidation of certain Sociological problems.
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(2) A nuiiiber of tJie principles of Sociology about which there
is a consensus of opinion among American Anthropologists are concerned
with tlie cultural pr(^ccsses. Culture is Ix'st studied by the Anthropological
method.

(3) Etliics and T'sychology have- adopted the Anthropological approach
in their studies with great advantage.

(4) National (diara.cter and its relation to riict^s are very important
in Politics. National characters and races are also important in Sociology.
The topic is of special importance in Indian Sociology. Race is studied
by Anthropologists.

(o) Analysis of present Indian Culture and its past history arc very
important for Indian Sociology. Anthropological apyjroach is the best for

sueli study.

(()) Aspects of social <lifforentia-tion in India aro illuminated by tlie

study of Anthropological material an<l best understood through it.

(7) Problem of tlie so-eallod (uhninal tribes is understood largely
through .Vnthropologieal aj)proacb.

(8) Progess and welfare of the inhabitants of the ‘excluded areas’
<‘an best be acliioved if the problem is tried to bo tackled through the
Anthrop<^)l()gical apj) roach.

Antliropological approach tims is the most important approach for
the study iind solution of some of the urgent problen:is in Indian Sociology.

The President in liis emududing remarks drew attention to the
anthropological fonudation of the rural life in India, of castes, etc., and
concluded by saying that a study of Anthrt)pology in India was absolutely
necessary to understand Indian Sociology, although it might bo difficult

Bometimes to distinguisli between the two.

XX. THE SEQUENCE OF PREHISTORIC CULTURES IN
IN I) I.A.

(Sections of Geologij and Anthropology.)

Mm U. N. \VAr)7A. Colombo, prc'sided and <)j)(‘ned tlie discussion.

()})cn inif Rvnutrks.

It is dcploralilc that no clear data for a stratigraphic study of the

prehistoric cultures are available from any centre in India. The linking

up of the older hufnan relics with a delinite geological datum-plane sucli

as the Uj)})er Siwaliks of North India yet remains to b(' achieved.

De Terra’s find of the Soan artefacts from the ‘top-beds of tlie boulder-

conglomerate ’ stage is of grt'at interest, but his classification of the boulder-

congloinerati^ beds in t('-rms of the Plpper vSiw^aliks secpience is ofien t».)

question. Do Ikwra lias taken the huge suporfiinal gravel dejiosits over-

spreading Kawalpindi and Attock districts and (Covering tracts in Jammu
as belonging to the bouldcw-conglomerate horizon, Avhereas there is no
doubt that a variable but distinct hiatus occurs between the much -disturbed

and often vertically disposed boulder-conglomerate strata and the generally

little-disturbed overlying boulder and gravel bods of North-West Punjab,
which are at many places implementiferous. He again ascribes a middle^

Pliestocene gcHAlogii^al horizon to the boulder-conglomerate while the

Indian geologists have consistently argued a lower Pleistocene age for

these beds, both from the fossil as w’ell as stratigraphic evidence. So
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far, thorofoTO, tho question of dating the earlier traces of man’s existence

in India terms of the Sivv^alik sequence remains undecided.
Tlie (hscovery of numerous palaeolitluc implements in the Sabarmati

valley tavar Alirnodabad from an alluvial terrace, at a deptli of 50 feet

from tlu^ surface, by a research party sponsored by tho Archaeological
Survey of India and the Gujarat Koseareh Society is of more than ordinary
interest. Tliis find may lead to other im])ortant discoveries in human
palaeontology in the terraces and older alluvium of Gujarat v^alleys in

future. The members of the party deserve congratulations on their

successful ox]jloration.

2. P. E. P. Deranivaoala, Golornbo.

(’eyioii possess(^s two prehistoric culturi' piiasc^s whicli differ widely
from (audi otlau* both in tlio animal remains occurring in assocaatiou witli

each as w('ll as in the types of tladr artefa<*ts. Bolli ))hases are named
from tlieii- type localities and are based upon excavated material in the

(Colombo Mus(mm (DeraTiiyagala. Se})t. 28rd, 1940).

(ft) The haver or older of the t wo is thci Rnt^Kipura culture jihase and
occurs down to a depth of 4h feet below the surface. Its ai-tefacts an‘

generally crude, vvitli no retouc4iing. and are more akin to the earh(U’

Solum ty])es than the quartzite ones of the neighbouring Madras Presidency.

Not in.freque?itly t hey occur in a thin l>ut most interesting fossilifiu’ous

liorizon (• ira*h(‘S to 3 fi'ct thick which combines nanains of such com-
]>aratively r(M*ent animals as’deer, bovines, and an extinct rac** of Eh'phas
niaximns Linne, with such archaic forma as lii|.)popota7nns, and members
of tho Anthracotheriidue. It possil)le that the last two^ forms pfu'sistc'd

in Ceylon after their extinction on the mainland, and that the Island's

stone artefacts are not older than the Boulder Conglomerate of the Siwaliks.

but it is also ])Ossible that tliey go as far back as the Pinjv)r which contains

Merycopofamws tlie last of the Anthracothei'iidae.

{h) The upper or younger cultui'c' of (Vylon is tho Bahniuoflu phas(‘

and occurs tlown to a depth of 0 feet below tlu' surface. Qiiartz and
Chert pygmies, and other types familiar from tlu' neolithic of Ceylon
characteiize it, but larger ground or f)olished artefacts wert^ unknown until

recently. Cxcavation in calves has now yielded a number' of pitttMl

anvils arul also celts 70 to 127 mm. long from the upper le\'el of the

Balangr)da ]7ha,se. As tla^se celts are geiH'ra.lly fashiraied by griTid ing

down pebbl(*s, of rocks less resistant to wf'athering tlian Cjuartz, such
artefacts onl\' survnve^ under (‘xcioptional eii’curnst-ances, and have hitircuto

remained undiscovered. No celt is perforated, but each |)o.ssess<\s dia-

metri(;ally op])0.sed, shallow% eonic^al juits nea,r its short axis, and dis|)lays

scars of imT)ar>l. at one or both ends. The pits are doubtless of value in

securiTig a firm griji or in hahhig^; tlie term Balangoda exit is ]U’o|)os(‘d for

the,S(> pitted weapons. In association vvc're also found bon<‘ arb'facts

usually trapezium sha]ted and conically pointed f.d, tlu' two ends.

Haematite and graphite Aver<‘ used as j)igmentH and several grinding
stones, mortars and c(‘lts w^ero fouml smeared with th(' former mineral.

Somewhat similarly pitted pebbles are figured by Kvans (1897) from lake

deposits in the British Isles and also mentioned from parts of America
while Dalton (1920) mentions some from Bellary near Madras. Tlie

animals employed as food by Balangorla man are all of existing species and
tho abundance of acpiatic molluscs and cral>s suggests that th(^ upper or

last phase was a lake culture. The prevalem^e of bom's of the jungle
fowl Oally.s lafayeMi Less,, a bird taboo to tho Vilddhas of Ceylon who also

possess no tradition of having utilized stone w’^eapons, suggests that there
is little in common between the cultures of Balangf)da man and this race.

As Ceylon retains some important aspects of ston(‘ culture wliich have
been submerged by other phases upon the subcontinent of India, their

study is a .9?nc qua non for correlating th(^se phases and bridging the
gaps Ixdw^een them.
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3. Hao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit, Now Delhi.
•

Ho do8cribo(l tlie present unsatisfactory position of our knowledge
of the subject. He drew attention to the chief problems for investigation
like the hiatus in palaeolithic cultures in India i)articularly in tlie later
palaeolithic, the j)Ossibility of the rnicrolithic cultures of the 8abarmati
Valley belonging to the moHolithic times, and the precautions to bo taken
by the explorers. B’e laid special emphasis upon the importance of tho
Brahmagiri site where n, stratigraphical study of some stagc’t of preViistory

has been possible.

I. Mr. V. D. Krishnasw'AMi, Madras.

He showed a slide giving a detailed ta}>ular account of tho geological
and prehistoric stratification to be expireted in the ('oiirse of excavations.

5. Prof. D. Sun, Calcutta.

The Lower I^ihieolithic is well represented in India by pobble-and-core
cultures and Hake cultures in some well-ki\o\vn and dated sites in th(> south,
central and north India. TIu' relative chront)logy, however, of the two
cultures is Jiot yet fully established. The Upper Palaeolithic is not so
well knowui though a variety of blade industries typologically reminiscent
of the Aurigi^acian and Magdalenian hav(‘ been found from some sites,

especially from t/he Narbada valley, coastal Bombay, tho Soan valley and
Rorhri-Sukkur (proto-neolithic ?), but their dates are not yet fully estab-

lished. Tli(^ continuity from the Lower to the Upper Palaeolithic has
also not y(T; b<‘en t>stablished though some good attempts have been
made in Ha? Soan valley and in tho Bombay coastal sites. Tho latter may
range from mid-palaeolithic to full microlithic and a blade-and -burin
industry evolves from a clactonian flake-culture. If such likely sites are
further explored and ex(;avated, particularly tho regions in the Narbada,
Soan and Bombay coasts and older sites nnpened, the results may throw
some useful light on the ])roblem of (?ontinuity i!i the palaeolithic history
of India. The gap between the l^alaeolithic and Neolithic civilizations

remains unbridged and unexplained though lithic remains of both the
civilizations occur in large scales, particuiarly in the peninsular India.
An interesting section has been found in tlie 8abarmati valloj^ in Gujarat
which if pi'oporly explored and excavated may yield valuable results.

Th(» inniunetable neolithic sites in India offer interesting typologj?-. If

at least a studj^ based on tlie distribution of neolithic celts is attempted,
it may establish a chronology. Mesolitliic industries occur in some
places but tiieir typology or (dironology is far from being established.

The (Vluilcolithii^ proliably succeeds tlie Neolithic in the North wliile the
Iron Age succeiuis the Neolithic in the South tliough their succession is

not clear. So far t^heri' is no eviden(*e of tho Iron Ago in North India as

there is no evidence of tlu'' ( Hialcolitbic in the South. It is not unlikely

that the siieeessioii of preliistoric stages is different in the North and in

the South. If a study of prehistoric archaeology and geography is

attempted on a regional basis, and the results conelated, the stages hi

Indian Prehistory may be brought together in the light of their succession
and geographical background.

6. Dr. a. S. Kalapesi, Bombay.

He described the discovery of prehistoric artefacts at Borivli near

Bombay.

7. C. Mahadevan, Hyderabad -Deccan.

Parts of Hyderabad State are rich in the relics ol prehistoric

culture such as cave dwellings, stone bruised grallitti, paleolithic and
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neolithic artefacts, stone circled graves of different .ty.nes, dolmens, stone
alignments, ash mounds and rock paintings. Proto-historic sites contain-

ing painted pottery, concli shells and glass bangles, precious and semi-
precious beads and mud seals have been noted in several })laces. A
c'lassification of all those in point of sequence was attempted in the paper.

It was pointed out that whereas attempting a seciuenco of cultures
was perfectly understand able, it would be (langerous to classify thorn in

terms of any specific date as different cultures (from the most primitive to

the highly civilized) c.o-exists conteinjioraneously in the same country.

Some other gentlemen also took part in the discussion, and the
President ‘of the kSection wound up the debate.

At the end of the discussion the following resolution was passed by
the Section unanimously:

‘That the stud\’ of Anthropology by means of research and teaching
be encouraged by the Government of India and the Governments of
Provinces and States, Universities of India and the cultured public by
providing lecturerships, scliolarships and fellowships.’
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Baroda State, Baroda.

8. Entomology . .
Dr. V. N, Likhite, B.Sc., D.Sc.

(France), Deputy Director of Agii-

culture. Northern Division, Mchsana,
N. Gujarat.

9. Anthropology . .
Dr. B. Bhattacharyya, Director, Ori'

ental Institute. Baroda State. Baroda.

10. Medical and ^ Nanavati. Esq.. L.M. 6 S..

Veterinary Research D.T.M. & H, (Cantab) . Deputy Chief
Medical Officer. S. G. Hospital,

Baroda.

11. Agriculture .. S. S. Bhat, Esq., M.Ag., Horticultunsi

to Government. Baroda State. Baroda

12. Physiology , .
Dr. K. N. Kulshre.stha, IVI.D. (Bom.),

F.R.C.S. (Edin.), Physician to H. Id.

the Mahiuaja Saheb, Sayaji-gaiq‘,

Baroda.

13. Psychology and T. K. N. Menon, Esq., B.A., T.D.,

Educational Science M.A. (Leeds). Principal, Secondary
Teachers Training College, Sayaji-

ganj, Baroda.,

14. Engineering . . A. C. Sahgal, Esq., B.Sc.Tech.
(Manch ). A.M.l.E.E. ( Lond. ) , Prii.-

cipal, Kala Bhavan Technical Ins-

titute, Beijoda; 13, Alkapuri, Baroda.

Honorary General Secretaries

Prof. S. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I., University College of

Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Prof. P. Parija, M.A., F.N.I., I.E.S., Principal. Ravenshaw College,

Cuttack.

Honorary Treasurer
Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., University

College of Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Chairman of the Local Committee
H.E. Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar, K.C.I.E., Dewan Saheb, Barodi^

State, Baroda.
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Honorary Local Secretaries

Dr^K. G. Naik, M.A. (Boni.), D.Sc, (Lond.). F.F.C., F.N.I., Acting
Principal, .Baroda College, Baroda.

R. B. Chandrachud, Bsq., F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Chief Medical Officer,

Baroda State, Baroda.

Honorary Treasurer of the Local Committee
B. N. Mehta, Esq., B.Sc.. A.H.B.T.I., Chief Chemist, Public Health

Laboratory, Baroda State, Baroda.

Executive Committee
1. D. N. Wadia. E.sq., M.A.. B.Sc., a

F.G.S., F.R.G.S., F.R.A.S.B., Prc.sident.

F.N.I.

2. vSir Ardeshir Dalai, Kt., I.C.S. ) Prcvioa:> Year’s

(Retd '

J Pj esident.

3. Prof. S.

F.N.I.

K, Mitra, M.B.E., D S.
]

j

4, Prof. P
I.ES.

. Parija, M.A.. F.N.I., [*

j

Gc Herat Sec r e tartC6

,

5, Prof. ). N. Mukherjee, D.S ,

)

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I. )

Trea'^urer

.

F.C.S ,

6 Prof. S, P. Agharkar, M.A., Ph.L).,

F.L.S.. F.N.I.
I

7. Prof B C. Guha. Ph.D.. D.Sc.

8. Prof. P. C. Mittcr, M.A.. Ph.D.
F.N.I

9. Prof. G. R, Pa.ranjpc, M.Sv
. y EIcctrd by the Geneuil

F.N.I., l.E.S., J.P. Gonirnittce.

10. Dr. 1. N. Ray. D.Sc., F.N.I.

11. Prof. M. R. Siddiqi, M.A.. Ph.D ,

F.N.I.

12 Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatraniai .

C. IE^, B.A., I.A.S.. F.N.I. >

13. Dr. K. G. Naik, M.A (Bomb.).
)

D. Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C., F.N.I,
I loc.il Secretaries

14. R. B. Chandrachud. Esq., F.R.C.S, i {co-opted )

.

(Eng.). i

Council

1 — 14. (a) Members of the Executire Committee. Ex-officio.

< b
)
Past Presidents who are Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

15.

Sh: P C. Ray, Kt., C.l.E,', Ph.D., D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A S B ,

F.N.r.
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16. Sir M. Visvesvajaya, K.C.I.E., M.Inst.C.E., D.Sc.

17. Dr.
J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C, V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.

19. Sir L. L. Fermor. Kt., O.B.E., D.Sc., F.G.S., A.R.S.M..
M.Inst.M.M., F.N.I . F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B.

20. Prof. M. N. Saha. D.Sc., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B , F.N.I.

21. Dr. J. H. Hutton, C.I.E., M.A.. D.Sc., F.R A.S.B., F.N.I.

22. Sir U. N. Brahmachari, Kt.. M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.S.M.F., F.Ni.

12. Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatraman, C.I.E., B.A., I.A.S., F.N.I.

23. Sir James H. Jeans, Kt., D.Sc., Sc.D., LL.D., F.I.C., F.R.b.

24. Dr. J. C. Ghosh, D.Sc., F.N.I.

25. Prof. B. Sahni. M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.

(c )
Past General Secretaries who arc Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C.. F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. Raman. Kt., Nobel Laureate.

6. Prof. S. P. Agharkar. M.A., Ph D.. F.L.S., F.N.I.

26. Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff, M.A., Sc.D., F.I.C., F.N.I., I.E.S.

5. Prof.
J.

N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S.. F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

27. W. D. West. Esq.. M.A., F.N.I.

(d) Past Managing Secretaries who are Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

28. Johan van Ma,nen, Esq., C.I.E. , F.R.A.S.B.

22. Sir LI. N. Brahmachari. Kt.. M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B..

F.S.M.F., F.N.I.

( e )
Past Treasurers wtx) are Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.

29. Dr. B. Prashad. D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B
F.N.I.

30. Rai Bahadur Dr. S. L. Hora. D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S.t.,

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

31^—44, (1) Sectional Presidents.

{g) Elected by the General Committee,

45. Prof. Y. Bharadwaja, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S., F.N.f.

46. Prof. F. R. Bharucha, B.A., D.Sc., F.N.I.

47. Prof. H. K. Mookerjee, M.Sc., D.I.C., D.Sc.

48. Prof. B. Narayana, M.Sc., M.B., Ph.D., F.R.S E.

49. Prof. B. Sanjiva Rao, M.A., Ph.D.

50. A. C. Ukil, Esq., M B., M.S.P.E., F.S.M.F.B., F.N.I.

51. Prof. K. Venkataraman, M.A., M.Sc.Tech., Ph.D., D.Sc., P.I.C.
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Sectional Committees
1941-1942

Mathematics and Statistics

—

Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis
Dr. Ram Behari

Mr. Sisii-endu Gupta
Mi. a. C". Mukhcrji

Dr. B. N. Prasad
Dr. B. R. Seth

Prof. N. R. Sen
^rof. A. C. Banerji

Prof. M. R. Siddiqi

Prof. N. R. Sen
Prof. D N. Sen
P^of. M. R. Siddiqi

Prof S C. Dhar

Physics

—

Prof. B. B. Ray
Prof. G. R. Paranjpc

Dr. S. C>.* Sirkar

Prof. D. V. Gogatc

Dr. P. C. Maha.nti

Dr. N. R. Tawcie

Sir C. V. Raman
Mr. T. P. Bhaskara Shastri

Dr, S, K. Banerji

Prof. M. N. Saha
Prof. D. M. Bose

Prof. S. N. Bose
Prof. B. Venkatcsa.char

Dr. C. W B. Normand
Prof. S. Mitra

Prof. S. Datta

Dr. K, R. Ramanathan
Prof. K. S. Krishnan

Prof. P. N. Ghosh

Prof. G. R. Paranjpc

Prof. H. Parameswaran
Prof. B. B. Ray
Prof. S. Datta

Prof. D. S. Kothari

Prof*. Kamta Prasad

Prof. R. K. Asundi

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Covres^pondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Fast Presidents ivho are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ot dir, ary or Honoraiy
Members.

Convener
Recorder
Sectional Cones;x)ndent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

\ Elected Mejiibers.
\

1

I
Past Presidents who are

h Ordinary or Honorary

I
embers.

Past Recorders
Ordinary or

Members.

who are

Honorary
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3. Chemistry'—'

Dr, M. Qureshi
Prof. S. S. Joshi

Mr. S. N. Mukherjee
Prof. M. D. Avasare

Dr. A. C. Chatterji

Prof. D. D. Karvt

Dr. J. L. Simonsen
Sir. P. C. Ra.y

Dr. G. J
Fowler

Prof. B. K. Singh

Prof. B. B. Dey
Dr. J. C. Ghosh
Dr. H. K. Sen
Sir S. S. Bhatnagar
Prof.

J.
N. Mukherjee

Prof. P. C. Mitter

Dr. K. G. Naik
Prof. P. R. Ray

• Prof. P. Neogi
Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff

Prof. A, C, Sircar

Prof. P. C. Guha
Prof. J.

N. Ray
Dr. P. B. Sarkar
Dr. S. Krishna
Prof. Mata Prasad

Prof. P, C. Guha
Prof. R. C. Ray
Prof. Mata Prasad
Dr. M. Qureshi
Dr. J.

N. Ray
Dr. P. B, Sarkar

Dr. H. Hasan
Prof. S. S. Joshi

Dr. M. Qureshi

4. Geology—

Dr. Raj Nath
Mr. V. P. Sondhi
Dr. A. G. Jhingran

Dr. C. C. Shah

Dr. G W. Chiplonker
Dr. K. P. Rode

Mr. E. S.’ Pinfold

Sir L L, Fermor
Mr. D. N. Wadia
Pro£. B. Sahni
Dr. C. S. Fox
Mr. P. Evans

. Qonvenec.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

• 1

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders ivho are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent,
Local Sectional Secretary.

I Elected Members.

(

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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Dr. M. S. Krishnan

Mr. B. Rama Rao
Mr, W. D. West
Mr. P. Gandhi
Prof. S. K. Roy
Prof. L. Rama Kao
Dr. M. R. Sahni

Dr. M. S. Krishnan . .

Mr. N. N. Chattcrjee

Prof. S. K. Roy
Prof. L. Rama Rao
Dr. C. Mahadevan
Dr. A. S. Kalapcsi

5. Geography and Geodesy^

Mr. George Kuriyan
Prof. NaJRs Ahmed
Miss. L A. Baker
Prof. .D H. Limaye

Sahibzada Muhammad Yusuf
Khan

Mr. B. B. Mukherjee

Mr. N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chatterjee
Dr. S. M. Tahir Rizvi

Mr.* N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chatterjee
Mr. George Kuriyan
Prof. Maneck B. PithawaJIa
Mr. A. K. Bancrjee

6. Botany^

.Dr. N. L. Bor
Dr. S. N. Das-Gupta
Mr. R. L. Badhwar
Dr. V. G. Phatak

Dr. A. C. Joshi

Dr. S. M. Sircar

Prof^ B. Sahni
Prof. S. P. Aghajkar
Prof. M. O. P. Iyengar
Prof. K. C. Mehta
Prof. P. Parija

Dr. T. Ekambaram
Dr. H. Chaudhuri
Dr. S. L. Ghose
Prof. R. H. Dastur
Prof. S. R. Bose
Dr. Krishnadas Bagchce
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja

* Dr. Shri Ranjan

Past Presidents who ate
Ordinary or Hon<Katy
Members.

j

Past Recorders who ar^
1

Ordinary or Hofnoraty

I
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondefit.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary

1
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Corres^ndent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

)

I

I
Past Presidents who are

h Ordinary or Honorary
1

Members.
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Prof. S. L. Ajrekar

Prof. S. R. Bose

Dr. Krishnadas Bagchee

Prof. G. P. Majumdar

^rof. M. Sayeed-ud-Din

Prof. Y. Bharadwaja

Dr. F. R. Bharucha

Dr. P. Anand

7. Zoology--

Dr. H. Srinivasa Rao
Or. B. R. Seshachar

Mr. Mukundamurari Chakra-

''arty

Dr. S. T. Moses

Prof. A. B. Misra

Dr. D. P. Raichoudhury

Prof. G. Matthai
‘ T>. H. R. Mehra

Dr. F. H. Gravely

Prof. K. N. Bahi

Dr. B. Prashad

Or. B. Sundara Raj

Dr. S. L. Hora

Dr. B. L. Bhatia

Prof. D. R. Bhattacharya

Prof, R. Gopala Aiyar

Prof. P. R. Awati

Prof. H. K, Mookerjee

Dr. G. S. Thapar

Prof. C, R. Narayan Rao
Prof. B, K. Das
Prof. A. Subba Rau

Or. H. S. Rao
Prof. H. K. Mookerjee

Dr. H. N. Ray
Dr. G. S, Thapar

Dr. H. S. Pruthi

Mr. D* Mukerji

Prof. S. G. M. Ramanujam
Mr. G. K. Chakravarty

Mr, Beni Gharan Mahendia
Mr.

J.
L. Bhaduri

Entomology—

Mr. D. Mukerji

Dr. K. B. Lai

Dr. D. ?. Raichoudhury

Or. V. N. Likhitc

Dr. B. C. Basu

Pmt jRecorclers. who are

. Ordinary or Honorary

Members.

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Corres^ndent.

Local Sectional oecretar^.

Elected Members,
.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary

Members,

I

Past Recorders who are

^ Ordinary or Honorary

Members.

.. J

. , Convener.

. , Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

, . Local Sectional Secretary,

,, Elected Members,
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Mohamad Afzal Husain
Dr. H. S. Pruthi

Rao Bahadur Y. Ramchandra
Rao • *

Mr. D. Mukerji
Dr. P. Sen

Past Presidents who ate
t Ordinary or Honorary
\ Members,

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

9. Anthropoiogy^

—

Prof. M. H. Krishna

Mr. J. K. Bose

Prof. D. Sen

Dr. B. Bhattacharyya

Dr. P. C. Biswas
Mrs. I. Karve

Rai Bahadur S. C. Roy
Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis
Dr. J. H. Hutton
Dr. B. S. Guha
Prof. K, P. Chattopadhyay
Dr. G. S. Ghurye
Mr. H. C. Chakladar
Dr. D. N. Majumdar
Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit

Mr. T. C. Da‘:

Dr. G. M. Kurulkar
Mr. T. C. Das
Mr. H. C. Chakladar
Dr. D. N. Majumdar
Mr. T. C. Rc^chaudhuri
Capt. R. N. Basu
Dr. A. Aiyappan

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I

j

Elected Members.

1

I Past Presidents who are

h Ordinary or Honorary

1
Members.

j

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

10. Medical and Veterinary Research

—

Dr. C. G. Pandit

Oi. G. D. Bhalerao

Dr. D.*N. Banerjce

Mr. P. M. Nanavati

Mr. M. R. Mahajan
Dr. B. Mukerji

Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokhey
Lt. Col. K. R. K. Iyengar
Bt.-Col. Sir R. N. Chopra
Sir LI. N. Brahmachari
.Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti
Mr. J. R. Haddow
Mr. A. C. Ukil

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

I

Past Presidents who are

^ Ordinary or Honorary

I

Members,
\

J
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Dr. M. B. Soparkar
Mr. A. C. Ukil

Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti

Prof. S. W. Hardikaj
Capt. S. Datta

Dr. Pbariindranath Brahma-
. . .'hari

Dr. C. G. Pandit

Prcf. S. Ramakrishnan

1 1 . Agriculture^

Dr. Nazir Ahmad
Mr. N. L Dutt

Dr. R. P, Mitra

Mr, S. S. Bhat

Dr. B. P, Pal

Dr ]. S. Patel

Rao Bahadur M. R. Ramaswami
^ Sjva.n

Rao Bahadur T. S. Vcnkat-
raman

rSir T. Vijavaraghavacharya
Rao Bahadur G. N. Ranga-
swami Ayyangar

Mr. M. Afzal Husain
Mr. A. K. Y. Narayan Aiyer
Rao Bahadur B. Viswanath
Rao Sahib T. V. Ramakrishna
Ayyar

Rai Sahib ]ai C'hand Luthra
Mr. K. Ramiah

Mr. N. V. Joshi

Rao Bahadur B. Vi.swa,nath

Dr. S. V. Desai
Dr. A. N. Puri

Dr. C. N. Acharya

12. Physiology—

Prof. B, T. Krishnan

Dr. K. P. Basu
Mr Banbihari Chatterji

Dr. K. N. Kulshrestha

Mr. vS. Banerjcc

Dr. S. N. Ray

Prof. W. Burridge
L.t.-Col. S. L. Bhatia

Bt.-Coi, Sir R^ N. Chopra
Prof. N. M. Basu
Dr. W. R. Aykroyd
Dr. B. B. Dikshit

Psist Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener,
Recorder,
Sectional Correspondent

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I Ejected Members.

^ast Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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Piof. N. M. Basu
*^Dr. S, N. Mathur p^ist Recorders who are

Prof. B. Narayana . I Ordinary or Honorary

Dr. B. B. Dikshit . i Members,

Dr. B. Mukerji . . j

13. Psychology and Educational Science'—

Dr. Gopeswar Pal

Prof. B. L. Atreya
Mr. Suhrid Chandra Sinha
Mr. T. K. N. Mcnon

Mr. Kali Prasad
Dr. Indra Sen

Dr. N. N. Sen-Gupta
Mr. N. S. N. Sastry

Dr. G Bose
Mr. M. N. Banerji

Dr. S. C. Mitra . .

Mr. {. M. Sen
Mr. K. C. Mukherji
Mr. Haripada Maiti
Dr. I. Latif

Mr. N. S. N. Sastry

Mr. M. N. Banerji

Mr. D: Ganguly

Dr. L Latif

Df. Gopeswar Pal

Convener.
Recorder.
Sec tional Corresponden t .

f.ocal Sectional Secretary.

I Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who art

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

H. Engineering'—

Dr. Anant H Pandya
Mr. N. V. Modak
Prof. S. K. Roy
Mr, A C. Sahgal

Mr. S. P. Chakravarti
Rao Bahadur N. S. Toshi

Mr. C. C. Inglis

Dr. Anant H. Pandya

Recorder.
(convener.

Sectiona I Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I

Elected Members.

Past President who is an
Ordinary Member.

Past Recorder who is an
Ordinary Member.
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General Arrangements
The Opening Oremony of the Congress will be held in the

Raroda College Central Hall. All Sections will meet in the
C>ollege Buildings in the following rooms —

Mathematics and Statistics

Physics

Chemistry

Geology

Geography and Geodesy

Botany

Zoology

Entomology
‘ Anthropology

Medical and Veterinajy

Research . .

Agriculture

Physiology

Psychology and Educa-
tional Science. . .

Enqincerinq

Physics Lecture Theatre, Science Insti-

tute (48).

Physics L^'cture Tl^eatre, Science Insti-

tute (41).

Chemistry Lecture Theatre, Science Ins-

titute.

Room No. 9 (Arts)

Room No 21' (Arts).

Biology Lecture Theatre, Science Insti-

tute ( 21 )

.

Biology Room No. ?S, Science Institute.

Room No. 20 (Arts).

Room No. 10 (Arts).

Room No. 15 (Arts)

Room No. 22 (Arts)

Biology I ecture Theatre, Science Insti-

tute (28).

Room No. 1 (Arts).

Room No. 18 (Arts).

The Office of the Local Secretaries will be opened in Room
No. 17 (Chemistry), Science Institute

The Office of the General Secretaries will be opened in Room
No. 25 (Biology), Science Institute.

The Information Bureau is located in the S. ]. Science Institute

Library.

The Reception Room is located in the Jr. B.Sc. Practical Room
(Biology), Science Institute. Stationery and writing materials foi

the use of the members will be available there. A number of tne

local daily papers will be provided in this room.

A Post and Telegraph Office will be opened in the Chemistry
Balance Room (8), East, Science Institute. Members may address
their letters Cjo Indian Science Congress, Baroda College, Ba.rodd.

All communications to the Local Secretaries may also be sent to this

address from the 31st December, 1941.

A local branch of the Bank of Baroda is situated in the Chemis-
try Balance Room (8), West, Science Institute.

A Telephone Connection will be available for the use of. tnc

members in the S. J.
Science Institute Library.
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A Restaurant, where refreshments will be available, will be

opeff^d in the College Compound trom the 2nd January, 1942.

Details of ihe Excursions will be announced in the revised pro-

gramme.

An interesting programme of visits to institutions of educational,

scientific, technical and industrial interest is being arranged, details

of which will be included in the revved programme.

Bad^s, a Science Congress Handbook (Baroda, 1942
)
and a

List of Members with their local addresses, where known, togcthei

with Invitation Cards to social functions, will be ^sued to member.s

from the Local Secretary’s Office from the 1st January, 1942 between

9 A.M. and 4 p.m. Members are requested to produce their membership

cards when applying for these

Opening Proceedings and the General Presidential Address:'—

The Congress will be opened by His Highness the Maharaja Saheb
of Baroda in the Baroda College, at 9-30 a m. on Friday, January

2nd, 1942. The Address of the General President will begin imme-

diately afterwards. Members must be in their seats before 9 a.m.

The Evening Popular Lectures ivill be dcbi>ercd in the College

Central Hall as folloivs:'—

Friday, January 2nd, 1942, at b- M] p.m.

‘Lahul: its people and flora,’ oy Dr. N. L. Bor, M.A., D.Sc.,

F.L.S., I.F.S., Forest Botanist. Forest Pesearch Institute,

P.O. New Forest, Dehra Dun

Monday. January 5th, 1942, at 6 dO pm.

‘The progress of Industrial Research, by Sir S. S. Bhertnagar,

Kt., O.B.E., D.Sc., F.Inst.P., F.I.C., Director, Board of
• Scientific and Industrial Research, Government Tc.st House,

Alipore, Calcutta.

Tuesday, January 6th, 1942, at 6'30 p.m.

‘Xhe Mica Industry, by Dr. ]. A Dunn. D.Sc
, D.I.C., F.G.S.,

F.N.I., Superintending Geologist, Gen.^ogical Survey of
India, 27, Chowringhee, CaVutta.

Wednesday, January 7th, 1942, at 6-30 p.m,

‘Science and the National Reconstruction in India, by Dr.
Kewal Motwani, a.m., ph.D,. TheosophicaJ Society, A^yar.
Madras.

Thursday, January 8th, 1942, at 6^30 p.m.

‘The Human Brain,’ by Mr. Biij Mohan Lai, m.b.b.s., m.sc.

(Lond.), Principal. Osmania Medical College, Hyderabad.
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DAILY PROGRAMME
(Provisional)

Thursday, January 1st, 1942. '
-

2 pm. Mcetinq of the Eyecutive Committee.

Friday, January 2nd, 1942.

9-20 A.M. . . His Highness Maharaja Sir Pratapsingh

Gaekwad. Senakhaskheh Samsher
Bahadur, G.C.I.E , LL.D., Farzandc-
Khas-E-Daulate-Englishia opens the

Indian Science Congress Session.

General President’s Address.

2 F-M. . . Meetings of the Sectional Committees
(in the rooms of the respective Sec-

tions )

.

3-30 p.M. . . Meeting of the Council.

6-30 p.M. Popular Lecture on ‘Lahul: its people

and flora,’ by Dr. N. L. Bor m.a .

D.Sc., F.L.S., I.F.S., Forest Botanist,

Forest Pesearch Institute, Dehra Dun.

Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

9 A.M, to 9-30 A.M. . . Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

9' 30 A.M. to 1 p.M. . . Meectngs of Sections, •*

12 Noon . . Presidential Address* Section of Agri

culture: 'Some Textile Fibres of

India.’

!• 30 A M. to 1 p.M. .. (1) Discussion on ‘Co-education.’

(Sechon of Psychology and Edu-
cational Science J.

(2) Discussion on ‘Necessity of a col-

lection of Insects of India.’ (Section
of E.ntomology^ .

(3) Discussion on ‘Tests of Cement-
Surki Mortars under various condi-

tions’ and ‘Methylated spirits as fuel

in Petrol Engines,’ (Section of
Engineering) .

(4) Discussion on ‘Gravity measure-

ments in India’ and 'Some gravity

problems of Eastern India.’ (Sec-

tions of Geology and Geography
AND Geodesy).

2 p.M. to 4 p.M. (I) Discussion on ‘Manufacture of

scieat'fic instruments in India.’ (Sec-
tions of Chicmistry, Physics and
Medical and Veterinary Re-
search )

.

Notes :
—^Notices regarding Social Functions and Excursions will

be announced by the Local Secretaries at Baroda
during the Session.
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2 P.M. to 4 P.M. . . (2) Dis^'p-ssion on use of Factorial

and Tnromplcte Flock Designs in

Agriculture.' (SncrioNS of A(;ricuL“

TURF ^ND M.VnU'.MATICS AND StA-

Tisrics)

.

(3) Disrussiejn nn "rin' sequence of

prctP-Storic c ulti r-'s in India. (Sfc-

TIONS OF Gl'OI orv AND AnTIIRO-
PO»,OC.

4 P.M, . . Meeting of the Fxec utive Committee.

Reception Committee's Dinner.

Sunday. ]anuary 4Tii, 1942.

Exc ursions will oe announced at Baroda.

Monday. JANUAR^ 5™, 1942.

9 a.m. to 9-30 A.M

9-30 A.M. to 1 P.M

9-30 A.M.

1 9 A .M

11 ll' A.M.

1 2 NOON

1 ^ 30 A.M. to I P.M.

Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

Meetings of Secricais.

Presidential Address; Section of

Botany: ‘Eecdc^qy: d’hcory and Prac-

tice,

l^rcssidentia.l Address: Section of Phy-
sics; ‘Some aspects of X-ray investi-

gations on solids, electrolytic solii-

tions, aliotropcs and colloids
'

Presidential A ^drccss; Section of An-
thropology; 'Piehisloric Dak ban.'

Presidential Addics.s: vSecti(.)n of Phy-
siedogy; ‘'Th'- need for the (‘xpansion

of pip'sioloqic al a.nd pharmacological

Research in India,

( 1 ) Disciissivin on CP’iqin of s.ilts in

the Lakes a'al .o)ils cd India. (Sf.c'>

I ( >N .s o I Cl (•.()(', icA p i I Y AND C I

•;
( )D I-:

s
'c

AND Gi-.oi>(v;v
) .

(2) Talk on ‘Childhood and Adoles-
f enee, by Mrs Kiisum Thakore, m.a,

(Sl'CTioN or P.NA'c'.noj.oro and Edu-
cation ad )

,

(3) Discussion cai ‘improvement in

.igrii (ihura! imp!.me^t^ and machi-
nery ’ (vSfctions or' AciRicui/ruRF
AND EnGINKI'RINO

) .

(4) Discussion on ‘Ess'^ntbal Oils.'

(SlT i'JON OF CnEMISTRV. -IN CO-
OPERATION WITH THE Indian Phar-
maceutical Conference

)

.
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2 P.M. to 4 P.M.

2-30 P.M. to 3-30 P.M. . .

6-30 P.M.

( 1 )
Discussion on The racial classi-

fication of India.' (Sfxtion of An-
thropology).

( 2 ) Discussion on ‘Sex Hormones,
their chemistry, physiology, pharma-
cology and therapy.’ (Sections of
CiiEMrsTRY, Physiology and Medi-
cal AND Veterinary Research).

(3) Discussion on ‘Psychological ap-

proach to Aesthetics.' (Section of
Psychology and Educational
Science) .

Discussion on ‘Underground and sur-

face water resources of North India

and their utilization.’ (SivCTIONS of

Geology, Geography and Geodesy,
Engineering and Agriculture).

Popular Lecture on 'The progress of

Industrial Research,’ by Sir S. S.

Bhatnagai. Kt.. O.B.E., D.Sc.,

F.Inst.P., F.l.C., Director, Board of

Scientific and Industricil Research.

Tue.sday, January 6tii, 1942.

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M.

9-30 A.M. to 1 P.M.

9-30 A.M.

10-30 A.M.

11-30 A.M.

12 NOON

11-30 A.M. to 1 P.M. . .

Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

Meetings of Sections.

Presidential Address: Section of Geo-
lc)gy: ‘The ]ura.ssic Rocks of Cutch—
their bearing on some problems of

Indian Geology.’

Presidential Address: Section of Che-
mistry: ‘Certain aspects of pure and

applied Photo-chemistry.’

Presidential Address: Section of Geo-
graphy and Geodesy: ‘Some aspects

of the regional Geography of

Kerala.'

Presidential Address: Section of

Zoology: ‘The urgent need for Bio-

logical Stations in India.’

( 1 )
Discussion on ‘The utilization of

results of agricultural research for

increased monetary return to the cul-

tivators.’ (Section of Agriculturi-:) .

(2) Discussion on ‘Ship building indus-

try and its possibility in India,’ (Sec-
tion OF Engineering).
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11-30 A.M. to 1 P.M.

2 pm.

2 P.M. to 4 P.M

4 pm.

6 3r. P.M.

(3) Discussion on ‘Vocational guidance/
(Section of Psychology and Edu-
cational Science).

(4) Discussion on ‘The anthropological

approach to the Indian sociology.'

(Section of Anthropology).

(5) Discussion on ‘Manufacture of syn-

thetic drugs in India,’ (Section, of
Chemistry)

.

Meeting of the Sub-Committee on
‘Science and its Social Relations.’

(1) Discussion on ‘Factor Analysis.’

(Sections of Psychology and Edu-
cational Science and Mathematics
AND Statistics).

(2) Discussion on ‘India’s position with

regard to sulphur resources,’ (Sec-

tions OF Chemistry and Geology).
•

(3) Discussion on ‘Control of Weeds.'
(Sections of Botany. Agriculture
AND Entomology).

Meeting of the General Committee.

Popular Lecture on ‘The Mica Indus-

try/ by Dr. J.
A. Dunn. D.Sc., D I.C.,

F.G.S.. F.N.l. Superintending Geo-
logist, Geological Survey of India,

Wednesday, January 7th, 1942,

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M. . . Meetings of the Sectional Committees. ^

9-30 A.M. to 1 P.M. . . Meeting.s of Sections.

9-30 A.M. . .
Presidential Address: Section of Ento-

mology: 'Certain aspects of morpho-
logy of insects in relation to habit.'

10-30 A.M.

11-30 A.M.

12 NOON

Presidential Address; Section of

Engineering: ‘Education for the

Engineering Industry,’

Presidential Address: Section of Psy-
chology and Educational Science

:

‘Measurements in Psychology,’

Presidential Address: Section of Mathe-
matics and Statistics: Sample Sur-
veys.'

11 .30 A.M. to 1 P.M. .
. (1) Discussion on ‘Land utilization sur-

, veys in India.’ (Section of Geogra-
phy AND Geodesy).
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11-30 A.M. to 1 p,M. .. (2) Discussion on 'Industrial Plastics.'

(Section of Chemistry

V

(3) Discussion on ‘Flow of fluids

through beds of granular materials.’

(Section of Engineering).

2 PM. to 4 p.M. .

. ( 1 )
Discussion on ‘Refrigeration in Cold

Storage of Potatoes.' (Section of

Engineerin'’ )

(2) Discussioi on ‘Mineral Policy in

India/ (Sections of Geology and

Geography and Geodesy).

(3) Discussion on ‘Physical and che-

mical properties of clays and ben-

tonites.' (Section of Chemistry).

4 P •
• Meeting of ^h^ Executive Committee.

6 30 P.M. .. Popular LectuT-e on Science and the

National Rf''"o struction in India/ by

Dr. Kewal M('^\vcni. A.M., Ph.D.

Thursday, January 8th. 1942.

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M. .

.

9-

30 A.M. to 1 p.M. .

.

10-

30 A.M.

11 A M. to 12-30 p.M. .

.

6-30 P.M.

Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

Meetings of Sections.

Presidential Address: Section of Medi-

cal and Veterinary Research* ‘Immu-

nity phenomena in virus diseases.'

( 1 )
Discussion on ‘Chromatographic

analysis.' (SECTION OF Chemistry).

(2) Discussion on ‘Linguistic provinces

for India.' (Section of Geography
AND Geodesy).

Popular Lecture on ‘The Human Brain/

by Mr. Brij Mohan Lai, M.B.B.S.,

M.Sc. (Lond.), Principal, Osmania
Medical College, Hyderabad.

Meeting of the Learned Societies

Thursday, January 1st, 1942.

3 P.M. . . Annual Meeting of the National Ins-

titute of Sciences of India.

Friday, January 2nd, 1942.

2 p.M. to 4 p.M. (1) Annual Meeting of the Physiolo-

gical Society of India.

(2) Annual Meeting of the Institute of

Chemistry of Great Britain and Ire-

land (Indian Section).
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'Saturday, January 3rd, 1942.

9-30 A.M. , • . . Opening of the Indian Statistical Con-
ference.

2 p.M. to 4 p.M .
. ( 1 )

Annual Meeting of the Society of

Biological Chemists, India.

(2) Annual Meeting of the Indian Phy-
sical Society.

(3) Annual Meeting of the Indian Psy-
chological Association.

(4) Annual Meeting of the Entomolo-
gical Society of India.

(5) Annual Meeting of the Indian Bota-

nical Society.

Monday, January 5th, 1942.

2 p.M. to 4-30 p.M .. (1) Annual Mcetirg of the Indiaji

Society of Soil Science. •

(2) Annual Meeting of the Society of

. Genetics and Plant Breeding.

3 P.M. to 4 p.M. . . Annual Meeting of the fndian Chemical
Society.

Tuesday/ January 6th, 1942.

2-30 p.M. . . Annual Gcnercd Mecdng of the Indian

Pharmaceutical Conference.

Wednesd.^y, January 7th. 1942.

1-30 p.M. , , Annual Meeting of the Indian Ecolo-
gical Society.



SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

Indian Science Congress Association

The Progress of Science in India during the

Past Twenty-five Years. Edited by B.

Prashad, D.Sc., F R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.N.L, Director, Zoological Survey of

India, Indian Museum, Calcutta Rs. 5-0-0 per copy

A review of the researches caxried out in India in different

scientific subjects during the period 1910 to 1937.

An Outline of the Field Sciences of India.

Edited by Sunder Lai Hora, Rai Bahadur.
D.Sc., F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.A.S.B.,
F.N.L, Assistant Superintendent, Zoolo-
gical Survey of India, Indian Museum,
Calcutta . . . . . . Rs. 2-8-0 per copy

An exposition of the manifold field problems involved in the

study in India of such subjects as Meteorology. Oceanography,
Geology, Botany. Zoology, Ethnology, Agriculture. Animal Hus
bandry and Archaeology.

The publications or information about them arc obtainable from
the Office of the Indian Science Congress Association, -92. Upr:er
Circular Road, Calcutta.

PROCEEDINGS
OF the

Indian Science Congress

The price list of the Proceedings from the Lst (191^) to the

28th (1941) Session are available on enquiry from the General
Secretary of the Indian Science Congress Association, 92, Upper
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Commercial Gazette Press—'Calcutta.








